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independent commercial farmers. In order
for this to happen, the government should
aim to form public-private partnerships
with private institutions/agribusinesses in
order to ensure the sustainable growth of
emerging farmers in agriculture.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Farming was considered a means of
subsistence in both rural and urban areas,
but as the population grew, this perception
was transformed into a business (Ducastel
& Anseeuw, 2017). The Department of
Agriculture invests a signiﬁcant amount of
development funds per year, both nationally
and in the North West province, in an attempt
to establish agricultural entrepreneurs. This
fails year after year. Since all emerging
farmers lack entrepreneurial skills
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Therefore, the government and private
organisations should assist emerging
farmers to come up with feasible business
plans. These emerging farmers should
be guided on the implementation and
management of the farm plans to realise a
proﬁt.

ABSTRACT
The South African Department of Agriculture
invests substantial amounts of money in
agricultural entrepreneurship growth. In
2004, the Comprehensive Agricultural
Support Program (CASP) was created
to provide emerging farmers with nonrefundable grants. By providing capital and
post-settlement support, the CASP fund
aims to assist emerging farmers in becoming
eﬀective SMMEs in the agribusiness sector.
The majority of the funds spent on CASP in
the North West province have been declared
as fruitless and wasteful expenditure by
the auditor general because the grants did
not add value and the targeted emerging
farmers were unsuccessful year after year.
The study’s main goal was to ﬁgure out
what factors contribute to emerging farmers’
success. A qualitative study was conducted,
with interviews held with key agricultural
players. A qualitative study was done, with
interviews held with main role players in
agriculture. The key ﬁnding and the core
of the result to this study is to empower
and giving skill to those emerging farmers
who must become self-sustainable and

There are growing calls to transform farming
into an agribusiness in order to meet rising
market demand. Proposed agricultural
entrepreneurs (emerging farmers) must
be educated to become active small,
medium, and micro enterprises (SMMEs)
in agriculture, and eventually to become
successful commercial farmers contributing
to South Africa’s food basket. Figure 1
illustrates the guide of the study.
South Africa’s agricultural sector contributes
3% to the country’s Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) (Gov.za, 2017). According to Haasje
(2006:47), entrepreneurs play a critical
role in a country’s growth, particularly in
a developing country like South Africa.
The agricultural sector contributes three
percent to the Gross Domestic Programme
(GDP) in South Africa (Gov.za, 2017).
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FIGURE 1: GUIDE OF THIS STUDY

Ahwireng-Obeng (2005:15) points out that
the South African government committed
itself to the development of entrepreneurs
in 1994 by putting strategies in place for the
development of SMMEs.

The problem is that the initiatives of
growing SMMEs in the emerging farming
communities of the North West province are
failing, despite much money spent. R157
millions of these CASP funds spend were
considered as irregular expenditure in
the 2016/2017 ﬁnancial year, while R14
million was declared fruitless and wasteful
expenditure. The previous ﬁnancial
years the same pattern occurred. This is
public money, and it reﬂects poorly on the
government in terms of how taxpayers’
money is spent. This indicates that no
contributions were made to food security.

In most African countries, at least 80% of
people engage in subsistence farming,
which creates a gap between food supply
and demand from consumers since food
supply cannot meet the demand (Sachs,
2018). As a result, African countries are
importing food to ﬁll the market’s food gap. In
order to enter the market, farming activities
as an agribusiness in a developing context
require active emerging farmers in the form
of SMMEs.

Research Objective
• To create a framework that will aid in the
development of emerging farmers into
prosperous agricultural entrepreneurs.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The Department of Rural, Environmental,
Agriculture and Development (READ),
which introduced a development fund to
assist potential agricultural entrepreneurs
in the North West province initiated by the
National Department of Agriculture since,
laid a solid foundation for the development
of SMMEs in the agricultural sector in the
North West province. According to Hall
and Aliber (2010:9), the Comprehensive
Agricultural Support Programme (CASP)
was established in 2004 to provide ﬁnancial
assistance to farming households. The
CASP fund’s aim is to assist historically
disadvantaged groups (emerging farmers)
to become successful SMMEs in the
agribusiness sector. Emerging farmers are
deﬁned as those previously disadvantaged
farmers who want to become successful
entrepreneurs in agriculture and then
become commercial farmers, who are
now the beneﬁciaries of the land reform
programme.

3. LITERATURE IN SUPPORT IN
SUPPORT OF THE PROBLEM.
After the new dispensation in South Africa
in 1994, there has been widespread
consensus across the political spectrum
that the government’s land reform program
is in serious trouble. According to Lahiﬀ
(2008:1), the land reform programme
has distributed four million hectares,
or around 5% of white-owned land, to
historically disadvantaged South Africans.
Recent studies have indicated that land
reform projects have limited impact on the
eﬀective production of agricultural products
for the contribution towards food security
revealed. According to Lahiﬀ, this is due to
a variety of factors, including poor planning,
a general lack of resources, and a scarcity
of skills among emerging entrepreneurs.
Bates (2004:154) identiﬁes three major
obstacles to progressive operation of blackowned businesses, namely lack of capital,
contact with ﬁnancial institutions and lack of
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managerial skills.

opportunity for poor and landless Namibians
to produce their own food and become selfsuﬃcient, as well as for smallholder farmers
to integrate into the mainstream economy
by selling their produce on the open market.
Almost all resettlement projects that are
more than four years old still depend
heavily on government assistance for items
like food, drought relief, and technical
assistance, and as a result, they have yet to
achieve self-suﬃciency (Odendaal, 2005).

According to Mmbengwa (2010:2753),
the quest for sustainable and proﬁtable
emerging farmers is critical for food security
in South Africa. It also allows historically
disadvantaged farming entrepreneurs to
participate in the agricultural economy.
In the next paragraphs this study discusses
the development of two neighbouring
countries namely, Zimbabwe and Namibia.

A major shortcoming of these resettlement
projects, according to Odendaal (2005),
was a lack of management capability.
Furthermore, beneﬁciaries’ lack basic
agricultural skills and a relies on the
government for the most of the time.
Agricultural training and skills to these
beneﬁciaries are important to make these
projects self-sustainable.

Zimbabwe:
The ﬁrst families were resettled in 1980,
and according to Kinsley (1999:173196), over 70 000 families were resettled
until 1999. This falls well short of the 162
000 goal set in the early 1980s. In addition,
Kinsley addresses the following:
The same rhetoric that was prominent in the
run-up to the 1996 presidential elections,
which portrayed land reform as an urgent
mission to be completed, is prominent in
the run-up to the 2000 parliament elections,
and is confronted by assessments that
resettlement is a failure, arising both from
inside and outside government.

The Agricultural Bank of Namibia launched
AALS mainly to assist strong communal
farmers in acquiring commercial farms
through state subsidies, interest rates, and
loan guarantees. Approximately 600 farms
have been bought by emerging black farmers
through AALS, nearly four times the number
of farmers that the ministry has acquired
for its Resettlement Programme. This was
an impressive exchange in landownership
from white to black. AALS is not without any
problems. It was announced in March 2004
that 37% of these farmers had defaulted on
their payments. As a result, the government
has suspended its 35 % guarantee on AALS
loans, and farmers must now pay 10% of
the purchase price before being eligible for
AALS.

In an interview with News24, Gumede
(2018) claims that Zimbabwe’s failed
populist-based land reform is a valuable
lesson for South Africa. He continues to
state that in 2016, Zimbabwe’s president
declared a state of disaster for agriculture,
allowing international donors to assist. This
declaration was also a strong admission
that the development in agricultural
entrepreneurs had failed.
Namibia:
After independence in Namibia, government
launched two land reform programs,
according to Odendaal (2005): Resettlement
Program and an Aﬃrmative Action Loan
Scheme (AALS).

Because these farmers (beneﬁciaries)
defaulted on their payments, it was
recommended for an extension of the
repayment period to a minimum of 33
years and a maximum interest rate of 2%
on the purchase of commercial farmland
(Matundu-Tjiparuro, 2018).

The Resettlement Program’s goal is to help
farmers become self-suﬃcient in terms of
food production, self-employment, and
income-generating businesses. This is an
18
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4. METHODOLOGY
Research design
Research approaches can broadly be
classiﬁed into two categories, namely
quantitative and qualitative methods. This
research employs a qualitative approach.
Qualitative research includes an “array
of interpretive techniques which seek to
describe, decode, translate, and otherwise
come to terms with the meaning, not the
frequency, of certain more or less naturally
occurring phenomena in the social world”
(Cooper & Schindler 2006:196).

TABLE 1: COMPOSITION OF THE
INDIVIDUALS WITHIN VARIOUS
INSTITUTIONS

Institution
Department of
Agriculture in the North
West province
Black commercial
farmers
Agricultural
cooperatives in the
North West province

Sampling
The target population includes members of
the READ, agricultural cooperatives, and
black commercial farmers, also mentioned
in Table 1. This study is based on qualitative
research method. Information needed
from this target group is to determine
their feedback on the failure of emerging
farmers and actions that should be taken
to promote emerging farmers to successful
entrepreneurs in agriculture.

No of
individuals
1
2
1

Selected members of the READ,
agricultural cooperatives, and black
commercial farmers make up the target
population. Two black commercial farmers,
the Member of the Executive Council
(MEC) responsible for agriculture in
the North West province, and a senior
manager from an agricultural cooperative
responsible for rural development were
all interviewed, as shown in Table 1. This
target group’s information is required to
evaluate their feedback on emerging farmer
failures and steps that should be taken to
develop emerging farmers to be eﬀective
agricultural entrepreneurs. There was no
need for more data in this respect because
the data retrieved from the four participants
were saturated.

To draw a sample from these organizations,
the non-probability sampling approach was
used, and the speciﬁc technique deemed
suitable was purposive sampling. There
are two types of purposive sampling,
namely judgement sampling and quota
sampling. According to Cooper and
Schindler (2006:424), judgement sampling
“occurs when a researcher selects
sample members to conform to some
criterion”. Managers working by these
agricultural organizations, dealing directly
with agricultural production, who have all
the knowledge as to why most emerging
farmers are unsuccessful, were used in this
study to use their judgment. Participants
were chosen on an arbitrary basis because
of their unique knowledge. Watkins (2010)
contends that purposive sampling is used
for a particular purpose, for example,
participants are chosen from diﬀerent groups
representing diverse perspectives on an
issue. Table 1 indicates the composition of
the individuals within various institutions.

Each interview was taped and transcribed
in its fullest. The four transcripts’
written submissions were emailed to an
independent consultant for review. The
analysis was done in NVivo 12 Pro.
NVivo 12 Pro for Windows is a tool for
gathering all of the information needed. It
contains the import, manage and analyse
text functions, as well as audio, video,
emails, images, spreadsheets, online
surveys, web content and social media.
With NVivo advanced data management,
query and visualisation tools can be
explored. QSR International’s NVivo is
a computer software kit for qualitative
data analysis (QDA). It was created for
qualitative researchers who deal with a lot
19

• From the information above, it has been
referred that with the description “poor
selection of recipients” appeared 20
times with all the four interviews held.

of text-based and/or interactive data and
need to do a lot of analysis on small or large
amounts of data (Zamawe, 2015:13).
5. FINDINGS
The inductive thematic analysis method
was used, in which codes, or nodes as
NVivo calls them, emerged from the data.
Project failures and a lack of continuity were
identiﬁed as two nodes. These nodes were
further developed through exploratory tools
such as Word Map, Frequency, Tree Map,
Tag Cloud and Explore Diagram.

Recommendations:
• From the information above, it has
been referred that with the description
“communicate with, report on and
engage all stakeholders” appeared 29
times with three interviews held.
• From the information above, it has
been referred that with the description
“selection is key” appeared 29 times
with all four interviews held.

Referrals to some sub-nodes mentioned
in the interviews:
The referrals to some sub-nodes listed in
the interviews are highlighted in Table 2
(codebook).

5.1. Word cloud or tag cloud
Tag clouds are a graphical representation of
up to 1000 words displayed alphabetically in
varying font sizes, with commonly occurring
words from the interviews in larger fonts,
which helps researchers with technical
analysis. It should be noted, however, that
tag clouds only display frequently occurring
terms, not generally in order of importance.
(Patton, 2015: 183).

Project failure and lack of continuity:
• From the information above, it has been
referred that with the description “CASP
ineﬀective” appeared 10 times with all
four interviews held.

TABLE 2: NODES

Name

Project failure and lack of
continuity

Recommendations

Description
CASP ineﬀective
Poor selection of recipients
Inadequate government and
department knowledge and
assistance
Misappropriation of funds and
wasteful expenditure
Communal and economical
division of land
Communicate with, report on
and engage all stakeholders
Selection is key
Process knowledge and skills
and be personally informed and
empowered
Proper ﬁnancial and farm
management
Training and empowerment
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5.2. Word tree

within the agricultural activities
• Marketing management – marketing
possibilities of the agricultural product
The management word map contributes
in answering the research question on
educational shortages.
• Emerging farmers must have the
necessary skills within the ﬁeld of ﬁnancial
management, operations management
and marketing management to become
successful commercial farmers.
5.4. Selection word map
Looking at the selection word map certain
words were noteworthy: “select”, “emerging
farmers “and “process”
From the Table 3, as mentioned in the
nodes, is it very important that the selection
of the emerging farmers is key. This table
also certiﬁes that the individual chosen to
be a good farmer possesses the necessary
knowledge, abilities, enthusiasm, and
determination, as well as ﬁnancial and farm
management expertise. The following are
some of the interviewees’ remarks.

FIGURE 2: WORD TREE

The font size of the word that is used more
frequently is displayed in a larger font size
(Patton, 2015:183). The words that were
most frequently used were, emerging
farmers, commercial farmers, government
department,
CASP,
training
assist,
cooperatives, support and successful.
These ﬁndings are not surprising given the
topic under study.

“You must select the correct person
that can steer the job”
“If you don’t select the correct jockey for
this job you are not going to succeed,
meaning the correct person that can do
farming that know what it is all about”

From the interviews conducted, certain
key words were identiﬁed, namely
management, selection, passion, support,
training, cooperation, CASP, jockey, heart,
government and emerging.

“He or she must have a passion for the
job”

5.3. Management word map
Looking at the management word map,
certain words were noteworthy:

• Resulting from the interviews the
selection process, to choose the correct
emerging farmer is very important and
the candidate must have a passion for
the job.

• Financial management – all ﬁnancial
matters within the agricultural business
• Operational management – management

TABLE 3: SELECTION OF EMERGING FARMERS
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5.5. Passion word map
Looking at the passion word map, certain
sentences were noteworthy:

goal is to commercialize black farmers,
which can only be accomplished with
assistance, such as ﬁnancial, marketing,
and technical assistance.

“Correct jockey for the job”

5.7. Training word map
The training word map, certain sentences
were noteworthy:

“Need to have a proper selection
process to identify a person that will
have a passion for farming”

“Government
and
the
private
institutions should get involved with a
training programme during the three
years within the cooperative”

“You must know the farming business”
“The level of knowledge you need to
have to be selected as an emerging
farmer to beneﬁt from the government
programme”

“The secondary cooperatives should
be South African Qualiﬁcation Authority
(SAQA) accredited”

• Resulting from the interviews, an
emerging farmer that beneﬁts from
this CASP programme, oﬀered by
government must have the passion
and a level of knowledge in agriculture
to become a successful commercial
farmer.

“The chosen emerging farmer will join
the speciﬁc secondary cooperative for
a period of three years”
“To enter into a secondary cooperative
as an emerging farmer member, in the
beginning of the ﬁrst year for the threeyear training programme, it would be
necessary for the emerging farmer
to do an entry exam as part of the
selection process”

5.6. Support word map
Looking at the support word map, certain
words were noteworthy:
“ﬁnancial support”, “technical support”,
“support towards agriculture” and
“training support”

“It will be part of the development
programme that an emerging farmer
will register with a speciﬁc secondary
cooperative for a period of three years”

This table also aﬃrms to the fact that
the person chosen to be a good farmer
possesses the requisite experience, skills,
enthusiasm, and dedication, as well as
ﬁnancial and farm management expertise.
The following are some of the comments
made by the interviewees.

“After the three-year period the
successful farmer will be graduated
with certiﬁcate/diploma”
• The interviews revealed that the main
goal is to commercialize black farmers,
which can only be accomplished
with assistance and training, such as
ﬁnancial, marketing, and technical
assistance.

“The main aim is to commercialise the
black farmers”
“Empowering the farmers”

5.8. Cooperation word map
Looking at the cooperation word map,
certain sentences were noteworthy:

“This service … that you are rendering
to the farmer I am talking about,
concerning to the plants the tractors
and those type of things, technical
services and those type of stuﬀ”

“To establish a cooperative for every
ﬁve or ten farmers is not going to work.
It needs to be a formal cooperative with

• The interviews revealed that the main
22
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proper management. It must a clear
direction”

will be monitored by the extension
oﬃcers and other external oﬃcials who
will report on a quarterly basis on their
performance to the advisory council,
according to SAQA speciﬁcations. If an
emerging farmer does not perform, such
a person will be expelled from the threeyear training programme.

“The government should ﬁnance the
operational duties within a cooperation”
“The cooperatives are only a body
assisting the emerging farmer with
technical support and ﬁnancial
support and to monitor the emerging
farmer during this three-year period.
The emerging farmer should not be
a member of the cooperative. The
cooperative is a serviced delivery body
with proper management appointed
and subsidised by government”

The council will determine (based on
the emerging farmer’s results–SAQA
speciﬁcations) whether to promote the
emerging farmer to the next stage or to
fail the emerging farmer and then remove
the individual from the programme at the
end of each year. The emerging farmer
will graduate after successfully completing
the three-year term. During this period, the
emerging farmer would have accumulated
equity and can be introduced to the land
redistributing programme.

“The management of this cooperatives
are the key thing. This cooperative is
the vehicle that government can use to
promote emerging farmers”

5.9. CASP word map
Looking at the CASP word map, certain
sentences were noteworthy:

“You can have a cooperative
specialises in crop production and also
a cooperative specialises in livestock.
You might get an emerging farmer that
belongs to two cooperatives because
of mixed farming meaning crop and
livestock. The key is the management
of the cooperation”

“CASP funds spent was ineﬀective”
“The Auditor General mentioned to me
that the CASP fund is not eﬀectively
used at all”

“It also be that such cooperative
been accredited with SAQA or ICAS
to be issued a certiﬁcate after three
years with accreditation on successful
practical education within a special
ﬁeld of farming”.

“Then what is happening to these
farmers the government will give them
grants one season then after that
season you see some of the lands are
planted this year next year they are not
planted”

• Based on the interviews, it appears that
an emerging farmer will be educated and
trained on basic farming practices in the
agricultural operation in which the farmer
wishes to specialise, as well as in other
theoretical ﬁelds such as ﬁnancial and
marketing management, over the course
of these three years if he or she joins
a secondary cooperative. A mentorship
programme needs to be put in place
and the partnership with commercial
farmers, in a well-structured way should
be established. These emerging farmers

“CASP is still a failure if you going
to look at the fruitless and wasteful
expenditure in the books of the
department”
“What we actually say to each other is
that CASP is not going to work in its
current form”
“They mentioned to me according to the
CASP is not working. You must select
the correct person that can steer the
job. And one of the black commercial
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farmers, mentioned to me and he said
Faan there is no way, that if I am going
to have a farm of 1 000 hectares, that
you can give me10 beneﬁciaries for
that farm, it is not going to work”

5.11. Government word map
Some certain sentences were noteworthy:
“Government need to be consistent.
Government must have a programme
on how to assist farmers. Maybe a three
year programme. And government
must follow this programme to the
letter, may be government will achieve
something”

• It emerged from the interviews that
CASP is not going to work in its current
form. You must select the correct person
that can steer the job with proper
training and monitoring. Forensic audits
have been done to investigate the
fruitless and wasteful expenditure and
the result of this was that some of the
employees directly involved with the
CASP programme services to READ
have been suspended.

“Because I am saying to government
grants are not sustainable but we can
use grants in a constructive way. A
constructive way is yes, ok”
“After the three-year period you still
continue to assist them by government
but also to assist them to get an
agricultural loan to extend their farming
operations”

5.10. Jockey word map
Looking at jockey word map certain
sentences were noteworthy:
“If you are not going to select the
correct jockey for the job, you are not
going to succeed”

“After the three year process the
emerging farmer is somewhere
between an emerging farmer and a
commercial farmer but got conﬁdence.
This is my way of thinking in promoting
emerging farmers but the government
on its own will never succeed”

“You need to do a proper selection of
which emerging farmer you are going
to select for assistance by government.
You need to have a proper selection
programme. Not everybody is a farmer.
Even if he or she has grown up in the
farming industry, it not hundred percent
that the person will be a successful
farmer”

“We have formal and informal training.
We work hand in hand with your
Agri-seta, or work hand in hand with
training companies like those that
are Agri-seta accredited. We do have
the informal training session we are
in partnership we work hand in hand
with seed companies, Agricol, Pioneer,
Monsanto, Panar, seed companies, we
work with fertilizer companies, Omnia,
because the deal is that you cannot sell
to the farmers and then go. Meaning this
companies must train farmers in terms
of cultivar selection, plant population,
planting depth, planting time etc. They
must assist us to an extend to even go
as far as planta calibration that is what
they are doing”

“Black people are not looking for land
they are looking for a home. They
agree that farming is a very diﬃcult
profession”
“You give him money or cheap money
for free, also give a piece of land and
say there is. Go ahead and make it a
success. No, it doesn’t work that way”
It was clear from the interviews that an
emerging farmer’s selection process is
crucial. You must choose the right person
that can steer the job with adequate training
and oversight.

“Government will be the biggest
donator of monies and training but
24
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cannot do it without the input of the
private organisation in whatever input
agreed upon”

get the ﬁnancial and technical support
from Government that it will become a
problem”

• The interviews revealed that the
government has a critical role to play in
the development of emerging farmers,
but that it cannot fulﬁl this role on its
own. The government needs private
sector assistance, and the private sector
is eager to help.

“The government will not succeed
on its own. Will need the input of the
private institution like the North West
Cooperation”
“This is my way of thinking in promoting
emerging farmers but the government
on its own will never succeed”

5.12. Emerging farmers map
Looking at the emerging farmers map,
certain sentences were noteworthy:

“This is also a very much big emphases
area of the new president in the
development of black commercial
farmers. There will be more support
towards to agriculture. There was
always support but is was not always
well directed”

“Government and private organisations
must work closely together to get
emerging farmers more sustainable.
Like the North West Cooperative and
other private institutions”

“Of the questionnaires completed by
emerging farmers on their feedback in
the study, they speciﬁcally emphasise
that the support they receive from the
department is guided by, etc. Do not
exist at all. There is no government
support. The extension oﬃcers who
have to help them are not available
at all and if they get help, they will be
compensated for that extra. Some
of the extension oﬃcers are also not
capable of working”

“In this system of the cooperatives,
the private sector can be included.
North West Cooperative can also
assist emerging farmers with technical
support and in the monitoring of the
emerging farmer”
“This is my way of thinking in promoting
emerging farmers but the government
on its own will never succeed. The
private partnership into the whole mix
will succeed to the promoting of an
emerging farmer”

“Politicians are working on numbers
and do not want to create commercial
farmers”

“After the emerging farmer has
graduated then the emerging farmer
will not be continued to be assisted
by the corporation ﬁnancially but the
corporation can bring in the ABSA’s
and other ﬁnancial institutions to assist
the farmer in future with ﬁnancial loans
ext.”

5.13. Comparisons between the
outcomes of the interviewees.
Various comparison arguments followed
between all the interviewees for example:
• Misappropriation of CASP funds
• CASP programme in its existing form is
ineﬀective

“It is also necessary that the private
sector and the state come together and
work together and bring successful
emerging farmers there. The private
sector wants to help”

• Selection is key
• Poor selection of recipients
• Inadequate government or department
knowledge

“If the emerging farmer is not going to
25

Emerging
farmers
must
achieve
independence and become commercial
farmers
• Emerging
support

farmers

need

Overall, selection is weak, resulting in
CASP’s failure. As a result, while opportunity
has been provided, it has been provided to
the wrong people and in the wrong manner.

technical

Through the interviews, a new framework
seems to have developed and emerged
and contains particular cornerstones:

• It is important to equip emerging farmers
with what is needed for farming
• Training and empowerment is important

At the modus, there is comparison, where
the private sector and government have
a combined role to play that deals with all
the various nuclei involved in managing
farms and the various emerging farmers.
There needs to be a more careful selection
of candidate or emerging farmers and
this selection process needs to include a
programme that extends over a long period
of time (three years).

• Communicate, report and engage with
all stakeholders in agriculture
These
comparisons
between
the
interviewees contribute to the research
question.
The study’s main conclusion is that
developing farmers need to be empowered
and given skills in order to become selfsustaining and autonomous commercial
farmers. It is obvious from the above
similarities that all of the interviewees
agreed. This emphasises the contribution
made to answer the research question and
to get solutions.

The extended temporality of this programme
will further help to identify those farmers who
possess the passion and grit to succeed,
are worth the investment and will see to it
that there will be a return on investment.
Emerging farmers must be given ﬁnancial
assistance as a start-up during this
program, which necessitates coordination
between the government and other private
organisations involved in the development
of these farmers.

A large part of the reason why things are
failing now is that farms are being awarded
to people with no passion to up skill and
learn to become commercial farmers.
Emerging farmers believe farming is a
lucrative business and want to invest in it, but
without the necessary commitment, they will
struggle when things go wrong. Emerging
farmers lack the skills and experience to
deal with problems as they arise, so they
end up selling everything that was simply
oﬀered to them. Selling cattle when they
had calves, selling tractors intended for
planting, and selling seeds to white farmers
that should have been planted are only a
few examples.

Part of this programme needs to instil in
emergent farmers the skills and knowledge
required for success, which includes
management tools such as ﬁnancial
management, as well as more pragmatic
and practical exposure to running a farm as
a business
A land-to-farmer ratio must be established
so that the land is an economically viable
unit. To be able to complete their tasks, these
farmers must have the required equipment.
Most signiﬁcantly, it entails instilling in them
the marketing, management, ﬁnancial
control, and farming knowledge and skills
necessary to motivate and prepare them
for a gradual transition from dependency to
independence.

Furthermore, a large part of this is due to the
government’s inability to properly identify
and advise, since they lack the expertise
and skills to do so. As a result, they end
up choosing people poorly and then failing
to provide the training, assistance, or any
other eﬀective action to ensure the project’s
success.
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CONCLUSIONS, CONTRIBUTIONS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The research oﬀered in-depth analyses of
emerging farming SMMEs. The factors that
decide the success or failure of farming
SMMEs were also given special attention.
Based on this, a list of the key success
factors was identiﬁed in the research. As
mentioned above, as part of the objectives of
this study, the results of this study indicated
that emerging farmer SMMEs need farming
skills, ﬁnancial, extension services and
infrastructure to ensure the success of
their farming enterprises. Aside from the
factors listed above, training and extension
support were cited as the most important
determinants of success and failure for
emerging farmer SMMEs. Furthermore, the
value of business planning, access to formal
markets, and preparation for emerging
farmer SMMEs was reconﬁrmed. Based
on these ﬁndings, it can be concluded that
emerging farmer SMMEs lack the capacity
to operate their businesses due to a lack
of human resources, market, infrastructure,

farming skills, and ﬁnance.
With the information gathered from the
qualitative research done, is it clear that the
private organisations should and want to join
hands with government in the development
of emerging farmers. With this in mind,
the external role players in agriculture,
together with government should follow the
aspects that should be highlighted towards
the implementation of a framework in the
development of emerging farmers.
The study’s goal is to grow eﬀective
agricultural entrepreneurs. Cooperatives
can be formed within the government sector
as a vehicle for private institutions and
commercial farmers (who will serve on the
board of such cooperatives) to be involved
in the training and selection of emerging
farmers to become successful agricultural
entrepreneurs.
Figure 4 is a structure on how the public
entity will appear and who will be responsible

FIGURE 3: A SUCCESS FACTOR FRAMEWORK TO DEVELOP SUCCESSFUL ENTREPRENEURS
IN AGRICULTURE.
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FIGURE 4: A STRUCTURE ON HOW THE PUBLIC ENTITY CAN APPEAR AND WHO WILL BE
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF EMERGING FARMERS TO BECOME FULLYFLEDGED COMMERCIAL FARMERS.

Department of Agriculture in the North West
province, according to the Public Financial
Management Act (PFMA). The board of the
primary cooperative will also report to the
MEC concerning the performances and
ﬁnance of the entity in total. According to
the researcher, the board should be made
up of members who are external role
players in agriculture (a delegate who will
be the chairperson of the advisory council
at all secondary cooperatives). The board
will have a coordination function over all
four secondary cooperatives. The primary
cooperative (head oﬃce) should only have
an administration role that consolidates

for the development of emerging farmers to
become fully-ﬂedged commercial farmers.
The recommended name of the entity could
be the “North West Agricultural Cooperative
of Development in Entrepreneurship”
To perform agricultural development,
it might be necessary to separate the
development functions into the main
functions of agriculture namely crop
production, livestock, agricultural business
and dairy products.
The board will be in charge of the primary
cooperative and will be appointed by the
Member of the Executive Council (MEC) to the
28
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FIGURE 5: A PROPOSAL ON HOW THE PRIMARY COOPERATIVE SHOULD OPERATE

monthly ﬁnancial reports as well as quarterly
performance reports for the board, the
department’s MEC, and the provincial
treasury. All agricultural development funds,
such as CASP funds, should be channelled
through this provincial public entity (primary
cooperative).

wishes to specialise, as well as in other
theoretical ﬁelds such as ﬁnancial and
marketing management, over the course of
these three years. A mentorship programme
needs to be developed, as well as a wellstructured relationship with commercial
farmers. The output of these emerging
farmers will be monitored by extension
oﬃcers and other external oﬃcials, who will
report to the advisory council on a quarterly
basis, according to SAQA speciﬁcations.
If a new farmer fails to succeed, he or she
will be kicked out of the three-year training
programme.

If the ﬁrst step of said selection process
went well, the emerging farmer should write
a business plan for the particular farming
operation he or she wants to pursue. A panel
of agricultural economists from external
private institutions (oﬃcials) should assess
the business plan and conduct an interview
with the emerging farmer to determine the
background of this farming activity’s context.
If the emerging farmer passes the second
phase of the selection process, he or she
may become a member of the secondary
cooperative. There should be a possibility
that such a secondary cooperative should
be South Afric Part of the development
programme is that an emerging farmer
will register with a speciﬁc secondary
cooperative for a period of three years.an
Qualiﬁcation Authority (SAQA) accredited.
This isn’t meant to take the place of an
agricultural college, but on-the-job training is
critical. This means that after three years, an
aspiring farmer would be able to graduate.
An emerging farmer will be educated and
trained on speciﬁc farming practices in the
agricultural operation in which the farmer

The council will determine (based on
the emerging farmer’s results–SAQA
speciﬁcations) whether to promote the
emerging farmer to the next stage or to
fail and then remove the individual from
the programme at the end of each year.
After the successful completion of the
three-year period, the emerging farmer
will graduate. The emerging farmer would
have built up equity and been added to
the land redistributing program during
this period. After the three-year program,
external agricultural role players and private
organisations (who are members of the
secondary cooperation advisory council) will
be familiar with these graduated, emerging
farmers and will not hesitate to assist them
with a production loan and whatever else is
needed to become achievers. As a result,
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FIGURE 6: A PROPOSAL ON HOW THE SECONDARY COOPERATIVE SHOULD OPERATE

other ﬁnancial institutions, as well as be
added to the land distribution program.

the secondary cooperatives will receive new
intakes of developing emerging farmers
who have passed the selection process
each year.

To summarize, the government’s goal
should be to establish public/private
partnerships and form alliances with private
entities in order to achieve eﬀective growth
in agricultural entrepreneur production.

The funding arrangement for implementation
should be as follows:
• First year: 100% CASP grant on the
approval of business plan

The roles and responsibilities of other
private agribusinesses/institutions should
be:

• Second year: 80% CASP grant on the
approval of business plan and 20%
agriculture loan

• The provision of mentorship
• Assistants with training initiatives such
as learning by doing concepts

• Third year: 60% CASP grant on the
approval of business plan and 40%
agricultural loan

• Assistance with direct and indirect
marketing

• Fourth year: These emerging farmers
who have successfully graduated in
the fourth year have built up enough
equity to apply for a 100% production
loan from agricultural cooperatives and

• Assistance with operational functions.
Other support services that private
agribusinesses/institutions may provide to
30
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support rural agricultural development are
undoubtedly numerous.

for Land and Agrarian Studies, School of
Government, University of Western Cape.
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SMALLHOLDER MAIZE
FARMER’S WILLINGNESS
TO JOIN INDEX INSURANCE
IN VHEMBE DISTRICT:
LIMPOPO PROVINCE

size, and risk management strategies were
factors inﬂuencing smallholder farmers`
willingness to buy crop insurance product.
This study has shown that smallholder crop
farmers` willingness to buy crop insurance
products as a risk mitigation strategy is low
in the Vhembe district of Limpopo. The study
recommends awareness and education
with regard to crop insurance purchase for
smallholder farmers. This can be done as
one of governments’ intervention towards
agriculture as a form of subsidy to resource
poor farmers.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The use of insurance as a risk management
tool is commonly used by other sectors
or departments such as property and
life but not so much in the agricultural
sector speciﬁcally for smallholder farmers
(Jepchumba, 2015). Demand for crop
insurance by smallholder farmers is still very
low in South Africa, with only a negligible
number of smallholder farmers participating
in agricultural insurance, especially in the
rural areas (Partridge and Wagner, 2016).
The crop insurance demand gap needs to
be ﬁlled as insurance is an essential tool
for risk management strategy (Fonta et
al., 2018). Smallholder farmers generally
have inadequate resources, meaning that if
a loss occurs, resulting in a poor harvest,
the smallholder farmers will suﬀer a loss of
income and might not be able to continue
farming.

Dr Josepho Nembo Lekunze
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Mahikeng, South Africa
E-mail: Joseph.lekunze@nwu.ac.za
Mr Usapfa Luvhengo
North West University
Mahikeng, South Africa
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ABSTRACT
Only a negligible proportion of smallholder
farmers in South Africa have crop insurance
to mitigate production risks. This article
analyses the demand for index-based
crop insurance by smallholder farmers in
the Vhembe district of Limpopo Province
in South Africa based on their willingness
to join a proposed insurance product. The
total population of smallholder farmers
was categorised according to four local
municipalities that make up the Vhembe
district. Questionnaires were used to collect
once oﬀ data from smallholder farmers. The
contingent valuation method was used as
a method of choice to further analyse the
willingness to buy a crop insurance product.
Analysis revealed that 86% of the farmers
were willing to buy the index-based crop
insurance. Further analysis using Probit
regression model found that age, farm

Over the years, farmers have adapted
several risk mitigation strategies such as
crop diversiﬁcation, crop rotation, and
mixed farming, to name a few (Masara
and Dube, 2017). Although the strategies
that farmers apply are helpful, they are
not enough to sustain their productivity,
especially during unforeseen circumstances
and uncalculated risk events. Thus, one of
the solutions that large-scale commercial
farmers use in most countries to manage
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production risk is using crop insurance.
(Daninga and Qiao, 2014). Crop insurance
is a ﬁnancial instrument used to transfer
the crop production risk of loss from the
farmers to the insurers for a speciﬁed
premium (Iturrioz, 2009). In this way, they
are stabilizing the farmer’s ﬁnancial status
by oﬀering protection against the impacts of
crop failure and increasing the chances of
farmers obtaining loans (Masara and Dube,
2017).

Vhembe district is dominated by rural areas
where smallholder crop farmers do not have
access to aﬀordable and straightforward
insurance, which therefore makes them
the target market for the emerging index
insurance. Vhembe district is dominated
by rural areas where smallholder crop
farmers do not have access to aﬀordable
and straightforward insurance, which
therefore makes them the target market for
the emerging index insurance. Smallholder
farmers are the most vulnerable as they
are deﬁned by (FAO, 2012), stating that
smallholder farmers are those that own a
small-based plot of land onto which they
produce for subsistence purposes with a
portion to sell while relying mostly on family
labour and less expensive technology.

Worldwide, diﬀerent types of crop insurance
can be used as risk management tools
such as multi-peril crop insurance, named
peril crop insurance, and index-based
crop insurance (Iturrioz, 2009). According
to Ntukamazina, Onwonga, Sommer,
Rubyogo, Mukankusi, Mburu and Kariuki
(2017), index-based crop insurance is
linked to indices, which can either be
weather or average yield rather than
focusing on the actual yield of an individual
farmer. Index insurance solution solves
most problems that limit the application of
traditional insurance in rural areas. The main
diﬀerence between traditional insurance
and index insurance is that traditional
insurance indemniﬁes the farmer’s claims
based on the actual loss on the farm, which
requires loss assessment while index
insurance cover shared risks amongst
farmers with similar traits. Index insurance
uses a proxy and sets up a threshold as a
trigger for a pay-out; therefore, it does not
require loss assessment (Burke, Janvry
and Quintero, 2010). The key advantage of
index-based insurance on smallholders is
that costs of insurance are lower compared
to traditional solutions, therefore aﬀordable
to smallholders (Barnett and Mahul, 2007).
Advantages of index insurance on the
insurer`s side are that there is no intense
loss assessment required, a simpler
distribution channel, and adverse selection
is lower (Mapfumo, Groenendaal and
Dugger, 2017). Index-based crop insurance
avoids moral hazards such as perverse
incentives where farmers would prefer their
crops to fail in order to receive a pay-out.

1.1. Problem statement
The exposure of maize production to
various environmental risks necessitate
the need for agricultural insurance to the
farmers in order to allow for continuous
production even after a loss (Kpodo, 2017).
The use of insurance as a risk management
tool is commonly used by other sectors
or departments such as property and
life but not so much in the agricultural
sector speciﬁcally for smallholder farmers
(Jepchumba, 2015). Demand for crop
insurance by smallholder farmers is still very
low in South Africa, with only a negligible
number of smallholder farmers participating
in agricultural insurance, especially in the
rural areas (Partridge and Wagner, 2016).
The crop insurance demand gap needs
to be ﬁlled, as insurance is an essential
tool for risk management strategy (Fonta
et al., 2018). The insurance market for
smallholder farmers is underdeveloped, and
most smallholders have little understanding
of insurance (Partridge and Wagner, 2016).
There is still very little experimental focus
in the literature about the demand side of
insurance products, and therefore, more
attention is required (Daninga and Qiao,
2014). The knowledge gap about factors
inﬂuencing farmer’s purchase of insurance
still exists.
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Objective: Thus, the objective of the study
was to identify socio-economic factors that
aﬀect willingness to join and pay for indexbased crop insurance by smallholder maize
farmers in the Vhembe district.

municipalities in the district as this was
already a natural division and simple random
sampling was used to obtain the number
of smallholder farmers that are required
from each municipality. Data were collected
in all four municipalities of the Vhembe
district, namely Makhado, Mutale, Musina,
and Thulamela (following the old district
structure due to data availability). Data was
collected using a structured questionnaire
and an in-depth interview with smallholder
crop farmers in the study area.

Null Hypothesis: Socioeconomic factors
do not aﬀect willingness to join and pay for
index-based crop insurance by smallholder
maize farmers in the Vhembe district.
1.2. Ethical Considerations
Conduct during the research process was
ethically correct in order to protect the
North West University, the researcher,
research participants and the environment.
Participants were adequately and properly
informed regarding the nature of the
research project. The information collected
from respondents was conﬁdential. The
respondents have was treated with respect
and dignity. The respondents were informed
that participation is voluntary.

2.3. Determination of sample size
Cochran’s formula was used to calculate the
ideal sample size of the smallholder farmers
that was used in all the four municipalities.
The sample size was determined to be 173
smallholder maize farmers using equation
1 below.
……………….......................(1)
Where n0 is the sample size, p is the
estimated proportion of the population
that comprises of the attributes that are in
question, q is equal to 1- p, e is the desired
level of precision (margin of error) and z is
the value found on the Z table according to
the desired conﬁdence interval.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
2.1. Study area
The study area was selected based on the
knowledge that Maize production in Limpopo
has recently suﬀered production losses,
which are reﬂected by the decline in the
(DAFF, 2018) maize production statistics.
The outbreak of fall armyworm in Limpopo,
speciﬁcally in the Vhembe district, has
also resulted in maize production losses;
therefore, this area requires attention. In
addition, the assumption that the rural
communities have little or no agricultural
insurance as a tool for risk mitigation
strategy contributed to the choice of the
study area (Tlholoe, 2015). Smallholder
farmers in developing countries such as
South Africa face issues such as limited
access to ﬁnancial services and adequate
risk management products ( Makaudze,
2012).

2.4. Data analysis
From the WTJ questions, percentages and
numbers of smallholder farmers interested
in participating in index insurance and those
that are not interested are presented. It is
also essential to analyse and understand
the factors aﬀecting the willingness to join in
the participation of the presented insurance
product.
A Probit model was used to determine
the factors inﬂuencing the decision of
smallholder farmers to join in the participation
of the index insurance product. Probit
models are discrete choice models that are
derived from utility theory (Jeyakrishnam
and Umashnkar, 2015). The utility function
assumes that farmers will always maximize
their utility (Balana, Catacutan and Makela,
2013).

2.2. Data collection
For the purpose of this paper, primary data
was used. The stratiﬁcation of farmers
was applied, wherein the smallholder
farmers were stratiﬁed according to the
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This model was chosen based on the
ability to take two dependent variables,
in this case being the willingness and
unwillingness of smallholder farmers to join
in the participation of the index-based crop
insurance product. Trang (2013) used the
same model to analyse the willingness to
join the Area Yield Index for Rice farmers
in Vietnam with the following general probit
model.

whereas younger farmers are known to
have a better understanding of innovative
solutions. The ﬁnding of this study revealed
that the majority of farmers in the study area
are older than 65 years of age.
Education is also an important factor as it
forms part of the characteristics that improve
rural household competitiveness through
farm income generation and knowledge
(Tlholoe, 2015). The level of education
may also inﬂuence farmers’ perceptions,
understanding, and awareness of risks
and insurance, inﬂuencing the demand
for insurance thereof as Tafese (2016)
indicated that higher education level
allows for the adoption of better farming
systems and easily absorb new and
innovative information. The farmer may
further understand farm management and
agricultural marketing principles better. The
majority of the interviewed farmers did not
have tertiary education. as shown in table
3.1.

The general Probit model is stated as
equation (2) below:
………….....(2)
Ya = the dependent variable, in this case,
is the willingness or unwillingness to join in
the participation of index insurance product.
Ya = 1, if the farmers respond that they are
willing to join in the participation of the index
insurance product.
Ya = 0, if the farmers respond that they are
not willing to join in the participation of index
insurance product.

The results of the study revealed that the
average household size is 6 members in
the study area. Larger household size is
generally linked to higher consumption
expenses which may aﬀect their aﬀordability
for additional expenses, and this may further
impact the demand for insurance and the
risk management strategies used. However,
a household with a larger household size
may also be more motivated to invest in their
production through better risk management
strategies or demand insurance in order to
protect household livelihood since there are
more dependents (Tlholoe, 2015).

βo = intercept
βn = the coeﬃcients that explain the
probability of farmers willingness
μa = the error term
xa= The independent variable that is
selected based on a literature review.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results in table 3.1 indicate that majority
of the farmers in the area of interest are
females. According to Mbonane (2018),
the majority of farmers are females as the
male in the family normally migrate for
employment in urban areas.

Income is a fundamental factor that can
determine aﬀordability in adopting better
and innovative risk management solutions
such as crop insurance. Income therefore
may inﬂuence farmers’ demand for crop
insurance regardless of whether they see
it as an important tool or not but mainly
inﬂuenced by aﬀordability (Ellis, 2016).
Table 3.1 shows that the majority of farmers
receive less income to manage their
household needs.

Age is an important factor in better
understanding the farmer’s perceptions,
awareness, and understanding of farming,
risks, and solutions. According to Mbonane
(2018), older farmers are known to have
better farming experience and knowledge
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TABLE 3.1 DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF SOCIOECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF
SMALLHOLDER MAIZE FARMERS IN LIMPOPO PROVINCE

Description
Measurement
Gender
(1= Male, 0= Female)
Age
(Years)
Education
(1=Tertiary,0=lower)
Household size
Number members
Income
(1=>R126,000pa, 0=otherwise)
Farm size
(1= > 5 ha, 0= ≤ 5 ha)
Farming
(1= > 15 years, 0= ≤ 15 years)
experience
Diversiﬁcation
(1= yes, 0= No)
Better quality
(1= yes, 0= No)
seeds
Fertilizers
(1= yes, 0= No)
Irrigation
(1= yes, 0= No)
Savings
(1= yes, 0= No)
Government
(1= yes, 0= No)
assistance
Crop insurance
(1= yes, 0= No)
awareness
Valid N

N
Min
Max
Sum
Mean
173 0.00 1.00
71.00
0.41
173 25.00 71.00 9382.00 54.23
173 0.00 1.00
28.00
0.16
173 2.00 11.00 1046.00 6.05
173 0.00 1.00
56.00
0.32
173 0.00 1.00
14.00
0.08
173

0.00

1.00

122.00

0.71

173

0.00

1.00

131.00

0.76

173

0.00

1.00

149.00

0.86

173
173
173

0.00
0.00
0.00

1.00
1.00
1.00

148.00
127.00
68.00

0.86
0.73
0.39

173

0.00

1.00

116.00

0.67

173

0.00

1.00

62.00

0.36

173

Source: authors computation
The majority of the farmers indicated that
their farm size is less than 5 hectares. Most
of the farmers were farming on schemes
that are mostly divided equally among the
farmers. According to the FAO (2012),
smallholder farmers normally own a smallbased plot of land onto which they produce
for subsistence purposes and a portion to
sell.

to manage (Khan, Chander and Bardhan,
2012).

More than seventy percent (70.5%) of the
farmers who participated in the survey had
more than 15 years of farming experience.
This may imply that the experienced
farmers who are a majority, understand
their risks better and may be more conﬁdent
in their risk management strategies. On
the contrary, experienced farmers may
also be open to crop insurance based on
their loss experience and based on their
understanding that production risks have
been increasing over the years due to
climate change and becoming more diﬃcult

It is important to understand the farmers’
knowledge or familiarity to crop insurance
as it may inﬂuence how they demand crop
insurance products. Awareness has proven
to be one of the main barriers to insurance
(Swiss Re, 2017). The observations from
table 3.1 are that only 35.8% of the farmers
were aware of crop insurance. Most of the
farmers understood what insurance was
with reference to other types of insurance
such as car insurance and life insurance but
had no idea that there is also crop insurance
that could be used as a risk management

The majority of the farmers indicated
good quality seed as the most used
risk management strategy followed by
fertilization. Savings was the least used
strategy of the ﬁve that are mentioned in
table 3.1.
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tool to protect crops in case of losses.

that the model was signiﬁcant at 5% through
a chi-square value and the goodness of ﬁt
is also measured by the pseudo value of
0.19 which indicate that 19% of the farmers’
decision to join in the participation of the
index-based crop insurance variation was
properly explained by the explanatory
variables used. The smallest variable factor
is used as the baseline factor by default.

4. EMPIRICAL RESULTS
4.1. Factors aﬀecting farmers
willingness to join
4.1.1. Farmer’s interest in joining indexbased crop insurance
After the index products were thoroughly
explained to the farmers, they were asked
if they would be interested in joining
to participate in the index-based crop
insurance product without attaching any
price or premium rate to the question.
The results for willingness to join are
summarised in ﬁgure 4.1 The graph clearly
indicates that the majority of the farmers
were willing to join and participate in the
insurance product proposed. These results
are similar to those of Trang (2013) who
found that in three diﬀerent districts, the
majority of farmers were willing to join the
insurance scheme as they mainly wanted
to protect themselves from unexpected
disasters.

The only variables that showed statistical
signiﬁcance are age at 10%, farm size at
1%, and the two risk management strategies
applied, which are crop diversiﬁcation and
government assistance and both signiﬁcant
at 1% and 5% respectively. This means
that there is no evidence to reject the null
hypothesis which said that the explanatory
variables do not inﬂuence the willingness
to join index-based crop insurance except
for age, farm size, and the types of risk
management strategies used such as
the application of crop diversiﬁcation and
receiving government support. Table 4.1
shows the coeﬃcients of the explanatory
variables and their level of signiﬁcance.
The signiﬁcant variables in this study are
diﬀerent from those of a study by Masara
and Dube (2017) with the exception of age.
Masara and Dube (2017) found that some of
the signiﬁcant variables were age, income,

4.1.2. Model ﬁtness
In order to analyse the factors inﬂuencing
the willingness to join, a probit model was
applied. Table 4.1 present the results of the
probit model ran on diﬀerent explanatory
variables. The statistical results showed

FIGURE 4.1: WILLINGNESS TO JOIN RESPONSES
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of index-based crop insurance meaning
that farmers with larger farm size are more
likely to join in the participation of index
crop insurance compared to the farmers
with smaller farm size. These results
corroborate with the expected results which
were that farmers with larger farm sizes may
be more willing to join insurance to protect
their production as they have more to lose
compared to the farmers with smaller farm
sizes. Ellis (2016) argued that farmers with
larger farm size are more likely to join and
pay for insurance as they may have enough
income and may need to ensure productivity
on their large farms.

and years in farming.
Signiﬁcant factors
Age negatively inﬂuences the decision of
farmers on their willingness to join in the
participation of index insurance or their
interest in the product thereof. The negative
inﬂuence indicates that older farmers are
less likely to be willing to join index insurance
compared to younger farmers. These
results are also in agreement with expected
results which was that older farmers may
not prefer the use of crop insurance due
to their level of insurance understanding
according to Tlholoe (2015). However, this
inﬂuence is contrary to the study done by
Masara and Dube (2017) which indicated
that older farmers are more likely to take up
insurance compared to younger farmers.

Risk management strategies applied
Crop diversity-The variable of crop
diversity is at a signiﬁcant level and
negatively inﬂuence the decision of farmers
to join index insurance, meaning that
farmers who apply crop diversiﬁcation to

The size of the farm positively inﬂuences
the willingness to join in the participation

TABLE 4.1: PROBIT REGRESSION ON FACTOR AFFECTING THE WILLINGNESS TO JOIN

Dependent Variable
Explanatory Variables
_cons
Gender
Age
Education
No of household members
Income range
Farm size
Farming experience
Diversiﬁcation
Quality seed
Fertilizers
Irrigation
Savings
Government assistance
Crop insurance awareness

Willingness to pay
Coef.
P>|z|
0.655
0.530
0.156
0.591
-0.027
*0.056
-0.458
0.394
0.011
0.862
-0.471
0.207
1.393
***0.005
0.635
0.119
-0.898
***0.005
-0.023
0.960
0.259
0.567
-0.186
0.608
0.316
0.347
-0.716
**0.015
-0.022
0.952
LR chi2(14) = 26.10
Prob > chi2 = 0.0251
Pseudo R2 = 0.1873

Probit regression Obs=173
Log likelihood = -56.608381

***, **, * indicates statistical signiﬁcance at levels 1, 5, and 10 percent respectively
Source: Authors computation
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their farming are less likely to join index
insurance. The results could mean that
crop diversiﬁcation as a strategy may be
enough to protect the farmers on its own,
hence the farmers do not feel the need for
insurance. These results are contrary to the
ﬁndings by Trang (2013) who mentioned
that risk management strategies positively
inﬂuence the willingness to join, implying
that insurance and other risk management
strategies may be complementary as risks
may not be properly managed without
insurance.

were not willing to join the insurance
product indicated that they think insurance
is expensive while others simply did not
trust that insurance is for their beneﬁt which
implies that the trust in insurance is also an
important aspect on the willingness to join
index-based crop insurance.
5.2. Recommendations
Insurance providers should prioritize
increasing crop insurance awareness
and education for smallholder farmers.
Insurance regulators should also consider
inclusive insurance policies to accommodate
the smallholder farmers in rural areas that
have smaller farm sizes and lower income
through index-based crop insurance.

Government assistance as a risk
management strategy negatively inﬂuences
the farmers’ willingness to join in the
participation of index-based crop insurance
with a signiﬁcant inﬂuence. The negative
inﬂuence indicates that farmers who receive
assistance from the government to manage
their risks are less likely to be willing to
join index insurance. The results are what
was expected as a negative inﬂuence was
expected.

Insurers, regulators, and the government
should strive to defuse the false perception
that farmers have on insurance, believing
that insurance is untrustworthy and only
expensive. Policymakers need to ensure
that there are insurance support policies
for smallholder farmers and the insurance
regulations should ensure that the farmers
are protected as insurance customers and
that the index-based crop insurance product
is fairly developed to meet the farmers’
needs.

5. CONCLUSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Crop insurance’s use as a risk management
tool by the smallholder maize farmers in the
Vhembe district is non-existent. Farmers are
not exposed to enough information about
crop insurance and there is little awareness
of this type of insurance. Farmers were
interested and willing to purchase the indexbased crop insurance product if it was to be
provided to them.
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EXPANSION STRATEGIES
IN THE AGROPROCESSING SECTOR
FOR SMALL-SCALE AGROPROCESSORS IN SOUTH
AFRICA

developed a strategic framework for
economic empowerment for small-scale
agro-processing in South Africa. This study
concludes that small-scale agro-processors
of South Africa are still struggling with
strategic economic empowerment despite
existing support from the government in the
form of policies. The study recommends
that the review of policy and government
programmes to support small-scale agroprocessors should consider factors for
strategic economic empowerment as
identiﬁed in the framework.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Policy reforms have occurred across
all the diﬀerent sectors of South African
since the advent of democracy post1994 (Rasheed, Wen, Gao, Shai, Jin, Lin,
Guo, and Zhang,2016). Despite these
policy changes, Uppal (2014) opined that
indigent communities in post-colonial
African countries still face high levels of
disempowerment attributed to ruminants of
past colonial policies as most post-colonial
governments ﬁnd it diﬃcult to change the
structure of the economy they inherited.
Although some African governments have
sought a policy of indigenization to close
the gap left by colonial policies, argues
Andreasson (2010), the economic structures
have primarily remained the same in terms
of structure. But Osibanjo, Oyewunmi,
Abiodum and Oyewunmi. (2019) have
argued that if a post-colonial state can be
seen as an organization, it may choose to
develop its citizens in alignment with their
current needs and prepare them for their
future needs. Such is the responsibility of
post-colonial governments towards agroprocessors.

ABSTRACT
The study was aimed at developing
strategies for expansion by small-scale
agro-processors in South Africa. This
article purports that post-colonial states
are organizations that choose to develop
citizens in alignment with their needs, and
such is the responsibility of post-colonial
South African governments towards agroprocessors. The study utilizes a quantitative
research approach, and data was collected
using a questionnaire. A total of 503 smallscale agro-processors from Gauteng,
Limpopo, North West, Free State, and
Mpumalanga Provinces of South Africa
participated in the study. Factor analysis
was used to identify the factor loading of
the latent variables (unobserved variables),
and Structural Equation Modelling (S.E.M.)
was used to determine critical tenets for
small-scale agro-processors. The study
utilized an exploratory research design
and a quantitative research approach.
Data for this study were collected from
503 respondents across ﬁve provinces
of South Africa. A stratiﬁed probability
random sampling technique was used
in the selection of respondents across
the ﬁve provinces. Practically, the study

Literature review
Craig (2002) stated that, although various
degrees of progress have been through
indigenization programs, they have also
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been hampered by highly politicized
policies. According to Uppal (2014), most
countries that have failed to implement
strategic sector-based policies or programs
have failed to produce the desired results
that will change their economic structure.
It is incumbent on countries to develop
strategic policies that favour the most
signiﬁcant number of people to achieve
sustained economic growth, and the postapartheid South African government has
largely failed to follow that direction. Fox
& Romero (2017) opined that strategic
economic empowerment is essential for
positive developmental outcomes such as
poverty reduction, inclusive growth, and
human rights. Furthermore, Bird (2018) and
Eck (2014) assert that strategic economic
empowerment increases the citizens’
access to resources and opportunities such
as skills development, market information,
ﬁnancial services, job opportunities,
property acquisitions, and other productive
assets. Strategic economic empowerment
also increases citizens’ access to and
control over productive assets, argued the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (O.E.C.D., 2016).

growth incentives that limit their ability to
compete eﬀectively with dominant ﬁrms in
the sector (Mmbengwa et al.2020).
Hence, Lin, van den Bos & Sterras (2018)
have observed that the limited involvement
of small-scale agro-processors in the
sectors’ value chain in South Africa may
have emerged from the confusion in
policies and lack of a strategic economic
empowerment framework to implement
policies. Though there exist government
policies designed to empower small-scale
agro-enterprises, these policies have not
signiﬁcantly impacted the growth of smallscale agro-processors due to fragmented
strategies, with no framework to address
past inequalities (Iheduru 2004). However,
Ortmann & King (2007) suggest that,
despite the confusion of policies and
frequent changes after that, the sector plays
a pivotal role in supporting small-scale,
previously disadvantaged farmers towards
commercialization and growth.
In South Africa, most small-scale agroprocessing enterprises are characterized
by
ineﬃciency
in
resource
use,
mismanagement, weak responsiveness to
market trends, poor innovative practices,
poor management skills and lack of
trust, inability to share information, skills
development, and the use of assets. The
Agri-BEE Transformation Charter of South
Africa was designed strategically to cater
to these challenges. However, evidence
of success among small-scale agroprocessors in South Africa is rare. Several
studies (Cook, 1995; Elfring and Hulsink,
2003; D’Haese, Hylenbroeck, Doyer and
Calus 2007; Jordaan, Grove and Backeberg
2014) have researched the development of
strategic frameworks in various economic
sectors of South Africa. These include value
addition, innovation through networking,
and organizational performance, but none of
these frameworks was on agro-processing.

The agro-processing sector of South Africa
is not yet fully transformed and still does
not reﬂect the demographic of the country
but rather a continuation of the colonial
structure. The agro-processing sector of
South Africa is still skewed in favour of
well-established large-scale commercial
enterprises to the neglect of small-scale
agro-processors who are left out due to the
strategi economic empowerment policies
by the government to drive their growth
(Mmbengwa, Rambau, and Qin, 2020).
However, there has been some progress
in the past twenty-ﬁve years with some
new role-players participating in the agroprocessing sector of South Africa (Dimant,
Lebone, Mackay, Moloi, Ndebele, Phung
and van Heerden 2016). These players from
the previously disadvantaged segment of
the population are challenged by access to
markets, technologies, skills development,
poorly developed infrastructure, and limited

Furthermore, studies by (Child and
Rodrigues, 2005; Miles, Snover, Binder,
Sarachik, Mote, and Mantau 2006;
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600 and 900 meters above sea level and
has an estimated 1.22 million square
kilometres surface area. Statistics South
Africa. (Stats S.A., 2020) 2020 mid-year
population estimates for the country stood
at 59, 62 million with an average family
size of three per household. In this study,
ﬁve provinces were purposively selected,
namely, Gauteng, Limpopo, North West,
Free State, and Mpumalanga provinces, in
which 64% of the country’s agri-business
activities take place as shown in Figure 1.

lliopoulos, 2008 and Cook & Burres 2009)
have been conducted globally small-scale
agro-processing businesses’ performance.
However, these studies focused on internal
social dynamics, revenue, and income of
small-scale agro-processing businesses.
Thus, business networking is a socioeconomic commercial activity in which
groups of like-minded entrepreneurs identify,
develop, or take advantage of business
possibilities (Muranga 2020). Furthermore,
Thindisa & Urban (2018) contend that smallscale agro-processors who collaborated
and maintained networks had a competitive
edge over compatriots who do not network.
As a result, good trademark usage may play
a role in improving branding and longerterm investments in innovation (Lybbert,
Saxena, Ecuru, Kawooya, and WunschVincent, 2017). This study, therefore,
intends to develop expansion strategies
targeting the Small-scale agro-processing
sector for small-scale agro-processors of
South Africa.

Stats S.A. (2019) and Mthombeni, Antwi,
and Rubhara (2021) observed that these
provinces are home to most small-scale
agro-processing activities in the country
and the highest number of entrepreneurs in
this sector (Stats S.A., 2019). The structure
of the agricultural sector in South Africa is
dualistic, with a well-developed commercial
sector competing with the resource-poor
smallholder farmers (Gwebu & Mathews,
2018).
The
agro-processing
sector
contributes approximately R124 million
(14%) to South Africa’s gross domestic
product and employs approximately
451,000 people constituting about 10% of

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
South Africa is in the Southern tip of the
African continent. The country lies between

FIGURE 1: MAP OF SOUTH AFRICA SHOWING PROVINCES. SOURCE: GOOGLE MAPS, 2019.
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total employment in the formal agricultural
sector. The South African government
has prioritized agro-processing due to its
potential to generate massive employment
because of its backward and forward
linkages.

independent variables. The collected data
were analysed using methods of central
tendencies such as frequencies, standard
deviations, percentages, and others.
Further analysis was done by Structural
Equation Modelling (S.E.M.). S.E.M. was
developed to determine critical tenets for
small-scale agro-processors eﬀectiveness
and eﬃciency regarding strategic economic
empowerment for small-scale agroprocessors of South Africa. Descriptive
statistics were used to summarise the
characteristics of the small-scale agroprocessors and their perceptions on the
level of importance of various management
practices in agro-processing businesses. It
involves the determination of frequencies,
mean and standard deviation of the
constructs used. For the purpose of this
research, frequency tables, means, and
standard deviation were used to present
the results of descriptive analysis.

2.1 Research design, sampling, and
data collection
The current study utilized and exploratory
research design and a quantitative research
approach. Data for this study were collected
from 503 respondents across ﬁve provinces
of South Africa. A stratiﬁed probability
random sampling technique was used in
the selection of respondents across the ﬁve
provinces. The sample respondents met
the following criteria: owning, operating, or
managing a small-scale agro-processing
enterprise. The business should be located
within the study area. The owner, manager,
or director should have a business or
work permit or identity document. The
quantitative data was collected using a
structured questionnaire. The structured
questionnaires were validated using
peer review by supervisors, consultants,
and senior government oﬃcials from
the agriculture sector who discussed
and criticized parts of the study and their
relevance to the research objective.
Furthermore, triangulation was performed
to validate the study instrument and crosssectional data.

2.2.1 Inferential Statistics
The statistical analysis methods discussed
in this section include exploratory factor
analysis and Structural Equation Modelling
(S.E.M.). S.E.M. software package Analysis
of Moment Structures (A.M.O.S.) version
16 was used in this research to explore the
statistical relationships between the test
items of each factor and among the factors.
Factor analysis is an interdependence
technique used to determine the nature of
underlying patterns among many variables
(Hair, Halle, Terry-Humen, Lavelle, and
Calkins., 2006:104). Kothari (2004:323)
deﬁnes factor analysis as an underlying
dimension that accounts for several
observed variables. He further submits that
there can be one or more factors, depending
upon the nature of the study and the
number of variables involved. To achieve
the objectives of this study, factor analysis
takes either Exploratory Factor Analysis
(E.F.A.) or Conﬁrmatory Factor Analysis
(C.F.A.) (Cohen, Janicki-Deverts, and
Miller., 2007:560). Factor analysis can take
any of the following three approaches: the
centroid method, the principal components

2.2 Measurement’s variables
Factor analysis was used to explore and
identify the factor loading of the latent
variables (unobserved variables). Structural
Equation Modelling (S.E.M.) was used to
determine critical tenets for small-scale
agro-processors eﬀective and eﬃcient
strategies for economic empowerment.
The output of small-scale agro-processors
was considered as a measure of strategic
economic empowerment and the dependent
variable in this study. Furthermore, the
composite factors of variables, such
as capacity-building, entrepreneurship,
infrastructure
and
resources,
and
transformation,
were
considered
45

method, and the maximum likelihood
method (Kothari, 2004:323). E.F.A. uses
principal component methods to explore
previously unknown groupings of variables,
to seek underlying patterns, clustering, and
groups (Cohen et al., 2007:560). In this
study, the researcher ﬁrst conducted an
exploratory factor analysis to examine the
dimension of each of the constructs (factor).

Criterion, the percentage variance criterion,
and the scree plot. The Kaiser’s criterion
suggests that factors with eigenvalues
greater than 1 are more signiﬁcant as they
represent substantial variance explained
(Field, 2000: 640). Percentage of variance
criterion is used to ensure that the factor
extracted together explains a speciﬁed
amount of variance. Values that account for
70 – 80% of the variance are acceptable
(Field, 2000: 436 – 437). However, in
social science, a factor accounting for 50
– 60% variances are common and can be
considered.

2.2.2 Exploratory Factor Analysis
Exploratory Factor analysis (E.F.A.) is
a multivariate statistical approach or
descriptive technique used to determine
the appropriate number of common factors
to uncover which measured variables are
reasonable indicators of the various latent
dimensions (Khine, 2013: 10). In this study,
the main objective of E.F.A. was to evaluate
the dimensionality of a set of multiple
indicators (e.g., items from a questionnaire)
by uncovering the smallest number of
interpretable factors needed to explain the
correlations among them (Williams and
Sternthal, 2010:2). With the Factor Analysis
method, the Principal Component Analysis
(P.C.A.) techniques were more appropriate
as a data reduction technique to reduce
the larger of 503 respondents to a smaller,
more manageable number of composite
variables to use in subsequent analyses
(Kothari, 2004: 22). This study used the
Kaiser’s criteria (Eigen value > 1 rule) for
the extraction, consistent with the preferred
type of Measurement. The study variables
were measured using the Likert scale,
which is an interval scale and assumes
normality implying the study ﬁndings can
be generalised from the sample to the
population under investigation, which are
agro-processors. Correlation is a necessary
but not conclusive measure of validity, hence
can inﬂuence the reliability of the factor
analysis. There are two ways of checking
suitability in the given data to conduct factor
analysis: sample size adequacy, which in
this study was at least 5 times the number
of items in the construct.

The Eigen values represent the variances
explained by the particular item. Extraction
Sums of Squared Loadings show results
of extraction of items with eigenvalues
greater than 1. Factor loadings resulting
from orthogonal rotation are correlation
coeﬃcients between each item and the
factor; they range from -1 to +1. A negative
correlation indicates that the items need
to be reversely interpreted from the way
they are initially stated. Factor loadings
are suppression values and are subjective
and could vary from 0.32 to 0.5 using the
scree plots keep factor before the breaking
point or elbow are kept (Field, 2000: 436 –
437). Diﬀerent scree plot was inspected to
estimate the number of possible factors to
be extracted. A scree plot test was used to
select the number of factors with Kaiser’s
Eigenvalue greater than 1, their percentage
variances contribution, and the Cronbachs’
Alpha Coeﬃcient.
2.2.3 Structural Equation Modelling
Structural Equation Modelling (S.E.M.) is a
combination of statistical models seeking
to clarify and explain the relationships
among latent constructs that have multiple
measures (Lei & W.U., 2007:33). It was
a combination of factor analysis and
regression. In the current study, S.E.M. is
used to examine the relationships between
agro-processing factors. This technique
speciﬁes the estimates and evaluates
models of linear relationships among a
set of observed variables (measured) and

The number of factors to keep will be
evaluated using three criteria, the Kaiser
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unobserved (latent variable), in contrast to
regression analysis which can only model
observed variables, and factor analysis
which can only model latent variables
(Khine, 2014:23).

validity is achieved when the correlation
coeﬃcient is smaller than the square root of
the AVE (Malhotra, 2010:741).
2.3 Model speciﬁcations
The S.E.M. of ordinal data is often performed
using normal theory maximum likelihood
estimation based on the Pearson correlation
(cont-ML) or using least-squares principles
based on the polychoric correlation matrix
(cat-LS) (Foldnes, & Grønneberg 2021).
The S.E.M. was developed to determine
critical tenets for small-scale agroprocessors eﬀective and eﬃcient economic
empowerment framework in South Africa.
Three critical tenets were identiﬁed as
follows:
capacity-building,
business
networks, and interventions. These tenets
are presented in the equations below.

2.2.4 The goodness of Fit Indices and
Model Estimates
The goodness of Fit (G.O.F.) and other model
estimates such as standard regression
weight (factor loadings) and critical ratio
(C.R.) estimate criteria were used to evaluate
the S.E.M. G.O.F. describes how well the
speciﬁed model reproduces the covariance
matrix among the indicator items, where
the higher the values of the variables the
better (Malhotra, 2010:731). Goodness has
three main ﬁt measures indices: absolute,
parsimony, and comparatives. Each model
of ﬁt should be considered because each
provides diﬀerent information about the
ﬁt (Kenny, 1998:40). The factor loadings
value should be greater than 0.7 (Nunnally
(1978:245–246).
The
measurement
model was evaluated using the maximum
likelihood estimation technique provided in
the A.M.O.S. software.

𝑌1𝑖 = 𝐶1𝑖 + 𝛽1𝑗𝑋1𝑗 + 𝛽2𝑗𝑋2𝑗 + 𝛽3𝑗𝑋3𝑗 +
𝐸1𝑖 ...(1)
𝑌2𝑖 = 𝐶2𝑖 + 𝛽2𝑖𝑋2𝑖 + 𝛽2𝑖𝑋2𝑖 + 𝛽3𝑖𝑋3𝑖 + 𝐸2𝑖
....(2)
𝑌3𝑖 = 𝐶30 + 𝛽3𝑖𝑋3𝑖 + 𝛽3𝑖𝑋3𝑖 + 𝛽3𝑖𝑋3𝑖 +
𝐸3𝑖 ...3)

In this study, the chi-square, the root mean
square of Approximation (R.M.S.E.A.),
the Incremental Fit Index (I.F.I.), the
Comparative Fit Index (CFI), and Tucker–
Lewis Index (TLI) were used to assess the
model ﬁt. According to Bryne (2010:7780), an R.M.S.E.A. Value of 0.08 together
with I.F.I., CFI, and TLI values above 0.9
indicate an acceptable model ﬁt. Signiﬁcant
chi-square is an indication of poor model
ﬁt. Hair, Hostetler, Cook, Harper, Ferrare,
Mack, Welch, Izquierdo, and Hovis
(2008: 666:667) notes that since the chisquare test is susceptible to the eﬀects
of large sample sizes, it should be used
in conjunction with other G.O.F. indices.
In addition, composite construct reliability
and average variances were used to
examine the reliability and validity of the
measurement model. Convergent validity
is achieved when all constructs exceed the
critical level of 0.5 for the AVE (Paswan,
2009:36 -37). Furthermore, discriminant

𝑌4𝑖 = 𝐶40 + 𝛽4𝑖𝑋4𝑖 + 𝛽4𝑖𝑋4𝑖 + 𝛽4𝑖𝑋4𝑖 +
𝐸4𝑖 ...4)
Where:
𝑌1𝑖 = capacity-building;
𝑌2𝑖 = business networks;
𝑌3𝑖 = interventions;
𝑌4𝑖 = economic empowerment;
𝐶𝑛𝑖 = constants;
𝛽𝑛𝑖 = coef icients of variation;
𝑋𝑖𝑛 = independent variables; and 𝐸𝑛𝑖 =
error term.
The model goodness of ﬁt was estimated
using Chi-square, the goodness of ﬁt Index
(G.F.I.), Tuckers-Lewis’s Index, comparative
ﬁt index (CFI), standardized root mean
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residual, and root means a square error of
approximation (R.M.S.E.A.). These were
estimated using the following equations:

The results in Table 1 revealed that the
model yielded indices that show a good
ﬁt. Analysis revealed that the chi-squared
was well ﬁtted given the sample data of χ2/
df =4.804. Furthermore, other goodness of
ﬁt indexes was: Normed ﬁt index (NFI) =
0.927, Comparative Fit Index (CFI) = 0.940,
Root mean squared error of approximation
(RMSEA) = 0.087, and the Goodness of
ﬁt (GFI) = 0.952. These results suggest
that the model was appropriate and was
well speciﬁed (Moshagen 2012). This
is consistent with studies that reported
conﬁrmatory factor analysis (C.F.A.) models
often fail to meet standards of goodness ﬁt
(Marsh, 2007; Marsh, Hau, and Grayson,
2005; Marsh, Ludtke, Muthe, Asparouhov,
Morin and Trautwein, 2010 and Marsh, Guo,
Dicke, Parker and Craven, 2020), which is
contrary to the observation of this model.

Chi-square = X2/df………(5)
G.F.I. = 1–𝐹𝑇𝐹𝑠…………….(6)
CFI = 1 −max[(X2𝑇− 𝑑𝑓𝑇 ),0] 𝑚𝑎𝑥[(X2𝑇−
𝑑𝑓𝑇 ),0], ( X2𝑇−𝑑𝑓𝐵 ),0]........(7)
TLI = [(X2𝐵𝑑𝑓𝐵 − X2𝑓𝑑𝑓 ) ]⁄⁄[(X2𝐵𝑑𝑓𝑏)−1
]⁄………(8)
NFI = (X2𝐵 − X2𝑇)X2𝐵……...(9)
Where:
𝐹𝑇 = it of the target model;
𝐹𝑠 = it of the solar model;
𝐹̂ = it function;
B = baseline of the independent model; and

The regression weights for the small-scale
agro-processing were presented in Table
2. The results reveal that, there was no
signiﬁcant relationship between capacity
building and entrepreneurship (β = 0.038,
p = 0.535), capacity building and access to
productive resources (β = 0.117, p = 0.251);
and Business networks and Capacity
building (β = -0.002, p < 0.911). These
results imply that no causal relationship
exists between capacity building and the
predictor variables in this sector.

T = target of the model of interest.
2.4 Validity and reliability of the S.E.M.
The study assessed a model ﬁt by using
several ﬁt indices such as Chi-square
(X2), chi-square/degree of freedom (X2/
df), goodness o ﬁt index (G.F.I.), TuckersLewis index, comparative ﬁt index (CFI),
standardized root mean residual, and root
means a square error of approximation
(R.M.S.E.A.) (see Table 1).

TABLE 1: THE MODEL SUMMARY SHOWING THE GOODNESS OF FIT

Goodness of ﬁt
Chi-square/degree of
Freedom (CMIN/DF)
Normed ﬁt index (NFI)
Comparative ﬁt index (CFI)
Incremental ﬁt index (I.F.I.)
Root mean squared
error of approximation
(R.M.S.E.A.)
Goodness of ﬁt (G.F.I.)

S.E.M.s values

Recommended
threshold

Remarks

4.804

≤5.00

Acceptable ﬁt

0.927
0.940
0.941

≥.90
≥.90
≥.90

Acceptable ﬁt
Acceptable ﬁt
Good ﬁt

0.087

≤.10

Good ﬁt

0.952

≤.10

Good ﬁt

Source: Researchers own data.
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3. RESULTS AND FINDINGS
Descriptive analysis of responses was
presented in the form of tables. These
results show that the removal of biases
has enhanced the study’s reliability.
Table 3 indicates the socio-economic
characteristics
of
small-scale agroprocessors of South Africa. The study has
shown that respondents’ proﬁles were
central in determining the actual capacity
(Morris, Kamarulzaman, and Morris, 2019;
Pratama & Rahadiana, 2019). The study
found that females were in the majority 365
(72.6%) compared to males 138 (27.4%) in
the agro-processing sector of South Africa.
The results contrast the ﬁndings of Akpan
(2020) and Olive, Aloysius, and Beauty
(2020), who reported a similar gender
representation in their study where females

were 61% compared to 39% males. The
results also indicate that most small-scale
agro-processing business owners in South
Africa were females (91.5%) than males
(91.3%). On the same note, the marital
status reveals a diﬀerence amongst smallscale agro-processors at [214 (42.5%)]
and small-scale agro-processors who were
married constitute the second highest
[181 (36.0%)] group of respondents in the
sample.
In this study, the proportional representation
in gender was skewed (72.56%) towards
females in all the provinces. Similar trends
were shown in other personal characteristics,
suggesting that more females were willing
and available to participate in this study
than males. The entrepreneurial position

TABLE 2: REGRESSION WEIGHTS IN SMALL-SCALE AGRO-PROCESSING MODEL

Relationships
Capacity
building
Capacity
building
Capacity
building
Business
networks
Business
networks

← Entrepreneurship
←
←

Access to
productive
resources
Access to
information

← Capacity building
←

Business
networks

←

Interventions

←

Interventions

←

Interventions

←

Market Access
Income
Economic
empowerment

←
←
←

β

S.E.

C.R.

P-value

Rej/Sup

,038

,061

,620

,535

Rejected

,117

,102

1,148

,251

Rejected

2,609***

,096

27,091

,000

Supported

-,002

,018

-,112

,911

Rejected

,062

1,926

,054

Supported

,043

2,476

,013

Supported

,039

1,686

,092

Supported

,038

-8,757

,000

Supported

,042

6,919

,000

Supported

,023
,034

-,413
2,824

,680
,005

Rejected
Supported

,040

3,486

,000

Supported

Access to
,119*
information
Access to
productive
,107**
resources
Business
,066*
networks
Allocation of time -,329***
Production
,289***
decision making
Interventions
-,009
Market Access
,097***
Income

,141***

Notes: SE= Standardized estimates, CR=Composite reliability, Rej = Rejected and Sup =
Supported, *** = P < 0.000, ** = P < 0.050, * = P < 0.100.
Source, Researchers own data
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TABLE 3: SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SMALL-SCALE AGRO-PROCESSORS IN
SOUTH AFRICA

Gender

Female

Male

Socio-economic Variables

Frequency

Percent

Frequency

Percent

Gender
Position
Director
Owner
Managing Director
Manager
Total
Marital status
Married
Widowed
Divorced
Separated
Never married
No response
Total
Employment status
Employed
Self-employed
Pensioner
Entrepreneur
Unemployed
Total
Highest qualiﬁcations
No schooling
Primary and secondary
Certiﬁcate
Diploma
Degree
Total
Agro-processing speciality
Drying
Canning
Bottling
Juicing
Powdering
Paste/puree
Cleaning
Total

365

72.6

138

27.4

1
334
6
24
365

0.3
91.5
1.6
6.6
100

2
126
3
7
138

1.4
91.3
2.2
5.1
100

134
36
27
29
139
0
365

36.7
9.8
7.4
7.9
38.2
0
100

47
2
3
11
35
40
138

34.1
1.4
2.2
7.9
25.4
29.0
100

27
284
32
20
2
365

7,4
77,8
8,8
5,5
0,5
100,0

12
114
3
9
0
138

8,7
82,6
2,2
6,5
0
100,0

41
226
89
7
2
365

11.2
61.9
24.4
1.9
0.6
100

5
93
33
6
1
138

3.6
67.4
23.9
4.3
0.8
100

156
32
48
23
72
14
20
365

42.8
8.7
13.1
6.3
19.7
3.8
5.6
100

62
6
24
11
18
4
13
138

44.9
4.4
17.4
7.9
13.0
2.9
9.5
100
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Employment and Experience
Number of employees
Experience in the business
Experience in the agroprocessing

Mean
1,4164
5,6466

SD
0,69674
3,21287

Mean
1,5435
4,6594

SD
1,01894
2,64022

5,3753

3,29484

4,3551

2,71734

Notes: SD = standard deviation
Source: Survey Data (2020)
revealed that, regardless of gender, over
90% of the small-scale agro-processors
were business owners. The results suggest
that women have more ownership and
could be empowered through these types
of enterprises (de Satgé, & Phuhlisani
2020). This ﬁnding is similar to the trends
reported in studies by Adom (2018); Morris
et al. (2019), and Akpan (2020).

(13.0%) was found to be the third favourite
technique. The mean years of experience
for female small-scale agro-processing
enterprises were 5.3% compared to 4.3%
for small-scale male agro-processors, as
revealed in Table 3.
3.1 Empirical Results
The determinants of the strategic economic
empowerment
of
small-scale
agroprocessors were analysed and the results
were presented in Tables 4, 5, and 6,
respectively. The determinants for strategies
for the economic empowerment for smallscale agro-processors are identiﬁed in other
to select the variables that constituted the
latent variables. Their internal consistency
was used to select the constructs’ indicators,
as shown in Table 4. Analysis as presented
in Table 4 also shows the overall Cronbach
Alpha for items consistency. Although the
Cronbach Alpha of the entrepreneurship,
infrastructure, and resources was 0.607and
0.689, respectively, was lower than 0.700,
they were deemed acceptable in this study.

This study further reveals that 77.8% and
82.6% of small-scale agro-processors
who were self-employed of respondents
were females and males, respectively.
These ﬁndings suggest that small-scale
agro-processing can create much-needed
employment ill respective of gender. The
study shows that 87.0% and 91.8% of males
and females use their investment funding
relative to other funding sources. The mean
number of female-owned agro-processing
enterprises was 1.4 compared to 1.5
employees for male-owned agro-processing
businesses in South Africa. Furthermore,
both female and male small-scale agroprocessing enterprises have a capacity of
at least two employees. The employment
capacity of agro-processing businesses
agrees with a study by Mmbengwa, Khoza,
Rambau & Rakuambo (2019).

Table 5 also presents the determinants of
small-scale agro-processing ﬁrms’ strategic
economic empowerment determinants in
South Africa. The results found that the
combination of infrastructure and resources,
transformation, and capacity building
accounts for 16.5% of the variance of agroprocessing enterprises’ strategic economic
empowerment determinants (R2 = 0.165,
adjusted R2 = 0.160, F (3, 499) = 32.876.
The unstandardized (β), standardized
(Beta) regression coeﬃcients, semi partial
correlation (Sr2) for each predictor in the
regression model were reported.

In agro-processing enterprises, drying is
widespread agro-processing technique
amongst both females (42.7%) and males
(44.9%)
small-scale
agro-processors.
Besides drying, powdering (19.7%) was
the second most common technique of
processing, while bottling (13.2%) was the
third biggest. Among males, it was observed
that bottling was the second favourite
technique (17.4%), while powdering
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TABLE 4: DETERMINANTS OF THE ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT OF SMALL-SCALE AGROPROCESSORS

Scale
Mean
Variables
if Item
Deleted
Infrastructure and resources
Power supply
13,1750
Processing
13,2386
technology
Factory space
13,4056
Raw material
13,2624
Overall Cronbach
Alpha
Transformation
Ownership business
Fairness
Race
Overall Cronbach
Alpha
Capacity building
Mentorship
Technical skills
Leadership skills
Access to information
Financial skills
Overall Cronbach
Alpha
Entrepreneurship
Access to market
Transaction cost
Overall Cronbach
Alpha

8,8887
8,9821
8,9642

Scale
Variance
if Item
Deleted

Corrected
Squared
Item-Total
Multiple
Correlation Correlation

Cronbach’s
Alpha
if Item
Deleted

10,842

0,460

0,241

0,633

9,843

0,515

0,286

0,597

9,628
10,086

0,465
0,454

0,228
0,211

0,630
0,636
0,689

7,067
6,806
6,871

0,570
0,653
0,602

0,330
0,428
0,376

0,736
0,644
0,701
0.773

18,5984
18,4254
18,3380
18,3479
18,4175

19,181
18,098
17,575
17,403
19,108

0,507
0,565
0,588
0,609
0,502

0,304
0,358
0,364
0,417
0,298

0,754
0,735
0,728
0,720
0,756
0.780

4,2386
4,5586

1,756
1,813

0,435
0,435

0,190
0,190
0.607

Source: Researchers own data
The results show that, the capacity building
(Beta = 0.274, p = 0.000), transformation
(Beta = 0.152, p = 0.000), infrastructure and
resources (Beta = 0.075, p = 0.050) were all
signiﬁcant drivers in the strategic economic
empowerment
of
small-scale
agroprocessing ﬁrms. Despite these ﬁndings,
the inﬂuence of these factors was small (F2

= 0.198). However, amongst these factors,
the results revealed capacity building has the
most impacts, followed by transformation,
infrastructural, and resources. This ﬁnding
is consistent with that of Coppock, Desta,
Tezera, and Gebru. (2011); Daninga
(2020), whose studies revealed that human
capacity building signiﬁcantly impacted
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TABLE 5: DETERMINANTS OF THE ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT OF THE SMALL-SCALE AGROPROCESSORS.

Variables
(Constant)
Infrastructural
resources
Transformation
Capacity building

β
1,514***
(0.318)
0,026*
(0.015)
0,056***
(0.018)
0,073***
(0.013)

Lower

Collinearity Statistics
Upper
Sr2
Tolerance

0,890

2,138

0,075

-0,004

0,056

0.005

0,849

1,178

0,152

0,021

0,091

0.017

0,728

1,374

0,274

0,048

0,098

0.056

0,744

1,343

Beta

V.I.F.

Notes: R2 = 0.165, Adjusted R2= 0.160, F (3, 499) = 32.876. *** = P< 0.000, * = P< 0.10,
F2 = 0.198 (small eﬀect size)
Source: Researchers own data
Ethiopia’s impoverished communities and
Chinese communities, respectively.

interventions (ŋ2 = 0.018), and interaction
amongst the income, leadership, and
interventions (ŋ2 = 0.012) had the most
eﬀects in inﬂuencing the development of
the small scale agro-processing in South
Africa. The ﬁve domains of empowerment
(5DE) in agro-processing were decisions
about agricultural production, access to and
decision-making power about productive
resources, control of the use of income,
leadership in the community, and time
allocation were highlighted as critical drivers
for agro-processing in South Africa (Alkire,
Meinzen-Dick, Peterman, Quisumbing,
Seymour and Vaz. 2013.; Alkire 2005).

Nwankwo and Ezeokafor (2020); Palmioli,
Grando, Di Iacovo, Fastelli, Galli, Prosperi,
Rovai, and Brunori (2020) in a study also
found that capacity building played a
signiﬁcant role in improving farmers who
were using the local cassava varieties and
food systems. Similarly, Ge, Long, Qiao,
Wang, Sun, and Yang. (2020), in a study,
also found that agricultural transformation
plays a signiﬁcant role in improving
small peasants’ livelihood systems’ while
Ombaka, Karuiki, and Kyalo (2020) found
that technical skills, entrepreneurship
infrastructure,
and
entrepreneurship
infrastructure network and transformation
were signiﬁcant determinants for growth in
agro-processing. As such, ﬁndings from this
study concurs with ﬁndings of other studies
and assume that agricultural transformation
processes are critical for growth in smallscale agro-processing of South Africa.

The ﬁndings concur to that of Yount,
Cheong, Maxwell, Heckert, Martinez
and Seymour (2019) who reported that,
empowerment is a function of adequate
time allocated to empowerment initiatives.
Therefore, the combination that could
informs entrepreneurs’ ability to be
empowered is the income, leadership style
and policy interventions. These results are
consistent with ﬁndings by Sraboni, Malapit,
Quisumbing and Ahmed. 2014; Hannan,
Heckert, James Hawkins, and Yount.
2020, and Quisumbing, Sproule, Martinez
and Malapit. 2020. Conversely, there was

Results on the parameters of the domain
of empowerment of small-scale agroprocessing are presented in Table 6. The
results reveal allocation of time (ŋ2= 0.099);
production decision making (ŋ2 = 0.018);
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TABLE 6: THE PARAMETERS OF THE DOMAIN OF EMPOWERMENT OF SMALL-SCALE AGROPROCESSING.

Parameter

B

Std.
Error

Intercept
2,450 0,680
Production
decision
0,140 0,046
making
Access to
productive
0,140 0,044
resources
Income
0,101 0,124
Leadership
-0,024 0,085
Allocation of
0,327 0,044
time
Interventions
-0,353 0,121
Income *
-0,020 0,031
Interventions
Income *
Leadership *
0,009 0,004
Interventions
a. Computed using alpha = ,05

95% Conﬁdence
Interval
Lower
Upper
Bound
Bound
1,114
3,786

Partial Eta
Squared

t

Sig.

3,603

0,000

3,022

0,003

0,049

0,231

0,018

3,209

0,001

0,054

0,226

0,020

0,819
-0,286

0,413
0,775

-0,142
-0,191

0,344
0,143

0,001
0,000

7,354

0,000

0,240

0,414

0,099

-2,927

0,004

-0,591

-0,116

0,017

-0,649

0,517

-0,082

0,041

0,001

2,446

0,015

0,002

0,017

0,012

0,026

Source: Researchers own data
in time allocation could probably reduce
interventions by 32.9%. On the other hand,
production decision-making signiﬁcantly
increases the interventions by 28.9% (β =
0.289, p =0.000) while there was a negative
relationship between market access and
interventions (β =-0.009, p =0.000).

a signiﬁcant causal relationship between
capacity building and access to information
(β = 2.609, p =0.000). This implies that,
a unit increase in access to information
could increase small-scale agro-processing
capacity building by 260.9% in the South
African context. Although access to
information was found to have positively
aﬀected the business network (β = 0.119, p
=0.054). The implication is that an increase
in the access to information can bring 11.9
% increase in business networks for agroprocessing enterprises in South Africa.

Furthermore, market access has a
propensity to create a 9.7% increase in
income for small-scale agro-processing
(β = 0.097, p = 0.005). This ﬁnding
suggests that if the market is created
for agro-processing entrepreneurs, their
income will increase signiﬁcantly, thereby
contributing to the growth and sustainability
of these enterprises. The results further
revealed that income generated by smallscale agro-processors could increase
these entrepreneurs’ strategic economic
empowerment by 14.1% (β =0.141, p =0.000).
These ﬁndings concur with that of Vyas &

Other variables that were found to be
signiﬁcant were business networks and
access to productive resources (β = 0.107,
p = 0.013), interventions and business
networks (β = 0.066, p =0.092), interventions
and allocation of time (β = -0.329, p =
0.000). The latter showed a negative
relationship, suggesting that a unit increase
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Watts (2009), who reported that strategic
economic empowerment is about access to
the resources that can generate income for
agro-processors and supports the notion of
a positive relationship between income and
economic empowerment. Ombaka et al.
(2020), Akpan et al. (2020), Chavan & Alam
(2020) also found that income from external
sources has a probability of increasing
these
agro-processing
enterprises’
competitive advantage. These observations
suggest that, increases in income increase
economic empowerment.

creation of networks of domestic suppliers
and access to the availability of funding
and interconnectedness between S.M.E.s
and signiﬁcant enterprises are crucial for
growth. Okten & Osili (2004) found that
network formation helps entrepreneurs
tap resources in the external environment
successfully, but a study by Fernandes and
da Silva (2016) in a study reported a less
signiﬁcant impact of the network on the smallscale agro-processors. However, there
was general agreement by these studies
that the identiﬁed factors are essential for
small-scale agro-processing enterprises’
sustainability. Although researchers such as
Santacoloma, Röttger and Tartanac 2009;
Neves 2020; Grando, Bartolini, Bonjean,
Brunori, Mathijs, Prosperi, & Vergamini
2020 contended that, network forms the
cornerstone of the internal resources
of these enterprises and the ﬁndings
are consistent with the resource-based
theoretical framework, whose central tenet
is internal resources (Nagano, 2020). The
study’s ﬁndings on networks concur with
studies by Shane & Hoverd (2002), Ökten
et al. (2004), Setsoaﬁa, Hing, Jung, Azad,
and Lim (2015). Networking is essential
to small-scale agro-processors and can
positively impact their performance and
access to ﬁnance (Setsoaﬁa et al., 2015).
Researchers have identiﬁed networking
as one of the fastest ways for the ownermanager to understand their business
environment, which is crucial for business
growth and competitiveness. Okten & Osili
(2004) found that network formation helps
entrepreneurs tap resources in the external
environment successfully.

4. DISCUSSIONS OF FINDINGS
This study has shown that capacity building,
business networks, and interventions
were critical tenets for the strategic
economic empowerment of small-scale
agro-processors in South Africa. Findings
from the study also reveal the role of
capacity building in enhancing the strategic
economic empowerment of small-scale
agro-processors. These ﬁndings are an
extension of Nwankwo et al. 2020; Ombaka
et al. (2020), Palmioli et al. (2020) found that
capacity building played a signiﬁcant role in
improving farmers who were using the local
cassava varieties and food systems. Ombaka
et al. (2020) revealed that technical skills,
entrepreneurship infrastructure network,
and transformation also positively aﬀect the
agro-processing enterprises’ growth. The
descriptive analysis from this study has
also shown that more females compared
to males are small-scale agro-processors.
Their mean years of experience in the agroprocessing sector was 5 years for females
and 4 years for males. The shorter duration
displayed by the mean years in experience
by agro-processors indicates the necessity
for capacity building for small-scale agroprocessing enterprises to achieve strategic
economic empowerment.

Findings from this study were also consistent
and extended a study by Yount et al.
(2019), which reported that empowerment
is a function of adequate time allocated to
the empowerment initiatives. Therefore, the
combination could inform the entrepreneurs’
ability to empower the income, leaders,
and interventions. This study found the
capacity building, business networks, and
intervention to be signiﬁcant determinants
of economic empowerment of the small-

On the issue of business networks, the
study’s ﬁndings were consistent and support
ﬁndings by Premaratne (2002), Mukherjee,
Keshary, Pandya, Dey & Satapathy. (2018),
Thindisa et al. (2018), Skryl & Gregorić
(2021). These studies observed that the
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scale agro-processors in South Africa.
If the ﬁndings are implemented, it can be
beneﬁcial in enhancing small-scale agroprocessors in South Africa.

in order for their business to grow and
development. In addition, this study will
also assist small-scale agro-processing
enterprises’ managers or owners to identify
the necessary empowerment practices that
will give them a competitive advantage and
enhance their business performance.

Findings from this study allow for systematic
follow-up on capacity-building programmes
as a critical tenet in the strategic economic
empowerment of the small-scale agroprocessors in South Africa. The ﬁndings
strengthened the calls for targeted capacitybuilding programmes for small-scale agroprocessors as a strategy of economic
empowerment and bridged the gap between
established agro-processing enterprises
and emerging agro-processing enterprises
in South Africa. The study also strengthens
the calls for identifying and analysing the
current business network environment
for small-scale agro-processors as a
critical determinant for strategic economic
empowerment in South Africa.

The study also found that business
networks are a critical factor for the
economic empowerment of small-scale
agro-processors. Therefore, managers or
owners of small-scale agro-processing ﬁrms
should seek to establish viable business
networks that will help them produce
products that can compete regionally and
globally. The managers of S.M.M.E.s
should rely on business networks based
on trust and engage in formal strategic
business networks to gain from the synergy
of the network and inﬂuence policy making
in their favour. Furthermore, the study
found that trademarks are also critical for
the economic empowerment of small-scale
agro-processors. The managers or owners
of small-scale agro-processing ﬁrms should
strategically prioritize the trademarking of
their products to endeavour to become and
remain competitive

5. CONTRIBUTION OF THIS STUDY
The study results have both theoretical and
pragmatic implications and were evaluated
based on the responses from a sample
small-scale agro-processors in South Africa
as shown in Figure 2.
Theoretically, the study has added value
to existing theory in that capacity building,
business networks, and interventions
are critical tenets for the strategic
economic empowerment of small-scale
agro-processors. Practically, the study
developed a strategic framework for
economic empowerment for small-scale
agro-processing in South Africa. The
framework will enable small-scale agroprocessors are supported through targeted
policies in accessing appropriate capacitybuilding initiatives, business networks, and
interventions.

Furthermore, small-scale agro-processors
should be assessed to determine whether
they beneﬁt from the capacity building,
business networks, and interventions
created. The results outlined in ﬁgure 3,
were reached after modelling the factors of
strategic economic empowerment for smallscale agro-processors. The study proves
that capacity building, business networks,
and interventions signiﬁcantly impact the
economic empowerment of small-scale
agro-processors in South Africa.
6. CONCLUSION
Using structural equation modelling, the
study examined the critical factors for
strategic economic empowerment of smallscale agro-processors in South Africa. From
the research ﬁndings, it could be concluded
that capacity building, business networks,
and interventions were critical tenets for

Furthermore,
the
study
ﬁndings
have signiﬁcant practical managerial
contributions. The managers and owners
of small-scale agro-enterprises should
encourage their employees to attend courses
or capacity development programmes
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the economic empowerment of small-scale
agro-processors. The study has shown that
capacity building, business networks, and
interventions were critical tenets for the
strategic economic empowerment of smallscale agro-processors in South Africa.
Hence, small-scale agro-processors of South
Africa can enhance their strategic economic
empowerment by implementing capacitybuilding programmes, encouraging the
formations and participation in the business
networks, and implementing networks. This

study recommends that small-scale agroprocessors of South Africa establish lobby
organizations at local, regional, provincial,
and national levels to enhance their
networking capacity. The study concludes
that for the South African government to
achieve inclusive economic growth through
strategic economic empowerment, it
should strengthen capacity-building eﬀorts,
create business networks, and enhance
interventions.

FIGURE 2: STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK FOR ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT FOR SMALL-SCALE
AGRO-PROCESSING IN SOUTH AFRICA. SOURCE: RESEARCHERS OWN DATA, 2020
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THE IMPACT OF
DEMOGRAPHICS ON THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF
FARMWORKER EQUITY
SHARE SCHEMES IN
SOUTH AFRICA

dependent variables (factors impacting
implementation of farmworker equity
share schemes). The empirical results
showed that 20 statistically signiﬁcant
relationships exist between these variables.
Practical guidelines regarding the impact of
demographics on the eﬀective functioning
of farmworker equity share schemes are
provided.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This research was done under the backdrop
that there has been limited research on the
farmworker equity share schemes in South
Africa, with most research done during the
period 1997 to 2006. A farmworker equity
share scheme is a special arrangement,
which comes in diﬀerent forms. Knight,
Lyne and Roth (2003) state that in these
schemes, the original owner together with
farmworkers, and in some instances with a
third-party investor, become shareholders.
For the schemes to exist, the Government
must provide grants to farmworkers in order
to acquire ownership of the farm.
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ABSTRACT
This paper assesses the impact of
demographics on the implementation
of farmworker equity share schemes in
South Africa. These schemes are part
of the government’s land redistribution
programme, designed to equip and
empower farmworkers. The schemes
started in the early 1990s and involve a
special arrangement between the farmer
and farmworkers. This research includes
both a literature review and empirical
investigation, using a quantitative research
design. Non-probability sampling was used
by means of convenience and judgemental
sampling, based on the availability and
accessibility of 341 farmworkers who belong
to these equity schemes. A total of 49
directional hypotheses were formulated to
investigate the impact of seven independent
demographical
variables
on
seven

The concept of the land reform in South
Africa was introduced post 1994 after
the formation of the ﬁrst scheme (Fast
1999). Land reform consists of restitution,
land redistribution and security of tenure
(Greenberg 2009). Post 1994, there
were several legislative instruments
which attempted to address land issues.
According to Binswanger-Mkhize (2014),
six programmes for land reform have been
introduced in South Africa. Although several
years have passed since the introduction of
the ﬁrst scheme, but the poor performance
of the schemes has drawn the attention of
some researchers.
In a study, Gray (2004) reveals that farm
managers state that the challenges with
the proper functioning of the equity share
schemes are caused by educational and
social matters. Hall and du Toit (2014)
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postulate that the government moratorium
on schemes in 2009 was inﬂuenced by,
amongst other things, the results of studies
which revealed detrimental information
about the performance of the schemes.
Out of 88 equity share schemes at the time,
only nine were able to pay out dividends.
Mkodzongi and Rusenga (2016) revealed
that the beneﬁciaries of these schemes were
paid negligible amounts, whilst managers
received high salaries. Makhubele (2014)
also states that shareholders of these
schemes were also faced with challenges
such as skills development, housing and
repairing roads. Besides possible obstacles
experienced by some farms in paying out
signiﬁcant dividends, there were reported
cases of farm owners acting in bad
faith (for example, starting equity share
schemes because of ﬁnancial challenges)
with regard to their workers (Deveroux &
Solomon 2010). Devèze (2011) further
noted that the inability of government and
municipalities to meet the expectations
of communities regarding services and
infrastructure expenditures (such as the
supply of water and electricity) have made
some communities turn to farming sector
for food supply, job creation, and income
generation and hence the need to belong
to an equity share scheme. However, the
failure of certain equity share schemes
are linked to the withdrawal of the equity
partner because of conﬂict, lack of ﬁnance
and unpaid dividends (Phanyane 2006).
Greenberg (2009) argued that due to
these challenges, it was necessary to put a
moratorium on farm equity share schemes
in 2009, although the good intention behind
these schemes was acknowledged.

race, amongst others) could be correlated
with socio-economic conditions, it appears
that the literature on the demography of
farmworker equity share schemes is scanty
in South Africa. Gray, Lyne and Ferrer
(2004) and Knight (2003) also pointed out
that some studies have shown gender
inequality pertaining to the formation of
these schemes. Due to the lack of literature
on the impact of demographics on the
eﬀectiveness of farmworker equity share
schemes in South Africa, the need for this
study was justiﬁed.
2. PROBLEM INVESTIGATED
The equity share schemes have been faced
with a number of challenges and one would
expect that after so many years of inception,
things would have improved by now. Those
challenges led to the ﬁrst moratorium in
1999 and the review of land reform policy
and programmes (Jacobs, Lahiﬀ & Hall,
2003:4) and the second moratorium in 2009
(Hall & du Toit 2014).
However, the 2009 moratorium was due
to the results of the government study that
revealed detrimental information regarding
the performance of farmworker equity share
schemes (Hall & du Toit 2014). Where only
nine out of 88 equity share schemes at
the time, were able to pay out dividends
between R200 to R2000 per beneﬁciary
per year. As already pointed out that there
is limited research on the demography of
farmworker equity share schemes, which
cannot be ignored in trying to understand the
impact on the successful implementation of
the equity share schemes. Therefore, the
main research question to be addressed in
this paper is: How does the demographic
characteristics of beneﬁciaries impact the
eﬀective implementation of farmworker
equity share schemes in South Africa?

Some researchers, such as Geetha and
Ramesh (2012), Saraceno and Keck (2011)
and Visser and Ferrer (2015) investigated
the role and impact of demographics (for
example, gender, age, education level
and type of employment) on farming and
its operations. Despite Visser and Ferrer’s
(2015) ﬁndings that some characteristics
of farm tenants and farmworkers (for
example, age, education, gender and

As is the case with other research papers,
in this study considering the shortage
of research pertaining to this topic, it is
believed that this research will make a huge
contribution to the body of knowledge on
farmworker equity share schemes in South
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Africa. It is believed that understanding
the impact of demographical factors on
the implementation of farmworker equity
share schemes could assist in the eﬀective
functioning of these schemes.

received which were from the farms that
participated in the study. Figure 1 outlines
the hypothetical model to be tested in this
paper. There were seven independent
(demographical) variables and seven
dependent variables (factors impacting
eﬀective functioning of farmworker equity
share schemes and perceptions regarding
these schemes).

3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND
HYPOTHESES
The primary objective of this paper is to
examine the impact of demographics on the
eﬀective functioning of farmworker equity
share schemes in South Africa. In order
to achieve this, the following secondary
objectives are identiﬁed:

The following 49 directional hypotheses
were tested:
• Demographical variables inﬂuence
perceptions regarding farm owner
support provided to members of
farmworker equity share schemes (H1;
H8; H15; H22; H29; H36 and H43).

• To review the literature pertaining
to
factors
impacting
farmworker
equity share schemes and the role of
demographics.
• To empirically assess beneﬁciaries’
perceptions regarding farmworker equity
share schemes, with speciﬁc reference
to the role of demographical factors.

• Demographical variables inﬂuence
perceptions regarding access to
resources provided to members of
farmworker equity share schemes (H2;
H9; H16; H23; H30; H37 and H44).

• Providing guidelines and making
recommendations
to
stakeholders
regarding the role of demographics in the
eﬀective implementation of farmworkers
equity share schemes.

• Demographical variables inﬂuence
perceptions of risks due to worker
exploitation of members of farmworker
equity share schemes (H3; H10; H17;
H24; H31; H38 and H45).

This investigation is based on the responses

• Demographical

variables

FIGURE 1: HYPOTHETICAL MODEL OF THE STUDY
SOURCE: AUTHOR’S OWN CONSTRUCTION
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inﬂuence

perceptions of government intervention
regarding farmworker equity share
schemes (H4; H11; H18; H25; H32; H39
and H46).

postulate that there is often an over reliance
on the use of demographic data.
According to Nadolnyak, Hartarska and
Griﬃn (2019), gaps in the farming literature
are largely fragmented and often outdated.
Soekanto (2001) states that social
economy is the position of a person in
society who is related with others within a
social environment. Social economy is also
determined by the type of economic activity,
income, education level, type of dwelling,
and positions within the organisation. There
are several factors that can determine
the socio-economic levels in society and
impacting farming operations, namely age,
education level, occupation, income level,
working hours, environmental conditions,
property or asset ownership, the number of
family dependents and participation in the
group activities of community (Syafruddin,
Utama, Yasa & Marhaeni 2018).

• Demographical variables inﬂuence
perceptions regarding risks associated
with weather conditions aﬀecting
farmworker equity share schemes (H5;
H12; H19; H26; H33; H40 and H47).
• Demographical variables inﬂuence
perceptions
of
stakeholder
trust
regarding farmworker equity share
schemes (H6; H13; H20; H27; H34; H41
and H48).
• Demographical variables inﬂuence
perceptions
regarding
farmworker
equity share schemes (H7; H14; H21;
H28; H35; H42 and H49).
4. LITERATURE OVERVIEW
The content of literature review is inﬂuenced
by the objective of the study and the
variables of hypothetical model of study
covered above.

Several speciﬁc organisational and
respondent characteristics serve as data
classiﬁcation (independent) variables in this
study. On the basis of the above-mentioned
discussion, various directional hypotheses
were tested in this study. Seven independent
variables (demographics) and seven
dependent variables (factors inﬂuencing
the implementation of farmworker equity
share schemes) were identiﬁed.

4.1 Demographics and farming
Authors, such as Corner-Thomas, Kenyon,
Morris, Ridler, Hickson, Greer, Logan and
Blair (2015); Geetha and Ramesh (2012);
and Key and Roberts (2006) attempted to
investigate the inﬂuence of demographical
and situational factors on perceptions
of role players in the farming industry,
often with conﬂicting results. Carpenter
(2002) contends that empirical results
on demographical diﬀerences are often
ambiguous. Kuebier, Mertens, Russel and
Tevis (2009) argue that each geographic
region and industry has unique challenges
that could impact perceptions. Obalola
(2010) further observes that both personal
characteristics and situational factors could
inﬂuence behaviour in the workplace.
Reagans, Zuckerman and McEvily (2004)
state that this ambiguity in literature which
deals with organisational demography is
due to the fact that demographic diversity
in an organisation often leads to a wide
divergence of opinions. Despite these
notions, Minichilli, Zattoni and Zona (2009)

4.2 Equity share schemes
Palmer (2000) states that, in a farm equity
share scheme, the participants purchase
equity in the form of shares in an agricultural/
natural
resource-based
enterprise.
Participants receive returns in the form of
dividends and capital growth. Equity can
be purchased directly through the grant or
through interest received from a debenture
issued by the enterprise to the participants.
According to Tom (2006), ownership of
equity focuses on who owns the productive
assets of society and the way ownership
can be better distributed. Therefore, share
ownership is a model that broadens capital
ownership amongst workers. This form
of shared ownership traces its roots back
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to the concept of ‘empowerment’, which
means giving power to people who are
in a disadvantaged position within the
organisation (Vaca 2003).

their employers. Croitoru (2014) and KPMG
Business Dialogue (2012) also equate
exploitation to operational risk which is the
prospect of loss resulting from inadequate or
failed procedures, systems or policies that
abuse labour in the workplace. Pines and
Meyer (2005) also argue that organisations
often exploit workers by shifting a signiﬁcant
portion of their operations to areas with low
wages as to seek higher proﬁts. Workers
are thus often exploited.

4.3 Factors impacting equity share
schemes
4.3.1 Farm owner support
Support is usually presented in a manner
that promotes learning (Hujala 2009).
According to Hubbard, Luca, Luca and
Alexandri (2014), categories of agricultural
support include income, input, commodity
or product and investment subsidies and
co-ﬁnancing. It could also refer to beneﬁt
farmers and agro-processors to access
aﬀordable machinery to operate farms
eﬀectively and eﬃciently (Benin, Johnson,
Abokyi, Ahorbo, Jimah, Nasser, Owusu,
Taabazuing & Tenga 2013). Farm owner
support is thus the support provided by
the farm owner to the beneﬁciaries of the
scheme to assist them to improve their work
performance and become independent.

4.3.4 Government intervention
Belsky and Wacter (2010) regard
government intervention as a regulatory
strategy that guides decisions about
social and economic matters which
individuals, groups or organisations make.
According to Olowa and Olowa (2014),
traditionally, governments intervened in
the agricultural sector in order to improve
sector coordination and eﬃciency, but
now the agricultural sector has forms of
protection and subsidies. The agricultural
sector also relies on non-agricultural
policy and expenditure decisions, such as
spending on rural infrastructure (roads),
land reform policies, education and health
services, which are all within the control of
governmental agriculture departments.

4.3.2 Access to resources
The United States Department of Agriculture
(2016) states that a resource is something
people can use to satisfy their needs.
Resources could be anything from ground
water, grass, land, and people to musical
compositions. Farmer capacity to employ
improved technology and investment
depends on access to productive resources
(Anaglo, Boateng & Boateng 2014).
Investment in infrastructure in general and
in transport, water and energy in particular,
are crucial for sustainable economic
development (Frosch 2010:2). In this
study, access to resources such as water,
electricity, roads as well as reliable and
eﬀective equipment will be investigated.

4.3.5 Risks associated with weather
conditions
According to Chan and Ryan (2009),
weather conditions such as high or low
temperatures, rain, snow or wind could
reduce the pleasure of outdoor activities
and impact on agricultural produce. Severe
droughts or ﬂoods can and do destroy
agricultural produce.
4.3.6 Stakeholder trust
Harrison (2016) regards trust as the
willingness to accept vulnerability on the
basis of positive expectations of another’s
behaviour, thus allowing people to rely on
others without feeling obliged to protect
themselves
with
legal
precautions.
Greenwood and Van Buren (2010) concur
that trust is the reliance by one person, group,
or organisation, on a voluntarily accepted

4.3.3 Risk associated with worker
exploitation
According to Zwolinski and Wertheimer
(2016), “exploitation of labour is the act
of using power to extract systematically
more value from workers than is given to
them” – a social relationship based on an
asymmetry of power between workers and
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duty of another to recognise and protect the
rights and interests of all others engaged in
a joint endeavour or economic exchange.
Matuleviciene and Stravinskiene (2015)
suggest that stakeholder trust consists
of controllable factors (e.g. corporate
reputation) and uncontrollable factors (e.g.
factors related to the environment).

• Section A deals with statements
regarding beneﬁciaries’ perceptions
of implementing farmworker equity
share schemes. Seven dependent
factors were tested, namely: farm
owner support; access to resources;
risk-worker exploitation; government
intervention; risk-weather conditions;
stakeholder trust and perceptions
regarding farmworker equity schemes.
A total of 35 statements were tested in
this section. The type of ordinary scale
used are semantic diﬀerential scaledresponse questions, according to a
seven-point Likert-type ordinal scale
(ranging from strongly disagree (1) to
strongly agree (7).

5. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This study adopts a positivistic research
design by means of quantitative research
that is used during the empirical study.
This is achieved through a descriptive
and exploratory research approach in
order to assess beneﬁciaries’ perceptions
of the impact of demographics on the
implementation of farmworker equity share
schemes in South Africa. The hypothetical
model (Figure 1) was used to structure
the research by testing a total of 49
hypotheses. Seven independent variables
(demographics) and seven dependent
variables (factors impacting implementation
of farmworker equity share schemes).

• Section B provides classiﬁcation
data (demographic characteristics) of
respondents and contains a nominal
scale measurement, using categorical
variables. Seven classiﬁcation data
variables were tested, namely, gender;
age; type of scheme beneﬁt; type of
farming activity; type of employment
contract; beneﬁciary tenure and period
of existence of the scheme.

5.1 Data Collection
The primary data for this study was obtained
through the survey method by means of selfadministered structured questionnaires.
The aim was to target 300 farmworkers in
South Africa, within which the farmworker
equity share schemes operate. The sample
for this study was guided by the analyses
to be employed in the study, among which
was factor analysis. Williams, Onsman
and Brown (2010) state that Tabachnick’s
rule of thumb suggests at least 300 cases.
A total of 20 farms utilising worker equity
share schemes were selected from the
self-developed database. However, due
to a variation in these farmworker equity
share schemes, less than 15 workers
were selected in some farms while more
than 15 workers were selected in others.
This resulted in a total sample size of 341
farmworkers.

5.3 Data analysis
Various statistical methods such as
descriptive statistics, demographical proﬁle
of respondents, exploratory factor analysis
and reliability testing, and ANOVA were
used in analysing data.
6. RESULTS
6.1 Descriptive statistics
The descriptive statistics results for Section
A of the questionnaire (perceptions of
implementing equity share schemes) are
depicted in Table 1 below.
Most of the mean values of the seven factors
are within the 4 and 5 range, where 4 is a
neutral state and 5 stands for somewhat
agree. The highest mean is 4.947 regarding
risk due to worker exploitation. This shows
that respondents agree that risks related to
worker exploitation (mean score of 4.947)
have an impact on farm worker equity
share schemes. The respondents take

5.2 Questionnaire design
The questionnaire used in this study
consists of two sections:
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TABLE 1: A SUMMARY OF THE DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR SECTION A OF THE
QUESTIONNAIRE

Questionnaire
Statements
1-7
8-14
15-21
22-28
29-35
36-42
42-49

Factor/variable

Mean

Farm owner support
Access to resources
Risk – Worker exploitation
Government intervention
Risk – Weather conditions
Stakeholder trust
Farm worker equity share schemes

4.286
4.601
4.947
3.924
4.570
4.602
3.674

Standard
deviation
1.322
1.290
1.595
1.258
1.310
1.218
1.230

Source: Author’s own compilation
worker exploitation in terms of unequal
pay, child labour and long working hours
seriously. While the lowest mean is 3.674
regarding beneﬁciaries’ perceptions on the
farm worker equity share schemes, which
shows that beneﬁciaries’ perceptions of
farm worker equity share schemes tend to
cluster between three and four (somewhat
disagree and neutral). This implies that
respondents do not agree or are neutral
towards most of the statements regarding
perceptions of the implementation of farm
worker equity share schemes.

years, whilst 17% have a tenure of 6 and
10 years on the farm. It also appears that
about 12% have been working for at least
21 years on a speciﬁc farm. The majority of
the equity share schemes (35%) have been
in existence for a period of nine to 12 years,
whilst 24% have between in existence for
between 13 and 16 years.
6.3 Exploratory factor analysis and
reliability testing results
The measuring instrument was assessed
for validity and reliability. Exploratory
factor analysis has been assessed by
means of construct validity through both
convergent and discriminant validity. A
cut-oﬀ point of 0.40 was used and at least
three items should load per factor in order
to be regarded as acceptable. Cronbach’s
alpha coeﬃcients has been used to assess
the internal reliability of the seven factors.
Cronbach’s alpha values between 0.5
and 0.9 were obtained. This means all
instruments have a fair degree of reliability
greater than 0.50 (De Leng, StegersJager, Husband, Dowell, Born & Themmen
2017:247). All other variables had values
greater than 0.70 (usually regarded as
acceptable), except the two risks variables
(values > 0.50).The statistical programme
STATISTICA (version 13.2), was used to
determine the exploratory factor loadings,
Cronbach’s alpha values and descriptive
statistics, as shown in Table 3 below.

6.2 Demographical proﬁle of
respondents
The demographical results are depicted in
Table 2 below.
Table 2 shows the demographic proﬁle
of the respondents according to seven
characteristics. The majority of respondents
are males (57%) and 41% females (2% not
answered) between the ages of 21 and
40 years (61%). It further appears that the
majority of the schemes (72%) use only
dividend pay-outs and 14% use dividends
and assets. In terms of type of farming
activity, the majority of the respondents
work in citrus fruit farming (56%) and wine
farms (24%) and 3% are not sure of the
classiﬁcation of their farms. Almost half of the
respondents (49%) are full-time employed
and 17% are seasonal workers. It is also
indicated that 48% of the farmworkers
have a tenure of between one and ﬁve
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TABLE 2: THE DEMOGRAPHICAL COMPOSITION OF RESPONDENTS
(SOURCE: AUTHOR’S OWN COMPILATION)

Demographics
Gender

Age (Years)

Scheme Beneﬁts

Type of Farming

Employment Contract

Employment Period
(Years)

Existence of Scheme
(Years)

Range
Male
Female
No answer given
below 16
16 – 20
21 – 30
31 – 40
41 – 50
51 – 60
Above 60
No answer given
Only Dividends
Only Assets
Dividends and Assets
No answer given
Wine
Dairy
Summer Crops
Winter Crops
Oilseed Crops
Sugar Cane
Deciduous Fruit
Subtropical Fruit
Citrus Fruit
Animal Production
Dairy Production
Vegetables
Other
No answer given
Full-Time
Part-Time
Seasonal
Casual
Other
No answer given
1–5
6 – 10
11 – 15
16 – 20
21 and more
No answer given
1–4
5–8
9 – 12
13 – 16
17 and more
No answer given
70

%
57
41
2
2
7
41
20
18
8
2
2
72
9
14
5
24
2
12
1
1
0
0
1
56
1
0
1
0
3
49
8
17
1
22
3
48
17
10
10
12
3
23
13
35
24
2
3
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TABLE 3: EXPLORATORY FACTOR ANALYSIS RESULTS AND CRONBACH’S ALPHA VALUES

Questionnaire
Statements
1-7
8-14
15-21
22-28
29-35
36-42
42-49

Factor
Farm owner support
Access to resources
Risk – worker exploitation
Government intervention
Risk – weather conditions
Stakeholder trust
Farmworker equity share
schemes

Minimum
loadings
0.475
0.501
0.413
0.485
0.534
0.426

Maximum
loadings
0.775
0.697
0.724
0.765
0.730
0.693

Cronbach’s
alpha
0.71
0.82
0.55
0.76
0.53
0.87

0.519

0.776

0.84

Source: Author’s own compilation
6.4 ANOVA results
This section investigates the relationship
between
independent
variables
(classiﬁcation data) and dependent
variables (factors impacting farmworker
equity share schemes). It also tests the 49
null-hypotheses, but the results show that
only 20 hypotheses indicating statistically
signiﬁcant relationships.

years had a signiﬁcantly higher mean score
(5.208) for access to resources than workers
who are 15 years and younger (3.349). The
type of farming activity also has a signiﬁcant
impact on perceptions of obtaining access to
resources (H23accepted; p value < 0.001).
A post-hoc Turkey HSD test shows that a
pair wise diﬀerence exists between access
to resources, speciﬁcally, on summer crop
farms (e.g. maize, sorghum and dry beans),
which obtained a higher mean score, and
citrus fruit farms (orange and grape).
The results further show that the type of
employment contract has a signiﬁcant
impact on perceptions of obtaining access
to resources (H30 accepted; p < 0.001). A
post-hoc Turkey HSD test shows that a pair
wise diﬀerence exists between full-time and
part-time as well as full-time and casual
employees of obtaining access to resources.
It appears that full-time employees obtained
a higher mean score for access to resources
than part-time and casual workers who
obtained the lowest score. Furthermore,
the tenure of farmworkers has an impact on
perceptions regarding access to resources
(p < 0.05) and H37 could be accepted. In
terms of the impact of tenure on risks due
to worker exploitation, the post-hoc Turkey
HSD test was not powerful enough to
indicate pair wise diﬀerences at the ﬁve per
cent level. However, the means indicate that
workers with a tenure of 1-5 years had the
lowest mean score of 4.443, whilst those
who worked for 21 years and longer on a
farm had the highest mean score of 5.039.

Relationships between demographics
and farm owner support
No statistically signiﬁcant relationships were
found between the demographical variables
inﬂuence and perceptions regarding farm
owner support provided to members of
equity share schemes (H1; H8; H15; H22;
H29; H36 and H43).
Relationships between demographics
and access to resources
Table 4 presents the results of the
relationships between demographics and
access to resources provided to members
of farmworker equity share schemes (H2;
H9; H16; H23; H30; H37 and H44).
The ANOVA results reveal that the age of
farmworkers has a signiﬁcant impact on
perceptions of access to resources (p <
0.05) and H9 could be accepted. A post-hoc
Turkey HSD (honestly signiﬁcant diﬀerence)
test shows that a pair wise diﬀerence
exists between the age groups of 15 years
and younger, and 51-60 years. The mean
scores indicate that workers between 51-60
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TABLE 4: RESULTS OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DEMOGRAPHICS AND ACCESS TO
RESOURCES PROVIDED TO MEMBERS OF FARMWORKER EQUITY SHARE SCHEMES

Demographic
variable

Age

Type of
farming
activity

Employment
contract

Tenure

Existence of
scheme

ACCESS TO RESOURCES
Standard
Hypothesis Categories
Mean
F-Statistic p-value
deviation
15 <
3.349
2.118
16-20
4.311
1.179
21-30
4.467
1.264
H9
31-40
4.900
1.251
2.969
0.008
41-50
4.736
1.222
51-60
5.208
1.043
61+
4.170
1.598
Wine
5.164
1.216
Dairy
5.180
0.295
Summer
4.553
0.863
crops
Winter crops 4.700
0.990
H23
4.312
0.000
Oilseed crops 1.000
1.000
Subtropical
4.450
0.212
fruit
Citrus fruit
4.368
1.305
Vegetables
5.233
0.153
Full-time
5.021
1.125
Part-time
4.249
1.236
H30
7.504
0.000
Seasonal
4.563
1.159
Casual
4.450
0.212
1-5 years
4.435
1.234
6-10 years
4.867
1.148
H37
11-15 years
4.817
1.542
2.537
0.040
16-20 years
4.599
1.087
21+
5.039
1.258

H44

1-4 years

4.566

1.217

5-8 years
9-12 years
13-16 years
17+

5.132
4.302
4.801
4.911

0.862
1.556
1.003
0.844

The length of existence of a scheme also
appears to have an impact on perceptions
regarding access to resources (p < 0.01)
and H44 could thus be accepted. A posthoc Turkey HSD test shows that a pair
wise diﬀerence exists between schemes in
existence for between 6-10 years (higher
mean score) and 11-15 years.

3.815

0.004

Relationships between demographics
and risks due to worker exploitation
Table 5 presents the results of the
relationships between demographics and
risks due to worker exploitation (initial
hypotheses H3; H10; H17; H24; H31; H38
and H45).
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Table 5 reveals that the age of farmworkers
has a signiﬁcant impact on perceptions
regarding risks due to worker exploitation (p
< 0.05) and H10 could thus be accepted. A
post-hoc Turkey HSD test shows that a pair
wise diﬀerence exists between farmworkers
who are 15 years and younger (mean
score 3.400) and 51 and 60 years (means
score 4.903). It also appears that there is
a signiﬁcant relationship between types
of farming activity and risks associated

with worker exploitation (p < 0.05 and H24
accepted). The Turkey HSD test shows that
a pair wise diﬀerence exists between wine
farms and oilseed crop farms and citrus fruit
farms as well as between dairy and oilseed
crop farms regarding the risks associated
with exploitation of workers. The ANOVA
results also revealed that the tenure of
farmworkers has a signiﬁcant impact on
perceptions risks due to worker exploitation
(p < 0.05) and H38 could be accepted. A

TABLE 5: RESULTS OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DEMOGRAPHICS AND RISKS DUE TO
WORKER EXPLOITATION

Demographic
variable

Age

Type of
farming
activity

Tenure

Existence of
scheme

RISK – WORKER EXPLOITATION
Standard
Hypothesis Categories
Mean
F-Statistic p-value
deviation
15 <
3.400
2.385
16-20
4.367
2.127
21-30
5.259
1.467
H10
31-40
5.186
1.581
2.416
0.049
41-50
4.724
1.514
51-60
4.903
1.144
61+
3.762
1.410
Dairy
4.733
0.796
Summer
5.472
0.987
crops
Winter crops 5.833
0.236
Oilseed crops 1.000
Subtropical
H24
3.150
0.002
4.667
0.471
fruit

H38

H45

Citrus fruit

5.122

1.690

Vegetables
Animal
production
1-5 years
6-10 years
11-15 years
16-20 years
21+

6.444

0.192

4.420

1.433

5.250
5.051
4.602
4.577
4.279

1.685
1.216
1.581
1.456
1.469

1-4 years

4.709

1.629

5-8 years
9-12 years
13-16 years
17+

4.750
4.832
5.618
4.786

1.307
1.645
1.488
1.109
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3.932

0.004

4.070

0.003

has a signiﬁcant impact on perceptions of
government intervention in the farmworker
equity share scheme (p < 0.05) and H4
could thus be accepted. Females obtained
a higher mean score (4.176) than males
(3.742). Further, it appears that there is a
signiﬁcant relationship between types of
farming activity and government intervention
in the farmworker equity scheme (p < 0.05
and H25 accepted). However, in terms of
the impact of government intervention, the
post-hoc Turkey HSD test was not powerful
enough to indicate pair wise diﬀerences at
the ﬁve per cent level. However, the means
indicate that wine farms obtained the highest
mean score (4.134) and summer crops the
lowest mean score (2.683). The length of
existence of a scheme also appears to have
an impact on perceptions of government
intervention in the farmworker equity
share scheme (p < 0.001) and H46 could
thus be accepted. A post-hoc Turkey HSD
test shows that pair wise diﬀerences exist

post-hoc Turkey HSD test shows that a pair
wise diﬀerence exists between workers
with a tenure of 1-5 years and those who
worked for 21 years and longer on a farm
(highest mean score of 5.039). The length
of the existence of a scheme also appears
to have an impact on perceptions of risks
as a result of worker exploitation (p < 0.05)
and H45 could thus be accepted. A posthoc Turkey HSD test shows that a pair wise
diﬀerence exists between schemes which
have been in existence for between 1-4
years (mean score 4.709) and 17 years and
longer (mean 4.786).
Relationships between demographics
and government intervention
Table 6 presents the results of the
relationships between demographics and
risks due to worker exploitation (initial
hypotheses H4; H11; H18; H25; H32; H39
and H46). The ANOVA results in Table
6 reveal that the gender of farmworkers

TABLE 6: RESULTS OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DEMOGRAPHICS AND GOVERNMENT
INTERVENTION

Demographic
variable
Gender

Type of
farming
activity

Existence of
scheme

GOVERNMENT INTERVENTION
Standard
Hypothesis Categories
Mean
F-Statistic
deviation
Male
3.742
1.334
H4
8.894
Female
4.176
1.091
Wine
4.134
1.113
Dairy
4.040
1.108
Summer
2.683
1.143
crops
Winter crops 3.500
0.707
Oilseed crops 4.000
H25
6.290
Subtropical
2.700
2.404
fruit
Citrus fruit
4.133
1.207
Vegetables
4.000
0.200
Animal
3.800
1.113
production
1-4 years
3.239
1.293
5-8 years
4.325
1.084
H46
9-12 years
4.057
0.863
8.936
13-16 years
4.195
1.526
17+
4.650
0.729
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p-value
0.003

0.000

0.000
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between all categories of the length of the
scheme’s existence (highest mean score of
4.650 for 17 years and longer).

farming activity and risks associated with
weather conditions (p < 0.001 and H26
accepted). However, in terms of the impact
of weather conditions, the post-hoc Turkey
HSD test was not powerful enough to
indicate pair wise diﬀerences at the ﬁve
per cent level. The means indicate that
summer crop farms obtained the highest
mean score (4.824) and vegetable farms
the lowest mean score (2.889). The length
of existence of a scheme also appears to
have an impact on perceptions of weather
conditions (p < 0.05) and H47 could thus
be accepted. A post-hoc Turkey HSD test
shows that pair wise diﬀerences exist
between schemes which have existed
for one year and two and three years and
two and four years (highest mean score of
5.023 for length of existence of 13-16 years
and lowest mean score of 4.000 for ﬁve to
eight years in existence).

Relationships between demographics
and risks due to weather conditions
Table 7 presents the results of the
relationships between demographics and
risks due to weather conditions (initial
hypotheses (H5; H12; H19; H26; H33; H40
and H47)).
Table 7 reveals that the gender of
farmworkers has a signiﬁcant impact
on perceptions of risks due to weather
conditions (p < 0.05) and H5 could thus be
accepted. Females obtained a higher mean
score (4.779) than males (4.436) and thus
it is accepted that weather conditions (e.g.
storms, droughts and ﬂoods) could impact
on eﬀective functioning of these schemes.
Female farmworkers might have diﬀerent
perceptions regarding the impact of severe
weather conditions on farming operations
and functioning of these schemes. It
further appears that there is a signiﬁcant
relationship between diﬀerent types of

Relationships between demographics
and stakeholder trust
Table 8 presents the results of the
relationships between demographics and

TABLE 7: RESULTS OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DEMOGRAPHICS AND RISKS DUE TO
WEATHER CONDITIONS

Demographic
variable
Gender

Type of
farming
activity

Existence of
scheme

RISK – WEATHER CONDITIONS
Standard
Hypothesis Categories Mean
F-Statistic p-value
deviation
Male
4.436
1.268
H5
4.966
0.027
Female
4.779
1.361
Wine
4.231
1.113
Dairy
3.333
1.108
Summer
4.824
1.143
crops
H26
Winter crops 6.333
0.707
3.555
0.000
Subtropical
4.667
2.404
fruit
Citrus fruit
4.752
1.207
Vegetables
2.889
0.200
1-4 years
4.641
1.578
5-8 years
4.000
1.346
H47
9-12 years
4.462
1.139
4.420
0.002
13-16 years 5.023
1.137
17+
4.476
1.317
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risks due to weather conditions (initial
hypotheses H6; H13; H20; H27; H34; H41
and H48).

employment contract has a signiﬁcant
impact on perceptions regarding share
equity schemes (H35 accepted; p < 0.05).
A post-hoc Turkey HSD test shows that a
pair wise diﬀerence exists between full-time
employees (mean 3.938) and seasonal
workers (3.208). The length of existence of
a scheme also appears to have an impact
on perceptions of share equity schemes (p
< 0.001) and H49 could thus be accepted.
A post-hoc Turkey HSD test shows pair
wise diﬀerences exist between schemes in
existence for 1-4 years, 5-8 years and 9-12
years and 5-8 years and 13-16 years. The
highest mean score is for schemes which
have existed for between 5-8 years (4.164)
and lowest for 1-4 years (3.247).

Table 8 shows that the type of employment
contract has a signiﬁcant impact on
perceptions regarding stakeholder trust
(H34 accepted; p < 0.05). A post-hoc Turkey
HSD test shows that a pair wise diﬀerence
exists between full-time employees (highest
mean score of 4.880) and casual employees
(lowest mean of 4.125). The ANOVA results
also revealed that the tenure of farmworkers
has a signiﬁcant impact on perceptions of
stakeholder trust, therefore (p < 0.05) and
H41 could be accepted. A post-hoc Turkey
HSD test shows that a pair wise diﬀerence
exists between employees with a tenure of
1-5 years (lowest mean 4.433) and 6-10
years (highest mean 5.049).

Table 10 provides a summary of the
hypotheses testing results (refer to Section
3 and Figure 1).

Relationships between demographics
and perceptions regarding equity share
scheme
Table 9 shows that the type of scheme
beneﬁt (only share or dividends, assets or
both) has a signiﬁcant impact on perceptions
regarding share equity schemes (H21
accepted; p < 0.001). A post-hoc Turkey
HSD test shows that a pair wise diﬀerence
exists between schemes oﬀering only
shares/dividends or both shares/dividends
and assets (highest mean score 4.319).
Table 9 further shows that the type of

7. MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
This section outlines the managerial
implications regarding the demographical
variables and its impact on farmworker
equity share schemes.
Gender
The results reveal that male and female
farmworkers
perceive
government
intervention diﬀerently. This points to the
need for government policies and directives
regarding farmworker equity share schemes

TABLE 8: RESULTS OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DEMOGRAPHICS AND STAKEHOLDER
TRUST

Demographic
variable

Hypothesis

Employment
contract

H34

Tenure

H41

STAKEHOLDER TRUST
Standard
Categories
Mean
F-Statistic p-value
deviation
Full-time
4.880
1.208
Part-time
4.305
1.368
2.806
0.0171
Seasonal
4.487
1.500
Casual
4.125
0.648
1-5 years
6-10 years
11-15 years
16-20 years
21+
76

4.433
5.049
4.524
4.860
4.786

1.196
1.188
1.240
1.138
1.164

3.090

0.0163
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TABLE 9: RESULTS OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DEMOGRAPHICS AND STAKEHOLDER
TRUST

PERCEPTIONS REGARDING SHARE EQUITY SCHEMES
Demographic
Standard
Hypothesis Categories
Mean
F-Statistic
variable
deviation
Only stock/
3.590
1.261
Type of
dividends
scheme
H21
6.722
Only assets
3.514
1.244
beneﬁt
Both
4.319
1.260
Full-time
3.938
1.343
Part-time
3.253
1.215
Employment
H35
3.642
contract
Seasonal
3.208
1.391
Casual
4.000
0.000
1-4 years
3.247
1.252
5-8 years
4.164
1.417
Existence of
H49
9-12 years
3.920
0.792
5.917
scheme
13-16 years
3.449
1.395
17+
3.973
1.590

p-value

0.001

0.003

0.000

TABLE 10: SUMMARY OF HYPOTHESES TESTING RESULTS

HYPOTHESES DESCRIPTION

HYPOTHESES
NUMBERING

ACCPETED FOR

Demographical variables inﬂuence
perceptions regarding farm owners
support provided to equity share
schemes

H1; H8; H15;
H22; H29; H36;
H43

None
Age (H9)

Demographical variables inﬂuence
perceptions regarding access to
resources provided to farmworker equity
share schemes

Type of farming activity
(H23)
H2; H9; H16;
H23; H30; H37;
H44

Employment contract
(H30)
Tenure (H37)
Length of existence of
scheme (H44)
Age (H10)

Demographical variables inﬂuence
perceptions regarding risks due to
worker exploitation of farmworker equity
share schemes

H3; H10; H17;
H24; H31; H38;
H45

Type of farming activity
(H24)
Tenure (H38)
Length of existence of
scheme (H45)
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Gender (H4)
Demographical variables inﬂuence
perceptions regarding government
intervention of farmworker equity share
schemes

H4; H11; H18;
H25; H32; H39;
H46

Type of farming activity
(H25)
Length of existence of
scheme (H46)
Gender (H5)

Demographical variables inﬂuence
perceptions regarding risks associated
with weather conditions aﬀecting
farmworker equity share schemes

H5; H12; H19;
H26; H33; H40;
H47

Demographical variables inﬂuence
perceptions regarding stakeholder trust
of farmworker share equity schemes

H6; H13; H20;
H27; H34; H41;
H48

Demographical variables inﬂuence
perceptions regarding farmworker
equity share schemes

H7; H14; H21;
H28; H35; H42;
H49

and non-ﬁnancial support to members of
the scheme (e.g. conﬂict resolution, mobile
medical facilities and transport) to be
gender-sensitive. There is thus a need to
reconcile these divergent views as it might
hinder the performance of the equity share
scheme due to unhappiness. This divided
view is also observed regarding risk due to
weather conditions. Females thus perceive
the inﬂuence of weather conditions on the
eﬀective functioning of these schemes,
such as severe drought conditions, costs of
managing the eﬀects of climate change and
how ground erosion destroys available land
for agricultural use, diﬀerently as compared
to male farmworkers. This is aligned with
the view by Agarwal (2018) that gender
inequalities in a workplace include genderbased wages, segregation of workers
and gender-based stereotypes leading to
certain behaviours towards some workers.

Age
The results show that diﬀerent age groups
view the issue of access to resources
on a farm diﬀerently. Respondents of
diﬀerent age groups have varying opinions
regarding user-friendly and safe farming
equipment needed for operating eﬀectively.
Thus, younger farmworkers who have less
farming experience should be provided with
intense training and information regarding
farming operations and available equity
share schemes. On the same note, it
appears that there is a relationship between
age and risk due to worker exploitation.
Older farmworkers are more aware of
exploitation compared to younger workers
who might not know all their rights. The
Department of Labour should ensure that
the exploitation of workers does not occur.
Unlawful practices such as child labour,
forcing workers to work overtime without
78

Type of farming activity
(H26)
Length of existence of
scheme (H47)
Type of employment
contract (H34)
Tenure (H41)
Type of scheme beneﬁt
(H21)
Type of employment
contract (H35)
Length of existence of
scheme (H49)
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compensation and not informing workers
about the scheme have to be stopped.
It is reported that globally, child labour is
estimated at about 200 million children with
ages ranging from ﬁve to 17 years old and of
this amount approximately 70% of children
who are working in the agricultural sector
(Williams, Famuyiwa & Abdulkarim 2016).

of working conditions and working hours
and child labour. All farms, irrespective
of type of activity, should adhere to all
labour law requirements and not exploiting
farmworkers to justify proﬁt-making.
Government education programmes, nonﬁnancial support initiatives and policy
directives should be sensitive and tailored
to the speciﬁc needs of a farm. A blanketapproach for all types of farming activities
might not always be viable and practical.
Furthermore, winter crop farms, summer
crop farms or sub-tropical farms are far
more prone to react to severe weather
conditions than dairy production farms.
Weather–sensitive farming activities should
thus be shielded against droughts, ﬂoods,
hail and windstorms. Farmers should put
the right strategies in place to mitigate the
destruction caused by climate change.
Aligned to this information, Rum, Darwanto,
Hartono and Masyhuri (2019) revealed
that a multiplicity of factors could aﬀect
an industry due to unsuitable government
policies.

Type of scheme beneﬁt
The results further show that the type of
scheme beneﬁt inﬂuence perceptions
regarding
farmworker
equity
share
schemes. This considers that the type
of scheme beneﬁt has been categorised
into dividends/shares only, assets only or
combination of both. As reported previously,
only nine out of 88 equity share schemes
managed to pay out dividends (Mkodzongi
& Rusenga 2016). Therefore, perceptions
could vary depending on the structure and
performance of the equity share scheme.
However, some members who are not well
informed of the type of scheme beneﬁt
might have misplaced expectations, leading
to frustration. Members should, therefore,
be informed about and the justiﬁcation
for a speciﬁc type of beneﬁt oﬀered to
beneﬁciaries.

Type of employment contract
On the basis of type of employment contract
(e.g. full-time, part-time, seasonal or casual)
the results show that type of employment
contract inﬂuences perceptions regarding
access to resources, stakeholder trust and
perceptions regarding farmworker equity
share schemes. Unlike permanent workers,
other workers would have inconsistent
and varying exposure to certain aspects of
farming, leading to diﬀerent views. Although
casual and seasonal workers might not
have the same access to all resources as
compared to full and part-time workers,
farm owners should always ensure that
workers have the necessary resources that
are required to operate eﬀectively. It follows
that a casual or seasonal worker might not
have the same working relationship with
and trust in the farm owner or manager as
compared to a full-time farmworker. Trust
is usually built over a period of time. All
stakeholders of the share scheme should,
however, ensure that all farmworkers
are treated with dignity and respect

Type of farming activity
The results also show that the type of farming
activity inﬂuences perceptions regarding
access to resources, risk due to worker
exploitation, government intervention, and
risk due to weather conditions. Respondents
are inﬂuenced by the type of farming activity
in which they operate as the various types
of farms have diﬀerent requirements and
provide diﬀerent resources to farmworkers.
Farm owners and scheme administrators
should thus ensure that workers have
access to relevant and necessary resources
which are tailored for a speciﬁc farming
activity, whether wine, diary, citrus, tropical.
All members should have equal access
to all relevant resources e.g. equipment,
infrastructure, water and electricity which
are necessary for a speciﬁc farming activity.
Certain types of farms might be more prone
to exploiting workers than others in terms
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so as to build a long-term relationship
which is based on trust (Petersen 2017).
Furthermore, farmworkers employed on a
permanent full-time basis are more likely to
have more positive perceptions of an equity
share scheme as compared to temporary or
seasonal workers. Scheme administrators
should ensure that all workers, irrespective
of the type of employment contract, are
educated and informed about the nature
and functionality of the scheme.

and lack conﬁdence (Maqsoom, Mughees,
Safdar, Afsar & Zeeshan 2018).
Period of existence of the scheme
On the basis of the period of existence of
the scheme, the results show that the period
of existence of the scheme inﬂuences
perceptions regarding access to resources,
risk due to worker exploitation, government
intervention, risk due to weather conditions
and perceptions regarding farmworker
equity share schemes. The longer the period
of existence of the equity share schemes,
the more information they have on the
inﬂuencing factors. Diﬀerent inﬂuencing
factors could lead to the success or failure
of some schemes. Farmworker equity
share schemes that have been in existence
for a longer period should have already
acquired the necessary resources, whilst
newly formed schemes might still be in
the process of accessing these resources.
Scheme administrators should inform and
educate all members about which resources
are available and where to obtain them.
Respondents are inﬂuenced by the period
of the existence of the scheme. Therefore,
older established schemes are familiar with
human rights and labour market policies
regarding worker exploitation. Members
of the newly established schemes might
not all be familiar with labour market
requirements and, as a result, might lack
the necessary experience. Thus, they
can be more prone to exploitation on the
farm. Induction initiatives and education
programmes should speciﬁcally be aimed
at new members who join a scheme or
when a new scheme is being established.

Tenure of farmworkers
According to the tenure of farmworkers,
the results show that tenure of farmworkers
inﬂuences perception regarding access to
resources, risk due to worker exploitation
and stakeholder trust. Workers that
have been in employment for a longer
period have had diﬀerent exposure on
various aspects and better understand
the operating environment than workers
with shorter employment period. It follows
that farmworkers with a longer tenure are
more likely to access various resources as
compared to newly appointed farmworkers
who might not have all the information
or expertise. Workers that have been
employed for a longer period of time
are more likely to be aware of worker
exploitation than newly appointed workers.
Long-tenure workers know their human
rights and labour policies. However, farm
owners and managers should not exploit
workers, irrespective of their tenure. They
should treat all workers with dignity and
respect and observe fair labour market
practices. Furthermore, farmworkers with a
longer tenure are likely to have built a longterm relationship with all stakeholders of
the share scheme. Newly joined members
might be sceptical towards stakeholders.
Farm owners should strive to build trust
in their relationship with new members
from the start and nurture this relationship
throughout the contractual relationship
between them. This trust should be earned.
In a study about the construction industry, it
was discovered that new workers develop
less trust toward supervisors asking
irrelevant questions, who are immature

Respondent’s perceptions are inﬂuenced
by the period of existence of the scheme.
Therefore, government oﬃcials should
be visible and accessible to members,
especially, not only when a scheme is
established, but also throughout the
existence of the scheme. Farmworkers who
have been on the farm for a long time and
had belonged to a scheme experienced
more exposure to the impact of severe
weather conditions such as droughts,
80
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ﬂoods, wind and hail storms as compared
to newly joined members or workers on
the farm. Because these workers are new
to the farming sector, they are not familiar
with all the hardships they are experiencing
on a farm. Furthermore, it follows that, as
members of the scheme, farmworkers are
already familiar with and have ﬁrst-hand
experience about the functioning of an
equity share scheme. Therefore, they know
all the challenges, beneﬁts, loopholes and
other problems associated with such a
scheme (Tom 2006).

indeed, with better job satisfaction
and greater participation, productivity
should increase on farms where
workers are also owners … institutional
arrangements should be accompanied
by other best practices such as worker
participation in the design of the equityshare scheme and its operating rules,
provision for female representation in
the workers’ legal entity, and a general
transfer of basic literacy, life and
technical skills followed by continuous
mentoring in ﬁnancial, administrative
and managerial skills so that worker
representatives can perform their
duties as oﬃce bearers, participate
meaningfully in policy decisions,
and ultimately establish their own
enterprises” (Knight, Lyne & Roth 2003).

8. CONCLUSIONS
When a farm owner supports the move
to establish a farmworker equity share
scheme, it is the duty of the farm owner to
ensure that the well-intentioned objectives
of the scheme are realised. This will
happen when the farm owner ensures
that the farmworkers are provided with all
the support that they need and where the
farm owner does not have the expertise,
such help should be sourced from those
who have it. Farmworkers join equity
share schemes because they have certain
perceptions about them. It is important that
all stakeholders discuss the perceptions
of the beneﬁciaries so that everyone is
well-informed and aligned to the reality of
the equity share scheme of what can be
achieved and what they intend to achieve
in future. Equity share schemes thus
provide an opportunity for the farm owner
and farmworkers to learn from each other
as opposed to the previous dispensation in
which workers did not have shareholding
and mistrust existed. The conclusions
and recommendations of this paper could
thus assist in aligning farmworker equity
schemes along speciﬁc demographical
factors to ensure more eﬀective functioning.
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APPLICABILITY OF THE
BALANCED SCORE CARD
AS A PERFORMANCE
MEASUREMENT TOOL
FOR SMALL FAST-FOOD
BUSINESSES IN CENTRAL
RUSTENBURG

low. Due to the support from their franchisor
as well as the beneﬁts garnered from an
established business concept and customer
base, franchise businesses are perceived as
better positioned, while individually owned
businesses may still lack resources, limiting
their ability to introduce new processes or
management tools.
KEYWORDS: Fast food industry, small
businesses, performance measurement,
balanced scorecard
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1. INTRODUCTION
Small businesses are seen as playing a
crucial role in enhancing and supporting
the economies of developing countries
(Ramukhumba, 2014; NCR, 2011) and
their sustenance is deemed vital. Although
the importance of these businesses has
been emphasised (Lekhanya, 2015; Ocloo,
Akababa & Brown, 2014), their full potential
is yet to be seen due to the number of
challenges that they face. Small businesses
in the fast food industry, as well, exist in an
extremely competitive environment which
poses a real threat to their proﬁtability and
sustenance (Mhlanga, 2018).

Prof. Dr. rer. pol. habil. Heinz Eckart
Klingelhöfer
Tshwane University of Technology, GaRankuwa Campus
Pretoria, South Africa
E-mail: KlingelhoeferHE@tut.ac.za
ABSTRACT
Although small businesses in the fast-food
industry have been described as struggling
to survive, the usage of performance
measurement tools has been noted as
minimal. Therefore, this study presented
research ﬁndings on the applicability of the
BSC by such businesses, using Rustenburg
as an example. The data gathered through
semi-structured interviews indicated that
the performance measurement tools
implemented by these businesses were not
detailed and applied inconsistently. General
knowledge of performance measurement
was found to be lacking, and training
would be helpful. However, it was also
noted that these businesses were already
incorporating views and processes in their
performance management aligned to the
ﬁnancial and non-ﬁnancial perspectives of
the BSC, although at diﬀerent and limited
levels. Hence, a successful implementation
of the BSC in the fast-food industry indeed
seems to be possible, and it can be viewed as
an extension of an already existing process,
keeping the additional costs comparatively

In South Africa, small businesses face
numerous challenges which can stiﬄy their
growth and performance (Wise & ChiloaneTsoka, 2015; Fatoki, 2014; Cant & Wiid,
2013; Klingelhöfer, Aiyepola & Adewunmi,
2012). These problems are further
exacerbated by large businesses which
have access to more resources than them,
as well as the ability to implement better
management tools (Chimucheka, 2013;
Edmison, 2007). Research indicates that
small businesses can beneﬁt from properly
implementing performance measurement
tools and other management tools which are
tailored for large businesses (Wasniewski,
2017; Maduekwe & Kamala, 2016, Jamil &
Mohamed, 2011). Performance evaluation
can assist management to determine
whether a business is achieving its set
objectives or not (Amaratunga & Baldry
2002) and if properly used, can enhance its
competitive edge.
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There are a number of performance
measurement tools that can be applied
by businesses. The balanced scorecard
(BSC) has, however, emerged as one of
the most applied management tool by large
businesses (Hasan & Chyi, 2017; Kaplan,
2010) and it may be possible that small
businesses in the fast food industry can
glean similar beneﬁts from its application.
This tool, introduced by Kaplan and
Norton in 1992, attempts to allow for the
translation of the business mission and
strategy into a clear set of performance
objectives and metrics that can provide
a basis for performance measurement
(Kaplan & Norton, 2007). The usage of
performance metrics and linking them to
individual performance can bring a sense of
accountability and thus direct management
to reasons for poor performance (Korm,
2011) before the eﬀects of a wrong decision
become material.

and procedures used to improve or
sustain performance, and
• the possible barriers for implementing
the BSC were analysed to answer the
research questions raised.
Even though numerous studies have been
conducted on the reasons for the failure
of small businesses in South Africa, there
is limited research on the applicability
of diﬀerent performance measurement
tools that can be used to improve their
performance and reduce their failure rate.
In line with this, one of the questions that
remain unanswered is the extent to which
small businesses in South Africa can apply
the BSC as a performance measurement
tool to evaluate their performance and
improve on the identiﬁed shortfalls. This
study, therefore, seeks to ﬁll this gap.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
Research links the reasons for the failure of
small businesses in the fast food industry
mostly to micro-environment deﬁciencies
(Mhlanga, 2018; Nel, Williams, Steyn &
Hind, 2018). The overall failure rate of small
businesses in South Africa, pegged at 7080% (Adeniran & Johnston, 2012; Fatoki &
Smit, 2011), is indicative of the challenges
faced by them and a need for interventions.
Hence, a number of studies have been
conducted on the reasons for small
businesses’ failure. Nonetheless, although
performance measurement can improve
the performance of a business as well as
create and increase its value (Heinicke,
2018; Wasniewski, 2017), research on this
particular topic and related shortfalls in
these businesses is scarce (Heinicke, 2018;
Garengo, Biazzo & Bititci, 2005). However,
in spite of the possible beneﬁts, the usage
of performance measurement tools in small
businesses has been deemed to be very
low (Chalmeta, Palomero & Matilla, 2012;
Sergio, Soussa, Aspinwell & Guimaraes,
2006) and this could be aﬀecting their
performance negatively. Therefore, after a
short overview about the failures of small
businesses in the fast food industry, the

There has been criticism levelled on
small businesses for inappropriate use
of performance measurement tools
(Maduekwe & Kamala, 2016) and the
inability of management to appreciate and
take into account the long-term value of
performance measurement (Wasniewski,
2017). This, therefore, points to a need to
determine the performance measurement
tools that are currently used by small
businesses, how they are applied and to
ascertain the suitability and beneﬁts of other
possible tools that can be applied.
This paper examined the possibility of using
the BSC as a performance measurement
tool for small fast food businesses in South
Africa. In order to do so it focussed on such
businesses in the Central Rustenburg area.
Through semi-structured interviews with
the management and owner-managers of
these businesses,
• the current level of usage of performance
measurement tools by these businesses
was determined through a focus on the
four perspectives of BSC
• emphasis was also on internal controls
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subsequent sections of this literature review
will talk about performance management
there and then present and discuss the
balanced scorecard as a possible tool for
eﬀecting performance measurement.

2013; Chalmeta, et al, 2012; Molleman,
2007), limiting the application of such tools.
Small businesses in the fast food industry,
as well, are not immune to this challenge
and their failure to utilise performance
measurement tools have further been
linked to their internal in-capabilities (Parsa
et al, 2005), putting their management
competence into question.

2.2 Failure of small businesses in the
fast food industry
Small businesses in the fast food industry
can be split into franchise chains and
independent restaurants, the latter of which
been indicated as experiencing the highest
number of failures due to a lack of support
(Nel, et al, 2018; Parsa, Self, Busso & Yoon,
2011). Responsible for the challenges are
both internal and external factors, while
management capabilities have been noted
as the prime factor in preventing fast food
business failures (Agarwal & Dahm, 2015).
The failures of small businesses in this
industry can be classiﬁed under managerial,
marketing and economic perspectives
(Parsa, Self, Njite & King, 2005), leading
to a number of interlinking reasons beyond
the current scope of this study. While some
authors mainly relate the success or failure
in this industry to the owner’s actions or
their absence (John, Jones & Botieﬀ, 2015;
Mehralizadeh & Sajady, 2005), Parsa et al,
(2005) point to the absence of performance
measurement systems and management
incompetence as some of the factors which
could be inimical to the sustainability of fast
food businesses.

Likewise, in South Africa, research
focussing on the usage of performance
measurement
instruments
in
small
businesses is very scarce (Maduekwe &
Kamala, 2016). Already in 2005, Garengo
et al, (2005) attributed this lack of research
on small business’ usage of management
tools to a generally lack of publicly
published information on them. In another
study, Ngary, Smit, Bruwer and Ukpere
(2014) concluded that small businesses
in the fast food industry were not optimally
utilising all ﬁnancial performance measures
at their disposal and there was no evidence
that even the limited measures used have
led to the attainment of their set objectives.
Van der Merwe and Visser (2008), further
noted a prevalent incorrect application of
performance measurement tools by small
businesses in the motor industry, which
resulted in employee resistance to the
whole process. It has been suggested that
the limitations in application of performance
measurement tools mostly stem from the
inadequate knowledge of small business
managers, and the use of professional
consultants has been proposed as a
possible solution, in spite of the related costs
(Kirsten, Wolmarans & Vermaak, 2014).
In addition, small businesses have been
criticised for their dependency on ﬁnancial
measures, and research recommendations
indicate that they should also incorporate
non-ﬁnancial measures to present a holistic
picture of their performance (Mjongwana &
Kamala, 2018; Maduekwe & Kamala, 2016).
Therefore, there is a need for an integrated
performance measurement tool which can
enable small business management to
focus on both ﬁnancial and non-ﬁnancial
aspects of the business and the balanced

2.3 Performance measurement in small
businesses
In general, there is limited research on
the usage of performance measurement
tools by small businesses (Maduekwe,
2015; Garengo, Biazzo & Bititci, 2005).
It has been noted that, due to a number
of reasons, there are challenges for
measuring and improving the performance
of small businesses in general, thus, further
research is recommended (Nastasiea
& Mironeasa, 2016). While distinct
performance evaluation instruments have
been developed for large businesses, few
have been tailored to suit small, medium
and micro businesses (Jamil & Mohamed,
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scorecard (BSC) has been presented as
one of the tools exhibiting such qualities
(Basuony, 2014; Kaplan & Norton, 1992).

the BSC is meant to be a performance
measurement system and a strategic
control system translating a ﬁrm’s strategic
goals into a set of rational measures and
feasible actions (Zhao & Li, 2015). The
ﬁnancial perspective focuses on achieving
proﬁtability and growth in value and is
a central indicator of performance and
success to the shareholders of the business
(Ibrahim, 2015; Poureisa, Ahmadgourabi &
Efteghar, 2013). This perspective is based
on past data which can limit its relevancy
in operational decisions and has been
criticised for its transitory focus (Malgwi &
Dahiru, 2014).

2.4 The balanced scorecard as a special
tool for performance measurement
2.4.1 Introduction
The balanced scorecard is a management
tool, introduced by Kaplan and Norton in 1992,
initially as a performance measurement
instrument. The objective was to counter
the shortfalls of the traditional measurement
tools which focussed only on ﬁnancial
measures (Awadallah & Allam, 2015). It
attempts to align a business’s day to day
activities to its strategy and objectives, by
focussing, measuring and monitoring four
perspectives of the business in a balanced
view, providing management with a holistic
picture of the business (Ibrahim, 2015;
Zizlavsky, 2014; Kaplan & Norton, 1996). If
correctly applied, this tool purports to assist
management to identify what needs to be
achieved, how it should be done as well as
devising the related metrics that are linked
to individual performance in diﬀerent levels
of the business (Kaplan, 2010).

The other three perspectives of the BSC
supplement the ﬁnancial aspect and are
also crucial to the attainment of the ﬁnancial
objectives (Kaplan & Norton, 1992). The
customer perspective focuses on creating
a favourable business image through the
provision of services and products that meet
or exceed customer expectations (Kairu,
Wafula, Okaka & Akerele, 2013; Kaplan
& Norton, 1992). The aim is to retain and
expand the customer base so as to attain
the set proﬁtability objectives. Since small
businesses usually face a tight competition,
disgruntled customers may easily ﬁnd other
suppliers if they are dissatisﬁed (Malgwi &
Dahiru, 2014; Alshammari, 2011).

2.4.2 The four perspectives of the
balanced scorecard
As a performance measurement tool, the
BSC (Mbala Banga & Klingelhöfer, 2018):
• does not only look at ﬁnancial outcomes,
but encompasses four perspectives:
ﬁnancial, customer, internal business
processes, as well as learning and
growth (Biswas, 2013; Kaplan & Norton,
1996);

The learning and growth perspective
highlights a business’s capacity to learn,
grow, and change and is achieved by
creating an innovation and change culture,
sharing of knowledge with others, as well as
the development of human capabilities, so
that the business employees can improve
and create value continuously (Akinbowale,
Klingelhöfer & Zerihun, 2020; Khatoon
& Farooq, 2014; Divandri & Youseﬁ,
2011; Kaplan & Norton, 1992). Employee
capability, motivation and empowerment
are some of the measures used to gauge
success in this perspective (Chavan, 2009).

• measures performance through these
four perspectives (Tsalis, Nikolaou,
Grigoroudis & Tsagarakis, 2015), and,
therefore,
• includes both, ﬁnancial and non-ﬁnancial
measures (Abdullah, Umair, Rashid &
Naeem, 2013).
In each perspective, objectives, measures
and targets, as well as strategic initiatives,
were suggested to be included (Tsalis, et
al, 2015; Kaplan & Norton, 1996). As such,

The forth component is the internal business
process perspective and it evaluates
eﬃciency in key business processes
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which are crucial to the operational
success of a business (Kaplan, 2010). The
measurements used under this perspective
diﬀer depending on the type of business
and can include customer response time,
production eﬃciency, and information
management (Zizlavsky, 2014).
2.4.3 Possible beneﬁts of the balanced
scorecard for small businesses
Small businesses in the fast food industry
struggle to survive and make it through
the ﬁrst year of business (Parsa, 2005).
However, it is worrying that the usage of
performance measurement tools by small
businesses has been noted as minimal in
spite of their perceived beneﬁts (Chalmeta
et al, 2012; Sousa, 2006). Indeed, also
some of the perceived beneﬁts of the BSC
might lower this negative trend.

limitations that they currently exhibit. Firstly,
these businesses have been known to
struggle in terms of management skills
and employee capabilities (Mhlanga, 2018,
Parsa, et al, 2011), and this can limit their
understanding of all nuances necessary to
eﬀectively implement the BSC. Secondly,
small businesses, due to their nature,
generally struggle with resources (Fatoki,
2014; Parsa, et al, 2011), be it ﬁnancial
or information technology (IT) resources.
Regarding the implementation of the BSC
this is more so important since it is a
performance measurement system which,
generally, thrives on a fully developed and
resourced IT system (Kadarova, Durkacova
& Kalafusiva, 2014; Madah, Ahmad &
Sultan, 2013), and its initial implementation
can be costly (Molleman, 2007), even to a
prohibitive level.

The BSC has been described as a
performance measurement system which
can allow an organisation to identify its cost
drivers, link them to performance metrics
and devise approaches to improve business
processes and minimise costs (Kaplan &
Norton, 2007). Research suggests that
businesses implementing the BSC improve
in their performance (Khatoon & Farroq,
2014; Kairu et al, 2013; Marr, 2010), report
a simpliﬁed process of communicating
business
strategy
and
objectives
(Zizlavsky, 2014; Kumar, 2014; Lucianetti,
2010), plan more eﬀectively and utilise the
frequent feedback provided to improve on
their daily processes (Kumar, 2014; Marr,
2009; Kaplan & Norton, 2007). In addition,
management may beneﬁt from a holistic
view of the business, based on lagging
and leading indicators, as this information
allows them to make decisions based on
relevant and current trends (Awadallah &
Allam, 2015; Basuony, 2014).

2.4.5 Criticism of the balanced
scorecard
Despite the noted beneﬁts, the BSC has
drawn some criticism due to innate limitations
in concept and application (Awadallah and
Allam, 2015). Although it expanded on the
limited focus of the traditional measurement
systems, its focus is still seen as myopic
due to its restrictive four perspective basis
(Gomes & Romao, 2017; Rillo, 2004). In
addition, it has been described as time
consuming to implement as well as failing
to take into account changes in business
environments (Madsen & Stenheim, 2015;
Awadallah & Allam, 2015; Alshammari,
2011), frustrating the eﬀorts to implement it
in small businesses in the fast food industry.
However, evolved balanced scorecards
have been developed over the years in an
attempt to counter some of the ﬂaws noted.
Hence, fast food businesses may still be
able to design or modify the available
scorecards to suit their unique make-up.

2.4.4 Limitations of implementing the
balanced scorecard: Small business
perspective
Small businesses in the fast food industry
can experience certain barriers when
dealing with the BSC due to inherent

3. Research design and methodology
A qualitative research design comprising of
an empirical study and a related literature
review was followed in this research. It
allowed for descriptive data to be collected
from the respondents to answer the
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research questions.

In analysing data, themes were developed
based on the diﬀerent sections of the
interview schedule. Each section of the
schedule expounded on a particular area,
in line with the objectives of the study,
and this allowed for trends and themes to
emerge from the data gathered in relation
to the research questions raised. Related
sections and themes were grouped together
to develop patterns and to determine the
applicability of the BSC as a performance
measurement tool for fast food small
businesses.

3.1 Population and sample
The population comprised of franchises
as well as independently owned small
businesses operating in Central Rustenburg
and they all should have been in existence
for at least ﬁve years to enable a review of
their previous application of performance
measurement tools. In addition, the number
of employees ranged between 21 – 50.
In line with Chapter 1 of South Africa´s
National Small Business Act of 1996 and its
Schedule, which (at the time of taking the
sample) still classiﬁed “small businesses”
“as a micro-, a very small, a small or a
medium enterprise”, this would have put
them into the category of small businesses
(since, according to the new Schedule 1
of 2019, “`very small enterprise’ collapsed
into the `micro enterprise’ category” this
categorisation remains unchanged). In
total, 19 businesses were identiﬁed, based
on the results from the Yellow Pages as well
as a physical research in the area. Hence,
being still a manageable number and in
order to avoid possible bias from selecting
a smaller sample (obviously, the population
is fully representative for itself), all of them
were approached for interview requests and
eleven interviews were conducted in total.

4. RESULTS/FINDINGS
The results of the study were classiﬁed and
analysed based on patterns and themes
developed from the respondents’ answers.
The four dimensions of the balanced
scorecard (BSC) were tested through
questions posed to the respondents to
assess their relevancy to small businesses
in the fast food industry. It was concluded,
based on the results, that the BSC might be
applied successfully by these businesses
due the nature of performance measurement
procedures that they currently apply and
the availability of resources.
4.1 Analysis of the respondents and
general business information
The study targeted all possible respondents
operating in the fast food industry in central
Rustenburg and these included both
franchise and individual owned businesses.
A total of 11 out of 19 (58%) respondents
were interviewed either through face to face
or telephonic interviews and the rest were
unavailable due to unspeciﬁed reasons.
The interviewees comprised of one ownermanager and 10 business managers. The
respondents’ qualiﬁcations ranged from
matric certiﬁcates (2), higher certiﬁcates (5)
and diploma holders (4). In addition, all the
respondents held attendance certiﬁcates
for refresher courses organised by their
respective businesses. The owner-manager
had more than 13 years of management
experience in the fast food industry, while
the experience of the other managers
ranged from 1 to 4 years (3 respondents),

3.2 Research instrument
Data was collected through semi-structured
interviews conducted with the owners or
management of these businesses at their
place of work or any preferred location. A
telephonic interview option was also availed
to increase the number of respondents. An
interview schedule was used to pace the
interview and to ensure that all relevant
questions were included. The respondents’
answers were noted down during the
interview for future review and further
probing was used to clear up certain issues.
The data collection instrument used was
initially tested on 2 pilot businesses before
conducting a full-scale research to check its
suitability and feasibility of the research.
3.3 Data analysis
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5 to 8 years (3 respondents), 9 to 12 years
(2 respondents) and 13 years or more (2
respondents). Most of the businesses
included in the study operated as franchises
(9 businesses) while two were individually
owned. All the businesses included had to
be in operation for at least ﬁve years to allow
them to have implemented and evaluated
some form of performance measurement
tool.

strategies to improve performance and
measurement procedures currently applied
by these businesses.
1. The ﬁnancial perspective
Controls and procedures used to
ensure excellent ﬁnancial performance
All the respondents indicated that they
always linked business decisions to
proﬁtability; cost reduction strategies were
highlighted as crucial in ensuring excellent
ﬁnancial performance. Nine respondents
emphasised on constant monitoring and
reduction of costs, mostly through stock
control as this represents the main source
of losses for these businesses, while
the rest highlighted on other procedures
focused on customer satisfaction. Further
cost reduction examples included reducing
the number of supervisors or managers per
shift, reduction or elimination of unnecessary
overtime, and creating links with suppliers
who could provide quality products at low
prices. In addition, reconciliations of cash
ups were performed daily per shift to reduce
any incidences of thefts or shortages. Any
cash shortages were placed on the account
of the respective cashier so as to increase
vigilance on their part and avoid collusion.
Other procedures applied to improve
ﬁnancial performance included serving
meals of a high standard to attract and retain
customers, advertising outside the store to
inform potential customers of daily specials
and live entertainment based on customer
preferences. The eﬀectiveness of these
procedures and the extent to which they
were consistently applied by the respective
businesses was, however, not veriﬁed and
a need, therefore, exist to substantiate the
respondents’ explanations.

4.2 The balanced scorecard (BSC)
It was noted that although some form of
performance measurement procedures
were applied by these businesses, a
detailed knowledge and application of the
BSC was generally lacking. Only two of
the respondents had detailed knowledge
and had implemented it before while the
rest indicated ranges from basic to no
knowledge of this tool. Despite the nature of
this tool and its focus on large businesses,
this study proposes that it might be possible
and beneﬁcial for small businesses to apply
the BSC successfully. The following sections
focus on the similarities between the current
performance measurement tools applied
by the target businesses and the four
perspectives of the BSC. If these businesses
are already focusing and measuring certain
aspects of their performance in line with
the four perspectives of the BSC, then a
guided full implementation of this tool might
be possible and considered. Secondly,
the study sought to establish the extent
to which these businesses established
internal controls and related metrics to
ensure proﬁtability and an increase in
shareholder value. Lastly, there are certain
barriers which might limit any business from
implementing the BSC, and the interviews
conducted sought to establish the impact of
these factors on the target businesses and
their eﬀect on the ability to apply the BSC.

Measurement procedures related to
ﬁnancial performance
A total of 10 (91%) respondents stated that
their main measure of ﬁnancial performance
was the application of targets on sales and
allowable costs, while the remaining one
linked it to positive customer reviews; with
an emphasis that these reviews eventually

4.2.1 The four perspectives of the
balanced scorecard
This section reviews the answers provided
by the respondents on the four perspectives
of the BSC as well as on the barriers relating
to implementation. The focus is on controls,
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led to positive ﬁnancial results. Further
explanations revealed that a positive
result was achieved by these businesses
if monthly target sales were achieved or
exceeded and costs reduced, comparative
to previous ﬁgures. Cost ﬁgures per month
were analysed and compared to budgeted
ﬁgures as well as to previous periods to
determine any negative variances and to
devise strategies to close the gap. Stock
losses and usage were also evaluated based
on the number of meals prepared per day.
An example given was the issue of burger
patties which had to equal the number of
burgers served per day, determined through
daily stock takes and reconciliations at the
end of the day. Periodic sales ﬁgures were
also compared to budgets as well as to
previous periods to evaluate performance.
Any reduction in sales, whether per day
or speciﬁc time of day, was investigated
and strategies developed to counter any
downward trends. Reviews of all voided
items and returns were conducted daily
and per stipulated periods to determine
the reasons as well as the cost impact to
the business. Periodical comparisons of
these “unnecessary costs” were conducted
to determine trends and possible reasons
as employees have been known to “create
non-existent voids and returns” in order to
pocket the sales amount. These measures,
although not eﬀective in all cases, were
noted to keep employees on their toes
and ensure that any indicative negative
variances were noted timeously and dealt
with.

experience. Strategies to ensure customer
satisfaction were always initiated at the
entrance: reception was seen as crucial
to settle the customers and make them
feel welcome. In all instances, once
settled, waiters were requested to “chat”
with their customers to ensure that they
were comfortable and to explain certain
procedures like waiting times for certain
meals and specials for the day. Customers
were sometimes allowed to speak to
shift chefs before or after a meal to make
suggestions on their preferences and air
their grievances if unhappy. Specials were
also oﬀered on new menus to ensure
purchases and comments were then
elicited from the customers to check if the
new meal will be proﬁtable or not. In most
occasions, all these procedures were then
supplemented by the “door man / lady” who
is always stationed at the door and chats
with the customers as they left to gauge
any form of dissatisfaction. It is standard
procedure to involve the managers if
any customer complaints cannot be
solved “at the table”. In franchises, head
oﬃce representatives would sometimes
check on customers unannounced; the
procedures checked related to the level
of service provided and how the staﬀ
related to customers. In individual owned
businesses, the sole authority to ensure
ﬂawless application of procedures was
noted as the respective owners as well as
the appointed management in some cases.
Although customer feedback is encouraged
and prioritised, it was noted that sometimes
there were no follow up procedures initiated
to remedy any dissatisfaction as those
respondents believed that customers were
prone to making unnecessary complaints.
Hence, this subjective judgement can
undermine the eﬀectiveness of these
controls.

2. The customer perspective
Controls and procedures to ensure
customer satisfaction
Businesses in the fast food industry thrive
on customer satisfaction and the principles
applied regarding this satisfaction were
basically noted as similar in most instances.
In this sense, the importance of measuring
and ensuring customer fulﬁlment was
emphasised by all respondents and the
cycle of procedures followed were applied
consistently in every step of the service

Measurement procedures related to
customer satisfaction
Diﬀerent set standards were used by all
these businesses to determine if targets
related to customer satisfaction were
met. In all instances and examples given,
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measurement procedures used were mostly
based on customer feedback or employee
monitoring conducted by supervisors. At
the end of a meal, the shift supervisor or
manager will, on occasion, do spot checks
on customers to ascertain if they were
satisﬁed with the level of service or the
meals served. Sometimes customers were
requested to complete a questionnaire
to rate their level of satisfaction on
diﬀerent aspects of the service received.
These questionnaires were regarded as
eﬀective by most respondents as they
allowed management to compile and
draw informative periodic statistics on the
satisfaction or dissatisfaction of customers.
Data from surveys were used to measure
the number of customer complaints
received per period and the related reasons
provided by the customers were analysed
by management in order to develop and
avoid negative trends. Periodical customer
feedback and ratings were compared to
evaluate whether there was an increase
or decrease in the number of complaints
per issue raised. This information was then
used to initiate any necessary training or
business process changes. The types and
number of complaints were classiﬁed based
on gender, age group, time of laying the
complaint and reasons for dissatisfaction
and this allowed the business to structure
the service provided according to the
classiﬁcations that had been developed.
Customer ratings per employee were further
used to measure employee performance
per period and to determine any necessary
remedial action. It was noted that any follow
up on customer procedures were conducted
on the merits of the case as determined
by the shift supervisor. Obviously, this
can breed subjectivity which can stiﬂe the
eﬀectiveness of the control procedures.

on the meals served as well as on the
overall customer satisfaction. A link was
observed between business processes and
employees who were directly involved in
daily operations and these two aspects are,
therefore, explained under one heading.
Controls and procedures to improve
business processes and employee
learning and performance
All the respondents indicated that there
was a consistent focus on employees
and how they performed their tasks in the
fast food industry as their duties directly
aﬀected customer satisfaction as well as
the ﬁnancial performance of the business.
Therefore, in the franchise businesses, all
respondents noted that measures were
constantly implemented by management
and the head oﬃces to ensure a consistent
optimum performance of all employees,
while in the individual owned businesses,
the eﬀectiveness of control procedures
were dependent on the conscientiousness
of the respective owners. Thus, franchise
businesses could be seen as having an
advantage in this regard due to comparisons
that they can make per franchisee operating
in unique locations and the support received
from the head oﬃce. Based on customer
feedback and industry trends, periodic
training was developed and provided to
ensure that all employees were at par with
company procedures and expectations.
Additional compulsory training was provided
to all employees if new meals or operational
procedures were introduced or changed. In
franchises, all new employees undertook
compulsory training, in spite of their industry
experience to familiarise them to company
speciﬁc procedures. In addition, employees
were required to sign attendance registers
as proof that they attended certain training
sessions and managers were then tasked
with evaluating their performance during
working periods to ascertain any need for
follow-up training. Furthermore, tests were
sometimes written on diﬀerent processes
learnt and the test scores were used to
conﬁrm that all employees were familiar with
diﬀerent procedures. Also “vibe meetings”

3. Employee learning and growth and
business process perspectives
The business processes which are
performed by the respective employees
were considered as crucial by all the
respondents due to their direct impact
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were scheduled weekly or before a shift
to discuss diﬀerent processes and ensure
that everyone was at par with expectations.
In contrary to this situation in franchise
businesses, most of the mentioned
procedures were not employed in individual
owned businesses being an indication of
just a limited number of procedures applied
by these businesses.

all employees. All respondents applied some
form of measurement procedures based
on set standards, customer feedback and
management oversight. A trend noted was
that customers were requested to provide
feedback on speciﬁc aspects of the service
received and this allowed management to
assess whether the training received was
beneﬁcial or not. Examples given included
satisfaction with the service received from
waiters and rating the amount of time
taken for a speciﬁc meal to be served.
Yardsticks used were the expected time
to prepare and serve a speciﬁc meal and
if a customer indicated that there was a
delay, the supervisor would check the
time taken from ordering to serving a
meal and provide feedback which was
“always aimed at appeasing the customer”.
Furthermore, all respondents noted that
ratings on waiter friendliness as well as
on overall satisfaction with the meals were
used to measure employee performance
and ascertain that all business processes
were operating eﬀectively. Customers
were encouraged to comment on speciﬁc
reasons for dissatisfaction and this feedback
was then used to evaluate the respective
employees. In particular, frequent negative
reviews for an employee could be grounds
for a warning, compulsory attendance of
training, a change of duties as well micromanagement of the respective employee.
However, certain respondents emphasised
that these ratings were sometimes biased
as they were based solely on customer
opinions and had, therefore, lost their
signiﬁcance over the years as supervisors
sometimes ignored them. They further
regarded the follow-ups on these ratings
and reviews as low and depended on the
shift supervisor in question. On overall,
supervisors were tasked with monitoring
employee
performance
through
an
evaluation of how employees conducted
themselves, for example through a review
of procedures followed in mixing ingredients
and maintenance of hygiene in spaces
where customer access was restricted.
There was a division of duties and diﬀerent

Franchise head oﬃce were kept abreast of
all monthly employee training initiated and
attended through management reports and
this served as proof of employee growth and
development as well as ability of employees
to perform diﬀerent procedures. In addition,
external consultants were sometimes
hired to provide training and attendance
certiﬁcates, which could be later used to
support applications for internal promotions,
were issued to employees. Examples of
training from external providers included
the preparation of new and diﬀerent meals,
issues of food and personal hygiene,
proper interaction with customers once
settled as well as pointers on appropriate
packaging of stock in fridges. In all cases,
for a certain period, new employees
worked under experienced colleagues
or supervisors, who could monitor and
guide them as they adjusted to the new
environment. All respondents indicated that
overall employee monitoring was done by
managers and supervisors. Additionally,
in franchises, overall store performance
was monitored by the head oﬃce through
planned or unannounced visits to ensure
that all employees performed assigned
tasks according to company procedures in
all shifts.

Measurement procedures related to
business processes and employee
learning and growth
To compliment the eﬀort applied on
employee training, certain procedures are
used to evaluate the level of performance of
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responsibility areas were created and
maintained to allow for speciﬁc performance
areas and procedures to be monitored based
on the level of customer complaints as well
as through management and head oﬃce
oversight. The eﬀectiveness and accuracy
in application of these procedures could
not be ascertained in this study and further
research might be needed to determine the
success of the explained procedures.

owners of these businesses and most
of the respondents could, therefore, not
substantiate their answers further than
proﬁtability and a general increase in
sales. In this regard, it cannot be stated
with certainty that additional funding for
performance measurement tools like
the BSC is indeed available for these
businesses, even more so in the case of
individual owned businesses.

4.2.2 Possible barriers to implementing
the balanced scorecard
Prior research highlights three factors that
might be a challenge for any business
attempting to implement the BSC
successfully. The signiﬁcance of these
factors is tested in this section to determine
their eﬀect on the ability of small businesses
in the fast food industry to apply the BSC.

Barrier 2: Availability and adequacy of
Information technology resources
Inadequate information technology (IT)
resources have been highlighted as one
the main reasons for failure of businesses
to fully implement and beneﬁt from the
BSC. The questions posed focused on
the availability, adequacy and servicing of
IT equipment for eﬀective use in business
processes,
including
performance
measurement. All franchises indicated that
the requirements from their head oﬃces to
update equipment when needed ensured
adequacy in IT resources as well as support
personnel. This can be viewed as a direct
contradiction to trends on small businesses
noted by prior researchers (Chimucheka,
2013; Fatoki & Garwe, 2010). Instead, in
all franchises, training on IT resources was
provided so that employees could eﬀectively
use and deal with minor technical glitches.
External companies were contracted to
service all IT equipment, and in some
instances, it was even the head oﬃce’s sole
mandate to provide all IT related support.
In individual owned businesses, generally,
if the needs of the businesses were not
covered then the relevant equipment was
updated. In contrary to this, in franchises,
in most instances, updates of equipment
were made at certain intervals despite the
state of the current resources. Therefore,
conclusions drawn point to an adequacy
in IT resources for franchise businesses
which can, possibly, be channelled towards
developing a comprehensive performance
measurement system. In individual owned
businesses, however, there was a general
lack of ﬁnancial resources which limited the
importance of up-to-date IT equipment.

Barrier 1: Availability of ﬁnancial
resources
The ﬁnancial barrier presents a challenge
on two facets. Firstly, implementing the BSC
has been indicated as costly in terms of time
and ﬁnancial resources needed (Molleman,
2007). Secondly, one of the main challenges
of small businesses in South Africa in
general is inadequate ﬁnancial resources
(Chimucheka, 2013). However, in this
regard, a total of 10 out of 11 respondents
indicated that the respective businesses
had indeed adequate ﬁnancial resources to
fund any performance measurement project
and their views were based on monthly
revenues which were always high as well
as on head oﬃce support for franchises in
particular. A further enquiry on other sources
of funding available or the business’s capital
structure did not yield a clear or conclusive
explanation, and this might be attributed
to the respondents’ lack of ﬁnancial
knowledge or a limit in responsibilities
related to funding. Other funding sources
mentioned by ﬁve respondents included
bank overdrafts and loans, but emphasis
was given on the self-sustenance of these
businesses. Conclusions drawn indicate
that overall ﬁnancial and funding decisions
were determined by the head oﬃce or the
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Barrier 3: Availability of skilled human
resources
Small businesses suﬀer from inadequate
management and skilled human resources
(Fatoki, 2014:924; Chimucheka, 2013),
mainly due to their inability to oﬀer attractive
salaries and other beneﬁts. However,
seven of the respondents described the
management of fast food businesses as
knowledgeable and experienced in terms of
general management as well as performance
measurement usage. On the other hand,
the remaining four of the respondents
viewed them as having just basic
knowledge of performance measurement
tools,
although
they
acknowledged
numerous initiatives presented by the
head oﬃces to build on management
competences. Initiatives described range
from mandatory management meetings for
knowledge transfer and training sessions
aimed at speciﬁc focus areas. Emphasis, in
franchises, is mostly on hiring experienced
and competent managers through internal
promotions as well as referrals from
competitors or other businesses who are
then trained on internal procedures. In line
with the South African trends (National
Treasury, 2016), some respondents
described the fast food industry as one of
the lowest in terms of salary scales and this
was viewed as allowing these businesses
to aﬀord to hire experienced and qualiﬁed
personnel. Conclusions drawn indicate
adequacy in terms of management
resources although areas of improvement
were noted. Nevertheless, there is a further
need to substantiate some of the assertions
raised by the respective respondents as their
judgements on skilled human resources was
not based on a set of objective standards
like years of experience, training and formal
qualiﬁcations attained.

to adjust their business if necessary. For
such cases, considering ﬁnancial as well
as non-ﬁnancial performance perspectives,
the management accounting literature has
been advocating for the use of the BSC
as a management tool for already many
years. Obviously, such an implementation
has genuine managerial implications.
However, the BSC designed originally for
bigger businesses and taking the typical
problem of small enterprises regarding
limited knowledge and resources into
account, such an implementation seems
to be confronted with quite some important
barriers. Nevertheless, this study shows that
in particular fast food business of the chosen
size often already have processes in place,
which are aligned to the BSC perspectives,
and these perspectives are also the ones
which are important for them. Hence, the
implementation of the BSC in the fast food
industry indeed seems to be possible, can
make high sense and be viewed as an
extension of an already existing process,
keeping the additional costs comparatively
low. By doing so, it can help to have a
balanced view of the important business
perspectives and allow management to
monitor/measure performance in these
areas as well as to adjust.
6. CONCLUSIONS
This study presented research ﬁndings on
the applicability of the BSC by businesses
in the fast food industry, using Rustenburg
as an example. The main focus was
on the similarities between the current
performance measurement tools applied by
these businesses and the four perspectives
of the BSC. It further sought to establish
the extent to which these businesses
established internal controls and related
metrics to ensure proﬁtability and an
increase in shareholder value. Lastly, an
evaluation of the barriers limiting these
businesses from implementing the BSC
was conducted to establish their impact on
the target businesses in general and on the
ability of the target businesses to apply this
tool in particular.

5. MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
Not diﬀerent from other industries small
businesses in the fast food industry,
which often (and in particular under the
conditions of lockdowns due to the Covid
pandemic) struggle to survive, need to
monitor/measure their performance and
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Some similarities in concept and application
were noted between the currently
implemented performance measurement
procedures and the four perspectives of the
BSC. Unanimously, all the four perspectives
were seen as crucial to the business’ success
and sustainability. Although not detailed in
all aspects, the measures in place were in
alignment with the BSC focus and indicated
the importance of these perspectives to
small businesses in the fast food industry.
Hence, the implementation of the BSC in
the fast food industry can be viewed as an
extension of an already existing process,
keeping the additional costs comparatively
low.

businesses) and they were deemed to have
skilled and knowledgeable management.
While individual owned businesses are
solely dependent on the limited initiatives of
the owners, the franchises are generally well
resourced, and their management is usually
kept up to date on management strategies
through several workshops initiated by their
head oﬃces. Hence, while a general lack of
resources for individual owned businesses
may restrict their ability to implement the
BSC, in particular the ability of franchises
is perceived to be supportive for the
implementation of tools originally designed
for larger entities. Therefore, having both
the procedures already in place as well as
the support from their head oﬃces in mind,
it seems that the introduction of the BSC as
a strategic management tool in particular for
franchises in the fast food industry seems
not only to be possible, but also promising.

All the respondents saw internal controls
and related metrics to ensure proﬁtability
as important. The controls implemented
focused on customers, business processes,
employee learning as well as on the overall
ﬁnancial performance of the business.
Related metrics and certain internal control
procedures were put in place to monitor any
trends and measure the level of deviation
from the set targets. However, sometimes
these control procedures were ignored,
limiting their eﬀectiveness and weakening
the overall control environment.
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THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN CONTEXTUAL
FACTOR AND SERVICE
DELIVERY PERCEPTIONS
IN A MAJOR CITY IN SOUTH
AFRICA

for the organisation, future research and
suggested limitations of the study are also
discussed.
Key words: Control, strategic planning,
ethics, and service delivery.
INTRODUCTION
Globally, local municipalities are regarded
as the sphere of government that functions
closest to the local communities, often
mandated to deliver critical services
as needed for livelihood and business.
According to Cahill (2013), the universal role
of municipalities is to ensure accountability
and democratic administration for the local
community, including sustainable service
delivery and socio-economic development.
Municipalities also exist to provide a healthy
and safe environment that encourages
community involvement. In most countries,
it is common for ratepayers to analyse
the value they receive from the local
governments. This becomes a motivating
mandate for local governments, as service
delivery entities, to ensure value for money
and eﬃcient delivery of services to these
ratepayers (Dzansi & Dzansi, 2010).
According to Whitaker (2012), global local
governments should carry the responsibility
of delivering services relevant to a society
and resulting in society’s enhanced welfare.
Angahar (2013) argued that the services
provided by municipalities are a key
ingredient in enhancing the quality of life of
the public and impact any poverty reduction
strategy that any government would want to
execute.
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ABSTRACT
South African municipalities have in recent
times been piqued with unprecedented
service delivery protests, indicative of a failure
to provide these amenities as expected.
With soaring levels of unemployment and
rampant poverty, it follows that poor service
delivery adds to growing dissatisfaction in
these communities. This study aimed to
investigate perceptions of the permanent
staﬀ of a major city regarding the role that
contextual factors, such as a controlled
environment (the presence of leadership
capacity and the lack of functional support),
control activities, strategic planning,
management
information
systems,
performance monitoring, and ethics, play
in service delivery. This study employed
a cross-sectional design to reach its
objectives based on the positive paradigm
and quantitative approach. The results
suggest that below mid-level ethics and
service delivery scores were observed. In
addition, ethics and service delivery were
positively related to a capable control
environment strategic planning, control
activities, a solid management information
system, and a lack of supporting functions in
the control environment. Ethics also proved
to be only a statistically signiﬁcant predictor
of service delivery. Recommendations

The Organisation for Economic Cooperation
and Development (2013) highlights that
most cities in developing countries are
constantly facing severe service delivery
challenges ampliﬁed in recent years due
to the excessive pollution growths that
these cities experience annually. Local
municipalities operate in distinct populations
and areas where they have the power to
carry out public activities (Humes & Martin,
2015:49). The three main features of local
municipalities include an autonomous legal
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status separate from the other spheres
of government, autonomy to raise and
utilise revenue and the autonomy to make
decisions independent from the provincial
central government.

African Constitution (1996) highlights one
of the key mandates of municipalities as
service delivery accountability. In recent
decades, most South African municipalities
have been hit by a wave of violent service
delivery related protests (Gwane, 2015). He
also adds that these protests have left a trail
of property damages amounting to millions
of Rands and even loss of lives.

There are 257 municipalities in South Africa,
comprising eight metropolitans, 44 districts
and 205 local municipalities. These state
organs have a speciﬁc focus: to grow local
economies and provide infrastructure and
service. South African municipalities are
mandated to set up structures and create
administrations capable of budgeting and
planning to deliver the prioritised needs
of the communities they serve (Carter,
1994). In South Africa, the character of
municipalities emanates from a function
of laws governing the local government,
including the Municipal Structures Act, No.
117 of 1998 (S.A., 1998), which mandates
municipalities to ensure the provision of
services. Furthermore, the Act warrants
regular monitoring and review of municipal
performance to evaluate service delivery
and compliance. Unfortunately, municipal
services characterise the disregard of the
Act and a perpetual contravention of bylaws (Hood and Dixon, 2014). This study
seeks to investigate perceptions of the
permanent staﬀ of a major city. Regarding
the role that situational or contextual factors,
such as the presence or lack of a controlled
environment, control activities, strategic
planning, management information systems
(M.I.S.) plays, performance monitoring, and
ethics, play in service delivery.

The Gauteng Provincial Legislature
surveyed between 2013 and 2014 to
assess the service delivery quality oﬀered
by Gauteng local municipalities. More than
65% of participants pointed out that they
were not happy with the quality of service
oﬀered (Gauteng Provincial Legislature,
2015). Gwane, (2015) also adds that most
Gauteng municipalities are not guided by
Section 195(1) of the 1996 Constitution,
which insists that public service delivery
should adopt core values including
equality, human dignity, and a drive for
non-racialism. Despite the government’s
Local Government Turnaround Strategy
(LGTAS) most local authorities are
critically underperforming when it comes to
delivering a supply of basic services such
as public utilities, social welfare, health,
town planning, infrastructure development,
water, and power distribution.
South African municipalities have been
criticised for their poor administration,
resulting in poor service delivery to local
communities. In general, fraud and
corruption in local governments and public
service remain a signiﬁcant challenge for
proper governance in the public sector.
Here large amounts of state funds are
squandered or looted without being
accounted for and where state resources
are utilised for personal use gain. It is,
therefore, evident that the public sector
lacks an adequate reporting system to
support good governance (Smit & Cronjé,
2002). Service delivery has become a
common phenomenon in South Africa.
The presence of especially violent service
delivery protests is a threat to South Africa’s
young democracy and its sustainability

PROBLEM STATEMENT
All municipalities are mandated to provide
residences with basic services that include,
but are not limited to, water, sanitation,
electricity, and waste removal. South
African municipalities have in recent times
been piqued with unprecedented service
delivery protests indicative of the failure
to provide these amenities as expected.
With soaring levels of unemployment and
rampant poverty, it follows that poor service
delivery adds to growing dissatisfaction in
these communities. Chapter 7 of the South
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(Maphumulo, 2016). Therefore, this study
will explore key success factors that could
ensure enhanced service delivery within
the city.

abstracted as implementing speciﬁc types
of policy objectives in the public sector with
various degrees of success (Cloete, 2004).
Mfene (2009) deﬁnes service delivery as an
encompassing activity aimed at promoting
the general welfare of the community.

LITERATURE
Service and service delivery by local
authorities
Kotler and Armstrong (2014) deﬁne services
as a product that consists of activities,
beneﬁts or satisfactions oﬀered for sale that
is essentially intangible and does not result
in the ownership of anything. They also
add that public services are those services
that entail those activities that are publicly
and centrally managed and have taxes as
their main source of funding. Mfene (2009)
believes that service delivery depends on
clear and realistic policies, appropriate
allocation of powers, functions and ﬁnancial
resources, and performance. Additionally,
accountability of state organs to implement
policies, coordination between organs of
State, public participation, and involvement
and the level of self-reliance of communities
also impact the quality-of-service delivery
(Mfene, 2009).

There are two main ways that municipalities
deliver services. They can either use their
own resources, including equipment and
ﬁnances or outsource resources to private
contractors. The latter is one of the most
common ways that municipalities deliver
services. However, whatever method is
utilised must be aligned to the overall
agenda of enhancing service quality,
availability, and aﬀordability (Pieterse,
2002). Municipalities must provide services
based on constitutional obligations (Koma,
2010). This means that local municipalities
are required to serve the public interest
in areas of public markets drainages,
building primary schools, constructing
roads, healthcare centres, transportation,
and motor parks (Bolatito & Ibrahim, 2014).
The provision of these services has an
immediate and direct eﬀect on the quality of
the lives of local people since poor service
delivery will result in reduced industry
and business activity in an area, thereby
reducing job opportunities for the residents
(Angahar, 2013).

According to Naidoo (2015), service
delivery matters like access to housing,
water, and electricity, among others, remain
on top of the agenda for most communities.
Municipalities at the grassroots level are
tasked to provide services like education,
water, waste disposal services, roads,
housing, transport, security, public utilities,
electricity, economic development schemes,
health, and law enforcement (Angahar,
2013). According to the Municipal Research
and Services Centre (2005) the delivery
of services is the production process of a
service resulting in intangible or tangible
value. Examples would include refusing
collection and refuse disposal, streetlight
connection and road construction. Service
delivery is deﬁned by Nealer (2007) as the
provision of public activities, beneﬁts or
satisfaction, and the provision of both tangible
goods and intangible services. Customers
react in a diﬀerent way to what appears to
be the same service. Service delivery is

The served customers are the ones who
can only achieve the change, whether it’s
acquiring a new skill or getting new healthy
habits or getting a new family outlook. In
customer service companies, employees in
the frontline represent the company in the
customers’ eyes and can have a signiﬁcant
impact on the image and reputation of the
company. When the frontline employees
provide good quality services, the customer
needs can be met. As a result, it is crucial
for a company’s management to understand
the needs and wants of their customers
and their employees’ ability to provide the
services. By managing the frontline output,
a company gains a positive reputation and
this overall satisfaction has a strong positive
eﬀect on customer loyalty (Dabholkar &
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Abston, 2008). Besley and Ghatak (2007)
point out that the delivery of public services
requires a connection of relationships
between various stakeholders, including
political entities, beneﬁciaries, and other
service providers. They also add that
incentives that drive these stakeholders
should always be continuously analysed to
ensure the beneﬁciaries best interests. The
customers distinguish services as either
being of high quality or low quality, and
customers expect reliability and honesty
from service providers (Ukens, 2007:119).

delivery include lack of public involvement,
budget constraints, councillor interference,
poor leadership, poor infrastructure, and
lack of adequate skills. Sarshar and Moores
(2006) also revealed further barriers to
eﬃcient service delivery, including ineﬃcient
resources, circumvention of local authority
by central government entities, inadequate
infrastructure, and lack of complete
autonomy of local government oﬃcials.
Aminuzzaman (2010) also adds that the
main cause of poor service delivery lies in
constrained resources and manpower (as
most local municipalities are understaﬀed),
the poorly coordinated relationship between
extension service delivery stakeholders
and local authorities (resulting in ineﬀective
and dysfunctional objectives), a deﬁcient
regulatory system, lack of monitoring,
poor accountability system, the lack
of support from central government,
political intervention, lack of community
understanding, unstable revenue base,
poorly
designed
programmes,
and
discrimination of woman during decision
making.

There was under-investment in municipal
infrastructure in black areas and townships
during the pre-1994 era. This disadvantaged
millions of people and denied them access
to basic services, including water, electricity,
sanitation, refuse collection and roads. Local
government must address this backlog, and
its central mandate is to develop service
delivery capacity to meet the basic needs of
communities. Tamrakar (2010) argues that
the mandate of public service entities should
be to ensure that the clients’ needs are met.
According to Venter et al. (2007), service
delivery provides public activities, beneﬁts,
or satisfactions. However, in most cases,
the delivery of services is characterised
by ineﬃciencies, high costs, corruption,
and lack of transparency, red tape, and
irregular expenses. In most developing
countries, public servants have for decades
been disregarding their core mandate and
acting without any sense of accountability
(Tamrakar, 2010).

Sarshar and Moores (2006) also identify
key challenges that are often a hindrance
to eﬃcient service delivery, such as
managers in local governments that cannot
comprehend the set of strategies within
their spheres of inﬂuence, the lack of the
resource capacity to implement service
delivery, a lack of performance monitoring
systems, a lack of coordinated procedures
and processes such as planning, delivery,
procurement and management, including
performance standards that are not
enforced, high staﬀ turnover, weak and
unstructured disciplinary procedures, the
lack of qualiﬁed personnel and unsuitable
recruitment. These have indirectly or directly
aﬀected service delivery at a grassroots
level and have hampered the ability of
municipalities to perform elementary tasks,
which include responding to infrastructure
failures in time (Ekpo, 2008). Corruption
has also been identiﬁed as one of the crucial
issues that hinder most municipalities from
eﬀective delivery of services (Bolatito &

Factors aﬀecting service delivery in
municipalities
Most municipalities are now failing to
operate and sustainably maintain their
services delivery mandate. Several factors
have been identiﬁed that relate to service
delivery within municipalities. According to
Aminuzzaman (2010), the critical element
that has tainted the reputation and credibility
of most local government authorities has
been the quality and scope of service
delivery. Gwayi (2010) also argues that the
most common ingredients for poor service
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Ibrahim, 2014). The presence of rampant
undue political interference in municipalities
has removed the critical autonomous
characteristic of most municipalities, as
state governors interfere in the aﬀairs of
local municipalities (Adeyemi, 2013).

monitoring, ethics, and service delivery.
• The relationships between the presence
or lack of a controlled environment,
control activity, strategic planning,
management
information
systems
(M.I.S.), performance monitoring, ethics,
and service delivery; and

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Based on the abovementioned, several
research questions arise. First, the general
research question was to determine
perceptions of situational (contextual)
factors and service delivery among full-time
employees of a major city in South Africa. In
addition, the speciﬁc research questions of
the study were:

• The role of the presence or lack of a
controlled environment, control activity,
strategic
planning,
management
information
systems
(M.I.S.),
performance monitoring, ethics, in
service delivery
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research methodology section focuses
on the research approach, methods, and
design used in this study. In addition, this
section also contains information on the
sample and the sampling techniques used.
This section also attends to the measuring
instruments used and data analysis.

• What are the prevalence levels of
the presence or lack of a controlled
environment, control activity, strategic
planning, management information
systems
(M.I.S.),
performance
monitoring, ethics, and service delivery?

Research approach, design, population,
sampling technique and sample
The research objectives were pursued
following a quantitative approach and crosssectional design, using self-developed
questionnaires to obtain the relevant data.
The study was conducted among full-time
staﬀ (n = 60) of a major city in South Africa,
using a convenient sampling strategy.
Additional characteristics of the sample
revealed that most of the sample were
males (86%), at the age group between
40-49 (36.8%), held a degree (33%), and
operational personnel (37%).

• What are the relationships between
the presence or lack of a controlled
environment, control activity, strategic
planning, management information
systems
(M.I.S.),
performance
monitoring, ethics, and service delivery;
and
• What is the role of the presence or
lack of a controlled environment,
control activity, strategic planning,
management
information
systems
(M.I.S.), performance monitoring, ethics,
in service delivery?
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The study was embarked upon to answer
the primary and secondary questions stated
above. The general research objective was
to determine perceptions of situational
(contextual) factors and service delivery
among full-time employees of a major
city in South Africa. The speciﬁc research
objectives of the study were to determine:

Research procedure, data collection
and ethical considerations
The researcher ﬁrst requested permission
to research the principal of the city. Once
ethical clearance was obtained, notices
of information sessions were placed on
the city’s notice boards (physical and
electronic) to recruit possible respondents
for the study. Dates and venues of these
sessions were communicated via intranet
and notices on notice boards on campuses.
During these sessions, the researcher
explained the study’s objective and the

• The presence or lack of a controlled
environment, control activity, strategic
planning, management information
systems
(M.I.S.),
performance
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ethical issues relevant to the prospective
respondents. Respondents were assured
of their anonymity and the voluntary
nature of the data collection process.
The fact that they may opt-out during any
stage during the completion of the survey
supported the voluntary nature of the study.
The researcher attended to the clarityseeking questions during the information
sessions. After the meeting, the researcher
distributed
the
research instrument
among the participants. The questionnaire
included a covering letter with instructions
on how to complete the questionnaire and
a consent form. Participants ﬁrst completed
the consent form before starting with the
questionnaire. The researcher collected
the completed questionnaires and checked
for completeness. The responses were
captured on an Excel spreadsheet for data
analysis using the SPSS version 27 (I.B.M.,
2020) computer software. The researcher
was careful to ensure that the questionnaire
content, as captured on the spreadsheets,
was protected with a password known only
to the researcher.

four-item scale measured participant
perceptions of a lack of ﬁnance,
personnel, equipment, and strategic
capacity. Sample items included but
were not limited to “The municipality
has a lack in ﬁnances to deliver on set
indicators for the K.P.A.’s as set in the
Integrated Development Plan”, “The
municipality has a lack in personnel to
deliver on set indicators for the K.P.A.’s
as set in the Integrated Development
Plan”, and “The municipality has a lack
in equipment to deliver on set indicators
for the K.P.A.’s as set in the Integrated
Development Plan”.
• Strategic planning: This six-item scale
measured participant perceptions of the
identiﬁcation of risks during the strategic
planning process, development of
departmental business plans and the
re-evaluation of business plans. Sample
items included but were not limited to “The
municipality, in the strategic planning
phase, identify risks in accomplishing
their objectives”, “Every department in
the municipality created a business plan
to accomplish their K.P.A.’s as set in the
strategic plan”, and “The municipality reevaluate their business plans”.

Measuring Instruments
The self-developed measuring instruments
that were used in this study had a 5-point
scale ranging from 1 (totally disagree) to 5
(totally agree) and included the following:

• Control activity: This eight-item scale
measured
participant
perceptions
of policies and procedures to timely
identify deviation from business plans,
the evaluations of policies, procedure
and practices, documentation and
availability of policies and procedure,
and a system to evaluate the quality-ofservice delivery. Sample items included
but were not limited to “The municipality
employs a policy or procedure to eﬀect
timely identiﬁcation of deviations from
the business plan”, “The municipality’s
policies, procedures and practices are
re-evaluated regularly”, and “All policies,
procedures and practices used by the
municipality are readily available to any
employee”.

• Control environment (capable structure):
This seven-item scale measured
participant perceptions of staﬀ regarding
the qualiﬁcations and formal training
of the Municipal Manager, a system
for evaluating K.P.A.’s against their
designated KPI, regular skills audits of
executive staﬀ, a skills development
strategy and job descriptions. Sample
items included but were not limited to
“The Municipality employ a regular skills
audit for employees”, “Every position
on the municipal organogram have
a comprehensive and complete job
description “and “Job descriptions reevaluated regularly”.

• Management
information
systems
(M.I.S.): This six-item scale measured

• Lack of a control environment This
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participant perceptions of the capability
of the M.I.S. to generate relevant reports
on the municipality’s performance,
availability of trained staﬀ to operate the
M.I.S., user-friendliness of the M.I.S.,
and the operating speed of the M.I.S.
Sample items included but were not
limited to “The M.I.S., currently used by
the municipality, is capable of generating
relevant reports to the performance of
the municipality”, “The M.I.S., currently
used by the municipality, is capable of
generating relevant ﬁnancial reports”,
and “All municipal employees designated
to use the M.I.S. are trained in operating
the system”.

incentives are designed not to create
undue temptations to violate laws, rules,
regulations, and municipality policies
and procedures”.
• Service delivery: This nine-item scale
measured participant perceptions of
the provision of relevant, timely, costeﬀective, and useful service, eﬀective
and eﬃcient service that meet the needs
of the community, availability of service,
improvement of service quality, and the
aﬀordability reliability, and consistency
of services. Sample items included but
were not limited to “The services provided
by the municipality are available at the
time and scale that the user needs it”,
“The municipality is providing services
that meet the needs of the users in
the most eﬃcient and eﬀective ways”,
and “The municipality understand and
act upon socio-economic needs of the
citizens to design appropriate service
delivery mechanisms”.

• Performance monitoring: This ﬁve-item
scale measured participant perceptions
of the presence of an internal auditor,
audit committee, regular meetings of the
audit committee, the quarterly review of
ﬁnancial statements and other control
deﬁciency
reporting
mechanisms.
Sample items included but were not
limited to “The municipality has an
Internal Auditor”, “The municipality have
an Internal Audit committee”, and “The
Municipality’s ﬁnancial statements are
reviewed quarterly by Management”.

• A biographic
questionnaire
was
administered to gather information on
the demographic characteristics of
participants like age, gender, educational
attainment, and job level. This section
was included to proﬁle (describe) the
sample.

• Ethics:
This
seven-item
scale
measured participant perceptions of
senior management role modelling
and communicating the importance of
integrity and ethical values, availability
of a code of conduct, fair and honest
dealings with customers and other
stakeholders, as well as the investigation
of all allegations of violations of
the code of conduct. Sample items
included but were not limited to “Senior
management of the municipality
conveys the message that integrity and
ethical values cannot be compromised,
both in words and in actions”, “Senior
management has developed a code
of business conduct that emphasises
the municipality’s commitment to fair
and honest dealings with customers,
suppliers, and other external parties”,
and “Performance expectations and

Statistical Analysis
The statistical analysis performed using
IBM SPSS (version 27) (IBM, 2021). An
exploratory factor analysis was conducted
to determine the validity of the job
characteristics questionnaire. Cronbach’s
alpha coeﬃcients were used to assess
the internal consistency of the measuring
instruments. Descriptive statistics in the
form of means, standard deviations,
skewness, and kurtosis were computed
to describe the data. Pearson’s productmoment correlations were used to assess
the relationship between the variables. The
statistical signiﬁcance was set at a 95%
conﬁdence interval level (p<0.05). Eﬀect
sizes were used to determine the practical
relevance of correlations <0.30 (small
eﬀect), 0.30<0.50 (medium eﬀect) and
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Exploratory Factor Analysis (E.F.A.)
Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was
conducted on the individual scales, given
the limited sample size (n = 60 [Sample
size norm: n = M x 5; M = number of
items (Field, 2009)]. The scree plot and
the examination of the Eigenvalues of the
E.F.A. of the individual scales suggest
that all scales used in this study were
unidimensional. The scales were labelled
Control environment (Eigenvalue of 3.60
and explaining 51.45% of the variance),
Lack of a control environment (Eigenvalue
of 2.80 and explaining 70.08% of the
variance), Strategic planning (Eigenvalue
of 3.05 and explaining 50.81% of the
variance), Control activity (Eigenvalue of
3.06 and explaining 43.74% of the variance),
Management information systems (M.I.S.)
(Eigenvalue of 3.06 and explaining 51.06%
of the variance), Performance monitoring
(Eigenvalue of 2.67 and explaining 53.38%
of the variance), Ethics (Eigenvalue of 4.23
and explaining 38.45% of the variance),
and Service delivery (Eigenvalue of 5.36
and explaining 59.59% of the variance).

>0.50 (large eﬀect) (Cohen, 1998). Cut-oﬀ
points for the practical signiﬁcance of the
correlation coeﬃcients were set to 0.30
(medium eﬀect) (Cohen, 1988). A regression
analysis was also conducted to determine
the proportion of variance in the dependent
variables of perceptions of service delivery
that were predicted by the independent
variables, namely, the presence or lack
of a control environment, control activity,
strategic planning, management information
systems (M.I.S.), performance monitoring
and ethics. The eﬀect sizes in multiple
regression were given by the formula f²=
R²/1-R² (Steyn, 1999). The parameters for
practical signiﬁcance of f² (Steyn, 1999)
were set at 0.01 (small eﬀect), 0.09 (medium
eﬀect) and 0.35 (large eﬀect).
RESULTS
The results are presented in four sections
below. The results of the exploratory
factor analysis on the three scales used in
this study are presented ﬁrst, followed by
descriptive statistics of the scales used in
the study. Next, the correlations between
the constructs measured are presented,
and ﬁnally, the regression analysis is put
forward.

Descriptive statistics, reliability and
correlation analysis
The descriptive statistics of the scales and

TABLE 1: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS AND RELIABILITY OF SCALES USED IN THIS STUDY

Constructs
1. Control environment
(Capable)
2. Lack of control
environment (support)
3. Strategic planning
(Long-term orientation)
4. Control activity
(Policies, procedure, and
practices)
5. Management
Information Systems
(M.I.S.)
6. Performance
monitoring
7. Ethics
8. Service delivery

Alpha

Mean

SD

Skewness

Kurtosis

.84

3.17

.85

-.08

.58

.86

3.79

.89

-.58

-.63

.80

2.96

.82

-.40

-.21

.78

3.06

.69

-.13

-.86

.81

3.21

.65

-.11

1.94

.77

3.66

.63

.01

.21

.84
.91

2.78
2.95

.67
.86

.03
-.10

.12
-.41
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the relations between constructs used and
considered in this study are reﬂected on
next and presented in Table 1 below.

that one variable is caused by the other
(Hinkle et al., 2003). Therefore, this section
aims not to determine causation between
contextual characteristics and service
delivery but rather to explore the possible
relationships between these variables.
Table 2 displays the correlation analysis.
The relations between constructs used and
considered in this study are reﬂected on
next and presented in Table 2 below.

Closer inspection of Table 1 reveals that the
sample in this study do experience above
mid-level presence or lack of a control
environment, control activity, strategic
planning, management information systems
(M.I.S.), and performance monitoring.
However, below mid-level ethics and
service delivery were also observed. Al
scales used in this study also yielded
reliability coeﬃcients above the norm of .70,
as suggested by Nunnaly and Bernstein
(1994). Based on this standard, the internal
consistency obtained in this study was at
acceptable levels. Data in Table 1 indicates
that skewness and kurtosis are within the
limits of two and four, respectively (Field,
2009; Finch & West, 1997). Thus, all the
scales used were normally distributed

Scrutiny of Table 2 suggests that the
availability of a control environment was
positive related to strategic planning (large
eﬀect), performance monitoring and ethics
(medium eﬀect). The lack of a control
environment was negatively related to
control activities, M.I.S., and ethics (medium
eﬀect). In addition, strategic planning
was positively related to control activities
and M.I.S. (large eﬀect), performance
monitoring, ethics, and service delivery
(medium eﬀect). Control activities were also
positively related to M.I.S., performance
monitoring, ethics (large eﬀect), and service
delivery (medium eﬀect). M.I.S. was also
positively related to performance monitoring
(large eﬀect), ethics and service delivery
(medium eﬀect). Ethics was also positively
associated with ethics (medium eﬀect),
while ethics was also positively associated

Correlation analysis
The study was aimed at determining the
associations between the variables used in
this study. Correlations can be calculated
to determine the relationship between
observed variables (Hinkle, Wiersma
& Jurs, 2003). Although correlations
can indicate a relationship between two
variables, it does not necessarily mean

TABLE 2: CORRELATION ANALYSIS

Constructs
1. Control environment
2. Lack of Control environment
(support)
3. Strategic planning (Long-term
orientation)
4. Control activity (Policies,
procedure / practices)
5. Management Information
Systems (MIS)
6. Performance monitoring
7. Ethics
8. Service delivery

1
-

2

-.12

-

.56**

-.16

-

.26

-.35**

.62**

-

.23

-.30*

.52**

.74**

-

.36**
.36**
.23

-.13
-.38**
-.14

.35**
.49**
.45**

.50**
.59**
.43**

.54**
.45**
.42**

**. Correlation is signiﬁcant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is signiﬁcant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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3

4

5

6

7

.36**
.18

.48**

TABLE 3: REGRESSION ANALYSIS

Construct
1. Control environment (Capable leadership)
2. Lack of a control environment (Support functions)
3. Strategic planning (Long-term orientation)
4. Control activity (Policies, procedure, and practices)
5. Management Information Systems (MIS)
6. Performance monitoring
7. Ethics
F
R
R2
f2
Practical signiﬁcance

Service delivery
-.01
.08
.21
.03
.24
-.15
.33*
3.32*
.57
.32
1.33
Large eﬀect

**Standardised Beta is signiﬁcant the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
* Standardised Beta is signiﬁcant the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
(M.I.S.), performance monitoring, ethics,
and service delivery. The ﬁndings of the
study revealed that the sample in this study
do experience above mid-level presence
or lack of a control environment, control
activity, strategic planning, management
information
systems
(M.I.S.),
and
performance monitoring. However, below
mid-level ethics and service delivery scores
were also observed.

with service delivery (medium eﬀect).
Regression analysis
This study was also initiated to determine
the role of a control environment, control
activity, strategic planning, management
information systems (M.I.S.), performance
monitoring and ethics, in service delivery.
Table 3 below presents the results of the
regression analysis.
Inspection of Table 3 reveals that 57% of
the variance of service delivery is explained
by the key service delivery quality factors
considered in this study. However, ethics (B
= .31 and t = 2.05; p = .04) proved to be
the only statistically signiﬁcant predictor of
service delivery. The eﬀect of the contextual
factors on service delivery is statistically
signiﬁcant and seems to be large in practice.

The results suggest that the availability of
a control environment (capable structure)
was associated with strategic planning,
performance monitoring and ethics. In this
study a capable structure refers to perceptions
of staﬀ regarding the qualiﬁcations and
formal training of the Municipal Manager,
a system for the evaluation of K.P.A.’s
against their designated KPI, regular
skills audits of executive staﬀ, a skills
development strategy and job descriptions.
This means that capable leadership that
are frequently assessed against KPI’s,
sustained by skills development strategy
and job description would facilitate, and
enhance strategic planning, performance
monitoring and ethics in the local authority
where the study was conducted. Service
delivery is linked to policy implementation.

DISCUSSION
The study’s ﬁrst objective was to determine
staﬀ perceptions in a major city in South
Africa regarding the prevalence of contextual
factors and satisfactory of service delivery.
The study was also conducted to determine
the relationships between a control
environment, control activity, strategic
planning, management information systems
112
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Policy
implementation
encompasses
whatever is done to carry a law into eﬀect
and to achieve the goals and objectives
of such a law (Anderson, 2006). In this
regard, Cloete (1994) suggested that policy
implementation requires the performance of
all public administration activities, namely,
generic administrative, the auxiliary and
the instrumental activities, and functional
activities. Numerous work methods
and techniques have been devised to
improve policy implementation, such as
programme budgeting, strategic planning,
project evaluation, work procedure and
institutional development (Cloete, 1995).
Anderson (2006) believes that eﬀective
policy implementation, the performance
of municipal oﬃcials responsible for the
execution of such plans or objectives
must be assessed and evaluated. This
will assist the institution in identifying
challenges associated with inadequacy
in the implementation of the programmes
or objectives. Studies conducted in South
Africa by Murray (2013) on the public
sector have shown that the quality of public
service delivery is often undermined by
factors such as nepotism, cronyism, lack
of professionalism, lack of skills, lack of
good leadership, lack of adherence to good
governance principles and the appointment
of political administrators to technical
positions. According to the Institute of
Directors Southern Africa (2016), the key
obstacles to adequate compliance were
poor adherence to the Public Finance
Management Act (Act no. 1 of 1999), lack
of specialised skills, lack of managerial and
leadership skills, and failure to adhere to
good governance principles.

the availability of and access to concrete
or tangible resources (human, ﬁnancial,
material, or technological) and knowing
to implement policies and deliver public
services (Koma, 2010). Capacity also
refers to the intangible resources such as
commitment to, and leadership for, the
implementation of policies and delivery
of public services (Brynard & De Coning,
1999) Strong, coherent, and transformative
political and executive leadership is needed
to steer the implementation process in the
right direction to achieve organisational
objectives, supported and co-ordinated by
committed administrative support services
whose actions do not have contradictory
results on service delivery (Meyer & Cloete,
2006).
In addition, strategic planning was
positively related to control activities and
M.I.S., performance monitoring, ethics,
and service delivery. In this study, strategic
planning refers to participant perceptions of
identifying risks during the strategic planning
process, development of departmental
business plans and the re-evaluation of
business plans. This means that strategic
planning that includes risk identiﬁcation,
departmental plans, and the review of these
plans could support a M.I.S., performance
monitoring, ethics, and service delivery.
The Integrated Development Plans (IDPs),
Service Delivery and Budget Implementation
Plans (SDBIPs), quarterly reports and
the annual reports are the products of the
ﬁve interrelated and integrated phases
of the managerial process of crafting and
executing a company’s strategy (Thompson,
et al., 2010) at a municipality level (Ngcobo
& Mdani, 2015). The crucial message lies
in the interrelatedness and integration of
phases. If this is not kept in mind (both in
strategic planning and implementation),
it results in an inconsistency or strategic
non-alignment of activities. In a situation
where there is strategic non-alignment of
activities, it becomes impossible to achieve
the impact that the organisation intended
(Ngcobo & Mdani, 2015). Most concerning
in this regard is the ﬁndings of the Auditor

The lack of a control environment was
negatively related to control activities,
M.I.S., and ethics. The absence of a
control environment (support functions)
refers to perceptions of a lack of ﬁnance,
personnel, equipment, and strategic
capacity. If a capable leadership does
not support functional capacity, it could
hamper control activities, the M.I.S., ethics,
and service delivery. Capacity refers to
113

General (2014) in which it was reported that
the leadership did not pay suﬃcient attention
to the development of objectives, indicators
and targets and the evidence required to
prove performance in some municipalities.

will improve information about the type
and frequency of customers’ services and
how a complaints system will be developed
(Zondi, Nzimakwe & Mbili, 2017).
Performance monitoring was positively
related to ethics and service delivery. This
means that the presence of an internal
auditor, audit committee, regular meetings
of the audit committee, the quarterly review
of ﬁnancial statements and other control
deﬁciency reporting mechanisms are likely
to assist with ethics and service delivery.
Erasmus Beyers (2015) is of the view
that municipalities are faced with ﬁnancial
management challenges such as inadequate
skills for planning, budgeting, ﬁnancial
management, expenditure management,
credit control, debt management, risk
management, and internal audit. In
addition, a poor interface between ﬁnancial
and nonﬁnancial information, inadequate
systems to manage good governance
practices, especially conﬂicts of interest
and accountability frameworks within
provincial departments and municipalities,
leadership and management in action,
especially in following up on audit queries
from both internal and external auditors
and inadequate administrative and political
oversight to strengthen accountability and
responsibility are also impacting negatively
on service delivery. The current challenge
in many countries is the budget constraints
towards developing and institutionalising
their monitoring and evaluation system.
Linking budget, planning, priorities, and
monitoring and evaluation is a challenge
experienced by developed countries (Kusek
& Rist 2004).

Control activities were also positively
related to M.I.S., performance monitoring,
ethics, and service delivery. This means that
perceptions of policies and procedures to
timely identify deviation from business plans,
the evaluations of policies, procedure and
practices, documentation and availability
of policies and procedure, and a system to
evaluate the quality-of-service delivery are
important for service delivery. This means
that policies and procedures to attend to
deviations from plans, the review of and
documents on policies, procedures and
practices and a system to evaluate quality
of service delivery, are more likely to assist
with a M.I.S., performance monitoring,
ethics, and service delivery. In this regard,
Hanyane and Nadio (2015) suggested that
service delivery should be improved in all
its facets, such as policy design, eﬀective
policy implementation of service delivery
policies, monitoring and evaluation,
constant feedback, and improvement of
service delivery.
M.I.S. was also positively related to
performance monitoring, ethics, and service
delivery. This means that the capability of
the M.I.S. to generate relevant reports on
the municipality’s performance, availability
of trained staﬀ to operate the M.I.S., userfriendliness of the M.I.S. and the operating
speed of the M.I.S., could assist with
and facilitate performance monitoring,
ethics, and service delivery. Municipal
infrastructure and public infrastructure,
in general, are deteriorating very fast
because many assets are overloaded or
in desperate need of complete overhaul
(Patience & Nel, 2021). According to Van
der Waldt (2007), government departments
in South Africa need to develop service
delivery improvement programmes. Such
programmes should set out, inter alia, how
the departments’ communication systems

Ethics was also positively associated
with service delivery. This means that
senior management role modelling and
communicating the importance of integrity
and ethical values, availability of a code
of conduct, fair and honest dealings with
customers and other stakeholders, and the
investigation of all allegations of violations
of the code of conduct, are likely to facilitate
and assist with service delivery. Training
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in areas of municipal ethics, municipal
governance practices, management of
municipal resources, including municipal
ﬁnance, should be institutionalised and
remain critical (Hanyane & Nadio, 2015).

of and documents on policies, procedures
and practices, and a system to evaluate
the quality of service delivery are more
likely to assist with a M.I.S., performance
monitoring, ethics, and service delivery.
Fifthly, a good M.I.S. and an internal auditor,
audit committee, regular audit committee
meetings, the quarterly review of ﬁnancial
statements, and other control deﬁciency
reporting mechanisms are likely to assist
with ethics and service delivery. Lastly,
training in municipal ethics, municipal
governance practices, management of
municipal resources, including municipal
ﬁnance, should be institutionalised and
remain critical.

The last objective of the study was to
determine the role of a control environment,
control
activity,
strategic
planning,
management information systems (M.I.S.),
performance monitoring and ethics, in
service delivery. The ﬁndings suggest that
57% of the variance of service delivery
is explained by the key service delivery
quality factors considered in this study.
However, ethics proved to be the only
predictor of service delivery. It was evident
from the results that the yielded eﬀect of the
contextual factors on service delivery is not
only statistically signiﬁcant, but it also seems
to be prominent in practice. Leaders’ lack
of ethics and accountability often leads to
loose, badly organised, weak, or ineﬃcient
organisational systems and structures
at key levels such as human resources,
risk management, procurement, and
ﬁnancial management. Then individual or
group opportunities for corruption become
possibilities or probabilities for personal
enrichment and posing a temptation (Woods
& Mantzaris, 2012).

Limitations
This research study has the following
limitations–Firstly, the data was collected
from a single source; the employees. In
addition, this study is based on a convenient
sample. Future studies might consider multistakeholder data from the community, local
businesses, political parties, and municipal
employees to address this limitation. Future
studies could also be directed to explore
further the moderating eﬀect of trust in the
leader in the relationship between contextual
factors and service delivery. Lastly, future
studies could utilise a longitudinal design
to provide a better understanding of the
causal inferences. The cross-sectional
design used in this study also comes with
the limitation of method bias.

Managerial implications
The ﬁndings of this study suggest various
managerial implications. First, the availability
of capable leadership, that are frequently
assessed against KPI’s, sustained by skills
development strategy and job description,
would facilitate and enhance service delivery
in the local authority where the study was
conducted. Secondly, capable leadership
that is not supplemented by support
capacity could hamper control activities,
the M.I.S., ethics, and service delivery.
Thirdly, the identiﬁcation of risks during the
strategic planning process, development
of departmental business plans and the
re-evaluation of business plans would
support service delivery. Fourthly, the
presence of policies and procedures that
attend to deviations from plans, the review
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ABSTRACT
Aviation is one of the world’s most important
modes of transport for both passengers and
cargo movement. As a signiﬁcant catalyst for
economic growth, a strong aviation industry
within a country is paramount to developing
the local economy and alleviating poverty.
For Africa, this is even more important than
in current developing countries. Using an
in-depth literature review and qualitative
research methods, the study will attempt
to highlight the challenges faced by the
aviation industry across Africa and make
subsequent recommendations so that this
industry can be the catalyst for the growth it
is intended to be.

INTRODUCTION
This research paper explores the
challenges faced by the airline operators in
Africa. The purpose of this research is to
identify these challenges, while bearing in
mind the limitations of this study. Because
of the wide range of issues faced within the
aviation industry in Africa, the study focused
on airlines in various regions of Africa. After
analysing the data collected by participants,
this study draws conclusions per region
and makes recommendations, which will
beneﬁt the airline industry and assist them
in strategic management decisions.

Through qualitative data collection in the
form of interviews with 12 airlines and
other service providers within the industry,
it became apparent that African airlines
struggle with a variety of factors, such
as heavy tax burdens, overcomplicated
legislative requirements, inadequate talent
management and leadership and ﬁnally
the inability to successfully implement and
monitor strategic management programmes
to ensure eﬀective business practices and
the ability to compete within such a complex
industry.

BACKGROUND OF STUDY
Economic growth and development within
Africa are of paramount importance, and
aviation has the potential to make an
important contribution to that objective.
Furthermore, air transport has the ability to
enable ﬁrms across Africa to compete in the
global supply chain, facilitating trade and
therefore opening up previously untapped
markets and opportunities (InterVista,
2014). As a result, air travel in Africa has

The aim of this study was to assist senior
*Corresponding Author
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grown more rapidly than anywhere else in
the world (IATA, 2014). IATA further projects
that passenger air travel will continue to
grow at an average rate of 4.7% annually
by 2034.

aggravated by other internal and external
challenges in the African aviation operating
environment, which make it challenging to
operate airlines sustainably. Consequently,
structural, external and internal challenges
produce slim proﬁt margins, thereby
pushing organisational managers to identify
critical success factors to overcome those
challenges (Ssamula, 2014).

Regulation, integration and coordination
of the market across the African continent
underpin the underperformance of the entire
aviation industry in Africa, which is further
worsened by macro-economic conditions
in many African economies, making it a
complex operating environment (Africa
Aviation Outlook, 2020). Furthermore,
while various tools and agreements already
exist, they do not easily translate into
reality. Liberalisation of the airline industry
within the African continent is of paramount
importance. According to InterVista (2014),
liberalisation can lead to increased air
traﬃc, increased tourism, increases in trade
and investment and ultimately signiﬁcant
growth in GDP. According to the OECD
(2001), the biggest structural hurdle to the
liberalisation of any industry is, in most
cases, state-owned entities, which produce
signiﬁcant economies of scale that meet
the demands of consumers more eﬃciently
than any group of companies can combined.
Bissessur & Alamdari (1998) argue that
major airline markets beneﬁt greatly from
increased liberalisation because it increases
competition among all the air carriers, which
in turn beneﬁts consumers.

The aviation industry also faces numerous
regulatory and operational challenges in
Africa. Still (2016) has noted that African
airlines in Sub-Saharan Africa have
suﬀered collective losses of around USD$
1.5 billion since 2008 due to protectionism,
high taxation and political interference
with most large African airlines remaining
state-owned entities. Furthermore, with the
absence of any ﬁfth freedom rights between
African states, operational costs, such
as fuel, airport taxes, and various other
aspects, have seen prices skyrocketing
over the last couple of years. For instance,
Gleave (2014) has indicated that fuel prices
alone are 20% to 30% higher in Africa
and cost per kilometre is at least a third
higher than what they are in Europe. The
WTTC (2013) estimates that international
visitors to Africa generated around USD$
48 billion in revenue across the continent.
With this amount of revenue being injected
into various African economies annually,
it should be expected that aviation within
Africa would thrive; however, this is not the
case.

Countless strategies are used within airline
companies to ensure they maintain their
market share and competitive position
within the industry (Riwo-Abudho, Njanja &
Ochieng, 2013), such as customer focus,
the management structure employed by
the organisation, strategic partners across
the continent and global reach with an
international reputation (Al-Kwiﬁ, Frankwick
& Ahmed, 2020). Tolkin (2010) argues that
the airline industry is inherently challenged,
through high ﬁxed costs, seasonal
demand, intense competition (locally and
globally), and vulnerability to external
shocks. According to Mhlanga, Steyn &
Spencer (2018), this situation is further

Based on the evidence given above, the
following research problem can be deﬁned.
STATEMENT OF THE RESEARCH
PROBLEM
Studying the challenges that African
airlines face will allow us to work towards
developing strategic recommendations and
certain strategies airlines can adopt in order
to overcome these challenges. Aviation is
vitally crucial to Africa’s economic growth
and should therefore be protected and
adapted to survive.
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Therefore, the research objectives below
must attempt to address certain aspects
and make relevant recommendations, both
strategic and managerial, for airlines to
compete more eﬀectively and eﬃciently on
the African continent. Taking into account
the background of the study, we formulated
the research question as follows:

• This study focuses on interviews and
data collected mainly from senior
managers within various aviation
companies and therefore might not
necessarily portray the opinions of the
line employees at these companies. The
study further relies on the assumption
that line employees share challenges
they face with their senior managers.

Research question: In the face of many
challenges airlines face in Africa, what
strategies can be developed to overcome
these challenges to achieve a sustainable
competitive advantage in Africa?

• The research is qualitative in nature
and might be aﬀected by the subjective
opinions of the individuals interviewed;
however, rich primary data have been
collected across all the interviews.

Secondary research question: Do African
airlines exhibit the necessary procedures,
policies and expertise to compete eﬀectively
within the international aviation market?

• Although this study tried to encompass as
many aviation-related ﬁrms as possible,
there might still be some distortions
in the various regions they represent
within Africa, which is partly because of
time-zone and language barriers across
some of the markets in which these ﬁrms
operate. Therefore, some conclusions
might not be applicable to other regions
in Africa.

Based on the research question above,
the following objectives were formulated in
order to address it:
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Primary Objective 1:
• To investigate the challenges faced by
the airline companies in Africa.

LITERATURE REVIEW
This section reviews various literature
relevant to the research problem described
in the previous section. Aspects such as
the operational and regulatory environment
within Africa are discussed, followed by a
strategic management literature review, and
concluding with a review of the leadership
and talent management aspects within the
aviation industry in Africa.

To achieve the primary objective above,
a series of secondary objectives were
established, as below:
Secondary Objective 1:
• To explore what strategic objectives
aviation organisations have in place to
successfully compete.

Aviation Operational and Regulatory
Environment in Africa
A study done by Rankin (2006), which
focuses on the regulatory environment in
South Africa, has concluded that current
legislation and treaties, such as taxes,
labour regulations, operational permits
and lack of open sky treaties, aﬀect ﬁrms
through the various costs imposed by
these regulations and hamper growth.
Therefore,
the
current
overbearing
regulations creates an incentive for ﬁrms
to avoid compliance. The study indicates
issues within our regulatory environment,
which hamper organisational growth or

Secondary Objective 2:
• To investigate operational and regulatory
challenges faced by airlines and aviation
ﬁrms within their respective markets.
Secondary Objective 3:
• To provide managerial recommendations
and improvements on the current
strategic
objective
of
aviation
organisations.
LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY
The research study has the following
limitations:
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entrepreneurial behaviour. Africa is wellknown for its protectionism and damaging
business behaviours. According to De
Juniac (2019), one of the major priorities is
to open up the African continent for trade
and investment and open up intra-African
market access. De Juniac (2019) further
argues that, on average, African airlines
lose more than USD$ 1.55 per passenger
they carry, and high costs, such as jet fuel,
usage charges, and other royalties (airport
fees, landing charges, navigational costs),
drive airlines out of business. De Juniac’s
argument has been supported by Barney
& Hesterly’s (2015) study, which indicates
that aviation fuel expenses made up at least
20% of all expenses in 2004 and has been
continuously rising since then to reach 35%
of the overall expenditure in 2006.

issues negatively impact businesses, with
some of the clearer ones being corruption,
improper
policy
coordination
and
administration of legislation, overbearing
government bureaucracy and restrictive
labour regulations.
Legislative reform and competition among
airlines on the continent have been
extremely slow, and state ownership
operating in a highly protected environment
remains the norm in Africa (Oxford
Economic Forecasting, 2003). Further
in the Oxford Economic Forecasting’s
research, it is argued that the aviation
market on the continent is particularly
important for an improved tourism sector.
The Madagascar Civil Aviation Authority
(2015) suggests that cooperation between
national states and private entities should
be encouraged to promote more compatible
regulatory approaches towards competition
on the continent, to support IATA and
to be accountable to the African Union
competition rules and dispute settlement
mechanisms. Supported by the conclusions
drawn by Abate (2013), the majority of
aviation policies in Africa have only thus
far been concerned with the protection of
national airlines’ interests rather than those
of the consumers. Abate (2013) concludes
that it is because of this very reason that
liberalisation is so vital to the African
continent, so that competition between
African airlines can increase and beneﬁt
their consumers and the economic growth
of the continent as a whole.

Chingoso (2009) argues that two of the
major reasons why African airlines fail
are service providers (ATNS services and
airports) that are generally state-owned
companies characterised by monopolistic
behaviour, on the one hand, and low aircraft
utilisation rates of around 6.9 hours per day
compared to that of European carriers at
9.8 hours per day, per aircraft, on the other
hand. Although eﬀorts are made to ease
the operating environment for airlines in
Africa, they are still plagued by countless
operational and regulatory ineﬃciencies.
The aviation business environment in Africa
presents challenges that are generally
unique to the continent, such as poor
infrastructure, high costs and poor aircraft
utilisation (O’Connell & Heinz, 2013).

Strategic development within aviation
in Africa
Improving or maintaining competitive
advantage falls in the various processes
within strategic management, such as
evaluation, planning and implementation
(Sammut-Bonici, 2015). Because of the
specialised nature of the aviation industry,
Dostaler & Flouris (2007) argue that
aviation strategy developers should be
cognizant of the tools and techniques of
strategic management but also remain
vigilant to recognising unforeseen patterns

Njoya (2013) noted the diﬀerence between
certain political factors such as high tax
burdens, poor legislative development ability
for privatisation and the respective impact it
has on the lack of privatisation and growth
of the industry. Rivers (2015) concluded that
political factors aﬀect airline performance
signiﬁcantly and supported the notion that
airline performance is subject to the degree
of governmental interference within the
industry. Musara & Gwaindepi (2014) further
argue that numerous other regulatory
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emerging from their business. MachnikSlomka (2017) argues that the aviation
industry itself as well as development within
the industry depends on the importance
airlines place on the issue of sustainable
development and the interaction between
social, ecological, and economic capitals.

as a process of inﬂuencing a group’s
activities towards the achievement of
a speciﬁc goal, which is generally the
organisation’s strategic objective. Winston
& Patterson (2010) deﬁne a leader as one
or more people who recognise the diversity
in employees and can recruit and retain
the correct people for select positions and
subsequently motivate them to perform in
such a way as to complete organisational
objectives. Without understanding the basic
fundamentals of aviation leadership traits
and qualities or any other factors related
to successful leadership in the industry, it
becomes a case of trial and error (Kutz,
2000).

Heinz & O’Connell (2013) argue that
airlines require the development of a set
of strategies that are representative of
various business models speciﬁcally built to
proactively address the policy, geographic
and economic diversity of their respective
environments. Trabasso (2005) further
recommends that a well-implemented
strategic product development process
and the correct use thereof will allow both
senior managers and customers to align
their requirements and needs, respectively,
resulting in a potential increase in the
likelihood of developing a product that will
successfully meet the requirements of the
market and the company objectives. Failure
in strategy can further be highlighted, as
80% of all intercontinental traﬃc is done by
non-African airlines (Clark, 2014).

Most airlines or aviation ﬁrms based in
Africa have been proven to be essentially
uncompetitive, although most of them are
competing on the frontier of the global
aviation market (Barkhuizen, Welby-Cooke,
Schutte & Stanz, 2014). Furthermore, as
Amankwah-Amoah & Debrah (2017) point
out, a major reason these companies fail
and declare bankruptcy is poor leadership,
and not necessarily the size of their market
dominance or their position in the global
market space. Previous studies have
indicated that organisations from emerging
markets are often limited to outperform and
successfully compete against developed
country rivals because of their weak
organisational speciﬁc factors, such as
their technology and brand, and, most
importantly, their location-speciﬁc factors
(Peng, 2014). These disadvantages are
further exacerbated by leadership failures
to eﬀectively address these issues through
governmental forums aimed at reforms,
organisational development and other
issues.

Schneider et al. (2013) note that the highly
competitive aviation industry has started a
tendency among airlines to focus their core
businesses on their operational aspects,
such as ﬂight operations, while new and
emerging airlines focus extensively on their
entire value chain to gain a competitive
advantage. Achieving new sustainable
competitive advantages pushes a ﬁrm to recreate its capacity within its own business
model in anticipation of environmental
changes, and is seen as increasingly
crucial for organisational competence (Amit
& Zott, 2010). Therefore, achieving this new
sustainable advantage calls for innovating a
ﬁrm’s business model to represent its core
logic, whereby the integrated perspective of
a ﬁrm’s business model is commercialised,
rather than a speciﬁc product or service
oﬀering.

As indicated by Aggarwal & Schenone
(2017), the aviation industry operates in an
environment with high market turbulence,
which is characterised by ﬂuctuations in the
value chain of the new market entrants and
the habit of strategic leaders to continue
with traditional business logic, which has
been proving diﬃcult. O’Toole (2001) has

Leadership in African Aviation
Rauch & Behling (1984) deﬁne leadership
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referred to talent management as a “scarce
commodity” in the aviation industry.

Oxford Economic Forecasting (2003) records
a clear correlation between management
skills and operational eﬃciency, showing
those factors as inhibitors of reaching their
organisational goals, and although there
are numerous safety factors outside their
control, a survey suggests that training has
a signiﬁcant role in improving standards
across Africa. A study by Mhlanga (2017)
reveals that hiring eﬃcient managers, wellschooled in the aviation sector, is paramount
to the growth and sustainability of an airline
because these managers understand the
operational aspects arising during the
course of their business.

Talent management in the African
aviation context
Ghosh (2019) deﬁnes talent management as
a strategic process whereby an organisation
onboards the right talent to help it grow its
optimal capabilities by being mindful of its
objectives. Sahai & Srivistava (2012) argue
that talent and brainpower are becoming
the predominant currency in the new era of
globalisation. However, with the saturating
markets, organisations are pressurised to
a point that will not only add value to the
organisation but establish an organisational
advantage over their competitors (Tymon
et al., 2010). A Mpofu & Barkhuizen (2013)
study has clearly indicated a lack of
leadership within the talent management
process within South Africa. As Cheese et al.
(2008) suggest, leaders need to identify and
invest in talent management. This aspect
contributes to organisations achieving their
strategic objectives. Because not only can
hiring the right talent help in defending
the organisation’s competitive position, it
can assist the organisation in identifying
market opportunities and exploit them
for competitive advantages (AmankwahAmoah & Debrah, 2017).

Research Methodology
This section will establish the research
paradigm, the chosen research design,
the instruments used for the research and
ﬁnally, the sampling techniques that were
used in this study.
Research paradigm
Kivunja & Kuyini (2017: 26) iterate the
importance of establishing a research
paradigm because it guides the researcher’s
investigation, which includes collecting data
and analysing the data and the procedures
involved.
This research study is based on the principles
of interpretivism, which propose that social
and scientiﬁc research diﬀers and that
both must be grounded in a diﬀerent logic
and positivism. As discussed by Reeves
& Hedberg (2003: 32), the focus of the
interpretivist paradigm is on understanding
the world from an individual’s subjective
experiences and therefore data are
collected through interviewing or observing
and relying on the relationship between the
researcher and participants. This study is
poised to gather the viewpoints and opinions
of various individuals employed in the
aviation sector across Africa to understand
what constraints and challenges the sector
faces; therefore, an interpretivist approach
will be the most applicable in this study.

A study conducted by Yates (2009) of the
aviation training programmes in South
Africa supports the idea of professional
training being of paramount importance
and comes to the conclusion that because
the aviation industry is constantly changing,
the aviation professional has to be able to
advise on various issues, such as strategy
development, certiﬁcation, regulation and
security. Furthermore, the study indicates
that South Africa surely lacks in that regard.
Wahl (2011) supports this by pointing out
that the main critical success factor is the
ability of CEO’s to redesign organisational
talent management processes in order to
attract and retain the highest performing
individuals within respective companies to
achieve sustainable competitive advantage.
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Research design
Creswell & Creswell (2018) deﬁne research
design as a process that allows a researcher
to logically address the research problem
using the evidence obtained through data
collection and literature review.

demographic data, such as gender, role
at the company, years of experience,
age and, regions of operation.
• Section B seeks to obtain more
information about the regulatory and
operational challenges the participant
faces or is aware of within the industry
by exploring their experiences.

This research study used the qualitative
research method, which according to
Bryman et al. (2011), is a research method
that makes use of non-numerical data to
conclude and answer the research question.
A major driving force for choosing qualitative
research is for its advantages to keep the
discussion open-ended, gain deeper insight
by interviewing industry professionals and
allow for the observance of the human
emotion and experience. The research
design strategy for this paper is focused
on being inductive and interpretative. An
inductivist approach was used for this study
for a better understanding of the challenges
faced by the aviation industry within Africa,
to analyse the causal relationship between
certain events or coincidences (Saunders et
al., 2012). For example, this study attempts
to determine the relationship between
various challenges faced by the airlines
and their performance within their speciﬁc
market.

• Section C gains a better understanding
of the current strategic environment
and what is currently being done in
the aviation space to address strategic
challenges and compete sustainably.
• Section D addresses the leadership and
talent management factors currently
employed in the aviation sector and seeks
to highlight the current shortcomings.
Sampling
Bryman et al. (2011: 383) explain that a
segment of a population selected for the
research is called the sample. The section
that follows deﬁnes the selection of the
sample, population and sample size.
Sample selection
The purposive sampling technique was
used to determine the correct participants
for this study. Saunders et al. (2012) state
that using this technique will not only
give the researcher access to the correct
participants, but will also allow them to
give responses necessary to answer the
research question by providing informationrich primary data to achieve the research
objectives, because the participants are
proﬁcient and well-informed individuals with
exceptional insight into the African aviation
markets. Not using the convenience
sampling method is a strategic decision to
avoid the homogeneity and biasedness of
the responses that will be received.

Research instrument
The instrument used in this research was
semi-structured interviews conducted with
open-ended questionnaires. Bryman et
al. (2011) deﬁne a research instrument
as an exact means of executing the
research method. According to Saunders
et al. (2012), the oﬃcial deﬁnition of an
open-ended interview is a speciﬁc type of
interview whereby the interviewer starts the
interview with a set of questions or themes,
but is prepared to vary the order or number
of questions to ﬁt into the context of the
research situation.

This study attempted to discover the
challenges faced by the aviation industry
in Africa and what strategies or methods
these companies were using to compete
in this industry and give recommendations
on where to improve within their strategic
objectives.

The questionnaire (Annexure B) consists of
four main sections, each of which addresses
the main objectives of this research paper:
• Section

A

only

collects
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Population sample and sample size
The population sample of this study included
independent consultants within the aviation
industry, senior managers at aviation ﬁrms
across the continent, including airlines and
aviation brokers. The population sample
size was slightly larger because of the
researcher’s access to the various aviation
resources. Table 1 illustrates the various
individuals who were interviewed for this
paper:

companies and many more.
Data collection
Bryman et al. (2011: 376) deﬁne data
collection as the collecting and/or gathering
of basic information in order to form
conclusions. The selection of individuals was
non-random and only individuals who had a
speciﬁc relation to the aviation industry were
selected. Their approval was obtained prior
to collecting data. After their approval had
been granted, the data collection process
was done via telephone or in-person using
semi-structured interviews with openended questions asked by the researcher,
and which lasted no more than 25 minutes.
Potential participants were sent an email
invitation to the interview, with participation
being fully voluntary. In-person interviews
were conducted one-on-one between the
participant and the researcher. Telephone
interviews were only be conducted with
individuals based in other countries.
All interviews were recorded with the
researcher’s mobile device with a recording
application and recorded interviews were
subsequently transcribed verbatim using
Microsoft Word.

TABLE 1

Role
Independent Aviation
Consultants
Senior Managers
(including CEO and
CFO level) at Airlines
Senior Manager at
Aviation Brokers

Number of
participants
3
10
6

The above individuals work in various
aviation services-related ﬁrms across the
continent on a daily basis and have access
to the immediate operational, regulatory
or strategic challenges these ﬁrms face
on the continent or have direct access to
the company-speciﬁc challenges. All these
individuals were paramount to this study
and their input vital to provide a holistic
overview of the challenges faced by the
industry. An explanation of the sampled
population is below:

Data analysis
Content analysis was the preferred method
of analysing the data collected from all
the participants. Content analysis can be
described as systematically transforming
text into an organised summary of key
points raised during interviews with
participants in order to form categories to
further abstract data from the interviews into
lateral meanings (Erlingsson & Brysiewycz,
2017: 93-99). Furthermore, this method
of analysis is seen as the foundation of
qualitative data analysis and provides a
methodical and rational way of analysing
qualitative data (Saunders et al., 2012). This
sort of data collection and analysis allowed
for the collection of rich primary data directly
from individuals involved within the industry
and drawing conclusions so that meaningful
recommendations can be made.

• Independent
aviation
consultants
provided a holistic overview of the
challenges their clients face and were
in an excellent position to provide an
opinion on continent-wide challenges.
• Senior Managers at airlines were in
the best position to provide detailed
knowledge about the company-speciﬁc
challenges they face.
• Senior Managers at aviation brokers
provided insight into commercial,
operational and strategic challenges
the industry faces as they deal with
consultants, airlines, ground handling
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Ethical Consideration
Anwar (2015) discusses the importance of
ethics as guidelines for researchers to use
while conducting their research to ensure that
no individual or participant suﬀers harm and
should form part of the research framework
in the data collection and conclusions drawn
from it. Therefore, research ethics translates
into the development of the research topic,
research designs, data collection, storage
of personal protection and interview data
and subsequently the conclusions drawn
from it.

support companies. The study has provided
insight into the various challenges that these
companies face and the types of strategies
or approaches they take to compete
successfully in their respective markets
and across the continent. Although a small
number of participants formed a part of this
study, there is a high level of conﬁdence in
the generalizability of the ﬁndings, which
are supported by the consistency in the
ﬁndings obtained using multiple methods
and notable consensus among participants.
The apparently high level of consensus
between participants suggests that these
challenges may be generic in nature and
applicable to other airlines operating
in Africa. However, the majority of the
companies have been in operation for over
10 years, with the notable exception of two
participants that have been in the industry
51 years and 85 years, respectively.

To ensure the conﬁdentiality and the
anonymity of each participant are
protected, an ethics clearance form along
with permission letters was submitted
to the University of Johannesburg’s
Ethics Committee for approval. Once the
committee had approved the research,
the permission letters (Annexure A) were
sent to the relevant participants for their
permission and consent to be participants
in this research paper. The questionnaire
used in the interviews were presented to
the participants prior to the interview and
with an abstract explaining the topic of the
research.

A summary of the ﬁndings that support the
main objective of the study:
Objective 1: To explore what strategic
objectives aviation organisations have in
place to successfully compete.
Through discussions with the top
management of airline related companies,
the following ﬁndings could be drawn:

The following ethical standards were
adhered to when conducting the research:
• No physical or reputational harm to
come to any one of the participants.

1. Many, if not all of the participants noted
that strategies were developed at an
executive board or senior management
level. However, there seems to be
inconsistent application and monitoring
of these strategies, or where strategies
aren’t “trickled down” to the lower levels
of the organisation. Only one of the
participants noted having speciﬁcally
trained and appointed individuals who
focused solely on the monitoring and
development of these strategies, with a
majority of the participants having little
or no strategic partnerships across the
industry.

• Each participant’s conﬁdentiality and
anonymity were maintained and their
data stored appropriately.
• Consent was obtained from each
participant before they participated in
the research.
• No participant was deceived into
participating in the research or lied to
about anything relating the research.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION
The purpose of this study was to identify
operational, ﬁnancial and other ad hoc
challenges faced by various airlines and/or

2. Monitoring and evaluation are lacking
– certain participants noted that they
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evaluated their performance every 6
months at an Exco meeting, with two to
three participants noting there was no
monitoring during any given year, but
only at the end of the ﬁnancial year.

leadership experience and talent to develop
the local markets, showcasing that there is
still a need for organisations to push for the
development of local talent and ensure their
processes are eﬃcient.

3. From a talent management perspective
– airlines are seen as an extremely
skilled industry, as noted by some of
the participants; however, it was found
that the skillset within the West and
East African markets is not so welldeveloped as those of Southern Africa.
Talent management is becoming
more and more localised with external
knowledge being brought in to develop
the local population. However, one
participant stated they did not have any
procedures or processes in place for
talent management.

According to the ﬁndings of Clark (2014),
80% of all inter-continental traﬃc was
performed by non-African airlines in 2014.
It appears that the importance of strategic
development has not yet matured within
African airlines, as according to an ICAO
report from 2019, international passenger
traﬃc to and from Africa only accounted for
2.9% of the global market.
Objective 2: To investigate operational and
regulatory challenges faced by airlines
and aviation ﬁrms within their respective
markets

4. Numerous participants noted that
leadership within the industry was quite
scattered with regard to expertise and
knowledge-base. Southern Africa suﬀers
from an “arrogance” complex, since the
majority of the knowledge and expertise is
situated in this region, whereas more and
more top management in other regions
in Africa (Indian Ocean Islands, West
and East Africa) take top management
positions as a “retirement job” or as a
result of “political interference” and
therefore lack the ambition or strategic,
industry knowledge to successfully build
an airline. However, one participant had
noted improvement within the industry
over the last 20 years.

Review of the literature in terms of the various
challenges faced by airline companies and
through conducting qualitative research
interviews has led to the following ﬁndings:
1. Airlines operating mostly within the
Southern Africa region have noted
that from an operational perspective,
there are not many issues (besides
theft in South Africa), since it is a welldeveloped region and aviation market.
However, with airlines operating in West
Africa and Eastern Africa, it was noted
that aviation infrastructure was lacking
(poorly developed terminal buildings,
landing systems, unprofessional ground
handling service providers).

Mhlanga (2017) highlights the need for
aviation ﬁrms to ensure they have highly
talented and skilled professionals within
aviation organistions, which will enhance
their competitiveness and chances of
success within the industry. In this study,
we reiterated this fact, and it seems that
four years later, there has been a gradual
shift towards enhancing the quality of talent
management in various countries and
the importance of developing local talent
has been at the forefront. However, most
organisations still rely on foreign or external

2. Many, if not all, of the participants noted
with great concern the political reach
within the aviation industry, and that
it hampered the competitive nature of
the industry. The main concern was the
undue advantages given to state-owned
carriers and the lack of support towards
the private aviation sector.
3. Some other concerns raised were the
exorbitant fees faced by airlines across
the continent (airport fees, landing fees
and maintenance fees), the lack of
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aligned aviation policies and strategies
(training, development, inconsistent
quality frameworks, and ﬁnally, the lack
of quality maintenance facilities with
trained personnel).

on critical skills, such as talent management.
Aggarwal & Schenone (2017) agree in their
studies that new entrants into the market
tend to lean more towards implementing
traditional, previously-failed models rather
than working on developing new, innovating
business models for an aviation industry in
such a diﬃcult market.

4. Actual legislation or regulatory policy
is well-developed across the African
continent; however, a number of
participants noted the lack of integration
or implementation of the Yamoussoukro
Agreement for open skies, which will
open up the market tremendously.
Another notable issue, especially for
South Africa, is the lack of eﬃciency or
knowledge when it comes to the CAA
approvals.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the above ﬁndings, the following
recommendations can be made to aviation
companies in an attempt to address their
competitive advantages within the aviation
industry in Africa:
1. Develop sustainable strategic business
models alongside continuous monitoring
tools to allow for these aviation
companies to compete with a speciﬁc
vision and objectives.

Objective 3: To provide managerial
recommendations and improvements on
the current strategic objective of aviation
organisations.

2. Establish cooperation forums with all
relevant stakeholders in the industry,
which will address the regulatory and
operational issues faced in the industry
with the main purpose of driving change.

Through discussions with top management
of airline-related companies and their
opinions on what could be done, taking
into account the above two objectives, the
following ﬁndings can be drawn:

3. Implement proper talent management
processes and strategies, “employing
the correct person for the job”, alongside
skills development programmes focused
on developing the local population to
become “aviation professionals” in
order to avoid the “retirement job” cliché
and allow “secondment” opportunities
with other airlines in other international
markets for experience broadening.

1. Working with government entities across
the continent has been a challenge for
many years; however, the majority of
the airlines believe that developing a
consolidated aviation policy across the
industry will eliminate the majority of the
challenges and create interconnectivity
between countries and airlines.
2. Alliances within Africa have improved
over the last few years; however, there
needs to be more of a framework for
cooperation and development of the
aviation industry because of its economic
development potential.

4. Develop a partnership framework for
the acquisitions of strategic partnership
agreements across the continent in order
to complement each organisation’s main
product oﬀering and without losing their
competitive edge.

The above ﬁndings are based on the
opinions of the participants who were
interviewed as part of the study’s qualitative
study method.
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INTEGRATION OF
THE SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS IN
AN MBA CURRICULUM: A
CASE STUDY OF A SOUTH
AFRICAN BUSINESS
SCHOOL

them to the most relevant SDGs, targets,
indicators, and data series. The analysis
proved valuable, setting an agenda for an
in-depth review at the module level. The
extent of integration of the SDGs in MBSs
MBA curriculum appears moderately well,
although a more in-depth review at the
module level would be necessary.
Keywords: MBA, Business School, Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Master of Business Administration
(MBA) degree is a widely sought-after
qualiﬁcation for career progression and
personal growth (Herrington, 2010:63), and
is regarded as an important diﬀerentiator in
a crowded employment market (Herrington,
2010:75). Globally, the MBA remains in high
demand as evidenced in the Association of
MBA’s (AMBA) Application and Enrolment
Report of 2020 (AMBA, 2020). Locally,
in South Africa, the trend is aligned, with
the compound annual growth rate of MBA
applications being 2.7% over the past
decade (2011 – 2020) (South African
Business Schools Association (SABSA),
2020).

ABSTRACT
Although the MBA remains in high demand,
it is yet to shed the shackles of criticism that
graduates are not adequately equipped
for the contemporary global business
environment, and that more should be done
to impact students to make decisions and
act in ways that reﬂect globally responsible
leadership. The global landscape for
business and management education
continues to be transformed with increased
emphasis on sustainability, responsible
management,
and
the
Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). It is from
that premise that Milpark Business School
(MBS) set out to evaluate the integration
of the SDGs into its MBA curriculum. In
pursuance of developing ethical leaders for
the common good, MBS needs to evaluate
how the MBA measures up to the SDGs,
because the SDGs represent the greatest
social, economic, and environmental
challenges facing current and future
leaders and managers in all sectors. As
the ﬁrst phase of evaluation, the MBS
MBA was subjected to the UN LinkedSDG
application, using as a source document the
MBA Information Pack, containing, among
others, programme purpose, programme
outcomes, programme structure, module
descriptions, admission requirements, etc.
The application extracted key concepts
related to sustainable development from
the MBS MBA Information Pack and linked

Amidst the MBA’s popularity though, it is yet
to shed the shackles of criticism that MBA
graduates are not adequately equipped to
deal with the challenges of the contemporary
dynamic and global business requirements,
and that business schools should do more
to impact students to make decisions and
act in ways that reﬂect globally responsible
leadership (Oosthuizen, 2010). Ensuring
that MBA graduates can lead and manage
ethically and sustainably is subsequently
essential if business schools are to remain
relevant and legitimate to society (Usher,
Oosthuizen & Nukunah, 2018:302). Against
the backdrop of the current major global
challenges (e.g., ﬁnancial system failure,
natural resource depletion, climate change,
inequality, extreme poverty and hunger,
and lack of education), exacerbated by
management and leadership challenges
(e.g., abuse of power, unethical practices,
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and a disregard for matters of sustainability),
business schools have a moral obligation
to demonstrably commit to responsible
management education (Oosthuizen et al.,
2018:1).

SDGs – are interrelated and material to
their interests, risk management, and future
competitiveness. Subsequently, developing
education and research about the SDGs
and related organisational challenges and
opportunities is imperative for business
schools to enhance their purpose and
relevance (PRME, 2020:12).

According to Nikolay Ivanov, Manager at
Principles for Responsible Management
Education (PRME, 2019:2), “the global
landscape for business and management
education continues to change more rapidly
than ever before with an increased focus
on sustainability, responsible management
and the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs).” PRME, in its ongoing eﬀorts to
incorporate the Principles of Responsible
Management Education into educational
activities, and thereby placing signiﬁcant
emphasis on the SDGs state that it is time
to evaluate how business schools have
responded to the ambitious agenda of the
SDGs (PRME, 2020:5).

Rocha, Pirson and Suddaby (2020:1) argue
that business schools, however, appear to
be followers rather than leaders in the social
change taking place; while consumers and
businesses are experimenting with new
models of capitalism, business schools
have been slow to change. Business
schools, Rocha et al (2020:1) posit, need
to lessen their emphasis on rational and
eﬃcient business and instead focus on
how businesses can help address more
fundamental questions of the human
condition. Despite the eﬀorts of business
schools to advance programmes to better
develop the next generation of responsible
business leaders, Maloni et al. (2021:1) state
that some scholars have raised concerns
about the eﬀectiveness of responsible
management education, particularly the
decoupling of pedagogical practices from
stated responsible management education
objectives by business schools (a school’s
actual RME implementation does not
match its stated commitment). Maloni et al.
(2021:13) go further to state that business
schools must critically evaluate their values,
commitment, and accountability, and take
ownership for forging future leaders who
are both motivated and trained to curb the
negative environmental and social impacts
of business. Failure to do so questions the
legitimacy of business schools.

It is from that premise that Milpark Business
School (MBS) reviewed its strategy in
2019, and, more speciﬁcally, for purpose
of this study to evaluate how MBS is faring
concerning integrating the SDGs into its
MBA curriculum. In pursuance of developing
ethical leaders for the common good,
informed by the SDGs, it is paramount for
MBS to evaluate how the MBA measures
up to the intent.
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND
OBJECTIVES
The reason why business schools are
important for the SDGs and vice versa
is simply because the SDGs represent
the greatest social, economic, and
environmental challenges facing current and
future leaders and managers in all sectors,
particularly in business. Increasingly
businesses,
Non-Governmental
Organisations (NGOs), and policymakers
are using the SDGs as a framework to guide
and shape strategies and business policy.
By so doing, organisations and institutions
of all types acknowledge that issues such
as climate change, poverty, health and
wellbeing, gender equality – in fact, all the

Against this backdrop, the primary objective
of this study is to determine how MBS is
faring concerning integrating the SDGs
in its MBA curriculum, research, and
partnerships.
3. LITERATURE REVIEW
Business schools have the potential to
play a signiﬁcant role in terms of both
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practice and policy for implementing the
SDGs, applying theory in new ways to
the “wicked problems” underpinning the
SDGs. Working collaboratively and across
disciplines, business school researchers
can incubate imaginative new models
which produce progress towards reaching
the SDGs. At the same time, research in
business schools accumulating around one
or more of the Global Goals can become
a site of cross-fertilisation internationally,
drawing in a range of stakeholders to
devise new ways of tackling sustainability
issues. Delivering on the targets laid out
in the SDGs will require new knowledge,
mindsets, skills, practices, and in some
cases,
profound
transformations
of
businesses and organisations. Five years
into the implementation period of the SDGs,
business school academics have a role
in ascertaining the progress made since
they were adopted in September 2015.
They can also pinpoint what factors will
help or hinder upcoming progress towards
the SDG targets in diﬀerent countries and
environments (PRME, 2020:12).

sustainable agriculture
3. Ensure healthy lives and promote wellbeing for all at all ages
4. Ensure inclusive and equitable quality
education and promote lifelong learning
opportunities for all
5. Achieve gender equality and empower
all women and girls
6. Ensure availability and sustainable
management of water and sanitation for
all
7. Ensure access to aﬀordable, reliable,
sustainable and modern energy for all
8. Promote sustained, inclusive and
sustainable economic growth, full and
productive employment and decent
work for all
9. Build
resilient
infrastructure,
promote inclusive and sustainable
industrialisation, and foster innovation
10. Reduce inequality within and among
countries
11. Make cities and human settlements
inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable

3.1 An overview of the SDGs
On 25 September 2015, all United Nations
Member States adopted the 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development (Resolution
70/1) at a General Assembly of the United
Nations (UN, 2015). It serves as a shared
blueprint for peace and prosperity for
people and the planet, and central to it,
are the 17 Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs), which are an urgent call for action
by all countries in a global partnership.
The SDGs recognise that ending poverty
and other deﬁciencies must go together
with strategies that improve health and
education, reduce inequality, and stimulate
economic growth, while also addressing
climate change and working to preserve our
oceans and forests (UN, 2020).

12. Ensure sustainable
and production patterns

consumption

13. Take urgent action to combat climate
change and its impacts
14. Conserve and sustainably use the
oceans, seas and marine resources for
sustainable development
15. Protect, restore and promote
sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems,
sustainably manage forests, combat
desertiﬁcation, and halt and reverse land
degradation and halt biodiversity loss
16. Promote peaceful and inclusive
societies for sustainable development,
provide access to justice for all and build
eﬀective, accountable and inclusive
institutions at all levels

The 17 SDG Goals are (UN, 2015:14):

17. Strengthen
the
means
of
implementation and revitalise the
Global Partnership for Sustainable
Development

1. End poverty in all its forms everywhere
2. End hunger, achieve food security
and improved nutrition, and promote
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Figure 1 below provides a
representation of the 17 SDGs.

visual

3.2.1 Importance to business (How the
SDGs can help)
• Strengthen the enabling environment for
business.

Progress has been made since 2015
when the goals were conceptualised,
with some favourable trends – extreme
poverty has declined considerably and
immunisations against disease have
increased. More people have access to
electricity. Many more countries are taking
real action to protect our planet and ensure
the sustainability of economic activity.
National policies have been developed
to manage rapid urbanisation. However,
notwithstanding this progress, many areas
still require urgent action. The environment
continues to deteriorate at an alarming rate.
Climate change is a fact of life, along with
rising sea levels and ocean acidity. Some
of the highest atmospheric temperatures
have been recorded, and land degradation
remains a concern (UN, 2019:2).

• Deﬁne future business opportunities.
• Enhance the business case
sustainable business practices.

for

• Allow for better stakeholder engagement.
• Business needs for sustainability smart
students.
3.2.2 Importance to Business Schools
(How the SDGs can help)
• Strengthen and enable current and
future business practitioners, thereby
adding value to modern business and
society.
• Give current and future business
leaders the tools to recognise and
maximise opportunities for sustainable
development.
• Create a paradigm for teaching, learning,
and understanding sustainability as core
to the business model.

3.2 Why and how do the SDGs matter to
business and business schools?
PRME (2020:14) provides the rationale for
the importance of the SDGs to business, as
well as business schools (ibid):

• Connect with a network of stakeholders
reaching beyond the business sphere,

FIGURE 1: THE 17 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
SOURCE: UN (2021)
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into
signatories
organisations.

and

supporting

curricula
The inconclusive nature of the term,
“curriculum”, is owing to divided perceptions
of stakeholders such as students,
educators, researchers, administrators,
evaluators with their agenda of emphasis
in educational discourse (Su, 2012:153).
“Curriculum” is derived from the Latin
verb currere, “to run”, that became a
diminutive noun meaning a “racing chariot”
or “racetrack”, with an extension made
by Cicero who associated the term with
curriculum vitae that means “the course of
one’s life.” Cicero also associated it with
curricula mentis that metaphorically refers
to “the (educational) course of the mind.” It
was only in 19th century that the term was
commonly used in the educational ﬁeld
(Pratt,1994:5; Barrow & Milburn, 1990:84).
Longstreet and Shane (1993:7) state that
curriculum is a historical accident; not been
deliberately developed to accomplish a
clear set of purposes, but rather evolved as
a response to the increasing complexity of
educational decision making.

• Increasing demand from business and
policymakers to educate and graduate
sustainability-literate students.
3.2.3 Importance to business (Particular
contribution to the SDGs)
• Scope deﬁned by company’s strategic
priorities.
• Covers all dimensions of sustainable
development.
• Covers the entire value chain.
• Speciﬁc, time-bound and measurable.
• Based on key performance indicators
(KPIs) for impact or outcomes.
• Explicitly linked to ﬁnancial value drivers.
• Integrated into performance evaluation
and incentives.
3.2.4 Importance to Business Schools
(Particular contribution to the SDGs)
• Scope deﬁned by organisations strategic
vision, accreditation standards and
external partnerships.

In the context of education, the most
obvious interpretation of the word is to view
it as a course for ‘learning’, and the very
short deﬁnition of curriculum as a ‘plan for
learning’, is deemed adequate (Taba, 1962).
This simple deﬁnition allows for elaboration
for speciﬁc curricular levels, contexts
and representations. This learning plan
thus incorporates the planned interaction
of students with instructional content,
materials, resources, and processes for
assessing outcomes, inclusive of the
explicit, the implicit, the excluded and the
extra-curricular. (Netherlands Institute for
Curriculum Development, 2009:9).

• Covers all dimensions of sustainable
development as implemented on an
interdisciplinary scale.
• Covers value chain and all business
school stakeholders.
• Speciﬁc, timebound and measurable.
• Based on mission and strategic vision of
the business school.
• Linked to value creation, ﬁnancial drivers
and future investment.
• Integrated through all levels of the
business school and through strategic
engagement with students.
The rationale for why and how the SDGs are
important for both business and business
schools is compelling and emphasises
the moral obligation to contribute to the
achievement of the goals. The urgency is
also clear in that there is less than a decade
left to the achievement thereof.

Business schools increasingly inﬂuence
global
development
by
producing
sustainability-literate
graduates
and
building the intellectual and change-making
capacity of students. The schools also roll
out transnational education, knowledge
transfer, research, and exchange activities
around the world. Business and management
schools, therefore, need to ensure that

3.3 The SDGs and business school
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education programs are designed to equip
students with the knowledge, understanding,
skills and motivation that will enable them
to contribute to the achievement of the
SDGs. In essence, there are two important
issues for transforming business school
education in the spirit of the SDGs, namely,
rethinking content from a cross-disciplinary
and systems approach, and rethinking
pedagogy through innovative ways of
teaching and learning (PRME, 2020:15-17).

Education 4.0 and the world-of-work, to be
a key contributor to ethical and sustainable
business practices informed by the SDGs,
and to be ﬁnancially self-sustaining. The
repositioning of MBS also aims to provide
multiple pathways into the MBA while
addressing corporate needs; incorporating
the new mission and vision into MBS’s
curricula; investing in additional full-time
faculty and introducing new integration
elements.

Managers and leaders of the future need to
be equipped to understand the complexities
and the consequences of their actions,
able to deal with uncertainty and conﬂicts
of values. The responsibility of business
schools as catalysts for developing the
leadership ﬁbre of students that pass
through their institutions is thus paramount.
Therefore, business schools should pursue
the building of intellectual capital for
countries and industries on the bedrock of
the SDGs.

MBSs oﬀers its MBA programme via two
modes of delivery, i.e., (1) face-to-face
and (2) online, and both are delivered and
administered from the Melville campus in
Johannesburg. Both modes have the same
curriculum and syllabi, with the didactics
and associated pedagogy being the only
diﬀerentiator.
MBS’s MBA sets out to enhance the
potential of present and future business
leaders in South Africa by enabling them
to compete ethically and responsibly
in the marketplace. To this end, MBS
oﬀers a fully accredited multi-disciplinary
MBA programme with a strong practical
orientation. The MBS MBA curriculum is
responsive to business needs and aims, and
a purposefully selected blend of modules
ensures the development of managers
skilled in the areas of social responsibility,
the environment and corporate citizenship.
At its core, the programme remains focused
on the key management areas while paying
attention to the critical skills that prepare
our students to be outstanding performers
in the business environment.

3.4 Milpark Business School (MBS)
MBS was established in 1997 and was one
of the ﬁrst private providers of management
higher education in South Africa. MBS is
one of ﬁve schools in the parent institution,
Milpark Education (Pty) Ltd., with a national
footprint in South Africa, and two teaching
campuses in Claremont, Cape Town and
Melville, Johannesburg.
The MBSs mantra of “Tomorrow is Beautiful”
supports the school’s vision “to deliver
education that equips current and future
business leaders to pursue ethical and
sustainable business practices informed
by the SDGs”, and drives the mission of
“Developing ethical leaders for the common
good.” The MBS values of integrity, respect,
excellence, and innovation serve as the
bedrock for achieving its mission and vision.

4. METHODOLOGY
The UN has developed an innovative platform
designed to support the 2030 Agenda
implementation, called “LinkedSDG.” The
platform makes SDG data interoperable
using advanced data modelling techniques
and a common system of permanent
identiﬁers for Goals, Targets, Indicators and
related statistical series. It also promotes
data sharing and collaboration among
stakeholders who are involved in producing

The MBS strategy was reviewed in
2019 in response to the rigorous AMBA
accreditation process in 2018, resulting in
the revised objectives of providing a quality
scholarship in response to Management
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them to the most relevant sustainable
development goals, targets, indicators,
and data series. Figure 2 highlights the
process, i.e., uploading a document or a
URL, after which the platform then extracts
the concepts, and presents a donut-graph
that links the concepts with SDG targets,
indicators, and statistical data series. When
hovering the cursor on the platform over the
goals and targets, and explanation of each
is then present in real-time. As MBSs MBA
donut-graph was copied and presented
in Figure 5, this functionality will not be
available in this text document.

and analysing SDG data. In essence, the
platform provides all stakeholders and
the public with open-source tools to make
SDG data interoperable for easier data
integration, analysis, and monitoring (UN,
2021b).
The pilot application, available at
LinkedSDG, showcases the usefulness
of adopting semantic web technologies
and Linked Open Data (LOD) principles
for extracting SDG related metadata from
documents and establishing the connections
among various SDGs. The application
automatically discovers the semantic links
between text documents, relevant SDG
entities and the statistical data (UN, 2021b).

The results of the analysis resulting from
the LinkedSDG modelling process are
presented and discussed in the next section.

In pursuance of the objective of this study,
the MBA was subjected as a standalone
programme to the LinkedSDG application.
The source document used for this
purpose was MBSs MBA Information Pack
(factsheet) (Milpark Education, 2021),
that contains, among others, description
and programme purpose, programme
outcomes, programme structure, module
descriptions, admission requirements, etc.
The application then extracted key concepts
related to sustainable development from
the MBS MBA Information Pack and linked

5. RESULTS / FINDINGS
MBSs MBA results derived from the
LinkedSDG application with the most
relevant sustainable development goals,
targets, indicators and series are presented
via (1) extracted concepts, (2) extracted
geographical areas, and (3) “SDG wheel.”
5.1 MBS MBA extracted concepts
• Education
• Technology

FIGURE 2: HOW THE LINKEDSDG APPLICATION WORKS
SOURCE: UN (2021b)
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• Internet site

• Laws and regulations

• Innovation

• Continuing education

• Foreign trade

• Computer

• International trade

• Globalisation

• Domestic trade

• Budgeting

• Higher education

• Financial aspects

• Browser

• Foundation

• Internet

• Production

• Windows

• Sustainable development
The word cloud in Figure 3 below indicates
the extracted themes, with the various
bubble-sizes representing the extent of
each extracted concept concerning one
another. Noticeably, education is the largest
bubble, followed by technology, innovation,

• Political violence
• Industrial revolution
• Teaching
• Childbirth

FIGURE 3: MBS MBA WORD CLOUD OF EXTRACTED CONCEPTS
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FIGURE 4: WORLD-MAP OF EXTRACTED GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS

The inner layer of the SDG wheel indicates
the speciﬁc SDG goals emerging from the
data as well as the prominence of each
expressed with the extent of its prominence,
i.e., Goal 4 reﬂecting the largest, and Goal
3 the smallest. The outer layer indicates
the targets coming to the fore the strongest
from each goal.

foreign trade, international trade, and so on.
5.2 MBS MBA extracted geographical
areas
The extracted geographical areas derived
from MBSs MBA Information Pack are South
Africa, Brazil, India, China, and Russian
Federation, as depicted in Figure 4 below.
These areas feature the foci of the MBA
module, “Business in Emerging Markets.”

MBSs MBA SGD wheel thus indicates the
presence of 12 of the 17 SDGs, albeit much
stronger in the instances SDGs 4, 17, 9, 16,
2, 11, and 8, than in the instances of SDGs
10, 5, 1, 13, and 3, as well as the extent of
the targets addressed within each goal.

5.3 Most relevant SDGs
The 17 SDGs are articulated into 169
targets, 230 indicators, and over 400 data
series that help to measure the progress
towards achieving the SDGs. The full
SDG Taxonomy is oﬃcially published and
maintained as linked open data at: http://
metadata.un.org/sdg/ (UN. 2021c).

MBs MBA SDGs and associated targets,
ranked from strongest to weakest, are as
follows:
1. Goal 4. Ensure inclusive and equitable
quality education and promote lifelong
learning opportunities for all

The ﬁnal result is an “SDG wheel” that
highlights the goals, targets, indicators,
and data series that are most relevant to
the processed MBS MBA Information Pack
document, based on the extracted concepts
and geographical areas. MBSs MBA SDG
wheel is presented in Figure 5.

2. Goal 17. Strengthen the means of
implementation and revitalise the
Global Partnership for Sustainable
Development
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FIGURE 5: MBS MBA SDG WHEEL

3. Goal 9. Build resilient infrastructure,
promote inclusive and sustainable
industrialisation and foster innovation

sustainable
7. Goal 8. Promote sustained, inclusive
and sustainable economic growth, full
and productive employment and decent
work for all

4. Goal 16. Promote peaceful and
inclusive societies for sustainable
development, provide access to justice
for all and build eﬀective, accountable
and inclusive institutions at all levels

8. Goal 10. Reduce inequality within
and among countries
9. Goal 5. Achieve gender equality and
empower all women and girls

5. Goal 2. End hunger, achieve food
security and improved nutrition and
promote sustainable agriculture

10. Goal 1. End poverty in all its forms
everywhere

6. Goal 11. Make cities and human
settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and

11.
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Goal 13. Take urgent action to

combat climate change and its impacts

increasingly require a mindset attuned to
sustainability and familiarity with the SDGs
and how they can be integrated into core
business models. Furthermore, in terms of
research and often associated funding, the
SDGs are increasingly being incorporated
into international research projects. As
an internationally understood framework,
the SDGs also oﬀers a way for business
schools to frame their core competencies in
a way that allows them to engage globally
and collaborate in teaching and research
activities with other schools. Finally, the
SDGs become a framework that can be
used to build partnerships and collaborate
across sectors (PRME, 2020:5-6).

12. Goal 3. Ensure healthy lives and
promote well-being for all at all ages
In SDG 1, all 10 targets feature in the MBS
MBA data extracted, only 7 of the 19 in
SDG 17, all 8 in SDG 9, and 5 of the 10
in SDG 16 (Please refer to Sustainable
Development Goals Taxonomy (UN, 2021c)
for detail on the coverage of the remaining
SDG targets).
The 5 SDGs that do not feature at all in
MBSs MBA SDG wheel are as follows:
• Goal 6. Ensure availability and
sustainable management of water and
sanitation for all

7. CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of MBSs MBA Information
Pack proved valuable in getting a sense of
the extent of SDG integration into the MBA
curriculum, albeit at a high level. It assists
signiﬁcantly in setting an agenda for an indepth review at the module level. While the
extent of integration of the SDGs in MBSs
MBA curriculum appears moderately well,
it is important to take note of the targets
embedded within each goal. At the goal level
the impression might be that integration into
the curricula is suﬃcient whilst at the target
level integration might be insuﬃcient (e.g.,
MBS MBA only covering 7 of the 19 targets
in SDG 17). In addition, whilst 12 of the
17 goals are indicated as featuring, some
SDGs are more prominent than others.

• Goal 7. Ensure access to aﬀordable,
reliable, sustainable and modern energy
for all
• Goal
12.
Ensure
sustainable
consumption and production patterns
• Goal 14. Conserve and sustainably use
the oceans, seas and marine resources
for sustainable development
• Goal 15. Protect, restore and
promote sustainable use of terrestrial
ecosystems,
sustainably
manage
forests, combat desertiﬁcation, and halt
and reverse land degradation and halt
biodiversity loss.
While the extent of integration of the SDGs in
MBSs MBA curriculum appears moderately
well, the targets embedded within each goal
is essential

Limitations to consider would be, in the
ﬁrst instance, that the study focused on
one business school and one qualiﬁcation.
Every business school’s analysis will diﬀer,
and when the entire range of oﬀerings is
also considered, the results will also diﬀer.
Therefore, the results at the qualiﬁcation
level might be substantially diﬀerent when
done at the institutional level.

6. BUSINESS SCHOOL MANAGERIAL
IMPLICATIONS
Besides the moral obligation of business
schools to contribute to the achievement
of the SDGs, there is also evidence
of institutional commitment to ethics,
responsibility and sustainability now
required by all major business school
and programme accreditation bodies. It
also appears that there is a shift towards
sustainability and social impact in the
criteria used in the major rankings of
business schools. In addition, employers

Notwithstanding, it is argued that the
LinkdedSDG proves to be a valuable tool
to assist business schools in evaluating
their commitment to the SDGs and the
subsequent
integration
thereof
into
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curricula, research, and collaborations.

Curricula-making. Journal of Language
Teaching and Research, 3(1):153-158.
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EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT
FACTORS INFLUENCING
AN AUTOMOTIVE FIRM’S
COMPETITIVE STRATEGY
IN PREPARATION FOR
SAUDI VISION 2030

It was found that there is close alignment
of perceptions between senior, middle
and operational levels of staﬀ about the
PESTEL factors inﬂuencing the automotive
ﬁrm due to Saudi Vision 2030. The sampled
employees perceived the ﬁrm prepared and
ready for the signiﬁcant changes proposed
by Saudi Vision 2030.
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INTRODUCTION
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) is an
oil-dependent economy (Rostan & Rostan,
2020). The drop in international oil prices
in 2014 resulted in oil-exporting countries,
such as Saudi Arabia, launching new
policies to diversify and to further develop
their economies (Mikayilov et al., 2020).
In line with this movement, Saudi Arabia
announced a reform plan, Saudi Vision
2030, in April 2016 (Thompson, 2017).
This plan is fundamentally focused on
diversifying the economy away from its
dependence on oil by creating employment
in other sectors (Stenslie, 2018; Rostan &
Rostan, 2020). However, Saudi Vision 2030
will have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the
external environment of all organisations,
which necessitates ﬁrms to evaluate their
competitive strategies. Furthermore, Saudi
Arabia has one of the least understood
economies in the world (Al-Kibsi et al.,
2015).
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ABSTRACT
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA)
announced a national policy initiative,
known as Saudi Vision 2030, with the aim
of diversifying its economy away from the
dominance of oil. Private sector ﬁrms have
been identiﬁed to play a key role in this reform
plan. Yet, the inﬂuence of Saudi Vision 2030
on the external environment of private sector
ﬁrms have to be considered, especially
when such ﬁrms evaluate their competitive
strategies. This paper aims to investigate
the external environment of a private sector
automotive ﬁrm in preparation for Saudi
Vision 2030. The research conducted for
the paper followed a sequential exploratory
mixed method design. The paper focuses
on the triangulated results of the collected
qualitative and quantitative data about
the inﬂuence of Saudi Vision 2030 on the
competitive environment of an automotive
ﬁrm, using the PESTEL analysis. Semistructured interviews were conducted with
32 senior management members, while
205 employees completed a questionnaire.

A ﬁrm’s competitive strategy is about deﬁning
the entity’s competitive advantages. Porter
(1989) deﬁnes competitive strategy as the
way a company can create a competitive
advantage in each of the business areas
in which it competes. A careful examination
to gather information about its external
environment is therefore essential to
identify both opportunities and threats,
and to enhance decision-making (Chen
et al., 2002). Such information can lead
to advantages on product development,
marketing and brand building (Johnson et
al., 2008; Wheelen & Hunger, 2011).
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A PESTEL analysis conceptually underpins
an analysis of the external environment.
It is a strategic tool that enriches a ﬁrm’s
strategic planning by examining diverse
aspects such as political stability, ﬁnancial
ﬂuctuations and any possible environmental
challenges (Mkude & Wimmer, 2015).
Although the PESTEL analysis is usually
applied to the external environment, it
may also be used to analyse the internal
operating inﬂuences (Cadle et al., 2010).

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The main research objective was to
investigate the external environment of a
private sector automotive ﬁrm in preparation
for the changes envisaged by Saudi
Vision 2030. To address this objective,
the participants and respondents were
questioned on their perceptions about the
ﬁrm’s external environment and whether
the ﬁrm was prepared for the changes
envisaged by Saudi Vision 2030, using the
PESTEL analysis.

In recent studies, Faudot (2019) and Grand
and Wolﬀ (2020) evaluated the overall
progress of Saudi Vision 2030. Moshashai
et al. (2020), on the other hand, considered
the institutional and political challenges
confronting Saudi Vision 2030. Alregab
(2021) reviewed Saudi-listed ﬁrms and
the role that corporate governance plays
in attracting foreign investment. The latter
is one of the reform plan’s targets. Other
authors focused on various elements of
the reform plan, including the inﬂuence
thereof on health care (Alhawassi et al.,
2018; Rahman & Al-Borie, 2020), and
examining female entrepreneurs in the
Saudi workforce (Kemppainen, 2019). No
studies were found which had investigated
private sector ﬁrms and their competitive
strategies in preparation for the signiﬁcant
reforms mandated by Saudi Vision 2030.

LITERATURE REVIEW
This section contextualises Saudi Arabia,
Saudi Vision 2030, the automotive industry
and the PESTEL analysis strategic tool.
Saudi Arabian context
The Arabic Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) was established on 25 May 1981
and comprises Saudi Arabia, the United
Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Qatar, Oman and
Bahrain (Faudot, 2019). The KSA was
founded in 1932 by Britain as a monarchy,
and it remained an absolute monarchy.
Saudi Arabia is an oil-rich economy and
depends heavily on the oil sector for its
income, exports and governmental revenue
(Kinninmont, 2015; Fadaak & Roberts,
2018; Alkhathlan et al., 2020).
The Saudi Arabian economy can be divided
into three sectors: the 1) oil sector, 2) non-oil
private sector, and 3) the non-oil government
sector. The Saudi Arabian Monetary
Agency (SAMA), the country’s central bank,
provides statistics and estimates for the
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of these
three sectors (Haque, 2020). The Saudi
government maintains minimum wage
levels, as various approaches and systems
privilege Saudi nationals over foreigners
into job vacancies in the private sector
(this is also referred to as Saudisation). To
encourage employment, the KSA initiated
an online platform aiming to connect
job-seeking Saudi men and women with
employers. This platform lists thousands of
job opportunities (Bursztyn et al., 2020).

PROBLEM STATEMENT
The Saudi Vision 2030 initiative is relatively
new and still “under implementation”.
Its ﬁnal results will only be evident by
2030. Saudi Vision 2030 advocates a
diversiﬁcation away from the dominance
of oil on its economy. With this, the Saudi
Arabia government places an emphasis
on the growth of its private sector. Yet,
the changes proposed by this reform plan
require such private sector ﬁrms to radically
reformulate and implement their strategy
in line with the objectives of Saudi Vision
2030. An investigation of the external
environment is necessary before private
sector ﬁrms can reformulate or adjust their
strategies in preparation for Saudi Vision
2030.
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The government targeted an economic
diversiﬁcation policy in various development
plans since 1970. However, the diversiﬁcation
level is still lower than the projected level,
and government revenue and exports are
relying heavily on the oil sector (Alkhathlan
et al., 2020). Nevertheless, the KSA is
trying to stimulate its economy by providing
many opportunities for its citizens, and
by building an education system aligned
with market needs and creating economic
opportunities for the entrepreneur, the
small enterprise and the large corporation
(Amirat & Zaidi, 2020). These reforms have
been encapsulated in a signiﬁcant reform
plan referred to as “Saudi Vision 2030”.
Yet, Mikayilov et al. (2020) argue that the
success of these reforms requires accurate
assessments.

sites registered with the United Nations
Educational, Scientiﬁc and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO), and the United
Nations Specialist Organisation;
2. increase household spending on cultural
and entertainment activities inside the
Kingdom from 2.9% to 6%;
3. have three Saudi cities recognised in
the top-ranked 100 cities in the world;
4. raise Saudi Arabia’s position from 26 to
10 in the Social Capital Index;
5. increase small and medium enterprises’
contribution to GDP from 20% to 35%;
6. rise from the current position of 25
to the top 10 countries on the Global
Competitiveness Index;
7. increase the Public Investment Fund’s
assets from SAR 600 billion to over SAR
7 trillion;

Saudi Vision 2030
Saudi Arabia is the largest oil-exporting
country in the world and owns about 16%
of the proven global petroleum reserves
(Nurunnabi, 2017). The country is currently
undergoing many socio-economic reforms
(Mikayilov et al., 2020). In April 2016, Saudi
Arabia announced a long-term national
reform called “Saudi Vision 2030” as an
oﬃcial response to the political-economic
environment of Saudi society and to promote
economic transformation (Violi, 2017).

8. raise the share of non-oil exports in nonoil GDP from 16% to 50%, and to
9. increase non-oil government revenue
from SAR 163 billion to SAR 1 trillion.
Saudi Vision 2030 comes after several
decades of uninterrupted population
growth. The country has to deal with a
primarily young demographic age structure
(so-called youth bulge), which places a
heavy burden on the Saudi labour market
and public policies to maintain internal
political stability (Violi, 2017). As outlined
in the NTP, more employment has to be
created. The private sector has to play a
signiﬁcant role in this eﬀort and the aim was
to create more than 450 000 jobs in the nongovernmental sector by 2020 (Hvidt, 2018).
The fundamental goal of the reform plan
is to move from an oil-based economy to
a diversiﬁcation-based economy (Stenslie,
2018; Amirat & Zaidi, 2020; Saudi Vision
2030, 2020). The diversiﬁcation policy aims
to activate the low contributing sectors of the
economy to its full potential by participating
in the economic growth of the country
(Alkhathlan et al., 2020). The private sector
has been identiﬁed as a possible engine of
growth (Stenslie, 2018). Multinationals are

The custodian of the policy initiative, the
crown prince of Saudi Arabia and son of the
current king, ascended to power in 2015.
The prince oversaw the formulation of the
Saudi Vision 2030 development plan and
the detailed implementation, with speciﬁc
reform initiatives outlined in the National
Transformation Programme 2020 (NTP)
(Hvidt, 2018). The NTP was announced
in early June 2016 as the implementation
roadmap to target the employment of
workers in various economic sectors
(Yamada, 2016).
According to Amirat and Zaidi (2020), Saudi
Vision 2030 aims to inter alia:
1. double the number of Saudi heritage
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also searching for a long-term presence in
the country and is seeking ways to access
the local economy (Kinninmont, 2015).

The KSA has a reduced capacity to create
new job opportunities in the overloaded public
sector. This sector employs about 70% of
the indigenous workforce. Amirat and Zaidi
(2020) believe that the initiatives proposed
by Saudi Vision 2030, and stipulated by the
NTP, will grow the economy and improve
the quality of services by privatising some
government services, improving the
business environment, attracting the ﬁnest
talent and the best investments globally, and
leveraging a unique strategic location for
the Kingdom. On the other hand, 80% of the
private sector is dominated by expatriates.
Yet, the diversiﬁcation or privatisation of
the public sector does not necessarily lead
to the generation of jobs. For many years,
Saudi citizens have taken the availability
of comfortable, high-paying jobs in the
public sector for granted (Khashan, 2017).
However, the government is struggling to
change away from its oil dependence to a
production-based economy, as oil exports
contribute signiﬁcantly to the total exports
and to government revenues (Alkhathlan et
al., 2020). This justiﬁes the introduction of
Saudi Vision 2030 as a new tool to drive,
and maybe to enforce, diversiﬁcation. A key
sector identiﬁed by the NTP for development
and growth is the automotive sector (Saudi
Vision 2030, 2020).

An ambitious nation is built on a practical,
transparent, accountable, enabling and
high-performing government. The Saudi
Arabian government is aiming to prepare
a conducive environment for its citizens,
the private sector, as well as the nonproﬁt sector to fulﬁl their responsibilities in
facing challenges and seizing opportunities
(Amirat & Zaidi, 2020). The ongoing public
policies aimed at reducing energy subsidies
and the planned privatisations of many parts
of the public sector are clear signals of new
economic needs in the country (Violi, 2017).
According to Alkhathlan et al. (2020),
economic diversiﬁcation away from the oil
sector may be assumed as a process to
reduce the contribution of the oil sector in
government revenues, exports, investment
and GDP of oil-dependent economies. This
is in addition to transforming the Saudi
society (youth bulge) and economy from
the level of oil dependence to the level of
a post-oil economy (Hvidt, 2018). With this
diversiﬁcation, Saudi Vision 2030 aims to
boost security, eliminate corruption, improve
housing, enhance education and create
employment (Saudi Vision 2030, 2020).

Automotive sector
The automotive sector is characterised by
constant change in competitive dynamics
and consumer preferences. The sector
is gradually shifting from manufacturing
eﬃciency to product development and
innovation, as ﬁrms try to develop new
products ahead of the competition (Talay
et al., 2014). Automotive ﬁrms operate
in a highly competitive environment
with globalisation and innovation having
signiﬁcant inﬂuence on their products and
services (Townsend & Calantone, 2014).
These automotive ﬁrms have to focus on
reﬁning their strategies and enhancing their
performance (Jadoon et al., 2020).

According to Alkhathlan et al. (2020),
economic diversiﬁcation aims to:
1. expand the opportunities and prospects
for domestic and foreign direct
investment and increase commercial
partners and international markets;
2. strengthen ties between economic
sectors and thus achieve ﬁnancial
stability;
3. expand and diversify the value added
from maximum economic sectors;
4. provide opportunities
employment, and to

for

national

5. create an export industry that contributes
to strengthening the forward and
backward linkages of existing industries.

Automotive ﬁrms aﬀect the economy
of most developed and developing
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countries as they have close relationships
with other sectors, such as iron and
steel, petrochemical sectors, tyre and
technological development. Automotive
ﬁrms, therefore, are an integral component
of the global economy. Every element of the
value chain is included – from automotive
parts to design and development,
manufacturing, sales and service, and
even disposal. These value-creating areas
are all undergoing innovative change due
to environmental pressure and competitive
forces (Townsend & Calantone, 2014). Any
change in this sector profoundly aﬀects the
economy as a whole (Kabak et al., 2014).
Given this direction of growth over the next
few years, developing a better relationship
with customers would seem to be a critical
strategic consideration for automotive ﬁrms
in the market (Al Fayad, 2014).

for the future automotive industry, as it is
fundamental for future cars to keep up
with rapid technological changes (Wang &
Ganesan, 2020).
Automotive consumer preference has
shifted from more power to more eﬃcient
engines due to (1) the increase in petrol
prices, (2) the economic recession,
and (3) social trends such as the rise in
environmentalism and the emphasis on
energy conservation, which stimulates the
demand for zero-emission vehicles (Talay et
al., 2014). In the global automotive market,
the Asian automotive ﬁrms adopted strategic
alignment that pulls the consumers towards
the greater product value-added attributes
of needs and wants (Hamzaee, & Parker,
2013). Understanding its competitive
environment with many rivals competing,
and improving its strategic focus, are
critical success factors for an automotive
ﬁrm to operate and survive (Talay et al.,
2014; Townsend & Calantone, 2014). A
strategic tool to evaluate a ﬁrm’s external
environment is the PESTEL analysis.

Although the competitive landscape
appears to be somewhat subdued in mature
markets, emerging markets are much
more volatile and have customers with
diﬀerent needs. Innovation is taking a lead
in integrating communications and safety
technology (Townsend & Calantone, 2014),
while the relationship between innovation
and the automotive ﬁrm is interlinked (Talay
et al., 2014). Process-based innovations
are evident in automotive products and
services and have far-reaching implications
for consumers, businesses and society.
Consumers’ expectations converge globally
for these evident, image-driven consumer
goods (Townsend & Calantone, 2014).

PESTEL
PESTEL is an abbreviation for political,
economic, socio-cultural, technological,
environmental and legal aspects (Aithal,
2017). A PESTEL analysis considers the
external factors that would inﬂuence the
organisational environment by examining
various macro-environmental conditions
(Yüksel, 2012; Andrei & Prisecaru,
2014). Globalisation and technological
advancements, similar to what is evident
in the automotive sector, have emphasised
the need for using the PESTEL model
(Yüksel, 2012). The fundamental aim
of a PESTEL analysis is to assist ﬁrms
with strategic planning, especially as it is
impossible to consider economic conditions
in isolation from political settings (Mkude &
Wimmer, 2015), such as is prevalent with
the introduction of Saudi Vision 2030.

In recent decades automotive ﬁrms have
experienced – in addition to innovation –
signiﬁcant transitions to outsourcing, forming
part of a globalised supply network and
technology development (Kato et al., 2016).
The automotive market is characterised by
unpredictable and slightly irregular changes
in technology and consumer preferences
(Talay et al., 2014). There is an increasing
demand for sophisticated technologies and
exceptional design (Townsend & Calantone,
2014).
Indeed,
automotive
domain
controller technology is an irresistible trend

A PESTEL analysis has two basic functions
for a ﬁrm: (1) it identiﬁes the environment
within which the ﬁrm operates, and (2) it
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TABLE 1: FRAMEWORK OF A PESTEL ANALYSIS

PESTEL
Political

Economic

Socio-cultural

Technological
Environmental

Legal

Factors/Parameters
The potential change of government with the corresponding changes
in policies and priorities, or the introduction of a new government
initiative, which increases the possibility of political issues arising
that may aﬀect the organisation and how it operates.
Level of growth within an economy, or market conﬁdence in the
economies within which the organisation operates.
Arising from potential customers – changes can be subtle and
diﬃcult to predict or identify until there is a signiﬁcant impact.
Examples could be demographic issues such as consumer
behaviour patterns or the rise of disposable fashion.
Factors arising from the development of technology. There are
two types of technological change: developments in IT and
developments in technology speciﬁc to an industry or market.
Concerns regarding the natural environment – the ‘green’ issues
include increasing concerns about packaging and the increase in
pollution.
Changes to laws – the last decade has seen a signiﬁcant rise in the
breadth and depth of the legal regulations within which organisations
have to operate.

Sources: Cadle et al. (2010); Aithal (2017)
brands in the automotive industry.

enables the ﬁrm to predict circumstances
which it might encounter in the future
(Yüksel, 2012).

Qualitative data was collected, followed by
the collection of quantitative data.

Table 1 presents a framework of a PESTEL
analysis by including the factors and
parameters of each component.

Qualitative data
Qualitative data was collected by conducting
face-to-face semi-structured interviews.
The target population was employees of the
case study organisation. Top management
representatives from diﬀerent hierarchical
levels and sectors from eight departments
were
targeted:
Sales,
Information
Technology (IT), Corporate Shared Services
(CSS), Strategy, Marketing, Finance, Human
Resources (HR), and Risk Management.
Representatives from each hierarchical
level from the eight departments were
sampled, using purposeful sampling based
on the participants’ experience in strategic
development and decision-making. The
sample size was 32 representatives of top
management across the eight departments
(Table 2).

The PESTEL analysis was used in collecting
empirical data from an automotive ﬁrm in
Saudi Arabia.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This study applied a sequential exploratory
mixed methods design, following a case
study approach. As this is the ﬁrst study
of this kind, the exploratory case study
research method was utilised. Despite
the criticism of case study research, the
signiﬁcance lies in the empirical data for
analyses and conclusions. The researcher
has to go further, initiate action and achieve
results to understand the phenomenon in
depth (Gummesson, 2007). The case study
organisation is one of the largest automotive
ﬁrms in Saudi Arabia, which houses top

Table 2 presents the various departments
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TABLE 2: INTERVIEWEES’ DEPARTMENTS

and the number of interviewees per
department.
The positions of the participants were:
Senior Managing Director (SMD), Managing
Director (MD), Director (D), Senior General
Manager (SGM), and General Manager
(GM). This range of hierarchy was selected
particularly to understand the decision
made for Saudi Vision 2030 and future
planning – especially concerning strategy
encountering the reform plan.

Saudi Vision 2030 for the ﬁrm for each of
the six PESTEL factors. A seventh question
was focused on the participants’ perception
of whether the ﬁrm was ready and prepared
for Saudi Vision 2030. The results of
the interviews were transcribed and the
qualitative data was then analysed, using a
coding system. The process of coding led
to the development of one central theme
per PESTEL factor, and these themes
were investigated further through a newly
developed questionnaire.

Interviews were conducted over four
weeks in November 2018. All interviews
were performed face-to-face in a private,
closed meeting room at the case study
organisation’s
premises.
Open-ended
questions were used to enable participants
to articulate their views. One part of the
interview requested the participants to
identify challenges and/or implications of

Quantitative data
The quantitative phase of the research further
examined the central themes obtained
from the qualitative research. According to
Morgan (2015), depending on the depth of
the qualitative results, quantitative followup studies can answer relatively complex
sets of research questions. In this study,
the population comprises all the employees

FIGURE 1: RESPONDENTS’ POSITIONS
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from the automotive case study. The
population size is approximately 4 000
employees. The targeted sampling size was
5%, based on Neethling’s (2009) equation
which includes the variability of the data,
conﬁdence and precision. The sampled
number of respondents were calculated as
at least 205 employees (4 000 x 5%).

of its readiness for Saudi Vision 2030.
These statements were:
• Q1 (Political): Saudi Vision 2030 brings
up some challenges in the form of:
Saudisation, increases of fuel and utility
prices, in additional to taxes and other
governmental fees.
• Q2 (Economic): The ﬁrm perceives Saudi
Vision 2030 as an economic opportunity.

The 205 respondents from the automotive
ﬁrm represented multiple departments and
business units. A non-probability sample
was taken. However, the sample included
all the departments and business units,
though not in the same ratio. According
to Bernard (2017), the sampling interval
depends on the size of the population and
the number of units in the research sample.
In practice, this was diﬃcult to execute as
all the automotive ﬁrm employees that were
targeted had to be convinced to complete
the questionnaire. Therefore, to ensure
that the sample mirrored at least 5% of
the population, the researcher decided to
distribute 280 questionnaires in the hope
that the target of 205 would be reached.
During the eight weeks from March to April
2019, the target of 205 responses was
reached.

• Q3 (Socio-cultural): The ﬁrm will beneﬁt
from employing females and from female
driving.
• Q4 (Technological): The ﬁrm is prepared
and ready with modern technology.
• Q5 (Environmental): The ﬁrm is an ecofriendly ﬁrm that supports environmental
issues.
• Q6 (Legal): The ﬁrm is competent to meet
the changes in laws and regulations
imposed due to Saudi Vision 2030.
An additional statement was made to
evaluate whether the respondents believed
that the automotive ﬁrm was ready for Saudi
Vision 2030.
• Q7: The automotive ﬁrm is prepared and
ready for Saudi Vision 2030.

From Figure 1 it can be seen that the
respondents were employed at three
diﬀerent hierarchical levels, with the majority
of the respondents employed as middle
management. An adequate representation
of all three levels of staﬀ was achieved.

The quantitative results, i.e. from the
questionnaire, were analysed by calculating
the arithmetic means, standard deviations
and variances per question. The quantitative
results were then triangulated with the
qualitative results of the ﬁrst phase of the
research. Triangulation is a term for using
multiple research methods or measures
to test the same ﬁnding. It is a valuable
strategy when using a mixed method design
where the two methods have diﬀerent but
complementary strengths and weaknesses
(Abowitz & Toole, 2009). Triangulation was
used to establish whether the perceptions
of the 32 senior staﬀ members interviewed
concurred with the rest of the employees’
perceptions in terms of the external
environment of the automotive ﬁrm.

A questionnaire was developed from the
central themes identiﬁed in the qualitative
phase. A pilot study was conducted with
two senior management representatives
and two peers. The questionnaire was
designed by making statements and asking
the respondents to select whether they
agreed – based on a ﬁve-point Likert-scale
of “strongly disagree”, “disagree”, “neutral”,
“agree”, and “strongly agree” (Muijs, 2010).
The statements were based on the PESTEL
factors to further establish and understand
the respondents’ perceptions about their
ﬁrm’s external environment in consideration

RESULTS
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A summary of the descriptive analysis of
the quantitative data is presented in Table
3 below. This is followed by a discussion
of each question’s quantitative results
and then the triangulated results of the
qualitative and quantitative data.

subsidies and the introduction of various
taxes. Additionally, it was evident that senior
staﬀ members had divergent views. Some
remarked that the automotive company
contributes signiﬁcantly to the economy
and could therefore not be separated from
the government. That is why Saudisation,
the increase in fuel and utility prices, taxes
and governmental fees were identiﬁed as
political challenges. On the other hand,
some respondents commented that the ﬁrm
has nothing to do with politics and others
indicated that there is no political dimension
that relates to Saudi Vision 2030. Some
mentioned the strength and stability of
the KSA regionally and internationally.
According to these participants, the
political challenges only loomed in troubled
territories. They emphasised the strength
and long history (over 60 years) of the
automotive ﬁrm in Saudi Arabia.

Table 3 indicates the mean, standard
deviation and variance of each of the
seven questions. The standard deviation
is the square root of the variance. It is
evident when considering the mean that
the respondents mostly “agreed” with the
statements (questions 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6)
which constitutes point 4 on a 5-point Likert
scale. The exceptions were questions 5
and 7 where the average response reﬂects
a 3 on a 5-point Likert scale.
Q1 (Political): Saudi Vision 2030 brings
up some challenges in the form of:
Saudisation, increases of fuel and
utility prices, in additional to taxes and
other governmental fees.
The results revealed that three quarters
(n=156, 76%) of the respondents agreed
that Saudi Vision 2030 presented some
challenges for the automotive ﬁrm, with only
11 respondents (5%) disagreeing while 38
(19%) remained neutral. It appears as if
the majority of the staﬀ members were in
agreement with the challenges facing the
automotive ﬁrm due to Saudi Vision 2030.

Q2 (Economic): The ﬁrm perceives
Saudi Vision 2030 as an economic
opportunity.
The results revealed that 74% of the
respondents (n=152) conﬁrmed that the
automotive ﬁrm perceives Saudi Vision 2030
as an economic opportunity. A insigniﬁcant
number of seven respondents disagreed,
while 23% (n=46) stayed neutral.
The qualitative ﬁndings showed that 44%
of ALJ’s senior management believed that
there were economic challenges that have
severely aﬀected not only the automotive
ﬁrm, but the entire automotive sector.
However, 56% of the participants agreed
that these challenges existed everywhere.
In some cases the diﬀerences centred on the

Political challenges seemed to be a
sensitive topic for the ALJ employees.
Faudot (2019) argues that some of the
Saudi Vision 2030 goals are vague,
indicating political sensitivity around issues
such as Saudisation, cutting of energy

TABLE 3: SUMMARY OF DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF QUANTITATIVE DATA

Questions
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7

N
205
205
205
205
205
205
205

Mean
4.08
4.06
4.22
4.03
3.82
4.15
3.9
157

Std. Deviation
0.957
0.929
0.937
0.939
1.044
0.797
0.888

Variance
0.915
0.864
0.878
0.881
1.09
0.635
0.788

readiness and potential of the organisation
to turn the challenges into opportunities.
They maintained that one of the positive
aspects of Saudi Vision 2030 was the
removal of random competitors from the
market, which would provide the ﬁrm with
more opportunities in the foreseeable
future.

vast majority recognised it an excellent
opportunity for the automotive ﬁrm, as one
participant reported:
Women driving is only the ﬁrst step.
Historical and signiﬁcant changes have
occurred as women are now allowed to
attend a football match and go to the cinema
and also participate equally, if not more, as
part of the workforce. Saudi Vision 2030
proves that change can happen drastically
and dramatically.

It is notable that the results from the
qualitative data are more or less divided into
two halves (44% and 56%). The quantitative
ﬁndings, however, are divided one quarter
to three quarters (74%). This may indicate
that the middle and operational levels do
not have enough knowledge of the various
aspects of Saudi Visions 2030. The senior
management would be much more familiar
with its dimensions and real eﬀects.

The positive outlook of most senior staﬀ
members was aligned with the views of
medium and operational level employees.
Q4 (Technological): The ﬁrm is
prepared and ready with modern
technology.
The majority of respondents (n=156,
76%) agreed that the automotive ﬁrm is
equipped with modern technology. Only
16 respondents (8%) disagreed, while 33
(16%) stayed neutral.

Q3 (Socio-cultural): The ﬁrm will beneﬁt
from employing females and from
female driving.
The results revealed that the vast majority
(n=180, 88%) of respondents conﬁrmed
that the automotive ﬁrm will beneﬁt from
female employment and women driving
cars. Not a single respondent selected
“strongly disagree”. This means that there
are no socio-cultural changes that the
automotive ﬁrm perceives as challenges at
the moment.

In contrast to this, 63% of interviewees
aﬃrmed that technological developments
present a serious challenge. The concern
around technology is focused on cost, the
complexity of the information infrastructure
and the frequency of upgrades required.
Globally, technological advancements are
key. Plesner (2009) portrays technology as
a driving force for change. Yet, about 37%
of the senior management participants had
a more conservative mindset about this
challenge. This could possibly be due to
the belief that this automotive ﬁrm is a large
group, and that technological aspects are
considered to be a challenge only for small
and medium ﬁrms.

During the interviews, many of the senior
management did not refer to female
employment and women driving cars as a
challenge, but rather considered it as an
advantage or a positive change resulting
from Saudi Vision 2030, at least in terms
of the workforce and more potential buyers
of cars. This concurs with the opinion of
Kemppainen (2019) who supports the
empowerment of women in Saudi Arabia.
Examples of other socio-cultural changes
unrelated to the automotive industry
include the opening of movie theatres
(Arab News, 2017). The majority of
interviewees supported the empowerment
of women in the automotive ﬁrm, with only
two participants out of 32 denying that this
dimension would bring any change. The

Q5 (Environmental): The ﬁrm is
an eco-friendly ﬁrm that supports
environmental issues.
The respondents asserted (n=128, 63%) that
the automotive company is an eco-friendly
ﬁrm and that it supports the environment.
Other respondents (n=58, 28%) remained
neutral, while 19 (9%) disagreed.
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The qualitative results indicated that the
vast majority of participants did not consider
any challenge in terms of the environment
– for three possible reasons. Firstly,
environmental issues have never been
the priority of Saudi Arabian regulators or
society. Secondly, the automotive ﬁrm
could be regarded as a pioneer in this ﬁeld,
since the company was the ﬁrst importer of
hybrid cars in the region, even before the
introduction of Saudi Vision 2030. Thirdly,
although the ﬁrm recycles both paper
and oil, the concerns expressed around
environmental issues were rather about
the factories and manufacturers. As the
case study company is a car dealer, this
particular part poses less of a challenge
to the company. However, the abovementioned three reasons were repeated by
most interviewees.

size. This is a new turn, and every change
means cost and eﬀort regardless of its
volume. The critical factors here are the time
and ability to make a change. Everyone will
realise the side eﬀects of these changes in
the long term.
The last question was focused on the
perceptions of senior management and
staﬀ on whether the ﬁrm is prepared for the
changes anticipated by Saudi Vision 2030.
Q7: The automotive ﬁrm is prepared
and ready for Saudi Vision 2030.
The results from the questionnaire were
in agreement with the interview results,
namely that the automotive ﬁrm is prepared.
This was conﬁrmed by 66% of respondents,
and 74% aﬃrmed the ﬁrm’s readiness and
support for the initiatives as proposed by
Saudi Vision 2030.

By combining the results of the quantitative
and qualitative phases, the ﬁndings
emphasise that the employees regarded
the company as an eco-friendly ﬁrm as it
supports environmental responsibility.

The triangulated results indicated more or
less an alignment of perceptions between
senior, middle and operational levels of
staﬀ with regard to the PESTEL factors
inﬂuencing the automotive ﬁrm – due to
Saudi Vision 2030 – as they were mostly
in agreement. The perceptions of the staﬀ
were that the automotive ﬁrm is prepared
and ready for this signiﬁcant transformation
proposed by Saudi Vision 2030.

Q6 (Legal): The ﬁrm is competent
to meet the changes in laws and
regulations imposed due to Saudi
Vision 2030.
According to the results, 80% (n= 164) of the
respondents felt that the ﬁrm is competent
to meet the changes in laws and regulations
imposed due to Saudi Vision 2030. Only a
few respondents (n=4, 2%) disagreed, while
the remaining (n=37, 18%) stayed neutral.

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
Saudi Vision 2030 is aimed at diversifying
the economy of Saudi Arabia away from its
dependence on oil. A key sector targeted as
part of this reform plan is the private sector,
which includes the automotive industry.
Similar to other entities within the private
sector, automotive ﬁrms have to be prepared
and ready for this signiﬁcant transformation.
Saudi Vision 2030 is continuously
developing since its announcement in
April 2016. Many aspects of the Vision
have been achieved, but much remains
to be done. It is crucial for private sector
ﬁrms to assess its external environment
to establish how this environment could
inﬂuence its competitive strategy. For this
reason, the PESTEL analysis was used to

The primary concern with respect to legal
challenges was about frequent changes in
regulation and laws. The majority (87%) of
the senior management participants agreed
that there was a challenge, but disagreed
on its magnitude. The minority (13%) did
not perceive a challenge, as it is all about
legislation and laws that have to be followed,
i.e. compliance. For example:
Legal is a reﬂection of political aspects and
vice versa, yes, there are many concerns,
this will aﬀect all business according to their
159

consider the external environment of an
automotive ﬁrm operating in Saudi Arabia.
This research study could provide a basis
from which other private sector ﬁrms in the
same industry or market could build and
reformulate its strategy to deal with Saudi
Vision 2030 and to be well prepared.

are mainly based on the collection of
results from one Saudi Arabian automotive
ﬁrm, thus being focused on the private
sector. Furthermore, the PESTEL analysis
was used to investigate the external
environment of the automotive ﬁrm, while
another strategic tool could also have been
used.

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
The main objective of this research was to
investigate the external environment of a
private sector automotive ﬁrm, operating in
Saudi Arabia, in preparation for the changes
envisaged by Saudi Vision 2030. Using the
PESTEL analysis, the information gathered
about the ﬁrm’s political, economic, sociocultural, technological, environmental and
legal environment could be utilised to adjust
its competitive strategy. A robust competitive
strategy could enhance the ﬁrm’s competitive
advantage in the automotive industry. The
latter is constantly changing and innovating
to meet consumer preferences. Saudi Vision
2030 is proposing signiﬁcant changes to
the country’s economy, and the automotive
industry will play a key role in diversifying
the Saudi Arabian economy away from its
dependence on oil.

Saudi Vision 2030 aims to signiﬁcantly
transform the economy of Saudi Arabia, and
this paper aims to provide some information
about one of the least understood economies
in the world – that of Saudi Arabia.
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PERCEPTIONS OF
BUSINESS NETWORKS
BY SMME OPERATORS IN
SOUTH AFRICA- A CASE OF
PRETORIA

through the expanded business networks
that foreign nationals can sustain their
enterprises.
This paper provides an analysis into the
perceptions and participation in business
networks with a view to ascertain if indeed
business networks are a major factor in the
sustenance of small business enterprises.
Data was gathered from 300 small business
enterprises in Pretoria using a questionnaire
as part of quantitative methods and then
factor analysis was conducted. .
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INTRODUCTION
A business network can be deﬁned as “a
set of two or more connected business
relationships”. Joint development of
resources through business relationships
can give rise to competitive advantage
(Eng, 2008: 569). These businesses often
exchange resources and eﬀorts as they
enter into diﬀerent agreements as they seek
to attain certain goals in which members are
able to gain credibility in the market, acquire
knowledge, overcome various limitations
(Vasilchenko, 2011: 99-100).
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ABSTRACT
South Africa currently experiences one
of the highest unemployment rates in
the world at 32.6% oﬃcially and over
40% unoﬃcial unemployment rate. Youth
unemployment is projected at 63%. Major
South African urban centers like the City of
Tshwane Municipality are therefore hit by
huge challenges associated with these high
unemployment rates like poverty, struggling
economies and associated social ills like
criminality. In the midst of these challenges,
are the forever mushrooming and
struggling small enterprises which should
ordinarily be the best hope out of poverty
and unemployment, however, many are
struggling, and their failure rate is equally
very high.

It is often said that small medium and micro
enterprises (SMMEs) are the main drivers
of economic growth all around the world and
that they need to be prioritized. The informal
sector is one such example and all-over
South Africa, the sector is well represented,
especially in townships and rural areas.
The sector has over 2.4 million employees
in South Africa and accounts for 17% of all
the workforce (Duncan, Kanayo & Djemilou,
2019: 535-549). Whenever the government,
together with big businesses are unable to
create and sustain jobs, SMMEs are then
considered as a means of addressing this
problem (Ladzani & Netswera, 2009: 225239; Mbonyane & Ladzani, 2011: 550-560).
They therefore serve as a cushion when the
government needs to ensure that people
don not live in abject poverty.

Both observations and experiences suggest
that enterprises owned and operated by
foreign nationals are more sustainable.
Anecdotal evidence also suggest that it is
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Despite the contribution by SMMEs to job
creation, unemployment ﬁgures South
Africa by 2019 remains high at 27.6%
(Duncan, Kanayo & Djemilou, and 2019:
539). The unemployment trend continue to
rise unabated and in the second quarter of
2021, unemployment rate was at 32.6% and
the majority are young people (STATSSA,
2021: 17-30). This has the ability of sending
the country into a dangerous trajectory.

Migrant business owners trading in South
Africa often operate in “some kind of” groups
and their success is often attributed to this.
Locals, on the other hand operate in isolation
and are often found struggling in business
and often must close their businesses or
even sell/handover to migrants.
RESEARCH METHODS
The design of this research was exploratory
and utilized quantitative method (Bless,
Highson-Smith & Kagee, 2006). A sample
of 300 small business participants were
identiﬁed (from an unknown population
size) in the vicinity of Pretoria through
convenience-snowballing
sampling
methods and sample realization was
261 comprising returned fully completed
questionnaires (Kumar, 2011).

Business networks are important for
business growth as these networks provide
value that can be leverage oﬀ the platform
and from members in the network. The
importance of business networks can
be evident in how migrants utilizes such
platforms in their businesses across the
townships of South Africa (Aldrich, 2007:
147-165; Dubini, 1991: 305-313) The
beneﬁt of business networks by migrants
have enabled their businesses to grow
continuously compared to businesses own
by locals South African in Townships.

The data collection instrument (a
questionnaire) was formulated from
literature
containing
closed-ended
questions and four-point Likert-Scale
questions. Data was analyzed with the use
of SPSS at descriptive level to compute
the Cronbach’s Alpha to assess internal
consistency as well as factor analysis for
data reduction meant to identify constructs
that explains the perceptions about “small
business support networks”.

Researchers in this study conﬁrm that
business networks are beneﬁcial to
members and thus provide them some form
of competitive advantage and a cushion
that enables them to continue operating
optimally even when challenges come
their way. This, they attribute to the sharing
of resources, access to markets and
wholesalers and the combining of strengths
of the members. This can be coupled with
group dynamics (Scheba & Turok 2020: 7794).

This study was conducted in the City of
Tshwane Metropolitan Municipality (Pretoria
West in particular). The City of Tshwane
Metropolitan Municipality is one of the eight
metropolitan municipalities in South Africa
and houses the seat of government, which
is the Union Buildings. The study focuses
on Pretoria West, which is a part of the
metropolitan municipality and has some
concentration of informal traders. .

This paper therefore seeks to ascertain the
role of business networks, perceptions and
participation in these networks.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Thus far, local business owners appear to be
outperformed by their migrant counterparts
and this has caused a lot of social ills. One
such problem is the unemployment rate
as indicated above and this is a problem
that should primarily be solved by SME
development.

LITERATURE REVIEW
An interesting concern arises when one
considers the critical role that migrants
play in economies such as China, India
and Israel and this based on their use of
diaspora networks (du Plessis, Kroon & van
der Merwe, 2012: 335-358). It becomes
essential to ﬁnd out as to how others
165

can weather the storm in the wake of all
challenges being experienced in business.
Government has put a lot of measures in
place to support entrepreneurs but locals
are still not experiencing the anticipated
growth and sustainability. Migrants keep
growing their businesses, while locals
experience decline and closure (Duncan,
2019, 535-541). It becomes important to
question why locals are failing and why
migrants continue to grow and succeed
in the same environments where locals
perform so poorly.

some kind of bargaining power and this has
the ability to enable them to compete on the
basis of price, unlike those who buy stock
individually; as this makes them to stock
at higher prices and thus forcing them to
sell at higher prices (Scheba, 202: 77-94;
Verma, 2007: 22).
One of the most important reasons as
to why business owners participate in
business networks is that they are able
to obtain information on opportunities,
share their experiences and ideas and
also to gain market more market access
(Anderson, 1994; Hakansson, 2002). This
conﬁrms that one is able to attain the
advantage of combining resources, sharing
risks, accessing wholesalers easily and
being able to bargain easily with suppliers
(Radipere, 2018: 248)(Mini, 2017 #523).
Operating in isolation often presents its own
limitations and disadvantages; and these
the potential to bring a business to its knees
(Aldrich, 2007: 147-165), hence this issue
cannot be ignored.

Dr. Richard Maponya, (the late property
investor and entrepreneur) emphasized
the
signiﬁcance
of
ensuring
that
businesspeople work together unlike in
isolation. He indicated his frustration with
seeing South Africans struggling to work
together with other South Africans and
further said that the ability of migrants to
work together in groups really helps them
to achieve massive growth and success. All
this, he said, happens while South Africans,
on the contrary are struggling in business,
in the same environments as migrants and
they fail to make the most of the available
resources. He further mentioned that it is
problematic to see how migrants come to
South Africa and then make sure that they
work together, resulting in massive success
(Mgayi, 2015: 15).

These networks are seen as very critical not
only for those starting businesses but also
for those who have been in business for a
while and are now solidifying their ventures
(du Plessis, Kroon & van der Merwe, 2012:
341). For refugees, they also serve as a
point of meeting fellow countrymen and this
provides a support base for them.

Business networks and their role in
supporting SMEs
Some attribute the success of migrants’
businesses to their participation in business
networks largely in the form of associations
or network along the lines of country of
origin (Mmako, 2017; Radipere, 2018).
Locals often trade in isolation and cannot
enjoy lower stock prices that comes with
bulk buying of stocks (Mini, 2017; Phayane,
2013). Their isolation causes them not to
have a strong support structure, limited
capital and resources, additionally, this
causes them not to be in a good position to
negotiate prices with wholesalers and other
forms of suppliers (Phayane, 2013). Those
who buy stock in bulk (as groups) have

Members can mobilise and gain knowledge,
resources, capital and opportunities through
their networks. For some, they even share
customers to ensure that none of their
members fail to experience growth and that
each of their members operate optimally
(du Plessis et al., 2012: 342).
A lot of these migrants become well
integrated into the receiving country and
their strong commitment towards their own
country and families ensures that they work
hard and succeed through the use of their
business networks which seem to be well
structured and governed (du Plessis et al.,
2012: 339). It’s reported that most of them
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are well operated, yet there are no sets of
rules written down (Ford, & Mouzas, 2013:
1017-1024). Developing business networks
comes with the ability to provide facilitation
of innovation frameworks by availing
additional resources and the more needed
skills and competencies (Merino, Lavissiere
& Mandjak, 2018: 196).

below. The data collected revealed that
out of all the respondents 69% were male
and 31% were female. Just over 55% of
the respondents were young people under
35 years and the rest (44.9%) constituted
people aged from 36 years old upwards.
When asked whether they belong to
business networks or not, just under a third
(30.7%) of the respondents pointed out that
they are part of business networks, whereas
an vast majority (69.3%) of them pointed
out that they do not belong to business
networks and as a result trade in isolation.

With this in mind, it is assumed that there is
a positive correlation between participation
in business networks and business growth.
Material and method
The quantitative research methods used
in the study managed to obtain rich data,
however, the views of respondents were not
obtained. Therefore, future studies could be
conducted using qualitative methods, using
interviews to ensure that respondents are
able to express their views more openly
so that richer data can be obtained.
Furthermore, a comparison can be done
between those who belong to business
networks and those who don’t, to determine
whether success in this sector can be
attributed to business network membership
or not.

TABLE 1: NATIONALITY OF RESPONDENTS

Nationality
Bangladesh
China
D.R.C
Eritrea
Ethiopia
Ghana
India
Indonesia
Israel
Jordan
Lesotho
Malawi
Mozambique
Namibia
Nigeria
Pakistan
Samoa
Somalian
South Korea
Swaziland
Thailand
Uzbekistan
Zimbabwe
Total
Missing

Descriptive data analysis presentation
depicts aﬃliation to business networks,
perceptions about the importance and
usefulness of business network, among
other things. Factor analysis is computed
in order to identify important factors in
respect of the importance of business
networks. Five factors emerged to suggest
the perceptions about business networks
and their usefulness and they are, (a) the
competitive advantage networks provides,
(b) how networks assist with operations,
(c) building relationships and therefore
fostering a sense of belonging, (d)
bargaining position enabled by business
networks, and (e) network’s ability to broker
important decisions and outcomes in favour
of the business.

Frequency
27
1
2
1
32
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
5
1
24
2
1
19
3
1
1
1
12
142
1

Percent
18,9
0,7
1,4
0,7
22,4
0,7
0,7
0,7
0,7
0,7
1,4
1,4
3,5
0,7
16,8
1,4
0,7
13,3
2,1
0,7
0,7
0,7
8,4
99,3
0,7

Source: Researchers own data

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The
biographic
and
demographic
information of the respondents is presented

From the data collected, 54.8% of the
respondents were migrants from various
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countries (a breakdown is provided below)
and 45.2% were South African business
owners and operators. This further shows
that migrants are now in control of the
business landscape when coming to
informal (micro) enterprises.

by many other authors. These migrants
are now dominating the market and the
locals are falling far behind, regardless of
the various support measures which are in
place to help them grow and sustain their
businesses(Mini, 2017 #523). The table
above (Table 1) speciﬁes that Ethiopians
(22.4%), Bangladeshis (18.9%), Nigerians
(16.8%) and Somalians (13.3%) are the
most represented nationalities in the
informal sector in Pretoria West.

It further indicates that locals are
experiencing some loss of the market.
Literature, as shown above, shows similar
trends to this and this has been argued

TABLE 2: BEING PART OF A BUSINESS NETWORK HELPED ME WITH THE FOLLOWING:

No
9_1
9_2
9_3
9_4
9_5
9_6
9_7
9_8
9_9
9_10
9_11
9_12
9_13
9_14
9_15
9_16
9_17
9_18

Statement

%
Strongly
disagree

Getting employees
easily
Raising capital for
my business
Obtaining general
rental space
Information
Advise
Reliable transport
Guidance against
competition
Accessing
equipment
Accessing local
market
Buying stock cheap
Obtaining stock
easier
Stakeholder
relationships
Mentorship
Increased turnover
International
markets
Accessing
resources
Business
registration
Business
opportunities

%
%
%
Standard
Strongly Mean
Disagree Agree
Deviation
agree

19,0

1,3

17,7

62,0

3,23

1,17

19,0

0,0

6,3

74,7

3,37

1,18

17,7

0,0

8,9

73,4

3,38

1,15

2,50
0,00
14,10

0,00
0,00
1,30

11,40
14,10
17,90

86,10
85,90
66,70

3,81
3,86
3,37

0,56
0,35
1,06

2,60

1,30

14,10

82,10

3,76

0,61

9,00

1,30

17,90

71,80

3,53

0,91

1,30

1,30

10,30

87,20

3,83

0,49

2,60

1,30

6,40

89,70

3,83

0,57

1,30

1,30

11,70

85.7

3,82

0,51

3,80

5,10

19,20

71,80

3,59

0,76

0
1,3

2,6
0

21,8
14,1

75,6
84,6

3,73
3,82

0,50
0,48

6,4

6,4

14,1

73,1

3,54

0,88

2,6

1,3

19,5

76,6

3,70

0,63

26

9,1

14,3

50,6

2,90

1,28

3,9

3,9

14,3

77,9

3,66

0,74

Source: Researchers own data
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This part of the questionnaire was answered
only by those who are members of business
networks. Q9_17 reported the lowest mean
amongst the questions loaded in question
9, (mean=2.90, SD=1.28) and this revealed
that on average, respondents Agreed that
“Being part of a business network helped
me with quick business registration”. Q9_5
recorded the highest mean (mean=3.86,
SD=0.35) reﬂecting that on average,
respondents Strongly Agreed that “Being
part of a business network helped me with
getting business advice”. This conﬁrms
that respondents see the advantage and
beneﬁt of belonging to business networks,
furthermore they feel that these networks
help them in their businesses. This conﬁrms
that one is able to attain the advantage
of combining resources, sharing risks,
accessing wholesalers easily and being
able to bargain easily with suppliers(Mini,
2017 #523).

trade in South Africa.
This section of the questionnaire had
seventeen questions and from the data
collected, ﬁve factors were derived, as
discussed below:
Factor 1–Competitive Advantage, scored
high loadings for the following statements:
I believe that I could be successful without
business networks, My business network
has given me a competitive advantage over
my competitors, My business is connected
to other businesses outside South Africa, I
have an intention to remain in the network
for life, My network has helped me increase
my proﬁt, My network provided mentorship
for me, I would never want to operate
outside of my business network.
• The implications of this factor, among
others is the perception that members
of the associations believe that they
wouldn’t succeed without business
networks. This is because most of
these businesses are connected to
others in the same networks outside of
South Africa which is made possible by
business associations. Those who are
part of the business association believe
that they can see a clear advantage
that they have over those who are not
part of the association. Because of the
importance and supportive nature of the
association, majority of the association
members have no intention of moving
outside their business networks for life.

It is understood that business networks
are able to provide much of a room and a
cushion for members and this brings a good
platform of competitive advantage through
the combining of resources, capital, labour
and buying stock together, amongst other
things (Phayane, 2013). The ﬁndings are
supported by literature as it shows that
networks are able to assist them to build,
grow and sustain their businesses(Mini,
2017 #523).
Respondents Agreed that Q10_11, “My
network has helped me to increase my
proﬁts”, and this is revealed as the question
scored the highest mean (mean=3.34,
SD=0.91). Q10_15 reported the lowest
mean (mean=1.84, SD=1.09) and that
indicated that respondents Disagreed that
“Back home I trade the same way I trade in
South Africa”.

Factor 2 – Operations had high loadings for
the following: My business networks have
people from outside my own nationality, I
am part of a network in my own country, I
have a business in my own country, Back
home I trade the same way I trade in South
Africa.

According to the ﬁndings, their business
networks do not have people who are
outside their nationalities and they do not
have any outside connections outside the
borders of South Africa and their businesses
at home trade diﬀerently from how they

• This factor implies that the business
networks most of the business networks
have members of diﬀerent nationalities
and thus this might be one of the reasons
why they are perceived advantageous,
since they contain a lot of diversity
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TABLE 3: PERCEPTIONS ABOUT BUSINESS NETWORKS

No

10.1

10.2
10.3
10.4
10.5

10.6
10.7
10.8
10.9
10.10
10.11
10.12
10.13
10.14
10.15
10.16
10.17

Statement
I can be
successful
without a
business network
Network has
people outside
my nationality
I trust nonmembers
Competitive
advantage
Good
relationship with
non-members
My business
is connected
outside SA
Direct trade with
wholesalers
I have decisionmaking power in
the network
Not exploited in
the network
Lifetime
membership
Helped increased
proﬁts
Part of network
at home
Another business
at home
Policies written
down
Same operations
abroad
Mentored in the
network
Wouldn’t leave
network

%
Strongly
disagree

%
%
%
Strongly
Disagree Agree
agree

Mean

Standard
Deviation

30,60

26,10

15,30

27,90

2.41

1.20

47,20

23,10

20,40

9,30

1.92

1.02

17,30

20,00

30,90

31,8

2.77

1.08

7,30

13,60

23,60

55,50

3.27

0.96

10,80

4,50

47,70

36,90

3.11

0.92

37,50

17,00

19,60

25,90

2,34

1,23

34,50

9,10

21,80

34,50

2,56

1,28

11,90

16,50

37,60

33,90

2,94

0,99

9,20

13,80

48,60

28,40

2,96

0,89

26,60

19,30

20,20

33,90

2,61

1,21

6,40

10,10

26,60

56,90

3,34

0,91

34,00

19,60

23,70

22,70

2,35

1,17

49,50

16,80

15,80

17,90

2,02

1,18

18,70

19,60

20,60

41,10

2,84

1,16

54,70

20,90

10,50

14,00

1,84

1,09

7,40

9,30

31,50

51,90

3,28

0,92

31,20

12,80

21,10

34,90

2,60

1,26

Source: Researchers own data
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TABLE 4: PERCEPTIONS ABOUT BUSINESS NETWORKS

Factor
Item
I believe that
I could be
successful without
business networks
My business
network has given
me a competitive
advantage over my
competitors
My business is
connected to other
businesses outside
South Africa
I have an intention
to remain in the
network for life
My network has
helped me increase
my proﬁt
My network
provided
mentorship for me
I would never want
to operate outside
of my business
network
My business
networks have
people from
outside my own
nationality
I am part of a
network in my own
country
I have a business
in my own country
Back home I trade
the same way I
trade in South
Africa
I trust business
people who are not
part of my network

Competitive
Network Network
Operations Relationships
advantage
position brokering
-0,622

0,399

0,645

0,665

0,317

0,402

0,692

0,300

0,601
0,807

0,776

0,600
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My relationship
with those outside
my network is good
I have decisionmaking power in
my network
I am not exploited
in my network
I trade directly with
wholesalers
My network has
policies written
down

0,930

-0,742
-0,930
0,418
-0,702

Source: Researchers own data
owing to their diverse cultures. It can be
assumed that their networks back home
provided some facilitation to their arrival
in South Africa. Their strength might
also be built on the fact that they also
have other businesses in their home
countries and thus might have obtained
some form of training in their businesses
back home. This is also seen in them
being able to trade the same way, using
the same modus operandi in diﬀerent
countries.

business networks are given some
form of room to actively participate
in the networks and to also make a
contribution. The fact that they are not
exploited might arise from the fact that
they are able to make decisions just like
anybody else. If they were not allowed
to make decisions, then perhaps that
might have made them vulnerable to
exploitation.
Factor 5–Network brokering scored high
loadings for: I trade directly with wholesalers
and My network has policies written down.

Factor 3 – Relationships, scored high
loadings for: I trust business people who are
not part of my network and My relationship
with those outside my network is good.

• The implication of this factor is that due to
their participation in business networks,
members (respondents) have the
advantage of trading with wholesalers,
as they are given that access by the
network. This can explain why they are
able to eﬀectively compete against their
competitors on the basis of price. The
interesting issue becomes realizing that
they manage to remain in the networks,
beneﬁt and gain a sizeable market share
through the network, without having any
policies written down. One would expect
that the networks are strong because
they are formal, however, perhaps their
strength is based on their ﬂexibility.

• This can suggest that these business
owners focus more on running their
businesses and making sure they
succeed and not much on who is around
them. They build relationships even
outside their networks and thus this
might be something that expands their
reach and therefore ensures that they
are able to grow rapidly as it has been
seen in South African townships and
rural areas.
Factor 4–Network position had high
loadings from: I have decision-making
power in my network and I am not exploited
in my network.

The ﬁndings conﬁrm what has been carved in
literature and this is shown in the constructs
that were loaded and the responses

• This factor indicates that members of
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given and this is thoroughly discussed
by(Abisuga, 2018;Abrahamsen, 2016,
107-119;Christopolous, 2012, 207-235).
This submission suggests that respondents
agreed that business networks can provide
a competitive advantage, boost operations,
help them build relationships, enhance their
position and enable them to be in a better
brokering position. These variables can
help them succeed in business as they are
provided a cushion and gain a competitive
edge. Therefore, the researchers have
established that it is important to belong
to some kind of network or association
as the advantages help members to run
their businesses with ease, knowing that
they have some kind of support. Members
also indicated their wish to remain in the
networks for life, their membership in their
home countries and thus this suggests
that their networks in both home and
visiting country often work similar and thus
provide a good support base for them. This
somewhat brings a distinction against those
who do not belong to any business network
or association.

the factors as per the ﬁndings and literature
above.
CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Considering the objective of this study, the
researchers conclude that the study has been
able to ascertain that business networks
indeed provide advantages that are geared
at ensuring sustenance. This study conﬁrms
that business networks are important and
able to provide a competitive advantage
for business people who participate in
them. Each business needs some kind of
competitive advantage and those that are
part of networks are able to further leverage
on each member’s competitive advantage.
Moreover, it is advisable for local business
people to group themselves or to belong to
networks so that they can also have some
kind of support in their business journey.
While this study supports the participation
in business networks, and further conﬁrms
the advantages and beneﬁts of belonging
to business networks, the study and
researchers in this study cannot purport
that business networks are the only reason
why migrants perform better than locals in
business.

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
The study provides a conﬁrmation that
business networks are important for the
growth and sustainability of SMMEs in
Townships. Furthermore, local Black
business owners should ensure that they
join business networks so as to strengthen
their position and performance in business.

The government, in partnership with
institutions of higher learning, can
provide training to ensure that once these
businesses start working together, they are
on par regarding ﬁnances, marketing, HR
and other business functions. Policies can
be developed to ensure that migrants are
required to only own a certain percentage
of businesses and the rest should be owned
by locals. In this way, both groups will work
together and in so doing aﬀord a space to
share operational methods.

Various interventions can be undertaken
by government and institutions that deal
with small businesses and amongst those
interventions, it would be vital to prioritize
the informal sector and to somewhat oﬀer
continuous training that would enable
local businesses to be able to form their
own networks and support each other.
Mentorship would become much easier in
a controlled and organized setup. This also
provides the business owners themselves
some space to be able to make their voices
heard by government, unlike if they do it in
isolation. Moreover, they are able to gain a
competitive advantage, emanating from all
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A PARADIGM SHIFT OF
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Practical/managerial
implications:
While SMME support structures exist
it is imperative, to note the need for
reorganisation these support structures
and programs to incorporate the practical
aspects in the form of SMME needs and
expectations. Additionally, the public and
private sectors should create a supporting
environment that enhances the eﬀective
and eﬃcient use of support programmes,
which in turn will increase SMME success.
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ABSTRACT
Orientation: South Africa emerges as one
of the developing economies that invest
a lot in SMME development and support.
However, within the SMME development
literature, little attention is being given to
understand the relevance of these support
programs on the demand side.

Contribution: This paper is of importance
to the SMME sector and policy makers
since it provides ways to improve the
SMME business support based on the
recommendations given.

Research Purpose: The study explored
the relevancy of existing business support
on the success of Small Medium and Micro
enterprises (SMMEs).

INTRODUCTION
The impact that SMMEs has become a
major topic of discussion in economies of
many countries. Most countries have now
adopted push factor initiatives aimed at
increasing the performance and success of
SMMEs, especially those still in embryonic
stages. These initiatives provide SMMEs
with one or the other of the following
support structures: ﬁnancial incentives,
export rebates, business networks, reduced
SMME product restrictions and lastly,
business knowledge needed for future
decision making (Bhorat, Asmal, Lilenstein
& van der Zee, 2018, Abor & Quartey,
2010:220; Chimucheka, 2012:33; Dumbu &
Chidamoyo, 2012:12).

Key phrases SMMEs; business support
and success

Motivation for the study: Calls have been
made within international and local literature
for studies that give attention to factors that
increase the success of small businesses.
Research design, approach and method:
Using a post-positivist approach, this study
examined the relevancy of business support
on the success of SMMEs. Depending
on a sample frame of 350 SMMEs, selfadministered questionnaires were used to
collect data and analysis was done using
multiple regression and correlation analysis.

The observed prospective of SMME to
create jobs and sustainable economic
development has caused many economies
to focus more attention on the small
business sector
(Mahembe,
2012).
Notwithstanding the fact that results almost
everywhere do not match expectations,
there is evidence that shows that SMMEs
are not contributing to their full potential on
employment creation, economic and social
development. It is imperative to note that
SMMEs do not only contribute signiﬁcantly

Main ﬁndings: The results show that
business support has a positive impact to
the success of the business however, some
existing business intervention programs
oﬀered by both the private a public sector
do not meet the very speciﬁc needs of
SMMEs, showing that a gap still exist
between SMME needs and expectations
with the actual business support being
provided.
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to a lot of emerging economies, they are
also the seedbed for micro economic
stability and success (Gontakis, 2010:15;
Dalberg, 2011; Chimucheka, 2016).

• Business advisory Consulting centres
• Resource providers.
• A mixture of the three.
Scholars such as Ganotakis (2010:19),
Chimucheka (2012:35), Chiliya and RobertsLombard, (2012:465), Madya (2015:67)
and Sarakunze (2015:89) indicates that
no support can substitute inadequate
management competences and suggest
that preferably every business’s owner/
manager must have a business course
and understand the value of managerial
competencies. According to diﬀerent
scholars SMME owners and managers
lack a range of management skills such
as human, ﬁnancial management and
marketing skills to operate their businesses
successfully (Abouzeedan 2011; Green &
Martinez-Solano 2011:15; Gray, Saunders &
Goregaokar 2012:11 and Fatoki 2012:180).

The signiﬁcant contribution of the SMME
sector is acknowledged across economies,
notwithstanding the development phase of
the economy. The SMMEs impact towards
reducing unemployment rate, reducing
the inequality gap as well as improving
the overall growth of the economy and
social progress is greatly recognised. In
developing economies, it is estimated
that on average small businesses employ
22% of the mature population (Chibanda,
Lyne and Ortmann, 2009; Abor & Quartey
2010:200; Mtonga 2012:12; GEM, 2015;
Khan and Quaddus: 275, 2015; Madya
2015:20).
In many economies, the current focus
of many research agendas is on
the development and promotion of
entrepreneurship, since it is regarded as
an important factor to wealth creation and
economic growth, thus contributing to social
aﬄuence and upward mobility. The call for
an entrepreneurial driven economy by many
scholars is growing mainly because of the
economic growth beneﬁts it oﬀers (Adisa,
Abdulraheem & Mordi 2014:10; Bae, Qian,
Miao & Fiet 2014:254; Bosire & Nzaramba
2014:21). Evidence also shows a mounting
body of research which give emphasis to
the role of entrepreneurs and the increase
of a vibrant SMME sector in the process of
job creation and economic development
(Department of Trade and Industry (DTI)
2011; Adisa, Abdulraheem & Mordi 2014:10;
Bae, Qian, Miao & Fiet 2014:254; Bosire
& Nzaramba 2014:21; Collett, Pandit &
Saarikko 2014:122; Sarakunze 2015:85).

Sarakunze (2015:60) established that
SMME owners and managers need
support services and most of them are
constrained by non-ﬁnancial aspects such
as inadequate access to markets, lack
of education and information as well as
unreliable infrastructure and unsatisfactory
technical skills. The study done by Dumbu
and Chidamoyo (2012:12) indicated that
inadequate management skills have a
negative impact on the viability and success
of small businesses.
The literature review from diﬀerent
scholars suggest that the business
support interventions requires a needs
analysis in the diagnostic phase before
any implementation to guarantee the
development of appropriate support
programmes. These scholars also suggest
that SMME owners and managers receive
numerous types of support, including
funding, accessing mentoring support in
networking and structured training (Dumbu
& Chidamoyo, 2012:201; Botha & Musengi,
2012:28; Mqaba, 2015:78; Chimucheka
(2016:66). From literature review, it is
highlighted that small businesses receive
business support and intervention from the

Similarly, Howard and Hine (as cited in
Mqaba 2015) suggest the following four
generic forms of support measurers the
main categories of assistance that SMMEs
receives:
• Training and education providers.
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failure focused on the supply side and there
has been little research into the success
and failure of SMMEs on the demand side
and many questions remain unanswered
(Fatoki and Garwe, 2010; GEM 2010).

private and public sector and it is imperative
to appreciate the role of these interventions
play in supporting the success of SMMEs.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
In South Africa various training programmes
are meant at developing SMMEs, however,
the rate of SMMEs success is still very low
with at least 75% of the small business
failing within the ﬁrst two years of operation
despite the support they get (GEM, 2015:
Chimucheka, 2016). Evidence shows that
the success and growth of SMMEs is vital
mainly in those countries with economies
that have a substantial reliance on the
success of the private sector for economic
development. The success of a business
usually dependent on overcoming a series
of imminent diﬃculties such as acquiring
appropriate and suﬃcient funding, and
proper management as well as access to
markets. However, the reported statistics
on rate of SMME failure is rather worrisome,
with developing countries having the
highest SMME failure rates. Many scholars
have been researching on issues of SMME
failure and success, however, to date much
research that looked at the causes on SMME

Presently the eminent matter that is very
critical in South Africa and other developing
economies is the issue of high failure rate
of SMMEs especially during the ﬁrst few
years of operation. This issue makes policy
makers and researchers to have huge
interest in analysing and understanding
the root causes of small business failure,
to improve SMME growth and success.
For that reason, this paper examined the
relevance of business support speciﬁcally
non-ﬁnancial, on the success of the small
businesses. Most studies focused on
the ﬁnancial support provided by public
institutions and few studies have looked
at non-ﬁnancial support from the private
sector. Therefore, this is a major gap in
literature, which this study intends to ﬁll by
looking at business support (non-ﬁnancial
support) from both the public and private
sector.

FIGURE 1:RESOURCE BASED THEORY
SOURCE: GUMBO (2015)
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
• To ascertain the impact of business
support on the success of SMMEs.

enterprise capabilities, both ﬁnancial and
non-ﬁnancial as well as enterprise abilities
to maintain these resources and knowledge
about the market and the products and
services of the organisation. The RBT
is related to the view of Krajcovicova
(2012) who argues that resources, core
competencies and capabilities are critical
for the competitive advantage of a business.
Therefore, suﬃcient support in the form of
resources and policies is critical for SMME
growth as this creates capabilities that are
needed by small businesses to grow and
succeed.

• To establish the SMME owner/ manager
perceptions on the relevance of business
support.
• To establish if SMMEs receive business
support in all functional areas at the right
phase.
• To assess if a gap exists between
SMME expectations and the nonﬁnancial support provided and provide
recommendations
LITERATURE REVIEW
Theories are developed to deﬁne, envisage,
and comprehend phenomena and, in
copious cases, to challenge and integrate
contemporary knowledge within the limits of
critical assumptions. This section explains
the theoretical framework that directs this
research. This study applied the Resource
Based Theory and Human Capital Theory.
Evidence shows that the application of
these two theories cannot be separated.
Therefore, a twofold theoretical framework
guides this article.

Human Capital Theory (Becker 1964)
The Human Capital Theory supports that
knowledge enables individuals to grow their
cognitive capabilities. It can thus be said that
the knowledge and skills of entrepreneurs
are due to their capacity to transform in the
learning processes. Therefore this theory
argues that general know-how must not
be likened with specialised knowledge
since it may or may not lead to increased
knowledge. Consequently, human capital
investment may or may not lead to predicted
outcomes of human development (Sehhat
and Fooman, 2014 & Fooman, 2014:389).

Resource Based Theory
The Resource Based Theory proposes
that resources and capabilities have a
huge impact on the success of a business.
This theory highlights the signiﬁcance of
capabilities and resources of a business
(Gumbo, 2015) as illustrated in Figure 1.

Some scholars argue that though the
common application of the theory is
on personnel, it can still be applied to
entrepreneurs as well. Consequently,
entrepreneurs with higher common and
speciﬁc human capital can be anticipated
to achieve higher levels of performance
than those with lower levels of common
and speciﬁc human capital. This is termed
as entrepreneurial human capital, social
capital, as well as skills and training (Dumbu
& Chidamoyo, 2012:201; Chimucheka,
2012; Chiliya & Roberts-Lombard 2012;
Gray & Saunders, 2012, Madya, 2015).

According to the RBT an organisation
cultivates competitive advantage by
obtaining, developing, combining, and
eﬀectively organising its physical, human,
and organisational resources in ways
that add distinctive value and are hard for
competitors to replicate. The RBT proposes
that all organisations should look internally
at their resources for sources of competitive
advantage (Davis & Cobb, 2010: 21;
Kamange et al., 2014:15; Gumbo, 2015).

To support the twofold theoretical framework
used in this study, Ganotakis (2010:19),
Chimucheka (2012), Chiliya (2012),
Madya (2015) and Sarakunze (2015),
also the Resource Based Theory (RBT) to
describe the signiﬁcance of human capital

Authors such as Barney and Clank (2010)
and Fatoki (2011:194) view the ResourceBased Theory as the combination of all
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to entrepreneurship. The role of resources
in SMMEs’ success is indisputable and the
argument provided above indicates that
there is an association between human
capital resources and other physical
resources in a business, which validates
the link and applicability of the Resource
based Theory and Human capital theory.

Brannback (2014) who proposed that this is
the ideal time to change or reﬁne questions
before the questionnaire was made
available to the actual research participants.
In this study, the language of some of the
questions were simpliﬁed to ensure that
respondents understand all the statements
and questions in the questionnaire since it
had been noted during the pilot study that
there were some issues that had to be
addressed.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This study explored the relevancy of existing
business support on the success of Small
Medium and Micro enterprises (SMMEs).
This section presents the research process
and method used for this study. This study
took the objectivity perspective of viewing
reality as its ontological assumption
because this was primarily quantitative
research with some qualitative data in
the research instrument and deductive
reasoning was primarily used to formulate
speciﬁc research hypothesis from the theory.
Therefore, in this study objectivity and
neutrality were observed as far as possible
in the interpretation and presentation of this
research.

Pilot testing the questionnaire was
furthermore appropriate to establish the
suitability of the Likert scale format and
the reliability of the scales used for this
investigation. The pilot test statistical results
indicated that the Cronbach Alpha for the
custom-developed scales scored all above
0.65, acceptable and only measurement
scales with a Cronbach’s Alpha of more
than 0.70 were adopted for existing scales.
DATA ANALYSIS
The researcher utilised the Statistical
Package for Social Sciences (SPSS)
version 24 for data analysis. Descriptive
statistics was used for summarising of data.
To test the skewness and strength of the
relationship between variables the Pearson
correlation test was used. Inferential
statistics were used for testing hypotheses
in the form means as well as the Anova test
to compare variation within between two or
more variables and the t-Test (to compare
means of variables). In addition, regression
analysis (simple and multiple) was
employed to obtain the prediction power
of explanatory variables on the dependent
variables.

RESEARCH POPULATION
For this research, a population of 350
formal SMMEs was obtained from a
sample frame using data base of SMMEs
registered by Eastern Cape Development
Corporation (ECDC). Considering the size
of the population obtained from ECDC
a census of 350 SMMEs was done this
allowed a true measure of the population
without a sampling error and allowing the
researcher to obtain of benchmark data for
future studies.
RESEARCH INSTRUMENT
The data collection instrument used was a
self-administered questionnaire. During the
survey the researcher used a structured
questionnaire to ensure that respondents
were asked the same questions in the same
order to create a database of answers for
analysis. The measurement scales used
in the questionnaire were adopted from
existing scales after an extensive literature
review. This was in line with Carsrud and

Proﬁtability, growth in employees, increase
in sales and period of operation were
used to measure SMME success and it
is expressed in the form of the following
equation.
The regression equation for this study is
thus summarised as follows:
Y= β0 + βNFS1 + ε ……………………(1)
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Y= Success

ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
All ethical considerations were observed
in this research and no identities of
respondents
were
revealed
when
reporting or publishing the study to ensure
conﬁdentiality. Furthermore, all respondents
through a cover letter were informed about
the aim of the research and the processes
that were used to collect the data. A written
ethical clearance was attained from the
North-West University Ethical clearance
for this study and clearance to proceed
with this study was obtained on the 26th
October 2016. The reference number for
the ethical clearance is NWU-00473-16-S9.
The researcher provided all respondents
a cover later that requested consent from
respondents before participating in the
survey and permission was sought from
all participating SMME owners and/or
managers.

NFS = non-ﬁnancial support
ε = the error term
βn - represents the coeﬃcients of interest.
Statistical signiﬁcance is observed from the
p-value of each of the β values.
ε - this is the error term capturing all
unobservable characteristics of the SMMEs.
i - this is a subscript which represents the
ith SMME.
VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY
The following measures were undertaken
to ensure reliability and validity of the data,
• A pilot study of 30 SMMEs preceded the
ﬁnal research interviews;
• All respondents were given a cover letter
explaining the nature of the research
project.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
This research only focused on non-ﬁnancial
support as a form of business support
with a closer look the demand side by
having a special focus at the perception
of beneﬁciaries (SMMEs) however, it did
not include the views of service providers
(supply side) due to time, geographical and
ﬁnancial constraints.

• A follow-up letter was given in which
the business owners were assured of
the privacy and conﬁdentiality of the
information they provided, as well as
guaranteeing their anonymity.
• Only scales with a Cronbach’s Alpha
value higher than 0.7 were used in the
research instrument.

RESEARCH RESULTS DISCUSSIONS

FIGURE 2 POSITION OF RESPONDENTS IN THE BUSINESS
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FIGURE 3: BUSINESS LOCATION

This section provides a summary of the
main ﬁndings of the study.

urban, hence most businesses operate in
these areas. The Eastern Cape has only
two metropolitan municipalities and the rest
are district municipalities which is one of the
major reasons why most small businesses
are located in between rural and semi urban
areas and this is not necessarily the same
for all areas and/or provident throughout
South Africa.

Position in business
Figure 2 summarises the role played by
each respondents in the businesses. It
is apparent that there was a mix of both
owners and managers as well as owner/
managers.
The results shown in Figure 2 shows
that owners manage the majority of the
small businesses and this result is in line
with studies by Pretorius (2004), Mutezo
(2005), Gumbo (2015), Mqaba (2015) and
Chimucheka (2016) who also established
that majority of SMMEs in South Africa
manage their businesses.

The correlation analyses as indicated in
Table 1 was conducted to examine existence
of a signiﬁcant association between the
predictors of SMME business support
provided by the public and private sector
and SMME success. From the private sector
the results indicate that SMME success
is negatively signiﬁcantly correlated with
marketing information (p =−0.694), advice
in accessing new markets (p = −0.105) and
human resource management (p: −0.150)
as predictors of business support given by
the private sector. These results point out
that these forms of business support do not
contribute largely to the success of SMMEs.

Business Location
SMMEs are located in diﬀerent location
setting which may also inﬂuence their
performance or access to major services.
The Resource Based Theory highlight the
impact of location on how SMMEs access
resources. Therefore, it was important
to categorise them in terms of their
geographical locations.

From the public sector, the results indicate
that SMME success is negatively signiﬁcantly
correlated with generic business start-up
advice and support (p =−0.128), leadership
training (p =−0.511), business ethics (p
=−0.145) business networking (p =−0.128)
and product development (p = −0.111) as
predictors of business support provided

According to the results as depicted in
Figure 3 majority of SMMEs are operating
in between in the rural and semi urban
areas this is due to the characteristics of the
Eastern Cape Province where most areas
are categorised between rural and semi
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TABLE 1: SUMMARY STATISTICS OF CORRELATIONS RESULTS: HYPOTHESIS 1A AND 1B
(H01A AND H01B)
Private sector

Model

Unstandardized
Coeﬃcients

t

B

Std.
Error

1.979***

.341

5.799

Generic
business startup advice and
support

-.056

.114

-.488

Consultancy
and advice
on business
plans

-.041

.077

Marketing
information

-.162

Advice on
raising ﬁnance

Public sector
Correlation
with SMME
success

Unstandardized
Coeﬃcients

t

Correlation
with SMME
success

B

Std.
Error

2.136***

.287

7.447

-.560

-.212*

.088

-2.407

-.128*

-.537

-.412

.007

.092

.081

-.540

.107

-1.510

-.694*

-.020

.091

-.222

-.508

.043

.098

.445

-.529

-.137

.109

-1.251

-.464

Advice on
accessing new
markets

.128

.079

1.611

.105*

.279*

.104

2.693

.664

General
business
planning

.267

.105

2.536*

.353

-.032

.097

-.330

-.632

Resource
allocation

.027

.102

.262

-.453

-.058

.106

-.547

-.566

Managerial
control and
leadership

.025

.123

.204

-.346

-.021

.098

-.210

-.559

Human
resource
management

-.157

.084

-1.862

-.150*

.100

.118

.846

-.512

Financial
management

-.088

.090

-.975

-.581

.053

.104

.506

.411

Operation
management

.027

.108

.249

-.435

.013

.100

.133

-.322

Marketing
management

-.044

.105

-.418

-.657

-.069

.109

-.633

-.608

Entrepreneurship training

-.110

.112

-.985

-.487

.011

.087

.123

-.724

Business
planning
writing course

.169

.111

1.526

.220

-.076

.102

-.746

-.774

Resource
allocation
training

-.035

.085

-.411

-.454

.010

.093

.109

-.623

Managerial
control
training

-.091

.102

-.894

-.582

-.004

.098

-.042

-.642

Leadership
training

-.051

.105

-.485

-.562

-.072

.102

-.702

-.511*

(Constant)
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Selfmanagement
training

.062

.085

.723

-.411

.038

.093

.416

.505

Financial
planning
training

-.014

.031

-.461

-.628

.043

.097

.442

-.457

Business
ethics

.020

.033

.608

.617

-.170

.096

-1.782

-.145*

Business
networking

-.157

.085

-1.853

-.489

-.140

.107

-1.301

-.128*

Product
development
training

.106

.087

1.220

.613

-.085

.101

-.841

-.111*

Start-up
coaching

-.065

.082

-.801

-.762

.139

.094

1.482

.411

Business
incubation

.008

.108

.074

-.633

-.037

.111

-.336

-.333

Business
expansion
mentoring

-.048

.087

-.547

-.833

.084

.091

.922

-.233

by the public sector. This shows that these
forms of business support do not contribute
signiﬁcantly to the success of SMMEs.

relationship between business support
given by the private and public sectors and
SMME success as used in this model.

The results from the multiple regression
model (Table 2) produced R² = .16, Fdist =
1.234, p = 0.207(which is > 0.05) for the
private sector and R² = .089, Fdist = 1.225,
p < .215 for the public sector. The value of
R-squared indicates that the non-ﬁnancial
support predictors for private and public
sectors respectively can explain 16% and
8.9% variation of SMME success. However,
the null hypothesis cannot be rejected
since p = 0.207 which is >0.05 for private
and p = 0.215 which is > 0.05 for public
sector, showing that there is no signiﬁcant

In order to attain this objective there
was a need to obtain an understanding
of SMME perceptions concerning how
their expectations are met compared to
the support that they are given. Figure
4 summarises the results obtained are
depicted in Figure 4.
The results undoubtedly indicate that
SMME expectations are not met from both
the public and the private sector and this
is a clear indication that there is indeed a
gap between SMMEs’ expectations and

FIGURE 4: MEETING SMME EXPECTATIONS
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what they actually receive in terms of
development support. These results concur
with the conclusions reached by scholars
such as Collett et al. (2014), Kamange
et al. (2014), Lampadarios (2015) and
Albuquerque et al. (2016), who researched
into the factors that aﬀect the success
of SMMEs and highlighted that there is a
mismatch between the demand and supply
side of SMME support and needs.

The results of the correlation analyses
conducted to establish if there is a signiﬁcant
relationship between the functionality score
of SMME intervention of the private and
public sectors and SMME performance.
These results indicate that the functionality
score of SMME intervention is negatively
insigniﬁcantly correlated (p: −0.054) with
SMME performance. This shows that the
functionality score of SMME intervention
does not aﬀect SMME performance.

Within the scope of a study such as this
one, it is essential to determine if support
programmes available to SMMEs are
demand or supply driven. The results
are obtained in Figure 5 validated the
ﬁrst conclusion on non-relevance of nonﬁnancial support programmes oﬀered to
SMMEs.

The results from the multiple regression
model (Table 4) produced R² = .054, Fdist
= 0.968, p = .326 (which is > 0.05) for
functionality score interventions. The value
of R-squared indicates that there is a 5.4%
variation of SMME performances that can
be explained by the functionality score of
intervention. However, the null hypothesis
cannot be rejected since p = 0.326 which
is >0.05 functionality score of intervention
and we conclude that based on these
results there is no statistically signiﬁcant
relationship between the functionality score
of intervention and SMME performance.
This is in line with the results of Collett et
al. (2014:128), Kamange et al. (2014:15),
Lampadarios (2015:18) and Albuquerque,
Escrivão Filho, Nagano & Junior (2016:11)
who indicated that support provided to
SMMEs does not cover all functional areas
of business. This is also in concurrence with
the results of the hypothesis in all functional
areas as discussed earlier.

An alarming high percentage (85%) of
the SMMEs indicated that they are not
consulted during the initial phases of SMME
support development programs. This lack
of input result and the consequences
likely to follow conﬁrm the conclusions
indicated in the literature review that many
scholars say most support programmes for
small businesses are not demand driven
(Mahembe, 2012; Collett et al., 2014;
Kamange et al., 2014; Lampadarios, 2015;
Albuquerque et al., 2016).
The results from discussed above
led to the conclusion that there is no
relevance in business interventions
delivered by public sector and SMMEs
needs.

The results of the correlation analyses
conducted to establish if there is a signiﬁcant

FIGURE 5: SMMES INPUT INTO THE CREATION OF SUPPORT PROGRAMMES
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TABLE 4: MULTIPLE REGRESSION MODEL HYPOTHESIS 40A

Sum of
Squares

Model

Regression 1.145
1 Residual 397.577
Total
398.722

df
1
336
337

Mean
Square
1.145
1.183

F

Sig.

R

R
Square

.968

.326b

.054a

.003

Std.
Error
of the
Estimate
1.088

TABLE 5: MULTIPLE REGRESSION MODEL: HYPOTHEIS (H40B)

Model

1

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares

Df

.098
18.719
18.817

1
336
337

Mean
Square
.098
.056

F

Sig.

1.760 .186b

relationship between the functionality score
of SMME intervention of the private and
public sectors. Table 5 indicate that the
functionality score of SMME intervention
is negatively signiﬁcantly correlated (p =
-0.72) with public and private sectors. This
shows that the functionality score of SMME
intervention is not the same for the public
and private sectors.

R

R
Square

.872a

.405

Std. Error
of the
Estimate
.236

indicates that there is a high degree of nonrelevance in the business support delivered
by public and private sector institutions
and SMMEs needs. These results are in
line with the conclusion of Dalberg (2011)
and Mashombo (2014:28) who argued that
some of the business support programmes
intended at the inception and growth of
SMMEs are inappropriate to their needs
and are not attaining a positive eﬀect on
the success of SMMEs. However, there
are some few support programs that are
relevant especially the ones from the
ﬁnancial support side.

The results from the multiple regression
model (Table 5) produced R² = .405, Fdist
= 1.760, p = 0.186 (which is > 0.050 for
functionality score interventions. The value
of R-squared indicates that there is a
40.8% variation for both the public and the
private sectors that can be explained by the
functionality score of SMME intervention.
However, the null hypothesis is not rejected
since p= 0.186 is >0.05 and it is thus
concluded that the functionality score of
SMME intervention is not the same for the
public and the private sectors as used in
this model. These results are consistent
with studies done by Buhler (2010:15), Bae,
Qian, Miao and Fiet (2014:10) and Bosire
and Nzaramba (2014:22).

Another major objective of the research
was to ascertain if SMMEs receive business
support and intervention in all functional
areas at the correct stage of business
development from both the private and
public sector. It is concluded that the
functionality score of SMME intervention is
not the same for the public and the private
sectors. Leading to the conclusion that in
general SMME do not receive business
support in all functional areas of business.
SMMEs owner/managers were also asked
if support they received from both the public
and private sector matched their needs and
expectations. The results shows that more
than 90% of SMMEs indicated that their
expectations were not met. These results

CONCLUSION
The main objective of this research was to
establish the relevancy of existing business
support on the success of Small Medium
and Micro enterprises (SMMEs). The results
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indicated that a gap exists between SMME
expectations and support provided by both
the private and public sectors.

can be used as a tool to develop SMME
managers/owners. The newly enacted
SMME legislation and new business
practices and operational tools are widely
shared by incubation centres.

IMPLICATION FOR PRACTICE,
THEORY AND RESEARCH
The public and private sectors are
consequently encouraged to continue
developing and improving on the existing
programmes and to establish new programs
that are aimed to develop skills and
managerial competence of SMME business
owners. From the literature, review it was
established that in South Africa the majority
of non-ﬁnancial support programmes
especially trainings are implemented
through the government. Therefore, it
is important to establish relationships
with the private sector to improve the
eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency of the current
programme. Equally, support agencies
need to have resources that allows them
to improve staﬃng levels with appropriately
skilled and experienced individuals. The
government must prioritise the creation of
an enabling environment which facilitate
the development of entrepreneurship. It
should be noted that the business from all
stakeholders must be well rounded, not
only limited to non-ﬁnancial support but to
include all support, training and networking
opportunities. It is imperative to note that
there is need for synergy between the
private and public sector SMME support
programs so as to reduce the gap on the
available support from all sectors and
create an integration between the providers
of support as most are providing similar
services to similar segments of the market.

All players in the SMME sector must also
contribute in developing polices which
aﬀect SMME development programmes.
This will guarantee that the gap between
SMME needs and expectations is reduced
right from the policy development stage.
This study therefore, recommends that
programmes developed for SMMEs must
be demand driven to avoid a mismatch
between SMME expectations and the
support provided.
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THE STRATEGIC
MANAGEMENT PROCESS
IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT

1. INTRODUCTION AND
BACKGROUND
Many municipalities design strategies that
are not implemented and communicated
to staﬀ. This then results in poor service
delivery also leading to protests. The
problem mainly arises when expectations
are created and municipalities fail to live up
to the promises (Municipal IQ, 2018). The
question is then asked, how this happens
and why there is a disjuncture between the
goals of the municipality and the delivery or
achievement of those goals? The answer to
that question is the gap that this study seeks
to contribute in unravelling. The reality is
that the local government situation in South
Africa is highly explosive and volatile due to
violent protests and lawlessness (Du Toit,
Van der Waldt, Bayat & Cheminais,1998;
Municipal IQ, 2018) This is mainly due to
politicians and municipalities not delivering
service to residents. The researcher
decided to investigate the factors around
strategy within local government to assist
stakeholders to solve their service delivery
problems.. Strategy should uncover
solutions and improve the conditions in
organisations and of people in general
(David, 2013)
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ABSTRACT
Severe service delivery problems still plague
municipalities in South Africa. The service
delivery protests in the country are violent
and seem to be too many, for municipalities
to handle. The reason, among others, many
municipalities design strategies that are not
implemented and communicated to staﬀ.
This then results in poor service delivery
leading to also protests. The purpose of this
study is the investigation of the strategic
management process in local government
using a focal metropolitan municipality in
Gauteng as a case study.
A qualitative method was used where the
purposive sampling method was applied. A
sample of critical departments and personnel
was selected based on expertise, role and
experience. Content and thematic analysis
were used to analyse data. The study found
that the city does not communicate strategy
with employees, and strategy formulation
is not inclusive of all stakeholders. The
study concludes that the city needs to
align corporate strategy with IDP and
recommends focused communication and
further studies on the topic using mixedmethod and a larger sample.

Every municipality must have a strategy by
law (Municipal IQ, 2018). Administrators
run municipalities and use management
principles to achieve such. That includes
strategic management. Therefore, it is
unavoidable to explore the process that is
at the centre of management function to
seek answers to this “elephant in the room”,
which is an apparent failure by the local
government to meet its obligations, goals,
and purpose.
The deﬁnition of strategic management,
according to David (2013), is that “strategic
management is the skill or ability that
involves the creation or formulation,
enactment or implementation and evaluation
of multiple decisions across departments
within an organisation to achieve a single
vision”. This view was also raised earlier by
Thomson, Strickland and Gamble (2010),

Key words: Strategic management process, Local government, municipality,
service delivery.
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who stated that strategic management is
an organisational leadership road map
for ensuring continuous and successful
functioning of the entity (Thompson et al.,
2010; Johnsen, 2016). The researcher
adopted that deﬁnition for the purpose of
this study.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The researchers ﬁrst looked at the concept
and history of strategic management as
a discipline, followed by literature on the
strategic management process, followed
by the link between strategy and service
delivery using literature and studies done in
other international environments and Africa.
This was followed by the enablers and
barriers in the implementation of strategy
using studies and literature in the local and
international context and ﬁnally, the capacity
for the implementation of strategy in local
government. The rationale for this approach
is to ensure a broader understanding of the
topic and concepts and identify gaps that
might exist, especially within the unit of
analysis.

According to Stats SA (2018), South Africa
has a population of 54 million people and
most of them live in urban areas. The
total number of municipalities in South
Africa is 278, categorised into metropolitan
municipalities, district municipalities and
local municipalities, being 8, 44 and 226,
respectively (COGTA website). This trend of
urbanisation is increasing and is becoming
a global phenomenon (Stats SA, 2018).
People move from rural to urban areas
due to multiple reasons, including a better
quality of life and proximity to their jobs.
In urban areas, citizens are living in local
government and therefore, they are aﬀected
by municipalities for most government
services (Municipal IQ, 2018). About half
(47%) of South Africans have stated that
they see problems with the way local
government is run (Afro barometer, 2017).
It is claimed that 144 protests per day have
been recorded by October 2018 and they
are increasing in rate and becoming more
violent (South African Treasury, 2018).

2.1 Strategic management explanation
and history
A simpliﬁed explanation of strategy by
Mintzberg is that strategy is a plan about
future actions taking into consideration
the internal and external environments
to identify aspects that are within and
outside organisational control and ensure
integration and cohesiveness between
multiple decisions in a formalised manner
(Mintzberg, 1994; Bryson et al., 2010).
The origin of strategic planning is from the
military and it was later adopted by corporate

FIGURE 1: COMPREHENSIVE STRATEGIC MODEL
SOURCE: DAVID (2016)
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organisations imitating the military hierarchy
(Bryson et al., 2010).

settlements in our largest metros Cities
such as Johannesburg, Ekurhuleni and
Cape Town have experienced a rash
of service delivery protests this year in
addition to a number of fairly speciﬁc cases
in the provinces of the North West and
Mpumalanga (Municipal IQ, 2018).

2.2 Strategic management process
David (2016) put it precisely, as depicted
in Figure 1 below that the dynamism and
continuousness of strategy mean that
strategy is responsive to the changes in
the environment and that any change
in any of the components may trigger a
change in others. David (2016) asserts that
every organisation has a vision, mission
and objectives that in many instances
are not consciously crafted, articulated or
communicated throughout the organisation
and also supports the logic of having the
vision, mission and objectives as a good
starting point.

However, it must be remembered that these
cities experience the highest population
growth rates of all our localities, and in fact
there is a strong statistical link between
high levels of migration and service delivery
protests.
Urbanization, which is essentially the inﬂux
of poor migrants to cities, is prompted by
the search for jobs, and therefore is most
pronounced in areas of economic growth.
However, this results in an irony – although
service delivery protests are commonly
perceived as an indication of a failure of
local government, Municipal IQ has found a
strong link between municipal productivity
(a measure of local government success)
and service delivery protests – those in
search of jobs move to successful cities
where they believe economic opportunity
exists (Municipal IQ, 2018).

The process above is based on private
business that is in pursuit of a clear mandate
and can easily assess and measure its
progress. The diﬀerence in government
is that citizens are supposed to be the
major stakeholders, and they are often left
outside the process of planning, except by
legislation.
2.3 Enablers and barriers for
implementation of strategy
De Wet and Moseki (2015:1) state that
21 years of transformation has resulted in
major victories in the South African local
government sphere. Such conquests
are recognized as a deracialized local
government,
consolidated
municipal
jurisdictions,
a
deeply
embedded
developmental philosophy and a renewed
intergovernmental ﬁscal system. Despite
these noteworthy achievements, insurgent
South African citizens engage in violent
protests against: continued “municipal
ineﬀectiveness in service delivery; poor
responsiveness of municipalities to citizen’s
grievances, and a conspicuous consumption
entailed by a culture of self-enrichment on
the part of councilors and staﬀ”.

Building on the strategic management
process outlined by Gray and Larson
(2006:24), a local government institution is
required to develop strategic objectives in
line with the strategic directives, outlined
in documents such as the Millennium
Development Goals; the Constitution,
1996; the National Development Plan;
and the Five-Year Local Government
Strategic Agenda/Priorities. The eﬀective
implementation of strategic objectives within
a local government institution requires the
creation of a suitable structure that enables
management by projects throughout the
institution. The eﬀective implementation
of institutional strategic objectives occurs
when such objectives are translated into
workable programs.

Research from Municipal IQ’s Hotspots
Monitors shows clear evidence that most
protests continue to occur in informal

Most municipalities in South Africa are
perceived as being ineﬀective due to their
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inability to address basic socioeconomic
needs of local communities. The perception
stems from the fact that municipalities
mismanage
resources
and
render
poor service to the local communities.
Furthermore, these municipalities are
alleged to be led by underqualiﬁed and
incompetent individuals. These negative
perceptions are aggravated by the AuditorGeneral’s reports year after year, which
highlight the lack of improvement in the
management of resources and lack of
capacity to deliver essential services.
Thus, municipalities across the country
are faced with the challenge of harnessing
the skills of their workers and developing
relevant successful management strategies
(Kanjere, 2016:1).

and multiple accountabilities that exist
simultaneously. Thus, these hierarchies
have a profound inﬂuence on how and
where service delivery may occur. Diﬀerent
constituencies in municipalities also
compound the problems as engagements
and power sharing struggles relations
manifest in various settings. Hence, most
communities have decided to take their
views and demands to the streets through
protests.
Thomson et al.,(2010) emphasize the main
intention of strategy as the achievement
of organisation objectives by using all
internal processes, resources and policies
to that eﬀect. In support of the same goal,
Mintzberg and Waters (1985) cited seven
types of strategies to assist organisations to
understand the type that might be suitable
for their environment. The types are planned
strategy, ideological strategy, umbrella
strategy, process strategy, unconnected
strategy, consensus strategy and imposed
strategy.

Municipalities should consider inculcating a
culture of knowledge generation and sharing,
which is also important for organisational
renewal. This will enable municipalities
to remain relevant to their course and to
meet the minimum expectations of their
communities. Knowledge generation and
sharing play a vital role in the sustainability
and growth of the organisation. Eﬀective
knowledge
generation
and
sharing
processes
within
municipalities
are
achievable, especially when one considers
the fact that there are some municipalities
that are already doing well. Based on
the existing literature review in this area,
the author has developed a knowledge
generation and sharing framework that
can be implemented in municipalities
to establish a foundation for managing
intellectual properties. Intellectual capital
is one of the most important assets of a
successful organisation (Kanjere, 2016:1)

2.4 The link between strategy and
service delivery
In an international context, a study that
was conducted by Johnsen (2016) in
2012 involving Anglo-American countries
becomes relevant. The study had interesting
ﬁndings regarding the application of
strategic management, which was said to
have been implemented for 30 years by that
time. The study had the following ﬁndings:
• There was a scarcity of knowledge base
regarding its practices and impact.
• Norwegian municipalities used strategic
management and experienced a positive
impact overall.

Kanjere (2016:2) asserted that municipalities
are complex entities that have a large
number of stakeholders that sometimes
have conﬂicting interests. Schmidt (2008:1)
states that many public sector managers
conﬁrm that one of their great challenges
is that they operate within an increasingly
complex context characterized by these
multiple overlapping governance paradigms

• Municipalities that applied strategic
management had better ﬁnancial results
than those that did not.
• Municipalities that
management were
residents better.

used strategic
servicing their

Gullupunar (2013) states that in Turkey it
was made law from 2004 to force any place
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that has more than 50 000 inhabitants to
have a strategy. This law was aimed at
forcing futuristic thinking for dwellings or
towns and giving importance to participatory
decisions. Gullupunar further found that
strategic planning creates a sustainable
environment conducive to investment and
city competitiveness.

maximise proﬁts and shareholder return.
Instead, money and infrastructure are
important resources that have to be
managed as eﬀectively and eﬃciently as
possible to deliver the strategic objectives”
(Marr, 2008). Marr argues that ﬁnance and
budgets must be enablers of performance
and not the ultimate aim.

Glasze, Webster and Frantz (2006)
conducted
an
international
study
comparing cities in many countries with
a speciﬁc exploration of the private cities
phenomenon that started in the 1990s. In
their study, they found a growing trend of
gated communities across many countries
globally where residents depend less and
less on governments. They further found
that this phenomenon is driven by safety
and security and government inability to
serve especially the aﬄuent section of the
population.

Some observers argue that citizens,
businesses and other stakeholders are
eﬀectively government customers (Kaplan,
1999; Niven, 2008; Parmenter 2012). Others
(Marr, 2008; Whittaker, 2003) take the view
that there are many more stakeholders
in government than businesses. “The
stakeholder perspective is arguably the most
important one for government organisations
because achieving a mission does not
necessarily equate to ﬁscal responsibility.
The organisation must determine whom it
serves and how their requirements can best
be met. This perspective captures the ability
of the organisation to provide quality goods
and services, eﬀective delivery, and overall
stakeholder satisfaction” (Whittaker, 2003).
Yet, others take the view that the “customer
perspective” ought to be renamed as the
“citizen perspective” because citizens are
the ultimate stakeholders in government.
This is a view supported by most literature
of practitioners.

2.5 Capacity for the implementation of
strategy
What is apparent in the literature and
information regarding local municipalities
in South Africa and the focal municipality
in particular is the limited information
pertaining to the strategy management
process in comparison to how it is applied
in the corporate environment. The local
government is driven by legislation, which
is rigid and not ﬂexible or responsive to
changes in their environment.

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Many municipalities design strategies that
are not implemented and communicated to
staﬀ. This then results in poor service delivery
leading to also the protests as targeted
objectives are not met. This problem of
non-performance by local government can
be attributed to a lack of planning and poor
management (Smit, 2002). Management
is a complex process of planning,
organising, leading and controlling, which
involves implementation of strategies and
supervision thereof (Smit, 2002). Research
by most authors, like Lane et al. (2005),
conﬁrms that poorly conceptualised and
poorly executed strategy is at the core of
most organisational failures to achieve their
objectives (Jones & George, 2018).

The ﬁnancial perspective is the top
concept in the private sector. This diﬀers
in government. Kaplan (1999) says: “For
a government organisation, ﬁnancial
measures are not the relevant indicators
of whether the organisation is delivering
on the rationale for its existence” and the
following: “The ﬁnancial consideration can
play an enabling or constraining role, but
rarely as the primary objective.”
This relegates the “ﬁnancial perspective
to the bottom of the template. The overall
objective of most public sector, government
and not-for-proﬁt organisations is not to
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Violent protests in local government are
caused by the substandard and lack
of delivery of basic services like water,
electricity, roads, and sewerage, among
others (Municipal IQ, 2018). The fact that
local government in SA and globally is failing
to meet the goals and objectives set for it, is a
matter of great concern, especially in South
Africa where protests get worse and more
violent, as stated by Municipal IQ (2018).
Every year, in almost all municipalities, the
Auditor general report poor performance,
poor management, fruitless expenditure
among other management failures.

outcomes. It is further suggested that the
actual process and procedure of the study
should be adequately elaborated to allow
external readers to have conﬁdence in the
study and the methods used.
In order for the researcher to be able to
answer the research question in a scientiﬁc
and academically sound manner, he or she
needs to follow the research design that
can be scrutinised and trusted (Sekaran &
Bougie, 2013).
This research study is exploratory in nature
and therefore qualitative methods were
used to sample, gather and analyse data.
The intention is not to explain the problem,
but to seek deeper understanding of why
things are the way they are in the focal
municipality. The view by Sekaran and
Bougie (2013) is that “qualitative research
is, by nature and function, mainly explorative
and descriptive and therefore an explorative
and descriptive design will be used in most
qualitative research projects”.

The above scenario, provides the contextual
and theoretical reasons for the research
study to be undertaken: to uncover the
enablers and barriers with regard to the
strategic management process application
in the focal metropolitan municipality in
Gauteng, which should pre-empt issues
and deal successfully with service delivery
to residents.
4. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
4.1 Primary objective
The primary objective of the study is to
investigate the strategic management
process in local government.

5.2 Sample and sampling technique
Participants were sampled from a population
of all focal metropolitan municipality
stakeholders in Gauteng. Saunders et al.
(2018) describe a population as a unit where
the sample is being taken from, based on
temporal boundaries and the location of
the population. This statement agrees with
many researchers who view population as
people or events from which a sample is
taken.

Secondary objectives
• To explore strategic management
process
application
within
local
government.
• To identify the enablers and barriers in
strategy implementation.
• To establish how strategy is linked to
service delivery in local government.

Sekaran and Bougie (2013) state that
from the sampling strategy, a subset of the
population is selected in a representative
manner
that
accurately
represents
characteristics of the population. This study
used purposive sampling for reasons of
convenience and suitability for the design
chosen. Babbie (1995) describes purposive
sampling as the selection of a sample based
on the understanding of the population by
researcher and the aim of the research.
It is advisable that a purposive sampling
technique is used in qualitative studies,

• To analyse the capacity of the municipality
in the implementation of strategies.
5. RESEARCH METHOD
5.1 Research Approach and Design
Research design gives a road map of the
total research approach, methodology,
data collection methods, sampling and
data analysis (Saunders et al., 2018).
Research methodology is an involved plan
that informs all aspects of the research and
ensures integration of the project steps and
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especially when the sample is diﬃcult to
reach due to the nature of specialisation
of the population (Saunders et al., 2018).
The researcher, therefore, selected senior
managers with experience and knowledge
of municipality, the councillors, community
members and employees. The selection
was based on the seniority of participants
and their knowledge of municipality as
well as their experience. This criterion of
selecting participants was informed by the
objectives of the study, the scope of the
study and duration within which it should
completed. The wealth of institutional
knowledge of participants was also of an
inﬂuence to the decision. The main goal of
purposive sampling is to focus on particular
characteristics of a population that are of
interest, which will best enable you to answer
your research questions. It is a choice,
the purpose of which varies depending on
the type of purposing sampling technique
that is used. The researcher collected and
compared results from interviews, collected
documents and evaluated and analysed the
data using model theories from literature.

above. Figure 6 and 7 show the job titles
from which responses were sought and the
department by ﬁgure 8.

FIGURE 2: PARTICIPANTS PROFILE BY
GENDER

The population in this study is the
management of the CoE, which comprises
political leadership, the city manager, COO,
HODs, divisional heads, lower managers
and employees. The plan was to have 10
to 15 interviewees covering all levels of
municipality as much as possible, using
the principle of sample saturation. Below,
is the graphic representation of the sample
selected for the purpose of the study.

FIGURE 3: PARTICIPANTS PROFILE BY RACE

The description of participants is
depicted in graphs below indicating their
educational, gender, racial proﬁle as well
as their work experience overall and within
the focal metropolitan municipality. Their
departments are also indicated to show the
spread of data collected.
FIGURE 4: AGE PROFILE OF PARTICIPANTS

It is evident in Figure 2 that majority of
participants were female and ﬁgure 3 shows
that 9 of the participants are African and
only one is white. The below ﬁgure 4 and 5
shows the age and education as indicated
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FIGURE 8: YEARS OF WORK EXPERIENCE

FIGURE 5: EDUCATIONAL PROFILE OF
PARTICIPANTS

FIGURE 9: YEARS OF SERVICE IN COE
FIGURE 6: JOB TITLES OF PARTICIPANTS

All participants have over 10 years’
experience in diﬀerent spheres of
government in South Africa.
5.3 Data collection and analysis
Face-to-face interviews were used and
the interviews were recorded using a
digital voice recorder. Notes were taken
for content analysis and contrasted against
documented information from the study
aims to understand the internal as well
as the external environment in which
municipalities are operating. The collected
data was loaded into an Excel spreadsheet
and graphs generated to indicate results in
areas where this is possible and the rest
was analysed as content per individual
responses.

FIGURE 7: DEPARTMENTS OF
PARTICIPANTS

5.4 Measures of trustworthiness
Reliability and validity have implications for
the research, but there is a diﬀerence with
regard to whether the study is qualitative
or quantitative (Saunders et al., 2018).
These authors further argue that validity
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should not be used in qualitative research,
but instead, credibility, dependability,
conﬁrmability, trustworthiness, veriﬁcation
and transferability. Saunders et al.,
(2018) further states that Transferability
in qualitative research is synonymous
with generalisability, or external validity,
in quantitative research. Transferability
is established by providing readers with
evidence that the research study’s ﬁndings
could be applicable to other contexts,
situations, times, and populations. It is
important to note that you as the researcher
cannot prove that the research study’s
ﬁndings will be applicable. Instead, the
researcher needs to provide the evidence
that it could be applicable. In this case, local
government in South Africa is governed
by the same legislation that control how
everything gets done and the culture is
more or less the same in municipalities
hence similarities in problems, protest
and challenges. During the study, detailed
descriptions of all participants as well as
data collection methods and procedures
were documented to enable other
researchers to follow the study process by
deriving the ﬁndings. Conformability was
ensured by coding and creating themes,
data can be traced to participants, while the
process of ﬁltering and interpreting could
be demonstrated. Credibility was ensured
by providing participants with the the
opportunity to review the records and data
interpretations to ensure the data represent
the members’ viewpoints and responses
accurately.

of the interviews. They were also assured
that all information obtained from the study
would be for the sole purpose of the study
and will not be used for any other purpose.
All participants were assured of their
freedom to withdraw from the study.
The local government authorities were
contacted and permission was requested
and granted to conduct the study. To ensure
ethical conduct, the following was done:
• a letter was requested from the City
Manager permitting the study to take
place; and
• the researcher ensured that participants
have all the relevant information
regarding the study.
The participants’ right to privacy was
respected and adhered to. Ethical clearance
was also approved by the university.
6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The participants were asked questions and
responses recorded verbatim to maintain
authenticity. Below is the summary of nine
responded for all questions asked, followed
by the themes that emerged from them.
Question 1: Describe how the strategic
management process is applied in
South African local government and
focal metropolitan municipality
It is clear from the responses of the
participants that there is inconsistent
understanding of the link between IDP,
legislation and city strategy for growth. The
employees were informed or read about the
strategy and also got to read or hear about
targets based on IDP, but they are not
involved in the development of the strategy;
hence the poor ownership. Managers
and leaders cannot clearly articulate what
the strategy or objectives of their city nor
department is. The application of strategic
management process is evidently not
applied as it should. It seems like a paper
exercise where a consultant writes the
document and everybody is expected to
comply.

5.5 Ethical Considerations
According to Mouton (2001), research
ethics is about what is right and wrong
when conducting research. The researcher
did request the permission and consent
of participants, corresponded physically
and discussed the process verbally and in
writing prior to the research. The discussion
and brieﬁng of participants included the aim
of the research and what they stood to gain
from the research. The participants were
assured of conﬁdentiality in the information
that was obtained from them and the privacy
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In probing the participants, they further
added the following comments about the
city’s vision, mission and objectives and
challenges with regard to implementation.

the strategy of the City and service
delivery, the following responses were
recorded:
The link between strategy and service
delivery is important because the City’s main
stakeholder or mandate is the provision
of services. In the application of strategy
there is clearly evidence of an incomplete
strategic process cycle – only plans and
sporadic application unless legislated. The
link, at least in the minds of people who
should implement the strategy, is vague.

What becomes evident from the responses
is that there is a lack of internal and external
communication of the City strategy. This
communication weakness is seen in how
managers, employees and community do
not understand what the mandate of the city
is, what the City plans to achieve and how,
as well as the intended future that the City
is striving for on behalf of the residents.

When asked to provide their
recommendations for the City to
improve performance and service
delivery, the following responses were
recorded:
The existence of a gap between plans and
the behaviour of people emerged as a
theme when participants recommended the
integration of plans and the role played by
EPMO. The consistent mentioning of selfserving leadership and managers indicated
that what is strategically important is not
what drive operations and departments on
the ground.

Question 2: Discuss the success of
local government and CoE; the success
of strategy application (overall and
departmentally), the delivery of service,
and key stakeholders
The participants responded that there are
confusion with regard to city strategies and
alignment between departments result in
poor service delivery, integration between
departments and misalignment between
diﬀerent stakeholders. This situation
hampers the implementation of elements of
strategy, especially the implementation and
evaluation and monitoring element.

In total, six themes and subthemes were
next identiﬁed from the primary data. These
themes and sub-themes are summarised in
the table below.

When asked whether the CoE has the
capacity to implement their strategic
plans, the participants said the
following:
The biggest area of improvement as per the
responses is the lack of skills, knowledge,
and commitment of employees about
their technical requirements of the jobs
and where the city wants to be and last,
adherence to staﬀ compliment. An issue
of unﬁlled vacancies creates a situation of
underperformance and lack of capacity to
deliver. The other issue that supports the
point above is the amount of money spent
on consultants and contractors on jobs that
can be done internally. The last capacity
issue mentioned was poor supervision of
employees and management of external
service providers.

7. IMPLICATIONS OF THE FINDINGS
Regarding the link between strategy
and service delivery, a similar study was
conducted in the United Kingdom by
Sarshar and Moores (2006) on improving
service delivery in facilities management.
The major challenges that hindered service
delivery were identiﬁed as:
• Lack of strategic awareness: Despite
their being an important national plan
of directives and processes, the study
revealed that many staﬀ at a supervisory
and practitioner level was unaware of
the issues raised within it and the impact
it should have been having on their dayto-day operations.

When asked about the link between

• Lack of capacity: The study assessment
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TABLE 1: FINDINGS–THEMES AND SUB-THEMES

THEME
SUB-THEMES
Poor understanding of the link IDP applied for compliance and budgeting, but no
between IDP, legislation and
commitment from leadership
city strategy for growth
Poor understanding of government processes by
communities
Vision is not clearly articulated by managers and
Lack of internal and external
communication of the city
unknown to staﬀ
strategy
Mission and objectives are not known and linked to
jobs
Lack of integrated plans at short, medium and long
Confusion of city strategies
term between departments
and alignment between
departments.

Lack of skills, knowledge,
commitment to perform
and no adherence to staﬀ
compliment

Existence of gap in plans and
behaviour of people
Incomplete strategic process
cycle. Only plans and
sporadic application unless
legislated.

Counterproductive behaviours between departments
Culture of compliance within government
High level of vacancies
Organisation structure
Lack of supervision and management
Contractors and consultants as stop gap
Reactive approach in management, involving crisis or
ﬁghting ﬁres
No evaluation and monitoring and review of strategic
implementation process

demonstrated that many of the
operational staﬀ was unaware of both
National Control Assurance Standards
requirements and their respective
responsibilities. The underlying cause of
the awareness deﬁcit was found to be
a lack of training, or speciﬁc systems
to involve staﬀ, at this level in the
organisation. As a result, the staﬀ ware
performing its roles without essential
training
and
therefore
exposing
themselves and their customers to
potential risk.

was an overall lack of consistency and
integration between the various systems
in place.
• Poor coordination processes: Although
each of the services had its own capable
processes for determining service
requirements, planning delivery and
managing suppliers, the Directorate’s
co-ordination was still based on informal
mechanisms, including face to face
communication and meetings, and the
diﬀerent service groups lacked clear and
enforceable performance standards.
This led to long standing disagreements
between some of the service delivery
teams which led to reducing the quality
of service.

• Poor performance monitoring: Another
issue applicable to all services was
performance
monitoring,
because
although each of the services had
monitoring systems in place, there

The ﬁndings in this study do conﬁrm similar
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realities in the focal municipality context.

duplication of eﬀorts; and
• a tick-box approach to work and delivery.

On the capacity of local government to
implement strategy, a report by the World
Bank, (2009) stated that the current cities
are faced with many urgent challenges
which have necessitated the implementation
of new intelligent service delivery systems
to tackle those problems. The reason
for this strategy is that, in the developed
world, cities are increasingly becoming the
driving forces of their national economies,
for example Tokyo, Paris, Zurich, Prague
and Oslo all produce about a third of their
countries’ GDPs (World Bank, 2009). The
capacity issues identiﬁed in the study are
also not unique to the focal metropolitan
municipality, considering the ﬁndings of the
world Bank study.

To an extent, this study has corroborated
the observation made above in the following
ways:
• The managers and leaders could not
clearly explain the city strategy in the
vision, mission and objectives and how
their departments were contributing
towards the achievement of that strategy.
It became clear that the formulation
process and continuous monitoring are
not properly managed by the City.
• Communication from top to bottom,
bottom to top and between departments
is lacking and this results in disconnected
and conﬂicting eﬀorts. It came out
strongly that a lot can be achieved
through improved communication.

On the barriers and enablers in strategy
implementation, a study conducted by
Aminuzzaman (2010) in Bangladesh
revealed that some of the critical institutional
challenges facing service delivery at the level
of local authorities include limited human
also other and resources. Considering
the work load and responsibilities, local
authorities are understaﬀed. The author
further clariﬁes that local authorities
also lack logistic supports. In this study,
coordination among diﬀerent departments
and stakeholders came out strong. This
is in line with the enablers and barriers in
implementation of strategy.

• Poorly skilled employees and managers
(and the consequences thereof) was
also emphasised as a major problem
which needs attention to assist in
the implementation of strategy and
achievement of goals. The fact that
managers and supervisors could not
manage or supervise their subordinates
and contractors is a serious failure
and no matter how good the plan is, if
implementers are incompetent, the plan
will fail.
8.1 Policy recommendations
At policy level, the study recommends that
the municipalities diﬀerentiate municipalities’
IDP plans and municipalities’ strategy
across South Africa. This clarity should allow
managers to ﬁt IDP within their strategy as
a mandate and legal environment instead
of them ﬁtting their strategy into IDP. The
betterment of strategic management within
municipalities should also incorporate:

8. RECOMMENDATIONS
Numerous strategy writers agree that
challenges in the implementation of strategy
and the management of the process thereof
manifest in the following ways:
• disconnection between what the
organisation seeks to achieve and what
the employees do;
• the internal rivalry between employees
and departments;

• an inclusive strategy formulation
process, implementation and evaluation;

• dissatisfaction of customers, in the case
of the municipality, its voters or residents;

• proper scheduling and continuous
communication of a clear vision,
mission and objectives, which should be
cascaded downwards to departments,

• misuse of resources or wastage and
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divisions and employees’

revealed issues around the link between
strategy and service delivery, enablers and
barriers for strategy implementation and
capacity for the implementation of strategy.
Data was collected from 10 participants
sampled purposively using convenience
sampling. Due to the nature of the study,
the responses were analyzed using
content analysis and themes emerged
which informed the ﬁndings of the study.
Strategic management process holds the
key to the solution of local government
dysfunctionalities as illustrated in the
ﬁndings of the study. Further studies are
recommended using mixed method and a
bigger sample.

• training of supervisors and managers.
8.2 Management recommendations
City managers should take the initiative
together with senior managers to involve all
employees and get their buy-in, which clearly
shows how employees and departments
contribute towards the achievement of the
strategy and how the strategy beneﬁts
them and others. The change management
process should also be managed properly
through workshops and initiatives taken
to create the culture that is supportive
of the strategy. Local authorities are
advised to improve how they communicate
changes to avoid possible resistance by
employees. Communication generally
takes the form of top-down communication
in the local authorities. However, local
authorities are advised to make use of all
communication channels, such as bottomup and lateral communication modes. Local
authorities should further take advantage of
technological advancements, which they
can use to communicate with residents.
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paper contributes theory to the growing body
of knowledge on franchising and practically
to the empirical evidence on franchising in
South Africa.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Franchising is a method of expanding
a business and distributing goods and
services through a licensing relationship
(IFA, 2018). This relationship not only
speciﬁes the products and services oﬀered
by the franchisor, but also provides an
operating system, brand and support to the
franchisee. The relationship further involves
the franchisor providing licensed privileges
to the franchisee to operate a business,
oﬀering support in merchandising, training,
marketing and managing the business
(Khan, 2015). In exchange, franchisees pay
a fee or various fees for the right to operate
under the franchisors’ trademarks (IFA,
2018).
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ABSTRACT
This empirical paper investigates the
relationship between franchisors and
franchisees. While franchising is based
on proven successful enterprising and
franchised organisations contribute liberally
to national wealth creation, stakeholder
relationships inside the system is often
criticised for low levels of support and trust.
Management theories and related literature
were used to investigate franchisors’ and
franchisees’ relationships, network success
and the role of trust in the franchise
relationship. Following a social constructivist
approach, a case study was conducted on
the Newscafe franchise in Gauteng, South
Africa. Findings are that franchisees face
challenging competition, rising operating
costs, and arbitrarily imposed marketing
eﬀorts that do not oﬀer all parties similar
beneﬁts, leading to cash-ﬂow constraints.
We recommend that parties redouble
monitoring eﬀorts, investigate and pay
closer attention to localised operating
environments and act more punctually. This

In South Africa, franchising plays a
signiﬁcant role in the nation’s economic
wellbeing and wealth creation. Franchise
turnover represented 13.3 per cent of the
South African Gross Domestic product
(GDP) in 2016, with the highest proportion,
four per cent or USD10,6 billion turnover
generated by the fast foods and restaurants
sector. Furthermore, the sector employs
more than 340 000 people (FASA, 2017).
Franchising is one of the main entry
routes into business used by emerging
entrepreneurs and is perceived to present
lower risk than starting a business from
scratch. Emerging entrepreneurs therefore
welcome this route for start-ups (Hussain,
Grünhagen, Panda & Hossain, 2020).
Despite the perceived beneﬁts of
franchising, some franchisees in South
Africa are often dissatisﬁed with franchise
relationships because they believe they
do not get the necessary support from
franchisors (Covey & Bachelder, 2017).
While the franchise relationship is expected
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to be ongoing and mutually beneﬁcial for
its duration, franchisees in South Africa
and indeed globally have expressed
dissatisfaction with the lack of ongoing
support in many areas, notably ﬁnancial
gain from their investment, recruitment
and legal advice, and poor decisions on
the part of the franchisor (Hussain et al.,
2020). Franchisors in turn are contractually
obligated to provide training, assistance
with management, problem solving and
providing guidance, which is expected to
create high levels of franchisee satisfaction
(Covey & Bachelder, 2017). However, since
franchisee perceptions are dissimilar, it is
worthy to investigate the support provided
by franchisors and how it may impact
franchisee success.

• To understand the support required by
franchisees
• To examine the kind of support that
franchisors give to franchisees currently
• To investigate if support is expected to
optimise relationships and consequently
proﬁtability and value generation
• To propose a set of resources with which
franchisors may support franchisees
To investigate the research problem and
execute the various research objectives,
we researched the theories underpinning
franchising and the available literature in
this ﬁeld.
3. LITERATURE REVIEW:
Theories underpinning franchising
Two of the three theories used in the masters’
dissertation will be brieﬂy discussed in
this paper. The ﬁrst, being the Resource
Scarcity Theory was developed in 1969
and holds that emerging entrepreneurs who
do not have adequate capital to expand
their organisation into a wholly owned
network of branches, may use franchising
to overcome constraints to growth such
as capital, managerial capacity and local
market knowledge (Oxenfeldt & Kelly, 1969;
Hussain et al., 2020). To add to existing
constraints, the franchisor needs to pay the
franchisor upfront, in the form of royalties
and related fees, for knowledge on the local
market, managerial expertise, intellectual
property
and
operating
procedures
(Hussain et al., 2020). Diverging from
the Resource Scarcity Theory inference
that franchisors only use franchising to
alleviate their own resource deﬁciencies
during the growth phase of their business,
Castrogiovanni, Combs and Justis (2006)
found that franchisors tend to increase
their franchised outlets as the organisation
matures, which beneﬁts the entire group.
This ﬁnding supports that of Combs and
Ketchen (2003) who argue that the resource
scarcity theory on its own is inadequate to
be used in predicting franchisor motives for
franchising, hence the need to investigate
other theories.

2. PROBLEM INVESTIGATED
Little research has been conducted
to understand franchising from the
franchisees’ perspectives (Croonen &
Brand, 2013; Hussain et al., 2020), resulting
in limited knowledge about the challenges,
issues and problems they face without
proper consultation and support within the
franchise business. Consequently, there
is a need to investigate and evaluate the
extent to which franchisors oﬀer support and
how the support addresses the concerns of
sustainable proﬁtability for franchisees. To
understand these perspectives, research
objectives can be formulated as follows:
Research objectives
To investigate ways in which franchisor
support through improved relationships with
franchisees in the restaurant industry, may
improve their relationship, one primary and
a number of secondary objectives need to
be stated. These are formulated as follows:
Primary objective:
To investigate how improved franchising
relationships may optimise franchisee
performance in the restaurant industry.
Secondary objectives:
• To establish what is perceived to
constitute good franchisee performance
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The second theory that underpins the
literature discussion in this paper is the
Agency Theory, ﬁrst developed by Ross
(1973) and later applied to franchising
by Robin (1978). A key assumption of
this theory is that the interests of agents
diverge from those of the principals, leading
to adverse selection and moral hazard
as the two most common challenges in
the relationship between these parties
(Barthélemy, 2011). Due to the inherent
self-interests of both the principal and
the agent, moral hazard occurs when the
agents agree to represent the principal in
certain ways but fails to do so, yet still reap
the beneﬁts of proﬁts, remuneration and
recognition through their association with
the principal (Dobbs, Boggs, Grünhagen,
Palacios & Flight, 2014). Adverse selection
occurs when there is a lack of complete,
relevant information between a franchisor
and his potential franchisees (Mishra,
2017). Because franchisees are selected
using a diﬀerent criterion to those used
when selecting branch managers, based
on their ability to pay franchise joining
fees, business knowledge, experience and
other operational requirements as may be
laid down by the franchisor, franchising
has been perceived as a solution to the
agency problem (Dobbs et al., 2014).

Despite franchising being a model where
the agent is self-empowered to perform
through the investments that he makes into
establishing his franchise outlet, it still faces
the challenges of most agency relationships
such as adverse selection and moral hazard
(Hussain et al., 2020).
Franchisor and franchisee relationship
Nieman and
Nieuwenhuzen (2019)
observe that franchising is unique as it
brings together two parties who both have
individual intentions of wealth creation.
Franchising gives a previously untrained
person an opportunity to run a business
following a prescribed model (FASA, 2020).
However, a strong relationship is vitally
important for the joint success and survival
of the franchise network. Franchisors
expect compliance, governance, honest
and cooperation, failing which legal disputes
litigation and the eventual breakdown of
the relationship may result (Hussain et al.,
2020). Once these requirements are met,
the relationship between the two parties is
expected to function optimally. However,
creating goodwill and a trusting relationship
is not always an automatic part of the
franchisor’s obligation to the franchisee,
which gives rise to conﬂict (Su & Tsai, 2019).

FIGURE 1: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF THE STUDY. SOURCE: AUTHORS
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Franchisees in turn, consider the control
measures introduced and enforced by
franchisors as imposing and undermining
their autonomy as entrepreneurs (Perrigot,
Hussain & Windsperger, 2015). As
independent entities, franchisees sacriﬁce
autonomy to a franchisor’s strict rules
of compliance with the owner’s manual,
menu determination, employee training and
advertising, and at times are referred to as
fake employees (Aung & Ousawat, 2019). In
exchange for sacriﬁcing their independence
and becoming completely reliant on the
judgement by the franchisor, franchisees
insist on goodwill, trust, commitment,
transparent communication and an intimate
work relationship with the franchisor
(Perrigot et al., 2015). According to Hussain
et al., (2020) these elements go a long way
in providing holistic support. Franchisors
may achieve it by means of regular store
visits, social events, encouraging and
maintaining
two-way
communication,
recognition and praise for success (Aung &
Ousawat, 2019).

and expressed perceptions of adequate
support,
appropriate
and
suﬃcient
information and open communication,
which in turn creates a more enabling
environment in the franchise family
(Perrigot et al., 2015). The opposite is
also true, and when franchisors perceive
poor relational beneﬁts, such as too little
praise, attention and assurance, over and
above the core service expected, the trust
relationship tends to break down (Perrigot
et al., 2015). Although the balance of power
resides with the franchisor, the franchisee
carries equally weighted responsibility for
the success of the franchise family and
its ability to create and distribute wealth in
South Africa (Grzelak & Matejun, 2013).
Franchising in South Africa
The growth in the number of middle income
earners in South Africa has not helped to
dissipate the economic slowdown of the past
six years, and the impact on the franchised
restaurant industry is visible in both reduced
foot traﬃc and the prevalence of customers
now looking for more value for money
(Perrigot et al., 2015; Cronje, 2018). Apart
from economic challenges, restaurants deal
with the changing demographics, a shift in
customer expectations of better food with
higher nutritional value and environmental
concerns such as sustainable food sourcing
(Perrigot et al., 2015). Consequently,
restaurants have often found themselves
outpriced, and sometimes outpaced by the
changes resulting in declining turnovers
(KPMG, 2016). Some restaurants have
responded to these challenges by adopting
attractive pricing, innovative marketing
techniques and implementing environmentfriendly and sustainable practices (KPMG,
2016). Through improved relationships, the
cohesion and subsequent competitiveness
of the entire franchise family may improve
(Jang & Park, 2019).

Entrepreneurship and an enabling
environment
The concept of franchising is related to the
development of entrepreneurship in the
SMEs sector with the franchisor supporting
mostly the micro, small or medium-sized
enterprises to grow, using the expertise,
brand, trademark and operating procedures
of the franchisor (Nieman & Nieuwenhuizen,
2019). Franchising contributes to the
development of entrepreneurship in
the SMEs sector (Hussain et al., 2020).
Entrepreneurship can contribute positively
to the South African economy through
job creation, promotion of innovation,
and subsequently the improvement
of the economy and society (Global
Entrepreneurship Monitor, 2018).
In franchising, trust is strengthened by the
belief that the other party will act in a manner
that will yield positive results for all involved
(Aung & Ousawat, 2019). Franchisees who
experience less conﬂict were found to be
more trusting of their franchisors intentions

Despite the country’s growth challenges,
an increase in the country’s labour supply,
growth of household incomes, changing
lifestyles and associated consumerism
have driven the growth of the fast food
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and restaurant sector (Mishra, 2017). This
has not only contributed to the success
of the restaurant and fast food sector, but
opened the sector for intense competition,
which sometimes results in price wars
as restaurants try to lure the customers
preferring the value for money proposition
(Marks & Golovey, 2020). This appeal of
the restaurant sector has attracted some
international brands such as Starbucks,
Burger King, Dominos and Pizza Hut
and informal traders, supermarkets and
contract food caterers despite tough
competition (Mishra, 2017; Marks &
Golovey, 2020). The implication for the
sector is that operators must design and
implement eﬀective strategies to ensure a
sustainable competitive advantage (Mishra,
2017). An optimally functioning relationship
is therefore crucial for the survival of the
group and its sustained success (Jang &
Park, 2019).

fee, rental deposits and operating stock.
Royalties and marketing fees are charged
at respectively six and three per cent of
turnover. The estimated monthly turnover
of a News Café store is USD75 000, with a
65 per cent gross proﬁt and approximately
20 per cent net proﬁt (Fournews, 2018).
The News Café franchise is headed by
a group operation executive, who leads
a team comprising a portfolio marketing
specialist and a franchise support team
who pay regular visits to stores, ensuring
compliance and providing mainly product
and operational support. The support
team also plays a vital role in new product
development. Franchise directors often
travel around the world exploring new trends
and adapting some of these to the South
African market. This has partly contributed
to the innovation that has maintained the
brand’s position as a leader, particularly in
the cocktail space (Fournews, 2018).

The News Café Franchise Brand
The signiﬁcant growth of the middle class in
South Africa, characterised by an increase
in the black population consisting of African,
Coloured and Indian ethnic groups has led
to the 66% growth in the fast foods market
between 2009 and 2019, and that income in
the fast food and takeaway industry rose by
13.3 per cent, more than double the rate of
inﬂation in 2015 (FASA, 2020). This growth
in the South African middle class has led
to more jobs, an increase in the number
of working women, a widening geographic
footprint in townships and rural areas
(Holmes, 2016), and increasing consumer
buying power (Marks & Golovey, 2020).
Furthermore, discerning consumers looking
for variation and value for money from fast
food restaurants brings about innovative
solutions as franchise groups attempt to hold
on to market share (Burger, Steenekamp,
Van der Berg and Zoch, 2015).

4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The social constructivist philosophical
stance adopted by these researchers and
the objectives of the study resulted in the
choice to follow an inductive approach
(Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2016). The
study lends itself to qualitative enquiry and
the researchers were more concerned
with explaining a phenomenon, rather
than making generalisations (Creswell
& Creswell, 2018). Integrating their own
experiences with those of the participants
to construct meaning about the research
problem under study (Adom, Yeboah &
Ankrah, 2016), the researchers empirically
investigated the research problem in
question, leading to the emergence of
theories during the data collection and
analysis phases (Saunders et al., 2016).
Since the purpose of this study is to
examine how franchisor support may
optimise franchisee performance in the
restaurant industry, a qualitative case study
research strategy was considered most
appropriate (Yin, 2014). The researchers
used the case study method to gain a deep
understanding of franchise performance

News Café franchise stores are high street
venues owned by Fournews Developments
(Pty) Ltd (Fournews, 2018). It costs about
USD 400 000 to set up a News Café store
in addition to the USD18 750 sign-up
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and support, through collecting evidence in
the natural place of occurrence (Farquhar,
2012). The population of franchisees in
the Fournews Developments (Pty) Ltd.
franchise group consists of 76 franchised
stores across various brands. The entire
population of franchisees in South Africa is
vast, but due to the selection of Newscafe
as a case study, the Newscafe franchise is
considered to contain the full extent of the
population. Using convenience sampling,
a total of 15 stores in South Africa were
targeted as the initial sample for this study,
with the qualifying criteria that stores
have operated for at least three years and
count among the best, average and worst
performing stores. These stores are spread
throughout and are exposed to the wide
range of operating conditions, such as
the diﬀerent demographic proﬁles of their
customers, diﬀerent geographic locations
and diﬀerent social and economic activities
in their region, which would enable the
researchers to obtain deep, meaningful
information (Creswell & Creswell, 2018).
Consent was sought and obtained from
Fournews Developments (Pty) Ltd and from
franchisees in the group or their appointed
agents. Convenience sampling was
employed due to the ﬁrst author’s familiarity
with the brand as an employee of one of the
franchised outlets. This helped to mitigate
the diﬃculty of access to information for
research purposes (Denscombe, 2010).
Furthermore, franchisees beyond South
African borders were excluded from
the sample due to ﬁnancial and time
constraints, although such research may
be a future option. Five franchise stores
declined to participate while ten agreed,
and subsequently face-to-face semistructured interviews were conducted with
the remaining ten.

were employed to improve the validity of
this study through data triangulation. The
ﬁrst author also acknowledges that there
could be some form of bias and took steps
such as excluding the franchise branch
where he works from the sample. To
improve reliability, the researchers used a
semi-structured interview guide, which was
piloted and adopted unchanged for all the
interviews (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). All
the interviews were audio recorded and
could therefore be reviewed. In addition,
personal reﬂections were also recorded
immediately after each interview and
comprised a record of the interviewer’s
thoughts, perceptions and observations
(Berger, 2013).
5. DATA ANALYSIS
This study used semi-structured interviews
to collect data (Baškarada, 2014), Atlas.ti 8
to analyse collected data (Saldaňa, 2016),
and followed the six-step process proposed
by Braun and Clarke (2006) and later by
Creswell & Creswell, 2018) and illustrated
below in Figure 2.

Research rigour
The researcher sought and obtained
permission to conduct the research using
the News Café franchise as a case study.
Ethical clearance was also granted by the
research institution, with ethics clearance
number STH055. Diﬀerent data sources

FIGURE 2: STEPS FOR CONDUCTING
THEMATIC DATA ANALYSIS. SOURCE:
ADAPTED FROM BRAUN AND CLARKE
(2006); CRESWELL & CRESWELL, 2018)

The ﬁrst author personally conducted and
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narratives together. This process produced
eight categories (Saldaňa, 2016), which
were further reduced to two primary themes
and six secondary themes. The two primary
themes were (1) franchisee perspectives on
the franchisor and support and (2) support
required by franchisees as illustrated in
Figure 3 (Left).

transcribed the interviews (Step 1 of Fig. 2)
as suggested by Braun and Clarke (2006).
Transcribed interviews were then imported
into Atlas.ti 8.0, which enabled the creation
of codes and subsequent themes (Step 2
of Fig. 2). The codes were reviewed (Step
3 of Fig 2) and some previous codes were
revisited either to be split or merged as
new codes were emerging. This culminated
in the next step, sorting the codes in
categories (Step 4 of Fig 2), representing
common features among them (Saunders
et al., 2016). The new code groupings were
further combined into groups representing
the themes (Step 5 of Fig 2) emerging from
the research process (Sutton & Austin,
2015). The themes capture and reﬂect
important aspects of the data in relation to
the research question (Ngulube, 2015). The
main themes that emerged are discussed
next as part of the last step of the process
ﬂow detailed in Figure 2.

The themes emerging from the research
are illustrated in more detail in Table 1 and
2 below.
As can be seen from Table 1 above, most
participants revealed a high degree of
satisfaction with the franchisors’ delivery
of the franchise business to them at the
beginning of the franchise relationship. The
franchisor’s turnkey solution stood out as one
of the best forms of support the franchisors
deliver to their franchisees. Participants
also expressed satisfaction with operational
support such as training and maintenance
of product quality standards. They however
felt there is more that the franchisor could
do especially in the areas of marketing and
navigating the increasingly competitive
operating environment.

6. DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
Open coding was performed on the data
collected and a total of 78 codes were
generated after which these were further
reduced into categories by grouping the
codes that reﬂected similar meanings or

Most franchisees shared the view that

FIGURE 3: FINAL THEMES FROM ANALYSED DATA. SOURCE: AUTHORS
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TABLE 1: THEME 1 ON FRANCHISOR SUPPORT

Popularity
ranking

1st

2nd

3rd

Participant
opinion

Franchisor
support

Elaboration
All participants concurred that the franchisor provides
satisfactory operations support. This is done through kitchen,
bar and front-of-house specialists who visit the stores
regularly, assisting them to operate these sections according
to required standards.
Nine out of 12 participants expressed satisfaction with
training provided as part of franchisor support.

Marketing was one the most prominent features of franchisor
support with all the participants expressing their views on
areas which need improvement.
All 12 the participants conﬁrmed the existence of detailed
Turnkey
and rigorous initial support that is oﬀered and provided to
solution
franchisees immediately after signing until the opening of the
franchise store for trade.
Eight of the 12 participants held the view that the franchisor
should study local environments for each store and adapt
its activities such as product oﬀering, marketing strategies
Local
environment and promotions to address the needs of the respective
environments. They stated that local environments diﬀered
in demographics, hence the need for diﬀerentiation.
support received from the franchisor’s
operations support team. Franchisees
want the franchisor to consider the local
environment before deciding on products,
promotions and marketing activities to
meet the needs of various customers with
varied demographic proﬁles. Challenging
situations that franchisees face include
marketing, dealing with competition,
inadequate cash ﬂows, negotiations with
suppliers, rising cost of doing business,
economic performance.

the franchisor should also consider the
dynamics of the local environment such
as local population and local competition
when designing the product oﬀerings and
delivering marketing solutions.
Theme 2:
The questions under this theme attracted
a range of responses including some
of the most valuable support that some
franchisees had obtained, to the support
which franchisees needed and how they
needed it to be administered. The most
prominent forms of support needed by
franchisees are marketing, assistance with
challenging situations and innovation. This
study revealed that franchisees view good
performance indicators of their restaurants
to include proﬁtability, repeat business from
customers and doing well in franchisor
assessments. Franchisees stated that
they were satisﬁed with the initial support
obtained at the beginning of their franchise
relationship as well as ongoing operational

7. MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Franchising may continue to be a major
contributor to wealth creation and South
Africa’s GDP, even while contending with
the duel challenges of subdued economic
performance and intense competition.
More eﬃcient, eﬀective and trusted ways
of communication is called for between
the franchisor and franchisee. This can
possibly foster greater co-operation which
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TABLE 2: THEME 2: SUPPORT REQUIRED BY FRANCHISEES

Popularity
ranking

Participant
opinion

1st

Marketing

2nd

Assistance
with
challenging
situations

3rd

Innovation

Elaboration
All participants expressed the view that marketing was one
of the key activities that can improve franchisee performance.
Participant contributions prominently featured the need for
market research, implementing strategies to assist stores
cope with their local competition, and national brand marketing
strategies.
11 out of 12 participants revealed that franchisees need support
to deal with challenges that include costs of doing business such
as ingredients (some of which are supplied by the franchisor),
support with price negotiations with suppliers such as landlords.
They also need support to navigate the competition in the form
of speciﬁc interventions such as promotions. Furthermore,
they need the franchisor to respond quicker to their requests
for help with challenges they encounter.
All the participants concurred that the franchisor constantly
innovates and changes the menus. However, concerns
are raised on competitors who copy from News Café. The
participants further concurred that News Café should continue
to innovate faster in order to reclaim its position as the leader
in cocktail trends. Some of the participants highlighted that
the franchisor is sometimes too slow to respond to exploit
opportunities such as new products or trends that become
available in the market.
collected is as comparable as possible, with
similar operating circumstances (Etikan,
Musa & Alkassim, 2016). At the same time,
the choice to do research in one franchise
group only, may be viewed as a limitation
because the results may not be generalised
for the whole restaurant franchised sector
(Baškarada, 2014).

could be beneﬁcial for both receiving
suggestions from franchisee and attending
to requests for support timeously (Hnuchek,
Ismail & Haron, 2013). Cooperation should
be in the form of forums, consisting of
franchisees, who give customer and
employee feedback regarding service
levels and product oﬀerings, which may
improve the competitive capability of the
entire franchise family. Franchisor operators
should also view the prevailing challenges
as opportunities to evolve their products
oﬀerings and explore new market segments
rather than remaining stagnant (Hnuchek et
al., 2014; Hussain et al., 2020).

The ﬁrst author considered his employment
at the News Café franchise as a possible
limitation that may compromise the reliability
of the information. However, this was
overcome by providing written guarantees
on conﬁdentiality, anonymity, responsible
publication, respect for intellectual property
and integrity of the research as an academic
project.

8. CONTRIBUTION, LIMITATIONS AND
DELIMITATIONS
This study, based on a Master’s dissertation
was narrowed to a few organisations in the
restaurant franchise sector and, in particular
the News Café outlets. A single franchise
group was selected to ensure that data

As a practical contribution, current and future
franchisors and franchisees outside News
Café may beneﬁt from this study, which
contributed somewhat to the prosperity of
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the sector where franchises are competing
for visibility and diﬀusion (Holmes, 2016).
The theoretical contribution of this study
is that it adds to the existing body of
literature in franchising, particularly to the
research done incorporating the franchisee
perspectives, which has been lacking
(Croonen & Brand, 2013). It adds to the
empirical studies that have been conducted
in the franchised restaurant sector in South
Africa.

relationship between franchisee and
franchisor: a qualitative approach study of
the fast food franchising in Yangon. UTCC
International Journal of Business and
Economics (UTCC IJBE). 11(1): 196-209.
Barthélemy, J. (2011). Agency and
institutional inﬂuences on franchising
decisions. Journal of Business Venturing.
26(1): 93-103.
Baškarada, S. (2014). Qualitative Case
Study Guidelines. The Qualitative Report,
19(40): 1-18.

CONCLUSION
The aim of this research was to investigate
franchisor and franchisee relationships,
franchising and entrepreneurship, and
franchising in South Africa, with a special
focus on the News Café Franchise Brand.
Franchisees indicated that they need
improved marketing support prompt
assistance from the franchisor when they
request help with challenging situations,
and continuous innovation to maintain
the position of leadership in cocktail and
entertainment. Through identifying the
beneﬁcial support that the franchisor
oﬀers to its franchises, and further support
that franchisees require to improve their
performance, this study achieved its
objectives. Therefore, as we intended to
investigate, our ﬁndings support our primary
research objective that franchisor support
is an important element of the franchise
relationship, and can be used as one of the
tools to optimise franchisee performance.

Berger, R. (2013). Now I see it, now I don’t:
researchers position and reﬂexivity in
qualitative research. Qualitative Research.
15(2): 1-16.
Braun, V. & Clarke, V. (2006). Using
thematic analysis in psychology. Qualitative
Research in Psychology. 3(2): 77-101.
Burger, R., Steenekamp, C.L., Van der
Berg, S & Zoch, S. (2015). The emergent
middle class in contemporary South Africa:
examining and comparing rival approaches.
Development South Africa. 32(1): 25-40.
Castrogiovanni, G.J., Combs, J.G. & Justis,
R.T. (2006). Resource scarcity and agency
theory predictions concerning use of
franchising in multi-outlet networks. Journal
of Small Business Management. 44(1): 2744.
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GOVERNANCE AND
SUCCESS: THE CASE OF
TWO MULTIGENERATIONAL
SOUTH AFRICAN FAMILY
BUSINESSES

ﬁndings suggest that governance structures
are necessary if a family business is going
to survive and prosper over the long-term.
Keywords: family business, governance,
success, heterogeneity.
INTRODUCTION
The importance of governance to business
success in general is well documented
(Steier, Chrisman & Chua 2015) and this
importance is acknowledged in the context
of family businesses (Boyden 2020; KPMG
EFB 2019; PWC Family Business Survey
2016). The family business literature
highlights the importance of governance and
shows that having formalised business and
family governance in place contributes to
the long-term success of family businesses
(Arteaga & Menéndez-Requejo 2017;
Steier et al. 2015).
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ABSTRACT
The importance of family businesses
globally and in South Africa, as well as the
importance of having governance structure
in place for both the family and the business,
is well documented. Yet, many family
businesses have few, if any, governance
structures in place, which poses a threat to
their long-term survival and success. The
aim of the study is to explore the relationship
between governance and family business
success in a developing country context
using a qualitative approach. An exploratory
multi-case design was adopted, and semistructured interviews were undertaken with
key participants from two multigenerational
family businesses. The data collected was
analysed using thematic analysis.

However, many family businesses have
few governance structures in place
(Howorth & Kemp 2019), or informal ones
at best (Matchaba-hove 2020; Chirico,
Akhter, Sieger & Ramirez-Pasillas 2017;
OECD 2015; Nordqvist, Sharma & Chirico
2014). As a result, family businesses face
several challenges, including ineﬀective
governance approaches, a lack of
professionalism, a lack of diversity and
outside opinion, compensation problems
among family members, and limited
internal supervision for and among family
members (Phikiso & Tengeh 2017; PwC
Family Business Survey 2016). Despite the
lack of formal governance structures and
the resulting challenges this brings, family
businesses continue to thrive globally and in
South Africa (Miroshnychenko, De Massis,
Miller, & Barontini 2020; Daspit, Chrisman,
Sharma & Mahto 2018; Seaman, McQuaid
& Pearson 2017).

Both family businesses have formal
business governance structures in place.
These structures are more formal and at
a more advanced stage of implementation
in the one business than in the other. No
family governance structures are in place
within either of the family businesses. A
relationship between governance and family
business success is supported and the

The extent to which (formal) governance
contributes to the success of family
businesses remains an ongoing debate
amongst researchers and practitioners
alike (Howorth & Kemp 2019). Although
numerous prescriptive texts have arisen

*Corresponding Author
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from the experiences of family business
advisers, rigorous academic research
on family business governance is limted
(Howorth & Kemp 2019) and it is suggested
that governance structures in relation
to performance be investigated further
(Berent-Braun & Uhlaner 2012). In their
systematic review of the extant literature
relating to corporate governance structures
and performance in family businesses,
Azila-Gbettor, Honyenuga, Berent-Braun
and Kil (2018) note that an overemphasis
exists on quantitative methods and that
the relationship between governance and
non-economic measures of performance
in the context of family businesses has to
a large extent been overlooked. They also
reported a shortage of studies on corporate
governance structures in family businesses
from the developing world, highlighting
that research from these countries would
be helpful in expanding both the coverage
and depth of research on this topic in the
context of family business.

the resource-based view comprehensively
explains the idiosyncratic competitive
advantages that result from resources
which arise from the family’s involvement
in the business. RBV theorists largely
recognise that the interactions among the
family unit, business entity, and individual
family members, can lead to competitive
advantages or “familiness” in family ﬁrms
over nonfamily competitors (Fang et al.
2012). The construct familiness refers to the
unique resources and capabilities (resource
pools) which exist in family businesses.
The widely recognised STEP framework
identiﬁes several “familiness” resource
pools and highlights how these can inﬂuence
performance outcomes and ultimately
the transgenerational potential of family
businesses (STEP Academic Information
Packet 2013). The STEP framework
identiﬁes eight familiness resource pools,
namely leadership, networks, capital,
decision-making, culture, relationships,
knowledge and governance. Each of these
resource pools is a “unique set of resources
of the family business which arise from the
interactions between the family system as
a whole, the individual family members,
and the business itself” (Habbershon &
Williams 1999, 11). It is argued that these
interactions lead to hard-to-duplicate
resources and capabilities (including
governance) that give family businesses
a competitive advantage and make them
particularly suited for growth and long-term
survival (Kraus, Harms & Fink 2011).

Against this background, the aim of this study
was to explore the relationship between
governance and family business success,
from both an economic and non-economic
perspective, in a developing country context
using a qualitative approach.
LITERATURE OVERVIEW
Underlying theory
The current study draws on the Successful
Transgenerational
Entrepreneurship
Practices (STEP) framework and its
underlying theory, namely the resourcebased view of the ﬁrm, to explore the
relationship between governance and
family business success. This theoretical
view argues that businesses are able to
outperform others if they can develop
valuable resources or capabilities which
cannot be easily imitated or substituted by
their competitors (Fang, Memili, Chrisman
& Welsch 2012). It is these unique bundles
of resources and capabilities that lead
to a sustained competitive advantage
(Habbershon, Nordqvist & Zellweger
2010). According to Wu and Pan (2012),

Governance in family businesses
Family business governance refers to the
“authority structures, incentive systems and
accountability norms” (De Massis, Kotlar,
Frattini, Chrisman & Nordqvist 2016, 191)
found within family businesses. Family
business governance covers the issues
of control and diﬀerences in interests
between owners and management, and
tries to align the interests of both (Sarbah
& Xiao 2015; Villalonga, Amit, Trujillo &
Guzman 2015). Additionally, governance
within family businesses articulates the
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family’s vision, mission, objectives and
values, manages conﬂict, builds trust, and
facilitates eﬀective communication inside
the family and between the family and the
business (Villalonga et al. 2015; Gersick &
Feliu 2014; Nordqvist et al. 2014).

research, Chrisman, Chua, Le BrettonMiller, Miller, and Steier (2017) describe
the unique formal and informal governance
structures that are present in family
businesses, and note that these informal
governance structures, the history of the
family business and relationships, are
critical determinants of behavior and the
performance of family businesses.

The governance structures of family
businesses diﬀer somewhat from those of
non-family businesses and are inﬂuenced
by underlying attitudes, motivations and
values, including trust and integrity (Howorth
& Kemp 2019). Although they share the
same business governance structures
such as a shareholders assembly and a
board of directors (Sarbah & Xiao 2015;
Pihkala 2014), the governance structures
of family businesses also include more
family-orientated structures (Villalonga
et al. 2015; Rodrigues & Marques 2013).
Family governance entails embracing a
broad range of perspectives as well as
multiple generations and people who
have other things going on in their lives.
Family governance builds a strong family
by providing, amongst others, a forum to
set the vision for the family and deﬁne its
philosophy, to uncover and maintain the
values by which the family and related
business will operate, to educate the family
about rights and responsibilities of ownership
and family history, and to prepare the family
for the future. (Dartt & Hargrave 2016).
The choice of the “right” family governance
structure, such as a family meeting, family
assembly, family council or family oﬃce,
family charter or family constitution, will
depend on, amongst others, how many
owners there are, the generation the family
is in, and whether family members are
actively involved in the business or not, the
size of the family business and the industry
in which it operates.

Governance structures used also vary
among family businesses themselves (De
Massis, Fratitini, Majocchi & Piscitello 2018)
and internally, governance is a source of
heterogeneity among them (Howorth &
Kemp 2019; Nordqvist et al. 2014). For
example, “the nature of involvement of
owners in governance bodies such as board
of directors or advisory boards” (Daspit
et al. 2018, 294) varies among family
businesses. The governance structures of
these businesses also diﬀer widely in terms
of their extent and type used (Daspit et al.
2018).
Governance and family business
success
Good governance is important for family
businesses because eﬀective governance
of both the business and the family
supports the growth and long-term success
of the family businesses (Steier et al.
2015; Nordqvist et al. 2014). As such,
governance in family businesses increases
the potential for longevity of both the family
and the business (Oudah, Jabeen & Dixon
2018). Governance structures play an
important part in accomplishing prioritised
performance objectives and ensuring a
successful succession (Villalonga et al.
2015; Nordqvist et al. 2014). Achieving these
performance objectives and a successful
succession have a direct inﬂuence on the
transgenerational potential and continuity of
the family business (Villalonga et al. 2015).

In addition, research (Chirico et al. 2017;
OECD 2015) shows that in general, family
businesses have a tendency towards
governance-related structures and policies
that are informal and that rely on key
individuals rather than on structures and
processes to guide decisions. In their

However, evidence of the impact of
governance on performance is inconclusive
(Howorth & Kemp 2019). For example,
there is little evidence that the appointment
of external (non-family) directors per
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se improves the performance of family
businesses. The ability of directors to
provide unfettered opinion can be restricted
by power dynamics, homophily and a lack
of true independence of directors (Howorth
& Kemp 2019). Furthermore, Le BretonMiller and Miller (2018) highlight that in
addition to the beneﬁts of having family
business governance structures (Bolton &
Park 2020, 140), agency cost can arise.

Criterion sampling was adopted, and the
criteria used to identify the participating
family businesses were as follows: family
must see business as a family business;
family ownership is above 50%; secondgeneration must be involved in ownership
and/or management; at least 50 employees;
and family has ambition to pass on business
to next generation (Nordqvist & Zellweger,
2010). Both businesses are South African
motor vehicle dealership groups operating
in the automotive industry and are at similar
family life stages. To protect their identity,
pseudonyms were used.

To assess family business success in the
current study the ﬁnancial performance
of the family business and the nature of
family relationships were considered. In the
context of family businesses, success is
measured in terms of economic (ﬁnancial)
and non-economic aspects. The theory
of socio-emotional wealth highlights the
“utilities that family business owners derive
from the non-economic aspects of the
business” (Gomez-Mejia, Cruz, Berrone
& De Castro, 2011, 565)ﬁrm strategies,
corporate
governance,
stakeholder
relations and business venturing. We argue
that socioemotional wealth or aﬀective
endowment of family owners explain many
of these choices. We also examine some
contingency factors (namely family stage,
ﬁrm size, ﬁrm hazard, and the presence
of nonfamily shareholders, and these noneconomic aspects include the conservation
of the family business’s social capital (family
relationships) (Gomez-Mejia et al. 2011,
655).

The Thomas Motor Group (TMG) is a
privately owned, second-generation family
business. At the time of the interviews, the
TMG had an annual turnover of more than
ZAR 1 billion and employed 344 people.
The TMG is entirely family-owned and the
founder’s oldest son, Arthur Thomas, is the
current CEO. Sieger Motors is also a privately
owned, second-generation family business.
At the time of the interviews, Sieger Motors
had an annual turnover of approximately
ZAR 700 million and employed 179 people.
Sieger Motors is also entirely family-owned
and the founder’s nephew, Ryan Sieger, is
currently the CEO.
Data collection and analysis
Using a semi-structured interview guide
(provided by the STEP project), personal
interviews with key participants were
undertaken (see Table 1 for details). The
data collected was analysed using thematic
analysis. The approach was deductive
in that several themes associated with
governance and family business success
were provided by the STEP interview
guidelines.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND
METHODOLOGY
Paradigm and methodology
An interpretivist paradigm and a qualitative
methodological approach was adopted
for this study. A case study strategy was
used because the research was “located in
a bounded entity, in a speciﬁc space and
place” (Quinlan 2011, 182) and it allowed
for an in-depth investigation of governance
within its real-life context (Dresch, Lacerda
& Miguel 2015). More speciﬁcally, an
exploratory multi-case design was adopted.

Using Atlas.ti 8 the coding process took
place in two cycles. To identify the initial
chunks of data key phrases relating to
governance and family business success
were summarised in a coding scheme. The
second cycle of coding was also deductive in
nature. In family businesses both business
and family governance structures can exist

Sampling and sample description
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TABLE 1: PROFILE OF PARTICIPANTS
Family business: Thomas Motor Group Pty(Ltd)
Participant

Family/
nonfamily

Relation and
generation

Position in
business

Length of
employment

Interview
date(s)

Interview
length

Arthur
Thomas

Family

Son of founder,
2nd generation

CEO

41yrs

3/07/2013
and
20/08/2013

3h30min

Clint
Thomas

Family

Son of founder,
2nd generation

Director of
operations
and sales

43yrs

12/08/2013

2 hrs

Gavin
Bowden

Nonfamily

n/a

Dealer
principal
and ﬁnancial
director

No

10yrs

14/08/2013
and
23/08/2013

3h30min

Martha
Store

Family

Granddaughter
of founder, 3rd
generation

Human
resources
director

No

10yrs

22/08/2013
and
1/10/2013

3 hrs

Michael
Thomas

Family

Grandson of
founder, 3rd
generation

Customer
service
manager

No

2yrs

21/08/2013

1h30min

Shareholder
Yes
60%
Yes
40%

Family business: Sieger Motors Pty(Ltd)
Participant

Family/
nonfamily

Kinship
relation and
generation

Position in
business

Shareholder

Length of
employment

Interview
date

Interview
length

Ryan
Sieger

Family

Nephew of
founder, 2nd
generation

CEO/Dealer
principal

25%

13yrs

06/06/2017

2h24min

Fred
Sieger

Family

Son of founder,
2nd generation

After sales
director

25%

37yrs

05/06/2017

1h12min

Kane
Sieger

Family

Son of founder,
2nd generation

Sales
director

25%

34yrs

05/06/2017

1h20min

Luke
Sieger

Family

Grandson of
founder, 3rd
generation (son
of Ryan)

Branch
manager

0

11yrs

06/06/2017

1h40min

Chenay
Sieger

Family

Wife of Kane
Sieger, 2nd
generation

Sales
manager

0

4yrs

05/06/2017

32min

Lisa Sieger

Family

Wife of Fred
Sieger 2nd
generations

Paymaster

0

9yrs

05/06/2017

1h

Fred
Junior
Sieger

Family

Grandson of
founder, 3rd
generation (son
of Fred and
Lisa)

Apprentice

0

7 months

06/06/2017

31min

John West

NonFamily

n/a

After sales
manager

0

20yrs

06/06/2017

35min

Nico
Oberholzer
(NT)

NonFamily

External
advisor, 2nd
generation

External
director
(charted
accountant)

0

n/a

05/06/2017

1h45min

William
Eddy

NonFamily

n/a

External
director

0

n/a

20/06/2017

54min
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(Villalonga et al. 2015). The second pass
through the data focused on identifying the
structures within each of these governance
categories. Several strategies were used to
ensure the trustworthiness of the data and
results.

I never, ever make dictatorial decisions”.
Others contradict this statement, as
Arthur’s dominating style has at times
made it diﬃcult for other members to voice
their opinions because of their fear of being
completely disregarded. Martha remarks:
“we are all very much governed by Arthur,
so I think the challenge in that leadership,
because it has been so dominant”. In terms
of the functioning of the board, Gavin
explains: “the board meets once a quarter
and the meetings are regulated”. According
to Martha, “the board has the role of making
strategic decisions and bigger ﬁnancial
decisions”.

EMPIRICAL FINDINGS
Business governance
Table 2 summarises the business
governance structures evident in the TMG
and Sieger Motors, each of which are
described below.
TABLE 2: BUSINESS GOVERNANCE
STRUCTURE

Business
structures and/or
processes
Board of directors
Shareholders
agreement
Dividend policy
Entry policy
(family
employment)
Management
meetings
Committees
Franchise
governance

Present (P) /
Absent (A)
Sieger
TMG
Motors
P
P
P

P

P

A

P

A

P

P

P

A

P

P

The board at Sieger Motors consists of
three oﬃcial board members and two
advisory members. The three oﬃcial
members are equal shareholders and also
family members, Ryan, Fred and Kane
Sieger. Luke Sieger is another family
member who sits on the board, however he
holds a representative position, namely that
of representing his grandfather, Willmar
Sieger. The two advisory members are
William Eddy and Nico Oberholzer (known
as NT). Both are non-family members
and act as consultants to the board. “The
advisors on the board hold no voting power”
explains NT. In addition, it appears that at
board level, Ryan’s autocratic leadership
style and dominant personality prevails.
As NT remarks, “Ryan is the chairperson
and he is quite forceful, maybe too much
so”. The board of directors meets once
every two to three months and according to
Kane, “the role of the board is to deal with
major strategic decisions, bigger ﬁnancial
decisions and the declaration of dividends
each year”.

Board of directors
The board composition at TMG consists
of ﬁve members, namely Arthur Thomas
(majority shareholder), Clint Thomas
(minority shareholder), Gavin Bowden
(ﬁnancial director and dealer principal),
Martha Store (human resources director)
and Will Saunders (external non-family
member). Arthur, Clint, and Martha are the
only three family members who sit on the
board. Arthur is the dominant member of
the board, which is to be expected since he
is the majority shareholder of the business.
Arthur’s philosophy is: “I am the leader and I
need to lead”; however, he also emphasises
that “all decisions of importance are made
by the board and are made in consultation;

Shareholders agreement and policies
The TMG has a shareholders agreement and
several policies in place. The shareholders
agreement outlines the sales of shares and
the regulations for exit. However, Gavin
points out that “the shareholders agreement
is a stuﬀ-up at the moment which is getting
sorted out”. The TMG has an entry policy
which governs family members working
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in the business. Gavin says, “a rule in the
family, you can’t come into the business
unless you have made it outside”. Clint
also remarks that “when positions become
available we advertise them internally, we
advertise them in the press … we have
always said that our children should actually
come with some skill into the business and
that because it is a family business, it’s not a
right to employment so they would still need
to apply”. A dividend policy is also in place.
According to Arthur, “we retain eighty per
cent of our proﬁts and we pay out a twenty
per cent dividend to shareholders”.

The TMG also has an ethics and social
responsibility committee and several other
forums. According to Martha, the “ethics
committee feeds into the board, meaning
that there is another regulatory body in the
organisation, chaired by an independent
shareholder”. Martha remarks: “the ethics
and social committee – I think that brings
even greater stability and objectivity to
the decision-making of the business and
at the board level”. The ethics and social
responsibility committee deals with ethical
issues when employees have behaved
unethically, or where the business needs
to align with certain industry ethics. Other
forums include a sales forum, a service
forum, a ﬁnancial forum and a management
forum. Martha notes that these forums are
“pots of learning and what comes out of that
is a spiral of ideas and good energy and
often that forum then acts on it and make
things happen”.

Sieger Motors also have a shareholders
agreement in place which governs the
transfer and sales of shares. Fred remarks
that “the shareholders agreement if one of us
want to sell, the others have ﬁrst opportunity
to buy and if not then they must agree on
who it is being sold to”. Sieger Motors has
no formal entry policy for family members.
According to Fred, “there are no written rule
for entry for a family member”. However,
Luke makes the observation that “if a family
member would like to enter, company rules
still apply”. Lisa, however, contradicts this,
saying that “policies only apply to us – it
doesn’t apply to Ryan and his son. There
is diﬀerent rules for them”. Ryan describes
the dividend policy of Sieger Motors as
“very informal”. Kane clariﬁes this and says
“there is no speciﬁc policy, like we give ten
per cent … however, we decide at a board
meeting and that is it”.

In contrast to the TMG, Sieger Motors has
no formal committees or forums of any
kind in place. They do, however, have
regular management meetings. These
management meetings involve the top level
managers. John, the after-sales manager at
Sieger Motors points out that management
meetings are held “at least once a month or
twice a month”. Management meetings are
used to discuss problems and challenges
facing the business, as well as solutions
to these problems and various processes
within the business.

Management meetings, committees and
other forums
The TMG has several platforms to ensure
the company is managed professionally.
Management meetings take place on a
regular basis where the members of the
board, who are also in top management,
meet with other top management personnel
as well as department heads of the business.
Clint notes that management meetings are
for “discussing problems and solutions to
challenges or opportunities that top level
management want to pursue”.

Franchise governance
The TMG has the licence to sell several
well-known motor vehicle brands in South
Africa. As such, they are franchisees and
must adhere to the regulatory requirements
and governance structures as dictated
by the franchisor. Michael notes that “the
business model is dictated by [franchise
holder], how you manage your accounts,
how you report your accounts”. Additionally,
the franchise holder audits the business
annually to ensure it is up to standard and
the requirements set by the franchise are
met. The TMG is also not allowed to make
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any big decisions without the approval of
the franchisor. An example of this is noted
by Gavin: “building our new site was a
three-year process just to get approval
from [franchise holder]”. Other regulatory
requirements imposed by the franchisor
include those relating to the specialised
tools used in the workshops, the signage
used, and the training of staﬀ and top
level management. An example is a recent
change in tools and software. According
to Gavin, “[Franchise holder] came to us
and said, ‘Four of our machines here are
going to become obsolete … they’re not
going to run on the new operating system’
… so I had to sign oﬀ half a million Rands
of equipment”.

As with TMG, no family governance
structures are in place at Sieger Motors.
Family gatherings did take place at one
time but, as with the TMG, relationship
diﬀerences
between
several
family
members have led to such gatherings no
longer happening. Chenay clariﬁes this,
saying, “we used to have a family gathering
once a year; we haven’t done it now, with
the one dad passing away …”. Fred points
out: “my wife for instance … doesn’t like
Ryan’s sister at all for various reasons”.
According to Kane, “each individual family
member has their own family trust”. These
trusts govern the management and transfer
of their shares. However, the shareholders
agreement inﬂuences the sales and transfer
of business shares.

Sieger Motors is also a franchisee of a
well-known up-market motor vehicle brand.
According to Ryan, “virtually everything
is dictated by [franchise holder], even the
after-sales service … the rules, how it’s
done, what’s done, how they market – it
is all dictated”. An example of a directive
from the franchise holder is given by Ryan
who says, “just our signage that we had to
replace, these three signs in the front here
and those little goodies, at the three sites,
is a million rand”.

Family business success
Financial performance
According to Gavin, the TMG is in a sound
ﬁnancial position: “we’ve got a huge net
asset value, huge cash amount. As a
ﬁnancial director my job is pleasurable
because the only time I’ve really found
cash problems was my ﬁrst day at work”.
Michael comments: “… we’re a proﬁtable
business and we have a strong cash ﬂow”.
Cautious and continuous reinvestment
into the business, utilising assets to their
full potential and moderate ﬁnancial return
expectations of shareholders, have all
contributed to the ﬁnancial success of the
TMG.

Family governance
No family governance structures are in place
in the TMG. However, Michael and Martha
are in the process of implementing formal
family governance structures. Michael
remarks, “Martha and I are pushing hard for
the family council, for annual meetings, to
get everyone into a room and to explain the
scenario so that everyone understand what
really goes on versus the broken telephone
messages and dilemma that’s happening
at the moment”. Additionally, Michael
remembers that they once had a family
meeting around 2002 but nothing following
that. The shares in the TMG of both Arthur
and Clint, are owned by their own personal
trusts. These shares are governed by the
shareholders agreement. Apart from these
individual trusts, the family as a whole does
not have any other trusts.

As the business has grown over the years,
Sieger Motors has built up “a substantial
amount of ﬁnancial capital”, as noted by
NT. Ryan explains that “Sieger Motors has
grown from a ﬁfty-million-rand-turnovera-year business to a ﬁfty-million-randturnover-a-month business”. However, they
have never reached the 3% norm (franchise
standard set by the franchise holder) of
proﬁt on sales. Although Sieger Motors
is in a sound ﬁnancial position, ﬁnancial
weaknesses are evident. According to Luke,
“we’ve got cash ﬂow problems; this is a very
big weakness, we’ve got too much capital
in our stock”. According to Ryan, a reason
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for them achieving less than the norm in the
industry for proﬁt on sales is that “we are
split over three small branches, so more
expenses … three of everything”.

is open and honest. Although they do not
socialise together after work, they have
a common respect for each other and
there is a good understanding between
them regarding business matters. The
relationships between the second and third
generation family members working in the
TMG are described as professional and the
third generation family members are treated
by their fathers as employees in the same
manner that their fathers treat non-family
employees. Relationships between third
generation family members working in the
TMG are described as focused, functional,
and professional. Relationships between
the second generation family members (four
brothers), speciﬁcally between those that
did and those that did not get involved in the
family business, deteriorated considerably
after the death of the founder in 1981.
However, many of these relationships have
since been restored. Currently, a lack of
communication appears to exist between
active and non-active family members from
all generations.

Family relationships
The researcher generated a word cloud for
each business while analysing the research
data relating to family relationships. Words
such as respect, trust, relationship, good,
close, family and straight occur frequently
when describing relationships in the TMG.
Although words such as conﬂict, steamy,
tensions and challenges also appear,
relationships in general are associated
with more positive than negative words.
Words such as talk, together, good, stick
[together], discuss, relationship and family
occur often when describing relationships
in Sieger Motors. However, words with
negative connotations such as problematic
communication, lack of communication,
conﬂicts, arguments and friction also
arise. Overall, it appears that, in general,
relationships have more positive than
negative attributes. Luke points out: “the
fact that we have three dealerships is not
only good geographically, it is good for the
family and family relationships I think”.

Relationships
between
the
second
generation working in Sieger Motors are
also characterised by common respect and
good understanding. Although they do not
socialise together after work or have good
communication, because they grew up
together, they have better relationships than
their fathers did. The relationships between
the CEO’s son and his uncles (second and
third generation) are open, helpful and caring,
more open than between the CEO himself
and his son. This parent–child relationship
often supersedes the employer–employee
relationship because this young man is often
given more freedom and autonomy than the
other employees are. In Sieger Motors the
relationships between the third-generation
family members are also respectful, but
they do not consider themselves as close
and they seldom interact with one another
either inside or outside work. The wives of
two of the current owners of Sieger Motors
are actively involved as employees in the
family business. Relationships between the
active and non-active family members of

Content
analysis
revealed
several
categories of relationships existing between
family members. On the whole, relationships
between family members working in
the participating family businesses are
amicable; however, they can be volatile at
times and conﬂict does occur. Relationships
in general within the TMG are professional
and based on mutual respect and trust.
Although the relationships among family
members involved in Sieger Motors may
not appear to be as professional as those
at the TMG, they are nonetheless based on
respect and trust and “sticking together, no
matter what”. However, evidence suggests
that a lack of communication exists among
those working at Sieger Motors, often giving
rise to conﬂict between family members.
The relationship between the second
generation family members of the TMG
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Sieger Motors are not good due to a lack of
communication between them. There also
appears to be a deterioration of relationships
between the two family groups.

and knowledge-creating forums. These
structures do not exist in Sieger Motors.
From the aforementioned it is clear that
business governance structures within
the TMG are more formal and at a more
advanced stage of implementation than in
Sieger Motors. It is not uncommon for the
extent and types of governance structures
to vary among family businesses (Daspit
et al. 2018), and governance has been
highlighted as a source of heterogeneity
among these businesses (Nordqvist et
al. 2014). The existence of an ethics and
social responsibility committee in the TMG
is also evidence of having more advanced
governance structures than Sieger Motors.

DISCUSSION
The ﬁndings of this study show that in terms
of business governance, both businesses
have a formal board of directors and
a shareholders agreement in place. In
addition, they both hold regular management
meetings and are subject to governance
imposed on them by their franchisors. The
boards of both businesses have family
and non-family members serving on them.
This concurs with Munoz-Bullon, SanchezBueno and Suarez-Gonzalez (2018), who
point out that family members serve on
the board of directors, and with Culasso,
Giacosa, Manzi and Truant (2016), who
highlight that non-family members on the
board provide the professionalism required
by family businesses. Although the nonfamily member in the case of the TMG has
been formally appointed to the board, the
two non-family members on the board of
Sieger Motors are not formally appointed.
The use of non-family informal advisors on
the board is not uncommon among family
businesses; they “act as a friendly soundingboard” for the owners and are often friends
of the family (PWC Family Business Survey
2016), as is the case in Sieger Motors.
Although both the TMG and Sieger Motors
have boards of directors in place, decisions
made at board level are dominated by
the current CEOs. This ﬁnding somewhat
concurs with reports (OECD 2015) that, in
general, family businesses tend towards
informal governance structures that rely on
key individuals rather than on structures
and processes to guide decisions.

No family governance structures are in place
within either the TMG or Sieger Motors.
Neither business holds family meetings,
nor do they have a family council or a family
constitution. This lack of family governance
structures is not uncommon among family
businesses (Brenes, Madrigal & Requena
2011; KPMG 2015) and is a possible
threat to the long-term success of both
participating family businesses. However,
this threat has been recognised by the third
generation in the TMG as steps are being
taken to institute both a family council and
annual family meetings.
The results of the study show that both
family businesses are in a ﬁnancially sound
position. Both businesses have access to
substantial amounts of internal ﬁnancing
that they have saved up over the years.
The ﬁnancial position of Sieger Motors is,
however, less secure than that of the TMG.
This could be attributed to their cash ﬂow
management, broad cost base and high
levels of inventory.

Both businesses also have shareholders
agreements in place which govern the sales
and transfer of business shares. In addition
to a diﬀerent board composition, the main
diﬀerence between the two businesses in
terms of business governance is that the
TMG has a formal entry and dividend policy,
as well as several internal committees

In general, family relationships within the
TMG can be described as professional,
with the active third generation members
also being described as particularly close.
There are currently no spouses of family
members working in the family business,
and relationships with non-active family
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members appear to be improving and
cordial. Relationships among the Sieger
family in general can be described as
amicable; however, in recent times the
family has not been as close as it was in the
past, and there have been several incidents
of conﬂict between some family members.
The managing shareholders get along
well, but the active third generation are
not particularly close. The wives of active
second generation family members get
along well, although they are very diﬀerent.
Relationships between some active and
non-active family members are conﬂictual
and there appears to be deterioration
of relationships between the two family
groups. For a family business to survive over
the long-term as a “family business”, the
family needs to stay together and harmony
needs to prevail. From the aforementioned
it appears that relationships in general are
more conducive to the long-term survival of
the family business in the case of the TMG
than in the case of Sieger Motors.

contributes to continued success.
Although the ﬁndings support a relationship
between having formal governance
structure in place and family business
success, Collis and Hussey (2014) suggest
that when the aim of a study is to explore a
relationship from a qualitative perspective,
more in-depth research is needed to provide
rich data to answer the ‘why’ questions
relating to this relationship. The ﬁndings
show that the governance structure within
the TMG are more comprehensive and at
a more advanced stage of formalisation
and implementation than those in SM are.
An answer to why this is the case, could
possibly lie in the level of education and
experience of family members within the
TMG. For example, the third generation
family members working in the TMG are
in their mid-thirties, are both involved in
the family business at senior positions and
both have graduate qualiﬁcations and a
vast amount of industry experience outside
the family business. The same cannot be
said for the third generation within SM. The
ﬁndings also suggest that the TMG is in a
sounder ﬁnancial position than SM. Although
numerous suggestions can be put forward
as to why this is the case, worth noting is
that an experienced ﬁnancial manager, with
a charted accountant (CA) qualiﬁcation,
is permanently employed by the TMG.
SG motors is still working towards ﬁlling
this position. In comparison to SM, family
relationships within the TMG appear to be
more professional and stable going forward.
Less family members and no spouses are
involved in the TMG, and those involved
are from one family group only. This is not
the case within SM, suggesting that the
more complex family relationships are, the
greater the need for formal business and
family governance structure to be in place.

When assessing the business and
family governance structures of the two
participating businesses, it appears
that governance in the TMG is more
comprehensive and at a more advanced
stage of implementation than in Sieger
Motors. Furthemore, the TMG is in a more
sound ﬁnanical position and relationships
appear to be more professional and stable
going forward. The third generation are
close and relationships between active and
non-active family members are improving,
which is not the case in Sieger Motors.
Given that family business success in
this study was considered in terms of the
aforementioned, the TMG could currently
be considered more successful than
Sieger Motors and its chances of long-term
success more likely. The ﬁndings of this
study suggest that having formal business
and family governance structures in place
is indeed necessary for the long-term
survival and success of family businesses.
Furthermore, it supports the resourcebased view of the ﬁrm in that governance
is a resource in family businesses that

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
The ﬁndings of this study have managerial
implications for the participating family
businesses. Attention should be given to
the lack of governance structures in both
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businesses and where appropriate, the
necessary structures should be formalised
and implemented. More speciﬁcally, it is
recommended that both the TMG and
Sieger Motors need to introduce more formal
family governance structures into their
businesses, in the form of a family council,
family meetings, a family constitution, or a
combination thereof.

The family business literature contends that
successful family businesses typically have
governance systems in place (Brenes et
al. 2011). The ﬁndings of this study support
this contention. As such, this study has
provided greater clarity on the importance
of governance to family business success,
and has also provided an opportunity to
broaden the knowledge of family businesses
in developing countries. To date research
in developing countries on the familiness
resource pools, including governance,
is limited and no sound evidence of best
practices for family businesses operating
in these countries has been identiﬁed or
supported (Welter, Ramachandran, Discua
Cruz, Fang & Basco 2016). Although the
recommendations suggested are directed
at the participating businesses, they are
applicable and could be of value to family
businesses in general, including those in
developing countries. By highlighting the
diverse nature of governance structures that
exist in family businesses, this study has
also responded to several calls (HernandezLinares, Sarkar & Lopez-Fernandez, 2017;
Harms, 2014) for researchers to gain a
deeper understanding of the heterogeneity
that exists in family businesses.

In terms of business governance structures,
the shareholders agreement of the TMG
needs attention, so that clarity will exist
when the time comes for the transfer or sale
of the shares to take place. At Sieger Motors,
a family entry policy and a dividend policy
should be prepared and implemented. Clear
entry and exit rules for family members
will ensure that they go through the right
procedures when being employed in the
family business and also ensure that they
are appropriately qualiﬁed to add value to
the business. A carefully revised dividend
policy will ensure consistent reinvestment
into the business and a more formal
procedure for the distribution of dividends.
Sieger Motors also needs to ensure that
family members are not promoted above
non-family members. This could be secured
by implementing a promotions policy and
incorporating conditions addressing this
matter into the family constitution. The
external members of the board at Sieger
Motors should be formally appointed and
given voting rights regarding strategic
decisions made concerning the business.
This will ensure that decisions are made
in the best interests of the business and
that decisions are not dominated by any
particular person. By implementing the
recommendations
suggested,
greater
understanding between family members
can be promoted and better relationships
can be forged. This could potentially reduce
conﬂict between them, leading to better
teamwork and a general sense of family
harmony and togetherness.

The ﬁndings of this study are based on data
collected from only two multigenerational
family businesses operating in the
automotive industry in South Africa.
Including more cases in other industries,
increasing the number of interviews with
non-family employees and undertaking
interviews with family members not actively
involved in the family business, could lead
to more information and richer data that
could add a greater understanding of the
relationship between governance and
family business success in general, and in
a developing country context, in particular.
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entrepreneurial ecosystems emerge and
function. This study identiﬁed and evaluated
the linkages of the constructs from seven
theoretical perspectives to explain how
entrepreneurial ecosystems emerge. The
proposed theory and theoretical framework
contribute to entrepreneurship research
and have implications for policymakers and
practitioners.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The entrepreneurial ecosystem concept
dates back for more than three decades
(Malecki, 2018), gaining wider interest
in the past years (Spigel & Harrison,
2018; Stam & van de Ven, 2019). The
concept was popularised in business
circles by Daniel Isenberg (Isenberg,
2010) and Brad Feld (Feld, 2012). The
popularity gave rise to governments and
business practitioners’ interest to apply
the concept within regional contexts.
Deﬁnitions regarding the entrepreneurial
ecosystem share the view of interacting
entrepreneurial actors, institutions and
organisations that support and encourage
entrepreneurship (Isenberg, 2010; Malecki,
2018). Entrepreneurial ecosystem models,
frameworks and perspectives share the
view of the entrepreneur as the central actor
and aspects that legitimise the ecosystem,
which include a range of socio-economic,
institutional and informational contexts
(Bosma et al., 2019).

Andre P. Calitz
Nelson Mandela University
Port Elizabeth, South Africa
E-mail: Andre.Calitz@Mandela.ac.za
ABSTRACT
The concept of entrepreneurial ecosystems
has become a “holy grail” for governments
both in developing and developed
countries. The ideology in its essence
is diagnosed as a practice to unlock a
vibrant economy where stakeholders
network with each other, while government
nurtures and sustains entrepreneurship.
The implementation of entrepreneurial
ecosystems has gained popularity across
the world and is recognised as a catalyst
for sustainable cities. An antecedent to
achieving sustainable development and
an inclusive economy is reengineering the
entrepreneurial landscape.

The current frameworks explaining the
entrepreneurial ecosystem lack theoretical
underpinning (Spigel & Harrison, 2018;
Cantner et al., 2020). The theories informing
the entrepreneurial ecosystem literature
are commonly explained through the use
of the Systems and Network Theory. In
this paper, a more co-ordinated approach
is undertaken to include perspectives from
the Social Network Theory, the Structural
Holes Theory, the Institutional Theory,
the Systems Theory, the Absorptive

The purpose of this paper is to critique
and
synthesise
theories
informing
the entrepreneurial ecosystem and to
develop a theoretical framework for
entrepreneurial ecosystems. This paper
oﬀers an integrated literature review that
critiques and synthesises a set of theories
for entrepreneurial ecosystems, in order
to stimulate new thinking about how
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Capacity Theory of Knowledge Spillover,
Design Thinking and the Broken Windows
Theory. The contention is that this set of
theories need to be integrated to facilitate
a more comprehensive perspective of
how entrepreneurial ecosystems are
theoretically supported.

ecosystem?
3. How can the identiﬁed constructs from
the theories be integrated to develop a
conceptual framework?
The choice of articles was based on
searching for speciﬁc keywords within
electronic databases, such as EbscoHost,
Google Scholar and ResearchGate.
Although no date restriction was applied,
the researchers acknowledge the topic as a
growing ﬁeld of interest. Therefore, special
attention was paid to more recent (ten-year
period) publications. Seminal authors who
guided a way of thinking were included in
the study.

This paper is organised as follows: ﬁrstly,
the main concepts related to entrepreneurial
ecosystems are explained through a content
analysis process. Secondly, a critique of the
theories that are linked to the set of dominant
concepts is provided. Thirdly, constructs
from the theories are integrated to develop
a proposed theoretical framework. Finally,
a discussion and opportunities for further
research are presented.

In order to source information, a keyword
search on the terms “entrepreneurial
ecosystem(s)”
and
“entrepreneurship
ecosystem(s)” and “entrepreneurial city”
were conducted. The sources included
peer-reviewed research articles, books
and other published texts. Applying the
literature review methodological process,
related articles were selected within the
reference list of the initial articles (Snyder,
2019). Data abstraction was guided
through content analysis to both identify
and categorise themes as guided by the
research questions. This followed with a
critique and synthesis of the literature.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
An integrated literature review method and
bibliographical analysis were applied in this
study. Integrated literature reviews aim to
critique and synthesise existing knowledge
about a topic to develop knowledge
taxonomies or theoretical frameworks and
insights (Torraco, 2016). There are no
distinct or strict analysis techniques linked to
this type of literature review (Snyder, 2019).
Therefore, the researchers felt it relevant to
adopt a content analysis research strategy
to identify conceptualised perspectives. A
content analysis is a process that searches
for themes and is therefore appropriate to
evaluate the current debates in the ﬁeld of
entrepreneurial ecosystems.

3. CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND
In order to address the ﬁrst research
question, a keyword search on the
terms “entrepreneurial ecosystem(s)”,
“entrepreneurship
ecosystem(s)”
and
“entrepreneurial city” was undertaken.
This keyword search returned a set of
publications on the topic. The researchers
evaluated whether the articles met the
inclusion criteria, which are guided by the
research question: “What are the main
concepts
inﬂuencing
entrepreneurial
ecosystems?” Thereafter, data abstraction
was conducted and observed common
themes as summarised in Table 1 were
identiﬁed. A further observation was
that global institutions, such as the
World Economic Forum, Organisation of

Literature reviews require knowledge
transformation by linking ideas and
concepts through description, by promoting
an argument and countering arguments.
By following this approach, the themes
relevant to address the research questions
may be addressed to promote quality in the
process. Three research questions were
developed and used to maintain the scope
of this literature review, namely:
1. What are the main concepts inﬂuencing
entrepreneurial ecosystems?
2. What theories apply to an entrepreneurial
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TABLE 1: THEMES EMERGING (AUTHORS’ CONSTRUCTION)

Theoretical
Concept/Construct
lens(author’s
deductions
see Section 4)
Institutional
Informal institutions:
Theory
Culture and
historical knowledge
(Notably cultural
attributes support
Social attributes)

Absorptive
Capacity
Theory of
Knowledge
Spillover

Actor
(stakeholder)

Findings (current debate/
consensus)The conceptualised
perspective

Literature
Source

The legacy of entrepreneurial
traditions within speciﬁc spatial
location (place, location, region,
city) underscores continued
entrepreneurial activity and
knowledge spillovers.

Isenberg,
2010; Feld,
2012; Read,
2016; Spigel,
2017; Spigel
& Vinodrai,
2020

Similarly, within an entrepreneurial
culture, society does not shame
failure. Entrepreneurs who fail
have generated new know-how
or competencies and may act as
mentors or advisors. Both Daniel
Isenberg and Tim Feld indicate that
ecosystems should not be opposed
to a scenario of fast failure.
Acs,
Knowledge /
The informational context serves
Audretsch
InformationalLinked
to describe the presence of
& Lehmann,
to social attribute
knowledge insofar that new
knowledge develops entrepreneurial
2013;
opportunities. However,
Qian, Acs
entrepreneurs with the intention of
&
Stough,
exploiting such opportunities need
2013
to exist.
The entrepreneur
The entrepreneur is the central
Feld, 2012;
as a central actor
actor in an entrepreneurial
O’Connor et
ecosystem. Essentially,
al., 2018;
entrepreneurs are characterised
Bosma et al.,
as those individuals who identify
2019;
opportunities and restrictions and
are risk-takers. This reveals that the
Iftikhar,
response of the entrepreneur is a
Justice
&
critical feature.
Audretsch,
2020
As central actors, entrepreneurs
deal with the other factors that
may be “feeders” of the system.
Herein, there is recognition of the
multiple actors who are present in
the ecosystem. Depending on how
entrepreneurs develop their social
networks and draw on opportunities,
they may emerge as leaders to
build new ﬁrms and institutional
support.
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Social
Networks and
Structural
Holes Theory

Social networks
(Notably social
attributes reinforce
social attributes)

Van De Ven,
The presence of social networks
1993;
is argued to generate knowledge
spillovers. Spillovers within this
Nicotra et
context develop innovation and
al., 2018
economic growth. This aligns
with the informational context and
underlines the presence of new
opportunities. These opportunities
may be in the form of connections,
access to funding, access to supply
chains and access to new markets.
Certain connections have been
directly linked to the presence
of “dealmakers” who leverage
their existing social networks and
capital to develop co-creation. The
advantage of co-creation is the
legitimisation of new ventures and
access to markets.

Institutional
Theory

System
Theory as
it relates to
the speciﬁc
environment
“spatial
context”

Furthermore, skilled workers are
important for their expertise for
new ventures and the development
of innovative products. These
individuals provide skills and
insights surrounding processes
and market opportunities that
were developed from previous
employment.
Material attribute:
Formal institutions refer to the
Spigel, 2015;
Formal institutions
formal rules like policies and
Stam, 2015;
regulated markets. Policies
O’Connor et
are directed by institutions to
al., 2018
promote an economic and social
entrepreneurial culture.
Material attribute:
Entrepreneurial ecosystems
emerge in speciﬁc locations that
Denoted as
own a set of place-based resource
geography, location,
endowments. The presence of a
region, city, place
range of place-based resource
endowments may have a direct
impact on the economic prosperity
of entrepreneurs. Economic
prosperity may be characterised
by new ventures, new sectors and
innovation.
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Design
Thinking

The Broken
Windows
Theory

Customer centricity,
Problem-solving
and Ideation

A user-centric approach that
focuses on collaborative eﬀorts to
solve complex problems.

Quality of life

Acts as an intervention to improve
a city’s quality of life and attract
entrepreneurs, human capital and
investors.

Economic and Cooperation Development
and the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor,
all apply the same set of themes to explain
regional entrepreneurship (Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development,
2013; Bosma et al., 2019; World Economic
Forum, 2021).

Brown,
2008;
HassoPlattnerInstitut, 2021
Wilson &
Kelling,
1982;
Skogan,
2012

co-operation (Boschma, 2015). Therefore,
networks that facilitate information or
knowledge exchange and skills transfer
need to be developed.
It is vital to acknowledge the importance of
an advantage ecosystem that aims to keep
or preserve knowledge in a speciﬁc location.
With varying networks in a location, events
that create relationships are important in
order to achieve an advantage ecosystem
(Roundy, 2017; Spigel, 2017). Therefore,
eﬀorts made towards building networks as
an enabler for knowledge transformation
may be described as essential towards
creating an advantage ecosystem.

4. RESEARCH FINDINGS ON
THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES
Based on the concepts provided from the
initial keyword search, a set of key theories
were identiﬁed. This section aims to critique
the set of theories and address the second
research question: “What theories apply to
an entrepreneurial ecosystem?”
4.1 Social Network Theory
The Social Network Theory is deﬁned as
mechanisms or processes that connect
entities in a system to achieve speciﬁc
results (Neumeyer et al., 2019). Complex
systems, such as the entrepreneurial
ecosystems, comprise a network that is
deﬁned by the interaction of various actors
and factors (Isenberg, 2010; Spigel, 2017).
Connections are warranted as they drive
co-creation, which leads to new venture
creation, such as knowledge spillovers,
spinoﬀs and access to markets (Stam
& Spigel, 2018). Collaboration allow
businesses to join supply chains within
a speciﬁc sector. The ties in the system
facilitate knowledge exchange to develop
an advantage ecosystem by preserving
knowledge in a place (Roundy, 2017; Spigel,
2017; Stam & Spigel, 2018). Weak ties
within a network may lead to closed social
circles or fragmented ties, which undermine

The interacting components include a set of
actors or shared nodes that are arranged by
their type of connections (Borgatti & Halgin,
2011). The theoretical framework (Figure
1) reveals that structural embeddedness
and centrality of the actors aim towards
a balance between co-operation and
competition (Stam, 2015; Ofem et al.,
2018). Structural embeddedness is
characterised by the density of the ties
between direct and indirect actors towards
social cohesion (Granovetter, 1992). The
linkages allow for knowledge Spillovers and
co-operation to occur. This suggests that
there may be strategic capabilities formed
within the system to beneﬁt as knowledge
and resources are transferred through
embedded ties (Pavlovich & Kearins, 2004).
Strategic capabilities are dependent upon
the strength of the structural connections.
A
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mediating

eﬀect

on

structural

embeddedness, mutual dependence relates
to the extent of the relationship. Ofem et al.
(2018) argue that structural embeddedness
has the ability to foster relationships based
on trust and social norms among the actors.
Essentially, the problems of uncertainty and
resource dependency reduces.

as entrepreneurs, government, investors,
large businesses, mentors, media, service
providers, business networks, professional
networks and universities (Hechavarría &
Ingram, 2019).
Dealmakers, on the other hand are
those individuals (serial and previous
entrepreneurs), who leverage their social
networks and capital to improve the
entrepreneurial environment (Pittz et al.,
2019). The entrepreneurial ecosystem
concept suﬀers from a static nature as it
identiﬁed the components in isolation without
exploring its relationships (Motoyama &
Knowlton, 2017). By applying the social
network perspective, the direction between
the resources and people are better
understood as this may inform how agency
is developed within a speciﬁc system.

Centrality of the actors refers to the position
of the set of actors. The actors’ position
has an inﬂuence on how information ﬂows,
how it is exchanged and how decisions are
made that would potentially add value for
them. Through the lens of social networks,
a direct or indirect relationship is formed.
The theoretical framework suggests that
power is multifaceted and its distribution is
based on the context (Ofem et al., 2018).
Therefore, any collective actions between
actors may determine the social structure.
The network perspective highlights how
people, ideas and resources connect and
is useful to understand the entrepreneurial
ecosystem (Stam & van de Ven, 2019). The
connecting assets may be characterised
by experienced people with a range of
skills, knowledge as well as resources that
support new ventures. Connectors can
help new companies realise their growth
potentials by sharing expertise, information
and resources and providing connections to
suitable individuals and organisations (such
as customers, service providers and talents).
The connecting assets can be characterised

The Social Network Theory is conventionally
discussed in terms of understanding the
relationships of the actors and factors of
the entrepreneurial ecosystem. As this
paper posits that a key characteristic of
an entrepreneurial ecosystem relates to
its inclusive relationships, this theory is
applied.
4.2 Structural Holes Theory
Structural Holes Theory is deﬁned as the
holes within a system or social structure
(Burt, 1992). The structural holes are
characterised when two or more unrelated

FIGURE 1: A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR SOCIAL NETWORK THEORY (OFEM ET AL.,
2018)
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groups in a social structure can create a
connection for a resource-rich opportunity.
A resource-rich opportunity is regarded
as an exchange of resources, such as
information or assets to achieve economic
beneﬁts (Spigel & Vinodrai, 2020). These
beneﬁts are developed through cooperation in the system and characterised
as knowledge spillovers. Acs et al. (2013)
describe knowledge spillover in the context
of the transfer of economic knowledge.

holes tends to imply the commitment of the
central actor, namely the entrepreneur, to
be alert of risks and develop competencies
to mitigate risks.
In addition, new opportunities and resources
are mobilised through the entrepreneurial
processes and therefore should not be
viewed as exogenous (Purbasari et al.,
2019). Therefore, Structural Holes Theory
can be justiﬁed as it is embedded in
Social Network Theory and underscores
the importance of density in relationships
formed within the entrepreneurial ecosystem
(Motoyama & Knowlton, 2017).

The agents, who are the actors of the
ecosystem, endogenously pursue the
exploitation of knowledge. This highlights
that there is a relationship between
knowledge spillovers and entrepreneurial
activity. Notably, the evolutionary nature of
the ecosystem allows resources, such as
people, skills, knowledge and capital to ﬂow
between actors in an ecosystem (Spigel
& Harrison, 2018). Entrepreneurship is
embedded through social relationships and
the resources attained from this connection
may be diverse. Diverse, in this context,
refers to knowledge, ﬁnance, information,
trust, entrepreneurial skills, talent workers,
customers, suppliers and collective learning
opportunities (Fritsch et al., 2019).

Moreover, the Structural Holes Theory
argues that opportunities can be created
by linking disparate groups of people in
a network. This linkage underscores the
importance of understanding the importance
of connectivity, proximity and density as it
relates to productive entrepreneurship. BellMasterson and Stangler (2015) argue that
the proximity and nature of relationships in
an entrepreneurial ecosystem should ﬁrstly
be understood as they relate to productive
entrepreneurship. As this paper posits that
there are various actors and factors in an
entrepreneurial ecosystem attempting
to network, this theory may be applied to
advance the knowledge of developing
an understanding of proximal and dense
connections between disparate actors of
the entrepreneurial ecosystem.

On the other hand, negative consequences
are found in structural holes. The negative
consequences are linked to the potential
exploitation of nascent entrepreneurs
(Adams et al., 2014). Adams et al. (2014)
indicate that exploitation in structural
holes occur when entrepreneurs suﬀer
from knowledge gaps. This reinforces
the informational context as a catalyst
for productive entrepreneurship in the
entrepreneurial ecosystem.

4.3 Institutional Theory
Institutional Theory is deﬁned as the
compliance of individuals, groups and
organisations to country-speciﬁc rules
and norms (Spigel, 2017; Bosma et al.,
2018). These rules and norms are socially
constructed and shape behaviours and
outcomes (Sine & David, 2010). Notably,
seminal authors (North, 1990; Williamson,
2000; Scott, 2014), in the ﬁeld of institutional
economics, argue that formal and informal
rules are central to economic development.

Given both the opportunities and risks
associated with structural holes, Adams
et al. (2014) assert that the beneﬁt from
structural holes is larger than its risks.
Therefore, there are substantial gains of
bridging the holes in social structures,
whereby the actors of the ecosystem
engage in productive entrepreneurship
(Stam & Van de Ven, 2020). Bridging the

In this study, institutions are characterised
as formal and informal. Formal institutions
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are characterised by the government
policies, laws and regulations. Informal
institutions are characterised by the culture,
social norms and social practises (Bosma
et al., 2018). The distinction between formal
and informal is explained through the pillars
developed by Scott (2008) as seen in
Figure 2. In Scott’s (2008) seminal work,
he oﬀers institutional pillars expressed
through regulatory, normative and culturalcognitive. Regulatory forms part of the
formal institutions and its compliance is
represented by expedience with indicators
such as rules, laws and sanctions.
Normative forms part of informal institutions
and its compliance is based on societal
norms and values that determine choices.
Cultural-cognitive is based on a shared
understanding or common beliefs within
society in a country or region.

Institutions are the foundation of an
entrepreneurial ecosystem and shape
entrepreneurship for new ventures and
resource allocation. Shwetzer et al. (2019)
suggest that adopting a dynamic perspective
on institutions assists in establishing the
institutions and location boundaries that
impact structure and performance.

4.4 Systems Theory
In 1949, Ludwig von Bertalanﬀy introduced
the concept of Systems Theory (Luhman
& Cunliﬀe, 2013). Figure 3 oﬀers a basic
representation of an open systems model
and reveals that within a system, there
are inputs that go through a process of
transformation to provide various outputs.
Throughout this process there are feedback
loops that seek to improve the activities in
transforming inputs. Essentially, this model
reveals how value is achieved for the
stakeholders in the system.

By applying the Institutional Theory, a direct
link to the distinct power that institutions
exert on entrepreneurship emerges. Power
has the potential to either promote or
constrain network development (Huggins et
al., 2012). This indicates the importance of
understanding how institutional structures
shape agencies and reveals the dynamics
within the entrepreneurial ecosystem
(Fritsch et al., 2019). Furthermore, the
formal and informal institutions contribute
to the resilience of a social structure, such
as the entrepreneurial ecosystem within a
given place.

Systems Theory develops an understanding
of the complex relationships within a system
and helps to determine the contextual
patterns of organisations among a range of
actors and factors (O’Connor et al., 2018).
The acknowledgement of the relationships
of all the actors and factors accounts for the
entire system. This reveals that undertaking
a system thinking approach balances the
whole and its parts and develops a multiple
lens (Cabrera et al., 2008).

A critique of Institutional Theory is underlined
by its simplicity in describing how institutions
operate. Munir (2020) argues that there
is not enough context regarding the
agency implications and advocates that it
reduces the larger structures of institutions.
Fuentelsaz et al. (2019) suggest that it is
not easy to identify the institutions and the
extent of their role in the entrepreneurial
ecosystem. However, applying Institutional
Theory may assist to categorise the formal
and informal institutions, which navigate the
structure, performance and conﬁguration of
the system (Iftikhar et al., 2020).

The application of the systems model is
applied to understand the social collective
phenomena research in entrepreneurial
ecosystems (Stam & van de Ven, 2019). The
systems model identiﬁes how activities in the
entrepreneurial ecosystem follow a process
of using inputs from the environment,
transforming those inputs within the
city’s structure that create outputs for the
stakeholders in that ecosystem (Leendertse
et al., 2020). It further demonstrates how
feedback is used to improve activities.
Applying a systems perspective guides the
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FIGURE 2: THE PILLARS OF INSTITUTIONAL THEORY (SCOTT, 2008)

(2013) explain that the model centres on the
entrepreneur, however it can be explained in
terms of spatial context. The theory claims
that human capital creates knowledge
intensive entrepreneurial opportunities.
Isenberg (2010) contends that human
capital is characterised by individuals with
entrepreneurship skills, knowledge and
previous business experience. Spigel (2017)
continues by underscoring the importance
of an experienced pool of skilled workers
who own the human capital to assist new
ventures. This experience pool is deﬁned by
Leenderste et al. (2020) as individuals who
own high levels of human capital associated
with their type of education and skills.

scope of an entrepreneurial ecosystem
and informs the function and roles of the
actors and factors within the spatial context
(environment). According to Stam and Van
de Ven (2019), the systems perspective
emphasises that entrepreneurial businesses
have limited roles with a set of choices
regarding the actors, type of resource
endowments and institutional functions.
Reviewing the literature on Systems Theory,
entrepreneurial ecosystems are often
associated with the theory. If it is accepted
that an entrepreneurial ecosystem is a
system, it means actors and factors form
part of that system. By underpinning this
paper in the Systems Theory, this paper
reveals the interrelatedness between actors
and factors within the entrepreneurial
ecosystem.

In Figure 4, the model shows that knowledge
is produced from science and business within
the ecosystem. Within this context, science
and business form part of the knowledge
ecosystem. Knowledge ecosystems are
viewed by the presence of universities,
research
institutions,
entrepreneurial
ﬁrms, established companies and venture
capitalists who network (O’Connor et al.,
2018).

4.5 The Absorptive Capacity Theory of
Knowledge Spillovers
The Absorptive Capacity Theory of
Knowledge
Spillovers
argues
that
knowledge is essential for new venture
creation (Qian et al., 2013). Qian et al.
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Silicon Valley, California is a popular
baseline. Within this cluster people work
closely together, share in recreational
activities and meet privately through a close
proximal density (which relates to Social
Network Theory). It may be assumed that
private interactions lead to the sharing
of work challenges and present an
opportunity to debate on challenges across
ﬁelds. According to the Theory of Creative
Problem Solving, problems and solutions
repeated across sectors and industries may
be solved through discussing the diﬀerent
approaches used (Zlotin & Zusman, 2013).
This theory holds true when evaluating
knowledge spillovers. It may be argued
that where knowledge is saturated, there is
an opportunity for knowledge spillovers to
occur.

The entrepreneurial absorptive capacity
deals with the way knowledge spillovers
occur from research institutions and
universities into new ventures. These
institutions may be classiﬁed as anchor
institutions, who are not competing but
instead are reinforcing entrepreneurship
(Welter et al., 2019). A lack of prioritisation of
knowledge has the potential to create major
disparities for entrepreneurial development
(Obschonka & Audretsch, 2019). These
disparities reduce business survival,
innovation, access to markets or the ability
to develop new sectors. Similarly, the
underinvestment in knowledge perpetuates
negative economic development in under
resourced environments (Link & Scott,
2019).
It may also be underlined that return from
knowledge occurs through the presence of
social networks as knowledge is recycled
and spills over (Stuetzer et al., 2018).
Therefore, isolated knowledge does not
oﬀer returns of knowledge, but sharing
knowledge allows for value creation that
leads to innovation and economic growth.

There is cohesion in understanding how
to deal with challenges and a transfer
of competencies by networking with
experienced
entrepreneurs.
Through
dense networks (informally and formally),
there is an opportunity to identify human
capital, discover investors and develop new
knowledge based on their entrepreneurial
community (Spigel, 2017). This reinforces
that the proximity within a location, the
degree of formality and centrality are

In order to conceptualise the importance of
sharing knowledge (knowledge spillovers),
the successful cluster of companies in

FIGURE 3: THE OPEN SYSTEMS MODEL (LUHMAN & CUNLIFFE, 2013)
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aspects related to develop networks
(Ofem et al., 2018). It is also important to
acknowledge situations where opportunities
may be reduced by knowledge ﬁlters (Acs
et al., 2013). Knowledge ﬁlters emerge
in less supportive formal institutional
environments, for example where there
are strict regulations, compliance and
government market interference.

as “a class of social system problems which
are ill-formulated, where the information is
confusing, where there are many clients
and decision makers with conﬂicting values
and where the ramiﬁcations in the whole
system are thoroughly confusing” (Riel,
2009, p. 94).
The stages of design thinking are not
linear and occur iteratively (Brown, 2008).
Its iterations allow designers to determine
errors and opportunities for improvement.
This is achieved through the collaborative
and ﬂexible approach by the stakeholders
to address a problem and or an opportunity.
This is the ﬁrst step and is argued as
critical to understand the user requirements
(Brown, 2008).

4.6 Design Thinking
In 1969, Herbert Simon developed one
of the ﬁrst models for the design thinking
process (Simon, 1996). This model
comprises seven stages and shaped the
21st century design thinking models. Since
then, evolving models are benchmarked
against Simon’s model and diﬀer by the
number of stages applied. Design thinking
applies a human-centred principle that
provides innovative solutions for complex
problems (Brown, 2008; Hasso-PlattnerInstitut, 2021). A human-centred approach
encompasses the collaborative eﬀorts
by the designer, cross-functional team
members and users (customers, residents,
and key stakeholders) to transfer value
to the users (Dam & Siang, 2020; HassoPlattner-Institut, 2021).

Although design thinking is a popular
problem-solving tool it does not come
without criticism. A major criticism is based
on the lack of a deﬁnition (JohanssonSköldberg et al., 2013). This means
that there is no clear conceptualisation
or operationalisation of the term design
thinking. However, Owen (2007) contends
that the term ‘design’ comprises two
elements, namely (1) discovery and ﬁnding
to determine a problem deﬁnition and (2)
invention and scoping the design. At the
same time there is a debate around design
thinking being hailed as the global solution
for all complex problems (Lourens, 2015).
This is further perpetuated by Brown’s
(2008) assertion that design thinking is

In this approach, all team members
own the responsibility to understand the
problem ﬁrst before solving the problem
for innovation to occur (Beckman & Barry,
2007). These complex problems, often
referred to as ‘wicked problems’ are deﬁned

FIGURE 4: THE ABSORPTIVE CAPACITY THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE SPILLOVER (QIAN ET AL.,
2013, P. 6)
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applicable for any businesses operation
without guidance as to how optimal solutions
are achieved. However, institutions like
the Hasso-Platner Institute of Design in
Stanford have popularised a toolkit, which
may oﬀset the concerns of implementation
(Hasso-Plattner-Institut, 2021). The toolkit
oﬀers a user-driven approach and a set
of problem-solving techniques while using
convergent and divergent thinking to solve
complex problems.

social disorder includes activities such as
prostitution, abuse of alcohol and drugs,
loitering and the display of poor public
behaviour. The Broken Windows Theory
hypothesises that as the physical and
social disorder increases, so do the broken
windows in society (Gladwell, 2003; Lewis,
2019). This in turn communicates a sense of
low social controls within a community and
encourages more serious crimes (Gladwell,
2003; Skogan, 2012). The persistence of
broken windows echoes that criminality is
not monitored and detected and results in
residents withdrawing from their community
(Doran & Lees, 2005).

Within the scope of this paper, the
entrepreneurial ecosystem literature does
not oﬀer information on the development
of the entrepreneurial process. In fact,
Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) explain that
without processes, organisations (and by
contextualising in terms of entrepreneurial
ecosystems) cannot adequately exploit
their resources to achieve a sustainable
competitive advantage. By leveraging
insights from design thinking in discourses
such as urban planning, design thinking
was applied to promote social innovation
beneﬁts for its citizens.

During the mid-1990s in New York, under
the mayoral leadership of Rudolph Giuliani,
the Broken Windows Theory was applied
(Change Factory, 2014). This was part of
a quality-of-life initiative run by the former
police commissioner William Bratton. He
focused policing eﬀorts on minor oﬀences
and crime rates reduced faster than other
major cities during that time. Kelling and
Sousa Jr. (2001) contend that the policing
interventions led to major socio-economic
beneﬁts. The socio-economic beneﬁts were
described by decline in violent crimes,
change in the number of high school men
involved in violent crime activities and the
reduced use of crack cocaine.

It may be argued that design thinking is
well positioned to address issues, such as
entrepreneurial opportunities or problems.
In that same vein, it may be argued as
a strategy to assist cities to meet their
entrepreneurial development goals (Acs
et al., 2017). Its user-centric nature may
serve as a method or process to deal with
the complexity linked to developing an
entrepreneurial ecosystem. The complexity
arises from the varying performance,
practise, strength, weakness, opportunities,
threats, objectives and actors embedded in
the entrepreneurial ecosystem (O’Connor
et al., 2018).

Contradicting the claims in favour of Broken
Windows Theory draws upon the work by
Harcourt (1998). Herein, he discredits the
claim that a positive relationship exists
between disorder and serious crime as
in the case of New York City. This was
achieved through an empirical investigation
and social inﬂuence on the policing eﬀorts
in New York City. Equally, Harcourt (2001)
alluded to the prejudicial nature of broken
windows. He explained that it was biased
to the views of the white, middle class
and disproportionate to the disadvantaged
constituencies.

4.7 The Broken Windows Theory
The Broken Windows Theory contends
that an individual’s environment guides
their social behaviour and norms. Broken
windows are typically described by physical
and social disorder (Wilson & Kelling, 1982;
Skogan, 2012). Physical disorder includes
broken windows, litter and graﬃti, while

A later article written by Skogan (2012)
argued that Harcourt’s (2001) position
on the biases in the Broken Windows
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Theory was ﬂawed. In fact, Skogan (2012)
underlines that there was a consensus in
survey results from some neighbourhoods
linked to diﬀerences in public disorder
and vulnerability. The survey results in
the Citizens Commission of New York
City revealed that all four ethnic groups:
Asian, Blacks, Hispanics and White equally
approved (4 on a Likert Scale) of the broken
windows approach (Kelling & Sousa Jr.,
2001). Moreover, Kelling and Sousa Jr.
(2001) assert that the police during that
time did not undertake a zero tolerance
approach, but applied varying methods
depending on the nature of the oﬀense. The
survey results indicate contradictory results
to the notion of broken windows having
been prejudice to the minority groups.

the use of theoretical perspectives as
a prelude to the proposed conceptual
framework, presented in Figure 5.
The theoretical framework is graphically
presented in Figure 5. The factors and
theories that inform the entrepreneurial
ecosystem are highlighted. The constructs
that inform the diﬀerent theories are
indicated, as well as the components of
the systems and institutions. Institutions
are formal and informal, where formal
institutions include constructs, such as
government policies, laws, regulations
and sanctions that facilitate economic,
social and political interactions. Informal
institutions include constructs, such as
the culture, social norms, social practises,
shared understanding and the values of
a community. The constructs entrenched
in the informal institution is argued as a
catalyst for developing entrepreneurial
attitudes, risk taking and collaboration for
value creation.

Within the context of entrepreneurial
ecosystems, Acs et al. (2008) explain that
entrepreneurs and skilled human capital
settle into areas that are safe, with lower
crime rates. Crime and disorder have a
negative eﬀect on gross domestic product,
foreign direct investment and increases
the cost of doing business (Mahofa et al.,
2016). If it is accepted that the quality of
life in a place induces an entrepreneurial
ecosystem this paper deems it important to
advance the Broken Windows Theory as a
catalyst for establishing an entrepreneurial
ecosystem.

The systems in Figure 5 are based on
Systems Theory and acknowledge the
ecosystem as a complex system. The
factors: inputs, transformation process and
outputs are outlined as per the classic Open
Systems Model (Luhman & Cunliﬀe, 2013).
The factor, inputs indicate the constructs
referred to as the resources (knowledge,
human capital, institutions, demand,
entrepreneurs and social networks) from
the environment required that will undergo
a transformation process. The factor,
transformation process highlights the
type of resources and activities required,
within the city structure, which are required
to translate the inputs into sustainable
outputs. Essentially, the goal of the systems
perspective is to create value for its citizens
and stakeholders. The factor, output is
characterised as the value created by
the strategic transformation of the city
resources for the city to attract FDI, develop
new sectors, generate knowledge spillovers
and job creation amongst others.

5. THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The proposed theoretical framework
and the theories motivating it contribute
to entrepreneurship literature. Thereby
addressing the third research question:
“How can the identiﬁed constructs from
the theories be integrated to develop a
theoretical framework?”
In particular, the proposed theoretical
framework integrates the set of theories
and identiﬁes the main constructs to
explore critical components necessary
within a spatial context. The integration of
the theoretical perspectives promotes new
avenues of thinking about entrepreneurial
ecosystems. Table 2 attempts to summarise
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6. MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
Understanding entrepreneurial ecosystems
and how they function is an advantage for
both country leaders and city managers. The
establishment of a working entrepreneurial
ecosystem will help reduce unemployment
and increase the GDP of countries and
cities. In addition, a city that has an
eﬀective ecosystem, where actors work
collaboratively, will build the social capital
of the city and improve the quality of life
through relationships. City managers need
to understand that the ecosystem must
function well for entrepreneurs in order to
attract and retain them. The elements of
the ecosystem must be engineered in a
complementary way around the needs of
the entrepreneur and the support they need
to create value for themselves and the city.

on entrepreneurial ecosystems remain
under theorised (Acs et al., 2017; Spigel &
Harrison, 2018; Roundy & Fayard, 2018)
and attention has been based on the set
of resources and conditions necessary for
entrepreneurial activity to occur within a
speciﬁc spatial context (Isenberg, 2011;
Stam & van de Ven, 2019).
This paper attempted to address this
limitation and focused its eﬀorts on
evaluating a set of theories to determine
a theoretical lens for entrepreneurial
ecosystems. Research on entrepreneurial
ecosystems has not proposed a framework
on how entrepreneurial ecosystems emerge
(Mack & Mayer, 2016). This paper seeks
to address this limitation by integrating the
Social Network Theory, Structural Holes
Theory, Systems Theory, Institutional
Theory, Absorptive Capacity Theory of
Knowledge Spillover, Design Thinking and
Broken Windows Theory for entrepreneurial
ecosystems.

An ecosystem plays an important role
in fostering, nurturing and facilitating
entrepreneurship because of a shared
sense of purpose and a strong culture of
networking on a professional and personal
level. However, as this paper indicates, an
ecosystem is more than just a network. City
managers need to concentrate on making
sure that all the facilities, be they physical,
human or policies are aligned to ensuring
that the ecosystem functions optimally.
They must also leverage oﬀ the resources
their location oﬀers and strategically plan for
the competitive advantage for that location.

The contention is this set of theories
needs to be integrated to facilitate a
more comprehensive perspective of how
entrepreneurial ecosystems emerge. By
identifying how entrepreneurial ecosystems
emerge, this theoretical framework clariﬁes
what induces co-creation and competition.
Lastly, this theory contributes to studies in
Social Network Theory, Structural Holes
Theory, Systems Theory, Institutional
Theory, Absorptive Capacity Theory of
Knowledge Spillover, Design Thinking and
Broken Windows Theory.

7. EDUCATION IMPLICATIONS
The importance of relationships in
ecosystems should be included in
education programmes. The learning from
collaboration and supporting fellow citizens
in a system must be emphasised in terms of
economic and social development.

Furthermore, this paper has underlined
that each place has distinct development
pathways and this infers that each place
would respond or coordinate themselves
diﬀerently (Acs et al., 2017; Roundy, 2017).
This reveals why evaluating entrepreneurial
ecosystems by place oﬀers a more accurate
measure as cities have diﬀerent structures
and resources. Thus, the proposed
theoretical framework may guide policy
makers and practitioners to identify where
strategic investments may be needed to

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
RESEARCH
Research on entrepreneurial ecosystems
relies on the assumption that value creation
is the output from entrepreneurship
and delivers socioeconomic beneﬁts
and cohesive communities to a location
(Bosma et al., 2019). However, research
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TABLE 2: THEORY INTEGRATION AND CONSTRUCT DEVELOPMENT (AUTHORS’
CONSTRUCTION)

Theoretical
underpinning

Constructs

Theoretical argument

Inputs: knowledge, human capital,
formal and informal institutions,
demand, entrepreneurs, social
networks.
Systems
Theory

Social
Network
Theory

Transformation process:
co-operation; leadership;
entrepreneurial intention; clarity of
development pathway; strategic
city design; city quality of life.
Output: foreign direct investment;
new sectors; new markets;
innovation; job creation; quality of
life.
Dense social networks: mentors;
entrepreneurs; government;
investors; service providers; large
businesses; media; universities;
business networks; professional
networks.
Social Capital dealmakers:
serial entrepreneurs; previous
entrepreneurs.

An entrepreneurial ecosystem
is geographically bounded with
diﬀerent structures and resources
(Roundy, 2017). Each location has
distinct development pathways and
coordinate themselves diﬀerently
to achieve their development goals
(Acs et al., 2017).

Social Network Theory explains
that networks between actors of an
ecosystem promotes co-creation
and leads to the formation of new
businesses, knowledge spillovers,
spinoﬀs, and new markets (Brown &
Mason, 2017; Stam & Spigel, 2018).

This theory refers to the strength
of relationships within the social
network. These relationships can
Structural
be weak or strong. The strength
Information ﬂow.
Holes Theory
of the relationships has an impact
Information exchanges.
on information ﬂow, exchange and
decision making between disparate
Decision making.
actors of the ecosystem
Formal and informal institutions
within a speciﬁc place shape
Formal/Regulatory: rules, laws,
entrepreneurship for new ventures
sanctions.
and allocation of resources.
Institutional
Informal/Normative: social norms
For instance, certain societies
Theory
and values.
that have a tolerance for failure
allows fast failure to occur. This
Informal/Cultural-cognitive: shared
in turns communicates a shared
understanding, common beliefs.
understanding that failure is an
opportunity to learn.
Strength of connections deﬁned
by the degree of centrality:

247

Knowledge promotes a cohesion
in understanding how to deal
with challenges and transfers
competencies.

The
Absorptive
Capacity
Theory of
Knowledge
Spillover

Knowledge: universities; research
institutions; entrepreneurial ﬁrms;
established companies; venture Through dense networks (informally
capitalists.
and formally) there is an opportunity
to identify human capital,
Human capital: entrepreneurship
discover investors and develop
skills, knowledge, and previous
new knowledge based on their
business experience.
entrepreneurial community (Spigel,
2017).
Knowledge Spillovers lead to
innovation and economic growth.
Customer centricity.

Design
Thinking

Broken
Windows
Theory

Problem-solving.
Ideation.

Quality of life:
Place: Safety.
Place: Social and physical order.
Place: Crime rates.

A human centred approach to solve
problems or opportunities through
uniﬁed ideation that transfers value
to the actors of an entrepreneurial
ecosystem.
An approach that improves the
quality of life in a city and in turn
may lead to the migration of
entrepreneurs, skilled human capital
and foreign direct investment into a
city.

FIGURE 5: THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK (AUTHORS’ CONSTRUCTION)
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reduce wasteful expenditure.

Business Economics, 49(1), 1–10. https://
doi.org/10.1007/s11187-017-9864-8

The theorising from this paper focused on
how entrepreneurial ecosystems emerge.
However, future research to empirically
explore the eﬃcacy and weight of the
theoretical constructs may assist to explain
the phenomenon of entrepreneurial
ecosystems within diﬀerent social contexts.
This may stimulate debate on the type of
eﬀorts needed to promote entrepreneurial
development within heterogeneous places.
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INTRODUCTION
Entrepreneurial
capital
consists
of
resources entrepreneurs own or rent to
eﬀectively build, run, and nurture their
business (Erikson, 2002). One of the largest
groups of entrepreneurs in developing
economies consists of smallholder farmers.
Coincidentally, this group comprises
more than half of the world’s starving
population (Harvey, et al., 2014). As such,
they have become a burgeoning topic of
entrepreneurial research in the past two
decades (McElwee, 2006; 2008; Vesala &
Vesala, 2010; Harvey et al., 2014).

ABSTRACT
Purpose–This article conducts an empirical
investigation into the relationship between
entrepreneurial capital (entrepreneurial
competence x entrepreneurial commitment)
and proﬁtability of smallholder farmers
in Madagascar’s central region of
Analamanga.
Design / Methodology / Approach – A crosssectional survey was used to collect data
from 411 small-scale farmers. Regression
analyses were subsequently performed to
test research hypotheses.

While studies have focused on deﬁning
rural agricultural famer’s entrepreneurship,
equal amounts of research attention
has been directed towards developing

Findings – Findings reveal a positive
correlation between entrepreneurial capital
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entrepreneurial capabilities and strategies
for small scale farming communities,
particularly in less developed economies
(Konte et al., 2018 ; Matacena, 2020). While
smallholder farmers’ daily job is to grow
and supply food, they make up seventy-ﬁve
percent of those, hungry in Africa (Harvey
et al., 2014) and are described as among
the poorest proportion of the world’s active
population (Ayuya et al., 2015). It is from
these observations that the overall level of
entrepreneurial success and proﬁtability
of small-scale farmers are subjects of
debate, to an extent whether they qualify as
entrepreneurs or not. In an impoverished
country like Madagascar, smallholder
farmers are among the poorest, accounting
for eighty-seven percent of those living
below national poverty line (Rakotobe,
et al., 2016). This is a challenge not only
in research but also in economic and
social development planning and policies
especially as governments of less developed
economies such as Madagascar, seek to
develop interventions that help these rural
entrepreneurial farming communities to
survive and be successful (Rakotobe et al.,
2016; McElwee and Robson, 2005).

PROBLEM STATEMENT
This paper seeks to examine the nature of
the relationship between entrepreneurial
capital and proﬁtability of smallholder
farmers in the rural areas of Analamanga,
central region of Madagascar.
Therefore, three distinct sub-problems
have been tackled. Firstly, the study scans
the nature of the relationship between
entrepreneurial competence and proﬁtability
of smallholder farmers in Analamanga’s
rural areas. Secondly, the nature of the
correlation
between
entrepreneurial
commitment and proﬁtability has been
scrutinized. An exploration of the character
of the relationship amongst the multiplicative
interaction
between
entrepreneurial
competence
and
entrepreneurial
commitment, and proﬁtability of smallholder
farmers completes the investigation.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The study seeks to explore Erikson’s
(2002) ﬁndings on the importance of
entrepreneurial
capital
in
emerging
ventures’ business performance. For that
purpose, the magnitude of entrepreneurial
competence, the intensity of commitment
and the importance of entrepreneurial capital
among smallholder farmers have been
investigated. The paper is also interested in
measuring the range of proﬁtability of smallscale farmers in Madagascar’s central
region. Finally, the characteristic of the
correlation between entrepreneurial capital
and proﬁtability has been determined.

This study raises a question on the
relationship between entrepreneurial capital
and the success factors of smallholder
farmers. Researchers diﬀer on viewpoints
about entrepreneurial capital, however
the dimensions include not only physical
and ﬁnancial capital, but also the human,
social and organizational capital of the
entrepreneur (Hofer and Schendel, 1978 ;
Bygrave, 1989 ; Becker, 1964 ; Bourdieu,
1983 ; Liebenstein, 1968 ; Glade, 1967 ;
Nahapiet and Ghoshal, 1998 ; Dollinger,
1995 ; Tomer, 1987). The entrepreneurial
capital (EC) formula, as suggested by
Venter and Urban (2015, p.59) presents as
follows.

Established to be positively correlated
with economic development (Baumol and
Strom, 2007), entrepreneurship could be
the answer to the persisting rural poverty
problem in Madagascar. Nevertheless,
only a few studies have been made on
the entrepreneurial aspects of countrydwellers in the island (Harvey et al., 2014
; Urban and Ratsimanetrimanana, 2015
; Rakotobe et al., 2016). Based on this
observation, no in-depth study is available
on the entrepreneurial capital of smallholder
farmers in Analamanga’s rural areas. Thus,

Entrepreneurial Capital (EC) =
Entrepreneurial Competence x
Entrepreneurial Commitment
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this research seems to be a pioneer in that
speciﬁc region of the island.

only be understood by the farmers’ attitude
and motivation in each environmental
context. This paper ﬁnds McElwee’s
(2004) deﬁnition that captures farming
entrepreneurs as those primarily engaged
in economic activities on the farm and
agriculture through the cultivation, growing
crops and raising livestock as main source
of both subsistence and income to be more
applicable to this study.

At practical level, the outcomes of
the research can be used to provide
recommendations
advising
business
incubators and policy makers on the best
assistance, services and trainings that
should be developed to improve the lives
of smallholder farmers and alleviate rural
poverty in Madagascar.

In the context of Madagascar, smallholder
farms
are
generally
family-owned
businesses. The Malagasy smallholder
famers can be characterised as traditional
growers (Lauwere, De Verhaar and Drost,
2002) where not only traditional cultivation
techniques are used and highly regarded; but
also, technical know-hows are passed on to
new generation of growers. These farmers
consider this knowledge transfer from one
generation to the next a signiﬁcant factor
that gives them a competitive advantage.
Therefore, Malagasy smallholder farmers
are engaged in the entrepreneurial process,
as deﬁned by Stoner, Freeman and Gilbert
(1995), which involves the combination
of resources to produce new goods or
services. In doing so, they interact with the
dynamic environment, and are proactive
and innovative. They create something
new with value by devoting the necessary
time and eﬀort; and coping with all related
investment risks (Hisrich and Peters, 1998).
Henceforth, they are entrepreneurs. They,
however, may not receive as much ﬁnancial
rewards as urban venture creators as their
lives are greatly aﬀected by external factors
like pests, disease outbreaks and extreme
weather conditions (Harvey et al., 2014).
Research conﬁrms that farmers’ economic
activities are variable and far from being
uniform and single faceted (McElwee, 2008).
In Madagascar, the poorest proportion of
the working population are smallholder
farmers (Rakotobe et al., 2016). This
clearly indicates that, in the island, smallscale farming may be entrepreneurial but
probabilities to produce signiﬁcant proﬁts
are meagre.

LITERATURE REVIEW
The small farming business
As opposed to large agricultural companies,
smallholder farmers are individuals, in most
cases families, owning a small pocket of
land, no more than 2ha in the context of
Madagascar, where they work and farm
to make a living (Harvey et al., 2014).
According to The World Bank Group (2013),
there are 525 million small farmers across
the globe. They are generally categorized
as ‘necessity entrepreneurs because they
often practice farming only for survival
purposes. What makes studying this
population more intriguing is the myths that
small-scale farmers are incapable of being
entrepreneurial (McElwee, 2008). At ﬁrst
glance, entrepreneurs are characterized
with a high need for achievement, an
internal locus of control and a risk-taking
propensity (Venter and Urban, 2015);
whereas smallholder farmers are viewed as
hungry people, doing their job for the sake
of satisfying their basic physiological needs
(Harvey et al., 2014). In most case scenarios,
opportunity, venture, and entrepreneurial
emergence seem not to exist in small
farming businesses. Among smallholder
farmers, it seems to be about the necessity
to work and transform the most primitive
assets available into revenues, to survive
and cope with everyday life. Although
the extent to which smallholder farmers
could be classiﬁed as entrepreneurs is
contested (Borsch & Forsman, 2001), there
are several characteristics that qualify
most of them as entrepreneurial. Beedell
and Rehman (2000) argue that farming
entrepreneurship is a phenomenon that can
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Entrepreneurial capital
Erikson
(2002)
suggests
that
entrepreneurial capital is a building block
enabling entrepreneurs to succeed in their
new venture creation and management
endeavours. Entrepreneurial capital is a
key factor enhancing business owners’
development and sustenance of their
company’s competitive advantage to
uphold its market values and remain
ahead of competitors. Erikson (2002)
concisely deﬁnes it as a multiplicative
function of entrepreneurial competence
and
commitment.
Entrepreneurial
competence empowers entrepreneurs
to identify opportunities and accumulate
all the necessary tangible and intangible
resources in order to gain outcomes
(Erikson, 2002). A business owner is
deemed to be competent when they display
(i) a high perceived capability–not doubting
their ability to achieve entrepreneurial tasks
(Shapero and Sokol, 1982); (ii) a high
perceived opportunity,–aware of all terriﬁc
opportunities available on the market and
capable to explore and exploit them (Renko,
Shrader and Simon, 2012); (iii) a low fear of
failure,–not debellated or concerned about
avoiding failure and the ensuing shame
(Sagar, Busch and Jowett, 2009); (iv) a solid
support from role models–beneﬁts from
access to inspiring people whom they look
up to and hope to keep up with (Barazandeh,
Parvizian, Alizadeh and Khosravi, 2015;
Merriam-Webster, 2018). Entrepreneurial
commitment enables business owners
to showcase a relentless passion and
devotion to their venture until it is ﬁt enough
to reach its purposes and sustain the core
values initially set by the venture vision and
mission statements (Erikson, 2002). An
entrepreneur is deemed to be committed
when they manifest (i) a high normative
commitment – a strong sense of obligation
to keep up the hard work for the venture to
succeed; (ii) a high aﬀective commitment–a
sturdy desire to always keep working in
their venture and further its prosperity;
and (iii) a high continuance commitment–a
compelling need to stay in business and

lead the venture towards perpetual success
(Yousef, 2017; Tasmin, Said, Mariani, &
Zainuddin, 2013).
Demographics and entrepreneurship
Entrepreneurs are expected to have a
progressive mindset (Globerman and
Clemens, 2018). This is a trait related to a
more ﬂexible way of thinking usually found
in youthful populations (Liang, Wand and
Lazear, 2014). As such, most entrepreneurs
enter the discipline before turning 50 years
of age. For generally, individuals’ creativity
starts declining, the older they get (Globerman
& Clemens, 2018; Demmert & Klein, 2003).
Entrepreneurs should also have the ability
to competently run a business and execute
breakthrough ideas in a decorous manner
(Globerman and Clemens, 2018). This
trait makes professional exposure such a
fundamental antecedent to any business
creation endeavour (Liang et al., 2014). For
that reason, individuals would, typically, get
involved in self-employment venture after
age 25. By that time, not only, their level of
creativity would be at a crowning point, but
they would have also acquired a suﬃcient
work experience to properly create and
manage an enterprise. Additionally,
entrepreneurs should be driven by a desire
to make proﬁt while creating relevant
value in market (Globerman and Clemens,
2018). This indispensable attribute makes
entrepreneurship more accessible to
individuals with higher education levels. Van
der Sluis and Van Praag (2008), asserted
that business owners earn 5.5 percent
additional turnover for every surplus year of
education they have been through, if they
operate in a developing country. These
ﬁgures rise to 6.1 percent if the company is
run in a high-income country (Van der Sluis
and Van Praag, 2008 ; Matsuda and Matsuo,
2017 ; Saidu, 2019). Another demographic
factor that inﬂuences entrepreneurial
outcome is gender. Most studies conﬁrm
that men are more likely to engage in
entrepreneurial venture creation, as the
business environment is disproportionally
male-dominated (Reid, O’Neill and BlairLoy, 2018 ; Sana, 2019 ; Garg and Agarwal,
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2017).

strongly linked with venture performance
(Tasnim and Singh, 2016 ; Simon, Stachel
and Covin, 2011). It encompasses an
entrepreneur’s endurance, perseverance,
passion, and self-determination when
running their enterprise (Tasnim & Singh,
2016). The four elements referenced above
have also been recorded as promoting not
only a desirable proﬁtability but also new
venture establishments, entrepreneurial
muniﬁcence, new product development,
and internationalization (Tasnim and Singh,
2016). Extant research has also addressed
entrepreneurial commitment antecedents
such as normative commitment and
aﬀective
commitment.
Normative
commitment ensures success and positive
delivery results from the entrepreneur,
while aﬀective commitment is a key factor
engendering overall business performance
(Tasnim and Singh, 2016). Such qualities
of commitment are arguably identiﬁable in
small scale farmers as they undoubtedly
persevere in a dynamic environment both
natural and institutional and mobilise every
resource and capital towards their farming
enterprises. Generally, smallholder farmers
are equally committed and persistently
seek performance of their farming ventures.

Entrepreneurial capital and proﬁtability
Within the framework of entrepreneurial
capital, an entrepreneurially adept individual
is referred to as someone with both the right
competence and devotion to particularly
succeed in business endeavours (Venter
and Urban, 2015). The matter of interest
in this study is to determine the correlation
between an individual’s competence and
commitment to their business and economic
success. Scholars such as Feuer and
Chaharbaghi (1994) speciﬁcally studied the
construct of competence arguing that it is a
composite of knowledge, attitude and skills
enabling a practitioner to yield exceptional
results in their occupational ﬁeld. Lopa and
Bose (2014) further argued that, in the actual
discipline of entrepreneurship, there are
six major determinants of entrepreneurial
competence,
namely:
opportunity
competencies, organizing competencies,
relationship
competencies,
strategic
competencies, commitment competencies
and conceptual competencies. Each of
these elements interact with the venture’s
organisational capabilities and competitive
advantage
to
produce
enterprise
performance (Lopa and Bose, 2014).
Therefore, recognising ﬁnancial results as
a key indicator of business performance
(Bhatti, Awan and Razaq, 2014), it can be
argued that there is a positive relationship
between entrepreneurial competence and
proﬁtability.

While supporting the conclusions that
argue for the positive relationship between
entrepreneurial commitment and business
performance, Simon et al. (2011), extended
the application to the mediation of a
stronger focus, a higher consistency, and a
more beneﬁcial freedom of action. McElwee
(2004 ; 2008) while studying Finnish smallscale farmers, discovered that highly
committed entrepreneurs are more focused
and consistent in reﬁning their venture
strategies and action plan. They also beneﬁt
from a greater freedom to act and ensure a
better control of their achievements.

Consolidating the literature on demographics
and entrepreneurial competence, it is
hypothesised that:
H1: There is a signiﬁcant relationship
between
entrepreneurial
competence
[perceived capabilities (PC), perceived
opportunities (PO), less fear of failure (LFF)
and role models (RM)] and the proﬁtability
of smallholder farmers, where diﬀerences
are observed among genders, education
levels and age groups.

Subsequently,
as
entrepreneurial
competence is positively correlated to
proﬁtability (Lope and Bose, 2014); and
the same can be maintained regarding
entrepreneurial
commitment
(Tasnim
and Singh, 2016 ; Simon et al., 2011),

Entrepreneurial commitment has also been
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these
two
constructs’ multiplicative
interaction (entrepreneurial competence
x entrepreneurial commitment) should
also display a positive relationship with
the dependent variable, i.e. proﬁtability.
Audretsch and Keilbach (2004) conﬁrmed
this statement as they established that
a high entrepreneurial capital triggers
individual to properly shape the output from
their actions and productivity.

are observed among genders, education
levels and age groups.
METHODOLOGY
Population and Sample size
The data on smallholder farmers used
in this study was collected from the
Analamanga central region of Madagascar.
Analamanga consists of urban and rural
districts. Seven rural districts were sampled
for this study and these are Anjozorobe,
Antananarivo Avaradrano, Manjakandriana,
Andramasina, Antananarivo Atsimondrano,
Ankazobe and Ambohidratrimo (Ministere
de l’Economie et du Plan, 2009). A total of
139 municipalities fall within these sampled
districts from which smallholder farmers
were sampled to participate in this study.
Respondents were individuals from 18
years of age and older, possessing and
working on a rural smallholder farm of 2ha
or less of land (Harvey et al., 2014). Survey
participants were selected using a cluster
sampling with a quota approach, according
to the following procedure:

Drawing from the above theoretical
discussions, and acknowledging the
importance of entrepreneurial capital
and its antecedents in shaping ﬁnancial
proﬁtability of any entrepreneurial ventures,
the following hypotheses are advanced:
H2: There is a signiﬁcant relationship
between
entrepreneurial
commitment
[normative commitment (NC), aﬀective
commitment
(AC)
and
continuance
commitment (CC)] and the proﬁtability of
smallholder farmers, where diﬀerences are
observed among genders, education levels
and age groups.

1. Firstly, a random selection of four rural
districts (North, East, South, West),
named district sample, was done.

H3: There is a signiﬁcant relationship
among the multiplicative interaction
between entrepreneurial competence and
entrepreneurial commitment (engendering
entrepreneurial capital), and the proﬁtability
of smallholder farmers, where diﬀerences

2. Secondly, in each district sample, a
random selection of one municipality,
named municipality sample, was carried
out.

TABLE 1: LIST OF DISTRICT SAMPLE, MUNICIPALITY SAMPLE, AND POPULATION SIZE

Location
North
East

Districts

District samples

Municipality samples

Population
size

Anjozorobe
A/rivo
Avaradrano

Anjozorobe

Analaroa

3,017

Manjakandriana

Ambohibary

3,206

A/rivo
Atsimondrano

Ampanefy

7,190

Ambohidratrimo

Mahabo

3,387

Manjakandriana

Andramasina
A/rivo
South
Atsimondrano
Ankazobe
West
Ambohidratrimo
Total of the population

16,800

Source: Ministère de l’Economie et du Plan (2009)
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3. Thirdly, a random selection of n
smallholder farmers to be interviewed
was undertaken from each municipality
sample. More speciﬁcally, at the
beginning of the ﬁeld data collection,
interviewers met in the middle of a
village. From there, they went on to visit
households. They stopped by to run
interviews to ascertain if the households
fulﬁlled the criteria of smallholder
farmers.

2015). The questionnaire consisted of four
main sections, namely the: demographic
information, entrepreneurial competence
dimension, entrepreneurial commitment
dimension and proﬁtability dimension. All
questions associated with each dimension
made use of a 7-point Likert scale where
“1” represented “strongly disagree” and “7”
meant “strongly agree”.
Entrepreneurial proﬁtability and capital
Entrepreneurial proﬁtability is conceptualised
as the dependent variable in this study.
Literatures relate proﬁtability to the concept
of entrepreneurial capital, through which a
signiﬁcantly positive correlation has been
argued to exist (Audretsch and Keilbach
2004). The three proﬁtability scale items
retained a questionnaire Cronbach’s
Alpha internal reliability level of .88, which
was deemed to be excellent. This ﬁgure
is higher than the minimum requirement
of .60, as per Nunnally and Bernstein’s
(1994) and George and Mallery’s (2003)
suggestions. Furthermore, the corrected
item-total correlation connected with each
item ranged from .74 to .79. While the
minimum requirement, based on De Vaus’
(2002) recommendations, is .30.

Table 1 displays the list of district sample,
municipality sample and population size
considered during the study.
Considering that 70 percent of Malagasy
population are farmers (Harvey et al.,
2014) and 71 percent of Malagasy farmers
are smallholders (Rakotobe et al., 2016),
it could be quantiﬁed that Malagasy
smallholder farmers represent 49.7 percent
of the general population of Madagascar.
Therefore, the following equation (Krejcie
and Morgan, 1970) was used to calculate
the minimum required sample size:
s = X2NP(1− P) ÷ d2 (N −1) + X2P(1− P)
Where:
s

=

X2

=

N
P

=
=

d

=

Seven diﬀerent independent variables were
measured. These are detailed in Table 2
below.

minimum required sample
size
the table value of chi-square
for 1 degree of freedom at
the desired Conﬁdence level
(3.841).
the population size (16,800)
the proportion of smallholder
farmers (0.497)
the degree of accuracy
expressed as a proportion
(.05).

The survey also collected demographic
factors like gender, level of education and
age group which also acted as control
variables during the data analysis exercises.
Following extant debates, Alsos et al. (2006)
suggest that male entrepreneurs are more
inclined to run more proﬁtable business
than their female counterparts. A higher
education level relates to higher proﬁtability
(Van der Sluis and Van Praag, 2008). Also,
ﬂourishing entrepreneurial traits are linked
with individuals within a speciﬁc age group
(Liang et al., 2014).

Measurement issues
Scales
The scales used in this study were built
from the extant research (Chen, Gully
and Eden, 2001 ; Kuckertz, Krell and
Stockmann, 2017 ; Conroy, 2003 ; Nauta
and Kokali, 2001 ; Allen and Meyer, 1990
; Kanyua, Ithinji, Waluse and Wairimu,

Statistical analyses were performed using
IBM SPSS v.25. At ﬁrst, factor analysis and
Cronbach’s Alpha applied respectively, to
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TABLE 2: OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

INDEPENDENT
VARIABLES

Perceived Capability
(PC)

Perceived
Opportunities
(PO)

Less Fear of Failure
(LFF)

Role Models
(RM)

ITEMS
I will be able to achieve most of the goals that I set for myself
When facing diﬃcult tasks, I am certain that I will accomplish
them
In general, I believe that I can obtain outcomes that are important
to me
I believe I can succeed to most any endeavour to which I set my
mind
I will be able to successfully overcome many challenges
I am conﬁdent that I can perform eﬀectively on many diﬀerent
tasks
Compared to other people, I can do most tasks very well
Even when things are tough, I can perform quite well
I am always alert to business opportunities
I research potential markets to identify business opportunities
I search systematically for business opportunities
I have set up this business to pursue an opportunity I perceived
Based on a business opportunity I perceived, I have developed
a new market
When I am failing, I’m not afraid that I might not have enough
talent
When I am failing, it does not upset my plan for the future
When I am not succeeding, people are still interested in me
When I am failing, important others are not disappointed
When I am failing, I don’t worry about what others think about
me
There is someone I can count on if I need support when I make
decisions in my farming business
There is someone who helps me to weigh the pros and cons of
the decisions that I make in my farming business
There is someone who shows me how to get where I am going
with my farming business
There is someone who tells or shows me general strategies to
succeed in my farming business
There is someone I want to be like when running my farming
business
There is someone particularly inspirational to me in the farming
industry
In the farming business that I am pursuing, there is someone
that I admire
I have a mentor in my farming business
I know of someone who has an achievement that I would like to
pursue
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One of the major reasons I continue to work for my own business
is that I believe that loyalty is important and therefore a sense of
moral obligation to remain
If I got another oﬀer for a better job elsewhere, I would not feel it
Normative
was right to leave my business
Commitment
I was taught to believe in the value of remaining loyal to the
(NC)
business that you started
Things were better in the days when smallholder farmers
remained in the farming business for most of their careers
I do not think that working anywhere else is more appealing
I would be very happy to spend the rest of my career in this
business of mine
I enjoy discussing about my business with people outside it
Aﬀective Commitment I really feel that this business’ problems are my own
I think I could not be easily attached to another organization as
(AC)
I am to this business
I feel that my business is part of my family
I am feeling emotionally attached to my business
This business has a great deal of personal meaning for me
I am afraid of what might happen if I leave this business without
having any other job alternative lined up
It would be very hard for me to stop this business right now even
if I wanted to
Too much in my life would be disrupted if I decided to stop this
business
It would be too costly for me to stop this business now
Continuance
Right now, keeping running this business is a matter of necessity
Commitment
as much as desire
I feel that I have too few options to consider stopping this
(CC)
business
One of the few serious consequences of stopping this business
would be the scarcity of available alternatives
One of the reasons why I keep running this business is that
closing it would require considerable personal sacriﬁce – another
professional activity may not match the overall beneﬁts I have
here
Source: Study Questionnaire
test the scale validity and scale reliability.
Then, demographic data were analysed
through descriptive statistics. Finally,
regression analyses were run to test the
hypotheses.

using exploratory factor analysis. The results
conﬁrmed each measure to display a ratio
of cases to variable, higher than minimum
requirement of 5 to 1, a coeﬃcient matrix
exceeding the acceptable .30, a measure of
sampling adequacy superior to the required
.50, a Bartlett’s test probability lower than
the maximum requirement of .001, and

RESULTS
The validity of each scale was measured
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a value of communalities exceeding the
lowest recommended of .50 (Taherdoost,
2016). Dimensions’ reliability was examined
by way of Cronbach’s Alpha, which proved
all scales to be excellent. Each measure
presented a Cronbach’s Alpha superior to
the minimum acceptable of .60 (Nunnally
and Bernstein ‘s, 1994 ; George and Mallery,
2003). Table 3 exhibits an overall picture of
the scales validity test results.

study persona; consisting of a female
farmers, between 20 and 59 years of age,
having completed a secondary school
level of education and above; based on
the proportion of respondents from each
demographic group surveyed. Alsos et al.
(2006) suggest that the entrepreneur’s
gender aﬀect how proﬁtable they are in
their endeavour. Age and education level
have also been correlated with business
owners’ commercial success (Liang et al.,
2014 ; Var der Sluis and Van Praag, 2008).
Female farmers constituted 58.4% of the
respondents; 89.2% were between 20 and

At ﬁrst, descriptive statistics were used to
analyse the demographics of the studied
population. It enabled to establish the

TABLE 3: OVERVIEW OF THE OUTCOMES FROM THE VALIDITY TESTS OF RESEARCH SCALES

PC1
PC2
PC3
PC4
PC5
PC6
PC7
PC8

PO1
PO2
PO3
PO6
PO7
PO8

LFF1
LFF2
LFF3
LFF4
LFF5

RM1

Correlation matrix related to Perceived Capability (PC) scales
PC1
PC2
PC3
PC4
PC5
PC6
PC7
PC8
1.00
.80
.74
.73
.69
.75
.63
.68
.80
1.00
.85
.83
.77
.82
.74
.76
.74
.85
1.00
.83
.73
.77
.72
.70
.73
.83
.83
1.00
.83
.85
.73
.78
.69
.77
.73
.83
1.00
.85
.62
.84
.75
.82
.77
.85
.85
1.00
.73
.83
.63
.74
.72
.73
.62
.73
1.00
.68
.68
.76
.70
.78
.84
.83
.68
1.00
Correlation matrix related to Perceived Opportunity (PO) scales
PO1
PO2
PO3
PO6
PO7
PO8
1.00
.44
.80
.55
.39
.12
.44
1.00
.53
.47
.75
.20
.80
.53
1.00
.64
.45
.13
.55
.47
.64
1.00
.45
.03
.39
.75
.45
.45
1.00
.32
.12
.20
.13
.03
.32
1.00
Correlation matrix related to Less Fear of Failure (LFF) scales
LFF1
LFF2
LFF3
LFF4
LFF5
1.00
.52
.37
.36
.34
.52
1.00
.27
.33
.26
.37
.27
1.00
.62
.64
.36
.33
.62
1.00
.56
.34
.26
.64
.56
1.00
Correlation matrix related to Role Models (RM) scales
RM1
RM2
RM3
RM4
RM5
RM6
RM7
RM8
1.00
.85
.72
.61
.49
.47
.45
.47
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RM2
RM3
RM4
RM5
RM6
RM7
RM8
RM9

NC1
NC2
NC3
NC4
NC5

AC1
AC2
AC3
AC4
AC5
AC6
AC7

CC1
CC2
CC3
CC4
CC5
CC6
CC7
CC8

PFT2
PFT3
PFT6

.85
1.00
.85
.73
.50
.48
.43
.51
.72
.85
1.00
.88
.44
.43
.39
.54
.61
.73
.88
1.00
.42
.41
.38
.57
.49
.50
.44
.42
1.00
.91
.77
.47
.47
.48
.44
.41
.91
1.00
.77
.46
.45
.43
.39
.38
.77
.77
1.00
.55
.47
.51
.54
.57
.47
.46
.55
1.00
.36
.39
.33
.35
.68
.68
.75
.50
Correlation matrix related to Normative Commitment (NC) scales
NC1
NC2
NC3
NC4
NC5
1.00
.75
.72
.69
.61
.75
1.00
.67
.74
.75
.72
.67
1.00
.72
.59
.69
.74
.72
1.00
.81
.61
.75
.59
.81
1.00
Correlation matrix related to Aﬀective Commitment (AC) scales
AC1
AC2
AC3
AC4
AC5
AC6
AC7
1.00
.65
.66
.67
.67
.66
.66
.65
1.00
.55
.54
.69
.66
.68
.66
.55
1.00
.69
.57
.53
.54
.63
.54
.69
1.00
.63
.60
.53
.67
.69
.57
.63
1.00
.88
.84
.66
.66
.53
.60
.88
1.00
.89
.66
.68
.54
.53
.84
.89
1.00
Correlation matrix related to Continuance Commitment (CC) scales.
CC1
CC2
CC3
CC4
CC5
CC6
CC7
CC8
1.00
.71
.60
.63
.58
.47
.50
.45
.71
1.00
.83
.86
.85
.48
.48
.69
.60
.83
1.00
.93
.86
.43
.52
.67
.63
.86
.93
1.00
.91
.46
.56
.70
.58
.85
.86
.91
1.00
.41
.49
.75
.47
.48
.43
.46
.41
1.00
.69
.49
.50
.48
.52
.56
.49
.69
1.00
.57
.45
.69
.67
.70
.75
.49
.57
1.00
Correlation matrix related to Proﬁtability (PFT) scales.
PFT2
PFT3
PFT6
1.00
.67
.74
.67
1.00
.71
.74
.71
1.00
.
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.39
.33
.35
.68
.68
.75
.50
1.00

Table 4 displays an overall picture of the scales reliability test results.
TABLE 4: OVERVIEW OF THE OUTCOMES FROM THE RELIABILITY TESTS OF RESEARCH
SCALES

Scales/Items
Perceived Capabilities (PC)–(ά = .960)
I will be able to achieve most of the
goals that I set for myself
When facing diﬃcult tasks, I am certain
that I will accomplish them
In general, I believe that I can obtain
outcomes that are important to me
I believe I can succeed to most any
endeavor to which I set my mind
I will be able to successfully overcome
many challenges
I am conﬁdent that I can perform
eﬀectively on many diﬀerent tasks
Compared to other people, I can do
most tasks very well
Even when things are tough, I can
perform quite well
Perceived Opportunities (PO)–(ά = .854)
I am always alert to business
opportunities
I research potential markets to identify
business opportunities
I search systematically for business
opportunities
I have set up this business to pursue an
opportunity I perceived
Based on a business opportunity I
perceived, I have developed a new
market
Less Fear of Failure (LFF)–(ά = .790)
When I am failing, I’m not afraid that I
might not have enough talent
When I am failing, it does not upset my
plan for the future
When I am not succeeding, people are
still interested in me
When I am failing, important others are
not disappointed
When I am failing, I don’t worry about
what others think about me
Role Models (RM)–(ά = .920)

1

2

3

.798
.902
.857
.901
.852
.903
.767
.843

.656
.683
.751
.639

.630
.509
.435
.652
.637
.614
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There is someone I can count on if I
need support when I make decisions in
my farming business
There is someone who helps me to
weigh the pros and cons of the decisions
that I make in my farming business
There is someone who shows me how
to get where I am going with my farming
business
There is someone who tells or shows
me general strategies to succeed in my
farming business
There is someone I want to be like when
running my farming business
There is someone particularly
inspirational to me in the farming
industry

.715

.779

.754

.707
.737
.725

In the farming business that I am
pursuing, there is someone that I admire

.705
.647

I have a mentor in my farming business
I know of someone who has an
achievement that I would like to pursue
Normative Commitment (NC)–(ά = .920)
One of the major reasons I continue
to work for my own business is that I
believe that loyalty is important and
therefore a sense of moral obligation to
remain
If I got another oﬀer for a better job
elsewhere, I would not feel it was right to
leave my business
I was taught to believe in the value of
remaining loyal to the business that you
started
Things were better in the days when
smallholder farmers remained in the
farming business for most of their
careers
I do not think that working anywhere else
is more appealing
Aﬀective Commitment (AC)–(ά = .920)

.627

.782

.832

.753

.852
.786

I would be very happy to spend the rest
of my career in this business of mine

.791

I enjoy discussing about my business
with people outside it

.732
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I really feel that this business’ problems
are my own
I think I could not be easily attached
to another organization as I am to this
business
I feel that my business is part of my
family
I am feeling emotionally attached to my
business
This business has a great deal of
personal meaning for me
Continuance Commitment (CC)–(ά =
.930)
I am afraid of what might happen if I
leave this business without having any
other job alternative lined up

.702

.730
.839
.820
.800

.672

It would be very hard for me to stop this
business right now even if I wanted to

.860

Too much in my life would be disrupted if
I decided to stop this business

.845

It would be too costly for me to stop this
business now
Right now keeping running this business
is a matter of necessity as much as
desire
I feel that I have too few options to
consider stopping this business
One of the few serious consequences
of stopping this business would be the
scarcity of available alternatives
One of the reasons why I keep running
this business is that closing it would
require considerable personal sacriﬁce
– another professional activity may not
match the overall beneﬁts I have here
Proﬁtability (PFT)–(ά = .880)
I have all the tools required to provide
high quality products from my farming
activity
My farm is large enough to produce the
required proﬁt
I can and I do feed my crops/animals
well for them to be healthy and produce
high quality products

.884

.847
.585

.652

.744

.768
.740

.791
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59 years of age; 55% among interviewees
have accomplished a secondary school or
higher level of education. Table 5 depicts
the demographics of studied population.

have a signiﬁcant positive correlation with
proﬁtability. However, less fear of failure
does not (Table 6). Overall, entrepreneurial
competence has a partially signiﬁcant
positive relationship with proﬁtability
(F(4,406) = 62.90, p<.001; b0=-1.28, p=.01;
β1=.45, p<.001; β2=.43, p<.001; β3=-.02,
p=.84, β4=.14, p=.02) (Table 6). Considering
the breakdown by demographics, it was
observed that neither for the female group
(F(4,235) = 30.13, p<.001; b0=-1.26, p=.05;
β1=.44, p<.001; β2=.40, p<.001; β3=-.01,
p=.89, β4=.13, p=.08 ) nor for the male
group (F(4,166) = 31.52, p<.001; b0=-1.22,
p=.11; β1=.46, p<.001; β2=.46, p<.001;
β3=-.04, p=.73, β4=.13, p=.15), did the less
fear of failure and role models dimensions
have a signiﬁcant relationship with
proﬁtability (Table 6). The same observation
is valid for the ‘between 20 and 39’ group
(F(4,190) = 33.36, p<.001; b0=-1.14, p=.11;
β1=.51, p<.001; β2=.38, p<.001; β3=-.03,
p=.76, β4=.10, p=.23 ) and ‘primary’ group
(F(4,154) = 29.18, p<.001; b0=-1.93, p=.02;
β1=.50, p<.001; β2=.50, p<.001; β3=-.05,
p=.64, β4=.10, p=.27) (Table 7). For the
‘between 40 and 59’ (F(4,167) = 26.77,
p<.001; b0=-1.58, p=.03; β1=.35, p<.001;
β2=.51, p<.001; β3=-.00, p=.99, β4=.23,
p=.02 ) and the ‘secondary and above’ group
(F(4,221) = 27.44, p<.001; b0=-1.03, p=.11;
β1=.38, p<.001; β2=.37, p<.001; β3=-.00,
p=.97, β4=.16, p=.05), it could be remarked
that only the correlation between less fear
of failure dimension and proﬁtability was
non-signiﬁcant (Table 6).

TABLE 5: DEMOGRAPHICS OF STUDIED
POPULATION

Demographics Number
Gender
Female
240
Male
171
Age
Less than 20
30
Between 20 –
195
39
Between 40 –
172
59
60 and above
14
Level of education
Without
26
education
Primary
159
Secondary and
226
above
Overall
411
sample

Frequency
58.4%
41.6%
7.3%
47.4%
41.8%
3.4%
6.3%
38.7%
55.0%
100.0%

ANALYSIS
The three hypotheses were formulated
for this study, all testing if there was
a signiﬁcant relationship between the
independent
variables–entrepreneurial
competence
(perceived
capability,
perceived opportunity, less fear of failure,
role models); entrepreneurial commitment
(normative
commitment,
aﬀective
commitment, continuance commitment);
and entrepreneurial capital–and the
dependent variable smallholder farm
entrepreneurial proﬁtability. Therefore,
the use of a regression mechanism of
the classic Baron and Kenny (1986) was
commended (Saunders and Blume, 2018).
A multiple linear regression was used
to test hypothesis 1. Results suggested
that with regard to the overall sample,
entrepreneurial competence construct as
well as the perceived capability, perceived
opportunity and role models dimensions

Hypothesis 2 was also examined through
multiple
linear
regression.
Results
suggested that with respect to the overall
sample,
the
entire
entrepreneurial
commitment construct and the aﬀective
commitment dimension have a signiﬁcant
correlation with proﬁtability, while normative
and continuance commitment don’t (Table
7). That means, as one of the three
dimensions making up the construct is
considerably correlated to the dependent
variable while two aren’t, it can be
advanced that entrepreneurial commitment
in its entirety has a partially signiﬁcant
relationship with proﬁtability (F(3,407) =
269

TABLE 6: REGRESSION RESULTS OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ENTREPRENEURIAL
COMPETENCE AND PROFITABILITY OF SMALLHOLDER FARMERS

Demographics
Female
Male
Between
20 and 39
Between
40 and 59

Change
statistics
F
Sig.

b-values
b0

p-values

PC

PO LFF
Gender
.44 .40
.01
.46 .46 -.04
Age

RM

PC

PO

LFF RM

.13
.13

<.001
<.001

<.001
<.001

.89
.73

.08
.15

30.13
31.52

<.001
<.001

-1.26
-1.22

33.36

<.001

-1.14

.51

.38

-.03

.10

<.001

<.001

.76

.23

26.77

<.001

-1.58

.35

.51

.00

.23

.001

<.001

.99

.02

Level of education
Primary
Secondary
and above
Overall
sample

29.18

<.001

-1.93

.50

.50

.05

.10

<.001

<.001

.64

.27

27.44

<.001

-1.03

.38

.37

-.00

.16

<.001

<.001

.97

.05

62.90

<.001

-1.28

.45

.43

-.02

.14

<.001

<.001

.84

.02

group (F(3,168) = 19.72, p<.001; b0=-1.10,
p=.16; β1=.28, p=.04; β2=.74, p<.001; β3=.21, p=.10) and the ‘primary’ group ‘(F(3,155)
= 18.98, p<.001; b0=-1.85, p=.05; β1=.31,
p=.02; β2=.81, p<.001; β3=-.16, p=.27), it
could be remarked that only the relationship
between continuance commitment and
proﬁtability was non-signiﬁcant (Table 7).

39.91, p<.001; b0=-.48, p=.17; β1=.08,
p=.06; β2=.10, p<.001; β3=-.08, p=.08)
(Table 66). Considering the breakdown
by demographics, it was observed that
for the female group (F(3,236) = 33.25,
p<.001; b0=-1.62, p=.004; β1=.16, p=.11;
β2=.65, p<.001; β3=-.07, p=.46), neither
the normative commitment dimension
nor the continuance commitment had a
signiﬁcant relationship with proﬁtability
(Table 8). The same observation is valid for
both the ‘secondary and above’ (F(3,222)
= 16.40, p<.001; b0=.29, p=.63; β1=.14,
p=.25; β2=.56, p<.001; β3=-.16, p=.10) and
the ‘between 20 and 39’ groups (F(3,191)
= 17.35, p<.001; b0=-.09, p=.89; β1=.13,
p=.25; β2=.63, p<.001; β3=-.14, p=.21)
(Table 7). For the male group (F(3,167)
= 12.00, p<.001; b0=.84, p=.32; β1=.17,
p=.23; β2=.76, p<.001; β3=-.44, p=.001),
the normative commitment dimension
did not have a signiﬁcant correlation with
proﬁtability. While the relationship between
aﬀective commitment and proﬁtability was
signiﬁcantly positive (β2=.76, p<.001).
The relationship between continuance
commitment and proﬁtability, however, was
remarkably negative (β3=-.44, p=.001)
(Table 7). For both the ‘between 40 and 59’

Simple linear regression was used to verify
hypothesis 3. Results suggested that for the
overall sample, the multiplicative interaction
between
entrepreneurial
competence
and entrepreneurial commitment has a
signiﬁcant relationship with proﬁtability
(F(1,409) = 91.97, p<.001; b0=-.05, p=.86;
β1=.01, p<.001) (Table 8). Considering the
breakdown by demographics, the same
result was observed for both the female
(F(1,238) = 133.62, p<.001; b0=-.14, p=.66;
β1=.01, p<.001) and male groups (F(1,169)
= 56.42, p<.001; b0=.39, p=.39; β1=.01,
p<.001), as well as for the ‘between 20
and 39’ (F(1,193) = 84.47, p<.001; b0=.21,
p=.57; β1=.01, p<.001), the ‘between 40
and 59’ (F(1,170) = 88.37, p<.001; b0=.09, p=.82; β1=.01, p<.001), the ‘primary’
(F(1,157) = 91.97, p<.001; b0=-.57, p=.24;
β1=.01, p<.001) and the ‘secondary and
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TABLE 7: REGRESSION RESULTS OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ENTREPRENEURIAL
COMMITMENT AND PROFITABILITY OF SMALLHOLDER FARMERS

Demographics
Female
Male
Between
20 and 39
Between
40 and 59
Primary
Secondary
and above
Overall
sample

Change statistics

b-values

F

Sig.

b0

NC
Gender
-1.62
.16
.84
.17
Age

33.25
12.00

<.001
<.001

17.35

<.001

.09

19.72

<.001

-1.10

18.98

<.001

16.40

<.001

.29

.14

39.91

<.001

0

.16

p-values

AC

CC

NC

AC

CC

.65
.76

.07
-.44

.11
.23

<.001
<.001

.46
.001

.13

.63

-.14

.25

<.001

.21

.28

.74

-.21

.04

<.001

.10

Level of education
-1.85
.31
.81

-.16

.02

<.001

.27

.56

-.16

.25

<.001

.10

.71

-.14

.06

<.001

.08

TABLE 8: REGRESSION RESULTS OF THE RELATIONSHIP AMONGST THE MULTIPLICATIVE
INTERACTION BETWEEN ENTREPRENEURIAL COMPETENCE AND ENTREPRENEURIAL
COMMITMENT, AND THE PROFITABILITY OF SMALLHOLDER FARMERS

Demographics
Female
Male
Between 20 and 39
Between 40 and 59
Primary
Secondary and above
Overall sample

Change statistics
F
Sig.
Gender
133.62
<.001
56.42
<.001
Age
84.47
<.001
88.37
<.001
Level of education
91.97
<.001
78.92
<.001
188.20
<.001

above’ groups (F(1,224) = 78.92, p<.001;
b0=.51, p=.12; β1=.01, p<.001) (Table 8).

b-values
b0
EC

p-values
EC

-.14
.39

.01
.01

<.001
<.001

.21
-.09

.01
.01

<.001
<.001

-.57
.51
.05

.01
.01
.01

<.001
<.001
<.001

entrepreneurial behaviour. Therefore, as
entrepreneurial behaviour is signiﬁcantly
correlated to economic success (Binz
et al., 2017), a similarly consequential
relationship was anticipated between less
fear of failure and proﬁtability. The study
outcomes, however, point otherwise. The
negligible connection between the two
variables can be explained by Malagasy
people’s inclination to repress all fears
and consternations (Rahajarizafy, 2011).

DISCUSSION
The research ﬁndings presented a few
fascinating aspects. The absence of any
signiﬁcant form of correlation between less
fear of failure dimension and the proﬁtability
of smallholder farmers contradict with
Cacciotti et al.’s (2016) assertion that fear
of failure can either inhibit or motivate
271

Subsequently, when suppressed, fear
of failure does not have any eﬀect on
small-scale sharecroppers’ behaviour.
It cannot either inhibit or encourage
proﬁtability as Cacciotti et al. (2016) and
Binz et al. (2017) predicted. Another major
theoretical contribution of the results is the
signiﬁcantly negative relationship observed
between continuance commitment and the
proﬁtability of male smallholder farmers
in Analamanga. A considerably positive
correlation was expected between the two
variables (Erikson, 2002). Nevertheless, it
was noticed that men are attributed such a
high status in the Malagasy society (Hardaker
and McGlashan, 2016). As a result, their
self-worth is substantially tainted when
they are associated with the lower standing
of a necessity entrepreneur, which is an
antecedent of continuance commitment
(Ali, Bahar, Gopalan, Lukasiewicz, Parker,
McKay and Walker, 2018 ; Yousef, 2017).
Furthermore, engaging in self-employment
activities only to satisfy basic survival
needs, subjects male Malagasy farmers to a
vicious social exclusion cycle that hampers
their business’ potential earnings (Mood
and Jonsson, 2016 ; Kibler, Wainwright,
Kautonen and Blackburn, 2015).

Keilbach’s (2004) validation of the positive
relationship between the entrepreneurial
capital and the proﬁtability of business
owners.
MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
Findings
advocate
that
Malagasy
smallholder farmers are more likely to be
proﬁtable when they showcase a high
magnitude of perceived capability and
perceived opportunities, a good inﬂuence
from role models, and a strong desire to
keep working and keep committing on
their cultivation and animal rearing selfemployment activities. As such, competent
authorities are recommended to re-evaluate
the strategies developed regarding the
promotion of ﬂourishing farming businesses
in Madagascar. The aforementioned
dimensions could be thoughtfully reviewed
as starting points to enable an opulent
environment, sumptuously adorned with
the opportunity for prosperity, whereby any
distraction is obliterated, and the essential
qualities required by small-scale farmers,
initiated, to empower them to thrive in
their respective businesses. Moreover, in
lieu of keeping up with the conventionally
fruitless practice of stiﬄy imposing
duplicated trends from overseas into the
local environment, the actors of socioeconomic development at the bottom of
the pyramid, such as business incubators
and microﬁnance institutions, are advised
to provide research-based trainings and
services that unequivocally respond to their
clientele’s needs to eradicate rural poverty
in Madagascar. Because of that, a particular
attention should be paid to the development
of sharecroppers’ perceived capability,
perceived opportunities, role model
environment and aﬀective commitment.

The results verify Minola et al.’s (2015),
Machmud and Sidharta’s (2016) and
Rajaei et al.’s (2015) observations that
older entrepreneurs have a lower level
of motivation, ultimately aﬀecting their
business’ ﬁnancial performance, unless if
they beneﬁt from a constructive inﬂuence
from role models. Additionally, the results
are in line with Moogan’s (2018), and
Smyth and Lecoeuvre’s (2015) stipulations
that the more educated an entrepreneur is,
the more they require a role model ﬁgure
to assist in decision-making as a means
to further their proﬁtability. Moreover,
Machmud and Sidharta’s (2016) and
Yousef’s (2017) ﬁndings about the positive
correlations
between
entrepreneurial
motivation and economic success, aﬀective
commitment and motivation, and motivation
and proﬁtability are complied with. Finally,
the outcomes adhere to Audretsch and

CONCLUSION
The study sought to examine the nature of
the relationship between entrepreneurial
capital and the proﬁtability of smallholder
farmers in Analamanga’s rural areas.
Analamanga is the central region of
Madagascar, the ﬁfth biggest island in the
world, facing such a dire magnitude of rural
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poverty. A non-experimental cross-sectional
survey was used to run the research. A
sample of 411 smallholder farmers were
interrogated by trained interviewers, based
on a structured questionnaire. The selection
of participants followed a cluster sampling
with a quota approach. Rural municipality
samples were haphazardly handpicked from
randomly selected district samples in the
northern, southern, eastern, and western
parts of Analamanga. For analysis and
interpretation purposes, data were initially
entered into Microsoft Excel. Once input, it
was imported to IBM SPSS v.25 for scrutiny.
Then, descriptive statistics were generated
to allow the sample’s demographics to be
examined prior to running the test of scales
validity and test of scales reliability. Finally,
multiple, and simple linear regression
were performed to test hypotheses 1, 2
and 3. Rather fascinating observations
were drawn from the data analysis and
interpretation mechanism. Firstly, it was
proven that there is a signiﬁcant relationship
between entrepreneurial competence and
the proﬁtability of smallholder farmers in
Analamanga’s rural areas, but this correlation
is expressed only in a partial manner
through dimensions such as perceived
capability,
perceived
opportunities,
and role models. Similar results were
generated regarding the relationship
between entrepreneurial commitment and
the proﬁtability of smallholder farmers
but this time, the singular dimension at
stake was aﬀective commitment. Also,
a signiﬁcant relationship was noticed
amongst the multiplicative interaction
between entrepreneurial competence and
entrepreneurial commitment–engendering
entrepreneurial capital–and the proﬁtability
of smallholder farmers in Analamanga’s
rural areas.

of the participants had changed over time.
Additionally, a cross-sectional study is likely
to be aﬀected by a non-response bias if
the circumstances of those who consent
to participate in the interview diﬀer from
that of those who don’t, resulting into a
sample, which is not representative of the
population.

The study limitations converge with the fact
that a non-experimental cross-sectional
survey was used. Data were collected only
once at a particular point in time. Therefore,
once the survey was completed, there was
no follow up allowing the researcher to
monitor the trend and see if the situations

Barazandeh, M., Parvizian, K., Alizadeh,
M. & Khosravi, S. (2015). Investigating the
eﬀect of entrepreneurial competencies on
business performance among early stage
entrepreneurs Global Entrepreneurship
Monitor (GEM 2010 survey data). Journal
of Global Entrepreneurship Research,
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EXAMINING THE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
THE BUSINESS PRACTICES
AND PERFORMANCE OF
SMALL BUSINESSES IN
GAUTENG, SOUTH AFRICA

quantitative approach in the analysis of
the data and an online survey of 255 small
businesses was conducted. Simple random
sampling was used to select the sample for
the study. Findings from the study indicate
that there is no relationship between the small
business practices investigated individually
and business performance. These ﬁndings
suggest that small businesses should not
focus on individual business practices to
improve performance but rather implement
them holistically. It goes further to endorse
that business practices are interconnected
and explicable by reference to them as a
whole. Practically, small business owners/
managers should take cognisance of
the combination of business practices
required in order to improve their venture’s
performance and ultimate survival.
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INTRODUCTION
Small businesses are signiﬁcant drivers
of economic development as they are a
major contributor to the Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) in South Africa (Ayandibu
and Houghton, 2017:135). They reduce the
level of unemployment, ameliorate poverty
and promote entrepreneurial activity
(Ayandibu and Houghton, 2017; Cant, Wiid
and Kallier, 2015; Sitharam and Hoque,
2016). Despite their importance, South
African small businesses are plagued with
one of the highest failure rates in the world
(Naicker, Le Roux, Bruwer and Bruwer,
2017; Sitharam and Hoque, 2016). In South
Africa the failure rate of small businesses
averages between 70 to 80 % within the
ﬁrst two years of operation (Fatoki, 2014;
Naicker et al., 2017). This high failure rate
may be attributed to many challenges
faced by small businesses. Some of these
challenges include, but are not limited to,
poor networking skills, restricted access to
ﬁnance, lack of expertise and knowledge,
poor business planning, crime and
corruption, poor access to markets and
market information, and problems relating

Mr Matthew Wise
University of Pretoria
Pretoria, South Africa
ABSTRACT
Small businesses account for a large
portion of the South African Gross Domestic
Product (GDP). However, small businesses
are plagued with high failure rates. It has
been observed that business practices can
be key to enhance business performance
leading to increased small business
survival rates. This study investigated
seven diﬀerent business practices such
as marketing, strategic planning, human
resource management, risk management,
performance management, teamwork and
networking. Furthermore, the purpose of
the study was to determine whether there
is a relationship between these business
practices and the performance amongst
small businesses in the Gauteng province
of South Africa. The study adopted a
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to technology (Ayandibu and Houghton,
2017; Burger, 2016; Eneh, 2017; Sitharam
and Hoque, 2016).

Nkwinika and Mashau, 2020). Previous
studies have highlighted six key business
practices that are signiﬁcant contributors
to business performance (Cania, 2014;
Florio and Leoni, 2017; Kelemba,
Chepkilot and Zakayo, 2017; Krasnikov
and Jayachandran, 2008; Neneh and Van
Zyl, 2012; Nicotra, Romano, Del Giudice
and Schillaci, 2018; Puckett, 2015; Sirén
and Kohtamäki, 2016). These practices
include marketing practices, human
resource management practices, teamwork
practices,
performance
management
practices, risk management practices and
strategic planning practices. Neneh and van
Zyl (2012) examined business practices
implemented by SMEs, which impacts
optimal performance. However, they did not
include networking practices in their study.
Furthermore, they did not break down ﬁrmspeciﬁc characteristics to determine which
business practices work better for which
size of business.

Consequently, small business performance
is aﬀected by these challenges as they
prevent growth and thus threaten survival
(Cant et al., 2015; Sitharam and Hoque,
2016). Gerba and Viswanadham (2016)
as well as Williams Jr, Smith, Aaron,
Manley and McDowell (2020), deﬁned
small business performance as the ability
of small businesses to create jobs and
generate revenue by starting a business,
growing and surviving. It is also imperative
for small businesses to prepare operational
business practices in terms of skills,
managerial and operational competence
as well as to establish better strategies
to combat various challenges in order to
survive and contribute meaningfully to the
economy (Cant et al., 2015; Neneh and Van
Zyl, 2012; Sitharam and Hoque, 2016). In
order to combat these challenges, the likely
relationship between individual business
practices and business performance must
be well laid out (Grossmeier, Fabius, Flynn,
Noeldner, Fabius, Goetzel and Anderson,
2016; Neneh and Van Zyl, 2012). Often
these challenges become a measurement
for functional activities or evaluation of
business performance. These functional
activities consist of several managerial
functions like ﬁnance and marketing, both
of which contribute towards business
performance (Osman and Jemain, 2020).
The extensive review of extant literature
indicates that business practices often
have a positive relationship with business
performance, and potentially leads to
business success (Fabling and Grimes,
2007; Sánchez, Marín and Morales, 2015;
Saridakis, Lai and Cooper, 2017; Balagobei,
2019).

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
This study aims to build on previous
research by investigating whether the six
business practices previously identiﬁed, as
well as networking practices, are applicable
in small businesses, and whether they aﬀect
the performance of small businesses within
the Gauteng province of South Africa.
Secondary Research Objectives
The main research objective is divided
into the following secondary research
objectives, which are to;
• determine the relationship between
marketing practices and small business
performance.
• determine the relationship between
strategic planning practices and small
business performance.
• determine the relationship between
human resource management practices
and small business performance.

Various reasons have been attributed to
small business failure in South Africa.
Amongst these are the business practices
adopted by them, which may be useful
in overcoming its challenges (Botha,
Smulders, Combrink and Meiring, 2020;

• determine the relationship between
risk management practices and small
business performance.
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• determine the relationship between
teamwork practices and small business
performance.

60 % of employees within the private sector
and contribute approximately 43 % of the
total value of salaries and wages paid within
South Africa (Lekhanya and Mason, 2014;
The Banking Association of South Africa,
2019). Despite this importance, the number
of small businesses in South Africa has
over the past decade decreased (Burger,
2016; Fatoki, 2014). (Fatoki, 2014; Naicker
et al., 2017). According to Herrington,
Kew and Mwanga (2017) the Global
Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) report of
2016/2017 for South Africa indicates that
the country’s entrepreneurial activity is at a
much lower level of 11 % compared to other
emerging economies with comparable
levels of development included in the GEM
report. This implies that both the growth
and development of the small businesses
sector is constrained remarkably. However,
some streams of literature assert that the
South African context does provide an
enabling environment conducive for optimal
small business performance (Dele-Ijagbulu,
Moos and Eresia-Eke, 2020; Mafundu and
Maﬁni, 2019; Urban and Ndou, 2019).

• determine the relationship between
networking practices and small business
performance.
This study makes a twofold contribution to
existing knowledge on business practices
and small business performance. Research
builds on previous studies on business
practices and performance such as Neneh
and van Zyl (2012), Williams Jr, Smith,
Aaron, Manley and McDowell (2020), and
Osman and Jemain, (2020). This is achieved
by investigating another geopolitical
context within the same country, but with
possible diﬀerences in social and economic
characteristics. For example, Gauteng
Province has the highest population, and
a larger percentage of small businesses.
In this study Gauteng is considered
because it is the province with the highest
entrepreneurial activity (Small Enterprise
Development Agency, 2018). Additionally,
this study reinforces research conducted by
Neneh and Van Zyl (2012) by incorporating
an element of the entrepreneurial
ecosystem into business practices, by
investigating networking practices. This is
important because networking has been
identiﬁed as a challenge to small business
success (Turner and Endres, 2017). The
study provides owners and managers
insight into the speciﬁc business practices
that will possibly aid their ventures’ survival
and growth and thus reduce their likelihood
of failure.

Small business performance is often viewed
as the extent of a business’ success or
failure in achieving its mission and realising
its vision. Since business performance
is a multi-dimensional construct, it can
therefore, be measured using ﬁnancial
indicators such as return on investment,
proﬁtability and sales, as well as nonﬁnancial indicators including customer
satisfaction, employee turnover and market
share (Gerba and Viswanadham, 2016;
Prieto, Shin, Lee & Lee, 2020). With regard
to business performance, the study adopted
multidimensional performance measures
which include ﬁnancial, non-ﬁnancial and
operational dimensions, which are the
indicators of performance used by Neneh
and Van Zyl (2012) and Burgstahler and
Sawers (2017). These are namely, sales,
proﬁtability, inventory turnover, equipment
and assets, number of employees and
number of customers.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Small Businesses and their
Performance in South Africa
The South African National Small Business
Act 102 of 1996, deﬁnes a small business
as an entity having a workforce of less than
50 employees, an annual turnover of less
than R19 million and a gross asset value
of less than R2 million (South Africa, 1996).
Small businesses contribute signiﬁcantly
to the South African economy. Additionally,
small businesses employ between 54 and

Small business performance is very relevant
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in strategic management research (Lee and
Whitford, 2009:251). However, there is hardly
any consensus regarding its measurement
and dimensionality. Consequently, this
limits great understanding of the concept
and advances in research. Business
performance is a subset of organisational
eﬀectiveness which focuses on operational
and
ﬁnancial
outcomes
(Masocha,
2019). It is critical to consider two other
aspects when formulating the deﬁnition of
performance that is its reference point and
time frame. A key issue associated with
the time frame aspect is the duration of the
interval considered (that is short, medium
or long term). Of equal importance is the
reference point against which performance
is measured, for example the industry
average, the results of main competitors,
an established target, or past performance
(Santos and Brito, 2012:97).

a business to remain competitive, gaining
market knowledge about customer needs
and learning about past experiences within
the market is important. Through marketing
practices, a business is able to appeal more
to customer demands (Aghazadeh, 2015;
Krasnikov and Jayachandran, 2008).
Secondly, strategic planning practices, which
involve the determination of a business’s
goals, its positioning within the industry, and
the systematic allocation of resources for
it to attain growth and maintain leadership
(Tilahun, 2019). Successful strategic
planning enhances the businesses’ ability to
create strategic ideas that spur innovation
and creates a competitive advantage (Sirén
and Kohtamäki, 2016). Thirdly, human
resources management (HRM) practices
deal with the relationships of people within
the business and it includes activities such as
recruitment, development and maintenance
of a business’ workforce (Human Resource
Management Practice, 2019). Employees
are one of the most important resources
within the business and are essential to
the successful achievement of a business’
goals (Cania, 2014). Fourthly, this study is
cognisant of risk management practices
which identiﬁes and investigates threats
to the business, and considers options to
either accept or mitigate them. Furthermore,
risk management is characteristic of high
performing businesses, as they often entail
high levels of uncertainties, and huge
investment of resources (de Araújo Lima,
Crema and Verbano, 2020).

Business Practices
Business practices can be deﬁned as a
complementary group of work processes,
activities and concepts that are used
to contribute to the achievement of the
same objectives (Cicea, Marinescu and
Moroianu, 2015; Nedelko and Potočan,
2016). Furthermore, business practices can
enhance the competitiveness and growth of
a business and support improvements in its
performance (Osman and Jemain, 2020). It
can also lead to improved sales, proﬁts and
productivity (Nedelko and Potočan, 2016).
Consequently, this could result in a higher
rate of survival of a business (McKenzie
and Woodruﬀ, 2015).

Fifthly, performance management practices
involve actions that are conducted in order
to achieve a business’ goals (Gan, Park
and Suh, 2020). It is a process whereby
an environment within the workplace
provides a platform for employees to
maximise their abilities in performing their
daily tasks (Ndegwa, 2011). Sixthly, are
teamwork practices which is attempting to
achieve a common goal in the interest of
the business and entails a group of two or
more people that working together (Hoegl,
2005; Kelemba et al., 2017). The size of

This study focuses on seven forms of
business practices. Six of these practices
are marketing, strategic planning, human
resource management, risk management,
performance management and teamwork
practices (Neneh and Van Zyl, 2012).
Firstly, marketing practices recognise the
importance of customers to the business and
thus allows a business to either meet or beat
the needs and expectations of the market.
This allows the business to out-compete its
competitors and stay ahead. In order for
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teams could be an important variable that
contributes to the performance of the team.
Moreover, Hoegl (2005) speciﬁes that
smaller teams provide more opportunity for
engagement thus reducing social loaﬁng
and increasing team eﬃciency.

H1: There is a relationship between
marketing practices and small business
performance.
Strategic planning practices play a vital role
in the process of continuously generating
new knowledge, which is necessary for
the growth and survival of a business;
particularly in dynamic markets where
conditions and technology are rapidly
changing (Arend, Zhao, Song and Im, 2017).
Within the context of small businesses,
operating without a strategic plan could
result in learning through experimentation,
which could be costly. Due to ﬁnancial
constraints, small businesses often
experience, that they cannot aﬀord a trial
and error approach to learning (Sirén and
Kohtamäki, 2016). Small businesses that
practice strategic planning are more likely
to experience an increase in sales, proﬁt
margins, employee growth and returns on
assets (Kohtamäki, Heimonen and Parida,
2019). It is hypothesised that:

Seventhly, are networking practices.
Networks
are
considered
as
an
entrepreneurial ecosystem feature that
contributes to small business performance.
This is because poor networking skills
were identiﬁed by Ayandibu and Houghton
(2017); Lekhanya and Mason (2014);
Mbonyane and Ladzani (2011) and Worku
(2015:9) as a challenge to small business
performance. Networking refers to the
internal and external relationships that a
business is able to create, develop and
use to its advantage (Walter, Auer and
Ritter, 2006; Zacca, Dayan and Ahrens,
2015). Networking can create strategic
networks which are long term relationships
between separate, yet related businesses
that enable them to obtain and maintain a
competitive advantage. Thus, networking
is the planned, goal-driven actions taken to
create networks (Darbi and Knott, 2016).

H2: There is a relationship between strategic
planning practices and small business
performance.
According to Pham (2020), human
resource management practices are
critical in maintaining competitiveness
and performance. Human resource
management practices allow a business to
achieve its goals through the appropriate
management of their workforce. Thus, it
is important for a business to leverage the
skills of its employees in order to achieve the
desired performance (Sánchez et al., 2015;
Wright, Gardner and Moynihan, 2003).
Eﬀective HRM practices can increase the
commitment of employees to the business.
Studies conducted by Cania (2014), and
Wright et al ( 2003), indicate to a positiverelationship between employee behaviour
productivity, quality as well as ﬁnancial
performance This leads to the following
hypothesis:

The Nexus of Small Business Practices
and Performance
Neneh and Van Zyl (2012) state that
business performance has a relationship
with business practices and consequently
can be used to improve small business
performance.
Marketing
practices
contribute to business performance as it
allows a business to gain customer loyalty
which in turn leads to repeat purchases
(Watkins, 2019). Marketing practices
can develop sustainable relationships
with customers, resulting in customer
acquisition and retention (Krasnikov
and Jayachandran, 2008). Through the
acquisition and retention of customers, a
business can reap the beneﬁts of increased
sales, proﬁtability and market share and
ultimately improved business performance
(Coviello, Winklhofer and Hamilton, 2006).
Therefore, it is hypothesised that:

H3: There is a relationship between human
resource management practices and small
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business performance.

ensure that the organisation’s goals are
realised (Kelemba et al., 2017; Neneh and
Van Zyl, 2012). Also, practices associated
with teamwork contribute to business
performance through the enhancement of
skills and knowledge by learning from fellow
staﬀers and thus creating synergy amongst
team members, and increased capacity for
performance. Incidentally, an atmosphere
where employees work within teams may
be democratic in nature, ideas are often
encouraged which triggers innovation and
creativity. This allows for eﬀective better
decision making (Kelemba et al., 2017).
Therefore, it is hypothesised that:

Risk management practices are considered
useful to a business, because it protects
its investment and assets, and increases
the business’ value (Lukianchuk, 2015).
Furthermore, these practices provide
numerous beneﬁts to a business, such
as measures that mitigate potential
losses, damages to the businesses’
reputation and bankruptcy. Additionally,
it enables businesses to enhance their
decision-making abilities with regard to
investment opportunities (Florio and Leoni,
2017). Importantly, risk management
practices reduce a business’ risk of
failure and improve their performance in
an uncertain climate (Gordon, Loeb and
Tseng, 2009; International Organization
of Standardisation, 2009). Against this
backdrop, it is hypothesised that:

H6: There is a relationship between
teamwork practices and small business
performance.
Networking practices has been viewed as
necessary for business success in a fast
changing and competitive environment
(Caseiro and Coelho, 2019). This is
because it allows a business to improve
and develop skills, evolve jointly with
other businesses and improve innovation
(Nicotra et al., 2018). Furthermore, by
forming strong relationships within the
business environment a business is able
to gather valuable information on markets,
new ideas for solutions to problems,
learning capabilities, technical support as
well as allowing for knowledge creation
and innovation. Networking provides a
strong component for entrepreneurial
success (Zacca et al., 2015). Therefore,
networking needs to be considered as a
business practice because it can lead to
a competitive advantage, thus improving
small business performance. In accordance,
it is hypothesised that:

H4: There is a relationship between risk
management practices and small business
performance.
It is important for the business to manage
employees’ actions to ensure that the best
business results are achieved. Performance
management practices contribute to a
business’ performance by ensuring that
employees are committed to the pursuit
of continuous improvement of their own
abilities as well as business processes
(Ndegwa, 2011:22). Furthermore, the
practices assist employees in detecting
unforeseen situations early thus allowing
the employees to respond rapidly (Neneh
& Van Zyl, 2012:124). This leads to the
following hypothesis:
H5: There is a relationship between
performance management practices and
small business performance

H7: There is a relationship between
networking practices and small business
performance.

It is essential for employees within a
business to embrace teamwork as it
plays a role in business performance. By
working collaboratively and cooperatively,
employees can enhance the operations
and eﬀectiveness of the business and

Based on these hypotheses as regard the
connection between business practices and
performance amongst small businesses in
South Africa, a conceptual model for this
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FIGURE 1: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

A ﬁve-point Likert scale with three to ﬁve
items was used to determine each of the
business practice variables. The responses
ranged from 1 = strongly disagree to
5 = strongly agree. A multidimensional
performance measure was used to
measure small business performance
consisting of ﬁve items relating to net proﬁt,
total amount of sales growth, number of
customers, product delivery and eﬃciency.
The small business performance variable
was determined using a ﬁve-point Likert
scale with ﬁve items which were assumed
to have the same eﬀect on the performance
of a small business. The scale’s labels
for business performance ranged from
1 (“Decrease < 20%”) to 5 (“Increase >
20%”). Additionally, open-ended questions
that provided numeric data were used to
measure business performance and the
hypotheses. This question consisted of
six items namely number of employees,
turnover, proﬁtability, percentage increase
of sales, equipment/assets and number
of business owners. This construct was
measured at the start-up date and at the
present date in which the data was collected.

study is presented in
Figure 1 below which illustrates these
relationships.
Methodology
A quantitative methodological approach
was adopted for the study. A questionnaire
survey was used to collect the data required
to determine which business practices are
implemented by small businesses and
how these impact optimal performance.
The initial questionnaire was pre-tested
using the collaborative participant pretest method. A sample of six respondents
was chosen to pre-test the questionnaire
and was selected from the actual target
population of this study. The unit of analysis
was individual small businesses. Hence a
sample of 255 small businesses was drawn
from the population of small businesses
across Gauteng province, South Africa
utilising the simple random probability
sampling technique. A probability sampling
approach ensures that every element of the
target population has an equal chance of
being selected to be included in the sample
(Daniel, 2011; Etikan, Musa and Alkassim,
2016).

Furthermore, both descriptive and inferential
statistical techniques are utilised to present
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TABLE 1: RESPONDENTS’ FREQUENCIES AND PERCENTAGES OF THE ECONOMIC SECTORS
(N=255)

Economic Sector
Agriculture
Technology/IT
Wholesales, Motor
Vehicles and Repairs
Manufacturing
Financial Services
Accommodation and
Hospitality
Property and Real Estate
Business Services and
Consultants
Retailing and Consumer
Services
Healthcare, Education and
Social Service
Other

f
6
25

%
2.4
9.8

4

1.6

16
40

6.3
15.7

6

2.4

8

3.1

67

26.3

19

7.5

16

6.3

48

18.8
Cronbach’s alpha is 0.70 and above. The
reliabilities for all measures exceeded the
critical value of 0.70, signifying that the
entire measure is highly reliable. These
Cronbach alpha values are comparable to
that reported in previous studies (Neneh
and Van Zyl, 2012; Zacca et al., 2015).

the data meaningfully, ascertain the validity
of the constructs, and test the hypothesised
relationships. To achieve optimal business
performance through business practices
the Spearman rank and Pearson correlation
coeﬃcients were used for further analysis
in this study. All results were calculated and
reported in the aggregate; not at the level of
individual respondents.

Descriptive Statistics
In Table 1 below, the frequencies (f)
and percentages (%) are shown for the
economic sector that the small businesses
belong to.

Presentation of Findings
Before analysing the empirical data, an
internal consistency measure was performed
(Cronbach’s alpha) in order to assess the
reliability of the measurement instruments.
The Cronbach’s alpha coeﬃcients for all
of the constructs except human resource
management practices are above the
acceptable level of 0.7 (Taber, 2018:1278).
The Cronbach alpha reliabilities of the other
factors were 0.94 for teamwork practices,
0.84 for risk management practices, 0.78
for strategic planning practices, 0.76
for marketing practices, 0.66 for human
resource management practices, 0.88
for performance management practices,
0.88 for networking practices and 0.94
for business performance. Reliability is
suﬃcient as a measure if the value of

The table above indicates that over a quarter
(26.3%) of the respondents formed part
of the business services and consultants
sector, while wholesales, motor vehicles
and repairs sector had the least amount
of responses (1.6%). This suggests that a
large number of small businesses within this
study operate within the business services
and consultants category of the economic
sector.
Table 2 below presents the mean (μ) and
standard deviation (σ) of the composite
scores of the various business practices.
This was done in order to form reliable and
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valid measures of small business practices.
Amongst business practices the construct
with the highest mean is marketing practices
(μ = 4.34, σ = 0.606). The business practice
with the lowest mean is strategic planning
practices (μ =3.67, σ = 0.775). A composite
mean score of 4.06 with a standard deviation
of 0.876 suggests that respondents agree
and strongly agree that teamwork practices
show conﬁdence in the business’ ability that
team members are mutually supportive to
overcome problems and to achieve success.
The composite mean score of 3.76 with a
standard deviation of 0.768 suggests that
respondents neither agree nor disagree
and agree that risk management practices
reﬂect the business’ ability to carry out a
comprehensive identiﬁcation of its risks
relating to each of its stated aims and
objectives.

TABLE 2: SMALL BUSINESS PRACTICES
AND PERFORMANCE–MEAN AND
STANDARD DEVIATION (N = 255)

Variable
Teamwork practices
Risk management
practices
Strategic planning
practices
Marketing practices
Human resource
management
practices
Performance
management
practices
Networking practices
Small Business
Performance

A composite mean score of 3.67 with a
standard deviation of 0.775 suggests
respondents’ conﬁdence in their business’
ability to make use of a vision, mission
statement, business plan, SWOT (strengths,
weaknesses,
opportunities,
threats)
analysis and PESTEL (political, economic,
social, technological, environmental, legal)
analysis. A mean score of 4.34 with a
standard deviation of 0.606 suggests the
business’ ability to emphasize good product
quality to customers. A composite mean
score of 3.74 with a standard deviation of
0.665 suggests the respondents’ conﬁdence
in their business’ ability to have emphasis
on providing employees with good training
opportunities to improve skills. A mean
score of 4.07 with a standard deviation
of 0.732 suggests conﬁdence in their
business’ ability to clearly communicate
target dates to employees. A mean score
of 4.15 with a standard deviation of 0.546
suggests that respondents’ conﬁdence in
their ability of knowing their competitors’
strategies. Finally, a mean score of 3.05 with
a standard deviation of 0.821 indicates that
the business performance of respondents
for the business’ lifespan increased from
the business’ start-up date.

M
4.06

SD
0.876

3.76

0.768

3.67

0.775

4.34

0.606

3.74

0.665

4.07

0.732

4.15

0.546

3.05

0.821

Notes:
Scale values range from 1 (“Strongly
disagree”) to 5 (“Strongly agree”); the higher
the mean score, the higher the perception
level of the business practice in the small
business.
Inferential Statistics
To test the hypotheses, small business
performance was measured over the
lifespan of the small businesses. This
was to provide a better assessment of
performance. For a statistically signiﬁcant
relationship between the business practices
and performance, the two variables had to
have a p-value of less than 0.05 for each of
the performance indicators. This two-tailed
(non-directional) hypothesis was tested at a
5% level of signiﬁcance (i.e., α = 0.05). The
parametric signiﬁcance test used for this
hypothesis is Pearson’s product moment
correlation which assumes that both
variables need to be normally distributed in
order to be correlated (De Winter, Gosling,
and Potter, 2016; Field, 2009).
The hypotheses examined the association
between small business practices and
business performance. These practices
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included marketing, strategic planning,
human resource, risk management,
performance management, teamwork and
networking practices. The p-value between
all the tested variables was greater than
0.05 as indicated in table 3. These ﬁndings
indicate that small business practices
and business performance do not have a
statistically signiﬁcant correlation.

teamwork practices. Thus H6(null) cannot
be rejected in favour of H6(alt).
The performance indicators had no
statistically signiﬁcant correlation with
networking practices, therefore, the
H7(null) cannot be rejected in favour of
H7(alt). There is no relationship between
networking practices and small business
performance. Table 3 provides information
on the correlation between these small
business practices and the indicators of
business performance as adopted in this
study; number of employees, turnover,
proﬁtability, percentage of increase in
sales, equipment/assets as well as number
of business owners.

None of the performance indicators had
a statistically signiﬁcant correlation with
marketing practices thus H1(null) cannot
be rejected in favour of H1(alt). This shows
that there is no relationship between
marketing practices and small business
performance. Additionally, it was also noted
that none of the performance indicators had
a statistically signiﬁcant correlation with
strategic planning practices thus H2(null)
cannot be rejected in favour of H2(alt). This
shows that there is no relationship between
strategic planning practices and small
business performance.

DISCUSSION
This study sets to investigate the relationship
between small business practices and
performance. The results indicate that
there is no signiﬁcant association between
small business marketing practices and
performance. These ﬁndings are not
consistent with others such as Coviello et
al., (2006); Krasnikov and Jayachandran,
(2008); Neneh and Van Zyl (2012); and
Watkins, (2019) as their investigations
indicated that there is a relationship
between marketing practices and small
business performance. The ﬁndings
from this study indicate that there is no
signiﬁcant relationship between small
business strategic planning practices and
performance. These ﬁndings are dissimilar
to that of Arend et al (2017), as well as Sirén
and Kohtamäki (2016) who investigated
the relationship between strategic planning
practices and small business performance.
Their ﬁnding showed that there is a
relationship between strategic planning
practices and small business performance.
The ﬁndings also indicate that there is no
signiﬁcant association between human
resource management practices and small
business performance.

There is no relationship between human
resources management practices and
small business performance as none of the
performance indicators had a statistically
signiﬁcant correlation with these business
practices. Therefore, H3(null) cannot
be rejected in favour of H3(alt). The
performance indicators did not show a
statistically signiﬁcant correlation with risk
management practices. Hence H4(null)
cannot be rejected in favour of H4(alt). This
shows that there is no relationship between
risk management practices and small
business performance.
The H5(null) cannot be rejected in favour of
H5(alt) as none of the performance indicators
had a statistically signiﬁcant correlation with
performance management practices. This
indicates there is no relationship between
performance management practices and
small business performance. Also, there
was no relationship between teamwork
practices and small business performance
as none of the performance indicators had
a statistically signiﬁcant correlation with

These ﬁndings are not the same as Cania,
(2014); Sánchez et al., (2015) and Wright
et al., (2003), who examined the same
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0.946

0.096**

0.127

0.011**

0.856

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

Sig.
(2-tailed)

0.077**

Correlation
coeﬃcient

0.004**

0.075

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

0.112**

Correlation
coeﬃcient

0.218

0.613

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

0.032**

Correlation
coeﬃcient
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Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

0.165

0.087**

0.125

0.096**

0.062

0.117**

0.253

0.072**

0.558

0.037**

Correlation
coeﬃcient

Sig.
(2-tailed)

0.132

Sig.
(2-tailed)

0.095**

Strategic Planning

Marketing

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

0.366

0.057**

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient
0.475

0.045**

Proﬁtability

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

0.671

0.027**

Turnover

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

Number of employees

Risk Management

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

Sig.
(2-tailed)

0.252

0.072**

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

0.524

0.040**

Equipment/Assets

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

0.629

-0.030**

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

0.973

0.002**

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

Number of business owners

0.589

0.034**

0.196

0.081**

0.520

0.041**

0.112

0.100**

0.889

0.034**

0.048

0.124**

0.190

0.082**

0.360

0.058**

Performance
Management
Correlation
coeﬃcient

Percentage of increase in sales

0.692

0.025**

0.181

0.084**

0.083

0.109**

Human Resource

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
coeﬃcient

0.547

- 0.038**

0.665

0.027**

0.635

0.030**

0.339

0.060**

0.389

0.054**

0.428

-0.050**

Teamwork

TABLE 3: CORRELATION MATRIX BETWEEN SMALL BUSINESS PRACTICES AND PERFORMANCE

0.294

0.288

0.465

0.249

0.072

Sig.
(2-tailed)

0.421

Correlation
0.051**
coeﬃcient

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
0.113**
coeﬃcient

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
0.073**
coeﬃcient

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
0.046**
coeﬃcient

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
0.067**
coeﬃcient

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Correlation
0.066**
coeﬃcient
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phenomenon and found that there is a
relationship between human resource
management practices and small business
performance.

proportionate representation within the
sample (Alvi, 2016:22; Setia, 2016:506).
Simple random sampling, however, does
not use this and thus certain economic
sectors in this study had a greater frequency
percentage than others.

For the relationship between risk
management practices and business
performance no signiﬁcant relationship was
found as well. These ﬁndings contradict
some studies that assessed the same
relationship. For example, Florio and Leoni
(2017) investigated whether a relationship
exists between the implementation of
enterprise risk management (ERM)
systems and performance. The results
show that ﬁrms with advanced levels
of ERM implementation present higher
performance, both as ﬁnancial performance
and market evaluation. The results of the
analysis indicate that there is no signiﬁcant
relationship
between
performance
management
practices
and
small
business performance. These ﬁndings are
incongruent with Cania (2014) and Ndegwa
(2011), who assessed the same relationship
and established that there is a relationship
between
performance
management
practices and small business performance.

Another
possible
reason
for
the
inconsistency in ﬁndings in comparison
to others such as Florio and Leoni (2017)
and Lukianchuk’s (2015) could be because
selected business practices were related
to small business performance distinctly/
independently. Contrarily, the integration
of business practices might better aﬀect
performance. The business practices
on their own were insigniﬁcant with no
inﬂuence on small business performance.
The results of Neneh and Van Zyl (2012)
and Osman and Jemain (2020) show
that small businesses that implement all
the business practices achieve the best
performance thus supporting this possible
explanation for inconsistent ﬁndings.
Managerial Implications
From this study it could be observed that
a relationship could not be established
between individual business practices
and small business performance. The
managerial and business implications
could be useful for business practitioners
and policy makers. Firstly, it is perhaps
indicative of the limitedness of individual
business practices in improving small
business performance. Consequently,
managers and owners should direct
their eﬀorts towards aggregating multiple
business practices into a composite form,
rather than employing individual practices
to improve the performance of their
businesses. Additionally, policy makers
who develop and implement training
and support programmes to address the
challenges faced by small businesses
should advise owners and managers to
consider business practices from a holistic
perspective. For businesses to realise the
gains of relevant business practices and
to achieve signiﬁcant performance and
maintain competitiveness, the training and

In addition, it is observed that there is no
signiﬁcant relationship between teamwork
practices and small business performance.
Similarly, this is divergent to studies such
as (Hoegl, 2005; Kelemba et al., 2017). In
a similar vein, no signiﬁcant relationship
was found between networking practices
and small business performance, and this
is inconsistent with (Nicotra et al., 2018;
Zacca et al., 2015), who considered the
same relationship. Probable explanations
for the inconsistency in ﬁndings with
other studies could be the sampling
method employed. This study used simple
random sampling whilst another similar
study by Neneh and Van Zyl, 2012 used
stratiﬁed sampling, snowball sampling and
convenience sampling to ensure that the
various economic sectors were represented
in the sample. Consequently, this would
have resulted in higher statistical precision
as each economic sector would have had
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support activities should be implemented
simultaneously.

Ayandibu, A. O. and Houghton, J. 2017.
“The role of Small and Medium Scale
Enterprise in local economic development
(LED).” Journal of Business and Retail
Management Research, 11(2): 113-139.

Educational Implications
Other
institutions involved
in
the
development and training of business
owners and entrepreneurs need to highlight
the importance of implementing business
practices as a whole rather than individually
for them to be eﬀective and beneﬁcial to
businesses.

Balagobei, S. 2019. “Impact of Record
Keeping Practices on Business Performance
of Small and Medium Scale Enterprises
in Sri Lanka.” International Journal of
Accounting and Financial Reporting, 9(4):
439-451.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE
RESEARCH
This study has been constrained because
of its focus on small business in Gauteng
province exclusively. It is largely unknown
through this empirical research, what is
obtained in other parts of the country.
Future research should include other
forms of businesses (medium and large
businesses) and cut across other provinces
of South Africa. In addition, in this study
a positivistic philosophical approach has
been employed through a quantitative
methodology. This same phenomenon can
be examined through interpretivism, utilising
a qualitative method. This could be more
insightful in understanding this relationship
and translating its ﬁndings towards small
businesses development in South Africa.

Botha, A., Smulders, S. A., Combrink, H. A.,
and Meiring, J. 2020. “Challenges, barriers
and policy development for South African
SMMEs–does size matter?.” Development
Southern Africa, 1-22.
Burger, T. 2016. “The failure rate of
businesses in South Africa is no joke.”
[Online] Available from: http://jtbconsulting.
co.za/the-failure-rate-of-businesses-insouth-africa-is-no-joke/ [Accessed: 201903-27].
Burgstahler, D. C. and Sawers, K. M. 2017.
“Management of ﬁnancial performance
measures: Evidence from private colleges
and universities.” Journal of Governmental
and Non-proﬁt Accounting, 6(1): 1-29.
Santos, J.B. and Brito, L.A.L., 2012.
“Toward a subjective measurement model
for ﬁrm performance.” BAR-Brazilian
Administration Review, 9(SPE):95-117.
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WORK-FAMILY CONFLICT
AND LIFE SATISFACTION:
DO WORK-FAMILY
SEGMENTATION AND
FAMILY SUPPORT MAKE A
DIFFERENCE?

experience work family conﬂict. The study
concludes with a discussion of the study’s
ramiﬁcations and suggested avenues for
future research.

Prof Brownhilder Ngek Neneh
University of the Free State
Bloemfontein, South Africa
E-mail: nenehbn@ufs.ac.za

INTRODUCTION
The African Agenda 2063, the United Nations
2030 Agenda, and the SDG-8 emphasise
not only the importance of job creation but
also the importance of women’s participation
in the labour force, especially in the ﬁght
against poverty and ﬁnancial wellbeing of
their country (Ajayi, Olawande, Jegede,
Amoo, and Olawole-Isaac, 2019). As such,
the last decade has seen a global increase
in the participation of women in the labour
market (Weinstein, 2018). Most of these
women simultaneously, however, juggle the
multiple roles of a spouse, an employee,
and a parent. Also, gender-speciﬁc events
such as childbirth, and care responsibilities
aﬀect women, as they are still responsible
for the majority of the household and
familial responsibilities (Agarwal, Mishra &
Dixit, 2015) and this has resulted in workfamily conﬂict (WFC) among women. Under
this circumstance, the potential inﬂuence
of work-family conﬂict on full-time female
employees has drawn increased attention
from researchers. Accordingly, a signiﬁcant
amount of research on work-family conﬂict
has been prompted by the increasing
diﬃculty for working women to juggle the
conﬂicting demands of work and family
(Pogessi, Mari & De Vita 2019; Neneh
2018; Welsh, Kaciak, Memili & Minialai,
2018; Mari, Poggesi, & De Vita, 2016).

Keywords: Work-family conﬂict, workfamily segmentation, life satisfaction,
and family support.

ABSTRACT
Work and family are two important life
domains for people of working age. For
most women, these domains are closely
intertwined, leading to work-family conﬂict as
they are faced with the increasing challenge
of juggling the competing demands of work
and family. Work-family conﬂict has an
impact on how people assess their level
of life satisfaction in the family and work
domains. Life satisfaction is one of the most
important dimensions of well-being which is
necessary for a person to adjust to diﬃcult
circumstances such as the COVID 19
pandemic that has brought about signiﬁcant
changes in the work and family domain.
This study aimed to ﬁnd out the diﬀerent
conﬁgurations of work-life conﬂict, worklife segmentation and family support under
which working women can experience life
satisfaction. A four-week electronic diary
study with 8 working women was conducted
and the collected data analysed using
fuzzy set qualitative comparative analysis
(fsQCA) to detect possible conﬁgurations.
The results depicted four conﬁgurations
associated with life satisfaction. The
results revealed that while a high workfamily segmentation preference is critical to
achieving life satisfaction, it does not stop
the working women from experiencing work
family conﬂict. Also, it was established that
adequate family support is suﬃcient to help
working women achieve life satisfaction
even when they adopted a low workfamily segmentation preference and still

Work-family
conﬂict
has
gained
prominence over the past decade owing
to the signiﬁcant implications it has on an
individual’s health and well-being as well as
on organisational outcomes (Pogessi et al.,
2019; Welsh et al., 2018). Prior studies in
this domain have focused their attention on
the unique antecedents and consequences
associated with Work-family conﬂict from
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both the employee (Makola, Mashegoane
& Debusho, 2015) and entrepreneur’s
(Hoobler, 2016; Neneh, 2018; Pogesssi
et al., 2019) perspectives. Work-family
conﬂict is particularly concerning because
of its consequences which include several
negative mental and physical health
outcomes (e.g. burnout, depression,
insomnia, emotional exhaustion) (Frone
2000; Murnieks et al. 2020; Stephan,
2020). Furthermore, higher work-to-family
conﬂict is linked to negative work-related
outcomes (e.g., lower job satisfaction,
intention to quit, and lower performance
(Shaﬀer, Harrison, Gilley, & Luk, 2001, Hsu
Wiklund, Anderson, & Coﬀey, 2016). Also,
work to family conﬂict has been negatively
associated with some non-work outcomes
such as decreased family satisfaction, life
satisfaction, and lower marital satisfaction (
Amstad et al. 2011; Wu et al. 2010).

mechanisms that link work-life conﬂict with
life satisfaction.
Work-family segmentation is the degree to
which a person prefers to separate diﬀerent
aspects of their work and family domain
by creating and maintaining fewer or more
impermeable boundaries around their work
and family life (Kreiner, 2006). Given that
many working mothers are juggling multiple
roles in work and family roles, the challenge
to meet these conﬂicting demands makes
work-family conﬂict almost inevitable
(Zhou, Da, Guo, Zhang, 2018) and thus
could be perceived as an inherent part of
the most working women life. Under this
circumstance, segmentation is one of the
boundary management strategies adopted
by some working women to create and
manage their optimal level of work-life
balance and thus achieve life satisfaction.
Family support on the other hand is any
social support that is directed towards the
family to promote the well-being of the family.
This support can be informal (e.g. parents,
childhood friends, spouse, neighbours,
and church members) and formal (e.g.
paid service providers and professionals).
Family support can provide working women
with endless support systems needed
throughout their life endeavours (Imbaya,
2012). These two factors have the potential
to buﬀer the negative eﬀects of work-life
conﬂict such that working women might still
enjoy life satisfaction amidst the conﬂict
from their dual roles (i.e. work and family
domains).

Within the non-work outcome literature,
a considerable amount of research has
focused on life satisfaction which is a
universal goal in life (Veenhoven, 2010;
Antaramian, 2017). Life satisfaction is
deﬁned as “a person’s cognitive and aﬀective
evaluations of his or her life” (Diener et al.,
2002). Life satisfaction is the subjective
feeling of happiness and contentment with
life as it is believed that a person’s overall
life satisfaction depends, to a great extent,
on diﬀerent events or life domains such
as family and work (Cerrato & Cife, 2018).
Accordingly, while the literature examining
the various predictors and sources of
life satisfaction is well-established, there
are mixed ﬁndings reported concerning
the relationship between WFC and life
satisfaction (Madhavi, 2015; Yucel, 2017;
Jia, Yue & Fu, 2020; Karatep & Baddar,
2006). In other words, these results suggest
that there might be diﬀerent mechanisms
that would explain the relationship between
work-family conﬂict and life satisfaction,
based on the contextual factors considered.
Hence this study introduces work-family
segmentation and family support as the two
factors which could contribute to enhancing
our understanding of the diﬀerent

Problem statement
It is estimated that over 43% of the
workforce in South Africa is women and
given the gender-related challenges that
women face, they need to work harder
than their male counterparts to advance
their careers. Harrichurran (2021) notes
that in South Africa, women tend to spend
less time on leisure because they spend
collective more hours on both work and
family responsibilities than their male
counterparts. Just like men, the majority
of working women also spend above 40
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hours per week on their jobs (Statsa, 2021),
yet, they still have to shoulder most of the
household responsibilities. Consequently,
it makes it diﬃcult for women to stay free
of work-family conﬂict (Harrichurran, 2021;
Cerrato & Cife, 2018) which could ultimately
aﬀect their life satisfaction. While these
dual responsibilities might not immediately
change, women are increasingly ﬁnding
ways to adopt strategies for enhancing
their overall wellbeing despite the workfamily conﬂict they face. In this regard, the
present study intends to examine whether
segmentation and family support can buﬀer
the negative eﬀect of work-family conﬂict
such that working women with their limited
leisure time can still enjoy adequate life
satisfaction despite experiencing diﬀerent
dimensions of work-family conﬂict. This study
adopts a fuzzy set qualitative comparative
analysis (fsQCA) to uneath conﬁgurations
that could lead to life satisfaction despite
containing on or more dimensions of worklife conﬂict. This has the potential to guide
the use of segmentation and family support
to bolster the life satisfaction of working
women.

form of inter role conﬂict in which the role
pressures from the work and family domains
are mutually incompatible in some respect”
(Greenhaus and Beutell, 1985:77). WFC
has been conceptualized as a bidirectional
construct as conﬂict can occur when workrelated demands interfere with familyrelated demands (WIF) or when familyrelated demands interfere with work-related
demands (FIW). This inter-role conﬂict
has been traditionally examined through
the lens of the role theory (Biddle,1986:
67; Muasya,2020), which upholds that
participation in multiple roles ultimately
makes it diﬃcult to satisfy the demands
of these roles, which eventually lead to
conﬂict. There are three forms of workfamily conﬂict namely; time-based conﬂict,
strain-based conﬂict, and behaviour-based
conﬂict (Greenhaus and Beutell, 1985).
Time-based conﬂict occurs when the
amount of time spent in one role makes it
diﬃcult to adequately partake in another
role. Strain-based conﬂict occurs when the
strain experienced while performing one
role intrudes and interferes with performing
the other role. Behaviour-based conﬂict
arises when speciﬁc behaviour required in
one role is not suitable with the behavioural
expectations of another role. As a
consequence, the demands of both family
and work become mutually incompatible,
causing one position to be neglected in
favour of the other and thus emphasizing
the necessity for working women to strike a
balance between work and family.

Objectives of the study
Since the experience of work-life conﬂict
among working women seems unavoidable
(Cerrato & Cife, 2018), and its eﬀect is
generally negative towards life satisfaction
(Madhavi, 2015; Yucel, 2017; Jia, Yue & Fu,
2020), this study proposes segmentation
and family support as possible buﬀers to
this negative eﬀect. Consequently, the
objective of this study is to examine the
diﬀerent conﬁgurations of work-life conﬂict,
segmentation and family support under
which working women can experience
life satisfaction. This is meant to unearth
conditions under which working women
can still enjoy life satisfaction despite their
unavoidable experience of work-family
conﬂict.

Regarding life satisfaction, Shin and
Johnson (1978: 478) view life satisfaction as
“a global assessment of a person’s quality
of life according to his chosen criteria”. This
means that life satisfaction is a person’s
conscious cognitive judgment based on
diﬀerent areas of their life including their
family and work. Given that a person’s
perception of his/her life satisfaction is
subjective, it means that individuals often
compare their perceived life circumstances
against their self-imposed set of standards
(Pavot & Diener, 2009). As a result, when
a person’s life circumstances closely match

Theory development
Work-family conﬂict and life
satisfaction
Work-family conﬂict (WFC) is deﬁned as “a
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their self-imposed set of standards, this
increases their level of life satisfaction.

individuals hold multiple roles (e.g., worker,
parent, husband/wife) in diﬀerent domains
of life, each with its own set of laws, values,
thought processes, and actions. These
diﬀerent domains of life are separated
by physical, temporal, or psychological
boundaries. The strength of the boundaries
is characterized by permeability and
ﬂexibility. Ashforth et al. (2000:474) deﬁne
permeability as “the degree to which a
role allows one to be physically located in
the role’s domain but psychologically and/
or behaviorally involved in another role”.
Flexibility on the other hand refers to the
degree to which the spatial and temporal
boundaries are pliable, based on the role
demands of the diﬀerent domains. Flexible
and permeable boundaries tend to favour
the people with the integration preference,
whereas inﬂexible and impermeable
boundaries tend to be ideal for people with
the segmentation preference (Allen Cho
and Meier, 2014). Role boundaries can
range from highly segmented, in which each
role occurs within a speciﬁc location and
time, to highly integrated, in which multiple
roles can take place in the same location
and time (Ashforth et al., 2000). Given that
individuals diﬀer in their preferences for
integrating or segmenting their work and
family responsibilities, researchers (Yang
et al., 2019) found that in terms of work and
nonwork border management, individuals
fall along the integration-segmentation
continuum.

In terms of the association between workfamily conﬂict and life satisfaction, mixed
ﬁndings abound. For example, while
extant research (Madhavi, 2015; Yucel,
2017; Jia, Yue & Fu, 2020) found that
work-to-family conﬂict has a negative
association with life satisfaction; yet other
research observed a non-signiﬁcant
association (Karatepe & Baddar, 2006).
These diﬀerences in the ﬁndings could be
attributed to the measurement scales and
lower work-family balance expectations
(Beutell, 2006). Women assuming the roles
as working women and often partners/
mothers, have to maintain a simultaneously
dual presence at home and work by
undertaking multiple responsibilities in the
family and work domain. Undertaking these
multiple roles often results in conﬂict as
participating in one role makes it diﬃcult
to fulﬁl the commitment of the other role
and thus it becomes increasingly diﬃcult
for women and especially working women
to avoid conﬂict. This view is supported
by Mauno, Kinnunen, and Ruokolainen
(2006) who found that the pressure to meet
the demands of work and family makes
work-family conﬂict almost unavoidable
especially, among working mothers. As
a result, it is expected that work-family
conﬂict will have a negative association
with life satisfaction amongst working
women. Consequently, given that workfamily conﬂict is unavoidable especially,
among working mothers, this study seeks
to ﬁnd out the diﬀerent conditions under
which working women can still have life
satisfaction despite experiencing workfamily conﬂict. This study introduces workfamily segmentation and family support as
the two factors that can shed more light on
the link between work-family conﬂict and
life satisfaction.

The segmentation preference has two
directions namely; (1) the degree to which
individuals prefer to segment their work
roles from their family roles ( e.g by not
addressing work issues at home) and (2)
the degree to which individuals prefer to
segment their family roles from their work
roles ( e.g by not addressing family issues
at work) (Powell & Greenhaus, 2010). This
study focuses on a person’s preferences to
segment their work roles from their family
roles.

The role of Segmentation
The boundary theory (Ashforth, Kreiner &
Fugate, 2000; Hyland & Prottas, 2017; Yang,
Zhang, Shen, Liu & Zhang, 2019) states that

Extant research has shown that adopting
segmentation as a boundary management
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strategy has better outcomes. For
example, Powell and Greenhaus (2010)
note that segmenters usually create very
impenetrable boundaries to separate their
work from their family so that they are less
likely to be aﬀected by their work-related
challenges at home (Liao, Yang, Wang &
Kwan, 2016). Segmentation leads to less
work-family conﬂict (Kossek et al., 2012;
Powell & Greenhaus, 2010; Kossek et al.,
2012). Also, segmentation can buﬀer the
negative emotions and experiences from
one role to the other, diminishing disruptions
and preventing negative spillover (Ashforth
et al., 2000).

inevitable. Furthermore, individuals with a
high segmentation preference adopt strict
boundary management strategies such
as concealing their work-related thoughts,
feelings, and behaviour at home to reduce
the ﬂow between work and family domains
(Ilies, Wilson, & Wagner, 2009). Rothbard,
Phillips, and Dumas (2005) found that
when individuals with a high segmentation
preference have access to ﬂextime, they
experienced higher job commitment
because it helps them to maintain the spatial
and temporal boundaries between their
work and family domain. As a result, once
segmenters have control over the timing of
their work, they will be able to enact their
boundary management strategies using
the pool of resources available to them
and thus will be less likely to be in a bad
mood, irritated or stressed, which in turn
will positively aﬀect their life satisfaction.
Nonetheless, in the situation where they
do not have control over the timing of their
work; but, because they have been able
to create and maintain temporal, spatial,
or psychological boundaries between
work and family domains, they will still
have life satisfaction even when they are
experiencing any of the three forms of
work-family conﬂict. As such, this study
hypothesizes that segmentation is one of
the conditions under which working women
can use to have life satisfaction even in the
presence of work-family conﬂict.

In addition, building on the baseline resource
perspective suggests that individuals have
their own baseline personal resource pool
(Trougakos, Beal, Cheng, Hideg & Zweig,
2015). The larger this pool, the more capable
an individual can manage his or her daily
life. While individuals with limited resources
place a higher value on their remaining
resources than those with more resources
(Liao et al., 2016). Applying the baseline
resource perspective to segmentation,
this study suggests that individuals with
high segmentation preferences will draw
on a central pool of resources available to
them at their work and family to maintain
their physical, temporal, or psychological
boundaries between work and family
domains. For example, segmenters will
be willing to use their resources to move
temporal boundaries by spending extra
time at work to complete their task instead
of taking a work call during their spare time;
taking leave to attend to a family issue,
instead of telling their supervisor or colleague
about their family matters (Wöhrmann,
Dilchert, & Michel, 2021). Spending extra
time at work will reduce the time they spent
with their family, which in turn will lead to
time-based conﬂict. Likewise, taking leave
to attend to a family issue, might reduce the
amount of time they devote to their jobs,
and in some cases, they might have to work
overtime to complete their workload. As
such the challenge to meet these conﬂicting
demands makes work-family conﬂict almost

The role of Family support
The family embeddedness perspective
(Aldrich & Cliﬀ, 2003) explains how the
family resources can augment the family
and business context. As already stated
above, support can come from informal
and formal networks to assist women in
the process of performing their work and
family responsibilities. Work and family
are two vital domains amongst the working
population. Women see these domains
as closely embedded systems, that
simultaneously aﬀect each other and thus
cause work-family conﬂict. Family support
is a valuable resource that can reduce workfamily conﬂict (Zhang Foley, Li, & Zhu 2018).
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However, many women are still responsible
for a greater portion of their household
and familial responsibilities, despite their
participation in the labour market (Germano,
2019). This situation is worse for working
women who have young children as they
are now experiencing double challenges,
resulting from the unlimited childcare
responsibilities, alongside performing their
full-time jobs (Neneh, 2019). As a result,
working women with children younger than
18 years often have to divide their time
between their work and family domain.
Mari et al. (2016) noted that while women
suﬀer from the negative consequences of
the inter-role conﬂicts between their work
and family domains, the extra burden of
childcare makes things much worse for
working women.

As such, working women who beneﬁt from
higher levels of family support, in turn, have
a higher level of life satisfaction (McNall
et al.,2010). This is because as they use
the support from their informal and formal
networks to enhance their level of work-life
balance, they also attain higher satisfaction
levels in their work and family domains
(Rhee & Zheng, 2019). As such, when
working women, receive family support from
their informal and formal networks, they
can still have life satisfaction even in the
presence of work-family conﬂict. As such,
this study postulates that family support is
one of the conditions under which working
women can use to have life satisfaction
even in the presence of work-family conﬂict.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Procedure
This study followed a qualitative research
design based on the diary method. A
qualitative diary method captures participant
experiences through the use of written
or audio recordings of their experiences
(Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2019). Given
the ﬂuctuating nature of the work-family
conﬂict (Haar, Roche & Brummelhuis, 2018),
capturing women’s experiences at diﬀerent
points in time provides a more nuanced
understanding of how work-life balance
and associated factors, that vary across
time and circumstance (e.g. segmentation
strategy and family support) might inﬂuence
life satisfaction. An online diary study was
conducted from November 2020 to April
2021 which each participant choosing a
four-week interval during this period. Every
week, the participants were asked to audiorecord entries once a week for four weeks.
The researcher called the participant on
the day the audio diary entry was arranged
to be recorded. The participants were
provided with a set of instructions for audio
recording and a prompt sheet to provide
some structure and guidance about what
to comment and reﬂect on in their audio
recordings in the form of semi interview
questions. Also, the participants were
requested to ﬁll in the required information
relating to when events occurred and provide

Since the time devoted towards the
household responsibilities is unending,
the negative consequences often easily
spill over to the women work domain. As
such, many women use the support from
informal and formal networks to create and
maintain a boundary between their family
and work domain and in turn, achieve their
life satisfaction. Working women can use
their family members to assist them with
their child care and household chores and
eldercare responsibilities (Chan, 2009).
Also, given that many working women often
experience strain from their jobs, they can
beneﬁt from the emotional support they
receive from their family members in the form
of motivation, reassurance, and consolation
(Mari et al., 2016; Neneh, 2017) which will
provide them with the emotional stability
and psychological resources necessary to
devote their attention and energy to their
jobs (Arregle et al., 2015).
In the case where working women are not
able to tap into resources from their family
members (informal social support), some
tend to make use of formal social support
structures such as professional service
providers (e.g. domestic worker, au pair, paid
respite care), and daycare facilities to assist
them (Jayawarna, Marlow & Swail, 2020).
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explanations where necessary. Before
the weekly assessments, participants
completed a baseline questionnaire that
focused on sociodemographic information.
Both the baseline questionnaire and the
prompt sheet were semi-structured items
drawn from prior studies (Carlson, 2000;
Diener, Emmons, Larsen and Griﬃn, 1985;
Dunst,Trivette,& Jenkins, 1984) to properly
contextualise examined variables (WFC
(time-based, strain-based, and behaviourbased conﬂict); work-family segmentation,
family support, and life satisfaction) in the
lived experiences of the participants.

one-time non-coercive interactions. Only
those who explicitly expressed their wish
to participate in the study were contacted
after this interaction. They identiﬁed women
employees were invited to participate, and
once they conﬁrmed their willingness to
participate in the study, an informed consent
form was emailed to them to complete. The
research study focused on a sample size
of 20 women employees. Of the 20 women
invited to participate in the study, 12 subjects
agreed to participate in the present study.
However, four did not complete the dairy
study for the four consecutive weeks and
hence they were excluded from the study.
Data for the remaining eight participants
were then retained for this study and this
is suﬃcient for a qualitative diary study that
commonly uses between four and twelve
participants (Saunders et al., 2019).

Sample and Data Collection
The population of the study is women
employees in South Africa. The targeted
population comprise women who have
full-time job across diﬀerent industries in
South Africa. Respondents were recruited
through purposive sampling. Purposive
sampling was used to ensure that women
employees with diverse characteristics are
represented in the study to capture a broad
range of experiences (e.g. (Four junior
level, Four middle-level and Four top-level).
In implementing the purposive sampling,
heterogeneous or maximum variation
sampling was used because it allowed
the researcher to use her judgment to
choose participants with suﬃciently diverse
characteristics to provide the maximum
variation possible in the data collected. As
Devlin (2020) highlights, one of the best
strategies for recruiting a selected set of
participants is to tap into the personal network
of the researcher which could include both
direct connections and indirect connections
(e.g. knowing someone who knows a
potential participant). Direct connections
were approached telephonically. Indirect
connections were referred to by members of
the researcher’s network. Before contacting
the indirect connection, the referrer ﬁrst
contacted the potential participant to seek
their approval to be contacted by the
research to discuss possible participation
in the study. Communication regarding
participation in the study both to direct
and indirect connections were strictly

Descriptive data of respondents
From Table 1 it is observed that the women
were between the ages of 32 and 45. 7 out
of the 8 women were married and having
at least one child who was younger than
12 years old. Also observed is the fact that
all of the women had at least a degree. In
terms of occupation, 4 of the women were
lecturers at a South African university, one
a researcher, one a medical doctor, one a
high school teacher and an entrepreneur,
and one an administrative oﬃcer and
entrepreneur ( see table 1).
ANALYSIS AND RESULT
To understand the diﬀerent conﬁgurations
associated with life satisfaction, the data
from the diary study was analyzed using
fsQCA. The conﬁgurational analysis was
conducted using fsQCA 3.1b software.
The ﬁrst step in the conﬁguration process
included the calibration of the data. Unlike
quantitative data, the calibration of qualitative
data is based entirely on the judgment of
the researcher (De Block & Vis, 2019). As
such, De Block and Vis (2019) suggest
that thresholds should be created based
on an imaginary ideal case while taking
into account the classiﬁcation of responses
from the qualitative data collected. FsQCA
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TABLE 1: DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF WORKING WOMEN

Age

Education

Marital
status

Number
& age of
children

Occupation

32years old

Masters
degree

Married

1 child ( 2
years

Lecturer

33 years old

Masters
degree

Married

32 years old

PHD

Married

Participant 4

36 years old

BSC

Married

Participant 5

35 years old

PHD

Married

40 years old

Degree

Unmarried

45 years old

Honours
degree

Married

30 years old

Masters
degree

Married

Participant
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 6

Participant 7

Participant 8

2 children
(3 & 1 years
old)
2 children
( twins-2
years)
2 children (3
years old and
1 month)
2 children (2
years old and
10 months)
1 child (10
years old)
3 children
(14, 9, 5
years old)
1 child (1
year old)

Lecturer

Lecturer
Medical
doctor
Researcher
Project
Manager
Teacher and
entrepreneur
Oﬃce
assistance

user for the four recordings).

thresholds include full membership (i.e.
1), cross-over point (i.e. 0.5), and full nonmembership (i.e. 0). The ideal imaginary
case for each factor was created based
on the theoretical underpinnings regarding
these variables (WFC (time-based, strainbased, and behaviour-based conﬂict); workfamily segmentation, family support, and life
satisfaction). Because each recording had
prompts that addressed each of the studied
variables, respondents then commented on
each of these variables whenever they did
a recording. This made it easy to carefully
determine how the explained experience
was closer to the imaginary ideal case for
full membership or when the experience
was absent (full non-membership) or
between (cross-over point). During each
recording, calibrations were done for both
the variables and the outcome (i.e life
satisfaction). A total of 32 data points were
calibrated for each factor (i.e. 4 points per

After calibration, the second step entails
analysing the necessary conditions.
A necessary analysis is performed
by independently testing each casual
condition for necessity. A causal condition is
considered necessary when its consistency
score is above the cut-oﬀ value of 0.9
(Ragin, 2000). Table 2 shows that none of
the scores is above the cut-oﬀ value of 0.9
as the highest consistency score among
all conditions was 0.682. This suggests
that none of the conditions was by itself,
necessary to have life satisfaction.
The ﬁnal step involves the construction
and analysis of the truth table by deriving
conﬁgurations of the causal conditions. The
truth table shows the list of all the diﬀerent
conﬁgurations of cases by identifying all the
logically possible combinations of causal
303

TABLE 2: ANALYSIS OF NECESSARY CONDITIONS

Conditions Tested
Consistency
Coverage
SG
0.591
0.650
~ SG
0.409
0.750
TC
0.682
0.652
~ TC
0.318
0.778
SC
0.773
0.654
~ SC
0.227
0.833
BC
0.455
0.769
~ BC
0.545
0.632
AS
0.636
0.778
~ AS
0.364
0.571
~ refers to the negation of a condition. Outcome Variable: Life satisfaction (LS).
Variables: Segmentation (SG); Time-based conﬂict (TC); strain-based conﬂict (SC);
Behaviour-based conﬂict (BC); Adequacy of Support (AS)
conditions. The study employed notations
generally used in literature (e.g. Leischnig et
al., 2016) to explain the conﬁguration results
in Table 3 (see notes for an explanation
of notations). After running the QuineMcCluskey algorithm, the complex solution,
parsimonious solution, and intermediate
solution were returned. The intermediate
solution was chosen for the interpretation
of the results because it produces only
simpliﬁed assumptions and thus yields
greater interpretability (Ragin, 2008).

adequate family support, even though they
adopted a low work-family segmentation
preference, and still experience high levels
of time-based conﬂict.
Conﬁguration (c) shows that adequate
family support is suﬃcient to help working
women achieve life satisfaction when
they experience low levels of strain-based
and behaviour conﬂicts and adopted low
work-family segmentation preferences.
Conﬁguration (d) suggest that when working
women experience high strain-based and
behaviour-based conﬂict, they can still
achieve life satisfaction when they adopt
high work-family segmentation preferences
despite having inadequate family support.

The results of the intermediate solution
indicate four solutions associated with high
levels of life satisfaction (Table 3).
The overall solution consistency is (0.797)
indicating that the solutions adequately
explain life satisfaction. Likewise, the high
levels of overall solution coverage (0.847)
indicate that these generated solutions
explain a considerable proportion of life
satisfaction.

DISCUSSION
Since it is diﬃcult for women to eliminate
work-family
conﬂict
(Ruokolainen,
2006), this study sought to understand
conﬁgurational patterns that could explain
conditions under which women can achieve
life satisfaction despite experiencing some
form of work-family conﬂict. The results in
Table 3 show that each of the work-family
conﬂict dimensions (i.e. time-based, strainbased and behaviour-based) belongs to at
least one of the conﬁgurations that lead to
life satisfaction. This observation particularly
reinforces the existence of mixed ﬁndings
regarding the eﬀect of work-life balance on

Conﬁguration (a) indicates that life
satisfaction was achieved when the
working women adopted high work-family
segmentation preference while experiencing
high strain-based conﬂict and low levels
of time-based conﬂict. Conﬁguration (b)
suggests that life satisfaction was still
achieved when working women received
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TABLE 3: CONFIGURATIONS FROM THE TRUTH TABLE ALGORITHM

Causal factors
a
⊗
•

Solutions for Life Satisfaction (LS)
b
c
•
⊗
⊗
⊗
⊗
•
•
0.875
1
0.318
0.091

d

TC
SC
•
BC
•
SG
•
•
AS
⊗
Consistency
1
0.833
Raw coverage
0.182
0.023
Unique
0.136
0.273
0.045
0.182
coverage
Overall
solution
0.797
consistency
Overall
solution
0.847
coverage
Notes: • =presence of a causal condition; ⊗=negation of a causal condition; blank space=
absence of a causal condition;
important (Mari et al., 2016; Zhou et al.,
2018).

life satisfaction (Hill 2005; Madhavi, 2015;
Yucel, 2017; Jia, Yue & Fu, 2020; Karatepe
& Baddar, 2006). Also observed is that
all the dimensions of work-family conﬂict
do not form a single combination which
could point to the view that experiencing
life satisfaction amidst work-family conﬂict
necessitates eliminating at least one of the
conﬂict dimensions. The only conﬁguration
in which women experience life satisfaction
while having a high level of time-based
conﬂict is when they have adequate family
support. This suggests that when women
cannot attend to their other role because
of the time spent in one role, the only way
they might experience life satisfaction is
by having adequate family support as they
can deploy such support resources towards
the domain that is neglected because of
the time spent on the other domain. For
example, if a woman spends more time at
work, they might use family support to cater
for their home needs such as childcare
responsibilities which could lift a lot of the
burden from their shoulders as they would
not have the guilt of neglecting their family
roles which most consider being very

Strain-based conﬂict and segmentation
seem to go hand in hand as shown in
conﬁgurations (a) and (d). When the strain
from one role spills over to the other role, it
can easily steal the joy of women and aﬀect
their life satisfaction. However, segmenting
the work from the family domain, makes
it possible to minimize the spillover of the
strain from one domain to another. For
example, women who see the home as
a safe place, can easily leave the work
stress at work and enjoy quality time at
home which would boost their morale and
enhance their life satisfaction. Similarly,
even if one experiences behaviour-based
conﬂict in addition to strain-based conﬂict
as shown in conﬁguration (d), segmentation
is also suﬃcient to ensure that the negative
behaviour does not spill over to the other
domain. This supports the view that
segmentation might buﬀer the negative
emotions and experiences from one role
to the other (Ashforth et al., 2000), thus
allowing women to enjoy a diﬀerent positive
aﬀective state that could enhance their life
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satisfaction.
IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY
This study oﬀers theoretical, policy, and
practical/managerial implications. The
theoretical implications are two-fold. While
there has been a growing number of studies
that examine the eﬀect of work-family
conﬂict on life satisfaction, the ﬁndings
have been mixed (Madhavi, 2015; Yucel,
2017; Jia, Yue and Fu, 2020; Karatepe
& Baddar, 2006). Work-life conﬂict is not
static as the conﬂict one experiences might
be based on a speciﬁc context at a speciﬁc
point in time. As such, by using a diary
study, this study was able to identify the
fact that diﬀerent conﬁgurations might be
experienced by working women such that
it is possible to still have life satisfaction
despite experiencing high levels of workfamily conﬂict. Particularly, this study looks
at conﬁgurations of the diﬀerent dimensions
of work-family conﬂict and found that
life satisfaction could be achieved when
experiencing some but not all the dimensions
at a given point in time. This provides a
nuanced understanding of the relationship
between work-family conﬂict and work-life
balance and opens doors for future studies
to control for the extent of each dimension
to better understand the mixed ﬁnding.
Secondly, the study proposed segmentation
and adequacy of family support as two
factors that could further explain the
circumstances under which working women
might experience life satisfaction despite
having some form of work-family conﬂict. In
particular, segmentation seems to be more
important when strain and behaviour-based
conﬂict are concerned while adequacy of
family support is instrumental when dealing
with time-based conﬂict. By adopting
fsQCA, this study has provided a nuanced
understanding of these relationships and
open the door for further investigation of
such patterns in future studies.

conﬂict they are experiencing. This is
because diﬀerent dimensions will conﬁgure
diﬀerently for them to still be able to achieve
life satisfaction. For example, those
experiencing time-based conﬂict need to
seek adequate family support while those
experiencing strain and or behaviour-based
conﬂict need to adopt a segmentation
strategy. Secondly, as many businesses
have adopted the work from home
approach which might persist beyond the
current pandemic, segmentation might be
diﬃcult to achieve because of the blurred
nature of the physical boundaries between
work and home. As such, working women
need to ﬁnd strategies to segment their
home workspace from their family domain
such as having a home oﬃce where they
can work only from there. Likewise, setting
time for work and family can make it easy
to segment work time from family time.
Lastly, the role of family support should not
be underscored. Besides being important
when time-based conﬂict is high, adequate
family support alone also inﬂuences life
satisfaction when other factors are low(see
conﬁguration c). Working women should
try to identify their needs so that they can
seek support that will be adequate to meet
their needs because having support that is
not adequate would still not be valuable in
creating the work-life balance they need and
boost their life satisfaction. For example, if
you depend on informal help and still have
to do a lot of the household responsibilities,
then it might be time to seek professional
support that would eliminate some of the
family domain activities. Working women
transition into diﬀerent stages (e.g. single,
marriage, birth, divorce) in their family
life based on the life course perspective.
Because of this, they must become aware
of the contexts they ﬁnd themselves in and
fully leverage the diﬀerent support from
their formal and informal networks that best
meets their needs.

The practical implications are threefold.
Firstly, When experiencing work-family
conﬂict, working women must evaluate
the speciﬁc dimensions of work-family

Regarding policy contribution, despite
worldwide calls for women’s empowerment,
women are still responsible for a greater
share of the reproductive labour (usually
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linked to household and childcare
responsibilities). In some households in
developing countries, there is an unequal
division of reproductive labour and thus
these working women besides performing
their full time jobs, are still responsible for
household and childcare responsibilities.
Without policies that consider gendered
caregiving responsibilities, many working
women will continue to be kept at a
disadvantage to achieving gender equality.
Consequently, policymakers in South Africa
and around the world can partner and
fund support programs that are aimed at
cultivating the general proclivity of a genderequal distribution of reproductive labor. Also,
governments and institutions supporting
women should promote the creation of
peer support groups where working women
can share the diﬀerent challenges they are
experiencing as well as the diﬀerent coping
strategies they use to mitigate work-family
conﬂict. This will positively impact their
economic welfare and empowerment.

working women and, as such, the ﬁndings
could not be generalized across men as
it is not known if the ﬁndings of this study
will be the same or diﬀer for men. Hence
further studies can do a comparative study.
Secondly, the women who participated in
the study were identiﬁed from the personal
network of the researcher who came from
mostly urban areas in South Africa. Further
studies can also focus on rural women to
see if there is any diﬀerence in the ﬁndings.
Third, this study only focused on work-family
segmentation and family support, and as
such, future studies can include workfamily segmentation as well as other types
of social support ( such as organisational
support) to unearth the work-family conﬂictlife satisfaction nexus.
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GENDER INFLUENCE
ON SMALL AND MEDIUM
ENTERPRISES GROWTH
DIMENSION

2009, Ward, Hernández-Sánchez, and
Sánchez-García 2019). Comparisons have
been made between male and female
owned businesses regarding business
start-up and ﬁrm performance (Brush
and Hisrich 2000). A number of studies
(Goktan and Gupta 2015, Dabic, Daim,
Bayraktoroglu, Novak, and Basic 2012,
Dawson and Henley 2012) have noted
gender diﬀerences in the perceptions and
attitudes towards entrepreneurship.
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However, Adachi and Hisada (2017) argue
that gender could not determine one’s
likelihood of entrepreneurship. Several
studies have also cited strong similarities
between men and women in elements
that drive entrepreneurial behaviour,
such as desire for control, autonomy and
achievement. According to Mueller and
Dato On (2008) one would expect that within
modern egalitarian societies diﬀerences
in entrepreneurial intentions between the
genders will be minimal or non-existent. For
example Knotts, Jones and Brown (2008)
point out that researchers have been
attempting to ﬁnd out if gender was a critical
diﬀerentiator in ﬁrm performance. And as
noted by Knotts, Jones and La Preze (2004)
if diﬀerences are found, this will be due to
training or other background experiences
other than gender. It can be concluded, that
the evidence on the diﬀerences in small
business growth between the genders has
been contradictory (Quaye, Acheampong
and Asiedu 2015).

ABSTRACT
The purpose of the study was to establish
the inﬂuence of gender on the diﬀerent
growth aspects in small businesses. Data
was collected through a self-administered
questionnaire from 167 small businesses
trained by a Centre for Entrepreneurship
at a South African University to ﬁnd out
the inﬂuence of gender ownership on
growth dimensions; strategic, structural,
organisational and ﬁnancial. Results show
that there was no signiﬁcant diﬀerences
in ﬁnancial and structural growth among
female, male and multiple ownership of
small businesses. Signiﬁcant diﬀerences
were recorded between male and multiple
ownership, with regards to strategic growth
and also between female and male owned
businesses in terms of organisational
growth.
Diﬀerent
interventions
are
recommended to ensure a balanced growth
in small businesses. Additionally targeted
intervention in female owned businesses is
needed to address gender stereotypes that
adversely aﬀect female owned businesses.
Future qualitative research to explain
the signiﬁcant diﬀerences in strategic
and organisational growth dimensions
between the diﬀerent ownership types is
recommended.

Performance of business results from
consistency of structural and strategic
factors and congruency with business
environmental contexts. This means
that for an organisation to be maximally
eﬀective, it must have conﬁgurations that
are internally consistent and ﬁt multiple
contextual
dimensions
(Wiklund
&
Shepherd, 2004). The gender comparative
performance studies have been on ﬁnancial
and non-ﬁnancial performance as well as
entrepreneurship / business start-up levels
in general.

Key words: gender ownership, small
businesses, growth aspects
INTRODUCTION
Gender is a factor that has been considered
in many studies that have analysed ﬁrm
behaviour and entrepreneurship (Kirkwood
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Though this study is still on gender /
business
performance
comparison,
the focus is on comparing the gender
ownership type to speciﬁc growth elements
in a small business. Instead of a broad
measurement of ﬁnance and non-ﬁnance
aspects, it focuses on speciﬁc growth
dimensions; ﬁnancial, strategic, structural
and organisational, based on Wickham’s
(2001, 2004) growth dimensions. Previous
studies have put little focus on these other
“speciﬁc” dimensions which are usually
lumped together as “ﬁnancial / nonﬁnancial” (Weber & Genester 2014), hybrid
performance (Fukushima and Peirce 2011)
or “intrinsic” performance measures (Weber
and Geneste, 2014; p. 17). Though there
are a few authors who have supported
these dimensions, this author has validated
these dimensions in an earlier study. The
other authors who have supported these
dimensions include, Achtenhagen, Naldi
and Melin 2010, Isaga 2012, Shepherd
and Wickland 2005, Sirect and Mocnik
2010, Longenecker, Moore and Petty 2017,
Hamel and Green 2015, OECD 2012, Azfar,
Khan, and Gabriel 2014, and Pecks 2006,
among others. It is in these four dimensions
that male, female and multiple ownership
types will be compared. The uniqueness
of this study is that it narrows the areas of
comparison from general growth to speciﬁc
growth dimensions. Most studies which
focus on gender comparison of business
performance, do not add a third aspect
such as multiple ownership, which this
study does.

female owned businesses. There is limited
literature on the comparison of these two
ownership types with a multiple form of
ownership. This is expected in the small
business sector, where ownership is mainly
private and is dominated by either female or
a male owner managers. Though the mixed
form of ownership is quite prevalent, the
extant literature’s focus is on the separate
gender owners. The diﬀerent growth
dimensions will also be analysed brieﬂy.

The focus of this study is not on the gender
diﬀerences in “entrepreneurship” but on the
growth aspects of the ﬁrm. The work by
Wickham (2004) forms the basis of growth
dimensions. The article will review literature
ﬁrst, before presenting the methodology.
Thereafter the results are analysed and
discussed. Managerial implications are
then presented before concluding.

It is assumed therefore that the diﬀerences
in male and female entrepreneurs will not
aﬀect the growth dimensions the same way.

Gender and entrepreneurship (business
start-up) comparison
Women were less likely to become
entrepreneurs than men (De Vita, Mari
and Poggesi 2014, Bernat, Lambardi and
Palacios 2017, Quaye, Acheampong,
and Asiedu (2015). This according to
Mueller and Dato-On (2008), results from
diﬀerences in gender socialization or the
diﬀerent socio-economic conditions that
the genders interact with (Quaye et al.,
2015). Kundu and Rani, (2007) note that
women are considered less competitive,
less assertive and less aggressive in
meeting the demands of the business. In
addition, the way the genders perceive
the environment for entrepreneurship may
shape their ability to succeed in it (Allen
et al., 2007). Arora and Jain (2019) report
that gender carries strong psychological
and socical connotations which explains
the entrepreneural orintations of male
and female entrepreneurs. Radipere and
Dhliwayo (2014) also attribute it to skewed
legal and cultural stereotypes.

Gender and growth comparison
Quan (2012), Dabic, et al., (2012), Canizares
and Garcia (2010) reported that males are
more likely than women to have businesses
which grow. This could be explained by the
ﬁnding that women are more risk averse
than men (Antoncic, et al., 2018, Caliendo,
Fossen, and Kritikos, 2014, Bernat et al.,
2017). According to Shahriar and Shepherd

LITERATURE REVIEW
The review analyses the main diﬀerences
in entrepreneurship between male and
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(2019), the issue of fear could impair a
woman’s self-image about capability.
Likewise, this has a negative eﬀect on their
desire to step into entrepreneurial ventures.

Business
performance
has
been
explained by exploring its relationship with
entrepreneurial orientation (EO) (Lumpkin &
Dess 2001). The assumption has been that
entrepreneurially orientated businesses
have the capability to discover and exploit
new market opportunities (Wiklund &
Shepherd, 2003). Some studies suggest a
combination of ﬁnancial and non-ﬁnancial
measures oﬀers a more comprehensive
evaluation of ﬁrm performance (Li, Huang
& Tsai 2009). Subjective non-ﬁnancial
measures include indicators such as
perceived market share, perceived sales
growth, customer satisfaction, loyalty and
brand equity (Li et al, 2009). Wickham,
(2001, 2004) on the other hand distinctively
identiﬁes four (4) facets of growth. These
are, ﬁnancial, strategic, structural and
organizational. They are brieﬂy discussed
next.

Tan (2008) on the other hand points to a
diﬀerent direction and shows that women
entrepreneurs outperform their male
counterparts and engage in more risky
ventures compared to men. A third set
of results other than that of one gender
outperforming the other is of those who did
not ﬁnd any signiﬁcant diﬀerence. Knotts et
al., (2008) for example notes that, studies
trying to ﬁnd inherent gender diﬀerences
in entrepreneurial propensities or activities
have
generally
been
unsuccessful.
Sonﬁeld, Lussier, Corman, and McKinney
(2001) found no signiﬁcant diﬀerences
in entrepreneurial aspects of innovation,
risk propensity or strategies between the
genders. According to Kirkwood (2009),
however, many of the motivations in men
and women are similar in nature. Though
gender stereotyping exists, disadvantaging
women than men (Chiloane and Mayhew,
2010) entrepreneurship is about overcoming
the odds. The author therefore expects
that the three forms of ownership will not
perform diﬀerently.

Financial growth relates to the development
of the business as a commercial entity, in
terms of turn-over, investment to achieve
that turn over and the resulting proﬁt
(Weber and Genester 2014), including the
cumulative value (assets) of the business.
The fact that ﬁnancial growth measures
the additional value that the organization is
creating is an important measure of success
of the venture (Dhliwayo 2021). This is
a measure of increased organizational
capacity (Achtenhagen et al., 2010 Ngek
& van Aardt Smit, 2013). Oyedele (2020)
found that women entrepreneurs who
possessed lower conﬁdence in the area
of ﬁnancial management prioritised nonﬁnancial components of business growth
such as customer satisfaction and loyalty,
employee satisfaction and development,
and improved relationships with employees
and customers. This may imply that these
areas or dimensions would therefore
grow or be grown at a disproportionately
higher level than ﬁnancial aspect by the
female owned businesses. The ﬁnancial
growth construct was made up of the
following 4 aspects; improvement in the
return on investment (ROI), sales (income)
improvement,
business’
expenditure

It is therefore hypothesised that no signiﬁcant
diﬀerences exist between female, male and
multiple ownership with regards to growth
dimensions hypothesis (1-Ho1): ﬁnancial
growth (Ho1a), strategic growth (Ho1b),
structural growth (Ho1c) and organisational
growth (Ho1d).
Growth dimensions
The diﬀerent growth dimensions are based
on the work by Wickham (2001, 2004). The
author found the work to be seminal, and
explored these dimensions and validated
them in an earlier study (Dhliwayo 2021).
I view the more focused study of the
dimensions as critical in understanding
small business failure and survival, given
their high mortality rates on one hand, and
their economic contribution on the other.
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increase, and ﬁxed assets value increase.
The literature bases include; Achtenhagen
et al., 2010, Isaga 2012, Delma 1997, Kelly
& Nakosteen 2005, Weber and Genester
2014, Longenecker et al., 2017, and Pecks
2006.

versus ﬂexible, organic designs present
multiple challenges because of the change
(Kuratko & Hodgetts 2014).
Organisational
growth
relates
to
development from a one-man show
to a multi-layered organization with
adopted written policies, plans, budgets,
standardisation of personnel practices and
institutionalization of control procedures
and measurements (Longenecker et al.,
2017, Kuratko & Hodgetts 2014). Changes
take place in the organizational processes,
such as the entrepreneurs’ role and
leadership style as it moves from a small to
a larger ﬁrm (Wickham 2004). It involves the
introduction of novel business approaches,
which enhance the relationship between a
ﬁrm and external agents (Azfar et al., 2014,
Hamel and Green 2007). Organisational
growth is intended to increase eﬃciencies
through the acquisition of knowledge or
changes in the ﬁrm’s practices, beliefs,
rules, or norms (Ben Zaied, Louati &
Aﬀes, 2015). Although growth increases
organizational complexity (Davidsson et al.,
2010), it also enhances ﬁrm survival (Coad
et al., 2013). Organizational growth was
measured by three aspects; a change in
the number of employees, improvement in
employees’ technical skills, and an increase
in the number of operating systems
(Achtenhagen et al., 2010, Isaga 2012,
Shepherd & Wickland 2005, Levie & Autio
2010, Longenecker et al., 2017, Ben Zaied,
Louati & Aﬀes, 2015, Hamel & Green 2015,
Azfar et al., 2014, Pecks 2006, Davidson et
al., 2010).

Strategic growth relates to changes, which
take place in the way the organization
interacts with its environment, as a coherent,
strategic whole (Wickham 2001, 2004).
This is in terms of the capabilities to exploit
opportunities through building tangible and
intangible assets it requires to create a
sustainable competitive advantage in the
market place. The potential for growth must
be recognized in the venture’s mission.
The venture should make maximum use of
its capabilities and exploit its competitive
potential (Wickham 2004). The direction of
growth must be indicated by the venture’s
strategy, in terms of products, markets and
competitive advantage it will exploit and
develop in order to serve its customers
better than competitors (Pecks 2006). The
management of growth of resource ﬂows
within the organization.
Strategic growth was made up of the
following 4 aspects: an increase in
capabilities to exploit opportunities, an
increase in quantities of goods / services
demanded, utilisation of mission & vision
and extend of the internal / external
environmental ﬁt (Lau & Snell 1996, Lewis
2008, Jones et al., 2012, Pecks 2006).
Structural growth relates to the changes
the ﬁrm organizes its internal systems,
such as managerial roles, responsibilities,
reporting and communication links and
resource control systems (Davidsson et al.,
2010). Strategic learning and knowledge
orientation lead to survival and growth in
the long run for small businesses, even
though there might be quicker ways to gain
short-term success (Salojarvi et al., 2005).
Factors such as cultural elements, staﬃng
and development of personnel as well as
appraisal and rewards and the constant
struggle between rigid bureaucratic designs

METHODOLOGY
This is a cross sectional, study in which
data was collected using a structured
questionnaire from a sample of 200 small
businesses, in South Africa. After data
cleaning, 167 responses were usable.
The sample was drawn purposively
from entrepreneurs trained at, Centre
for Entrepreneurship at a South African
university. The assessment period was the
previous ﬁve years. The questionnaire was
divided into two sections. Section A captured
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the gender ownership of the business.
Three options, female, male and multiple
ownership were availed. These were single
item measures. In section B, two main
questions were asked: ﬁrst, respondents
were asked to indicate the extent diﬀerent
aspects of their business had changed in
the previous 5 years. The aspects included,
strategic, organisational, structural and
ﬁnancial dimensions. This was measured
through a four point Likert scale, ranging
from; greatly improved (4) improved (3), not
improved (2) declined (1). Organisational
growth was measured by three elements
while ﬁnancial, structural and strategic
growth aspects were measured by four
elements each (as indicated in the earlier
review).

The data was analysed using SPSS. A
Levene’s test of homogeneity of variances
was used to test whether the variance in
scores is the same for each of the 4 growth
aspects. The signiﬁcant values greater
than 0.05 were observed which indicate
that the assumption of homogeneity of
variance had not been violated. An Anova
test was therefore conducted to test
hypothesis 1, that: There is no statistically
signiﬁcant diﬀerence between female,
male and multiple owned small businesses
with regards to growth dimensions: (1)
ﬁnancial growth (Ho1a) (2) strategic growth
(Ho1b) (3) structural growth (Ho1c) and (4)
organisational growth Ho1d). The results of
the Anova test are shown in Table 2.
Results (Table 2), shows that there is a
statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence in strategic
(stratgrow), 0.016 < α = 0.05 (Ho1b) and
organisational growth (orggrowth), 0.00 <
α = 0.26 (Ho1d) among female ownership,
male ownership and multiple ownership of
small enterprises. No signiﬁcant diﬀerences
among the forms of ownership was found
regarding ﬁnancial growth (ﬁngrow)
0.129 < α = 0.05 (Ho1a), and structural
growth (strucgrow) 0.67 < α = 0.05
(Ho1c). Hypothesis 1 (Ho1a and Ho1d) is
therefore not supported. This implies that
the ownership types has a statistically
signiﬁcant eﬀect on the diﬀerent dimensions
of growth.

An exploratory factor analysis was done,
preceded by a KMO and Bartlett’s test to ﬁrst
check sampling adequacy in order to carry
out the factor analysis.The Promax Kaiser
Normalization rotation method and the
Maximum Likelihood Extraction methods
were used. The result was that the elements
loaded into the original 4 constructs. The
factors (growth dimensions) were tested for
reliability. Reliability results are presented
in Table 1. The highest score is 0.836 and
the lowest is 0.622. All the eigenvalues are
above 1.00 and the variance explained
above 0.50%. All the factors are therefore
reliable.

TABLE 1: RELIABILITY OF GROWTH DIMENSION FACTORS

Factor

Strategic
growth
Structural
growth
Organizational
growth
Financial
growth

RELIABILITY STATISTICS
Cronbach’s Number
Scale
Scale
Eigen Variance N
alpha
of items statistics statistics values explained
mean
standard
deviation
0.836
4
11.73
2.240
2.686
67.14% 167
0.689

4

10.84

2.075

2.085

52%

167

0.689

3

7.87

1.783

1.857

61.89%

167

0.622

4

15.55

4.409

1.564

64%

167
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TABLE 2 OWNERSHIP TYPES AND GROWTH TYPES ANOVA

Growth Dimensions
FAC_FINGRO
FACTOR SCORES
FAC_STRATGRO
FACTOR SCORES
FAC_STRUGROW
FACTOR SCORES
FAC_ORGROW
FACTOR SCORES

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Sum of
Squares
1.303
50.820
52.123
2.743
51.532
54.275
1.414
41.465
42.879
2.578
55.040
57.619

A multiple comparison Pearson’s chi-square
was used to establish in which growth
dimension there was a signiﬁcant diﬀerence
among the diﬀerent ownership types. The
study hypothesises that there is signiﬁcant
diﬀerences in growth between each of the
ownership types, female ownership and
male ownership and multiple ownership
regarding; (1) strategic growth (Ho2a);
and (2) organisational growth (Ho2b). A
comparison on structural and ﬁnancial
growth was not done since these have
already reﬂected no signiﬁcance diﬀerence.
Results are shown in Table 3.

df
2
162
164
2
160
162
2
161
163
2
160
162

Mean
Square
.651
.314

F

Sig.

2.077

.129

1.372
.322

4.258

.016

.707
.258

2.745

.067

1.289
.344

3.748

.026

Although
ﬁnancial
growth
is
any
entrepreneur’s dream and most businesses
are working towards this, the realisation of
this growth dimension is both internally and
externally dependant. The internal factors
will obviously include how the business is
managed (all business operations). The
external factors will include the underlying
market and economic factors. If the market
factors are favourable and the business
is well managed, then proﬁtability is likely
to be realised, irrespective of the gender
ownership type. The assertion by Rosa,
Carter & Hamilton (1996) that women
perform less well on quantitative ﬁnancial
measures such as sales turnover and
proﬁtability, because they tend not enter
business for ﬁnancial gain but to pursue
intrinsic goals, is therefore not supported.
The suggestion of some studies that
women entrepreneurs hesitate to pursue
the ﬁnancial perspective of growth out of
fear (Bhardwaj, 2013; Pathak et al., 2013;
Rouse et al., 2013) is also not supported
in our ﬁnding. Studies by Tegtmeier et al.,
(2017), Morris et al., (2006), which found
that the majority of female owned entities
are in lower proﬁt industries, have lower
proﬁts and employees than those owned by
men do not conﬁrm signiﬁcant diﬀerences
in ﬁnancial growth, but levels of proﬁtability.
Chen (2014) also reiterates this view and

Signiﬁcant diﬀerences were found in
strategic growth, between males and mixed
ownership (p= 0.027< 0.05) and between
females and males (p= 0.018< 0.05) in
organisational growth. Hypothesis Ho2a and
Ho2b are therefore supported. The results
conﬁrm that decisions taken in hypothesis
Ho1 were absent of type 1 and type 2 errors.
The question becomes, why there is no
diﬀerence in ﬁnancial and structural growth
and why is there the registered signiﬁcant
diﬀerences. The results are analysed further
in the discussion.
DISCUSSION
The discussion will focus on each of the
growth at a time, starting oﬀ with ﬁnancial
growth.
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TABLE 3 DUNNET’S MULTIPLE COMPARISONS

Multiple Comparisons
Dependent Variable

Mean
Diﬀerence
(I-J)

Std.
Error

Sig.

95% Conﬁdence
Interval
Lower
Bound

Female
.22005
.09836 .079 -.0178
Male
Multiple
.33201*
.12092 .027
.0312
ownership
FAC_
Male
-.22005
.09836 .079 -.4579
STRATGRO Dunnett
FACTOR
T3
Female
Multiple
.11196
.12560 .754 -.1992
SCORES
ownership
Male
-.33201*
.12092 .027 -.6328
Multiple
ownership Female
-.11196
.12560 .754 -.4231
Female
.27305*
.09765 .018
.0369
Male
Multiple
.09439
.15423 .902 -.2935
ownership
FAC_
Male
-.27305*
.09765 .018 -.5092
ORGROW
Dunnett
FACTOR
T3
Female
Multiple
-.17866
.15874 .601 -.5759
SCORES
ownership
Male
-.09439
.15423 .902 -.4823
Multiple
ownership Female
.17866
.15874 .601 -.2186
*. The mean diﬀerence is signiﬁcant at the 0.05 level.
b. Dunnett t-tests treat one group as a control, and compare all other groups against it.

Upper
Bound
.4579
.6328
.0178
.4231
-.0312
.1992
.5092
.4823
-.0369
.2186
.2935
.5759

explained by the author. Any assumption
can only be speculation.

attributes this to women entrepreneurs
often having less access to bank credit
compared with men.

The non-signiﬁcance among the three
ownership types with regard to structural
growth dimension can be explained by
the fact that these aspects are size driven.
Since most of the sample were SMEs,
(with minimal changes in size, employees,
systems, etc), no signiﬁcant diﬀerences
would be registered among the gender
ownership types.

The fact that there is no signiﬁcant diﬀerences in strategic growth between the
ownership types could explain the fact that
the strategic focus of the sample or SMEs
in general is the same. Strategic planning
or practices focus on long term planning,
visioning and a more outward looking posture
that interacts with external stakeholders.
The fact could be that this posture, applies
the same to the three ownership types
or as found out in an earlier study by the
author, that at times, the SMEs take on a
survival mode, focusing on operational
issues as opposed to a strategic posture.
The strategic growth could also be aﬀected
by age of the business (Churchill & Lewis
1983) and not gender ownership type. The
fact that multiple ownership signiﬁcantly
diﬀered in growth with male ownership, and
not between males and females cannot be

The result for organisational growth
shows a signiﬁcant diﬀerences between
males and female ownership. As pointed
out by Desouza and Paquette, (2011)
diﬀerent studies conducted by international
organisations such as the International
Labour Organisation (ILO: 2011) and the
United Nations Industrial Development
Organisation (UNIDO, 2012) conﬁrmed that
policy makers undermine the role of women
with “gender-blinded” policies in the capacity
building and development of SMEs. Women
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are viewed as less entrepreneurial resulting
in negative biases to their endeavours
to start and run successful ventures
(McShane & Glinow, 2014). Nascent
businesses also pass through challenging
phases of forging relationships with new
external stakeholders, gathering resources
and dealing with demanding environments
(O’Toole & Ciuchta, 2019). The inherent
ability to do so may diﬀer between the two
gender ownership types.

comparison of gender ownership types
on individual growth dimensions instead
of the usual broad growth dimensions.
Qualitative studies could be carried out in
future to ﬁnd out why there is a signiﬁcant
diﬀerence in strategic growth between
male ownership and multiple ownership.
It would also be important to ﬁnd out the
reasons for diﬀerences between male and
female ownership regarding organisational
growth, for example to establish if this
is due to gender biases. The study was
limited to a Gauteng based sample. A larger
and possibly national sample would be
desirable in order to understand the growth
dimensions and ownership types better.

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
The study’s ﬁnding as to why there was
a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between multiple
ownership and male ownership (and not
female ownership) regarding strategic
growth, could not be explained. This calls
for further study to better understand this
phenomena as well as small business
growth in general. Secondly, the serotyping
of female owned businesses as less proﬁt
growth oriented, was not proved. Female
entrepreneurs should not be aﬀected by
this “myth” or assertion by prior studies.
They should go out there and conﬁdently
assert themselves and compete equally
with other businesses, without considering
the female (gender) ownership. However,
literature shows there is a negative bias
when it comes to external support for female
owned businesses (an organisational
growth dimension). The study also found a
signiﬁcant diﬀerence between female and
male owned business regarding this aspect.
It is therefore recommended that biased
intervention to support female owned
businesses should continue in order to build
their organisational capabilities (growth), to
enable them to compete better, given the
negative biases they experience. Overall,
all SMEs’ growth, should be supported
through funding, skilling and business
development programmes by government
agencies and the private sector to enhance
their competitiveness and contribution to
the economy.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Hilner (2018) asks a critical question around
Design Thinking: is it a buzzword or a ‘holy
grail’? Scholars such as Jensen, Lozano,
and Steinert (2016) noted that between
2006 and 2016 a major increase in the term
Design Thinking (DT) according to Google
trends, indicating its popularity was on the
rise. These authors also noted the potential
of DT in terms of coming up with new
ideas beyond applying it as a method only.
Interpreting DT as a trend only, implies that
its popularity might also fade soon. Much
has been written on DT as a paradigm as
opposed to a method or tool only and this
paper calls for an understanding of DT
beyond a trend.

ABSTRACT
A lot has been written on the relevance
of Design Thinking in Entrepreneurship
Education. Nevertheless, it would seem
that every decade, there is a very
prominent theme within Entrepreneurship
Education and 2021 marks a new turning
point that is contextualized within a postpandemic Fourth Industrial Revolution.
The purpose of this paper is therefore to
highlight the value of Design Thinking in
Entrepreneurship Education for the future.
A literature review is provided to unpack
the typical use of Design Thinking within
Entrepreneurship Education within the
Business context. In this regard, reference
to the to the subtle diﬀerence in the design
philosophy which is more solution oriented
than a typical management problem
orientation is highlighted. Two objectives
are addressed in this conceptual paper: 1) to
explore the dimensions of Design Thinking
applied in Entrepreneurship Education
in published academic work over the last
decade, and 2) to make recommendations
regarding the future of Design Thinking
in Entrepreneurship Education. The
methods and material applied in this study
are guided by a constructivist paradigm.
The ﬁrst objective involved a literature
search on Google scholar to analyse the
published work on Design Thinking in
Entrepreneurship Education. The second
objective entailed predicting the future

Scholars who write on Entrepreneurship
Education (EE) seem to have consensus
about the need for interdisciplinary projects
and approaches (Fiore, Sansone & Paolucci,
2019; Secundo, Mele, Sansone & Paolucci,
2020). It is therefore not surprising that
DT made its way into the EE realm and its
presence in the scholarship on EE seems
to be increasing. Contrary to the belief of
some, DT is not a new buzzword or a new
trend because DT was coined as construct
in the discipline of architecture in the 1980’s
by Peter Rowe (1987). The construct,
DT then found its way into the business
schools in the 2000’s where it became a
very prominent notion in the mainstream
entrepreneurship research and it is growing
in popularity in EE as a contemporary theory
or approach over the past decade (Hilner,
2018). The relevance of DT might be more
applicable in the future in a post pandemic
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world economy, where skills to deal with
disruption, are more important than ever.
DT may oﬀer insight into the solution
focused mindset that is able to respond to
such disruptive environments.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Design Thinking in the context of
business
DT has been applied to the business
context and in this regard it is deﬁned as
mindset, process and tools applied to solve
problems (Dunne & Martin 2006; Glen,
Suciu & Baughn 2014). Kimbell (2011) refer
to the cognitive style when referring to DT
and sees this as a resource to businesses.
This view links to the ‘business schoollike’ view of Brown (2009) who has also
deﬁned DT as a human-centered approach
for innovation that applies tools from the
designer’s toolkit to synthesise people’s
needs and technology in order to promote
business success. The applicability of
DT to problem solving is thus evident and
has been well documented in deﬁnitions
stemming from the business discipline
(particularly entrepreneurship).

The purpose of this paper is to highlight the
value of DT in EE for the future as it would
seem that 2020 marks a clear turning point
that is currently reﬂected in the literature.
There are two objectives addressed with
this conceptual paper: 1) to explore the
dimensions of DT applied in EE in published
academic work over the last decade, and
2) to make recommendations regarding the
future of DT in EE.
This paper commences with a literature
review on DT in the business domain
followed by a discussion on EE and
how DT plays out in the approaches to
EE. The methods and materials used
in this paper are oﬀered to illustrate the
constructivist approach applied in order
to make recommendations for the future.
The ﬁndings that follow are oﬀered to apply
the aspects that were identiﬁed in the ﬁrst
part of the ﬁndings on DT and EE and then
synthesise these with a meta-theoretical
view on DT the in order to conclude with
the proposed value of DT through reasoned
logic. This paper may have implications for
EE in tertiary institutions as it highlights a
turning point in 2020 that can potentially
beneﬁt from a deeper understanding of DT.

DT is also seen as a methodology for
creative problems solving where the
problem can be new or an old one but the
focus is an improved future result (Linton
& Klinton, 2019). As a style of thinking,
DT requires empathy to be applied to
the context of a problem, creativity in the
generation of solutions so that new insight
is gained, and rational thinking to analyze
the ﬁt of solutions to the context (Micheli,
Wilner, Bhatti, Mura & Beverland, 2019).
Solutions that are analysed and evaluated
for their suitability to solve a problem implies
that divergent and convergent thinking are
required and in this regard, Cross (2011) is

FIGURE 1: THE ASPECTS OF DESIGN THINKING APPLIED IN THE CONTEXT OF BUSINESS
(SELF-COMPILED)
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of opinion that these two modes of thinking
even coincide at times, particularly with
reference to DT.

• Re-design Principle: the incorporation of
previous experience in ﬁnding solutions
are important and foresight to solve/
predict future problems can be helpful
because in essence human needs
reoccur over time.

The notion of a problem-solving paradigm
in particular is evident in the application of
DT in the business disciplines (Matthews
& Wrigley, 2017; Brown & Martin, 2015).
Methodology on the other hand, implies
certain logics and this in turn is underpinned
by certain tenets or principles. DT principles
therefore underpin the process or method
and there are certain tools that can be
applied within the methodology (Sarooghi,
Sunny, Hornsby & Fernhaber, 2019). Figure
1 illustrates the relationship between the
various aspects of DT as they are typically
applied in business disciplines.

• Tangible Principle: ideas should be made
tangible through prototypes as this may
also help communicating the solutions.
In many practical toolkits, these principles
are referred to as the “rules” of DT
(Mansoori & Lackeus, 2019). Due to the
scientiﬁc nature of this paper, I highlight
that academics should not lose sight that
these are from the design disciple and
applied within a business context. While it
might not be wrong to apply them as rules
or tools in business modules for example,
the aspect that might be missed if they are
simply applied in a business context without
a deeper understanding of their signiﬁcance
as underpinning principles of a paradigm
(for example by a student) is that they might
be applied in a problem focused manner
while they stem from a solution focused
paradigm. Solution focus versus problem
focus is the subtle diﬀerence between the
design discipline (more solution focused)
from where design thinking stems and the
typical business thinking (more problem
focused) (Matthews & Wrigley, 2017). A
deeper understanding of the principles
from the paradigm is thus key before they
are applied because this understanding
will guide the application. The ﬁrst point
of application of DT within the business
discipline is usually the DT process and
method.

The various aspects as illustrated in Figure
1 will now be unpacked to show how they
link within the context of problem solving.
Design thinking principles
The principles of DT guide the application
of the methodology as well as the tools
(Çeviker-Çınar, Mura & Demirbağ-Kaplan,
2017). There are four prominent principles
reported in the literature that are mostly
written about in the business context from a
social entrepreneurial perspective (Liedtka,
Salzman & Azer, 2018) but they are at
least acknowledged by prominent scholars
usually associated with DT in the business
context such as Tim Brown who writes in
Brown and Katz (2019) on innovation.
These principles are provided by Jobst and
Meinel (2014), as well as by Meinel and
Leifer (2014) and can be summarised as
follows:

Process and method
The DT process is commonly applied
in the business discipline due to its
applicability to yield innovative solutions
to problems (Mansoori & Lackeus, 2019).
This process involves several steps and
the most commonly referred to is the ﬁve
step process of DSchool (Brown & Katz,
2011) with the following steps or phases: 1)
empathy, 2) problem deﬁnition, 3) ideation
of possible solutions, 4) rapid prototyping or

• Human Principle: entails that solutions
to problems are socially based and
incorporate aspects like empathy and
human needs. In other words the
solution needs to add value to humans.
• Ambiguity Principle: the solution is not
clear and “designers” need to keep open
minds to the solutions and experiment
with various solutions in order to nurture
innovation.
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experimenting and 5) testing. The important
thing to note is that all these steps or
phases can be applied to attain innovative
solutions to problems and that the process
is not linear (Linton & Klinton, 2019). More
importantly the iterative logics or method is
what diﬀerentiates it from a typical business
system.

example). Nevertheless, deﬁning problems
can be tentative and the empathy phase
might need to be revisited from time to time
to reﬁne the problem deﬁnition. The problem
deﬁnition also informs at the same time, the
ideation phase when as many solutions as
possible are generated. Prototypes of more
than one potential solution can be done
and as one learns from the prototyping, it
sparks new ideas, meaning that one might
inﬂuence the ideation phase again. Finally
some ideas or possible solutions can be
tested and this testing might spark a need
for empathy again (looking at the entire
scenario from another perspective) or redeﬁne the entire problem with the new
insight gained from the testing phase. It
is thus clear that iteration is the logic and
that applying each step once just for the
sake of good practice to ensure that ‘all
the bases of the problem are covered’ (as

The iterative logic of DT is well document
in business practice and it is for this
reason that it is often recommended for
agile business strategy or lean start-up
approaches (Mansoori & Lackeus, 2019).
The DT process with its iterative method/
logic is illustrated with some examples to
make the true meaning of iterative within this
context apparent. Starting with the empathy
phase, empathy can be used to help deﬁne
a problem as one assumes the viewpoint
of another (such as a user or consumer for

TABLE 1: TYPICAL TOOLS APPLIED TO DT AND IN A BUSINESS OR ENTREPRENEURSHIP
CONTEXT (SELF-COMPILED)

Application in Business
Context
Classify ideas, generate
ideas, structure ideas
visualize ideas look for
patterns, insights, key
criteria
Rapid concept
development

Collective creativity and
design and lean methods

Tell a persuasive real
story or make something
feel real

Typical Tools Applied
Mind maps or Visual maps
or blueprints (for example
service blueprint)
Idea napkin

Prototyping

Scholars that refer to
these Tools
Lobo, Sharma, Hirom,
Mahamuni, & Khambete
(2019)
Mucz & Gareau-Brennan,
(2019)
Sarooghi, Sunny, Hornsby &
Fernhaber (2019)
Dominik & Graham (2018)
Lans, Lubberink, Ploum,
Ammann & Gondwe (2020)

Co-creation as practice (with
team members and even
Huq & Gilbert (2017)
customers) and empathy
Zupan & Nabergoj (2012)
maps
Rashid & Qaisar (2017)
Role play
Sperano, Roberge, Bénech,
Journey map or
Trgalova & Andruchow
ethnographic methods to
(2018)
determine needs
Kickul, Gundry, Mitra &
Lean canvas, Business
Berçot (2018)
Model Canvas, value
proposition canvas,
Storytelling
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Liu, Ma & Li (2019)

opposed to thinking of what can possibly be
a better solution) is not DT logic but rather
management thinking that is often focused
on contingency and risk.

tendency of the decade in terms of EE. A
second aspect relates to the pedagogical
approach(es) that were applied in each
labeled period. A summary of their periods
with speciﬁc reference to the pedagogical
approaches follow.

Finally there are some tools that are
associated with DT and these are often
used to come up with innovative solutions
to problems.

According to the analysis of Hägg and
Gabrielsson (2020) the 1980’s was a
teacher-centred period (where the teacher
decided what was relevant and what not)
and the pedagogical approach to EE was
mainly teaching about entrepreneurship.
They go on to illustrate that the 1990’s
could be summarised as the processcentred period and teaching about but also
for entrepreneurship particularly in terms
of managing new and small businesses
was the main focus of educators. The
authors then maintain that the 2000’s could
be viewed as a context-centred period
that involved pedagogical approaches:
about, for and in entrepreneurship. These
approaches were focused on making
students become entrepreneurs. Finally,
Hägg and Gabrielsson (2020) illustrate in
their thorough systematic literature analysis,
that the 2010’s timeframe can be known
as a learner-centered period and that the
focus relating to EE shifted from only one
stream on spesialised entrepreneurship
to another as well: entrepreneuring. This
new entrepreneuring path also required an
additional pedagogy that means the 2010’s
involves four pedagogical approaches
to EE: about, for, in and through. Each of
these approaches with reference to the role
that DT might play will be unpacked next.

Tools
Problem-solving is usually matched to DT
tools (Huq & Gilbert, 2013). Typical tools
that are associated with DT, can be linked to
either the process or the principles (ÇevikerÇınar, et al., 2017) and a couple of tools
are summarised in Table 1 to show their
relevance in business or entrepreneurship:
From the above table the practical
application of DT tools to real problems for
business contexts are evident. However,
again as with the logics of the process, it is
argued that it might be equally important to
note that tools applied for experimentation
could probably be leveraged in a deeper
sense if the paradigm of DT is considered
in that experimentation. This may imply that
those who apply the tools can make use
of the tools to construct knowledge (sense
making). The next section of this paper is
dedicated to how the dimensions of DT
(methods, tools, principles and paradigm)
discussed play out in EE by looking at
recent literature on EE.
2.2 Entrepreneurship Education
The work of Hägg and Gabrielsson (2020)
oﬀers a systematic literature review of the
evolution of pedagogy in EE research.
The work explored the tendencies in EE
from 1980 up to 2018. In this work the
diﬀerences between the various decades
are summarised and for the purposes of this
paper, two main aspects are highlighted due
to later relevance for the recommendations
proposed. The ﬁrst aspect that can be
appreciated from the work of Hägg and
Gabrielsson (2020) is the labels provided
to each of the decades (periods) as this
provides some insight into the general

Teaching ‘About’ entrepreneurship
The pedagogical approach of teaching about
entrepreneurship is described by Crispin,
McAuley, Dibben, Hoell & Miles (2013) who
mention that it is as an approach where a
lecture provides information on the topics,
reinforces the material from a textbook, and
typically uses tests to assess the learning
of students. The theory of entrepreneurship
is thus oﬀered with little or no emphasis on
real-life problems and application (Hoppe,
Westerberg & Leﬄer, 2017) and naturally
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the role of DT is not prominent. However,
constructivism as well as experimentation
are important teaching methods that were
identiﬁed in EE in the 2010’s period (Hägg &
Gabrielsson, 2020). For that reason, I argue
that the role of theory in a constructivist
approach to EE is still relevant and perhaps
a purist approach on DT as a philosophy
may well be included in this approach to EE
if it is used at some level.

Teaching entrepreneurship ‘in’
Hannon (2006:297), warns that in
many
instances
the
non-business
programmes only ‘insert’ rather than
‘integrate’ entrepreneurship and this
may cause the wrong impression about
what entrepreneurship truly entails. For
this reason, a fourth approach to EE is
an approach where entrepreneurship is
oﬀered in the teaching by answering the
question on “how we can educate students
in entrepreneurship by making them act
entrepreneurially” (Hoppe, et al., 2017:
274).

Teaching ‘for’ entrepreneurship
A pedagogical approach aimed to teach for
entrepreneurship is focused on supporting
the skills and competencies that need to
be developed for entrepreneurial practice
(Bridge, 2017). Skills that are typically
associated with entrepreneurship or
entrepreneurial practice are: (1) problem
solving, (2) tolerance for ambiguity, (3)
failing forward, (4) empathy, (5) creativity
with limited resources, (6) responding
to critical feedback, and (7) teamwork
approaches (Peschl, Deng & Larson,
2021). Competencies involve knowledge
skills and attitude ranging from knowledge
on business basics, value creation, and
more speciﬁc entrepreneurial skills (such as
innovativeness) and attitudes that support
the entrepreneur to succeed (Wang, Yueh
& Wen, 2019).

Teaching entrepreneurship in disciplines
therefore entails that a primary discipline
is taught and is for example not typically
associated with a business or management
discipline and entrepreneurship can be
oﬀered as a module or alternatively the
entire approach to teaching a programme
can be entrepreneurial (Bosman, 2019).
In this regard, the approach to teaching
entrepreneurship is embedded in the
oﬀering of another discipline and it often
manifests in the cross ﬁeld outcomes such
as: creativity, problem-solving, innovation
and can be oﬀered in a variety of disciplines.
Practically, this means that the various
dimensions of entrepreneurial orientation
parallel very strongly to dimensions or skills
enabled by DT not least an observation by
Hamouda and Ledwith (2018) noting that
one of the strengths of DT is its applicability
in interdisciplinary programmes.

Although it may be implied and embedded
in some of the competencies that have
been mentioned, studies on EE in
particular have emphasised the importance
of problem-solving and creativity in
particular (Boldureanu, Ionescu, Bercu,
Bedrule-Grigoruță & Boldureanu, 2020;
Bridge, 2017). At least the importance of
creativity and empathy that drive problemsolving behavior in both the disciplines
(entrepreneurship and design) were noted
in EE since 2010 (Matthews, 2010). All
the skills and competencies, have an
application to real-life problem solving
and in this regard, DT is applicable and
particularly the process or tools that enable
the application of skills.

Teaching ‘through’ entrepreneurship
(entrepreneurship as)
Entrepreneurship as a pedagogical
approach to teach entrepreneurship is used
increasingly in tertiary institutions (Jones,
2019). The rationale is that entrepreneurship
is not taught but learnt by experiencing
the mechanisms of enterprising behavior
(Bridge, 2017). The experiential component
is therefore pivotal to all the other aspects
and action learning involve: project based
learning, simulations, incubation and work
integrated learning. Moreover, a strong
theoretical foundation supplements this
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approach as it enables constructivism that
is used in student-centred teaching through
entrepreneurship (Hägg & Gabrielsson,
2020).

(as philosophy), it might add value in this
regard. The next section discusses the
research methods and materials that was
used for this conceptual paper.

The real world nature of the teaching
approach of entrepreneurship through
entrepreneurship, aligns this approach
to DT in several ways. The ﬁrst way
where DT and the approach to teaching
entrepreneurship through entrepreneurship
is aligned, is in relation to solving real life
problems (Maritz, 2017). Secondly DT and
the teaching entrepreneurship through
entrepreneurship align in the sense that DT
often requires interdisciplinarity (Fiore, et al.,
2019), in order to yield innovative solutions
to complex problems. Thirdly teaching
entrepreneurship through entrepreneurship
often entails that open complex problems
need to be solved and these are also
referred to as Wicked Problems (Teasdale,
Steiner & Roy, 2020; Gerding & Vealey,
2017).

3. RESEARCH METHODS AND
MATERIALS
A conceptual approach was taken to compile
a framework for EE. This process was
guided by a speciﬁc research paradigm.
A research paradigm refers to the way
that knowledge is studied or interpreted
(Mackenzie & Knipe, 2006; Mertens,
2005). A constructivist paradigm (also
referred to as interpretivist paradigm) was
applied because as Rehman and Alharthi
(2016) state, the nature of constructivism/
interpretivism is about understanding and
making sense of reality or ascribing meaning
to certain aspects or phenomena. In this
study, an understanding the constructs and
their dimensions from the literature analysis
(on DT) was important in order to predict the
possible relevance of DT for an EE context.
Seeing that this study is conceptual, the
research process was operationalised with
two research objectives.

Wicked Problems are more often than not
the problems that entrepreneurs deal with
on a daily basis because they are dynamic,
they are inﬂuenced by open systems (such
as the economic system) and they require
constant creativity applied to the various
phases of problem solving that are not linear
(Pusca & Northwood, 2018). DT deals with
Wicked Problems, how to apply creativity to
the iterative process of moving the problem
forward and coming up with several possible
solutions to real problems in open systems
(Ney & Meinel, 2019). The applicability of
DT for teaching entrepreneurship through
entrepreneurship or as an approach to
learning is therefore evident. It is however
important to note again that a Wicked
Problem is often not “solved” as such
and experimentation is a key aspect that
should be applied while students “grapple”
(construct knowledge) in the context of
EE if proper DT is going to be applied.
Therefore, a sound theoretical foundation
could be equally important to allow students
to construct their own knowledge and when
DT is applied in a meta-theoretical form

3.1 Research objective 1
To explore the dimensions of DT applied
in EE in published academic work over the
last decade (known as the student-centered
period).
A literature search was done with the Google
Scholar search engine. This platform was
deemed the most appropriate as it was
pointed out in a 2019 study by Gusenbauer
(2019) that Google Scholar, compared to 12
other academic search engines was found
to be the most eﬃcient search engine.
The search parameters applied were:
“Entrepreneurship Education and Design
Thinking” and another search was done
with “Design Thinking in Entrepreneurship
Education”; the timeframe was set to 20102020. All the sources were screened for
relevance and 21 sources were found to
be appropriate for this study (design in the
context of curriculum or programme design
could for example not be used as it does
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not relate to DT).

design. This theoretical and practical
background assisted the researcher in
identifying and validating the theoretical
constructs, but also enabled the researcher
to judge how these could be linked within
the context of EE.

Content analysis was applied to identify
the dimensions of DT applied in EE as well
as the authors on DT cited in each work
(particularly in terms of which discipline
such authors endorse). Firstly what the
authors’ stance on DT was in each paper,
was documented. Next, the application
of DT and/or the notion of the principles
of DT were explored in each paper and
documented. Finally, the references to the
scholars in DT were explored in terms of
what thought school they belong to namely:
more purist design scholars, applied design
thinkers more in the business realm and
those who have a hybrid approach. The
outcome of the content analysis informed the
second objective of the research. The main
ﬁndings were then placed chronologically in
a table to identify any patterns, tendencies
or discrepancies.

Nevertheless,
another
strategy
implemented to enhance the credibility
in terms of whether the conceptual ideas
formulated during the second phase in
particular “rings true”, involved using two
peers to soundboard and validate initial
theoretical ideas. A peer from an Art and
Design Faculty as well as a peer from a
Business Faculty was selected according
to suitable expertise on meta-theory and
their ﬁelds, to validate and interrogate: 1)
the dimensions that were ﬁrstly identiﬁed
and 2) the reasoned arguments. This peer
debrieﬁng or sound boarding is regarded
as good practice in the qualitative realm
(relevant to the interpretivst paradigm) and
recommended by scholars such as Henry
(2015) and Anney (2014). In the case of this
study, the principle was applied to enhance
the trustworthiness of the data and eventual
recommendations.

3.2 Research objective 2
To make recommendations regarding the
future of DT in EE.
The second objective of the research
followed reasoned argumentation to
synthesise a) the dimensions and application
of DT identiﬁed with the ﬁrst objective, b)
the theory of Design Thinking from the
design domain and c) the researcher’s
interpretation of how this can be applied for
EE.

4. FINDINGS
4.1 Identifying the Dimensions of
Design Thinking in Entrepreneurship
Education and its application (a decade
of publications in a student-centered
period)
The sources are reported in chronological
order and in the case where more than one
author was found in a year, alphabetical
order was applied.

In this second research objective, the role of
the researcher in conceptual work, is central
to synthesising the various constructs. In
this regard, the experience or knowledge
ﬁeld of the researcher is important and as
with a qualitative approach, this factor may
be viewed as an aspect that inﬂuences the
credibility of the “data” or conclusions. The
researcher in this study, has experience
(more than 20 years) in tertiary education
particularly in teaching Entrepreneurship in
business as well interdisciplinary ﬁelds such
as the creative ﬁelds. The researcher also
has practical entrepreneurial experience
and theoretical grounding in the ﬁeld of

Other scholars are balanced between the
two disciplines
Through analysing the 21 papers in Table
2, the notion of student-centeredness as
an overall teaching strategy is conﬁrmed in
the 2010’s as Hägg and Gabrielsson (2020)
also found in their systematic literature
review on the trends in EE in general.
Notably 14 of the 21 papers on DT in EE
were published in the last 3 years, indicating
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TABLE 2: DIMENSION AND APPLICATION OF DESIGN THINKING IN ENTREPRENEURSHIP
EDUCATION (SELF-COMPILED)

Source
1
2

3

Brown & Wyatt
(2010)
Neck & Greene
(2011)
Zupan & Nabergoj,
(2012)

Dimensions
of DT

Application

Authors used in
the research on
Design thinking

Process

DT Process applied to
problem solving

*Brown

Mindset and
tools

Eﬀectuation

None

Process,
tools, mindset

Skills according to
design process stages
(such as communication
and visualization)
pragmatic breakdown)
Process with thinking
skills:
Abduction, deduction
induction

*Clark & Smith
*Dunne & Martin
*Brown
#Rowe
#Buchanan

Process

Model

*Brown & Katz

Mindset and
process

Approach

*Brown
*Dunne & Martin
Lindberg
*Brown
*Martin

4

Von Kortzﬂeisch,
Zerwas & Mokanis,
(2013)

Process

5

Nielsen & Stovang
(2015)

6

Daniel (2016)

7

Suzuki (2016)

Process

Process applied
to development of
technology

8

Huq & Gilbert
(2017)

Process and
method

Approach

9

Val, Gonzalez,
Mindset and
Iriarte, Beitia, Lasa, the principles
& Elkoro (2017)
of DT

10

Fayolle (2018)

11

Fiore, Sansone &
Paolucci (2019)

12

Lindner (2018)

*Brown
*Martin
Meinel & Leifer
#Cross

Model with approaches

Method
Eﬀectuation
Process
Programme with
(problem
interdisciplinary aspects
solving
and promotes problem
mindset)
based learning
Tools,
competencies
Models
and
approaches
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*Brown
*Martin
*Brown
*Davis &Martin
Royalty & Roth
Meinel & Leifer
Tschimmel
#Rowe
#Dorst
#Cross, Dorst &
Roozenburg
None
None

#Plattner, Meinel, &
Weinberg
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Critical paper and
mentions value the
project based learning.

Frolova, Zotov,
Kurilova, Mukhin &
Tyutrin (2019)

Process and
tools

14

Kickul, Gundry,
Mitra & Berçot
(2018)

Process
steps (with
principles)

15

Kremel & Wetter
Edman (2019)

Method and
mindset

16

Linton & Klinton
(2019)

Process

Approaches

17

O’Brien, E. &
Hamburg (2019)

Process and
principles

Collaborative
pedagogical models to
develop entrepreneurial
skills

#Dorst

A model that
has process and
incorporates tools

*Brown
*Davidson
*Dunne & Martin
*Lockwood
*Martin
#Rowe
#Carlgren, Rauth, &
Elmquist
#Dorst

13

18

Sarooghi Sunny,
Hornsby &
Fernhaber (2019)

19

Junior, Marasco,
Kim & Behjat
(2020)

Tools

20

Secundo, Mele,
Sansone &
Paolucci, (2020)

Mindset

Process and
tools

In general sceptic about
EE
Augmenting design
thinking and systems
thinking mindset
Method to learn through
doing (real life problem
solving)

*Brown

*Brown
*Dunne & Martin
*Brown & Katz
*Dunne & Martin
Kimbell
*Brown & Katz
*Daniel
#Buchanan

Pedagogy to support
the cognitive aspect of
design thinking and to
promote this approach
Collaborative labs
interdisciplinary
opportunities

*Martin

None

Philosophy
#Buchanan
Tselepis & Lavelle,
of Design
Placements of problem
#Dorst
21
(2020)
Thinking in
solving
#Cross
EE
#Lawson
* indicates scholars who write predominantly on DT in the design realm (often on a matatheory level)
#Indicates scholars who write predominantly on DT in the business realm
that the conversation is perhaps only really
starting. As far as the dimensions of DT
as such, these seem to link to the use of
process, tools and there are some sources
that referred to mindset as a dimension that

could be supported by DT.
There are three proposed models in some
of these papers oﬀered by: Nielsen &
Stovang (2015), Sarooghi et al. (2019)
as well as Lindner (2018). The model of
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Nielsen & Stovang (2015) relies heavily
on DT scholars such as Brown & Katz
(2011) who apply DT to business. The other
two models proposed have incorporated
some DT scholars from design disciplines
beyond the authors who usually apply DT
in the business domain such as: Carlgren,
Rauth, & Elmquist (2016); Dorst (2011);
Plattner, Meinel, and Weinberg (2009)
as well as Rowe (1987). One would have
expected to see more models, but perhaps
the few models attest to the somewhat
complex times scholars have to deal with
in education. Only two of the models have
applicability for higher education.

and therefore has little faith in DT per se. I
particularly appreciate such papers with a
critical voice as it poses the questions that
all academics and proponents of DT should
at least be willing to engage with. In their
paper Frolova et al. (2019) however engage
with one scholar on DT and this scholar is
from the business school of thought on DT
and perhaps less of a design purist. The use
of such a source is not criticised, because
it is evident that it is common practice in
many of the papers in the table and I also
acknowledge as Frolova et al. (2019) do,
the value of project based learning in EE.
However, these authors make an important
statement of the importance of intuition
in entrepreneurship, and in this regard I
believe it is worth noting that from a more
purist (design) point of view, DT has the
potential to oﬀer exactly that and perhaps
a deeper engagement with DT would bring
scholars to this insight.

Two of the papers used DT on some
philosophical level: Von Kortzﬂeisch, Zerwas
and Mokanis (2013) as well as Tselepis &
Lavelle (2020). In both these sources the
problem placements of domains in line
with Buchanan’s seminal work of 1992 are
reinterpreted. These papers also highlight
the contention between management that
is underpinned by the logics of prediction
and DT that embraces uncertainty (Tselepis
& Lavelle, 2020) and intuition (Von
Kortzﬂeisch et al., 2013).

Finally it is worth noting that the 2020
papers such as Junior, et al. (2020) as
well as Secundo, et al. (2020) and Tselepis
and Lavelle (2020) all refer to some state
of mind that is needed in the application of
DT and not surprisingly there is a notion of
uncertainty which is understandable given
the 2020 changes in the world due to a
worldwide pandemic. The question is thus
where is DT going as we ﬁnd ourselves in a
new decade and a new world when there is
a new timeline that is also exacerbated by
the worldwide pandemic? The next section
attempts to provide a synthesis of the role
of DT in EE for the future with a greater
emphasis on literature from the design
discipline.

In addition Von Kortzﬂeisch et al. (2013)
as well as Neck and Green (2011) mention
the potential of DT in terms of cognitive
skill development. Interestingly, Neck and
Green (2011) as well as Fiore, et al. (2019)
never made use of scholars in DT, yet their
papers are some of the most inﬂuential and
mark clear changes in the literature on a
timeline (each of these papers are close
to a turning point: the start of the 2010’s
and the end of the 2010’s). Nevertheless,
both these use the jargon of DT and refer
to either eﬀectuation or the problemsolving mindset as the way to deal with
real problems. Both papers also have the
interdisciplinary project based learning
slant which is typically associated with DT.

4.2 Implications and recommendations
regarding the role of DT in EE
Since this part of the paper is from a
constructivist perspective, I position my
own stance as a proponent of DT in
EE. I therefore oﬀer my arguments and
recommendations for considerations from a
speculative point of view on what can be if
proper DT is truly embraced.

A paper worth noting amongst the others
is the critical paper of Frolova, Zotov,
Kurilova, Mukhin and Tyutrin (2019) that
communicates a general disbelief about EE
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As academics stand at the beginning of a
new area of EE within the Fourth Industrial
Revolution (4IR), going forward in a post
pandemic world, I acknowledge that the
future is uncertain and perhaps more so
than ever. EE, like any tertiary education
was greatly inﬂuenced in 2020 by the global
pandemic in terms of online or blended
modalities. Nevertheless, the content will
also need to be carefully considered or
at least re-structured and re-imagined to
equip students for the uncertain future,
particularly in entrepreneurship. I apply the
four principles of DT on a meta-theoretical
level to structure the next sub sections.

DT construct (Buchanan, 2019; Buchanan,
1998) is explored within 4IR with a human
lens not only in social entrepreneurship but
also what this means for the nature of the
systems that are created and connected
in society. Such systems could include:
political, economic, social, technological,
legal and ethical systems in various contexts
as they inﬂuence business and the people
in these systems.
The Ambiguity Principle of DT in EE
Within 4IR as well as a post pandemic
future, ambiguity is perhaps the most
relevant principle of DT that can be
embraced by future entrepreneurs. In
terms of EE the relevance of eﬀectuation
and experimentation has been pointed out
already and link to DT as it embraces the
present and starting with what one has (Val,
Gonzalez, Iriarte, Beitia, Lasa, & Elkoro,
2017). Furthermore, the DT theorist Dorst
(2011) oﬀers valuable insight in this regard
with his reference to the reasoning skills that
a designer (in this case an entrepreneur)
can apply to solve open complex problems
where the ‘what’ and ‘how’ of the problem is
unknown and the problem-solving becomes
highly conceptual and complex. Dorst
(2011) as well as Cross (2011) refer to such
an ability as abductive reasoning. Dorst
(2011) goes on to explain that in abductive
reasoning is required when attempting to
solve complex problems whereby the only
known dimension of a potential solution is an
aspired value. To achieve the aspired value
there are two unknowns: the problem is to
ﬁgure out what to create and how to create
it. Nevertheless, with abductive reasoning
an aspired value is known in other words
the ‘why’ should be a focus area in an
attempt to start solving the problem. This
type of conceptual problems could apply to
a business idea for example. I would argue
that in the uncertain future where many
future entrepreneurs and educators for that
matter do not know exactly what we are
training students for in EE, aspired value
is key. This is diﬀerent from conventional
problem solving.

The Human Principle of DT in EE
The role of humans in the future and in the
fourth industrial revolution (4IR) is becoming
an important one. From a DT perspective it
is perhaps a more philosophical question
about the role of humans in a system
(Buchanan, 2019). In this regard the
complexity of systems have changed and
is increasing (Buchanan, 2019). The role
of humans and their collaboration within
sub-systems therefore might also change
within larger systems. Ultimately, dealing
with complex problems, means there needs
to be some type of systemic integration
which is not only about ﬁtting systems
to or within other systems but it involves
new understandings of social purpose and
therefore it includes and leaves room for
human experiences (Buchanan, 1998).
For systemic integration the cognitive
abilities of evaluating, deciding, judging
and inventing alternative solutions when
seeking an understanding of ideas, values
and purpose of culture that inform and
transform the environment is therefore
important (Tselepis & Lavelle, 2020).
The implications for EE is that the role of
entrepreneurs within business systems
and society is changing and this changing
role needs to be explored as opposed to
predicted or anticipated perhaps from a DT
perspective while it embraces the cognitive
abilities mentioned. In terms of EE it is
recommended that systemic integration as a
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A recommendation then for EE would be to
engage students in inductive, deductive but
also abductive reasoning so that students
get to grapple with what their aspired value
is. A true sense of ‘why’ might provide
enough direction to initiate experimentation
or eﬀectuation as a starting point to identify
how (working principles) the aspired value
can be achieved and what (products,
services or systems) needs to be developed.

associated with this principle (Meinel &
Leifer, 2014), the underpinning reasoning for
the prototyping was simply to enable better
communication. Therefore, going forward,
the work of Cross (2011) once again might
guide as it gives insight in how designers
think. However, later years, Rashid and
Qaisar (2017) refer to tools that can be
used to support role play and storytelling
that could enhance communication of ideas
as well.

The Re-design Principle of DT in EE
In an information era where there is so much
information available (Chaurasia, 2019)
to almost anyone on a global scale, one
might argue that there are many solutions
to problems already and that entrepreneurs
for example only need access to these.
This may imply, that the innovation of the
future might not be so much about coming
up with completely new products and ideas,
but perhaps it will increasingly become
important to be able to evaluate and discern
between the suitability of possible solutions
that are available already and that can be
customised or re-designed. The solution
focus is very important to bear in mind in, if
a true DT approach is going to be applied.
In this regard, Sarooghi, et al. (2019) write
about the critical thinking skills that DT can
support.

In terms of EE it is recommended that clarity
of ideas are promoted with storytelling
because it will also link to the human principle
of DT. In the uncertain future, it seems
that such narratives might enable others
to connect, allowing some integration into
systems that might not have been possible
before and ﬁnd a way in uncertain times or
even see how an existing idea can be redesigned to solve a personal problem. This
could support a meaningful future with a
true understanding and application of DT in
EE.
5. CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS
This paper set out to highlight the value of
DT in EE for the future. The ﬁndings validate
a decade of student-centered approaches
hat also play out through DT in EE. The
potential for interdisciplinary projects is
also noted and the value of DT tools and
methods are well recorded in the literature
as they are applied to the business context.
However, a new era has started and it is
more complex and abstract than ever within
4IR and the era is exacerbated by the
worldwide pandemic. There are implications
for the way forward in EE and these link to
the recommendations made in the ﬁndings.

A recommendation for EE would be to
explore the development of critical thinking
skills through DT in order to support
students to evaluate possible solutions for
problems and apply a discerning mind and
in this way be innovative in their application
of business models and execution of ideas
instead of only developing ‘new’ ideas.
The Tangible Principle of DT in EE
The tangible principle is perhaps a very
diﬃcult one to grapple with in the uncertain
4IR future, because it would seem that
the future is becoming more abstract and
complex and therefore more conceptual.
Nevertheless, this principle as I made sense
of it in a futuristic way, may also link to the
clarity in which we communicate solutions.
Although, prototyping has been typically

The new era will probably be one where
the role of the human within systems will
be important. This implies that academics
need to at least grapple with how they
prepare future leaders (current students)
for the roles that they will need to play in
these various systems in the management
and/or entrepreneurial milieu. Adductive
reasoning even on the management level
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of an institution may become a necessity
for uncertain times, while critical thinking
can assist students and academics to
disseminate and communicate what
relevant aspects of systems and human
roles may include.

Bosman, L. 2019. From doing to thinking:
Developing the entrepreneurial mindset
through scaﬀold assignments and selfregulated
learning
reﬂection.
Open
Education Studies, 1(1), pp.106-121.
Bridge S. Is “entrepreneurship” the problem
in entrepreneurship education? Education
+ Training, 59(7/8), pp.740–750.

DT oﬀers a paradigm to look at problems
within such systems, enable abductive
reasoning to deal with uncertainty as well
as support critical thinking to evaluate
and discern between possible solutions
and ﬁnally share and connect via human
narratives in a new era. I therefore
commend those who have been applying
DT in their curricula and I hope to have
persuaded those who have thought of
DT as a trend or fad only. DT has been
around since the 1980’s and seems to be
taking a turn to a more important aspect
than ever. I encourage all to embrace the
richness of the philosophical dimensions
within the paradigm of DT, particularly in
tertiary programmes on entrepreneurship
where students can work in interdisciplinary
projects towards solving Wicked Problems
in open systems. I can only hope that
academics do not miss this critical turning
point.

Brown, T. 2009. Change by Design: How
Design Thinking Transforms Organisations
and Inspires Innovation. Harper Business.
New York.
Brown, T. & Katz, B. 2011. Change by
design. Journal of product innovation
management, 28(3), pp.381-383.
Brown, T. & Martin, R. 2015. Design
for action. Harvard Business Review,
September, pp.57-64.
Brown, T. & Wyatt, J. 2010. Design
thinking for social innovation. Development
Outreach, 12(1), pp. 29-43.
Buchanan, R., 1992, ‘Wicked problems in
design thinking’, Design Issues, 8(2), pp.5–
21.

I end this paper and wholeheartedly agree
with a quote from DT philosopher Richard
Buchanan when he states that: “there is
a new account of the rise of design and
design thinking that is beginning to take
shape” (Buchanan, 2019:85).

Buchanan, R. 1998. Branzi’s dilemma:
Design in contemporary culture. Design
Issues, 14(1), pp.3–20.
Buchanan, R. 2019. Systems thinking and
design thinking: The search for principles in
the world we are making. She Ji: The Journal
of Design, Economics, and Innovation, 5(2),
pp.85-104.
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ANTECEDENTS AND
OUTCOME OF INNOVATIVE
PRACTICES AMONG SMALL
AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISE
SERVICE FIRMS IN
BOTSWANA

orientation, technology orientation, and
market orientation are not signiﬁcantly and
positively related to innovation practices.
Innovative practices are not signiﬁcantly
and positively related to the performance
of SMEs. The study recommends that SME
owner managers in service ﬁrms be trained
on the beneﬁts of innovation in their ﬁrms.
In addition, the SME service ﬁrms should
replace the passive approach to innovation
with more proactive approaches. The study
is limited in terms of generalisability since
the research was carried out in the SME
service sector of Botswana and results may
not be generalised to other sectors. Future
research could consider other antecedents
to innovation besides the ﬁve studied in this
empirical study.
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INTRODUCTION
Innovation is the use of new solutions
to satisfy current or new customers and
markets (Wang, Zhao & Voss, 2016).
As such, economic growth has been
attributed largely to innovation, which
provides solutions for fundamental socioeconomic challenges bedevilling a country.
The survival of an organisation and the
creation of a competitive advantage hinges
upon the development and sustenance of
innovative practices in organisations (AlAnsari, 2014). This is attained because
innovation, a market-driven activity, attracts
new customers and builds customer equity
(Brem & Viardot, 2015). Furthermore,
Ostrom, Parasuraman, Bowen, Patrício and
Voss (2015) pointed to service innovation
as a research priority in the ﬁeld of services,
which is why this study focuses on small
and medium enterprise (SME) service ﬁrms.
Benhayoun, Le Dain, Dominguez-Péry and
Lyons (2020), among other researchers,
have also identiﬁed that service innovations
are required to fuel economic growth.
Organisations that make innovation a part
of their core strategy and corporate identity
attain competitive advantage and increase
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ABSTRACT
This study investigates the antecedents
and outcomes of innovative practices
among small and medium enterprise (SME)
service ﬁrms in Gaborone, Botswana. The
study adopted a quantitative approach
and descriptive research design. Data
were collected from 77 SME service ﬁrms’
owner managers and managers using
convenience sampling strategy, since
the sampling frame was unknown. Data
were analysed using SPSS version 26.0.
Correlation analysis was performed to test
the hypotheses and the results indicated
that strategy orientation is signiﬁcantly and
positively related to innovation practices,
while organisational culture, management
*Corresponding Author
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the welfare levels of their stakeholders
(Brem & Viardot, 2015). The last decades
of the 20th century witnessed an increase
in innovation and growth of the service
sector compared to the manufacturing and
agricultural sectors. The service sector has
been conﬁrmed as contributing 70-80%
of the gross domestic product (GDP) in
developed economies and a slightly lower
contribution in emerging economies.

(Brem & Viardot, 2015). Furthermore,
Moohammed, Aini and Kamal (2014:2)
posited that SMEs “may become more
innovative because of their greater ﬂexibility
and younger and more growth-oriented
personnel”. However, the SMEs are not
necessarily more innovative than other
organisations and many, especially those
in the conventional service sector, are not
innovative. Manhães and Dávila (2016)
echoed the same sentiment, arguing that
innovation in SMEs is a huge challenge to
implement due to the existence of numerous
barriers, such as a lack of ﬁnance and inhouse expertise.

SMEs, on the other hand, have been
researched as companies that continuously
emerge with innovative products and
services. Most of these companies,
especially in developed economies, have
survived and prospered through new
product and service oﬀerings because of
innovation, conﬁrming that SMEs coming
up with innovative and new products/
services are likely to extend their longevity
in business. However, the implementation
of innovations that become successful is
a major constraint for SMEs in developing
countries like Botswana, as most do not
possess the means and knowledge to
invest in research and development (R&D)
activities. Moreover, many SMEs are limited
in transforming R&D ideas into reality –
that is, innovative products and services
(Laforet, 2009). The risks, costs, and
timescales of innovation often work against
an organisation’s ﬁnancial objectives,
managerial incentives, and operational
routines. However, despite these diﬃculties,
innovation is the most stimulating and
rewarding of all organisational activities, as
established in extant literature (Dodgson,
Gann & Phillips, 2014).

Problem Investigated
Globally, SMEs are critical to the development
of a country, as they are perceived as
the engines of growth to developing and
developed economies and as the major
drivers of innovation (Svotwa, Du Plessis
& Barkhuizen, 2018). In addition, Nathan,
Molefhe, Mupimpila, Nkuba and Okurut
(2015) posited that the SME sectors in
Botswana contribute over 30% to workforce
and 15-20% to Botswana’s GDP. SME
service ﬁrms in Botswana are categorised
based on their annual turnover and the
number of employees. The Government
of Botswana (1999) classiﬁed SMEs as
follows: microenterprises have one to ﬁve
employees and an annual turnover of less
than P60 000; small enterprises have six
to 24 employees and an annual turnover
of P60 000-P1 500 000; and medium
enterprises have 25-99 employees and an
annual turnover of P1 500 000-P8 000 000.
Hence, for this study, SMEs are deﬁned
based on this deﬁnition.

Westland (2017:32) argued that “Innovations
themselves are either products or services
or mixes of the two”. He added that for
these innovations to thrive and survive, it is
important for organisations to understand
their customers’ demand, communication
and distribution channels and capabilities.
The kind of thinking involved in innovation
requires organisations to develop unique
ways of oﬀering superior value to customers
through the creation of successful brands

The service sector has evolved rapidly
into a major hub of economic activity
and development in many countries,
including Botswana, as services contribute
to employment and economic growth.
Innovation has been identiﬁed as one of the
major drivers of development and growth.
As such, innovation in service ﬁrms has
received attention from policymakers in
Botswana, as in many other countries.
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Botswana is one of the countries in Southern
Africa that has recognised the importance of
innovation to an organisation in confronting
the contemporary problems associated
with the turbulent global environments
and the ever-changing technological and
demographic variables, while oﬀering
superb services to diﬀerent stakeholders.
The creation of the Botswana Innovation
Hub (BIH) in 2008 bears testimony to
Botswana’s commitment to upholding
innovative practices.

the other research objectives for the study
were:
To examine the eﬀect of SME service ﬁrms’
innovative practices on ﬁrm performance.
To investigate the challenges associated
with the implementation of the antecedents
of innovative practices in SME service ﬁrms
in Botswana in enhancing performance.
The study’s literature regarding the
antecedents of innovation in SME service
ﬁrms is presented next, as well as the
theories underpinning the study. Thereafter,
the research methods for the study are
dissected, followed by the discussion of
ﬁndings, managerial implications, and
limitations for the study, with concluding
remarks then being made.

Limited research investigates and conﬁrms
the role of the antecedents of innovative
practices among SME service ﬁrms mostly
in developing economies like Botswana. As
an African country, Botswana is aﬀected
further, as few African entrepreneurs are
innovative. A lack of innovative practices
has been conﬁrmed in markets that are
small and not fully functional or exhibit
some operational weaknesses (Szirmai,
Naudé & Goedhuys, 2014). As such,
any organisation’s ability to succeed and
survive relies on its capability of generating
new knowledge that enhances innovation
competencies (Gupta & Trusko, 2014).

LITERATURE REVIEW
Organisations have no choice but to innovate
and for this to succeed, management must
create an environment that enhances
innovation (De Jager, Muller & Roodt,
2013) and such creativity and innovation
processes must result in commercialised,
innovative products/services. De Jager et
al. (2013) further postulated that innovation
is a process with characteristics that
allow individuals in any organisation to
assume the role of entrepreneur who blend
methodologies that bring about change that
can be implemented for commercial gain or
attempts to create wealth.

Furthermore, the infrastructural and
institutional challenges hinder innovation
initiatives because these are considered
risky by organisational managers in such
market conditions (AfDB/OECD/UNDP,
2017). Consequently, many SME service
ﬁrms experience depressing growth and
close within the ﬁrst few years of setting up
operations due to a myriad of challenges
(Morapedi, 2013). This is made worse by the
lack of a knowledge base needed for such
ﬁrms to remain proﬁtable and sustainable.

Theories underpinning the study
The innovation theory is associated mainly
with Joseph Schumpeter (1934, 1939,
1943), who developed his theories during
the economic depression of the 1930s
and 1940s, when a tradition of innovation
economics was initiated. Sundbo (1998)
presented three basic innovation theories
proposing diﬀerent factors, referred to
as determinants, that lead to innovation.
The three theories are classiﬁed as: the
technology-economics
paradigm
that
proposes
technological
development
is the determinant to innovations; the

Research Objectives
This study aimed to provide insights into
innovation’s impact on the performance of
SME service ﬁrms in Botswana. Speciﬁcally,
the main question that the research sought
to address was: What is the impact of the
antecedents of innovation on SME service
ﬁrms’ innovative practices in Botswana?
In support of the main research question,
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entrepreneur paradigm, which proposes
that an individual entrepreneur is the
determinant for innovations; and the
strategic paradigm, proposing that an
organisation’ s top management and their
strategy are the innovation determinant.

determinants or antecedents of innovation
capability that are also considered to be
strategic in nature: strategy orientation,
management orientation, organisational
culture, technology orientation, and market
orientation. Abidin, Mokhtar and Yusoﬀ
(2011) argued that these elements inﬂuence
an organisation’s innovation practices and
consequently its performance. Therefore,
the abovementioned elements should be
reviewed critically, and their role assessed
in successfully developing innovative
capabilities among the SME service
ﬁrms in enhancing ﬁrm success through
the adoption of innovative practices in
Botswana ﬁrms.

The strategic paradigm includes factors or
determinants from the other two theories
as part of the top management’s strategy.
This strategic paradigm refers to strategic
innovation and, as postulated by Afuah
(2009:4), “a game-changing innovation
in products/services, business models,
business processes, and/or positioning visa-vis competitors to improve performance”.
This indicates that the strategic paradigm
is at the centre of business development
research. Furthermore, Afuah (2009)
posited that strategic innovation became
a major theme from the late 1990s.
This is coupled with globalisation,
the developments in information and
communication technology, and how
these aspects add value to organisational
activities. The strategic paradigm is the
soundest explanation of innovation in today’s
organisations because the conditions for
organisational innovativeness support
strategic innovation tendencies. To attain
a competitive advantage, an organisation
should craft a strategy that is innovative in
nature, resulting in change and the creation
of value. Therefore, this study is built on
the theoretical framework of the strategic
paradigm. Sengupta (2014) supported
the adoption of the strategic paradigm,
arguing that the strategic paradigm, as
with the other paradigms, establishes the
commercial functions of innovation through
value generation, which often results in
low costs and an increase in the demand
for the product. Hagin and Caeser (2021)
thus indicated that from a theoretical and
practical perspective, studies on Small and
Medium Sized ﬁrms is centred around the
SME managers to dexterously blend both
internal and external factors to achieve
success.

THEORETICAL MODEL
DEVELOPMENT
Relationship between strategy
orientation and innovation practices
Strategic orientations are deﬁned as the
actions that organisations undertake
to satisfy the demands of the market,
competition, and buyers. It involves an
organisation responding with its resources
and competitive capabilities to all
opportunities for providing new processes
and products/services (Neto, MuñozGallego, Souza, Pedrinho, Favero & Von
Mühlen, 2016). Consequently, strategic
orientations are aspects of corporate
culture that focus resources for innovative
practices. These innovative practices
lead to the development, production,
and marketing and commercialisation of
new or existing products and services
that are valuable to customers and oﬀer
positive returns on investments for ﬁrms.
(Moohammad et al., 2014). Therefore,
innovation works eﬀectively with strategies
and enables organisations to survive and
grow in turbulent business environments
and dynamic markets (Jiménez-Jiménez &
Sanz-Valle, 2011). The strategic orientation
allows for interventions in an organisation’s
management
model,
transforming
the administration and management
processes. This results in the reﬂection of
the competitive and creative actions that
the organisation undertakes to attain a

This study is based on ﬁve of the
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prominent position in relation to competitors.
These actions lead to the intentional
establishment of new businesses (Neto
et al., 2016). Neto et al. (2016) argued
that since the innovation process in SME
service ﬁrms possesses challenges, the
adoption of strategic orientation becomes
vital for the development of capabilities for
responding with agility and ﬂexibility to these
challenges. Therefore, strategic orientations
play an important role in attaining good
performance in a dynamic and competitive
environment (Fernandes & Solimun, 2017).
Based on the aforementioned, Hagin and
Caeser (2021) contend that SMEs are
regarded as highly crucial to economic
growth, given their strategic role in Job
creation and fulﬁlment of ﬁscal obligations
to myriad of context. Strategies create a coalignment with the external context within an
organisation’s area of operation, which has
a great impact on the strategic behaviour
of an organisation in terms of its innovative
practices. Based on the discussion above,
it can be hypothesised that:

could be argued that organisational culture
aﬀects both individual- and organisationalrelated processes and outcomes, while
it is impacted by leadership, sector, and
technology. Hagin and Caeser (2021)
further concluded that SMEs need to exploit
non traditional avenues to raise funds to
reduce their over reliance on traditional
ﬁnancial institutions.
Organisational culture inﬂuences diﬀerent
outcomes related to employees and
organisations.
Organisational
culture
aﬀects employee behaviour, learning and
development, knowledge management,
creativity and innovation, and consequently
organisational performance (Yesil & Kaya,
2012). In addition, Yesil and Kaya (2012)
argued that culture acts as a primary
antecedent of innovation. This means that
organisational culture is at the heart of
organisational innovation and, as such,
successful organisations are those with
the capacity to absorb innovation into the
organisational culture and management
processes (Nham, Pham & Nguyen, 2014).
The discussion above leads to the following
hypothesis:

H1:
Strategy
orientation
is
signiﬁcantly
and
positively
related to innovation practices.

H2:
Organisational
is
signiﬁcantly
and
related to innovation

Relationship between organisational
culture and innovation practices
Organisational
culture
uniﬁes
an
organisation’s
innovation
capabilities
into a cohesive whole (Grawe, Chen &
Daugherty, 2009), with the relationship
between
innovation
practices
and
organisational
culture
having
been
researched widely (Moohammad et al.,
2014). Empirical evidence shows that
organisational culture is reinforced through
the sharing of information and intelligence
among employees, driven by the strategic
orientation of the organisation. Therefore,
organisational culture is one of the most
important sources that can create and
enhance the adoption of an innovative
environment. Despite the importance of
the culture-innovation relationship, there
are limited studies on this area (Yesil &
Kaya, 2012). Considering the above, it

culture
positively
practices.

Relationship between management
orientation and innovation practices
The top management of an organisation
has the key role of encouraging innovation
activities as a factor of competitiveness and
diﬀerentiation and a survival mechanism.
Top management needs to display
commitment and support to overcome
resistance from individuals challenging
the innovation process (Mortara &
Minshall, 2011). Researchers conﬁrm that
organisations, through top management
support, can enhance their innovation
capabilities in various ways (Wang & Dass,
2017). Furthermore, Wang and Dass (2017)
posited that investing in R&D is fundamental
to innovation. It has been suggested
that ﬁrms should obtain knowledge from
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a variety of stakeholders, while Arnett
and Wittmann (2014) recommended that
knowledge sharing within organisations be
encouraged. Therefore, top management
plays a signiﬁcant and vital role in
organisational innovation (O’Cass & Sok,
2013). Agyapong and Attrani (2019) thus
concluded that one of the key indicators
of a booming economy in the era of
ubiquitous tenacity is that, vibrant SMEs
need to be aligned with management
orientation metrics, despite challenges
and unfavourable economic conditions.
In view of the preceding information, it is
hypothesised that:
H3:
Management
is
signiﬁcantly
and
related to innovation

related

innovation

practices.

Relationship between market
orientation and innovation practices
Market orientation is a solid business
strategy that aims to improve eﬃciency
and eﬀectiveness, as it explores how
organisations can acquire, maintain, and
sustain competitive advantages (Kumar,
Jones, Venkatesan & Leone, 2011). Extant
literature conﬁrms the existence of a positive
correlation between market orientation
and improvement in the performance of
a ﬁrm (Laforet, 2009). Although there
are substantial studies on the positive
relation between market orientation and
organisational performance, other research
suggests that the eﬀect of market orientation
on organisational performance is not direct,
but instead mediated through innovation
(Wang & Chung, 2013). Therefore,
market orientation is a means to integrate
an organisation’s strategy towards the
innovations in their processes and products
(Neto et al., 2016).

orientation
positively
practices.

Relationship between technology
orientation and innovation practices
New technologies give rise to the
emergence of innovation, which is based
on the ﬁrm’s investments in technology
and the subsequent introduction of new
products and services (Wang et al.,
2016). Technology endows organisations
with capabilities, which are a vital asset
embedded in an organisation’s product.
Thus, technological orientation is a driving
force of an organisation’s innovation and
a source of its long-term competitive
advantage (Wang et al., 2016). To
respond to changing customer needs
and requirements, organisations need to
use new technologies for their innovative
practices to make improvements to existing
products and to create new or superior
products that satisfy unmet customer
needs. As argued by Wang et al. (2016),
this increases the value for customers and
reduces the organisation’s cost structure. In
view of the foregoing, organisations need
environments without high technological
turbulence for innovation to be successful.
Based on empirical evidence, it is
hypothesised that:
H4:
Technology
is
signiﬁcantly
and

to

Recently, researchers have examined the
extent to which a ﬁrm’s innovation strategies
are inﬂuenced by market orientation
(Liu, 2013; Nasution, Mavondo, Matanda
& Ndubisi, 2011). Liu (2013) further
postulated that higher levels of innovation
are experienced because of motivation
orientation. This is attained by focusing on
two key dimensions of market orientation,
namely
customer
and
competitor
orientation. Some researchers have even
suggested that customer orientation plays
a more signiﬁcant role in the innovation
activities of service organisations than of
the tangible product ﬁrms (Wang et al.,
2016). Through customer and competitor
orientation, organisations learn from their
customers and competitors to engage
in innovation processes that lead to the
investment of new capabilities, enhanced
by the norms created by market orientation
(Newman, Prajogo & Atherton, 2016).
Hence, market orientation inﬂuences the
innovation strategies that organisations
adopt and positively impacts innovation

orientation
positively
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Innovative practices enable the crafting
of a product development strategy that is
sustainable for the ﬁrm (Hallstedt, Thompson
& Lindahl, 2013) and can be linked to the
improvement of the ﬁrm’s performance.
An organisation’s performance can be
based on both non-ﬁnancial and ﬁnancial
measures/parameters. The aspects of
performance include ﬁnancial performance,
business
performance,
and
overall
eﬀectiveness of the organisation (Maletič
et al., 2014), which enable organisations to
achieve competitive advantage. Therefore,
innovation practices are necessary for
organisations, as they respond to constantly
changing consumer demands and ﬁerce
competition.
The
ﬁrm’s
competitive
advantage can only be realised through
the implementation of innovative practices,
which results in the organisation achieving
superior performance (Mothe, Nguyen-Thi
& Nguyen-Van, 2015). Hence, it is critical to
empirically observe the innovation practices
that SMEs normally implement to attain
superior organisational performance. These
practices shape strategy and dynamic
capabilities, which lead to the emergence
of superior organisational performance.
Sopatec, Intrawong and Kunkaew (2019)
concluded that the key role of strategic

and performance measures (Newman et
al., 2016). Hagin and Caeser (2021), thus
posit that measures to reduce institutional
bottlenecks and provide adequate market
information for SMEs should be nurtured.
In view of the above, the following is
hypothesised:
H5: Market orientation is signiﬁcantly and
positively related to innovation practices.
Relationship between innovation
practices and organisational
performance
Organisations face multifaceted problems
in their quest to come up with innovative
strategies geared towards sustainable
competitive advantage, while justifying the
economic and ﬁnancial pay-oﬀ from such
strategies (Maletič, Maletič, Dahlgaard,
Dahlgaard-Park & Gomišček, 2014).
However, empirical evidence suggests that
the development of competencies promoting
innovative practices should be the basis of
competitive advantage. Maletič et al. (2014)
further posited that the development and
nurturing of these competencies enable
ﬁrms to oﬀer services and products that are
valuable to customers and adapt rapidly to
the ever-changing business environment.

FIGURE 1: ANTECEDENTS AND OUTCOMES OF INNOVATION SOURCE: RESEARCHERS’
CONSTRUCTION
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management for SMEs, involve adapting,
integrating and reconﬁguring internal and
external organisational skills, resources
and functional competencies. As such, the
following hypothesis is proposed:

and a screening question to ensure that
potential respondents were part of the
selected target population. In this regard, the
screening question required conﬁrmation
of whether the respondent was the owner
manager or manager of the SME service
ﬁrm. If the respondent was not part of the
target population, his/her participation
in the study was discontinued. The
questionnaire comprised sections enquiring
about respondents’ demographics and
the sub-constructs of strategy orientation,
market orientation, technology orientation,
organisational culture, and management
orientation.

H6:
Innovative
practices
are
signiﬁcantly and positively related
to the performance of small ﬁrms.
The conceptual model for the study is
shown in Figure 1.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This study adopted a quantitative approach
and descriptive research design. Data were
collected from 77 SME service ﬁrms’ owner
managers and managers in Gaborone, the
capital city of Botswana, during a two-month
period before the advent of COVID-19 in
January 2020. The SME owner managers
and managers were deemed suitable
for data collection because they make
critical decisions regarding strategy and
innovations, since the study is also based
on the strategic paradigm. Considering
the sampling frame is unknown, a nonprobability sampling technique, convenience
sampling method was employed in the
study. As part of the screening process, the
questionnaire started with an introduction

Furthermore, a ﬁve-point Likert scale
response format was used in data gathering,
based on the following scale: 1 = strongly
disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral,
4 = agree, and 5 = strongly agree. In addition,
scale items were subjected to reliability
and validity to explain the robustness of
the psychometric nomenclature of the
scale items. The validity of the scale
items was tested using Cronbach’s alpha,
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) and average
variance estimates (AVE), which all meet
the minimum threshold as established in
extant literature. The coeﬃcients for α for
all seven constructs were greater than the

TABLE 1: RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY SCALE ITEMS

Strategy
orientation
Organisational
culture
Management
orientation
Technology
orientation
Market
orientation
Innovative
practices
Improved
organisational
performance

Cronbach’s
alpha

KMO

AVE

Mean
values

Communalities

0.876

0.721

0.814

2.83-3.21

0.68-0.89

0.745

0.657

0.816

2.65-3.41

0.72-0.86

0.865

0.763

0.678

2.67-3.52

0.73-0.84

0.817

0.638

0.733

2.68-3.82

0.61-0.74

0.756

0.649

0.774

2.97-3.57

0.76-0.89

0.734

0.723

0.731

2.94-3.26

0.68-0.83

0.831

0.689

0.812

2.87-3.31

0.74-0.87
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had worked in the SMEs for ﬁve years,
which is good enough to give their views
and opinions on the antecedents and
consequences of innovation practices in
their respective ﬁrms. In terms of employee
numbers, 55.7% of the SMEs had seven
to 24 employees, conﬁrming that the SME
service sector in Botswana is dominated by
small enterprises.

recommended lowest level of 0.7 (Field,
2009; Nunnally, 1978), ranging between
0.734 and 0.876. The values of AVE were
larger than the minimum recommended
point of 0.5 (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). All
the KMOs showed acceptable levels above
0.4, as provided by Hair, Black, Babin and
Anderson (2010). Table 1 shows the results
of reliability and validity of scale items.
Data were cleaned and entered into SPSS
version 26.0. Descriptive statistics were
established to explore the antecedents and
consequences of innovation practices on
organisational performance in SME service
ﬁrms.

Discussion of Results
A Pearson correlation analysis was
performed to test the six hypotheses.
Table 2 presents the correlations between
innovation or innovative practices (INNTT)
and the factors of management and market
orientation (MOTT), strategy orientation
(SOTT), organisational culture (OCTT), and
technology orientation (TOTT).

RESULTS AND FINDINGS
Demographic proﬁle of respondents
Majority of the respondents (57.1%) were
females occupying mostly the position of
owner manager, which indicates that the
SME service sector is dominated by women
owner managers, while the remainder were
males. In addition, 57.2% of the respondents

Management orientation has no signiﬁcant
bearing on innovation as they are negatively
associated (r = -0.148, P < 0.01). It was
found that management in SME service

TABLE 2: ASSOCIATION BETWEEN INNOVATIVE PRACTICES AND ANTECEDENTS

INNOTT

MOTT

SOTT

OCTT

TOTT

Pearson
correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson
correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

INNTT

MOTT

SOTT

OCTT

TOTT

1

-0.148

0.306**

0.133

0.054

77

0.200
77

0.007
77

0.250
77

0.640
77

-0.148

1

0.034

-0.604**

0.000

0.200
77

77

0.769
77

0.000
77

1.000
77

0.306**

0.034

1

0.550**

0.225*

0.007
77

0.769
77

77

0.000
77

0.049
77

0.133

-0.604**

0.550**

1

-0.204

0.250
77

0.000
77

0.000
77

77

0.075
77

0.054

0.000

0.225*

-0.204

1

0.640
77

1.000
77

0.049
77

0.075
77

77

Note: **Correlation is signiﬁcant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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ﬁrms does not consider innovation as part
of their strategic goals in adopting new highrisk innovation initiatives, programmes,
and opportunities. This prevailing situation
works against the development of innovative
capabilities among the SME service ﬁrms in
Botswana, thereby negatively aﬀecting their
competitiveness and sustainability. This
ﬁnding is in contrast with those of Song, Wei
and Wang (2015), where the management
of any organisation has the key role of
encouraging innovation activities as a factor
of competitiveness and diﬀerentiation as
well as a survival mechanism. Furthermore,
other researchers have found out that
organisations, through top management
support, can enhance their innovation
capabilities in numerous ways (Wang &
Dass, 2017). Therefore, the hypothesis
suggesting that management orientation
is signiﬁcantly and positively related to
innovation practices (H3) is rejected.

Strategy orientation has a signiﬁcantly
positive bearing on innovation (r = 0.306**,
P < 0.01). The sampled SME service
ﬁrms indicated that they consider diﬀerent
views and opinions within or outside the
ﬁrm. Furthermore, they frequently and
strategically improve internal processes,
such as the speed of oﬀering products and
services and the management of information
within their ﬁrms. This is possible because
strategic orientation is an aspect of
corporate culture that focuses resources for
innovative practices. As per Moohammad et
al. (2014), these innovative practices lead
to the design, development, and production
of new or improved products, processes,
and services. According to Roxas, Battisti
and Deakins (2014), this is the key to
organisational sustainability. Consequently,
the hypothesis that suggested that strategy
orientation is signiﬁcantly and positively
related to innovation practices (H1) is
accepted.

The correlation between innovation and
market orientation could not be established,
as SPSS did not pick the market orientation
variable from the responses in the collected
data. This indicates a lack of market
orientation or implementation of the market
concept in the strategic approach of the SME
service ﬁrms in Botswana, which negatively
aﬀects innovation practices. According to
Neto et al. (2016), market orientation as
a strategic process collects information
on the interests, needs, and desires of
existing and prospective customers. In view
of this ﬁnding, the sampled organisations
do not have proactive dialogues and
mutual relationships with customers. This
means that these organisations are not
geared towards a quality customer service
culture and, consequently, do not respond
immediately to customer needs, in view
of the competitive pressures. It must be
stated that the lack of market orientation
is detrimental to the SME service ﬁrms’
ability to successfully implement innovative
practices. As such, the hypothesis that
market orientation is signiﬁcantly and
positively related to innovation practices
(H5) is rejected.

However, organisational culture has no
bearing on innovation among SME service
ﬁrms in Botswana (r = 0.133, P < 0.01).
This ﬁnding indicates that due to inﬂexible
organisational structures, employees in
these organisations do not go the extra mile
in knowledge acquisition. In line with the
above, there is also no sharing of important
information on the successes and failures
as well as a lack of customer feedback with
all employees, which can serve as a basis
for learning in the organisation. Moreover,
SME service ﬁrms do not have a culture that
inculcates the idea of creativity, innovation,
and risk-taking in coming up with new
products and services in organisations.
According to Yesil and Kaya (2012),
organisational culture aﬀects employee
behaviour, learning and development,
knowledge management, creativity and
innovation, and organisational performance.
Yesil and Kaya (2012) added that culture
is a primary antecedent of innovation,
implying that organisational culture is the
core of organisational innovation. The
fact that the organisation’s culture has no
bearing on Botswana’s SME service ﬁrms
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TABLE 3: ASSOCIATION BETWEEN INNOVATIVE PRACTICES AND ORGANISATIONAL
PERFORMANCE

Correlations

BPFTT

INNOTT

Pearson correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

BPFTT
1
77
-0.532**
0.000
77

INNOTT
-0.532**
0.000
77
1
77

Note: **Correlation is signiﬁcant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
renders the hypothesis that suggested that
organisational culture is signiﬁcantly and
positively related to innovation practices
(H2) null and void.

ﬁnding disconﬁrms literature. Hallstedt et al.
(2013) postulated that innovative practices
should enable the management of product
development in sustainable ways and
can be linked to improved organisational
performance. Mothe et al. (2015) concurred
that the performance eﬀects are created
through the implementation of practices
that are innovative and geared towards
the attainment of sustainable competitive
advantage.

Technological orientation has no bearing on
innovation among the SME service ﬁrms in
Botswana (r = 0.054, P < 0.01). It was found
that these ﬁrms’ policies and strategies
do not include the adoption of up-to-date
technology to position themselves ahead
of competitors. Innovation creates value
for customers, which results in proﬁt-driven
organisations. This ﬁnding further indicates
that SME service ﬁrms in Botswana are
faced with challenges of responding to
the dynamic technology environment due
to insuﬃcient budgets. As a result, the
hypothesis that stated that technology
orientation is signiﬁcantly and positively
related to innovation practices (H4) is
rejected.

Table 4 below shows the summary of
hypotheses testing.
TABLE 4: SUMMARY OF HYPOTHESES
TESTING

Hypothesis
H1: Strategy orientation
is signiﬁcantly and
positively related to
innovation practices.
H2: Organisational
culture is signiﬁcantly
and positively related to
innovation practices.
H3: Management
orientation is
signiﬁcantly and
positively related to
innovation practices.
H4: Technology
orientation is
signiﬁcantly and
positively related to
innovation practices.

With respect to innovative practices and
the business growth performance among
SME service organisations in Botswana,
Table 3 shows that innovative practices are
signiﬁcantly and negatively associated with
the business growth performance (BPFTT)
of these SME ﬁrms (r = -0.532**, P < 0.01).
This means that the innovative practices in
the SME service ﬁrms have no bearing on
the growth in business performance and,
as such, the hypothesis suggesting that
innovative practices are signiﬁcantly and
positively related to the performance of
small ﬁrms (H6) is rejected. However, this
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Supported/
Rejected
Supported

Rejected

Rejected

Rejected
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H5: Market orientation
is signiﬁcantly and
positively related to
innovation practices.
H6: Innovative practices
are signiﬁcantly and
positively related to the
performance of small
ﬁrms.

on their budgets. Finally, SME owner
managers and managers in the service
ﬁrms must, through transparent dialogue
with employees, review the organisation’s
innovation capabilities and map out
improvement plans. Management must
demonstrate commitment and create
emotional involvement within the whole
organisation to implement the antecedents
of innovation in a synergistic manner that
will drive growth in business performance.

Rejected

Rejected

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
The managerial implications discussed
below are based on the ﬁndings of the study.

CONCLUSIONS
This study conﬁrmed that strategy
orientation is signiﬁcantly and positively
related to innovation practices, while
organisational
culture,
management
orientation, technology orientation, and
market orientation are not signiﬁcantly and
positively related to innovation practices.
Innovative practices are not signiﬁcantly
and positively related to the performance of
small ﬁrms.

Firstly, SME owner managers should be
trained on the beneﬁts of innovation in their
SME service ﬁrms. Botswana’s government
has demonstrated the need for innovation
practices among organisations in Botswana
by setting up the BIH in 2008. The
Government of Botswana is diversifying
from a mineral-led economy (mainly
diamonds) to a knowledge-based economy
by 2036, as guided by the country’s Vision
2036. This can only happen through an
educated workforce that continues to
improve its skills. Secondly, SME service
ﬁrms in Botswana need to replace the
passive approach to innovation with more
proactive approaches. This will enable the
provision of more diverse and innovative
services to replace the existing stable
range of services. These ﬁrms must target
organic growth and establish plans on
how to sustain the increasing growth rate.
Thirdly, government agencies, including
the Citizen Entrepreneurship Development
Agency and Local Enterprise Authority,
must evaluate the current government
support being oﬀered to SME service ﬁrms
to generate guidelines that will successfully
create an enabling business environment
that is imperative for innovative practices
to ensure improved business performance
among these ﬁrms. Furthermore, academic
institutions, especially tertiary institutions,
must endeavour to come up with more
visible collaborations with the SME service
sector. This will give the ﬁrms access
to R&D intelligence they cannot aﬀord

Based on the ﬁndings in this study, it could
be concluded that management orientation
has had no signiﬁcant bearing on innovation.
The management in the SME service ﬁrms
do not consider innovation as part of their
strategic goals in adopting new high-risk
innovation initiatives. However, ﬁndings
in this study disconﬁrm literature where
researchers conﬁrm that organisations,
through top management support, can
enhance their innovation capabilities in
a variety of ways (Wang & Dass, 2017),
hence investing in R&D is fundamental to
innovation.
Regarding market orientation, it can be
concluded that there is a lack of market
orientation in the strategic approach of
the SME service ﬁrms in Botswana, which
negatively aﬀects innovation practices.
Contrary to this ﬁnding, literature conﬁrms
that motivation orientation inﬂuences the
innovation strategies that ﬁrms adopt and
positively impacts ﬁrms’ innovation and
performance measures (Neto et al., 2016;
Newman et al., 2016).
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Furthermore, strategy orientation in this
study was found to have a signiﬁcantly
positive bearing on the SME service ﬁrms
that indicated they are open to adopting
new and external ideas. This ﬁnding
corroborates previous research that
innovation works eﬀectively with strategies
that enhance the survival of these ﬁrms to
grow in dynamic and turbulent business
environments (Jiménez-Jiménez & SanzValle, 2011; Neto et al., 2016).

the innovative practices of such ﬁrms.
Moreover, mixed-methods approaches are
suggested in future research to corroborate
the quantitative research ﬁndings, since
qualitative studies are associated with rich
quality data, which are generated normally
through semi-structured interviews.
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THE BENEFITS OF
ADOPTING A SOCIAL
MEDIA MARKETING
STRATEGY BY SMALL,
MEDIUM, AND MICRO
BUSINESSES

gratiﬁcations theory. This demonstrates that
SMMEs should have a strategy to use social
media as a marketing tool – and need to
know what gratiﬁes their customers to craft
relevant social media content that satisﬁes
their customer’s social-psychological and
communication needs. Policymakers are
encouraged to target increased social media
marketing programmes oﬀered by SMME
development agencies. Entrepreneur and
managers should identify and become wellacquainted with their customer personas,
and consequently develop media platform
content that will attract and retain their
customers. To do less will risk losing their
target market.
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INTRODUCTION
The Integrated Strategy on the Promotion
of Entrepreneurship and Small Enterprises
(Department of Trade and Industry 2005:7)
states that millions of South Africans are
unemployed; therefore, the government
must prioritise job creation. Throughout
the world, one ﬁnds that small, medium
and micro enterprises (SMMEs) play an
important role in job creation, identifying
and penetrating new markets and generally
expanding economies in innovative and
creative ways (Jili, Masuku & Selepe
2017:1).

ABSTRACT
Social media marketing is a popular
modern marketing tool. Both small and
large businesses have implemented it or
are busy implementing it to attract and
retain customers. Social media marketing is
one solution to the challenges of marketing
for SMMEs. It allows SMMEs to conduct
marketing activities eﬀectively despite
limited ﬁnancial resources, lack of expertise
and competition with large business.
SMMEs adopt social media for business
purposes, but they do not always have a
strategy, or theory to use social media to
its maximum potential. This study involved
an extensive search of scholarly articles
and conducting qualitative interviews
with 10 SMME owners in the Gauteng
Province. Data was analysed with content
analysis and the study utilised the uses and
gratiﬁcation theory as a theoretical lens.
Findings show social media breaks down
geographical barriers and allow SMMEs
to communicate cheaply and speedily with
customers and other stakeholders. Findings
are furthermore consistent with the uses and

Cox (2012:7) mentions that marketing
is an important function for the survival
and success of any business. Traditional
marketing has been in existence for many
years, but it has evolved with the internet to
facilitate new and innovative ways of doing
business that impact marketing. According
to Internet World Stats (2018), South Africa
has approximately 30 815 634 active internet
users, representing approximately 53.7% of
the population. The vast growth in internet
technology has provided an opportunity
for products and services to be advertised
at a reduced cost and the potential for
these products to extend geographical
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boundaries, thus bridging the gap between
consumers and business owners.

content creation. This study is qualitative
and explorative in nature. The data was
collected through in-depth interviews with
10 SMME owners in Gauteng, South Africa.
A semi-structured interview guideline was
designed. The questions in the interview
guide were purposely formulated to guide
the conversation and ensure it stayed within
the study boundaries.

Rugova and Prenaj (2016:92) argue that
social media marketing has become a popular
marketing tool as it is considered more
cost-eﬀective than traditional marketing.
Mukolwe and Korir (2016:248) report that
social media use has grown over the past
decade due to an increase in internet user
numbers. Social media provides a way for
businesses to be closer to their customers,
with the added beneﬁt of not having to go
through gatekeepers to share information
and allows businesses to communicate
in an accessible and easy way (Felix,
Rauschnabel & Hinsch 2016:119). Hassan,
Nadzim and Shiratuddin (2015:264) argue
that social media marketing tools can be
used by businesses of diﬀerent types and
sizes. Elyadi (2018:3) indicates that social
media plays an essential role in creating
brand awareness.

Research problem
The number of internet users has increased
in South Africa, and the number of social
media users has grown over the last decade
(IAB SA 2018). The use of social media has
progressively spread from individuals to
businesses. Social media marketing has
oﬀered new opportunities for businesses to
promote their brand, products and services.
Due to low barriers to entry and lower cost
implications, SMMEs are beginning to
use social media as a marketing tool. The
problem, however, is that many SMMEs still
struggle to do so, even though social media
oﬀers several opportunities to reach current
and potential customers. As a result, without
a basic understanding of the beneﬁts of
adopting a social media marketing strategy,
countless opportunities are missed. SMMEs
are an important contributor to job creation
and economic growth (Rambe, Matema
& Madichie 2017:44). It is, therefore,
important to gain a better understanding of
how SMMEs beneﬁt from adopting a social
media marketing strategy.

Karami and Naghibi (2014:15) assert that
businesses that do not adopt social media
as a marketing strategy miss out on an
opportunity to reach customers. SMMEs do
not always have a social media marketing
strategy in place (Mukolwe & Korir
2016:253), but they need to develop such
a strategy from the onset to understand
the positive and negative aspects of social
media as a marketing tool.
The purpose of this study was to establish
how SMMEs in Gauteng, South Africa,
can beneﬁt from adopting a social media
marketing strategy. Their inability to
develop such strategies has prevented
SMMEs from taking advantage of social
media as a marketing tool, which could
help them attain growth and sustainability.
This study aimed to provide insight into how
implementing a social media marketing
strategy might beneﬁt SMMEs. This
study, therefore, developed a conceptual
framework that investigated the relationship
between adopting a social media marketing
strategy and the constructs of brand
awareness, customer engagement and

Research objectives
The primary research objective is to explore
whether SMMEs adopt a social media
marketing strategy.
The following secondary objectives were
identiﬁed:
• To identify if a social media marketing
strategy is linked to brand awareness,
content
creation
and
customer
engagement;
• To investigate the type of social media
platforms used by SMMEs; and
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• To explore the beneﬁts of adopting a
social media marketing strategy for
SMMEs.

engagement; and
• P3: There is a positive relationship
between adopting a social media
marketing strategy and content creation.

Research questions
The research objectives stated above led to
the following research questions:

LITERATURE REVIEW
Deﬁnition of SMMEs
According to Berisha and Pula (2015:18),
there is no universally accepted deﬁnition
of SMMEs. Bezuidenhout (2018:56) points
out that various deﬁnitions are used globally
to deﬁne SMMEs, such as ﬁxed assets,
number of employees and annual sales.

• Do SMMEs adopt a social media
marketing strategy with reference to
brand awareness?
• Do SMMEs adopt a social media
marketing strategy with reference to
customer engagement?

The most widely used criteria in South
Africa are found in the deﬁnitions given by
the National Small Business Amendment
Act 26 of 2003 (Republic of South Africa
2003:3), which deﬁnes all sectors of the
economy and types of enterprises. The Act
categorises small businesses into distinct
groups: survivalist, micro, very small,
small and medium, hence the use of the
abbreviation ‘SMME’ for small, medium and
micro enterprises (National Credit Regulator
2013:24). South Africa’s SMME deﬁnition is
a culmination of qualitative and quantitative
criteria (Nieman & Niewenhuizen 2013:10).
The quantitative criteria classify businesses
as micro, very small, small and medium.
In contrast, the qualitative criteria classify
businesses according to the number of
employees and annual turnover.

• Do SMMEs adopt a social media
marketing strategy with reference to
content creation?
Researchers generally straddle propositions
and hypotheses in the pursuit of answers to
research questions. Qualitative researchers
generally prefer propositions, whereas
quantitative researchers are inclined to
use hypotheses. Zikmund (2003:113) and
Cooper and Schindler (2014:52) agree
that a proposition is a research statement
characterising research phenomena as
either true or false based on subjective
judgments of research participants.
Propositions
Therefore, in this qualitative study, the
propositions are:
• P1: There is a positive relationship
between adopting a social media
marketing
strategy
and
brand
awareness;

Social media
According to Swart (2018:81), a single
and universally accepted deﬁnition of
social media does not exist. Kaplan and
Haenlein (2010:60), in their seminal work,
deﬁne social media as ‘a group of webbased applications that builds on the

• P2: There is a positive relationship
between adopting a social media
marketing strategy and customer

TABLE 1: SMME CLASSIFICATION IN SOUTH AFRICA

Size of class
Micro
Very Small
Small
Medium

The total full-time equivalent of
paid employees
≤5
≤10-20
≤50
≤100-200

Total turnover
≤ZAR 0.2 million
≤ZAR 0.5-6 million
≤ZAR 3-32 million
≤ZAR 5-64 million

Source: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (2017:111)
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technological foundations of Web 2.0 and
allows the creation and exchange of usergenerated content’. Shabbir, Ghazi and
Mehmood (2016:66) describe social media
as ‘the interface among people where they
share, create or exchange information in
virtual communities and participate in any
form of social interaction’. Atanassova and
Lilian (2015:166) state that social media
technologies oﬀer a platform for information
distribution, collaboration, dialogue and cocreation. The study researchers deﬁned
social media according to Kaplan and
Haenlein (2010:60) and Shabbir et al.’s
(2016:66) deﬁnitions. In this study, the
following social networking sites were
investigated.

million monthly active users as of 2018.
LinkedIn allows registered members to
establish networks of people they know
professionally (Kemp 2018; Stec 2018).
Twitter
According to Alsanie (2015:70), Twitter is an
online social networking platform that allows
users to send and receive 280-character
messages called tweets. Registered users
can read and post tweets, but unregistered
users can only read tweets. As of 2018,
Twitter had 335 million active monthly users
globally (Kemp 2018).
Social media marketing theory input
Theoretical underpinning is important to
research to interpret data and make sense
of human behaviours. In as far as a theory,
or theories are associated with social media
marketing, there are views that a theory
underpinning social media is unimportant.
This is because the founders of social
media platforms were argued to be less
concerned with social network theories,
and more concerned with the practicality
of their invention, such as Facebook and
Twitter (Pan & Crotts 2012:77). However,
one theory that has gained popularity in
the social media marketing research is the
uses and gratiﬁcations theory (Choi, Fowler,
Goh, & Yuan 2016:771; Whiting & Williams
2013:362; Grellhesl & Punyanunt-Carter
2012:2175). The uses and gratiﬁcations
(U&G) approach posits that users of social
media use certain platforms that satisfy
their personal social and psychological
needs. The U&G theory was originally
intended as a test of the relationships
between mass media and its audience,
to explain the audience’s psychological
motivation for using a particular media and
how the gratiﬁcations achieved fulﬁll their
intrinsic needs. Katz, Blumler & Gurevitch
(1974:509) reﬁned and developed the
theory as an important means to determine
the motives for media selection and use,
and the theory is considered a sound
basis for research into social media usage
although it is critiqued for relying too heavily
on self-reporting ( Ruggiero, 2000:5).

Facebook
Facebook is a social media platform
connecting people with their family, friends,
acquaintances and businesses worldwide
and allows them to post, share and engage
with content. In 2018, Facebook had 2.27
billion monthly active users globally (Stec
2018; Tankovska 2021).
Instagram
Instagram is a free video and photo-sharing
application available on Apple iOS, Android
and Windows Phone. The application
enables users to take photos, apply ﬁlters to
their images and share photos and videos
instantly with their followers and friends
(Stec 2018). In 2018, Instagram had one
billion active monthly users globally (Kemp
2018).
WhatsApp
Alsanie (2015:70) deﬁnes WhatsApp as
an instant messaging subscription service
for smartphones which use the internet
for communication. In addition to text
messaging, users can send images, videos,
documents, voice notes and their location.
In 2018, the platform had 1.5 billion active
monthly users (Kemp 2018).
LinkedIn
LinkedIn is a business-oriented social
networking site with more than 303
361

Choi et al. (2016:787) ﬁnd that convenience
gratiﬁcation,
information
gratiﬁcation,
self-expression gratiﬁcation and user
satisfaction are all important reasons why
clients visit Hotel’s Facebook pages. Two
further ﬁndings by Choi et al. (2016:787)
show no relationship between entertainment
gratiﬁcation
and
social
interaction
gratiﬁcation with user satisfaction of Hotels
Facebook pages. Furthermore, amongst
college users, it was found that staying
in contact with family and friends is the
most important reason that students use
social media platforms such as Facebook
and twitter (Ezumah 2013:32). More
recently, consumer engagement theory
was the basis for the study of social media
marketing strategy. Consumer engagement
theory emphasis is for understanding the
motivations of the consumer for using
brand-related social media according to
Li, Larimo and Leonidou (2021:55) and
the authors used this theory as the basis
for their study on social media marketing
strategy development.

that they want to share with their networks.
There are three types of people that a
company will likely interact with on social
media: a) those who already know about
the company (existing customers), b) those
who might have heard about the company
but are not customers, and c) those who
have not been aware of the existence
of the company but are intrigued by its
advertisements on social media platforms.
SMMEs must consider these when creating
content.
Social media marketing strategy
Ananda, Hernández-García and Lamberti
(2014:5) indicate that a social media
marketing strategy can be viewed as an
integrated means and set of plans by
which a company endeavours to attain
its marketing goals and satisfy the needs
of its target market through the use of
social media tools. Srinivasan, Bajaj and
Bhanot (2016:92) postulate that small
businesses experience diﬃculties using
social media as they do not have a planned
strategy. Social media marketing must
be implemented through a concrete and
clearly deﬁned strategy (Rugova & Prenaj
2016:96). Apenteng and Doe (2014:79)
developed strategies that SMMEs can
adopt when using a social media platform.
The strategies include audience deﬁnition,
identifying resources available for social
media marketing, goal deﬁnition, content,
determining the chosen social media
platform and starting a conversation related
to the SMME’s brand. At the same time,
the SMME should evaluate what does and
does not work for their brand.

Rugova and Prenaj (2016:94) deﬁne social
media marketing as the ability to connect
with customers and inform them about a
business’s products and services through
social media applications. This entails
building a social network of followers, fans
and connections by using interesting and
engaging content that allows businesses
to reach more customers and drive more
sales. Social media marketing is about
having clients create brand awareness
on the business’s behalf (Viana 2016:4).
Tritama and Tarigan (2016:9) state that
brand awareness is when a potential buyer
can recognise and remember a brand as
part of a particular product category. Brand
awareness can be increased by using social
media to remind and convince customers
about a company’s brand, product and
services (Išoraitė 2016:336). Knowing the
kind of content to post on social media is
another important factor in social media
marketing. According to Vo (2014:35), one
of the best ways of interacting with one’s
target audience is by oﬀering them content

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
This study’s conceptual framework was
formulated after reviewing the literature.
Based on the sources consulted, the
research study adopted a conceptual
model to determine the beneﬁts of SMMEs
adopting a social media marketing strategy.
The said framework, Figure 1 below, shows
that the adoption and implementation of
a social media marketing strategy create
beneﬁts for SMMEs.
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FIGURE 1: THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK MODEL OF INVESTIGATING THE BENEFITS OF
SMMES ADOPTING A SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING STRATEGY SOURCE: OWN COMPILATION

In the context of the above discussion
concerning the beneﬁts of adopting a social
media marketing strategy, the researcher
identiﬁed the following propositions:

Sampling
Target population
In this study, a total of 10 SMME owners in
the Gauteng Province were interviewed. The
criteria used for the sample selection were
that the SMMEs should be registered with
the Companies and Intellectual Property
Commission, have operated for more than
two years and have used social media for
two years or more. The unit of analysis was
business owners and managers who were
knowledgeable about social media and
the social media platforms the businesses
used. Leedy and Ormrod (2014:147) argue
that interviews should be conducted with
carefully selected samples of participants.
A typical sample size ranges between 5 and
25 individuals, all of whom have had direct
experience with the phenomenon being
studied (Creswell & Polkinghorne, as cited
by Leedy & Ormrod 2014:147).

• P1: There is a positive relationship
between adopting a social media
marketing
strategy
and
brand
awareness;
• P2: There is a positive relationship
between adopting a social media
marketing strategy and customer
engagement; and
• P3: There is a positive relationship
between adopting a social media
strategy and content creation.
METHODOLOGY
Research design
This research study is qualitative and
exploratory in nature. Myers (2009:9)
contends that qualitative research is best if
the researcher wants to study a particular
subject in depth. Since there is minimal
literature about social media marketing
in SMMEs in South Africa (Rambe et al.
2017:47), semi-structured interviews were
appropriate for gathering data directly from
participants who have used and adopted
social media.

According to Taherdoost (2016:22), this type
of sampling is associated with qualitative
studies. However, non-probability sampling
was the chosen sampling method for this
study, with purposive sampling as the
chosen sampling technique. Creswell
(2013:156) explains that this exists when a
researcher selects participants and sites for
study because they can purposefully inform
an understanding of the research problem
and central phenomenon in the study. The
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selected study participants were available
and willing to be interviewed and they had
good knowledge of the adoption and use of
social media.

DISCUSSIONS AND FINDINGS
This section of the study reports on the
ﬁndings, articulating the responses of the
10 participants. The ﬁndings were derived
from the analysis of the semi-structured
interviews and the notes that investigated
the beneﬁts of adopting a social media
marketing strategy. The ﬁndings also
highlight the challenges of adopting a
strategy of this nature.

Data collection
Phenomenological
research
depends
almost exclusively on lengthy interviews
(one to two hours in length). The
phenomenological interview is often
unstructured, and the researcher and
participants work together to ‘arrive at the
heart of the matter’ (Tesch, cited by Leedy
& Ormrod 2014:147). Leedy and Ormrod
(2014:148) assert that throughout the data
collection process, the researcher casts
aside any preconceived notions or personal
experiences that may inﬂuence what they
perceive the participants to be saying.

The analysis was carried out through the
use of the thematic analysis technique.
For the generation of themes, open-ended
question responses were grouped using
key phrases and ideas that emerged from
the recordings. The themes were identiﬁed
from the transcribed recordings and notes,
including those from the literature review.

The researcher produced a semi-structured
questionnaire which was administered
through face-to-face in-depth interviews. In
addition to taking notes, the interviews were
recorded using voice recorders. Permission
to do so was granted by the participants.

Table 2 presents the proﬁles of the 10 study
participants.
This study identiﬁed the following themes
that directly answered the research
questions: a) the rationale for using
social media, b) social media platforms,
c) social media strategy, d) social media
and traditional marketing, and lastly, e)
the challenges of adopting a social media
strategy. See Table 3.

Data analysis
A thematic analysis was adopted in terms
of conducting the qualitative data analysis
for this study. Data analysis was conducted
based on a thematic analysis of transcribed
interviews and notes. According to Braun
and Clarke (2012:56), a thematic analysis
is a method for analytically identifying,
organising and oﬀering insights into patterns
of meaning (themes) across a dataset.
A thematic analysis, therefore, involves
creating codes and identifying themes and
patterns.

THEME 1: RATIONALE FOR USING
SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS
This theme sought to investigate why
SMMEs adopted social media as a marketing
tool. All the participants actively used social
media in this respect, and on average,
the participants employed two or more
social media platforms. The participants
were asked to indicate their main reasons
for using social media marketing for their
businesses. The majority of the participants
indicated that the world has become digital,
and if one does not keep up, one will be
left behind. This is consistent with Van
Scheers (2016:640), who asserts that
social media usage in small and mediumsized enterprises is viewed as an important
part of modern-day operations.

Ethical considerations
Ethical principles including conﬁdentiality,
anonymity and consent from participants
were considered before conducting the
research. The selected participants were
assured that their privacy was given top
priority, and all the interviewed participants
signed consent forms.
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TABLE 2: PROFILES OF PARTICIPANTS

Industry

Age of
Business

P1

Manufacturing

15 years

P2

Services

30 years

P3

Entertainment

10 years

P4

Wholesale

6 years

P5

Services

2 years

P6

Entertainment

10 years

P7

Food

19 years

P8

Services

6 years

P9

Media/

11 years

P10

Services

18 years

Participant

Number of Social Media
Employees
Platforms
Facebook,
LinkedIn,
258
Instagram,
WhatsApp
Facebook,
60
LinkedIn
Facebook,
Instagram,
60
Twitter,
LinkedIn
Facebook,
8
Twitter
Instagram,
4
Facebook,
LinkedIn
Facebook,
47
Instagram
Facebook,
11
Instagram
Facebook,
2
Twitter
Facebook,
Instagram,
23
WhatsApp,
LinkedIn
Instagram,
1
Facebook,
LinkedIn

Qualiﬁcations
Bachelor of
Engineering
Bachelor of
Arts
Diploma

Diploma
Master’s
degree
Diploma
Diploma
Diploma

BTech

BTech

Source: Own compilation
‘You cannot get away from social
media.
Everyone
uses
some
degree
of
social
media
You
cannot stay away from it.’ – P10

brand awareness and brand exposure,
followed by SMMEs that used social media
for customer engagement, as social media
allowed them to share information with their
clients.

‘It was sort of a diet change; I
needed something diﬀerent as I
had already put up billboards. I was
going with the trend, and I wanted to
keep up with the latest trends.’ – P9

‘I would say that the main reason was
brand awareness and marketing.’ – P6
Most participants indicated that they used
social media for business research and
because it was a cost-eﬀective way of
marketing. The participants indicated that
they research the products clients want and
ﬁnd out what their competitors are oﬀering.

‘Social
media
is
everywhere,
you know. The biggest corporate
companies use social media.’ – P3
All the participants used social media for
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TABLE 3: SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Themes derived
from participants’
responses

Subthemes

Market trends
Brand exposure
Cost-eﬀective
Wider reach
Rationale
Customer
for using
interaction
Theme 1
social media
Driving traﬃc
platforms
to business
websites
Business
research
Sales
Facebook
Instagram
Social media
Theme 2
WhatsApp
platforms
LinkedIn
Twitter
Social
SMMEs that use
social media in
media and
Theme 3
conjunction with
traditional
marketing traditional media
Adoption of a
social media
marketing
strategy
Social media
Brand
Theme 4 marketing
awareness
strategy
Customer
engagement
Content
Diﬃculty with
brand reputation
management
Diﬃculty in
Challenges
measuring
of adopting
return on
Theme 5
a social
investments
media
strategy
Time constraints
Resource
constraints
Lack of skills

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

-

x

x

x

-

-

x

x

-

-

-

x

x

x

-

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x
-

x
x
-

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
-

x
x
-

x
x
-

x
x

x
x
x
x
-

x
x
x
-

x

x

x

x

-

x

-

-

x

-

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

-

-

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

-

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

-

-

x

-

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

-

-

-

-

x

x

x

x

-

-

-

-

-

-

x

-

x

x

x

x

-

-

-

-

x

-

x

x

x

x

-

x

x

-

x

x

-

-

-

-

Source: Own compilation
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‘I get to see what my competitors are up
to. I see how they oﬀer their services.
You see, clients want diﬀerentiation,
so you do not want to oﬀer the same
product as your competitors, especially
in the services business.’ – P8

U&G theory in that users of social media
have their needs for social media usage,
albeit in diﬀerent contexts. This paper’s
ﬁndings also observed that only one of
the 10 participants used social media with
the initial aim of selling. Instead, most
participants used social media to increase
their brand awareness and because it was
the latest trend.

The researcher found that one of the 10
participants reported that they opened
social media accounts after their friends
and family urged them to do so to advertise
their products.

THEME 2: SOCIAL MEDIA
PLATFORMS
This theme investigated the social media
platforms participants used. Participants
indicated that they used Facebook,
Instagram, Linked In, Twitter and WhatsApp.

‘I was very reluctant to join social
media. My family kept on asking me
to join social media and that it would
be good for my business. One day my
sister asked for my phone and then
told me that she had opened social
media accounts for my business, in
particular, Facebook and Instagram.
She told me that it would be good for
my business. I really do not regret it.
It is the best thing that has happened
to my business. I now get most of my
clientele through social media.’ – P7

Facebook
The analysis shows that Facebook was
the platform most widely used by the
participants. All the participants indicated
that they had Facebook accounts for their
businesses. The ﬁndings are consistent
with a study on the South African social
media landscape (IAB SA 2018). The study
reported that, in 2018, Facebook was the
most commonly used platform in South
Africa. The report indicated that there were
21 million Facebook users in South Africa,
representing 28% of the population.

‘Our main reason for using social
media is to drive sales. The primary
goal is to always get them to the
website; through the website, they
can buy event tickets online and
buy our other merchandise.’ – P3

‘We have the most followers on
Facebook because Instagram only
started, like, a few years ago, and
our company is 10 years old. Our
company has grown with Facebook,
and we still interact with clients from
10 years ago. We currently have 16
000 followers on Facebook.’ – P3

The ﬁndings indicate that 70% of
respondents use social media for business
research which is consistent with U&G
theory stipulating that the need for
information gratiﬁcation is one of the drivers
for social media choice and usage (Katz et
al. 1974:509). This ﬁnding is furthermore
consistent with Choi et al. (2016:787, who
found a similar trend in the hotel industry.
In terms of staying in contact through
customer interaction via social media, all
the participants indicated this is a primary
reason for using social media. This ﬁnding
is contradictory to Choi et al. (2016:787) but
is most probably due to the diﬀerent context
and purpose of the current research. This
ﬁnding however remains consistent with

‘Facebook
is
cheaper
than
Instagram in particular data; data
is very expensive on Instagram as
compared to Facebook. We have
20 700 followers on Facebook.’ – P6
‘Facebook comes preinstalled with
certain phones. My target market is
not tech-savvy, and they don’t know
about application stores and do not
know how to download applications,
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so Facebook works as it comes
preinstalled with other phones.’ – P2

We’ve got followers from all over
the world, and we have a diverse
reach in terms of age. We didn’t plan
all of this; it just happened.’ – P5

‘I use Facebook because I’m targeting
the youth, and it is their platform, so
for my brand to grow, I need to grow
with the young people. The brand
must be in their face so that they grow
with the brand so that when they are
older, they will prefer our brand.’ – P4

LinkedIn
LinkedIn was the third most frequently
used social media platform: six of the 10
participants used it for business. LinkedIn
is regarded as a ‘serious’ platform as
it is intended for business and career
networking. In 2018, it had 6.8 million users
in South Africa, with most of its growth
coming from people employed by SMMEs
(IAB SA 2018). Participants who used
LinkedIn indicated that they used it to proﬁle
themselves as thought leaders in their ﬁeld
of business, reach out to other thought
leaders and market the SMMEs’ products
and services.

IAB SA (2018) also mentions that Facebook
Lite was introduced in 2015, which allows
the platform to be used without incurring
any data costs. Odendal (2018) contends
that the Facebook Lite application was the
answer to poor connectivity and data costs
in developing countries.
The ﬁndings demonstrate that Facebook
was the most often used application for
various reasons: it is one of the oldest social
media platforms in South Africa; it is user
friendly and cost-eﬀective, and businesses
can reach a wider target market when using
it. All the participants had personal Facebook
accounts when Facebook was introduced
in South Africa but only gradually started
opening Facebook business accounts.

‘I do a lot of marketing on LinkedIn.
Whoever we want to meet, whether it
is a [chief executive oﬃcer] (CEO) of
a corporate, we set up meetings on
LinkedIn. I have actually met a number
of people and had meetings with
industry leaders from LinkedIn.’ – P5
‘Look, the digital marketing agency that
I use for social media has proﬁled me as
the CEO of the company, and that gives
me credibility on LinkedIn, and I actually
get a lot of requests on LinkedIn.’ – P1

Instagram
Instagram was the second most commonly
employed platform: seven of the 10
participants had Instagram accounts for
their businesses. The participants who
did not have Instagram were considering
opening Instagram accounts. In 2017,
Instagram grew by 73%, from 3.8 million to
6.6 million users, in South Africa (IAB SA
2018).

‘LinkedIn is very good for brand
exposure; it’s a targeted market,
and it’s a controlled platform.’ – P2
Twitter
In 2018, there were 6.6 million active
Twitter users in South Africa (IAB SA 2018);
however, only three of the 10 participants
used it. Most participants indicated that
they viewed it as a platform reserved for
opinionated people and people in the
middle or upper-middle class. Participants
who were not on Twitter indicated they were
not particularly enthusiastic about joining
because they feared negative criticism as
the Twitter audience was viewed as more

‘Personally, I ﬁnd Instagram easier to
use because there is not a lot of clutter,
and you can capture what you want
to say with minimal imagery.’ – P4
‘Instagram is very visual. As
somebody in the food business, I can
present my products on Instagram.
People eat with their eyes.’ – P7
‘Instagram allows me a wider reach.
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dogmatic and vocal than audiences on other
social media platforms. These ﬁndings are in
contrast with research by Botha (2017:22),
who argues that Twitter is an easy access
point for businesses that use social media
for the beneﬁt of their company.

has been a great medium for our
company; customers can contact
us instantly at a lower cost, so it is
more convenient. The challenge is
that people start chatting about other
things before they tell you what they
want, unlike Twitter or Instagram
where people are more direct.’ – P9

‘People on Twitter are snobs; they are
negative and are always criticising.
They are critical in nature.’ – P9

‘WhatsApp
is
amazing.
It
is
quick, and one is able to connect
with customers instantly.’ – P1

In contrast, a participant who used Twitter
indicated that it was more interactive than
Facebook, mentioning that people on
Twitter were more responsive than those
on Facebook.

This theme sought to investigate which
social media platforms SMMEs use.
Facebook was the most commonly used
platform because it is the oldest social media
platform; it is cheaper to use than other
platforms, and it is easy to use. Instagram
was the second most often used platform.
Being designed for visuals, Instagram was
used by SMMEs mainly for content sharing.
The ﬁndings show that most participants
were starting to position themselves on
LinkedIn, and they had already set up
meetings on LinkedIn with potential clients,
mentors and collaborators. Participants felt
LinkedIn was more targeted and driven
by those they wanted to work with as
opposed to other social media platforms.
The participants who employed LinkedIn
indicated that they already saw the beneﬁts.
Interestingly, none of the participants used
YouTube as a marketing tool, although
studies indicate that YouTube is the second
most frequently used social media platform
in South Africa, with 9 million followers (IAB
SA 2018; Shava & Chinyamurindi 2018:7).

‘Twitter is more interactive than
Facebook; people respond more on
Twitter than they do on Facebook.
We can trend on Twitter. We just
basically go with the hashtag, and
we become number two or three of
the trending topics on Twitter.’ – P3
WhatsApp
All the participants used WhatsApp for
personal use, but most of them had not
adopted WhatsApp as a marketing tool or
WhatsApp Business. The participants who
had not adopted WhatsApp indicated that
they perceived WhatsApp marketing as
intrusive as it entered people’s personal
space. Only two of the 10 participants
used WhatsApp Business. At the time of
the interviews, WhatsApp Business was
still in its infancy, only being launched in
January 2018 in South Africa. The app was
launched with the small business owner
in mind (WhatsApp 2021). Only two of
the 10 participants used WhatsApp as a
marketing tool. The researcher observed
that the results from the interviews are not
consistent with ﬁndings from Oji (2018:67),
who found that 82.3% of small businesses
in the Cape Metropole, South Africa used
WhatsApp for business purposes.

Theme 3: Social media and traditional
marketing
The researcher did not intend to study
insights into traditional marketing, but
participants mentioned that traditional
marketing supports their social media
marketing
strategy.
The
marketing
communications medium has evolved
from print media, via electronic media,
to social media. Social media is seen as
one of the latest marketing tools, which is
vastly diﬀerent from traditional marketing.

‘I was very critical of WhatsApp at ﬁrst.
I thought that it was for the younger
market, but it proved me wrong. It
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Social media marketing is the fastest,
cheapest and most eﬀective marketing
channel where customers can obtain
information on and features of goods, with
the possibility of completing the purchasing
and sale process without needing to go to
a physical locality (Iblasi, Bader & Al-Qreini
2016:15). Vo (2014:32) mentions that in the
past, potential customers primarily gained
information about a company by interacting
directly with a salesperson, but now
consumers ﬁnd information through social
media before making purchase decisions.

‘We had an advert on TV, and that was
very expensive; we also advertised in
an international magazine. Yes, I can
say that social media was cheaper
than the TV advert, but I would not
agree that it’s cheaper than other forms
of traditional media. I have outsourced
our digital marketing requirements
to an agency, but I really understand
how important social media is. As
such, I have employed three digital
marketing interns that work on social
media strategy and are based at our
head oﬃce. They work together with
the agency, but the amount of money
that I pay the agency and the interns
is equivalent to how much I have paid
for traditional media in the past.’ – P1

Six of the 10 participants used traditional
marketing channels in conjunction with
social media. The participants who used
traditional marketing indicated that such
marketing helped them attract a following
on social media. They indicated that when
they participated in radio interviews, they
told the audience to follow them on social
media. The participants also included their
social media handles when they use print
media, like magazines and pamphlets.

Most of the participants viewed social media
as cheaper than traditional marketing. They
further indicated that traditional media
consists of only one-way communication,
did not allow them to obtain proper feedback,
and has geographical boundaries. They all
indicated that social media allowed them
to communicate and engage with clients
in real-time, and it was easier to attract
consumer feedback.

‘We deﬁnitely use the traditional way
of marketing. We have billboards;
we go on to TV shows; we’ve had
interviews on Morning Live and radio
shows. We have an ad on MTV Base,
Channel O, e.tv and Mzansi Magic,
but Facebook is way cheaper.’ – P3

‘Social media is cheaper because
you can actually have it for free
if you go and get Wi-Fi for free,
instantly.’
–
P4

Two of the 10 participants said that social
media was not always cheaper than
traditional media. One participant indicated
that it took longer to build a following on
social media, contrary to ﬁndings from
scholarly literature. According to Nobre
and Silva (2014:140), social media is an
exceptional tool for SMMEs to communicate
with customers due to the speed with which
information circulates and the low costs
compared to traditional marketing.

‘We do use traditional ways of
marketing. We do have billboards,
radio advertisements, pamphlets,
but the cost is not even a fraction
compared to Facebook. Social
media is way cheaper.’ – P9
Due to the rise of social media marketing,
there are misconceptions that traditional
marketing is no longer eﬀective. However,
ﬁndings from the interviews indicate that
participants who complemented traditional
marketing with social media were more
successful in terms of their marketing
activities than those who only focused on
social media marketing. However, social

‘It takes time to build a network on social
media. It took us about one year to build
a following. We still have a magazine
that we distribute monthly.’ – P2
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media marketing strategies may well be of
superior beneﬁt to SMMEs who use these
channels to satisfy gratiﬁcation needs of
their customers for information and user
interaction gratiﬁcation, consistent with
ﬁndings by Choi et al. (2016:787).

staﬀ. Facebook really saved me.’ – P9
‘Our corporate sales increased
by 150% in three months on
LinkedIn. This happened after we
adopted a social media strategy.
It was almost unbelievable.’ – P1

Theme 4: Social media marketing
strategy
All of the participants indicated that they
initially opened social media business
accounts with no strategy in place.
Most SMMEs created social media
pages because ‘everyone’ was doing
so. A common mistake that many small
businesses make is rushing to create social
media pages without proper planning. The
result can be wasted resources and poor
results (Mukolwe & Korir 2016:253).

‘It is great to have a strategy because
you can actually see who needs
the services and who does not. I
build a strategy because, you know,
with social media, you have to build
strategies that will talk to the people
because you cannot just say and
speak randomly because that does
not work on social media. People will
remind you of what you said ﬁve years
ago, so you need to be careful and
strategic about what you say.’ – P5

Eight of the 10 participants had adopted
a social media marketing strategy, though
ﬁve indicated their strategy was basic and
not yet formalised; they stated that they
were all working on it. Theunissen, as cited
by Van Scheers (2016:642), suggests that
organisations should implement a basic yet
eﬀective social media strategy.

‘Our social media strategy was to
position the business as in to say: we
have been in the market for 15 years;
we are the thought leaders and pioneers
in this industry. We identiﬁed social
media platforms that would allow us to
engage with our target audience.’ – P1
The following subthemes were identiﬁed.

Two of the 10 participants had outsourced
their social media marketing to a digital
agency. The agencies reported to them,
using analytics from the diﬀerent social
media platforms. Six of the participants who
had adopted a social media strategy had
a designated person who manages their
social media platforms. All the participants
indicated that they had seen the beneﬁts of
adopting a social media marketing strategy.
The ﬁndings are consistent with Oji
(2018:81), who argues that if social media
is used as a strategic marketing tool, it will
considerably increase small businesses’
marketing capabilities.

Brand awareness
The results of the analysis demonstrate
that social media marketing leads to brand
awareness. All the participants mentioned
that social media was good to increase
awareness of their businesses, and it
was easier to gain awareness on social
media. Furthermore, the six participants
who had adopted a social media marketing
strategy indicated that since doing so, their
SMMEs’ brand awareness had increased
on social media pages. Therefore, social
media signiﬁcantly inﬂuences a company’s
products brand awareness (Tritama &
Tarigan 2016:13).

‘Business was really bad in March
2018. I was planning to retrench some
of my employees in April if things did not
get better. I decided to start paying for
Facebook adverts. My sales increased
so much. I ended up not retrenching my

Customer engagement
Srinivasan et al. (2016:91) opine that small
businesses need to know that social media
plays an integral role in marketing and
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creating relationships with customers. Eight
of the 10 participants indicated that their
customer engagement had increased since
adopting a social media strategy.

implementing such a strategy reported
better results than the SMMEs that had
not done so. A social media strategy can
create brand awareness and allow SMMEs
to better engage with customers. However,
to reiterate, SMMEs need to have access to
good and engaging content before adopting
a social media marketing strategy.

‘It is a way in which we can
directly
communicate
with
the
consumer with no limit.’ – P10
‘I think that it is really important when you
want to improve your business, as the
consumer will always give you feedback
as to where you are going wrong.’ – P3

THEME 5: CHALLENGES OF
ADOPTING A SOCIAL MEDIA
STRATEGY
Rugova and Prenaj (2016:86) argue
that social media oﬀers SMMEs several
possibilities and beneﬁts; nevertheless,
adopting social media has its own
challenges. Theme ﬁve deals with the
speciﬁc challenges that SMMEs identiﬁed
in this respect. The following subthemes
have been identiﬁed.

The participants indicated that it is
important to have a social media marketing
strategy that serves as a guideline when
communicating with clients.
Content
Content creation is an integral part of
adopting a social media marketing strategy.
SMMEs cannot adopt a strategy if they
do not have content to share or post. The
literature indicates that SMMEs struggle
with content creation and often do not know
what to post and when to post. Mukolwe and
Korir (2016:254) emphasise that SMMEs
must consider what content will appeal to
their target audience and clarify that the
content should not be promotional but a
balance of entertaining and educational
material.

Brand reputation management
Findings from Mukolwe and Korir (2016:253)
indicate that SMMEs have to contend with
negative comments; some participants
believed that their competitors posted
malicious comments. Most participants
indicated that when one is on social
media, one is at risk of negative feedback
from clients. All the participants indicated
that they have had to deal with negative
comments on social media.
‘You always have people poking
you on social media, people with a
personal vendetta, or maybe your
competitors. They post negative
things about your brand. So we really
need to take care of the brand.’ – P3

‘We have a theme for each day that
we post. Monday is about motivating
our audience; Tuesday is share your
story; Wednesday it’s quotes from
other entrepreneurs, and Thursday we
market our products. We post every
week from Monday to Thursday.’ – P5

‘You need to be very careful on
social media. There are cyber bullies
who will lie about your products and
services that you oﬀer. I used to
be very sensitive, and I would get
angry and would want to respond
immediately, but I now have a strategy
on how to deal with criticism.’ – P9

Two of the 10 participants indicated that
they struggle with content generation due
to time constraints. Most, however, had the
resources to outsource or employ a fulltime person for their social media strategy.
This theme sought to investigate the beneﬁts
of adopting a social media marketing
strategy. It is worth noting that the SMMEs
that had implemented or had started

Diﬃculties in calculating return on
investment
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Measuring return on investment for social
media is challenging. SMMEs do not always
know how to measure social media results
and thus are not able to implement an
eﬀective social media strategy, according to
Rugova and Prenaj (2016:87). Most of the
participants could not calculate the return
on investment compared to the time they
spent on social media.

sometimes do not have the technical
capabilities to use it. As indicated, most
SMME owners did not have the requisite
skills needed to implement social media
strategies and had designated skilled
people to implement these strategies. Two
of the participants had outsourced their
social media marketing to external service
providers.

‘I have not really calculated my return
on investment on social media, and I
do not know how to calculate it.’ – P8

‘I would like to get training on how
to use social media so that I can
improve on what I know so far.’ – P9

‘The biggest challenge is getting
customers
that
will
actually
buy
and
not
only
enquire,
converting likes into sales’ – P8

Based on the ﬁndings discussed above, the
researchers accept all three propositions
listed below:
• P1: There is a positive relationship
between adopting a social media
marketing
strategy
and
brand
awareness;

Time and resource constraints
According to Gongora (2016:29), building
a customer following and developing
relationships on social media requires
time. SMMEs need a period in order to
adopt a social media strategy (Karami &
Naghib 2014:15). Taiminen and Karjaluoto
(2015:649) argue that the lack of human
resources and time is the most signiﬁcant
barrier to social media usage in SMMEs.
SMMEs need human resources to manage
their social media presence (Jagongo
& Kinyua 2013:217). Someone must
be ready and able to communicate with
customers and respond to their feedback
and complaints daily (Rugova & Prenaj
2016:80).

• P2: There is a positive relationship
between adopting a social media
marketing strategy and customer
engagement; and
• P3: There is a positive relationship
between adopting a social media
marketing strategy and content creation.
MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
Social media has become one of the most
powerful marketing tools SMMEs can use.
As indicated, social media allows SMMEs
to reach a larger audience and build
brand awareness. The study’s ﬁndings
are consistent with U&G theory (Choi et
al. 2016:787; Katz et al. 1974:509) and
show that user gratiﬁcation is an important
motivation for potential customers to
engage and respond to social media
marketing strategies. The ﬁndings of this
research are valuable to practitioners
and policymakers in the business
development environment. Policymakers
are encouraged to target increased social
media marketing programmes oﬀered by
the Small Enterprise Development Agency,
the National Development Agency, National
Youth Development Agency and the
Gauteng Economic Propeller. Marketing

‘I would like to spend more time on
our social media strategy, but I am
too busy focusing on other issues that
are related to the business.’ –- P5
The
medium-sized
enterprises
that
possessed more resources were better
able to adopt social media strategies than
other SMMEs with fewer resources.
Lack of skills
Findings from Jagongo and Kinyua
(2013:226) indicate that SMMEs do
not optimally use social media as they
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strategy is often overlooked by early-stage
entrepreneurs and programmes should be
created to focus on the use of social media
marketing for SMMEs.

general umbrella term for social media. It
did not investigate if diﬀerent social media
platforms require diﬀerent social media
strategies. Future studies could investigate
the type of social media strategy required
for the various social media platforms.

For entrepreneur and managers, these
ﬁndings are important to decide content
that SMMEs post on social media, which is
very important for a social media marketing
strategy according to Vo (2014:35). The
study indicates that user gratiﬁcation
include the need for information gratiﬁcation
and staying in contact gratiﬁcation. On this
basis, entrepreneurs and managers should
identify and become well-acquainted with
their customer personas, and consequently
develop media platform content that will
attract and retain their customers. To do
less will risk losing their target market. The
content of a media marketing strategy must
be designed and based on target market
research. Entrepreneurs and managers
must develop a consistent stream of content
and relevant information to satisfy the
social-psychological and communication
needs of their customers. Relevant content
generation is at the core of a successful
social media marketing strategy. Finally,
entrepreneurs and managers must keep
track of the time and resources required to
operate social media marketing strategies
and avoid the temptation of treating social
media marketing as free.

CONCLUSIONS
This study aimed to investigate if there
are beneﬁts to adopting a social media
marketing strategy for SMMEs. The ﬁndings
indicated that SMMEs which had done so,
have indeed beneﬁted from increased brand
awareness and customer engagement.
However, social media marketing is not by
default going to result in positive outcomes.
SMMEs that devise a social media marketing
strategy do better at creating engaging and
relevant content for their target market –
and these SMMEs tended to derive better
results compared to those without such
strategies. It is noteworthy that the mediumsized enterprises with more resources were
better at adopting social media strategies.
SMMEs generally view social media
marketing as free or cost-eﬀective and
more aﬀordable than traditional media.
However, many SMMEs never calculated
the time spent versus the actual cost if it
was an outsourced service or if they hired
someone. Social media marketing is not as
free as is widely perceived, and in many
SMMEs, the cost was not measured and
tracked. SMMEs that treat social media
as an operational cost and operate more
systematically and extend that approach
to their social media practices – do better.
More resourceful companies are in a
better position when it comes to content
generation, and relevant content is a vital
consideration consistent with the uses and
gratiﬁcations theory (Choi et al. 2016:771)
This study also indicated that SMMEs
which complement traditional marketing
with social media marketing derived more
beneﬁts than those who only use social
media.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE
RESEARCH
The study’s ﬁrst limitation is the tiny
sample size (only 10 SMMEs owners were
interviewed), although the methodology
in such a qualitative design indicates that
valid deductions can be made. The second
limitation is that this study was conducted
with only Gauteng-based SMMEs. The
third limitation is that the interviews were
conducted with SMMEs owners who had
been using social media for two years and
more; thus, the ﬁndings might not apply to
SMMEs that are starting. This study sought
to understand the beneﬁts of adopting a
social media marketing strategy for SMMEs.
However, this study concentrated on the
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PERCEPTIONS OF
CONSUMERS REGARDING
THE USE OF WATERSAVING DEVICES AND
PRODUCTS

guidelines are provided to households and
local municipalities regarding the use of
water-saving devises and products.
Keywords: sustainability; water-saving
devices and products; water scarcity
“Eﬀorts to encourage the purchase and
use of eﬃcient water-saving appliances
are essential for water and pollution
management. Particularly for developing
and water-stressed countries, improving
the willingness of residents to buy higheﬃciency water-saving appliances is of
great signiﬁcance to economic growth,
improvement of water-saving technologies,
and the management of water resources.
Environmental concern has been described
as having a positive eﬀect on the individual’s
attitude toward the purchasing of watereﬃcient products … attitude and willingness
of individuals to purchase eﬃcient watersaving appliances have been identiﬁed to
predict the perceived beneﬁts of appliance
ownership” (Sarpong, Agyarko, Frimpong,
Xu, Cao, Ni, Nkrumah 2010).
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ABSTRACT
This paper sets out to investigate the
perceptions of consumers regarding the
use of water-saving devices and products
in Nelson Mandela Bay, South Africa.
Consumers have a role to play in the
conservation of natural resources, more
speciﬁcally the usage of water. Global
climate change and the demand for water
have led to water becoming a scarce
commodity in many regions and countries
around the world. As a result, many cities are
currently being faced with water shortages
and are implementing water restrictions. In
order to ensure the sustainability of water, it
is necessary for consumers to make a shift
in both their mind-set and consumption. A
positivistic research paradigm was followed
using a quantitative research approach. A
non-probability convenience and judgmental
sample of 120 households from diﬀerent
types of dwellings and family sizes from the
designated population were targeted. The
main ﬁndings of the study indicated that
consumer education on the water crises
and water saving strategies are critical and
that consumers should have a mind-shift in
terms of water consumption and the use of
water-saving devices and products. Useful

1. INTRODUCTION AND
BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY
There is a growing concern regarding
the availability and sustenance of natural
resources and environmental stability
which led to the increasing need for
sustainable
products
(Spangenberg
2002:104). Fundamental elements that
are necessary for basic life are the very
natural resources such as fresh water,
plants and sunshine that are not man-made
(Comstock 2016:2). Water is a precious
resource for human beings. Human life may
not exist without water hence water has a
critical role in society. Water as a resource
has many characteristics, such as being a
renewable resource through evaporation
and precipitation and being ubiquitous on
earth. Due to its characteristics, society
not always recognises its importance and
the implications of not having it. Linked to
this are factors that could aﬀect the natural
supply and availability of water, such as

*Corresponding Author
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the number of the earth’s inhabitants and
global warming, rendering water a scarce
resource (Hordon 2017:6).

The current water crisis places strain on the
water reserves that are left, yet at the same
time humans are not in control of climate
change and changing weather patterns.
However, society could adopt a positive
approach to mindful water consumption
and usage and use water-saving devices
and products (Oliver & Brummer 2007:81).
Educating people on how they can save
water during their everyday activities is
an important step in helping to conserve
water. Surveying people on how they think
about water and the use of water can be
used in developing an educational strategy
that targets those activities where people
are more inclined to be wasteful (National
Wildlife Federation 2001). In light of the
above, it is clear that it is necessary for
consumers of Nelson Mandela Bay to adopt
stringent water-saving techniques and
behaviours. One such measure is to use
water-saving devices and products (Buist,
2014). The problem statement of this study
is thus to assess consumer perceptions
toward the use of water-saving devices and
products in Nelson Mandela Bay.

South Africa is faced with a growing water
crisis. Climate change has aﬀected water
supplies within the region. Rainfall that
usually supply the country’s water has
occurred infrequently (Scott, Davies &
New 2019:100). In order to ensure the
sustainability of water, it is necessary for
consumers to make a mind-shift and adjust
consumption patterns (Sheth, Sethia &
Srinivas 2011:21). It is thus necessary for
society to play a role in the conservation of
water. This can be achieved at a consumer
level through the use of water-saving
products and devices such as cistern
water savers, water saving shower heads
and rainwater storage tanks (Sustainable
Products Online Ecostore 2002). The ﬁrst
part of the paper covers aspects such as
the problem statement, research objectives
and literature study. The last part highlights
the research methodology, empirical results
and conclusions and recommendations.
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Sustainability has become increasingly
important, particularly in the ﬁeld of natural
resources, namely water conservation
(Oliver & Brummer 2007:81). Water scarcity
is a world-wide problem, leading to various
other problems for countries and societies,
such as food insecurity and restrictions on
industrial, urban and tourism development
(Pereira, Cordery & Iacovides 2009:1).
Water scarcity is prevalent in South Africa,
especially in Nelson Mandela Bay. Ellis
(2020) alleges that the combined dam levels
of the metro has dropped below 20% and
day zero is looming. As a result, increased
demand is placed on Nelson Mandela Bay
consumers to adopt a responsible attitude
toward the use and management of waterlevels. Water is undoubtedly one of South
Africa’s most valuable resources requiring
eﬃcient water management from both
households and local authorities (Oliver &
Brummer 2007:81).

3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The primary objective of this paper is to
investigate the perceptions of consumers
regarding the use of water-saving devices
and products in Nelson Mandela Bay. To
give eﬀect to the primary objective of this
study, the following secondary research
objectives have been formulated:
SO1: To conduct a literature study
regarding sustainability and factors leading
to water shortages.
SO2: To introduce types of water-saving
devices and products.
SO3: To conduct empirical research to
assess consumers perceptions regarding
the use of water-saving devices and
products in Nelson Mandela Bay.
SO4: To provide households and local
municipalities with guidelines regarding
consumers’ perceptions toward the use of
381

as a business approach that creates longterm shareholder value by embracing
opportunities and managing risks derived
from economic, environmental and social
developments. Elkington (1997) introduced
the concept of triple-bottom-line to consider
the economic, social and environmental
(also known as proﬁt, people and planet)
aspects of doing business.

water-saving devices and products.
4. THEORETICAL OVERVIEW OF
SUSTAINABILITY AND WATER
SAVING- DEVICES
4.1 Clariﬁcation of key concepts
Sustainability
There
are
various
deﬁnitions
for
sustainability, however it is generally
concerned with a future-oriented outlook
that emphasises that the current generation
of human beings should leave the earth to
their children in a condition equal to or better
than the one they inherited (Kates, Parris &
Leiserowitz 2005:10). Bell (2001:6) deﬁnes
sustainability as “being about designing and
organising human activity in such a way that
the complexity and interconnectedness of
all systems are taken into account and the
survival of any one system is dependent on
the health of the others.” Yilmaz and Flouris
(2010) deﬁne sustainability in organisations

Water-saving devices and products
Water saving-devices and products are
those instruments and technologies that
have been designed for the eﬃcient use
of water so as to reduce wastage (Oliver
& Brummer 2007:82). A wide range of
such devices and products are now easily
available to households and the public
at large including amongst others cistern
water savers and water saving shower
heads. Water saving devices and products
do not only refer to those items that reduce

FIGURE 1: THEORY OF PLANNED BEHAVIOUR WITH WATER-SAVING EXAMPLES SOURCE:
RUSSEL & FIELDING (2010)
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the wastage of water, but also to those items
that are designed for the reuse of collected
water, such as rainwater storage tanks
(Sustainable Products Online Ecostore
2002).

Water resources are inﬂuenced by various
factors such as weather, topography,
geology and environment. This places
immense diﬃculty on the ability to evaluate
and analyse water resources (Kim, Kim
& Jun 2014:1999). Athar (2018) states
that groundwater levels, soil degradation
and infrastructure development and
maintenance (water leaks) could be leading
to major water shortages in any society.

4.2 Theory of planned behaviour related
to water-saving
Figure 1 provides insight into the key drivers
of household water conservation intentions
and behaviours. Consistent with the theory
of planned behaviour, residents who are
committed to conserving water (i.e., have
higher water conservation intentions) have
positive attitudes to water conservation,
perceive social pressure, either from
important others such as friends and family
or from their own sense of moral obligation,
and have a sense that water conservation
is within their control. Commitment to water
conservation is also underpinned by water
speciﬁc beliefs, such as thinking of water as
a ﬁnite resource and feeling vulnerable to
drought.

Global warming, the term applied speciﬁcally
to indicate the rising change in global air
temperatures is the largest contributor to
drastic global climatic changes, resulting
in extreme weather conditions such as
higher temperatures and/or less rainfall
which potentially results in drought and
less supply of water (Keating 2016).
Extreme climate events have an eﬀect on
various areas such as agriculture, public
enterprises, transportation, water supply
and the economy (Kim et al. 2014:2000).
Al-Gamal, Sokona and Dodo (2009:133)
found that climate change is likely to impact
groundwater resources either directly via
changing precipitation patterns or indirectly,
for example through the interaction of
changing precipitation patterns via changing
land-use practices and water demand.

Various authors (see for example
Grammatikopoulou, Pouta, & Myyrä 2014;
Fielding, Russell, Spinks & Mankad 2012
and Stern 2000) attempted to identify
determinants of water conservation
behaviour, such as:

The population explosion also had a
massive impact on the availability of
adequate water resources for its health,
environment and economic well-being
(Kim et al. 2014:2000). Population growth
amongst other things have contributed
to increased water scarcity in many parts
of the world. Subsequent to the rising
population is the attitudes and perceptions
of consumers toward sustainability (Martin
2010). Kim et al. (2014) provided insight into
water-consumption behaviour at household
level, namely although domestic water
consumers believed their daily water usage
to be relatively low, most have not tried to
make an eﬀort to save water through taking
shorter showers or collecting rainwater for
gardening.

• Attitudinal factors: evaluation of waterspeciﬁc behaviours and general
environmental attitudes, norms and
values.
• Beliefs: broad beliefs about the
environment and water-speciﬁc beliefs.
• Habits or routines: standard practices
relating to water use.
• Personal capabilities: knowledge and
skills, availability of time, literacy, money,
social status and power.
• Contextual
factors:
household
composition and physical infrastructure.
Some of these elements and constructs
formed the basis and intention of this study.
4.3 Factors aﬀecting water shortages

4.4 Overview of water as a natural
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resource
Water is not just a simple mixture of hydrogen
and oxygen molecules; it is the source of
all life. Besides for drinking purposes, it
is also a vital element for households for
sustaining healthy living conditions through
cleaning, washing and gardening (Newton
& Meyer 2010). According to Luck (2015),
water and culture are strongly interlinked.
Water is a vital source of life, and culture
greatly determines a person’s ‘way of life’.
This includes the way people manage
their water resources, having adapted
themselves to the environment in which
they live. For centuries sustainable water
management has been daily practice
in many cultures, resulting in a delicate
balance between water resources and
human society (Seneviratne 2007:20).

that produce reasonable cumulative water
eﬃciencies are often the simple tasks such
as ﬁxing leaks by checking for over-night
leaks and monitoring the household water
meter. Water-saving is vital and should
be integrated into consumer’s daily lives.
This can be achieved through identiﬁcation
and application of environmentally sound
technologies (EST) and best practices.
EST’s include a variety of tools and
approaches that can be applied at a
household level such as toilets, redesigned
tap nozzles with speciﬁc ﬂow rates as
well as water eﬃcient appliances such
as dishwashers and washing machines
with reduced water consumption which
can signiﬁcantly contribute to large water
savings (Schuetze & Santiago-Fandino
2013:2). Water conservation tips can be
eﬀective but also require behavioural
changes from consumers such as turning
oﬀ taps when not using water, for example
when brushing teeth, wait for full loads in
washing machines and avoid running water
until the correct temperature is reached
(Syme, Seligman & Nancarrow 2000:539).
A few water-saving devices and products
are outlined below.

In the wake of current low levels of water in
metropolitan storages, there is a concerted
political shift to encourage water reuse,
recycling and reduce consumption. Water
restrictions in most metropolitan areas
and larger regional cities are based upon
enforcement of external water usage for
landscaping, irrigation, washing cars with
hoses, buildings and ﬁlling swimming pools
(Van Aardt & Marais, 2017). There has been
a series of actions designed to maintain
reduced levels of water consumption,
once the drought ends. The actions are
based on established methods of reducing
residential water consumption and include:
pricing, permanent water saving measures
(restrictions), education and awareness,
water eﬃciency labelling for appliances
and rebate schemes (Brennan & Patterson
2004:56).

Low-ﬂushing toilets
The amount of water used for the ﬂushing
of toilets is responsible for almost a third
of the total water consumption in standard
households. Water consumption can be
reduced by the application of low volume
toilets which are available with volumes
of six liters, four liters or even one liter of
water per full ﬂush (Patterson 2004:5).
Other water saving toilets include gravity
tank toilets which is based on the gravity
ﬂow of water and vacuum toilets which has
a ﬂush-volume of one liter of water which is
generated by a vacuum station at the end of
the vacuum sewer pipeline (Hutson, Barber,
Kenny, Linsey, Lumia & Maupin 2004).

4.5 Water-saving devices and products
According to Patterson (2004), any water
conservation strategy has two components
which include non-monetary savings coming
with changing behavior and the installation
and use of conservation devices. As much as
conservation devices can be implemented,
it can only be eﬀective if coupled with
the consumers’ willingness and positive
attitude toward saving of water. Strategies

Taps and showerheads
Schuetze and Santiago-Fandino (2013)
state that the use of water-saving taps and
showerheads facilitates signiﬁcant water
savings, as more than 50% of total domestic
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water is consumed through these devices.
The quantity of actual savings is dependent
on various factors such as water pressure,
type and ﬂow rate of standard taps as well as
the purpose of water consumption. Dripping
or leaking taps are common sources for
water wastage in many households due to
the huge amount of water loss by continuous
and uncontrolled ﬂows. Low volume taps
which can be installed in kitchens and
bathrooms are available in many diﬀerent
designs and approaches (Graveland &
Baas (2013).

Reusable water
In addition to eﬃcient water, total
drinking water consumption in domestic
environments can be further reduced by the
use of alternative water sources such as
rainwater, through harvesting and service
water, through recycling that in return will
reduce the water footprint. The harvesting
and utilising of rainwater in homes and
gardens can reduce demand for municipal
water (Water Project South Africa 2008).
Rainwater harvesting is a way of saving the
rainwater which would normally ﬂow oﬀ a
roof and down the drain, and using it in a
number of applications ranging from garden
irrigation to in house usage for toilets,
washing machines and even (with extra
ﬁltration), human consumption (Lau, Yang &
Ma, 2012:238). Special tanks can be ﬁtted
to the down pipe of the roof, and falling rain
enters the tank through a ﬁlter screen which
removes leaves and other matter. A pump is
ﬁtted to the tank to pump the rainwater to its
desired application (Brennan & Patterson
2004).

Household appliances
The use of water saving household
appliances such as washing machines and
dishwashers can also contribute to eﬃcient
water use. According to Patterson (2004),
the kitchen accounts for about ﬁve percent
of total water use in a household.
Smart water meter
According to Hauber- Davidson and Idris
(2006), a smart water meter is a normal
water meter linked to a device that allows
continuous electronic reading and display
of water consumption. It negates the need
to manually read the meter dial. Once this
information is available as an electronic
signal it can be captured, logged and
processed like any other signal. Mobile
phone technology, wireless modems,
the internet and other data distribution
technologies make it possible to bring this
signal readily to a computer giving the user
an opportunity to label it on a desktop.

4.6 The COVID-19 pandemic and
household water usage
Tech Dot Africa (2020) alleges that the
global COVID-19 pandemic is often
regarded as a wash-disease requiring
precautionary measures such as regular
hand-washing, drinking more water etc.
Despite the need for washing of hands, it
should be kept in mind that South Africa is a
water-scarce country and therefore waterwastage should be avoided at all costs. It
is thus imperative that consumers save this
scarce water resource. Increased water
shortages, intermittency of water supply
and poor infrastructural networks to provide
quality drinking water often characterised
the South African water landscape and
present a challenge towards suppressing
the spread of COVID-19. With the enforced
lockdowns and working from home policies,
the demand for water is likely to increase
as residents stay mainly indoors and water
usage thus increases.

Water shut-oﬀ valve and leak detection
system
An alternate yet similar device to a smart
meter is the water shut-oﬀ valve and leak
detection system which is an apparatus that
permits or stops the ﬂow of water through
a conduit and is described as having a
microprocessor which contains a real time
clock, day of the week indication and then
a lapse time clock. After detecting a leak,
a latching mechanism is activated which
secures the plunger shut position until it is
manually reset (El-Zahab & Zayed 2019:1).

Abu-Bakar, Williams and Hallett (2021)
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concur that as a result of COVID-19,
households are going to take hygiene much
more seriously than before and people will
continue to regularly wash their hands and
clean homes and oﬃces more intensely.
This could be an ideal time to rethink
household water consumption leading to
consumers rethinking the use of watersaving devices and products. Although most
of these water-saving appliances/devices
are rather expensive, households should
be encouraged to apply these devices and
products, thereby aﬀecting their overall
lowering of water usage (Hasan, Razali &
Razali 2021).

population refers to all consumers within
the Nelson Mandela Bay area. According
to Zikmund (2000), sampling involves any
procedure using a small number or part of
the whole population to make conclusions
regarding the whole population. The purpose
of the sampling is to estimate some unknown
characteristics of the population. There
are several alternative ways of sampling
but the two main sampling techniques are
probability and non-probability sampling
(Somekh & Lewin 2011:219).
For the purpose of this study, nonprobability sampling techniques will
be used, speciﬁcally convenience and
judgmental sampling which is sampling
based purely on the availability and
accessibility of respondents and judgement
of the researcher or specialists. The sample
consisted of consumers over the age of 16
available and accessible in Nelson Mandela
Bay.

5. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND
DESIGN
The following section provides a brief
overview on the research paradigm,
research approach, population, sampling,
data collection method used, questionnaire
design and data analysis.
5.1 Research paradigm
The research process usually includes
qualitative
(phenomenological)
or
quantitative (positivistic) methods, or a
combination of the two (Blaxter, Hughes &
Tight 2010:65). For the purpose of this study,
a quantitative approach will be adopted to
determine the perceptions of consumers
toward water-saving devices and products,
through the use self-administered structured
questionnaires using a large sample.

5.4 Data collection
To achieve the research objectives the study
will make use of primary and secondary data.
Secondary data is the existing data which
will be used to obtain information, such
as textbooks, journals, newspaper articles
and internet sources. Primary data is data
gathered and assembled speciﬁcally for
the research project at hand. Primary data
will be gathered using self-administered
structured questionnaires by means of a
survey. A total of 150 questionnaires were
distributed to consumers in the designated
population and 120 questionnaires were
returned (eﬀective response rate of 80%).

5.2 Research approach
The two main research approaches that
can be adopted for quantitative research
are descriptive and exploratory research
(Zikmund 2000:50). Exploratory research
will be used to gather insight regarding
consumer perceptions toward water-saving
devices and products.

5.5 Questionnaire design
The questionnaire consists of ﬁve sections.
• Section
A
investigated
general
perceptions regarding environmental
sustainability, using a ﬁve-point Likerttype ordinal scale (10 statements).

5.3 Population and sampling
Population is a collective term used to
describe the combined total of all the
elements used in the research including
people and objects (Struwig & Stead
2013:114). For the purpose of this study the

• Section
B
gauged
consumer’s
consciousness toward the use of water
by means of a ﬁve-point Likert-type
ordinal scale (10 statements).
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• Section
C
assessed
consumer
perceptions regarding the use of watersaving devices and products by means
of a ﬁve-point Likert-type ordinal scale
(16 statements).

statistics and a comprehensive literature
study. Construct validity was assessed
by means of exploratory factor analysis.
Cronbach’s alpha values were used to
assess internal reliability of the measuring
instrument.

• Section D of the questionnaire analysed
types of water-saving devices and
products implemented by consumers by
means of a semantic diﬀerential scale
(eight statements).

6. EMPIRICAL RESULTS
6.1 Demographical results
Table 1 provides a summary of the
biographical information of the respondents
whom participated in the study.

• Section E focused on biographical
information about respondents using a
nominal scale (seven items).

TABLE 1: DEMOGRAPHIC DATA OF
RESPONDENTS

For the purpose of this study a ﬁve-point
Likert scale will be used with alternatives
ranging from strongly agree, agree, neutral,
disagree and strongly disagree. Section
D will use a semantic diﬀerential scale
for respondents to indicate by means of
“yes” or “no” as to whether types of water
saving devices and products have been
implemented.

Characteristic
Gender

Ethnic group

5.6 Data analysis
Data was transferred to an Excel
spreadsheet and a statistical package,
Statistica, was used for describing,
summarising and analysing quantitative
data collected (Collis & Hussey 2003:5).
The data will be analysed by means of
descriptive statistics (mean and standard
deviation) and frequency distributions.
Reliability was assessed using Cronbach’s
alpha values and validity was determined
by means of exploratory factor analysis,
content and face validity.

Position in
household

Age in years

5.7 Validity and reliability of measuring
instruments
Struwig and Stead (2013:17) state that
validity is the truth and trustworthiness of the
ﬁndings. It applies statistics to questionnaire
construction as well as the use of statistical
hypothesis testing. According to Collis and
Hussey (2003:58), reliability is concerned
with determining the credibility of the
ﬁndings of the study. Face and content
validity were assessed by means of a pilot
study, expert judgement of experts in the
ﬁeld of management, sustainability and

Size of family
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Category
Male
Female
Black
Coloured
White
Asian
Other
Mother/Father
Child
Family
Member
Friend
Other
16-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-80
81 and older
Small 1-2
members
Medium 3-4
members
Large 5 or
more members

%
37
63
17
56
15
12
0
75
11
14
0
0
3
21
35
30
11
0
0
0
6
64
30

Type of
dwelling

Form of
ownership

House
Flat
Townhouse
Informal
Other
Owner
Co-owner
Tenant
Other

Ten variables were originally developed
to
measure
perceptions
regarding
the implementation of environmental
sustainability practices, but only eight
variables (IMPLEM1, IMPLEM2, IMPLEM3,
IMPLEM4, IMPLEM6, IMPLEM7, IMPLEM8
and IMPLEM9) loaded on to this factor and
are statistically signiﬁcant in measuring
what the instrument intended to measure.
Ten variables were designed to measure
consumers’ consciousness toward the use
of water, however four variables did not
load as expected. Six variables namely,
CONSC 1, CONSC 2, CONSC 3, CONSC
8, CONSC 9 and CONSC 10 loaded on to
this factor and is statistically signiﬁcant in
measuring what the variables instrument
intend to measure.

53
16
31
0
0
32
35
25
8

Table 1 shows that the majority of the
respondents were females (63%) and 37%
males. In terms of ethnic group, the majority
of the respondents were colored (56%),
black (17%) and white (15%). It further
appears that 75% of the respondents were
either the mother or father in the household
between the ages of 31-50 years (65%).
Sixty-four per cent were from medium-sized
family households (3-4 members). The
most common type of dwelling occupied
by respondents was free-standing houses
(53%) and townhouses (31%). In terms of
form of ownership, 35% were co-owners
and 32% owners.

To measure water saving strategies, sixteen
variables were developed. Six of these
variables, however, did not load on to this
factor and were not considered for further
statistical analysis whereas ten variables,
namely STRAT 3, STRAT 6, STRAT 7,
STRAT 8, STRAT 9, STRAT 11, STRAT
13, STRAT 14, STRAT 15 and STRAT 16
loaded successfully to measure water
saving strategies.

6.2 Exploratory factor analysis results
(validity)
The exploratory factor analysis results is
depicted in Table 2. Variables that reported
factor loadings of greater than 0.50 were
considered signiﬁcant.

6.3 Reliability testing results
Cronbach’s alpha is a type of reliability
estimate or coeﬃcient of internal consistency
which is based on the average correlation
of variables within a speciﬁc set of items

TABLE 2: EMPIRICAL FACTOR STRUCTURE

Latent variable
Implementation of environmental
sustainability practices
Consumer consciousness toward
the use of water

Water saving strategies

Items
IMPLEM1, IMPLEM2,
IMPLEM3, IMPLEM4,
IMPLEM6 IMPLEM7,
IMPLEM8, IMPLEM9
CONSC 1, CONSC 2,
CONSC 3, CONSC 8,
CONSC 9, CONSC 10
STRAT 3, STRAT 6,
STRAT 7, STRAT 8,
STRAT 9, STRAT 11,
STRAT 13, STRAT 14,
STRAT 15
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Minimum
loadings

Maximum
loadings

0.527949

0.864463

0.873321

0.852408

0.498866

0.862599
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measuring a construct. Cronbach’s alpha
coeﬃcients of less than 0.50 are deemed to
be unacceptable, those between 0.50 and
0.60 is regarded as questionable and those
above 0.70 is acceptable. Coeﬃcients
greater than 0.80 are regarded as good
(Cooper & Schindler 2008:54). Table 3
indicates the Cronbach’s alpha values of
the variables.

Descriptive statistics provides a numerical
and graphical procedure to summarise
a collection of data in a clear and
understandable way. Descriptive statistics
include the numbers, tables, charts
and graphs used to describe, organise,
summarise and present raw data (see Table
4).
It is clear from Table 4 that implementing
environmental
sustainability
practices
had a mean score of 3.66 indicating that
most respondents are either neutral (50%)
or agree (50%) to its implementation.
The standard deviation for implementing
environmental
sustainability
practices
indicate that responses did not deviate
much from the mean score. The mean score
for consciousness toward usage of water is
3.88, tending to cluster around point four on
the scale (agree slightly). Thirty-eight per
cent of respondents are neutral toward being
conscious toward use of water whilst 62%
agree to be fully conscious. The standard
deviation is 0.72 indicating that responses
did not vary too much around mean scores.
Water-saving strategies presented a mean

Table 3 shows that implementation of
environmentally sustainable
practices
explain 15.93% of the variance in the
data. A Cronbach’s alpha of 0.86 was
reported measuring general perception
regarding implementation of environmental
sustainability practices and thus indicates
that it is internally reliable. Consumer
consciousness towards water usage
explain 13.10% of the variance in the data. A
Cronbach’s alpha of 0.91 was reported, thus
conﬁrming internal reliability. Water-saving
strategies explain 30.99% of the variance
in the data and a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.90
was reported, reﬂecting internal reliability.
6.4 Descriptive statistics

TABLE 3: CRONBACH’S ALPHA COEFFICIENT OF LATENT VARIABLES

Latent variable

Items

Implementation
IMPLEM1, IMPLEM2, IMPLEM3,
of environmental
IMPLEM4, IMPLEM6 IMPLEM7,
sustainability practices
IMPLEM8, IMPLEM9
Consumer
CONSC 1, CONSC 2, CONSC
consciousness toward 3, CONSC 8, CONSC 9,CONSC
the use of water
10
STRAT 3, STRAT 6, STRAT 7,
Water saving
STRAT 8, STRAT 9, STRAT 11,
strategies
STRAT 13, STRAT14, STRAT 15

Variance

Cronbach’s
alpha

15.93%

0.86

13.10%

0.91

30.99%

0.90

TABLE 4: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS AND FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS (SECTION A-C)

Factor
Implementing environmental
sustainability practices
Consciousness toward usage
of water
Water-saving strategies

Mean

Standard
deviation

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

3.66

0.57

50%

50%

0%

3.88

0.72

62%

38%

0%

3.49

0.62

47%

45%

8%
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Sustainability is based on the principle that
everything needed for survival and wellbeing of humankind depends either directly
or indirectly on the natural environment.
Many of the world’s cities are expected
to face serious water shortages in the
future due to growing population and the
related rise in water consumption as well
as the decline in renewable fresh water
resources caused by the eﬀects of climate
change. Water is a vital source of life and its
resources are inﬂuenced by various factors
such as weather, topography, geology and
environment. Water saving devices and
products have been developed for the
implementation of households with the
aim of curbing the wastage of water. Such
products and devices include low ﬂush
toilets, water saving taps and showerheads,
household appliances such as dishwashers
and washing machines, smart water meters
and leak detection systems among others.

score of 3.49 (neutral). Forty-seven per
cent of the respondents agree considering
water-saving strategies, whilst 45% are
indiﬀerent. The standard deviation is 0.62
and indicates not much variability around
the mean score.
6.5 Frequency distribution results for
types of water-saving devices and
products
Section D of the questionnaire oﬀered
respondents the opportunity to indicate by
means of “yes” or “no” as to whether they are
using water saving devices and products.
Table 5 displays the frequency results for
types of water saving devices and products.
TABLE 5: FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION
RESULTS FOR TYPES OF WATER SAVING
DEVICES AND PRODUCTS

Type of water-saving
device and product
usage
Low ﬂush toilets
Water-saving taps
Water-saving
showerheads
Dishwashers
Water-saving eﬃcient
washing machines
Rainwater collection
tanks
Smart water meter
Leak detection
systems

Category

%

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

53
47
51
49
74
26
45
55
46
54
51
49
14
86
19
81

The main ﬁndings from the empirical study
were:
• Regarding the implementation of
environmental sustainability practices,
only 50% of the respondents agreed
that they engage in some of these
practices to a certain extent, whilst the
other half indicated that they are neutral
or indiﬀerent. It thus appears that many
consumers still need to be convinced
about the importance of sustainability
and greening as a key factor when
making purchasing decisions and
managing
households.
Consumer
education programmes and awareness
campaigns should thus focus on the
importance of environmentally-friendly
products, renewable energy sources,
organic products and recycling.

Table 5 shows that water-saving
showerheads is mostly implemented by
respondents (74%), followed by low ﬂush
toilets (53%) and water-saving taps (51%).
The least preferred and used devices are
smart water meters (86%), leak detection
systems (81%) and dishwashers (55%).

• In terms of consciousness toward usage
of water, 62% of the respondents agreed
that they are aware and sensitive toward
the current water crisis and are mindful
regarding water consumption their daily
living. However, many consumers (38%)

7. CONCLUSIONS AND
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still appear to be indiﬀerent towards the
consciousness toward the usage of
water. Consumers need to be convinced
to make lifestyle adjustments due to
water being a scare resource.

Be conscious about water usage and
instill a culture of water consumption.
Make use of renewable energy sources.
Enquire about environmentally-friendly
products and services before making
purchases.
Consider using greening products (e.g.
organic).
Recommendations regarding
consciousness of water usage:
Consumers should …
Realise that groundwater resources are
aﬀected by inadequate rainfall patterns.
Understand that we are aﬀected by rising
food prices due to a lack of rainfall.
Be conscious and aware of the current
water crisis in their region or city.
Make use of social media to create
awareness towards mindful use of water.
Make lifestyle adjustments due to water
being a scare resource.
Be mindful regarding consumption of
water in their daily living.
Recommendations regarding watersaving devices and products:
Consumers should …
Ensure that information on watersaving devices and products are readily
available to household members.
Attend to or report any water leakages as
a matter of urgency.
Use greywater as far as possible (e.g.
gardening purposes).
Collect rainwater in storage tanks or
buckets for later use.
Turn oﬀ taps while washing or brushing
teeth.
Make use of a dishwasher as it uses less
water than handwashing of dishes.
Only use a washing machine for full
loads.
Make use of shorter showers and use
water-saving showerheads.
Water the garden early in the morning or
after sunset as to reduce evaporation.

• Only 47% of the respondents indicated
that they engage and practice some
water-saving strategies such as using
water-saving devices and products
(e.g. low-ﬂush toilets, water tanks
and dishwashers. A huge amount of
consumers (45%) indicated that they are
indiﬀerent toward these water-saving
devices and products. Information on
water-saving devices and products
should thus be readily available to all
households as to inform and educate
them about the nature and role of these
water-saving devices.
• It appears that the most common and
often used water-saving devices and
products used by households are watersaving shower heads and taps, low-ﬂush
toilets and water tanks. The least used
devices are smart water meters, leak
detection systems and dishwashers.
Retailers should consider to price some
of these devices and products more
realistically and market-related.
Table 6 shows some recommendations to
households regarding water-saving devices
and products.
TABLE 6: RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING
ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY AND
WATER-SAVING DEVICES AND PRODUCTS

Recommendations regarding
environmental sustainability:
Consumers should …
Consider how their daily living impacts on
the environment and global warming.
Make sustainability (greening) a
key factor when making purchasing
decisions.
Recycle all materials as far as possible
(e.g. plastic and paper).
Make use of alternative modes of
transport (e.g. walking, cycling and public
transport) to save energy costs.
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that demand is inelastic to price…
Another tool available for non-pricing
policies is the adoption of watersaving devices. Remarkably, studies
on the adoption of such devices are
limited… successful implementation of
water demand management policies
depends on how well water authorities
understand people’s beliefs about
water use”. (Thneibat 2019:508)

Not use a garden hosepipe to wash cars
or windows but rather a bucket.
Have water-wise gardens by planting
indigenous drought-resistant plants
requiring minimal watering.
It is further recommended that local
municipalities should:
• Invest more resources toward the
education of households regarding the
water use of water-saving strategies.
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INVESTIGATING WATER
DISCLOSURE PRACTISES
IN THE PLATINUM MINING
INDUSTRY

compliance. The compliance between the
various companies indicated a substantial
diﬀerence between full compliance and
low levels of compliance. Two risk factors,
physical and regulatory risks, were identiﬁed
as the main items to be reported on.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Water is one of the essential natural
resources that humans depend on. In
addition, water is profoundly imperative
for sustainable development within the
business framework. More than twenty
years ago, Xu et al. (2002) already stated
that sustainable water management is a
signiﬁcant challenge for decision-makers.
What enhances the complexity between
human and natural water systems is the
increase in population and urbanisation
(Evers et al., 2017).

ABSTRACT
Increased
population
growth
and
urbanisation have led to signiﬁcant
stress on natural resources, in particular
water resources. Various mining-related
operations, especially in the platinum
industry, are located in underdeveloped
and remote areas, leading to unsustainable
water management practices. The objective
of this article is to investigate the disclosure
of water practices within the platinum mining
industry.

Water scarcity research has attracted
considerable political and public attention
and has developed into signiﬁcant socioeconomic constraints (Liu et al., 2017).
As stated by the World Wide Fund (WWF,
2015), rapid growth within the developing
economies over the last few decades,
especially within the mining, agricultural and
manufacturing sectors, has come at a high
cost to the environment, particularly within
the water resources. It has been reported
by the World Economic Forum (WEF, 2018)
that four of the top ﬁve most signiﬁcant risk
factors in terms of impact on society are
associated with water.

A disclosure index was developed based
on researched literature, mainly about
standards set out in the Global Reporting
Initiative (GRI) framework. The research
methodology involved implementing content
analysis, applied to the water disclosures
in integrated and sustainability reports of
platinum mining companies.
The developed disclosure index results
focused on three pillars: compliance to
the GRI guidelines, diﬀerent frameworks
used, and risks factors. The total level of
compliance towards the GRI guidelines for
the diﬀerent platinum mining companies
indicated that only 42% complied, 16%
partial compliance, and 32% displayed no

The mining industry is of critical importance
when considering the high volume of
freshwater it uses and the negative
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environmental concerns related to this
activity. According to the Department of
Water and Sanitation (DWS, 2017), water
percentage usage of South African mining
accounts for roughly 5% of total usage.
The quantity and quality of water used in
the mine industry is eminently measurable
and need to be reported on. The lack of
compliance, and poor reporting by many
mines are regarded as unacceptable.

factors are associated with it that negatively
aﬀect the surrounding human and natural
capital (Jenkins, 2017). According to the
Safe Drinking Water Foundation (SDWF,
2017), four signiﬁcant impacts that platinum
mining has on water resources include:
• Acid Mine Drainage (AMD);
• Heavy Metal
Leaching;

Contamination

and

• Processing Chemicals Pollution; and

2. BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY
Numerous mining-related operations are
located in developing countries. These
activities outpace the expansion of
surrounding infrastructure, causing poor
sustainable water management practices
(McIntyre et al., 2015). This situation is
earmarked particularly within the platinum
mining industry, where between 80-90% of
the global platinum operations are situated
in semi-rural regions of South Africa,
Zimbabwe and Russia, as stated by the
World Platinum Investment Council (WPIC,
2018). The mining sector is dependent on
the location where the ore-bearing reefs are
located, often in areas of water constraints
or underdeveloped regions.

• Erosion and Sedimentation.
These environmental issues associated
with mining result in extensive economic,
health and ﬁnancial repercussions for
organisations, communities surrounding
these
industries
and,
ultimately,
governmental departments.

The United Nations (UN) acknowledges
access to freshwater as a human right
since its availability is essential for human
life and welfare. As part of the 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development, the UN has
adopted Sustainable Development Goals.
Goal 6 addresses explicitly sustainable
water management and states the following
‘Ensure accessibility and sustainable
management of water and sanitation for all.
As a result of Goal 6, targets have been set
to address water scarcity issues, enhance
water quality, and provide worldwide access
to safe and aﬀordable drinking water (GRI,
2018).

Thus, the need for improved compliance,
monitoring and reporting in terms of water
management and its associated risks in the
mining sector is ever-increasing, especially
from investors, society and regulator. The
necessity for reporting on natural and
human capital in terms of environmental
impact and social responsibility should be
viewed as necessary because of the crucial
role in the economic value of any business
(Kenton, 2019). The WEF’s Global Risk
Report (WEF, 2015) recognises the water
crisis as the most considerable societal
and economic global risk for the following
decade in terms of probable impact. Water
scarcity has a signiﬁcant impact on any
business’s strategic plan formulated within
a water-constrained future and, therefore,
is a vital aspect that needs to be reported
on. Considering this information makes
it apparent that the long-term viability is
aﬀected by how corporations report and
manage their available natural capital (Main
& Eric, 2012).

Mining and processing of ore produces
a high number of wastewaters due for
discharge either to storage dams, recycling
and reuse or discharge into the environment.
As this commodity sector is a waterintensive industry, several anthropogenic

Current organisations are to encourage
principles of sustainable business practice
and stakeholder accountability successfully
in their everyday operations. Therefore, the
integration of non-ﬁnancial and ﬁnancial
information is of supreme importance.
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Mining companies in South Africa are
no exception to this requirement since
this industry subsidises the country’s
employment, gross domestic product and
international capital inﬂows (Carels et al.,
2014).

5. LIMITATIONS OF STUDY
Since mining is associated with several
environmental problems, this study
investigates the degree of disclosure and
sustainable reporting on water practices
within the platinum mining industry, which
may be overlooked to achieve a company’s
main objectives of revenue and growth.
Thus, the data conveyed in the integrated
reports can sometimes generate a false
sense of the essential elements, especially
because some organisations do not report
these factors.

Several
guidance
and
disclosure
frameworks have been established to
create reliable mechanisms for industries,
including mining-related companies, to
report and disclose information on these
concepts through a holistic, integrated
report or within their respective sustainability
reports.

6. LITERATURE REVIEW
The ﬁrst part of the literature review focuses
on sustainability reporting and disclosure
requirements concerning water practices.
This is followed by a discussion on the
various frameworks and guidelines in use.
The following section concentrated on the
industry framework guidelines and primarily
on platinum mining producers. While the
latter section conceptualises previous
research undertaken within the platinum
mining industries’ water practises, followed
by risk factors associated with water in this
industry.

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT
According to Ochieng et al. (2010), mining
activities alongside streams and rivers in
South Africa threaten the water resources
because the discharge of water used during
mining activities lowers the water quality
and, ultimately, contributes to human health
and food security concerns. For example,
it was reported by the British Broadcasting
Corporation (BBC) in 2016 that the Russian
platinum and palladium producer Norilsk
Nickel polluted a river with heavy minerals.
This incident happened after one of its
tailing dams burst, causing the river to turn
bright red due to contaminated water.

6.1 Reporting and disclosure
Within the business context, reporting
can be conducted on several features of
an organisation, in the form of mandatory
to discretionary reporting, for example,
integrated-, sustainable- or internal
management reporting. Transparency
and accountability are two fundamental
issues stakeholders attempt to manage in
reporting (Couldridge, 2015), while they
exhibit interest in both the ﬁnancial and
non-ﬁnancial side of reporting (Hoque,
2017). Business reporting is fundamental
to organisations for sustainable growth,
ﬁnancial
markets
and
economies,
according to the International Federation
of Accountants (IFAC, 2019). The IFAC
suggests that business reporting assists
organisations exhibit accountability and
allow for a clear communication channel
between stakeholders.

Stakeholders, potential shareholders, and
investors ﬁnd it problematic not to know the
company’s stance on water reporting and
disclosure protocols. Since companies use
a diverse set of guidelines and frameworks,
it has resulted in a lack of uniformity and
comparability. The lack of a uniform
language, structure and procedure for water
reporting creates a need for a meaningful
and systematic reporting framework, as
stated by the CEO of the CDP (Botha &
Middelberg, 2016).
4. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH
This research aims to investigate the
disclosure and reporting on water practices,
for companies within the platinum mining
industry, in terms of regulatory guidelines
and standards.
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The concept of accountability is supported
by numerous theories, which include the
stakeholder and the legitimacy theories.
Improved disclosure requirements and a
rise in sustainability reporting result from
an increasing need for information related
to corporate sustainability practice (Botha &
Middelberg, 2016).

structured manner of reporting and
disclosure. Examples include the Global
Reporting
Initiative
(GRI),
Carbon
Disclosure Project (CDP), The Ceres Aqua
Gauge and CEO Water Mandate. These
frameworks are not utilised in isolation but
instead form part of an alignment for a holistic
and transparent water reporting structure.
For example, the linkages between the
GRI and the CDP are well documented
because the organisations work together
to bring disclosure metrics into line while
ensuring that the replication of disclosure
standards is limited (GRI, 2018). In addition,
corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and
the sustainability disclosures’ prospects
from Russia, where platinum production
is prominent, are increasing because
there is a holistic change towards more
transparency for non-ﬁnancial disclosures
within a business (Fifka & Pobizhan, 2014).

Disclosure within the business environment
can be viewed as releasing all relevant
information that may positively or negatively
inﬂuence an organisation (Segal, 2019).
Disclosure reports are mainly produced
for internal and external stakeholders to
showcase a company’s business activity
and performance (Kluwer, 2019).
6.2 Integrated reporting
According to the International Integrated
Reporting Council (IIRC, 2013), the concept
of integrated reporting originated from the
principle of intellectual thinking. According
to Main & Eric (2012), a company can better
understand and manage various dimensions
of value through utilising integrated reporting
(IR). Integrated reporting’s primary purpose
is to explain to ﬁnancial capital providers
how an organisation creates value over
time (IIRC, 2013). As identiﬁed in IR, the six
capitals are typically linked and recognise
the dependencies amongst capitals
(David et al., 2017). One improvement is
integrating natural capital into companies’
decision-making and strategy procedures
(Ermgassen & Rogers, 2016).

Major companies have had a strong uptake
of the GRI based sustainability reporting,
even though it is a voluntary initiative
(Northey et al., 2019). In addition, to improve
the quality of disclosures by the mining
sector, several reporting supplements have
been made available to the industry.
6.4 Industry guidelines Mining platinum
The International Council on Mining and
Minerals (ICMM) has noted the increased
interest from regulators, civil society
and investors on mining companies’
water-related principles of reporting and
disclosure. As the ICMM believes that
even though the CDP, GRI and CEO Water
Mandate have considerably improved
water use disclosure standards, it still has
its limitations (ICMM, 2017). Inconsistent
reporting on waters related matters has
forced the ICMM to develop its minimum
water disclosure standards.

Water-related reporting and disclosure
in terms of integrated and sustainable
reporting falls under natural capital and can
be described as applying a consistent and
structured approach to identify, measure
and report water resource information
(Garstone et al., 2017).
6.3 Frameworks for sustainable
reporting and disclosure
Diﬀerent stakeholders have developed
numerous
reporting
and
disclosure
frameworks on water-related issues to
provide guidance and inform a more

Once mining companies recognise the
comprehensiveness of their water use, it
enables them to determine their overall
impact on water resources, their eﬀect on
other water users, and their own business.
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6.5 Previous research on reporting and
disclosure on water practises within the
platinum mining industry
The critical diﬀerence between the
literature noted, and the current research
is that although mining companies have
been analysed, none of the researchers
has focused solely on platinum mining
producers.
Several
methodologies
and approaches were also noted, with
assistance from voluntary to regulatory
disclosures.

water supply chain management (Askham
& Van der Poll, 2017).
Northey et al. (2019) performed a more
recent study on water accounting reporting
and disclosures in the mining sector,
with over 359 reports analysed. A key
observation reveals that water reporting
and disclosure levels on water withdrawal
and water inputs are far greater than the
volume of water discharged or stored onsite (tailing dams and evaporation lakes).
Additionally, it was noted that within mining
operations across various regions, water
reporting and disclosures vary considerably
(Northey et al., 2019). Based on the
observations from previous research, it is
eminent that the quality of water disclosures
has progressively improved, but the lack of
uniform standards is still apparent.

Barton (2010) researched several diﬀerent
organisations from all sectors, but the mining
producers were part of a diverse mining
commodity structure. Nevertheless, the
outcomes showed that the mining industry
indicated the highest degree of water
disclosures, water-related regulatory risks
and stakeholder engagement, compared to
all other sectors (Barton, 2010).

6.6 Geolocations requirements and
guidelines for sustainable reporting
Since each country has its water-related
challenges, followed by crucial role players,
regulatory requirements diﬀer. For example,
mining companies in South Africa, listed
on the JSE, have to follow the JSE listed
requirements, implying the KING reports.
According to the Chartered Professional
Accountants of Canada (CPA, 2013),
multiple guidelines and standards have
been developed for sustainable reporting,
from globally recognised to industryspeciﬁc standards, including the GRI, CDP
and the Mining Association of Canada’s
Towards Sustainable Mining principles.
Companies in Canada use a combination
of the frameworks to report and disclose
on all sustainability issues. Sustainability
reporting in Russia is supported by the
Russian Union of Industrialists and
Entrepreneurs (RSPP) by serving as a
foundation for sustainable development in
the country. In addition, the non-ﬁnancial
material reported and disclosed is put
through a public veriﬁcation process, as the
RSSP utilised as an independent validation
tool on public reports (RSPP, 2019).
The GRI Sustainability Standards and
speciﬁc Mining & Metals Sector Standard

According to Mudd (2012), sustainable
reporting remains a challenge for platinum
mining producers, even though water
consumption reporting has improved.
Moreover, the study originates limited
companies report on disclosures involving
water indicators based on the GRI G4
Guidelines related to discharges and water
recycling.
Critical ﬁndings on research performed by
Botha & Middelburg in 2016 revealed that
76% of the mining companies identiﬁed
water as a material topic. Over two-thirds
of the mining companies acknowledge the
usage of frameworks, such as the CDP, in
their water disclosures. Factors involving
physical, regulatory and reputational risks
were best recognised within the mining
organisations, compared to other sectors
(Botha & Middelberg, 2016).
A study based on the Ceres Aqua Gauge
guidelines indicated that mining companies
generally
have
good
disclosures,
accountability, and stewardship on waterrelated principles. However, low interest
was noted in reporting and disclosure on
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recommendations are also widely used
as frameworks for sustainability reporting
within the Russian Federation (Schwery,
2017).

below in Figure 1. The universal standards
include those of the GRI (2018), followed by
the topic-speciﬁc standards:
• Foundation – GRI 101: Related to the
starting point of the GRI Standards

6.7 The global reporting initiative
Under the Global Sustainability Standards
Boards (GSSB) entity, the GRI framework
is responsible for formulating universally
recognised standards for reporting on
sustainability. In addition, the GRI sets
out a common language for non-ﬁnancial
reporting that moves toward organisations
achieving a comprehensive issue-based
speciﬁc sustainability reporting code
(Taneva & Bergkamp, 2018).

• General Disclosure – GRI 102: Aimed at
reporting contextual information about
the speciﬁc industry.
• Management Approach – GRI 103:
Speciﬁc for reporting on management
material topics.
For this study’s objective, the focus has
been positioned at the GRI 303: Water
and Eﬄuents speciﬁc topic standard.
This standard is the essential reporting
and disclosure framework involving water
principles within organisations.

Thus, the current GRI G4 Guidelines formerly
used by most organisations have been
substituted by the GRI Standards, since 1
July 2018, with a ﬁnal recommended date of
execution on 1 January 2021, whilst earlier
implementation is recommended (GRI,
2019). The main concepts and disclosures
that have been incorporated within the GRI
Standards are based on the G4 Guidelines.
Hence organisations adhering to the latter
will almost fully comply with the new GRI
Standards of reporting and disclosures
(GlobalReporting, 2018).

• Management approach disclosures:
This approach disclosure forms part of
the description of how organisations
manage the identiﬁed material topics,
which in this case are water and eﬄuents.
• Disclosure 303-1 Interaction with water
as a shared resource;
• Disclosure 303-2 Management of water
discharge-related impact;
• Disclosure 303-3 Water Withdrawal;

The GRI Standards are designed to
assist organisations in all sectors through
three universal standards, relevant to
all establishments, followed by 33 topicspeciﬁc standards within economic,
environmental and social ﬁelds, as seen

• Disclosure 303-4 Water Discharge; and
• Disclosure 303-5 Water Consumption.
These abovementioned disclosure items
are included in the disclosure index
developed based on the literature study. In

FIGURE 1 : ILLUSTRATING THE GRI FRAMEWORK, FROM THE UNIVERSAL STANDARDS TO
THE TOPIC OF THE SPECIFIC STANDARD. IMAGE ADAPTED FROM BASF (2019).
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addition, water risks discussed in the next
section are also a prominent part of water
disclosures.

water capacity and accessibility results
in pressure amongst local communities
and companies.
• Financial risks: these risk factors are
related to the costs involved in the
treatment and conversion of water.

6.8 Risk factors about platinum
operations
The way mining companies safeguard and
utilise water sources is currently recognised
as a crucial issue given the need for water
and its signiﬁcance for mining operations
(IFC, 2014). Both the eﬃciency of an
operation and the kind of mining activity will
impact its water use.

• Litigation risk: these risks involve the
growing competition, whereby adjacent
companies can inﬂuence one another
over legal, regulatory water rights, with
could entail legal encounters restraining
operations.
A study by Barton (2010) involved a diverse
set of mining companies’ disclosure of risk
assessment about physical, regulatory,
reputational and litigation risks. The research
concluded that all mining companies make
disclosures on physical and regulatory
risks, while only 33% and 66% report on
their reputational and litigation risks.

The level of companies’ preparation
for uncertainty can be demonstrated to
stakeholders through their clarity about the
main risks their operations are facing and
the plans in place to mitigate these risks.
According to the Association of Chartered
Certiﬁed Accountants, this information
is of speciﬁc importance when investors
use the completeness of a company’s
risk assessment plans to evaluate how
well a company is managed, according
to the Association of Chartered Certiﬁed
Accountants (ACCA, 2013).

According to CDP (2011), a widespread and
substantial level of opportunities and risks
were reported by South African respondents.
The top three risks identiﬁed for direct
operations by respondents included the
following: high water prices (42%), physical
scarcity of water (85%) and declining
water quality (42%). Furthermore, the top
risks relating to the supply chain included:
declining water quality (15%), physical water
scarcity (35%) and reputational damage
and inadequate infrastructure (8%).

Business feasibility can be negatively
aﬀected over both the short and long term
when companies are subjected to waterrelated risks. According to Barton (2010),
CIMA (2011) and CDP (2012), ﬁve broad
categories can be utilised to group water
risks, such as regulatory risks, physical
risks, reputational risks, ﬁnancial risks and
litigation risks.

A disclosure index was developed in
order to analyse the chosen companies.
The GRI 303 Standards formed the basic
framework of the index for the analysis of
the diﬀerent reports by the platinum mining
producers. The research methodology is
discussed next, followed by the results and
conclusions.

• Regulatory
risks:
these
include,
for instance, matters such as rates
regulating water withdrawal, water
permits and distribution, and discharge
amounts, as well as limitations on
pollutant levels and types.

7. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In this study, content analysis as a research
method was utilised. The reports from
the platinum producers were analysed
by focussing on the narrative (qualitative)
and the quantitative disclosures involving
water items being reported. Moreover,

• Physical risks: these are related to
occurrences when there is water stress
(water shortages), pollution (decline in
water quality) and ﬂooding (increase in
water).
• Reputational risks: these develop when
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TABLE 1: NAMES OF THE MINING COMPANIES INVESTIGATED

Northam Platinum
Royal Bafokeng Platinum
Impala Platinum
Lonmin Plc
Anglo Platinum
Sibanye Stillwater
Platinum Group Metals
Sedibelo Platinum
African Rainbow Minerals
Eastern Platinum
Wesizwe Platinum
Glencore
Bauba Platinum
North American Palladium
Vale Sa
NorNickel
Sedibelo Platinum
African Rainbow Minerals
Eastern Platinum
Wesizwe Platinum
Glencore
Bauba Platinum
North American Palladium
Vale Sa
NorNickel

x
x
x
x
x
x

Framework
Speciﬁc
Report (GRI
etc.)

Natural Capital
Speciﬁc
Report

Supplementary
Report

Sustainability
Report

2017–2018: Publicly Available Reports Used
Annual &
Integrated
Report

Platinum Mining Producer

x
x
x
x

No reports found
Reports found outdated from 2010-2011
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
No reports found
x
x
Reports found outdated from 2010-2011
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
No reports found
x
x

TABLE 2: THE DISCLOSURE INDEX SEVEN MAIN SECTIONS

Section
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Disclosure Index Summary
GRI 303 – 1: Management Approach
GRI 303 – 2: Management of Water Discharges
GRI 303 – 3: Water Withdrawal
GRI 303 – 4: Water Discharges
GRI 303 – 5: Water Consumption
Frameworks and Governance Reporting and Disclosures
Water Risk Factors Reporting and Disclosures

Source: Own compilation
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Data Format:
Qualitative
Quantitative
Qualitative

the narrative data involves companies
reporting and disclosing management
approaches, governance of water aspects
and the various water risk factors. The data
(quantitative and qualitative) was collected
concurrently, analysed independently and
incorporated into the results by merging
and convergence (Creswell & Plano Clark,
2011).

2. The ﬁrst two sections (A and B) deal with
more narrative (qualitative) information.
The last two sections (F and G) are also
disclosed in a narrative way by addressing
the various frameworks used as well as the
diﬀerent risks. Section C, D, and E dealt
with more quantiﬁable characteristics.
On examination of the disclosures from the
various platinum mining producers’ reports,
the level of compliance was investigated for
each section as stated in the disclosure index
developed. The compliance and coding
parameters used for these sections (A-E)
are explained in the following paragraphs.
The level of compliance for this research
study has been divided into four sections
for the analysis. The levels include:

7.1 Research population and sample
The sample population includes the major
platinum mining organisations that are
producing tonnage and ounces throughout
the globe. The majority are located within
Southern Africa and a few within North
America and Russia. The sample size was
determined by employing a non-probability
method (Maree & Pietersen, 2012). The
sampling was done through purposeful
selection. No random companies were
chosen, only companies by the most
signiﬁcant output of tonnage & ounces and
published reports. A total number of sixteen
(16) companies have been incorporated in
the investigation, during which their 20172018 compulsory and voluntary public
available reports and disclosures were
analysed. However, the data of three (3)
companies out of the 16 were not used
because two (2) had no public domain
reports available, and one (1) presented
an outdated 2010 Annual Report. Table
1 provides the names of the investigated
mines.

• Full Compliance: Disclosure in question
displayed full compliance with the
reporting framework or disclosures
stated in the GRI 303: Water and
Eﬄuents.
• Partial Compliance: The framework
disclosure is partially compliant. Thus
some aspects were not fully stated
according to the speciﬁc GRI 303
parameters. For example, a company
disclosed its water discharges, but not
in mega litres or gave its total water
withdrawal disclosure but not its site
source-speciﬁc water withdrawals.
• No Compliance: No compliance or
disclosure was found in the reporting
framework against the GRI 303 Standard
in question.

The content to be analysed can be
categorised into several measures, by
coding the speciﬁc text in question related
to the research (Neuman, 2003). Water
will be the key text code in the analysis of
the publicly available reports of the sample
population, based on the speciﬁc developed
disclosure index parameter. Thus, for the
empirical research, the context and text
refer to the platinum mining producers
mandatory and voluntary reports with
speciﬁc items related to water disclosures.

• Not Applicable: When a guideline or
standard stated in the GRI is not relevant
to the speciﬁc topic for inland based
mining operations, for example, water
withdrawal from seawater.
The data point for each mining house was
captured on an excel spreadsheet, based on
the disclosure index parameter in question,
against the reported disclosure.
8. EMPIRICAL RESULTS
The ﬁrst part involved the overall compliance
level based on GRI 303 Standards for

The disclosure index comprises of seven
main sections (A-G) as indicated in Table
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FIGURE 2: COMPLIANCE LEVEL OF PLATINUM PRODUCERS, BASED ON THE GRI 303
FRAMEWORK. SOURCE: OWN COMPILATION.

the diﬀerent companies mentioned in the
sample. The second part (sections A and
B) addresses the companies’ governance
and management approach. Finally, the
third part (sections C, D and E) reveals the
results of those water-related features that
could be measured and reported on by the
companies. This is followed by the diﬀerent
frameworks and guidelines used (section
F), which is concluded by the critical risk
factors in section G.

Compliance level for the Management
Approach GRI 303-1
The compliance level in Figure 3 below
for the Management Approach amounted
to 75% entirely, while 15% to partial
compliance and 10% to no compliance. Thus
it was noted that, in general, most platinum
mining companies report readily on these
recommended disclosures, with only one
company not reporting on the Management
Approach to water. Another company was
partially vaguely aﬃrming its interactions
with water as a shared resource.

The combined compliance level for all
platinum mining producers, based on the
GRI 303: Water and Eﬄuents Standards,
are illustrated in Figure 2. Full compliance
regarding the framework is only 42%, whilst
16% is attributed to partial and 32% to no
compliance. Standards recommended by
the framework that was not applicable for
reporting and disclosures predictable to
10%.

Compliance level for the Management
Discharge Approach: GRI 303-2
This disclosure involves the minimum
standards
recommended
for
the
management of the quality of water eﬄuent
discharges. The compliance levels noted
for the GRI 303-2, as seen in Figure 4,
indicated 52% full compliance, 21% partially
compliance and 27% no compliance. In
addition, three companies did not disclose
any water discharge management practices
and interactions with other stakeholders.

8.1 WATER GOVERNANCE
This section (A and B) focused on how
companies govern and manage their water
and eﬄuents. The investigating issues are
water stewardship eﬀorts (GRI 303-1) and
how the company interacts and manages
its water-discharge-related impacts (GRI
303-2).

The compliance for water management
of discharges decreased signiﬁcantly
compared to the general management
approach in GRI 303-1. This decrease can
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FIGURE 3: THE COMPLIANCE LEVEL FOR THE GRI 303-1 MANAGEMENT APPROACH TO
WATER AS A SHARED RESOURCE.
SOURCE: OWN COMPILATION

only 29%, while 14% showed partial
compliance, and 39% indicated no
compliance. Therefore, 18% of the GRI 3034 Standards did not apply to the respective
company reports, as shown in Figures 3-6
below. Three companies indicated that
no water bodies are discharged into the
environment, resulting in a high number of
not applicable data. A total of 6 companies
reported on water discharges qualitatively
but without providing actual measurable
data. The partial compliance on water
discharged can be attributed to companies
that do not fully report on all discharges,
including site-speciﬁc and water stress area
discharges, and do not disclose the data in
mega litres as recommended by the GRI
303.

be attributed to speciﬁc companies’ lack of
reporting of water body discharges, how
speciﬁc sites with no regulatory requirement
discharges are carried out, or the absence
of any internal water quality developed
framework. The following three sections
(C, D and F) deal with more measurable
aspects related to the amount of water
withdrawal (303-3), the amount of water
discharge (303-4) and the amount of water
consumed (303-5).
Compliance level for the Water
Withdrawal: GRI 303-3
The compliance levels for water withdrawal
indicated only 38% full compliance, 15%
partial compliance, 34% no compliance and
13% not applicable (see Figure 5 below).
It was noted that only two companies had
full compliance with the water withdrawal
standards out of the 13 companies
analysed. Compliance was aﬀected as
many companies did not disclose water
withdrawal from site-speciﬁc sources or
water-stressed areas. This problem was
further increased by a lack of disclosures
on water withdrawal quality.

Compliance level for the Water
Consumption: GRI 303-5
Compliance on water consumption (Figure
7) for the platinum mining producers
resulted in 49% complete -, 18% partialand 33% no compliance. No compliance on
water consumption standards was noted
for 2 of the 13 companies analysed. It was
generally noted that the level of compliance
decreased when companies disclose water
consumption from water-stressed areas,
followed by the change of water storage

Compliance level for the Water
Discharge: GRI 303-4
Full compliance for water discharge was
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FIGURE 4: THE MANAGEMENT APPROACH FRAGMENT OF THE GRI 303-2.
SOURCE: OWN COMPILATION

FIGURE 5: THE GRI 303-3 WATER WITHDRAWAL STANDARD.
SOURCE: OWN COMPILATION

in the speciﬁc area, calculated as the
diﬀerence between the end and beginning
of the storage reporting period.

disclosed water usage. As per the GRI
glossary, water withdrawal involves the
total water drawn from all sources, including
surface water, groundwater, and water from
third parties, over the reporting period. Water
consumption refers to the sum of all water
withdrawn for production purposes that are
not suitable for other users upon release.
This situation was noted for Northam
Platinum, which reported on the total usage

Combined discussion on Water
Withdrawal, Consumption and
Discharge
A misconception between water withdrawal
and water consumption was noted because
many companies solely reported and
407

of water, with no clear separation of the two
concepts described above.

results are concerning because the eﬀect
of water discharges into the environment
usually creates additional complications,
which, in turn, involve not only the mining
company but adjacent communities and
stakeholders.

The GRI 303-4 water discharge standard
compliance performed the worst, and it was
noted that several companies stated in their
respective reports that no water bodies
are discharged into the environment, only
recycled for reuse or stored in tailing
facilities or storage dams. Likewise, certain
companies stated that regulators license
their water discharges or that no discharges
occurred but disclosed no quantiﬁable
numbers or quality, even though they are
made into tailing storage facilities or waste
dams.

Platinum mining producer’s total
combined compliance level: GRI 303
This section aims to determine the total
compliance to the disclosure index for
the diﬀerent platinum mining companies
based on the GRI 303 Standard. The level
of compliance for the platinum mining
companies is illustrated below on the
radar chart depicted in Figure 8 below.
The companies that displayed the highest
overall compliance percentage according
to the GRI 303 Standards was Glencore,
followed by African Rainbow Minerals
and Anglo Platinum, all of these scorings
over 74% full compliance. Companies
with a total compliance percentage in the
middle regions (30% to 65%) involved, in
decreasing order of compliance, Impala
Platinum, NorNickel, Sibanye Stillwater,
Lonmin Plc, Royal Bafokeng Platinum, Vale
SA and Northam Platinum. Total compliance
percentages of under 10% consisted of
Wesizwe Platinum, Bauba Platinum and
Eastern Platinum, respectively.

Furthermore, on the analysis of the reports, a
not applicable indication was given for three
companies’ water discharge disclosures.
However, some companies indicated
that no water bodies are discharged into
the environment, which could potentially
enhance the no compliance reporting
and disclosure because essentially no
water principles were reported on. For
example, Impala Platinum indicated no
quantiﬁable water discharge information,
only mentioning that all its respective water
discharges are licensed. Additionally, it is
planning to create discharge wetlands in the
future for improved quality of water. These

FIGURE 6: ILLUSTRATING THE GRI 303-4 WATER DISCHARGE.
SOURCE: OWN COMPILATION.
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FIGURE 7: SHOWING THE GRI 303-5 WATER CONSUMPTION. SOURCE: OWN COMPILATION.

It was noted that Royal Bafokeng Platinum,
Northam Platinum and Wesizwe Platinum
had a relatively high percentage of not
applicable data points, which considerably
aﬀected the total compliance levels. The
data points which were excluded from the
content analysis could potentially increase
noncompliance for these companies.
This is mainly because these companies
reporting that no water discharges into the
environment occurs but only the existence
of recycled water, which in reality might not

be the actual case.
Companies with a high partial compliance
level of approximately 30% involved
Vale SA, Wesizwe Platinum and Sibanye
Stillwater. Although the Wesizwe Platinum
compliance level could be aﬀected by the
explanation mentioned above, Vale SA
and Sibanye Stillwater compliance level
could increase, with slightly improved
reporting and disclosures. For example,
Vale SA compliance level was aﬀected by
water discharges’ disclosure due to not

FIGURE 8 :THE RADAR CHART DISPLAYS THE OVERALL COMPLIANCE LEVELS FOR THE
PLATINUM MINING COMPANIES ANALYSED.
SOURCE: OWN COMPILATION
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fully specifying the site-speciﬁc discharges,
but only the total discharges. Similarly,
Sibanye Stillwater stated its total treated
water disclosures per operational unit but
did not specify site-speciﬁc discharges.
Another factor for lower compliance levels
is that several companies disclosed their
respective numeric data in volume and not
according to the GRI 303 Standard in mega
litres.

another in North America.
8.2 GOVERNANCE AND FRAMEWORKS
Based on an analysis of the data set
in this section (section F), the following
frameworks were reported and disclosed
accordingly, as seen in Figure 9.
It is noted in Figure 9 that platinum mining
companies predominately reported and
disclosed on the GRI Standards. At the
same time, the CDP and ICMM frameworks
are also used, aligning the reporting and
disclosures. This alignment demonstrates
a positive tendency, as mining companies
generally have an appropriate understanding
of utilising diﬀerent frameworks for
sustainability reporting. This is highlighted

Compliance trends between platinum
mining companies located and listed in
diﬀerent regions and stock exchanges,
respectively, are visible. However, most
of the companies analysed are located in
South Africa and listed on the JSE, while
one company operates in Russia and

FIGURE 9: INDICATING THE FRAMEWORKS DISCLOSED BY THE PLATINUM MINING
ORGANISATION.
SOURCE: OWN COMPILATION
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by previous research, which found the
mining sector with the highest compliance
with guidelines frameworks compared to
other industries outside of mining.

Glencore acknowledges water as a shared
and limited resource. It was further stated
that Glencore is aware of the cumulative
concerns raised by local water users and
stakeholders regarding the availability and
quality of water within the area and the
likelihood of a probable adverse impact on
the water supply.

8.3
RISK FACTORS DISCLOSED
This section (section G) investigated the
risk factors reported and disclosed by the
diﬀerent mining companies. For example,
Anglo American Platinum highlighted the
need for a continuous water source as
a sole key risk factor in its operations. In
contrast, secondary oﬀ-site factors included
the uncontrollable discharge of water into
the environment (Anglo American Platinum,
2018).

The most substantial environmental
concern identiﬁed in Impala Platinum‘s 2018
Sustainability Report is water. This report
stated that the mine faces the following
primary risks in terms of water:
• Potential operational disruptions due to
water stress;

In addition, in its 2018 Supplementary
Report, Anglo Platinum stated that both the
lack of an assured water supply and having
all its operations located in water-scarce
environments as its primary water-related
risk. This problem could potentially limit the
production or growth of mining operations.
Thus the mine is implementing holistic,
innovative technologies to ensure future
water eﬃciencies.

• Growing costs relating to water recourses
and management;
• Uncontrollable discharge of contaminated
water into the environment; and
• Dissatisfaction amongst the local
community and reputational risks.
According to the Northam Platinum’s 2018
Annual Report, an identiﬁed risk is the
necessity for signiﬁcant amounts of water
for the mining and processing minerals,
which could lead to the loss of production
through operational downtime because of
water supply constraints. This identiﬁed risk
has the possibility of leading to increased
production costs, negatively aﬀecting
water-related licences, and compromising
proﬁtability. To address this identiﬁed risk,
Northam Platinum focuses on conserving
water and having a demand management
programme. Furthermore, it strives to
improve its water usage through recycling,
establishing water storage facilities on-site
and incorporating water management in its
sustainability strategies. Additionally, longerterm risk management plans identiﬁed in
the Annual Report include climate change.
Most of Northam Platinum’s operations
are located within water-stressed regions,
where the lack of a reliable and sustainable
water supply could aﬀect its operations and
future growth.

According to the Royal Bafokeng Platinum’s
2018 Annual Report, water risks about the
company can limit its production growth or
prevent it from operating in a worst-case
scenario. This problem occurs because
the company is situated within an arid
and water-scarce region where the future
decrease in the annual rainfall is expected,
together with progressively hot and dry
periods. Furthermore, Lonmin (2018) stated
that the utilisation of input resources needs
to be optimised for mining operations,
primarily since they are located in an area
where the water demand is exceeded by
supply and, consequently, the lack of a
secure water supply is a potential risk.
Six of the seven environmental incidents
reported by Lonmin Plc during 2018 have
a potential surface-related water impact. All
of these incidents occurred at smelter and
concentrator facilities.
Glencore’s 2018 Water Report indicated that

The diﬀerent risk factors reported by the
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the platinum mining companies indicated
Glencore, Anglo Platinum and African
Rainbow Minerals as the top organisations
in terms of compliance, at over 74%.
Additionally,
compliance
with
other
companies is lacking far behind, with over
half of these companies sitting below the
50% full compliance with the GRI 303
Water and Eﬄuents Standards. However,
no clear indication per geolocation can be
interpreted because the data analysed from
particular locations is limited.

platinum mining companies had one similar
trend because most operations’ water
sustainability could potentially be aﬀected
by climate issues about physical risk factors
(41%). In addition, the majority of these
mining companies are located in arid to dry
regions, lacking reliable and sustainable
water sources, which could further progress
to water-deﬁcient operations.
The second highest risk factor observed
was regulatory risk factors (29%), reported
by the mining companies. Water use
licenses, water -withdrawal, -discharge
and -consumption limits and limitations on
pollution restrictions all contribute to this
factor.

A key ﬁnding in the content analysis was
that most mining companies have a higher
compliance level when reporting on the
management of water resources compared
to the provision of quantiﬁable data of
actual water withdrawal, consumption and
discharges, based on the disclosure index
developed. The low-level disclosures of

9.
CONCLUSIONS
According to the GRI 303 constructed
disclosure index, compliance levels for

TABLE 3: INDICATING THE MINING COMPANY, COMPARED TO THE DIFFERENT RISK FACTORS
STATED

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
No reports found
Reports found outdated from 2010-2011
X
X

X

No reports found

29%

X
X
41%
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15%

15%

Litigation

X
X
X
X
X
X

Financial

Reputational

Physical

Northam Platinum
Royal Bafokeng Platinum
Impala Platinum
Lonmin Plc
Anglo Platinum
Sibanye Stillwater
Platinum Group Metals
Sedibelo Platinum
African Rainbow Minerals
Eastern Platinum
Wesizwe Platinum
Glencore
Bauba Platinum
North American Palladium
Vale Sa
NorNickel
Combined Total (%) Risks

Risk Factors Categories
Regulatory

Platinum Mining Company
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water discharges into the environment were
identiﬁed as the vital area lacking complete
compliance levels in the platinum mining
industry.

compliance in terms of water discharge and
quality control is required. Improve reporting
and disclosure on site-speciﬁc data should
a company have more than one operational
unit. This site-speciﬁc data would allow for
better transparency, identifying high impact
water users and low compliance level with
the speciﬁc framework reporting on.

It was noted that most platinum mining
companies
acknowledge
speciﬁc
frameworks, usually involving a combination
of two and more. In general, the GRI
Standards were used most often, followed
by the CDP and the ICMM.

The two main risk factors from the ﬁve
categories analysed were identiﬁed
regarding water principles within the various
platinum mining reports. Physical risk factors
amounted to 41%, which is mainly aﬀected
by climate-related issues. These include
mining operations, which are mainly located
in arid to dry regions, resulting in a lack of
sustainable water resources. Regulatory
risks had an overall score of 29%, mainly
aﬀected by regulatory requirements such
as wat use licenses, water–withdrawal,
-discharge and -consumption limits and
limitations on pollution restrictions.

A leading risk factor observed involves
most platinum producers foreseeing water
scarcity and lack of reliability aﬀecting its
operations short to long term due to climate
risks, which falls broadly under physical risk
factors.
The majority of platinum mining companies
identiﬁed water as one of the fundamental
key risk factors for the sustainability of their
operations. Thus they ought to improve their
reporting and disclosures while ensuring
improved compliance levels with industry
frameworks.
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APPENDIX B: DISCLOSURE INDEX
DISCLOSURE INDEX: INVESTIGATING DISCLOSURE OF WATER PRINCIPLES IN PLATINUM MIN

NO COMPLIANCE

YES

MINING COMPANY

N/A

NOT APPLICABLE

NO

FY YEAR REPORTED/DISCLOSED

NORTHAM
PLATINUM

ROYAL BAFOKENG
PLATINUM

IMPALA
PLATINUM

LONMIN Plc

2018

0

SOUTH AFRICA

2018

GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION

2018

PARTIALLY COMPLIANCE

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A - NO WATER IS REPORTEDLY
DISCHARGED INTO THE ENVIRONMENT.
CLEAN WATER DIVERTED AND DIRTY
WATER KEPT IN STORAGE DAM

2

REPORTS
NOTED

2018

FULLY COMPLIANCE

N/A - NO WATER IS REPORTEDLY
DISCHARGED INTO THE ENVIRONMENT

SECTION

LEGEND:
3

B

DISCLOSURE
303-1
INTERACTION WITH WATER
AS SHARED RESOURCE
DISCLOSURE
303-2
MANAGEMENT OF
WATER DISCHARGE
IMPACT

A

GRI - MANAGEMENT APPROACH:

1. MANAGEMENT APPROACH DISCLOSURES

INTERACTIONS WITH
WATER AS A SHARED
RESOURCE

A

A description of how the organization interacts with water, including how and where
water is withdrawn, consumed, and discharged, and the water-related impacts caused or
contributed to, or directly linked to the organization’s activities, products or services by a
business relationship (e.g., impacts caused by runoff).

B

A description of the approach used to identify water-related impacts, including the scope
of assessments, their timeframe, and any tools or methodologies used.

C

A description of how water-related impacts are addressed, including how the
organization works with stakeholders to steward water as a shared resource, and how it
engages with suppliers or customers with significant water-related impacts.

D

An explanation of the process for setting any water-related goals and targets that are part
of the organization’s management approach, and how they relate to public policy and
the local context of each area with water stress.

How standards for facilities operating in locations with no
local discharge requirements were determined;

MANAGEMENT OF WATER
DISCHARGE RELATED
IMPACTS

A

A description of any
minimum standards set for
the quality of effluent
discharge, and how these
minimum standards were
determined, including:

Any internally developed water quality standards or
guidelines;

Any sector-specific standards considered;

Whether the profile of the receiving waterbody was
considered.

2. TOPIC - SPECIFIC DISCLOSURES

DISCLOSURE
303-3
WATER WITHDRAWAL

Surface water

C

A

Seawater
Third-party water
Surface water

B

Total water withdrawal from all areas with
water stress in megalitres, and a breakdown
of this total by the following sources, if
applicable:

Groundwater
Seawater
Produced water
Third-party water

C

A breakdown of total water withdrawal from
each of the sources listed in Disclosures 3033-a and 303-3-b in megalitres by the
following categories:

Freshwater (<1000 mg/L TDS)
Other water (>1000 mg/L TDS)

Any contextual information necessary to understand how the data have been compiled, such as any
standards, methodologies, and assumptions used.

Surface water

A

Total water discharge to all areas in
megalitres, and a breakdown of this total by
the following types of destination, if
applicable:

Groundwater
Seawater
Third-party water

DISCLOSURE
303-4
WATER DISCHARGE

GRI 303 WATER AND EFFLUENTS:

Groundwater
Produced water

D

D

Total water withdrawal from all areas in
megalitres, and a breakdown of this total by
the following sources, if applicable:

B

A breakdown of total water discharge to all
areas in megalitres by the following
categories:

C

Total water discharge to all areas with
water stress in megalitres, and a breakdown
of this total by the following categories:

Freshwater (<1000 mg/L TDS)

Other water (>1000 mg/L TDS)
Freshwater (<1000 mg/L TDS)

Other water (>1000 mg/L TDS)
how priority substances of concern were defined, and any
international standard,
authoritative list, or criteria used;

D

Priority substances of concern for which
discharges are treated, including:

the approach for setting discharge limits for priority
substances of concern;

number of incidents of non-compliance with discharge
limits.

E

DISCLOSURE
303-5
WATER
CONSUMPTION

E

Any contextual information necessary to understand how the data have been compiled, such as any
standards, methodologies, and assumptions used.

A

Total water consumption from all areas in megalitres.

B

Total water consumption from all areas with water stress in megalitres.

C

Change in water storage in megalitres, if water storage has been identified as having a significant waterrelated impact.

D

Any contextual information necessary to understand how the data have been compiled, such as any
standards, methodologies, and assumptions used, including whether the information is calculated,
estimated, modelled, or sourced from direct measurements, and the approach taken for this, such as the
use of any sector-specific factors.

F

Frameworks and Governance Reporting
and Disclosures

G

Water Risk Factors Reporting and
Disclosures

GRI
CDP
ICMM
UN GLOBAL COMPACT
INTERNAL
OTHER
Regulatory
Physical
Reputational
Financial
Litigation
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YES

MINING COMPANY

NOT APPLICABLE

NO

FY YEAR REPORTED/DISCLOSED

SIBANYE STILLWATER

PLATINUM
GROUP
METALS

*2010

GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION

NO COMPLIANCE

INTEGRATED REPORT OUTDATED, ONLY
2010 FOUND IN PUBLIC DOMAIN

N/A

PARTIALLY COMPLIANCE

2018

0

NO INTEGRATED REPORT NOTED

2

REPORTS
NOTED

2018

SECTION

FULLY COMPLIANCE

2018

DISCLOSURE INDEX: INVESTIGATING DISCLOSURE OF WATER PRINCIPLES IN PLATINUM M

LEGEND:
3

N/A

N/A

ANGLO
PLATINUM

SEDIBELO
PLATINUM

B

DISCLOSURE
303-1
INTERACTION WITH WATER
AS SHARED RESOURCE

DISCLOSURE
303-2
MANAGEMENT OF
WATER DISCHARGE
IMPACT

A

GRI - MANAGEMENT APPROACH:

1. MANAGEMENT APPROACH DISCLOSURES

INTERACTIONS WITH
WATER AS A SHARED
RESOURCE

A

A description of how the organization interacts with water, including how and where
water is withdrawn, consumed, and discharged, and the water-related impacts caused or
contributed to, or directly linked to the organization’s activities, products or services by a
business relationship (e.g., impacts caused by runoff).

B

A description of the approach used to identify water-related impacts, including the scope
of assessments, their timeframe, and any tools or methodologies used.

C

A description of how water-related impacts are addressed, including how the
organization works with stakeholders to steward water as a shared resource, and how it
engages with suppliers or customers with significant water-related impacts.

D

An explanation of the process for setting any water-related goals and targets that are part
of the organization’s management approach, and how they relate to public policy and
the local context of each area with water stress.

How standards for facilities operating in locations with no
local discharge requirements were determined;

MANAGEMENT OF WATER
DISCHARGE RELATED
IMPACTS

A

A description of any
minimum standards set for
the quality of effluent
discharge, and how these
minimum standards were
determined, including:

Any internally developed water quality standards or
guidelines;

Any sector-specific standards considered;

Whether the profile of the receiving waterbody was
considered.

2. TOPIC - SPECIFIC DISCLOSURES

DISCLOSURE
303-3
WATER WITHDRAWAL

Surface water

C

A

Seawater
Third-party water
Surface water

B

Total water withdrawal from all areas with
water stress in megalitres, and a breakdown
of this total by the following sources, if
applicable:

Groundwater
Seawater
Produced water
Third-party water

C

A breakdown of total water withdrawal from
each of the sources listed in Disclosures 3033-a and 303-3-b in megalitres by the
following categories:

Freshwater (<1000 mg/L TDS)
Other water (>1000 mg/L TDS)

Any contextual information necessary to understand how the data have been compiled, such as any
standards, methodologies, and assumptions used.

Surface water

A

Total water discharge to all areas in
megalitres, and a breakdown of this total by
the following types of destination, if
applicable:

Groundwater
Seawater
Third-party water

DISCLOSURE
303-4
WATER DISCHARGE

GRI 303 WATER AND EFFLUENTS:

Groundwater
Produced water

D

D

Total water withdrawal from all areas in
megalitres, and a breakdown of this total by
the following sources, if applicable:

B

C

Freshwater (<1000 mg/L TDS)

A breakdown of total water discharge to all
areas in megalitres by the following
categories:

Other water (>1000 mg/L TDS)

Freshwater (<1000 mg/L TDS)

Total water discharge to all areas with
water stress in megalitres, and a breakdown
of this total by the following categories:

Other water (>1000 mg/L TDS)

how priority substances of concern were defined, and any
international standard,
authoritative list, or criteria used;

D

Priority substances of concern for which
discharges are treated, including:

the approach for setting discharge limits for priority
substances of concern;

number of incidents of non-compliance with discharge
limits.

E

DISCLOSURE
303-5
WATER
CONSUMPTION

E

Any contextual information necessary to understand how the data have been compiled, such as any
standards, methodologies, and assumptions used.

A

Total water consumption from all areas in megalitres.

B

Total water consumption from all areas with water stress in megalitres.

C

Change in water storage in megalitres, if water storage has been identified as having a significant waterrelated impact.

D

Any contextual information necessary to understand how the data have been compiled, such as any
standards, methodologies, and assumptions used, including whether the information is calculated,
estimated, modelled, or sourced from direct measurements, and the approach taken for this, such as the
use of any sector-specific factors.

F

Frameworks and Governance Reporting
and Disclosures

G

Water Risk Factors Reporting and
Disclosures

GRI
CDP
ICMM
UN GLOBAL COMPACT
INTERNAL
OTHER
Regulatory
Physical
Reputational
Financial
Litigation
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DISCLOSURE INDEX: INVESTIGATING DISCLOSURE OF WATER PRINCIPLES IN PLATINUM MINING INDUSTR

N/A

PARTIALLY COMPLIANCE

GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION

SOUTH AFRICA

NO COMPLIANCE

YES

MINING COMPANY

AFRICAN RAINBOW
MINERALS

NORTH
AMERICAN
PALLADIUM

VALE SA

NORNICKEL

NOT APPLICABLE

NO

FY YEAR REPORTED/DISCLOSED

2018

0

2018

2

REPORTS
NOTED

2018

FULLY COMPLIANCE

2018

SECTION

LEGEND:
3

NORTH AMERICAS

B

INTERACTIONS WITH
WATER AS A SHARED
RESOURCE

A

A description of how the organization interacts with water, including how and where
water is withdrawn, consumed, and discharged, and the water-related impacts caused or
contributed to, or directly linked to the organization’s activities, products or services by a
business relationship (e.g., impacts caused by runoff).

B

A description of the approach used to identify water-related impacts, including the scope
of assessments, their timeframe, and any tools or methodologies used.

C

A description of how water-related impacts are addressed, including how the
organization works with stakeholders to steward water as a shared resource, and how it
engages with suppliers or customers with significant water-related impacts.

D

An explanation of the process for setting any water-related goals and targets that are part
of the organization’s management approach, and how they relate to public policy and
the local context of each area w ith water stress.

NO INTEGRATED REPORT NOTED

DISCLOSURE
303-1
INTERACTION WITH WATER
AS SHARED RESOURCE

DISCLOSURE
303-2
MANAGEMENT OF
WATER DISCHARGE
IMPACT

A

GRI - MANAGEMENT APPROACH:

1. MANAGEMENT APPROACH DISCLOSURES

How standards for facilities operating in locations with no
local discharge requirements were determined;

MANAGEMENT OF WATER
DISCHARGE RELATED
IMPACTS

A

A description of any
minimum standards set for
the quality of effluent
discharge, and how the se
minimum standards were
determined, including:

Any internally deve loped water quality standards or
guidelines;

Any sector-specific standards considered;

Whether the profile of the receiving waterbody was
considered.

2. TOPIC - SPECIFIC DISCLOSURES

DISCLOSURE
303-3
WATER WITHDRAWAL

Surface water

C

A

Seawater

Surface water

B

Total water withdrawal from all areas with
water stress in megalitres, and a breakdown
of this total by the follow ing sources, if
applicable:

Groundwater
Seawater

N/A

Produced water
Third-party water

C

A breakdown of total wa ter withdrawal from
each of the sources liste d in Disclosures 3033-a and 303-3-b in megalitres by the
following categories:

Freshwater (<1000 mg/L TDS)
Other water (>1000 mg/L TDS)

Any contextual information necessary to understand how the data have been compiled, such as any
standards, methodologies, and assumptions used.

Surface water
Total water discharge to all areas in
megalitres, and a breakdown of this total by
the following types of destination, if
applicable:

Groundwater
Seawater
Third-party water

B

C

Freshwater (<1000 mg/L TDS)

A breakdown of total wa ter discharge to all
areas in megalitres by the following
categories:

Other water (>1000 mg/L TDS)
Freshwater (<1000 mg/L TDS)

Total water discharge to all areas with
water stress in megalitres, and a breakdown
of this total by the follow ing categories:

Other water (>1000 mg/L TDS)
how priority substance s of concern were defined, and any
international standard,
authoritative list, or criteria used;

D

Priority substances of concern for which
discharges are treated, including:

the approach for setting discharge limits for priority
substances of concern;

number of incidents of non-compliance with discharge
limits.

DISCLOSURE
303-5
WATER
CONSUMPTION

E

E

N/A

Third-party water

A

DISCLOSURE
303-4
WATER DISCHARGE

GRI 303 WATER AND EFFLUENTS:

Groundwater
Produced water

D

D

Total water withdrawal from all areas in
megalitres, and a breakdown of this total by
the following sources, if applicable:

Any contextual information necessary to understand how the data have been compiled, such as any
standards, methodologies, and assumptions used.

A

Total water consumption from all areas in megalitres.

B

Total water consumption from all areas with water stress in megalitres.

C

Change in water storage in megalitres, if water storage has been identified as having a significant waterrelated impact.

D

Any contextual information necessary to understand how the data have been compiled, such as any
standards, methodologies, and assumptions used, including whether the information is calculated,
estimated, modelled, or sourced from direct measurements, and the approach taken for this, such as the
use of any sector-specific factors.

F

Frameworks and Governance Reporting
and Disclosures

G

Water Risk Factors Reporting and
Disclosures

GRI
CDP
ICMM
UN GLOBAL COMPACT
INTERNAL
OTHER

Regulatory
Physical
Reputational
Financial
Litigation
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REGULATORY MEASURES
WITH WHICH TO INHIBIT
IRREGULAR EXPENDITURE
AND DEVELOP
CORRECTIVE MEASURES
IN THE DEPARTMENT OF
WATER AND SANITATION

DWS and National Treasury. The results
showed that the measures implemented
to identify and inhibit irregular expenditure
were ineﬀective. Furthermore, there was
a lack of consequence for transgressions.
The paper provides recommendations to
strengthen the procurement processes to
inhibit further cases of irregular expenditure
and presents a framework to assist DWS to
manage incidents of irregular expenditure.
Since the challenges in this department are
comparable to the ones in other departments
according to the AGSA (2013-2015:30;
22 ;36), the results and recommendations
appear to be transferable to them as well.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Irregular Expenditure in the National
Department of Water and Sanitation
(DWS)
According to section 38 (1) (c) (iii) of the PFMA
(RSA, 1999:19) “[t]he accounting oﬃcer
[…] must take eﬀective and appropriate
steps to […] prevent unauthorised, irregular
and fruitless and wasteful expenditure and
losses resulting from criminal conduct”.
Irregular expenditure is deﬁned by the
PFMA according to section 1 (d) as
expenditure incurred without following
applicable regulation e.g. Supply Chain
Management (SCM) processes, PFMA
(RSA,1999), Treasury Regulations (TR)
(RSA, 2005) and Preferential Procurement
Policy Framework Act No:5 (PPPFA) (RSA,
2000). Patterns of irregular expenditure,
e.g. not following competitive bidding or
quotation processes or the relevant laws
relevant for procurements and contracts,
“both in national and provincial government”,
were identiﬁed by the AGSA (RSA, 2013–
2015:30; 22; 38) consolidated reports for
the ﬁnancial years 2013/14–2015/16 which
indicated a clear “non-compliance with the
Supply Chain Management legislation”.
Furthermore, non-compliance to the PFMA,
Supply Chain Management processes, TR

ABSTRACT
This paper evaluates the regulatory
measures with which to inhibit irregular
expenditure and develop corrective
measures in the National Department of
Water and Sanitation (DWS), which after
the merger with the National Department of
Human Settlements in the 2019/20 ﬁnancial
year, was known as the Department of
Water, Sanitation and Human Settlements
(DWSHS). However, in the 2021/22
ﬁnancial year, the two departments were
separated again, and the department
reverted to its initial name (DWS). In the
three-year
period
(2013/14–2015/16)
of the Public Finance Management Act
(PFMA) audit, the Auditor–General (AGSA)
reported that the National Department of
Water and Sanitation (DWS) had incurred
approximately R1.7 Billion in irregular
expenditure. For the purpose of this research
study, data was gathered from the DWS’s
annual performance reports and through
structured interviews from participants from
422
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and PPPFA was identiﬁed by AGSA in the
DWS’s annual performance reports (RSA,
2013 – 2015: 192; 197; 202) in the threeyear period 2013/14–2015/16. According
to AGSA, the DWS did not comply with
the PFMA because it has not implemented
eﬀective measures to inhibit “irregular,
fruitless and wasteful expenditure, as
required by section 38(1) (c) (ii) of the
PFMA,” DWS (RSA, 2013 – 2015:239; 287;
291).

“Such expenditure does not necessarily
mean that money was wasted, or fraud
had been committed, but is an indicator
that legislation” (amongst others, including
legislation aimed to ensure that procurement
processes are competitive and fair) was
not being adhered to, AGSA (RSA, 2013–
2015:22; 22; 35). Table 1, below, illustrates
the signiﬁcantly increasing irregular
expenditure according to the DWS’s annual
performance reports for the three-year
period:

For the three-year period (2013/14–
2015/16),
of
the
Public
Finance
Management Act (PFMA) audit underlying
this study, the AGSA reported that DWS has
incurred approximately R1.7 Billion (RSA,
2013 – 2015:192; 207; 197) in irregular
expenditure. The study was limited to the
Department of Water and Sanitation (DWS)
because its overall irregular expenditure
had signiﬁcantly increased over the threeyear period and the challenges seem to be
similar to other departments (AGSA,20132015:30;22;36). In the 2019/20 ﬁnancial
year, DWS merged with the Department of
Human Settlements to form the Department
of Water, Sanitation and Human Settlements
(DWSHS). However, this study focused on
the DWS’s three-year period (2013/14–
2015/16) and, taking into account that the
two departments were separated in the
2021/22 ﬁnancial year again, the case
department will be referred to as the DWS.

TABLE 1: DWS IRREGULAR EXPENDITURE
FOR THE THREE- YEAR PERIOD
(2013/14 -2015/16)

Department 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16
National
1700
Department
85
87
Million
of Water
Million
Million
(1.7
and
Billion)
Sanitation
Source: DWS (RSA, 2013–2015:192; 207;
197)
The next sections of the article discuss
the research objectives and research
methodological framework which was
adopted for this research endeavour. This
will be followed by a literature review,
discussion of the research ﬁndings, the
practical recommendations, proposed
managerial implications to address the
research ﬁndings identiﬁed. The article
concludes with the discussion of the
proposed framework and the conclusions.

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
The problem of non-compliance with the
PFMA, SCM processes, TR and PPPFA
was identiﬁed in the annual performance
reports of DWS (RSA, 2013–2015:192;
97; 202) in the three-year ﬁnancial years
2013/14- 2015/16, where DWS has
incurred approximately R1.7 Billion in
irregular expenditure. The AGSA reported
that the department did not comply with the
PFMA because DWS had not implemented
eﬀective measures to inhibit “irregular,
fruitless and wasteful expenditure, as
required by section 38(1) (c) (ii) of the
PFMA,” DWS (RSA, 2013 – 2015:239; 287;
291).

1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The research study addressed the following
primary and secondary objectives:
Primary objective
The primary objective was to evaluate
the regulatory measures with which to
inhibit irregular expenditure with a view to
propose a framework to manage irregular
expenditure in and by DWS.
Secondary objectives
• To expound on irregular expenditure
423

concepts in accordance with the PFMA.

procurement cycle of South African public
entities, Moloto (2016:112) regarding
expenditure in the Department of
Cooperative Governance, Baloyi &Beyers
(2019: Online) on the impact of ﬁnancial
malpractice on service delivery, Pietersen v.
State (2017) and De Lange (2014: Online)
on the disclosure of irregular expenditure
at Cacadu District Municipality revealed
that there was a lack of adequate control,
and understating of internal controls and no
“measures to prevent irregular expenditure”.

• To review policies and procedures at
DWS and establish whether these
include processes with which to inhibit
irregular expenditure with a view to
probable amendments.
• To identify the primary causes of irregular
expenditure.
• To expound on the authoritative system
for public ﬁnancial management in the
South African government.
2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Previous Studies
Although studies or legal cases relating
to PFMA and the procurement process
by Dlomo (2015), De Lange (2013), John
(2016), Mhlongo (2014), Moloto (2016),
De Lange (2014), Rena & Mothupi (2018),
Dhansay (2019), Myeza (2018), Jha &
Tabish (2006), Baloyi & Beyers (2019),
Nehawu v. Department of Health (2016:
Online) and Pietersen v. State (2017) were
conducted in diﬀerent government levels
(ranging from national via provincial to local
government), certain known root causes of
irregular expenditure were identiﬁed: e.g.
the lack of consequence for transgressions,
non-compliance with SCM processes,
PFMA (RSA,1999) ,TR (RSA,2005) and
PPPFA (RSA,2000).

In the end, all these studies conﬁrmed
that irregular expenditure resulted from
non-compliance with SCM processes and
legislation relating to contract management.
Furthermore, implementation of preventative
measures such as the lack of consequence
for transgression, instituting disciplinary
actions, strengthening of the internal
controls etc. can prevent an increase in
incidents of irregular expenditure.
2.2 Irregular expenditure in the South
African context
For a better understanding of the idea of
irregular expenditure in the South African
context, the following paragraphs will give
more background information:
After providing a short overview of the
concept of irregular expenditure, the
following will be discussed in the preceding
paragraphs:

According to the studies of Dlomo (2015:13)
with respect to the Department of Public
Works as well as De Lange (2013: Online)
focussing on the eThekwini Metropolitan
Municipality, Rena & Mothupi (2018:399)
focusing on Tswaing Local Municipality, Jha
& Tabish (2006: Online) on irregularities
committed in public procurement, Dhansay
(2019:40) focusing on powers of the AGSA,
Nehawu v. Department of Health (2016:
Online) and John (2016:106) for the North
West Province provincial administration
revealed non-compliance with SCM
processes and lack of consequence
for transgressions. However, Mhlongo
(2014:10), evaluating transparency in SCM
in the eThekwini Metropolitan Municipality,
Myeza (2018:50) on eﬃciency in the

• implemented regulatory measures for
the regulation of the SCM processes
(2.2.2),
• outline some examples of irregular
expenditure emanating from the noncompliance with these regulatory
measures (2.2.3),
• discuss
the preventative measures to be put in
place to avoid such occurrences (2.2.4) and
• how to assess (2.2.5),
• enquire/investigate (2.2.6)
• and report them (2.2.7).
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A discussion of the consequences of
irregular expenditure (2.2.8) closes the
subchapter.

ﬁnance, which includes sourcing of
goods and services in the national and
provincial departments including stateowned enterprises, PFMA (RSA,1999:7).

2.2.1 Overview of Irregular Expenditure
Irregular expenditure is deﬁned according
to section 1 of the PFMA (RSA,1999:5),
section 3 paragraph 6 of the National
Treasury Irregular Expenditure Framework
(NTIEF)
(RSA,2018:9)
and
AGSA
(2017:94) in the PFMA Audit report for
2016/17 as expenditure incurred without
following applicable regulations e.g. Supply
Chain Management processes, PFMA
(RSA,1999), TR (RSA,2005) and PPPFA
(RSA,2000). The aforementioned deﬁnition
conﬁrms that irregular expenditure is a
clear non-compliance with SCM processes
and legislation relating to procurement,
for example, procuring goods or services
without inviting the necessary number of
quotations or without recording the reasons
in case of deviations from this minimum
number as expressed by the National
Treasury Practice Note NTPN (RSA,
2007:2). Moreover, according to NTIEF
(RSA, 2018:7), the deﬁnition is relevant for
all “departments, constitutional institutions
and public entities listed in Schedule 2 and
3 of the PFMA.”

• TR (RSA, 2005)–The guidelines aim to
improve the PFMA, uphold compliance
and talk to the operational aspects of the
PFMA, (RSA, 2005:3).
• PPPFA (RSA, 2000) – The framework
establishes the way of implementation
of preferential procurement policies,
(RSA 2000:4).
• The
National
Treasury
Irregular
Expenditure
Framework
(NTIEF)
(RSA, 2018)–The framework clariﬁes
the procedures to be followed when
managing
the
identiﬁcation
and
application of irregular expenditure,
(RSA, 2018:11).
• Public Audit Act (RSA, 2018) – The act
aims to encourage “clean governance in
the public” service, (RSA, 2018:1).
• Public Sector Risk Management
Framework (RSA, 2010) – The
framework aims to support the public
service in order to “improve and sustain
their performance by enhancing their
systems of risk management to protect
against adverse outcomes” and mitigate
opportunities, (RSA, 2010:17).

2.2.2 South African regulatory
frameworks
Acquisition of goods and services in
the national and provincial spheres of
government is managed in accordance
with the SCM processes, NTIEF (RSA,
2018:7). According to section 217 (2) of the
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa
(RSA, 1996:127) makes provision for organs
of state to implement procurement policies.
The NT formulated and implemented
various legislative frameworks which guide
procurement practices in both the national
and provincial spheres of governments,
PFMA (RSA, 1999:8). The Acts and their
functions are summarised below:

• Prevention and Combaring of Corrupt
Activities Act (PRECCA) (RSA, 2004)
– The act aims to place certain duties
on particular persons holding positions
of power to report particular “corrupt
transactions”
and
“place
certain
restrictions on persons and enterprises
convicted of corrupt actitivities relating to
tenders and contracts”, (RSA, 2004:2).
2.2.3 Examples of Irregular Expenditure
The
Public
Sector
Supply
Chain
Management
Review
(TPRSCMR)
(RSA,2015:10), DWS (RSA,2013 –
2015:19;338;198) annual performance
reports and the AGSA in the PFMA audit
report (2017: 96) conﬁrmed that certain
common ﬁndings of irregular expenditure
were reported as a consequence of the

• The PFMA (RSA,1999)–The act
establish a regulatory framework to
ensure eﬀective and eﬃcient public
425

following non-compliance to procurement
processes and legislation:
• Appointment
suppliers.

of

non-tax

possible non-compliance and to conﬁrm
whether the irregular expenditure has
been incurred or was as a consequence
of the non-compliance with laws and
regulations. From the above paragraph
the expenditure is declared irregular if
there is a non-compliance with SCM
processes, PFMA (RSA, 1999), TR (RSA,
2005) and PPPFA (RSA, 2000). For example
procuring goods or services without inviting
the necessary number of quotations or
without recording the reasons in case of
deviations from this minimum number,
NTPN (RSA, 2007:2). If the expenditure
is a consequence of non-compliance with
SCM processes, PFMA (RSA, 1999), TR
(RSA, 2005) and PPPFA (RSA, 2000), such
expenditure should “be recorded in the
irregular expenditure lead schedule”, NTIEF
(RSA, 2018:14). However, according to
TPRSCMR (RSA, 2015:10), the Accounting
Oﬃcersʼ and Authoritiesʼ reports to the
National Treasury (borne out by the AGSA)
still do not seem to prove high compliance
with the SCM legal framework.

compliant

• Procurement of goods and services
to the value above R500 000 without
soliciting competitive bids.
• Some goods and services were procured
without application of the preference
point system although their value was
higher than R30 000.
• Lack of appropriate bid committees.
• Wrong non-recognition of bids.
• Non-compliance
with/wrong
SCM
procedures without suﬃcient justiﬁcation.
All the above examples result from noncompliance with SCM processes and
related regulations.
2.2.4 Prevention of Irregular
Expenditure
According to section 38 (1) (c) (iii) of the PFMA
(RSA, 1999:19) “[t]he accounting oﬃcer
[…] must take eﬀective and appropriate
steps to […] prevent unauthorised, irregular
and fruitless and wasteful expenditure and
losses resulting from criminal conduct”.
Such preventative actions could comprise,
inter alia, training, disciplinary action in a
form of consequences for transgressions,
recovering money from responsible
oﬃcials as well as imposing precautionary
suspensions (RSA, 2014:7). Furthermore,
according to the Public Service AntiCorruption Strategy (PSAS), a fraud risk
assessment should be conducted in order
to identify potential indicators of fraud –
supported by a fraud prevention plan and
whistleblowing policy to protect whistleblowers (RSA, 2002:14-15).

2.2.6 Enquiry or investigation of
Irregular Expenditure
Paragraph 26 of the NTIEF (RSA, 2018:15),
“The Accounting Oﬃcer or Accounting
Authority must conduct an investigation if he/
she suspects any possibilities of fraudulent
, corrupt or criminal acts emanating from
the incurrence of irregular expendtiure.”
The investigation referred above must be
instituted within 30 days after it has been
conﬁrmed that irregular expenditure has
been incurred and meets the deﬁnition of
irregular expenditure. The investigation
should provide the Accounting Oﬃcer with:
• the root causes
transgressions,

that

led

to

the

• the impact,

2.2.5 Assessment of Irregular
Expenditure
According to paragraph 16 of the NTIEF
(RSA,2018:13), upon discovery of the
supposedly irregular expenditure, the
accounting oﬃcer or authority must conduct
a preliminary assessment to identify

• information on any fraudulent, corrupt or
criminal related act(s),
• employee(s) responsible for the irregular
expenditure,
• if
426
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institution or public entity suﬀered a loss,

2018:26) etc. Reporting of the expenditure
to the relevant treasury will assist the
relevant treasury to have oversight of how
state resources are managed and what
actions are taken to prevent misuse of state
resources.

• the conﬁrmation whether the matter
must be referred to the law enforcement
agencies,
• any breakdowns in the designed internal
controls and,

2.2.8 Consequences of Irregular
Expenditure
The TPRSCMR (RSA,2015:10) and
the AGSA (RSA, 2017:96) in the PFMA audit
report for 2016/17 conﬁrmed that certain
common ﬁndings of irregular expenditure
reported was as a consequence of noncompliance to SCM process (procurement
without competitive bidding or quotation
process) and legislation relating to contract
management. Non-compliance with SCM
processes undermines service delivery,
e.g. in the infrastructure sector (roads, rail,
sewage, water and government building
projects, such as schools and hospitals),
because a large sum of public money
is involved. This was also conﬁrmed
by Matolong (2015:11) who focused on the
guidelines to establish an eﬀective Supply
Chain Management framework for local
municipalities.

• the impact thereof, NTIEF (RSA, 2018:
15).
Where the department has suﬀered a loss
as a result of the irregular expenditure, the
matter must be referred to the Loss Control
Oﬃcer to institute a civil claim in order to
recover the loss suﬀered by the department,
NTIEF (RSA, 2018: 19).The department will
notify the oﬃcial of its intention to recover
the losses suﬀered and a debt will be raised
against the oﬃcial concerned in order to
recover the money. The Accounting Oﬃcer
or Accounting Authority must inform the
responsible oﬃcial in writing of the request
to pay the amount within 30 days or in
instalments whichever may be suitable,
paragraph 39 of (NTIEF RSA, 2018:
39). Where the department has made a
determination and conﬁrmed the oﬃcial
liable in law, a hearing should be held with
the oﬃcial liable based on the information
obtained during the enquiry in order to aﬀord
the oﬃcial an opportunity to respond to the
ﬁndings of the investigation. Based on the
outcomes of the hearing a debt equivalent
to the amount of irregular expenditure will
be raised.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
For the purpose of this research study and
based on the outcomes of the literature
review from the previous section, a
qualitative research approach was adopted
as it allowed to refer to natural social settings
and is ﬂexible as well as non-sequential
(Fouché & De Vos, 2005:74-75, Bowling,
2009:380, Leedy & Ormrod, 2016:251).

2.2.7 Reporting of Irregular Expenditure
According to paragraph 72 (b) of NTIEF
(RSA, 2018:26), the Accounting Oﬃcer
should “report the irregular expenditure to
the relevant treasury in the monthly report
on revenue and expenditure required in
terms of section 40 (4) (b) of the PFMA
(RSA, 1999).” The report to the relevant
treasury should indicate the description
of the transgression, amount, whether
the transgression is as a result on noncompliance with SCM processes, measures
taken to avoid non- recurrence of such
transgressions and the action taken against
the responsible oﬃcial, NTIEF (RSA,

The
research
target
population
comprised of 26 participants (including the
National Treasury personnel members)
from the organisational structure of the
Chief Directorate: SCM at DWS who
were expected to have knowledge of the
SCM processes, PFMA (RSA, 1999), TR
(RSA, 2005), PPPFA (RSA, 2000), Public
Service Commission (RSA, 1997) and the
manifestation of public decision-making in
relation to their roles and responsibilities at
the DWS. The participants from National
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Treasury (NT) were selected because
they were senior managers who are highly
experienced and from the highest decisionmaking structure of the Directorate
Public Finance at NT responsible for
providing oversight on DWS. A sample
of 10 participants was selected using a
judgmental sampling method because
the method selects the sample based on
the participant’s knowledge and expertise
(Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, and
2009:237).

expenditure over and above what is
stated in the PFMA?
• Describe all the regulatory measures
you are aware of, which are used to
regulate irregular expenditure at DWS
and describe how eﬀective or ineﬀective
are they?
• How would you describe the training
provided on the regulatory measures?
• Expound on any constraints which to
your knowledge hinder the successful
implementation of the regulatory
measures and how can the constraints
be improved?

The study targeted participants who were
managers and senior managers with
more than 10 years’ experience either
in public decision making, oversight or
assurance on the eﬀectiveness of the
procurement of goods and services within
their areas of responsibility. The positions
of the participants ranged from a Deputy
Director as the lowest rank considered for
this study, to a Chief Director representing
senior management. Data was gathered
using structured interviews, through an
interview guide and an in-depth document
review of the DWS’s annual performance
reports in the three-year period, 2013/14–
2015/16. Furthermore, data was analysed
following a thematic data analysis because
it identiﬁes, analyse, organise data in
detail to address the research questions or
express something about the issue (Braun
& Clauke, 2006:6).

• Elaborate on any mechanism in place
which to your knowledge where used to
prevent incidents of irregular expenditure
and describe how eﬀective or ineﬀective
are the mechanisms?
• Describe any mechanisms in place
which to your knowledge are used to
avoid recurrences of root causes and
how can the mechanism’s be improved
to avoid the identiﬁed root causes?
• Describe the process followed in
investigating incidents of irregular and
the changes you would like to see with
regard to the process?
4. DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH
FINDINGS
The ﬁndings were informed by the
responses gathered from the interviews
as well as the data and in-depth document
review of the DWS’s annual performance
reports in the three-year period 2013/14–
2015/16. The latter were utilised to follow
up and verify the responses provided by
the participants. Furthermore, participants
were requested to provide reasons for their
responses. The following research ﬁndings
were identiﬁed:

The questions for the structured interviews
were emailed to the intended respondents
due to their unavailability to conduct face
to face interviews. The questions were
developed in such a way that participants
could either provide reasons for disagreeing
or indicate how the processes could be
improved. The interviews were followed up
by phone to clarify certain information and
comments.

The nine ﬁndings below outline how the
absence of a standard operating manual,
formal training on regulatory measures, of
consequence for transgression, of review
of regulatory measure and of measures,
as well as the absence of clear roles and

The following summarises some of the
questions asked:
• How would you expound on your
understanding of the concept of irregular
428
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responsibilities, ineﬀective oversight by
the audit committee and the approved
processes contributed towards the increase
in incidents of irregular expenditure.

application of the regulatory measures and
inhibit an increase in irregular expenditure.
4.3 Lack of consequence for
transgressions
Section 38 (1) (h) (iii), of the PFMA
(RSA,1999:19) and paragraph 53 of the
National Treasury Irregular Expenditure
Framework (NTIEF) (RSA 2018:21) require
the Accounting Oﬃcers to take disciplinary
measures against any oﬃcial found to
be responsible for incidents of irregular
expenditure. However, the identiﬁed lack of
consequences for transgressions against
oﬃcials who are responsible for irregular
expenditure constrained the successful
implementation of the regulatory measures.
Furthermore, the oﬃcials responsible for
incidents of irregular expenditure were not
held accountable for their actions. Hence,
DWS incurred a signiﬁcant increase in
incidents of irregular expenditure, (AGSA,
2013-2015:30;22;36). The study further
conﬁrmed that DWS has not instituted or
ﬁnalised any investigation on all the incident
of irregular expenditure, DWS (RSA, 2013
– 2015:237; 287; 291). Thus, there was no
compliance with PFMA (RSA, 1999:19),
PRECCA (RSA, 2004:50) and NTIEF (RSA
2018:21) which require the Accounting
Oﬃcers to take disciplinary measures
against any oﬃcial found to be responsible
for incidents of irregular expenditure.

4.1 No standard operating manual
Section 38 (1) (a) (i) of the PFMA
(RSA,1999:18), require the Accounting
Oﬃcer to maintain a system on internal
control which includes development of
a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP)
manual to manage cases of irregular
expenditure. The feedback received from
respondents including oﬃcials from Internal
Audit indicated that DWS was relying on
frameworks from the National Treasury (NT)
and did not comply with the provisions of
the PFMA (RSA, 1999:18) by developing its
own standard operating procedure manual
to manage cases of identiﬁed irregular
expenditure. Therefore, it can be inferred
that the absence of a Standard Operating
Procedure manual contributed towards the
increase in cases of irregular expenditure.
Hence, DWS received a qualiﬁed audit
opinion, DWS (RSA, 2013 – 2015: 283;
336; 348).
4.2 Lack of formal training
Paragraph 14 of the National Treasury
Irregular Expenditure Framework (NTIEF)
(RSA,2018:13) require the Accounting
Oﬃcers to provide training to all oﬃcials
when
implementing
the
regulatory
measures and internal Standard Operating
Procedures manual on irregular expenditure.
However, the feedback received from
respondents indicated that training was
provided inconsistently to familiarise the
oﬃcials responsible for acquisition of
goods and services or provide assurance
on the eﬀectiveness of the procurement
of goods and services with the regulatory
measures. Therefore, it can be inferred
that although DWS did not develop its own
standard operating manual and was relying
on frameworks from NT, the department
should provide training to all the oﬃcials
responsible for procurement of goods
and services on regulatory measures.
The training would ensure a consistent

4.4 Lack of review of the regulatory
measures
The regulatory measures to manage
irregular expenditure had not been reviewed
to conform to the SCM regulatory circulars.
Furthermore, the regulatory measures were
last reviewed more than ﬁve-years ago.
Hence, obviously, the regulatory measures
being outdated, they may no longer be in
line with the current practices in the public
sector of a developing South Africa.
4.5 Ineﬀective mechanisms
Chapter 5, section 38 (1) (c) (ii), of the
PFMA (RSA, 1999:19) and paragraph
9.1.1 of Treasury Regulations (TR) (RSA
2015:25) “require the Accounting Oﬃcer
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to implement measures to inhibit irregular
expenditure.” The mechanisms put in place
to prevent irregular expenditure seem to
be not eﬀective enough as visible from
the enormous increase of such incidents–
from approximately R89 Million in 2013/14
to R1.7 Billion in 2015/16, DWS (RSA,
2013–2015:192; 207; 197). Furthermore,
the audits by both internal and external
auditors were reactive because they were
conducted after the incidents of irregular
expenditure had occurred. Hence, also
from this point of view, i.e. receiving
continuously qualiﬁcations from AGSA
despite implementing the mechanisms,
the mechanisms cannot be categorised as
eﬀective.

the three-year period conﬁrmed that DWS
had not instituted or ﬁnalised any enquiry
on any incidents of irregular expenditure.
It can be inferred that the responsibility to
investigate incidents of irregular expenditure
has not been formally allocated to internal
audit hence there was a continuous increase
in cases of irregular expenditure.
4.8 Ineﬀective oversight
responsibilities: Audit Committee
According to Paragraph 27 (1) (8) (a) of the
TR (RSA, 2015:80), the Audit Committee
must review the eﬀectiveness of internal
controls, which, amongst others, must
include the eﬀectiveness of implemented
preventative measures to inhibit irregular
expenditure. The oversight responsibilities
by the Audit Committee on the eﬀectiveness
of the monitoring mechanisms to inhibit
irregular expenditure were not eﬀective as
conﬁrmed by the continued and signiﬁcant
increase in incidents of irregular expenditure
in just a three-year period, DWS (RSA,
2013–2015:192; 207; 197).

4.6 Lack of measures
Paragraph 61 (g) of the NTIEF (RSA,
2018:22) requires Accounting Oﬃcers to
determine the root causes that lead to
the irregular expenditure and strengthen
internal controls to avoid a recurrence of the
root causes. However, no measures had
been implemented to avoid a recurrence
of the root causes (non-compliance with
SCM processes, PFMA, TR and PPPFA
etc.) of irregular expenditure. Moreover,
similar root causes were identiﬁed in the
three-year period. This view was also
conﬁrmed by the literature review, and it
can be concluded that the measures had
not been implemented to avoid recurrence
of root causes of irregular expenditure and
to ensure compliance with the NTIEF (RSA,
2018:22).

4.9 Lack of an approved investigation
process
Chapter 5, section 38 (1) (a) (i), of the PFMA
(RSA, 1999:18), expects the Accounting
Oﬃcer to keep a system on internal control
which includes the development of a
standard process to investigate incidents
of irregular expenditure. However, such
a process to outline the process to be
followed when investigating incidents of
irregular expenditure was not developed.
Furthermore, there was a constant reliance
on the NT frameworks, but non-compliance
with the PFMA (RSA, 1999:18). Therefore
as observed in the previous ﬁndings, it can
be inferred that from the continued and
signiﬁcant increase in incidents of irregular
expenditure conﬁrms that there was no
eﬀective investigating process in place.

4.7 No clear roles and responsibilities
Paragraph 25 of the NTIEF (RSA, 2018:15)
requires the Accounting Oﬃcer of public
sector institutions to decide on the level
of investigations to be undertaken to
conﬁrm whether the expenditure meets
the deﬁnition of irregular expenditure. The
responsibility and development of a process
for investigating the incidents of irregular
expenditure were not formally allocated.
Furthermore, the in-depth document review
of the DWS’s (RSA, 2013–2015:237;
287; 291) annual performance reports in

5. PRACTICAL RECOMMENDATIONS
AND A FRAMEWORK TO MANAGE
IRREGULAR EXPENDITURE AND
IDENTIFY CORRECTIVE MEASURES
In order for Accounting Oﬃcers or
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Accounting Authorities of DWSHS, other
departments and perhaps other spheres of
government to prevent incidents of irregular
expenditure, paragraph 5.1 will provide
practical recommendations on how to
address the ﬁndings identiﬁed, which will be
followed by 5.2 which will discuss how the
proposed framework can assist to prevent
irregular expenditure. Paragraph 5.3 will
conclude with the managerial implications.

irregular expenditure and hold oﬃcials
responsible for their actions.
• The SOP should be approved by the
Accounting Oﬃcer for implementation.
The approval of the SOP will ensure
accountability
and
will
reveal
management’s commitment to reduce,
inhibit an increase in cases of irregular
expenditure and to improve audit results,
AGSA (RSA, 2014:7).
Recommendations 2 – Formal
regulatory training
• The Accounting Oﬃcer or his/ her
delegate should provide bi-annual formal
training in line with the performance
management process in a form of class
room instructions, workshops etc. on
the regulatory measures from NT to all
oﬃcials responsible for procurement of
goods and services. The training should
be provided in order to assist with
identiﬁcation, prevention of irregular
expenditure incidents and achieve the
most desired clean audit outcomes.
The training will increase eﬃciency in
the irregular expenditure processes and
ﬁnancial gain.

5.1 Practical Recommendations
The proposed recommendations are
aimed to improve the eﬀectiveness of the
regulatory measures to prevent irregular
expenditure. Furthermore, the proposed
recommendations are informed by the key
research ﬁndings outlined above:
Recommendations 1 – Standard
operating procedures manual to
regulate incidents of irregular
expenditure
• The Accounting Oﬃcer should develop
an internal standard operating procedure
manual to regulate incidents of irregular
expenditure. The SOP provides a clear
instruction to oﬃcials of how to execute
their day to day tasks when managing
incidents of irregular expenditure. The
SOP will also assist in achieving a clean
audit, AGSA (RSA, 2014:7). Furthermore,
the SOP should outline the objectives
of the standard operating manual
and eﬀective date of implementation;
legislative frameworks in line with the
PFMA (RSA, 1999), TR (RSA, 2005),
etc.; processes to identify, assess, and
report to the relevant authorities, for
example, NT and AGSA; conﬁrmation,
determine, record, investigate and
condonation of the non-compliance
which results in irregular expenditure.
The Accounting Oﬃcer should align
the SOP to the NT frameworks issued
to regulate irregular expenditure to
all National Departments. The SOP
would assist oﬃcials responsible for
procurement of goods and service to
be aware of what is expected of them.
This will further minimise incidents of

• Regular monitoring of the eﬀectiveness
of the training provided to oﬃcials
should be conducted bi-annually in
a form of an on- job assessments to
ensure that the training provided yields
the desired results. Regular monitoring
by supervisors will help identify training
gaps and retrain oﬃcials timeously.
Recommendations 3 – Consequence for
transgressions
• The Accounting Oﬃcer of a public
sector institution should implement
consequence
measures
for
transgressions, for example, disciplinary
action and recovery of the amount
declared as irregular expenditure from
responsible oﬃcials irrespective of
the rank or position occupied in the
Department. Consequence measures
for transgressions will not only limit
incidents of irregular expenditure, but
will also help to achieve clean audit
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or unqualiﬁed audit opinion for the
institution, AGSA (RSA, 2014:7).

• Preventative mechanisms such as
internal audit should conduct proactive
audits of all the contracts which are
due to be issued before the ﬁnal award
is granted. This will also ensure that
contracts that is not in compliance with
the SCM processes, PFMA, TR and
PPPFA, are not issued. The measures
will also highlight cases that could lead
to irregular expenditure before the
expenditure is incurred.

• The
Accounting
Oﬃcer
should
provide
quarterly
consequence
for transgressions reports to the
Audit Committee, AGSA, NT and
Departmental Executive Committee.
This will improve the Committee, NT,
and Departmental Executive Committee
oversight responsibilities as well as
ensure that oﬃcials who are liable for
transgressions are held accountable.
The reports should include, inter alia,
number of transgressions reported,
responsible oﬃcials, and action taken.

• The
Accounting
Oﬃcer
should
appoint suitable and experienced
SCM practitioners as members of
the Departmental Bid Adjudication
Committees. This will ensure that these
members are fully conversant with the
SCM processes. The Directorate Vetting
should screen members before they are
appointed to ensure that they have the
necessary skills and experience.

Recommendations 4–Review of the
regulatory measures
• The Accounting Oﬃcer should review
the implemented regulatory measures
to manage irregular expenditure at
least annually to conform the current
processes and changes in the irregular
expenditure processes. The annual
review will ensure that new irregular
expenditure trends are identiﬁed and
incorporated in the regulatory measures.
Furthermore, the annual review will
minimise an increase in incidents and
enhance operational excellence.

• SCM practitioners should conduct
adequate quality reviews of all
documents submitted for procurement
of goods and services to ensure that all
the documents comply with the SCM
processes and related legislation.
Recommendations 6 – Root causes of
irregular expenditure
• The Accounting Oﬃcer should develop
an audit action plan based on the
internal and external audit ﬁndings. An
audit action plan will assist DWSHS to
monitor the ﬁndings raised by both the
internal and external auditors. The audit
action plan should include: ﬁndings,
root causes, agreed implementation
date, responsible oﬃcial and proposed
action plans. The audit action plans will
also assist to determine the measures
that should be implemented to avoid a
recurrence of irregular expenditure.

• Any changes to the irregular expenditure
processes should be included in the
regulatory measures and communicated
to the oﬃcials. This will enhance timeous
identiﬁcation and inhibit new irregular
expenditure trends.
Recommendations 5 – Mechanisms
to identify and inhibit irregular
expenditure
• The Accounting Oﬃcer should establish
mechanisms such as SCM Performance
and Monitoring Unit to validate all
procurement of goods and services
before contracts are awarded. This will
ensure that non-compliance with SCM
processes, PFMA, TR and PPPFA, are
identiﬁed timeously before contracts
are awarded. This will further eradicate
unnecessary
cases
of
irregular
expenditure.

• The
Accounting
Oﬃcer
should
submit quarterly progress reports
on the implementation of the action
plans for monitoring purposes to the
Audit Committee and Departmental
Executive Committee. This will enhance
the oversight responsibilities of the
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Committee, Departmental Executive
Committee and ensure that the action
plan is implemented to avoid the
recurrence of the root causes of irregular
expenditure.

Oﬃcer
for
implementation
and
ensure
accountability.
This
will
further demonstrate management’s
commitment to avoid an increase in
cases of irregular expenditure.

Recommendations 7 – Roles,
responsibilities and processes
• The Accounting Oﬃcer should identify
Internal Audit or section independent
of the SCM process that will be
responsible to investigate all incidents
of irregular expenditure. The section to
be identiﬁed should have the necessary
skills and experience in investigation
processes. Furthermore, this will ensure
that incidents of irregular expenditure
are investigated timeously within the
approved time lines and necessary
corrective measures are taken to avoid
irregular expenditure.

Recommendations 8 – Oversight
responsibilities by the audit committee
• The Audit Committee should request
quarterly transgression consequence
reports from the Accounting Oﬃcer to
ensure that all the oﬃcials found liable
for incidents of irregular expenditure
are held accountable. The reports
should include, inter alia, number of
transgressions reported, responsible
oﬃcials, action taken etc. This will
enhance the oversight responsibility of
the committee and ensure that where
actions were not implemented, the
committee is able to recommend such
to the Executive Authority.

• The Accounting Oﬃcer should deﬁne
and approve the terms of references of
such a section clearly for accountability
purposes. The terms of reference
should include the purpose of the
section, authority, focus area, roles
and responsibilities etc. This will further
give the section unrestricted access to
persons, documents and ensure that it
executes its work without interference.
The details of the responsible section
should be communicated to all the
oﬃcials at DWSHS to ensure the role is
clear and understood.

• Measures
as
consequence
for
transgressions of irregular expenditure
should be a standing agenda item on
the quarterly Audit Committee to ensure
adequate oversight related to incidents
of irregular expenditure.
5.2 Proposed Framework to manage
irregular expenditure and identify
corrective measures to inhibit irregular
expenditure
5.2.1 Development of a framework
to manage irregular expenditure and
identiﬁcation of corrective measures
In response to the problem of non-compliance
with the SCM processes, PFMA, TR and
PPPFA a framework has been developed.
Since the previous sections revealed that:

• The identiﬁed responsibility to investigate
incidents of irregular expenditure
should develop an internal process or
methodology to investigate incidents of
irregular expenditure. The development
of the process would ensure that all
incidents of irregular expenditure are
investigated. The process should outline
the purpose of the methodology, the
scope of the methodology, regulatory
frameworks, and process to be followed
when incidents of irregular expenditure
are reported to the responsible oﬃce.
The internal process or methodology
should be approved by the Accounting

• the former DWS did not develop an
SOP to regulate incidents of irregular
expenditure;
• incidents of irregular expenditure were
not investigated; and among others,
• there was no plan of consequences
for transgressions leading to irregular
expenditure in place,
Although the proposed framework was
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irregular expenditure, types of irregular
expenditure,
regulatory
frameworks,
assessment and conﬁrmation of the noncompliance or weakness, and investigation
of irregular expenditure.

originally developed to address the
challenges of DWS, it is aimed to strengthen
the new DWSHS (S) procurement process
and to inhibit further cases of irregular
expenditure. Moreover, is should also
ensure that those who are found liable of
irregular expenditure are held accountable.

Hence, the ﬁnally proposed framework
to manage irregular expenditure and
identify corrective measures to inhibit
irregular expenditure as presented in
ﬁgure 1 hereunder comprises of eleven
(11) elements: purpose of the framework,
deﬁnition of irregular expenditure, types
of
irregular
expenditure,
regulatory
frameworks, identiﬁcation of the noncompliance or weakness including the root
cause, assessment and conﬁrmation of the
non-compliance or weakness, identiﬁcation
of role- players who will be accountable,
investigation of irregular expenditure,
identiﬁcation and implementation of
preventative or corrective actions, setting
deadlines and monitoring progress.

Initially, the proposed framework comprised
of the following ﬁve (5) elements: identiﬁcation
of the non-compliance or weakness
including the root cause, identiﬁcation
of role-players who will be accountable,
identiﬁcation and implementation of
preventative or corrective actions, setting
deadlines and monitoring progress. The
framework was then discussed with the
participants to ensure its applicability for
the DWSHS environment. After discussing
the framework with the participants, the
following six (6) elements were included
to strengthen the proposed framework:
purpose of the framework, deﬁnition of

FIGURE 1: PROPOSED FRAMEWORK TO MANAGE IRREGULAR EXPENDITURE AND
IDENTIFICATION OF CORRECTIVE MEASURES (SOURCE: AUTHORS’ FRAMEWORK TO DEAL
WITH IRREGULAR EXPENDITURE)
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5.2.2 Discussion of the elements of
the proposed framework to manage
irregular expenditure and identiﬁcation
of corrective measures

authority, for example, procurement of
goods and services approved by oﬃcial
who do not have the authority to do so.
• Procurement of goods and services
exceeding the approved threshold
without prior approval from the
Accounting Oﬃcer.

Element 1: Purpose of the framework
PFMA (RSA, 1999:19) and TR (RSA,
2005:25) “require the Accounting Oﬃcer
to put measures in place to inhibit irregular
expenditure.” The main purpose of the
framework is to facilitate the following:

• Tenders not evaluated according to the
evaluation criteria.
• Tenders not advertised for the duration
of six weeks.

• Assist oﬃcials to identify the types of
irregular expenditure.

• Appointment of suppliers who are not
tax compliant.

• Outline the steps to be followed by the
Accounting Oﬃcers when dealing with
incidents of irregular expenditure.

• Lack of motivation for deviating from
SCM processes.
• Issuing tenders without adjudication by
the Bid Adjudication Committees.

• To sensitise the oﬃcials about the
consequences of committing irregular
expenditure.

• Non-compliance
with
the
SCM
processes, PFMA, TR and PPPFA.

Element 2: Deﬁnition of irregular
expenditure
Irregular expenditure is deﬁned by chapter
1, section 1 of the PFMA (RSA, 1999:5),
paragraph 6 of the NTIEF (RSA, 2018:9) and
AGSA in the PFMA Audit report for 2016/17
(RSA, 2017:94) as expenditure incurred
without following an applicable regulation
e.g. SCM processes, PFMA (RSA, 1999),
TR (RSA, 2005) and PPPFA (RSA, 2000).

Element 4: Regulatory frameworks
Chapter 5, section 38 (1) (A) (iii) of the
PFMA (RSA ,1999:23) stipulates that the
Accounting Oﬃcer should develop and
maintain a procurement of goods and
services system which is fair, transparent,
competitive and cost eﬀective. The purpose
of identifying the regulatory frameworks is
to familiarise the oﬃcials with regulations
for the acquisition of goods and services
in the public sector. Furthermore, this will
also assist departments to comply with the
regulatory frameworks and SCM processes.
In order to conform to those requirements,
the following frameworks to regulate
procurement of goods and services have
been identiﬁed:

Element 3: Types of irregular
expenditure
As indicated in element 2, irregular
expenditure is expenditure incurred without
adhering to applicable legislations. The
purpose of identifying the types of irregular
expenditure is to sensitise the oﬃcials of
the possible transgressions that can result
to irregular expenditure. The following
possible transgressions or non-compliance
were identiﬁed in order to help oﬃcials to
identify and recognise the examples thereof:

• The Public Finance
Act (RSA, 1999).

Management

• Treasury Regulations (RSA, 2005).
• Preferential
Procurement
Policy
Framework Act No: 5 (RSA, 2000).

• Sourcing goods and services without
inviting competitive bids, for example,
procurements of goods and services
above R500 000 not executed according
to the legislated tender process.

• National Treasury Guideline on Irregular
Expenditure) (RSA, 2018)

• Non-compliance with delegations of
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Element 5: Identiﬁcation of noncompliance or weakness including the
root cause
TR 9.1.2 (RSA, 2005:25) requires an
oﬃcial in the public sector department
who identiﬁes an irregular expenditure, to
report such expenditure immediately to the
Accounting Oﬃcer of their department. The
purpose of reporting such expenditure is
to sensitise the Accounting Oﬃcer about
the incident in order to determine whether
the irregular expenditure had indeed been
incurred. This process will further ensure that
non-compliance is investigated timeously
and the necessary preventative measures
are implemented to avoid an increase in
incidents of irregular expenditure. The ﬁrst
step of the framework is to identify the
weakness in the procurement of goods
and services. The purpose hereof is to
assess whether the expenditure meets
the deﬁnition of irregular expenditure and
any loss suﬀered by the department. The
Directorate Internal Control then gathers
information to understand whether the
problem is linked to a ﬁnancial transaction
as required paragraph 8 of the NTIEF
(RSA, 2018:9). The problem will be as
a result of non- compliance with SCM
processes, PFMA, TR and PPPFA.

This will further guarantee the timeous
disclosure of irregular expenditure to the
relevant authorities and its accounting in
the relevant records. If the weakness meets
the deﬁnition, the Accounting Oﬃcer should
then record the irregular expenditure in the
register. If it does not meet the deﬁnition,
it should not be classiﬁed as irregular
expenditure.
Element 7: Identiﬁcation of accountable
role players
The third step of the framework will be
to identify the role players who should
be involved in the process to ensure
accountability. Role players will be in a form
of persons who are liable for incidents of
irregular expenditure and for example the
one who will be responsible to investigate
the incidents. When the weakness identiﬁes
with the deﬁnition of irregular expenditure,
the Directorate Internal Control will name
the oﬃcial who is responsible for the noncompliance. Identiﬁcation of the responsible
oﬃcial will ensure that non-compliance with
SCM processes, PFMA, TR and PPPFA is
reported to the relevant authority as required
by paragraph 27(d) and 72 of the NTIEF
(RSA, 2018:15;26). This will further ensure
that the necessary investigation and actions
taken against those found liable for irregular
expenditure. The purpose of reporting noncompliance will be to ensure that irregular
expenditure is identiﬁed and accounted for
in the departmental accounting records.
This will further improve the completeness
of the irregular expenditure register to avoid
AGSA audit qualiﬁcations. The reporting
should be undertaken in writing (method
of reporting) to ensure that the records of
irregular expenditures are kept for auditing
purposes. The Accounting Oﬃcer will
then decide on the level of investigations
to be undertaken (Responsibilities for
investigating) as required by paragraph 25
of the NTIEF (RSA, 2018:15).

Element 6: Assessment and
conﬁrmation of non-compliance or
weakness
Once the weakness has been identiﬁed,
an assessment should be done by the
Directorate Internal Control to determine
the eﬀects of the problem, for example
whether the weakness led to a loss of
money or there was a derived beneﬁt
which emanated from the weakness. Once
the assessment has been conducted,
the Directorate Internal Control should
undertake a root cause analysis to conﬁrm
whether the weakness resulted from noncompliance with SCM processes, PFMA,
TR and PPPF (Root Cause). The purpose
of the root cause analysis will be to conﬁrm
whether the weakness meets the meaning
of irregular expenditure as required by
paragraph 8 of the NTIEF (RSA, 2018:9).

Element 8: Investigation of irregular
expenditure
The Accounting Oﬃcer will appoint the
investigator within 30 days after irregular
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expenditure has been conﬁrmed by the
Chief Directorate Internal Control or Risk
Management who will then investigate the
identiﬁed expenditure (Responsibilities for
investigating) as required by paragraph 25
of the NTIEF (RSA, 2018:15). The purpose
of the investigation will be to determine
whether the department has suﬀered any
loss or derived any beneﬁts as well as identify
the root cause of the irregular expenditure.
Furthermore, the investigation will help
the department to improve the audit result
from qualiﬁcation to an unqualiﬁed audit
opinion. The investigator should be granted
unrestricted access to records, oﬃcials or
personnel who are legally contracted by the
department. Failure or lack of cooperation
with the investigator should be reported
to the Accounting Oﬃcer. When the
investigation is completed, the investigator
should compile a report on the outcomes
thereof. The report should indicate the root
cause which led to non-compliance, the
impact of the transgression, information of
any corrupt or fraudulent activities if any, the
oﬃcial responsible for the non-compliance,
and any loss suﬀered by the department or
its entities.

also ensure that those who are responsible
for incidents of irregular expenditure
are held responsible. Depending on the
outcomes of the investigations the following
actions should be considered:
• Where the outcomes of the investigations
indicate that no loss has been
suﬀered, training should be provided
to the oﬃcial responsible and the
departments Accounting Oﬃcer should
apply for condonation of the irregular
expenditure. The training will ensure
that the oﬃcials are familiarised with the
procurement process and sensible of
what is required to them as to their roles
and responsibilities. The training will
further ensure that the department will
experience a decrease in incidents of
irregular and lead to a clean audit report
from AGSA.
• Where the investigations indicate
negligence or failure to adhere to the
SCM processes by the responsible
oﬃcial, the Accounting Oﬃcer should
institute disciplinary action against the
responsible oﬃcial. Disciplinary action will
illustrate commitment by management to
deal with non-compliance with the SCM
processes. Furthermore, this will avoid
future cases of irregular expenditure. If
the outcomes of the disciplinary reveal
that the oﬃcial is guilty, the chairperson
of the disciplinary committee will impose
sanctions such as punitive suspension
or recover the money (Consequence
for transgressions) from the responsible
oﬃcial.

Element 9: Identiﬁcation and
implementation of preventative or
corrective actions
PFMA (RSA, 1999:19) and TR (RSA,
2005:25) “require the Accounting Oﬃcer
to implement measures to inhibit irregular
expenditure.” The ﬁfth step of the framework
proposes steps or preventative action to
address the root causes. Preventative
actions should be measures put in place
to avoid a recurrence of incidents of
irregular expenditure. Preventative action,
inter alia, training, disciplinary action in a
form of consequences for transgressions,
recovering money from responsible oﬃcials,
and impose precautionary suspensions
etc. should be implemented according to
the applicable rules and regulations. The
purpose of identiﬁcation and implementation
of preventive or corrective measures is
to ensure non-recurrence of incidents of
irregular expenditure. Furthermore, this will

• Where investigations reveal any
fraudulent activities or corruption, the
matter must be reported to the law
enforcement agencies such as the
South African Police Services within 7
days for criminal charges against the
responsible oﬃcial. This will illustrate
management’s seriousness to manage
irregular expenditure. These measures
will be implemented to ensure that there
is no recurrence of the identiﬁed root
causes.
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Element 10: Setting the deadlines
The sixth step of the framework will be to
set deadlines (e.g. monthly, quarterly and
annually) to implement corrective action
for instances where the oﬃcials were
found guilty or responsible for incidents of
irregular expenditure. The purpose of setting
deadlines will be to ensure that the outcomes
of the investigation are implemented
and those liable for incidents of irregular
expenditure are held responsible. This
will further ensure that there is monitoring
over implemented preventative measures
to avoid an increase in cases of irregular
expenditure. Depending on the outcomes
of the investigations the following timelines
should be considered:

the Accounting Oﬃcer should create a
debt account for the responsible oﬃcial
and the money should be recovered
according to the agreed instalments until
the debt has been settled in full. This will
ensure that the corrective measures are
implemented to inhibit further incidents
of irregular expenditure.
Element 11: Monitoring corrective
actions progress
The seventh step of the framework will
be to illustrate how often progress in
implementing corrective actions should be
reported, e.g. quarterly monitoring reports to
the Audit Committee, NT and Departmental
Executive Committee. This will ensure that
the preventative or corrective actions are
implemented. This will likewise improve
the eﬀect of the adequacy of oversight
duty of the Audit Committee over irregular
expenditure.

• Instituting disciplinary actions – As
required by the Public Service Coordinating Bargaining Council (PSCBC),
the Accounting Oﬃcer should establish
a disciplinary committee to be chaired by
an independent chairperson to institute
disciplinary action against the relevant
oﬃcial within 60 days of the investigation
(RSA,
2003:8).
The
disciplinary
measures must ensure that those
who are liable for incidents of irregular
expenditure are held accountable and
the necessary preventative measures
are implemented.

This paper revealed this shortcoming as one
of the weakness of the Audit Committee.
The proposed framework is an attempt to
assist departments to manage incidents of
irregular expenditure.
5.3 MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
The recommendations and the framework
presented above have direct managerial
implications since they were developed
to help in particular the new DWSHS, but
also other departments and spheres of
government with similar issues in managing
and curbing the occurrence of irregular
expenditure in government. In facilitating
this management process, Accounting
Oﬃcers and/or the relevant authorities of
DWSHS, other departments and perhaps
other spheres of government have been
identiﬁed as key players to ensuring that
preventing measures are in place. Based
on the ﬁndings, they should ensure that:

• Training of oﬃcial – Within 30 days of the
investigations, the Accounting Oﬃcer
should identify training interventions
to train the oﬃcial on the prevention of
irregular expenditure. Training oﬃcials
will ensure that the preventative
measures are implemented to avoid
a recurrence of incidents of irregular
expenditure and improve operations.
• Referral of the matter to the law
enforcement agencies such as the South
African Police Services–within 7 days
after the investigation: the Accounting
Oﬃcer should refer the matter to the
law enforcement agencies to institute
criminal charges.

• causes of irregular expenditure such
as the lack of consequences for
transgressions should be followed up
and appropriate actions taken to avoid
a recurrence of root causes of irregular
expenditure,

• Recover the money from the responsible
oﬃcial – within 30 days of the sanction:
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• oﬃcials are held accountable for their
actions to avoid recurrence of incident
of irregular expenditure.

for transgressions. Finally, a framework
was proposed to assist in particular the
new DWSHS, but also other departments
and spheres of government with similar
issues to manage and curb incidents of
irregular expenditure as well as to improve
compliance with SCM processes, PFMA,
TR and PPPFA. To do so in detail could be
a topic for further research.

Consistent implementation of the proposed
framework will assist both the Accounting
Oﬃcers as well as the relevant authorities
in achieving clean audit outcomes and
show
management
commitment
to
reduce incidents of irregular expenditure.
Furthermore, this will help, Accounting
Oﬃcers and/or the relevant authorities
to focus on running the Department(s)
and ensure that planned objectives are
achieved – that will contribute to improved
service delivery.
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TRADITIONAL
APPROACHES
AND LEADERSHIP
PERSPECTIVES
ON SUSTAINABLE
ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSERVATION
PRACTICES IN AFRICA

to inclusive and sustainable development,
taking into account complex issues such as
the interactions between food, water and
energy security (OECD, 2015).
Environmental sustainability is not a new
subject, but rather, as stated by Field
Museum, (2019); communities and early
civilisations’ understanding of sustainability
traces to the distant past and links with
the Zhou dynasty in China (1100-171),
as well as the Egyptian, Mesopotamian
Greeks and Romans (Du Pisani, 2006). It
is notable that the most serious problems
facing the world today, such as water and
food supply crises, extreme volatility in
energy and food prices, rising greenhouse
gas emissions, severe income disparity,
chronic ﬁscal imbalances and terrorism
(World Economic Forum, 2012) either
stem from environmental mismanagement
or inequality, or both (OECD, 2012). This
demands the need for the implementation
of the Green Growth Development agenda
(African Development Bank, 2012) in
which sustainable development projects
are supported on the African continent.
According to the AfDB (2013: 60),
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“Africa should seize opportunities for
greener, more sustainable growth to
become more resilient in the face of climate
change. By incorporating green principles
in development plans, African countries
will extend access to water, energy and
transport, boost agricultural productivity and
create new jobs and expertise; they will also
build sustainable cities and develop their
natural resources while reducing waste.”

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Environmental sustainability has become a
priority agenda globally, with World bodies
such as the UN, UNESCO and World Bank
encouraging environmental restoration with
various incentives for all nations (UNCTAD,
2019; Kiran, 2015). The Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) agreed at the
Rio+20 UN Conference on Sustainable
Development reﬂect the linkages between
poverty reduction, natural resource
management and development, as well as
local and global environmental challenges
to collectively manage shared global
environmental risks and to build resilience
across all types of countries to contribute

The problem being addressed in answering
to the statement above follows.
THE PROBLEM INVESTIGATED
The problem is that countless global initiatives,
usually from a Western perspective, meant
to promote environmental management
and sustainability have failed (Butler, 2013;
Booth, 2015; Ritchie & Roser, 2018), leaving
a burning question: Why has the world not
become more environmentally sustainable
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despite decades of local plans, state
laws, national policies and international
agreements? This failure is of concern to
environmental executives, environmental
researchers as well as policy makers
across the globe. Concerned environmental
managers, of both private and public sector
organisations throughout the world are
waiting for answers on the outcome of the
UN Agenda 2030 SDGs.

in productivity, threatening the livelihoods
of over one billion people, while up to 24
million square kilometres of land is aﬀected,
including 19 per cent of cropland, 16 per
cent of forest land, 19 per cent of grassland
and 28 per cent of rangeland.
In diﬀerent regions of Africa, in an analysis
of statistical surveys for natural disasters
over a 30-year period from 1974 to 2003,
Lukamba (2010) notes that every year
a variety of environmental disasters
occurs and that these are becoming more
prevalent. Of the many disasters that
have hit Southern Africa, (amongst which
are droughts, ﬂoods, ﬁres, human wildlife
conﬂicts), tabulated in Table 1 below are
a series of notable cyclones that have
struck between the years 2000 and 2019.
Humans, through their activities such as,
for instance deforestation (the cutting
down of trees at a faster pace than nature
can replace) is causing an increase in
the frequency, magnitude and impact of
drought and ﬂood events in certain areas
(SADC, 2012; Hlatshwayo, 2017). Table
1 below summarizes the major hydrometeorological disasters that hit Southern
Africa in the last two decades.

LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature reviewed will provide
insight to environment management
and sustainability history after many
failed attempts. Thereafter the traditional
environmental conservation approaches,
indigenous practices and traditional leaders’
perspectives in Africa will follow.
Environmental sustainability and its
history in Africa
Environmental sustainability has become a
global priority because our future depends
on it. The atmosphere is fast wasting away;
hurricanes, hailstorms, burning forests,
degraded wetlands and general ecological
obliteration are the order of the day
(Asiimire, 2014). Marks (2018) records that
97 percent of climate scientists agree that
climate change is occurring, and that there
is a need to shift away from fossil fuels
and move towards sustainable forms of
energy. The UN Progress and Information
Report (2018) mentions that worldwide,
about one ﬁfth of the Earth’s land surface
that was once covered by vegetation is
showing persistent and declining trends

The forces of nature cannot be controlled,
but its harmful eﬀects can be minimized.
Concerted eﬀorts are being made to
come up with disaster laws intended
to avert the impact of natural disasters
on humanity through advance planning
and preparation (South African National
Disaster Management Framework, 2005).

TABLE 1: NOTABLE CYCLONES THAT HAVE STRUCK SOUTHERN AFRICA BETWEEN 2000 AND
2019.

Name of
Cyclone
Cyclone Eline
Cyclone Hudah
Cyclone Flavio
Cyclone Irina
Cyclone Dineo
Cyclone Idai

Date Occurred

Countries aﬀected by the disaster

Feb/March 2000
April 2000
11 February, 2007
Feb/March, 2012
March, 2017
4-17 March, 2019

Mozambique, Madagascar, Zimbabwe, South Africa
Mozambique, Madagascar
Mozambique, Madagascar
Madagascar, Mozambique, and South Africa
Swaziland, Mozambique, South Africa, Zimbabwe
Mozambique, Zimbabwe and Malawi

Source: Internet Geography, 2019, Hlatshwayo, 2017
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Since then, World leaders are being seen
committing to take greater action to reduce
the impact of the climate crisis (Reliefweb,
2019)

the world are waiting for answers on the
outcome of the SDGs. Fehling, Nelson
and Venkatapuram (2013) carried out a
multidisciplinary literature review with a
focus on limitations of the MDGs, and 90
articles describe MDGs as having being
created by only a few stakeholders without
adequate involvement of developing
countries. This is in spite of the fact that the
framework of ﬁrstly the MDGs and, currently
of the SDGs embraced multidimensional
eﬀorts to protect the environment; they were
designed to apply to all countries, showing
the universality and the need for global
cooperation. Since the world is a global
village, indeed eﬀorts of environmental
sustainability should be welcome from all
corners of the globe, inclusive of developing
countries such as Zimbabwe, which
were already practising environmental
management for sustainability long before
the inception of these global eﬀorts.
Examples of the destruction by wildﬁres
of the Amazonia, Australian, the American
as well as South Africa’s Western Cape
province point to the need for a close
working relationship with people who live
adjacent to where these challenges are
experienced almost annually, and tap
into their indigenous knowledge systems
for ways to ensure proper environmental
management.

As early as 1992, more than 170 countries
gathered at the Rio Earth Summit and agreed
to pursue sustainable development, protect
biological diversity, prevent dangerous
interference with climate systems, and
conserve forests. Currently, almost three
decades later, the natural systems on which
humanity relies continue to be degraded
(Howes, 2017).
Of the Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs) created in the year 2000; MDG
7 (Ensure environmental sustainability)
was formulated to ensure environmental
sustainability in recognition of a growing
concern about current consumption
and production patterns leading to an
unsustainable use of natural resources
(Reliefweb, 2019; World Economic and
Social Survey 2014/2015.) The MDG failed,
and the UN Secretary-General Ban KiMoon links the lack of progress to ‘unmet
commitments, inadequate resources, lack
of focus and accountability, and insuﬃcient
interest in sustainable development’ (UN,
2010). Strategic Development Goals
(SDGs) succeeded the MDGs, and it is
notable that several of these SDGs seek
to address issues of ending poverty and
ensuring sustainability, such as SDGs 1.,
2., 6., 7., 12., 14., 15., 16 and 17 through
their speciﬁed targets. In particular, the
successor to MDG 7, which is SDG 15 in the
2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development
seeks to ‘protect, restore and promote
sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems,
sustainably manage forests, combat
desertiﬁcation, and halt and reverse land
degradation and halt biodiversity loss (UN,
2018).

Environmental
researchers,
global
policy makers as well as environmental
managers of both private and public
sector organisations are of the opinion
that, without a massive change in policy,
as well as failure to take decisive action
could lead to the occurrence of severe and
more frequent natural disasters, such as
heat waves, tropical cyclones, ﬂoods and
landslides; and in short; “widespread, abrupt
and possibly irreversible changes to basic
Earth-system processes” on which the wellbeing of present and future generations
depends (Griggs, Staﬀord-Smith, Gaﬀney,
Rockström, Öhman, Shyamsundar, Steﬀen,
Glaser, Kanie, & Noble, 2013: 306).

The failure of all the initiatives mentioned
above is of concern to both environmental
researchers and environmental policy
makers across the globe. Concerned
environmentalists and managers throughout

Thus, how can indigenous conservation
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methods and practices assist environmental
managers in managing and making a
contribution to sustainable environmental
conservation?

people in the world, who depend on natural
resources for their livelihood” (ECA, 2010b).
Natural resources, whether renewable or
non-renewable, are a part of the real wealth
of nations; they are the natural capital
out of which all other forms of capital are
made as they contribute towards ﬁscal
revenue, income, and poverty reduction.
(OECD, 2011). Below in Table 2 is a list
of the selected natural resources, and an
explanation as to why global conservation
managers and leaders need to take action
concerning them.

Traditional approaches through
indigenous conservation methods and
practices in Africa
Indigenous conservation methods of water,
forests, lands, ﬁsheries and wild animals
are of concern in this research because:
“It is a sad indictment of our global society
that uncontrolled exploitation of natural
resources such as forests, land, water, and
ﬁsheries – often by the powerful few – has
caused alarming changes to our natural
world in recent decades. This has proved
especially harmful for the most vulnerable

All along, eﬀorts at environmental
sustainability have been addressed using
approaches and methods based on
environmental management theories from

TABLE 2: NATURAL RESOURCES AND REASONS FOR CONSERVATION

Natural
Resource

Reason for conservation
Water directly aﬀects many issues critical to promoting sustainable
development, such as the economy, agriculture, health, trade, energy, peace
and security.

Water

-Clean and readily accessible water is critical to human health, a healthy
environment, good sanitation, poverty reduction, a sustainable economy, as
well as peace and security.
-Developing countries are the most aﬀected by water shortages, ﬂooding and
poor water quality. Up to 80% of illnesses in the developing world are linked
to inadequate water and sanitation (Government of Canada, 2020).
-Provide wood for diﬀerent uses, as well as medicines, fossil fuels
-Reduce global warming, which threatens farm produce as well as protect the
quality of drinking water (Kaimowitz, 2019).
- Keep rural households living near forested areas out of extreme poverty as
they depend on these forests for their subsistence and income; commercial
activities such as extraction gum, paper and harvesting of honey

Forests

- Healthy forests provide critical and important ecosystem services such as
habitat for biodiversity, provision of drinking water, water and climate cycle
regulation, erosion prevention, crop pollination, soil fertility, and ﬂood control.
-Clearing forests for agriculture, extractive industries, urbanization and other
land uses leads to the loss of habitat and brings humans and wildlife into
closer contact, increasing the risk of spill over of infectious diseases from
animals to humans as they come into close contact (The World Bank, 2020).
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Land

Fisheries

Wild
Animals

- All development is centred on land; in fact, land and natural resources are
primary livelihood and development assets for rural peoples, land provides
a foundation for poverty reduction, increased food security, gender equality,
cultural survival as well as environmental sustainability (Springer, 2016).
-In most developing countries, ﬁsheries oﬀer a potential for meeting people’s
nutritional demands as ﬁsh are a source of protein, vitamins and essential
minerals (FAO, 2021). Fish oﬀer an ideal supplement to the often poor and
monotonous diet of many rural people.
-Fish oﬀer a cheap food source to low-income consumers who are almost
always undernourished.
-Can provide a way of increasing the low incomes of many rural households.
(FAO, 2021)
-Extracting wildlife from its natural habitat leads to disastrous results. If a
single species should become extinct, the whole food chain is disrupted and
aﬀects all other species. Maintaining biodiversity is vital for a healthy and
functional ecosystem (Bali Safari, 2018).

Source: Authors’ compilation
Western ‘experts’ should begin by a survey
of historical resource use and management
practices in a place such as Africa (and Asia
and Latin America, i.e. lands between ‘the
tropics’) whose peoples have always lived
with extreme climate variability”.

developed nations who were involved in
their crafting, and who upheld science as
being superior to all other knowledge forms
(such as Indigenous Knowledge Systems),
and yet have achieved minimal success.
Swatuk (2016) states that the Western
understanding of ‘development’, and
therefore of resource use, has been based
on the belief that ‘Man’ holds dominion over
nature; that ‘nature’ is both an endless source
as well as a limitless sink (inexhaustible).
The results of such a ‘limited’ perspective
are there for all to see–climate change. An
interesting paradox is presented by Swatuk
(2016, p.1):

A diﬀerent approach is therefore needed,
an approach that incorporates Africa’s
indigenous leadership and knowledge
systems, methods and practice, which may
contribute to management research and
practice. In order to do this, we must go back
to where we originated from (Asiimire, 2014).
It is “the indigenous forms of harnessing and
utilising the natural resources of the region,
by local communities – as they meet their
needs” – that are much closer to the concept
of sustainable development (Noyoo, 2007
p.167). Indigenous knowledge has profound
roles to play in conserving Southern
Africa’s environment as well as to promote
sustainable ways of utilising the region’s
natural resources for the common good of
all its inhabitants and it also “provides the
basis for grassroots decision-making, much
of which takes place at the community
level through indigenous organisations and
associations where problems are identiﬁed,
and solutions are determined” (Nayoo,

“…while Africa remains the object
of ‘development’, Western modes of
‘development’ have led us all towards
localized
ecological
collapse
and
generalized planetary destruction. Is
it possible that Africans (and other low
consumption oriented cultures) might have
been right all along? That approaches to
living within an ecosystem’s limits are not
evidence of ‘backwardness’, but of – dare we
say it – ‘sustainability’ and ‘resilience’? As
the West scrambles to deal with increased
climate variability, we suggest that perhaps
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2007, p.170).

maintained to ensure a ﬂow of water
all year round. Natural rules have also
controlled marine life for centuries; for
example, rivers rise and ﬂoods occur
during the ﬁsh-spawning season. This
gives the ﬁsh more physical space so
that they can become diﬃcult to catch
at this time (Southern African Research
and Documentation Centre, 2005:2-3).
Other laws were enacted by Barotse
Kings to conserve wildlife; game animals
were especially protected; for example,
it was an oﬀence to kill a female beast.

Indigenous knowledge, as described by
Barasa, (2007, p. 140) is:
“…the local knowledge that is unique to a
given culture or society. It is the basis for
local-level decision-making in agriculture,
health care, food preparation (gastronomy),
education, natural resource management
and a host of other activities in rural
communities’. In essence, indigenous
knowledge is that knowledge used to run/
manage all the sectors and sub-sectors of
the traditional or local or rural economies/
society”.

• In Malawi, IKS is still sustaining
people through their knowledge of
social management, crop protection
systems and traditional medicines.
Farmers have extensive knowledge
in using tree species such as Msangu
(Faidherbiaalbida) to improve and
maintain soil fertility (Noyoo, 2007).

Indigenous knowledge, being unique
to a culture is built by societies through
generations as they live in close contact
with nature (Senanayake, 2006). This
knowledge encompasses norms, a system of
classiﬁcation of natural resources, empirical
observations about the local environment
and a system of self-management that
governs resource use (Ngara, 2013). In the
SADC region, traditional and indigenous
knowledge systems have been utilised in the
successful management and conservation
of natural resources, which could also be
used as building blocks for modern day
environmental conservation in the following
manner:

• Traditionally, the Batswana in Botswana
had grazing land that was located far
away from the villages and croplands,
resource overseers were responsible
for monitoring the status of grazing and
informed the Chief when overgrazing
was becoming a problem (Nayoo, 2007)
The above examples illustrate knowledge
that is needed most in natural resources
management and which reconnects human
beings to the bio-sphere and its bioregions, incorporating respect and sociocultural, moral and spiritual expressions
(Bonye, n d). This resonates with the call
of the Zimbabwean traditional leaders (who
are considered as traditional knowledgeholding entities), to revert to the basics of
African environmental conservation; to reassert conservation practices that were
used in the past (pre-colonial period) that
showed great promise and have been
appraised for maintaining a balance in the
ecological system. These practices are
essential to the sustainable development
and to the livelihoods of hundreds of millions
of people; they serve the interests of not
only the indigenous people; but extend to
the common future needs of all of humanity

• Some elements of the Shona people
of Zimbabwe include respect for
nature, a moral attitude towards nature,
restraint in resource exploitation, mutual
co-operation,
agreed
exclusions,
intergenerational communication and
sociocultural continuity which can be
quite valuable in policy formulation.
• The Barotse or Lozi people in Zambia
are guided by a saying: ‘Water is life’.
The most important food for the Barotse
people is ﬁsh; their cattle depend
on pastures that need water and all
transportation is by waterway, hence
‘water is life’. Tradition requires that every
Litunga (King) in Barotseland, should
have canals dug and water management
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(Dutﬁeld, 2010).

land use and resource management,
and these deﬁned the accepted land use
practices and values, which were passed
down through the generations (Makaudze
& Shoko, 2015; Alidri, 2016). These
sustainable practices formed the culture, or
the way of life of these people. Degradation
of the natural environment was kept to a
minimum; natural resources were used
sustainably, and climatological disasters
were not as frequent as nowadays.

In the traditional African society, nature
was regarded as a gift given by God to
the beneﬁt of mankind (Mbiti, 1969). The
various animal and tree species in the
sacred forests, rivers, lakes, and mountains
of which the environment is made, was
supposed to be respected and used
sustainably. This meant that man and nature
were to co-exist peacefully. However, in
African settings there existed an Indigenous
Knowledge Systems informed approach
to natural resources management which
was based on local traditional values that
emphasized the sustainable utilization of
natural resources through application of IKS
(Gadzirayi, Mutandwa, Chihiya & Chikosha;
2006). Atteh (1991) postulated that IKS was
embodied in culture and was described as
an integrated pattern of human knowledge,
beliefs and behaviour. IKS consists of
language, ideas, beliefs, customs, taboos,
codes, institutions, tools, techniques,
artefacts, rituals, ceremonies, folklores and
gender (Atteh 1991; Lingard, Raharison,
Rabakonandrianina,
Rakotoarisoa
&
Elmqvist, 2003; Katsande, 2015; Bobo,
Aghomo & Ntumwel, 2015). This culture is
passed down from one generation to the
next and generally it provides a holistic view
of how to use natural resources based on
traditional ethical perspectives.

The nobility of these sustainable cultural
practices, promulgated by traditional
leaders, can today be emulated by
environmental managers and adopted as a
pointer, showing the direction and even the
worldview that needs to be taken in modern
day natural conservation. The key question
being raised in this research is: In the
historical past, what were the indigenous
methods and practices which contributed to
management of natural resources and the
environment? This research paper seeks
to revive some sustainable conservation
relegated key issues and practices
within the Zimbabwean environmental
conservation context, with a particular
emphasis on documenting the traditional
practices that could be of value not only
in the day to day life of rural communities,
but also in the practise of current global,
modern day environmental management.
In this paper, wisdom and practices on
indigenous methods of environmental
conservation are provided by Zimbabwean
traditional leaders. What follows hereafter is
a narrative of the signiﬁcance of traditional
leadership and the role they played in
environmental conservation.

People in traditional settings were aware that
the environment could become degraded,
and therefore needed to be conserved.
Severe punishment was in place for those
who mismanaged natural resources and
thus, community members were ever
mindful of the manner in which they utilized
the available resources (Diawuo & Issifu,
2015). Environmental conservation was the
way of life in native African communities.
Methods of conservation of forestry; marine
and river ecosystems; wildlife; protection
of particular plant, animal, or ﬁsh species
existed and were practised in diﬀerent
African communities. Home-grown resource
management rules and practices were
developed as mechanisms for sustainable

Traditional Leadership, environmental
conservation and sustainability
In Africa, traditional management of the
environment and natural resources are
under the leadership of Tribal Chiefs.
The knowledge of cultural norms, values
and beliefs in the traditional systems of
environmental conservation that sustained
communities were embodied in these
traditional chiefs. Through traditional
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religious practices and wise deployment
of indigenous knowledge systems, these
chiefs preserved the environment (Mawere,
2013). They were therefore accepted by
their subjects as the religious, political,
judicial and the spiritual embodiments of
their communities (Appiah-Opoku & Hyma,
1999).

communities.
Erosion of traditional methods of
environmental conservation
The late 19th century is seen as the
beginning of the decline in the importance
of the indigenous knowledge systems
(UNESCO, 2010). The importance of Chiefs
as custodians of the environment was no
longer recognized (Augustine, 2016). All the
Indigenous knowledge methods, alongside
the customary laws traditionally used to
conserve the natural environment began to
be despised and instead of seeking ways
to merge traditional conservation practices
with expert science, the indigenous
methods of conservation were relegated
and inferiorized as unscientiﬁc (Osman,
2009; Mawere, 2013). The Euro-Western
scientiﬁc view of management of natural
resources took centre stage, and there was
a failure of acknowledging the indigenous
methods that communities had used
successfully for centuries in conserving
their natural environment.

The traditional leader had a broad knowledge
base of how to live sustainably (Fien, 2010;
Kiran, 2015), and used certain practices
which seemed to balance the co-existence
of humans and nature (environment).
The traditional leaders ensured that
their subjects embraced the indigenous
knowledge systems of conservation as a
way of life, and mandated that it be dutifully
transmitted to their children. At household
level, the elderly folk were to teach their
young ones the cultural beliefs, values,
norms, and practices that guided land
use and resource management. These
lessons in natural resource management
were expressed through religious beliefs
and moral sanctions, inclusive of a range
of sacred and cultural practices (Diawuo &
Issifu, 2015).

With the relegation of indigenous methods
of conservation to the dustbin of mediocrity,
the traditional authority of the chiefs as
indigenous law enforcing agents, which
was once critical in conserving natural
resources was no longer upheld; the sacred
became desecrated. The exploitation of the
ecosystem for immediate monetary proﬁt
set in, there was excessive exploitation
of natural resources instead of managing
these for sustainable biotic yield, resulting
in unnecessary degradation and alteration
of habitats of wild plants and animals
(Kyasiimire, 2010). There is a strong
interdependent link between degraded
habitats and loss of wild ﬂora and fauna
(Patil, Kumar & Bagvandas, 2017).
Commodiﬁcation of natural resources meant
that management was transferred from
the traditional chiefs to local government
authorities who attached little cultural
value to the natural resource management
(since they had limited knowledge of it)
(Thondhlana & Shackleton, 2015). Instead
of incorporating the existent contribution

In the Zimbabwean context, traditional
leaders operate as the ﬁrst line of
conservation monitory institutions and
they are empowered by the Government
of Zimbabwe Traditional Leaders Act of
(2001). This is done in accordance with the
duties of the Chiefs as enunciated in Sect
5 sub-section L (i-iv) which ensures that
the land and its natural resources are used
and exploited in terms of the law and, in
particular, controlling:
(i) over-cultivation; and (ii) over-grazing;
and (iii) the indiscriminate destruction of
ﬂora and fauna; and (iv) illegal settlements;
and generally preventing the degradation,
abuse or misuse of land and natural
resources in his area. The subjects of every
traditional authority had to show respect
for, and obedience to traditional leadership
as well as elders and these were an
important aspect of traditional Zimbabwean
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of indigenous cultures and institutions, the
local government authorities discarded
them, yet modernity and development
should be contextualized to a people’s
culture by incorporating their social values,
norms, attitudes, beliefs, principles and
practices (Alidri, 2016).

THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS OF
THE STUDY
European based science is not the only
science in existence (Saurombe and
Materechera, 2017). This viewpoint was
ﬁrstly presented by Dunn (2014a) who
stated that while the process of ﬁnding out
about the world is considered empirical
(scientiﬁc), indigenous knowledge is
acquired in a very diﬀerent way, with ﬁrsthand experience being considered as
the best or even the only way to properly
learn. Indeed, indigenous peoples have
diﬀerent worldviews and means of relating
to the world (Absolon, 2010). A worldview
in this instance, is a way of understanding
natural resources and humanity’s place in
the upkeep of natural resources, and this
implies attitudes, values, perception, beliefs
and practices, based on society with regard
to the natural environmental resources of
the cosmos (Gumo, Gisege, Raballah &
Ouma, 2012).

In the literary world, there are many ways of
acquiring knowledge. “Knowledge is not a
one-way street…not all knowledge resides
in the north, to be transferred to the south
as necessary. There is richness in cross
cultural fertilization” (Ncube, 2010:78). It is
ironic in this instance that, across the world,
studies are currently being conducted to
understand the value and practical aspect
of traditional practices followed by the
indigenous people (Kiran, 2015), and yet
there was concerted eﬀort to erase existing
indigenous systems of knowledge and
replacing them wholly with Western-driven
beliefs and knowledge systems.
However, with this modern knowledge,
serious problems have arisen; nature is
now in conﬂict with human beings, there
is wanton destruction of the environment
(Heller & Lawrence, 2007; Van der Walt,
2016). The harmonious co-existence of
humans and the environment that once
existed under the leadership and authority
of the traditional chiefs is now a relic of
the past (Logan, 2008). The world seems
clueless; global summit after global summit
have been held, but the conﬂict between
nature and human beings is only getting
worse. In particular, Africa has especially
felt the impacts of climate change through
deteriorating human health such as lung
cancer and tuberculosis (Mawere, 2010);
negative impacts on agriculture and food
production, resulting in worsening the
existing levels of poverty – all of which
undermine the continent’s developmental
eﬀorts.

African beliefs on Environmental
Conservation
A strong interpersonal relationship with
others as well as harmony, peace with nature,
communalism, and spirituality characterizes
African epistemology. In this set up, God’s
omnipresence is acknowledged. African
epistemology presents God as the creator of
all natural phenomena; African belief in the
supernatural creates respect for animals,
reverence for forests, rocks, mountains,
and rivers; it gives an explanation as to
why certain places are revered and certain
activities tabooed; it opines that natural
phenomena have spirits that deﬁne the
relationship between humans and nature
that is inter-linked and interdependent
(Idang, 2015; Sibanda, 1997).
Holistic Theory
In African epistemology, holistic knowledge
upholds the belief of the African, that
knowledge of reality cannot be gained if the
individual person detaches himself from it
(Ndubisi, 2014; Anyanwu & Ruch, 1981).
Knowledge of a given reality must involve
the subject and the object, the knower and

Below are the theoretical underpinnings
that have guided this study.
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the known (Ndubisi, 2014). It therefore
follows that there is a connection or a
relationship that exists between the African
person and his world. The African does
not claim to know anything in isolation,
and as such, humankind, according to the
African thought and belief, is not an isolated
creature (Gumo, Gisege, Raballah & Ouma,
2012), but is part of a universe which is full
of animals, plants and inanimate objects
which are related to each other in various
ways, and all these are in turn dependent
on the Supreme God for their appearance
and their continued existence.

Focus of Indigenous knowledge
systems in environmental conservation
Communities’
indigenous
knowledge
practices in environmental conservation
were focused towards sustainable methods
of grazing, tree cutting, hunting, gathering
of ﬁrewood, farming, ﬁshing, mining, pit
sawing, collection of parts of vegetation
for medicinal purposes, and so on. The
emphasis was also on preventing veld ﬁres,
excessive mineral panning and quarrying,
uncontrolled pit and river sand abstraction;
wetland and stream bank cultivation;
poaching, uncontrolled clearing of the land
for cultivation; illegal tree felling for ﬁrewood
and lumber; pollution of water bodies;
extraction of minerals from burial places
as well the control of livestock grazing or
nomadic cattle herding. It is to be noted that
the livelihoods of the communities depended
on these natural resources, their well-being
hinged on their abundant existence.

From this worldview emanates the deep
rooted epistemological understanding that
man and nature are equal; and man should
not therefore exercise an exploitative
relationship over nature; both entities share
the same spirit (Aikenhead & Ogawa, 2007).
The nature of reality is thus governed by
spirituality; man and nature are interrelated,
and therefore, there is talk of relational
ontologies.

The manner in which these conservational
activities were directed and presided over
by the chief, was accepted and embraced
by all, and was understood to be done
for the beneﬁt of all community members.
These practices curtailed most of the
environmental ills that we are experiencing
today since societal rules and norms guided
individual, family, and clan behaviour and
attitude, strengthening the social bond and
the sense of social responsibility in the use
of environmental resources (Alidri, 2016).

Proﬁle of natural and environmental
resources
The World Bank Glossary deﬁnes natural
resources as ‘materials that occur in nature
and are essential or useful to humans, such
as water, air, land, forests, ﬁsh and wildlife,
topsoil, and minerals’ (World Bank 2016),
to which Osman (2009) adds that it must
include burial sites, traditional protected
areas, water points, forest and forest
products, agricultural land and wildlife.

The land itself, rather than libraries and the
internet, is where indigenous knowledge
is stored (Whitt, 2014). This indigenous
way of instruction changed with the advent
of formal education, which had very little
consideration for indigenous knowledge
or indigenous methods of instruction;
children were separated from parents, and
parents in turn became less able to pass
on the knowledge that they themselves had
inherited to their children (Fien, 2010). The
norms, values and beliefs which sustained
communities became downtrodden and
desecrated. The ushering in of new religious
beliefs (Christianity, Islam and many others)

Traditionally, these natural resources formed
the very basis of religious and cultural beliefs,
and were not just considered as a source of
food and other necessities. This meant that
certain areas such as woodlands, water
points, mountains and even wild animals
were considered sacred. Exploitation of the
natural resource base was systematic and
could only be done through the inspiration
of spirit mediums and through the guidance
of traditional institutions for the beneﬁts of
the whole Community (Paula, 2004).
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as well as ‘modernization’ led people to cut
down the sacred groves and the rainforests
that they had maintained as untouched
virgin forest for years. The result has been
an ecological catastrophe; massive soil
erosion, deforestation and denudation.
The research methodology that
adopted for the study follows below.

where old practices of conservation are still
actively followed, but countrywide are being
rarely considered as an asset that could
be valued for sustainable environmental
conservation. An observation was made,
regarding interviewing traditional leaders
and documenting the methods and practices
on traditional environmental conservation,
to avoid a lapse in the traditional wisdom
narrative when some valuable information
might have been forgotten (cultural oblivion).
The period of engagement with each
participant varied between 60-90 minutes.
Traditional indigenous research ethics and
protocol had to be strictly adhered to as
participants being traditional leaders uphold
protocols in their everyday life. Fien (2010)
mentions how important it is to:

was

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Research design
An interpretive philosophy with a qualitative
research design was adopted in order
to gather knowledge and experiences
in indigenous systems of environmental
conservation utilised by ancient communities
in Zimbabwe, under the leadership of
traditional chiefs.

‘…check and observe local protocols for
inviting indigenous people to talk with you
about their knowledge. There may be issues
about who has the right to speak about
what and to whom. Other issues may relate
to sacred and secret knowledge. Some
knowledge may only be shared with people
of certain ages or with men or women only.
These protocols need to be learnt to avoid
insensitive questions.’

Data collection
Qualitative in-depth interviews were
conducted with 10 participants, who were
purposively selected on the basis of them
having a speciﬁc criteria applicable to
them (Bless; Higson-Smith & Sithole,
2013). Find who these participants are,
and accordingly ﬁll out the table 3. All
participants had to have a depth of traditional
conservation knowledge (Kumar, 2005).
The 10 participants had solid foundational
knowledge of the natural environment and
its maintenance. Participants were ascribed
an identiﬁer code which will be used in the
evidence quotes to support the ﬁndings:
C1 is Chief 1; C2 is Chief 2, and so on up
to Chief 4; L1 and L2 are Lecturer 1 and 2
respectively; EM1 and EM2 are the elderly
wise men while ECO 1 and ECO 2 are the
environmental conservation experts.

Attempting to interview African traditional
leaders in general involves following longestablished protocols, such as paying
respects to the chief and the presentation
of small gifts beﬁtted to their culture
(Tindana, Kass & Akweongo, 2006). All
Chiefs (oblivious of what each had said),
reminded the researchers of this protocol by
mentioning the token prior to the interviews,
known as ‘mbudzi yedare raMambo’ (a
token towards the Chief’s upkeep). The
researchers were, however exempted
from paying this token, in appreciation
of the fact that data collected was to be
used to propagate traditional wisdom of
environmental conservation.

Below in Table 3 is a description of the
research participants.
Physical visits were made to the homes
of chiefs (Before the Covid pandemic)
in Mashonaland East, Zimbabwe, which
oﬀered a ‘natural setting’ for a comfortable
interview environment (Denzin & Lincoln,
2005). This part of Zimbabwe is an area that
is rich in both natural and cultural resources,

Verbal consent was given, and rapport
established with the participants in order to
gain their trust and encourage them to freely
air their views and share their thoughts
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(Thomas, Nelson & Silverman, 2011).
Responses to the questions that were
asked were captured on a voice recorder
and transcribed verbatim. The questions
asked was: In the past, what indigenous
knowledge methods of conservation were
used in the preservation of the environment?
In concluding each interview, participants
were asked: How then do we go back to the
basics?

experience” (Silverman, 2013: 6) were
captured. Put together, they shared their
wealth of knowledge, experiences as well
as opinions on the subject at hand. This
methodological approach is appropriate in
that it is especially eﬀective in obtaining
culture-speciﬁc information about the values,
opinions, behaviours and social contexts
of a particular population, and it provides
valuable insights into their perceptions and
practices (Mack, Woodsong, Macqueen,
Guest & Name, 2005).

The
participants’
quoted
verbatim
responses, which are “…placing emphasis
on the voice and authenticity of human

TABLE 3: DESCRIPTIVE TABLE OF PARTICIPANTS

Participant

C1

C2
C3
C4

EM1

EM2
L1
L2

ECO1

ECO2

Additional Special
Characteristics
All participants
Involved in traditional
P1-P10 needed
Male, 76 yrs leadership, oversees
to have a depth
Chief
old
environmental
of traditional
conservation
conservation
methods
Male, 75yrs
Chief
As above
old
Male, 72yrs
Chief
As above
old
Male, 74yrs
Chief
As above
old
Has lived
Male, 74yrs
experiences of
Elderly man 1
old
traditional methods
of conservation
Male, 79yrs
Elderly man 2
As above
old
Has unique
Female,
Lecturer
ecological
50yrs old
knowledge
Male, 53yrs
As above
Lecturer
old
Employee of an
Expertise & insights
environmental
Female,
in Western ways
conservation
56yrs old
of environmental
organisation
conservation
Employee of an
environmental Male, 50 yrs
As above
conservation
old
organisation
Designation

Gender &
Age
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Special
Characteristics

were asked: How then do we go back to the
basics?

Data analysis
Data were analysed using the inductive
approach (thematic analysis) and acting
upon Burnard, Gill, Steward, Treasure
and Chadwick’s (2008) recommendation.
The ﬁrst stage comprised of reading the
transcripts and getting immersed in the
data, focusing on the content and language
use. The second stage was transforming the
notes into codes and themes, the third stage
was establishing relationships between
the themes, and grouping them according
to their similarities (Attride-Stirling, 2001).
Finally, narratives of emergent themes were
written and are presented in Table 4 below.

It is important at this point to note
Mawere’s (2013) viewpoint, that ‘…natural
environment was considered common
property and was sustainably managed
through the wise deployment of indigenous
knowledge
systems….
With
these
indigenous knowledge systems acting as
custo5ary laws, there was informal mutual
understanding at all levels of the community
in terms of how, when, by what means and
by whom resources were harvested and
used. Activities like fruit harvesting, cutting
down of trees, hunting, ﬁshing, grazing
and gathering of other resources from the
environment were also regulated by these
customary laws enshrined in indigenous
knowledge systems.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
The answer to the question is sought:
In the past, what indigenous knowledge
methods of conservation were used in the
preservation of managing the environment?
In concluding each interview, participants

In Table 5 below are the indigenous methods
of environmental conservation that were

TABLE 4: EMERGENT THEMES

Code
Peatlands, Wetlands, freshwater, rivers, ﬂoodplains

Theme
Indigenous ways of conserving
water

-forbidden entry into groves
-illegal to cut an immature tree
-If necessary, cut branch of tree only (not entire tree)

Indigenous ways of conserving
Forest

-collect only dried wood/dead wood for ﬁrewood
-Mixed Cropping, zero tillage
Indigenous ways of conserving
Lands

-Controlled burning
-Bless seeds before planting
-Fishing using nets and not hooks

Indigenous ways of conserving
ﬁsheries

-throw back small ﬁsh
Totemism
Selective hunting

Indigenous ways of conserving
Wild animals

Unﬁt for human consumption
Use of nets to hunt
Preserve young animals
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assimilated as customary laws. These were
the themes that came up as given by the
participants.

now rife under modern day environmental
conservation.
The authority of the chiefs which became
undermined under new systems of
government, were reinstated after certain
judicial aspects went wrong in as far
as environmental conservation was
concerned. The Government of Zimbabwe,
having realized the importance of the
traditional leaders in the country, especially
as custodians of customs, culture and

Table 5 clearly indicates the indigenous
methods of conservation per category, as
derived from the data that were employed,
by the chieftaincy and which proved eﬀective
in curbing unsustainable environmental
conservation
practices.
Juxtaposed
next to them are the unsustainable and
destructive contemporary practices that are

TABLE 5: INDIGENOUS METHODS OF CONSERVATION VERSUS THE CONTEMPORARY
METHODS

Category to be
conserved

Indigenous method

Contemporary method

-Mixed Cropping, zero tillage(EM1)

-Application of fertilisers
(ECO1)

-Controlled burning (EM1)
Soil fertility

-Bless seeds before a new crop to ensure
a successful harvest (C2)
-Perform rituals to get rid of pests (C4)
-Entry strictly forbidden (EM2)

Sacred Groves

Trees/Shrubs

-Uncontrolled burning of
several hectares of land
(ECO1)

-No longer practised as
the groves are almost
-Trees therein used only for special
non-existent; any tree can
occasions (burial of chiefs, and having
be cut to serve whatever
been authorised by the chief (C3)
purpose (EM2)
-Do not cut an immature tree so as to
-Indiscriminate cutting
preserve its species, if you need to use
down of trees; ring
the roots, only pull out a few and leave
barking of trees, striking
others to ensure continued growth (EM2) down the whole branch to
harvest fruit and discard
-Cut branch only for fencing/rooﬁng poles it after gathering the fruit
(not entire tree); collect only dried wood/
(L2)
dead wood for ﬁrewood (L1)
-Re-aﬀorestation is no
-Shake tree to harvest ripe fruit; the fruit
longer a culture of the
will naturally fall to the ground (L2)
people-the government
has had to declare a tree
-Do not cut or pull out a whole plant,
planting day (1 December
rather collect only a handful of the leaves
every year) (ECO2)
or bark of the plant that you need to avoid
over exploitation (EM1)
-It was mandatory for trees to be planted
at the homestead (at least ﬁve diﬀerent
fruits), as well as out in the ﬁelds, plant
these as boundaries (non-fruit trees) (C1)
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-Totemism (C3)
-Selective hunting of mature animals and
leave out the young ones (EM2)
-Declaring certain animals as ‘unﬁt for
human consumption’, or ‘royal’ (should
not be killed at all), e.g. the pangolin (C3)
-Use nets to hunt, inspect the ensnared
animal, if it is pregnant, or young, let it
loose (C2)
Wildlife

-No killing of young animals (EM2)
-If animals are threatening to eat crops
from the ﬁelds, beat drums to scare them
away (EM1)
-To prevent wild animals from destroying
crops, grow chillies along the boundaries
of the ﬁelds, or put beehives at the edges
of the ﬁelds (C2)

Fishing

Honey
collection

Consistent
rainfall patterns

-People now eat the
animal that represents
their totem, in total
disregard for the tradition
of not eating it (C3)
-Trophy hunters, licensed
hunters as well as
poachers now kill any
animal (young or old) for
monetary gain, including
those that were once
considered as unﬁt for
human consumption, and
those whose propagation
rate is low, such as
leopards (ECO1)
-Indiscriminate killing of
animals (L2)
-Put away (kill) the
problematic animal (L1)

-Ensnare the animals
using nets, or set traps for
them (ECO2)
-User-friendly method of using nets and
-Fishing done using
throw back into the river the small ones
the hook, anything that
that will have been caught (C4)
is ﬁshed is taken for
consumption (EM2)
- All honey is collected
-use of herbs to drug the bees while
honey is being collected; it was forbidden wherever it is found, none
to collect ALL the available honey, you
is left so as to maximise
had to leave some so that the bees could on monetary gains (C2)
continue to propagate (C2)
-honey is collected
whenever it is found
-No honey collection in winter (their
propagation time) (EM2)
(EM1)
-Traditional ceremonies were performed
-No longer rigorously
before the planting crops in order to “ask practised, therefore there
for enough rain” (C1)
are inconsistent rainfall
patterns

Source: Compiled by Researchers from participants’ responses, 2020.
values, gave back power to traditional
leaders to restore their dignity and role in
the communities, especially in remote and
rural areas (Augustine, 2016). Traditional
leaders are once again generally regarded

as the custodians of the land and other
natural resources in their respective
jurisdictions (Chigwata, 2016). Other arms
of government that have been put in place to
cater for environmental conservation, such
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as Environmental Management Authority
(EMA) are reported to have by-laws that
are ineﬀective and whose conservation
methods are not as deterrent as when the
chiefs were in charge. This relationship is
aptly described by Makaudze and Shoko
(2015, p268) as follows:

exacerbate the problem.
C1: ‘People are happy to pay, and EMA
[Environment
Management
Authority]
keeps collecting the money as if they are
fundraising for the government…’
C2 laments how, in their mandates, the
new statutory bodies claim to work with
‘various stakeholders which include
traditional leaders’, and yet, in reality, they
are not willing to incorporate the indigenous
methods used by the traditional leaders into
their contemporary natural conservation
and development activities. The traditional
leadership is pointing to this aspect as the
reason for all the environmental problems
that are being experienced today, hence
their call to go back to the basics.

‘Relations between the environmental
conservation organs and communities
are strained. In times past, indigenous
people cooperated with taboos about
the environment, there was never a
collision path. Through taboos, the people
always saw themselves as responsible
for safeguarding the environment. With
contemporary citizens, it is the duty of
the environmental conservation organs to
safeguard the environment, they in turn
have no part to play.’

Another way in which the environment
was conserved was in the way children
were brought up. Traditional conservation
methods were taught to young children
through oral tradition, and as they grew,
conservation would already have been
inculcated as part of their culture. According
to C1, a young child was taught Ubuntu,
what came ﬁrst was teaching the child how
to handle his human environment; how to
interrelate with others.

This tallies with ﬁndings by Ayaa and Waswa
(2016) on a study conducted in Kenya which
showed that natural resource conservation
had always been in the traditions of local
communities and had been expressed in
various ways in the beliefs and practices
used in their management and utilization.
Furthermore, research from Ghana by
Adu-Gyamﬁ (2011); a study from Nigeria
by Eneji, Ntamu, Ajor, Ben, Bassey and
Williams (2012) as well as ﬁndings by
Awuah-Nyamekye (2014) also from Ghana
highlight the fact that the use of totemic
objects among most African indigenous
communities
for
conservation
and
management of resources among tribes and
clans was successful in the conservation
and management of natural resources.
All these go on to show how indigenous
knowledge, sustainable practices, land
and resource management, as well as
climate change adaptation and disaster risk
reduction strategies can be mediated using
the rich local knowledge and practices for
the beneﬁt of mankind (Magni, 2017).

C1: ‘… as a human being, you don’t steal,
you ask for something before you take
anything, you must not be selﬁsh, think of
others, don’t be greedy, be respectful to
others and have reverence for nature…’
Guided by the African epistemologies which
teach equality of man and nature, it was thus
easier for the child to transfer these lessons
to his relationship with the world of nature
around him. He therefore treated nature as
an equal, the fear of the hovering spirits was
all around. He was always mindful of the fact
that the environment was held in trust for
the gods, and was a communal commodity
not to be abused (Mawere, 2013). What has
now changed is the way children are being
brought up–the indigenous knowledge is
far removed from them, a huge amount

Under the contemporary method of
conservation, the imposition of ﬁnes
upon violators of environmental bylaws, according to C1, is only serving to
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of time is spent within the conﬁnes of
the classroom, away from their natural
surroundings, and being taught ‘abstract
knowledge systems’ (Fien, 2010), at the
expense of the indigenous. C3 laments: “…
children nowadays no longer know how to
relate with their environment, the myths,
taboos and the totem systems that were in
place have either been forgotten, or are now
trivialized”. According to C4, it is greed that
has crept into the character of the human
being, (due to absence of the traditional
upbringing of a child) causing acts such
as the intentional setting of wildﬁres, illegal
quarrying and mineral panning, pit and river
sand abstraction, wetland and streambank
cultivation, illegal tree felling, poaching and
many other destructive acts.

teach the old goose new tricks…right now
as we speak, there is engagement at high
level to restoring our traditional way of lifeas a taught subject at school. You see, the
old sages will die…with their knowledge,
but before they go… they must pass the
baton…
There is some activity on the ground
by traditional leadership indicating their
serious commitment to walk the talk…
Apart from the high level engagement with
the leadership of the Ministry of Education
and Culture in re-introducing traditional
methods of conservation, C2 holds weekly
radio talk shows about the traditional ways
of environmental conservation, and also
features on national televised programs
directed at reconstructing the ‘human
environment’ (life’s basic rules of human
relations).

C4: “…The elderly members of the family
who were tasked with instructing the
young ones against such vices as greed
are no longer available, and the Chief, the
overall custodian of the natural resources,
who would mete out punishments and
retributions for oﬀences committed, has
been stripped of his powers”. This is
consistent with ﬁndings by Mwalukomo
(2008: iii) whose study in QwaQwa, South
Africa conﬁrm that in the past, even grass
was managed through various traditional
practices with traditional leaders regulating
access and enforcing traditional rules of
utilization.

EM 2 called for the resuscitation and
reinstatement of traditional leadership
approaches and their ways (culture) of
ordering
environmental
conservation.
EM 2: “…we must involve our traditional
leadership in harnessing traditional ways
of conservation, such as not entirely cutting
down whole trees but pruning, and by
selectively hunting animals at regulated
intervals”. This resonates with ﬁndings
by Zinhiva and Chitakira (2017) whose
study ﬁndings advocate for the need to
strengthen and revert to traditional methods
of bio-diversity management that worked
for indigenous communities from time
immemorial.

Indeed, man has tried to dominate nature,
(instead of being equal to, and treating it
with respect), and this has come about
with a substantial cost. In concluding each
interview, participants were asked: How
then do we go back to the basics?

EM 1 had a similar train of thought as he
mentioned that: EM 1: “…we must also
compel the younger generation to walk
following in the footprints of their ancestors.
Some of our values and beliefs are lying
forgotten and considered useless in this
modern day….and our children nowadays
do not even know about them and their
signiﬁcance. We must make a concerted
eﬀort to resuscitate these…”

The issue of education was strongly
emphasized. L1 “…the best education
today is exposure...they must live it… It
must start within the school curricula; it
must start at Primary school level...we
must catch them young…” According to
participant L2: “…there is a new curriculum
on the table that emphasizes on the theme
“Catch them young’. You see, it is diﬃcult to

In the National Arts and Culture, some
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musicians have been reined in, in an eﬀort
to try and conscientise people about the
need to ‘get back to the basics’. Of note
is a renowned musician referred to as
‘M’, who sings about, and promotes the
African beliefs of equality of man and the
environment and the interrelatedness of
everything in the cosmos:

conservation as having a negative eﬀect
on modern natural resource conservation,
research clearly demonstrates that the
indigenous knowledge system way was,
and still is a valuable means of managing
resources (Alidri, 2016). It is time-tested,
resilient and proactive knowledge which
is still indispensable in the conservation
of the biodiversity (Adom, Kquoﬁ & Asante
2016). It relies on the high impacts of
taboos, cosmological beliefs and totems in
conservation ethics and issues (Adom et al..,
2016) which the indigenous communities
ascribe to themselves.

L3: Hapana chisikwa chiri nani kupinda
chimwe (there is no creature that is of
greater value than another)
L3: Hapana chisina muridzi; kuvhima
masango anorura, unotokumbira varidzi
(everything belongs to someone; even for
you to successfully hunt from the forest,
you must ﬁrst ask the custodians of these
forests).

CONTRIBUTION OF THE PAPER
As stated earlier on, Traditional leaders
in Zimbabwe operate as the ﬁrst line of
environmental conservation, and through
this paper, Zimbabwean Traditional Chiefs
have shared how they have, in the past,
conserved as well as promoted sustainable
ways of utilising their natural resources to
the beneﬁt of all people as well as of the
plant and animal kingdom. The Sustainable
Development Goals (2030) are a universal
call to action to, among others, protect the
planet by conserving natural resources
because, as chronicled earlier on in this
paper; their irrational consumption and
over utilisation have led to socio-economic
and environmental problems. Modern
methods of conservation have been tested
and tried, with dismal results. In this paper,
Zimbabwean traditional chiefs’ point to
indigenous ways of conservation, which
they believe are climate friendly can still
add value to issues of sustainability in the
21st century knowledge landscape where
challenges of climate change are the source
of most natural disasters. Being cultural
leaders, the inﬂuence of their perspectives
have far reaching eﬀects on how today’s
local environmental managers will execute
their duties as they impart the right culture
in their employees, and to adopt behaviours
that are pro-environmental and which
promote sustainability initiatives. Western
ways of conservation are not the only ways,
but rather, much can also be learnt from the
traditional methods herein provided.

The United Nations (1992b) recognizes
that indigenous people have developed,
over many generations, a traditional holistic
scientiﬁc knowledge of their lands, natural
resources, and environment, and as such,
traditional governance is often held in high
esteem for the management of natural
resources and environments that local
people traditionally occupy. When entire
communities have an intimate knowledge
of their environment, and manage this as
their common resource, this can result in
them signiﬁcantly conserving it.
The once discarded wisdom of traditional
leadership could be the answer to solving
the impasse between nature and human
beings. The main argument in this paper,
as presented by the traditional leadership
of Zimbabwe, is that science, or modern
knowledge has been aﬀorded the chance
to prove itself as being able to provide the
best answers to issues of environmental
sustainability, and has failed. It is therefore
time that conservationists at the highest
level go back to the basics, and incorporate
the rich indigenous knowledge systems
that have for years, assisted in maintaining
peace and harmony between man and
nature. Although certain researchers have
considered the ancient traditional ways of
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The paper also presents educational
implications in that it introduces a holistic
approach towards augmenting people’s
environmental knowledge by encouraging
school going children and those in tertiary
to adopt pro-environmental behaviors
towards the conservation and protection
of the natural environment. It is to be
noted how the Zimbabwean educational
curriculum has incorporated traditional
ways of environmental conservation
as a way of conscientising the youth of
how their daily actions can impact the
environment either negatively or positively,
and if the correct methods are taught and
embraced, right from the grassroots level,
this can result in the adoption of a positive
environmental behavioural change, and an
awareness of the necessity to tackle realworld environmental problems.

educating the people on the knowledge
that they once had, but have now lost. To
the African, nature is sacred; and it is this
belief in the sacredness of nature and of
natural resources that helped to stop the
wanton destruction of the environment in
times past.
The limitation of this study is that the ﬁndings
cannot be generalised as it only addresses
the views from a small sample group. In
answering the initial question stated with
the research problem, as to: Why has the
world not become more environmentally
sustainable despite decades of local
plans, state laws, national policies and
international agreements? It is clear that
modern management and leadership do
not present all the answers and that globally
environmental managers can learn from the
traditional leaders, in this instance Africa, as
how to apply conservation management in
a sustainable manner. More management
research is needed utilising the perspectives
of traditional leaders and indigenous
methods, systems and practices in Africa.

CONCLUSION
Findings indicate that traditionally, the
natural environment was viewed as common
property, and conservation management
practices were guided by the chiefs, who
dictated how, when, by what means and
by whom natural resources were harvested
and used. This research documents and
illustrates much environmental conservation
wisdom practiced by traditional leaders and
adds a possible solution to a topical issue
amid worldwide natural disasters that are
occurring largely due to ‘modern man’s
activities’. Communities can play a signiﬁcant
role in the conservation of its resources
through traditional beliefs and practices.
Most cultural beliefs have become eroded,
as have beliefs in traditional leadership due
to modernisation, resulting in the failure
to properly conserve the environment.
Traditional forms of knowledge which
have in the past contributed to sustainable
environmental conservation, can be learnt
from and built upon through educational and
cultural programs. Education is known as
the most powerful weapon that can be used
to transfer and promote traditional wisdom;
and as such, the Zimbabwean traditional
leadership is advocating for a return to the
basics of environmental conservation by
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INTRODUCTION
In 1996, the National Commission on Higher
Education proposed that leadership at
South African higher education institutions
(HEIs) should secure the structuring of
their respective institutions to guarantee
increased student access for all South
Africans (Soudien, 2010). However, in
2015, South African HEIs were challenged
by major student protests as a result of
the “disappointing pace of transformation
in higher education”, reﬂecting the day-today pressures faced by leadership in South
African HEIs (Marire, 2017:116). This is an
important aspect to note and understand,
since leadership in the South African higher
education environment centres increasingly
on a collective perspective, focusing on the
needs and expectations of both the leader and
the individuals who follow such leadership
(Koen & Bitzer, 2010). Considering this,
it becomes imperative for leadership at
HEIs to secure the transformation of the
values and management structures at their
respective institutions. Such transformation
should be reﬂective of the demography it
serves and the future vision, supported by
all internal and external stakeholders to the
HEI environment.

Prof C Marnewick
Department of Applied Information
Systems
University of Johannesburg
Johannesburg, South Africa
ABSTRACT
The study explores the needs and
experiences of academic leadership
working in a system at a South African
higher education institution. An explanatory
research design that was qualitative in
nature was applied. Thirteen leaders
in the faculty management structure
were selected from a list of managerial
academics (dean, school directors, and
heads of departments) of a South African
higher education institution. Information
was obtained through an in-depth interview
approach and a methodological approach
was used to analyse the data. The study
established that a high level of negativity
exists amongst the leadership of a selected
South African higher education institution.
The leadership’s negative experiences
will have a detrimental inﬂuence on
their functional roles as internal service
providers, securing a gap between their
personal experiences and the internal
service expectations they should deliver.
The development of a conducive working
environment for leadership is critical and will
ensure a more positive working experience.
The study adds value to the body of
knowledge as limited research exists in
South Africa on how the internal working
environment should have an enhanced

Leadership at South African universities
has become progressively more aware
of societal expectations towards higher
education (Council on Higher Education,
2016).
These
expectations
include
increased access to universities for the
broader population, free higher education,
and educational transformation (Muller,
2018). Therefore, South African HEIs
require leadership that can embrace these
challenges, realising that to remain globally
competitive, the delivery of high-quality
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education will have to be secured through
fewer resources (Marire, 2017). Mofokeng
(2002) stated that the complex nature of
HEIs in South Africa will require visionary
leadership in the next decades to address
these challenges through an inclusive
approach.

environment, but no study has been done
in an emerging African higher education
environment like South Africa. In addition,
no studies have centred on university
leadership who are also perceived as
academics from both an internal marketing
and a service design perspective.

Luhmann’s social systems theory argues
that when operating within a system,
communication is critical to understand
people’s diﬀerent views, opinions, and
thoughts. Universities operate as complex
structures and systems, characterised
by numerous departments, faculties, and
support systems. Within such a system
are people in leadership positions who are
also characterised by feelings of sensitivity
and emotion and who have a desire to
belong to the institution for which they
work (Wessels, 2015). This is especially
important considering that leadership, also
functioning as academics, are working in a
highly stressful environment where there is
an increased desire for engagement and
inspiration (Sarros, Gmelch & Tanewski,
1997b; Wessels, 2015).

Therefore, the aim of this research paper is to
enhance the theoretical body of knowledge
on how internal marketing theory is applied
within a higher education environment.
In addition, it attempts to discuss how the
internal working environment should have
an enhanced understanding of leaders
as employees working in a system,
and the importance of their satisfaction
as employees to secure enhanced
commitment. The paper starts with a highlevel discussion of the internal marketing
theory as a grounding theory for the study.
This is followed by the development of
a theoretical argument highlighting the
importance of understanding that leaders
within an HEI environment are also
individuals and academics and should be
managed as internal stakeholders to secure
their satisfaction and commitment to the
institution for which they work. Thereafter, a
problem statement is provided, followed by a
discussion of the methodology, the ﬁndings,
and the recommendations proposed for the
study.

Academics
performing
leadership
positions are critical role players in the HEI
environment, as they contribute directly to
diﬀerent functions across several systems
(Mofokeng, 2002). Hence, considering
an internal marketing perspective, an
understanding of academics as people,
internal stakeholders, and leaders in a
higher education system environment is
the focus of this study. Leadership at South
African universities comprise academics
who function in an environment where
their academic needs and management
expectations are sometimes in conﬂict,
necessitating a deeper understanding
of their experiences, expectations, and
perceptions within a continuously evolving
higher education system environment.
Limited studies by scholars such as Vieirados Santos and Gonçalves (2018), Yildiz and
Kara (2017); Altariﬁ (2014), Vodolazskaya
(2012) have focused on the application of
the internal marketing theory within an HEI

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The higher education system in South
Africa
Since the dawn of democracy in 1994, the
leadership at South African universities
has become progressively more aware
of societal expectations towards higher
education (Council for Higher Education,
2016).
These
expectations
include
increased access to universities for the
broader population, free higher education
and educational transformation (Moloi,
Mkwanazi, & Bojabotseha, 2014; Muller,
2018). Therefore, South African HEIs
require leadership that can embrace these
challenges, realising that to remain globally
competitive, the delivery of high quality
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education will have to be secured through
fewer resources (Marire, 2017). Mofokeng
(2002) stated that the complex nature of
higher learning institutions in South Africa
will require visionary leadership in the
next decades to address these challenges
through an inclusive approach. The
leadership needs to understand that these
institutions are critical service providers
which are rooted in the development of the
societies that they serve. Universities are
responsible for securing teaching of a high
quality to enhance the employability of their
graduates for both a local and international
market (Mofokeng, 2002; Sim, Conduit, &
Plewa, 2018).

internal marketing focuses on securing the
motivation and integration of employees at
all levels through a structured and functional
strategy founded on engaged leadership.
Internal marketing has been described
from various perspectives, for example,
more than four decades ago, Berry
(1981) viewed internal marketing as an
approach to secure employee satisfaction
and commitment through an approach of
continuous, open channel communication
between leadership and employees.
On the other hand, researchers such as
Gummesson (1985) argue that an internal
marketing approach view employees
as customers of the organisation with
their own needs and expectations. Such
an approach, will stimulate a marketing
orientated approach among employees
towards the needs and wants of external
customers. Pool, Khodadadi and Kalati
(2017) concur stating that the management
of employees as customers through a clear
and focused understanding of their needs
and wants is critical in the formulation and
implementation of an internal marketing
strategy. This is especially the case in public
HEIs where employees are perceived as
critical stakeholders in the service delivery
process from both an internal and an external
perspective (Hernández-Díaz, CalderonAbreu, Amador-Dumois & CórdovaClaudio, 2017). Considering this, an internal
marketing strategy provides an opportunity
where employees are encouraged to
share new ideas, communicate without
reluctance, and feel inclusive towards the
values and principles of the organisation for
which they work. Accordingly, employees
should be managed professionally through
an internal marketing strategy to enhance
overall
employee
morale,
securing
increased commitment and improved
internal service delivery (Joung, Goh,
Huﬀman, Yuan & Surles, 2015). Scholars
such as Ishaque and Shahzad (2016) and
Chen et al. (2015) concur and state that the
success of an internal marketing strategy
is strongly guided by the level of employee
satisfaction experienced. As a result,

Theories grounding the study
The study draws on the principles of
Systems and Internal Marketing theories
with respect to the constructs investigated
and the proposed relationships between
these constructs.
Systems Thinking theory
Systems theory is founded on the notion
of Aristotle stating that “the whole is more
than the sum of its parts” (Von Bertalanﬀy,
1972). The foundational argument of
systems theory is that all sections, divisions
or areas operate in synergy, with a strong
interdependent nature. Diﬀerent areas in
the organisation work collectively towards
a broader goal, and in a systematic
manner secure an outcome (Loon, 2019).
Hasegawa (2018) states that the systems
theory supports a holistic perspective on
the functional relevance of areas and how
they interrelate to support broader goals
and outcomes. Von Bertalanﬀy (1972)
argues that in an organisation, all systems
have to work in collaboration and operate in
an eﬃcient manner to secure success.
Internal marketing theory
Internal marketing develops an internal
focus on employee development and
functions as a strategy to enhance overall
employee morale and eﬃciency in the
workplace (Ng, Fang & Lien, 2016). Schulz,
Martin and Meyer (2017) argued that
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employee commitment and morale, is
directly inﬂuenced by employee satisfaction
within an organisational environmental
setting.

operationalisation founded on innovation
and creativity (Whitener et al., 1998).
As a result, transformational leadership,
founded on internal marketing principles,
can strengthen employee participation that
ultimately drive employee empowerment in
the workplace (Choi et al., 2016).

Internal working environment and
leaders as employees in a systems
environment
The creation of a work environment that is
supportive of engagement and emotional
support will increase a positive employee
attitude towards their employers (Paul &
Sahadev, 2018). Huang and Rundle-Thiele
(2015) argued that internal communication
has become increasingly important to
change employee attitudes and satisfaction.
Internal communication can provide
employees with an increased understanding
of their role within the organisation and it
can be applied as a strategy to obtain an
improved understanding of employee needs
and expectations in the workplace (Fang,
Chang, Ou & Chou, 2014). Therefore, the
manner in which employees are engaged
and supported contributes to the working
environment culture (Tahir, Abdullah,
Ali & Daud, 2014). This is an important
aspect, as the style of leadership directly
inﬂuences the internal working environment
of an employee. It should be noted that
leadership style and internal marketing
are interconnected, since the leadership
style used has a direct inﬂuence on the
performance and job satisfaction of an
employee (Torfeh, Ghadim & Khamisabadi,
2015). Furthermore, within the context
of an HEI, the positive inﬂuence of top
management on faculty leadership can
stimulate such employee levels to attain
their maximum potential on individual and
organisational levels (Mihalcea, 2014). This
implies that leadership should encompass
decision making that is founded on employee
empowerment, employee engagement and
employee respect. A lack of understanding
of employee needs and expectations,
can result in the making of decisions that
impair future trust collaboration between
management and employees. It can
also limit the stimulation of employee
initiatives that is critical in securing future

Internal marketing and leadership
satisfaction in a systems environment
As an employee group in an organisation,
leadership is characterised by the need
for belonging and acceptance by the
organisation for which the leaders work
(Salehzadeh, Pool, Tabaeeian, Amani
& Mortazavi, 2017). As such, their
experience of satisfaction is founded on
their perceived trust in the system in which
they work, accommodating their needs
and wants as employees and individuals
(Asencio, 2016). Houghton, Pearce, Manz,
Courtright and Stewart (2015) stated that
employees in leadership positions also
prefer to be part of an interactive dynamic
working environment characterised by
open communication and engagement.
Therefore, a working environment that is
supportive of continuous engagement and
empowerment secures enhanced levels
of worker participation, ultimately leading
to increased levels of job satisfaction (Gill,
Gardner, Claeys & Vangronsvelt, 2018).
Employees in leadership positions expect
their employers to secure a supportive and
ﬂexible working environment that is open
and engaging. Through such an approach,
the employee is prone to become more
productive and experience increased levels
of satisfaction, resulting in enhanced job
performance.
Linking leadership satisfaction and
aﬀective commitment in a systems
environment
A critical outcome of relationship
building with stakeholders is to ensure
positive satisfaction that leads to longterm
commitment
(Su,
Swanson,
Chinchanachokchai, Hsu & Chen, 2016).
Through an internal marketing approach,
employees as leaders and academics need
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to be managed professionally as internal
customers to ensure the development of
a positive attitude as well as increased
commitment and satisfaction (Narteh &
Odoom, 2015). An internal marketing
approach ensures that employees at all
levels of an organisation feel appreciated.
Ogunnaike, Oyeniyi and Adeniji (2012)
concurred, stating that through the
acknowledgement and recognition of
employees as leaders, their satisfaction,
productivity and commitment to their
employers are strengthened (RobertsLombard & Reynolds-de Bruin, 2017).
Consequently, to become more committed
to the organisation and its objectives,
employees as leaders should identify with
the vision of the brand with which they work,
supporting organisational values (Alegre,
Mas-Machuca
&
Berbegal-Mirabent,
2016). Hence, it can be argued that the
satisfaction of the needs and expectations
of employees at all levels must be secured
before commitment can be attained (Joung
et al., 2015).

how they can be supported to deliver more
successfully on expectations. When these
aspects have been addressed, academics
in leadership positions will feel more
acknowledged as an internal stakeholder
group within the university, ultimately
delivering more successfully on service
expectations to other internal partners.
The internal marketing theory stipulates
that employee morale and eﬃciency should
be improved to achieve the organisation’s
goals. This can be achieved through: (i)
a conducive working environment that
supports engagement, and (ii) leadership
that trusts the entire system within which
they function and perform. The internal
marketing theory argues that within a
working environment, the attainment of goals
and the development of change can only be
attained through motivated and empowered
employees (Mbengo & Chinakidzwa, 2015).
From current literature, it is unclear how
South African HEI leaders (as employees)
are experiencing their environment, which
has led to the following objectives:

PROBLEM STATEMENT
Sibiya (2017) argued that internal cooperative governance becomes increasingly
important at South African public HEIs
to secure their future survival where the
partnership between the HEI’s leadership
and academics has to align with the vision
and purpose. Academics as leaders want
to experience inclusion and collaboration
in their stakeholder relationships with other
internal partners. They want to reﬂect on
their performance and feel appreciated for
their deliverables in support of the overall
vision (Zuber-Skerritt, 2007). However, the
acknowledgement of employees as both
academics and leaders is falling short in
the South African higher education system
due to stressful working environments,
unreasonable expectations, and a lack of
an engaging organisational culture (Sebola,
2017). As a result, research is required to
secure greater understanding of the needs
and wants of academics in leadership
positions, to understand the challenges that
they are experiencing, and to recommend

• To explore the leadership experience of
working in a South African HEI.
• To uncover the factors that aﬀect the
leadership experience of working in a
South African HEI.
METHODOLOGY
The study followed an exploratory research
design to provide initial groundwork for further
research and was also qualitative in nature.
The selection of participants was secured
through a probability sampling approach by
applying a systematic sampling technique.
Each leader in the management structure
was chosen from a list of managerial
academics of a South African HEI. A skip
interval method was used to identify and
sample 13 respondents. Prior to the start of
the interview, participants were requested
to complete and sign a consent form, and
were assured of the conﬁdentiality of their
responses.
In-depth interviews were used to obtain
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data from participants. A semi-structured
interview guide was developed to guide
the questions directed at the participants.
Aligned with the study’s objectives, the
questions posed to the participants aimed
to discover the experience of academic
leadership. Participants were questioned
on speciﬁc experiences relating to their
daily duties, including strategic leadership,
the management of academics, and their
personal academic development. The
questions were obtained from both literature
and focus group discussions with identiﬁed
elements in the sample. Some of these
questions are:

learning experience. You touched on
it again when somethings may be
information overload and that they
don’t know how to navigate around
the information, anything else they
saying about the teaching and learning
experience?
• Let’s talk about research in the university,
describe your research experience in
relation to staﬀ supervision, what is it
like?
• When it comes to your administration
duties, I don’t know what is it or what it
entails, what is your perceptions of your
administration duties?

• When you speak about the stakeholders,
you’re speaking particularly when it
pertains to academia or the whole
service experience? Talk more about
that.

• In terms of your management duties,
what are your perceptions of that?
• Are there any challenges?
• You mentioned that you deal with
external stake holders, I want to talk a
bit about internal stake holder, who are
the internal stake holders that you deal
with?

• Please tell me a bit about your
teaching and learning experience
at UJ, particularly pertaining to staﬀ
experiences. I know you may not
necessarily be directly involved in that,
what’s the staﬀ saying about the teaching
and learning experience?

• When you think about your job in its
entirety, what would you say frustrates
you the most about your job? You seem
very chilled and happy (laughter)

• Let’s talk about the student experience,
what do they say the teaching and

• What would you say you enjoy most

TABLE 1: DESCRIPTION OF PARTICIPANTS

Identiﬁer

Years at
institution

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13

28
11
7
6.9
31
7.6
8
11
31
7
11
12
33

Years in
current
position
1.5
1
0.1
0.7
18
0.7
3
1
2
7
1.5
1
1
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Age

Gender

60s
50s
50s
30s
60s
40s
50s
40s
60s
40s
50s
50s
50s

Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Female

about your job?

stakeholders) within an HEI. As per
literature, various components contribute
to the leadership experience and each of
these are analysed.

Founded on the methodological approach
of Corbin and Strauss (2015), three
researchers reviewed the transcripts,
where codes were inductively developed.
As proposed by Spiggle (1994), the
researchers then secured a comparison of
their respective ﬁndings through a repetition
and rereading approach, resulting in the
development of ﬁnal themes. Table 1
provides a brief description of the diﬀerent
participants.

A conducive working environment
The university landscape has changed over
the last couple of years. This change brought
changes in the academic environment and
“It’s a high-pressure environment. People
don’t often believe it, but it’s high-pressure
environment” (P5). This pressure can be
attributed to the fact that “the whole university
environment has changed. It’s not just your
teaching. Now it’s teaching and research
and international engagement and securing
Memorandum of Understandings (MOUs),
industry partners” (P6). Irrespective of this
pressurised environment, some leaders do
enjoy the environment and believe that they
get the support needed, as these anecdotes
illustrate: “I think it’s collaborative and
supportive, at the end of the day” (P5),
and “A fantastic team and that is very
supportive” (P13). However, one participant
(P7) expressed, “In terms of me, it means
I’m not enjoying the environment”. The
physical environment within which leaders
must function plays an important role
(Hernández-Díaz et al., 2017; Schulz et
al., 2017). In this instance, the university’s
environment and the larger environment
are criticised. According to another
participant (P10), the university expects
quality outcomes, “but in the same vein,
the [university] environment is not often
supportive”. This is especially applicable to
the support services within the university
that should support the academic agenda.
P11 opined that the environment external
to the university should also be addressed:
“The university has no commitment to
actually make the environment around the
university more attractive”, and “there are
a lot of opportunities to actually improve
the environment and make it more studentfriendly and more secure and more
whatever”.

The transfer (applicability) of these results
into other scenarios and environments is
ultimately the responsibility of the reader.
The authors of this article provided in-depth
analysis and descriptions of the ﬁndings as
well as the interviewees that should assist
with the transfer of these results into other
environments. By examining the process by
which the research has been carried out,
the auditor can corroborate. This study’s
dependability is corroborated by the fact
that the entire process of interviewing and
analysing the interviews, were overseen
by the two authors as well as the leader
of the research project. Conformability
was established by the examination of the
themes and interpretations by the authors.
This was done as a parallel exercise and the
diﬀerences and similarities of the themes
and interpretations were addressed by the
authors. Authenticity was addressed through
the notion of fairness. Each of the reality
constructions and its associated underlying
value structures were extensively analysed
and taken into consideration during the
analysis of the interviews.
FINDINGS
Various themes emerged from the analysis
of the interviews. These themes are
related to the ﬁrst research question that
explores the leadership experience. These
themes also address the second research
question where the focus is on the factors
that inﬂuence the leadership experience.
The ﬁrst research question focused on
the experience of leadership (as internal

The College/Faculty structure
One of the aspects highlighted by
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participants is that the way the college
is structured is not conducive for
decision-making. They felt that the
dean’s oﬃce should be expanded:
The dean, and two vice deans, I
think it’s wrong how much of a load
is being put on them with other 40%
of the university students. I think
there should be strengthening of the
college management structure. (P5)

However, leaders do not have time to
think strategically and spend most of their
time either in meetings or attending to
administrative duties.
And then there is the meetings. So
yesterday morning, I had meetings
until about one. Um, and then the
rest of the day would have been
emails. So, I’m not ﬁnding the
balance for me to do the strategic
things that I spoke about earlier. (P4)

The rationale is that “I think it’s because of
that, that a lot of stuﬀ comes to us which
shouldn’t have to be dealt with by us” (P5).
One respondent was quite blunt, stating:

Research demands on academics at UJ
One of the biggest challenges that an
academic leader faces is the achievement
of the annual research output targets. The
leader depends on academic staﬀ members
to achieve these targets. Apart from this
demand, the leader is also expected to
continue with an active research agenda.

You produce information for the people
that are your managers, your leaders
because they need to do the same for
the people above them. There are too
many things that are not helping me
to help my people to become better
researchers and have better futures. (P1)

Yes, also to get a National Research
Foundation (NRF) rating; staﬀ are
evaluated by the quality of the
research not necessarily the numbers,
so that is unfortunately becoming very
frustrating for staﬀ. Not only here, as
I am picking that up around all the
universities. Research output in my
opinion grew quickly because we
reached the 2020 target easily. (P9)

Strategy formulation by the university
Internal marketing focuses on a structured
and functional strategy that is based
on engaged leadership (Schulz et al.,
2017). The interviewees believe that the
university’s vision is cascading down all
levels of the university and that there is buyin from all the relevant stakeholders. “That’s
why the 2025 strategy was developed. And
as part of that strategy, you can see that
the mission of the university was changed”
(P2). Interviewee P8 felt strongly about the
buy-in:

Participant P9 added:
It then takes a lot of discipline from
myself in order to keep link to my
ﬁeld, which I do in terms of research,
so my research agenda I am not
compromising at all, as I am still
publishing what I did before. I am
carrying on with that because I am
the only one in my ﬁeld in the country.

The school’s just one year old now,
we have developed our strategy, we
know where we are going to in the
next ﬁve years, these are our targets.
This is how the strategy judiciaries will
be put in place to achieve the target
and we are all together, we develop
it together, so I like it because there’s
a buy-in from the people. They own
the document, there were teams
focusing on each other’s four areas
and part of the four areas coming
together; so far, I’d say I’m enjoying it.

This pressure also transcends into the type
of journals that are targeted:
We tried to improve not only the quantity,
but also the quality of research. More
emphasis, OK, at some stage was
to publish in accredited journals and
approved journals because opposing to
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your predatory journals and conference
proceedings to publish in. (P3)

that again – honours and the postgrad
stuﬀ. It’s easier to do that trying to do
research as well it’s all about leading
by example trying to balance that
with managing all three departments.

Administration responsibilities of
leadership
Administration is also a source of frustration
for leaders. The interviewees are of the
opinion that most of their time is spent doing
administrative duties and they do not have
time for more strategic activities. Meetings
and responding to emails are the two main
culprits.

Duties of leaders
There are various duties that a leader
performs daily – some are performed
willingly, whereas others are performed
under duress. One of these duties is to
manage the academic and support staﬀ
within the department.

The admin is ridiculous. I sat last night
and did about 80 emails for over three and
half hours. And when I sat and thought
about it this morning, I would have to
block half my day to just do emails. (P5)

I prefer not to manage staﬀ because I
am not very comfortable with the word
manage. So, although I am head of
department X, I ﬁnd it very diﬃcult to
see myself as a manager because my
role is more to facilitate and empower
and engage with people. (P1)

Moreover, there is a consensus that the
administrative duty side of being a leader
has increased exponentially.

This sentiment is echoed by P4, who
remarked, “I do a lot of counselling; I think
I need a counselling course. Yoh, I do a
lot of counselling.” While P4 counsels staﬀ
members, she believes that she is “doing
a lot of HR and that’s not what I should be
doing”. P3 strongly believes that he is not
supposed to micromanage: “Yes, I prefer
not to look over the people’s shoulder the
whole time, but then I also expect them to
do what they’re supposed to.”

It has grown, I think that it has just
grown. It just feels like it is bigger and
the meetings are longer and there are
more templates to complete and we
are reviewing more policies. (P10)
Challenging role of a leader
The role of a leader is perceived as
challenging, where “every day is diﬀerent,
very diﬀerent. And quite a challenge” (P4).
According to P6, the role of a leader has
many challenges, for example:

Apart from managing staﬀ members,
leaders are also involved in the strategy
implementation of the university and
college, “and then he [executive dean]
wants someone to operationalise the whole
thing and that’s where I come in” (P3). P4
strongly feels that apart from the HR duties,
the focus should be on an academic level:
“So my view at an academic level is that
I should be more concerned about the
teaching and learning in this department
and the research.”

The general staﬀ allocation of modules
per year and kind of stream money,
career path for lecturers, mentoring
and coaching, giving advice. So, it’s the
normal stuﬀ an HOD should be doing.
P10 states that she has:
become postmaster, the signer, and the
approver and the problem psychologist
and all of that. So, I do all of that so
if there’s a Regulation of Interceptions
of Communications (RICA) regulation,
I am trying to with craziness also to
supervise. And crazy this year, I said
OK, I will teach and then I said I’m doing

Joyful working interactions and
working environment
Each leader agrees that the interaction
with other people is joyful: “I like to be with
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people and develop people” (P1); and “I
like the people, the interaction with the
people and so on” (P3). P4 stated, “I love
the interactions. I love the ﬁghts, but I’m
an engager in general.” Another concept
that provides joy to leaders is the engaging
environment that the university is creating
and “the fact that I get to speak to everyone,
with all our diﬀerent views. For me that’s
intriguing when I listen to that, I love that, it
does drive me” (P4). This is echoed by P10:
“And what I also like is the whole intellectual
environment. I often say that within this
university, you really do.” P5 added another
dimension, stating that the “university is
actually a very ﬂexible institution. You can
determine your own schedules and times
and so on”.

I think what frustrates me is the number
of meetings and sometimes repeats
because when we see documents for
instance with Teaching and Learning,
the Teaching and Learning Committees
and all the work that’s done by the
committees is OK, then goes to the
College Leadership Team and then
goes to the faculty and college board.
There’s a lot of repetition there, you
see the same stuﬀ over and over
again and it’s time-consuming. (P5)
Obviously, you sit in lots of meeting,
you sit in meetings day in and
day out, so that’s bad [laughter].
It sometimes does aﬀect work/life
balance. Lots of people obviously
want a better work/life balance. (P6)

There is little or no diﬀerence when the
experiences of South African leaders are
compared with those of their international
counterparts (Sarros, Gmelch & Tanewski,
1997a, 1997b). International and South
African leaders experience high levels of
dissatisfaction and this is supported by the
anecdotes provided earlier in the article.
The only diﬀerence is the college structure,
which is perceived by South African leaders
as contributing to their dissatisfaction.

Although the interaction with people is part
of the joys of being a leader, it also negatively
aﬀects leadership. This is especially the
case when subordinates are not performing
as they should.
I think maybe when staﬀ are not
putting up their part. You’ll know as
an academic that for you to progress
and get there, this is what you need
to do and you want to develop your
people. When I leave, I want to say
I made a diﬀerence, not only for me,
but the people in my space. (P8)

In relation to the internal marketing theory,
the leaders in this case study might
disengage from their environment. They
might also feel that they are not supported
suﬃciently by the university leadership and
structures. This creates a spiral eﬀect where
these leaders might experience reduced
levels of productivity, poor team morale, and
poor interpersonal relationships, resulting
in an overall negative experience regarding
their work environment.

Workload and administration create
negative feelings. Responses range from
“The university’s administration has become
very taxing and onerous. We have to report
more and more, many meetings” (P5), to:
So, with all the emails that come in,
do this, do that and do that. All of the
stuﬀ you can’t do, you have to ask
someone else to do it. You end up
with like 10 things that are deliverable,
with diﬀerent dates with diﬀerent
timeliness with diﬀerent people. (P4)

The second research question focused
on the factors that aﬀect the leadership
experience of working in a South African HEI.
The following interview snippets highlight
elements that aﬀect leadership experience.
One of the biggest negative elements is the
amount of time spent on meetings, which is
echoed by various interviewees:

Support from the
frustration amongst
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university expects certain outcomes from
leaders and their departments, but lacks
to provide the necessary support. Support
includes ﬁnancial support – “The university
has to look after its ﬁnances, so we are
battling with getting laptops at the correct
time with great capacity” (P9) – and the
physical infrastructure:

The ﬁrst research question tried to uncover
the leadership’s experience. Overall,
leadership members have had a negative
experience. Four elements are perceived
as extremely negative, namely the working
environment itself, the college structure, the
demands to publish or perish, and the high
administration load. The college structure
implies that meetings are duplicated and
not enough time is allocated to resolving
issues and strategic planning (Scott, Coates
& Anderson, 2008). With the advent of the
college, a higher-than-normal administration
load is experienced. Management and
administration are perceived as critical
areas in which academic leaders should
perform (Scott et al., 2008) , and the same
applies to the demand to publish. Moreover,
academic leaders are expected to perform
academic activities. This raises the question
why South African academic leaders are
perceiving these experiences as negative
and retracting themselves from being
leaders. In some instances, the position is
ﬁlled by an academic who was available
at the time, but who might not be the bestsuited academic leader.

But in the same vein, the university
environment is not often supportive.
We say OK we must use technology,
but then you get Wi-Fi that is unstable
or the projector is not working,
poor support from our Audio Visual
Unit (AVU) colleagues, so the one
doesn’t speak to the other. (P10)
The summary of the results also highlights
that South African leaders are experiencing
high levels of frustration with regard to
too many meetings, excessive workloads,
performance management, and a lack
of support from the institution itself. This
is corroborated by Sarros et al. (1997a,
1997b), who stated that leaders experience
stress relating to administrative leadership,
role ambiguity, administrative tasks, their
academic role, and perceived expectations.
The impression is created that the university
leadership expect the faculty leadership to
get the job done. There is no intention or
support to develop the faculty leadership
through an engaging and developmental
approach, which is a critical part of the
internal marketing theory. Overall, the
results paint a very negative picture of
the experience of leaders within this HEI.
It seems as if there is an extensive gap
between the leaders’ experiences and the
internal services that they should provide.

Three further elements were listed as
negative – that is, the implementation of
the institution’s strategy, the challenges
associated with the role as head of
department (HOD) or head of school
(HOS), and the vast duties that need to
be performed. There are some joys in
performing these duties, but the impression
is created that performing the role of an
HOD/HOS is associated more with negative
experiences than with positive experiences.
Planning is a focus area of academic
leadership (Scott et al., 2008) and a critical
element in the formulation of an internal
marketing strategy.

DISCUSSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
The analysis indicates that a lot is expected
of leaders concerning teaching and
learning, research, administration, and
community engagement. This expectation
places leadership under immense pressure
and is associated with high stress levels.

The second research question focused on
the elements that aﬀect leadership. Four
main elements were identiﬁed that have
a negative eﬀect on leadership – namely
too many meetings, the workload of the
HOD/HOS, performance managing the
departmental staﬀ members, and a lack of
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institutional support. These results relate to
the negative experiences of HODs/HOSs,
as highlighted in the ﬁrst research question.
The argument can be made that these
elements are part and parcel of a leader’s
role. Although this might be true, a balance
should be secured between the optimum
number of meetings and workload before
the role of a leader, as a multifunctional
employee, becomes counterproductive.

HOS. Leaders are expected to provide
various reports for diﬀerent aspects.
These reports are requested by people
at all levels in the institution and mostly
contain the same information packaged
diﬀerently. It is proposed that information
be drawn from a central repository to
reduce the administrative workload of
leadership, amongst others.
• Proposition 5: Meetings should be kept to
a minimum and duplication of information
should be reduced. This is especially
the case where documents are served
for ratiﬁcation. It happens that a leader
sees the same documentation three to
four times, as there is no cohesion in
the system in terms of who distributes
documents to whom.

It is evident from the results that leaders
cannot provide a suitable service of highquality engagement and leadership to
internal and external stakeholders due to
their personal dissatisfaction with the higher
education system in which they function.
In a highly competitive environment, an
HEI cannot aﬀord to lose academic staﬀ
and other stakeholders due to bad service
quality. The propositions that follow are a
direct result of the interviewees.

• Proposition 6: Universities should
become more aware that each staﬀ
member, each unit/division within the
university, function as a whole. The
collective whole contributes to the ﬁnal
outcome, not the individual or single unit
in the university. Therefore:

• Proposition 1: The HEI must create
a conducive working environment
for the leaders, but also for the staﬀ
members. This can be secured through
more focused engagement with all
stakeholders.

1. Acknowledge individual contribution,
irrespective of the size of the contribution;
2. Create a faculty think tank for multiple
spheres of university life, such as
leadership
innovation,
research,
teaching, administration innovation etc.
Co-opt staﬀ on a rotation basis on to
these teams to drive acknowledgement.

• Proposition 2: The structure of the college
should be revisited. The aim of the
structure should be to lessen bureaucracy
and excessive administration. Clear
roles and responsibilities should be
drafted for HODs and HOSs.

3. Empower individuals, both as academics
and as leaders, through a visible ‘voice’
where their inputs can be seen and
heard. Multiple platforms such as
faculty boards, google forms, chatbot
responses, working teams, can be used
to consider the ideas of employees.

• Proposition 3: The focus of research
should be on quality and not quantity.
The HEI and the college are only
focusing on quantity, as this plays a
huge role in the rankings of the HEI.
The questions that should be asked
are whether this is sustainable in the
long run and how such an approach
inﬂuences employee morale at all levels
of the higher education system.

4. Re-design departmental management
structure compilation to be more
inclusive in leadership, rather than the
exclusive domain of a selected few.
Create opportunities for rotation and
participation on a continuous level,
as leadership-employee engagement
is critical to secure the success of an

• Proposition 4: A balance should be struck
between the amount of administration
that needs to be performed by the HEI
and the college, compared to the amount
of administration required by the HOD/
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internal marketing strategy.

the study does secure an in-depth focus on
the leadership experiences in the college
and how these negatively impact their
roles as leaders in a system due to a lack
of a clearly formalised internal marketing
strategy. By understanding these insights,
the university leadership will become
more knowledgeable on the importance of
securing a formalised internal marketing
strategy within the university system in order
to ensure that faculty leadership members
are more positively engaged in their work,
and can deliver the required service levels
to their stakeholders.

5. Re-work
educational
tasks
and
responsibilities as per departmental
needs, not necessarily strategic needs.
Not all strategic objectives relates to all
departmental operations in the same
manner and form. Adaptation is key, and
engagement between leadership and
employees should drive this forward.
CONCLUSION
It can be concluded from the interviews
and subsequent analysis that leadership
is not perceived as a positive experience.
The interviewees perceive their role to a
certain extent as negative and that they
are not providing the optimal service to the
stakeholders. This is a concern, especially
since internal marketing literature argues
that leaders should be committed to their
work environment because their goals are
aligned with that of their employers and
they feel valued, resulting in a willingness
to positively engage at all levels. However,
in this study, employees had a negative
perception of their role, which raises some
questions. The ﬁrst question that needs to
be answered is: Why are some academics
aspiring to be in leadership roles if they
know beforehand that they will not be able
to provide a quality service to stakeholders?
A negative experience is felt by all the
leaders. Is this an institutional concern, or
is this endemic to all South African HEIs?
It is evident that various factors negatively
inﬂuence the experience of college
leadership and the impression is created
that top management either do not care
or are not aware of this situation. Based
on the leadership traits identiﬁed by Scott
et al. (2008), South African leaders are
managers rather than leaders focusing on
keeping the boat aﬂoat, and not discovering
new horizons.
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CHALLENGES FACED BY
SHOP STEWARDS IN TWO
SOUTH AFRICAN UNIONS

using semi-structured interview questions.
The data was analysed manually using a
content analysis technique. The study found
that shop stewards faced the following
challenges: role ambiguity, emotional
immaturity, emotional weakness, pull me
down syndrome, work-family conﬂict, lack
of experience on culture, acts, policies and
procedures, inability to learn, prolonged
working hours, role overload, accidents
and deaths, and victimisation. Relevant
workshops/training should be mandatory to
all shop stewards upon appointment.
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INTRODUCTION
Globally, shop stewards are faced with
various challenges (Moore, 1980). In
Sweden, America and Belgium, the role
of shop stewards was found to be very
challenging with daily wide-ranging tasks
(Bryant-Anderson & Roby, 2012; Pilemalm,
Hallberg & Timpka, 2001; Van Gyes,
Liagre & De Spiegelaere, 2013). In South
Africa, shop stewards are also faced with
challenges (Buhlungu, 2002; Horwitz, Jain
& Mbabane, 2005; Lane, 1974; Makgetla,
2004; Masondo, 2013; Naidu & Ossome,
2018; Webster & Buhlungu, 2004). These
challenges are inevitable (Van Gyes et al.,
2013) and unattended, these challenges lead
to burnout (Demerouti, Bakker, Nachreiner,
& Schaufeli et al., 2001) and stress (Martin &
Berthiaume, 1993) amongst shop stewards.
As noted, the topic of challenges faced
by shop stewards has been extensively
researched internationally, however, in the
South African context, the subject has been
found to be under-researched. This study
will contribute to addressing this void in the
South African literature.

Dr. Molefe J. Maleka
Department of People Management
and Development
Tshwane University of Technology
Pretoria, South Africa
E-mail: Malekam@tut.ac.za
ABSTRACT
The objective of this study was to explore
the challenges faced by South African shop
stewards in terms of their age, gender, tenure,
education levels, marital status, type of shop
stewards and sector. The literature review
revealed that shop stewards from diﬀerent
demographics, types of shop stewards and
unions face diﬀerent challenges. The Job
Demands-Resources (JD-R) model was
used as the theoretical framework for the
study. Although Tustin and Geldenhuys
(2003) noted and recommended that
similar studies be conducted, the topic is
still under-researched in the South African
context. Since this study was exploratory,
a qualitative interpretivist study was
undertaken. The data was collected by way
of interviewing twenty (n=20) shop stewards
from the National Education, Health and
Allied Workers’ Union (NEHAWU) and the
National Union of Mineworkers (NUM)

Limited studies have been conducted in
South Africa on the challenges faced by shop
stewards. Previous studies have focused
more narrowly on diﬀerent aspects such as
their rights, duties and responsibilities. The
challenges established ranged from role
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conﬂict and/or work-life balance (Makgetla,
2004), lack of training (Horwitz et al.,
2005), inequalities in resource and duties
responsibilities (Makgetla & Van Meelis,
2003), and sexual harassment (Naidu &
Ossome, 2018).

In this paper, the problem statement is brought
forward followed by the research objectives,
literature reviews, research methodology
and design, ﬁndings, discussion, limitations
and recommendations, as well as
managerial implications and a closing note
for the reader.

The study was conducted as a contribution
to the shop steward academic debate. The
objective was also to create information
to empower union leadership so that
they understand challenges faced by
shop stewards. The aim of this paper is
to generate insights and knowledge that
will empower trade union leaders to retain
shop stewards, by creating policies and
practices that will support shop stewards
because they are important stakeholders in
employment relations (Bendix, 2019; Nel et
al., 2016; Slabbert, Parker & Farrell, 2015;
Venter & Levy, 2015). South African trade
unions, through shop stewards, continue to
play a key role in the post-apartheid period
(Maleka, 2018; Matjie, 2020).

PROBLEM STATEMENT
It can be argued that the shop stewards
are important stakeholders in employment
relations. However, their role is marred
by diﬀerent challenges (Makgetla, 2004;
Horwitz et al., 2005; Makgetla & Van
Meelis, 2003; Naidu & Ossome, 2018) that
might impact on their eﬀectiveness. Shop
stewards are challenged by long working
hours especially during salary negotiations
and during the Section 189 processes,
resulting with adverse eﬀects (Moro, 2019).
A quantitative study commissioned by
COSATU revealed that the part-time shop
stewards found it challenging because they
have to balance between workers’ needs
and fulﬁl duties on their job descriptions
(Community Agency for Social Enquiry
[CASE], 2013). Whereas the CASE study
covered many participants, it did not explore
the shop stewards’ lived challenges or
experiences in-depth. It was envisaged that
exploring challenges qualitatively will create
a further understanding, as experienced by
shop stewards from diﬀerent demographic
backgrounds.

Since 1994, the role of shop stewardship
in workplaces has been diversiﬁed to
include employees of all ages, genders,
diﬀerent work experience, diﬀerent levels
of education and diﬀerent marital statuses.
In 2001, a nationwide study conducted
by the Congress of South African Trade
Unions (COSATU) revealed a high turnover
of experienced shop stewards due to
inability to cope with the challenges (Wood
& Psoulis, 2001). This study focused on
two major COSATU unions, viz. National
Union of Mineworkers (NUM) and National
Education, Health and Allied Workers’
Union (NEHAWU). Even though NUM is
losing membership – falling from 300 000
in 2011 to 187 000 in 2018 (Mahlakoana,
2018), NUM is still one of the major
trade unions in the country together with
NEHAWU that boasts 274 000 members on
its website (Feketha, 2018). The rationale
for the selection of these two unions was
due to proximity and the researchers are
from the education sector – one of them
had a research interest in the mining sector.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The primary objective of the study was to
explore challenges faced by South African
shop stewards in two South African unions.
The secondary objectives were:
• To understand the challenges of older
and younger shop stewards
• To understand challenges faced by male
and female shop stewards, and
• To establish the challenges faced
by shop stewards based on their
educational level, tenure, marital status,
type and sector.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
In this section, deﬁnitions of shop steward
and challenges are provided. A justiﬁcation
is provided as to why the JD-R model
is deemed an appropriate theoretical
framework for this study. This section ends
with the discussion of challenges faced by
shop stewards with diﬀerent biographical
backgrounds (i.e., age, gender, education
level, tenure and marital status).

the challenges diﬀerently and this creates
imbalances between the JDs and JRs
(Demerouti & Bakker, 2011; Van Gyes et
al., 2013). As a result, it is important to
understand their speciﬁc challenges and
recommend speciﬁc solutions considering
their varying demographics. Highly stressed
shop stewards have low motivation to
perform their duties, thus, are highly likely
to poorly assist/represent trade union
members and are also likely to resign
as shop stewards. It is crucial, therefore,
that shop stewards have their JDs and
JRs balanced for optimum performance
(Demerouti & Bakker, 2011).

Deﬁnitions of shop stewards
According to the Labour Relations Act (LRA)
66 of 1995, shop stewards or trade union
representatives (TURs) are employees
elected by a representative trade union
to, among others, assist and represent the
other employees or trade union members
in grievances and disciplinary proceedings
(LRA, Section 14 (4) (a)). Shop stewards
are employees who voluntary accept
nomination or elections to become a
trade union representative in a particular
workplace (Nel et al., 2012). The role can
be undertaken on either a part-time or fulltime basis (Israelstam, 2019).

To maintain a balance between job demands
and job resources, employers and trade
unions need to understand the various
challenges that aﬀects shop stewards and
how to mitigate them.
Challenges based on age, gender,
educational levels, tenure and marital
status
In this section, the challenges experienced
by shop stewards based on age, gender,
educational levels, tenure, marital status,
type of shop stewards and sector are
discussed and linked to shop stewards.

The JD-R model
The deﬁnition above clearly reveals the
dual roles of shop stewards. This dual role
often leads to various job performance
challenges that shop stewards are bound to
experience, more speciﬁcally related to their
ages, gender, education levels, working
experience, marital status, their types of
shop steward and the sector they are in. If
not addressed, the impact of the dual role
has the potential to negatively aﬀect their
performance. This study was based on the
Job-Demands Resources (JD-R) model
(Demerouti et al., 2001). The JD-R model
has been found useful in understanding
and assisting in mitigating the adverse
eﬀects of role demands amongst volunteers
such as shop stewards (Van Gyes et al.,
2013) to minimise turnover. The JD-R has
job demands (JD) versus job resources
(JR) that has to continually be in balance
for productivity of the role occupant. In
this study, shop stewards aﬀected by their
biographic diﬀerences might experience

Age
Age, in this study, represents the length
of time during which shop stewards as
human beings have existed (Converso et
al., 2018). This length is usually marked
by certain stages or degrees of mental or
cognitive development. The study, thus,
aimed to explore challenges faced by shop
stewards at diﬀerent age stages, assuming
that their mental or cognitive development
has shifted. Studies have found older
employees to be job knowledgeable, more
emotionally mature and have a crystallised
intelligence which enhances their decisionmaking abilities in their roles, and unleashes
their natural wisdom to cope within any role
as compared to younger or middle-aged
colleagues (Atterwall & Engqvist, 2016;
Hertel, Rauschenbach, Thielgen & Krumm,
2015; Li et al., 2013; Ng & Feldman, 2010).
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Understanding the importance of age
for shop stewards would be a leap to a
holistic understanding of their capabilities
and prepare them to encounter inevitable
changes more eﬃciently (Kalla, 2006).

Individuals who have been in a given role
longer or who have more life experience,
are more likely to experience less role stress
than newly appointed individuals (Hertel et
al., 2015; Ng & Feldman, 2010). Being in a
role such as shop steward for a long time,
provides someone with greater experience,
and acquired skills and knowledge to
cope within the role (Li et al., 2013).
General tenure aﬀords shop stewards the
advantage of job experience, work customs
and knowledge of the job, as well as high
levels of emotional capacities and selfmanagement skills (Charles, 2010).

Gender
In this study, gender is deﬁned as a
range of characteristics pertaining to, and
diﬀerentiating between, femininity and
masculinity usually due to the socially
constructed roles (Hameed & Shukri,
2014). As a result, female and male shop
stewards might face diﬀerent challenges
because of the diﬀerent socially constructed
roles they have to fulﬁl. A study by Duxbury,
Stevenson and Higgins (2018) found
diﬀerences between males and females in
their experiences of family-role overload
and total role overload, with females
experiencing more of the overload. This has
been attributed to the traditional maternal
role or socially constructed roles for males
and females, with females having to be
home as a mother as well as an employee
simultaneously (Nicholson, 1976).

Marital status
Marital status diﬀerentiates between
married and single shop stewards, with
married shop stewards expected to be
there for their spouses. Presented by
Berk and Gundogmus (2018), married
people are highly aﬀected by work life
balance as compared to unmarried people.
Contradictorily, a study on pilots found no
diﬀerences between marital status and
work life balance (Malik, Alwi & Shamshir,
2020).

Educational levels
In terms of the cognitive education
perspective,
education
levels
are
described, in this study, as the acquired
knowledge and training whose major goal
is the development and encouragement
of systematic processes of perceiving,
thinking, learning and problem solving
(Haywood, 2014). For shop stewards, this
includes their abilities to grasp, understand
and apply the training, such as labour
related Acts, which they receive after being
elected as shop stewards to be useful in their
daily routines. However, the uneducated or
less educated shop stewards will struggle
to grasp and apply the learned material to
minimise their experiences of higher levels
of work stress (Lunau, Siegrist, Dragano &
Wahrendorf, 2015), and this includes those
with high school education as compared to
those with vocational or university education
(Berk & Gundogmus, 2018).

Type of shop steward
The Labour Relations Act (LRA) 66 of 1995,
Section 4(d) provides for organisations and
trade unions to reach an agreement of
having full-time shop stewards as additional
to part-time shop stewards. Full-time shop
stewards are fully committed to union duties
without any interruption, whereas part-time
shop stewards perform both organisational
and trade union duties simultaneously.
Sector
Education sector trade unions operate
within education institutions, such as
universities and technical colleges in South
Africa. Even though there was a reluctance
from the intellectual community to embrace
trade unions, it eventually happened
(Hlatshwayo, 2018). The education sector
is one of the largest employers, but also
the one with the most marginalised, lowerlevel, unskilled, underpaid and, more
importantly, ﬁxed-contract and outsourced

Tenure
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workers who cannot join trade unions (Vally,
Bofelo & Treat, 2013). The mining sector
trade unions operate in all precious metals
mines across South Africa including coals,
quarries, etc. Due to the history of the South
African mining industry, it was inevitable
to have trade unions and shop stewards
in this sector (Botiveau, 2014; Madlala &
Govender, 2018).

were Black. Eighty percent (80%) of them
were part-time shop stewards. Further data
revealed that the sample was distributed as
follows: education (70% of the participants
had above grade 12 qualiﬁcation) and
tenure (55%) had between 2 to 13 years as
working experience.
Measuring instrument
The interview protocol was used as a
measuring instrument. This comprised two
sections. Biographical variables (i.e., age,
gender, tenure, type of shop stewards, sector
and education level) were part of Section A.
Section B of the measuring instrument have
challenge-related, open-ended questions.
The open-ended questions are displayed
in table 2 and they were developed from
the literature. Each participant was asked
the same questions and in some instances,
follow-up questions were asked to seek
more clarity.

In the next section, the research methodology
followed to address the primary objective is
elucidated.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research approach, design and
distribution of participants, measuring
instrument, data analysis, research
procedure
and
trustworthiness
are
discussed in this section.
Research approach, design and
distribution of participants
Since this study was exploratory, the
research approach was qualitative,
exploratory case study, and it was inﬂuenced
by an interpretivist paradigm. This approach
was deemed appropriate because it was
intended to create a further and in-depth
understanding, and solicit multiple realities
(Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2019)
about shop stewards’ lived experiences or
challenges. The research design was a case
study because the data was collected from
diﬀerent cases (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
The unit of analysis or cases were shop
stewards from NEHAWU and NUM. Twenty
(n=20) shop stewards were purposely
selected because they had an in-depth
knowledge of the research topic. Fifteen
(n=15) were NEHAWU shop stewards, and
ﬁve (n=5) were NUM shop stewards. Data
saturation (Neuman, 2014) was used as
a criterion to determine the sample size.
The saturation point was achieved at the
18th participant, however, interviews were
conducted with all 20 participants. The
sampling distribution is displayed in table
1. The average age of the participants
was 43.05 years. The majority (65%) of
the participants were males, 90% of them

Procedure
Ethical clearance (FCRE2018/FR/10/018MS2) was received from the Tshwane
University of Technology prior to data
collection. All of the participants that were
approached opted to participate in the
study because they viewed it as beneﬁcial.
Participants were informed about the
purpose of the study and then asked to
complete the informed consent form. The
informed consent also entailed information
about participants’ right to withdraw from
the interview, if they were uncomfortable
answering any question. As suggested
by Quinlan et al. (2019), the participants
were informed that their participation was
voluntary. Participants were given nom
de plume or pseudonyms to ensure their
anonymity. The participants were not
belittled and no language was used that
could bring psychological harm to the
participants. The study was submitted to
Turnitin to ensure that the plagiarism level
was at 19% and this enhanced the integrity
and originality of the study.
Data analysis
The data was analysed by means of
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TABLE 1: BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION OF THE SAMPLE

Participants

Age

Gender

Education
level

Race

Tenure

Marital
status

Type

Sector

FullEducation
time
PartP2
43
F
Matric
Black
7
M
Education
time
PartPN1
37
F
AM
Black
15
NM
Mining
time
FullPN2
52
M
Matric
Black
32
M
Mining
time
FullPN3
36
M
AM
Black
13
M
Mining
time
PartSS1
35
M
AM
Black
6
M
Education
time
PartEducation
SS2
55
F
Matric
Black
2
NM
time
PartSS3
44
M
AM
Black
14
NM
Education
time
PartEducation
SS4
35
M
AM
Black
9
NM
time
PartEducation
SS5
46
M
AM
Black
19
M
time
PartMining
SS6
54
M
Matric
Black
30
M
time
PartMining
SS7
53
M
Matric
Black
29
M
time
PartSS8
32
F
AM
Black
10
M
Education
time
PartSS9
42
M
AM
Black
15
M
Education
time
PartSS10
41
M
AM
Black
9
M
Education
time
PartSS11
35
F
AM
Black
11
M
Education
time
PartSS12
39
F
AM
White
15
NM
Education
time
FullSS13
41
F
AM
White
17
NM
Education
time
PartSS14
47
M
BM
Black
5
M
Education
time
PartSS15
45
M
AM
Black
5
M
Education
time
P=Pilot 1; PN1=Pilot Num 1; SS1=Shop Steward 1; Education level (BM=below matric,
AM=above matric; Marital status (NM=not married, M=married)
P1

49

M

AM

Black
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qualitative content analysis. This entailed
reading the transcript over and over again
(Paul, 2017), and data was analysed
individually and manually. The latter was
done because the researchers did not
have access to the data analysis software
like ATLAS.ti or NVivo. At the agreed time,
the researchers met and agreed on the
themes and codes that emerged from the
data. The themes were disaggregated per
biographical attributes. As suggested by
Saldaña (2010), the researchers coding
strategy entailed reading the transcripts
line by line and putting a code at the end
of the line. This strategy of coding the data
individually and agreeing on codes is known
as inter-coding reliability (Elliott, 2018). The
codes that emerged are displayed in table
2 below. Eleven (n=11) codes emerged
from the data. Tech data reduction strategy
was also followed in this study (Leedy &
Ormrod, 2015). This strategy is eﬀective
in presenting qualitative data, because the
focus is not on quantifying the data, but to
present the individual lived experience of
the participants.

“interviews” and if a similar process was
followed, similar conclusions might be
made. This was done by documenting
every step throughout the research
period (detailed coverage).
• Conﬁrmability: conﬁrmability is about
allowing someone outside the research
to follow, audit and critique the research
process (detailed coverage) in order to
ensure that subjective biases from the
researcher were eliminated during the
interpretive analysis and construction of
meaning.
FINDINGS
The results or ﬁndings of the study consists
of themes and codes, and are presented in
table 2 below.
Table 2 displays themes and subthemes
(codes) as fully discussed and quoted
below.
Age
Age refers to the number of years the
person has lived or existed for, and that has
a direct link to their cognitive and emotional
abilities. In terms of their ages, challenges
faced by shop stewards are as follows:

Trustworthiness
The trustworthiness criteria (Lincoln &
Guba, 1985) adhered to in the study were:

Theme 1: Age challenges
The question asked to the respondents
was, “What are the challenges faced by
shop stewards in terms of age” and from
the responses, the following sub-themes
emerged as seen in table 2 above. In terms
of the challenges of age, shop stewards are
faced with the following:

• Credibility: credibility is the process of
enhancing conﬁdence in the research
ﬁndings of a study. In this study, prolonged
engagement, persistent observation,
data collection triangulation, researcher
triangulation as well as peer debrieﬁng,
to provide an external check on the
research process, were employed to
enhance credibility.

Code 1: Role ambiguity
The participants showed that age is a
challenge, especially for younger shop
stewards. One participant, P1, shared that
“Younger people can’t diﬀerentiate between
student politics and unionism”. This was
also supported by “younger shop stewards
have the drive and energy to do it, but with
age comes wisdom. You seem to assess
situations and stuﬀ better” (SS12).

• Transferability: transferability infers the
applicability of the research ﬁndings
to other contexts. In this study, “rich
descriptions” from the verbatim interviews
were used to explain the context under
which the study was conducted and
make it easy for repeatability under
diﬀerent contexts.
• Dependability: dependability assures
readers that the ﬁndings are from actual
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TABLE 2: THEMES AND CODES

Questions
What are the challenges faced by
shop stewards: age?
What are the challenges faced by
shop stewards: gender?
What are the challenges faced by
shop stewards: tenure?
What are the challenges faced by
shop stewards: education levels?
What are the challenges faced by
shop stewards: marital status?

Themes
Age
Gender

Tenure
Education
levels
Marital
status
challenges

What are the challenges faced by
shop stewards: type?

Type

What are the challenges faced by
shop stewards: sector?

Sector

Codes
Code 1: Role ambiguity
Code 3: Emotional immaturity
Code 1: Emotional weakness
Code 2: Work-family conﬂict
Code 3: Pull me down syndrome
Code 1: Lack of experience on
culture, policies and procedures
Code 1: Inability to learn
Code 1: Work-family conﬂict
Code 1: Prolonged working
hours
Code 2: Role overload
Code 1: Accidents and deaths
Code 2: Victimisation

Theme 2: Gender challenges
The question asked to the respondents
was, “What are the challenges faced by
shop stewards in terms of gender” and from
the responses, the following sub-themes
were identiﬁed.

Code 2: Emotional immaturity (younger)
The participants shared the view that
younger shop stewards are challenged by
their own lack of emotional maturity, as
noted by P2 that “someone who is a bit
more matured, if you are more matured
you might be able to handle smaller guys
and bigger guys” implying that older shop
stewards, because of their maturity, can
handle the challenges whereas younger
shop stewards might struggle within the
role because of their immaturity. This was
supported by SS2 that “if I was younger, I
wouldn’t manage in this role. Older persons
are brave and can handle all the ages”, as
well as SS10 who observed that “You going
to abuse power when you are still young”.

Code 1: Emotional weakness
When answering the question about the
challenges they experience in terms of
gender, participants were of the view that
female shop stewards’ emotional weakness
was a challenge in the role. A female shop
steward explicitly said that, “we are mothers,
and a mother can get into someone’s shoes,
feel how the other person is feeling” and
thus, they “sometimes is best to approach a
problem like a mother” (SS13). There was
a perception that female shop stewards
were weaker than their male counterparts.
SS14 mentioned that, “women are weak
sometimes, as you know as shop stewards,
we get insulted and women can cry”.

Gender
In terms of the challenges faced by shop
stewards as a result of their gender, the
following theme and sub-themes were
identiﬁed.
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Code 2: Work-family conﬂict

can’t understand the work dynamics”,
SS5 that “someone whose been working
longer already knows the dynamics of the
institution”, SS7 that “a person who has
been longer in the company understands
the challenges and the nature of the
company” (SS7) and SS8 who shared that,
“someone with more experience, more than
ﬁve years, I think they know the culture and
everything about the institution”.

Female shop stewards are also challenged
by the societal expectation of being mothers
and primary caregivers, thus, experience
more work-family conﬂict as compared
to male shop stewards. This is captured
clearly by PN2 as follows: “women most of
the times are the most disadvantaged by
number of things, such as late meetings,
because they start to panic about their
children at home”, as well as by SS9, “most
females have a problem of sleeping out …
not only married, but females they have
partners you know”. Also supported by SS5
that, “females have excuses, even when we
are in a meeting, they have excuses. Most
females are also not particularly interested
in trade union activities”.

Education levels
In terms of the challenges faced by shop
stewards because of education levels,
the following theme and sub-themes were
identiﬁed.
Theme 4: Education levels challenges
The question asked to the respondents was,
“What are the challenges faced by shop
stewards in terms of education levels?”
and from the responses, the following subtheme was identiﬁed.

Code 3: Pull me down syndrome
Females further experience the challenge
of being nominated, supported and elected
by other females to the shop steward
position. A male shop steward with personal
experience described the situations as
follows: “women don’t cope together
naturally, female members don’t want to
report to female shop stewards” (SS7).

Code 1: Inability to learn (uneducated)
Knowledge enhances self-conﬁdence and
increases capacity to interpret acts, policies
and procedures so that a shop steward can
conﬁdently prepare and argue cases in
front of everyone, regardless of the status.
This was emphasised by SS5 that, “you
must at least have Matric or a diploma,
representing people needs a person who
supposed to have studied Acts, changes in
the Acts”. Educated people have a beneﬁt
of understand things better, and those who
are not educated you need to teach more,
more time and more emphasising, you ﬁnd
that as a shop steward it’s even worse …
because as a shop steward, you need to
understand workers’ problems”, (P1) and
“it takes time for uneducated to understand
things, I think to have someone with at least
matric, it will be better” (SS11).

Tenure
In terms of the challenges faced by shop
stewards because of tenure, the following
theme and sub-themes were identiﬁed.
Theme 3: Tenure challenges
The question asked to the respondents
was, “What are the challenges faced by
shop stewards in terms of tenure” and from
the responses, the following sub-theme
was identiﬁed.
Code 1: Lack of experience on culture,
policies and procedures (newly elected)
With regards to tenure or work experience,
it was clearly mentioned that “there is no
substitute for experience”. Knowledge of
culture, as well as policies and procedures
come with experience, as alluded by
P1 that: “less work experienced person

Marital status
In terms of the challenges faced by shop
stewards because of their marital status,
the following theme and sub-themes were
identiﬁed.
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Theme 5: Marital status challenges
The question asked to the respondents was,
“What are the challenges faced by shop
stewards in terms of their marital status?”
and from the responses, the following subtheme was identiﬁed.

unions, whilst in the employ of and being
paid by the employer. From the interviews,
the participants (two full-time shop
stewards) indicated that they are challenged
by unlimited or prolonged working hours,
as indicated by SS13: “I do not know how
married people cope in the role, because
they will neglect their wives or husbands
and children due to long working hours, it
never ends”, and supported by PN3: “It’s
very diﬃcult to balance because with the
union, you don’t necessarily have working
hours. You know, you could be called at any
time and you have to respond”.

Code 1: Work-family conﬂict (married)
Married shop stewards are challenged
by what is known as work-family conﬂict,
because within the role “there might be
too much travelling, too much going away,
which might result in you having stress in
your relationships because it’s not an 8
to 4 thing” (P1). They work 24/7 as PM3
describes, “your phone must always be on,
they can call at any time and you have to
respond, your section members who work
night shift (23:58 at night) have problems,
you are called to convene now”. They might
ﬁght with their spouses as mentioned by
SS9 that, “married female shop stewards
have a problem of sleeping out” and this
was explicitly emphasised by SS13, a
female shop steward, “I don’t know how
married people cope, because you will
neglect your wife, your kids and everyone
else (hitting the table). I am single and if I
am to have a husband and kids, I don’t know
where I will ﬁnd the time, with all cases and
preparations”.

Code 2: Role overload (part-time)
These shop stewards are not full-time shop
stewards which implies that they have
two jobs or roles – as an employee and
trade union representative, creating a role
overload as expressed as follows: “I think
for now I am coping, even though the work
is too much, I am coping, I am able to juggle
the balance between the work of shop
steward as well as my responsibilities that
I am appointed for” (SS1), and “as a shop
steward, I have to be somewhere and have
to be somewhere. I have to be at work and
I also have to be representing somebody
or attending meetings of shop stewards,
of which both are equally important, that
juggling of priorities is a challenge” (SS8).

Types of shop steward challenges
There are diﬀerent types of shop stewards
by appointment, namely, part-time and fulltime shop stewards. These two types of
shop stewards experience diﬀerent types of
challenges, as shown below.

Sector
The study used two diﬀerent trade unions
from diﬀerent sectors, namely, NEHAWU
(education sector) and NUM (mining sector),
and the diﬀerent challenges experienced by
shop stewards in each sector/trade union
are discussed.

Theme 6: Type challenges
The question asked to the respondents
was, “What are the challenges faced by
shop stewards in terms of their employment
type and from the responses, the following
sub-theme was identiﬁed.

Theme 7: Sector challenges
The question asked to the respondents
was, “What are the challenges faced by
shop stewards in terms of their sector and
from the responses, the following subtheme was identiﬁed.

Code 1: Prolonged working hours (full-time)
Full-time shop stewards are those shop
stewards who work wholly for the trade

Code 1: Accidents and deaths (mining)
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A mining sector shop stewards shared that,
“one other thing that is frustrating for a
shop steward in the mining industry, is the
accidents and death of people. Sometimes
these things happen just in front of you.
Just in front of you! And there is nothing
you can do” (PN2). This was re-iterated by
(PN1) that, “you don’t block people from
going to work. You don’t torch people’s
houses. Your strike must not aﬀect people
who aren’t in the strike and at some point,
we are provoking each other”.

predictor of job performance (Atterwall
& Engqvist, 2016; Hertel et al., 2015;
Schmidt, Hunter & Outerbridge,1986). The
implication of lacking experience resulted
in them not representing employees during
disciplinary and grievance processes. This
led to them losing credibility and in some
cases, unions losing membership (Horwitz
et al., 2005; Ndala, 2002). In addition, the
data also showed younger shop stewards
were energetic, but they lacked expertise,
which rendered their role ambiguous and
less eﬀective.

Code 2: Victimisation (education)

In terms of gender, data showed that female
shop stewards are challenged by their
emotional weakness due to their motherly
nature, work-family conﬂict due to them
being primary home caregivers, and pull me
down syndrome due to lack of support from
other females. These ﬁndings are in line
with existing research studies which show
that being emotionally weak or an inability
to regulate emotions has a direct eﬀect on
making tough decisions and, subsequently,
on job performance (Harper, 2020).
Due to the patriarchal nature of societal
expectations (Hameed & Shukri, 2014),
female shop stewards also are challenged by
work-family conﬂict, thus, impinging on their
role performance (Duxbury et al., 2018). A
study by NUMSA (2009) also supports the
ﬁndings that women don’t support women,
or they generally don’t get along. The
implications of their emotional weakness,
work-family conﬂict and pull me down
syndrome result in female shop stewards
not being able to optimally perform their
role, if they get supported (nominated) and
elected to the role. Female shop stewards,
although willing, are often unavailable to
present their own ideas and suggestions
during meetings, and when they do, they
tend to make emotional decisions and their
decisions are also seldom supported by
other female shop stewards.

One participant shared that, “there is too
much victimisation at the present moment,
the minute you start to open your mouth then
you will ﬁnd yourself in trouble. It is a tact of
trying to instil fear in (union) leaders … so
that immediately when you try to do 1,2,3,
they will start to attack you” (SS4). Another
participant also shared that, “he (manager)
tried to transfer me to another campus,
he tried to get me to sign a transfer letter,
I refused and he said I must write a letter
explaining why I refuse to be transferred,
they (manager and supervisor) wanted to
get rid of me” (SS2).
DISCUSSION
This study aimed to contribute to the
shop stewards’ discourse by exploring
challenges faced by South African shop
stewards in terms of age, gender, tenure,
education levels, marital status, types of
shop stewards and their sectors. Unlike
CASE quantitative study, in this study, the
researchers solicited lived experiences from
NEHAWU and NUM shop stewards. These
unions were selected because the former
is the biggest in the education sector, and
the latter used to be a majority until 2012,
when AMCU became the majority union in
the platinum belt.
In terms of age, the data showed that lack of
experience or immaturity was a challenge for
younger shop stewards. These ﬁndings are
in line with previous studies which concluded
that prior job knowledge is a very important

In terms of tenure, data showed that lack
of experience of culture, policies and
procedures or organisational dynamics
is a challenge for the newly elected shop
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stewards. These ﬁndings are in line with
a 2013 study by Li et al. (2013) who
found that older employees, through work
experience and acquired knowledge from a
lifetime, are able to perform better in any
role and they experience less work stress
or strain as compared to younger or middleaged colleagues (Hertel, Rauschenbach,
Thielgen & Krumm, 2015). Although they
volunteered and they are keen to perform
the duties, younger shop stewards cannot
fully perform their roles optimally without
mentoring to understand the organisational
dynamics and culture, as well as training
and workshops to understand the Acts,
policies and procedures. Younger shop
stewards, thus, tend to make mistakes in
the ﬁrst few months of being elected and
appointed as shop stewards, and this
makes them appear incompetent (Hertel et
al., 2015).

are in line with existing research studies
which found that shop stewards suﬀer from
work-family balance (Berk & Gundogmus,
2018; Demerouti & Bakker, 2011; Malik et
al., 2020). The implication here is that if
they travel a lot, work nonstop (phones are
on 24/7) and they take time preparing for
their cases, spouses feels neglected which
might lead to family disruptions, such as
divorces and other unpleasant experiences.
Married shop stewards might, as a result,
appear to lack commitment to trade union
duties, even though that might not be the
case (Bakar & Salleh, 2015).
In terms of types of shop stewards, data
showed that full-time shop stewards are
challenged by “never ending” work or
should available anytime, which culminates
in prolonged working hours. The prolonged
working time is partially due to not having
enough time to complete the duties (role
overload). Part-time shop stewards are
challenged by not having enough time to
balance between trade union duties and
work duties, as well as having to be in two
places simultaneously, thus, experiencing
role overload (Baldoz, Koeber & Kraft,
2009; Masondo, 2013; Warren, 1971). The
implications of these results are that the
shop stewards might not be able to negotiate
or represent members adequately (Robbins
et al., 2016), which might render them
being perceived as lazy and incompetent,
whereas there are underlying issues. These
shop stewards might be forced to prioritise
which duties to perform ﬁrst (employers
or trade unions, as well as negotiations or
preparation for a case).

In terms of education levels, data showed
that less educated shop stewards suﬀer
from an inability to learn. These ﬁndings are
in line with previous studies which showed
that lack of education hampers optimal
performance of duties (Berk & Gundogmus,
2018; Lunau et al., 2015). This challenge,
for the uneducated shop stewards, can be
in the form of taking longer than usual to
understand Acts during training (see tenure
above), needing more time than usual to
grasp information during workshops and
training (see tenure above), and generally,
not being able to understand the worker’s
problems. As a result, the uneducated
shop stewards might be viewed as being
insipid or incompetent, whereas they are
committed and willing to make a diﬀerence
in the workplace. Specialised training and
workshops will be able to assist these
shop stewards to overcome their cognitive
abilities.

In terms of their diﬀerent sectors, mining
sector shop stewards’ data showed that
they are challenged by the accidents and
deaths they witness (when trade unions
rivalry becomes violent), yet, there is nothing
they can do. These ﬁndings are in line with
existing ﬁndings on the Marikana massacre
where inter-union rivalry led to deaths
(Windgrin, 2014). The implications are that
shop stewards are left with frustrations
(Rowe & Fitness, 2018) and other

Data on the marital status showed that
married shop stewards are challenged
by work-family conﬂict because the role
involves excessive travelling, they work
nonstop, and they have a large workload (too
many cases to prepare for). These ﬁndings
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physiological, emotional and psychological
eﬀects (Demerouti et al., 2001) that might
render them passive when dealing with
similar situations in the future. Education
sector shop stewards’ data showed that
they suﬀer mostly from victimisation from
line managers as a weapon to silence them
from performing their duties diligently or
get rid of them in the form of a trap. These
ﬁndings are supported by Vally et al. (2013)
that the education sector is characterised
by marginalisation and any attempt by
shop stewards to change things leads to
victimisation. Fearing for their lives and
their economic survival (and that of their
families), the education sector’s shop
stewards might end up being passive, thus,
not performing their duties diligently.

two sectors. It is recommended that a followup study be conducted in other sectors with
a larger and more diverse sample in terms
of gender and race. Another study or studies
could be conducted using mixed methods
to address the issue of generalisation. It
should be noted that all the ethical issues
were considered and adhered to, to
minimise subjectivity from the researcher.
The following recommendations are made
to trade union leadership and organisations:

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
The following managerial implications
emerges from the ﬁndings of this study.

• A work-life balance policy should be
developed;

• An induction programme or individual
development programme (i.e. including
but not limited to emotional intelligence,
negotiations, coping strategies, how to
represent employees at disciplinary and
grievances) should be developed for
newly appointed shop stewards;

• A more harmonious relationship between
trade unions and organisations should
be fostered; and

• Trade unions and employers should
provide support in the form of mentoring,
emotional intelligence training, education
and workshops for the younger, newly
elected, females, uneducated and
married shop stewards.

• A work study should be conducted to
review the part-time shop steward’s
workload.
CONCLUDING NOTE
In this paper, the researcher proposed to
contribute to the body of knowledge of shop
stewards by sharing their lived experiences.
Both the literature and the data showed that
showed shop stewards’ challenges are not
uniform. They are mainly driven by age,
gender, tenure, sector, whether they are
deployed on a full-time or part-time basis.
In conclusion, it may be argued that the role
and eﬃciency of NUM and NEHAWU shop
stewards may be enhanced by addressing
the problems identiﬁed in this study and the
subsequent recommendations.

• Trade unions should also pay speciﬁc
attention to the context or sector in
which they operate and educate their
shop stewards accordingly.
• The type of shop stewards should be
taken into consideration by:
1. Train part-time shop stewards on time
management and prioritisation skills.
2. Introduce work-life balance friendly and
accommodative policies for full-time and
female shop stewards, to minimise role
overload and prolonged working hours,
respectively (Robbins et al., 2016; Rowe
& Fitness, 2018).
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A LEADERSHIP SKILLS
DEVELOPMENT MODEL
FOR THE KWADEN GROUP:
A CASE STUDY OF AN
AFRICAN FMCG BUSINESSNETWORK

skills and leadership skills development
were recorded. Using inductive thematic
interpretation methodology, the qualitative
results helped explain the initial quantitative
results. The outcomes and practical value
of this study included: a theoretically
relevant, empirically validated leadership
skills development model for an African
FMCG business-network as well as a range
of recommendations on how to develop
leadership skills throughout Africa.
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INTRODUCTION
Optimism about Africa’s prospects remains
widespread and decisive throughout the
region (McKinsey & Company, 2018).
Predictions suggest Africa’s combined
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) will be
amongst the fastest growing on earth in
the next two decades. An expectation is
that the majority African homes will enter
the consumer class, and educational
performance will improve signiﬁcantly
within the next two decades. Africa oﬀers
large prospects for development to global
and local businesses. However, with
the continent’s complexities, success is
not certain: considered strategies are
required to transform Africa’s future growth
opportunities into beneﬁcial and sustainable
organisations. Such plans must comprise
a thorough approach to its geographical
mark, novelty to tackle Africans’ unmet
requirements, the development of solutions
that create resilience in business operations
and taking conﬁdent and innovative moves
to develop the necessary leadership skills
amongst local talent. If more organisations
adopt such strategies, Africa might be home
to several larger, eﬀective organisations
that produce positive results for their
shareholders and create a positive change
in millions of people’s lives (McKinsey &
Company, 2018).

ABSTRACT
Organisations competing in Africa face
numerous challenges. To successfully
address these challenges, entrepreneurial
energy, and a strategy to develop leadership
skills at scale is required.
This study aimed to develop and assess
whether a leadership skills development
model which integrates six conceptual
constructs is valid as a model for developing
leadership skills in an African fast-moving
consumer goods (FMCG) business-network.
The study took a pragmatic approach and
followed an explanatory sequential design
typology. An initial quantitative stage was
conducted. A qualitative stage followed.
An online survey approach collected data
from employees in an African FMCG
business-network. Inferential statistics
were employed to examine the validity
and reliability of the constructs. Applying
conﬁrmatory factor analysis, three datamodel ﬁt tests gave empirical evidence that
the leadership skills development model
was a good model ﬁt. Cronbach’s alpha
coeﬃcient determined construct reliability.
A face-to-face interview approach facilitated
data collection from key decision-makers in
the African FMCG business-network. Their
experiences and feelings on leadership

Organisations competing and looking to
compete in Africa face the continent’s
immense magnitude and complexity. The
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African continent comprise 1.2 billion
people in 54 countries. There are more than
a thousand languages, diﬀerent resources,
and a range in income levels, infrastructure
progress, educational ability, and business
capabilities. The pursuit of businessmodel improvement, developing local
talent, improving local development, and
creating business resilience remain “mustdos” in Africa; however, Africa’s business
setting remains poorly understood and
recognised to many merely by its reputation
for complexity, corruption, and conﬂict
(McKinsey & Chironga, Desvaux, & Leke,
2019; Company, 2018; Desvaux & Leke,
2018; Leke, Chironga, & Desvaux, 2018).

such as philosophy, economics, and
sociology (Burns, Diamond-Vaught, &
Bauman, 2015; Cohen, 2017; Eberly et al.,
2013).
Africa has an abundance of talent.
Businesses that succeed in Africa need
to invest in talent, and that investment
will reap signiﬁcant rewards for them as
they grow. Developing talent is a strategic
role, which should be considered part of
the value chain and not outsourced to the
national university system. Converting
Africa’s raw talent may only require a short
training program that could be enough to
unlock the skills that businesses require
(Chironga et al., 2019; Leke et al., 2018;
Swaniker, 2018). Furthermore, Jacobs and
Maﬁni (2019) state that the South African
fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG)
industry is faced with challenges that
require immediate attention and solutions.
Leadership skills development initiatives
are built on questionable assumptions
(Cohen, 2017; Eberly et al., 2013) and are
not building the necessary leadership skills
to improve leadership capacity required in
African FMCG businesses (Chironga et al.,
2019; Cohen, 2017; Cullen-Lester et al.,
2017; Eberly et al., 2013; Jacobs & Maﬁni,
2019; Leke et al., 2018).

Generally times are uncertain. Kaletsky
(2010) suggests that in a realm where
the outlook is uncertain and inﬂuenced
by impulsive relations concerning social
conduct, hopes, and experience, the
reasonable expectation of a distinct “correct”
leadership model that all trust in is a myth.
Despite the dynamic powers that inﬂuence
business, value creation is the general
objective and the typical judge of business
success (Porter, 2008). Collins and Porras
(2005) suggest that business success
concerns more than just creating economic
value and must also include motives for its
existence. Beliefs in the meaning of value
usually depend on business investors, of
which leadership is possibly the main driver
concerning value creation.

To address the leadership challenges
and the business prospects in FMCG
businesses in Africa, an opportunity exists
to cultivate the next generation of leaders
and build the required leadership capability
for doing good while doing well in Africa.

Leadership is likely the most critical yet
complex challenge facing humanity.Although
widely discussed, there is a distinct lack of
consent regarding the evolving concept of
leadership (Eberly, Johnson, Hernandez, &
Avolio, 2013; Landis, Hill, & Harvey, 2014).
Despite signiﬁcant investment, a growing
concern for organisations is that leadership
development initiatives are not building the
necessary leadership skills (Cohen, 2017;
Cullen-Lester, Maupin, & Carter, 2017;
Eberly et al., 2013). Cohen (2017) states the
prevailing logic of leadership programmes
appear to be built on questionable
assumptions, unlike established disciplines

LITERATURE REVIEW
Leadership research extends throughout the
behavioural, social, and physical sciences,
management, the disciplines of psychology,
anthropology, politics, sociology, biology
along with evolutionary studies. In contrast
to the comparatively large account of
leadership theory and research, the
orderly analysis of leadership development
(generally deﬁned to also include leader
development) has a relatively short history
(Yammarino, 2017).
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The requirement for leadership comprise
many grounds (Lord, 1977). Research
recommends that leaders at all levels of an
organisation aﬀect performance, implying
the need for leadership eﬀectiveness as
well as leaders at all levels (Holt, Hall, &
Gilley, 2018). For an organisation to remain
competitive in a dynamic context, leaders
need to monitor the internal and external
environments continually. Leaders should
formulate and pursue a strategy grounded on
the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and threats of the organisation. It is essential
that leaders eﬀectively communicate the
vision that inspires and motivates the team,
provide the necessary support, and then
evaluate progress to ensure the strategic
objectives are met (Antonakis & House,
2014). In order to ensure optimum success,
modern organisations require eﬀective
leaders (Landis et al., 2014).

need to start conceptualising ways to unite
diﬀerent ﬁndings, trim theories, and after
that, synthesise and integrate within and
between disciplines.
There are many views of leadership
categorisation
(Yammarino,
2017).
This study draws on the recent work by
Antonakis and Day (2018a) on the nine
primary schools of leadership, as illustrated
in Figure 1.
The development of a leadership skills
development model concerns the review
of leadership and leadership development
theories: traditional and contemporary
topics in leadership, and leadership skills
development topics.
Traditional and Contemporary Topics in
Leadership
In the last century, scientiﬁc inquiry has tried
to make sense of leadership (Antonakis &
Day, 2018b). The complex phenomenon of
leadership has often led social scientists to
believe that leadership is beyond the reach
of academic inquiry. However, science has
conﬁrmed what people intuitively knew
throughout history: leadership matters.

Academic literature suggests that there are
many ways to develop hybrid approaches
to leadership theory creation. There are
on-going eﬀorts to consolidate leadership
research that will enable the progression
of leadership theory development. Earlier
studies have laid the foundations to
develop such theories. Antonakis and Day
(2018a) suggest that leadership scholars

A review of traditional and contemporary

FIGURE 1: A BRIEF HISTORY OF LEADERSHIP RESEARCH SOURCE: ANTONAKIS AND DAY
(2018a)
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schools
of
leadership
determined
theoretically relevant leadership attributes
and dimensions towards establishing
constructs for a conceptual leadership
model. Six leadership constructs were
conceptualised as choices, principles,
mental (cognitive), emotional, physical,
and spiritual, which are perceived as
humancentric,
multidimensional
and
inherently incorporate the notion of
being developmental, that is, they can be
developed. Table 1 provides a summary
of the six leadership constructs, the
associated construct theories, as well as
examples of the related leadership skills for
development.

a holistic, integrated, coherent, multifaceted
humancentric perspective.
Foti and Hauenstein (2007) argue that
‘the person is considered as an integrated
totality rather than a summation of
variables’ (p. 347). Leadership scholars
argue that progressing research on traits
or personal characteristics and their eﬀects
on leadership require more multifaceted
models and approaches (Bass, 1990; Lord
& Hall, 1992; Zaccaro, LaPort, & Jose,
2013).
Taking the above into consideration, the
researchers conceptually developed a
leadership model which comprised six
leadership constructs grounded in academic
literature. Table 2 presents a conceptual
leadership model.

In this study, the researchers conceptualised
a six-construct leadership model from
leadership theory discussed and presented
earlier. The conceptual leadership model
was represented as a cube and named
super-cube® in Table 2. It implies that
each side of the cube integrates to create

In the conceptualisation and naming of
the conceptual model, the word cube,
refers to ‘you’, where the letter ‘u’ in the

TABLE 1: LEADERSHIP CONSTRUCTS, ASSOCIATED THEORIES, AND SKILLS

Leadership
constructs
1. Choices (e.g.,
morals, values,
attitude, decisionmaking, judgement,
risk-taking)
2. Principles
(e.g., ethics,
context, situation,
principles)
3. Mental (e.g.,
cognitive, logos,
problem-solving,
knowledge, vision,
experience,
understanding,
memory, education,
goals)

Theory, author(s) and a brief description Leadership skills for
or explanation
development
Choice theory: Levin and Milgrom (2004).
E.g., Decision-making;
risk assessment; moral
Choice theory is the skilful process of
decision-making
evaluating available options and then
choosing the preferred option based on a
consistent criterion
E.g., Context; ethics;
Principle theory: Caldwell, Karri, and
Vollmar (2006).
governance
Principle theory provides a foundation of
guiding principles which relate to a person’s
ability to act by the rules or standards
Cognition theory: Prinsloo and Barrett
E.g., Thinking;
learning; teaching
(2013), Mumford, Todd, Higgs, and
McIntosh (2017).
Cognition theory is a person’s ability to
solve problems, to plan, to reason, to think
conceptually, to grasp complex concepts
and to learn quickly as well as learn from
experience; cognitive skills are essential
aspects and of critical importance in the
leadership context
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4. Emotional
(e.g., emotion,
pathos, social,
motives, selfeﬃcacy, relational,
communication,
social,
interpersonal,
inﬂuence, conﬂict
resolution)
5. Physical (e.g.,
physical, stress,
body, physiological)

6. Spiritual (e.g.,
character, ethos,
integrity, trust,
purpose, trustbuilding, rolemodel)

Emotional intelligence theory: Doe (2015),
Heath, Martin, and Shahisaman (2017),
Mayer et al. (2004).
Emotional intelligence theory comprises
of a four-branch ability model of a person
being able to perceive, use, understand
and manage emotions. Each branch of
emotional intelligence can be developed
and are vital attributes of eﬀective
leadership
Physical wellbeing theory: Hattie et al.
(2004).
The ‘Wheel of Wellness’ theory relates to
a person’s physical health, and that stress
management, nutrition, and exercise
are critical aspects of the physiological
wellbeing of a leader
Spirituality Scale: Avolio et al. (2009),
Delaney (2005); Maslow (1972).
The ‘Spirituality Scale’ is a method
to assess a person’s beliefs, values,
and choices. The spiritual life (the
contemplative, religious, philosophical, or
value-life) is part of the human essence a
deﬁning characteristic of human nature

E.g., Social skills;
motivation; selfawareness

E.g., Stress
management; nutrition;
exercise

E.g., Individual, team,
and organisational
leadership (purpose,
meaning, and values)

Source: Researchers
word cube represents you – a leader. The
word super is an adjective, where the word
implies you are wonderful, fantastic, great,
marvellous, fabulous, excellent, splendid,
superb, brilliant, superior, enhanced, and
outstanding etcetera. The objective is to
provide a model that promotes and enables
superior leadership (you) capability, i.e.,
you (from a multidimensional perspective)
are super.

state that there is a wide gap between
leadership theory and leadership practice.
As a result of this gap, the ﬁeld of leadership
development is mainly a collection of
disparate “best practices”, e.g., coaching,
mentoring, on-the-job experience, rather
than a coherent, continuous, theoretically
relevant, and empirically validated process
(Day, 2000).
Illeris (2018) states that more education
does not necessarily result in more and
better learning and that while the theory of
learning is broad, it invariably comprises
three dimensions:

Leadership Development
Leadership alone is a highly complex
construct, which, as a scholarly discipline,
seems “curiously uninformed” (Hackman
& Wageman, 2007, p. 43). Furthermore,
Baltes (1987) suggests that development is
an equally complex construct, given that it
involves change and is a process of innate
gains and losses. Zaccaro and Horn (2003)

1. Content dimension: refers to the
knowledge, understanding, behaviour,
skills, values, or feelings – typically
cognitive;
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TABLE 2: A CONCEPTUAL LEADERSHIP MODEL

Source: Researchers
overarching philosophy of pragmatism
has been embraced as it combines two
worldviews which provide the beneﬁt of
addressing the research problem from
multiple perspectives, i.e., pragmatism is
one philosophy that includes post positivism
and constructivism. Research approaches
are broadly classiﬁed into two categories,
namely
quantitative
and
qualitative
methods, and when combined, referred to
as mixed-methods (Creswell & Plano Clark,
2018). This study adopted a mixed-methods
approach. An explanatory sequentual
design was followed, comprising an initial
quantitative stage followed by the qualitative
stage. The quantitative strand presents
the methods used to combine empirical
observations with deductive reasoning
(Bryman & Cramer, 2005). The quantitative
strand covers the conceptualisation and
operationalisation of a conceptual model for
leadership skills development (as shown in
Table 4).

2. Incentive dimension: refers to the
intrinsic, interest and motivational
aspects – typically emotional; and
3. Interaction dimension: refers to the social
engagement and has various layers,
ranging from the current situation, the
local, institutional, environment, national
and other situations to the global context
in general.
The uniﬁcation of the conceptual leadership
model (discussed and presented in Table
2) and the leadership skills development
dimensions, a model for leadership skills
development was conceptualised as shown
in Table 3.
Based on the conceptual leadership skills
development model, the researchers
deﬁnes leadership skills development
as an “inherent skills developed by
structured
methodologies
concerning
learning theory, regarding the development
of
multidimensional,
human
centric
and principled approaches towards the
progression of humanity.”

A nonprobability-convenience sampling was
employed by targeting all the people with a
Kwaden Group company email address. An
email invitation to participate in the research
study was emailed to the Kwaden Group

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Due to the complex nature of the research
problem addressed by this study, an
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TABLE 3: A CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR LEADERSHIP SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

Source: Researchers
email address, which comprised 331 email
accounts. The researchers established that
30 email invitations were either duplicates
or the email addresses were inactive, and
thus, the total population amounted to a
maximum of 301 participants. Over ten

weeks, one hundred and thirty-two (132)
responses were received corresponding to
a 43.9% response rate.
A multivariate Conﬁrmatory Factor Analysis
(CFA) technique was followed in this study

TABLE 4: CONSTRUCT CONCEPTUAL AND OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS

Leadership
constructs
1. Choices
2. Principles
3. Mental
4. Emotional
5. Physical
6. Spiritual

Conceptual
deﬁnition
Decision-making
intelligence
Decision-making
foundations

Operationalisation deﬁnition

The ability to make decisions based on a set of
principles
The ability to understand the rules and
standards of social, economic, and natural laws
The ability to think, learn, teach, and selfMental intelligence
awareness
Emotional
The ability to perceive, use, understand and
intelligence
manage emotions
Physical
The ability to manage stress, nutrition, and
intelligence
cardiovascular well-being
Spiritual
The ability to act according to principles
intelligence

Source: Researchers
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as a CFA is a theory-testing approach as
opposed to a theory-generating approach
(Stapleton, 1997). In CFA, the researchers
begins with a hypotheses or conceptual
model, in this case, a conceptual model
for leadership skills development, and
speciﬁes which variables will be correlated
with which factors and which factors
correlated. Ullman (2006) notes that once
the subject of concern is multifaceted
and multidimensional, a CFA is the one
assessment that oﬀers concurrent tests on
all the correlations in a theorised framework
or model. Wunsch, Mouchart, and Russo
(2014) suggests CFA is usually applied
in social science research and practice.
Stapleton (1997) suggests a CFA provides
the researchers a more viable method
for evaluating construct validity and that
the researchers is able to explicitly test a
hypotheses concerning the factor structure
of the data having a predetermined
conceptual model, specifying the number
and composition of the factors. In CFA,
the measure of inﬂuence instead of the
cause-and-eﬀect association is considered
and explained (Schumacker & Lomax,
2010)2010.

interpretation and aimed to explore and
elaborate on the results from the quantitative
results. The validity of the qualitative data
was assured by applying the four criteria
used to ensure a trustworthy study, namely
credibility, transferability, dependability and
conformability (Shenton, 2004).
RESULTS
The
quantitative
results
of
the
appropriateness
of
the
leadership
constructs within a conceptual model for
leadership skills development include the
response rate, descriptive statistics of
the organisation, construct validity and
construct reliability. The online quatitative
questionnaire had a 43.9% response rate.
The age group with the highest population is
the 36-45-year olds at 36% of the population.
The second highest age group population
is the 25-35-year olds at 28%. There is a
small population of below 25 years old
at 4%, and only 1% at over 65 years old.
The gender population if relatively equal,
however there were slightly more female
participants at 53% versus 47% of the male
population. Thirty percent of the population
had an undergraduate qualiﬁcation, 26%
a postgraduate qualiﬁcation, 12% of the
population have a secondary qualiﬁcation,
5% a certiﬁcation and 5% a trade certiﬁcation.
Twenty two percent of the population
did not indicate their qualiﬁcation status.
Conﬁrmatory factor analysis was used as
it provides a viable method for evaluating
construct validity (Stapleton, 1997). Figure
2 provides a graphical representation of the
construct-to-construct relationship.

Given the method taken in this study, the
reliability attribute of internal consistency
was taken. To establish internal consistency
reliability concerning the constructs,
Cronbach’s alpha coeﬃcients were
assessed for each construct as a technique
of determining the reliability amongst the
constructs (Cooper & Emory, 1995; Field,
2009). The primary intent of a mixed
methods explanatory sequential design is
for the qualitative phase to explain the initial
quantitative results (Creswell & Plano Clark,
2018). Furthermore, Creswell and Plano
Clark (2018) suggest that the qualitative
phase typically explores and elaborates
on the results of the statistical tests from
the quantitative phase. The qualitative
data methods consisted of face-to-face,
one-on-one, semi-structured interviews
with key decision-makers in the Kwaden
Group, a case in the African FMCG sector.
The data analysis comprised of thematic

To determine the relative contribution of each
variable, i.e., each question, a standardised
regression weight analysis was performed.
Table 5 depicts the standardised regression
weight results.
The results from the standardised regression
weights analysis determined the relative
contribution of each variable (research
question), and in this case, are noted as the
estimate. Estimates values between 1.0
and 0.5 are acceptable, however values of
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0.3 are also considered acceptable. The
Choices construct had an estimates of
1.071, .776 and 0.377. While an estimate
value of 1.071 is marginally higher than
1.0, it is deemed acceptable. The Principles
construct results of .713, .622 and .529, are
deemed acceptable.
The results for the Cognitive construct
were .710, .614 and .495, all considered
acceptable. The Emotional construct results
were .804, .518 and .509, all deemed
acceptable. The results of the Physical
construct were .969, .955 and .386, which
are all acceptable. The Spiritual construct
results were .773, .736 and .572, all deemed
acceptable. Table 6 depicts the constructto-construct correlation results.
The P value results of the Choices and
Cognitive (.247), Choices and Physical
(.481), and Spiritual and Choices (.295)
reported low construct-to-construct statistical
signiﬁcance correlation. However, the
majority (83%) of the construct-to-construct
correlations were statistically signiﬁcant.
The model ﬁt statistics evaluates a model
in relation to the ﬁxed parameters applied

FIGURE 2: CONFIRMATORY FACTOR
ANALYSIS SOURCE: RESEARCHERS

TABLE 6: CONSTRUCT-TO-CONSTRUCT CORRELATION RESULTS

Construct-to-construct correlation
Choices ←→ Principles
Choices ←→ Cognitive
Choices ←→ Emotional
Choices ←→ Physical
Spiritual ←→ Choices
Principles ←→ Cognitive
Principles ←→ Emotional
Principles ←→ Physical
Spiritual ←→ Principles
Cognitive ←→ Emotional
Cognitive ←→ Physical
Spiritual ←→ Cognitive
Emotional ←→ Physical
Spiritual ←→ Emotional
Spiritual ←→ Physical

Estimate
.303
.115
.308
.058
.097
.643
.761
.372
.792
.926
.605
.734
.455
.704
.491

*Represents a P value of <0.001 which is statistically signiﬁcant
Source: Researchers
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P Value*
.004
.247
.005
.481
.295
***
***
.002
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
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TABLE 5: STANDARDISED REGRESSION WEIGHT RESULTS*

Question
Question
Construct
number
1
How important is it for a leader to act morally?
Choices
2
How important is it for a leader to manage risk?
Choices
How important is it for a leader to make moral
3
Choices
decisions?
How important is it for a leader to communicate and
4
Principles
instil company values in the team?
5
How important is it for a leader to work ethically?
Principles
How important is it for a leader to ensure the
6
Principles
company operates ethically?
How important is it for a leader to have good thinking
7
Cognitive
skills?
How important is it for a leader to have personal
Cognitive
8
reﬂection?
How important is it for a leader to learn something
9
new and teach and/or demonstrate what they have
Cognitive
learnt?
How important is it for a leader to work with the
Emotional
10
team, and involve the right people at the right time?
How important is it for a leader to be motivated and
Emotional
11
disciplined to achieve an important goal?
How important is it for a leader to communicate
Emotional
12
eﬀectively with the team?
How important is it for a leader to consume healthy
13
Physical
foods?
How important is it for a leader to manage personal
14
Physical
and team stress?
15
How important is it for a leader to do some exercise? Physical
How important is it for a leader to work toward
16
achieving meaning, purpose and fulﬁlment in their
Spiritual
life?
How important is it for a leader to lead and serve a
17
Spiritual
team to achieve company objectives?
How important is it for a leader to lead a company to
18
Spiritual
achieve the organisational dream (vision)?

Estimate
.776
.377
1.071
.713
.529
.622
.614
.495
.710
.509
.804
.518
.969
.386
.955
.572
.736
.773

*All standardised regression weights were statistically signiﬁcant with a P value of <0.001
Source: Researchers
to postulate the model, and the approval or
dismissal of the model (Stapleton, 1997).
Table 7 depicts a summary of the conceptual
model-ﬁt results.

development is considered a good model ﬁt.
Cronbach’s alpha coeﬃcient values ranged
between 0.604 and 0.803, which indicate
acceptable and satisfactory reliability. Table
8 depicts Cronbach’s Alpha Coeﬃcient
distribution results.

The results provide empirical evidence that
the conceptual model for leadership skills
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TABLE 7: MODEL-FIT SUMMARY

Model
Requirement
Study results
Study ﬁndings

CMIN/DF
CFI
~1:5
≥0.90
2.232
0.86
Good model ﬁt Acceptable model ﬁt

RMSEA
<.100
.097
Good model ﬁt

Source: Researchers
TABLE 8: CONSTRUCT RELIABILITY DISTRIBUTION

Constructs
Choices
Principles
Cognitive
Emotional
Physical
Spiritual

Cronbach’s Alpha
0.74
0.65
0.60
0.62
0.80
0.63

Mean
6.66
6.76
6.28
6.78
5.47
6.44

Standard Deviation
0.62
0.39
0.72
0.35
1.14
0.62

Source: Researchers
Concerning the conceptual model, the
results indicate that the mental construct had
the most words at 31% with the emotional
construct marginally lower at 29%. The
mental and emotional constructs, therefore,
represent 60% of the words described
by participants in the interview process
regarding the leadership skills required

by the Kwaden Group. The principles and
spiritual contribute 30%, with 18% and 12%
respectively. Choices contribute 9% to the
total word count and physical only 1%, with
two words used from a total three hundred
and twenty-one words.
The qualitative results and ﬁndings in this

FIGURE 3: CONSTRUCT DISTRIBUTION RESULTS
SOURCE: RESEARHERS
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study, it seems reasonable to suggest that
the qualitative phase in this explanatory
mixed-methods
study
explains and
elaborates on the initial quantitative results
obtained from the quantitative strand.

contemporary leadership theories into a
holistic, integrated, coherent and universal
approach to leadership skills development.
The leadership skills develop model, if
adopted by an organisation, will result in
a leadership skills development initiative
being built on theoretically relevant and
empirically validated constructs. This
approach should help organisations build
the necessary leadership skills to improve
leadership capacity and ultimately improve
business potential. This perspective
should also challenge FMCG (and other)
organisations and learning institutions to
look toward a new approach to leadership
skills development.

The objective of the qualitative phase in
an explanatory mixed-methods design is
to further explain and elaborate on the
initial quantitative results obtained from
the statistical analysis (Creswell & Plano
Clark, 2018). Figure 3 depicts the construct
distribution results from the qualitative
thematic analysis.
Table 9 presents the results of how
the qualitative results compliment the
initial quantitative results concerning the
leadership constructs of the conceptual
leadership skills development model.

This study not only presented a leadership
skills development model but also provides
a wide range of recommendations on how
leadership skills could be developed at an
individual, business, group, alliance, and
African continent perspective in the FMCG
industry. This study should also broaden
the debate concerning the evolving
concept of leadership and leadership
skills development throughout the African
FMCG industry. Furthermore, this study
should allow leadership skills development
institutions to enhance leadership skills
development interventions, incrementally
and in a coherent way.

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
This study set out to develop a leadership
skills development model for the Kwaden
Group, as a case in the African FMCG sector
– a study which has not be undertaken
to date. A thorough review on leadership
and leadership development literature
resulted in the conceptualisation and
operationalisation of a multidimensional
conceptual model for leadership skills
development comprising six constructs. The
key contribution of the conceptual model
for leadership skills development was that
it eﬀectively incorporates traditional and

On a closing remark, FMCG businesses

TABLE 9: SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Super-Cube® Model

Constructs

Model-ﬁt tests:

1. Choices
2. Principles
3. Mental
4. Emotional
5. Physical
6. Spiritual

CMIN/DF: 2.232;
CFI: 0.86; and
RMSEA: 0.097
Good model-ﬁt =
accepted as a model

Measurement
reliability
0.74
0.65
0.60
0.62
0.80
0.63

Cronbach alpha = construct reliable

Source: Researchers
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Qualitative
results
9%
18%
31%
29%
1%
12%
Interview:
word count as a
percentage (%)

in Africa need to work towards developing
Africa’s talent at scale to unlock the
skills that businesses require to promote
local economies and create ecosystems
throughout the supply chain. This study
provides a model for leadership skills
development in the context of an African
FMCG business-network, addressing the
research gaps and problem stated in the
introduction. As such, it seems reasonable
to argue that this study contributes
toward to the body of knowledge in the
ﬁeld of leadership and leadership skills
development in the context of an African
FMCG business-network.
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THE IMPACT OF GLASSCEILING ON BLACK
WOMEN WANTING TO
BE PROMOTED TO
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS:
A CASE STUDY OF
AFRICORP

For sampling, non-probability sample
design was used. This method allowed the
researcher to be subjective and to decide
which elements are to be included in the
sample. The total number of black women
occupying managerial positions at Africorp
was at the time of the study ﬁfteen (15).
Because there is a small number of black
women occupying managerial positions at
the Africorp, requests to participate in this
study were sent to all ﬁfteen women via
email. Due to unavailability, only eleven
(11) out of ﬁfteen (15) were interviewed.
Structured interviews were used to collect
data. The interviews were audio recorded
and all the participants signed the consent
form. For the purposes of this study, both
primary and secondary data collection
methods were used. The information from
the interviews was captured and processed
using the qualitative data software known
as Thematic analysis. Thematic analysis
gives the necessary time or opportunity
for ﬂexibility in the researcher’s choice
of theoretical framework. Themes were
identiﬁed using the interview recordings.
What counted as themes were points that
captured the key ideas about the data
in relation to the research question and
also represented some level of patterned
response or meaning within the data set.
The outcomes of this study backed up the
assumption that there are impediments
preventing black women from holding
management roles. These impediments
include the organisation’s apparent desire
to foster diversity in the workplace, the
“think manager-think male” stereotype, a
lack of qualiﬁcations and abilities and South
Africa’s apartheid and patriarchal heritage.
It was also shown that once black women
achieve these positions, they confront
hurdles; they are not recognized or valued
in the same way that their male counterparts
are.

Ms. Mbalenhle Mandisa Nxumalo
University of KwaZulu Natal
Durban, South Africa
E-mail: mambalizana@gmail.com
ABSTRACT
The implementation of several policies
and strategies, including new employment
and labour regulations, aimed at reforming
the country at the dawn of the new South
Africa (SA), led in a rise in the number of
black women employed in all sectors of the
economy. More and more black women
have taken executive roles in numerous
organisations during the new regime, thanks
to supportive policies and laws. However,
there are not enough black women in
positions of leadership and management.
Those aspiring to management roles, as well
as those who are currently in management,
continue to encounter a number of hurdles.
It is critical to recognize and address the
obstacles and barriers that black women
encounter as managers, as well as suggest
solutions to these challenges, if SA is to
accelerate its transformation program
with even more black women taking up
management positions and advancing
through the ranks. The goals of this paper are
to (i) look into the impediments that prohibit
black women from achieving management
positions at Africorp, and (ii) look into the
issues that black women in management
roles encounter at Africorp. Because of
the nature of this study and its population,
a qualitative method of collecting data
was used. Qualitative research was used
because it provides the understandings
into the problem and is also used to
uncover trends in thoughts and opinions.

Key words: Black women in management, glass ceiling, management challenges, barriers to management, gender
inequality in the workplace, underrepresentation of black women.
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1.1 INTRODUCTION
South Africans did not have equal chances
prior to the transition from apartheid to
democracy. Following the 1994 democratic
transition, all South African people were
guaranteed equal rights and opportunities.
According to Mello and Phago (2007),
SA is still a young democracy coping with
past injustices, which included not only
racial but also gender and other inequities.
Women of all races were disadvantaged
prior to 1994, so black women faced both
racial and gender discrimination. Black
women have been barred from various
industries, according to Bryce and Warrick
(1974), partly due to sexual discrimination,
which aﬀects all women, and partly due
to racial discrimination, which aﬀects all
black people. This paper will look into the
obstacles that prohibit black women from
achieving managerial roles, as well as the
issues they confront after they do. Africorp
will be utilized as a ﬁctitious ﬁrm to represent
the one which was used as the study site.

primary goal of this study is to identify the
impediments that prevent black women
from joining management roles, as well as
the challenges they face after they do. The
objectives of this paper are as follows;
1. To investigate the barriers that prevent
black women from being promoted to
management positions at Africorp
2. To investigate the challenges faced by
black women managers at Africorp
1.4 LITERATURE REVIEW
1.4.1 Introduction
The South African government has played
a signiﬁcant role in attempting to correct
historical inequities (Carli and Eagly, 2001).
Carli and Eagly (2001) stated that prejudice
against women and racial discrimination
persist despite the passage of many laws
aimed at addressing historical imbalances.
While this has grown less acceptable in
theory, there is still a mountain of evidence
that women and minorities continue to face
discrimination in practice (Carli and Eagly,
2001:50). Women in management roles
are not treated with the same respect and
acceptability as males (Moumakoe, 2013).
Because black women confront multiple
forms of discrimination, it is diﬃcult for
them to enter or advance into management
positions, even if their qualiﬁcations and
work experience qualify them (Carli and
Eagly, 2001).

1.2 RESEARCH PROBLEM
According to research conducted by Bell
and Nkomo (2001), there are impediments
that prohibit black women from obtaining
managerial roles, and once they do,
they do not receive the recognition and
acknowledgement that they deserve, or
that of their male counterparts. According
to Davidson (1996:51), black women are
ostracized, culturally discriminated and
socially disadvantaged. They are subjected
to paternalism, are undervalued, have their
work ethicised, and have fewer prospects
than men and white women, respectively.

The Businesswomen’s Association of South
Africa (BWASA) reported that women make
up 21.6% of executive management in
South Africa, compared to 8% in Australia,
17.7% in Canada, 14.4% in the United
States, and 12.2% in the United Kingdom
(BWASA, 2011). SA had 15.8% female
directors in 2011, compared to 8.4% in
Australia, 8.9% in Canada, and 9% in the
United Kingdom, despite the fact that the
United States’ numbers (15.7%) were
equivalent to SA’s. Since 2004, the number
of female directors has steadily increased,
rising from 7.1% in 2004 to 15.8% in 2011.
In 2011, women made up 4.4% of CEOs
and Managing Directors (MDs), 5.3% of

1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The study’s premise is that SA needs
to adopt stronger ways to promote
transformation and the advancement of
black women into managerial positions so
that they may contribute meaningfully to the
country’s progress. To accomplish so, SA
must have a better grasp of and respond
to the issues experienced by black women
in management roles in organisations
such as Africorp. To accomplish so, the
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Chairpersons, 15.8% of Directors, and
21.6% of Executives in South African
companies (BWASA, 2011) cited in Farmer
(2010).

signiﬁcant barrier preventing women from
reaching management positions. The
generalization ‘men dominate, women obey’
continues to hold true in the workplace due
to the gender division of labour (Bradley,
1989:1). Bradley (1989) adds that while a
rise in the number of women in managerial
roles does not always imply that they are
accepted as managers, the regulations
put in place to achieve workplace diversity
have an impact on recruiting. When
presented with census data demonstrating
the unusual number of women entering
management. Bradley (1989) argues
that numerous management scholars are
appropriately sceptical, questioning if these
women are truly managers in any capacity
other than title. Davidson and Burke (2011)
asked, “Why are there still so few women
in management?” in Catalyst on Davidson
and Burke (2011). In a survey of 20
European countries and the United States
in 2002, Catalyst discovered that gender
stereotypes and prejudices about women’s
roles were the most signiﬁcant barriers to
women’s advancement (Catalyst, 2002), as
referenced by Davidson and Burke (2011).

The numbers above prove that there has
been some progress in number of women
advancing women into management
positions. Various authors, such as Carli
and Eagly (2007) and Ely, Ibarra, and Kolb
(2011), conducted research on gender and
management, and the ﬁndings revealed that
women continue to be underrepresented in
top management positions, and that when
they do occupy these positions, they are
frequently subjected to bias. People do not
think “female” when they think manager,
which is one of the well-known hurdles
that prevents women from obtaining
management jobs (Schein, 1973). As a
result, women are considered as unﬁt to hold
executive roles. According to Abele (2003),
when women ﬁnally get into management
positions, they are generally perceived as
incompetent (Abele, 2003).
1.4.2 Barriers to entry – Why are
there still so few black women in
management?
Despite the fact that the new democratic
government in SA has established conditions
that encourage black women to advance
in their careers, removing impediments to
their advancement in management is the
single most diﬃcult challenge facing both
government and human resource managers
(Farmer, 2010). Many women confront
internal and external hurdles, resulting in
a disproportionate percentage of women
in lower management positions (Farmer,
2010:58). Mello and Phago (2007) suggest
that legislation passed by the South African
government after 1994 is an important tool
for addressing workplace discrimination
and impediments; yet, certain barriers may
be subtle, undermining all of the eﬀorts
made to ensure that black women have
equal opportunity.

1.4.3 “Think manager-think white male”
stereotyping
According
to
research
conducted
by Morrison and von Glinow (1990),
black female managers are currently
experiencing increased organisational
success, which often comes at a cost due
to their perceptions of racism, sexism, and
class bias. As a result, women often feel
devalued as employees and invalidated.
One issue is that when people think of a
leader, they don’t think of a woman; as a
result, women aren’t seen as a good ‘ﬁt’ for
leadership positions. This is partly owing
to the fact that gender stereotypes run
counter to leader stereotypes (Brenner,
Tomkiewicz, and Schein quote Schein,
1973). According to Donaldson (1997), the
persistent attitude toward women based
on gender stereotypes is by far the most
signiﬁcant impediment to women obtaining
executive roles within organisations.

Discrimination, according to Kanter (1977);
Wolf and Fligstein (1979), is still the most
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1.4.4 Lack of commitment to advance
black women
The inability of the organisation to foster
diversity in management is one of the barriers
that prevents women from taking managerial
positions (Bell and Nkomo, 2001). Men
continue to dominate senior management.
According to study conducted by Powell
(1999) over a decade ago, eliminating
prejudice and discrimination in the
workplace is challenging. “Males are more
likely to feel at ease around other men–the
old boy network” (Bell and Nkomo, 2001:3).
Decisions about promotions and hiring are
usually unstructured and prone to bias (Bell
and Nkomo, 2001). The Non-Governmental
Organisation Sectors were supposed to
give strong opportunities for black women,
according to Spierenburg and Wels (2006),
however black women remained a minority
in executive positions. Many women ﬁnd
that once they reach managerial roles, the
organisation’s commitment to their success
ends there (Spierenburg and Wels, 2006:
93). New women managers, according to
Spierenburg and Wels (2006), lack access to
ﬁrm information, do not control the territory,
and do not have the same power and
support networks as their male colleagues.
“I had the impression that the organisation
wasn’t truly devoted to seeing black women
succeed; it was like hitting a brick wall”
(Interview June, 2000), (Spierenburg and
Wels, 2006: 94).

legislation aimed at addressing historical
imbalances. It is diﬃcult for black women
to qualify for managerial roles because
they did not obtain an equal education as
men and white women (Carli and Eagly,
2001). They also lack the necessary skills
to hold managerial roles (Carli and Eagly,
2001). The ‘pipeline problem,’ according to
Davis and Maldonado (2015), is one of the
elements that promotes hurdles for black
women to occupy managerial positions.
This means that women with the right
educational background are not available,
thus they are not hired.
1.4.6 Lack of support from other
managers
According to Mello and Phago (2007),
discouragement might be caused by a
lack of support from other black women
managers and managers in general.
Several functions of a mentor were stressed
by Garvey, Stokes, and Megginson (2014).
Women’s advancement into management
roles is hampered by a lack of female
role models and mentors, as well as the
exclusion of women from informal networks
(Mello and Phago, 2007). Due to a lack of
support from both male and female, white
and black managers, the number of women
seeking managerial roles in an organisation
may decline (Cain, 2015).
1.4.7 Conﬂicting Roles
South African history, according to Mello
and Phago (2007), characterised women
as people who belong in the kitchen and
black people as persons who can only do
particular tasks. Despite the fact that the
democratic government of SA has passed
legislation that beneﬁts women and other
individuals who have previously been
marginalized, prejudices still linger (Mello
and Phago, 2007). “It can be challenging
for women to balance family and job duties.
These problems deter people from pursuing
a career with its high pace and rigorous
schedule. Women must make diﬃcult
decisions” (Mello and Phago, 2007:150).
Even when black women managers are in
positions of leadership, their contributions

1.4.5 Age limits, inadequate skills and
education
Apartheid was a policy instituted by the
South African apartheid regime that
promoted racial segregation and white
supremacy (Davis and Maldonado, 2015).
The patriarchal system, which subordinated
women and elevated men, was also
introduced by societies. While women were
discouraged from attending school, black
people were denied access to the same
high-quality education as white people
(Davis and Maldonado, 2015). The new
democratic government of SA has constantly
condemned racial and gender discrimination.
As a result, the government enacted new
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to decision-making are not valued as highly
as men’s since it is assumed that they lack
the necessary managerial abilities (Carli
and Eagly, 2007). There is a gender bias
in which men are linked with being leaders
because they are more likely to display
forceful masculine features that connote
leadership, such as assertiveness, whereas
women are less likely to be viewed as soft
and emotional (Carli and Eagly, 2007:4).

1.5.1 Non-recognition and
Discrimination
Black women are still underrepresented in
management roles due to gender stereotypes
and the history of apartheid in SA. GlazerRaymo (2001:145) claims that women face
isolation, exclusion from informal networks,
and systematic discrimination even when
they study and receive professional
degrees to enter traditionally male ﬁelds.
According to the report compiled by Miley
(2015), 26% of black women believe their
abilities are undervalued by their superiors,
compared to 17% of white women. Their
accomplishments and contributions go
unacknowledged. According to Holvino and
Blake-Beard (2004), black female managers
are paid less than white female managers
or male managers in general. “Black
women are paid less than white men and
women, as well as men of color, and they
must learn to maintain a positive self-image
when presented with ‘micro aggressions,’
which can stymie advancement, mentoring,
and success” (Holvino and Blake-Beard,
2004:176).

1.4.8 Leadership Style: A barrier to
Women
Cann and Siegfried (1990) suggest that
gender stereotypes are unavoidable when
describing management styles. There are
evident distinctions between management
and gender, according to Rosener (1990).
According to Rosener (1990), men prefer
transactional leadership while women
choose
transformational
leadership.
According to Downey, Papageorgiou, and
Stough (2006), referenced in Ramazan
(2010), managers that do not use
transformational leadership achieve a
higher level of emotional communication,
which is more common among female
managers.

1.5.2 Women in management are
expected to constantly prove
themselves
Following his interviews with women
in management roles, Williams (2015)
discovered a number of additional obstacles
they experience in their jobs. Women’s
mistakes, according to Williams (2015),
are noticed and remembered more than
men’s. They are frequently chastised for
making mistakes, but their male colleagues
are lauded for taking chances. Second,
Williams (2015) claims that women’s
achievements are linked to luck. When
a woman ultimately breaks through the
glass ceiling, it is regarded as pure chance,
whereas men’s advancement or success
is based on their abilities. When a woman
achieves more than a male, she is more
likely to be regarded as a superstar. She is
given far lower ratings than a male who is
marginally better at his job.

1.5 Challenges faced by black women in
management
The hurdles that prevent black women
from taking managerial roles, known as the
“glass ceiling,” play a signiﬁcant inﬂuence
in preventing women from being oﬀered
managerial jobs. According to Mupambirei
(2013)’s research on women managers,
women who are already in management
roles encounter a number of problems in
the workplace. This could be due to gender
and racial stereotyping, which aﬀects how
women are seen in terms of their gender
features and gender responsibilities.
Gender, according to Bussey and Bandura
(1999), is deﬁned as disparities between
men and women in terms of duties and
obligations that are learnt and impacted by
various communities and cultures (Bussey
and Bandura, 1999).
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1.5.3 Work-life balance
Sundaresan (2014) contends that women
have two jobs: one at work and one at home.
According to Madsen (2012)’s research,
women want to advance their professions
while simultaneously achieving a worklife balance outside of work. According to
Guillaume and Pochic (2009), women ﬁnd
it diﬃcult to strike a balance between work
and family, and as a result, they rely on
their husbands for help. While discussing
work-life balance, Guillaume and Pochic
(2009) posed the question to women, ‘What
would you give to get to a top management
position?’ To respond to this topic, women
claimed that both paid and unpaid work
should be evaluated in light of the challenges
women
encounter
while
obtaining
managerial roles (Guillaume and Pochic,
2009). Sundaresan (2014) also presented
research on the elements aﬀecting women’s
work-life balance in various industries. The
ﬁndings revealed that a number of women
have problems managing job and family
life. Sundaresan (2014), referenced in Cain
(2015), claims that women suﬀer from high
levels of anxiety and stress as a result of
poor work-life balance, as well as domestic
dysfunction, and so are unable to reach
their full potential.

1.6 Policies and legislation in advancing
black women in management positions
The South African government adopted
policies and legislation to promote a
smooth transition from unfair discrimination
to fairness in the workplace, with the goal of
addressing historical inequalities. Mello and
Phago (2007) reviewed the measures that
were implemented to address inequities in
the workplace, including the Employment
Equity Act (EEA), the South African
constitution, aﬃrmative action (AA), and
other policy papers.
1.6.1 Employment Equity Act (EEA
Since SA’s ﬁrst democratic elections,
the Employment Equity Act 55 of 1998
has increased eﬀorts to eliminate gender
disparities at the managerial and executive
levels of businesses (Mello and Phago,
2007). “The EEA encourages equality,
forbids discrimination, and outlaws “hate
speech.” The Act highlights the need to
eliminate inequities in South African society,
notably those caused by colonialism,
apartheid, and patriarchy, in its preamble.
The Act bans discrimination on the basis
of sex and ethnicity, among other things”
(Suraj-Narayan, 2005:83).
1.6.2 Aﬃrmative Action Policy
Aﬃrmative action is a policy that was
implemented to ensure that qualiﬁed and
suitable people from speciﬁc groups have
equal opportunity in the workplace. The
fundamental goal of AA was to increase the
talents of historically disadvantaged people
by improving organisational/workplace
development and introducing programs that
would assist them develop.

1.5.4 Isolation
According to Schein (2007), women are
often disregarded and isolated at work
due to the notion that they lack managerial
qualities. Furthermore, their perceptions
and comments are sometimes overlooked.
Gender stereotyping of the ideal manager
generates bias against women in managerial
selection, placement, promotion, and
training decisions, according to the “seemanager-see-male” stereotype (Schein,
2007). Women, particularly, black women,
are more isolated, lacking mentors and a
network of support, and are less able to get
the help they need when confronted with
unusual challenges (Haslam and Ryan,
2008).

1.6.3 The Constitution of the Republic
of South Africa, 1996
The South African Constitution was also
established to ensure that policies and laws
were followed. “The 1996 Constitution’s
supremacy means that the provisions
relating to the promotion of women and other
designated groups cannot be overlooked”
(Republic of South Africa, 1998: 10) Any
organisation that does not follow the
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constitution could be ruled unconstitutional.
Any state department action that violates
the 1996 Constitution of South Africa may
be declared unconstitutional and so null
and void (Republic of South Africa, 1998).
The South African constitution expressly
forbids any form of discrimination based on
a person’s traits or qualities.

(Thomas, 2003:40). When both methods are
combined, they are referred to as the mixed
approach. The use of qualitative method
enabled the participants to analyse things
in their natural settings, and gave them
the opportunity to share their experiences,
explain and discuss the challenges they
face every day and how they overcome
these challenges.

1.7 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
1.7.1 Research design
This study used exploratory study research
design. An exploratory study is conducted
when more or less facts are recognized
but more evidence is needed to develop
a feasible theoretical framework (Sekaran
and Bougie, 2010). According to Pettersen,
Goddard, Huang, Couch, Greenblatt, Meng
and Ferrin (2004), an exploratory study
is carried out when there is inadequate
information about the matter being studied.
The purpose of conducting an exploratory
research was to get deeper understandings
on the challenges that Black women who
are in managerial positions at the Africorp
face. Sauders, Lewis and Thornhill (2007)
argue that exploratory study may assist the
researcher to ﬁnd the important variables
that ﬂawlessly address the research
problem. The purpose of selecting an
exploratory research is that it puts more
emphases on an area which is underresearched.

1.7.3 Sampling method
This study used non-probability sample
design. Yates (1981) argues that nonprobability sample employs subjective
methods to decide which elements are
included in the sample. Because the
researcher already knew the structure of
the Africorp and the employees, this study
used judgment sampling technique to select
the population. According to Sekaran and
Bougie (2010), judgment sampling refers
to the selection of subjects that are mostly
advantageous or in the best position to
provide information that is needed.
The total number of black women occupying
managerial positions at Africorp was at the
time of the study ﬁfteen. Because there is
a small number of black women occupying
managerial positions at the Africorp,
requests to participate in this study were
sent to all ﬁfteen women via email. Due
to unavailability, only eleven out of ﬁfteen
were interviewed. As mentioned above, due
to the small number of the population (black
woman managers at Africorp), requests to
participate were sent to all the black woman
holding managerial positions at Africorp.
The interviews were audio recorded and all
the participants signed the consent form.

1.7.2 Research method
Because of the nature of this study and
the population, a qualitative method of
collecting data was used. Qualitative
research provides the understandings into
the problem and is also used to uncover
trends in thoughts and opinions. According
to Thomas (2003), qualitative methods
include a researcher describing kinds
of characteristics of people and events
without comparing events in terms of
measurements. Quantitative method on
its part quantiﬁes a problem by generating
numerical data. “Quantitative methods focus
attention on measurements and amounts of
the characteristics displayed by the people
and the events that the researcher studies”

1.7.4 Data collection method
The researcher used both primary and
secondary data collection methods in order
to address the research objectives. The
primary data refers to the original data that
the researcher collects for the purpose of
his/her own study (Welman et al., 2005).
For primary data collection, the researcher
made use of face to face interviews.
Secondary data, on the other hand, refers
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to data that has already been gathered
by other researchers. “Secondary data is
typically published in journal articles, books,
and other sources that might be useful to
the researcher” (Cavana, Delahaye and
Sekaran, 2001:462). Saunders, Lewis and
Thornhill (2000) argue that secondary data
comprises both raw data and published
summaries. For secondary data, the
researcher used the internet, Africorp
data obtained from the Human Resources
department, published journal articles,
Africorp documents, textbooks, and
government websites. A comprehensive
literature survey was carried out in order
to provide a detailed summary of the
challenges that Black women face in their
managerial positions. The purpose of the
literature reviews according to Cavana et al.
(2001:57) is to ensure that all the “important
variables from previous research that have
an impact on the research problem are
taken into consideration. In addition, a
well-researched literature review forms the
foundation on which research is built.”

in Shezi (2014), refers to an interview as
an involvement of ideas between the two
or more people on a topic with the aim of
producing knowledge. Interviews, according
to Cohen et al. (2011), gives the participants
the opportunity to participate.
1.8 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Every researcher needs to be aware of
ethical issues before attempting to conduct
a research study. Stevens (2010) deﬁnes
ethics as the essential principle of decent
human behaviour. Hence, the researcher
took into consideration the moral principles.
This study was ethically reviewed and
approved by the University of KwaZuluNatal Management, IT and Governance
Research Ethics Committee. Interviews
done during this study were conﬁdential, and
the interviewees were allowed to withdraw
from participating in this study if they chose
to no longer participate or feel that the
questions are not appropriate. Stevens
(2013) also explains that the sensitive
nature of ethics needs to be considered
and conﬁdentiality is of utmost importance
as well as informing the participants of their
rights to withdraw from the study if need
be. A letter which assures conﬁdentiality
was signed and given to the participants,
this letter stated that information/ data
collected will be treated with respect and
conﬁdentiality. No names were mentioned
in the dissertation.

Interviews are believed to be a good method
for collecting data in exploratory research
because it allows the researcher to get a
deep insight and understanding (Quinlan,
2011). Interviews allowed participants to talk
about their experiences and to elaborate
where explanation was needed. Participants
were allowed to ask questions were they
required clarity. This tool assisted to get
as much information as possible from the
interviewees. These interviews took about
40 minutes each and were audio-recorded.
Creswell (2012) states that a qualitative
interview take place when investigators ask
participant’s general open-ended questions
and record their responses. Participants
were encouraged to participate freely and
were given the opportunity to ask questions.
Creswell (2012) credited asking open ended
questions in qualitative research, when he
conﬁrms that the participants are allowed
to freely share their experiences without
being disturbed by any perspective of the
researcher. Additionally, Kvale (1996), and
Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2011) cited

1.9 DATA ANALYSIS
As mentioned previously, this study
collected qualitative data from the
respondents using the face to face
interviews as a measuring instrument.
The interviews were checked for accuracy
and completeness and were analysed by
the researcher. The information from the
interviews was captured and processed
using the qualitative data software known
as Thematic analysis. According Braun and
Clarke (2006), Thematic analysis gives the
necessary time or opportunity for ﬂexibility
in the researcher’s choice of theoretical
framework. “Some other methods of
analysis are closely tied to speciﬁc theories,
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but thematic analysis can be used with any
theory the researcher chooses. Through
this ﬂexibility, thematic analysis allows for
rich, detailed and complex description of
your data” (Braun and Clarke, 2006:79).
Themes were identiﬁed using the interview
recordings. What counted as themes were
points that captured the key ideas about the
data in relation to the research question and
also represented some level of patterned
response or meaning within the data set.

TABLE 1: THE IMPACT OF THE LACK OF
COMMITMENT TO ADVANCING MINORITIES

Themes
Organisation is dedicated
to advancing black
women
Organisation is not
dedicated to advancing
black women

Frequency
4

7

Four of the eleven participants believed that
the organisation is committed to providing
them with non-discriminatory promotions
and acknowledgements.

Interviews done during this study were
conﬁdential, and the interviewees were
allowed to withdraw from participating
in this study if they chose to no longer
participate or feel that the questions are not
appropriate. Stevens (2013) also explains
that the sensitive nature of ethics needs
to be considered and conﬁdentiality is of
utmost importance as well as informing
the participants of their rights to withdraw
from the study if need be. Sekaran (2003)
deﬁnes ethical considerations as the code of
conduct while one is conducting a research.
A letter which assures conﬁdentiality
was signed and given to the participants,
this letter stated that information/ data
collected will be treated with respect and
conﬁdentiality. No names were mentioned
in the dissertation.

Participant one mentioned that:
“The organisation is trying, we have
programmes and workshops that
are meant to promote diversity “.
Three participants also agreed that the
organisation is committed to ensuring that
black women have the same opportunity
to advance to executive positions as their
male colleagues, and that when they do,
they are recognized and valued in the
same way. The majority of participants,
on the other hand, disagreed with the four
participants and cited several diﬃculties
that convinced them that the organisation
is not doing enough to ensure that they are
treated fairly.

1.9.1 Presentation and Discussion
As mentioned above, the sample for this
study consisted of ﬁfteen black women who
worked in management roles at Africorp.
However, eleven black women replied and
agreed to take part in the survey. As a result,
73% of the sample took part in the study.

Even though they work hard, participant
two claimed that their eﬀorts and dedication
go unnoticed.
“Nothing
is
done
to
ensure
that we are treated fairly, but
we
are
always
questioned.”

The ﬁrst question targeted at ﬁnding out if
there is lack of dedication and commitment
to advance black women by the organisation
(Africorp). This question also investigates
the barriers that prevent black women from
being promoted to management positions
at Africorp.

Participant three also argued that:
“Even when we attend those diversity
workshops, they don’t come back
to us and tell us the way forward.”
Participant four
“Sometimes I feel that I was
only hired because they had to.”
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potential and competencies was the key
problem that most (4) of the respondents
said they were faced as they ascended
the corporate ladder. These ﬁndings are
consistent with a signiﬁcant amount of
previous research. One black woman told
Spierenburg and Wels (2006) that being
a woman in management requires a lot
of hard eﬀort to prove yourself and show
people that you deserve to be a manager.

The other four participants answered ’No’
to the question of whether the organisation
is doing enough to ensure that they are
treated fairly.
These ﬁndings were consistent with the
research, which suggests that one of the
barriers preventing women from assuming
managerial positions is the organisation’s
inability to foster diversity in management
(Bell and Nkomo, 2001). Men continue to
dominate senior management, according
to study conducted by Powell (1999) over
a decade ago, and it is diﬃcult to eliminate
bias
and
discrimination.
Decisions
about promotions and hiring are usually
unstructured and prone to bias (Bell and
Nkomo, 2001). A follow-up question was
asked to identify the diﬃculties faced
by black women managers climbing the
corporate ladder at Africorp in order to
study the challenges that black women
experience in their managerial positions.

Participant one agreed with this point of
view, as she stated:
“In order for a black woman to
get a promotion to executive
positions, she must work four times
harder to impress the superiors.”
Women are not recognized in decisionmaking, according to the other two
participants. This is supported by the
literature. According to Donaldson (1997),
in the past, men and women did not have
equal power, particularly in decision-making
processes, because males were superior
to women. As a result, women were forced
to obey men’s orders. Bradley (1989) goes
on to say that the gender division of labor
in the workplace keeps the generalization
‘men control, women obey’ in place.

The initial goal was to identify the barriers
that black women experience when seeking
to advance in the corporate world at Africorp.
To address goal one, the researcher posed
a single inquiry in order to identify the
present issues. Black women managers
confront challenges in the workplace.

Participants three and four also added:

1.9.2 Challenges encountered by
Black women managers climbing the
corporate ladder at Africorp

“At some point I feel like I’m not
recognized in strategic decision but
I’m there for tick box compliance.”

TABLE 2: CHALLENGES ENCOUNTERED
BY BLACK WOMEN MANAGERS AT THE
AFRICORP

Themes
Recognition in decision
making
Working hard to prove
your potential and
competencies
Capacity constrains
Age

Carli and Eagly (2001) suggested that
even when black women managers
are in positions of management, their
contributions to decision-making are not
valued as highly as those of men because
they are perceived to lack the necessary
managerial abilities. Furthermore, the
other two participants admitted that they
had some capacity limitations that prevent
them from progressing up the cooperative
ladder. The ‘pipeline problem,’ according
to Davis and Maldonado (2015), is one
of the elements that promotes hurdles for

Frequency
2
4
2
3

The table above summarizes the four
most popular themes identiﬁed by the
respondents. Working hard to prove your
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“Gender inequalities are still an
issue in this contemporary society.”

black women to hold managerial positions.
This means that women with the right
educational background are not available,
hence they are not hired.

Three of the participants noted the following:

The glass ceiling, according to Hymowitz
and Schellhardt (1986), is a barrier that is
not noticed by black (women) climbing the
corporate ladder. These ﬁndings support
previous research indicating women are
deemed unsuited for managerial jobs due
to their gender and age (Bell and Nkomo,
2001).

“There is a correlation between the level
of your experience and your age limit”

Participant seven is also in agreement with
the ﬁndings that she comments that:

Finally, the other two (2) participants in the
sampled population stated that women’s
ability to obtain managerial positions in the
business is hampered by their age.

Participant ﬁve added that:

“The percentage of black women
entering managerial positions is still
low because of gender prejudice that
under estimate women in this country.”

“Age is a sabotage.”
1.9.3 The impact, if any, of ’glass
ceiling’ on black women wanting to
occupy management positions at the
Africorp.
This section of the interview wanted to
discover the impact of glass ceiling on black
women climbing the cooperate ladder.
Various themes were highlighted and
identiﬁed for this question.

Tokenism, according to Spierenburg and
Wels (2006), is a signiﬁcant hurdle for black
women entering management.
Performance evaluation was not an
impediment to their advancement at
Africorp, according to the two participants.
Participant number three stated

TABLE 3: IMPACT OF GLASS CEILING

Themes
Age and gender
Performance evaluation
Section process

“My performance is evaluated based
on my job description which I ﬁnd fair.”

Frequency
7
2
2

The selection procedure for executive roles
is diﬃcult for black women in the business,
according to the other two participants.
According to Govender (2005), there are
numerous impediments that prevent black
women from progressing up the corporate
ladder, including a lack of training and gender
preconceptions. The issues mentioned
above are ones that the black women in
the sample have directly faced. It is clear
that societal transformation is required to
address all of the challenges involved with
the glass ceiling that prevents black women
from progressing in their careers.

Table 3 shows that the majority of (7) of the
participants felt that age and gender are
the biggest roadblocks to black women’s
job advancement. This is supported by the
literature. According to Bell and Nkomo
(2001), black women endure racism, gender
issues, and cultural misunderstandings.
Participant one also agrees with the
ﬁndings, stating:
“In order for a Black woman to
get a promotion to executive
positions, she must work four
times harder than a white woman.”

1.10 CONCLUSION
The results of this study revealed that there
are some challenges facing black women
in managerial positions at Africorp. Some

Participant four also eluded that:
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participants acknowledged that glass
ceiling is hindering their upward movement
in climbing the cooperate ladder. However,
some black women denied these barriers
associated with glass ceiling at the Africorp.
The results also indicated that not having
enough women role models does not aﬀect
black women managers at the Africorp.

education lays a strong foundation for the
establishment of successful managers.
Because of SA apartheid history, a number
of black women did not get a chance to
get formal education and training, and to
accumulate the skills that are needed for
one to be a good manager. In addition to
this, education increases opportunities for
individuals. One can also argue that the
burden of some challenges can be reduced
with education. For example, the ability to
search and access information is improved
with education.

The ﬁndings also revealed that black
women are still experiencing a number of
barriers to entry in management. Some
barriers include; lack of commitment by
the organisation to promote black women
managers, “think manager think white
male” stereotype, age limits, inadequate
skills and education, conﬂicting roles, lack
of support from other women managers and
unfair selection/promotion. The ﬁndings
also revealed that when women are ﬁnally
promoted to managerial positions, they do
not get the respect and acknowledgement
as that of their male counterparts and their
mistakes are noticed and are remembered
longer. Women often feel disrespected and
isolated. The study also revealed that the
majority of women at the Africorp do not
ﬁnd it challenging to balance between work
tasks and family tasks. Women managers
are often penalized for making errors
while their male counterparts are praised
for taking risks, young women managers
are not fully trusted as a result, their ideas
and opinions are seldom recognized. They
are also observed as less experienced
managers and their judgment is more
frequently questioned. Because young
managers do not possess many years of
experience, their lack of experience leads
others to question their technical expertise
and professionalism.

With regard to whether the current
government initiatives are assisting black
women to overcome some of the barriers
that they encounter when they want to
progress to management positions, the
results reveal that a number of women
getting employment increased after these
legislations, but there is a very small
percentage of black women who were
promoted to management positions. The
results also revealed that some participants
believe that Africorp employ black women
as managers with the aim of improving
company image because women managers
are not involved in the decision-making
processes and their views are not taken in
consideration.
1.11 CONCLUSION AND
RECOMMENDATION
Based on the ﬁndings of this study, it can
be recommended that the government
should do a follow up on organisations to
see if the legislation that was introduced
after the SA apartheid really worked.
Africorp should also try to promote and
manage diversity. In addition to this,
priority should be given to the evaluation
and monitoring of the impact of current
government initiatives on promoting the
historically disadvantaged. Within Africorp,
there should be departments which focus
on the diﬀerent categories of management.
Understanding the challenges that black
women in management face would
assist in the formulation of policies and
programmes that would indeed address the

Although all women experience similar
barriers, it could be argued that the degrees
to which they experience these barriers
are diﬀerent. The experiences of black
women and white women in management
are not the same because black women
struggle with both racism and sexism.
Although, the ﬁndings revealed this, it is
important not to undermine the fact that
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real challenges of black women managers
at the Africorp and in SA. In addition to this,
it is critical for the Africorp to understand the
history of SA apartheid and patriarchy.

organisations. Lastly, diﬀerent countries
other than SA could probably be an area for
future research. This could possibly add a
diﬀerent dimension or angle to the ﬁeld of
study.

Below, the recommendations of the study
are discussed. To ensure that black women
managers receive equal opportunities as
that of men, Africorp should;
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PREVALENCE AND
PROPENSITY OF SICKNESS
PRESENTEEISM IN THE
SOUTH AFRICAN CONTEXT:
PRELIMINARY FINDINGS

to inform strategy development to reduce
sickness presenteeism.
Keywords: Sickness presenteeism,
prevalence, propensity, sickness typology, embedded research design
1. INTRODUCTION
The coronavirus disease-19, also referred
to as COVID-19, has emerged as an
unprecedented international humanitarian
crisis (Kaul, Shah & El-Serag, 2020). Varlik
(2020) opines that Covid-19 is deemed a
historic event that will transform societies
profoundly and permanently. According to
Ahern and Loh (2020), the year 2020 will be
recorded in the annals of time as the year of
the most signiﬁcant global pandemic since
the Spanish inﬂuenza. Stoller (2020) noted
that the danger of Covid-19 is evident as
fatalities are increasing daily at an alarming
rate. Case and point, India reported a
caseload since the emergence of Covid-19
of 21 million with 3 980 fatalities daily as
in May 2021 (ENCA, 2021). De Villiers,
Cerbone and Van Zijl (2020) elaborated on
the Covid-19 threat by eluding to (i) a lack
of immunity; (ii) rapid and asymptomatic
spread; (iii) and absence or unknown
vaccine success. Most countries including
South Africa heeded the call from the World
Health Organization (WHO) to impose
measures aimed at reducing the infection
rate through drastic restrictions on citizenry
with far-reaching economic implications
(De Villiers et al., 2020). Ascribed to the
Covid-19 pandemic, many organisations
are under signiﬁcant pressure to remain
productive and proﬁtable (Kinman & Grant,
2020). Furthermore, reducing the cost
associated with sick leave might have been
an organisational priority pre-Covid-19, but
there is growing evidence that sickness
presenteeism is far more costly, especially
in the current environment (Kinman &
Grant, 2020). Post-lockdown sickness
presenteeism could hypothetically come
to the fore as a signiﬁcant risk factor in
the spread of Covid-19. Webster, Liu,
Karimullina, Hall, Amlôt and Rubin (2019)
opine that employees who continue
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North-West University
South Africa
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ABSTRACT
Sickness presenteeism has been identiﬁed
as a public health concern in the current
Covid-19 pandemic since employees
attending work while sick might spread
respiratory infectious diseases. The primary
objective of the research was to ascertain
the prevalence and propensity of sickness
presenteeism in a sample of employees (n =
52). Moreover, the identiﬁcation of sickness
typology was emphasised to determine
whether respiratory infectious diseases are
a contributor to sickness presenteeism. A
cross-sectional embedded research design
was utilised to gather data by means of
convenient sampling. Data was analysed
using a combination of quantitative (i.e.
Mann-Whitney U and Kruskal Wallis tests)
and qualitative (i.e. phenomenological
content analysis) analytical techniques.
Preliminary ﬁndings revealed that sickness
presenteeism was reported with 84.6%
of the sample indicating the prevalence
thereof. The propensity included internal
and external determinants. Internal locus
of control and client-centric approach
were identiﬁed as internal determinants,
while incentive bonus and remuneration
were external determinants. Importantly,
respiratory infectious diseases were
identiﬁed as the primary contributor to
sickness presenteeism in the sample.
Future research should expand to include
a representative and sector-speciﬁc
sampling, especially in the healthcare
sector. Empirical evidence should be used
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working while experiencing infectious
diseases
raises
particular
serious
concerns for public health during the
current pandemic. Similarly, in a global
survey, it was noted that employees may
contribute to the transmission of respiratory
infections disease, i.e. inﬂuenza-like illness
to colleagues and the public by working
while sick, also referred to as sickness
presenteeism (Tartari, Sari, Kenters,
Marimuthu, Widmer, Collignan, Cheng,
Wang, Gottlieb, Tambyah, Petencevich,
Allegranzi, Dramowski, Edmond & Voss,
2020). Certainly, Widera, Chang and Chen
(2010) noted that acute infectious illnesses
pose an additional risk from sickness
presenteeism as employees serve as a
vector of disease transmission. Therefore,
in the current Covid-19 pandemic, there is
a growing interest in sickness presenteeism
that has been identiﬁed as a challenge
across several sectors, with the highest
reported in human service organisations,
such as care, welfare and education (Tartari
et al., 2020).

aﬀecting the employee, co-workers and the
general public. Tartari et al. (2020) reported
that sickness presenteeism compromises
patient safety and quality of healthcare
delivery in healthcare workers and is linked
to loss of productivity, impaired judgement
and increased medical errors. Individual
employee risks subsume depression,
musculoskeletal injury and coronary heart
disease (Tartari et al., 2020). Internationally,
Quazi (2013) reported a paucity of studies
on sickness presenteeism conducted in,
for example, Asia; while Mdziniso (2016)
noted that no empirical studies have been
conducted focusing speciﬁcally on nurses
within the African context. Last mentioned
author conducted an investigation into
sickness presenteeism with speciﬁc
reference to healthcare workers in
Swaziland (Mdziniso, 2016). Within the
South African context, De Beer (2014)
conducted research into presenteeismrelated health conditions and the inﬂuence
thereof on employee work engagement.
Munro (2007) investigated absenteeism
and presenteeism’s underscoring causes
and possible recourse, while, George,
Chiba and Scheepers (2017) studied the
eﬀect of leadership style on stress-related
presenteeism in South Africa.

Sickness presenteeism can be deﬁned as
attending work despite health concerns
that would justify sick leave (Gerich,
2016). According to Kinman and Grant
(2020), sickness presenteeism in simplistic
terms refers to continuing working
while unwell. Tartari et al. (2020) deﬁne
sickness presenteeism as attending work
through illness. De Beer (2014) noted
that health-related presenteeism, also
known as impaired presenteeism, refers to
reduced productivity ascribed to a health
impairment, inter alia, allergies, arthritis,
depression and obesity. For the sake of
clarity, sickness presenteeism, as deﬁned
by Gerich (2016) and Tartari et al. (2020),
will be applicable in the research reported
on. Research has shown that sickness
presenteeism increases the risks of future
health impairment and sick leave (Skagen &
Collins, 2016). Moreover, Kinman (2019) as
well as Niven and Ciborowska (2015) found
that sickness presenteeism negatively
inﬂuences productivity and could cause
accidents and injuries on duty (IODs),

Against the aforementioned background,
a paucity of studies has investigated
sickness presenteeism within the South
African context. Given that limited empirical
research could be identiﬁed, the primary
objective of the research reported on was to
determine the prevalence and propensity of
sickness presenteeism in a sample of public
servants. The secondary objective was to
investigate whether selected biographical
variables statistically signiﬁcantly inﬂuence
sickness presenteeism. Lastly, given the
current Covid-19 pandemic, the question
arises whether respiratory infectious
diseases are identiﬁed as contributors to
sickness presenteeism.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Sickness presenteeism can be deﬁned as
attending work despite health concerns
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that would justify sick leave (Gerich, 2016;
Tartari et al., 2020). Brborović, Daka and
Brborović (2017) distinguish between
sickness presenteeism and presenteeism.
While sickness presenteeism has been
deﬁned, presenteeism refers to the inability
to focus at work, eﬃciency impaired
performance at work or choosing to go
to work instead of recovering at home.
From the deﬁnitions, it would appear as if
sickness presenteeism is a sub-component
of presenteeism. Widera, Chang and Chen
(2010) deﬁne presenteeism as the problem
associated with employees being on the
job, but, ascribed to illness or other medical
health conditions, not fully functional.
Baeriswyle, Krause, Elfering and Berset
(2017) noted that research on sickness
presenteeism could be categorised into two
main focus areas, namely the behaviour of
going to work despite illness or the result
of the behaviour, i.e. loss in productivity
ascribed to employees being in poor health
consequently failing to attain performance
standards.

predicts poor physical and mental health
as well as emotional exhaustion (Baeriswyl
et al., 2017). Last mentioned authors
classify sickness presenteeism as a selfendangering work behaviour regarded as
the maximisation of work eﬀort (Semmer,
Grebner & Elfering, 2010) directed towards
overcoming work-related demand and thus
a coping mechanism (Baeriswyl et al.,
2017).
Kinman and Grant (2020) identify personal,
organisational and occupational factors
contributing to sickness presenteeism
propensity. Foremost factors subsume
ﬁnancial insecurity, sick leave concerns
or lack thereof, fear of job losses, severity
of symptoms, reluctance to disappoint
managers and burden team members
(Kinman & Grant, 2020). Mdziniso (2016),
reﬂecting on the work of Johns (2010),
alludes to factors promoting sickness
presenteeism,
including
occupational
type, work environment, individual factors,
economic
conditions,
policy-related
aspects and moral obligations. Tartari et
al. (2020) emphasise the important role of
organisational culture and safety climate in
sickness presenteeism propensity. Aspects
included under the ambit of organisational
culture subsume, for example, limited
replace-ability (viz. scarce skills function),
consequences of understaﬃng and sick
leave policies. Moreover, previous studies
(see, for example, Miraglia & Johns, 2016)
found that managers perceived sickness
presenteeism indicative of organisational
commitment and a form of organisational
citizenship behaviour (Brborović et al.,
2017). Occupational factors including
workload and aspects relating to time
pressure have been identiﬁed as the
most important work-related predictors of
sickness presenteeism (Baeriswyl et al.,
2017). On the contrary, co-worker support
has been recognised as a moderating
factor decreasing sickness presenteeism,
according to Gosselin, Lemyre and Corneil
(2013).

Kinman and Grant (2020) noted that
sickness presenteeism is predominantly
prevalent among ‘helping professions’, such
as healthcare workers, especially nurses.
Tartari et al. (2020) noted that sickness
presenteeism occurred across sectors. More
speciﬁcally, Tartari et al. (2020) reported
the prevalence of sickness presenteeism
to range between 40 and 90 percent.
Miraglia and Johns (2016) emphasise
that sickness presenteeism results in low
morale, compromised productivity and poor
work quality. Kinman (2019), as well as
Niven and Ciborowska (2016) conﬁrm that
sickness presenteeism results in impaired
productivity, poor work quality and errors
resulting in IODs. Brborović et al. (2017),
reﬂecting on research conducted (see for
example Miraglia & Johns, 2017), expound
that sickness presenteeism adversely
aﬀects employees and co-workers’ health,
work quality and quantity as well as
disrupting work-life balance and general
quality of life. Moreover, empirical evidence
suggests that sickness presenteeism

In terms of theoretical underpinning, Mdziniso
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(2016) expounded on the demand-controlsupport model put forward by Jourdain and
Vézina (2013) as a possible conceptual
theory for sickness presenteeism. More
speciﬁcally, sources of psychological stress
emanating from the workplace can be
categorised as either demands or resources
(i.e. locus of control and social support),
which contribute to sickness presenteeism
propensity; while health-related symptoms
from either the workplace or personally are
seen as an independent factor contributing
to sickness presenteeism (Jourdain &
Vézina, 2013). The model proposes that
high job demands, inability to control the
work environment (in the current scenario
ascribed to the unpredictability of Covid-19)
in relation to tasks to be performed, lack
of social support from management and
co-workers exacerbating existing health
problems and might promote the tendency
to work while ill (Mdziniso, 2016). The
demand-control-support model is also
supported by Baeriswyl et al. (2017) who
classify sickness presenteeism as a selfendangering work behaviour aimed at
maximisation of work eﬀort to compensate
for work-related demand and thus a coping
mechanism.

symptoms; therefore, mandatory employee
exclusion interventions. According to the
previously mentioned authors, longer
periods of employee exclusion have been
shown to reduce the incidences of sick
leave.
3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A post-positivistic quantitative research
methodology was implemented in the
research under discussion and will be
elaborated on sequentially.
3.1 Research approach
A cross-sectional embedded research
design was incorporated. Cross-sectional
designs provide for the collection of data
at a singular point in time, without repeat
measuring. Furthermore, the research
design could be deemed an embedded
design, as open-ended questions were
included in the measuring instrument to
gain insight into respondents’ sickness
presenteeism behaviour. Open-ended
questions allowed respondents to articulate
and reﬂect on overt sickness presenteeism
patterns using narrative responses (Van
der Walt, Thasi, Jonck & Chipunza, 2016).
3.2 Research participants
The sample comprised 52 (n = 52) randomly
selected public service employees. The
majority of the respondents were working
at Department A (n = 31; 64.7%), followed
by respondents who were working at
Department B (n = 8; 17.4%), Department
C (n = 5; 10.9%), Department D (n = 1;
2.2%) and Department F (n = 1; 2.2%).
In terms of seniority, respondents ranged
from assistant directors (n = 19; 43.2%),
to deputy directors (n = 16; 36.4%),
coordinators and/or policy developers (n =
4; 9.1%), personal assistants (n = 2; 4.5%),
general manager (n = 2; 4.5%) and director
(n = 1; 2.3%). Therefore, the sample
comprised administrators (n = 6; 13.64%),
middle management (n = 35; 79.54%) and
the senior management echelon (n = 3;
6.82%). As for tenure, the majority of the
sample had been working between six and
10 years (n = 23; 44.2%) in their current

Since sickness presenteeism has been
identiﬁed as a possible public health hazard
(Widera et al., 2010), proposed remedial
interventions include health promotion or
wellness programmes and subsidising
healthcare for employees (Quazi, 2013).
Management that recognise the important
role of social support, job control, job rewards
and job demands is pivotal to curb sickness
presenteeism
(Trybou,
Germonpre,
Janssens, Casini, Braeckman, Bacquer
& Clays, 2014). Flexible, accommodative
workplace policies promoting access to
paid sick and incapacity leave as well as
organisational medical aid or insurance
schemes have been proven eﬀective to
reduce sickness presenteeism in Norway
and Sweden (Johansen, Aronsson &
Marklund, 2014; Mdziniso, 2016). Widera et
al. (2010) propose policies that allow for a
minimum amount of time after resolution of
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position, followed by those who had been
working two to ﬁve years (n = 19; 36.5%), and
those who had been in their current position
for 12 months and shorter (n = 9; 17.3%).
One respondent (1.9%) had between 11
and 15 years’ work experience in his/her
current position. With reference to highest
academic qualiﬁcation, the majority of the
respondents had a bachelor’s degree (n =
15; 28.8%), followed by those respondents
with either an honours or master’s degree
(n = 10; 19.2%), a diploma (n = 8; 15.4%),
a postgraduate qualiﬁcation (n = 7; 13.5%),
grade 12 (n = 1; 1.9%) and one respondent
with a doctoral qualiﬁcation (1.9%).

there are currently no vacancies, while
40.4% (n = 21) indicated that there were
vacancies within their unit. Aforementioned
questions related to the rationale for the
occurrence of sickness presenteeism.
3.3 Measuring instrument
Primary data was collected by means of a
questionnaire consisting of three sections,
namely a biographical section, a section
pertaining to sickness presenteeism and an
open-ended section comprising six items.
The section that inquired about respondents’
biographical information included questions
relating to tenure, qualiﬁcation, seniority,
and managerial stance to mention a few.
Section B consisted of 20 items that focused
exclusively on sickness presenteeism.
Typical questions included, for example,
‘Do you ever come to work while unwell?’,
‘How often do you take sick leave?’, ‘How
often was the quality of your work lower than
it should have been?’ and ‘How often do
health-related problems limit the kind and
amount of work you could do?’ Participants
were requested to select the most applicable
option from a ﬁve-point Likert scale, with
response categories ranging from ‘none of
the time’ (1), ‘rarely’ (2), ‘some of the time’
(3), ‘most of the time’ (4) and ‘all of the time’
(5). Section C included six open-ended
items, inter alia, ‘Have you ever come to
work while sick? If yes, what was the nature
of your illness? and ‘Please elaborate on
the key motivators why you come to work
sick?’

When asked whether respondents were
of the view that their current job function
can be deemed a scarce skills function,
55.1% (n = 27) of the sample provided a
positive response, while 44.9% (n = 22)
indicated that their function cannot be seen
as a scare skill function. Additionally, three
respondents did not provide a response.
Pursuant to the question pertaining to the
scarce skill function, a follow-up question
was posed, which inquired how many
employees in the department perform the
same kind of work as the respondent. As
such, 66.7% (n = 32) of the sample indicated
that one to ﬁve employees have the same
job function, while 18.8% (n = 9) indicated
that they are the only ones with that speciﬁc
job function. Additionally, 8.3% (n = 4)
indicated that six to 10 other employees
have the same job function, followed by
2.1% (n = 1) who indicated that 11 to 15
employees share their function and 4.2% (n
= 2) indicated that 16 and more employees
have the same function. In terms of
responsibility, the majority (n = 33; 63.5%)
of the sample indicated that they have one
to ﬁve employees reporting to them, while
9.6% (n = 5) of the sample indicated that
they have six to 10 employees under their
management. Additionally, 13.5% (n = 7)
indicated that they respectively have 11
to 15 staﬀ members reporting to them or
none at all. When asked whether there are
vacancies within their unit, the majority of
the sample (n = 31; 59.6%) indicated that

With reference to the psychometric
properties of the measuring instrument,
the sickness presenteeism scale had a
Cronbach alpha coeﬃcient of 0.83, with
a scale mean of 43.09 and a standard
deviation of 9.978, and therefore the
afore stated can be deemed reliable.
Factor analysis was used to determine
the construct validity of the questionnaire,
as Koğar and Koğar (2015), for example,
indicated that conﬁrmatory factor analysis
(CFA) is a structural equation method
(SEM) used to psychometrically evaluate
the measurement, ascertain the underlying
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construct validity and indicate invariance of
test measurement. Results from the factor
analysis with speciﬁc reference to the
sickness presenteeism sub-scale indicated
that the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of
sampling was 0.762 and the Bartlett’s test
for sphericity was signiﬁcant on the 99th
percentile (chi-square = 605.694; df = 190; p
≤ 0.000**), indicative of the suitability of the
sample to perform factor analysis. Initially,
an exploratory factor analysis with oblique
(Oblimin) rotation was performed. Five
components had eigenvalues exceeding 1
and accounted for 73.251% of the variance.
An inspection of the scree-plot, however,
indicated a clear break after the ﬁrst factor.
Henceforth, a conﬁrmatory factor analysis
(CFA) was executed with a forced onefactor rotation. CFA results revealed that
the majority of the items loaded onto
the one-factor rotation with mostly high
factor loadings except for 2 items. More
speciﬁcally, the item, which inquired about
the regularity that health problems limited
the type and amount of work performed by
respondents, had a factor loading of 0.811.
The item probing about health-related
concerns and the inﬂuence thereof on
respondents’ ability to handle the stresses
of their respective jobs had a factor loading
of 0.758. The sequential item, with a factor
loading of 0.754, centred on health-related
concerns distracting respondents from
taking pleasure in their work. Based on the
CFA results and to reduce measurement
error in the subsequent statistical analyses
the two items that did not load unto the
forced one-factor rotation was exclude
from further examination. The reliability
of the questionnaire was consequently
recalculated with results indicating that the
Cronbach alpha coeﬃcient was 0.914, with
a mean of 39.06 and a standard deviation
of 12.272.

3.4 Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed utilising
the Statistical Package for Social Sciences
(SPSS) software version 26. Cronbach’s
alpha coeﬃcient and factor analysis were
computed to verify the reliability and validity
of the measuring instrument. Descriptive
statistics comprised frequency distributions,
measures of central tendency, and
dispersion. Inferentially, the normality of the
distribution in terms of the main construct
was determined to indicate which statistical
tests should be performed. The KolmogorovSmirnov test was signiﬁcant, indicating that
the distribution was skew. Consequently,
non-parametric statistical analyses were
performed including Mann-Whitney U and
Kruskal-Wallis tests. Statistical signiﬁcance
was set at either the 95th or 99th percentile. A
phenomenological thematic analysis based
on the narratives obtained from respondents
was used to analyse qualitative data. A
phenomenological approach qualitatively
refers to various methods of determining
how respondents experience phenomena
under investigation (Jonck & Swanepoel,
2015).
3.5 Ethical considerations
Standard ethical protocol was observed;
speciﬁcally, integrity (i.e. respondents were
informed of the outcome of the research),
ﬁdelity and responsibility (i.e. anonymity
and conﬁdentiality were assured), respect
for respondents’ rights (i.e. respondents
could withdraw from participation at any
stage), and beneﬁcence, and therefore
no physical or psychological harm was
imposed (Chenneville & Schwartz-Mette,
2020).
4. FINDINGS AND RESULTS
To provide an indication of the prevalence
of sickness presenteeism among a sample
of public service employees, the measure
of central tendency is presented in Table 1.

TABLE 1: MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY FOR SICKNESS PRESENTEEISM

Variable
Sickness
presenteeism

Minimum

Maximum

Median

Mean

STD

21

83

37

38.18

12.075
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TABLE 2: PER ITEM DESCRIPTIVE RESULTS

Question
Prevalence of sickness
presenteeism
Did health impairment
inﬂuence your productivity?

None of the
time
N
%

Rarely

Sometimes

N

%

N

%

Most of the
time
N
%

2

3.8

6

11.5

36

69.2

8

15.4

16

30.8

26

50

7

13.5

3

5.8

According to Table 1 above, the sample had
a mean sickness presenteeism score of
38.58 with a median of 37.00 and a standard
deviation of 12.075. Since the scale ranged
from negative to positive and 37.00 was
the 50th percentile, it can be deduced that
the sample mean was above the 50% mark
indicative of the prevalence of sickness
presenteeism. Per item descriptive results
relating to the topic under investigation
in accordance with the two research foci
mentioned are presented below in terms of
speciﬁc questions posed (see Table 2).

TABLE 3: MANN-WHITNEY U TEST RESULT
FOR SICKNESS PRESENTEEISM

Variable

MannWhitney Z-score
U

Scarce
skills
function

179,500

-2,365

P

0,018*

Note: *p ≤ 0.05; **p ≤ 0.01
TABLE 4: KRUSKAL-WALLIS TEST RESULTS
FOR SICKNESS PRESENTEEISM

Variable

As per Table 2, the majority (n = 36; 69.2%)
of the sample indicated that they sometimes
attend work while being health impaired,
whereas 15.4% (n = 8) of the sample
indicated that sickness presenteeism occur
most of the time. Moreover, 50% (n = 26) of
the sample indicated that health impairment
rarely inﬂuences productivity and 30.8%
(n = 16) noted that health impairments
never inﬂuence productivity. Only 5.8%,
representing three respondents, indicated
that being health impaired inﬂuence optimal
functioning.

Chisquare
0,367
10.132
2.725

DF

Department
4
Seniority
5
Tenure
3
Academic
5.413
6
qualiﬁcation
Similar job
5.410
4
functions
Managerial
2.518
3
responsibility
Note: *p ≤ 0.05; **p ≤ 0.01

P
0,985
0.072
0.436
0.492
0.248
0.472

According to Table 4, none of the independent
variables yielded statistically signiﬁcant
results in relation to the dependent variable,
sickness presenteeism.

To establish whether the biographical
variables were signiﬁcantly associated with
sickness presenteeism, Mann-Whitney U
and Kruskal-Wallis tests were computed
with results depicted in Table 3 and Table 4.

The open-ended questions posed were
premised on phenomenography, which
allowed narrative data to be categorised
into themes and sub-themes with results
presented sequentially. A total of 52
questionnaires with qualitative responses
were captured. The codes were not
predetermined and were developed during
the analysis process after the full set of
responses were read thoroughly. This

According to Table 3, sickness presenteeism
was statistically signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced
on the 95th percentile by respondents’
perception of their job as a scarce skill
function in the organisation.
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approach allowed the codes to emerge
from the data rather than determining how
the data matched a set of predetermined
codes. An excerpt of responses is provided
in support of the content analysis.

provided.
Internal determinants
Most responses alluded to some kind
of internal driving force for respondents
to be present at work. These included
internal locus of control and factors relating
to personality, passion for work, clientcentric approach (i.e. serving others), job
satisfaction and personal development.
Examples of typical responses included: ‘I
love my work because I ﬁnd it challenging
and interesting. In general, I have a very
positive outlook on life.’; ‘Working with
the public and giving them hope. Building
relations between law enforcement and
community”; “opportunities for growth and
development’ and ‘The passion I have for my
work, and teamwork.’ Another respondent
wrote: ‘Being able to make a contribution
in the success of the unit. Lifelong learner,
one learn all the time.’ Another example
is: ‘I just love my work and good work
ethics.’ Additionally, one respondent wrote
that eﬀectiveness is an internalised value:
‘Eﬀectiveness is what I strive for daily and
my work as a personal product reﬂects me.
I am my own motivation.’

4.1 Theme 1: Sickness presenteeism
propensity
Respondents who indicated that they attend
work while sick provided the following
rationale for sickness presenteeism: “Yes,
because there were deadlines to be met and
the work of others would have suﬀered if I
didn’t do my part.”, and “Yes, because I have
duties that cannot be taken over by other
colleagues.” Another respondent wrote:
“Yes, especially between April and July as
ﬁnancial statements are due.” Interestingly,
one respondent indicated that sick leave is
preserved for study purposes, which is not
the actual purpose of sick leave. As such,
the respondent wrote: “Yes, I normally come
to work sick to preserve my leave days for
study purposes.” In terms of respondents
who indicated that they occasionally attend
work while sick, they provided the following
rationale: “Sometimes, meeting deadlines
and meetings that are scheduled by myself
I must attend.”, and “sometimes, if the
sickness is not of a serious nature like ﬂu.”
Another respondent wrote: “Sometimes, I do
come to work because of understaﬃng. The
targets must be met. I put my work before
my health.” Respondents who indicated
that they do not attend work while sick did
not provide any motivation to substantiate
their response.

External determinants
External motivators subsumed, for example,
incentive bonus, remuneration, recognition,
support from managers and meeting
targets. In terms of support from managers,
respondents wrote: ‘My manager is the one
that motivates me as he really loves his
job.’, and ‘a motivating boss….’ In terms
of remuneration one respondent wrote:
‘Nothing I work because I had bills and
children to take care of’ and ‘I just do my
work for the sake of compliance.’ Another
respondent wrote: ‘performance bonus
and recognition for work well done.’, and
‘teamwork and remuneration.’ In terms of
being outcomes-driven, one respondent
wrote: ‘My unit must meet their targets
either monthly or weekly targets.’, and
‘Deadlines are tight and my role is key in
the achievement of favourable audits.’

The table below oﬀers a detailed presentation
of each factor with a brief description of type
of responses coded along with examples of
typical responses from respondents.
4.2 Theme 2: Determinants of sickness
presenteeism
Forty-one respondents (n = 41%) provided
suggestions and comments. Two main
themes were identiﬁed, namely internal and
external determinants. Please note that the
themes will be expounded on and examples
of typical responses by respondents will be
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Description

Workload

Responses coded included
those that referred to a
pending deadline that
prompted respondents to
come to work while ill.

Example

Responses included those
that alluded to an internal
locus of control meaning
internal characteristics of the
respondents were the main
motivators.
Responses included
those that referred to the
respondents’ love or passion
towards their work.

“meeting deadlines and staﬀ is reluctant
when the manager is not present” and
“I had deadlines for reporting and I
felt that the ﬂu cannot stop me from
reporting.”
“Because I have courage” and
“dedication motivated me” and “I am
obsessed about getting things done on
time.”
“I really love my work…” and
“I love my work and am obsessed about
getting things done on time.”

Responses coded included
those that referred to fear as
the main motivator to come to
work while ill.

“Fear of exhausting my sick leave, fear
of falling behind with work” and “Fear of
exhausting my leave days and having
nothing left to attend classes.” And
“Fear of being seen as a lazy person or
someone that takes chances.”

This category of responses
included responses that
alluded to leave being a
contentious matter.

“I feel like my supervisor don’t believe
that I might be sick especially on a
Monday or Friday.” And “My supervisor
always request that we give good
reasons for leave. Leave is a thorny
issue and discussed at meetings.”

Job demand

This category of responses
included responses that
alluded to the fact that
respondents do not want to
fall behind schedule.

Consideration for
colleague

“The illness was not bad enough for me
Responses included those
to stay home” and “I felt that the sickness
that denoted that the
was not that serious for me to be absent
sicknesses were not serious in
from work.” And “Hope that is was not
nature
too serious and that I would make it
through the day.”

Occupational

Severity of the
illness

Leave related

Fear

Passion

Courage/
dedication

Factor

Social Support

Health-related
symptoms

Organisational

Organisational

Personal Personal

Occupational

Category

This category of responses
included responses that
alluded to respondents
expressing concern for
colleagues who must bear the
brunt.
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“To push some work that was lagging
behind.” and “I don’t want to fall behind
on my targets.”

“I don’t think it’s fair that my colleagues
do more work when I am ill” and
“ensuring production in department.”
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4.3 Theme 3: Sickness typology
Fifty-one respondents (n = 51%) identiﬁed
the health impairment that sustained
sickness presenteeism referring to the
propensity thereof and are graphically
depicted below.

Moreover, the only biographical variable
that statistically signiﬁcantly inﬂuences
sickness presenteeism was the scarce
skill function. Therefore, since respondents
deemed the function to be a scarce skill,
they were more inclined towards sickness
presenteeism. Afore-mentioned
result
veriﬁes research conducted by Tartari et al.
(2020), which indicated that limited replaceability inﬂuences sickness presenteeism.

As can be seen from Figure 1, the majority
of the sample identiﬁed infectious diseases
that resulted in sickness presenteeism,
for example ﬂu, bronchitis and inﬂuenza.
Moreover, headache, migraine, fever
and sinus were also identiﬁed, which are
deemed symptoms of respiratory infectious
disease.

Furthermore,
sickness
presenteeism
propensity included aspects related to
pending deadlines, dedication, passion, fear
of retribution, leave obstacles, severity of
the symptoms, fear of falling behind at work
as well as consideration for team members.
These ﬁndings verify research reported on
by Kinman and Grant (2020), which also
identiﬁed sick leave concerns, ﬁnancial
insecurity, fear of job losses, severity of
symptoms and reluctance to disappoint
team members and managers. Further
analysis revealed that the determinants of
sickness presenteeism could be divided
into two sub-categories, namely internal
and external determinants. Internal
determinants focused on aspects related to
internal locus of control, personality, clientcentric approach, to mention a few. External
determinants subsume incentive bonus,
remuneration, recognition, support from
managers and fear of not reaching targets.
Brborović et al. (2017), reﬂecting on research
reported on by Miraglia and Johns (2016),
noted that managers perceive sickness

5. DISCUSSION
According to results presented in the
preceding section, the sample did report
the presence of sickness presenteeism.
Descriptive results showed that 84.6% of the
sample intermitted or regularly attend work
while sick, referring to the prevalence of
sick presenteeism. This ﬁnding verify those
by Tartari et al. (2020), who indicated that
the prevalence of sickness presenteeism
ranges between 40 and 90 percent. In
terms of productivity, respondents noted
that 69.3% of the time health impairments
inﬂuenced productivity on a continuum
from slightly or rarely to most of the time
or signiﬁcantly. These results conﬁrm
research ﬁndings by various authors (see,
for example, Brborović et al., 2017; De
Beer, 2014; Kinman, 2010; Miraglia &
Johns, 2017; Niven & Ciborowska, 2016).

FIGURE 1: SICKNESS TYPOLOGY
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presenteeism as a sign of organisational
commitment and a form of organisational
citizenship behaviour. Results in the current
research conﬁrmed that respondents
deemed sickness presenteeism as a
sign of dedication, passion for their work
and a client-centric approach to services
rendered, i.e. organisational citizenship
behaviour.

health and safety. Reducing sickness
presenteeism might contribute towards the
reduction of the infection rate.
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THE IMPACT OF SOCIAL
CAPITAL NETWORKS
AND LEVELS OF TRUST
ON ENTREPRENEURIAL
DECISION-MAKING OF
THE IN THE PAKISTANI
IMMIGRANT COMMUNITY IN
SOUTH AFRICA

in entrepreneurship as a ﬁeld of study.
Moreover, it improved understanding
of the strategy that Pakistani immigrant
entrepreneurs employ to operate in South
Africa, and includes further knowledge on
the importance of creating and working
within networks.
This could support the Department of Small
Business Development and other relevant
stakeholders, such as banks, in channelling
their resources towards helping SMMEs
create social capital. The implications for
societies and communities are that they
can actively seek to create connections that
could beneﬁt them and their businesses.
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INTRODUCTION
The importance of entrepreneurship is
its ability to create jobs, and the beneﬁt
of the economy from an environment that
stimulates and supports entrepreneurship.
Therefore, it is imperative that the South
African government have policies in place
to support entrepreneurs, particularly young
entrepreneurs (Koveos, 2016). Due to the
ability of entrepreneurship to create jobs
for numerous people and bring people out
of poverty, many scholars have discussed
entrepreneurship, in the form of small
businesses (Kalitanyi, 2019).

ABSTRACT
The paper investigates the extent to which
social capital networks and levels of trust in
the Pakistani immigrant community in South
Africa impact entrepreneurial decisionmaking.
This study sought to determine how SMMEs
could use social capital to overcome
challenges and address shortcomings, by
ﬁnding a relationship between social capital
(divided into community and government)
as the dependent variable, and decisionmaking, human capital, and ﬁnancial capital
as the independent variables.

Despite the great economic contributions
made by small, medium, and micro
enterprises (SMMEs), most are unable
to survive the early stages of business
(Murimbika, 2011), with more than 70 per
cent of SMMEs failing within three years
of inception (Fatoki & Smit, 2011). The
government of South Africa has created
multiple facilities and organisations aimed
at rectifying the injustices of the past
(Finn, Leibbrandt, & Oosthuizen, 2016),
by assisting SMMEs to overcome early
stage challenges and grow; one such
facility is the Department of Small Business
Development (DSBD) (DSBD, 2018).

This was a positivist, cross-sectional,
quantitative, primary study, where the
data was collected using a questionnaire.
The data was analysed using correlation
analysis, exploratory factor analysis, and
regression analysis.
Findings indicate that social capital
(government) had a signiﬁcant positive
relationship with ﬁnancial capital. This study
contributed knowledge of the relationships
between social capital, decision-making,
ﬁnancial capital, and human capital,
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The ﬁrst of many challenges faced
by SMMEs is access to information
and technology (Schwartz & Hornych,
2010). SMMEs need market information;
however, the lack of technology, such as
telecommunications, which is needed to
gather the relevant market information, is a
major challenge for many SMMEs (Oreku,
Li, Kimeli, & Mtenzi, 2009). Some of the
other main challenges faced by SMMEs
can be attributed to human capital factors
such as poor technical knowledge, lack of
business experience, and a deﬁciency in
managerial and planning skills (Schwartz
& Hornych, 2010). Entrepreneurs who
do have technical skills and knowledge,
often lack human capital factors such
as management and operational skills
(Mbonyane & Ladzani, 2011). The inability
of SMMEs to access funding in South Africa
is a major challenge (Booyens, 2011). The
primary reasons behind this challenge are
information asymmetry and high transaction
costs for lenders when granting loans
(Seghers, Manigart, & Vanacker, 2012). For
SMMEs in the informal sector, it is more
diﬃcult to get ﬁnancing than for those in the
formal sector, but this can be overcome by
using social networks to provide lenders
with the necessary information and thus
oﬀer ﬁnancing (Serageldin & Grootaert,
2001).

communities.
The purpose of this study was to determine
the social contexts in which the Pakistani
immigrant
entrepreneurs
operate,
speciﬁcally in Johannesburg, Gauteng. This
study attempted to ascertain how social
capital networks might assist Pakistani
immigrant entrepreneurs in gathering
information and making faster decisions,
and how these networks could assist them
in acquiring ﬁnancial and human capital.
The ﬁrst objective was to determine how
the social capital network of Pakistani
immigrant entrepreneurs played a role in
providing information for eﬀective decisionmaking.
The second objective was to determine the
eﬀect that the social capital of Pakistani
immigrant entrepreneurs had on acquiring
human capital, which is crucial in overcoming
challenges and improving position.
The third objective was to determine the
impact of trust, as part of social capital of
Pakistani immigrant entrepreneurs, when
acquiring ﬁnancial capital, which might not
have otherwise been available.
Entrepreneurs might use the knowledge
from this study to understand the signiﬁcance
of social capital and social networks and
how it can potentially become a tool for
them to overcome various challenges.
This study informs policy makers about the
importance of social capital for businesses
and as such gives them cause to create
infrastructure that is needed for eﬃcient
networking. Another use for this study is for
banks and similar credit lending agencies,
as they might understand how informal
lending using social capital works, so that
they may be able to replicate the model
and grant more loans to small businesses.
Societies and communities will also beneﬁt
by gaining information on the importance of
networking and maintaining relationships
with each other.

These are only a few of many challenges that
entrepreneurs face; however, it is possible
to overcome these challenges using social
capital to address their own shortcomings
(Hsiao, Lee, & Chen, 2016). The social
environment wherein ﬁrms and individuals
interact induces everything from the
discovery to the exploitation of opportunities
(Corbett, 2007), as entrepreneurship and
entrepreneurs are situated in a social
environment (Gedajlovic, Honig, Moore,
Payne, & Wright, 2013). Social capital is the
advantage and opportunity obtained when
belonging to a community (Bourdieu, 1986),
it includes the resources that are acquired
from social ties (Coleman, 1990), and the
networking performed through the contact
and relations with various stakeholders and
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Research conducted on American Indian’s
entrepreneurial success in Wisconsin
found that one of the few reasons for their
success was that they had good relations
among themselves, their families, and their
communities (Erdmann, 2016). Another
study conducted on Omani entrepreneurs
found that personal characteristics, work
experience, and family support contributed
to their success. The biggest challenges
they faced were obtaining ﬁnancing,
establishing their businesses’ reputation,
and gaining business skills (Al-Harthi,
2017).

THEORETICAL OVERVIEW
Social capital
Social capital may be deﬁned as the
network of relationships that social groups
or individuals have, the resources that can
be derived from them (Nahapiet & Ghoshal,
1998), and those values rooted therein
(Adler & Kwon, 2002; Payne, Moore, Griﬃs,
& Autry, 2011). It includes the networks
that people have, or the networking they
do; it is all the contacts and relations with
various stakeholders and communities
(Hsiao et al., 2016). Social capital is
relevant to the individuals’ internal locus of
control, because entrepreneurs use their
social capital to overcome challenges and
address their own shortcomings (Hsiao et
al., 2016). The social environment wherein
ﬁrms and individuals interact induces
everything from the discovery to the
exploitation of opportunities (Corbett, 2007),
as entrepreneurship and entrepreneurs are
situated socially (Gedajlovic et al., 2013).

Pakistani immigrants are at the forefront
of this study, due to scholars suggesting
that human migration has many eﬀects on
the physical environment, the cultural and
social arrangements, the economies, and
ﬁnally on population and characteristics
(Singh, 2015). The various ethnicities
have their own form of social capital and
the networks are structured in their own
unique ways, according to their cultures
(Katila & Wahlbeck, 2012). This provides
an opportunity to gather information about
an immigrant population that is using social
capital and determine how they are using
it, so that this practice might be replicated.

Social networks as a variable of social
capital
Social networks were the primary focus of
this study, as they represent the overall social
capital construct. The extensive literature
available on social network variants was
examined and provided guidance in terms
of the scope of the networks for this study.

This introduction provides insight into the
challenges faced by SMMEs with the aim
of setting a foundation to this study, which
attempted to determine if social capital
might be the key to overcoming some of the
challenges faced by SMMEs. It examined
Pakistani immigrant entrepreneurs that
might be using their social capital to
overcome challenges and surpass their
South African counterparts. The challenges
under observation were decision-making
represented by access to information,
human capital represented by tacit and
explicit knowledge, and ﬁnancial capital
represented by trust. Social capital was
at the core of the study, as it had to be
determined if social capital could contribute
to the success of SMMEs by improving their
access to resources.

The suppliers, customers, and stakeholders
with which a business creates long-term
relationships are referred to as business
networks (Vecchio, 2003); networks are
the basis of social capital so crucial to
entrepreneurs (Low & MacMillan, 1998).
Due to the failings of transitional country
governments, entrepreneurs are able to
form weak networks to grow, harmonise
activities, and combine resources (Luthans,
Stajkovic, & Stajkovic, 2000). Networking
allows entrepreneurs to deal with obstacles,
acquire critical resources, and increase
opportunity capital (Low & MacMillan,
1998). Davidsson and Honig (2003)
maintained that social capital networks
enabled the acquisition of capital resources
and opportunities, which supports research
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indicating that entrepreneurs with networks
have a resource acquisition advantage
(Aldrich & Zimmer, 1986).

commitment of resources to one or more
actions over other actions and these
resources cannot simply be redirected
or recalled (Jansen, Curseu, Vermeulen,
Geurts, & Gibcus, 2011). The importance of
decision-making is that in small businesses
the strategic decision-making is done by
an individual or a small group, unlike large
ﬁrms where there are dedicated teams
(Brouthers, Andriessen, & Nicolaes, 1998),
with suﬃcient decision tools to make
strategic decisions (Goodwin & Wright,
2001). The smaller ﬁrms are likely to make
less comprehensive decisions (Smith,
Gannon, Grimm, & Mitchell, 1988), due
to the limited information that they access
(Nutt, 2007), and the processing capability
of that information (Simon, 1997). Strategic
decision-making is aﬀected by the external
and internal acquisition and analysis of
information (Jansen et al., 2011), making
information a crucial variable in decisionmaking. For the purposes of this study,
information was chosen as a variable of
decision-making, which was supported by
a number of previous studies. Furthermore,
many studies indicated a positive
relationship between information acquisition
and social capital, such as Adler and Kwon
(2002), Davidsson and Honig (2003), and
Shane and Venkataraman (2000).

Social networks include friends, family,
and other social groupings, but exclude
managerial and oﬃcial networks (Barnes,
1954; Mitchell, 1969; Ngoc & Nguyen, 2009).
Social capital provides emotional support,
information, advice, capital support, and
access to many other resources (Mitchell,
1969; Ngoc & Nguyen, 2009). Basabe and
Ros (2005) found that the social network
of a ﬁrm would allow information about
its operations to spread, which can assist
when acquiring ﬁnance. Social networks
are important for SMMEs that are usually
owner-managed and use their personal
social networks (Motsau, 2016).
Limitations of social capital
There have been important contributions
to social capital; however, it has been
approached in limited and inconsistent
ways (Adler & Kwon, 2002; Payne et al.,
2011), with these studies not measuring the
tools that link social capital to its outcome
(Anderson, 2008). This may be because
social capital is not open to measurements
of an objective and quantitative nature (Adler
& Kwon, 2002), which makes calculation of
a value very diﬃcult. This has resulted in
many variations of how social capital can
be operationalised and modelled, despite
scholars using the same deﬁnition of
social capital. This includes the inability to
distinguish social capital clearly from other
resources, and to determine resources that
materialised because of social network
eﬀorts (Gedajlovic et al., 2013). Not all
networks result in entrepreneurial activity;
the deﬁning factor for social network capital
to become a resource for entrepreneurial
activity is dependent on the individual
entrepreneur’s ability to take action (Palmer,
Perkins, & Xu, 2011).

Decision-making and social capital
Previous literature shows that individuals
and groups need to have information to
make eﬀective decisions, eﬀective meaning
that the objectives of the decisions made
are achieved (Dean & Sharfman, 1996).
Literature from Westhead, Ucbasaran, and
Wright (2009) found that decision-makers
draw on their social capital and human
capital when making such decisions. Other
literature, showing a relationship between
information and social capital (Jansen et
al., 2011), found that strategic decisionmaking is achieved via the additional
acquisition and analysis of information from
social sources such as business relations
and families.

Decision-making as a dependent
variable
Deﬁning decision-making
Decision-making might be deﬁned as the

In literature by Serageldin and Grootaert
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(2001), and Ferray (2003), it was established
that social capital should be created by
continuously interacting with relevant and
credible individuals. This would provide
the decision-maker with access to private
information that can be used to obtain various
resources, once again emphasising that
social capital provides the access required
for eﬀective decision-making. It should be
noted that these interactions result in both
parties gaining information about each other
and providing both parties the necessary
information to make decisions. Should the
information be proactively acquired, it would
assist in strategic forecasting of the market,
which could give a business the competitive
advantage (Machado, 2013). Social capital
is a tool with which to trade information
that would be mutually beneﬁcial, and
to allow the network of businesses to be
more competitive (Podolny & Page, 1998).
The ﬁndings from these studies show that
to access information, there needs to be
continuous interaction between the relevant
parties, and mutually beneﬁcial relationships
created. Furthermore, ﬁndings indicate that
a relationship exists between social capital
and information. Social capital is beneﬁcial
when acquiring information, which in turn
leads to strategic decision-making based
on the private information acquired.

job training (Urban, 2015). The theory of
human capital explains that the individual is
equipped to allocate resources in the most
eﬃcient way. The knowledge factor of human
capital enables the individual to assign
resources eﬀectively, due to increased
cognisance of the individual (Becker, 1964;
Mincer, 1974; Schultz, 1959).
Human capital and social capital
Previous literature by Becker (1993),
attempted to distribute human capital
into ﬁrm-speciﬁc human capital and
general-purpose human capital, which
outlines business knowledge and general
knowledge. Becker (1993) explained that
the underlying diﬀerence is the source
of the human capital that contributed the
type of knowledge acquired. The source
determines the type of human capital
and refers to the social capital link that
is explained by the study conducted by
Coleman (1998).
Building on the works of Becker (1993),
Coleman (1998) explored how social
capital in the community and family was
used to create human capital; where the
family background is distributed between
three constructs; namely, ﬁnancial, social,
and human capital. Social capital is the
relationship that the parents have with
their children and the human capital of the
parents would be of no value without this
healthy relationship acting as a medium to
pass on the knowledge. The human capital
in Coleman’s (1998) context refers to the
knowledge, experience, and education
of the parents, which they endow upon or
share with the children through the social
relationship; the ﬁnancial capital is the
wealth and income of the family that is used
to give the child a home and to fund the child’s
education. This study supported Becker
(1993), as it explained how an individual’s
early life is their social capital, and how it
can become the determining factor of the
type of human capital acquired. Thus,
this study tested the positive relationship
between human capital and social capital.

Hypotheses 1
From this literature, the following hypotheses
were constructed and tested by this study:
Hypothesis 1a: There is a positive
relationship between the level of trust in
community and information acquisition for
decision-making.
Hypothesis 1b: There is a positive
relationship between the level of trust in
government and information acquisition for
decision-making.
Human capital as a dependent variable
Deﬁning human capital
Human capital is deﬁned as the skills and
knowledge that an individual acquires
through experience, education, and on the
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Hypotheses 2
From this literature, the following hypotheses
were constructed and tested by this study:

relationship of trust (social capital) with
ﬁnancial development and noted that the
diﬀerent conditions of ﬁnancial contracts are
based on the respective countries making it
diﬃcult to compare, hence measurements
should be done per country (Mankiw et al.,
1995). Other literature by Knack and Keefer
(1996) found that a country’s level of trust
and its growth are related, due to social
capital being a national characteristic.
Thus, it was determined that trust be the
variable of ﬁnancial capital in this study,
as ﬁnancing accessed by means of social
capital is awarded on the level of trust
between parties.

Hypothesis 2a: There is a positive
relationship between the level of trust in
community and human capital acquisition,
such as tacit and explicit knowledge.
Hypothesis 2b: There is a positive
relationship between the level of trust in
government and human capital acquisition,
such as tacit and explicit knowledge.
Financial capital as a dependent
variable
Deﬁning ﬁnancial capital
Financial capital may be deﬁned as the
assets needed to provide a good or service,
which includes money raised from debt and
loans (Ross, 2018). For the purposes of
this study, a variable of ﬁnancial capital was
used to measure the relationship with social
capital. Financial capital is very important
for successful self-employment decisions
(Blanchﬂower & Oswald, 1998), and
many studies have ascertained that small
businesses face greater diﬃculties than do
larger businesses when accessing ﬁnance;
the success of business is dependent on its
ability to source external ﬁnancing (Parker
& Belghitar, 2006). Fairlie and Robb (2008)
emphasised the importance of ﬁnancing for
small businesses, enabling exploration and
development, which has been substantiated
by analysing studies on various ﬁrms in
many countries.

Financial capital and social capital
Studies supporting a positive relationship
between ﬁnancial capital and social capital
are extensive and broad. Financing from
relatives and friends come in the form of
loans and gifts, with the beneﬁt of these
usually being interest free (Basu & Parker,
2001). Basu and Parker (2001) further
elaborated that these types of ﬁnancing are
usually short-term; they are much smaller
amounts than are received from banks,
and the interest component is replaced
by proﬁt share. This supports the fact that
social capital in the form of relationships
with friends and family can be a source of
ﬁnancial capital.
From their study, Guiso et al. (2004)
found that in areas with high social capital
levels, households had fewer investments
in ﬁnancial wealth, and could get credit
when they needed it. In areas where
social capital levels are low, people are
more dependent on friends and family for
ﬁnancial transactions; however, as the level
of social capital increases this becomes
less true (Fukuyama, 1997). Furthermore,
social capital is higher in areas where
there is lower law enforcement and where
the population is less educated, as social
networks are used to enforce the contracts
and less educated people do not always
understand how formal trading works;
common in developing countries (Guiso et
al., 2004).

Trust as a variable of ﬁnancial capital
There is a signiﬁcant amount of literature on
how trust is crucial in ﬁnancing, especially
in the social context (Guiso, Sapienza, &
Zingales, 2004; Knack & Keefer, 1996;
Mankiw, Phelps & Romer, 1995). Literature
supporting this found that ﬁnancing is when
money is given today on a promise to get
that money, and more, back in the future;
this ﬁnance is awarded on the basis of the
contract being enforced and the level of
trust that the ﬁnancier has (Guiso et al.,
2004). Guiso et al. (2004) explored the
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Hypotheses 3
From this literature, the following hypotheses
were constructed and tested by this study:

literature database, and used to develop
suitable hypotheses for a minority group
population sample. Hayton and Cacciotti
(2013) stated that the quantitative method is
suitable for a study that is guided by theory
and requires objective ﬁndings.

Hypothesis 3a: There is a positive
relationship between the level of trust in
community and ﬁnancial capital acquisition
of entrepreneurs.

This study was a cross-sectional study, as
it measured the data at a speciﬁc point in
time, and not over a particular period. This
approach was used as the processing of
quantiﬁable data requires that the variances
are limited, thus reducing the eﬀect on results
had they been collected over a period. The
cross-sectional method ensures that the
results collected are accurate and can be
used to derive new facts or improve existing
ones. This method of research makes it
possible to use scientiﬁc and mathematical
tools to obtain focused results, which can
be measured against the hypotheses (Field,
2009).

Hypothesis 3b: There is a positive
relationship between the level of trust in
government and ﬁnancial capital acquisition
of entrepreneurs.
Figure 1 is a visual illustration of the
conceptual framework of the relationships
between variables that are hypothesised in
this study.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In this study, the data collected was quantiﬁed
and the impact of the independent variable
on the dependent variables was measured.
In this case, the independent variable was
social capital networks, split into community
(C) and government (G), and the dependent
variables were decision-making, human
capital, and ﬁnancial capital.

The researcher administered the surveys, as
done previously by scholars Aliaga-Isla and
Rialp (2013); this ensured that data was only
collected from the target population and was
completed fully and correctly. In addition,
the snowballing sampling methodology was
used to ﬁnd more Pakistani immigrants, by
asking respondents and acquaintances for

This study was developed using available
theories, which were sourced from a large

FIGURE 1: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
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referrals to Pakistani immigrants (Collins &
Low, 2010). The population for this study
were Pakistani immigrants that engage in
formal or informal entrepreneurial activities.
The focus of this study was to ascertain how
these entrepreneurs used social capital to
their advantage.

were no risks or beneﬁts for them directly.
The letter included all the relevant details
of staﬀ members of the faculty, so that the
respondents could contact the university,
should they have any issues. In addition,
they were informed that their participation
was voluntary and that they might withdraw
from the process at any stage. Lastly, the
respondents signed the consent form at
the administration of the questionnaire; the
signed consent portion of the letter was
stored securely.

Sampling
Wretman, Swensson and Sarndal (2003)
described a sample frame as a breakdown
of all the items in the population, meaning
a detailed layout of the population
being studied. The Pakistani immigrant
entrepreneurs that operate in Gauteng,
South Africa, were of interest in this study.
The large area under consideration was
due to the Pakistani immigrant population
being a minority. According to the Ministry
of Overseas Pakistanis and Human
Resource Development (2015) there were
approximately 100 000 Pakistanis in South
Africa in 2015. As Pakistanis represent a
minority population in South Africa, the data
collection method used was non-probability
convenience sampling.

Research instrument
The research instrument for this study was in
the form of a questionnaire geared towards
a quantitative study and used to collect data
from Pakistani immigrant entrepreneurs.
After the ﬁrst section asked for demographic
information the questionnaire comprised a
further three sections, the second section
measured the information variable for
decision-making. The third part measured
the human capital variable, and the fourth
section measured the ﬁnancial capital
variable. All the questions in the instrument
were changed and adapted to suit the
current study; hence, the validity and
reliability of the questions from previous
research were tested in the current study.

Convenience sampling means using a
sample population that is easily accessible,
or collecting information from a population
that is available at the particular time of
study (Wood & Ross-Kerr, 2011). Based on
limited availability of the respondents and
their willingness to participate in the study,
the convenience method allowed access
to information available at the time of
study (Pellissier, 2007). A minimum of 120
questionnaires were needed for successful
data analytics, hence the size of the sample
was extended to 150 questionnaires to
account for errors. The questions were
explained to the respondents in their native
language to ensure that the data collected
was accurate.

The ﬁrst section of the questionnaire asked
demographic questions that were sourced
online to ensure that the most recent
demographic trends were considered when
collecting data (Bhat, 2018). Section two
comprised questions from the World Bank
Working Paper (Grootaert, Narayan, Jones,
& Woolcock, 2004), and detailed information
and communication; section three of the
questionnaire was sourced from a previous
study done on human capital (Ntuli, 2017)
and subdivided into education, work
experience, and knowledge. Questions
measuring information regarding ﬁnancial
capital in section four were sourced from
the World Bank Working Paper (Grootaert
et al., 2004), which provided an integrated
questionnaire to measure social capital.
The research instrument was translated into
Urdu, the national language of Pakistan,

The respondents’ privacy was ensured
by using the guidelines set out by the
university’s research ethics code. A letter
of consent was drafted informing the
respondents that their information was
going to be kept conﬁdential and that there
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before being administered. This measure
was taken after the pilot study showed
that the respondents did not fully or easily
comprehend the questions in English,
which meant that the survey would have
taken twice as long to administer with the
translation of each question.

measure the relationship between social
networks and decision-making; however,
to ensure the validity and reliability of the
data, statistical processes had to be carried
out. After factor loading, it was revealed that
three of the original seven items could be
used to measure decision-making. The ﬁrst
item measured the frequency of information
exchange in a person’s social network, on
a seven-point Likert scale, with one being
always and seven being never. This item
had a strong correlation at .704. The other
two items measured the importance of
social capital for information acquisition
about government and market information,
with one being exceptionally important
and seven being extremely unimportant.
The ﬁrst item, measuring frequency of
using social capital to acquire information
(.509), had a moderate correlation, as
did the second item, which measured the
importance of social capital for government
information (.466), these correlations came
about because the values were close to 0.5.

DATA ANALYSIS
Descriptive statistics were used to analyse
the ﬁndings on SPSS after having been
recorded and cleaned on Microsoft Excel.
Thereafter, correlation analysis, exploratory
factor analysis using principle component
analysis, and regression analysis were
performed, all of which are discussed in the
results section.
RESULTS
Race, gender, and employment status
showed that 100 per cent (n=162) of
respondents were Indian, male, and
self-employed respectively. Of the 162
respondents in the study, 62 (38.3 per
cent) Pakistani immigrant entrepreneurs
were between the ages of 35 and 44 years,
making that age group representative of the
majority of the respondents. The 25 to 34
and 45 to 54 year age groups were almost
equal, with 24.7 per cent and 23.5 per cent
respectively. These groups were followed
by an ageing group of respondents, above
54 years old, which represented eight per
cent, the next generation of entrepreneurs,
between the ages of 18 and 24 years,
made up 4.9 per cent, and a single outlier
of under-18 years, but above 14, made up
only 0.6 per cent of the study. Over half of
the respondents (54.9 per cent) had high
school diplomas, followed by 22.8 per cent
of respondents having Bachelor’s degrees,
while only 18.5 per cent of respondents
had less than a high school diploma.
The signiﬁcant majority of respondents
were married (87.7 per cent), followed by
unmarried (11.7 per cent), and lastly one
respondent (0.6 per cent) was widowed.

The construct was reliable as the
Cronbach’s alpha was used to measure
internal consistency. Decision-making was
less than 0.7 at 0.559, but still good enough
for factor analysis (Fields, 2013). The
descriptive statistics showed that decisionmaking had a mean score of 2.6749, in a
range between one and seven. Decisionmaking results were positively skewed
at 0.761, proving that there was a good
frequency of information exchange among
social networks; Pakistani immigrant
entrepreneurs considered this exchange
important.
To reiterate, social capital (C) is the social
networks within the individual’s community,
while social capital (G) is the social networks
in government. From the R squared results
for social capital (C) it was established
that an extremely insigniﬁcant relationship
existed between social capital (C) and the
variables, making the relationship almost
non-existent. Furthermore, the Pearson
correlation of 10.9 per cent found that a weak
relationship existed between social capital

Exploratory factor analysis was used
to measure validity, initially there were
seven items in the research instrument to
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TABLE 1: DESCRIPTIVES AND CORRELATIONS

Construct
Decisionmaking
Human
capital
Financial
capital
Social
capital (C)
Social
capital (G)
Mean
Std. Dev.
Cronbach’s
Alpha

Decisionmaking

Human
capital

Financial
capital

Social
capital (C)

Social
capital (G)

1
0.080

1

-.252**

0.027

1

0.109

0.152

-0.055

1

-0.076

0.128

.301**

0.092

1

2.6749
1.51001

3.5818
1.60957

4.9774
1.86691

2.9547
1.50706

5.6420
1.44298

0.559

0.761

0.732

0.717

0.794

** Correlation is signiﬁcant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
networks and decision-making, which being
below 30 per cent was highly insigniﬁcant.
The R square of the social capital (G)
showed an insigniﬁcant relationship and
the Pearson correlation explained that
social capital (G) and decision-making was
insigniﬁcant at 8.9 per cent.

The ﬁrst item, measuring eﬀectiveness
of using social capital to acquire human
capital in the functional area of ﬁnance
(.489), and technology (.445) had moderate
correlations. The functional area of
production (.939) and operations (.839) had
strong correlations.

Hypothesis testing of social capital (C) and
social capital (G)

The construct was reliable as the
Cronbach’s alpha was used to measure
internal consistency. Human capital was
greater than 0.7 at 0.761, unlike decisionmaking. The descriptive statistics showed
that human capital had a mean score of
3.5818, in a range between one and seven.
Human capital results were positively
skewed at 0.426, proving that among
Pakistani immigrant entrepreneurs the
social capital in the four functional areas
mentioned above were seen to be eﬀective
only half of the time. This proved that the
respondents leaned towards the positive,
which was between one and four, leading
to the ﬁnding that social capital had in fact
proved eﬀective for the Pakistani immigrant
entrepreneurs.

Table 3 shows the p-value (.142) was
greater than 0.05, rendering the model not
statistically signiﬁcant.
Table 4 shows the p-value was lower than
0.05, making the diﬀerence signiﬁcant.
Initially there were 10 items in the research
instrument to measure the relationship
between social networks and human
capital, however statistical processes
(factor loading) revealed that four items
could be used to measure human capital.
All four items measured the eﬀectiveness
of a person’s social network in acquiring
human capital in four functional areas.
They were measured on a seven-point
Likert scale, with one being exceptionally
eﬀective and seven being very ineﬀective.

The R squared results are discussed
under hypothesis 1, as the statistical
process analysed social capital (C) with the
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TABLE 2: MODEL 1 AND 2 SUMMARIES – SOCIAL CAPITAL (C) AND SOCIAL CAPITAL (G)

Adjusted R
Std. Error of
Square
the Estimate
SC (C)
.184a
.034
.015
1.49543
SC (G)
.356a
.127
.110
.24922
a. Predictors: (constant), ﬁnancial capital, human capital, decision-making

Model

R

R Square

DurbinWatson
1.839
1.767

TABLE 3: ANOVA FOR SOCIAL CAPITAL (C)

Sum of
Mean
df
F
Squares
Square
Regression
12.331
3
4.110
1.838
1
Residual
353.337
158
2.236
Total
365.668
161
a. Predictors: (constant), ﬁnancial capital, human capital, decision-making

Model

Sig.
.142a

TABLE 4: ANOVA OF SOCIAL CAPITAL (G)

Sum of
Mean
df
F
Squares
Square
Regression
1.423
3
.474
7.636
1
Residual
9.814
158
.062
Total
11.236
161
a. Predictors: (constant), ﬁnancial capital, human capital, decision-making

Model

Sig.
.000a

(G).

three constructs, with the same process
applied to social capital (G). The Pearson
correlation of 15.2 per cent for social capital
(C) revealed that a relationship existed
with human capital. This percentage was
higher than the variable decision-making,
but still less than 30 per cent, making this
relationship insigniﬁcant. Similarly, the
Pearson correlation for social capital (G) and
human capital was a negative relationship
at -16.5 per cent, thus hypothesis 2b was
rejected.

The factor loading results for ﬁnancial
capital showed that all items measured
the level of importance of social networks
in acquiring ﬁnancial capital. On a sevenpoint Likert scale, where one was not at
all important, and seven was extremely
important, a strong correlation was found
between the importance of social networks
in acquiring trade credit (.825), as did the
item that measured the importance of social
networks with friends and family to acquire
loans (.808). There was however only a
moderate correlation between acquiring
loans from banks (.473) and using social
networks.

There were 19 items in the research
instrument to measure the relationship
between social networks and ﬁnancial
capital, however to ensure the validity and
reliability of the data, statistical processes
were carried out. Factor loading showed
six items to be compatible and these were
used to measure trust, which was seen as
a sub-construct of ﬁnancial capital. Three
of these were used to measure the level of
trust in social capital (C) and the other three
measured the level of trust in social capital

The items measuring trust in community all
had strong correlations and were measured
on a seven-point Likert scale, where one
was strongly agree and seven was strongly
disagree, for the ﬁrst two items. The ﬁrst
item measured the level of agreement
regarding the level of trust in the people
of the community (.833), and the second
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measured the level of trust regarding people
within the community coming to their aid
or help (.627). The last item measured the
level of trust in people of the individual’s
own ethnic or related group (.581), where
a seven-point Likert scale was used, where
one was exceptionally trusting, and seven
was exceptionally untrusting.

their resources towards helping SMMEs
create social capital. They need to become
aware of how social capital can help
SMMEs in accessing ﬁnancial capital,
and take the necessary steps to support
SMMEs to access ﬁnancial capital. The
DSBD needs to take further initiative in
making itself more accessible and creating
awareness of not only its existence, but also
its functions and strategies. SMMEs should
start approaching the department, and the
department should contact SMMEs and
help as many of them as possible to grow,
as by extension, this would create more
jobs. Additionally, when support is provided,
it needs to be adequate, with regular followups to ensure that the government’s money
is not being wasted.

This construct was reliable as the Cronbach’s
alpha was used to measure internal
consistency, and the ﬁnancial capital score
was greater than 0.7 at 0.732, much like
the score for human capital. The descriptive
statistics showed that ﬁnancial capital had a
mean score of 4.9774 in a range between
one and seven. The results for ﬁnancial
capital were negatively skewed at -0.439,
proving that among Pakistani immigrant
entrepreneurs the social capital employed
in accessing ﬁnancial capital is important
and many of the participants gave it a high
level of importance. The reason the mean
was so much closer to the middle of the
range (4.9774), was that many respondents
reported social networks are not necessary
to access loans from banks, but the majority
supported the need for social capital when
accessing trade credit and obtaining loans
from friends and family.

DISCUSSIONS
Discussion pertaining to Hypothesis 1
In the literature review the importance of
information for eﬀective decision-making
was discussed. However, the focus of this
hypothesis was the relationship of social
capital with decision-making, hence the
social ties in strategic decision-making
by entrepreneurial venture capitalists
(Zhang, 2010) had signiﬁcant inﬂuence on
information seeking (Nebus, 2006), market
access (Mesquita & Lazzarini, 2008),
networking (Sawyerr, McGee, & Peterson,
2003), performance (Stam & Elfring, 2008),
and self-eﬃcacy (Forbes, 2005). These
studies highlighted the importance of
social capital in accessing decision-making
information, and how that can be beneﬁcial
to entrepreneurs. This study aimed at
establishing if a positive relationship
between social capital and decision-making
existed. The literature supported that
social capital allows access to business
information that can be used to explore
opportunities (Shane & Venkataraman,
2000). Adler and Kwon (2002) listed some
of the beneﬁts derived from social capital,
among other things, access to information.
The amount of time needed when searching
for and collecting information is greatly
reduced when social capital is employed
(Davidsson & Honig, 2003), providing the

The R squared results remained as
discussed under hypothesis 1 and 2, as the
statistical process analysed social capital
(C) against the three constructs and the
same process was applied to social capital
(G). The Pearson correlation of -5.5 per
cent for social capital (C) revealed that
a negative yet insigniﬁcant relationship
existed between social capital and ﬁnancial
capital. The Pearson correlation of -31.9
per cent revealed a negative relationship
between social capital (G) and ﬁnancial
capital, thus hypotheses 3a and 3b were
rejected. However, social capital (G) and
ﬁnancial capital had a signiﬁcant positive
relationship at .301, making this relationship
signiﬁcantly positive.
This ﬁnding can support the DSBD and
other relevant stakeholders in channelling
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business with a competitive advantage.

process, or gaining factual information/
knowledge without enduring the time
consuming process of going through the
educational channel themselves. Coleman
(1998) explained that in a parent-child
relationship, the relationship itself would
be the social capital, which acts a bridge
to pass on the human capital of the parent.
This study aimed at testing Coleman’s
(1998) theory on the Pakistani immigrant
entrepreneurs; however, these items were
removed during factoring. The remaining
items aimed to test the social capital
of individuals and contributed towards
gaining or accessing human capital in four
functional areas. The results showed that
the links were particularly weak, while the
assumptions were not supported. Therefore
this study conﬁrmed that:

Considering the literature and the results
collected from this study, the postive
relationship between social capital and
decision-making within the Pakistani
immigrant population in Johannesburg,
Gauteng, was evident. This however could
not have been the ﬁnal conclusion for this
hypothesis, as although the data might
have met the technical requirements of
being posistively related, the extent of the
relationship was extremely weak and below
the thresholds of the various statistical
process. Therefore this study conﬁrmed
that:
• An insigniﬁcant positive relationship
existed between the level of trust in
community and information acquisition
for decision-making.

• An insigniﬁcant positive relationship
existed between the level of trust in
community and human capital acquisition
such as tacit and explicit knowledge.

• An insigniﬁcant positive relationship
existed between the level of trust in
government and information acquisition
for decision-making.

• A positive relationship did not exist
between the level of trust in government
and human capital acquisition such as
tacit and explicit knowledge.

Discussion pertaining to Hypothesis 2
The earlier researchers found that the
knoweldge factor of human capital allows
the individual to perform eﬀective resource
allocations, due to increased cognisance
of the individual (Becker, 1964; Mincer,
1974; Schultz,1959). This is in line with the
discussion around hypothesis 1, wherein it
was noted that the decision-making ability
of the individual increases due to the
access to information; as human capital
is the ability to take the most eﬀective
decision, due to the individual’s knowledge.
Similarly, knowledge that the networks
would share with each other was seen to
be the ‘information’ that they give to each
other. This information adds value by the
individual gaining knowledge about an
experience that the information provider
had, or receiving information from someone
about something that they learnt from prior
education. This information/knowledge
aﬀords individuals the opportunity to learn
from the mistakes or experiences of others
without having to go through the same

Discussion pertaining to Hypothesis 3
A lot of literature was available for ﬁnancial
capital and many studies found relationships
between ﬁnancial capital and social capital,
including trust; the most relevant points
follow. A study conducted by Guiso et
al. (2004), attempted to understand the
relationship of social capital and ﬁnancial
capital in Italy. They deﬁned ﬁnancing as
money given today on a promise that the
money, and more, will be returned in the
future. Awarding ﬁnance is based on the
contract being enforced, and the level of
trust that the ﬁnancer has in the borrower.
Furthermore, social capital is higher in
areas where there is lower law enforcement
and where the population is less educated,
as social networks are used to enforce the
contracts and less educated people do
not always understand how formal trading
works; common in developing countries.
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Guiso et al. (2004) understood that ﬁrst,
social capital measures how much a person
can be trusted to return the borrowed
money, and second, how to use social
networks to enforce repayment should the
borrower break the contract.

Implications of the study
This study aimed to contribute towards the
literature on the four constructs used in
the study; however, as mentioned, this did
not happen due to the items not loading
correctly during factor analysis. However,
ﬁnancial capital was the one construct that
did manage to have a signiﬁcant relationship
with the level of trust in social capital (G).
This relationship could contribute towards
academia, speciﬁcally concerning how trust
in social capital (G) could contribute towards
accessing ﬁnancing. This information could
also be used by entrepreneurs to overcome
the challenge of accessing funding, by
creating networks in government. Another
key stakeholder is the Department of Small
Business Development, which is already
working to support SMMEs; the department
can use this study to show small businesses
how maintaining relationships with them
can be useful.

Further important studies by Serageldin
and Grootaert (2001), and Ferray (2003),
understood that the ﬁeld of socioeconomics
supports the fact that social capital
and ﬁnancial access are related. They
elaborated on micro enterprises and
microﬁnance institutions that are able to
create a system where borrowing can
take place, which is achieved by gathering
information about each other using social
networks. This enables the lender to be
able to overcome information asymmetries
and gain private information about the
micro enterprise, which is achieved through
continuous interactions that build trust.
These continuous interactions need to
include interactions with credible contacts
in order to create a good reputation (Barr,
2000). Ferray (2003) understood that social
capital, built from creating relationships,
increases the individual’s ability to access
information, which facilitates the individual’s
access to various resources including
ﬁnancing.

This ﬁnding can support the Department
of Small Business Development and other
relevant stakeholders in channelling their
resources towards helping SMMEs create
social capital. They also need to become
aware of how social capital can help SMMEs
in accessing ﬁnancial capital, and take
the necessary steps to support this. The
Department of Small Business Development
needs to take further initiative in making
itself more accessible and creating more
awareness of not only its existence, but also
its functions and strategies. SMMEs should
start approaching the department, and the
department should reach out to SMMEs and
help as many of them as possible to grow,
as by extension, this would create more
jobs. Additionally, when support is provided,
it needs to be adequate, with regular follow
ups to ensure that the government’s money
is not being wasted.

This once again aligns with discussions
regarding hypotheses 1 and 2, where the
single most common factor is the information
accessed. It was elaborated in hypothesis
1, where information was needed for
decision-making, and in hypothesis 2,
where information was taken to make
up for the lack in human capital. In this
hypothesis, information about the borrower
determines successful access to ﬁnancial
capital. Therefore this study conﬁrmed that:
• A positive relationship does not exist
between the level of trust in community
and ﬁnancial capital acquisition of
entrepreneurs.

The Department of Small Business
Development needs to create strategies,
wherein it ensures that SMMEs have
access to the basic telecommunication
infrastructure that would allow them to
access information and create networks.

• A positive relationship exists between the
level of trust in government and ﬁnancial
capital acquisition of entrepreneurs.
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The department should also have events
where businesses can meet and network
with each other, and perhaps be provided
with education and training on social
capital and it importance. Furthermore,
the department should assist SMMEs in
meeting the requirements of banks to get
loans or alternatively create a Grameen
Bank type model that is based on social
capital (Willows & McWha, 2019).

stronger, as they will operate as a unit and
empower each other. Similarly, business
society connections that seek to empower
and support should be created so that
businesses can grow simultaneously. This
could lead to individuals being able to
access resources, such as ﬁnancial capital,
on the basis of trust. In addition, businesses
could overcome challenges for growth.
Furthermore,
this
study
provides
information about how Pakistani immigrant
entrepreneurs operate; as such, this
information may be useful to academics
researching Pakistani immigrants or
immigrants in general. The Department of
Small Business Development can also learn
how Pakistani’s operate, and replicate this
model with the businesses being assisted.

The commercial impact of this study is
focused on lenders, primarily banks who
are not issuing loans to SMMEs based on
all the reasons mentioned in the literature
review. The primary issue highlighted was
the availability of information to carry out risk
assessments, resulting in inﬂated lending
rates. This study showed that social capital
could become a tool to access ﬁnancial
capital. Thus, banks can try to implement
a strategy where bank managers are hired
from within the community where a branch
is located, thus enabling managers to use
their social capital to gather information
about loan applicants and make loan
granting decisions. The managers would
be able to collect the loan repayment
instalments from the applicant, using their
social capital to enforce payment; this is the
model of the Grameen Bank.

CONCLUSION
This study noted from previous studies
and literature the importance of social
capital, in various direct and indirect
ways, to establish the grounds for this
research. The importance of social capital
in decision-making, mainly through access
to information, allowed individuals to make
eﬀective decisions for the success of their
businesses. Thereafter, the importance of
human capital (knowledge, experience,
and education), and ﬁnancial capital were
shown to contribute signiﬁcantly to the
success of a business. This research
aimed to determine how social capital
could assist individuals with access to
information for decision-making, human
capital, and ﬁnancial capital. To achieve this
goal, the Pakistani immigrant population in
Johannesburg, Gauteng was targeted for
the study, as immigrants had been reported
as successful in South Africa’s depressed
economy, while their local counterparts
were less successful.

The recommendation for SMMEs is that
they should disclose all the information that
government requires and avoid possible tax
evasion activities, so that government can
use the data to provide better solutions for
further development. To get SMMEs to do
this, government once again is responsible
for educating and informing SMMEs about
the importance of disclosing all the relevant
data.
This study has implications for societies
as well, be it in the personal or business
sphere, societies are advised to see the
importance of building social relationships.
This will bring about the creation of networks
for many people that did not previously
actively seek to create connections. This
will cause societies to become closer and

For this study, six hypotheses were
developed, wherein social capital was
narrowed down to the level of trust
individuals had in two broad categories:
social capital (C) and social capital (G).
First, decision-making was found to have a
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positive relationship with both social capital
(C) and social capital (G); however, the
relationships were extremely weak. Second,
the relationships with human capital and
social capital (G) were negative; however,
with social capital (C) it was positive. Third,
ﬁnancial capital and social capital (G) had a
signiﬁcant positive relationship.

and less educated people are less likely
to understand how formal trading works,
which is common in developing countries.
These eﬀects should have been seen in the
targeted sample population and location
of this study; hypothesis 3b supported this
argument, however hypothesis 3a had a
negative correlation.

The above results were not aligned with
the literature reviewed in the theoretical
overview section, as from the literature
it seemed as if there would be signiﬁcant
relationships with strong links between
the constructs. To elaborate, the literature
behind the ﬁrst hypothesis supported the
theory that social capital allows access
to business information that could be
used to explore opportunities (Shane &
Venkataraman, 2000). Adler and Kwon
(2002) listed some of the beneﬁts derived
from social capital as, among other things,
access to information. The amount of time
needed to search for and collect information
was greatly reduced when social capital
was employed (Davidsson & Honig,
2003), allowing the business a competitive
advantage. These scholars all agreed that
social capital was the way for individuals
to access information, and information
as explained, can be used for eﬀective
decision-making.

It is understandable that the results did
not match the literature, as the research
instruments’ items that did not load correctly
caused much of the important data to
be removed, which could have shown a
signiﬁcant relationship. Thus, the data and
discussions presented in this paper did not
correlate with the literature reviewed and
further research will need to be done.
A noteworthy ﬁnding from this study was how
social capital focused on the information
obtained from individuals’ networks, which
was used to make decisions; however,
that information included knowledge,
experience, and education of the networks.
The lack of information available to banks
was the cause for banks not granting
loans, and the access to information by
stakeholders was the reason they gave
loans to individuals; this needs further
research.
A signiﬁcant limitation of the study became
the research instrument itself, as many of
the items on the research instrument did
not load correctly and that data had to be
excluded. This created many problems,
as crucial data could not be used to
demonstrate the relationships between the
dependent and independent variables; as
such, many changes and adjustments were
made to the study.

Another example was the literature on
human capital, presented by Coleman
(1998), who explained that in a parent-child
relationship, the relationship itself would be
the social capital, which acts a bridge to
pass on the human capital of the parents.
This study aimed at testing Coleman’s
(1998) theory on the Pakistani immigrant
entrepreneurs; however, the factor analysis
removed these question items, as they did
not load correctly.

The recommendation is that the DSBD
should create strategies, wherein it
ensures that SMMEs have access to basic
telecommunication
infrastructure
that
would allow them to access information
and create networks. The department
should also host events where businesses
can meet and network with each other, and

For ﬁnancial capital, the works of Guiso et al.
(2004) were referred to, which claimed that
social capital is higher in areas with lower
law enforcement and where the population
is less educated. This is because they use
social networks to enforce the contracts
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perhaps be provided with education and
training on social capital and its importance.
Furthermore, the department should assist
SMMEs in meeting the requirements of
banks thus enabling loans or alternatively
create a Grameen Bank type model that is
based on social capital (Willows & McWha,
2019).

individualism-collectivism
and
power
distance. International Review of Social
Psychology, 18(1):189-225.
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GENDER EQUALITY IN TOP
MANAGERIAL POSITIONS
IN A SOUTH AFRICAN
MINING COMPANY

towards gender equity; a need to engender
monitoring and evaluation for industrywide compliance on matters relating to
gender equity; and the necessity of training
and development for aligning workplaces
to face the new realities of the equal
presence of women in all facets of industry.
Furthermore, the research established that
more gender mainstreaming work needs
to be done for the company to comply with
the applicable South African legislative and
policy instruments.
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INTRODUCTION
As Benya (2009) documents, for years,
occupational culture in South African
mines has been masculine and ‘macho’
and portrayed as a highly risky physical
environment and, thus, suitable for only men
and not for women. While there have been
progressive reforms in the mining industry
to include women, this has not proceeded
without challenges, since, by and large, the
introduction of women in mining challenges
the very male, macho gender stereotype.
Eﬀectively, women working in mining is
a relatively new phenomenon. Many of
the references to the few women who do
work in mining refer to women working
underground, “because of the speciﬁc
challenges that working underground
presents to women due to their physiological
and biological make-up” (Benya, 2009, p.
2). What often gets obfuscated by this kind
of discourse is the rarity of women in top
and senior management positions of mining
companies. Women have been making
progress in the male-dominated domain of
underground mining, aided to a large extent
by the progressive Constitution of South
Africa (Act 108 of 1996) (Government of
the Republic of South Africa, 1996a) and
enabling legislation, such as the Minerals
and Petroleum Resources Development
Act (MPRDA) (Act 28 of 2002) (Government
of the Republic of South Africa, 2002) and
Mine Health and Safety (Act 29 of 1996)

ABSTRACT
Recent decades have witnessed a surge of
interest and intervention in matters related
to workplace equity. A focal point of the
resultant debates and interventions has
been an interrogation of the participation
of women in the workplace – especially at
senior and managerial levels, which, for
aeons, have been a near-exclusive club
for men. Against this backdrop and with
a speciﬁc focus on South Africa’s mining
sector, which has excluded women for
more than a century, the research sought to
examine gender equality in top managerial
positions at a South African mining company.
A cross-sectional survey design was
deployed within a transformative research
paradigm. The research established that the
mining company had made considerable
progress in achieving gender parity in top
and senior management positions and is
generally performing well above the industry
average. The ﬁndings of the research have
implications for management/management
science. Key implications relate to
data-driven decision-making for people
management; research that supports
managerial
decision-making;
beneﬁts
of gender mainstreaming for business/
management; a need for ‘champions’ who,
as part of their ethos and performance
management deliverables, commit to
steering organisations and/or units they lead
*Corresponding Author
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(Government of the Republic of South
Africa, 1996b). Women have also been
making considerable inroads into executive
and management suites of South African
mining companies, a domain that has
hitherto been the near-exclusive preserve
of men. However, this latter development
remains under-researched and, thus,
under(re)presented in the policy and
research literature. The research reported
in this paper sought to contribute to this
literature, with a speciﬁc focus on gender
equality in top managerial positions related
to the South African operation of a global
mining conglomerate.

The challenge of low numbers of women
in mining persists, even though women
with the skills required for top and senior
management positions are available, as a
result of greater numbers of female than
male graduates (Fajardo & Erasmus,
2017). It seems that the quotas speciﬁed
in legislation such as the Mining Charter,
the
Broad-Based
Black
Economic
Empowerment Act, No. 53 of 2003 and the
Employment Equity Act, No. 55 of 1998, are
not being met, as there has been very little
progression of women into top and senior
management positions.
The objective of the research was to
determine the factors that prevent women
from progressing to top and senior
management positions in South African
mining companies. The following section will
present a brief overview of the discourses
around women in mining, as presented and
represented in the literature.

PROBLEM INVESTIGATED AND
OBJECTIVE
Women are estimated to make up just
10% of the global mining workforce, while
South Africa accounts for 21% of this global
total. Notwithstanding this relatively high
representation by South African women
in the global in mining workforce, there is
still a limited presence of women in top
management positions and there is a
gender imbalance in the mining industry.
In the speciﬁc mining company involved in
this investigation, in 2015, only 14.5% of
top and senior management were women
and this increased to 21.1% in 2019. This
data shows that there has been progress
regarding gender equity in top and senior
positions. However, for South Africa, a
country of which 51.2% of the population
is female, of whom 45% are economically
active; the ﬁgure of 21.1% is unsatisfactory
(Bosch et al., 2020).

LITERATURE REVIEW: TOUR
D’HORIZON OF THE DISCOURSES
AROUND WOMEN IN MINING AS (RE)
PRESENTED IN THE LITERATURE
There is an ever-growing corpus of literature
on women in mining generally/globally and
women in mining in South Africa, speciﬁcally.
This section will provide a brief overview
of the major discourses around women in
mining as presented and represented in the
literature. Before delving into the speciﬁc
discourses, it is, however, important to point
out that there are two general discourses
that frame discourses on women in mining.
The ﬁrst discourse is the generic discourse
on (under)representation of women in
the workplace, generally and (under)
representation of women in what can be
loosely deﬁned as ‘technical ﬁelds’ and
in managerial positions. In this regard, in
general and across diﬀerent sectors, the
representation of women remains low,
especially in senior roles. This claim is
demonstrated in Fortune 500 companies,
where women as chief executive oﬃcers
and members of boards of directors

There have been several studies depicting
the beneﬁts of a gender-balanced
workforce in top and senior management
positions. Amongst these beneﬁts are
diversity of thinking and problem-solving,
increased proﬁtability and an eradication
of unconscious bias. Without a genderbalanced workforce in top and senior
management positions, the industry will not
transform and women will continue to be
marginalised in matters such as recruitment,
promotions and retention.
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make up only 27% of the total (Glass et
al., 2015). In South Africa, the population
comprises 51.2% women, but only 20.7%
of directors of JSE-listed companies are
women (Bosch et al., 2020). There is
an increasing realisation that women in
leadership positions have a pivotal role
to play in companies, such as enhancing
ﬁnancial performance, decision-making,
consumer insight, corporate governance
enforcement and building and cultivating
talent (International Labour Organization,
2015). This view is corroborated by a
Deloitte report on diversity and inclusion,
which found that companies embracing
cultural diﬀerences – including gender
diﬀerences – are six times more likely to
be innovative (Bourke & Dillon, 2018).
An intriguing dimension of this discourse
is expressed by the International Labour
Organization (2015), which observes that
statistics show that not enough women are
being appointed to top-level managerial
positions. Eﬀectively, in organisations and
companies, women seem to be confronted
by both glass ceilings and glass walls,
with the latter constraining development
of women’s skills and competencies in
organisations and companies.

requisite training, they were not permitted
to take up skilled positions (Mercier, cited
in Lahiri-Dutt, 2011). The situation of
women in mining in the United States is
corroborated by a study conducted in 2010
by Women in Mining Canada. This study
found that women faced major obstacles to
being employed and accepted in the mining
industry. This study reports that women
face major challenges in upskilling on the
jobs they hold and in progressing to senior
positions in the mining industry, with speciﬁc
reference to senior management and
executive positions, which the report avers,
are the hardest for women to progress
into and ultimately occupy. The challenges
relating to the career progression of women
in mining is almost invariably the result of
gender-related barriers, including a work
culture and ethic that is dominated by men
and inclined to misconceive the capabilities
of women. Compounding this already diﬃcult
work environment for women, the study
found that women in mining are confronted
by a working environment that lacks support,
supervisory relationships characterised by
a marked absence of mentors and senior
role models and inadequate professional
and career growth options. The net result
of all these factors stacked against women
in the mining workplace is a toxic and/or
near-toxic workplace environment, which
has far-reaching negative implications for
and eﬀects on women in mining. Some
of the observable manifestations of these
negative implications and eﬀects are lack
of conﬁdence, low self-esteem and lack
of assertiveness of women in mining work
environments (Women in Mining Canada,
2010). Closer to home, similar dimensions
and metrics of experiences of women in
mining are reported for Malawi (Hentschel
et al., 2002).

The second discourse is what may loosely
be described as the uneven, if not troubled,
transformation of the mining sector globally
to accommodate women. For a long time,
the mining sector has been characterised
by a lack of meaningful jobs and educational
development, along with weak mentoring
programmes and few career pathways for
women. This state of aﬀairs entered the
global spotlight through the seminal work
of pioneer American mining researcher,
Suzanne Tallichet, who carried out an
extensive investigation into the world of
female miners in West Virginia in the 1990s.
Her research established that women
in mining faced enormous obstacles,
including being prevented from transferring
to more professional positions from tough,
low-paying jobs. Furthermore, women were
not permitted to learn new skills to operate
machinery. Even after undergoing the

Separate from the two foregoing discourses
and with a speciﬁc focus on South
Africa, a dominant discourse on women
in mining relates to the constitutional
and legislative frameworks that are in
place to facilitate progressive and active
participation of women in mining in South
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Africa. Of particular importance, in this
case, in addition to the Constitution, which
guarantees equality, generally and equality
in the workplace, speciﬁcally, are the
MPRDA (Act 28 of 2002) and Mine Health
and Safety (Act 29 of 1996). The MPRDA
(Act 28 of 2002) enabled the responsible
minister to develop a broad-based socioeconomic empowerment charter for the
mining industry, which came to be known as
the Mining Charter. The ﬁrst Mining Charter
was gazetted in 2004, with the explicit
intention of advancing the participation of
historically disadvantaged South Africans in
the mining industry – this category included
women. The Mining Charter included
targets that mining companies had to meet
to conform with transformation eﬀorts. From
that point on, positive outcomes have been
realised gradually, with a notable outcome
being an increase in the number of women
employed in the industry. For example,
according to the South African Institute of
Race Relations (2012), in 2011, 20 000
women were employed in the mining sector.
In 2012, the ﬁgure was 52 000, representing
a gigantic leap of 160%. However, despite
this achievement, according to Botha
(2014), women remain on the fringes of
the industry, given the low representation
of women occupying board and senior
management positions and supervisory
roles in mining companies, because these
positions are still predominantly held by men
– speciﬁcally, white men. This unsatisfactory
growth in women’s representation in mining
in South Africa, as outlined above, ﬁnds
corroboration in statistics of the Mineral
Council of South Africa (MCSA), whose
mandate is to act as the principal advocate
for mining in South Africa. MCSA states in
its Facts and Figures Pocketbook 2019 that,
since the promulgation of the Mineral and
Petroleum Resources Development Act in
2002 and the ﬁrst Mining Charter in 2004,
the proportion of women in mining amongst
its members had increased signiﬁcantly,
from 3%, to an overall of 20% in 2019. This
increase was recorded across various job
categories.

A fourth discourse on women in mining that
is noteworthy relates to gender diﬀerences
in senior management positions. This
discourse holds that research has proven
the business beneﬁts of having a diversiﬁed
workforce. Reports by the International
Labour Organization (2015) and Bourke
and Dillon (2018) from the Management
Consulting company Deloitte concur about
the positive impact that gender diversity
has on companies’ ﬁnancial and social
achievement. Despite these noted beneﬁts,
women are not progressing to senior
managerial roles in the mining sector –
like in many other sectors; this failure has
found its way into popular and management
lexicon in the form of the term glass ceiling.
According to Stead and Watson (2006), the
term glass ceiling is often used to explain
why such a limited number of women reach
leadership roles, why they are not rising
as quickly as men through the hierarchical
structure of an organisation and why
they are likely to face tougher or unequal
promotion requirements than men. Such
factors are indicative of an ‘invisible’ (glass)
‘barrier’ (ceiling) to senior and executive
positions. According to Stead and Watson
(2010), the following factors explain the
glass ceiling phenomenon:
• A misconception that promoting women
into senior positions could put companies
in jeopardy;
• A misconception by men holding senior
positions that women lack the capability,
intelligence and skills of men;
• The notion that women cannot perform
as expected in the threatening sphere of
senior management;
• The fact that motherhood tends to
interrupt and could derail women’s
careers;
• Some men ﬁnd sharing authority with
women an unsettling thought;
• By and large, organisational authority
stays with men, because those in
authority are inclined to endorse
employees similar to themselves;
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• There is a misconception that women lack
suitable attitudes, behaviour, abilities,
education and training for managerial
and professional occupations; and

practice”. This gender blindness often ﬁnds
expression in staﬀ policies of organisations,
especially the institutionalised place of
women in the organisation generally and in
the workforce speciﬁcally with regard to how
far they can progress in the organisation
as compared to their male counterparts.
Two standout theories that have sought
to interrogate the (re)production of gender
blindness that is biased against women
in the two dimensions just pointed out are
gender stratiﬁcation theory and equality
bargaining theory.

• Organisational
and
systemic
discrimination occurs due to structural
policies.
In spite of these factors, however, there are
indications that society is making progress
in shattering the glass ceiling, even in
previously male-dominated sectors, such
as mining, globally and in South Africa.
According to Botha (2018); Botha and
Cronjé (2015); Zungu (2013); and Minerals
Council of South Africa (2017), mining in
South Africa has, for over a century, been
considered a male space; only the last
17 years have seen more women being
given employment opportunities in the
sector. Remarkable as this progress has
been, Lahiri-Dutt (2012) and Zungu (2013)
report that South African women in the
mining industry continue to experience
hurdles to entry and career progression,
due to unfavourable work conditions and
in spite of South African government policy
prohibiting discrimination against women.
Constitutional and legislative precepts are
unequivocal on equality and support for
women in all sectors of the economy and
national endeavours.

Stratiﬁcation theories generally and gender
stratiﬁcation theories speciﬁcally have been
around since the middle of the last century.
At their core, as Blumberg (1984 quoting
Lenski 1966) documents that “stratiﬁcation
theories may be viewed as attempts to
explain diﬀerential power and privilege,
and how the former begets the latter” with
“theory of gender stratiﬁcation” being “no
exception”. Noting that gender stratiﬁcation
theory is a complex theory, Blumberg
(1984) further documents that “one factor
– economic power – stands out”. When
these insights are related to women in the
workplace, they bring forth far-reaching
insights. The fundamental insight from this
theory is that because sociocultural, political
and economic factors deeply embedded
in society there has been a legacy of
diﬀerences in and to the manner in which
women have accessed power and privilege
that come with gainful employment in the
ﬁrst instance and guarantees of career
progression to the apex of an organisation
in the second instance. With the access to
power often predicating privilege and with
men not willing to cede power and privilege
that in most cases has been institutionalised
over decades if not centuries, in the resultant
power-privilege matrix, a critical standout
variable is ‘economic power’. In raw terms,
the gender that controls economic power
determines to a large extent who can
progress through diﬀerent society strata
because access to and control of economic
power is a critical stratifying force in society.
By and large, women, constrained by

A ﬁfth discourse attendant to women in
mining generally and women in mining
research and scholarship speciﬁcally that
is worth highlighting relates to rigours of
theorising gender equality in the workplace.
It is noteworthy that issues of gender
equality in the workplace are deeply
embedded in the discourses and practices
of industrial relations practice. However,
as Williamson and Baird (2014) document,
“more recently, the lack of gender analysis
of collective bargaining and in industrial
relations scholarship more broadly, has
gained some attention. Researchers have
examined the theoretical underpinnings
of the discipline and concluded that this
lack of gender analysis reﬂects a historical
gender blindness in industrial relations
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societal dictates, have found themselves
operating at predetermined strata, these
being those sub-apex economic strata. This
theory therefore helps explain why career
progression for women in the workplace
(in South Africa) generally and career
progression for women in the mining sector
in South Africa speciﬁcally. Women are
therefore ‘victims’ of largely predetermined
gender strata.

around health and safety. A key motif in
this discourse is the view that women enter
mining professions as a last resort. The
mining industry is not their preferred choice
of employment, because of demanding
and sometimes very dangerous working
conditions. In this regard, Wynn (2001)
articulates that women need some level of
physical suitability and strength to execute
mining duties.

Equality bargaining theory developed as
a response to the seemingly rigid gender
strata that gender stratiﬁcation theory
sought to describe and interrogate. This
was essentially because as times changed
as evidenced by the “increasing rate of
female employment and unionisation”
(Williamson and Baird, 2014) issues of
‘equality bargaining’ have permeated
theorising of industrial relations practice.
As a theoretical construct, equality
bargaining is embedded in the larger theory
of gender equality. Leading scholars in
theorising equality bargaining such as
Colling and Dickens (1998), in outlining
the key theoretical precepts of equality
bargaining document that it “encompasses
the collective negotiation of provisions
that are of particular interest or beneﬁt to
women and/or are likely to facilitate gender
equality (‘special measures’); equality
awareness in the part of negotiators in
handling commonplace bargaining agenda
items such as pay and pay opportunities
(‘gender-prooﬁng’) and the injection of an
equality dimension (speciﬁcally, addressing
gender disadvantage) to the negotiation of
change, for example reforming a grading
structure”. The research reported in this
article adopted this kind of orientation
fundamentally because of the realisation
and acknowledgement that the place
that women occupy in South African
mining sector – whether advantaged and
privileged or otherwise – is as a result of
cumulative equality bargaining practices
and processes.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
To address the research objective, the study
made use of a quantitative research design
employing a cross-sectional survey design.
Sample and sampling technique
As recommended by Ahmed (2009, p. 3),
the entire population of top and senior
managers consisting of 415 men and
111 women was the sample of the study.
The decision to include the entire study
population in the sample was determined
by the low numbers in top and senior
management positions. The decision
was augmented by a consideration that
disaggregation of the sample could aﬀect
the validity and reliability of the study results
adversely.
Data collection methods
A structured questionnaire, designed
according to the general questionnaire
format outlined by Babbie and Mouton
(2009, pp. 239–244) and adapted from a
study by De Klerk (2012), was distributed to
the four business units of a mining company.
A key factor in opting for questionnaires
was eﬃciency, in the sense outlined by
Rahman (2017), which means that they
can be administered easily to a large
number of respondents, they can be scored
objectively and data can be analysed
quantitatively. This phase was preceded by
a sensitisation drive through email by the
company’s Human Resources Division,
through which employees were requested
to volunteer to participate in the study. The
sensitisation email contained a link to direct
respondents to the questionnaire after they
had completed the informed consent form.

A last discourse on women in mining
worth documenting, albeit brieﬂy, revolves
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All the details of the study were outlined in
the introductory email and respondents were
given a week to complete the questionnaire.

management, which indicates that more
men than women occupied these positions,
was conﬁrmed by the data collected
by the questionnaire: There were more
male respondents (71%); only 29% were
female. Almost half the respondents (44%)
are white and just over a third (37%) are
Africans. A small percentage (3%) were
foreign nationals. The overwhelming
majority (98%) of the respondents were in
senior management positions and 85% had
been with the company for over ten years.
The majority of the respondents were in
older age categories, with almost half (46%)
being 41–50 years old and 31% 51–60
years. An interpretation of the demographic
data indicates that senior management
positions are overwhelmingly occupied by
respondents older than 41 years, with over
ten years work experience.

Ethical considerations
Driscoll and Brizee (2010) raised the
researcher’s awareness that the research
that is reported in this paper raised ethical
concerns, especially with regard to conﬂict
of interest, because the researcher works
for one of the business units. These
concerns were dealt with in several ways.
First, the researcher declared the conﬂict
of interest. Second, the Human Resources
Division acted as the gatekeeper and
communicated with the respondents, in
order to isolate the researcher from direct
involvement as a conﬂicted individual.
Further, the following interventions were put
in place: company consent was obtained,
as was approval from respondents; the
questionnaire was completed in English
to ensure parity amongst respondents of
diﬀerent linguistic backgrounds; all results
were treated conﬁdentially; no names
were written on questionnaires; there was
a commitment to destroy data after six
months; and participants had the right to
withdraw from the study at any point. This
framework is in line with the insights on
ethical considerations, informed consent,
conﬁdentiality and voluntary participation
outlined by Louw (2014, pp. 262–268). The
researcher applied for ethical clearance and
the ethical clearance number is available
on request.

The researcher sought to ﬁnd an underlying
factor that explained responses to a set of
statements as a whole; that is, they focused
on factor analysis. In order to determine the
reliability of the questionnaire, a Cronbach’s
alpha was conducted. Reliability measures
under 0.7 indicate that various deﬁnitions
are being measured; while measures above
0.95 indicate that the same statement is
being presented in diﬀerent terms. A value
in the target range of 0.7 to 0.95 is required
to quantify a single deﬁnition accurately.
In this survey, the reliability of three sets of
statements was evaluated:
• Perceptions related to women in mining
– a reliability factor of 0.84 was provided
by comparing responses;

Results/Findings
The questionnaire was sent to 526
employees, of whom 269 completed the
questionnaire. Questionnaires returned, but
for which respondents had not responded
favourably to the consent statement, were
discarded. In the end, the data contained
in 248 questionnaires was analysed, which
gives a response rate of 49%. The analysis
of the biographical data is presented in
Table 1, to indicate the representation of the
respondents.

The results of this test indicate that the data
of all three sets of statements were reliable.

The employee statistics for top and senior

A key objective of the study was to map

• Career advancement opportunities – a
comparison of responses produced a
reliability factor of 0.8; and
• Challenges experienced by women in
mining – a reliability factor of 0.72 was
provided by comparing responses.
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TABLE 1: ANALYSIS OF BIOGRAPHICAL DATA

Sample Demographics
Gender

Demographic

Marital status

Number of children

Highest educational
qualiﬁcation

Current role

Years of experience in mining
industry

How skills in mining were
acquired

Age

Male
Female
Gender non-conﬁrming
African
Coloured
Indian
White
Foreign National
Other
Single
In a relationship
Married
Divorced
Other
0
1
2
3
4 and above
Below Grade 12
Grade 12
Degree/Diploma
Postgraduate degree
Other
Top management (Board Member,
Registered Director)
Senior management (GBF 3,4,5)
< 1 year
1-2 years
3-5 years
6-10 years
>10 years
Risen through the ranks
Internal promotion
Formal education
On-the-job-training
Self-study
Aptitude and ability
18-20 yrs
21-30 yrs
31-40 yrs
41-50 yrs
51-60 yrs
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n
175
72
1
90
12
26
108
8
1
16
13
202
8
6
32
38
93
51
32
0
4
80
161
4

%
71%
29%
0%
37%
5%
11%
44%
3%
0%
7%
5%
82%
3%
2%
13%
15%
38%
21%
13%
0%
2%
32%
65%
1%

6

2%

241
2
5
8
22
209
64
17
89
35
8
36
0
0
59
113
76

98%
1%
2%
3%
9%
85%
26%
7%
36%
14%
3%
14%
0%
0%
24%
46%
31%

and senior management positions, in total
90% and 88% of employees disagreed that
equal numbers of women and men occupied
top and senior management positions
respectively. Overall, the statements
related to transformation, diversity and the
contribution by women were acknowledged
by the majority of respondents. This
ﬁnding is important, because it points to an
organisational culture shift at the company,
contrary to what had been the norm in the
industry, which had, until recently, been
characterised by a ‘macho’, male-inclined
culture being deeply entrenched.

perceptions respondents had of, among
other matters, women’s progression, or lack
thereof, in the mining sector. The responses
given by the respondents in reaction to
questionnaire statements are presented in
Figure 1.
The ﬁndings show that, in total, 88% of
employees agreed that transformation was
consistently at the top of the agenda of the
mine, while 12% did not share this view.
The majority (96%) of the respondents,
furthermore, reported that the company’s
top management continuously encouraged
its employees to embrace diversity; similar
views applied to senior management, with
a combined score of 92%. Furthermore,
81% indicated that they agreed that top
management always reminded them of the
important contribution women made in the
company, with almost a similar percentage
(52%) holding the same view about senior
management. However, it is worth noting
that, regarding gender equality in the
company as illustrated by women in top

In order to compare the mean obtained on
responses to the value that one could expect
if nobody had expressed opinions and had
just answered the questions randomly, a
t-test was conducted. The t-test results in
Table 2 show the diﬀerences between the
perceptions of men and women in relation
to top and senior management’s attitudes
to women in the mining industry.
The results show that there was a strong

FIGURE 1: STATEMENTS REGARDING PROGRESSION OF WOMEN AT THE MINING COMPANY
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TABLE 2: RESULTS OF T-TEST TO DETERMINE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN VIEWS OF MEN
AND WOMEN REGARDING TOP AND SENIOR MANAGEMENT’S ATTITUDE TO WOMEN IN THE
MINING INDUSTRY

Variables
Transformation is
consistently at the top of
the agenda
Top management
encourages all employees
to embrace diversity
Senior management
encourages all employees
to embrace diversity
Top management always
reminds us about the
important contribution
that women make in our
business
Senior management
always reminds us about
the important contribution
that women make in our
business
There is an equal number
of men and women in top
management
There is an equal number of
men and women in senior
management

n

Mean

Std
Dev.

Women

Men

Sig.

250

3.200

0.677

3.014

3.280

0.010**

250

3.432

0.619

3.306

3.486

0.044*

250

3.308

0.631

3.222

3.343

ns

248

3.105

0.712

2.806

3.231

0.000***

250

2.912

0.734

2.667

3.017

0.000***

248

1.778

0.658

1.556

1.867

0.000***

249

1.815

0.682

1.597

1.897

0.000***

Note: *p< 0.05; ** p< 0.01; *** p< 0.001
for women in mining at the company
involved in the study and challenges faced
by women in mining. The ﬁndings around
this cluster of variables are presented in
Figures 2 and 3.

signiﬁcance for all the statements in
Table 2, except for the statement, Senior
management encourages all employees to
embrace diversity. This ﬁnding is important,
because global workplaces are increasingly
diverse and diversity is an invaluable asset
for companies, especially for multinational
companies that operate across disparate
cultures. For these companies, diversity
means having a broad repertoire of creative
genius from a broad representation of
persons to tap from in pursuit of strategic
organisational goals.

According to Figure 2, a combined
percentage of, eﬀectively, 92% (50% strongly
agree and 42% agree) of respondents
agreed that direct line managers do support
women in their departments. While women
are reported as being supported, just over
half (54%: 40% strongly agree and 14%
agree) of all the respondents agrees that
there are programmes to address the skills
gap where 46% (41% disagree and 5%
strongly agree) of the respondents disagree

Another important set of variables that the
study sought to investigate is clustered
around career advancement opportunities
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FIGURE 2: SUPPORT FOR WOMEN IN MINING

on the existence of programmes that
address the skills gap between women and
men. Women, more than men, disagree
that such support programmes exist (Table
3: X-bar 2.743 vs X-bar 2.343). Ninety
percent (90%) of respondents, irrespective
of gender, agreed that their leadership
supports the acquisition of new skills. It

is also clear that women are included
by leadership in decision-making in the
company – the majority (89%) agreed with
this statement. Lastly, 73% of respondents
agreed that line managers keep track of
women’s career progression.
While ﬁgure 2 reﬂects the support for women

TABLE 3: T-TEST TO DETERMINE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN VIEWS OF MEN AND WOMEN
REGARDING SUPPORT FOR WOMEN IN MINING

Variables
My direct line manager
supports women in our
department
There are programmes
that address the skills gap
between women and men
Leadership supports the
acquisition of new skills,
irrespective of gender
Leadership involves women
employees in decisionmaking
My line manager and
leadership keep track of
women’s career progression

n

Mean

Std
Dev.

Women

Men

Sig.

248

3.415

0.674

3.310

3.460

ns

244

2.627

0.788

2.343

2.743

0.000***

247

3.279

0.662

3.083

3.366

0.004***

246

3.163

0.644

2.831

3.308

0.000***

247

2.903

0.748

2.639

3.012

0.001***

Note: *p< 0.05; ** p< 0.01; *** p< 0.001
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by line managers and leadership and–
that women are progressing well in their
careers, there may be a need to investigate
if they face hurdles that prevent them from
progressing to top or senior management
positions. If they are not progressing well,
measures must be put in place to enable
them to progress. The indicators need to
indicate clearly what factors women who
wish to progress to these positions have
to be cognisant of. These measures will be
outlined in the recommendations. Figure 3
reports on challenges faced by women in
mining.

accommodate women (72%); they consider
the changes that have been made to be
eﬀective (64%); they report that the mine
has protective equipment speciﬁcally
designed for women (88%); women feel
free to speak out (70%); and that women
are not harassed (74%). On a positive note,
it appears that the company makes eﬀorts
to accommodate women and take steps to
make women’s work environment bearable.
These measures include giving women
the opportunity to communicate about
work-related challenges and providing the
resources women need to execute their
tasks.

Figure 3 reports that women face
challenges at the mine. The results cannot
be transferred to the company’s whole
population as the views from women
themselves were minimal based on the
total population of top and senior managers
consisting of 415 men and 111 women. If
women were as well represented as men
in the sample, women’s views may have
had a bigger impact on the outcome of
the research. The majority of respondents
agreed that changes have been made to

The overarching interpretation of these
ﬁndings is that, though advances have
been made in the mining sector to address
issues relating to gender equity, the gains
achieved thus far have to be entrenched
and reinforced through concomitant shifts
in the overall organisational culture. This
is the only way to ensure that the gains
achieved do not unravel when, for instance,
there is a change in the leadership of the
company, as happens from time to time.

FIGURE 3: CHALLENGES EXPERIENCED BY WOMEN IN MINING
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MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
The following implications for management
can be deduced from the study.

A core implication of the research is its
conﬁrmation of the now widely accepted
maxim in business and public sector
organisations, that gender mainstreaming
is good business/management. Gender
mainstreaming, deﬁned by the Council of
Europe in 1998 as “the (re)organisation,
improvement, development and evaluation
of policy processes, so that a gender equality
perspective is incorporated in all policies at
all levels and at all stages, by the actors
normally involved in policy-making”. The
research, by reporting on advances made
by the particular mining industry leader
which was the focus of this study on matters
relating to gender mainstreaming in top
and senior management positions, shines
further light on this important paradigm shift
in organisational dynamics generally and in
organisational leadership, which has been
long in coming – it has been promised since
the 1985 Nairobi World Conference on
Women and was established as a strategy in
international gender equality policy through
the Beijing Platform for Action, which was
adopted at the 1995 Fourth United Nations
World Conference on Women in Beijing.

Extraction and beneﬁciation industries,
such as mining, are right in the vortex of
‘big data’ and confront its far-reaching
implications for operational eﬃciencies.
The shift to reliance on big data analytics
for operational optimisation has had certain
unintended consequences, especially with
regard to ‘people management’, which
must of necessity be anchored upon an
intimate understanding of the individual
and personal value propositions that each
employee brings to the organisation. The
research identiﬁed the need for nuanced,
data-driven decision-making in relation to
people management, especially regarding
matters of equity and aﬃrmative action,
where blanket and ‘big data’ generalisations
may not be the most suitable approaches to
achieve the intended unit, organisational and
sector compliance targets that contribute to
optimising operational eﬃciencies.
Though the beneﬁts of research and
development are valuable for industries
such as mining, which rely heavily on
complex plant and machinery and process
engineering tools and techniques, the
research reported in this article highlighted
another important dimension of research in
such industries, namely, that research has
a big role to play in modern management
processes. By gathering empirical data on
the progress made by the mining company
involved in this study – a mining sector
leader globally – in achieving gender equity
in the top management positions in its South
African operations and contrasting this data
with targets for achieving gender equity
in the company, as well as the sector, the
study reported in the article demonstrates
that research still has a big role to play
in modern management processes. A
further implication is that it is incumbent
upon companies to dedicate substantial
resources to research that supports
management decision-making.

Change to achieve gender equity is slowly
but surely taking root in the mining industry,
which has been, for more than a century,
a ‘macho’ industry and the preserve of
men. There are lessons to be learnt from
this paradigm shift and there is a need to
valorise these lessons within and beyond
the industry. A key lesson is that any ‘diﬃcult’
and/or ‘problematic’ issue in terms of
management, operations or organisational
culture dynamics needs ‘champions’ who,
as part of their ethos and performance
management deliverables, commit to steer
the organisations and/or units that they
lead toward gender equity. Conceptually,
the idea is to, ultimately, create and embed
virtuous cycles of gender parity champions
in business units, organisations, companies
and entire sectors.
Insights from gender stratiﬁcation theory and
equality bargaining theory bear management
implications. At a general level, insights from
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both theories point to a need – at all levels
of an organisation – to consciously craft
and implement interventionist policies and
practices aimed at deconstructing ‘gender
blindness’ in industrial relations practice,
especially when and where such ‘gender
blindness’ has had the residual eﬀect of
curtailing the productivity of women and/
or the progression of women through the
structures of an organisation.

through a conscious deconstruction and
reconstruction of gendered discourses
and practices that for eons, have been
skewed against women’s progression at
the workplace.
Another implication of the research ﬁndings
is the need to engender monitoring and
evaluation for industry-wide compliance on
matters of gender equity. The idea is that,
though the advances made by the company
involved on gender mainstreaming are to be
lauded and aﬃrmed, isolated achievements
on gender equity that are conﬁned to
speciﬁc companies to the exclusion of
other companies in the sector will not make
much of a dent in compliance statistics.
Eﬀectively, there is a need for continuous
industry-wide monitoring and evaluation, to
achieve gender equity compliance.

With regard to gender stratiﬁcation theory,
insights from the theory draw attention to
the embeddedness of gender stratiﬁcation
in society generally, which is often
replicated in organisational structures and
dynamics, often to the detriment of women.
The diﬀerentials of power and privilege
in society generally and diﬀerentials of
economic power in society speciﬁcally
often get replicated in organisations such
as companies and it takes conscious
managerial interventions to dismantle the
networks and discourses of privilege that
sustain this privileged access to economic
power – construed as real and potential
earning power – that often is skewed
against women and their progression in the
workplace.

Training and development are critical for
aligning workplaces for the new reality that
involves the equal presence of women in
all facets of industry. To achieve this ideal,
continuous training and development is
required. Furthermore, recruitment and
selection policies and the procedures
of companies need to be aligned, so
that they reﬂect and engender the new
realities of gender equity in companies and
organisations.

Regarding the equality bargaining theory,
the management implication deriving from
this theory is a call for conscientisation –
in the sense of critical awareness – within
management structures on the enduring
root causes of women marginalisation and
disempowerment within the workplace and
the need to redress these root causes with
women at the core of the discourses and
practices that aim to enfranchise them
within workplaces. Equality bargaining
theory further points to a need to recognise
and institutionalise women agency at the
workplace, with such agency deﬁned as
the ability, within organisations/companies,
for women to identify career goals or ability
to make career choices and then act upon
them without gendered constraints. In
sum, the two theories call for a reimagined
workplace in which women are enabled
and facilitated to achieve their potential

RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations could be
considered.
• End-to-end compliance system: An
in-house compliance system must be
developed, that seeks to align company
policies and operations with the country’s
constitution,
applicable
legislation,
policies, regulations and guidelines,
while benchmarking the company
operations with global best practices with
regard to the identiﬁcation, attraction,
recruitment, development and retention
of women in(to) the company.
• Workforce
databank
of
female
employees: A database must be
maintained for all female employees
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in all the business units of the mine,
with comprehensive details of their
backgrounds, their current skills and
aptitudes and training and development
requirements, their declared career
aspirations and how these ﬁt into the
mine’s overall strategic objectives,
generally and into the declared drive
for gender parity at top and senior
management positions.

mining industry, women continue to be
underrepresented. The ﬁndings of this
study, however, exposed a number of
more positive elements. For instance,
the respondents reported that the mine
prioritised transformation and embraced
diversity. Additionally, they conﬁrmed that, in
almost every area of the business, women
are being included and their viewpoints are
considered when decisions are made. The
aspects touched on in the implications for
management could provide a framework for
achieving gender parity in top and senior
management positions in South Africa’s
mining sector, generally and at this mine,
speciﬁcally.

• Workforce management eﬃciencies
relating to women: Human resource
processes and interventions must
be formulated and operationalised
and be aimed at optimising female
workforce management eﬃciencies.
These eﬃciencies must be based on
and justiﬁed through the recognition of
woman-speciﬁc attributes that enrich
the company’s institutional culture.

Key implications relate to data-driven
decision-making for people management;
research that supports management
decision-making; that gender mainstreaming
is good business/management; that there
is a need for ‘champions’ who, as part of
their ethos and performance management
deliverables, commit to steer organisations
and/or units they lead towards gender
equity; a need to engender monitoring and
evaluation for industry-wide compliance on
matters relating to gender equity; and that
training and development are critical for
aligning workplaces to face the new realities
of the equal presence of women in all facets
of industry.

• Workforce outcomes recognition for
women: Company-wide culture and
processes, through which female
workforce outcomes are recognised and
rewarded, must be instituted.
• Value-based workforce progression
for women: Company values must be
aligned so that they are responsive to
and supportive of the progression of the
female workforce, especially into top
and senior management positions in the
company.
CONCLUSION
The ﬁndings evidently show that the mine is
dominated by white men in top and senior
management positions. Nevertheless, the
company involved in this study prioritises
transformation and embraces diversity. The
results indicate that there is inclusion of
women in almost all aspects of the company,
including valuing their opinions when
making decisions. However, what is unclear
is whether programmes that are designed
to bridge the skills gap actually exist,
given an almost equal split of respondents
indicating that such programmes exist and
do not exist.
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DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE
HEALTHCARE LEADERSHIP
IN A PUBLIC HOSPITAL,
SOUTH AFRICA

respect of service delivery issues pertaining
to patient healthcare had been conducted
at the hospital. Diﬀerent leadership styles
were identiﬁed which could be employed
to increase eﬃciency and organisational
performance. The research ﬁndings are
critical for establishing eﬀective leadershiprelated interventions that can address the
service-delivery challenges that prevail at
the hospital.
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INTRODUCTION
Healthcare leaders are experiencing
increasing operational pressures in trying to
achieve their organisational mission, due to
many turbulent changes that occur in delivery,
payment and social systems (Spinelli, 2006;
Jones, Gavrankapetanovic, & Filipovic,
2020; Lee, Daugherty, & Hamelin, 2019).
The survival of the healthcare industry today
is therefore dependent on appropriate and
responsible leadership (Parsons, 2019).
Spinelli (2006) suggested that a leader’s
primary responsibility in modern healthcare
organisations is to provide resources and
to manage support systems that promote
maximum team performance. Healthcare
leadership is even more critical in the current
context of the Covid pandemic, which has
put global and local healthcare systems
under immense strain (Jones et al., 2020;
Mitschang, 2021; Gerwel Proches, Dorning
& Govender, 2020).

ABSTRACT
Eﬀective leadership can contribute to
improved organisational performance in
healthcare. The aim of this research was to
explore how to develop eﬀective leadership
in a public, urban hospital in South Africa.
The qualitative research approach was
utilised to identify the feelings, experiences,
views and opinions of hospital staﬀ at the
research site. Purposive sampling was
employed. Ten semi-structured interviews
were conducted face-to face with the
respective participants, i.e. managers
and employees from diﬀerent units, which
allowed for diverse perspectives to be
gathered on the research topic. Data were
analysed using thematic analysis. Data
analysis entailed coding or indexing of data
focusing on a wide range of categories,
identifying and describing themes or
patterns from the participants’ perspectives.
This process was followed in analyzing the
data that emerged from the semi-structured
interviews. Key ﬁndings indicated that the
hospital was inundated with numerous
challenges related to leadership, which
have contributed to a decline in healthcare
service delivery. No previous research,
speciﬁcally from a leadership point of view, in

PROBLEM INVESTIGATED
South Africa faces various challenges in the
public healthcare system, as a consequence
of the apartheid past and other events,
which created ongoing problems in terms
of the massiﬁcation of healthcare (Ham,
2008; Sahim, 2005; Spinelli, 2006). Some
of the key challenges that the hospital faced
included acute shortages of critical staﬀ
such as doctors, nurses and managers;
a lack of pharmaceutical drugs; outdated
medical equipment technology; a shortage
of linen; poor building infrastructure; and
malfunctioning air-conditioners. As a result
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of these issues, clinicians experienced
diﬃculty in expediting their primary function
of rendering quality healthcare to patients,
for example, surgeries are often postponed
or patients referred to other hospitals for
urgent treatment or medical emergencies,
which sometimes results in patient deaths
or severe trauma for patients.

the institution and the negative impact that
such problems had on patient healthcare.
Eﬀective leadership is thus critical to
ensuring smooth operations and service
delivery for the hospital. This paper draws
and reports on part of a larger Master’s
study which was conducted by the ﬁrst
author. The public hospital is not mentioned
to ensure anonymity and conﬁdentiality.

The Mercury (2013:1) clearly reported that
“The committee found that the hospital
had been hit by staﬀ shortages, poor
leadership, and low morale among staﬀ. It
was also operating with a severe shortage
of linen for patients, doctors and nurses. It
was also short of drugs”. Isik et al. (2012)
appropriately pointed out that the complexity
in healthcare settings presents a number
of challenges in the context of a workforce
that is recognized as highly specialized, as
well as the large number of patients. This
volatile environment therefore necessitates
the negotiation and enactment of various
leadership styles speciﬁcally for healthcare
service delivery.

RESEARCH AIM AND OBJECTIVES
The aim of the research was to explore how
to develop eﬀective leadership in a selected
public hospital in KwaZulu-Natal, South
Africa.
The following objectives were used to
further inform the study:
• To identify the healthcare
delivery issues at the hospital.

service

• To determine how the challenges are
related to leadership.
• To determine the best form of leadership
that is required for eﬃciency and
organisational performance in the
hospital.

The Senior Management team in the public
hospital in South Africa under study includes
the Chief Executive Oﬃcer, Medical
Manager, Human Resource Manager,
Finance Manager, Nurse Manager, and
Systems Manager. There are also managers
appointed at middle management and junior
management levels in order to ensure that
the various operational functions of the
hospital are expedited. The hospital aims
to provide a safe, quality, patient-orientated
district and regional health service,
with prescribed legislative and ethical
considerations. The entire management
team therefore also has an important
role to play in the provision of quality and
cost-eﬀective patient care through the
implementation of eﬀective and eﬃcient
processes. The rapid decline in healthcare
service delivery negates the provisions of
the Constitution of the Republic of South
Africa (1996), since desperate patients
were not getting the treatment and care
that they deserve. There were widespread
media reports on the escalating problems at

• To
identify
leadership-related
interventions to address healthcare
service delivery challenges.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The underlying assumption in the study of
leadership, is that leaders are responsible for
organisational performance and for bringing
about change. Leadership is an inﬂuence
relationship between leaders and followers
that focuses on bringing about real change
and outcomes that reﬂects their common
purpose (Daft, 2018). Although managers
are busy with planning, organising and
control in their organisations, leading plays
a critical role in a manager’s daily job.
Leadership focuses on inﬂuence, change,
motivation and inspiration. Leaders create a
vision of what the organisation can become
in the future, and inﬂuence followers to
collaborate around a common vision.
The management and leadership of
professional staﬀ in the healthcare sector
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is vital for strengthening the quality of
care rendered since eﬀective leadership
could indirectly reduce mortality rates by
providing support and inspiring skilled
and experienced staﬀ (Sfantou, Laliotis,
Patelarou, Sifaki- Pistolla, Matalliotakis
& Patelarou, 2017). Heller and Harrison
(2021: 10) argue that “It is evident the role
of the health service manager and the
environment in which they are required to
lead presents numerous challenges and
complexities”. Despite these challenges
and diﬃculties in the complex healthcare
environment, eﬀective leadership is key
in fostering high level engagement with
employees in order to achieve the strategic
goals in many organisations (Heller &
Harrison, 2021).

healthcare service delivery can be
achieved through strong leadership and
the strength of such leadership is related to
the leadership styles that could be adopted
at healthcare facilities (Warri, 2021). It is
critical for leaders to adapt to the changing
circumstances and not to conform to a
speciﬁc leadership styles all the time, taking
into account the internal and external factors
in order to achieve the best outcomes
(Ibrahim & Catalan-Opulencia, 2021).
Transformational leadership motivates
followers to pursue high aspirations and
sound moral values. They are constantly
engaging with followers, articulating the
vision of the organisation to them and
recognising the need for organisational
change.
Troﬁno
(2000:233)
clearly
indicated that a leader that facilitates the
formulation of the organisational vision
must engage with various stakeholders in
the organisation for the development of the
vision. Transformational leadership theory
may be useful in the public hospital setting,
since the principles and characteristics
used in this theory could be inﬂuential in
ensuring “buy-in” from clinicians, managers,
and team members for transformation in
healthcare at the facility. Studies conducted
in Denmark (Ham, 2008) revealed that that
country focused primarily on increasing the
involvement and participation of doctors in
leadership roles. Doctors may lack training
in leadership and management, but they
often end up assuming leadership roles;
the eﬀorts to develop capable leaders and
managers in the healthcare sector remains
a challenge (Mukwakungu, Mabasa &
Mbohwa, 2018). Bush (2012) recognized
that reform in the healthcare sector is
identiﬁed as a high priority for the nation,
taxpayers,
policymakers,
healthcare
professionals and healthcare organisations.

Historically, leadership has evolved
considerably over time – typically reﬂecting
society as a whole – and therefore it is
important to recognize that the associated
theories in leadership have also evolved
due to changes in attitudes, norms and
understandings in the world in its broader
context (Daft, 2018). A leader’s personal
characteristics such as honesty, intelligence,
self-conﬁdence and appearance are
elements of traits they can possess. Taylor
(2009) indicated that research studies on
successful leaders identiﬁed a number of
positive human traits that are important
for leadership, such as conﬁdence,
assertiveness, intelligence, adaptability,
and interpersonal skills.
In large organisations, particularly in
healthcare systems, there exists numerous
groups with varying subcultures that might
work collaboratively or could be in conﬂict
with one another (Al-Sawai, 2013; Figueroa
et al., 2019). Leaders, therefore, need
to take into account the diversity of the
workforce within the organisation and to
ensure the eﬃcient use of resources when
formulating management processes as well
as encouraging the team to strive towards
achieving common goals (Al-Sawai, 2013).
Eﬀective,

eﬃcient

and

Whilst there are some researchers that can
conﬁrm the usefulness of transactional and
transformational leadership in healthcare
settings, others challenge its applicability in
these settings. Hospital environments are
noted for rapid changes, experiencing high

high-quality
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levels of uncertainty and turbulence, and
therefore transformational leadership would
be more appropriate in these situations.
The Covid-19 pandemic has further
highlighted the need for eﬀective leadership
in healthcare settings (Kalina, 2020; Gerwel
Proches et al., 2020). Doherty, Gilson and
Shung-King (2018) stated that “public health
sector leadership needs to be informed by a
set of values reﬂecting the social objectives
of the country. These values need to be
internalized by leaders so that they infuse
their daily activities”. Wronka et al. (2010)
however pointed to the role of organisational
culture in public sector organisations, which
is often largely bureaucratic, stable and not
willing to change when the need arises.
Leaders in these organisations may thus
be more interested in the stability of the
organisation and be involved in routine
decision-making.

the respective oﬃces of the participants at
the selected public hospital and the duration
of each interview session was approximately
45 minutes. Key questions focused on the
critical leadership issues that were aﬀecting
service delivery at the institution. The
interview schedule was drawn up focusing
on the challenges, feelings, views and
perceptions of the participants, in respect
of the research topic. Al-Yateem (2012)
pointed out that rich narrative data are
obtained during interviews with participants
such as clinicians and patients and can be
useful for expansion of services, planning
new services, informing relevant policies,
etc. The interview schedule comprised
10 questions, with four broad, openended questions that attempted to explore
the central concept in this study. Since
this study was qualitative in nature, the
interview schedule was developed taking
into account the perceptions, views, ideas
and feelings of the participants in respect of
the research topic.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The qualitative research approach was
employed in this study, in order to incorporate
the participants’ feelings, experiences,
views and ideas. Purposive sampling was
employed and in-depth, semi-structured
interviews were used to collect data. Each
respondent received an informed consent
form outlining the purpose of the study.
Gatekeeper approval and ethical clearance
approval was obtained.

The interview commenced with the broad
research question underpinning the study,
followed by more speciﬁc questions. The
following questions were included in the
interview schedule:
• What are the existing service delivery
issues at the hospital?
• How are the challenges related to
leadership?

Ten semi-structured interviews were
conducted face-to-face with the respective
participants, i.e. managers and employees
from diﬀerent units – which allowed diverse
perspectives to be gathered on the research
topic. The sample included managers and
employees from various units in the hospital
in order to obtain diverse perspectives in
respect of the role of leadership in relation to
healthcare service delivery at the hospital.
The sample was spread across diﬀerent
departments. The participants were from
the following divisions: Technical, Nursing,
Administration, Information Technology,
and Allied Health Therapists.

• What is the best form of leadership that is
required for eﬃciency and organisational
performance at the hospital?
• What leadership-related interventions
can be introduced to address healthcare
service delivery challenges?
Thematic analysis was used to analyze the
data. Braun and Clarke (2006) explained
that analysis involves continually moving
backwards and forward between the whole
data set, the coded data that is being
analysed, and the analysed data that the
researcher produces. Data analysis entails
coding or indexing of data focusing on a

Interviews were conducted face-to-face in
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wide range of categories, identifying and
describing themes or patterns from the
participants’ perspectives (Braun & Clarke,
2006). These themes and patterns are then
explained and understood as they emerge
from the setting. This process was followed
in analyzing the data that emerged from the
interviews. The primary themes emanating
from the study were healthcare service
delivery challenges and leadership.

managers, doctors, nurses and engineers,
as well as a shortage of supplies such
as pharmaceuticals, drugs, medicine,
stationery, etc.. It was argued that this
contributes to failing healthcare service
delivery at the facility.
Participants argued that the limitations
imposed on managers for the procurement
of essential medical supplies and the ﬁlling
of certain critical posts for the hospital was
having an adverse eﬀect on its internal
operations. The interim Senior Management
team was perceived to be disruptive, lacking
in management skills, and struggling to
cope with steering the hospital in the right
direction.

FINDINGS
The participants (Table 1) provided rich
data, which allowed for themes (Table 2) to
be identiﬁed.
TABLE 2: THEMES

Theme 1
Theme 2
Theme 3
Theme 4
Theme 5
Theme 6
Theme 7

Healthcare service delivery
challenges
Role of leadership in driving
performance
Vision
Strong organisational
culture
Communication
Values
Transparency

‘Shortage of surgical supplies to run the
department, restriction by managers
to execute certain duties, e.g.
procurement, ﬁlling of posts (vacant)
is impacting on service delivery.’
The existing staﬀ members were overburdened from the additional workload at
the respective units of the hospital. It was
argued that the vast majority of patients
that attended the hospital for treatment
feel that their constitutional right to quality
healthcare is being violated because of the
sub-standard healthcare that the facility
is currently providing. The shortages of
qualiﬁed, skilled staﬀ in various clinical
disciplines are a contributory factor.

The themes which emerged are now
presented and discussed, integrating
quotations from participants.
Healthcare service delivery challenges
Participants highlighted that key challenges
that the hospital was faced with included
shortages of critical staﬀ such as

‘Actually service delivery is not up

TABLE 1: INTERVIEW PARTICIPANTS

Participants
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10

Occupational Category
Technical
Nursing
Administration
Administration
Administration
Nursing
Information Technology
Administration
Administration
Allied Health Therapists

Gender
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Female
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Race
African
Coloured
Indian
Coloured
African
White
Indian
Indian
African
Indian

to standard due to revamp and
moving of patients from pillar to
post, patients’ rights are sometimes
violated;
shortage
of
staﬀ.’

as a whole and excessive patient
load together with staﬀ shortages.’
‘Infrastructure is crumbling due
to
ageing
building
resulting
in
maintenance
problems.’

Participants were of the opinion that the
frequent change in executive management
and the non-appointment of senior
managers into permanent posts was causing
confusion amongst staﬀ members and
aﬀecting their day-to-day operations. They
believed that the executive management
of the hospital was fragmented, and did
not take responsibility for making decisions
on critical issues and providing support to
key stakeholders across all levels in the
organisation.

The existing building and equipment is
lacking in maintenance and daily upkeep
due to a scarcity of resources, such as
qualiﬁed maintenance engineers and
artisans, as well as essential supplies
required for routine maintenance.
‘Air conditioners were not working which
led to the theatres being closed down.’
The ﬁndings therefore indicated that there
were genuine challenges at the hospital
that are resulting in healthcare service
delivery failures at the facility. This study
attempted to explore the role of leadership
in relation to healthcare service delivery at
the hospital and found that these service
delivery challenges should be addressed
by improving the current leadership
approaches, which could contribute to
promoting eﬀective healthcare service
delivery for all patients.

Attitudes of people towards work and
expectation of management of staﬀ in the
face of problems, lack of support from
management and head oﬃce.’
‘Lack of responsibility from the
hospital management – no one
able to make concrete decisions
to the running of the hospital.’
Participants also attributed the high
incidences of fraud, corruption and
mismanagement to poor leadership that
is adversely aﬀecting service delivery at
the hospital. Senior managers lacking in
knowledge, skills and experience to perform
at strategic levels of the organisation was
identiﬁed as one of the root causes that is
aﬀecting healthcare service delivery.

Naidoo and Xollie (2011) argued that
poor performance is related to ineﬀective
leadership, consequently impacting on
service delivery outcomes. It is evident
from this study that the hospital was faced
with various, complex challenges that the
existing leadership was battling to handle.

Participants also stressed the importance
of good infrastructure and equipment for
supporting healthcare service delivery
initiatives at the hospital.

Role of Leadership in Driving
Performance
Participants indicated that leadership
played a signiﬁcant role in driving the
performance and service-delivery initiatives
at the hospital. In order to achieve this, the
leadership must be open and transparent
at all times, take decisive actions in critical
situations, and constantly engage with
team members in order to inﬂuence them
and gain their support.

‘Lack of maintenance and upkeep
of existing equipment and buildings

‘Leader to drive the organisation forward
and manage processes … should

‘The management of the institution
has
poor
management
skills.’
‘Poor selection of appropriate people
with required skills to manage... They
lack commitment; lack of accountability.’
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oversee, monitor, involve, participate,
interact, inﬂuence team members.’

of

equity

policy.’

Participants also indicated that some of
the senior leaders at the hospital lacked
the necessary qualiﬁcations, skills and
competencies that would enable them
to perform their duties eﬀectively and
eﬃciently. Some felt that the application
of employment equity for the selection
of suitable candidates for key leadership
positions at the hospital was ineﬀective.
The
departmental
performance
management system was also identiﬁed
as being ineﬀective, since the application
of this system failed to address the poor
performance of the team. These factors
therefore compounded the service-delivery
failures at the hospital.

A participant held the view that the
hospital historically had strong leaders
who focused on providing quality patient
care to all citizens. However, it was argued
that the constant change of leadership at
the hospital over the past few years had
resulted in a rapid decline of patient care
that necessitated urgent interventions from
the Department of Health.
‘People
need
people need to be

employment

direction;
guided …’

Participants
highlighted
that
failing
leadership at the hospital contributed to the
escalating service-delivery challenges at the
facility. These included shortages of critical
staﬀ such as managers, doctors, nurses and
engineers, and a shortage of supplies such
as pharmaceuticals, drugs, medicine, and
stationery. The instability in management
as a result of senior managers being
appointed in acting positions for lengthy
periods was considered a crucial reason
for the ineﬀectiveness of the leadership
at the hospital. A manager that adopts
a non-participatory leadership style with
team members and lacks internal control
within the respective area of operation, can
signiﬁcantly impede service delivery.

‘If
decisions
cannot
be
implemented, leadership will be
stiﬂed, even if the decisions are
good, leading to poor leadership.
Participants strongly emphasised the need
for a permanent and stable executive
leadership at the hospital. They indicated
that the interim management team was
over-burdened with responsibilities, which
was causing conﬂict and confusion across
the diﬀerent levels in the hierarchy of the
organisation. This scenario often resulted
in the respective managers taking matters
personally, which caused conﬂict in the
executive leadership of the hospital. The
continual change in managers at executive
level did not resolve the impending servicedelivery issues at the hospital, but rather
resulted in the escalation of the problems.

The healthcare service-delivery challenges
were found to be directly related to
leadership, since it is the executive
leadership of the hospital that is primarily
responsible for ensuring that it achieves its
strategic goal of providing quality healthcare
to all patients. Participants attributed the
service-delivery challenges to factors
directly related to leadership.

‘Previous managers wore more
than one cap, e.g. medical manager
acting as CEO or Operational
Unit Manager acting as medical
manager. Managers thus become
overburdened with
responsibility.’

‘Patient care is compromised because
staﬀ are demotivated; the qualiﬁcations,
skills and competencies of staﬀ
members do not match their jobs …,
inadequate performance appraisal
system, the negative attitude of staﬀ
towards work and the application

‘The leadership is non-existent
because instead of leading your unit/
team you come to work to troubleshoot, put out ﬁres; then once
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damage control is done, paperwork
is completed but little is done for the
adverse events – so that the damage
control does not occur as often.’

The key leadership of the hospital should
comprise senior managers appointed
permanently with the relevant qualiﬁcations
and experience in the health sector, who
are driven to achieve maximum health
outcomes with the available resources.
Participants speciﬁed that leaders should
plan adequately, lead and provide direction
to team members, ensure strict adherence
to pre-determined timelines, and institute
control when necessary.

Responses
pointed
to
participants
describing a participative, transformational
leader that could turn around the existing
service-delivery challenges at the facility.
The expectations from participants in this
study were that the Chief Executive Oﬃcer
and his executive team should adopt a
transformational leadership style, in order
to improve healthcare service delivery at
the hospital.

‘The best form of leadership would be
leadership with a clear vision of the
Department of Health relating to the
strategic direction of the department.’

‘Interactive, participative approach,
gaining views from all staﬀ members
and engaging in a healthy and
productive
work
environment.’

A large number of participants emphasised
the importance of distributed leadership at
the hospital in relation to the provision of
quality healthcare for patients. One person
cannot function in isolation, independent
of key stakeholders such as managers,
supervisors, clinicians and community
members; therefore, it was considered
imperative that all play a role in the decisionmaking process in order to promote
organisational eﬃciency.

Participants also stated that an opendoor policy would be more suitable to the
hospital scenario and that there should be
consultation at all levels of the organisation
when deemed necessary. Leaders that
espouse honesty, commitment and
empathy, and those that encourage and
motivate team members, could contribute
positively towards organisational eﬃciency.

‘A health institution would require
distributed or collective leadership.
Single
leadership
would
have
serious
repercussions
on
a
patient’s
healthcare,
decisionmaking impacts on service delivery.’

‘Leadership that is based on honesty,
commitment, empathy and strategic
planning and appropriate time frames.’
‘It’s important that one has to be caring,
compassionate, honest, respectful…
to
provide
quality
healthcare.’

Participants argued that team performance
was on the decline at the hospital due
to a lack of trust and conﬁdence from
team
members,
no
empowerment,
communication breakdowns, and poor
decision-making.

Participants were convinced that a leader
with sound values, strong interpersonal
skills and who encourages robust
engagement with team members would be
most suitable for implementing eﬀective
turn-around strategies at the hospital.
Participants strongly expressed the view
that the executive leadership should
have a clear vision of the Department of
Health’s strategic goals and should ensure
that the hospital’s vision is aligned to the
Department’s key strategic priorities.

‘One person cannot oversee and
make their own decisions. CEO to
involve all team members in decisionmaking; managers and supervisors
must be proactive; this would
contribute to stronger leadership.’
‘Doctors
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and doctors) as a team and not
point ﬁngers and shift blame’.

important that leaders know and understand
an organisation’s environment, forecasting
what it might be like in the future, and
setting a direction for that future which all
stakeholders can believe in.

Participants argued that the clinicians
from the various disciplines at the hospital
have a critical role to play in strengthening
leadership at the facility. They should play
a collaborative role with the management
team since they are the experts on clinical
issues and should provide expert advice
and guidance on clinical aspects aﬀecting
patient care.

‘People in acting positions do not have
skills in leadership. Lower-level staﬀ
members elevated to acting positions
with limited knowledge and skills
for senior management functions.’
It was evident that the team members
lacked trust in the executive management
of the hospital.

‘Clinicians must support management
...
constructive
criticisms
are
welcomed ... they must come with
solutions to resolve problems.’

‘Employees should trust in the
leadership in any organisation.’

‘Management within the hospital are
meant to provide an environment
that
lends
itself
to
eﬃcient
service delivery for its clinicians.’

Strong organisational culture
The ﬁndings indicated that staﬀ recognition
for innovation and exceptional performance
inﬂuenced their morale and attitudes
towards their work, which could contribute
to improved healthcare outcomes at the
hospital. It is important that all issues
pertinent to organisational culture be clearly
identiﬁed in order to promote eﬀective
leadership, for example, recognising
change as an aspect of culture. Horner
(1997) explained that leaders should be
adaptable to change, which is dependent
on the culture and the continuous shifting
and development of the environment. It
must be highlighted that the hospital had
a culture of rendering quality healthcare
for many years in the past and had won
many achievements for service excellence.
It was argued that leaders at the hospital
were failing to create an adaptability culture
that could encourage values within the
team that could assist in translating into
new behavioural responses pertaining to
service-delivery challenges at the facility.
Cameron and Green (2009) pointed out
that culture is of critical importance in
organisations due to the impact it has on
performance. Leaders therefore have a vital
role to play in the management of culture,
since they must have the knowledge and
understanding of the organisational culture

Participants
emphasised
that
the
clinician’s role in the procurement-planning
processes of the hospital was crucial,
especially for items such as medicines,
medical equipment and pharmaceuticals.
Their expert knowledge and advice was
considered important for clinical decisionmaking, and participants argued that they
must be actively involved in all decisions
pertaining to patient care at the hospital.
A distinction was also made between how
the private and public healthcare system in
the country appeared to be operating. The
migration of doctors to private hospitals
and the payment of remuneration outside
the public service were recognised as key
factors for the shortage of doctors in state
hospitals. It was indicated that the shortage
of doctors at the hospital also exacerbated
the healthcare service delivery challenges
at the facility.
Vision
It was argued that the executive
management at the hospital lacked vision
and were failing to steer the organisation
to achieve its strategic goals of providing
quality healthcare to all its patients. It is
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and be able to modify the culture to meet
organisational needs in the future.

‘Breakdown
in
communication
is resulting in information not
being ﬁltered down to the lower
operational levels of the hospital.’

‘If staﬀ are seen as the greatest
resource by management which is a
leadership skill, then this value will
impact the attitude and morale of
staﬀ. This will cascade into heartfelt
and quality healthcare to our patients.’

Participants also stressed the importance
of communication between clinicians and
non-clinical staﬀ, because views may
diﬀer between them and can be crucial for
patient care. For this reason, participants
suggested that the Chief Clinicians from
the respective clinical units be integrated
into the management team to facilitate
discussions on clinical issues at the
hospital. It was also indicated that there
should be regular meetings between middle
managers in the clinical arena, as they
are directly responsible for ensuring that
the clinical objectives of the hospital are
achieved.

Communication
The participants stressed that the frequent
change in the executive leadership of the
hospital resulted in inappropriate delegation
of responsibilities, causing communication
breakdowns across the diﬀerent levels in
the hospital. This also derailed the planning
process since the new management was
reluctant to implement action plans and
be held responsible for plans that were
formulated by the previous management.
This, therefore, opened up opportunities for
fraud and corruption that would be diﬃcult
to overcome in the short term.

‘Clinicians play a major role in running
of the organisation; at this point there
are no meetings with management.’

‘Frequent changes in leadership
can result in poor knowledge of
history of the institution due to
management changes, unidirectional
communication, poor co-ordination
between levels of management (Head
Oﬃce and Institution) and inappropriate
delegation
of
responsibilities.’

Participants also argued that managers
demonstrated
poor
leadership
and
management skills in the administrative,
technical and clinical domains of the
hospital. This non-integrated management
style had resulted in communication
breakdowns in various sections of the
hospital, resulting in poor information ﬂow
and lack of cooperation from staﬀ members
at all levels within the hierarchy.

‘… Inability for incoming management
to deal with issues… either because
they have just arrived and cannot be
held responsible, or the level of fraud
and corruption cannot be overcome.’

‘…Inability to cope with large inﬂux
of patients due to poor planning and
management skills (administration,
technical and clinical) and a nonintegrated
management
system.’

Participants felt that communication was
a major problem at the hospital, and the
cascading of information across all levels
in the organisation was very slow and at
times non-existent. It must be noted that a
healthcare environment is challenging and
decisions are often urgent and crucial for
patient care, therefore it is imperative that
there is eﬀective communication across all
levels in the organisation.

The participants also highlighted that
vague policies, instructions and directives;
slow response times to urgent reports;
and ineﬀective processes have a negative
eﬀect on the operational functioning of the
hospital. This often resulted in confusion and
ambiguity between managers, supervisors
and operational staﬀ. Communication
therefore plays a critical role in any healthcare
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organisation today. The participants in
this study highlighted the eﬀects of poor
communication emanating from diﬀerent
levels in the organisation and the associated
impact on healthcare provision. The work of
Thyer (2003) emphasised the importance
of communication in relation to leadership,
team interaction and development, and its
associated impact from diﬀerent cultures,
behaviours and the environment.

issues and ensure communication,
teamwork
to
resolve
issues.
‘Eﬀective communication strategies to
engage key people within the institution.’
The research ﬁndings suggest that the
hospital lacked an open communication
climate that could cut across boundaries
in the organisation, and one that could
obtain inputs from various sources that
would support the organisational vision.
However, Thyer (2003) emphasised that
teams are ignited through changes in
communication and leaders are transformed
to the extent that they can promote an open
communication climate in the organisation.
Open communication channels have the
added advantage of alleviating conﬂict and
tension between departments, building
trust and re-aﬃrming followers’ commitment
towards the shared vision. Cameron and
Green (2009) pointed out that any form of
communication from a manager or leader
should be well planned and clear so that the
right information is transmitted at the right
time, to the right people, and through the
right medium.

Communication and eﬀective teamwork is
crucial for the delivery of quality, safe and
reliable healthcare to patients. Leonard
and Frankel (2011) emphasised that
the eﬀectiveness of care and reduced
clinical risks is dependent upon eﬀective
teamwork and other reliable processes of
care. This therefore necessitates a cultural
shift, focusing on skilled professionals
working collaboratively within a complex
environment for enhancing training and
promoting eﬀective teamwork. It is the
responsibility of both the senior leaders and
the clinical leaders of the organisation to
drive the performance within the team. The
cascading of information such as safety and
quality across all levels in the organisation
by the senior leaders is a priority.

VALUES
Participants recognised that the existing
challenges that permeate across all sections
at the hospital are a consequence of leaders
lacking in trust, honesty, integrity, discipline
and interpersonal skills, which contribute
to tension and uncertainty at the facility.
It was indicated that strong leaders lead
team members in the right direction and are
focused on them achieving maximum output
by providing the necessary resources, such
as staﬀ and supplies that are essential for
service delivery.

Eﬀective communication is critical for
building trust and gaining team member’s
commitment for the realisation of the
organisational vision, thus uniting and
inspiring them towards a common purpose.
‘Employees should trust in leadership
in any organisation; if leadership is
failing, it will lead to poor conﬁdence
and
trust
from
employees.’
Leaders can also facilitate strategic
conversations that can aid in driving
the organisation forward through open
communication channels, asking questions,
discernment, active listening and dialogue.

‘…those in leadership positions do not
lead by example and lack honesty and
integrity. Existing challenges come
about through a lack of discipline and
proper management and people skills.’

‘Management
needs
to
adopt
the
management-by-walkabout
strategy to engage with staﬀ at
ground roots, to identify pertinent

In fully understanding the role of leaders
in organisations today, it is important to
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look at what happens deep within them
and not to just observe their behaviours.
Scharmer (2009) indicated that although it
may sound easy to see reality together, it is
something that can be really challenging to
do properly. He elaborated that the primary
role of leaders is to enhance their systemic
capacity to see and focus deeply on the
realities that people contend with and enact
(Scharmer, 2009).

organisational goals. In Nielson’s (2008)
study on transformational leadership,
it was emphasised that advancing staﬀ
development in healthcare settings can
encourage staﬀ members to ﬁnd innovative
and creative solutions to problems, and
also test modern methods of working. Other
studies have recognised transparency as a
way in which citizens can exert an inﬂuence
on the manner in which public services are
rendered, taking into account their own
views and preferences, as well as being
informed about decisions made (Stirton &
Lodge, 2001). In this view, transparency
is associated with moral values because
individual autonomy is enhanced though
joint participation with citizens in the
decision-making process that aﬀects their
lives and personal interests (Stirton &
Lodge, 2001).

Horner (1997) explained that leaders
should think and act diﬀerently, with their
actions being guided by personal values
and innovation rather than focusing on
textbook solutions. It was highlighted that
charismatic leaders are collaborative,
promote motivation and commitment
among team members, are good role
models, communicate high expectations
to team members and focus on innovation
and creativity in the workplace In order for
future leaders to be successful, they need
to uphold values, visions and paradigms
that can result in an empowered and
team-oriented workforce. In this study,
participants felt strongly that the senior
leadership of the hospital needed to adopt a
sound value system. This could contribute
to building trust and conﬁdence in the senior
leadership of the hospital

DISCUSSION
Participants highlighted that leadership
played a signiﬁcant role in driving the
performance and service-delivery initiatives
at the hospital. When team members
participate in the decision-making process,
their motivation levels increase and they
are recognised as being valuable and loyal
by the organisation (Curtis & O’Connell,
2011). Successful leaders have the ability
to think and act strategically in any type of
organisation – inﬂuencing, motivating and
inspiring followers for the realisation of their
maximum potential (Slavkin, 2010).

TRANSPARENCY
The participants expressed strongly that
leadership qualities such as openness and
transparency were critical for leading an
organisation as dynamic as this hospital.

Participants supported a participative,
transformational leader who could turn
around the existing service-delivery
challenges at the facility. The expectations
were that the Chief Executive Oﬃcer
and his executive team should adopt a
transformational leadership style in order to
improve healthcare service delivery at the
hospital. The literature on transformational
leadership refers to leaders who give
people a sense of meaning and purpose in
their work. Ineﬀective and poor leadership
approaches can manifest themselves in
the provision of poor service delivery for
the citizens of the country (Naidoo & Xollie,

‘The current situation requires a
transparent and open leadership, one
that would not keep people in the
dark.... but work with team members.’
It is critical for healthcare leaders to be
open and transparent with the team so
that they can be encouraged to support
the organisation in the realisation of
strategic goals. Leaders exhibit openness
and transparency when they talk openly
about their own feelings and emotions
and about their team’s abilities to achieve
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2011).

diverse perspectives and strategies.
Research by Naidoo and Xollie (2011)
pointed out that this multi-dimensional
approach takes into account sensitivities
such as culture, religion, gender, political,
and socioeconomic diﬀerences. It was
evident in this study that strategic leadership
was lacking considerably.

It is however also necessary to apply a
transactional leadership style to enable
operational supervisors to use contingent
rewards such as rewards that could
motivate the team to achieve organisational
goals. Autocratic leadership that focuses on
the centralisation of authority and positional
power of individuals in an organisation (Daft,
2018) could also be appropriate during an
emergency or crisis situation, whilst the
clinicians should conform to bureaucratic
rules and procedures in the clinical setting
of the hospital.

Participants strongly supported distributed
leadership for this hospital, since the
organisation has broad categories of staﬀ
members across diﬀerent levels in the
organisation that could contribute towards
improving the situation at the facility.
One person cannot function in isolation
– independent of key stakeholders such
as managers, supervisors, clinicians and
community members. Distributed leadership
has advocated that leadership practices
are not something that is done to team
members or which focus on the actions of
a single individual, but rather they are the
interactions between the leader and team
members, which are critical for leadership
eﬀectiveness.

Participants strongly expressed that the
executive leadership should have a clear
vision of the Department of Health’s strategic
goals and must ensure that the hospital’s
vision is aligned to the Department’s key
strategic priorities. This leader should
be interactive and involve relevant staﬀ
members in the decision-making process.
Strategic leaders are able to inﬂuence team
members to contribute voluntarily in day-today decision-making that could enhance the
organisation’s viability in the long term. The
executive leadership should have a clear
vision of the Department of Health’s strategic
goals and must ensure that the hospital’s
vision is aligned to the Department’s key
strategic priorities. Leaders should plan
adequately, lead and provide direction to
team members, ensure strict adherence
to pre-determined timelines, and institute
control when necessary.

Wronka, Austen and Wronka (2010) clearly
highlighted that reforms in healthcare
systems result in the modiﬁcation of
organisational structures and methods
of operating, from highly integrated to
decentralised and distributed – regarding
the mechanisms for ﬁnancing the provision
of healthcare. Participants indicated that
decision-making was crucial in a healthcare
environment as dynamic as this hospital,
and therefore it was considered important
that the senior leaders consult with all
stakeholders at all levels of the organisation,
and involve them during decision-making.
This collaborative practice involving all
healthcare personnel – including managers,
clinicians, nurses and allied-healthcare
workers – could contribute considerably
towards achieving the common goal of
providing quality healthcare for patients.

The healthcare environment is complex,
and the future is always unpredictable and
uncertain, and therefore issues overwhelm
leaders as they unfold. Leaders have
a tendency to focus more on internal
operational issues than on paying attention
to important strategic goals. The inclusion
of diverse perspectives at this hospital
could be useful for the realisation of
maximum healthcare outcomes, if applied
in an appropriate manner. Strategic
leadership is multi-dimensional, with unique
characteristics,
multiple
approaches,

In this study, it was evident that many
supervisors and senior managers were
stuck in their respective departments and
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were not collaborating with team members in
ﬁnding innovative solutions to the problems
at the hospital. In the study of Nielson et
al. (2008) on transformational leadership,
it was emphasised that advancing staﬀ
development in healthcare settings can
encourage staﬀ members to ﬁnd innovative
and creative solutions to problems, and
also test modern methods of working.

leaders are transformed to the extent that
they can promote an open communication
climate in the organisation. Cameron and
Green (2009) pointed out that any form of
communication from a manager or leader
should be well planned and clear, so that
the right information is transmitted at the
right time, to the right people, and through
the right medium.

Leonard and Frankel (2011) emphasised
that, historically, leadership was not
taught as a skill in healthcare, but there
is progressively more awareness in the
modern era of the need for clinicians to
understand eﬀective leadership behaviours.
As public-sector healthcare management
has paid more attention to managing costs
than clinical leadership, it is important that
clinicians be developed in leadership and
management throughout the healthcare
organisation and not only in their respective
positions.

Participants felt that the leaders at the
hospital lacked values such as honesty,
integrity, discipline and trust, which caused
tensions and uncertainties among team
members, thus aﬀecting healthcare service
delivery. Scharmer’s (2009) Theory U
process was referred to in the discussion in
order to fully understand the role of leaders
and their behaviours in an organisation.
It was highlighted in the study that the
hospital needed a strong value system that
could restore the trust and conﬁdence in its
leadership.

The ﬁndings indicated that the executive
management at this hospital lacked vision,
and were failing to steer the organisation
to achieve its strategic goals of providing
quality healthcare to all patients. Bush
(2012) described visionary leaders as
people that set direction, focusing on what
lies ahead, and inspiring and encouraging
team members. Giltinane’s (2013) study
highlighted that a leader’s trust and
support from team members can lead the
team more successfully through change
than leaders who do not have such trust
and support. It is recommended that the
executive leadership should implement rigid
monitoring mechanisms to establish staﬀ
members’ compliance with the departmental
value system and code of conduct.

It was emphasised that the hospital needs
an open and transparent leadership,
with sound moral values that promotes
team participation for the realisation
of organisational goals. According to
Stirton and Lodge (2001), transparency
is associated with moral values because
individual autonomy is enhanced through
joint participation with citizens in the
decision-making process.
MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
Doctors should follow global trends on
healthcare service delivery that involve
the multi-disciplinary team of the hospital.
Leadership programmes should be
introduced for managers and leaders in
the hospital. An increased emphasis on
teamwork, innovation, strategic processes,
and the training and development of
clinicians in leadership and management,
needs to be formulated. Communication
and eﬀective teamwork is crucial for
the delivery of quality, safe and reliable
healthcare to patients. This therefore
necessitates a cultural shift, focusing on
skilled professionals working collaboratively

The research ﬁndings suggest that the
hospital lacks an open communication
climate that could cut across boundaries in
the organisation, and one that could obtain
inputs from various sources that would
support the organisational vision. Thyer
(2003) emphasised that teams are ignited
through changes in communication, and
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within a complex environment for
enhancing training and promoting eﬀective
teamwork. A structured communication
mechanism must be formulated for the
hospital – clearly indicating the channels of
communication throughout the hierarchical
structure. The Chief Executive Oﬃcer of
the hospital is responsible for ensuring that
the afore-mentioned recommendations
for improvement at the hospital are
implemented.

the ﬁgure based on the ﬁndings of the study.
The diverse approaches to leadership are
critical in public healthcare organisations
in order to maximise performance for the
achievement of service delivery goals.
The Head of Department, Chief Executive
Oﬃcer and Senior Managers of the hospital
have an important role to play in leading the
organisation to achieve its strategic goal
of providing quality healthcare for patients.
Transformational leadership in the diﬀerent
levels of the organisation has the beneﬁt of
motivating and inﬂuencing team members,
empowering them for the achievement of
a shared vision. Team collaboration also
has an important role to play in ﬁnding
innovative solutions for the escalating
problems that dominate the hospital. The
high incidence of fraud and corruption at
the healthcare facility necessitates strong
ethical leadership at the diﬀerent levels
of the organisation, in order to mitigate
the scourge that is impeding healthcare
service delivery. The clinicians could play a
critical role in clinical leadership that could
promote quality healthcare. Transactional
leadership between operational staﬀ
and the supervisors was identiﬁed as
being important. An integrated leadership
approach could contribute to achieving
maximum outcomes at various levels
of the organisation, thus contributing to

This research study may contribute to
improving service delivery at the hospital
where the ﬁndings and recommendations
of this research can be escalated to Senior
Management in the Department of Health,
which could be beneﬁcial for reviewing
existing strategies that are failing to address
critical healthcare service delivery issues
at this hospital. The study contributes
to the existing body of knowledge on
healthcare leadership, focusing primarily
on how leadership can navigate healthcare
organisations to become eﬀective and
eﬃcient organs of the State.
Figure 1 illustrates the various leadership
styles that can exist in a large healthcare
organisation such as the hospital in order
to ensure eﬀective and eﬃcient healthcare
service delivery. The researcher constructed

FIGURE 1: MODEL FOR EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP IN A HEALTHCARE CONTEXT
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improving healthcare service delivery. In
order to achieve organisational eﬃciency
and prevent unintended consequences, it
is important that the diﬀerent levels at the
hospital apply the respective leadership
styles eﬀectively.

and operational managers at the hospital
should be nominated to attend such
intensive leadership and management
training courses that could enhance their
leadership and management capabilities.
The results of the study cannot be generalized
as the research was only conducted in one
public hospital, drawing on the qualitative
research approach. Certain key executive
managers and middle managers could
not participate in the research. It would be
interesting to obtain their views, opinions
and perceptions on the topic in future
studies. The actual leadership styles of
managers and supervisors were not tested
in this study, and therefore future studies
could focus on testing this according to their
behavioural traits and attributes. Future
studies can focus on testing the leadership
styles of Chief Executive Oﬃcers in relation
to healthcare service delivery for all regional
hospitals in the region.

CONCLUSIONS
The aim of the research was to explore how
to develop eﬀective leadership in healthcare
in a public hospital in South Africa. Speciﬁc
leadership styles have been identiﬁed which
could play a role in enhancing eﬃciency and
organisational performance, speciﬁcally at
senior management levels. These include
transformational leadership, distributed
leadership, strategic leadership and team
leadership.
It was highlighted in the study that healthcare
leaders should adopt a sound value system
that could contribute to building trust and
conﬁdence in the leadership of the hospital
for achieving healthcare goals. Values
of trust, integrity, honesty, transparency,
open communication, commitment to
performance and so forth were recognised
as being crucial for optimising healthcare
outcomes. In a large healthcare organisation
such as this public hospital, transformational
leadership alone would not be suﬃcient
to achieve the escalating need for quality
healthcare for patients. Transactional
leadership could also be beneﬁcial where
the supervisors in the operational area of
the hospital could motivate team members
to perform tasks that they were assigned
to accomplish, and operational supervisors
could monitor team performance and
correct mistakes and deviations. Autocratic
leadership is necessary to deal with the
crisis at the hospital.
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THE INFLUENCE OF
JOB CRAFTING ON
ORGANISATIONAL
COMMITMENT AND
WORK ENGAGEMENT IN
A FINANCIAL SERVICES
ORGANISATION

relationship between the job crafting
dimensions, speciﬁcally with increasing
social and structural job resources, and
organisational commitment. Furthermore,
increasing social job resources explained
the largest proportion of the variance
in organisational commitment and work
engagement, respectively. Overall, the
current ﬁndings reﬂect a strong relationship
between job crafting, particularly increasing
social job resources, for both organisational
commitment and work engagement.
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INTRODUCTION
For an organisation to successfully compete
in the current environment, employees are
required to be proactive, engaged, and
dedicated to the organisation. Organisation
agility requires employees to show energy,
self-conﬁdence, enthusiasm, and passion
for their work (Boikanyo & Heyns, 2019).
Organisations value work engagement and
organisational commitment due to their wellestablished relationship to job satisfaction,
productivity, and retention (Borst, Kruyen &
Lako, 2017; Knight, Patterson & Dawson,
2016; Siddiqi, 2015).

Prof. Marieta du Plessis
University of the Western Cape
Cape Town, South Africa
E-mail: mduplessis@uwc.ac.za
ABSTRACT
Job crafting refers to the active behaviour
whereby individuals initiate alterations
to their job demands as well as their job
resources to keep their roles satisfying and
meaningful. When exercising job crafting
behaviours, employees ﬁnd their work
meaningful and are engaged, leading to
an improved level of general well-being
and work satisfaction. Organisations
who support their employees’ eﬀorts
beneﬁt from an engaged, committed, high
performing, and innovative workforce.
This study made use of a cross-sectional
approach and comprised of a sample of
n = 505 employees. Data collection was
derived from a biographical questionnaire,
the Job Crafting Scale, Utrecht Work
Engagement Scale, and the Organisational
Commitment Questionnaire. The results
indicated a signiﬁcant relationship between
increasing social job resources, challenging
job demands, and work engagement.
The results also showed a signiﬁcant

Changes within the ﬁnancial services industry
demands that organisations pay attention to
the factors that promote work engagement
and organisational commitment. The future
of ﬁnancial decision-making is continuously
faced with the newest round of emerging
technologies. The development of cloud
computing allows ﬁrms to successfully
deal with these technologies. Inexpensive
services, better quality education, and
customisation are elements in which the
cloud creates an advantage (Fitzpatrick,
Reichmeier & Dowell, 2017). It is proposed
that an engaged and committed employee
will be able to navigate through the industry
changes.
One of the factors identiﬁed as advancing
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work engagement and organisational
commitment is job crafting. Employees
utilise job crafting techniques to alter their
job resources and to decrease their work
related demands. They actively shape
facets of their work in order to align who
they are with their skills, choices and
desires (Vogt, Hakanen, Brauchli, Jenny
& Bauer, 2015). Employees who view
their job as meaningful display greater
engagement with their job and make
an eﬀort to practice job crafting (Iqbal,
2016; Janse van Rensburg, Boonzaier &
Boonzaier, 2013; Ogbuanya & Chukwuedo,
2017; Peral & Geldenhuys, 2016; Siddiqi,
2015). Furthermore, job crafting positively
relates to job performance and satisfaction,
job eﬀectiveness, and resilience (Qi, Li &
Zhang, 2014).

knowledge, there is a shortage of research
conducted when it comes to exploring
the relationship between job crafting and
organisational commitment and work
engagement (and in particular) in the context
of the ﬁnancial services sector. In light of
this, the current study seeks to attend to this
gap by exploring the relationship between
job crafting, organisational commitment and
work engagement in a selected ﬁnancial
services organisation within South Africa.
Furthermore, the current study aimed to
explore whether employees engage in
job crafting behaviours. This exploration
speciﬁcally focussed on the job crafting
dimensions, and unpacking whether these
job crafting behaviours positively contribute
to organisational commitment and work
engagement.

PROBLEM INVESTIGATED
Given the uncertainty stemming from
increased complexity and fast-paced
change, organisations are required to
utilise and support employees to be
completely involved in their jobs (Lee, Shin
& Baek, 2017). For the organisation to meet
its strategic objectives, be eﬀective and
eﬃcient, it requires employees to engage,
involve themselves, and commit to the
organisation (De Beer, Tims & Bakker, 2016;
Zahoor, 2018). Such employees uphold their
organisation’s brand, intend to stay at their
organisation, and help to ensure that the
organisation is successful (De Beer, et al.,
2016; Zahoor, 2018). Engaged employees
display greater drive and determination,
together with eagerness to do their jobs (De
Beer et al., 2016; Zahoor, 2018).

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The objective is to explore the inﬂuence of
job crafting on organisational commitment
and work engagement. Based on the above,
the researchers formulated the following
objectives:
• To determine the relationship between
the job crafting dimensions (that is,
increasing structural job resources,
decreasing hindering job demands,
increasing social job resources, and
increasing challenging job demands) and
work engagement among employees in a
selected ﬁnancial services organisation.
• To determine the relationship between
the job crafting dimensions (that is,
increasing structural job resources,
decreasing hindering job demands,
increasing social job resources, and
increasing challenging job demands)
and organisational commitment among
employees in a selected ﬁnancial
services organisation.

Studies exploring the eﬀects of job crafting
have been conducted in industries such as
teaching, health care and law enforcement
(police force) (Gordon, Demerouti, Le Blanc,
Bakker, Bipp & Verhagen, 2018; Petrou,
Demerouti & Schaufeli, 2018). It is proposed
that employees who actively participate
in job crafting are more committed and
engaged, and therefore are more likely to
perform better and be categorised as high
performing employees. To the researchers’

• To determine which of the four
dimensions of job crafting (namely
increasing structural job resources,
decreasing hindering job demands,
increasing social job resources, and
increasing challenging job demands)
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explains the biggest proportion of the
variance in organisational commitment
and work engagement, respectively.

Job crafting is an emerging form of
designing employee responsibilities that is
more attuned to the nature and evolution
of employee roles at the work place.
Speciﬁcally, where job redesign alters
the role and is a top-down approach; job
crafting focuses on the task facets of the
role and is seen as a bottom-up approach
(De Beer et al., 2016). The facets of the role
are categorised into the job demands and
resources elements. The Job DemandsResources Model guides the understanding
of the job demands and resources construct.

LITERATURE REVIEW
The basic idea of job design was to create
the job description in a simple enough
manner for employees to understand and
enjoy the role they are performing in the
workplace (Zareen, Razzaq & Mujtaba,
2013). However, the scope of what an
employee is required to do is transforming.
Technology, and the new way of working, is
inﬂuencing the way in which people perform
daily tasks. In organisations, technology
is utilised to perform the repetitive and
mundane work, leaving employees to
perform meaningful tasks, which add more
value to the employee and the business
(Zareen et al., 2013).

Job Demands-Resources Model: An
Introduction
Introduced approximately ﬁfteen years
ago, the Job Demands-Resources (JD-R)
Model explained burnout as a work-related
state of strain identiﬁed by exhaustion,

FIGURE 1: THE JOB DEMANDS-RESOURCES MODEL
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psychological distancing, and a reduction
of eﬀectiveness. The model classiﬁes
all job features into job demands and
resources (Bakker & Demerouti, 2018; Bell
& Njoli, 2016; De Braine & Roodt, 2010;
Siddiqi, 2015; Zahoor, 2018). Essentially,
the Job Demands-Resources Model is an
empirically proven model that stipulates the
relationships among role characteristics,
leadership, and employee well-being. The
model suggests that by reducing demands,
increasing resources, and motivating
engaged leadership burnout is averted and
engagement promoted (Schaufeli, 2017).

supports growth, and development. It is
also extrinsically motivational because
it inﬂuences the achievement of the
organisation’s objectives (Bakker, 2011;
Bakker & Albrecht, 2018; De Braine &
Roodt, 2010; Tims, Bakker & Derks, 2012).
Job demands are the societal, physical,
mental and workplace facets of a role,
which requires continuous physical ability
and thus has a mental cost (De Beer et al.,
2016; Demerouti & Bakker, 2011; Siddiqi,
2015; Sun & Bunchapattanasakda, 2019;
Zahoor, 2018). Job demands may lead to
employees feeling exhausted to the point of
burnout, which in turn aﬀects their physical
and mental resources (De Braine & Roodt,
2010; Siddiqi, 2015). Job demands cost
the employee energy; they show up in the
employee’s workload and the complexity of
tasks, which can lead to factors that hinder
performance (Bakker & Demerouti, 2018;
Siddiqi, 2015). Job crafters address these
hindering demands in positive ways, by
pursuing resources, reducing demands like
role conﬂict, autonomy on responsibilities
and requesting feedback concerning
performance (De Beer et al., 2016).

Source: Bakker, A. B., & Demerouti, E.
(2017). Job Demands-Resources Theory:
Taking stock and looking forward. Journal
of Occupational Health Psychology, 22(3),
273–285.
https://www.isonderhouden.nl/
doc/pdf/arnoldbakker/articles/articles_
arnold_bakker_444.pdf
The Job Demands-Resources Model
expanded from a model outlining two
simple processes, namely, job resources
and job demands, to the self-initiating
individual behaviours, and outcomes
(Bakker & Demerouti, 2017). Therefore,
the model applies to diﬀerent situations,
regardless of the resources or demands
(Sun & Bunchapattanasakda, 2019). The
JD-R Model describes the processes of
how job demands and resources inﬂuence
the employee’s behaviour, performance
and health (Bakker & Demerouti, 2018;
Schaufeli, 2017).

Using Job Crafting to Alter Job
Resources and Demands
Job crafting behaviours are voluntarily
initiated employee behaviours that are
aimed at seeking resources (requesting
for advice), seeking challenges (requesting
additional responsibilities) and reducing
demands (removing emotional, mental
or physical demands) (Petrou et al.,
2018). Employees alter their tasks and
relationships to create greater alignment to
their roles and their preferences, passions
and motives (Arthur & Yang, 2017; Bell &
Njoli, 2016; Berg, Dutton & Wrzesniewski,
2013; Sakuraya, Shimazu, Imamura,
Namba & Kawakami, 2016, Tims et al.,
2012).

In the JD-R Model, resources assist
with goal achievement. Such assistance
becomes signiﬁcant and gains motivational
potential when there are high demands
(Borst et al., 2017). The motivational
process triggered by ample job resources
could promote positive results, through
work engagement, such as intention to
remain with the organisation, extra-role
behaviour, employee safety, organisational
commitment and enhanced performance.
Job resources are inherently motivational,
and energise employees’ energy as it

As suggested by the Job DemandsResources Model, job crafters adjust the
amount of work related demands or resources
(Tims, Bakker & Derks, 2013). Tims et al.
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(2012) describe various dimensions of job
crafting, namely, increasing structural job
resources, increasing social job resources,
increasing challenging job demands and
decreasing hindering job demands. They
signify the employee behaviours intended
at retaining the balance among the work
related demands and resources (Zahoor,
2018).

Employees increase stimulating job
demands to remain interested in their role
and prevent tedium by broadening the scope
in their job or mixing the tasks of their role
to make it challenging (Petrou et al., 2018;
Siddiqi, 2015). Seeking challenges in the
workplace includes seeking diﬀerent duties
after one has been completed, or tackling
additional duties (Petrou, Demerouti,
Peeters, Schaufeli & Hetland, 2012; Petrou
et al., 2018). When individuals believe that
there is a lack of opportunities to utilise their
skills and abilities within the workplace, they
increase their work demands by taking over
tasks from their supervisor or they volunteer
for projects (Huang et al., 2020).

• Increasing Structural Job Resources
To attain self-development and seek
opportunities for advancement, employees
increase structural job resources by
requesting resource variety, autonomy, skill
variety and responsibility for improving job
related knowledge from the organisation
(Bell & Njoli, 2016; De Beer et al., 2016;
Huang, Wichaikhum & Nantsupawat, 2020;
Naami, 2014; Siddiqi, 2015; Tims et al.,
2013; Zahoor, 2018)

Previous studies have shown that job
crafting positively aﬀects employee
dedication, motivation, eﬀort level, and
engagement, as well as their commitment
towards the organisation (Crawford, Lepine
& Rich, 2010; Siddiqi, 2015).

• Decreasing Hindering Job Demands
Employees decrease their hindering work
demands by removing tasks that they are
uncomfortable with, or they deliberately
evade interactions that make their role
challenging. Employees avoid lengthy
working hours and making complex choices,
ignore others who emotionally aﬀect them,
and take on initiatives to reduce job demand
levels (Bakker et al., 2016; Bell & Njoli,
2016; Petrou et al., 2018; Siddiqi, 2015).

Work Engagement
Work engagement is described as one of
the desired outcomes in the JD-R model.
Work engagement involves utilising the
employees’ entire selves in the job, and
is expressed emotionally, physically and
cognitively
throughout
performance.
Therefore, engagement requires employees
to be psychologically present, employing
absorption and attention, when they occupy
and perform a work role (Boikanyo & Heyns,
2019). These are evident in the dimensions
of work engagement, namely dedication,
vigour and absorption. Dedication and vigour
are work engagement’s core components,
and absorption is the consequence (Kotze,
2017; Taris, Ybema & van Beek, 2017).

• Increasing Social Job Resources
Work related resources are the psychological,
physical, organisational, and social facets
that support growth, assist employees in
attaining objectives, and alleviate the cost
of work-related demands (Kotze, 2017).
Employees increase social job resources by
looking for inspiration, guidance, coaching,
and feedback. Discussions with their
supervisors, subordinates, and peers build
the desired social support structure (Bell &
Njoli, 2016; De Beer et al., 2016; Huang et
al., 2020; Petrou et al., 2018; Siddiqi, 2015;
Zahoor, 2018).

There are various positive outcomes
associated with work engagement, both
for the employee and for the organisation.
Aspects like employee turnover, intention
and aﬀective commitment inﬂuence work
engagement, and drive individual attitudes
and behaviour. Studies show that engaged
employees are in good health physically
and psychologically, and are committed

• Increasing Challenging Job Demands
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(Bakker, 2011; Bakker & Demerouti, 2008;
Borst et al., 2017).

data collection method was employed as
respondents were asked to complete the
online survey at a speciﬁc point in time.

Organisational Commitment
Managerial literature has found that
organisational commitment is an essential
organisational concept, due to its positive
relationship with eﬃciency and performance
(Altindis, 2011; Eslami & Gharakhani, 2012;
Gangai & Agrawal, 2015). According to
Noraazian and Khalip (2016), organisational
commitment is a multi-dimensional concept
understood in many diﬀerent ways. It
describes the extent to which employees
are loyal to their organisation (Gangai &
Agrawal, 2015). Suparjo (2017) refers to it
as a psychological condition characterised
by the relationship between the employee
and the organisation. Committed employees
identify with the organisational objectives,
feel involved in tasks, and are loyal towards
the organisation (Suparjo, 2017).

Population and Sample
The research population in the current
study consisted of 7317 employees from
a ﬁnancial services organisation in the
Western Cape. In March 2020, 6197 were
permanent employees and 1120 temporary
employees. The study targeted permanent
employees (N = 6197) due to their
accessibility for participation in the study.
Five hundred and ﬁve participants (n =
505) completed the survey. This represents
a response rate of 8%. Their positions
ranged from specialists to employees being
accountable for their own deliverables, and
to managers responsible for managing
other managers as well as functions. More
females responded to the survey than men
did. This is consistent with the demographic
population of the research organisation,
where 67% (N = 4159) of the population are
females. The demographic characteristics
of the sample are presented in Table 1.

The
Three-Component
Model
of
commitment developed by Meyer and Allen
(1991; 1997) is a leading way of looking
at organisational commitment (Alrowwad,
Almajali, Masadeh, Obeidat & Aqqad,
2019). It proposes that there are three
simultaneous mind-sets in organisational
commitment (Eslami & Gharakhani, 2012;
Noraazian & Khalip, 2016; Suparjo, 2017),
namely aﬀective commitment, continuance
commitment and normative commitment.
For the purpose of the present study, the
focus is on aﬀective commitment.

Measuring Instruments
The four questionnaires used to gather the
data were a biographical questionnaire
(self-developed), the Job Crafting Scale, the
Utrecht Work Engagement Scale, and the
Organisational Commitment Questionnaire.
The Job Crafting Scale (JCS) utilised
evaluated
participant’s
job
crafting
behaviour (Tims, Bakker & Derks, 2012).
The questions asked participants to
indicate how regularly they engaged in
certain behaviours in the workplace. The
scale comprised of 21 items measured by
four dimensions, i.e. increasing structural
job resources (measured using 5 items),
increasing social job resources (measured
using 5 items), increasing challenging
job demands (measured using 5 items),
and decreasing hindering job demands
(measured using 6 items)), each scored on
a ﬁve-point Likert-type scale, namely with
response options ranging from 1 (never) to 5
(very often). The developers report that the

Aﬀective commitment is the mental and
emotional aﬀection towards the organisation
expressed through the employee identifying
with and aﬃrmative feelings towards the
organisation. The employee wants to see
the organisation succeed in its objectives
and feels proud to be a member of the
organisation (Gangai & Agrawal, 2015;
Noraazian & Khalip, 2016).
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In the present study, a quantitative,
questionnaire-based
approach
was
utilised. Furthermore, a cross-sectional
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TABLE 1: DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE (N = 505)

Variable
Gender

Race

Age

Management Level

Tenure

Sales or Enabling
function

Female
Male
African
Coloured
White
Indian
18-26 years
27-36 years
37-46 years
47-56 years
57-66 years
Manager of self
Manager of others
Manager of
managers
Manager of functions
0-5 years
6-10 years
11-15 years
16-20 years
21-25 years
26-30 years
31+ years
Sales function
Enabling function

Frequency
348
157
421
62
17
5
38
260
174
29
4
455
43

Percent
68.9
31.1
83.4
12.3
3.4
1.0
7.5
51.5
34.5
5.7
.8
90.1
8.5

3

.6

4
310
105
57
12
9
6
6
453
52

.8
61.4
20.8
11.3
2.4
1.8
1.2
1.2
89.7
10.3

both international and South African contexts
(Coetzee & De Villiers; 2010; Rothmann &
Rothmann, 2010). South African studies
have also indicated that work engagement
can be treated as a uni-dimensional
construct, in which interpretation of the
scores is in a summative manner, giving a
single global score. Reliability coeﬃcients
reported for the global score are 0.95
(Simons & Buitendach, 2013) and 0.82
(Jacobs, Renard & Snelgar, 2014).

scale measures four independent factors,
with a reliability coeﬃcient considered to be
adequate (with α = .71, with α = .78, with α
= .69, with α = .73 respectively) (Tims et al.
2012).
The Utrecht Work Engagement Scale
(UWES) is a self-report instrument
that measures an individual’s level of
engagement in their work (Schaufeli &
Bakker, 2004; Vallieres, McAuliﬀe, Hyland,
Galligan & Ghee, 2017). The UWES
measure includes 17 items and is scored
on a seven-point Likert-scale ranging from
0 (never) to 6 (always). It measures three
dimensions of work engagement, namely
vigour, dedication, and absorption. The
UWES had acceptably reliable coeﬃcients
as well as strong internal consistency for

The
Organisational
Commitment
Questionnaire (OCQ) developed by
Mowday, Steers and Porter (1979)
measures individuals’ general aﬀective
reaction towards the organisation on a
seven-point Likert scale which ranges
from ‘strongly disagree’ (1) to ‘strongly
607

agree’ (7) (Srivastava, 2013). The OCQ
asks respondents how they feel about the
organisation. In a South African context,
Geldenhuys, Laba and Venter (2014)
obtained a Cronbach’s alpha coeﬃcient of
0.90.

RESULTS
Descriptive statistics (i.e. Mean (M) and
standard deviation (SD)) were calculated
for the variables. Cronbach alpha reliability
analysis was performed to determine the
internal consistency of the variables. The
results of this analysis is displayed in Table
2.

Ethical Considerations
Primary data was collected by utilising an
online questionnaire. Prior to collecting
the data, the Human and Social Sciences
Research Ethics Committee at the
University of the Western Cape gave ethical
clearance. Furthermore, the researchers
and the organisation representative
signed an agreement for the granting of
permission to administer the questionnaire
to participants, as well as to provide access
to the staﬀ e-mail addresses. The ﬁrst
author created a survey link via an internal
online platform, and then sent an email to
participants with a link to the questionnaire.

The results show that job crafting
dimensions, positively and statistically
signiﬁcant, relate to work engagement within
the selected ﬁnancial services organisation.
There is a moderate correlation between
increasing social job resources and work
engagement (r = .377**). There is also a
signiﬁcant (r = .344**), correlation between
increasing challenging job demands and
work engagement. Thus, behaviours
that contribute to work engagement are
the creation of work opportunities for
professional development and autonomy,
ensuring that work is emotionally less
intense, and requesting feedback, social
support and coaching.

DATA ANALYSIS
Data extracted from the online instrument
into a Microsoft excel spreadsheet was
transferred into the Statistical Package
for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 26
for analysis (SPSS Statistics, 2019).
Descriptive and inferential statistics were
used to understand the data and associated
relationships between the variables.

Furthermore, the results reveal that there
is a statistically signiﬁcant, yet negligible
correlation among increasing structural job
resources and organisational commitment,
as well as a signiﬁcant correlation between
increasing social job resources and

TABLE 2: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS AND CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE DIMENSIONS OF
JOB CRAFTING, WORK ENGAGEMENT AND ORGANISATIONAL COMMITMENT (N = 505)

Variable
Increasing structural
job resources
Decreasing hindering
job demands
Increasing social job
resources
Increasing
challenging job
demands
Work engagement
Organisational
commitment

α

M(SD)

1

2

3

4

.783

3.90(.65)

1

.824

3.50(.76)

.442**

1

.813

3.34(.86)

.374**

.432**

1

.821

3.57(.80)

.537**

.447**

.535**

1

.915

4.53(.83)

.292**

.277**

.377**

.344**

.765

5.55(.83)

.103*

.074

.152**

.087

**. Correlation is signiﬁcant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed); α = Cronbach alpha; M = Mean; SD
= standard deviation
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organisational commitment. Employees
indicated a relationship between their
commitment towards the organisation and
the variety of resources available in the
workplace, autonomy in their role, and the
ability to seek opportunities for advancement
and growth. Furthermore, the results reveal
that employees, who receive organisational
support and guidance and that have and
feel a sense of job security, are committed
to the organisation.

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
This study explored the relationship
amongst job crafting, organisational
commitment, and work engagement within
a selected ﬁnancial services organisation.
With the help of both the literature and the
study’s ﬁndings, it is clear that job crafting
positively contributes to work engagement
and organisational commitment, speciﬁcally
by increasing social job resources. This
means that employees feel more engaged
and committed when the organisation
oﬀers
support
regarding
guidance,
feedback from the peers and managers,
opportunities for growth and advancement
in the organisation. JD-R studies have
consistently shown that employees oﬀer
the best job performance in working
environments that combine challenging
job demands with job resources because
these environments facilitate their work
engagement (Bakker & Demerouti, 2017).
Thus, the organisation could design or
place more emphasis on interventions that
foster an environment that promotes social
job resources. Furthermore, development
of personalised learning interventions
to support personal growth could lead
to advancement or specialisation. The
ﬁnancial services organisation could also

This study shows that increasing social job
resources, uniquely, explains the biggest
proportion of the variance in organisational
commitment (β = 2.609; p < .01). Therefore,
it indicates that employees within the
South African ﬁnancial services sector
feel more committed to their organisation
when they receive feedback, and social
and organisational support, and are able to
request coaching from their line managers.
Increasing social job resources also explains
the biggest proportion of the variance in
work engagement (β = 4.836; p < .01). Thus,
employees indicate that they feel engaged
towards the organisation when they receive
social support from their co-workers and
receive coaching from their supervisors.

TABLE 3: BETA COEFFICIENTS OF THE VARIANCE EXPLAINED BY JOB CRAFTING
DIMENSIONS

Organisational commitment
Variables
(Constant)
Increasing
structural job
resources
Decreasing
hindering job
demands
Increasing
social job
resources
Increasing
challenging job
demands

Beta
(standardised)

t

Sig

20.198

.000

.063

1.163

.245

-.006

-.105

.141

-.020

Work engagement
Beta
(standardised)

t

Sig

9.925

.000

.101

2.035

.042

.917

.071

1.484

.139

2.609

.009

.240

4.836

.000

-.343

.731

.129

2.403

.017
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enhance employees’ motivation and loyalty
by fostering a culture that encourages
continuous feedback and guidance with
their peers and supervisors.

organisation. Managerial implications,
including
encouragement,
through
supporting employee growth, assisting
employees to attain objectives, guiding,
coaching and providing employees with
feedback, of job crafting behaviours, were
presented.

As job crafting occurs in the workplace,
the organisation should be aware of the
eﬀects it has on employees. Therefore,
supervisors should inform employees of
the job crafting approaches and encourage
initiative in job crafting when they require
challenging work or want to decrease their
hindering work related demands (Naami,
2014). Organisations should encourage
employees to craft their roles and oﬀer
opportunities for a better ﬁt between the
employee’s strengths, skills, competencies
as well as job preferences (Gordon et al.,
2018; Siddiqi, 2015). An environment which
encourages job crafting is cultivated and, in
turn, promotes alignment of employee and
organisation requirements for the role.
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A DATA CENTRIC
FRAMEWORK FOR ANIMAL
TRADING DECISION
SUPPORT

assist them to determine the price that their
animals could attract at auctions. A DSS that
predicts auction prices before the animal is
traded on the platform is expected to enrich
beef cattle producers’ market intelligence
and assist them in weighing up the costs
and revenues associated with each cattle
trading alternative, in order to determine
the most optimal and proﬁtable means for
oﬀ-taking their animals. The proposed data
centric framework suggests the use of a Big
Data approach in the acquisition, integration
of disparate datasets and the development
of a data model for trading decision support
for predicting beef cattle auction prices.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The 4th Industrial Revolution is impacting
all industries and organisations are
experiencing digital transformation that
is changing their business models and
processes (Rachinger et al., 2019). Digital
transformation is the process of using
digital technologies to create new or
modify existing business processes and
data models. Organisations are further
implementing a digital transformation
strategy, a plan of action describing how a
business must strategically reposition itself
in the digital economy.

Cobus Oberholser
Port Elizabeth, South Africa
E-mail: Cobus.Oberholster@bkb.co.za
ABSTRACT
Data are a primary and permanent asset
in any organisation. Organisations need
to implement a data centric architecture,
in order to derive data models to be used
by software applications. Agricultural
organisations rely on diverse datasets
in order to aid their decision-making
capabilities. Livestock is a major contributor
to the global agricultural economy. Previous
studies have indicated the challenge of
price volatility that beef cattle farmers
encounter when trading their animals
on diﬀerent animal marketing platforms.
Studies discovered that these challenges
are largely due to the lack of skills, time
and experience in analysing available data
sources that have an impact on beef cattle
prices.

Organisations
undergoing
digital
transformation implement a data centric
architecture, managing data as a primary
and permanent data asset. Organisations
implementing a data centric architecture are
required to create data models for diﬀerent
business software applications. Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) and Decision
Support Systems (DSS) generate valuable
data that can provide signiﬁcant competitive
advantage and strategic advantage for
organisations when correctly harnessed.

Given these challenges, this study proposes
a data centric framework that guides the
development of a Decision Support System
(DSS) that beef cattle producers can use to

Agriculture
organisations
are
also
undergoing digital transformation and are
creating new data models for their business
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applications. Agricultural organisations can
use DSS to predict the prices of various
commodities (Ayankoya, Calitz & Greyling,
2016). In South Africa, beef cattle prices
are determined by various local and
international social, political and economic
variables that are constantly changing (Van
Rensburg et al., 2020). Beef cattle trading is
conducted on several platforms, which also
inﬂuence the ultimate price that will be paid
for each animal (Sehar & Oyekale, 2020).

producers (Sehar, 2018).
Judicious selection of appropriate cattle
trading channels can signiﬁcantly assist
beef producers in managing price related
risks associated with cattle oﬀ-take
activities (Ndoro et al., 2015; Ngarava,
Phetshe & Mushunje, 2019). Research
shows that a sizeable number of South
African beef producers strictly market their
animals through private sales, without
performing due diligence to assess other
cattle marketing platforms that could
potentially deliver better prices (Mbatha,
2021). As such, they do not fully utilise
available avenues for maximising prices
and consequently increasing proﬁtability
(Ngarava et al., 2019). This is largely
attributed to the lack of insight on how their
animals will perform on an auction and
whether the prices that the animals will
fetch will be able to oﬀset transaction costs
associated with this marketing platform
(Mafukata, 2015; Ndoro et al., 2015).

The volatility of animal prices suggests
that industry participants, particularly beef
cattle producers, will be faced with crucial
make or break decisions when marketing
their animals. There are several avenues
available for disposing market ready beef
cattle, the most prominent being auctions,
abattoirs, speculators, private buyers and
butcheries (Ndoro et al., 2015; Musemwa
et al., 2008).
Auctions are an integral part of the South
African livestock industry. They oﬀer a
marketplace that allows livestock farmers
to trade their animals and network with
fellow industry players (Ndoro et al., 2015).
The auctions taking place in a physical
location are combined in the digital era with
on-line auctions. Auctions are particularly
vital for the emerging farmer who typically
trades low quantities of animals and does
not necessarily have the leverage and
marketing power enjoyed by commercial
farmers. Auctions are regarded as the most
sophisticated institutional means for cattle
marketing in South Africa (Gwiriri et al.,
2019).

The reduction of price risks and the
optimisation of income requires extensive
knowledge about the performance and
outlook of all cattle marketing alternatives.
While information on cattle prices at
abattoirs, private sales, butcheries and
speculator avenues can be readily obtained
with a high degree of ease, cattle prices
at auctions are uncertain and can only be
established following the successful closing
of the sale (Ndoro et al., 2015; Sehar &
Oyekale, 2020). It is however possible to
make a reasonable determination on how
the price for an animal will perform during
an auction, through the analysis of several
factors. Achieving this, however, requires
that industry stakeholders sift through large
amounts of data that need to be obtained
from several disparate sources (Kim & Jung,
2019; Li et al., 2018). Furthermore, they will
also need to make sense of changes across
the diﬀerent variables on a daily basis, in
order to consistently establish cattle auction
prices. As such, a system for informing
decision making regarding the cattle trading
platform that will yield the most optimum

Cattle in auction pens usually attract better
prices compared to those disposed on
other platforms, such as on-line auctions.
In spite of speculators being the main
buyers at auctions, they also procure cattle
directly from beef producers. Typically,
beef producers are not faced with any
costs when transacting with speculators,
since these exchanges usually occur at
their farms. Butcheries also procure cattle
from auctions or directly from beef cattle
615

ﬁnancial returns to beef producers, has
signiﬁcant value for the industry.

a hammer at a typical auction. For instance,
emerging farmers in the Lebowa region
of Limpopo Province, South Africa have
expressed a general preference for private
sales in comparison to auctions, citing the
ability to establish the price that they will
obtain as well as minimal transaction costs
(Nkadimeng, 2019). This however is a
misguided view given that despite relatively
higher transaction costs, auctions have the
ability to fetch highly favourable prices that
can oﬀset the initial outlay and yield higher
returns (Gwiriri et al., 2019).

A lack of leverage amongst beef cattle
producers in the South African beef value
chain compels them to become price takers.
They usually accept the prevailing market
price and can do very little to inﬂuence it
given their limited options and the ﬁnancial
pressure associated with oﬀ-taking their
animals in order to reduce production
costs (Sotsha et al., 2018; Malusi, Falowo
& Idamokoro, 2021). This phenomenon
threatens the long-term sustainability of
beef producers, who may ultimately become
incapacitated in running viable and proﬁtable
farming operations (Ngarava et al., 2019).
Given this, a decision support system that
assists beef producers in managing price
related exposure and increase proﬁtability
will be highly beneﬁcial.

The main problem that this study seeks
to address is that South African beef
cattle producers do not fully evaluate and
explore all available data sets for cattle oﬀtaking, speciﬁcally at auctions, in order to
determine the best option and proﬁtability
for sale transactions. The provision of data
sets could assist with the complexities
associated with forecasting prices prior to
the occurrence of auction events. The main
research objective of this study is to propose
and evaluate a data centric framework that
guides the development of a DSS that
gathers, integrates and evaluates disparate
datasets that impact South African cattle
prices at auctions, in order to improve
farmers’ decision making when determining
the most proﬁtable platform for disposing
cattle.

2. RESEARCH PROBLEM AND
RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
South African beef cattle producers are
faced with major price related risks as it
relates to the sale of their animals within the
beef value chain. Producers have the least
leverage within the value chain and are in
many cases exploited by fellow participants
who seek to purchase their cattle at
below-market prices (Antwi, Mazibuko &
Chagwiza, 2017).
Although various platforms that oﬀer a
marketplace for disposing cattle exist, beef
cattle producers do not have suﬃcient
information that will enable them to
establish the option that will provide the
highest proﬁtability (Ngarava et al., 2019).
Although the revenue and transaction
costs associated with disposing animals
at marketplaces, such as abattoirs, private
sales and agents can be easily obtained
and projections be easily and accordingly
made, forecasting ﬁnancial rewards that will
be realised from oﬀ-taking animals at an
auction is highly challenging and cannot be
easily achieved (Ndoro et al., 2015; Sehar
& Oyekale, 2020). This is because the ﬁnal
price of an animal is determined on the fall of

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This study aims to develop a data centric
framework for the prediction of cattle auction
prices as a means for addressing the
identiﬁed research problem. The prediction
of cattle auction prices at auctions will be
the focus of a comprehensive case study in
South Africa. The objective of this paper is
to guide the iterative creation of an artefact
that will serve as a solution for predicting
cattle auction prices. As such, the Design
Science Research has been adopted as a
methodology that will guide the research
process.
This study will apply the Design Science
research strategy that largely emphasises
616
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learning through doing (Baskerville et al.,
2018; Peﬀers, Tuunanen & Niehaves,
2018; Vaishnavi & Keuchler, 2004).
Identifying missing knowledge in a new
area of design requires one to conduct the
design using existing knowledge. This, in
turn creates knowledge on the extent of
missing knowledge and provides clarity
on challenges that will be expected in
addressing the knowledge gaps (Vaishnavi
& Keuchler, 2004).

problem and determine a solution that will
provide the most optimal outcome, given a
set of competing variables (Abubakar et al.,
2019). Decision making has unanimously
been identiﬁed as a key responsibility of
leadership and management. As operating
environments become more complex
and dynamic, leaders are confronted
with increased pressure in creating faster
decision-making
turnarounds
under
severe time constraints (Netz, Svensson
& Brundin, 2020). Given this view, there
is a need for organisations operating in
current environmental conditions to be
equipped with mechanisms that enhance
their decision-making abilities, especially
the design of such decisions (Pettersson,
2017). The design of decisions refers to
the preparatory stages of decision making.
DSS are built to provide institutions with one
optimal or a number of best approaches to
well a structured problem. They are highly
useful in increasing certainty and reducing
risks associated with making wrong
decisions.

Design Science is a research activity that
invents and innovates practical artefacts
for problems solving or improvement
attainment. The new innovative artefacts
create a new reality, which is intended
to solve some identiﬁed organisational
problems (Alturki et al., 2013). The Design
Science Research process is explained
as a cycle, whereby existing knowledge
is used to design and develop artefacts
and the artefacts are assessed to create
new knowledge (Vaishnavi & Kuechler,
2004). This knowledge can take the form
of artefacts such as models, architectures,
frameworks, design principles, design
theories and include software applications,
such as DSS (Vaishnavi & Keuchler, 2004).
Moreover, Design Science fundamentals
can be applied in confronting problems
that involve complex interactions amongst
systems, people, processes and resources
that stem from diverse disciplines (Alturki et
al., 2013).

Uncertainty and its impact in shaping
decision making is a crucial phenomenon
that has received widespread attention
amongst scholars. Deﬁned as a deﬁciency
in knowledge with regard to probabilities of
state of events in future, uncertainty has
been proven to aﬀect institutions’ speed of
expansion, growth and appetite towards
seizing feasible opportunities that exist in
their operating environments (Marchau,
Walker, Bloemen & Popper, 2019). A
decision maker’s inability to eliminate
uncertainty curtails their decision-making
capacity. Uncertainty can be reduced
by increasing the amount and quality of
information available for decision making.
However, studies have discovered that
ambiguity, a lack of understanding of issues
at hand and the unavailability of information
that provides solutions to key challenges
are factors that continue to increasingly
compound uncertainty in decision making
(Zhao et al., 2020).

By conforming to Design Science
prescripts, this study was able to thoroughly
examine the problem in order to identify
the primary requirements, eventual design
and implementation of the artefact, which
speciﬁcally is a data centric framework for
developing a DSS for South African beef
cattle producers for animal trading decision
support (Peﬀers et al., 2008).
4. LITERATURE REVIEW
Decision making is a continuous process
in any institution, regardless of size
and complexity. Good decision-making
capabilities enable one to discuss a

4.1 Enhancing Decision Making
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Poor decision-making using incomplete
and disconnected information dramatically
reduces the success rate of highly capable
decision makers. Research has identiﬁed
that the chances of decision makers
successfully making good decisions
increase by applying a systematic decisionmaking process and eliminating the factors
that reduce ambiguity and uncertainty
(Marchau et al., 2019; (Pettersson, 2017).
Popescu and Girboveanu (2017) argue that
the focus on enhancing decision making
capabilities must be on improving the tools
and processes applied in decision making.

In view of the above motions, it can be
established that the application of IT
fundamentals, tools and technologies that
facilitated the eﬀective collection, processing
and delivery of information can signiﬁcantly
accelerate decision making capacities. As
such, this study investigates the use of a
Decision Support System by South African
beef cattle producers when trading their
livestock in order to provide animal trading
decision support and ultimately obtain
favourable prices.
4.2 Big Data
The past decade has seen the exponential
growth and use of Big Data in various
application areas (Liu, Zeng & Hu, 2020).
As more data are generated, its usage is
becoming more pervasive (Amalina et
al., 2019). The ability to extract, dissect
and manage large volumes of data are
increasingly crucial to the sustained
operation of organisations regardless of
size and industry.

Technology is playing an indispensable
role in improving the decision-making
capabilities of organisations. It provides
numerous opportunities to facilitate the
selection of key decisions. Organisations
are implementing Information Technology
(IT) to support their decision-making
requirements (Darioshi & Lahav, 2020).
Currently, there are several examples
of IT systems that successfully enable
decision-makers to perform their work more
eﬀectively. For instance, IT systems improve
the communication by increasing the ﬂuidity
and ease of sharing of information at reduced
costs and improved speed (Quintanilla &
Wahl, 2018). Furthermore, convergence
of information systems, cloud computing,
The Internet of Things and mobile devices
has led to the generation of large amounts
of data, typically referred to as Big Data.
These include a combination of structured,
semi-structured and unstructured data
(Kobusińska et al., 2018).

Structured and unstructured data have been
in existence in the past, however, the data
volume has now been compounded by the
Internet and other digital technologies. The
sheer volume of these data sets creates
storage and processing challenges, even
for the advanced and large organisations.
However, within this data lies signiﬁcant
value, for an organisation undergoing
digital transformation as it can provide
strategic advantage if the data are correctly
stored, processed and visualised. As such,
enterprises are investing large amounts of
ﬁnancial resources and human capital in
obtaining, storing and processing data (Liu,
Zeng & Hu, 2020).

Organisations
are
developing
unprecedented
systems,
techniques
and strategies of tapping value from
data, allowing them to use it as an input
for decision-making. Examples of such
technologies and systems include Business
Intelligence, Business Analytics and the
more increasingly popular, Data Science
(Kumari, Tripathy & Kumbhar, 2020). Tools
derived from these technologies have
delivered an unprecedented impact in
improving decision making outcomes.

Several studies characterise Big Data as
large volumes of data that are sourced from
multiple systems and processed to glean
valuable information to support decision
making. It has therefore been contextualised
in three dimensions namely volume, variety
and velocity. Volume describes data in terms
of quantity. The size of data can range from
terrabytes to as large as exabytes. On the
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other hand, variety characterises data in
terms of its inherent format, which can be
structured or unstructured such as speech,
text, sensor data, log ﬁles, etc.

can maximise proﬁtability by selling their
animals at prices that cover their production
costs. They are however usually exposed to
price related risks in the sale of their animals
given the relative volatility of livestock prices
as well as the opportunistic behaviour of
some beef value chain actors who by all
means employ nefarious techniques to buy
animals at the lowest prices to drive their
own proﬁtability (Sotsha et al., 2021).

Velocity largely accentuates the real-time
processing capacity of Big Data to meet
organisational needs (Shukla, Kukade &
Mujawar, 2015). Given the fast generation
of data, processes that extract, process
and evaluate data need to be optimised
for speed. Qiu et al. (2016) further argue
that analysing such complex volumes of
data requires new methods and tools that
transcend traditional processing techniques
and go beyond the processing capabilities
of traditional database systems. Recent
studies have gone further to contextualise
Big Data in terms of variability, veracity,
visualisation and value, hence providing a
broader perspective to this phenomenon
(Saggi & Jain, 2018). This new deﬁnition
goes beyond simplistically describing Big
Data in terms of size, but also considers its
interpretation and usability.

Beef cattle producers and other animal
producers are under pressure to sell their
animals in order to avoid the continued
incurrence of typically high production costs
in the form of feed and labour (Ngarava et
al., 2019). Moreover, cattle typically take
a relatively long period of time (at least
7 months) before they are ready for the
market. This exposes farmers to liquidity
issues that they would immediately be
eager to resolve as soon as their animals
are ready for the market.
Poor access to good quality information is
a key issue that greatly inhibits agricultural
development in developing countries.
Producers require information that allows
them to make rational and concrete decisions
as well as strengthen their leverage in
price negotiation with buyers. This allows
them to avoid potential exploitation by the
more informed buyers (Antwi et al., 2017).
Information needs for producers include
prevailing techniques used for production,
current market conditions, the type of
cattle in demand, quantity, quality and very
importantly, price. Lack of time and reliable
information have however been discovered
to be major constraints that curtail the
decision-making abilities of emerging South
African beef cattle producers (Ngarava et
al., 2019). Although signiﬁcant progress
has been recorded in the provisioning of
communication systems, such as mobile
phones with Internet capabilities, emerging
producers still remain uninformed with
respect to market intelligence that they can
apply to make informed decisions (Gwiriri
et al., 2019).

Organisations are investing resources in
data analytics and interpretation in a bid
to create new horizons of opportunities to
propel their prospects. Big Data personiﬁes
valuable information and the way in which
it can be evaluated and interpreted. It is
particularly crucial in enabling organisations
to gain deep insights into the behaviour and
habits of their customers (Liu, Zeng & Hu,
2020). New opportunities for identifying
unknown value have been created with
the emergence of Big Data. Furthermore,
the use of Big Data in predicting future
outcomes, obtaining actionable insights and
providing implementable recommendations
have been identiﬁed as key value that Big
Data provides. This ultimately increases
the organisation’s ability to innovate,
deliver value to customers and enhance its
competitiveness (Qiu et al., 2016).
4.3 Decision Making for Cattle Trading
Platforms
South African beef cattle producers are
constantly looking for means in which they
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The volatility of cattle prices and the
diﬀering dynamics that ultimately determine
cattle prices across diﬀerent cattle
trading platforms, suggest that beef cattle
producers will be confronted with crucial
decisions when trading their animals.
Previous studies indicate that South African
beef cattle producers do not fully explore all
cattle trading alternatives when oﬀ-taking
their animals, primarily because they lack
the required skill, knowledge, time and
information (Ndoro et al., 2015; Ngarava et
al., 2019).

5. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
FOR CATTLE AUCTION PRICE
PREDICTION
This study applies a data centric approach
for developing a framework that guides
the collection and integration of disparate
datasets that impact cattle auction prices
in the development of a decision support
system. Techniques for comprehending and
forecasting complex time series data can
subsequently be applied to deliver value
in terms of price discovery and decision
making.

4.4 Market Intelligence for Beef Cattle
Producers
The ability to perform future price prediction
is a crucial step towards improving the
quality of decisions in the cattle oﬀ-take
process. The power to compare and
contrast prices that each of the cattle
marketing alternatives oﬀer, will capacitate
beef producers in selecting the most viable
cattle oﬀtake strategy that will deliver
the most attractive proﬁts. Big Data and
analytics provide an opportunity to build a
single, empirically sound source of market
intelligence for the prediction of future cattle
prices at auctions (Kaur & Goyal, 2018).
Through the consideration of transaction
costs associated with each cattle marketing
alternative, beef cattle producers will be
empowered in projecting returns that they
will obtain from each oﬀ-take option and
select the most optimal strategy.

Ideally, DSS need to be built from a data
layer, a modelling layer, a knowledge layer
and a user-interface layer (Ayankoya et al.,
2016; Tariq & Raﬁ, 2012). A framework for
a decision support system that supports
the trading of cattle in South Africa is thus
proposed as depicted in Figure 1. The
framework proposes a domain knowledge
layer for determining factors that inﬂuence
cattle prices at South African auctions.
Other layers of the framework include the
sourcing and integration of datasets that
explain the variability of cattle auction
prices from diﬀerent data sources, on the
ﬂy. The computation-intelligence technique
will be subsequently implemented to model
the data. The framework also involves the
application of visualisation techniques in
order to aid the presentation of results.
Visualisation will also encompass an
interface for capturing user input that will be
used in the prediction process. Moreover,
the technology consideration layer is
concerned with the selection of tools that
will facilitate the adoption of a data centric
approach.

Before the proliferation of Big Data, scholars
and industry experts deferred to data and
applied ﬁnancial, statistical, economical
and mathematical modelling in order to
establish the future outlook of variables of
interest. The integration of diverse datasets
from multiple data sources can, however,
deliver more value to models as opposed
to simplistically reﬁning them (Kamilaris,
Kartakoullis & Prenafeta-Boldú, 2017). As
such, research has veriﬁed that Big Data
presents an opportunity to innovate new
products and services based on insights
and ﬁndings gleaned from the analysis of
data.

5.1 Domain Knowledge
The data centric framework proposes that
an investigation into factors that drive
the variability of cattle prices at South
African auctions should form the basis and
foundation of the DSS for the selection of
the most optimal cattle trading platform.
This process requires suﬃcient domain
speciﬁc knowledge to ensure that the data
collection process is scientiﬁcally grounded.
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FIGURE 1: PROPOSED CATTLE TRADING DSS
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Several factors inﬂuence the variability
of cattle prices at South African auctions.
Some of these factors include economic
considerations such as inﬂation, interest
rates, exchange rates, fuel costs, import
and export of not only beef carcasses but
other substitute meats, such as poultry and
pork (Morales, 2017). Other factors include
weather conditions, natural phenomena,
such as disease outbreaks and drought,
the supply and demand of beef and other
substitute meat products, the nature of the
auction, the reputation of the seller and the
government policy and legislation (Sullivan,
2019).

It was identiﬁed that the datasets for the
several factors that aﬀect South African
cattle auction prices are available from
diverse sources (Sullivan, 2019). Some
datasets can be obtained on a real time
basis, others almost in real time while some
datasets can only be acquired at periodic
intervals such as daily, weekly and even
monthly.
Tools, techniques and an overarching
Big Data perspective are proposed for
obtaining the requisite datasets. This will
help in addressing impending challenges
such as data inconsistencies, diﬀerences
in data structures and the management of
sizable data volumes, which are common
in the collection of large datasets. As such,
the framework proposes the acquisition of
historical data and the conﬁguration of a
data streaming service to gather, transform
and integrate data on a real time basis. The
application of a Big Data perspective in the
collection of data will allow the collection of
data in real time in spite of the complexities
that come with such a set up.

Most studies however note that the primary
factors that aﬀect the price of cattle are
external inﬂuences on supply and demand.
Supply is impacted by the production
system and how eﬃcient it is, the price
of feed and external variables such as
diseases and weather conditions, which are
relatively important variables in the South
African context given its prolonged drought
and disease outbreaks over the last 5 years
(Van Rensburg et al., 2020). Demand is
inﬂuenced by consumers who react to
complex interactions of variables, such
as their perceptions towards the value for
money, quality, their opinion on the health
of the animal, disposable income, ﬁnancial
standing and urbanisation (Milford et al.,
2019). Religion and culture are also key
determinants for cattle prices in South Africa
(Van Rensburg et al., 2020). The availability
of substitute meats, such as poultry and
livestock has a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on
cattle prices, hence implying that the price
and availability of these substitutes will lead
to a change in demand and subsequently
price for cattle (Morales, 2017).

5.3 Modelling Layer
The proposed framework incorporated the
modelling layer, in order to facilitate the
understanding of relationships and patterns
in the collected data. Machine learning
and deep learning algorithms provide
opportunities for predicting future outcomes
from historical data. The framework
proposes the exploration of a wide range of
machine learning algorithms in the prediction
of cattle auction prices from sourced data.
Given that the model will be predicting cattle
auction prices, machine learning algorithms
used for predicting continuous response
variables are recommended. Examples of
such algorithms include Linear Regression,
Decision Trees, Support Vector Machines
and Neural Networks (Cichosz, 2015).
Neural networks, for example are a set
of mathematical algorithms that loosely
mimic the human brain to recognise
patterns in data (Haeﬀele & Vidal, 2017).
The Backpropagation Neural Network is a
machine learning algorithm that is widely

The gathering, integration and manipulation
of datasets on the aforementioned factors
for predicting cattle auction prices will
provide animal trading decision support to
beef cattle producers.
5.2 Real Time Collection and Integration
Layer
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applied in forecasting related use cases.
It ﬁne tunes the weights of the neural
network based on the errors acquired in
prior iterations. Weight adjustments allow
the reduction of errors, hence improving
the model’s generalisation and reliability
(Abraham et al., 2020).

be used to gather information, elicit ﬁndings
and propose recommendations based on
cattle price predictions made by the model.
Furthermore, this layer will be able to
obtain contextually relevant information on
prevailing market conditions owing to the
availability of real time data that is used in
the development of the predictive model. In
addition to the application of the model to
obtain intelligence, this layer can also glean
useful insights directly from the integrated
data by providing patterns, trends and
information on the relationships amongst
diﬀerent variables.

Previous research has veriﬁed that
Backpropagation Neural Networks are
reliable in predicting future variables
using complex historical data as an input
(Ayankoya et al., 2016). Time-series based
prediction exercises, such as medical
research, engineering, agronomy and
ﬁnancial forecasting have implemented
Backpropagation Neural Networks with a
high degree of success. This provides a
strong case for the consideration of Neural
Networks in cattle price prediction. However,
the framework strongly recommends the
exploration of Decision Trees, Support
Vector Machines and Linear Regression
algorithms in the process of determining the
best algorithm for predicting cattle auction
prices.

The intelligence layer will be calibrated
to process and integrate non quantiﬁable
auction factors that have signiﬁcant
inﬂuence on auction dynamics and
shaping buyer perceptions and spending
decisions. Factors such as trust amongst
auction participants, the auction mood and
ambience and collusion amongst buyers
can signiﬁcantly sway cattle auction prices
and will thus be accounted for.
5.5 Visualisation Layer
The value of a data driven solution should
be measured by the extent to which it
supports business or research objectives.
Organisations, through their operations
and processes, generate data on a daily
basis. There is a need for tools that present
this data in a structure that allows users
to visualise, explore and make sense of it
(Kim & Schuler, 2018). Data visualisation
focuses on the design, development and
the application of computer-generated
graphical presentation of data. It enables
the eﬀective presentation of data that is
acquired from diverse sources. This allows
decision-making end users to view analytics
in a visual form, thus making it easy for them
to interpret it. It facilitates the discovery of
trends and patterns, the comprehension of
information thus enabling users to make
sound opinions and judgements on data
(Sadiku et al., 2016).

Given the proposed real-time data stream
strategy, it is suggested that the model be
constantly trained as new data are acquired.
The success of this method will heavily rely
on the implementation of technologies that
support Big Data fundamentals, such as
parallel and in-memory computing. This will
create eﬃciencies that will enable resources
to cope with high demand. It is also proposed
that the training and testing of the model be
carried out by a separate thread. When the
trained model is identiﬁed to be better than
the current model, it should be deployed
to production and subsequently employed
in make predictions. This mechanism will
allow the DSS to factor the currently existing
market conditions and perform predictions
that take these trends in to consideration.
5.4 Intelligence Layer
Models built from the intelligence layer
can be applied to create information and
knowledge that can be used to improve
decision making. The intelligence layer will

Visualisation designs seek to facilitate
the decision-making process and serve
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as means for enhancing cognition. It is
important to consider how the visualisation
will be applied and what it will seek to
explain in the process of designing and
developing a prototype. Data visualisation
supersedes merely representing numbers.
It involves rethinking and identifying the
visualisations on which the numbers should
be based on. Data visualisation is a crucial
subdivision of Computer Science and has
a broad range of application areas. Various
application-speciﬁc artefacts have been
built to analyse data generated from ﬁelds
of medicine, engineering, agriculture and
ﬁnance (Srinivasa, Siddesh & Srinidhi,
2018).

collection, modelling and visualisation
layers. Technology that supports the
proposed data centric approach needs to
be judiciously selected.
6. IMPLEMENTATION AND EMPIRICAL
EVALUATION
This section discusses how to implement
and empirically evaluate the proposed
data centric framework for developing an
animal trading decision support system for
cattle trading in South Africa. This research
focuses on creating a Big Data repository
that can be used for the prediction of prices
of animals traded at auctions. It is important
for beef cattle producers to have suﬃcient
information on the costs and revenue that
each cattle trading alternative will yield, in
order to make informed decisions on animal
selling prices. As such, a DSS that predicts
the future outlook of prices at auctions
could prove useful in improving the decision
making capacity of farmers.

Suitable visualisation techniques will allow
the presentation of results obtained from
the aforementioned layers of the proposed
model. Users should be able to easily
discern the relationships that exist in data
through the use of the visualisation layer.
Furthermore, the framework proposes
that visuals need to have the ability to
display predicted cattle auction prices and
provide a concise illustration of factors
that are primarily driving market forces at
each occurrence. Furthermore, it should
provide the visual depiction of other insights
and trends from data in a way that allows
stakeholders with minimal skills to fully
interpret and understand the information
and apply it to aid decision making. The
visualisation will also need to accommodate
the context of beef cattle producers who are
typically mobile and not stationed on a desk
during most of their working hours. As such,
visualisations should not only be accessible
on web browsers but must also be rendered
on mobile devices.

6.1 Data Sources
The success of the Decision Support
System in predicting cattle prices at
South African auctions will highly depend
on the adequacy and completeness of
data acquired in training and testing the
predictive model. The framework suggests
an aggressive acquisition of several
datasets that can potentially explain cattle
auction price variability from disparate
sources. Historical cattle price auction data
are expected to be useful in assisting this
endeavour. This data can be collected from
a wide range of South African auctioneering
houses. Examples of the most prominent
auctioneers include BKB Ltd, Beefmaster
Ltd, NRE Auctions and VleisSentraal.
Historical auction data are expected to be
collected in both real time and on a periodical
basis. Digital auction data can, for example,
be collected in a real time fashion, since it is
system generated and is typically available
following the closing of the auction. Open cry
auction data will however be more delayed
and will have to be obtained periodically.
Open cry auction data contains the closing
price of each animal that was successfully

5.6 Technological Considerations
The challenges related with the acquisition,
integration, modelling and visualisation
of data require cautious consideration to
be given on the selection of technology
platforms. The framework proposes a
technology consideration element that
serves as a means of guiding technological
choices and decisions made in the data
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sold on a physical auction. These data
are manually captured by auction clerks
during the auction event and are typically
compiled on a spreadsheet document in
order to determine the commission that will
be charged to the seller.

cattle purchase decisions. Given this, the
framework proposes the collection of data
that assists in measuring auction setup and
readiness such as Facebook Campaign
Insights, Mailchimp Analytics and Marketing
Spend aimed at promoting auctions.

The proﬁle of the animal is a key determinant
of the price that it will attract at an auction.
Characteristics such as its weight, average
daily gain, breed, sex, birth date, feed
administered, sterilisation status, dosage
and drenching patterns are of paramount
importance in attracting buyer attention.
Furthermore, genetic data on sire and dam
characteristics, strength and endurance,
resistance to harsh conditions, mortality
rate, temperature, lameness and feeding
patterns of the animal on oﬀer at an auction
have a signiﬁcant bearing in determining
the costs buyers are prepared to expend
to acquire it. The framework proposes
collecting data on animal characteristics
and genetic traits from auctioneers, cattle
breeding societies and the Stud Book.

Maize production data are also expected
to be instrumental in determining auction
prices given that crop producers typically,
buy cattle following a successful crop
season and dispose cattle when they
do not perform well. Furthermore, maize
production also inﬂuences the availability
of feed that is used to ready cattle for the
market. The framework proposes acquiring
South African Maize Production data from
the United States Department of Agriculture
Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS) system.
The choice for using this system in collecting
data is primarily based on its accessibility
and ease of use. FAS allows data to be easily
accessed via a Web API. This is in line with
the proposed Big Data approach that this
study seeks to follow which emphasises the
importance of collecting data from sources
with automated update capabilities.

The setup and readiness of the auction
is of importance in ensuring the ﬂuidity,
convenience and the ultimate success in
closing a sale of an animal. It is incumbent
upon auctioneers to adequately market
their auction event to ensure that potential
buyers and participants are fully informed
and aware of the details surrounding it.
Social media can be used as a means for
promoting auctions. Auctioneers also need
to ensure the availability of key support staﬀ
to assist buyers with diﬀerent enquiries that
they may have before and during the auction
event. This is particularly important in cases
when auctions are conducted digitally,
given that a sizeable number of producers
still struggle with technological literacy.
The presentation of the auction catalogue,
especially the richness of information
that describes the animal on oﬀer is also
important in creating excitement amongst
buyers. The location of the auction is also
expected to contribute towards determining
the price of animals since buyers consider
distance and convenience when making

Fuel prices are expected to determine
cattle auction prices. Buyers are sensitive
to costs of transporting animals from the
auction pens to their intended destination.
Based on this, they determine the maximum
price that they are willing to pay for animals
on oﬀer. As such, the framework proposes
collecting current and historical data on
South African fuel prices from the Trading
Economics platform via a Web API.
Pork and Poultry serve as primary
alternative meat products that substitute
beef in South Africa. As such, pork and
poultry production are expected to aﬀect
cattle prices. Historical data on the South
African production of pork and poultry will
be sourced from FAS via Web API. The API
will also enable automatic updates when
current data becomes available.
The
framework
proposes
carefully
assessing economic indicators in the
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process of predicting cattle auction prices.
Factors such as inﬂation, exchange rate,
Consumer Price Index and cattle imports
and exports are expected to contribute to
the variability of cattle prices at auctions.
CPI data, US dollar to South African Rand
exchange rate data and inﬂation rate data
can be sourced from the Trading Economics
platform via Web API. Data on cattle imports
and exports can be obtained from FAS.

will enable all datasets to be calibrated to
a consistent point of departure. This will
ensure that the knowledge base of the
predictive model will be based on trends
from a reasonable past (Ayankoya et al.,
2016). It is further recommended that all
datasets be uniformly split for model training
and testing purposes. The framework
suggests that 80% of all data sets be used
for training the model while 20% be used
for testing purposes. This is in line with the
80:20 commonly applied rule of thumb for
splitting of data to training and testing sets
(Lanka et al., 2020).

Prevailing weather conditions have a
profound bearing on the performance of
livestock. It determines the availability of
grazing pastures. It also inﬂuences the cost
of supplementary feed required to improve
animal growth. Additionally, harsh weather
conditions have an impact on animal
stress levels, which ultimately aﬀects
their productivity. The framework hence
proposes the collection of historical and
real time weather data from South African
Weather Services through the AfriGIS API.

Azure Machine Learning is proposed
as the modelling tool of choice given its
powerful compute capabilities and its ease
of integration with Microsoft’s powerful API
Management, which will be used to create
an API that will be used by the Visualisation
layer to obtain predictions. The Back
Propagation Neural Network machine
learning algorithm is also recommended
as it is highly eﬀective in the prediction of
time series data. Model retraining should
be carried out daily as new data becomes
available.

The reputation of sellers disposing animals
is important towards creating buyer
perceptions about the animals that the
auction will oﬀer. This reputation is built
over the years based on the quality of
animals previously sold as well as the level
of success that historical auctions have
enjoyed. As such, the framework proposes
the collection of data on the success
of previous auctions and the perceived
reputation of the seller.

6.3 Empirical Evaluation
Once a predictive model is developed
using historical data training sets (80%),
the model’s performance will be evaluated
by predicting future animal sale prices and
comparing the predictions with the actual
20% of the remainder data that was not
used during the model building process.
The choice of metrics used in assessing the
performance of a model inﬂuences how its
eﬀectiveness is measured and perceived. It
is thus important to consider the techniques
and units of measure that will be applied in
measuring the model for predicting cattle
auction prices.

6.2 Modelling
Historical data for most of the crucial
datasets, such as historical auction prices,
animal proﬁles, maize production, fuel
prices, pork and poultry production, weather
and economic indicators are available. Data
on inﬂation, for instance ranges from the
1960s. However, not all datasets date as far
as this. Maize production data, for instance
is available on FAS from 2000. Data on
some Facebook campaigns conducted by
auctioneers is available from 2014. As such,
for the purpose of implementation, the data
centric framework recommends modelling
datasets from January 2014 onwards. This

Once developed, the data centric framework
proposes that the predictive model be
assessed by evaluating its performance
in predicting the test dataset. The Mean
Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) should
be used to establish the model’s accuracy.
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MAPE is a technique for measuring model
accuracy that represents prediction error
as a percentage of the observed values
(Ayankoya et al., 2016). The rigour of the
model will be further tested by assessing
how well it predicts future animal prices
at auctions. A sample of auctions will be
selected and evaluated. Following this,
animals to be sold from these auctions
will be randomly chosen. The model will
be subsequently applied to predict the
prices that these animals will be sold for a
few days before the auction takes place.
The model’s predictions will be compared
against the actual prices following the
closing of the auction and MAPE will be
applied to evaluate its accuracy.

PowerBI Embedded service on Azure will
subsequently facilitate the embedding
of PowerBI visuals to the user interface.
Lastly, the framework recommends the
display of factors that are largely inﬂuencing
the cattle auction price at each instance.
The visual layer should also facilitate the
display of other trends and insights from
data in a manner that is easy for end users
to understand.
7. MANAGERIAL AND BUSINESS
RECOMMENDATIONS
This study provides a framework for
developing a model for predicting cattle
auction prices in South Africa. Moreover,
a framework for developing the predictive
model into a decision support system for
businesses is proposed. This system is
expected to assist South African beef cattle
producers and agricultural organisations in
determining the most optimal cattle oﬀ-take
strategy that yields the highest ﬁnancial
reward without having to sift through and
analyse several data sources. The decision
support system proposed by the framework
can be applied to acquire cattle auction
prices and hence use this intelligence to
determine the best cattle marketing strategy.

6.4 Visualisation
The data centric framework proposes
the development of a user interface that
prompts users on the input parameters
that are necessary in making auction
price predictions. This interface should
typically be a very simpliﬁed form that
captures information on the animal whose
auction price needs to be predicted, such
as the birth date of the animal, its weight,
inoculation status and sex, for instance. It
is also important to optimise this form for
access on mobile devices and to ensure
that it is built to easily load and render, given
that producers will mostly be situated in
rural areas with poor network connectivity.
Moreover, the form must allow for users
to capture animal information even in
cases where there is no connectivity. This
information should be cached and then sent
to the predictive model in the cloud when
Internet connectivity is restored.

Agricultural organisation management,
farmers and other stakeholders could
beneﬁt using the proposed data centric
framework for animal trading decision
support. The decision support system could
assist stakeholders in improved decision
making, the strategic marketing and sales
of animals and for farmers, improved data
access, decision support assistance and
proﬁtability.
8. CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Agricultural organisations are experiencing
digital transformation and implementing
data centric architectures and data models
for existing and new computer applications
and systems. The ability to provide market
intelligence, using a DDS, that allows the
full exploration of diﬀerent data sets, was
identiﬁed as an opportunity for beef cattle

Once information has been input by the
user and relayed to the modelling layer,
the predicted price of the animal must be
returned and rendered in visuals that are
intelligible and simpliﬁed for the user to easily
comprehend. The framework proposes
the use of PowerBI in the development of
visuals. Power BI will thus call the model
via the provisioned API to retrieve data on
the predicted cattle auction prices. The
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producers to improve decision making
through price predictions and potentially
improve their proﬁtability. It was also
established that the provisioning of adequate
data in a timeous fashion is crucial towards
enhancing decision support for cattle
trading. As such, this research adopted a
data centric approach in order to guide the
acquisition, integration and dissection of
disparate data sets on factors that impact
cattle prices at auctions. Moreover, a data
centric framework for implementing a
decision support system for cattle trading
in South Africa was proposed. The key
elements of the framework are industry
domain knowledge, the factors that impact
the market, data extraction, integration
and the application of machine learning
algorithms that is constantly retrained as
new streams of data are pushed through
the system. Lastly, the framework proposes
a DSS that provides information in a userfriendly manner to users, while also paying
attention to technological considerations
that utilise data centric techniques and
strategies.
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WHY DONATING
IS DIFFERENT: AN
INVESTIGATION ON THE
ENGAGEMENT AND
SATISFACTION OF DUTCH
INDIVIDUALS TOWARDS
THE DUTCH CANCER
SOCIETY

cognitive dimensions contribute signiﬁcantly
to contributor satisfaction among the
respondents. These two dimensions also
inﬂuence the other engagement dimensions,
highlighting their importance. The spiritual
engagement dimension was not found to
contribute to satisfaction, despite previous
research suggesting its importance.
The emotional and cognitive engagement
dimensions can be used by DCS and
other non-proﬁt organisations in various
countries, cultures and various causes to
understand the changing needs of donors
and the broader society. The ﬁndings can
contribute to the existing knowledge of the
dimensions of engagement and could be
utilised for the development of marketing
strategies and marketing communication
strategies of non-proﬁts in other countries,
including those operating in areas beyond
the health sector.
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INTRODUCTION
Non-proﬁt organisations (NPOs) play an
important role in society, relying on the
support of a range of stakeholders (Alfes et
al., 2016; Smith, 2018). Individuals support
a cause or organisation that has a signiﬁcant
personal meaning or for a speciﬁc reason
including altruism (Sargeant, 1999). There
is a range of relationships between the
NPO and stakeholders such as corporate
supporters and contributors (e.g., donors
and volunteers) (García-Mainar & Marcuello,
2007). The focus of this study is on these
contributors who contribute money, time or
co-creating content.

ABSTRACT
The non-proﬁt sector has been characterised
by an increase in causes and a decrease in
ﬁnancial contributions. One way to remedy
this situation is to build relationships with
contributors and focus on engagement
and their resulting satisfaction. One
health non-proﬁt organisation is the Dutch
Cancer Society which is the largest Dutch
charity. Answering a call to investigate the
multidimensional nature of engagement in
diverse contexts, the research purpose of
this study is to investigate the engagement
of Dutch individuals towards DCS and its
impact on satisfaction.

One challenge currently faced by NPOs
is a decline in contributions (Kang, 2016).
From a demographic perspective, women,
those who are more educated and older
people are more likely to contribute to an
NPO (Bekkers & Wiepking, 2011; Maftei,
2020). Younger individuals do not want to
conclude long-term contribution contracts

The study used a positivistic research
philosophy, speciﬁcally a survey. A
questionnaire was distributed electronically,
yielding 164 usable responses. Statistical
analysis was done using SPSS27.
The study has shown that the emotional and
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(Charities Aid Foundation, 2019) due to
decreasing disposable income (YouGov,
2019) as available income plays a role in
the contribution decision (Maftei, 2020).
Similarly, there has also been a decline in the
number of volunteers in this sector (Harp et
al., 2017). Further, in general, individuals are
engaging less with charitable organisations
(European Fundraising Association, 2017).

multidimensional perspective identiﬁes
behaviours, cognition, emotions and social
aspects while the spiritual dimension has
also been suggested (Conduit et al., 2019;
Karpen & Conduit, 2020).
For proﬁt-orientated organisations, customer
engagement inﬂuences organisations in
a range of areas (Jaakkola & Alexander,
2014) including Word-of-Mouth (WoM)
and involvement (Kumar, 2020). NPOs are
similar to proﬁt-orientated organisations in
that they need to build relationships with
stakeholders (Alfes et al., 2016; Smitko,
2012), thus NPOs need to investigate
engagement. In the case of NPOs, this
would also impact the contribution to the
speciﬁc cause as NPOs rely on donations
of a range of resources (Conduit et al.,
2019) for survival. This relies on building
relationships with contributors and other
stakeholders (Kumar, 2018) for their long
term functioning.

With a net value of €3.1 billion, the charity
sector is steadily growing in the Netherlands
(Brancheorganisatie
Goede
Doelen
Nederland, 2019), from 396 licensed
charities in 2015 to a current total of 609
in 2020 (Centraal Bureau Fondsenwerving,
2020). The largest Dutch charity based
on net income and number of donors is
the KWF Kankerbestrijding (Koningin
Wilhelmina Fonds voor de Nederlandse
Kankerbestrijding) or Dutch Cancer Society
(DCS) (Centraal Bureau Fondsenwerving,
2020). DCS was founded in 1949 and
supports the prevention, research, and
treatment of cancer. It focuses on three
main pillars related to cancer research:
investing in scientiﬁc research, cancer
education and patient (after)care and
support (KWF Kankerbestrijding, n.d.).
Over the ﬁscal year of 2018, DCS received a
total of €144.2 million in donations, of which
€137.1 million could be directly dedicated
towards these main three pillars (van den
Gronden & Falkenburg, 2019). Yet they are
facing challenges similar to other NPOs,
highlighting the importance of engagement
to DCS.

The importance of engagement has been
identiﬁed in a number of proﬁt-orientated
organisations, products and services
including video games, (Abbasi et al.,
2016), tourism (Rather et al., 2019) and
on social media (Mariani et al., 2016).
Studies have
primarily investigated
engagement behaviours including both
transactional (e.g., sales; retention) and
non-transactional outcomes (e.g., referrals;
satisfaction) (Dolan et al., 2016; Stander
& De Beer, 2016; Van Doorn et al., 2010).
Previous research (Bekkers & Wiepking,
2011; Wallace et al., 2017) has examined
the diverse motivations for contributions to
NPOs but research into engagement within
NPOs “in its infancy” (Conduit et al., 2019;
Matos & Fernandes, 2021). Therefore,
the research purpose of this study is to
investigate the dimensions of engagement
of Dutch individuals with DCS, and their
impact upon the satisfaction of contributors.

Engagement has increasingly come into
focus for practitioners and academics due
to its positive outcomes and impacts on
organisations (Hao, 2020). It has been
described using a range of terms including
consumer
engagement,
advertising
engagement
and
customer
brand
engagement (Hollebeek et al., 2019). A great
deal of eﬀort has been put into summarising
the use and composition thereof (cf. Brodie,
Hollebeek, & Smith, 2011; Hao, 2020; Vivek
et al., 2012) with researchers viewing it
as both uni- and multidimensional. The

It has been acknowledged that engagement
is context-speciﬁc (Hao, 2020), thus this
study provides insight into the contributor
engagement and its impact on the
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satisfaction of contributors to NPOs and
speciﬁcally those operating in the health
sector. Further, this study also provides
additional insights into the role of the
spiritual dimension as part of the broader
engagement construct and its role in the
NPO context and its impact on contributor
satisfaction.

perspectives on engagement as a construct
with some focusing on a unidimensional
perspective such as engagement behaviours
(Jaakkola & Alexander, 2014; Sprott et
al., 2009; Van Doorn et al., 2010) while
others approach it from a multidimensional
perspective (Groeger et al., 2016; Roy et
al., 2020; Van Doorn et al., 2010). From a
multidimensional perspective (Brodie et al.,
2019; Hao, 2020), engagement involves
the customer’s physical, cognitive and
emotional presence in their relationship
with a product or service organisation
(Yu et al., 2015). This has resulted in the
identiﬁcation of speciﬁc dimensions namely
behavioural, cognitive, and emotional
dimensions. (For a detailed discussion, see
Hao, 2020; Jaakkola et al., 2019; Karpen &
Conduit, 2020). Two dimensions have been
added, speciﬁcally the social and spiritual
dimensions (Conduit et al., 2019; Vivek et
al., 2012; Zomerdijk & Voss, 2010). It is this
multidimensional view used in this study.

The paper starts by introducing the
theoretical foundations of engagement
that underpin the study followed by the
research method implemented. Thereafter
the ﬁndings and discussion are presented,
as well as the theoretical and practical
implications of the study.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Contribution to NPOs
Individuals feel the need, want, desire
or urge to contribute to and engage with
a speciﬁc cause to produce positive
outcomes for the cause (Sargeant, 1999).
The contribution decision is inﬂuenced by
a range of socio-economic and personal
factors including income, age and education
and altruism (Alfes et al., 2016; GarcíaMainar & Marcuello, 2007). Additionally,
the assurance that donations will be used
appropriately (Tremblay-Boire & Prakash,
2017) and the engagement level also
impacts the contribution to a cause (Farmer
& Fedor, 2001). Contributors also received
tangible or intangible rewards in received
from this contribution (Bekkers & Wiepking,
2011).

In understanding the relationship with
NPOs, engagement has been described as
including enthusiasm, passion and a “deep
interest” in its activities (Bennett, 2013) and
the emotional connection with the cause.
Conduit et al. (2019) argue that volunteers
also gain a connection with a cause or
organisation through a spiritual and social
dimension.
Conceptual Framework and hypotheses
The behavioural dimension of
engagement
Behavioural engagement reﬂects a state of
activation and consists of the level of time,
energy and physical eﬀort spent on an
engagement object (the NPO) (Hollebeek
et al., 2014). The more time, energy and
physical eﬀort people give to their role
and the organisation (i.e., behavioural
engagement), the more value they will
place in the achieved outcomes (Rich
et al., 2010). For volunteers, the act of
helping another person and the associated
investment of time and energy creates value
for the volunteer (e.g., general well-being),
generating positive outcomes for the non-

Contributor engagement
Customer engagement is deﬁned in diverse
ways using a range of theoretical lenses
(Behnam et al., 2021). It has been described
as being linked with commitment, passion,
enthusiasm, absorption, and energy
(Hollebeek, 2011; So et al., 2014). From
a Service Dominant Logic perspective,
Hollebeek et al. (2019) deﬁne engagement
as the customers “investment of cognitive,
emotional, behaviour and social resources”
(p.171).
Research

has

provided

alternate
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proﬁt organisation (e.g., the speciﬁc cause)
(Gage & Thapa, 2012). Behaviourally
engaged donors are more likely to engage
frequently and more intensively (Van Doorn
et al., 2010), posting online content and
through WoM.

people spend their money may be at least
as important as how much money they
earn, with spending on others contributing
to greater happiness (Dunn et al., 2008).
Emotions play a role in the initial decision to
support the cause (or NPO) as this often has
a signiﬁcant personal meaning or reason
(Sargeant, 1999), resulting in emotional
engagement. This emotional engagement
which appears to make the contribution
to and interaction with the charitable
organisation more memorable also leads
to continued levels of support (Sargeant et
al., 2008). Thus, higher levels of emotional
engagement increase perceived investment
and perceived greater emotional rewards
(Meier & Stutzer, 2008).

The cognitive dimension of engagement
Cognitive engagement reﬂects the level
of concentration and mental focus given
to a focal engagement object (Scott &
Craig-Lees, 2010). It refers to durable
and active psychological states of mind
that a consumer encounters regarding
the object for engagement (Dessart et al.,
2015). Cognitive engagement represents a
psychological disposition in which donors
invest mental eﬀort to understand the
volunteer experience and the organisation,
with the intent to attain the desired outcomes
(Calder et al., 2009). Cognitive engagement
helps create a deeper understanding of the
role and the organisation, manifesting in
an appreciation of the contribution made
through the role and the development of
cognitive bonds (Harmeling et al., 2017).
It would also include the amount of time
thinking about and reﬂecting upon the NPO
and the cause (Saks, 2006). Therefore, the
cognitive dimension for engagement comes
down to rationalizing the contribution
experience in terms of meaningfulness and
whether the form of contribution is valuable
towards the desired goal (Conduit et al.,
2019).

The social dimension of engagement
The social dimension of engagement is
conceptualised as a sense of initiative
or involvement with social stimuli, being
part of social activities and interacting
with others (Achterberg et al., 2003).
Research recognises the social interaction
embedded in the engagement experience
and proposes that talking to other people
and sharing experiences makes people
feel more connected and part of the group,
giving rise to a sense of engagement with
that group (Calder et al., 2009).
In the context of NPOs and contributions,
social inﬂuence has been found to impact
individual contributions and informing
donors about others’ contributions can
signiﬁcantly increase or decrease their
contribution (Bryant et al., 2003). In
particular, younger donors identify the role of
personal and social beneﬁts to contributing
to NPOs, including strengthening social
relationships, developing skills, enhancing
career prospects, as well as the more
traditional contributing to the community
and “making a diﬀerence” (Walsh & Black,
2015).

The emotional dimension of
engagement
Emotional or aﬀective engagement reﬂects
the emotional connection people invest in
their interactions with a focal object (Mollen
& Wilson, 2010). It showcases the levels
of both positive and negative emotions
experienced by the consumer (Vivek et al.,
2012). Contributors experience positive
emotions in their interactions with an NPO
and it is reﬂected in enthusiasm, inspiration,
pride, gratitude or general euphoria (Brodie,
Hollebeek, Jurić, et al., 2011).

Emergent technologies such as social
media have changed how contributors
engage (Yadav & Pavlou, 2014), including
social dimensions. Social media allows

In line with this, research suggests that how
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to be akin to a personal transformation,
an expression of humanitarian values, or
participation in religious activities (Penman,
Oliver, & Harrington, 2013). While
spirituality is often confused with religion,
religion is considered to be a component
or element of the dimension and therefore
intertwined (Conduit et al., 2019; Penman
et al., 2013). In NPOs, it is suggested that
there is a perceived alignment between the
spiritual values of the contributor and the
organisation or cause (Brophy, 2015).

donors to like and create content regarding
a cause or activity and then share this online
among a group who share a similar interest
or goal (Dolan et al., 2015)., but also in the
forming of groups with a shared interest or
goal (Schmidt & Iyer, 2015).
The spiritual dimension of engagement
Spirituality revolves around philosophies
and beliefs concerning life’s meaning and
how humanity and relationships structure
(Karpen & Conduit, 2020; MacKinlay, 2002).
It focuses on how to create a “deeper sense
of being, meaning and connection, occurring
by virtue of interactions with the beneﬁciary”
(Conduit et al., 2019 p. 467). It inﬂuences
philanthropic actions (Spohn, 2003)
enabling individuals to attempt to make
sense of their experiences and ﬁnd deeper
meaning (Karpen & Conduit, 2020). Previous
research considers spiritual engagement

Contributor satisfaction
The experience with an NPO results in the
development of its reputation and is used by
the contributor to evaluate their continued
involvement as well as their propensity
to engage with the NPO (Bennett,
2013), impacting its income (Sargeant &
Woodliﬀe, 2007). Research suggests that

FIGURE 1: THE RESEARCH MODEL
SOURCE: ADAPTED FROM CONDUIT ET AL. (2019)
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organisations that have high reputational
levels are more likely to have high levels
of engagement (Van Doorn et al., 2010).
In turn, higher levels of engagement result
in higher levels of satisfaction, which
impacts the extent to which the contribution
is sustained (Curran et al., 2016) and the
intention to stay involved (i.e., loyalty) with
the NPO (Sargeant & Woodliﬀe, 2007;
Vecina et al., 2012).

respondents that were not involved with
DCS which were removed from further
analysis. Section B collected demographic
details on the respondents and Section C
collected data on the engagement with DSC
using a six-point Likert scale (1= strongly
disagree; 6= strongly agree). All the items
were taken from Conduit et al. (2019) and
included behaviour engagement (5 items),
cognitive engagement (5 items), emotional
engagement (5 items), social engagement
(5 items), spiritual engagement (7 items)
and donor satisfaction (4 items). These
items had previous internal reliability
with a Cronbach alpha exceeding 0.910.
The questionnaire was translated into
Dutch from English and veriﬁed through
back translation among Dutch speakers
(Douglas & Craig, 2007). The questionnaire
was pilot tested to verify its structure.
Statistical analysis of the data, speciﬁcally
univariate and multivariate analysis was
conducted using SPSS27. Ethical issues
were addressed through anonymity and
conﬁdentiality, with data being collected
according to the principles of the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

The theoretical model used in the study.
The dimensions of engagement impact the
satisfaction experienced by contributors.
Thus, the following hypotheses have been
formulated:
H1: Behavioural engagement has a
signiﬁcant inﬂuence on donor satisfaction.
H2: Cognitive engagement has a signiﬁcant
inﬂuence on donor satisfaction.
H3: Emotional engagement has a signiﬁcant
inﬂuence on donor satisfaction.
H4: Social engagement has a signiﬁcant
inﬂuence on donor satisfaction.

Findings
Respondent proﬁle
A total of 164 usable responses
questionnaires were received. The majority
of the respondents were female (56.1%),
employed (33.5%), over 45 years of age
(59.2%) and married (44.5%). The majority
of respondents (76.5%) indicated a Christian
religious aﬃliation (see Table 1).

H5: Spiritual engagement has a signiﬁcant
inﬂuence on donor satisfaction.
METHODOLOGY
Population and sampling
To answer the research purpose, the study
uses a positivistic, deductive perspective
involving the development and electronic
distribution of a survey (Saunders et al.,
2012). The online questionnaire was
distributed via online channels, speciﬁcally
LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp,
to reach a convenience sample of Dutch
residents. Use was made of a ﬁlter question
to eliminate respondents who did not
contribute to DCS.

Descriptive statistics
The individual item with the highest mean
score was on the cognitive dimension (“I
think the DCS has meaning and purpose”,
M=5.04; SD=1.153) while the item with
the lowest mean score was on the
spiritual dimension (“I receive inspiration
or guidance from a Higher Power through
DCS”, M=5.04; SD=1.153). Regarding the
engagement dimensions, the emotional
engagement dimension had the highest
mean score (M=4.48; SD=1.078) while the
spiritual dimension had the lowest mean

Questionnaire development
The questionnaire comprised three
sections. Section A collected data on the
respondents’ involvement with DCS and
the nature of donations (if any). A ﬁlter
question was used to eliminate those
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score (M=2.05; SD=1.175). The reliability
scores on the various engagement
dimensions exceeded the minimum score of
0.7 (Pallant, 2016). Correlation coeﬃcients
indicate the relationship between variables,
with the strength of this relationship varying
between -1 and +1 (Pallant, 2016). The
relationship between the engagement
dimensions and satisfaction is positive.
Detail on the items on each dimension can
be seen in Table 2.

relationships appears in Table 3.
Respondents reﬂect high levels of
satisfaction with involvement in DCS, which
shows a large relationship (Cohen, 1988)
with emotional engagement (r=.632) and a
medium relationship with cognitive (r=.482)
and social engagement (r=.421).
Hypothesis testing
To test the hypotheses, a multiple
regression was used to assess the extent to
which the various engagement dimensions
impact donor satisfaction. An analysis
was conducted to ensure no violations of
normality, linearity, or multicollinearity, as
well as homoscedasticity, existed. The
correlations between the dimensions did
not exceed 0.7 and the VIF scores were
less than the suggested level of 10 (Pallant,
2016), enabling this analysis. Using the Enter
method, it was found that the engagement
dimensions explain a signiﬁcant amount of
the variance in the attitude (F2,5=15.169,
p<0.000, R2=0.447, R2adjusted=0.417).
The analysis reveals that emotional
engagement (b=.435, t(5)=4.643, p<0.000)
has the largest inﬂuence on satisfaction.
Further, cognitive engagement (b=.209,
t(5)=2.436, p<0.017) signiﬁcantly aﬀected
the satisfaction of donors, with only these 2
engagement dimensions being statistically
signiﬁcant.

Further analysis was conducted to
determine the relationship between the
engagement dimensions, as reﬂected
in the correlations. Large relationships
(Cohen, 1988) are found between
behavioural and cognitive engagement
(r=.509), emotional engagement (r=.694)
with these relationships being statistically
signiﬁcant. Large relationships also exist
between cognitive engagement and
emotional engagement (r=.682), cognitive
engagement and social engagement
(r=.607) as well as emotional engagement
and social engagement (r=.629). Medium
relationships (Cohen, 1988) were evidence
between behaviour engagement and
social engagement (r=.492) as well
as between spiritual engagement and
cognitive engagement (r=.353) and social
engagement (r=.414). Detail of these

TABLE 1:RESPONDENT PROFILE

Characteristic
Gender
Occupation

Age
Marital status
Religious
aﬃliation
Nature of
contribution

Distribution
40.2% male; 56.1% female; 0.6% prefer not to say.
11.6% student; 33.5% employed (full time); 15.9% employed (part
time); 13.4% Pensioner; 14.6% Self-employed; 6.1% unemployed;
4.9% prefer not to say.
12.2% younger than 25; 14.6% between 25 and 34; 12.8% between
25 and 44; 22% between 45 and 54; 24.4% between 55 and 64;
12.8% older than 65; 1.2% prefer not to say.
23.2% unmarried; 44.5% married; 7.9% divorced; 4.9% widowed;
15.2% civil partnership; 4.3% prefer not to say.
76.5% Christian; 2.9% Islam; 2.9% Jewish; 8.8% Buddhist; 5.9%
Other; 2.9% prefer not to say.
75.3% ﬁnancial donation; 33.7% time; 18.1% information sharing.
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TABLE 2: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

Item (adapted from Conduit et al., 2019)
Whenever possible, I am involved with activities related to
DCS
I am keen to participate in activities related to DCS.
I put a lot of eﬀort into DCS.
Compared to other contributors, I am more active in DCS
than others.
I spend a lot of time using DCS resources to help others.
I think of the DCS even in my spare time
I think the DCS has meaning and purpose
The DCS inspires me
I spend a lot of time thinking about DCS
Many of my thoughts have to do with the DCS
I feel positive about contributing to DCS
Contributing to DCS makes me happy
I feel good about contributing to DCS
To me, contributing to DCS is worthwhile
I am proud to be involved in DCS
I do quite a bit of socialising at DCS
I like to meet other people who contribute to DCS
Contributing to DCS makes me more of a community
I like contributing to DCS because of what I get from other
contributors
I have become interested in new things because of other
contributors to DCS
I am spiritually connected to the DCS
Contributing to DCS ﬁts with spiritual beliefs
DCS provides a sense of purpose in life through its
spiritual nature
I contribute to DCS to experience a spiritual connection
DCS enriches my spirituality
Contribution to DCS enhances my spiritual life
I receive inspiration or guidance from a Higher Power
through DCS
I am satisﬁed with the impact of my involvement and
contribution to DCS
My involvement and contribution to the DCS is worthwhile
The visible progression among DCS beneﬁciaries
The eﬀort I put into DCS is similar to the diﬀerence I make
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Mean

Standard
Deviation (SD)

3.84

1.327

3.98
3.61

1.337
1.361

3.29

1.268

3.31
3.09
5.04
3.99
2.67
2.34
4.30
4.27
4.62
4.78
4.45
3.16
3.29
3.09

1.319
1.385
1.153
1.243
1.234
1.185
1.259
1.118
1.023
.824
1.167
1.519
1.551
1.524

2.93

1.453

2.90

1.377

2.16
2.20

1.274
1.269

2.02

1.107

1.91
2.09
2.11

1.02
1.18
1.248

1.87

1.127

4.41

.906

4.57
4.25
3.82

.927
.981
1.135

TABLE 3: DESCRIPTIVE, RELIABILITY AND CORRELATION STATISTICS ON THE ENGAGEMENT
DIMENSIONS

Dimension
Behavioural
Engagement
(1)
Cognitive
engagement
(2)
Emotional
engagement
(3)
Social
engagement
(4)
Spiritual
engagement
(5)
Satisfaction
(6)

Mean

Standard
Reliability
Deviation

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

3.605

.938

α= .753

-

-

-

-

-

-

3.426

.939

α= .808

.509**

-

-

-

-

-

4.484

0.939

α= .915

.694** .682**

-

-

-

-

3.073

1.322

α= .934

.492** .607** .629**

-

-

-

2.051

1.066

α= .920

.414**

-

-

4.265

0.781

α= .797

.149

.353**

.096

.303** .482** .632** .421** .171*

-

** correlation is signiﬁcant at the 0.01 level.
* correlation is signiﬁcant at the 0.05 level.
and cognitive and behavioural engagement.
Emotional engagement impacts contributor
satisfaction, making it a critical aspect
for the NPO, which is similar to previous
studies (Bekkers & Wiepking, 2011; Maftei,
2020). Emotions have been found to impact
contributions, thus NPOs have used guilt
and fear for this purpose (Maftei, 2020).

DISCUSSION
The purpose of the research was to
investigate the dimensions of engagement
of Dutch individuals with DCS, and their
impact upon the satisfaction of contributors.
Previous research has highlighted the
importance of engagement behaviours (So
et al., 2014; Van Doorn et al., 2010) which
is not found in this study. A reason for this
can be found in the context in which this
study was conducted which is associated
with a cause rather than with a product
or service. The long-term orientation
(and outcomes) of cancer research also
impacts the contributor behaviour. Diverse
motivations for contributing to a cause,
including altruism or connection or the
passion associated with the cause have
been identiﬁed (Bekkers & Wiepking, 2011;
Bennett, 2013). The importance of cognitive
and emotional engagement is seen in this
study, with support found for their impact on
contributor satisfaction in addition to a high
correlation between emotional engagement

Social engagement was not found to impact
contributor satisfaction. Previous research
has found that social engagement in for
example brand communities does impact
social engagement with the brand (Vivek et
al., 2012) yet this does not appear to be the
case with NPOs. One reason for this could
be motivations for engagement with the
cause (or NPO), which is built on altruism
or the connection with the cause rather than
based on a need to connect with others.
Contrary to previous ﬁndings (Conduit et
al., 2019), spiritual engagement does not
impact the satisfaction of donors, but it does
impact the cognitive and social engagement
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TABLE 4: MULTIPLE REGRESSION: SATISFACTION (DEPENDENT VARIABLE)

Predictors
Behavioural
engagement
Cognitive
engagement
Emotional
engagement
Social
engagement
Spiritual
engagement

Beta

t

Sig.

VIF

-.152

-1.840

.069

2.675

.209

2.436

.017

2.345

Supported

.435

4.643

.000

2.489

Supported

.035

.534

.594

2.325

-0.03

-.566

-.566

1.156

of contributors. A reason for this diﬀerence
in ﬁndings is that DCS, being an NPO in the
health sector, has a diﬀerent proﬁle from
the religious-based NPO investigated in the
study conducted by Conduit et al., (2019).

Hypothesis
Not
supported

Not
supported
Not
supported

strategies to focus on providing opportunities
for cognitive and emotional engagement
by clearly providing evidence of the work
done by the charity while also highlighting
the opportunities for emotional connection.
Further, developing ways to enable donors
to engage socially with other donors (e.g.,
donor days) is also suggested. Societal
changes highlight the need to provide
donor satisfaction while also assisting
health charities such as DCS in terms of the
scope and focus of contributors. Besides, it
could help DCS to cope with this changing
contributor environment to retain its current
contributor base and increase its number of
contributors by improving on engagement
over the coming years.

Contributor satisfaction has a large
relationship with emotional engagement
which supports previous research (Bennett,
2013) as it is the passion for the cause that
impacts this satisfaction and loyalty towards
the NPO (Sargeant & Woodliﬀe, 2007).
Theoretical and practical contributions
This research paper aims to add to existing
literature about donor engagement in the
non-proﬁt sector. Additionally, it attempts to
elaborate on the dimensions of engagement
and how this aﬀects the satisfaction towards
a health-related NPO.

Conclusion, limitations, and future
research
The study focused on one charity in one
sector i.e., in the health sector, thus the
importance of the dimensions identiﬁed in
the study are speciﬁc to this category of
NPO. Further, the proﬁle of the respondents
(female, over 45 years of age) is such
that expanding the sample to include a
wider range of contributors to DCS is
recommended. The study was conducted in
the Netherlands among contributors to an
NPO that focuses on a health cause, thus
the potential to investigate engagement
in similar non-proﬁt organisations in other
cultures is possible, as well as investigating
a range of non-proﬁt organisations (e.g.,
social and animal welfare causes). This
is particularly relevant in a post-pandemic

The insights of this study do not only
advance the theoretical understanding
of the engagement phenomenon in this
context but also emphasize the speciﬁc role
of emotional engagement and its impact on
the other engagement dimensions as well
as the satisfaction to the NPO. Further, the
measurement of the spiritual dimension
and the lack of signiﬁcance in this context
raises the need to investigate the relevance
of this dimension.
Practically, the importance of emotions and
cognitive engagement means that a nonproﬁt organisation needs to design their
marketing and marketing communication
641

context (Maftei, 2020).

philanthropy: Eight mechanisms that drive
charitable giving. Nonproﬁt and Voluntary
Sector Quarterly, 40(5), 924-973.

This study made use of quantitative
methods, creating the opportunity to use
qualitative methods (e.g., interviews) to
provide additional detail regarding the
engagement of contributors. Further,
contrasting the engagement of donors (of
money) can be contrasted with those of
volunteers as the motivation for the diverse
forms of contribution may diﬀer (Bekkers &
Wiepking, 2011).
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This study has shown the importance of
engagement, speciﬁcally emotional and
cognitive engagement which serve as
the most important aspects impacting the
satisfaction of contributors to an NPO,
which can contribute to the development of
marketing strategies for NPOs operating in
this sector.
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SUSTAINABILITY
INDICATORS USED
IN EXECUTIVE
REMUNERATION
CONTRACTS: AN
EXPLORATORY STUDY

INTRODUCTION
Sustainable business strategies are aimed
at creating long-term beneﬁts for a number
of stakeholders, namely, employees,
customers, communities and environment
(Qin and Yang, 2018). Various strategies
can be used to signal a true sustainable
business orientation, for example, the issue
of a sustainability report, the assurance of
sustainability reports, a board of directors’
special committee for sustainability, internal
processes such as environmental and
social management systems as well as
performance contracts rewarding executives
for meeting sustainability performance
criteria (Grabner, Renders and Yang,
2018; Jamal, Herremans and Hussein,
2015). Linking sustainability performance
criteria to remuneration will shift the focus
of management from pure ﬁnancial targets
to sustainability targets and will lead to a
deeper integration of sustainability in the
company strategy (Grabner et al., 2018).
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ABSTRACT
Integrating
sustainability performance
criteria in executive remuneration contracts
are crucial to encourage management
to undertake sustainability activities. The
purpose of this paper is to examine the use
of sustainability performance criteria in the
executive remuneration of Johannesburg
Stock Exchange (JSE) listed companies to
provide greater insight into its implications
for use and interpretation. For the study,
remuneration
reports
of
FTSE/JSE
Responsible Investment Index companies
were content analysed to determine if and
how sustainability performance criteria were
used in executive remuneration contracts.
The results of the study showed that in
2018, 53% of companies included in the
FTSE/JSE Responsible Investment Index
used sustainability performance criteria in
executive remuneration, focussing mainly
on social labour issues. In addition, shortterm sustainability targets were used
mostly. The sustainability performance
criteria were not uniform but varied per
industry, with most companies in the oil and
gas sector making use of environmental
criteria in executive remuneration.

Researchers,
institutional
investors
and international regulators are now
acknowledging the need to govern
remuneration and include sustainability
criteria as key performance indicators
(KPI) in executive remuneration contracts
(Grabner et al., 2018; Maas and Rosendal,
2016; Qin and Yang, 2018, UNPRI, 2012;
WBCSD, 2010). The King IV Report,
issued by the Institute of Directors in South
Africa (IoDSA), aims to foster enhanced
accountability on remuneration and
recommends that remuneration be linked
to performance criteria “across the triple
context in which organisation operates
and/or all the capitals that the organisation
uses or aﬀects” (IoDSA, 2016:31). King
IV refers to the triple context and thus
envisages linking executive remuneration
not only to ﬁnancial performance but also
to environmental and social performance
criteria. One way to take environmental and
social bottom lines into account is to reward
meeting sustainability targets (Maas and
Rosendal, 2016). Using environmental and
social criteria as key performance indicators
in the remuneration contracts of executive

Keywords: Corporate social responsibility (CSR), executive remuneration, sustainability, performance criteria.
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directors is often referred as corporate
social responsibility (CSR) contracting
(Flammer, Hong and Minor, 2019; Grabner
et al., 2018; Ikram, Li and Minor, 2019; Qin
and Yang, 2018). The use of sustainability
KPI’s in the remuneration contracts of
executive directors is a new phenomenon
not widely-researched (Deckop, Merriman
and Gupta, 2006; Flammer et al., 2019;
Grabner et al., 2018; Ikram et al., 2019;
Maas and Rosendal, 2016).

of sustainability into the individual bonus
objectives of executives is rare (Maas and
Rosendal, 2016). Ikram et al. (2019) found
that CSR contracting varies signiﬁcantly
across industries and across sustainability
on which variables are contracted.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
As little is known about CSR contracting in
South Arica, the objective of this paper is to
explore the use of sustainability performance
criteria in executive remuneration contracts
of Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE)
listed companies to provide greater
insights into its implications for use and
interpretation. To achieve this objective,
it is important to know, if and how JSE
listed companies integrate sustainability
measures in remuneration contracts. The
main research question of this paper is, Do
JSE listed companies integrate sustainability
measures in executive remuneration
contracts? From this main research
question, three secondary questions were
asked. Firstly, Which sustainability variable
are used as key performance indicators in
the remuneration contracts of executive
directors? Secondly, What is the time
horizon of sustainability KPI variables? And,
thirdly, Are the sustainability KPI variables
comparable and consistent per industry?

PROBLEM INVESTIGATED
A few studies have examined the inﬂuence of
executive remuneration on the sustainability
orientation of companies. Flammer et
al. (2019) argue that CSR contracting
enhances the governance of a company by
incentivising managers to adopt a longer
time horizon and shift their attention towards
stakeholders that seem less salient but
contribute to long-term value creation. In
the absence of sustainability performance
criteria in executive remuneration contracts,
managerial short-termism is likely to
prevent managers from undertaking longterm investment in stakeholder initiatives
that contribute to long-term value creation.
By including sustainability performance
criteria, it is likely to shift managers’ attention
towards longer-term eﬀorts, leading them to
adopt a longer time horizon (Flammer et al.,
2019). Furthermore, CSR contracting builds
trust and reciprocity between companies
and investors, attracts investors with long
time horizons and provides additional
information about managerial eﬀort (Qin
and Yang, 2018). Maas and Rosendal
(2016) as well as Grabner et al. (2018)
explicitly looked at the type of sustainability
targets in executive remuneration schemes.
Maas and Rosendal (2016) found that
only a few companies used sustainability
targets in executive remuneration and
most these companies operated in dirty
industries which used short-term targets
focussing on social issues. Grabner et
al. (2018) found strong complementarity
between the two strategies, namely, CSR
contracting and sustainability reporting.
However, the integration of all three pillars

Section 4 of the paper presents the
theories related to CSR contracting, and
Section 5 provides a literature overview
of executive remuneration and the link
between it and sustainability. Section 6
outlines the research design and methods.
In Section 7 the research results from the
content analysis of remuneration reports
are presented. Section 8 oﬀers managerial
and educational implications. The paper
concludes with a discussion in Section 9.
THEORIES RELATED TO CSR
CONTRACTING
Section 4 discusses various CSR
contracting theories including agency
theory, stakeholder theory and managerial
power theory with reference to the South
African context.
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CSR contracting and agency theory
Agency theory refers to the relationship
between
the
principals
(company
shareholders) and their agents (company
managers). In this relationship, there
are conﬂicting interests between the
shareholders and managers, and both parties
are assumed to act in their own self-interest
(Jensen and Meckling, 1976). According
to agency theory, the shareholders design
incentive contracts to direct work-averse
manager eﬀorts towards desired goals
(Grabner et al., 2018; Flammer et al., 2019).
If the shareholders have a desire for a true
sustainability orientation, then according to
the agency theory, CSR contracting should
be used to encourage management eﬀorts
on sustainability-related activities.

the best interests of the organisation over
time” (IoDSA, 2016). Furthermore, the
King IV code advocates that the governing
body should manage “stakeholder risk as
an integral part of organisation-wide risk
management” (IoDSA, 2016).
According to Hill and Jones (1992),
managers are the agents of all stakeholders,
so these authors combined the stakeholder
theory and the agency theory to create
the stakeholder-manager construct. For
example, managers are motivated by selfinterest, and often prefer to create value
in the short-term, while shareholders
and stakeholders prefer long-term value
creation (Flammer et al., 2019; Maas and
Rosendal, 2016). Because managers
have excessive preference for the present,
managers may be reluctant to address all
stakeholder claims, preferring short-term
rewards over long-term rewards, even if the
latter are substantially higher, for example,
the longevity of the natural environment
for future generations and support of
communities. As a result, managers are
likely to focus their attention on those
stakeholders that help meet short-term
earnings targets (Flammer et al., 2019).
The longevity of the natural environment
for future generations and support of
communities are addressed by the Millennial
Development Goals (MDG) which focus
on long-term implications for South Africa,
as set out in following eight goals: “(i) to
eradicate extreme poverty and hunger, (ii)
to promote universal primary education, (iii)
to promote gender equality and empower
women, (iv) to reduce child mortality, (v)
to improve maternal health, (vi) to combat
HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases, (vii)
to ensure environmental sustainability and
lastly to develop global partnership for the
development” (StatsSA, 2015). Companies
could attempt to reduce conﬂict among
stakeholders and focus manager attention
towards stakeholders that contribute
to long-term value creation by linking
executive remuneration to sustainability
KPI’s (Abdelmotaal and Abdel-Kader, 2016;
Maas and Rosendal, 2016). As a result, the

CSR contracting and stakeholder
theory
The stakeholder theory within the corporate
context was conceptualised by Freeman
(1984). The stakeholder theory is based
on the premise that a company should be
sensitive to the eﬀects of its actions on various
stakeholder groups, not only shareholders.
According to the stakeholder’s theory, a
diverse set of stakeholders (for example,
shareholders,
customers,
suppliers,
creditors, employees, advocate groups and
public authorities) have diﬀerent economic,
environmental and social interests in a
company and can inﬂuence the success of
a company (Hahn and Kuhnen, 2013:5). All
stakeholders are ﬁnancially-material and
essential for sustaining competitiveness as
well as long-term value creation (Flammer,
2015). Flammer et al. (2019) distinguished
between powerful stakeholders (consumers
and employees) and stakeholders that
are dependent on advocacy (natural
environment and communities). According
to Flammer et al. (2019), the natural
environment and local communities are
more likely to beneﬁt from the integration of
CSR criteria in executive director contracts.
The King IV code uses a stakeholder
inclusive approach to governance aimed
to “balance the needs, interest and
expectations of material stakeholders in
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integration of sustainability performance
criteria in executive remuneration contracts
is important to promote the interest of all
stakeholders as well as the short and longterm value of a company.

listing requirements and therefore the King
IV code’s recommendations regarding the
‘say on pay’ have been made mandatory
(De Lange, 2019).
The King IV code advocates that the
remuneration policy should promote
responsible corporate citizenship and should
therefore speciﬁcally address (i) “fair and
responsible executive remuneration in the
context of overall employee remuneration”
(ii) “the use of performance measures
that support positive outcomes across
the economic, social and environmental
context and/or all the capitals that the
organisation uses or aﬀects” and (iii) “voting
by shareholders on the remuneration policy
and implementation report”. According to
Erasmus (2017) setting a remuneration
policy requires a strong link between
strategy, sustainable value creation,
performance and remuneration.

4.3 CSR contracting and the managerial
power theory
Managerial power theory is based on the
premise that managers with excessive
power can exert inﬂuence over their
compensation, which will lead to undue
overcompensation (Ikram et al., 2019;
Bebchuk and Fried, 2004; Bebchuk,
Fried and Walker, 2002). According to
the managerial power theory, executives
can obtain excessive remuneration by
using loosely-deﬁned and easy-to-reach
sustainability targets in compensation
contracts (Kolk and Perego, 2014). When
boards are appointed, and monitoring is
weak, non-ﬁnancial sustainability targets
are potentially easy to manipulate and
hard to verify (Ikram et al., 2019). Qin and
Yang (2018) studied CSR contracting in the
context of CEO dismissals and found that
companies that underperform ﬁnancially
tend to use CSR measures to evaluate
CEOs and, furthermore, companies led
by less powerful CEOs tend to embark on
CSR contracting.

5.EXECUTIVE REMUNERATION,
SUSTAINABILITY INDICATORS
AND THE USE SUSTAINABILITY
PERFORMANCE CRITERIA IN
EXECUTIVE REMUNERATION
Section 5 discusses the executive
remuneration, sustainability indicators
and the use of sustainability performance
criteria in executive remuneration. The King
IV code advocates that the remuneration
policy of a company could be used as a
tool to create sustainable long-term value
within the company’s economic, social and
environmental context (IoDSA, 2016).

The potential misuse of power by executive
directors when setting remuneration policies
are minimised because of requirements
contained in the King IV Code and the
JSE Listing Requirements. In terms of the
South African Companies Act (No 71 of
2008) shareholders’ approval by special
resolution are required for non-executive
directors’ remuneration and not for executive
remuneration. However, the King IV Code
attempts to give shareholders a ‘voice’,
also referred to as a ‘say on pay’ regarding
executives’ remuneration (De Lange
2019). The King IV code recommends a
separate non-binding advisory vote by
shareholders at the annual general meeting
in respect of the remuneration policy and
implementation report (IoDSA, 2016). The
JSE incorporated the King IV code into its

5.1 Executive remuneration
Appropriate remuneration schemes are
crucial if managers are to be encouraged
to undertake sustainability activities that
enhance long-term performance (Arjalies
and Munday, 2013; Cuguero-Escofet
and Rosanas, 2013; Groen, Wouter and
Wilderson, 2012; Maas and Rosendal,
2016). In general, executive remuneration is
structured according to three reward types,
namely, base salary, short-term annual
bonus and long-term incentives including
share options (Maas and Rosendal, 2016).
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First, the base salary is a ﬁxed reward
irrespective of personal performance and
independent of company performance.
Second, the short-term annual bonus is
a variable reward subject to short-term
performance. Finally, long-term incentives
motivate managers to consider and
enhance long-term performance.

the ability of future generations to meet their
own needs” (Brundtland, 1987:54).
The Brundtland (1987) report created
awareness of an imminent ecological
crisis and clearly-acknowledged the
interconnectedness between the continued
economic development and growth as well
as environmental and societal problems. The
interconnected approach of the Brundtland
(1987) report was popularised by Elkington
(1997) through the concept of triple bottom
line. The triple bottom line concept was
embraced and promoted for use in the
corporate world by the Global Reporting
Initiative (GRI, 2000). The GRI proposed
an indicator framework based on three
pillars, namely, economic, environmental
and social indicators consisting of subcategories for labour, human rights, society
and product responsibility (GRI, 2013).
Recent updates of the GRI guidelines have
enhanced the framework of indicators
and highlight its relevance (GRI, 2016).
Given that performance measures in the
economic category cannot be classiﬁed as
CSR or non-CSR (Grabner et al., 2018), the
remaining two GRI pillars are summarised
in Table 1.

In terms of Section 30(6b) of the South
African Companies Act No. 71 of 2008
remuneration is deﬁned as ‘salary,
bonusses and performance related
payments”. According to the King IV code
performance related payments should
transcend ﬁnancial measures: “ﬁnancial
performance alone can no longer serve
as proxy for holistic value creation” and
therefore the King IV report recommends
performance measures “across the triple
context in which organisation operates and/
or all the capitals that the organisation uses
or aﬀects” (IoDSA, 2016:31). In support
of the King IV report, The South African
Companies Act No. 71 of 2008, Section
7(b)(iii) states that one of the purposes of
this Act is to “encourage transparency and
high standards of corporate governance”
within the context of South Africa.
5.2 Sustainability and sustainability
indicators
Population growth, coupled with the
increase in consumption after the
Industrial Revolution, and the danger that
crucial resources such as wood, coal,
gas and oil could be depleted, boosted
the awareness of the need to use natural
resources in a sustainable way (Du Pisani,
2006). Concerns that present and future
generations might not be able to maintain
their living standards led to the emergence
of the concept of sustainable development
towards the end of the 20th century.
Sustainable development is deﬁned in
the report of the World Commission on
Environment and Development (also
referred to as the Brundtland Commission)
to the United Nations, entitled Our Common
Future, as “development which meets the
needs of the present without compromising

Table 1 summarises the GRI sustainability
indicators for environmental and social
pillars. These sustainability indicators can
be used as a guide to set KPIs for executive
directors and will credibility signal a true
sustainability orientation (Grabner et al.,
2018). Furthermore, Millennial Development
Goals (MDG) are widely accepted in South
African governance and these eight goals
are grouped according to the two pillars
Environmental and Social in Table 2:
In Table 2 the MDG are categorised
according to environmental and social pillars.
Also, the Broad-based Black Economic
Empowerment Act 53 of 2003 provides a
framework which promotes black economic
empowerment to redress the inequalities of
Apartheid in South Africa. Compliance with
the B-BBEE Act is compulsory for all JSE
listed companies (Sibia, 2019). Directors of
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TABLE 1: GRI SUSTAINABILITY INDICATORS

ENVIRONMENTAL
GRI 301: Materials

SOCIAL
GRI 401: Employment

GRI 302: Energy

GRI 402: Labour/management relations

GRI 303: Water and eﬄuents

GRI 403: Occupational health and safety

GRI 304: Biodiversity

GRI 404: Training and education

GRI 305: Emissions

GRI 405: Diversity and equal opportunity

GRI 306: Eﬄuents and waste

GRI 406: Non-discrimination

GRI 307: Environmental compliance

GRI 407: Freedom of association of
collective bargaining

GRI 308: Supplier environmental
assessment

GRI 408: Child labour
GRI 409: Forced compulsory labour
GRI 410: Security practices
GRI 411: Rights of indigenous people
GRI 412: Human rights assessment
GRI 413: Local communities
GRI 414: Supplier assessment
GRI 415: Public policy
GRI 416: Customer health and safety
GRI 417: Marketing and labelling
GRI 418: Consumer privacy
GRI 419: Socio-economic compliance

Source: GRI (2016)
JSE listed companies have a ﬁduciary duty
to ensure that all legislative requirements
are complied with and therefore must
ensure that the provisions of the B-BBEE Act
have been satisﬁed. Therefore, compliance
with the B-BBEE Act can be classiﬁed as
a sustainability indicator under the Social
pillar.

5.3 Sustainability performance criteria
in executive remuneration (CSR
contracting)
Company remuneration reports provide
information related to its sustainability
orientation (Grabner et al., 2018). The results
of Derchi, Zoni and Dossi (2020) showed
that the use of CSR-linked remuneration
contracts for executive directors promote
CSR performance. Integrating sustainability
KPIs in executive remuneration contracts
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TABLE 2: MILLENNIAL DEVELOPMENT GOALS (MDG)

ENVIRONMENTAL
(vii) “to ensure environmental
sustainability”

SOCIAL
(i) “to eradicate extreme poverty and
hunger”
(ii) “to promote universal primary
education”
(iii) “to promote gender equality and
empower women”
(iv) “to reduce child mortality”
(v) “to improve maternal health”

(vi) “to combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and
other diseases”
(viii) “develop global partnership for the development”
Source: StatsSA (2015)
provides additional information about
managerial eﬀort, attracts investors with
long time horizons, and builds trust and
reciprocity between corporate sociallyresponsible companies and investors (Qin
and Yang, 2018). However, few companies
integrate all the pillars of sustainability into
the individual bonus targets of executives
(Crutzen, 2011; Maas and Rosendal, 2016).

associated with CSR investments, they will
probably invest capital in less uncertain
projects, maintain their company’s current
levels of environmental and social impact
and possibly impair the company’s
legitimacy. The third factor, controllability,
means that a manager should be evaluated
and rewarded by a performance measures
under his/her control or signiﬁcantly
inﬂuence the measure. Kolk and Perego
(2014) emphasised that designing targets
in executive remuneration should not be
taken lightly because of a potential lack of
controllability and the inherent risk that often
involves collaboration with commercial
parties outside the company and across the
whole supply chain.

Three interrelated factors should be
considered when designing CSR contracting,
namely, (i) informativeness, (ii) risk-bearing
and (iii) controllability (Berrone and GomexMejia, 2009; Maas and Rosendal, 2016).
Informativeness encompasses the extent to
which the performance measure informs the
shareholders of management contributions
to the shareholder’s welfare. Grabner et al.
(2018) argue that CSR contracting reduces
information acquisition costs. The use of
CSR contracting requires the collection
and management of sustainability-related
measures in the performance management
system,
which
makes
subsequent
disclosure of this information less costly.
Risk-bearing relates to the potential losses
that management incurs in pursuit of
performance targets such as lower reputation
or high employment risk. If management
is not compensated for the increased risk

According to Flammer et al. (2019), CSR
contracting will encourage managers to
adopt a longer time horizon and shift their
attention towards stakeholders such as the
environment and society that are not as
prominent as employees and customers,
but which contribute to long-term value
creation. Flammer et al. (2019) found that
the adoption of CSR contracting aﬀected
various company level outcomes, such
as an increase in long-term orientation,
increase in ﬁrm value, increase in social
and environmental initiatives, reduction in
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emissions and increase in green patents.
Flammer et al. (2019) also found CSR
contracting was a more eﬀective governance
tool when CSR-based compensation was
substantive. The results of the Flammer et
al. (2019) study showed that the integration
of CSR criteria in executive compensation
was more prevalent in emission-intensive
industries such as mining, oil extraction and
transportation. Qin and Yang (2018) found
that CSR contracting signalled a long-term
value creation, which was a communication
vehicle to signal a company’s long-term
strategies (Qin and Yang, 2018). Thomson,
Carpenter, Harber and Graham (2018) found
that for large South African listed companies
there is a need to “better link KPIs, the
determination of variable remuneration
and the companies’ strategies”. Similarly,
Van Zyl and Mans-Kemp (2020) found that
in the South African context “executive
remuneration should be tied to performance
outcomes across the triple bottom line”.

executive remuneration. The remuneration
reports of these 39 companies were further
content analysed.
Data collection
Integrated reports for 39 FTSE/JSE
Responsible Investment Index companies
were downloaded from the respective
company websites for the ﬁnancial yearend 2018. The integrated report contains
the remuneration report. Sustainability
performance measures (KPIs) were
manually collected from each company’s
remuneration report for the ﬁnancial yearend 2018. Remuneration reports provide
descriptive information regarding the
structure of director remuneration, including
salary, bonus, share-based compensation
and performance metrics for performancebased compensation, which can be classiﬁed
as short- or long-term. To identify how
sustainability performance measures were
incorporated in the directors’ remuneration
packages, a manual content analysis of
remuneration reports was conducted to
identify performance measures that were
linked to the GRI sustainability pillars
(environmental and social) as well as the
MDG and B-BEE Act (classiﬁed according
to the two pillars, environment and social).
Because performance measures in the
economic category cannot be classiﬁed
as CSR or non-CSR, the economic
category was not used as an indicator of
sustainability (Grabner et al., 2018). GRI
indicators were chosen because they are
used by a growing number of companies,
and the indicators have been developed
through GRI’s multi-stakeholder processes,
and can be considered “the most credible
sources for the extraction of CSR indicators”
(Rahdari and Rostamy, 2015:760). For each
pillar (category), certain words or groups of
words were summarised in the disclosure
checklist (see Tables 1 and 2). The number
of categories covered was measured
rather than the number of sustainability
performance measures used as the
measures used could be concentrated in
one category. In other words, a speciﬁc
category was equal to one if the company

RESEARCH DESIGN AND
METHODOLOGY
Sample selection
The population consisted of 73 companies
included
in
the
2018
FTSE/JSE
Responsible Investment Index. The FTSE/
JSE Responsible Investment Index Series
represented the performance of SouthAfrican
companies meeting deﬁned environmental,
social and governance (ESG) performance
thresholds. It was expected that the reports
and disclosures of these companies should
be comprehensive as they are subject to
the corporate governance criteria based
on the FTSE ESG Model. Abdelmotaal
and Abdel-Kader (2016) found a signiﬁcant
relationship between companies listed
on a sustainability index and the adoption
of sustainability incentives in executive
remuneration. The remuneration reports of
all 73 FTSE/JSE Responsible Investment
Index companies are in the public domain
and openly accessible–these reports were
downloaded from the respective company
websites and content analysed. Of the total
reports scrutinised, only 39 companies
used sustainability KPIs as incentives for
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used performance measures related to that
speciﬁc category and was zero otherwise.
The scope of the categories (how many),
time horizon indicated in the remuneration
report (long-term target vs short-term
target) and the industry were captured in
the database for further analysis.

Table 3 shows that social performance
measures in executive remuneration
contracts were used by all companies (100%),
followed by environmental performance
measures (41%). Of the 39 companies
that used sustainability performance
criteria in executive remuneration, nineteen
companies (49%) used a combination of
both categories and 20 companies (51%)
used only social sustainability indicators
in executive remuneration contracts. The
combination of both categories was the
most common in the oil and gas industry
with 11 companies making use of both
environmental and social indicators for
executive remuneration. Furthermore,
16 companies (41%) classiﬁed their
sustainability performance criteria as shortterm targets only. The number of companies
that used only long-term targets only was
seven (18%), 12 companies (31%) used a
combination of both short-term and longterm targets and did not specify the time
frame of their targets. Table 2 shows that
sustainability was most often rewarded in
the long-term (20 times) versus short-term
(20 times).

Data analysis
The constructed database consisting of 39
FTSE/JSE Responsible Investment Index
companies was analysed to determine the
use, scope (how many categories), time
frame (short-term vs long-term) and context
of sustainability contracting. Data collected
was organised and classiﬁed into several
predetermined categories in a systematic
analysis grid. The categorisation of the
data was a crucial step in the data analysis
process because it allowed for data
comparison. In-depth horizontal and vertical
analyses were undertaken (see Table 3).
The horizontal analysis entailed a detailed
analysis of each of the 39 companies to
understand it completely while the vertical
analysis focused on the identiﬁcation of
similarities and diﬀerences between the
companies.

Based on the content analysis 6 companies
did
disclose
speciﬁc
performance
indicators, but rather used the umbrella term
“Environmental, social and governance
(ESG) – covering both pillars–as a criterion
in the remuneration report as indicated in
Table 4.

The study did not capture the relative
importance (weighting) of sustainability
performance measures in relation to other
measures in executive remuneration. The
empirical research rather sought to make a
benchmarking analysis between the FTSE
companies referring to scope, time horizon
and industry of the information disclosed.

TABLE 4: SOCIAL CATEGORY:
PERFORMANCE CRITERIA USED BY
RESPONDENTS BY TIME FRAME

RESULTS
The results showed 39 FTSE/JSE
Responsible Investment Index companies,
an average of 53%, which included
sustainability performance criteria in
executive remuneration contracts as shown
in Table 3.

Environmental,
social and
governance
(ESG)

Table 3 summarises the application
frequency of the sustainability categories,
namely, environmental and social in the
remuneration reports of 39 FTSE/JSE
Responsible Investment Index companies.

TOTAL

Shortterm

Longterm

6

2

4

Source: Own compilation
Based on the content analysis, certain
words or groups of words were identiﬁed
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TABLE 3: COMPANIES USING SUSTAINABILITY PERFORMANCE CRITERIA IN EXECUTIVE
REMUNERATION

ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL

TOTAL
CATEGORIES

SHORTLONGTERM AS
TERM AS
INDICATED INDICATED
IN REPORT IN REPORT

OIL AND GAS
BASIC
RESOURCES
(FORESTRY
AND PAPER)
Mondi Plc
Sappi
African Rainbow
Minerals Ltd
Anglo American
Anglo American
Platinum
Anglogold
Ashanti
BHP Group Plc
Exxaro
Resources
Gold Fields
Harmony
Kumba Iron Ore
Northam
Platinum
Sibanye Gold
South32
Sasol
INDUSTRIALS
Barloworld
Bidvest Group
Imperial Logistics
Ltd
KAP Industrial
Holdings Ltd
Reunert
AVI
Pioneer Food
Group

X
1
X
X
2
BASIC RESOURCES (MINING)

X
x

x

X

X

2

X

X

2

X

X

2

X

X

2

X

X

1

X

X

X

2

x

x

X
X

X
X
X

1
2
2

x
x
x

x
x
x

X

1

x

x

X
x

x

X
X
2
X
X
2
BASIC RESOURCES (CHEMICALS)
X
X
2

X

X
X

1
1

X

1

X

2

X
x

x

X
X
x

x

x

x

X
1
X
CONSUMER GOODS (FOOD AND BEVERAGE)
X
1
X
X

1

HEALTH CARE
656

x

X
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Life Healthcare
Group Holdings
Netcare
Woolworths
Holdings

X

1

X
1
CONSUMER SERVICES (RETAIL)
X

X

2

x

x

X
X

FINANCIALS
BANKS
Absa Group
Limited
Nedbank Group
Standard Bank
Group
Coronation Fund
Managers
Investec Ltd

-

X

MMI Holdings
Sanlam
Santam
Attacq Limited
Growthpoint Prop
Ltd
Hyprop
Investments Ltd
Redeﬁne
Properties

X

1

X

X

1

X

X

1

X

1

X
2
INSURANCE
X
1
X
2
X
2
REAL ESTATE
X
1

X
X
x

x

X
X
X
X

X

X

2

x

x

X

X

2

X

X

1

X

19 = (2) Both
20 = (1) only
one

Short term
= 29

Long term
= 20

Source: Own compilation
for each category. These words or group of
words were compared with the theoretical
GRI indicator framework (see Table 1), the
MDG (see Table 2) and the B-BEEE Act.
An exact match or similar words identiﬁed
were marked with an asterisk. Table 5
summarises the words or groups of words
identiﬁed for the environmental category.
These words or groups of words were
compared with the theoretical GRI indicator
framework (see Table 1). An exact match or
similar words identiﬁed were marked with
an asterisk.

TABLE 5: ENVIRONMENTAL CATEGORY:
PERFORMANCE CRITERIA USED BY
RESPONDENTS

TOTAL
Sustainability
Environment
Water usage*
Energy
consumption*

657

9
5
3
2

Short- Longterm
term
6
3
3
2
3
2

-

Carbon
emissions
(GHG)*
Sustainability
relative
to utility
eﬃciency
Leaks or spills
of hazardous
materials*
Safe
transportation
of hazardous
chemicals*
Waste
management*
Environmental
compliance*
Rehabilitation
of mine
closure
Environmental
incidents
Natural capital

2

2

-

2

1

1

1

1

-

1

1

criteria (see Table 1). Broad terms, for
example, sustainability, environment and
natural capital were used in practice and did
not appear in the theoretical GRI indicator
framework (see Table 1). These terms were
loosely-deﬁned and hard to verify. None
of the companies used ‘biodiversity’, and
‘supplier environmental assessment’ as
performance indicators.
Table 6 summarises words or group of
words used by companies in the social
category by time frame.

-

1

1

-

1

-

1

1

-

1

1

-

1

1

20

1
10

Table 6 shows that ‘Safety and health’ was
the most used sustainability performance
criteria in the labour category (18 times),
followed by ‘Transformation’ (15 times),
then BBEEE (six times) as well as
‘Employment Equity’ (six times). The use of
short-term targets (43 times) for the social
category outweighed the long-term targets
(21 times).
It was noted that out of the 17 sociallyrelated
performance
criteria
used
in practice (see Table 6), only eight
performance criteria were similar (matched)
to the theoretical sustainability performance
criteria (see Table 1 and Table 2). The
words transformation and BBEEE did not
appear in the GRI indicator framework
(see Table 1) as these terms are speciﬁc
to South Africa. ‘Corporate citizenship’
and ‘Licence to operate’ were broad terms
and did not appear in the theoretical GRI
indicator framework (see Table 1) nor in
the MDG (table 2). None of the companies
referred to the 12 performance indicators in
Table 1, namely, Freedom of association of
collective bargaining, Child labour, Forced
compulsory labour, Security practices,
Rights of indigenous people, Human rights
assessment, Local communities, Supplier
assessment, Public policy, Customer health
and safety, Marketing and labelling and
Consumer privacy.

(*exact match and/or similar words used
as in Table 1)
Table 5 shows that ‘Sustainability’ was
the most-used performance criteria in
the environmental category (nine times),
followed by environment (ﬁve times) and
then water usage (three times). Short-term
targets for the ‘Sustainability’ criteria were
more common (six times) in comparison
to long-term targets (three times). The
use of short-term targets (20 times) for
the environmental category outweighed
the long-term targets (10 times). Longterm targets were used for environmental
compliance, rehabilitation of mine closure,
environmental incidents and natural capital.
It was noted that out of the 13 environmentrelated performance criteria used in practice
(see Table 5), only seven environmental
performance criteria were similar (matched)
to the theoretical sustainability performance

MANAGERIAL AND EDUCATIONAL
IMPLICATIONS
The research ﬁndings from this study
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TABLE 6: SOCIAL CATEGORY: PERFORMANCE CRITERIA USED BY RESPONDENTS BY TIME
FRAME

TOTAL
Safety and health*
Injury
Health risk
Occupational health*
Transformation
BBBEE
Employment equity*
Gender equity*
Inequality*
Employee wellbeing*
Diversity*
Socio-political*
Social and relationship capital
Preferential procurement
Treating clients fairly
Corporate citizenship
Licence to operate

18
1
1
1
15
6
6
1
1
2
1
3
2
2
2
1
1

Shortterm
12
1
1
1
9
4
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
43

Longterm
6
6
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
21

(* exact match and/or similar words used as in Table 1 and Table 2)
• Short-term KPI’s targets outweighed
long-term KPIs. Stakeholders relevant
to a company’s long-term sustainability
should be identiﬁed, assessed and be
dealt with as part of the risk management
process.

might be useful to various sustainability
stakeholders in South Africa, particularly
executive directors of JSE listed companies.
It is recommended that directors of a
company could use sustainability KPIs in
the remuneration contracts of executive
directors to signal a true sustainable
orientation. Furthermore, management
could use the ﬁndings of the study as
follows:

• Broad terms, for example, sustainability,
environment, natural capital, ‘corporate
citizenship’ and ‘licence to operate’
were used in remuneration reports.
Management should avoid looselydeﬁned and hard to verify KPIs when
linking sustainable KPIs to remuneration.

• All companies (100%) used social KPIs
in executive remuneration contracts
compared too only 41% of the companies
that
used
environmental
KPIs.
Management should identify important
stakeholders, assess their interests
and expectations, and if relevant to the
company’s strategic objectives a KPI’s
for less salient stakeholders should be
included in the remuneration contracts
of executive directors.

• Sustainability
KPI’s
should
be
incorporated in executive remuneration
contracts to ensure that a company
creates long term value in a sustainable
manner within the company’s economic,
social and environmental context.
Educators should sensitise students on
the importance of sustainability, corporate
659

citizenship and furthermore fair, responsible
and transparent executive remuneration.
Educators should clearly articulate the link
between (i) remuneration (ii) performance
(iii) strategy and (iv) sustainable long-term
value creation.

generations (Brundtland, 1987).
Diﬀerences between industries were
also noted. Most companies that used
environmental
criteria
in
executive
remuneration operated in the so-called
‘dirty’, oil and gas sector.

CONCLUSION
This study sought to examine whether
companies included in the FTSE/JSE
Responsible Investment Index used
sustainability performance criteria in
executive remuneration contracts. The
study showed that 53% of the companies
used sustainability performance criteria,
which was similar to Australian companies
(56%) and Canadian companies (55%) as
found by Maas and Rosendal (2016).

This paper only described whether and
how companies used CSR contracting,
while the eﬀect of sustainability targets on
sustainability performance was excluded.
A further limitation of the study was that
it focused solely on 2018. The research
could be extended to include the trends in
using CSR contracting. An analysis over
multiple years could determine whether
CSR contracting has changed over years
and whether targets have increased or
decreased in popularity over time.

The study extended prior knowledge
by collecting and analysing data from
South Africa. It showed that social-related
performance measures in executive
remuneration contracts were used by
all companies (100%), followed by
environmental performance measures
(41%). The focus on labour-related
performance measures might be because
they are easier to measure and verify, for
example, counting the number of health
and safety incidents. However, companies
also need to focus on less noticeable
stakeholders, for example, the environment,
as the environment will be ﬁnanciallymaterial to the company in the long-run.
Environmental targets will put pressure on
management to invest in the development
of clean technology, sustainable energy and
environmental initiatives, which will show a
material return in the long-run. Similarly, by
actively engaging with local communities
and contributing to their well-being, ﬁrms
can gain their trust over time and obtain the
social licence to operate.
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ESSENTIAL LEADERSHIP
CHARACTERISTICS IN
A VUCA ENVIRONMENT:
A PROPOSED
CONCEPTUAL MODEL
AND CONFIRMATION IN
A SAMPLE OF HIGHER
EDUCATION LEADERS

16-step method was used from a directed
qualitative content analysis approach.
The major ﬁndings of the study include
theoretical and empirical support for 11
leader characteristics to enhance leader
eﬀectiveness under VUCA conditions, i.e.,
empowerment, trust, level of engagement
and commitment, teamwork, innovation,
communication,
ethics,
emotional
intelligence, mindfulness, collaboration,
and consensus seeking. The signiﬁcance
of the study lies in the potential contribution
to leadership theory as well as insights for
leaders in HEIs in order to capacitate and
upskill leaders with selected competencies
to be eﬀective in the face of VUCA.
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INTRODUCTION
Due to increased globalisation and rapid
changes in the technological, social,
economic, and political spheres, the
environment in which organisations
function has become increasingly volatile,
uncertain, complex and ambiguous
(VUCA). VUCA conditions create a
unique set of challenges for the leaders
of organisations. Traditionally tested and
proven methods of leading organisations no
longer guarantee high performance (Saleh
& Watson, 2017). The dynamic nature of
the environment is challenging leaders to
learn new skills and ﬁnd new ways to be
eﬀective. To further complicate matters, the
speed, frequency, and intensity with which
the organisational environment is changing
are ascending in nature (Bryman, 2007;
Saleh & Watson, 2017). Thompson and
Millar (2018) postulate that today’s leaders
must develop new aspects of their personal
leadership skills that include “disruptions” of
the academic environment. They propose
leadership skills to assist leaders including
agility, interprofessionalism, civility, and a
strong capacity for strategic, emotionally
intelligent communication.

Prof M du Plessis
Department of Industrial Psychology
University of the Western Cape
Cape Town, South Africa
E-mail: mduplessis@uwc.ac.za
ABSTRACT
Due to increased globalisation and rapid
changes in the technological, social,
economic, and political spheres, the
environment in which organisations,
including Higher Education Institutions (HEI)
function, has become increasingly volatile,
uncertain, complex and ambiguous (VUCA).
Therefore, existing leadership theories in
the HEI environment are inadequate under
VUCA conditions and, as such, represents
a gap in current management theory with
regards to understanding contemporary
leadership behaviour in HEIs. A qualitative
research approach was employed to
investigate leadership characteristics within
a South African HEI. Further, an empirical
study was conducted through semistructured interviews with 24 employees in
leadership positions at a public university. A
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Eﬀective leadership in a VUCA environment
such as Higher Education demands unique
leadership characteristics and behaviour
(Osagie, 2020). New knowledge and
insights could empower educational leaders
with the practical knowhow to adapt and
steer through the complexities and bring a
sense of order. This paper therefore aims to
identify the leader characteristics impacting
eﬀective leadership in a VUCA environment.
The behaviours and characteristics of
current leaders within one speciﬁc South
African HEI are investigated in order to
establish guidelines for leader eﬀectiveness
under VUCA conditions.

leadership positions in a public university.
LITERATURE REVIEW
A content analysis of ﬁve contemporary
leadership theories was performed to
uncover possible characteristics of eﬀective
leadership under VUCA conditions, i.e.
transformational leadership, authentic
leadership, servant leadership, adaptive
leadership and team leadership. A
conceptual model was created from
the literature and comprises 11 leader
characteristics that consistently manifested
applicability to VUCA during the literature
review. Evidence of why these selected
characteristics are important under VUCA
conditions are often associated with real
world examples to explain how leaders could
counter the negative impact of VUCA. Table
1 summarises some literature supporting
11 leader characteristics across the various
theories. These leader characteristics
are by no means an exhaustive list, but
rather a selection of the most prominent
characteristics identiﬁed by contemporary
leadership theories.

PROBLEM INVESTIGATED
Existing leadership theories in the HE
industry do not hold under VUCA conditions.
The traditional models for eﬀective
leadership, inclusive of a set of leadership
characteristics, that dominate the current
organisational landscape is premised on
fairly stable market and environmental
conditions, in which prior experience equips
leaders with the knowledge they need to
navigate business strategy and executive
decision-making (Saleh & Watson, 2017).
This paper seeks to investigate the problem
of HE leaders not possessing the necessary
characteristics to manage a VUCA
environment. These challenges highlight
a gap in current management theory with
regards to understanding contemporary
leadership behaviour in HEIs.

An integration of literature and empirical
ﬁndings pertaining to the individual themes
are discussed under the ‘Results/ﬁndings’
section.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A qualitative research approach was
employed
to
investigate leadership
characteristics within a South African
HEI. An empirical study was conducted
through semi-structured interviews with 24
employees in leadership positions at a public
university. Demographic characteristics of
the participants included 2 executives, 11
senior managers and 11 middle managers.
The sample included 13 females and 11
males. The questionnaire consisted of four
structured questions and 15 semi-structured
questions. A rigorous 16-step method was
used to analyse the qualitative data within a
directed qualitative content analysis, Table
1 provides details.

RESEARCH QUESTION AND
OBJECTIVE
This paper aims to answer the following
research question and meet the research
objective:
Research Question: What are the
behaviours and characteristics of eﬀective
leaders within HEIs in a VUCA environment?
These ﬁndings
objective:

address the

research

Research Objective: To understand eﬀective
leadership characteristics of people in

First,
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the

results

of

an

analysis

of

TABLE 1: CHARACTERISTICS OF EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP FROM THE CONTEMPORARY
LEADERSHIP THEORY
Characteristic

Empowerment

Trust

Level of
engagement
and
commitment

Teamwork

Innovation
and creativity

Communication

Ethical
behaviour

VUCA
Applicability

Transformational
(charismatic)
leadership

Authentic
(values-based)
leadership

Servant
leadership

Adaptive
leadership

Team
(shared,
distributed)
leadership

(Ali et
(Qiu, Wang
al., 2020;
and Chen, Chang, 2016;
2018; Raguž
Hackman,
and Senka
2012; Hill
Borovac
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& Nastiezaie,
2020; Hahm,
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2016;
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(Cohrs, 2017;
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contemporary leadership literature are
presented to establish a conceptual
theoretical framework highlighting the
characteristics of eﬀective leadership.
These leader characteristics serve as
inputs for the directed content analysis to
follow. Then, validation of the proposed
characteristics is established through the
empirical ﬁndings from the unstructured
portion of the interviews with university
leaders. This theme validation forms
the deductive portion of the analysis
and corroborates the trustworthiness of
the research data. Finally, an inductive
analysis of the empirical data from the
structured interviews with university leaders
is presented and corroborated for each
leadership characteristic.

empowerment climate, employees behave
passively, show a lack of motivation, and
are unwilling to accept responsibility.
The impact of an empowering climate on
organisational ambidexterity is magniﬁed in
the presence of transformational leadership,
where employees resolve problems and
develop strategies for eﬀective change
(Mosley & Patrick, 2011)supported by an
ambidexterity perspective, to examine the
process linking high-performance work
systems (HPWS.
Participants provided supporting evidence
for the empowerment of leaders to be
eﬀective in their leadership roles. The
ability to trust employees by delegating
work assignments is described by one
participant [P4]: “…what works for me is to
be a leader that’s not the leader. It is really
to identify each person’s strengths, and
then to allow them to lead when, when they
can. So, it is. It is providing the oversight
and still taking the responsibility. But really
allowing each person to lead in the areas.”
Another participant [P17] echoes the notion
to empower employees but indicate that this
practise is not exercised in all departments:
“I can leave my staﬀ to get on with what they
need to do and allow them to show initiative
and then still have a strong mentorship
support structure in place and try and work
with them like that.”

RESULTS/FINDINGS
The deﬁnitions and signiﬁcance of the
characteristics to this study, based on their
applicability to VUCA, are presented here.
This established the coding rules of the main
categories, or themes, in the categorisation
matrix for a directed content analysis
employed in the research (Mayring, 2000).
Empowerment
Funnell et al. (1991, p. 38) deﬁne
empowerment as “a process by which
people gain mastery over their own aﬀairs”.
Sarkar (2016)uncertain, complex and
ambiguous provides empirical research
showing that employee creativity is a key
result of empowerment and an imperative
to succeed under VUCA conditions. The
author argues that responsible leaders
seek to prioritise followers’ needs and
concerns ﬁrst by adopting a servant
leadership approach. This manifests in
followers feeling respected, valued, and
empowered. Mosley and Patrick (2011)
support the premise that an empowering
climate has a positive eﬀect on performance
and ambidexterity in organisations. Selforientated working units are empowered
through information sharing and training.
Employees experience feelings of selfrespect, self-determination, and a more
harmonious work climate. Under a weak

Trust
Mosley and Patrick (2011, p. 89) deﬁne
trust as “an individual’s expectations,
assumptions, or beliefs about the
likelihood that another’s future actions
will be beneﬁcial, favourable or at least
not detrimental to one’s interests”. They
suggest that perceptions of trust or distrust
are the result of how leaders treat and
direct followers, and ultimately establishes
organisational culture over time. According
to Raghuramapatruni and Kosuri (2017),
a valuable lesson for leaders to navigate
under VUCA conditions is to gain the trust of
all followers at all levels in the organisation.
Seeking the contributions of all employees
to create a diverse response to VUCA
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TABLE 2: STEPWISE METHOD OF DIRECTED QUALITATIVE CONTENT ANALYSIS

Phase/step

Step 1: Acquisition
of general skills

Step 2: Selection
of the appropriate
sampling strategy

Step 3: Deciding
on the analysis of
manifest and/or
latent content

Step 4: Developing
an interview guide
Step 5: Conducting
and describing
interviews

Activity
Preparation phase
Prepare researchers with the required competencies and
mastery to execute the directed qualitative content analysis
method of research. Some of these skills include scientiﬁc
writing, data gathering, critical and creative thinking, analytical
abilities, self-reﬂection, interpretive skills, and self-scrutiny (Elo &
Kyngäs, 2008).
Gain access to suitable informants and their points of view,
perceptions and experiences (Elo & Kyngäs, 2008). Information
‘saturation’ is key to the sampling process, indicating information
‘redundancy’ has been reached (Cleary, Hayter & Horsfall,
2012).
Decide on the process to analyse the manifest data deducted
from the transcribed interview texts and/or the latent content.
Include both the researcher’s interpretations of the written texts
and the participant’s reaction to the interview questions. These
are valuable insights to acquire a deep and rich understanding of
the phenomena under discussion (Elo & Kyngäs, 2008).
Examine the main categories and themes derived from a priori
research and existing theory. Develop an interview guide by
employing open-ended questions, followed by directed questions
to execute a thorough investigation of the phenomena under
investigation (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005).
Conduct and describe interviews through the use of the interview
guide. Digital recordings are transcribed verbatim.

The unit of analysis is the leader at a public university. For the
Step 6: Specifying
present study, only participants employed at the selected public
the unit of analysis
university were considered as potential participants for the
sample.
Read and review the transcribed interviews several times.
Seeking answers to questions such as why, when, where,
Step 7: Immersion in
what, and by whom, exposes the researcher to an in-depth
the data
and comprehensive understanding of the phenomena being
investigated (Elo & Kyngäs, 2008).
Organisation phase
Step 8: Developing
Develop a formative categorisation matrix deductively from
a formative
existing theory or a priori research. The content of the formative
categorisation
matrix comprises main categories and related sub-categories
matrix
(Mayring, 2000).
Objectively and accurately derive theoretical deﬁnitions from
Step 9: Theoretical
existing theory (Mayring, 2000). An example in the present
deﬁnition of the
study is emotional intelligence being deﬁned as self-awareness,
main categories and
self-regulation, empathy, motivation, and social skill (Goleman,
sub-categories
1998).
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Determine the coding rules of main categories to provide
Step 10:
a clearer distinction between the main categories of the
Determination of the
categorisation matrix. The theoretical deﬁnitions of the main
coding rules of main
categories inform the description of the properties associated
categories
with the main categories, i.e. the coding rules (Mayring, 2000).
Employ a pilot study. This is an essential step to underscore any
potential diﬃculties when using the categorisation matrix. With
Step 11: The prerespect to the present study, the pilot study highlighted problem
testing of the
areas which were documented and formally discussed with the
supervisor and co-supervisor. Agreement was sought to achieve
categorisation
matrix
the most appropriate resolutions, aﬀecting changes to the
categorisation matrix. Assarroudi et al., (2018) emphasise this
step to increase the trustworthiness of the study.
Mayring (2014, p.95) deﬁne anchor samples as “concrete
Step 12: Choosing
passages belonging in particular categories are cited as typical
and specifying the
examples to illustrate the character of those categories”. Choose
anchor samples for
an explicit and concise exempliﬁcation or identiﬁer for every main
each main category
category selected from meaning units (Assarroudi et al., 2018).
Select meaning units from the transcribed written interviews in
Step 13: Performing
line with the study’s categorisation matrix. These meaning units
the main data
are summarised and then given preliminary codes (Mayring,
analytics
2000; Assarroudi et al., 2018)
Step 14: The
Group and categorise the preliminary codes according to their
inductive
similarities, diﬀerences and meanings. The outcomes of this step
abstraction of main
in the process are deﬁned as ‘generic categories’ (Elo & Kyngäs,
categories from the
2008).
preliminary codes
Step 15: The
establishment
Compare generic categories and main categories with the
of links between
aim to develop a conceptual and logical link between the two
generic categories
categories. This facilitates the nesting of generic categories into
and main
pre-existing main categories (Zhang & Wildemuth, 2009).
categories
Reporting phase
Step 16: Reporting
all steps of directed
qualitative

Elaborate extensively on the data analysis process and the
enumeration of the research ﬁndings. Logical and systematic
representation of the research outcomes is imperative to
facilitate the association of the raw data with the

Source: Adapted from Assarroudi et al., 2008.
challenges oﬀers a powerful opportunity to
the high trust leader.

trust as the “glue” that keeps organisations
together. In high-trust climates, there
is a “trust dividend” that acts like a
performance multiplier, enabling low cost,
fast communications and decisions, and
agility to adapt to change. On the other
hand, when trust is low in an organisation,

From a practitioner’s perspective, Stephen
Covey (2009), author of the best-selling
guide The Speed of Trust, advocates that
establishing trust within organisations is
a leadership imperative. Covey deﬁnes
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it places a hidden “trust tax” on every
transaction, communication, interaction,
strategy, and decision, bringing speed
down and sending costs up. Covey refers to
a study by Watson Wyatt that showed that
high-trust companies outperform low-trust
companies by nearly 300% (Covey, 2009).

From a practitioner perspective, there
is the well-known proposition of “no
involvement, no commitment”. This idea
was ﬁrst published by Stephen Covey in
his 1989 book 7 Habits of Highly Eﬀective
People and has proven to be eﬀective over
time (Eliason, 2014). Covey posits that
commitment can range from non-existing to
absolute: rebel or quit, malicious obedient,
willing compliance, cheerful cooperation,
and heartfelt commitment to creative
excitement. When employees are involved
in making business decisions and treated
with respect, they volunteer their highest
eﬀorts and energies. On the contrary,
when workers are not acknowledged, they
feel undervalued and withhold their full
commitment (Covey, 2009; Eliason, 2014).

For participant leaders at a public university,
trust is a fundamental requirement to lead
eﬀectively. And under VUCA conditions,
where high levels of change are at the
order of the day, trust becomes even more
important to lead successfully. Participant
[P15’s] interpretation: “…one of the very
important things is in fact integrity and
transparency. I think that, because central
to I think good leadership in especially in,
under those conditions is trust.” Another
participant [P10] also values trust, but warns
that it varies: “But, yeah, my perception,
then I would say that it is fruitful there is
deﬁnitely trust to our student’s success,
looking at challenges, responding to the
challenges, but at varying levels.”

Participants value the crucial role for
employees to engage with and commit to
the organisation’s goals. One participant
[P10] explains: “I would say there is a good
support from the executive management.”
There is however concern that lower levels
in the organisation do not understand
the relevance of and their role to support
these goals. Another participant [P18]
explains: “…in terms of general staﬀ, I
think very few or very low percentage of
people understand, you know, what the IOP
[Institutional Operating Plan] is all about and
their role in terms of achieving, you know,
the IOP. My way of looking at it seems staﬀ
they don’t see that they have anything to
do with it, you know, it’s, you know, it’s a
senior management or top management or
middle management, you know?” This may
indicate that although leaders understand
the importance of employee engagement in
VUCA conditions, there is still a leadership
struggle to engage employees in the vision
and goals of the university.

Level of engagement and commitment
“Employee engagement is deﬁned as
the extent to which employees exhibit
the desired cognitive, emotional, and
behavioural characteristics in completing
work tasks with vigour, dedication, and
absorption” (Muller, 2017, p. 9). Rus and
Sandu (2020) highlight the necessity
for employee engagement under VUCA
conditions. They draw on a few examples
to demonstrate their point of view. Tight
competition in the marketplace requires
quality and capable human resources to
achieve market share under these turbulent
VUCA conditions. Furthermore, conditions
like the current COVID-19 pandemic,
requires engaged and committed employees
to perform well with very little supervision,
mostly working from home. They conclude
their appeal for engaged and committed
employees under VUCA conditions by
suggesting organisations support and
motivate employees to experience a safe
and comfortable work environment, thereby
preventing performance deterioration.

Teamwork
Daniel and Davis (2009) deﬁne a team as
“a group of people with complementary
skills who are committed to a common
purpose and set of performance goals and
hold themselves mutually accountable”
(p.4). They further describe teamwork as a
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socially embedded process where a shared
community of practice, organisational
learning, and shared rules and procedures
prevail. According to Baran and Woznyj
(2020), teamwork and the associated
sharing of knowledge provide an advantage
for identifying VUCA trends and the
potential internal and external implications
for an organisation. Brainstorming in an
eﬀective, diverse team could distinguish
novel innovative solutions to counter the
threats posed by VUCA.

processes, in order to advance, compete
and diﬀerentiate themselves successfully
in their marketplace” (Stenberg, 2016,
p. 3). Sarkar (2016)uncertain, complex
and ambiguous identiﬁes innovation as
a critical factor to succeed in a dynamic
VUCA environment. She argues that
traditional leadership styles are ineﬀective
under VUCA conditions since they lack the
ﬂexibility and agility required to impact on
real-time problem-solving, swift decisionmaking, and tolerance for and learning from
mistakes.

Daniel and Davis (2009) argue that
the achievements and performance of
eﬀective, well-functioning teams exceed
the cumulative performance of individuals
in the collective. Salas et al. (2015) observe
the complexity associated with teams, but
also highlight that their beneﬁts are salient
and tangible. He further postulates the
proposition that workgroups will continue to
be an important area of research, especially
since the demand for and the complexity of
team tasks continue to grow.

Millar, Groth and Mahon (2018)Uncertainty,
Complexity, and Ambiguity (VUCA argue
that VUCA is both a driver and an outcome
of disruptive innovation. They propose a
number of recommendations on how to
lead eﬀectively by employing innovation
and creativity under VUCA conditions.
Organisations’ business modelling should
divorce static modelling at an organisational
level in favour of radically innovative
modelling applied at a unit level. Traditional
annual business planning should make room
for regular weekly discussions regarding
foresight processes to innovatively adjust
strategy and budgets. Further, what is
needed is perpetual experimentation
and learning and seeking innovation as
a continuous process to understand and
manage VUCA demands.

During the interviews, the participants
showed a good understanding for sound
teamwork to support leader eﬀectiveness.
However, VUCA complicates leadership
even more and the collective provides
for better decision making as opposed
to individual decision making. Some of
the participants cited their views: [P10]
Relationships building, maybe looking at
how we, our roles in the university, come
together for the goals of the university,
teaching, research, but we all are a part
of the same university. So, for me it is the
colleague, the collegiality of the support.”
[P5] “So, I think it’s important that there is
a strategy that was co-created and that is
owned in the organisation that speaks to the
text into consideration the political, social
economical context, which organisation
ﬁnds itself in.”

Participants underlined the continuous
changing conditions in the workplace and
how the uncertainty impacts their work
performance. Participant [P8]: “I’m less
conﬁdent in what I do and how I engage
with really believing in the transformative
leadership style in where you provide
people the space that they perform. So
that in enabling role, but, um, there are
less certainties under VUCA which means
that I think more about the risks… and, um,
maybe think twice before you act because
it is not so clear anymore.” Innovation and
creativity are crucial for leaders to adapt to
change and seek beneﬁcial responses for
the beneﬁt of their teams and organisations.
Another participant [P10] clariﬁes: “…for

Innovation and creativity
“Innovation is the multi-stage process
whereby organisations transform ideas
into new/improved products, service or
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me what works, is to be ﬂexible to respond
to the changing times. Also, to be in a
transformational kind of environment. And
participant [P11]: “…as a leader, being
ﬂexible to adapt to a situation. You can’t
be rigid, because it’s not going to, if there’s
already a volatile environment, rigidity is not
going to work.”

is what’s going to happen. These are the
contingencies. So, for me, communication
is absolutely important. The communication
must be clear. And, yeah, so for me, for
me the communication trumps everything
else.” And participants [P2] and [P7]
highlight the vital requirement to hear the
other party respectively: “…to seek forms
of clarity by being able to listen to multiple
perspectives.” “I think I would say, um, twoway communication is probably one of the
most important, uhm, attributes or needs.”

Communication
Ruben and Gigliotti (2016, p. 477) propose
the following deﬁnition: “Viewed more
broadly, communication is a process
through which individuals create and use
information to relate to the environment
and one another”. Bernstein et al. (2014)
investigated the perceived importance of
VUCA-driven skills for the 21st century
leader success. One of the new skills they
promote is “constructive depolarising”, or
the ability to bring calm to a situation where
communication has broken down. She
argues that under these dynamic, volatile
situations, the eﬀective leader seeks to
construct positive engagement, through
an attempt to engage diverse cultures
into dialogue. Constructive engagement
in a calm, defused crisis situation requires
eﬀective communication.

Ethical practice
Ahmad, Gao and Hali (2017) deﬁne
ethical leadership as “the demonstration
of
normatively
appropriate
conduct
through personal actions and interpersonal
relationships, and the promotion of such
conduct to the followers through twoway communication, reinforcement, and
decision-making”. In order to combat
dynamic VUCA conditions, Sarkar (2016)
uncertain, complex and ambiguous
advocates for responsible leaders that
exercise self-control to subdue personal
interest for the beneﬁt of stakeholders’
broader interests. This approach demands
leadership to demonstrate sound ethical
judgement and embrace good societal
values. She proposes an approach that
draws on a combination of transformational,
authentic, and servant leadership attributes.

From a practitioner viewpoint, habit ﬁve
of Stephen Covey’s 7 Habits of Highly
Successful People reads: “Seek ﬁrst to
understand, then to be understood” as
the summary for principles of empathetic
communication. Here, he emphasises the
necessity to listen with empathy. Leaders
need to hear followers as a crucial ﬁrst
step to achieve synergy and overcome
the challenges of the modern business
environment (Eliason, 2014).

Yasir and Mohamad (2016) draw
comparisons and show linkages between
leadership ethics and transformational,
authentic,
and
servant
leadership.
Transformational leaders exalt moral
values to consciously inﬂuence followers to
overcome negative emotions like jealously
and fear associated with materialistic
desires. Servant leaders instil ethical
values of caring, nurturing, developing,
and protecting followers. Authentic leaders
manifest strong positive ethical values.
These three leadership theories aggregate
ethical characteristics of mutual respect,
cooperation, openness, loyalty, and trust in
a productive interpersonal leader-follower
relationship.

There is signiﬁcant evidence from the
participants supporting good communication
to enable eﬀective leadership, i.e.,
participant [P12] cites: “You must be able
to communicate well. VUCA by deﬁnition
suggests that things are complex and
ambiguous and I think one needs to be able
to constantly be able to say, this is what
we planned, this is what’s happening, this
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Participant [P1] summarises the key role
of ethical leadership behaviour: Values
(it’s not necessary just around under
VUCA conditions) but values should guide
leaders. If there is a strong value system
in an organisation then, irrespective of what
happens then we will be able to, one will
be able to adapt; we have a value based
IOP [Institutional Operating Plan]; if we all
understood our values that this organisation
stands for then the fact that we have
diﬀerences of opinion shouldn’t inﬂuence
how we go forward. The participant
continues to debate the importance for
personal values: “And so, because my
personal values are strong, I know how I
make decisions. And what I, what guides my
decision-making processes. So, whether
it’s in a normal environment, or whether it’s
in a VUCA environment. I know what would
guide my decision-making processes.”

positions. EI, on the other hand, represents
an imperative, to better understand
leadership emergence, speciﬁc leadership
behaviours, and eﬀective leadership. The
features of EI are self-awareness, selfregulation, empathy, motivation, and social
skills. (Goleman, 1998).
Most participants appreciate the importance
of EI as a leadership competency, especially
under VUCA conditions. Participant [P8]
provides an example: “And I think in a
VUCA context, that’s exactly where the
peer learning and the engagement with
peers in this context could be extremely
helpful to help navigate the conditions, and
build conﬁdence, learn from one another.”
Participant [P24] also elaborates: “And the
way I see it, a person that’s high in emotional
intelligence will be able to fair better under
VUCA circumstances that somebody that
doesn’t know himself that and doesn’t
understand emotions and drives, human
drives and needs so well.” Participant [P6]
summarises the value of EI to enhance
leadership eﬀectiveness: “It’s that ability
to read the situation that was going on,
know when it is that you got to kind of calm
things down, know when it is that you got
to inspire, you know, know when you’re got
to compromise; but it’s about managing the
people and the climate.”

Emotional Intelligence
Emotional Intelligence (EI) can be deﬁned
as “the subset of social intelligence that
involves the ability to monitor one’s own and
others’ feelings and emotions, to discriminate
among them and to use this information
to guide one’s thinking and actions”
(McCleskey 2014, p. 77). Investigating EI
as it relates to the VUCA world, Orejarena,
Zambrano and Carvajal (2019) emphasise
the importance of emotionally intelligent
leaders to eﬀectively lead followers and
organisations under dynamic and changing
conditions. These high-EI leaders are better
at controlling their own emotions and adapt
to ambiguous changing conditions. They
possess the ability to manage followers’
emotions, demonstrating social skills to
command positive teamwork and manifest
ﬂexibility. These EI skills empower leaders
to be eﬀective in the face of VUCA and
dynamic changing conditions.

Mindfulness
Kabat-Zinn (2015) deﬁnes mindfulness as
the “moment-to-moment, non-judgmental
awareness, cultivated by paying attention
in a speciﬁc way, that is, in the present
moment, and as non-reactively, as nonjudgmentally, and as openheartedly as
possible. When it is cultivated intentionally,
it is sometimes referred to as deliberate
mindfulness”. Under VUCA conditions,
mindfulness empowers and enables
leaders to view the chaos and challenges
through a lens of seeing the bigger
picture and having a larger perspective on
their lives and work. The leader and the
organisation are grounded through this
broad perspective, and better equipped to
manage the potentially traumatic conditions

EI was thrust into popularity with Goleman’s
1995 book Emotional Intelligence: Why it
Can Matter More Than IQ. It is not that IQ
and technical skills are not important; they
do matter, but as “threshold capabilities”, or
minimum entry requirements for leadership
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of VUCA through creativity and spontaneity
(Rees, 2017).

by aggregating diverse perspectives and
employing strong teamwork.

Lippincott (2017) argues there is a
positive relationship between mindfulness
and
physiological,
psychological,
and cognitive beneﬁts. His research
provides deﬁnitive evidence of improved
leadership eﬀectiveness as the result of
mindfulness. He reasons that mindfulness
contributes to changes in awareness and
to the development of behaviours that
are associated with improved leadership
eﬃcacy.

Theory supports the premise that
collaboration is a critical contemporary
leadership characteristic, especially to
augment team eﬀectiveness (Zaccaro et al.,
2001). Wageman, Gardner and Mortensen
(2012) support Zaccaro by explaining the
accelerating pace at which collaboration
has been changing, citing globalisation
and digitisation, as key drivers. They
conclude that as human society develops,
collaboration and teamwork will continue
to evolve and change, demanding leaders
to be competent collaborators under VUCA
conditions.

Mindfulness is one of the newer skillsets
not all the participants were familiar with. A
few did however testify to the employment
of mindfulness as a useful competency to
lead eﬀectively. One participant [P2] argues
for context and groundedness: “I think
it requires courageous leadership. The
ability to make diﬃcult decisions under very
serious conditions, considering the speed
and volume and pace at which things are
coming at us. The ability to have a sense
of, of at least a perspective and a sense of
where things are going, what’s the big picture
as a kind of guiding tool. That includes
issues of integrity, honesty, etc. And maybe
to a kind of behaviour that demonstrates
one’s own groundedness if you wish, or
connectedness or that resonates with the
things that we stand for.”

Collaboration is a crucial competency to
lead eﬀectively under VUCA conditions.
The dynamic, increasingly changing world
of work, demands networks of people with
the will to collaborate for success. One
participant [P8] summarises: “…one is, um,
network capabilities. The ability to spread
your relationship and networks as wide as
possible. Uhm to get access to information,
ways of thinking, making major changes
from a wide spectrum say, as opposed
to your discipline, or silo or isolate your
organization. So, there must be that honesty
and the willingness to say, I don’t know, and
to try and elicit answers or advice either
from you people in your network or people
in your division, whatever. I think that that
understanding of its way too complex for
only one person to comprehend.”

Collaboration
Wageman, Gardner and Mortensen (2012)
deﬁne collaboration as “team-like behaviour
over time and across projects”. Baran
and Woznyj (2020) advocate for robust
collaboration as a mechanism to negate
the organisational design barriers under
VUCA conditions. Organisational design
barriers could include policy or structural
issues like departmental silos, time, and
resource constraints. They maintain these
barriers, which limits the sharing of crossdepartmental knowledge and cause a
breakdown in communication. Through
eﬀective
collaboration,
organisations
could respond to the VUCA phenomenon

Consensus-seeking
Haug (2015) deﬁnes consensus as
the “extent to which managers from
a strategic business unit (SBU) share
similar perceptions of strategic priorities.
Consensus is understood here as shared
understanding”. Empirical evidence support
the premise that servant, adaptive, and
team leadership employ consensus seeking
skills to enhance leadership eﬀectiveness
(Larson & LaFasto, 1989; Bergman et al.,
2012).
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Yukl (2013) highlights the value of
consensus seeking as a leadership skill
as leading followers requires leaders to
use rhetoric to persuade team members
of a speciﬁc outcome or decision. Under
VUCA conditions, response time is often
critical. This may cause leaders to take
executive decisions. It is more beneﬁcial,
however, to facilitate discussions to achieve
group consensus, where all members
agree to accept a speciﬁc outcome. This
approach generates more engagement and
commitment from team members to deliver
on the consensus outcome.

emotionally
intelligence,
mindfulness,
collaboration, and consensus-seeking
skills.
The research furthermore supports
the
following
recommendations
for
management to consider: professional
leadership
development,
improved
collaboration, building productive networks,
encourage interdisciplinary teamwork,
eﬀective communication, and improved
productivity.
CONCLUSIONS
The signiﬁcance of the present study lies
in the potential contribution to leadership
theory and the insights for leaders in HEIs
to be eﬀective in the face of VUCA.

Consensus seeking skills are important for
leaders to eﬀectively secure solutions to
problems, and even more so under VUCA
conditions. Participant [P20] represents it
as follows: “Negotiation. Okay. I mean, I
think having said what I’ve previously said,
you know, understanding the environment
and listening. So, there are opposing
viewpoints in, say for example, when you’re
dealing with senior leadership. And each
one would have the preferred the ideal
outcome. That’s not necessarily going to
be the realistic outcome. So being able
to negotiate your way through a tricky
situation is, is crucial in VUCA conditions.”
Participant [P18] continues to accentuate
openness, being consultative, and sharing
information: “Open and consultative, you
know, leadership. By open, I mean, you
know, and showing that you as a manager,
you know, you share information, um, either
with your subordinates or colleagues.”

VUCA conditions create a unique set
of challenges for the leaders of all
organisations. In Higher Education and
under VUCA conditions, previously tested
and proven leadership models do not
necessarily provide good results (Saleh
& Watson, 2017). The dynamic VUCA
environment is challenging leaders to ﬁnd
new ways to be successful. Leaders are
going to keep needing better management
tools and the leadership will have to deal
with the complications of this VUCA
world. In conclusion, speciﬁc leader
characteristics enable eﬀectiveness under
VUCA conditions. The research prioritises
the unequivocal role of executive leadership
to steer professional leader development to
enable leader competencies under VUCA
conditions.

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
The research provides recommendations
for the university’s executive leadership to
capacitate and develop university leaders
to be eﬀective under VUCA conditions.
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Literature identiﬁed a conceptual model
comprising 11 leadership skills corroborated
by empirical research. These unique skills to
eﬀectively lead under VUCA conditions are:
empowerment, trust, level of engagement
and commitment, teamwork, innovation and
problem solving, communication, ethics,
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ESSENTIAL NONTECHNOLOGY-RELATED
FUTURE HUMAN
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
FACTORS
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INTRODUCTION
To survive as a business function and
profession, human resource management
(HRM) will have to be sustainable,
and prepare for the future world of
work. Sustainability refers to resource
regeneration, development, and renewal
(Ehnert, Harry & Zink, 2014). Ehnert,
Parsa, Roper, Wagner, and Muller-Camen
(2016:90) consider sustainable HRM as
the “as the adoption of HRM strategies
and practices that enable the achievement
of ﬁnancial, social and ecological goals,
with an impact inside and outside of the
organisation and over a long-term time
horizon while controlling for unintended
side eﬀects and negative feedback.”
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ABSTRACT
Future human resource management
studies tend to focus on technology-related
issues. To prepare appropriately for the
future of human resource management,
it is vital to include factors that are nontechnology-related. Three known essential
non-technology-related
factors
are
analytical skills, employment relations, and
future workspace. The purpose of this study
was to investigate the relationship between
these three essential human resource
management future factors. Part of the focus
of this study was to identify additional, nontechnology-related essential future human
resource management factors. A hybrid
or merged research method was used,
including both a quantitative and qualitative
approach. Correlation analysis showed a
signiﬁcant positive relationship between
analytical skills, employment relations,
and future workspace. The regression
analysis showed that analytical skills and
employment relations inﬂuenced future
workspace. Additional or other essential
future human resource management factors
were identiﬁed from responses to an openended question, which were analysed using
qualitative thematic analysis. Employment
relations and analytical skills were identiﬁed
in the quantitative part of the study.
Additional essential non-technology-related
future HRM factors that were identiﬁed from
the open-ended question were: Metrics,
engagement,
strategic
involvement,
innovation, business acumen, leadership,
and responsiveness formed part of the
other, or

One of the core characteristics of
sustainable HRM is a long-term orientation
that focuses on the identiﬁcation of the
availability of human resources (HR) in
the future and the identiﬁcation of the
needs of future employees (Stankevičiūtė
& Savanevičienė, 2018). Sustainable
HRM could serve as a possible solution
to bring humanity back into HRM, which is
an important argument with regard to the
increased use of technology in the future
world of work (de Prins, Van Beirendonck,
De Vos & Segers, 2014). In recent years,
technological facilitation of the HRM function
has increased signiﬁcantly (Poisat & Mey,
2017). Technologies play an essential role
in the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR),
characterised by three main aspects: the
increasingly widespread use of the internet,
the introduction of artiﬁcial intelligence,
and automatic learning diﬀusion (Schwab,
2017). HRM is confronted with new
technological possibilities like artiﬁcial
intelligence and robots, self-driving cars,
3D printers, restriciton of networks, digital
cameras, lab-on-a-chip, and commercial
drones (Bondarouk, Ruël & Parry, 2017).
According to Lent (2018), emerging popular
and professional literature on the future of
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work focuses on structural (particularly
economical and technological) forces that
are re-shaping work opportunities and
conditions. Most publications highlight
how the Fourth Industrial Revolution, with
its focus on technological developments
in robotics, artiﬁcial intelligence, and
genetics, might impact on the labour market
(Balliester & Elsheikhi, 2018). According to
Sima, Gheorghe, Subić, and Nancu (2020),
the key factors for the development of
HRM for the Fourth Industrial Revolution
are information, new jobs, the Internet,
technology, training, education, new
skills,
automation,
communication,
innovativeness, professionals, productivity,
artiﬁcial
intelligence,
digitalisation,
e-recruitment and the Internet of Things
(IOT). The digital transformation of HRM is
one of the most discussed topics in recent
academic studies (Zehir, Karaboğa & Başar,
2020). Empirical research in Serbia and
Hungary has found that HR activities such
as leadership, talent acquisition, digital HR,
performance management, and employees’
experience will be the most important
dimensions of future HRM (Slavić, Berber
& Bjekić, 2018).

in which areas they need to be developed
for the future world of work. The human
capital theory focuses on the acquisition of
skills and competencies for the promotion
of economic goals (Dréze and Sen, 2002),
and this is appropriate for the study at hand.
This study also focuses on the future of
HRM, which relates to the strategic HRM
theory.
PURPOSE
Studies about the future of HRM in South
Africa seem to be limited (Pietersen, 2018).
Existing research about the future of HRM
focuses heavily on technology such as
digitalisation, robotics, artiﬁcial intelligence,
and electronic-HRM (e-HRM) (Bondarouk
& Brewster, 2016; Vrontis, Christoﬁ,
Pereira, Tarba, Makrides & Trichina, 2021;
Imperatori, Bissola, Butera & Bodega,
2020) and therefore not so much on the
non-technology-related
HRM
factors.
In Schultz’s study (2017), the following
three non-technology-related factors were
identiﬁed: future workspace, analytical
skills, and employment relations. However,
the relationship among these three factors
are not clear. This paper therefore aims to
contribute to closing these two research
gaps.

Essential future HRM factors, other
than technology-related factors, will add
signiﬁcant value in the future world of work.
Schultz (2017) posits that future workspace,
analytical skills, and employment relations
are essential future HRM factors in the South
African context. From an empirical point of
view, in order to prepare adequately for the
future of HRM, it is vital to include as many
identiﬁed future HRM factors as possible
that are not necessarily technology-related.

The objective of this paper is therefore
twofold:
• Research objective 1: To determine the
relationship between the three identiﬁed
future HRM factors (future workspace,
analytical skills, and employment
relations).
• Research objective 2: to investigate the
essential non-technology-related future
HRM factors in the South African context.
The human capital theory relates to the
investment in people and is therefore
relevant for both research objectives.

The underpinning theories that was used
for this study was the human capital theory
which eludes to the improvement of skills of
people (Olanyan & Okemakinde, 2008) and
the strategic human resource management
theory (Wright, McMahan, 1992).

Contribution of this study
The contribution of this study is fourfold:
theoretical, methodological, practical, and
managerial:

This study aims to identify the nontechnology-related future HRM factors so
that HRM practitioners will be able to know
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1. Theoretical contribution: This HRM
concept of non-technology-related future
HRM factors has been investigated
by Schultz (2017), but only three such
factors were identiﬁed. This study
attempted to identify more such factors
by using the open-ended question.
In order to broaden the body of HRM
knowledge from an intellectual point of
view, this paper focused on investigating
the essential future HRM factors that
are non-technology-related. Analytical
skills
and
employment
relations
inﬂuence future workspace, and this
relationship leads to a better theoretical
understanding of the dynamics of nontechnology-related future HRM factors.

future HRM factors that were identiﬁed from
the open-ended question.
The organisation of this paper
The remainder of this paper is organised as
follows: Section 2 introduces the conceptual
background of future HRM factors. Section
3 describes the method used in this study.
Section 4 reports the results of the study,
and Section 5 consists of the discussion of
the results. Section 6 concludes the whole
paper.
CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND OF
FUTURE HRM FACTORS
HRM refers to “a strategic and coherent
approach to the management of an
organization’s most valued assets—the
people working there who individually and
collectively contribute to the achievement
of its objectives” (Armstrong, 2006:12).
It is important to determine which nontechnology-related future HRM factors
are essential in order to manage people
in the future world of work. The nontechnology-related future HRM factors
(future workspace, analytical skills and
employment relations) already identiﬁed
by Schultz (2017) are discussed below, as
well as other non-technology-related future
HRM factors.

2. Methodological
contribution:
This
study used a hybrid method to include
perceptions of future HRM factors by
using both a closed and open-ended
method of data collection.
3. Practical contribution: This study
provides HRM practitioners with a better
understanding of which non-technologyrelated HRM factors they must attend to
in order to prepare for the future world
of work.
4. Managerial contribution: Managers
are now facing a very competitive
environment, and in the future, they
will need to ensure that the HRM
function adds value, and is sustained
by focusing on essential nontechnology-related HRM factors. Such
factors are employment relations,
analytical skills, metrics, engagement,
strategic
involvement,
innovation,
business acumen, leadership, and
responsiveness.

The ﬁrst essential future HRM factor,
according to Schultz (2017), is dealing with
future workspace. To succeed, organisations
should envisage the possibilities of future
workspace in such a way that both value
and meaning are increased.
Wilhoit, Gettings, Malik, Hearit, Buzzanell and
Ludwig (2016) found that the most important
characteristics for workspace include the
ability to hold private conversations, the
ability to undertake quiet and concentrated
work, and ﬁltering from outside noise and
conversation. Furthermore, De Paoli and
Ropo (2017) emphasise the importance of
involving the end-users in the planning and
design of their workspace. They should not
only comment on the architect’s drawings,
but participate as equal partners throughout

Principal conclusions of this study
Analytical skills and employment relations
inﬂuence future workspace. Employment
relations and analytical skills were
identiﬁed in the quantitative part of the
study, while metrics, engagement, strategic
involvement, innovation, business acumen,
leadership, and responsiveness formed
part of the other or additional essential
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the building or renovating process. In the
ﬁrst place, the spaces are built for the endusers. Karanika-Murray and Michaelides
(2015:225) add that “there is little, if any,
research on how inherently healthy and
motivating workplaces can be developed,
organisational
intervention
re-search
could also focus on the potential to design
workplaces supportive of motivation”.

in the last few decades, the analytics
movement is relatively new (Subramanian,
2017). Analytics are increasingly integral to
analytical skills and companies’ strategies.
This means that business knowledge and
skills needed to understand the business
strategy, and an understanding of how
analytics can be used to create business
value, are essential (Harris, Craig & Light,
2011). Moreover, HRM should have datadriven insights to improve productivity in the
workplace (Harris, Craig & Light, 2011).

Przytuła,
Strzelec
and
KrysińskaKościańska (2020) found that HRM should
restructure the workplace due to the impact
of the Covid-19 pandemic. In the future,
the scale at which work is being detached
from traditional ﬁxed places of work, such
as the oﬃce, should be taken into account
(Felstead & Henseke, 2017). Since the
Covid-19 pandemic began to spread all over
the world, remote working has signiﬁcantly
increased, becoming the only way for
companies in many countries to continue
their activities (Agostoni, 2021). Thus,
remote working implies a rethinking of future
workspace. The nature of home-based
work is wide-ranging, spanning across legal
classiﬁcations to include workers that are in
an employment relationship (International
Labour Organization, 2021). Remote
working can be explained by compositional
factors such as the growth in ﬂexible
employment and organisational responses
to the changing demographic make-up
of the employed labour force (Felstead &
Henseke, 2017). Willcocks (2020) is of the
opinion that remote working is an important
and unavoidable trend in the future of work.

Ulrich, Kryscynski, Ulrich and Brockbank
(2017) are of the opinion that HR
practitioners should be analytics designers
and interpreters, who use analytics to
improve decision-making. Data analytics
can transform HRM into a proﬁt centre
(DiClaudio, 2019). Venter, Herbst and Iwu
(2019) corroborate this by maintaining
that analytical skills are important in the
Fourth Industrial Revolution. One reason
for obtaining analytical skills is to analyse
big data in order to make predictions that
are more precise for the beneﬁt of future
HR decision-making (Zhang, Xu, Zhang
& Yang, 2021; Angrave, Charlwood,
Kirkpatrick, Lawrence & Stuart, 2016). The
following HRM analytics are pivotal: human
resources analytics (Lawler, Levenson &
Boudreau, 2004; Rasmussen & Ulrich,
2015), workforce analytics (Hota & Ghosh,
2013; Simón & Ferreiro, 2018), talent
analytics (Davenport, Harris & Shapiro,
2010), people analytics (Green, 2017;
Kane, 2015) and human capital analytics
(Levenson & Fink, 2017; Schiemann,
Seibert & Blankenship, 2018).

The second essential future HRM factor,
according to Schultz (2017), is analytical
skills. Oliver, Vesty and Brooks (2016)
deﬁne analytical skills as the ability to
use critical thinking and problem-solving
in order to ﬁnd a solution or complete an
exercise. A further deﬁnition of this skill
describes it as the ability to visualise,
articulate, conceptualise and solve both
complex and uncomplicated problems by
making decisions that are sensible, when
given the available information. While HR
data have become increasingly accessible

The third essential future HRM factor,
according to Schultz (2017), is employment
relations, because an understanding of the
changing nature of employment relations
has signiﬁcant implications for economic
prosperity and social harmony in all
societies. From 1994 onwards, South African
organisations have strongly encouraged
fair employment practices, dealing with the
expectations of trade unions, expedient
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training,
performance
improvement
and unbiased conduct in the workplace
(Petersen, Kruss, McGrath & Gastrow,
2016). In order to overcome the historical
structural and systemic inequalities inherent
in the South African labour market, it has
been necessary to implement wide-ranging
aﬃrmative action and anti-discrimination
measures (Wood & Bischoﬀ, 2020).
Employee relations management remains
primarily based on collective bargaining to
respond to the conﬂict of interests in the
workplace. How workers engage in new
forms of employment, such as the shared
economy, and exercise inﬂuence over their
employment conditions are challenges that
are not only confronted by employers but
also by governments and society at large
(Lansbury, 2018).

of trade unions, as well as new models
of representation to address the rising
precariousness that comes with new forms
of employment due to digital transformation
(Balliester & Elsheikhi, 2018).
Other non-technology-related essential
future HRM factors that discussed in
literature include, but is not limited to career
and learning, leadership, talent acquisition,
digital HR, performance management, and
employees’ experience (Slavić, Berber &
Bjekić, 2018). Ulrich et al. (2017) state that
HR practitioners should be credible activists
in order to build relationships of trust. It is
essential that HR practitioners act as credible
leaders and partner with other leaders
to set and advance the level of strategic
thinking (Sheehan, De Cieri, Greenwood &
Van Buren, 2014). Furthermore, Ulrich et al.
(2017) mention that HR practitioners must
be strategic positioners of businesses to
win in their markets. In addition, strategic
HR functions assist with employees’
productivity and innovation (Al Mamun,
Shamima & Islam, 2014). HR practitioners
need to engage with employees to
establish personal career aims, and
develop a plan of action to achieve these
objectives (de Ruyter, Brown & Burgess,
2018). Lo, Macky and Pio (2015) mention
that business awareness competencies
are an important part of HRM. Jain (2019)
and Dhanpat, Buthelezi, Joe, Maphela and
Shongwe (2020) state that innovation is
another important future HRM factor. This
innovation leads organisations and HRM to
be competitive (Diaz-Fernandez, BornayBarrachina & Lopez-Cabrales, 2017).
Vom Brocke, Maaß, Buxmann, Maedche,
Leimeister and Pecht (2018) state that
human abilities to create with passion,
empathy, collaboration, engagement and
innovation are the competitive edge humans
still have over machines. Innovation also
entails introducing change (Wikhamn,
2019), which is an essential part of the
future world of work. As with any other
organisational function, HRM needs to
develop approaches, policies and practices
which respond to changes in socio-political

Totterdill and Exton (2014) state that trade
unions and employers’ organisations
at national and local levels can play an
important, but largely unrecognised role as
knowledgeable participants in stimulating,
guiding and resourcing workplace change.
Other signals mentioned by Totterdill and
Exton (2014) are listening to the voice of
employees to generate greater workforce
commitment to the organisation, as well as
involvement and participation.
People need to experience a friendly and
supportive environment, but they also
need employment relations which will be
resilient in the future (Fenwick, Kucera,
Curtis, Lapeyre, Tchami, Stavrakis, Hunter
& Marcadent, 2016). Slavić et al. (2018)
and Budd and Bhave (2019) found that
employment relations are an important
future HRM factor.
Long-term mutual investment in employment
relations is essential to sustain HRM
(Carvalho & Cabral-Cardoso, 2008). One
of the main diﬀerences between a gig and
traditional work arrangements, however, is
that a gig is a temporary work engagement,
and the worker is paid only for that speciﬁc
job (Istrate & Harris, 2017). In the future,
there is the potential for traditional forms
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and economic environments, as well as to
the changing needs of business (Dulebohn,
Ferris & Stodd, 1995).

HRM factors in the South African context).
Sample
Members of the South African Board of
People Practices (SABPP) (2021) were
approached in this study. The SABPP was
established in 1982 (SABPP, 2021) as
the professional registration body and an
autonomous body to provide standards for
the HR profession (2021). The population
consisted of 1 380 SABPP members, and
241 were targeted to complete the threepart questionnaire.

Therefore, HR practitioners should be
agile in order to deal with these changes
properly (Dhanpat, Buthelezi, Joe, Maphela
& Shongwe, 2020; Schultz & Van der
Walt, 2015). Caligiuri, De Cieri, Minbaeva,
Verbeke and Zimmermann (2020), as well
as Harney and Collings (2021) state that
agility is important for the future world of
work. Finally, Caligiuri et al. (2020), Jain
(2019), Martin (2017) and Subramanian
(2017) accentuate ﬂexibility as an important
HRM factor in the future world of work.

The questionnaire was distributed to the
respondents via SurveyMonkey. The
SABPP sent the questionnaire link to the
respondents.

METHOD
Research method and measuring
instrument
According to National Data Research
(National Data Research, 2018), a hybrid or
merged research method can be deﬁned as
a mixture or combination of qualitative and
quantitative techniques, where a qualitative
approach is utilised to uncover the meaning
and attitudes behind quantitative data. The
questionnaire used in this study consisted
of three parts (Part A: demographic data;
Part B: future of HR; Part C: open-ended
question). Part A of the questionnaire was
based on the demographic proﬁle of the
respondents. Part B of the questionnaire
was compiled as closed-ended statements
about the three constructs, namely future
workspace, analytical skills and employment
relations, based on the research of Schultz
(2017). Here, a relevant Likert scale was
used. Part B of the questionnaire was
linked to research objective 1 (To determine
the relationship between the three identiﬁed
future HRM factors (future workspace,
analytical skills, and employment relations).

Data analysis
To analyse Part A of the questionnaire, the
demographic proﬁle of the respondents
was obtained by conducting descriptive
statistical analysis. Principal factor analysis,
Cronbach’s alpha, correlation analysis
and regression analysis formed part of
the inferential statistical analysis (Collis &
Hussey, 2014; Gallo, 2015) to analyse Part
B of the questionnaire. The open-ended
question (Part C) was analysed by using
inductive and deductive coding as part of
qualitative thematic analysis (Fereday &
Muir-Cochrane, 2006; Swain, 2018).
RESULTS
Demographic proﬁle of respondents
More female respondents (58.9%; n = 142)
than male respondents (40.7%; n = 98)
participated in this study. With reference
to age groups, a greater number of the
employees fell within the 45–55 years age
group (34%; n = 82), followed by individuals
in the 35–44 years age group (25.7%; n =
62). With respect to managerial experience,
the majority of the respondents had 6 to 10
years of managerial experience (21.2%; n
= 51), followed by 11 to 15 years (18.7%; n
= 45). Lastly, most of the respondents were
at a ﬁrst-line managerial level (46.9%; n =
113), followed by middle managers (32%;
n = 77) and top managers (18.7%; n = 45).

Part C of the questionnaire consisted of an
open-ended question. The purpose of this
questions was to obtain the respondents’
views of the essential future HRM factors.
This part of the questionnaire was linked
to research objective 2 (To investigate the
essential non-technology-related future
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Validity, reliability and trustworthiness
A principal factor analysis was conducted to
ensure the construct validity of Part B of the
questionnaire, and three factors (analytical
skills, future workspace and employment
relations) were identiﬁed. The Cronbach’s
alphas of these three factors were as follows:
analytical skills (0.939), future workspace
(0.867) and employment relations (0.897).
According to the recommendation of
Feinberg, Kinnear and Taylor (2013), the
alpha readings must be 0.7 and above, and
it was therefore clear that the reliability of
the measuring instrument was acceptable.

to ensure dependability (Sinkovics & Alfoldi,
2012). According to Zhang and Wildemuth
(2009), conﬁrmability is determined by
checking the internal consistency of the
research product. In the present research,
this was achieved by ensuring the data
is available so that other researchers or
reviewers can access or audit it to ensure
that the results were not fabricated.
Correlation analysis
A Pearson correlation analysis was
conducted to determine whether there were
signiﬁcant relationships among analytical
skills, future workspace and employment
relations.

To ensure the trustworthiness of the
open-ended question, the following
elements were taken into consideration:
credibility, dependability, conﬁrmability and
transferability (Bless et al., 2013). In the
present study, credibility was established
through peer debrieﬁng and member checks
(Madill & Sullivan, 2018). Peer debrieﬁng
was done involving a disinterested peer —
a peer who is not involved in the research
project — to aid in probing the researcher’s
thinking around all or parts of the research
process. Member checking was not done
due to the fact that a brief summary of the
ﬁndings or sharing the whole ﬁndings was
not share with the research participants
because of the data collection technique. The
study used a transparent process of coding
to ensure that the research process was
logical, traceable and clearly documented

The Pearson correlation coeﬃcients suggest
positive linear associations between
analytical skills and future workspace (r =
0.643); analytical skills and employment
relations (r = 0.826); and future workspace
and employment relations (r = 0.572), as
seen in Table 1.
Regression analysis
Analytical skills and employment relations
were entered in the regression model
as independent variables, while future
workspace was entered as the dependent
variable.
The beta weights in Table 2 were registered
as follows: analytical skills (β = 346) and
future relationships (β = 183). It is clear that

TABLE 1: CORRELATION ANALYSIS

Analytical
skills
Future
workspace
Employment
relations

Pearson correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Analytical
skills
1
241
0.643**
0.000
239
0.826**
0.000
241

** Correlation is signiﬁcant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
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Future
workspace
0.643**
0.000
239
1
239
0.572**
0.000
239

Employment
relations
0.826**
0.000
241
0.572**
0.000
239
1
241
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TABLE 2: REGRESSION ANALYSIS

Model 1
dependent
variable: future
workspace
(Constant)
Analytical
skills
Employment
relations

Unstandardised Standardised
Collinearity
coeﬃcients
coeﬃcients
statistics
t
Sig.
Std.
B
Beta
Tolerance VIF
Error
-0.737
0.629
-1.171 0.243
0.666

0.175

0.346

3.810

0.000

0.427

2.340

0.408

0.203

0.183

2.011

0.046

0.427

2.340

TABLE 3: MODEL SUMMARYb

Model
1

R

R
square

0.499a

0.249

Change statistics
Std. error
Adjusted
R
of the
F
Sig. F
R square
estimate square change Df1 Df2 change
change
0.242
0.63279
0.249
35.269
2 213 0.000

a. Independent variables: employment relations, analytical skills
b. Dependent variable: future workspace
analytical skills and employment relations
inﬂuence future workspace. With reference
to the beta coeﬃcients, analytical skills are
the strongest inﬂuencer of future workspace
(p = 0.000), while employment relations are
marginally signiﬁcant (p = 0.046).

eﬀect. The R2 value can thus be regarded
as a medium (bordering on larger) eﬀect
size.
Open-ended question
Table 5 shows the themes and verbatim
(direct) quotations of the respondents’ views
that were obtained from the open-ended
question in the questionnaire. At least two
quotes were used to substantiate a theme.

In table 3, the regression model suggests
that analytical skills and employment
relations explain 24.9% of the variance in
future workspace.

It is clear from Table 5 that employment
relations,
analytics
and
metrics,
engagement,
strategic
involvement,
innovation, business acumen, leadership
and responsiveness emerged as eight
themes. These themes represent the
essential non-technology-related future

In table 4, the model as a whole is statistically
signiﬁcant (F 2,213; 35.269; p < 0.01). In
terms of eﬀect size, according to Ellis and
Steyn (2003), values of between 0.13 and
0.25 can be regarded as medium, while
values larger than 0.25 represent a large

TABLE 4: ANOVAa

Model
1

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
squares
28.245
85.290
113.534

a. Dependent variable: future workspace
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dDf
2
213
215

Mean
square
14.122
0.400

F

Sig.

35.269

0.000b

TABLE 5: THEMES AND VERBATIM QUOTATIONS

Theme

Employment
relations

Analytics and
metrics

Engagement

Verbatim quotations
“Must enable managers and leaders at all levels to take charge of
workplace relations and culture drivers.” Respondent 60
“Value staﬀ relationships from the bottom up, respect all
cultures and build proper trust between management and staﬀ.”
Respondent 131
“They (HR) must have strong analytics and scenario planning.”
Respondent 14
“HR risk metrics.” Respondent 108
“An HR manager that would embrace the following global trend
on successful organisations: a) employee engagement agent …”
Respondent 61
“To create an environment that enable employees to be highly
engage.” Respondent 25
Verbatim quotations

Theme
Strategic
involvement

Innovation

Business acumen

Leadership

Responsiveness

“Be able to think strategically yet implement operationally.”
Respondent 49
“A speciﬁc and focused strategy to align practices and processes
to international best standards.” Respondent 18
“Support the vision of the leadership through innovative
programme design.” Respondent 38
“… to think creatively and innovatively …” Respondent 62
“Must be a businessperson ﬁrst with and HR ﬂair.” Respondent
71
“HR must have business savvy, as business revolves around
people.” Respondent 58
“The HR manager must be able to lead, inﬂuence, command
and guide people towards personal and organisational future.”
“Respondent 80
“Need to lead entrenched older-style managers in modern
workplace dynamics.” Respondent 114
“My HR managers must be agile …” Respondent 111
“Flexible and adaptable.” Respondent 112

HRM factors that resulted from the openended question of the questionnaire.

HRM factors (analytical skills, employment
relations and future workspace), as well as
to explore other essential non-technologyrelated factors of future HRM in South
Africa.

DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to investigate
the relationship between the known
essential non-technology-related future

From the factor analysis, three factors,
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namely, analytical skills, employment
relations and future workspace, were
identiﬁed. There was a signiﬁcant
positive relationship between analytical
skills, employment relations and future
workspace. It was also found that analytical
skills and employment relations inﬂuenced
future workspace. This is an interesting
and new result in the literature about the
future of HRM. It can then be stated that
future workspace may only be eﬀective if
proper analytical input is made and there
are conducive employment relations in an
organisation. Previous studies that concur
with or deviate from these results could not
be found.

fair employment practices and dealing with
the expectations of trade unions will still be
of the essence in the future. The ﬁndings
of Ulrich et al. (2017), Subramanian
(2017), Venter et al. (2019) and DiClaudio
(2019) corroborate that analytical skills
are essential future HRM factors. In order
to make better decisions, analytical skills
of HRM practitioners and HRM managers
will be pivotal. These skills will assist with
obtaining data-driven insights to improve
productivity in organisations. Longenecker
and Fink (2015), Lo et al. (2015), Slavić et
al. (2018) as well as Sheehan et al. (2014)
found that leadership and business expertise
are essential HRM factors. The ﬁndings of
Ulrich et al. (2017) and Al Mamun et al.
(2014) maintain that strategic involvement
is also an essential HRM factor. Future HR
leaders need to have an advanced level
of strategic thinking. They also need to be
credible to improve employment relations.
Furthermore, de Ruyter et al. (2018)
and vom Brocke et al. (2018) found that
engagement is an essential HRM factor. In
the future, even more time will be allocated
for engagement between the HRM
function and management to ensure that
management’s expectations and needs are
met. Engaging with employees to establish
personal career aims and develop a plan
of action to achieve these objectives will
also be imperative. Schultz and Van der
Walt (2015) concur with this study in a
sense that innovation and responsiveness
are essential HRM factors. Dhanpat et al.
(2020) and Sima et al. (2020) also found
innovation to be an important factor in
the future world of work. Since change is
part of the future world of work, innovation
usually entails introducing change. HR
practitioners should therefore be agile in far
as to deal with these changes. The ability of
HR practitioners to be ﬂexible and agile will
assist organisations to reach sustainable
competitiveness. Caligiuri et al. (2020) and
Harney and Collings (2021) concur that
ﬂexibility and agility are important factors in
responsiveness.

As explained previously, an open-ended
question was posed at the end of the
questionnaire to explore other essential
factors relating to the future of HRM, and
it was interesting to note that employment
relations and analytics featured again in
the responses to the open-ended question.
These two factors clearly seem to be
the most essential future HRM factors.
Other factors that were identiﬁed from the
responses to the open-ended question
were engagement, strategic involvement,
innovation, business acumen, leadership
and responsiveness. These six factors
formed part of the other essential future
HRM factors. The overall contribution of
this study lies in the fact that essential nontechnology-related future HRM factors were
identiﬁed.
There are several studies that concur with
the ﬁndings of this study. De Paoli and Ropo
(2017) and Przytuła et al. (2020) agree with
the importance of workspace as part of
preparing for the future workplace. Remote
working and other future workspace options
need urgent attention to ensure productivity
in organisations in the future world of work.
Lo et al. (2015) and Balliester and Elsheikhi
(2018) concur that employment relations
are essential parts of the HRM function.
Wood and Bischoﬀ (2020) also found that
employment relations in South Africa need
a great deal of attention. In South Africa,

In the 4IR, companies face the challenge
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of motivating their workers to release their
human potential (Xu, David, & Kim, 2018).
In order to release the potential of HRM
practitioners, it is vital that all relevant
competencies should be developed and
improved so that there is a readiness for the
4IR. The results of this study accentuated
the fact that HR should shape a future by
being empowered and prepared for the 4IR
by focusing on all competencies and not
mainly competencies that are technologyrelated.

relations as well as analytical skills,
metrics, employee engagement, strategic
involvement, innovation, business acumen,
leadership and responsiveness.
Educational implications
Not addressing the essential nontechnology-related future HRM factors and
paying attention only to technology-related
future HRM factors may cause an improper
execution of managerial and HR functions.
This could be alleviated by training HR to
improve their non-technology-related future
HRM factors such as dealing with future
workspace, employment relations, analytics
and metrics, engagement, strategic
involvement, innovation, business acumen,
leadership and responsiveness.

In conclusion, the above results are a clear
indication that it is important to invest in
HRM practitioners in order for them to be
prepared for the future world of work. This
links to the human capital theory in the
sense that it is essential to invest in people
in order to prepare for the future world of
work. The results also showed that there
is a strategic element in obtaining nontechnology-related future HRM factors
which relates to the strategic HRM theory.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND
LIMITATIONS
In order to prepare for the future world
of work, it is recommended that HR
practitioners should receive the necessary
training, coaching and mentoring in all of
these identiﬁed areas, namely, analytical
skills, planning the future workspace, future
employment relations issues, engagement,
strategic
involvement,
innovation,
business acumen, leadership skills and
responsiveness. HRM should initiate a
planning committee to ensure a productive
future workspace.

IMPLICATIONS
Managerial implications
The implication of not paying attention to
essential non-technology-related future
HRM factors may be that the focus will then
mostly be technological factors such as
digitalisation, robotics, artiﬁcial intelligence,
automation and e-HRM. This may cause
the absence of a holistic view of future HRM
factors. HR managers should therefore
reconsider their current approaches and
future plans to ensure success in the
future world of work. If proper training and
preparation are not done in terms of these
essential non-technology-related future
HRM factors, the implication may be that
HR practitioners will not be ready for the
challenges of the future. The HRM function
in South Africa cannot aﬀord to work in
isolation anymore and must therefore be
positioned and prepared to add value to the
organisation. The general application of the
factors identiﬁed in this study, leads to the
fact that management should ensure that
the HR practitioners possess the necessary
skills to facilitate healthy employment

Fair practices and employment policies
should receive urgent attention to better
prepare for the future. HRM practitioners
and HRM managers should not shy away
from numbers and statistics but rather
obtain the necessary analytical skills
to ensure proper decision-making. By
improving credible HR leadership and
business expertise, the HRM function will
be seen as a trustworthy partner in the
business. The ability to think strategically
should be encouraged so that the HRM
function can add value in the long run.
Time should be allocated so that the HRM
function, especially the HRM manager, can
engage with line management. Innovation,
ﬂexibility and agility should be encouraged
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so that the HRM function can be seen as a
change initiator.

analytical skills, metrics, engagement,
strategic involvement, innovation, business
acumen, leadership and responsiveness.
Employment relations and analytics were
identiﬁed as the two most essential future
HRM factors. The overall contribution of this
study is that the essential non-technologyrelated future HRM factors were identiﬁed.
In conclusion, the future is always daunting,
and preparedness is therefore one of the
best solutions.

For future research, it is recommended
that a similar study be conducted in other
countries to see whether the essential future
HRM factors are similar. The outcomes of
such a study will assist with adding value
to the body of knowledge within strategic
HRM, sustainable HRM and global HRM.
Studies about technology-related factors
can be combined with this study so that
HR practitioners can better prepare for
the future world of work. More research
is needed to investigate the inﬂuence of
analytical skills and employment relations
on future workspace. A questionnaire about
future HRM factors can be developed and
validated, based on all the ﬁndings of this
study. A quantitative study can then be
conducted to investigate the relationships
among the factors that will be derived, as
well as to investigate the demographic
diﬀerences relating to how management,
HRM practitioners, and employees perceive
the essential future HRM factors.
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CONCLUSIONS
HRM is presented with an unprecedented
opportunity to play a new and vital role in
shaping the future of organisations. It is
important to not only focus on technologyrelated HRM factors, but to obtain a holistic
view of the future of HRM by paying
attention to non-technology-related future
HRM factors.
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THE EFFECT OF
ENTREPRENEURIAL
ORIENTATION OF
SMES AND LABOURINTENSIVENESS IN THE
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

is a key factor in ensuring the success of
enterprises. All participants were from the
construction industry and most of them felt
strongly that the construction industry can;–
be the solution to addressing unemployment
issues and could subsequently play a
pivotal role in the alleviation of poverty,–
create and implement policies and program
to strengthen their role in the community,–
produce opportunities for education and
adult learning to correct the skills deﬁcits,–
promote ﬁght against nepotism, crimes and
corruption.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Small and medium enterprise (SME)
orientation and labour resources are
valuable, and therefore they must be well
managed to get optimal value and the best
performances. The labour component in
the construction industry is an important
factor for job creation and poverty
alleviation. Sub-Saharan countries face a
similar challenge of an increasing rate of
unemployment among the youth or young
adults (Klopper, 2015:18). Individuals need
to consider creating self-employment and
shy away from the idea of being employed
by organisations (Herington, Kew, & Kew,
2014:19). Herrington et al (2014) further
indicate that the corporate sector is failing
to create jobs and even the government’s
eﬀorts to curb unemployment are in vain.
Individuals need to familiarise themselves
with the fact that large companies and the
government are not the sole providers of
employment. According to StatsSA (2020),
South Africa’s oﬃcial unemployment rate
was sitting at 29.1% by the end of the third
quarter of 2019.

ABSTRACT
Human resources are valuable and must be
well managed to obtain optimal value. Best
performances, entrepreneurial orientation
and the labour-intensive nature of the
construction industry are important factors
to creating work, teaching new trades and
poverty alleviation.
Objectives: The objectives aim to observe
the inﬂuence of the construction sector
in creating employment through SMEs’
orientation and labour-intensive methods.
The additional objectives clearly outlined
the challenges of small and medium
enterprises while describing possible
opportunities that the state proposes in the
construction industry and job creation within
Labour-intensive (LI).
Research Methodology: This research
used a quantitative method to describe how
the entrepreneurial orientations of small
and medium-sized enterprises and labourintensive enterprises in the construction
sector aﬀect employment opportunities in
the community.

SMEs in the construction sector are
signiﬁcant contributors to the well-being
of the community. The construction
industry has been dominated by SMEs
(i.e. subcontractors) and it is inevitable to
handpick appropriate subcontractors who

Outcomes: The research results showed
that eﬀective Enterprise-orientation (EO)
has a positive impact on SMEs, which
*Corresponding Author
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will execute almost all the construction
activities in projects (Ulubeyli, Kazaz, &
Volkan, 2017). The construction sector is
one of the largest drivers of employment
in the country, with two-thirds of all skillrelated employees being employed in the
construction sector (Windapo, 2016).

The objectives are as follows:
• Explore SMEs and LI as schemes for
job creation in construction;
• Describe and discuss challenges faced
by SMEs and LI in construction; and
• Determine possible opportunities that
the state proposes to uplift SMEs and LI
in the construction industry.

2. BACKGROUND
Priority programmes in infrastructure
development or construction are identiﬁed
by the government to create jobs and
alleviate poverty. The growth in poverty
rates, sub-standard delivery of basic
services and inadequacy of infrastructure
are largely experienced around rural areas in
South Africa (Skweyiya, 2003:2). This might
be the reason why, when an infrastructure
project starts in those areas, there is hope
in the population not only because of the
new infrastructure, but also for numerous
opportunities that the project might bring.

5. SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH
This research aimed at investigating how
the construction sector through SMEs and
LI creates jobs and emancipates poverty.
People working in the sector from diﬀerent
backgrounds were interviewed to obtain
accurate data. The researchers focused on
two provinces, Mpumalanga and the Free
State, where there are high employment
rates in the construction and statistician
companies. Furthermore, the possibility
exists that SMEs’ orientation and LI can be
part of the entrepreneurial solution to create
considerable employment. Therefore, the
alleviation of poverty was explored.

3. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The rate of unemployment is still high
despite government intervention, as
observed, especially in this pandemic
period where unemployment rate struck a
record of 30.8% in the third quarter of 2020
(Winning, 2020). Furthermore, SMEs in
the construction sector are keen to recruit
workers from unemployed groups such as
young people, adults and less qualiﬁed
workers. In the ﬁrst quarter of 2019, the
unemployment rates in the Free State and
Mpumalanga were, respectively, 34.9%
and 34.2% (StatsSA, 2019). Although the
construction sector can be a big generator
of employment through SMEs and labourintensive methods, it has seen a drop in
employment during the last quarter of 2019
(Zama, 2019) (CCMA, 2019).

6. LITERATURE REVIEW
For many years, governments around the
world and the South African government,
in particular have used public works
programmes and the labour-intensive
method as a way of creating employment
for the poor, preferring the labour-based
method of work in public works programmes
rather than machinery work. Certain tasks
have created programmes to promote
labour employment, people to perform
tasks and activities, and therefore creating
work and reducing poverty, increasing
income and infrastructure development;
however, one question remained. Many
studies have identiﬁed these factors as the
main contributors to poor productivity and
performance in the construction industry
(Ninno, Subbarao, & Milazzo, 2009).

This research will investigate how much
work can be created by a construction
project with a labour-intensive method
and strategies taken to propel SMEs in
the construction sector to create more
employment.

6.1 The role SMEs play in the economy
According to the research by Cant and
Rabie (2018), the following are the roles
SMEs play in the economy:

4. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
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• They are major drivers of growth in the
economy.

local setups to upkeep women’s business
ownership. This continues to create a
positive impact within communities around
the world (Henry et al., 2013).

• They are essential if the market is to be
competitive.
• They reduce poverty in developing
countries.

6.4 Labour-intensive (LI) method
SMEs tend to employ more labourintensive production processes than large
enterprises do (Olawale & Garwe, 2010).
As a result, employment opportunities are
created leading to the generation of income,
and poverty reduction within communities
(OECD 2014). Labour-intensive construction
methods entail ﬁnding the proper mix of
labour and machines in producing quality
products.

• They can adapt faster and easier to
changing market needs.
• They can also institute structural change
as most small businesses introduce
innovation that alters market conditions.
6.2 SMEs and the informal sector
SMEs contribute signiﬁcantly in addressing
the unemployment problem in South Africa
by providing jobs to people. Additionally, the
informal sector contributes to addressing
unemployment issues in the country and
the government tends to focus on the formal
sector when reporting on employment
trends within the country. The informal
sector tends to be ignored, especially by
the National Development Plan (NDP),
when reporting about the economy and
employment. The NDP’s analysis and
policy recommendations must include the
informal sector, as it plays a pivotal role in
addressing unemployment issues (Fourie
& Kerr, 2017). However, the NDP expects
the informal sector (plus domestic work)
to come up with two million new jobs by
2030 (NPC, 2012:121-2). This generates
many questions on how the sector should
be included and approached in the NDP
analysis and policy design as a critical
contributor in job generation (Fourie & Kerr,
2017).

In present-day South Africa, the provision of
urban infrastructure falls within the realm of
socio-economic development. No longer is
only the physical provision of infrastructure
of importance, but also the livelihood of the
beneﬁciary communities. Included are the
creation of employment opportunities and
an income for the people, the transfer of
skills in equipping them for the future and the
pursuit of opportunities for the development
of small contractors. Some propagate a
change in civil engineering construction
methodology as one of the strategies to
achieve these broader objectives. Labourintensive construction techniques, with
their larger employment multiplier, lower
capital requirements and larger direct
community interaction, are hailed as one of
the solutions.
6.5 Sme’s and LI contributions in rural
development
By creating jobs, providing taxes and
contributing to GDP, SMEs are one of the
main drivers of economic development.
However, among African SMEs, in addition
to playing an active role in economic
development, many SMEs also face many
challenges. These challenges include
corruption, poor management, shortage of
capital and infrastructure (Muriithi, 2017).
SMEs and LI are involved in all major
sectors and are the link between simple to
complex industries. They also provide an

6.3 Social entrepreneurship
Some of the problems caused by government
failures and unstable markets can be
addressed by social entrepreneurship. With
limited resources, social entrepreneurial
ﬁrms or individuals tend to come up with
a unique set of approaches and tactics
to generate signiﬁcant solutions for their
communities. Recent trends have shown
that women’s participation in social
entrepreneurship has increased due to
the availability of training programmes and
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opportunity to uplift the livelihoods of the
rural inhabitants. However, SMEs in rural
areas encounter numerous challenges
that slow their growth and limit their long
existence. Business failure is an everyday
event and the rate of LI depends on the
duration and number of projects to create
employment (Lakew, 2017).

which entrepreneurial orientation can be
conceptualised, which are unidimensional
and
multidimensional
constructs
(
McKenny, Short, Ketchen Jr, Payne, &
Moss, 2018:505). The unidimensional
construct of EO refers to processes that
are undertaken by organisations that reﬂect
their entrepreneurial intentions within their
organisation as a whole or their business
units (Covin & Wales, 2019:4; Lomberg et
al., 2017:2).

6.6 Entrepreneurial orientation
According to Lomberg et al. (2017:1),
entrepreneurial orientation (EO) is a
process where strategy is made and when
an organisation is provided with a basis
for decisions and actions that identify with
entrepreneurial characteristics. This allows
the organisation to create a competitive
advantage. Wales and Covin (2012) further
states that EO is a strategic decisionmaking process practised by a company
within the entrepreneurial context. An
entrepreneurially-oriented
organisation
can therefore be named as the one that
is always innovating when coming to
market products; it makes risky decisions
and ventures, always thinks ahead of
its competitors by bringing pro-active
innovations, and also beats competitors by
being highly competitive ( Martínez, Galván,
& Palacios, 2016:539).

The second construct of EO is a multidimensional approach. This is deﬁned
by Lumpkin and Dess (Covin & Wales,
2019:4; Lomberg et al., 2017:2) as looking
at an organisation as an entrepreneurial
attribute in that all entrepreneurial activities
are applied across an organisation. Each
dimension is independent of the other
and has its eﬀect on the performance of
the ﬁrm or its desired outcome. Anderson,
Kreiser, Kuratko, Hornsby and Eshima
(2014) proposed some new structures that
divide EO into two dimensions, namely the
management attitude to the risk dimension
and
the
entrepreneurial
behaviour
dimension (Covin & Wales, 2019:5).
Entrepreneurial behaviour is a combination
of innovativeness and proactiveness,
while managerial attitude toward risk is the
conceptual domain of the ﬁrm.

By having a strategic dimension into EO,
companies can be sustained over time as
their entrepreneurial actions are repeatedly
executed or recur frequently (Wales,
2016:4). This means that organisations
consider managerial strategies and also
sustainable entrepreneurial behaviour
if they are to engage in uncertain,
entrepreneurial activities over time. EO is
also embarked upon because organisations
and companies would like to have positive
outcomes in their performance indicators
such as ﬁrm growth, new venture creation,
and ﬁnancial performance ( Boling, Pieper,
& Covin, 2016:891).

6.6.1 Autonomy
Hughes and Morgan (Ndang, 2017:69) refer
to autonomy as “right and independence
aﬀorded by an individual or team to
modernize a business concept and vision
and to channel them toward completion”.
This is the freedom that employees are
given to think innovatively without being
pressured and also to make very important
decisions that can help the organisation
progress without consulting anybody from
the higher position.
If the organisation allows innovativeness,
autonomy is practised, giving everyone
the opportunity to make decisions and
that promotes innovation among them.
Autonomy therefore is the freedom of

EO has inﬂuenced many business-level
outcomes such as marketing competencies,
strategic
alliances,
and
technology
commercialisation. There are two ways in
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employees to take risks that can help the
organisation progress and also with the
performance of the organisation (Verachia,
2017:27). For small businesses, it is their
most powerful tool as they are mostly in a
ﬂatter structure.

opportunities where they intend to increase
competitive capabilities by acquiring new
businesses, being ﬁrst in the market to
introduce a product, and also putting in
place strategies to avoid stagnation are
being proactive or engage in proactive
processes of entrepreneurial orientation.
Proactive organisations can also predict
future challenges and act to prevent them
from aﬀecting their performance (Hussain,
Rahman, & Shah, 2016:390).

6.6.2 Innovativeness
According to George W. Downs, Jr.
and Lawrence B. Mohr, 1976:700-714 (
Calabrò, Minola, Campopiano, & Pukall,
2016:511; Martínez, Galván, & Palacios,
2016:539), innovative organisations can
easily restore themselves in terms of their
products and their business lifecycle where
they have an opportunity to create wealth,
employment and remain sustainable.
According to Lumpkin and Dess (Calabrò
et al., 2016:511), innovativeness can be
deﬁned as an organisation’s ability to
engage, experiment through their research
and design, as well as explore novel ways
and innovative processes that produce new
quality products. It is also with the acceptance
of management that these innovations
are given a chance to be implemented or
introduced to the market ( Taheri, Bititci,
Gannon, & Cordina, 2019:1228). This
process can result in one acquiring new
knowledge from outside or developing one
from the organisation’s research and design
team ( Etriya, Scholten, Wubben, Kemp, &
Omta, , 2018:972).

6.6.4 Risk-taking
Risk-taking is a tendency of an organisation
to engage in high-risk activities in the pursuit
of higher returns, which also involves taking
bold decisions in uncertain environments
(Taheri et al., 2019:1228). This includes
committing large portions of company
assets and borrowing heavily to projects
that are risky and returns are uncertain.
Within the context of small businesses,
risk-taking is almost calculated, but can
also have adverse eﬀects as the mortality
of small businesses is very high (Ndang,
2017:66). The advantage of taking risks
ensures that the organisation can manage
uncertainty as opposed to encouraging the
fear of taking risks as it can paralyse an
organisation in uncertain market conditions.
Risk-taking can also have a positive eﬀect as
it can encourage organisation growth if it is
well planned, and also stimulate innovation
that triggers growth and performance of
small businesses.

6.6.3 Proactiveness
Proactiveness refers to an organisation’s
decision to introduce new products or
services before everyone else; putting
in place sustainable strategies that will
ensure that an organisation survives
turbulent markets; looking at market trends
and adjusting strategies to maximise
performance, growth and proﬁts; entering
blue ocean markets before competitors;
and also pursuing market leadership jobs
(Lomberg, Urbig, Stöckmann, Marino, &
Dickson, 2017:3).

6.6.5 Competitive aggressiveness
Competitive
aggressiveness
is
characterised by beating competitors in the
same market and customer by competing
through aggressive marketing strategies,
quality or competing on low cost that
competitors cannot match (Sole, 2018:41).
Other aggressive strategies can involve
being highly innovative and proactive to
beat industry uncertainty. Competitive
aggressiveness lies in an organisation’s
strength to be innovative and be proactive
as organisations put strategies in place to
aggressively act towards any competitors.

Taheri et al. (2019:1228) further add that
those organisations that aggressively
and actively pursue initiatives and
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One challenge for small businesses might
be knowledge acquisition as it can be
challenging for small businesses to enhance
their human development programmes
as employees acquire knowledge through
human resource development programmes
(Ndang, 2017:68). Through knowledge
acquisition, they could innovate, and
therefore they could be having trouble being
aggressive if they do not have a proper
knowledge acquisition system in place.

output (Mafundu & Maﬁni, 2019:3). Many
factors contribute to this. Internal factors
may include organisational structure,
management or leadership practices,
operational eﬃciencies, and mergers and
acquisitions. External factors may include
political and social factors aﬀecting the
market.
Business performance therefore can
inﬂuence proﬁtability, customer service
delivery, meeting or exceeding customers’
demands and market needs. As much as
EO is linked to accounting performances
such as sales growth, return on assets and
return on equity (McKenny et al., 2018:507),
diﬀerent dimensions of the EO construct can
have a positive eﬀect on certain portion of
performance, while having negative eﬀects
on others (Núñez-Pomar, Prado-Gascó,
Sanz, Hervás, & Moreno, 2016:5337).

6.7 Relevance of EO
According to Covin and Miller (2014),
(Eshima & Anderson, 2017:770), EO is
a strength of organisations that favours
entrepreneurial activities and processes.
EO does not discriminate regarding
organisation size and/or age. Arshad and
Rasli (2018:28) found that organisations
with higher levels of EO allow themselves
to outperform other organisations that are
non-entrepreneurial.

Performance can also be measured by
organisations’ ability to maintain growth
amid constraining factors such as
competitive pressure from the market,
resource acquisition, market changes, and
management or shareholder desires (Eshima
& Anderson, 2017:770). When organisation
grow, they acquire new resources and
therefore have more value, which then
translates into better performance (Eshima
& Anderson, 2017:771). EO therefore has
growth as its number one outcome, followed
by knowledge expansion, strategic learning
and improved competitiveness.

Organisations put in place strategies that
ensure their sustainability in the market
and therefore organisations look into
themselves and decide on which strategies
they will employ to compete in the market
(Eshima & Anderson, 2017:770). EO is
part and parcel of strategies employed by
organisations that want to succeed in the
market. Firms with high EO usually get
high-performance results in that they are
likely to avoid uncertainty in the market
or worry about under-performance ( Titus
Jr, Parker, & Covin, 2019:2). According
to Hussain et al. (2016:390), strategic
EO that organisations undertake include
organisational renewal, improving revenue
streams in innovative ways, success in
other regions like international markets
or
spreading
nationally,
increasing
eﬀectiveness,
introducing
innovative
products and services, and using resources
eﬃciently and eﬀectively.

7. RESEARCH ETHICS
All prescribed research protocols according
to the NWU Research Ethics Policy were
observed and Covid-19 protocols were
strictly adhered to. Ethic number NWU00834-20-A4.
8. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This is a quantitative research where a
cross sectional research design approach
was used by making use of a structured
questionnaire to gather information from a
pool of participants with varied characteristics.
The cross sectional research design was

6.8 EO on organisational performance
Organisational performance can be
measured by its ability to generate proﬁts,
or its ability to meet or exceed its projected
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relatively quick and easy to conduct and
contained multiple variables where the
questionnaire developed was categorised
into three sections, namely entrepreneurial
orientation, labour-intensive and business
success, and demographic information.
The new questionnaire developed was
based on existing questionnaires about
enterprise orientation and new questions
were developed for business success with
labour intensive. The target population
was managers, owners and employees of
small and medium-sized enterprises in the
construction industry, as well as colleagues
in the construction industry (engineers,
architects and project managers), consulting
engineer companies, municipalities, as well
as Mpumalanga Province and Liberty State’s
departmental province. The population was
restricted to these two provinces because
of budgetary and time constraints. This
research used a stratiﬁed probability sample
and snowball sampling. In this sampling
strategy, one participant can recommend
another participant who might be helpful
for the research that will be done (Leavy,
2017:149). Therefore, various employees
in small and medium-sized companies in
the construction and consulting engineers’
sectors and governmental sector were
targeted, who then referred the researchers
to other construction companies and local
government or department employees.
Targeted SMEs, companies and individuals
were sent the questionnaires by emails,
WhatsApp, using the Google Form link.
Google form is HIPPA compliant thus
protecting sensitive information and
user authentication; also the feature for
anonymity was enable through the form’s
setting. As the form was web-based and
could be shared via the link, responses
could be received and reviewed in the
Google Form. The researchers distributed
the questionnaire to ±250 SME owners/
managers,
technicians,
engineers,
construction industry oﬃcials, and only 100
answered. The nature of the research and
the characteristics of the collected data
allow us to use the Social Science Statistical

Software Package (SPSS) as the most
suitable analysis tool for data analysis). In
this research, the McNemar-Bowker test
analysis technique was used to analyse the
data in detail. The inferential statistics of the
data for the respondents who participated
are based on the chi-square test statistics
for the association between signiﬁcant
variables only.
8.1 Validity
Validity is deﬁned as the number of
elements of the evaluation tool that ﬁt and
explain the target hypothesis for a speciﬁc
evaluation purpose (Yusoﬀ, 2019). The
assessment instrument in this research
refers to the questionnaire, which is the
method used to gather data and it must
be sound and refer to all aspects of the
measurement procedure, like assessing the
entrepreneurial orientation of SMEs while
creating more jobs with labour-intensive
methods and at the same time enhancing the
operation of SMEs. Content validity should
be used together with structure validity
to evaluate research and clearly deﬁne
research questions. Before distributing the
questionnaire for the main research, the
preliminary version of the questionnaire
was distributed to some colleagues in the
construction ﬁeld. During the preliminary
research process, it was established
that 15 to 20 minutes are required to
complete the questionnaire. Bertram and
Christiansen (2014:186) stipulate that
structure validity can determine whether the
data collection methods and tools used can
measure and answer research questions.
The eﬀectiveness of the construct can
be measured by measuring sampling
adequacy (MSA) or Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
(KMO), ranging from 0 to 1; in this research
we used the KMO with a minimum value of
0.70 as acceptable (Field, 2013) and the
KMO was 0.883.
8.2 Reliability
The questionnaire is reliable when another
researcher can still obtain the same results
from the reproducibility of the same research
in the original research. If the collected
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results are the same or similar, the same
process must be repeated in the future to
achieve reliability (Singh, 2017: 795). The
consistency between similar questions
should be observed, and diﬀerent people
answering the same questionnaire should
be graded in the same way. This study used
Cronbach’s alpha’s coeﬃcient to measure
the reliability and internal stability of the data
collected by the questionnaires. An alpha
coeﬃcient of 0.70 is regarded as reliable
(Field, 2013) and the value obtained was
0.964.

chose categories that strongly agree, and
agree that an average value greater than
3 and the negative skewness is at least -1.
Their business is always looking for new
opportunities. In the past few years, their
processes, services and product lines have
undergone tremendous changes. There is
a strong relationship between the number
of new ideas generated and the number
of new ideas successfully implemented.
Their business attaches great importance
to continuous improvement of product/
service delivery/process. When faced
with uncertain decisions, their business
usually takes a bold stance to maximise
opportunities. Usually, their business
tends to take on high-risk projects. Due to
environmental reasons, their companies
believe that bold and extensive behaviour
is necessary to achieve corporate goals.
Employees are often encouraged to take a
planned risk on new ideas. The term risktaker is seen as a positive attribute in an
employee’s business.

9. DATA ANALYSIS
9.1 Entrepreneurial orientation
There are 29% and 19% of respondents
who agree and strongly agree respectively
that they have autonomy in doing their jobs
and that they are not continually supervised
to do their work, while 35% of respondents
remained neutral about the matter. This
latter statement is represented by the mean
of 3.43 (higher than 3) and a skewness
value of -0.391 (negative). This means that,
the minority of respondents respectively
disagree and strongly disagree.

9.2 Labour-intensive and business
success
According to Table 1 in column B1, the
median is 3.7429, which means that most
respondents agree and strongly agree that
their business has experienced labourintensive methods and achieved positive
results in the past few years. The standard
error of the average is 0.9482, which
is relatively small and can conﬁrm the
reliability, which shows that our average
is relatively close to the true average of
the population. The skewness close to
zero indicates that most respondents are
neutral on the statement. A negative value
of skewness indicates that the respondent
is consistent and very consistent with the
statement, while a positive value indicates
that most respondents disagree and
strongly disagree with the given statement.
Therefore, a skewness of -0.522 means
that most respondents agree and strongly
agree that their business has experienced
labour-intensive methods and achieved
positive results in the past few years.

The analysed data indicated that the
average of A2 results is 3.65 and the
skewness is -0.486, which means that most
respondents agree and strongly agree that
their business allows them to be creative
and try diﬀerent methods at work. Regarding
A3, the average is 2.72 and the skewness
is 0.364, which shows that most of the
interviewees strongly disagree and do not
allow employees in their businesses to make
decisions without going through detailed
formulation, argumentation and approval
procedures. There is an approval process in
the business structure of the respondents.
The mean value is 3.77 and the skewness
value is -0.366, indicating that most of the
respondents responded to the categories
of strong agreement and agreement. Some
people held a neutral attitude and believed
that they encouraged employees to manage
their work and were ﬂexible to solve the
problem. This reﬂects employees who work
independently. In short, most respondents
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TABLE 1: LABOUR-INTENSIVE AND BUSINESS SUCCESS DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

Valid
Missing
Std. error of
mean
Median
Std.
deviation
Skewness
Std. error of
skewness
Kurtosis
Std. error of
kurtosis
N

Valid
Missing
Std. error of
mean
Median
Std.
deviation
Skewness
Std. error of
skewness
Kurtosis
Std. error of
kurtosis
N

Statistics
B3
B4
100
100
0
0

B1
100
0

B2
100
0

B5
100
0

B6
100
0

B7
100
0

B8
100
0

.09482

.10587

.10200

.10664

.10469

.09434

.10964

.12082

3.7429a

3.5714a

3.5522a

3.3438a

3.5143a

3.6957a

4.0746a

3.6667a

.94815

1.05868

1.02000

1.06643

1.04693

.94340

1.09637

1.20818

-.522

-.340

-.379

-.250

-.565

-.321

-.690

-.483

.241

.241

.241

.241

.241

.241

.241

.241

.058

-.563

-.384

-.591

-.061

-.415

-.467

-.609

.478

.478

.478

.478

.478

.478

.478

.478

B9
100
0

B10
100
0

Statistics
B11
B12
100
100
0
0

B13
100
0

B14
100
0

B15
100
0

.11290

.09721

.11753

.10778

.11254

.11534

.09640

3.5246a

3.6761a

2.8214a

3.7778a

3.8226a

3.8966a

4.3544a

1.12900

.97214

1.17529

1.07778

1.12542

1.15343

.96400

-.481

-.582

.107

-.657

-.835

-.862

-1.105

.241

.241

.241

.241

.241

.241

.241

-.616

.152

-.806

.067

.216

.122

.568

.478

.478

.478

.478

.478

.478

.478

a. Calculated from grouped data

In column B2, the median is 3.5263 and the
skewness is -0.340, which implies that most
respondents agreed and strongly agreed
that their business has experienced labourintensive methods with positive outcomes
over the past few years. The standard error
of the mean of 0.09482 is relatively small
and conﬁrms reliability with an indication
that the mean is relatively close to the true
mean of our overall population.

had selected the response categories of
strongly agree and agree from questions
posed in the questionnaire about labourintensive and business success. Therefore,
with the implementation of labour-intensive
methods, the competitive position of
enterprises has improved in the past few
years. In the past few years, the eﬀectiveness
of implementing labour-intensive methods
has increased. In the past few years, the
business eﬃciency of respondents has
improved. In an enterprise, employees and
labour are regarded as the most valuable
assets in the enterprise or project. Where
possible, companies are highly committed

Overall, Table 1 revealed the median
values greater than 3 and the negative
skewness values. This is an indication
that the majority of the 100 respondents
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to labour-intensive companies. In the past
few years, the moral satisfaction of our
employees has improved. Additionally, our
business image has improved relative to
our competitors. The presence of skilled
and professional technical staﬀ such as
supervisor/designer/engineer/project
manager, with relevant experience and
knowledge to implement labour intensive,
is indicated. The respondents’ businesses
monitor and measure labour productivity.
They look at issues that aﬀect labour
productivity. The more jobs the respondents’
businesses create in the community, the
more it helps to alleviate poverty. It is known
in this regard that the success of a business
and its entrepreneurial endeavours cannot
be separated from the labour-intensiveness
of teams and individuals that institute
the wider employee base of the business
success.

9.3.2 Highest academic qualiﬁcation
The majority of 41% of respondents have a
degree, followed by 26% of 100 respondents
with a diploma and 12% with a master’s
degree. Among the 100 respondents, only
2% and 5% had certiﬁcates and others,
respectively.
9.3.3 Management level
There is a majority of 25% of respondents
in the category of senior management level.
Twenty-three percent (23%) of respondents
are in middle management, followed by
21% of respondents on director level. Only
a minority of 8% and 4% of respondents
are respectively in the supervisor and other
management levels.
9.4.4 Years of experience
It was noted that 36% of respondents have
experience of 11 to 15 years, followed
by 28% of respondents with four to 10
years of working experience. 16% of 100
respondents have experience of 16 to 20
years. Only 9%, 7%, and 4% of respondents,
respectively, have zero to three years,
21 to 25 years and 25+ years of working
experience.

In column B11, shows to be the only variable
with a median of 2.8214, which is less than
3 and the positive skewness of 0.107,
indicating the majority of respondents in
this regard have chosen the category of
strongly disagree and disagree. Therefore,
in diﬃcult economic times, labour-intensive
methods and development will not
continue, and ﬁscal cuts will be drastically
reduced. According to Lyubomirsky, King,
& Diener, (2005:804), a behaviour that
shows a positive work attitude toward a
new goal may be similar to showing an
active attitude. This behaviour is called a
positive eﬀect. Therefore, the respondents
in this section have shown characteristics
related to positive inﬂuence, including selfconﬁdence, optimism and self-eﬃcacy.

9.4.5 Category of employee’s business
operation
The majority of 42% of respondents
operate in consulting engineering, followed
by 16% of respondents who operate in civil
construction. 15% are in services, 14%
are in building construction, 5% are in the
department, 4 % are in architectural and 2%
are in supplies. Only 1% of respondents are
respectively in municipality and agencies.
9.4.6 Number of jobs that were created
in the latest project
The majority of 60% of respondents have
indicated that fewer than or equal to 20 jobs
were created in the latest project. This is
followed by 23% of respondents with fewer
than or equal to 50 jobs, 9% of respondents
with fewer than or equal to 100 and 2% of
respondents with fewer than or equal to 150
jobs. Only 6% of respondents have at least
150 jobs from the latest project.

9.3 Demographic information
9.3.1 Respondents’ age
The results showed that the majority of 29%
and 26% of the respondents strongly agree
that their business can enable them to be
creative at work and try diﬀerent methods.
Although 31% of the respondents held a
neutral attitude, 9% and 5% of the minority
of respondents held diﬀerent opinions and
strongly opposed the matter.
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10. DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
According to Adedokun and Burgess
(2012:126), the McNemar hypothesis
testing is applied for testing the binary
responses are unchanged; whereas,
Bowker (1948:572) extended the McNemar
test by introducing the multi-response
testing on the nominal variable with the
same categories. The method applied in
this research for comparison of responses
is known as the McNemar-Bowker test.
According to Schober, Boer, & Schwarte,
(2018:1763-1764) and Cohen (2013), the
correlation coeﬃcient (r) can be divided into
three categories. For the statistical results
of this inference, the impact size is set to
0.3, which has practical signiﬁcance.

improvement over the past few years and
therefore can assist the state on creating
new policies for new job opportunities in
the sector and supervise pilot project to
experiment those new policies.
Proposition 3 revealed that the more
the business continually pursues new
opportunities, the more the image statue
of the business grew over the years, i.e.
relative to their competitors. Competition in
the sector is one of the biggest challenge
encounter by SMEs with new opportunities
it gives a bigger ﬁelds of operation where
others are not interested or well equipped
to accomplish those.
Proposition 4 further reveals that the more
the business continually pursues new
opportunities, the more the business focuses
on issues that aﬀect labour productivity.
Use the initiative, risk and innovation of
EO to collect the purpose of business
improvement. This ﬁnding is consistent with
the market knowledge view that SMEs and
more collaborators and EOs have more
market information, and there are signs of
exploring new market opportunities, which
will be better completed (Ferreira et al., 2015;
Cheng & Krumwiede, 2012). The objective
of exploring the entrepreneurial orientation
of SMEs and labour-intensive methods as
schemes for job creation in construction
is met been through Proposition 4. Where
it is revealed that the more the business
continually pursues new opportunities,
the more the business focuses on issues
that aﬀect labour productivity. In this case,
labour productivity refers to job creation in
the construction sector. This is evidence
that when business continually pursues
new opportunities the unemployment rates
of 34.9% and 34.2% for the Free State
and Mpumalanga reported for the ﬁrst
quarter of 2019 by Statistic South Africa
can be mitigated and reduced signiﬁcantly
(StatsSA, 2019).

Inferential statistics need to be applied
to datasets to determine the relationship
between responses to entrepreneurial
attitudes and the success of labour-intensive
companies. The following discussion
describes the evaluation of propositions
through inferential statistics.
Proposition 1, the research found that the
more employees become independent
in their work and business, the more
businesses regard them as the most
valuable asset. According to Lumpkin et al.
(2009), autonomy provides organisational
members with the freedom and ﬂexibility
to develop and formulate entrepreneurial
plans. The research ﬁndings are in line
with that of Lumpkin et al. (2009). An
entrepreneurial
orientation
viewpoint
on autonomy, by contrast, suggests
decision-making and action outside of the
construction institutional chain of command
involving choices about entrepreneurial
initiatives that have strategic implications.
One of those strategic implications can be
encourage sub-contractors or consultants
on implying the LI framework to stimulate
job creation.
Proposition 2, the research results found
that the more the business continually
pursues new opportunities, the more it
becomes eﬃcient, which has led to business

Proposition 5 establishes a high degree
of commitment to labour intensity, which
is mainly reﬂected in the high emphasis
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on continuous improvement of product/
service delivery/business processes. If
it is determined that the contribution of
entrepreneurial orientation dimensions
to entrepreneur performance is mixed
in this particular case, then this ﬁnding is
consistent with the ﬁndings of Callaghan
and Venter (2011), and its impact is along
the entrepreneurial performance measured
by entrepreneurs’ inner dimension of the
process. Satisfaction is not an external
dimension of entrepreneurial performance
measured by income. This ﬁnding is one
factor contributing to the objective of
describing the challenges faced by SMEs
and labour-intensive methods in the
construction business.

processes due to their process of monitoring
and
measuring
labour
productivity.
According to Chaston and Mangles (1997),
the adoption of information systems may
allow adequate information ﬂows and
learning for decision-making, productivity
and customer service support purposes.
Proposition 10 states that business actions
that competitors respond to are highly
inﬂuenced by the business’ monitoring and
measurement of labour productivity.
Proposition 11 states that companies
usually adopt a very competitive attitude
to deal with competitors, to research the
problems aﬀecting labour productivity.
These problems aﬀecting productivity are
related to initiative, which is related to the
advantages of ﬁrst-mover businessmen
and is reﬂected in seeking opportunities,
a forward-looking perspective before
competition, and anticipating future needs to
create change and shape the environment
(Lumpkin & Dess, 2001).

Proposition 6 reveals that it is widely believed
that innovation is a direct requirement of
an enterprise in the future, which is closely
related to the eﬃciency of the enterprise
(doing things right). In the past few years, the
eﬃciency of the enterprise has improved.
Proposition 7 found that people generally
believe that innovation is necessary for
the future of the company, which is highly
correlated with the company’s image
(status), because the company has grown in
the past few years relative to its competitors.
These ﬁndings are consistent with the views
of Rhee et al. (2010). Innovation plays
an important role in improving company
performance, and the innovative thinking
style of managers has a signiﬁcant impact
on the performance of small and mediumsized enterprises.

Innovative
industry
markets
where
competition is most concentrated look
at SMEs’ internal capabilities that are
correlated with growth, especially when
linked to an entrepreneurial orientation.
The challenges faced by SMEs and labourintensive construction methods are evident
in the results. The evidence is highlighted
by Proposition 9 and 11, whereby some
businesses are usually the ﬁrst to introduce
new products/services/processes due to
their process of monitoring and measuring
labour productivity. Also, some businesses
adopt a very competitive attitude to deal
with competitors. These sentiments were
strongly agreed upon by participants’
responses from the questionnaire.

Proposition 8 found that business leaders
seek to get the most value from opportunities
without limiting existing models, structures
or resources. This is closely related to
business employees and labour and is
regarded as the most valuable asset in a
company or project.

The objective of determining possible
opportunities that the government proposes
to uplift SMEs and LI in the construction
industry is highlighted through some reports.
According to the PricewaterhouseCoopers
(PwC) in their SA Construction, 4th edition

Proposition 9 found that, due to the process
of companies monitoring and measuring
labour productivity, companies are usually
the ﬁrst to introduce new products/services/
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report indicated that the South African
government which initiated the National
Development Plan (NDP) indicates that there
will be the inception of public infrastructure
investment of R 810 billion over the next few
years to boost the construction industry’s
growth (SA construction, 2015).

skills for implementation and evaluation
of entrepreneurial orientation;
• train engineers on employment creation
and train them in speciﬁc planning
skills, monitoring, implementation and
evaluation of large labour-intensive
programmes;

According to the Construction in South
Africa–Key Trends and Opportunities to
2024, the South African government rolled
out an ambitious R858.78 billion Economic
Reconstruction and Recovery Plan to
reindustrialise the economy by focusing
on small businesses and strengthening
medium and large ones and accelerate
economic reforms to unlock investments.

• public support for SMEs, support
programme, community participation;

11. RECOMMENDATIONS
The results of this research can help
formulate unique strategies to help South
Africa’s small and medium-sized enterprises
transform early, thereby ensuring job
creation in Mpumalanga and the Free State
Provinces and obtaining long-term returns
for the shift to sustainable construction
industrial path. However, the provincial
governments of the two provinces will have
to invest in policy implementation that will
contribute to and strengthen the economy
as a whole, through the construction
industries.

• government and training institutions and
the private sector need to work together
for skill revolution;

• construction technology that is pragmatic
and innovative in nature to create more
work for unskilled workers;
• access to ﬁnance so SMEs shouldn’t
rely on internally generated funds which
are not suﬃcient to support expansion
and growth;

• encourage more people to start their
own businesses, to be entrepreneurs
and self-employed;
• ﬁght nepotism, crimes and corruption.
12. LIMITATIONS OF THE RESEARCH
The focus of this research was on the
impact of business-oriented and labourintensive methods on small and mediumsized enterprises operating in Mpumalanga
and the Free State Province. Therefore,
the research was limited to certain speciﬁc
areas around South Africa. The analysis
unit was also limited to managers, owners
and employees of small and mediumsized construction enterprises engaged
in the construction industry, consulting
engineer companies, and municipalities
(such as engineers, architects and project
managers). A cross-sectional research
design was used and the results cannot be
generalised.

According to Smyth (2008), stakeholder
management theory or policy must shift
from a power-based analysis method to
a moral care responsibility identiﬁcation
method that adopts active management,
which is crucial.
For industrial construction stakeholders:
• the research recommends that the South
African provincial government should
implement policies and programmes to
strengthen the construction industry in
these two provinces. Therefore, the eﬀect
of reducing poverty and unemployment
in their communities will be obvious;

13. IMPLICATIONS
Commitment and understanding of top
management is seen as an important factor
for adopting new management practices
and implementing LI methods to stimulate
job creation. Most of the time in SMEs
ownership is combined with management,

• data analytics in provincial oﬃces
should contain necessary technical
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with subjectivity in decision making thus
making very important that top management
need to be trained or have the adequate
qualiﬁcation to run the enterprise or else
employ necessary personals, well trained
and educated with adequate knowledge
of the construction industry to implement
proper strategies. Labour intensive process
is aimed at achieving higher level of
productivity while creating the most possible
employment with the involvement of the
workforce and application of manual tasks.
The workforce are exposed to diﬀerent
inﬂuences and play a signiﬁcant role in the
enterprise orientation of the organization
and ensure successful implementation of
change.
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investigation
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14. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In terms of income and job creation, SMEs
are important pillars of South Africa’s
economy and society and will continue to do
so. However, the continuous increase in the
unemployment rate in South Africa is still a
constraint on the growth and transformation
of SMEs. However, the operation, growth
and sustainability of these SMEs are
hindered by many constraints, including
cheap foreign labour. In this regard, the
research focuses on creating employment
opportunities
through
SME-oriented
and labour-intensive methods (LIM) to
address concerns about the impact of the
construction sector. Investment in labour
methods to infrastructures can generate
much needed employment for the poor and
can as well be technically and economically
eﬃcient, such method have the advantage
to focus on local resources.
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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THE PERFORMANCE
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skills and knowledge of SMME owners and
managers.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
OF THE STUDY
Small, medium and micro enterprises
(SMMEs) are a vital part of the
macroeconomic growth in the developing
world (Mitchelmore & Rowley, 2013). SMMEs
are seen as a solution for employment
creation, generation of income-earning
opportunities, economic development and
reduction of poverty and help marginalised
groups such as the unskilled women,
disabled, and rural area families to obtain
employment (Maloka, 2013). However,
these SMMEs face a number of challenges
in South Africa and the majority fail within a
short period of time.
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ABSTRACT
This study investigated the impact
of entrepreneurship skills training on
the
performance
of
women-owned
SMMEs in the Buﬀalo City Metropolitan
Municipality. The secondary objectives
were to investigate the eﬀect of creativity
and innovation skills training, leadership
skills training, risk-taking skills training,
networking skills training and interpersonal
skills training on the performance of women
owned SMMEs in Buﬀalo City Metropolitan
Municipality. Both primary and secondary
data sources were used in this study. A
quantitative research design was used in
conducting this research and purposive
sampling technique was used to select
a sample of 76 women entrepreneurs
operating SMMEs. Survey method, using a
self-administered questionnaire was used to
collect primary data. The statistical Package
for Social Sciences (SPSS) was used to
analyse data. The Chi-Square test, the
t-test, Correlation and descriptive statistics
were used to analyse data. The ﬁndings of
this research showed that entrepreneurship
skills training has a positive impact on the
performance of women-owned SMMEs and
it plays a role in improving entrepreneurial

Since the success of SMMEs is also
depends on the owner’s capabilities which
may not be the case with larger enterprises,
it is therefore important to develop
competencies among entrepreneurs to
give the SMMEs a sustainable competitive
advantage (Mitchelmore & Rowley, 2013).
South Africa, as one of the developing
markets, aims to improve the economy
and
create
employment
through
entrepreneurship (Brijlal, Naicker & Peter,
2013). Entrepreneurship is deﬁned as
an activity that involves the discovery,
evaluation, and exploitation of opportunities
to introduce new goods and services (Mehta,
2013). However, Ajuna, Ntale and Ngui
(2018), pointed out that entrepreneurship
is increasingly recognised as an important
driver of economic growth, productivity,
innovation and employment, and it is widely
accepted as a key aspect of economic
dynamism. Despite eﬀorts to invest in
entrepreneurship, South Africa is also
experiencing a low entrepreneurial activity
and high unemployment rate compared to
other sub-Saharan countries (Herrington,
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Kew & Kew, 2014). South Africa also
experience low levels of entrepreneurial
skills that are seen as important elements
in
economic
and
entrepreneurship
development (Martin & Javalgi, 2016).
History shows that economic progress has
been signiﬁcantly advanced by pragmatic
people who are entrepreneurial and
innovative, able to exploit opportunities and
willing to take risks (Ajuna et al, 2018).

Women are becoming increasingly important
in the socio-economic development of both
developed and developing economies as
they account for a signiﬁcant percentage of
the operators of Small, Micro and Medium
Enterprises (Quaye, Acheampong & Asiesu,
2015). However, the world knows less about
those who become entrepreneurs and their
journey of performance, women especially
are one particular group understudied in
the globe, and female entrepreneurs are
less presented in the global columns of
entrepreneurs, ignorance is the attributing
factor to the blind spot that exists about
entrepreneurs especially the female
participants (Ajuna et al, 2018). Moreover,
Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM)
conﬁrmed that women participate in a
wide range of entrepreneurial activities in
diﬀerent countries have paid oﬀ in form of
many newly-established enterprises for job
and wealth creation. This notwithstanding,
entrepreneurship is usually seen from
the perspective of men driven economy,
due to its complexity, the role of women
entrepreneurs has not been properly
documented (Fellnhofer, Puumalaine &
Sjogren, 2016).

Individuals’ belief in their own ability to start
a business is said to play an important role
in their decision to start a business (De Vita,
Masi & Poggesi, 2014). Opafunso (2014)
pointed out that people who believe that
they have the ability to start a business are
ﬁve times more likely than others to actually
attempt to start a business. Dess, Lumpkin
and Covin (2013) based on the work
carried out on the Community Improvement
through Youth Programme (CITY) project
identiﬁed a set of twelve core enterprise
skills that are essential for successful
entrepreneurship. These include the ability
to assess and appreciate one’s strengths
and weaknesses and evaluate one’s
performance; to communicate with other
people; to negotiate; to deal with people
in power and authority; to resolve conﬂict;
and to cope with stress and tension. In
addition, making decisions, planning one’s
responsibilities and solving problems were
highlighted.

Women entrepreneurship is deﬁned as a
process where women or a group of women
take the initiative to establish and operate
a business (Xavier, Ahmad, Nor & Yusuf,
2013; Sharma, 2013). Women owned
businesses can be in any sector and can
be in the form of beauty salons, taverns,
spaza shops, and it includes those women
operating as hawker and agriculture. The
main reason prioritising women in business
in developing countries are conﬁrmed by
Kim (2014) as, women have only to gain
from being involved in business due to their
perceived gender position of being poorer
and discriminated against. There has been
rapid increases in female entrepreneurship
activity in developing countries in general.

Cooney (2013) believe that entrepreneurship
skills are needed to develop innovative
products and services and to generate
solutions to emerging needs in the
marketplace. Moreover, entrepreneurship
skills include inner discipline, ability to take
risk, innovative, change orientated, and
persistence. Studies on gender diﬀerences
in terms of innovation reveal that when
compared to their male counterparts,
female entrepreneurs are less innovative
and thus less inclined to expansion and
export orientation, in terms of risk taking
women are being more risk averse than
men (Martin & Javalgi, 2016).

In USA, the analysis of gender creative
businesses shows that the rate of growth
of women owned businesses is twice that
of men and this comprises more than
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35% share of all entrepreneurial ventures
(Wang & Singh, 2014). Furthermore, they
generate over 2.3 trillion in annual revenue,
and employ 18 million individuals (Bartol
& Martin, 2016). In Kenya as well, women
entrepreneurs are considered as an integral
part of economic growth, their businesses
contribute jobs, productive and distributive
activities required for wealth creation both
for family and nation’s economies (Soetan,
2017; Okunade, 2017). However, one of
the economic goals of a government is to
improve the lives of its citizens by raising
the competitiveness of the economy and
creating opportunities that empower people
to earn a sustainable income (Rain, 2015).

2012). However, the survival of SMMEs is
relatively very low in South Africa, hence
there is a disappointingly high number of
SMMEs that fail (Herrington, Kew & Kew,
2014). Omwenga, Mukulu & Kanali (2013)
states that women- owned businesses
are more likely to fail than men-owned,
which results from the lack of access to
education, entrepreneurship skills training
and counselling. Furthermore, lack of
entrepreneurial competences is said to be
the main contributor to low entrepreneurial
activity and high failure rate for women
entrepreneurs in South Africa (Herrington
et al. 2014). According to the latest Global
Entrepreneurship Monitor report South
Africa has recorded one of its lowest level
of entrepreneurial activity since 2002. Lack
of entrepreneurship training and skills
development has been identiﬁed as one
of the main challenges faced by womenowned SMMEs (Omwenga, Mukulu &
Kanali, 2013).

Entrepreneurs in South Africa require three
main types of support, namely human,
ﬁnancial and social capital (Kim, 2014).
With regard to human capital, entrepreneurs
would greatly beneﬁt from entrepreneurial
skills and training according to their
developmental stages and the sector of
activity. The lack of entrepreneurial skills
may be because of inadequate training and
a poor educational system as the South
African public education system is classiﬁed
as the worst in the world, far worse even
than peer developing countries (Turton &
Herrington 2013).

OBJECTIVES
The primary objective of this study is to
establish the eﬀect of entrepreneurship
skill training on the performance of women
owned SMMEs in Buﬀalo City Municipality
The secondary objectives of the study are
to:

PROBLEM STATEMENT
Small, Medium and Micro Enterprises play a
key role in economic development and make
important contribution to the employment
(Harash, Fatima & Essia, 2013; Harash, AlTimimi & Alsaadi, 2014). However, Cooney
(2012) states that, it is still a topic of much
debate whether entrepreneurs are born or
made. While it is generally acknowledged
that there are natural or born entrepreneurs
and there are also researchers who believe
that entrepreneurship is a skill that can be
learned (Cooney, 2013). Entrepreneurship
can be argued to be a practice as well as a
discipline which can be learned. However,
if one agrees with Drucker’s concept
of entrepreneurship, then it follows that
entrepreneurship skills training can play
a key role in its development (Cooney,

• investigate the eﬀect of creativity
and innovation skill training on the
performance of women owned SMMEs
• determine the eﬀect of leadership skill
training on the performance of women
owned SMMEs
• investigate the eﬀect of risk taking skill
training on the performance of women
owned SMMEs
• establish the eﬀect of networking skill
training on the performance of women
owned SMMEs
• determine the eﬀect of interpersonal skill
training on the performance of women
owned SMMEs
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Hypothesis
• H01: Entrepreneurship skills training
does not have impact on the performance
of women owned SMMEs
• H1: Entrepreneurship skills training have
an impact on the performance of women
owned SMMEs

Furthermore, this information will help
women who own SMME to improve their
sustainability and performance by knowing
skills needed. Moreover, the research will
also suggest areas for further studies and
subsequently provide direction for future
studies.

• H02: Creativity and innovation skill
training does not have impact on the
performance of women owned SMMEs

LITERATURE REVIEW
This section will discuss theoretical and
empirical literature related to the study.

• H2: Creativity and innovation skill training
have an impact on the performance of
women owned SMMEs

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
This section will discuss theories that provide
basis for this study, namely the knowledge
based view. The Knowledge Based View,
also referred to as the Intellectual Capital
Based View, is rooted in the theories put
forward by Cohen and Levinthal (1989;
1990) which emphasized the importance
of knowledge in developing dynamic
capabilities. The Knowledge Based View
highlights that an organizations’ capabilities
closely relies on knowledge and intellectual
property or assets the organization possess
(Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). According
to Grant (1996) knowledge available in
an enterprise is a key resource which
should be managed eﬀectively to improve
organizational performance and competitive
advantage. Cohen and Lenvinthal (1990)
stressed the prominence of absorptive
capacity as an enabler of knowledge
accumulation and its eventual conversion
to innovation capabilities necessary to
achieve strategic goals.

• H03: Leadership skill training does not
have an impact on the performance of
women owned SMMEs
• H3: Leadership skill training have an
impact on the performance of women
owned SMMEs
• H04: Risk taking skill training does not
have an impact on the performance of
women owned SMMEs
• H4: Risk taking skill training have an
impact on the performance of women
owned SMMEs
• H05: Networking skill training does not
have an impact on the performance of
women owned SMMEs
• H5: Networking skill training have an
impact on the performance of women
owned SMMEs
• H06: Interpersonal skill training does
not have impact on the performance of
women owned SMMEs

CONCEPTUAL LITERATURE
This section will outline existing empirical
literature on entrepreneurship, women
entrepreneurship and entrepreneurship
skills.

• H6: Interpersonal skill training have an
impact on the performance of women
SMMEs
Signiﬁcance of the study
Findings of this research will assists
policy makers to gain an insight into
entrepreneurship skills training and its
eﬀect on the performance of women owned
SMMEs. It will help government agencies
to get insight on what is needed more to
develop entrepreneurship skills for women
which aﬀect their SMMEs performance.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
According to Masona, Hereania, Miania,
Beltramed
&
Cappelettoe
(2015)
entrepreneurship is deﬁned as an activity
that involves the discovery, evaluation, and
exploitation of opportunities, to introduce
new goods and services, ways of organizing.
However, other deﬁnitions subscribe to the
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notion of innovation as a key attribute of
entrepreneurship. Innovation is the speciﬁc
to all entrepreneurs, the means by which they
exploit changes, an opportunity for diﬀerent
business or a diﬀerent services (Drucker,
2013). Entrepreneurship is associated with
innovation and this is an important aspect in
managing and enterprise, entrepreneurial
characteristic such as commitment and
determination, leadership, opportunity
obsession and motivation to excel are
important for the successful management
of small enterprise (Mehta, 2013).

which essentially are women problems
(Ajuna et al, 2018).
Entrepreneurship skills
Entrepreneurial skills can be described
as skills that are conveyed by a person’s
behaviour and are linked to personal and
interpersonal capabilities and also there
three group of competencies associated
with entrepreneurial skills which are proactiveness, achievement orientation and
communication to others. Chell (2013),
lamented that there has been a loss of sight
in the deﬁnition and function of skills within
the ﬁeld of entrepreneurship, however
the construct skill is at times confused or
interchanged with that of competencies.

Women entrepreneurship
Entrepreneurship
is
becoming
an
increasingly
important
source
of
employment for women across many
countries (Mehta, 2013). Mitchelmore &
Rowley (2013), believe that women-owned
businesses make an increasingly important
contribution to the economies. According
to De Vitta, Mari and Poggesi (2014), the
participation of women in business activities
transforms the quality and the structure of
the workforce and the society as a whole.
It boots female career development, selfrealization and job creation, it can also
beneﬁt their households and communities,
aﬀecting the entrepreneurial mind set
of future generation who may come to
consider self-employment as a natural
career option following the example of their
parents. Chiloane-Tsoka (2013), however,
believe that women start businesses with
the objective of making a diﬀerence and
they are very client focused, and also
women operating in small businesses
are keen to use sources of advice and
act upon them. According to Ajuna et al,
(2018), the small and medium enterprises
being the major agents of economic growth
and employment, in Kenya, over 60% of
small businesses of women are estimated
to fail each year at start-up. Thus, the
Government of Kenya conceived the idea
of institutional ﬁnancing, women enterprise
fund, to provide women with access to
ﬁnance for self-employment activities and
entrepreneurial skills development as a way
of addressing unemployment and poverty

Entrepreneurship skills are the skills
needed to develop innovative products
and services and to generate solution to
emerging needs in the marketplace and
also, entrepreneurship skills are inner
discipline, ability to take risk, innovative,
change orientated, persistence (Cooney,
2012).
Furthermore,
entrepreneurial
skills refers to those skills activities or
practical know-how that is needed to
establish and successfully run a business
enterprise, they are skills which enables
entrepreneurial performance. Additionally,
skill is the proﬁciency in performance of a
task, as a result of investment in education
and experience, and can be improved by
training, practice and development (Kele,
Kerrin & Mamabolo 2017). They can also be
seen as the ability to discover opportunities
for proﬁtable reallocation of resources to
new endeavours, risk propensity, creativity
and innovation, opportunity identiﬁcation
and networking.
Entrepreneurship skills training
According to Cooney (2012), education
and training can play a key role on
entrepreneurship
skills
development.
Moreover, in a traditional understanding,
entrepreneurship was strongly associated
with the creation of a business and
therefore it was argued that the skills
required to achieve this outcome could be
723

developed through training. Cooney (2012),
also believe that entrepreneurship is being
viewed as a way of thinking and behaving
that is relevant to all parts of society and
the economy, and such understanding of
entrepreneurship now requires diﬀerent
approach of training. Furthermore, it
is important for services providers to
recognize that entrepreneurs come to
entrepreneurship with diﬀerent level of
skills, therefore each entrepreneur requires
a diﬀerent game of plan for developing his
or her skills (Omolara, 2018).

established a positive relationship between
innovativeness and creativity and the ﬁrms’
performance.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND
DESIGN
Research methodology is a systematic
plan for conducting a research, it consists
of sequential steps to be followed when
conducting research (Brynard, Hanekom
& Brynard, 2014). The study adopted a
positivist paradigm and a quantitative
research approach. Survey method was
used to collect data from women operating
SMMEs in Buﬀalo City Metropolitan area in
the Eastern Cape Province of South Africa.
Purposive sampling was used to select
the 76 respondents. A questionnaire with
previously validated scales was used to
collect data. Statistical Package for Social
Sciences (SPSS) software was used for
data analysis. Correlation, independent
sample test, simple regression analysis,
analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Chisquare tests for independence were
used to test the research hypothesis. The
researcher obtained ethical clearance
from the University of Fort Hare Research
Ethics Committee before collecting data.
Respondents were assured of their
conﬁdentiality and anonymity by not being
asked to share their names or identities.
Data collected from respondents was kept
in conﬁdence.

Brijlal, Naicker and Peter (2013), claim
that the combined impact of globalization,
changing patterns of trade and evolving
technologies such as ICT calls for skills that
women entrepreneurs on the continent do
not for a large part possess, as many more
women than men lack the requisite level of
education and training including business
and technical skills and entrepreneurship
training. Chiloane-Tsoka (2013), also
believe that women are often disadvantaged
in terms of access to training. They are
often unaware of training opportunities and
are less likely to be able to aﬀord the costs
of training provided by private sector which
that leads to failure and poor performance
of their businesses (Omolara, 2018).
Cooney (2012), believe that training for the
development of entrepreneurship skills, for
growth-orientated business would feature
under human capital and support in the
general entrepreneurship ecosystem.

RESEARCH FINDINGS
A total of 76 questionnaires was distributed
to respondents but only 56 were analysed,
and 14 were discarded. This gave a
response rate of 80% which is high.
The Cronbach’s alpha for demographic
section in the questionnaire consisting
of 13 items was 0.732. The performance
of the business section had 14 item and
a Cronbach’s alpha 0.981, which also
reveal that the scales were reliable. In this
study, 32% of respondents indicated that
they were, 11% were managers who were
representing the company and 57% who
were both the owner and manager of the
business. The majority of respondents fall

The relationship between
entrepreneurship skills training and
performance of SMMEs
Yahya, Othman & Shamsuri (2012) found
that there is a signiﬁcant relationship
between entrepreneurship skills training
and SMMEs performance. Masona et al
(2015) and, Lumpkin and Dess (2001)
revealed a positive relationship between
risk-taking and ﬁrm performance. Several
studies (Masona, Floreania, Miania,
Beltramea and Cappellettoa, 2015;
Soininen, Puumalainen, Sjögrén and
Syrjä 2012; Hameed & Ali, 2011) also
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within the age category of above 40 years
with 47 %. Those between ages 31 to 40
constituted 31%, those between 25 and 30
constituted 20% and those below the age of
25 constituted only 2%.

and innovation skills training, risk taking
skills training, networking skills innovation
and interpersonal skills training.
Based on the proof as presented in table
1, Leadership Skills with 20.6% (N=40)
responses and 97.8% of cases and Risk
Taking Skills with 20.6% (N=40) and
97.6% of cases were the most attended
entrepreneurial skills trainings. Networking
and Interpersonal skills followed with 20.1%
(N=39) and 95.1% of cases, respectively.
Although Innovation and Creativity training
was the least attended, it reﬂects that
majority of participant attended the training
with 18.6% (N=36) and 87.8% of cases.
In essence, 56 responses were captured
from 41 respondents attended various
entrepreneurship skills trainings, which
is 473.2%, that is 4.73 times the actual
number of participants who responded to
this question. Statistically, we can assume
that on average about 73.2% of the
respondents attended at least four diﬀerent
entrepreneurship trainings.

In terms of number of years in business,
11% have been in business for more than
5 years, 16% for four years, 32% for 3
years, 32% for 2 years and 9% for one
year or less. 48% of businesses employed
6- 50 employees, 45% employed 5 or less
employees and only 7% employed 51-200
employees. Women who participated in this
survey possess diﬀerent level of educational
qualiﬁcations, 7% have high school, 27%
have a certiﬁcate, 38% have diplomas, 23%
had bachelor’s degrees and only 5% had
postgraduate qualiﬁcations.
In
order
to
establish
whether
entrepreneurship skills training have impact
on the performance of women owned
SMMEs, we have to determine whether
these respondents have attended any
entrepreneurship skills training programme.
71.43% of the respondents attended
entrepreneurship skills training and 28.57%
of the respondents didn’t attend any
entrepreneurship skills training, meaning
that the majority of respondents have
attended the training.

Most of respondents attended the
entrepreneurship skills training programmes
took 1 year with 32.1%; and also took 2
years and above with 32.1%. However,
28.6% of respondents undisclosed the
number of years and 7.1% attended for 6
months.

Entrepreneurship Skills trainings
attended
This section shows the number and the
diﬀerent type of entrepreneurship skills
training that respondents has attended, in
terms of leadership skills training, creativity

Cross Tabulation: Chi-Square test
The study employed the Pearson’s ChiSquare test of independence, in order to
determine if there is a relationship between
entrepreneurship skills training and the

TABLE 1: ENTREPRENEURSHIP SKILLS TRAINING MULTIPLE RESPONSE FREQUENCIES

Responses
N
Percent
40
20.6%
40
20.6%
39
20.1%
39
20.1%
36
18.6%
194
100.0%

Entrepreneurial skills Training
Leadership Skills
Risk Taking Skills
Networking Skills
Interpersonal Skills
Innovation And Creativity
Total
a. Dichotomy group tabulated at value 1.
725

Percent of Cases
97.6%
97.6%
95.1%
95.1%
87.8%
473.2%

performance of women businesses. In
order to determine the association between
these variables, Cross tabulation was done.
The cross tabulation included the following
variables from the research hypotheses:
innovation and creativity training, leadership
skill training, risk taking skills training,
networking skills training and interpersonal
skills training. In order to conﬁrm the
signiﬁcance and strength of the relationship
the symmetric measure from chi square
analysis were considered.

we can observe that there is an association
between acquiring Innovation and creativity
skills and performance of businesses among
female immigrant entrepreneurs. Pearson
Chi-Square is signiﬁcant at (p<0.05). We
can see here that χ(1) = 56.722, p = 0.000.
In order to conﬁrm the signiﬁcance and
strength of the relationship the symmetric
measure from Chi-Square analysis were
considered.
The Gamma statistic shows whether there
is a relationship between two ordinal
variables, as is the case here. Gamma
here is 1.009, which is quite strong and
it is highly signiﬁcant at (0.000) (“Approx
Sig.”). As a result we can conclude that
entrepreneurship skills training have impact
on performance of women owned SMMEs.
Therefore we reject the null hypotheses
which states that Entrepreneurship skills
training does not have impact on the
performance of women owned SMMEs.

Hypotheses 1: Entrepreneurial Skills
Training and Performance of women
owned SMMEs
The cross tabulation of the factors for
entrepreneurship skills training and
performance of women SMMEs was
conducted and yielded the results as
presented in table 2 below.
TABLE 2: CHI-SQUARE TESTS:
ENTREPRENEURIAL SKILLS TRAINING AND
PERFORMANCE OF WOMEN OWNED SMMES

Value
Pearson
56.722a
Chi-Square
Likelihood
67.016
Ratio
Linearby-Linear
46.795
Association
N of Valid
56
Cases

df

Asymp.
Sig.
(2-sided)

4

.000

4

.000

1

.000

Hypotheses 2: Innovation and creativity
skills training and Performance of
women owned SMMEs
The cross tabulation of the factors for
innovation and creativity skills training
and performance of women owned was
conducted and yielded the results as
presented in table 4.
According to the reading from table 4 above,
we can observe that there is an association
between acquiring Innovation and creativity
skills and performance of businesses among
female immigrant entrepreneurs. Pearson
Chi-Square” is signiﬁcant at (p<0.05). We
can see here that χ(1) = 40.465, p = 0.000.

According to the reading from table 2 above,

TABLE 3: SYMMETRIC MEASURES

Value

Asymp. Std.
Errora
.041
.000

Approx. Tb

Kendall’s tau-b
-.818
-7.889
Gamma
1.009
-7.889
N of Valid
56
Cases
a. Not assuming the null hypothesis.
b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.
726

Approx. Sig.
.000
.000
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In order to conﬁrm the signiﬁcance and
strength of the relationship the symmetric
measure from chi square analysis were
considered.

and yielded the results as presented in
table 6 below.
TABLE 6: CHI-SQUARE TESTS: LEADERSHIP
SKILLS AND PERFORMANCE OF WOMEN
OWNED SMMES

TABLE 4: CHI-SQUARE TESTS: INNOVATION
AND CREATIVITY SKILLS TRAINING AND
PERFORMANCE OF BUSINESS

Value
Pearson
40.465a
Chi-Square
Likelihood
47.543
Ratio
Linearby-Linear
32.297
Association
N of Valid
56
Cases

Df

Asymp.
Sig.
(2-sided)

4

.000

4

.000

1

.000

Pearson
Chi-Square
Likelihood
Ratio
Linearby-Linear
Association
N of Valid
Cases

Value

Df

Asymp.
Sig.
(2-sided)

56.000a

4

.000

67.006

4

.000

46.751

1

.000

56

According to the reading from table 6
above, we can observe that leadership
skills training has a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on
performance of women owned business.
Pearson Chi-Square” is signiﬁcant at
(p<0.05). We can see here that χ(1) =
56.000a, p = 0.000. This tells us that there is
statistically signiﬁcant evidence to assume
an association between leadership skills
training and performance of women owned
business. As a result we can conclude that
leadership skills training have an impact on
the performance of women owned SMMEs.
Therefore we reject the null hypotheses
which states that Leadership skill training
does not have an impact on the performance
of women owned SMMEs.

The Gamma statistic shows whether there
is a relationship between two ordinal
variables, as is the case here. Gamma
here is 0.886, which is quite strong and it is
highly signiﬁcant at (0.000) (“Approx Sig.”).
As a result we can conclude that innovation
and creativity skills training have impact on
the performance of women owned SMMEs.
Therefore we reject the null hypotheses
which states that creativity and innovation
skill training does not have impact on the
performance of women owned SMMEs.
Hypotheses 3: Leadership skills
training and Performance of Women
owned SMMEs
The cross tabulation of the factors for
leadership skills training and performance
of women owned SMMEs was conducted

Hypotheses 4: Risk taking skills
training and Performance of women
owned SMMEs

TABLE 5: SYMMETRIC MEASURES

Value

Asymp. Std.
Errora
.091
.095

Approx. Tb

Kendall’s tau-b
-.664
-6.163
Gamma
-.886
-6.163
N of Valid
56
Cases
a. Not assuming the null hypothesis.
b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.
727

Approx. Sig.
.000
.000

The cross tabulation of the factors for risk
taking skills training and performance of
women owned SMMEs was conducted and
yielded the results as presented in table 7
below.

TABLE 8: CHI-SQUARE TESTS:
NETWORKING SKILLS TRAINING AND
PERFORMANCE OF WOMEN OWNED

Value

TABLE 7: CHI-SQUARE TEST: RISK TAKING
SKILLS TRAINING AND PERFORMANCE OF
WOMEN OWNED BUSINESS

Value
Pearson
Chi-Square
Likelihood
Ratio
Linearby-Linear
Association
N of Valid
Cases

Df

Pearson
51.423a
Chi-Square
Likelihood
59.917
Ratio
Linearby-Linear
43.307
Association
N of Valid
56
Cases

Asymp.
Sig.
(2-sided)

56.000a

4

.000

67.006

4

.000

46.751

1

.000

Df

Asymp.
Sig.
(2-sided)

4

.000

4

.000

1

.000

According to the reading from table 8
above, there is statistically signiﬁcant
association between networking skills
training and performance of women
owned business “Pearson Chi-Square” is
signiﬁcant at (p<0.05). We can observe that
“Pearson Chi-Square” is p = 0.000, at pχ(1)
= 51.423a. This means that training plays
an important role in business. As a result
we can conclude that networking skills
training have an impact on the performance
of women owned SMMEs. Therefore we
reject the null hypotheses which states that
networking skill training does not inﬂuence
the performance of women owned SMMEs.

56

According to the reading from table 7 above,
there is statistically signiﬁcant association
between Risk taking skills training and
performance of women owned business.
“Pearson Chi-Square” is signiﬁcant at
(p<0.05). We can observe that “Pearson
Chi-Square” is p = 0.000, at pχ(1) = 56.000a.
This means that risk taking skills training
play an important role on the performance
of women owned SMMEs. As a result we
can conclude that risk taking skills training
have an impact on the performance of
women owned SMMEs. Therefore we reject
the null hypotheses which states that Risk
taking skill training does not inﬂuence the
performance of women SMMEs.

Hypotheses 6: interpersonal skills
training and performance of women
owned SMMEs
The cross tabulation of the factors for
interpersonal skills training and performance
of women was conducted and yielded the
results as presented in table 9 below.

Hypotheses 5: Networking skills
training and Performance of Women
Owned SMMEs
The cross tabulation of the networking
skills training on the factors that measure
business growth was conducted and yielded
the results as presented in table 8.

TABLE 9: CHI-SQUARE: INTERPERSONAL
SKILLS TRAINING AND PERFORMANCE OF
WOMEN OWNED SMMES

Pearson
Chi-Square
Likelihood
Ratio
728

Value

Df

Asymp.
Sig.
(2-sided)

44.722a

4

.000

50.260

4

.000
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Linearby-Linear
Association
N of Valid
Cases

40.111

1

According to the study conducted by
Afolabi and Macheke (2012) based on
entrepreneurial and business skills training
need in SMMEs, the results showed that
there is a strong link between training in
entrepreneurial skills and success of such
organisation. They further stated that despite
of the linkage between success and training
most of the organisation still have a lot of
unskilled worker in their pool. However, there
are also studies that found no relationship
between these entrepreneurship skills
training and performance of businesses.

.000

56

According to the reading from table 9 above,
there is statistically signiﬁcant association
between interpersonal skills training and
performance of women owned SMMEs.
“Pearson Chi-Square” is signiﬁcant at
(p<0.05). We can observe that “Pearson
Chi-Square” is p = 0.000, at pχ(1) = 44.722a.
This means that Interpersonal skill training
plays an important role in the performance
of women owned SMMEs. As a result
we can conclude that interpersonal skills
training have an impact on the performance
of women owned SMMES. Therefore we
reject the null hypotheses which states
that Interpersonal skill training does not
have impact on the performance of women
owned SMMEs.

The second hypothesis that was statistically
tested, was whether innovation and creativity
skill training and performance of women
owned SMMEs. The results showed that
there is a statistically signiﬁcant relationship
between innovation and creativity skills
training. However, there are studies that
were conducted based on this hypothesis,
such as a study conducted by Berich,
Karoney and Alang’o (2018) in Uasin Gishu
Country, which sought to establish whether
creativity and innovation skills training had
led to improvement in the quality of goods
and services provided by women owned
SMMEs, they have concluded that creativity
and innovation skills training has a signiﬁcant
relationship with the performance of women
owned SMMEs. Furthermore, Barazandeh,
Parvzain, Alizadeh and Khosravi (2015) on
their study the have found that there is a
positive relationship between innovation
and creativity skills training.

DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH
FINDINGS
The ﬁrst hypothesis to be tested was
whether entrepreneurship skills training
have an impact on the performance of
women owned SMMEs. The results showed
that there is a statistically signiﬁcant
relationship between entrepreneurship
skills training and the performance of
women owned SMMEs. However there
are studies that supports these results,
such as a study conducted by Hammawa
and Hashim (2015) which concluded that
entrepreneurship skills straining had a
positive impact on the performance of
women owned SMMEs in Mali, Malaysia,
United State of America, South Africa
correspondingly. They pointed out that,
training is one of the fundamental concept
in management research particularly when
assessing ﬁrm’s performance. Additionally,
the study conducted by Wekesa, Maalu,
Gathungu & Wainuina (2016) revealed
that the ﬁrm’s performance is signiﬁcantly
aﬀected by entrepreneurial skills training.

The third hypothesis that was statistically
tested was whether leadership skill
training and performance of women owned
SMMEs. The results showed that there
is a statistically signiﬁcant relationship
between leadership skills training and the
performance of women owned SMMEs.
Furthermore, there are studies that support
these results such as, study conducted by
Lyngsie and Foss (2017), results obtained
show that leadership skills training had
a signiﬁcant inﬂuence performance of
women entrepreneurship in Kenya, also
the study conducted by Kickel and Gundry
729

(2015) shows that leadership skills training
can prepare for new venture initiation by
transferring knowledge and developing
leadership skills that improve the selfeﬃcacy and eﬀectiveness of the potential
entrepreneur.

by Azmi (2017), shows that interpersonal
skills training programmes inﬂuenced
performance of women entrepreneurship.
IMPLICATION OF THE STUDY
This section unpacks and provides a
discussion on the implication of the study
based on empirical evidence drawn from the
study’s statistical results. The implications
are presented in way which explains how
the results of this study aﬀect theoretical
dimensions of the studied phenomenon,
practitioners and policymakers. The most
signiﬁcant theoretical contribution of this
study is that, it helps to extend understanding
and knowledge on eﬀect of entrepreneurship
skills training on the performance of women
owned SMMEs. Furthermore, this study
extended the frame of information in the
area entrepreneurship skills training and
its impact on the performance of SMMEs
and add more literature that dwells on
entrepreneurship skills, importance and
contribution of SMMEs, and performance of
SMMEs. The ﬁndings of this research proved
that entrepreneurship skills training has a
positive eﬀect on the performance of women
owned SMMEs, there was a statistical
evidence which support entrepreneurship
skills traini9ng has eﬀect on the performance
of women owned SMMEs. Although it has
been noted in previous studies that there is
still a confusion on whether entrepreneurs
are born or made.

The fourth hypothesis that was statistically
tested was whether risk taking skills training
have an impact on the performance of
women owned SMMEs. The results showed
that there is a statistically signiﬁcant
relationship between risk taking skills and
the performance of women owned SMMEs.
There also studies that support this
statements, Birech, Karoney and Alang’s
(2018) has provide that, the risk taking skills
training has the inﬂuence on the performance
of women owned SMMEs. Moreover, on
the study conducted by Yazeed and Ringin
(2016) the results revealed that risk taking
skill training have a positive eﬀect on the
performance of SMMEs in Kaduna. They
further stated that, this means the more
entrepreneur acquire risk taking skills, the
higher the SMME performance.
The ﬁrth hypothesis that was statically
tested was whether networking skill
training and performance of women owned
SMMEs. The results showed that there is a
statistically signiﬁcant relationship between
the performances of women owned SMMEs.
Azodo (2014) conducted a study with
regards to entrepreneurship skills training
in terms of networking skills, he has found
that the relationship between networking
skills training and the performance of
SMMEs particularly owned by women was
moderated by organizational strategy and
there is relationship between these two
variables.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The researcher suggest entrepreneurship
skills providers should encourage practical
methods in their training in order to enhance
knowledge imparting to women so as the
training to be fruitful. Training should be
provided in villages and townships to enable
women to gain these skills.

The ﬁnal hypothesis that was statistically
tested, was whether interpersonal skill
training and performance of women owned
SMMEs. The results showed that there
is a statistically signiﬁcant relationship
between interpersonal skills training
and the performance of women owned
SMMEs. According to the study conducted

Women entrepreneurs need to consider
risk-taking skills training to eﬀectively
and successfully respond to the dynamic
environments that require organizations
to increase decision-making speed.
Additionally, women entrepreneurs should
also consider innovative skills training to be
730
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more innovative and develop new products
ahead of their competitors. They should
also be proactive by carrying out strategic
environmental scans for new opportunities
in the market and they should incorporate
leadership strategy in the learning by
attending leadership training forums. This
will make them eﬀective managers in the
running of their women owned SMMEs.

analysis of entrepreneurial business skills
and training needs in SMEs in the plastic
manufacturing company. International
Review of social science and humanities,
5(2), 236-247.
Ajuna, A., Ntale, J. & Ngui, T. (2018).
Impact of training on the performance of
women entrepreneurs in Kenya: Case
of Meru Town. International Academic
Journal of Innovation, Leadership and
Entrepreneurship, 2(2), 93-112.

Government and other stakeholders should
create more awareness on policy to ensure
that there is gender equality among women
and men owned SMMEs. This will avert the
longstanding perception on that women
owned SMMEs are less important than
men owned SMMEs. Academic institutions
should provide courses on entrepreneurship
and provide entrepreneurship skills training
during the course of studying.

Azodo, A. P. (2014). Attitude inﬂuence on
performance in technical skill acquisition
among
formal
technical
trainees.
International Journal of Research Studies
in Education, 3(5), 90-105.
Barazandeh, M., Parvizain. K., Alizadeh.
M. & Khosravi. G. (2016). Investigating the
eﬀect of entrepereneurial competencies
of business performance among early
stage entreperneurs. Journal of Global
entrepreneurs research, 5(18), 1-12.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
This study is limited to women owned
SMMEs operating in Buﬀalo City
Metropolitan Municipality (BCMM), South
Africa only, and as such, caution must be
exercised when generalising results. Time
frame was also a limitation of this study.
The study was conducted in a period of less
than 12 months hence data collection was
limited to only one province although this
is a matter that needs to be investigated at
national level.

Bartol, R. M. & Martin, D. A. (2016). The
moderator-mediator variable distinction in
social psychological research: conceptual
strategic and statistical considerations.
Journal of Personality and Social
Psychology, 51(6), 1173-1182.
Birech, F.K., Karoney.L.C. & Alang’o.
O.G.
(2018).
Relationship
between
entrepreneurial
orientationa
and
performance of small medium women owned
enterprises in Kenya. International journal
of Small businesses and entrpreneurship
research, 6(1), 57-79.

SUGGESTION FOR FURTHER
RESEARCH
This study focused on women entrepreneurs
that own SMMEs, it suggest that the
research of similar nature can be conducted
on all entrepreneurs. The study is limited to
a selected graphical area. The researchers
suggest that a research of the same nature
to be conducted at national level or in other
geographical areas. Furthermore, Additional
studies could be conducted among youth
to assess the eﬀect entrepreneurship skills
training programs on the performance of
youth owned SMMEs.

Brijlal, P., Naicker, V. & Peter, V. (2013).
Education and SMMEs business growth:
A gender perspective from South Africa.
International Business and Economics
Research Journal, 12(8), 855-866.
Brynard, P.A., Hanekom, S.X. & Brynard,
D.J. (2014). Introduction to Research, 3rd
Edition. Van Schaik, Pretoria.
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PROMOTING CAREER
SELF-EFFICACY AMONG
MILLENIALS

was enhanced by verbal persuasion,
mastery
experiences,
physiological
and aﬀective states, vicarious learning,
signiﬁcance of work and overcoming the
diﬃculties of a disadvantaged background.
Recommendations are provided for
implementing organisational and selfaiding strategies to leverage the factors that
promote self-eﬃcacy among millennials.
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Faculty of Business and Economic
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Nelson Mandela University
Port Elizabeth, South Africa
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Keywords: Self-eﬃcacy, career self- efﬁcacy, millennials.
INTRODUCTION
The South African workplace is complex,
ever-changing and challenging. Rapid
technological, demographic, and regulatory
change (Deloitte, 2019) places an onus
on employees to ensure that they remain
employable through continuous personal
development and learning. Globalisation
and technology have led to the advancement
of highly skilled and knowledgeable workers
(Rebar, 2019) while at the same time fulltime employment has become less secure
due to a weakened worldwide economy
(Carnevale, 2013). With the advent of
the COVID-19 pandemic the requirement
for organisations to make use of virtual
and networked teams has increased
substantially. Before the pandemic 17 per
cent of employees in the United States
were reported to have been working from
home for ﬁve days or more per week. This
increased to 44 per cent during the pandemic
and the consensus is that diﬀerent remote
work models will persist post-COVID-19
(Mlitz, 2021). A survey by Statistics South
Africa revealed that prior to the national
lockdown only one-point four percent of the
respondents worked from home and that
this increased to 77.9 per cent during the
lockdown (Nkate, 2020).
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ABSTRACT
The 21st century workplace is characterised
by rapid technological advancements, job
instability and an increase in non-permanent
forms of employment. In addition, the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has
accelerated changes to the nature of work
and working arrangements as evidenced
by an increased prevalence in virtual and
work from home arrangements. These
realities require that employees be robust,
resilient, ﬂexible, and capable of working
independently. Career self-eﬃcacy has
been identiﬁed as contributing towards
employees’ ability to learn and persevere
in challenging working environments and in
this way ensure their future employability.
With millennials constituting more than
one-third of the South African population,
the prominence of this generation in the
workplace makes it important to implement
strategies to promote their motivation
and productivity. The aim of this study
was to explore perceptions of career selfeﬃcacy among millennials with a view to
identifying the drivers thereof. The data
for this qualitative study was obtained by
conducting semi-structured interviews
with 23 millennials located in the Western
Cape Province of South Africa. Thematic
analysis of the data revealed that the
career self-eﬃcacy of these millennials

Employees who succeed and ﬂourish in
a complex work environment are those
that can adjust and take ownership of
their careers. As indicated, the knowledge
economy of the 21st century is greatly
dependent on intellectual capabilities and
this inﬂuences the competencies that are
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required of employees (CFI Education,
2021. It is important that in addition to
employees possessing the necessary
technical skills, they can think out of the box,
work without clear guidelines or traditional
job descriptions, and have the ﬂexibility
and resilience to constantly redeﬁne their
current jobs through acquiring new skills
(Beardwell & Claydon, 2020; Carnevale,
2013; Doyle, 2020). Life-long learning is thus
required to enable employees to anticipate,
be proactive, and embrace change. This is
facilitated if employees possess high levels
of career self-eﬃcacy (Hee, Ping, Rizal,
Tan, & Fei, 2019)

expected to work without clear guidelines,
be ﬂexible and resilient to continuous
adaptation and change. This demands high
levels of career self-eﬃcacy.

While it is important that all employees
possess
career
self-eﬃcacy,
this
is especially so with the millennial
generational cohort. Their prevalence in the
workplace is estimated to reach 75 percent
in 2025 (Hlonyana, 2017). This makes
their contribution vital to organisational
eﬀectiveness and success. Millennials are
typically described as those born between
1979 and 1996 (Smith, & Nichols, 2015;
Snelgar; Renard & Venter, 2013). This study
aimed to provide a greater understanding of
what contributes towards millennials sense
of career self-eﬃcacy.

• To examine the nature of career selfeﬃcacy

The main aim of this study was to explore
the perceptions of career self-eﬃcacy
among South African millennials with the
view of determining the drivers thereof. This
will assist organisations in implementing
strategies to activate these drivers. The
following research objectives arose from
the main aim:
• To identify the characteristics, values
and preferences of millennials

• To determine the factors that inﬂuence
career self-eﬃcacy
• To identify the factors that inﬂuence
career self-eﬃcacy among South African
millennials
• To
make
recommendations
for
organisations in terms of enhancing
organisational and self-aiding strategies
to leverage the factors that promote selfeﬃcacy among millennials.
Understanding the growing predominance
of millennials in the South African workplace,
it is vital to have a deep understanding of
what drives their career self-eﬃcacy and
this study thus sought to add to the current
ﬁeld of research, more particularly from a
South African perspective.

RESEARCH PURPOSE AND
OBJECTIVES
An employee’s career self-eﬃcacy can
inﬂuence how they approach tasks, goals,
setbacks, and obstacles. Career self-eﬃcacy
inﬂuences the belief that employees have in
their ability to achieve success in speciﬁc
tasks. High career self-eﬃcacy leads to the
setting of higher goals, exerting more eﬀort
in overcoming challenges and persevering
in the face of setbacks (Wood & Bandura,
1989; Thompson & Gomez, 2014). These
are the behaviours and self-aiding thought
patterns that are required for millennials to
succeed in the 21st century workplace that
is characterised by accelerated change,
technological
advancement,
extreme
unpredictability, less secure fulltime
employment, and self-managed and remote
working arrangements. Millennials are

LITERATURE REVIEW
The characteristics, values and
preferences of the millennial generation
The millennial generation represents some
14 million individuals (GFK, 2017). They
comprise around 50 per cent of the current
workforce and it is estimated that this will
increase to 75 percent by 2025 (Hlonyana,
2017). It is thus important to have a
greater understanding of this cohort and
what contributes towards their career selfeﬃcacy as this is vital for organisational
eﬀectiveness and success.
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Born in the 80s and 90s, (Smith, & Nichols,
2015), millennials are characterised as
growing up with technology and in a time
of continual change. This has characterised
them as ﬂexible, adaptable to change
and technologically savvy (Stokes, 2016).
Millennials are further described as
conﬁdent, self-reliant and entrepreneurial
(Shaw & Fairhurst, 2008; Allaway &
Gurgiel, 2019), further as team-oriented
and collaborative (Smith, & Nichols, 2015;
Klass, & Lindenberger (2020).

millennial generation is globally regarded
as the most highly educated generation,
this does not hold true in South Africa due
to unequal access to quality schooling,
tertiary education and technology (Brown
& Czerniewicz, 2010; Feldman, 2016). In
understanding the role played by career
self-eﬃcacy in driving individual motivation,
choices and performance, it is important
to bear these realities in mind as they may
inﬂuence the expectations and career selfeﬃcacy of South African millennials.

With a preference for structured lives and
clear direction, millennials express a need for
ﬂexibility and freedom from organisational
constraints. While this is suggestive of
independence, they also require emotional
support, feedback and praise (Shaw &
Fairhurst, 2008; Allaway & Gurgiel, 2019).
Millennials demonstrate intolerance of
bureaucracy and ineﬃciency, coupled with
a desired to improve the world. They further
embrace work-life balance (Mbanga, 2016).

It is also important to consider the inﬂuence
of the COVID19 pandemic on the career
self- eﬃcacy of millennials. The pandemic
has left an indelible imprint on the world of
work through reconﬁguring workspaces,
working arrangements and working
conditions (Bonner, Luse, & Van Esch,
2021). This portends a great degree of
uncertainty for millennials. The Deloitte
Global Millennial Survey (2020) revealed
that in late April to early May of 2020 a
quarter of the younger millennials that took
the survey reported either losing their jobs
or being placed on temporary and unpaid
leave. Bearing all of this in mind it seems
apparent that millennials themselves would
beneﬁt from a greater understanding of the
factors that promote a sense of career selfeﬃcacy in adjusting to “the new normal” of
work.

Negative stereotypes held of millennials
include that they have been raised to
believe that they can achieve anything,
are accustomed to receiving recognition
for mere participation, and do not handle
criticism and setbacks well (Mbanga, 2016).
They are also regarded as narcissistic, selfabsorbed, shallow and lazy (Louw & Steyn,
2021). The authors contend that the loyalty
of millennials is self-directed which results in
greater loyalty being demonstrated towards
their own career rather than towards a
speciﬁc organisation. In South Africa
millennials have been found to spend no
more than two years with an employer (Louw
& Steyn, 2021). With this understanding it
becomes important to consider the role of
career self-eﬃcacy in ensuring the active
and ongoing participation of millennials in
the South African workplace.

Career self-eﬃcacy
The construct of self-eﬃcacy derives from
the work of Albert Bandura who described it
as the individual’s belief in his or her capacity
to execute the actions required to produce
speciﬁc performance accomplishments
(Bandura, 1997). Bandura (1997) stated
that individual belief in self-eﬃcacy derives
from information obtain from four main
sources, these being enactive self-mastery
experiences, vicarious learning, verbal
persuasion and physiological and aﬀective
states.

The notion of generational cohorts
becomes complex in South Africa due to
the vast discrepancies between income
brackets ranging from immense wealth
to extreme poverty. Further, while the

Enactive self-mastery is linked to
experiences of success in performing
tasks. Vicarious learning is linked to role
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modelling and experienced when a person
observes someone else successfully
perform a task that they themselves would
like to undertake. Verbal persuasion is
experienced when a credible source, such
as a respected manager, encourages and
praises the competence, ability and eﬀort
of an individual. Physiological and aﬀective
states refer to the inﬂuence of emotional
arousal on individuals’ perceptions of their
ability to undertake a task (Heslin & Klehe,
2006). These self-eﬃcacy belief sources
can be applied within the context of career
self-eﬃcacy.

A high sense of career self-eﬃcacy enables
the eﬀective use of cognitive resources and
the ability to remain committed to set goals
when faced with challenges and obstacles.
This is important in the 21st century as
employees need to be robust and resilient
in the face of a rapidly evolving global
workplace. While this evolution is typically
viewed in terms of technological progress
and the advancement of the knowledge
worker (Rebar, 2019), there is also the
reality that the labour market is shrinking
due to an uncertain global economic
environment. This has led to a growing trend
for full-time employment to be provided to
essential employees only, with additional
work being outsourced on a contractual
basis (Carnevale, 2013). Further, the
COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated the
use of remote working arrangements and
virtual, networked teams (Bonner, Luse,
Van Esch 2021; Lund, Madgavkar, Manyika
& Smit, 2020). The challenge to employees
lies in acquiring relevant skills, becoming
knowledge experts and this requires a
commitment to continuous development
and life-long learning (Beardwell & Claydon,
2020).

Betz and Hackett (1981), regarded as
pioneers in the ﬁeld of career self-eﬃcacy,
linked self-eﬃcacy to career behaviour,
deﬁning career self-eﬃcacy as employees’
judgements of their abilities to execute
career activities in relation to their career
choices, adjustment and development.
Career self-eﬃcacy describes an individual’s
judgement of his or her ability to perform
career activities which, in turn, lead to an
avoidance of or motivation towards certain
career activities (Betz & Taylor, 2001). It is
further described as the individual’s belief
and conviction that he or she has control
and inﬂuence in achieving speciﬁc and
challenging work-related goals (Latham,
2018).

Research suggests that while millennials
tend to have high self-esteem, they lack
self-eﬃcacy (Taylor & Reyes, 2012;
Palmer, 2015). In a study exploring
stress experienced in the ﬁrst year of
study, Palmer (2015) found that millennial
students were unable to adapt to setbacks
and criticism and struggled to identify their
failures. However, in their study Shaw and
Fairhurst (2008) determined that millennials
are ambitious for work, want to improve
their skills and seek out opportunities for
professional growth and development.

If individuals experience low career selfeﬃcacy it may lead to disengagement,
procrastination, avoiding certain tasks and
setting lower goals. Conversely, individuals
who have high career self-eﬃcacy
envisage success and are more likely to
set challenging goals and persevere in the
face of diﬃculty. They will also approach
tasks with more energy and demonstrate
resilience and tenacity in the face of
setbacks (Bandura, 1997; Latham, 2018).
Bandura (1997) further contended that
individuals with high self-eﬃcacy will seek
out support for their career goals. Across
diverse cultures career self-eﬃcacy has
been found to be a signiﬁcant predictor of
the ability to continually ﬁnd employment
(Baglama & Uzunboylu, 2017).

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Research design, approach and method
The study adopted a qualitative and
exploratory research design and a
phenomenological approach. It was
believed that the dialectic and interpretative
nature of a qualitative study (De Vos,
Strydom, Fouche & Delport, 2017) would
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best allow for exploring the viewpoints and
experiences of the research participants.
Phenomenological research allows for
deeper and more personal exploration
through holding in-depth interviews with
individuals or a small group of participants,
allowing them to completely describe their
experiences. Adopting a phenomenological
approach and a qualitative research design
allowed for the fulﬁlment of the aim of this
study which was to explore millennials’
perceptions of career self-eﬃcacy through
describing their perceptions, understanding
and feelings in this regard.

organisations linked to the researcher’s
business and social network in Cape Town,
located in the Western Cape province
of South Africa. The manager of one of
these organisations granted permission for
the researcher to recruit for participation
through email invitations. With three other
organisations the managers introduced
the researcher to prospective participants
in person who were then informed of the
nature of the study and their involvement
therein and invited to participate. Interview
dates, times and venues were set with those
who agreed to participate in the study.

Ethical clearance to conduct this study was
applied for and received from the Research
Ethics Review Committee of the Nelson
Mandela University (REC-H number H-18BES-HRM-044).

Phenomenological research employs a less
structured data collection approach and
utilises open-ended questions to encourage
participants to share details regarding their
experiences, and in this way capitalise
on the richness of information collected
(Phenomenology Research Overview,
2018). Data for this study was gathered
using a semi-structured interview schedule
comprising one pre-determined question to
allow for free-ﬂowing conversations with the
participants. The interview was preceded
with a brief and clear description of career
self-eﬃcacy being verbally relayed to the
participant and followed with the question:
Now that you have an understanding of
what career self-eﬃcacy is, tell me about the
factors that you believe contribute towards
your career self-eﬃcacy. Participants were
encouraged to answer in as much detail as
possible and to introduce topics that they
believed were relevant to the conversation.
Considerations of voluntary participation
and conﬁdentiality were provided, and
informed consent sought and obtained,
including consent for the audio recordings
of the interviews and taking of ﬁeld notes.

Population and sampling method.
The population for this study comprised
South African employees who formed
part of the millennial cohort. In terms of
sampling a qualitative study seeks to recruit
participants who share a similar experience
or situation and who agree to discuss
their experiences in this regard (Statistics
Solutions, 2019). To this end a purposive,
non-probability and convenience sampling
technique was adopted.
The requirements of the sample included
that they fell within the millennial cohort
(born between 1984 and 1999); held at
least a matric certiﬁcate to ensure an
appropriate level of understanding of the
research topic; and were employed South
African citizens. The sample size was
determined by the availability of employees
to participate in interviews and further by
saturation considerations and demographic
representation. Phenomenological studies
typically involve ﬁve to 25 participants (De
Vos, et al., 2017) and for this study a sample
size of 23 was obtained.

Trustworthiness considerations
Qualitative studies deal with non-numerical
data with the intention of making sense
and ﬁnding patterns, descriptions and
characteristics within words to gain
a deep understanding of the human
experience under study (DeFranzo,
2011). In qualitative research the rigor

Research participants and data
collection
The participants were recruited through
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In this study the researcher was mindful
that interpretation could be inﬂuenced by
her background, context and previous
experience as highlighted by De Vos, et al
(2017) and therefore approached the study
by bracketing her emotions to limit and
suspend possible biases. Transferability
was ensured through providing a detailed
description of the context, selection and
characteristics of participants as well as
of the analysis process. Dependability and
conﬁrmability were ensured by presenting
the research design and methodology
in a rational, clearly documented and
transparent manner. The trustworthiness
of the study was supported by ensuring the
standardisation of each interview setting
in terms of privacy, comfort, freedom from
external disruptions and noise, with the
researcher, herself a trained interviewer,
conducting all the interviews.

commenced as soon as the ﬁrst data was
gathered by transcribing the recorded
interviews. Once all interviews had been
transcribed, the data set was read as
one to allow for an understanding of the
phenomena under investigation in relation
to the main study objective. Thereafter
the transcribed interviews were imported
to ATLAS. ti 8 to allow for the location,
coding and annotation of ﬁndings in the
primary data set. Following this the codes
and collated data were examined to identify
general patterns that were highlighted as
potential themes. These themes were then
reviewed and reﬁned to identify the crux of
each theme and identify for the existence
of sub-themes. The ﬁnal step was to report
on the themes as to how they provided
an understanding of the participants lived
experience of the phenomenon of career
self-eﬃcacy (Clarke & Braun, 2016; De
Vos et al., 2017; Maguire & Delahunt,
2017; Vitlaki, 2009). Figure 1 provides an
overview of the thematic analysis process
followed in the study.

Data analysis
Braun and Clarke’s six-phase model
was used to thematically analyse the
data gathered. In this study data analysis

Figure 1 indicates that from the 23 interviews
conducted and transcribed, an initial 43
themes emerged. Further reading led to
the identiﬁcation and removal of duplicate

of the research is determined through
determining transferability, dependability
and conﬁrmability (Malakoﬀ, 2012).

FIGURE 1: FLOWCHART INDICATING THE PROCESS OF THEMATIC ANALYSIS
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themes and the merging of similar themes.
This led to 26 themes that were ultimately
reduced to six main themes and 15 subthemes. These, together with supporting
verbatim quotations, are presented in the
discussion of results section that follows.

aged between 20 and 32 years.
Thematic analysis
In the literature review to this study
the drivers of self-eﬃcacy as identiﬁed
by Bandura (1997) were presented.
These drivers were seen to relate to
information obtained by individuals from
four main sources: enactive self-mastery
experiences, vicarious learning, verbal
persuasion and physiological and aﬀective
states. In the process of thematic analysis
and the reviewing and reﬁning of themes
and subthemes in this study, six themes
emerged. These are presented in Table 2.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Demographic information
Table 1 presents the demographic
information gathered from the sample
(n=23).
TABLE 1: PARTICIPANT DEMOGRAPHICS

ParticiAge
pant
P1
22
P2
22
P3
32
P4
23
P5
31
P6
27
P7
20
P8
21
P9
27
P10
27
P11
28
P12
23
P13
24
P14
24
P15
24

Gender

Race

Female
White
Male
White
Male
White
Male
White
Female
White
Female
White
Male
White
Female
White
Male
White
Female
White
Female
Black
Female
Black
Male
Black
Male
Coloured
Female
Black

P16

30

Male

Indian

P17

31

Female Coloured

P18
P19
P20

29
32
28

Female Coloured
Female Coloured
Female Coloured

P21

28

Female

Black

P22

26

Female

Black

P23

26

Female Coloured

Qualiﬁcation
Matric
Matric
Diploma
Diploma
Degree
Degree
Matric
Matric
Degree
Degree
Degree
Diploma
Degree
Matric
Degree
Master’s
Degree
Master’s
Degree
Degree
Degree
Degree
Master’s
Degree
Master’s
Degree
Degree

With the ﬁrst four themes and their
associated sub-themes that emerged there
seemed to be close parallels between the
nature of these themes and the drivers
(sources of information) as identiﬁed by
Bandura (1997) and so it was decided to
label these four themes as such. In this
study two additional themes emerged, these
being labelled signiﬁcance of work, and
disadvantaged background. The emerging
themes and subthemes are discussed
below.
Theme 1 – Verbal persuasion
Verbal persuasion was deﬁned by Bandura
(1997) as the act of telling or encouraging
a person to perform a task or change a
behaviour in order to achieve a goal. In the
instance of millennials verbal persuasion
can be obtained from a trusted and
respected manager, family member, friend,
mentor or peer. In the analysis verbal
persuasion emerged as a dominant theme
with sub-themes of feedback (comprising
growing conversations and negative
feedback); failure (comprising growth from
failure and fear of failure); and encouraging
relationships as depicted in Table 3.

While there was a spread of respondents
in terms of gender, race and qualiﬁcation,
most of the participants were white and
largely female, and held a degree or a
higher qualiﬁcation. The participants were

The importance of receiving feedback,
more especially growing conversations
was voiced by all 23 participants and this
concurs with research that indicates that
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millennials require clear direction, regular
emotional support, feedback and praise
(Shaw & Fairhurst, 2008). In the interview
it emerged that the feedback provided by
respected managers, and how it is presented
is a very important source of career self-

eﬃcacy as it provides the millennial with
direction, a timeline and a focus in terms
of improvements required. P11 noted the
following: “… part of what I would imagine
our generation, like gets its conﬁdence from
is aﬃrmation … like when I don’t know how

TABLE 2: SUMMARY OF MAIN THEMES AND SUB-THEMES

Main themes

Theme 1: Verbal Persuasion

Theme 2: Enactive Self-Mastery

Theme 3: Physiological and
Aﬀective States

Theme 4: Vicarious learning
Theme 5: Signiﬁcance of work
Theme 6: Disadvantaged
background

Sub-themes
Feedback
Growing conversations
Negative Feedback
Failure
Growth from failure
Fear of failure
Encouraging relationships
Training/studies
Hard work
Gaining information if uncertain
Self-belief
Goals
Resources
Availability of resources
Lack of resources
Instructions
Clear instructions
Lack of instructions
Excessive pressure/stress
Failing at university/negative comments at school
Role model/Mentor
Peer modelling
Purpose/signiﬁcance of work
Passionate about career
Disadvantaged background diminishes CSE
Disadvantaged background increases CSE

TABLE 3: THEME 1: VERBAL PERSUASION

Theme 1: Verbal Persuasion
The act of telling or encouraging a person to perform a task or to change a
behaviour in order to achieve a goal (Bandura, 1997)
Sub-theme
Frequency
Growing conversations
23
Feedback
Negative feedback
16
Growth from failure
13
Failure
Fear of failure
6
Encouraging relationships
12
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well I am doing until somebody tells me”.

Gilbert (2011) asserts that experiencing
personal performance accomplishments is
viewed by millennials as the most reliable
judgement of their capabilities. Enactive
self-mastery is attained when the individual
experiences success in performing speciﬁc
tasks and conﬁrms the notion that the
same level of success will be achieved with
increasingly diﬃcult tasks of a similar nature
(Heslin & Klehe, 2006). Mastery experiences
are indicated to have the strongest eﬀect
on self-eﬃcacy development as they are
a trustworthy indicator of an individual’s
capabilities. In this study enactive selfmastery emerged with training/studies, hard
work, gaining information in uncertainty and
self-belief being identiﬁed as sub-themes
as indicated in Table 4.

Negative feedback as seen as diminishing
career self-eﬃcacy, more especially if harsh
or in the absence of positive feedback,
which supports the contention of Mbanga
(2016) that millennials do not handle
criticism well. However, some respondents
indicated that negative feedback motivated
them to work harder and overcome
obstacles to their success as stated by P4:
“… negative feedback is sometimes more
important than positive feedback, it shows
you what you can change to make things
better”. The fact that 16 participants noted
that negative feedback diminishes their
career eﬃcacy, more particularly if is harsh
or in the absence of any positive feedback
should be noted. P17 stated: “I would get
discouraged if rebuked very harshly. I
would feel really bad about myself. Not to
the point of quitting … if I don’t have to carry
on I would rather not do it”.

TABLE 4: THEME 2: ENACTIVE SELFMASTERY

Theme 2: Enactive Self-Mastery
Mastery experiences or performance
accomplishments result from
experiencing success or partial
success in a task (Bandura, 1997)
Sub-theme
Frequency
Training/studies
20
Hard work
13
Gaining information if
9
uncertain
Self-belief
7

While Mbanga (2016) further found that
millennials do not cope well with setbacks
and failure, more respondents indicated
that going through failure and growing
from it increased their career self-eﬃcacy
as opposed to less who stated that fear of
failure would cause them to not attempt a
task or indeed quit after failing. P16 stated:
“Because I have always been told you are
never going to succeed in business without
failing a lot. So, failing is part of success, it
is normal to fail”. Support and encouraging
relationships emerged as facilitating the
ability of millennials to handle setbacks
and failures and thus as enhancing their
career self-eﬃcacy with P16 stating: “I think
my leaders, whenever I fail, I wouldn’t be
rebuked harshly … it would always be like,
you messed up, but its ok, you’re growing,
you are learning, you can still do better next
time. See what you did wrong, see how you
can improve and do better next time”.

Most of the respondents indicated that
studying towards a career or receiving job
training increased their sense of career selfeﬃcacy. Twenty participants reported that
completing their studies was often a lifelong
goal and if successfully achieved motivated
their belief in their ability to achieve even
greater goals. In the words of P5: “I think what
gave me a little bit of conﬁdence was actually
having done courses, so a bit of study” and
P6 stating: “Let’s say I might be able to do
it, but if I don’t know the knowledge I won’t
even try. As long as I have been trained
or something, I will try”. This supports the
ﬁndings of Shaw and Fairhurst (2008) who
found that millennials like to improve their

Theme 2 – Enactive Self-Mastery
Bandura (1997) recognised mastery
experiences as the factor having the
strongest inﬂuence on self-eﬃcacy and
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skills and seek out opportunities to grow
and develop professionally. Information
emerging in the interviews suggested that
formal education as well as exposure to
diﬀerent jobs, people and skills enhanced
career self-eﬃcacy. Consistent hard work
was also seen to play a role as conﬁrmed
by P22 who stated: “I think the main thing is
working consistently and I think in this day
and age where things pop the whole time,
it is very diﬃcult. Whether you are writing
up pages for your thesis you need to work
consistently to reach your end goals. And
the fact that you made an eﬀort, working
hard and believing in yourself and more
importantly doing something because you
want to, not because somebody forced
you”. Gaining information if uncertain was
reﬂected in the comment of P21 who stated:
“I always get assistance, I don’t know if it
is the work environment that I am in, but
everyone is always willing to assist. If not,
then the internet is a very good friend. I am
always willing to ask. I ask a lot”. Millennials
have been found to prefer suﬃcient
information to feel enabled and conﬁdents to
achieve success (Shaw & Fairhurst, 2008).
Self-belief was seen to contribute towards
mastery experiences with P10 stating: “Ja,
and even convincing yourself that you can
do it. Because it doesn’t help if the whole
world is rooting for you. And you still don’t
believe it. But as soon as you believe in
yourself, then you can. Even if no one else
believes in you”.

stress, and failing at university or negative
comments at school as presented in Table
5.
TABLE 5: THEME 3: PHYSIOLOGICAL AND
AFFECTIVE STATES

Theme 3: Physiological and Aﬀective
States
Enthusiasm or anxiety inﬂuencing
employees’ perceptions of their
eﬃcacy in a given task
Sub-theme
Frequency
Goals
13
Availability
12
of resources
Resources
Lack of
9
resources
Clear
7
instructions
Instructions
Lack of
5
instructions
Excessive pressure/stress
5
Failing at university/
negative comments at
4
school
Studies have indicated that millennials
require clear directions, while at the same
time needing ﬂexibility and being intolerant
of ineﬃciency (Shaw & Fairhurst, 2008;
Mbanga, 2016). They value goals to work
towards and knowledge as to how to
achieve these goals. In this study having
speciﬁc clear goals was seen to enhance
career self-eﬃcacy. P20 stated: “… having
a dream, I could say it like that. Because
we are all aspiring to be this certain person,
aspiring to have this certain career, so I
think for me it lies in that. This is what I want
and I want it more than anything and I am
going to do anything to get it”. P21 stated:
“… if you set speciﬁc goals, like I want to
reach this by the end of the week, I think
that helps you”.

Theme 3 – Physiological and Aﬀective
States
Physiological and aﬀective states refer to
the role of emotional arousal in inﬂuencing
the individual perception of eﬃcacy with
a given task (Heslin & Klehe, 2006) and
can take the form of enthusiasm or anxiety
and cause the individual to be emotionally
aroused to either undertake or avoid a task
due to the associated emotion. This theme
emerged with the associated subthemes
of goals, resources (comprising both
the availability and lack of resources),
instructions (both clear instructions and a
lack of instructions), excessive pressure or

The availability of resources also emerged.
One example of a resource was that of a
study bursary that motivated a participant
to study further, while a lack of resources
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was seen to diminish career self-eﬃcacy as
it made goals unattainable. The subtheme
of receiving instructions was also seen to
have a positive inﬂuence and the lack of
instructions a negative inﬂuence. This was
expressed by P6 in stating: “… give me
more details, explain to me what exactly
you want, clarify your expectations and
communicate to me what you want to see
as an end result. The moment that I feel like
those lines are blurred, I tend to put it aside
and not do it and like avoid it, until there is
clarity and I can think ok cool, now I know”.
Excessive pressure or stress was identiﬁed
as not motivating participants to complete a
task however it was interesting to note that
one participant mentioned that commitment
to a goal can enhance motivation and
perseverance to overcome the discomfort
of a task that is causing anxiety. This is
seen to indicate the interaction of factors
that inﬂuence career self-eﬃcacy.

successful task completion (Heslin & Klehe,
2006). Vicarious learning emerged as a
theme subthemes of role model or mentor
and peer modelling as sub-themes as
presented in Table 6.
TABLE 6: THEME 4: VICARIOUS LEARNING

Theme 4: Vicarious Learning
Learning and feeling that a task can
be successfully completed, from
seeing someone else, such as a peer,
role model or mentor doing a similar
task (Bandura, 1997)
Sub-theme
Frequency
Role model/mentor
18
Peer modelling
8

Failing university and negative comments at
school was also identiﬁed as a sub-theme
of physiological and aﬀective states in the
sense that these were seen to lower career
self-eﬃcacy. This included the statement
made by P22 in recalling an incident at
school: “But there are some things that
teachers said, like you will never amount
to something. You tend to hold on to that,
because it is somebody that is older that
you and have inﬂuence over you”. One
respondent noted how the encouragement
of a teacher motivated her to work hard
and achieve her set goal. Again, this points
to the importance of how various factors
combine in inﬂuencing career self-eﬃcacy–
in this instance verbal persuasion from a
teacher in the form of positive comments
leading to a positive aﬀective state.

As indicated, 18 participants perceived
that the inﬂuence of a role model or mentor
increased their career self-eﬃcacy, with
this seen as motivational, more especially
if the participant could identify with the role
model. P18 stated: “So for me identifying
with the person like my supervisor, who
inspired me … the way she carries herself
and she is very dedicated to her work
and that really motivated me to be around
people that have the same goal as myself.”
The importance of role models in the same
community was highlighted by P13: “If I
look at myself, where I came from and
many times when we look at the people
in our community and you think, why
don’t anyone become something? It is not
always easy to become something if there
are no role models.” For the relationship to
be sustainable and eﬀective Lee, Krauss,
Suandi and Hamzah (2016) highlight the
importance of the mentor showing a sincere
interest in the mentee’s personal growth
and development.

Theme 4 – Vicarious Learning
Vicarious learning, or role-modelling,
results when individuals observe others
successfully performing a task that they are
attempting or would like to undertake. This
has both the ability to stimulate employees
to come up with novel ideas in terms of
task completion or inspire conﬁdence in

Peer-modelling emerged as a further subtheme. Not all participants indicated having
a strong mentoring relationship, with one
participant stating that a peer with whom
one associates could be more beneﬁcial
that being exposed to an experienced
mentor. Two participants highlighted the fact
that peers have faced similar challenges to
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them with P12 stating: “… they have done
it, they have been there”. From this it could
be deduced that connectivity with a role
model/mentor or peer seemed to enhance
learning and in turn career self-eﬃcacy.

desire to make a positive diﬀerence in the
world and perform work that is meaningful
and has signiﬁcance.
Theme 6 – Disadvantaged Background
The role played by coming from a
disadvantaged background emerged as a
theme for some participants in the study
with diminishing and increasing inﬂuences
identiﬁed as subthemes as presented in
Table 8.

Theme – Signiﬁcance of Work
Field (2019) determined that millennials
want to make a positive diﬀerence in the
word and choose to work in organisations
that have a deﬁned purpose that aligns
with their personal values. Millennials
deﬁne success as having a positive impact
on society and this may explain why
signiﬁcance of work emerged as a theme.
Associated sub-themes included purpose
of work and passionate about career as
presented in Table 7.

TABLE 8: THEME 6: DISADVANTAGED
BACKGROUND

Theme 6: Disadvantaged background
Participants were either positively
or negatively inﬂuenced by their
background
Sub-theme
Frequency
Disadvantaged
background diminishes
3
CSE
Disadvantaged
background increases
3
CSE

TABLE 7: THEME 5: SIGNIFICANCE OF
WORK

Theme 5: Signiﬁcance of Work
Doing meaningful work that results
in a positive diﬀerence, either with
people or the world as a whole.
Desiring more than a pay check, needs
to make a diﬀerence (Hagel, Brown,
Wooll & Ranjan, 2017)
Sub-theme
Frequency
Purpose of work
14
Passionate about career
10

Although only three responses were
identiﬁed for each sub-theme, it was
believed important to explore the theme.
Regarding
diminishing
career
selfeﬃcacy, mention was made of training at
a very disadvantaged university by P22
in stating: “still that background lingers in
my head”. P12 noted: “I won’t be driven
to do my Masters, no one in our family
or our community has a Masters, so why
would I want a Masters?” Conversely, three
participants reported that a disadvantaged
background increased their career selfeﬃcacy with P14 stating: “Poverty is a big
thing by us. So, by just looking around me
where I had to live or grew up gave me the
motivation to get out of my circumstances”.

Purpose of work was reported on in terms
of its motivational value. Participants
spoke of being prepared to put in extra to
succeed if they could see how their work
aﬀected the lives of other people. Being
passionate about their careers was seen
to drive millennial motivation to succeed
and set ambitious personal goals with
one participant stating that belief in selfability is greater if working in an industry/
environment that one is passionate about.
P21 stated: “If you are in an industry and
working in an environment that you are
passionate about, I think your belief in your
ability to do something is greater as it is
something that you are passionate about
and I think you will always ﬁnd a way to
win”. These millennials thus expressed a

One participant reported on the role of
teachers in pushing them in the right
direction and that the area in which they grew
up did not deﬁne them. This links with the
role of verbal persuasion in driving career
self-eﬃcacy. A further participant reported
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using his/her disadvantaged background
to encourage and mentor younger
individuals who shared similar experiences.
Participants also made mention of using their
disadvantaged backgrounds to encourage
and mentor young individuals from similar
circumstances and saw this as investing
time in others as time had been invested in
them. This theme suggests that millennials
who experience challenging circumstances
linked to their background are both able to
overcome these circumstances and use
their experiences in a positive manner in
aiding their career self-eﬃcacy.

learnt from feedback provided by a trusted
manager, peer or co-worker, then this can
become part of the developmental process.
This can be aided by leaders who instil
an organisational culture of continuous
learning and improvement through holding
regular coaching sessions with their
millennials. This entails holding structured
conversations with honest feedback,
more speciﬁcally to facilitate the diﬃcult
conversations that may be necessary
when performance is found to be lacking.
Managers can also talk openly about their
experiences in overcoming failure so that
millennials can vicariously learn to manage
their reactions and attitudes towards their
own failures

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
Understanding the predominance of
millennials in the workplace in an everchanging and challenging world it is
important to determine how to leverage
their sense of career self-eﬃcacy. With the
additional challenges brought about by the
COVID19 pandemic, including the greater
reliance on self-management, virtual and
hybrid working arrangement, this has
become even more important.

Enactive Self-Mastery – As millennials
were found to experience a sense of
achievement from hard work, eﬀort should
be acknowledged and encouraged, while
ensuring that they are equipped with the
knowledge and skills to undertake tasks.
Training or studies increase millennials
conﬁdence to attempt hard or new tasks
and so support should be provided for
developmental opportunities. It is, however,
important that millennials are encouraged to
take personal responsibility for their career
growth. This would include a commitment to
completing relevant studies and internships,
engaging in self-initiated learning through
online training courses, and volunteering
to undertake speciﬁc jobs or tasks that fall
outside of their job descriptions. Millennials
will seek out information in attempting new
tasks and to this end building a supportive
and collaborative team environment that
encourages information sharing and
peer learning should be promoted. In
addition, the provision of clear job goals
and outcomes (SMART goals) will assist.
Further, as success was found to increase
self-belief, opportunities should be created
to authentically identify and celebrate
success and milestones achieved.

The discussion on the themes and subthemes that emerged in this study provide
a framework of the factors that can be
used to driver career self-eﬃcacy among
millennials in South Africa, both from
an organisational and a self-enabling
perspective. Although of an exploratory and
qualitative nature, the study found some
support for linking the drivers of career selfeﬃcacy to the information sources identiﬁed
by Bandura (1997) as driving self-eﬃcacy.
The framework provided by the themes and
subthemes as presented in the discussion
of the results of this study provide input for
organisational and self-enabling strategies
and interventions to promote career selfeﬃcacy and include the following:
Verbal Persuasion – Millennials will beneﬁt
from continuous growing conversations
that focus on constructive feedback and
learning from their mistakes. While fear of
failure may represent a signiﬁcant threat
to millennials, if valuable lessons are

Physiological and Aﬀective States –
Millennials are positively aﬀected to achieve
goals if they are provided with speciﬁc and
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clear goals and instructions in relation to
goal attainment. Understanding the everchanging nature of work and workplace
demands in the 21st century this become
imperative in promoting career self-eﬃcacy.
The provision of adequate and appropriate
resources to complete tasks should also
be regularly reviewed to keep up with
changing demands and resources that
may quickly become depleted or outdated
– more particularly in a virtual or remote
working arrangement. Resources also
extend to ensuring regular contact between
the millennial and his or her manager and
peers as resources in completing new or
diﬃcult tasks. While not all stress can be
eliminated, millennials will beneﬁt from
trusting relationships in which they are able
to decompress and discuss their concerns
in this regard. This may also extend to
the provision of employee assistance or
wellness programmes that provide social
and emotional support.

that align with their personal values.
Disadvantaged
Background
–
Understanding that participants to this study
reported that they were both positively and
negatively inﬂuenced by their background,
it is important to be cognisant of this in the
workplace. Within the context of a supportive
and trust-based mentoring relationship the
sharing and exploring of mutual information
in this regard could be encouraged. Mentors
who have themselves overcome adversity
or, despite adverse circumstances identiﬁed
appropriate role models who enabled
them to persist despite adversity can be
paired with mentees who share similar
experiences. Further, managers should be
exposed to some form of inclusivity training
that sensitises them to the unconscious
barriers that they may have in terms of
the lived experiences of their millennials.
A further recommendation is to provide the
millennials with opportunities to become role
models in their own communities through
involvement in social outreach programmes
linked to their skills sets.

Vicarious Learning – Mentoring and peer
mentoring can be implemented between
millennials and trusted managers or
colleagues who can serve as appropriate
role models. Both mentor and mentee
should be involved in the pairing process
to maximise the relatability of the mentor
to the mentee. Opportunities can also be
created for millennials to work in teams with
diverse groups of individuals with diﬀerent
skills sets to both learn from fellow team
members and experience success as a
member of a team.

CONCLUSION
This study sought to explore the perceptions
of millennials of the factors that promote
their career self-eﬃcacy. This was deemed
important with the rising prevalence of
millennials in the South African workplace,
the dynamic and challenging nature of
the workplace and the changing nature of
work itself. The COVID19 pandemic has
been identiﬁed as accelerating the rate of
change in the workplace, contributing to
how work presents itself, how and where
it gets done. These realities demand that
millennials possess a high level of career
self-eﬃcacy and organisations that have
a better understanding of the factors that
promote career self-eﬃcacy are better
placed to leverage these factors.

Signiﬁcance of Work–An important part of
signiﬁcance of work that emerged is that
millennials want to see the purpose of the
work that they do, more particularly how it
impacts on people, and they want to do work
that they are passionate about. This can be
achieved by creating a clear link through
the performance management system
between what the millennial does and the
strategic priorities of the organisation. It can
also be achieved by providing them with
some choice in terms of what they do such
as electing or choosing to work on projects

In this study the themes and subthemes
identiﬁed through holding discussions with
23 millennials were found to align with
the information sources that drive selfeﬃcacy as identiﬁed by Bandura (1997),
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these being verbal persuasion, enactive
self-mastery, physiological and aﬀective
states and vicarious learning. In addition,
a further two themes emerged, these being
signiﬁcance of work and disadvantaged
background. Based on these exploratory
ﬁndings, workplace recommendations were
provided in terms of organisational and selfaiding strategies to leverage career selfeﬃcacy. The most notable of these were
continuous growing conversations, which
would empower the millennials and equip
them to attempt speciﬁc tasks as they know
exactly what was expected from them and
how to implement it. The value of this study
is seen to lie in empowering managers and
millennials alike with the knowledge and
skills to take proactive steps in ensuring that
millennials are not only able to withstand
the demands of the 21st century workplace,
but to thrive therein.
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research by examining views of women
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INTRODUCTION
The decision to take a career break to focus
on motherhood, particularly for women in
corporate settings, is a complex one. For
many women, motherhood, despite its joys
and rewards, results in long term career
costs. These take the form of increased
domestic work, limited career growth
and promotional opportunities, pay gaps,
and periods of under or unemployment
(Abendroth, Huﬀman, & Teas, 2014; Brown,
2010; Cahusac & Kanji, 2014; Chung & van
der Horst, 2018). Lovejoy and Stone (2012)
highlight the impact of two factors causing
the decision to exit the workforce to take a
career break. On the one hand, there is the
‘pull’ factor of family and the wish to spend
time as a care giver; on the other hand,
‘push’ factors of demanding and inﬂexible
work environments. A real challenge for
those who have made this decision is
integrating their maternal identity with their
vocational identity (Cooper, 2017).
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ABSTRACT
This study explores the barriers to career reentry perceived by stay-at-home mothers.
By applying a qualitative, phenomenological
approach, these perspectives were
investigated from a sample of 10
professional women who decided to exit
their career in corporate organisations due
to motherhood. Data were collected through
individual semi-structured interviews. Five
main themes emerged from the data: ‘it
just made sense’, gendered expectation,
lack of work ﬂexibility, motherhood penalty,
and role identiﬁcation. The ﬁndings of the
study indicated that both normative barriers
and structural constraints inﬂuences
women’s career decisions. In attempting to
return to work, women found it diﬃcult to
reconcile their dual identities and imagine
alternative possibilities which included
both care and corporate roles. We suggest
that organisations should provide viable
opportunities for child-rearing women to
retain contact with the workplace and
help them stay in touch with professional
networks or approach them for volunteering.
We further propose that legislation could be
enhanced in a variety of way to enable a
shift in organisational policies. The study
contributes by answering a gap in the

Having a break, especially to have children,
places women at a disadvantage in their
career. This is typically described as the
‘motherhood penalty’, ‘maternal wall’ or
‘mommy track’. These concepts describe
the challenges that mothers face in the
workplace such as a decline in perceived
competence and commitment since their
careers have not progressed (Abendroth
et al., 2014; Aranda & Glick, 2014;
Brown, 2010; Yahreas, 2017). Seemingly
undisputed is the fact that, following a
career break, re-entry can be diﬃcult.
The concept of ‘women returners’ describes
those who struggle to revive their former
careers after a maternity break (Noon & van
Niewerburgh, 2020). Although the majority
of women do return to the workforce
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(Hewlett & Luce, 2005), this process is
time consuming, diﬃcult – especially for
new mothers (Jaga, 2019) – and results
in women returning to part-time positions
(Lovejoy & Stone, 2012). Part-time work
choices may be interpreted as a lack of
organisational commitment when compared
to full-time work potentially resulting in less
likelihood of career progression (Gangl &
Zieﬂe, 2009). Furthermore, mothers may be
viewed as less desirable as employees even
when their competence and commitment is
well established (Vinkenberg, van Engen,
Coﬀeng, & Dikkers, 2012). Coupled with
increased turnover during the ﬁrst 12
months after re-entry (Bussell, 2008), taking
a career break to care for children therefore
magniﬁes disadvantage in terms of both
wage levels and promotional opportunities
(Hu, 2017). However, while several studies
shed light on the experiences of women
after returning to work (Panteli, 2012;
Yahreas, 2017) there appears to be a
gap in the literature on the perceptions of
women who have opted out and have yet to
re-enter the workforce.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Barriers to returning to work
The barriers to re-entry for women in
professional contexts are well-documented
and include skill depreciation, a lack of a
personal network, gaps in resumes, ageism,
a need for ﬂexible or reduced working
hours and women returning to lower paid
career paths when opting back into the
workforce (Abendroth et al., 2014; Lovejoy
& Stone, 2012; Yahreas, 2017; Zimmerman
& Clark, 2016). Reitman and Schneer
(2005), in a study of MBA graduates, found
that career interruptions resulted in lower
earnings. Hewlett and Luce (2005) note
that women lost 18% of their earning power
when deciding to take a career break.
These ﬁndings support the argument that
women face disadvantages as career
disruptions may reduce their accumulated
work experience and limit opportunities for
promotion.
In a qualitative study of 54 at-home
mothers, Lovejoy and Stone (2012)
showed that women were more likely to
pursue alternative career paths when reentering the workforce. A key ﬁnding from
the study was a shift in values resulting in
a move towards female-dominated care
professions that are typically lower in status
and do not attract high compensation.
While probing how a career break aﬀects
career preferences, the mentioned study
touched on perceived barriers to workforce
re-entry. The authors point out that existing
research on the re-entry process is limited.
Investigating the perceptions of barriers
to re-entry may therefore provide useful
insights on the decision whether and how
to re-enter the workforce.

PROBLEM INVESTIGATED
The present study therefore hopes to
increase awareness and understanding
of the perceived barriers to return to
work for these stay-at-home mothers.
While organisations could gain from
better understanding of this segment of
the workforce particularly with regard to
oﬀering some form of workplace support
or developmental programme linked to
re-entry, women themselves may beneﬁt
from understanding the implications of the
decision to exit their careers and how others
may view their career re-entry.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
This research therefore explores how
women in corporate settings, who have
opted out to raise their children, perceive
returning to work. The research question is:
What are the barriers for women returning
to work following a career break?

In the same vein, Yahreas (2017) completed
a qualitative study on the lived experiences
of women who had returned to work after
a career break. The ﬁndings showed that
women needed to reinvent themselves in
order to discover opportunities. The return
to work experience was stressful and
described as “culture shock ... playing catchup and pretending” (Yahreas, 2017, p. 122).
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Panteli (2012) investigated the Information
Technology industry in the United Kingdom
and found that opportunities for return to work
were limited, while women faced barriers
when attempting to do so. Both training and
networking are important to ensure skills
remained up to date. While these re-entry
strategies have been suggested by various
authors, Herman (2015) highlighted the
diﬃculties women may face pursuing them.
For example, networking may be diﬃcult,
particularly for women who have been out
of the workforce for longer periods or who
need to juggle attendance of events with
childcare responsibilities.

perceptions of the world in which they live
in and what it means to them” (p. 4) and
is therefore appropriate given the research
question. The interpretative paradigm was
adopted as it allowed the researchers to
fully understand the subjective meaning of
the selected group’s experiences (Bryman
& Bell, 2015). The objective of research
is to “rely as much as possible on the
participants’ views of the situation studied”
(Creswell, 2003, p. 8). It is, therefore,
through the stories of women participants
who have stepped back from corporate
careers because of motherhood and their
description of their individual realties that
researchers could better grasp their actions
(Robottom & Hart, 1993).

Factors inﬂuencing the decision to reenter the work environment
Factors that inﬂuence women’s satisfaction
with the decision to return to work include
ﬂexible working arrangements, having a
supportive boss and colleagues, personal
fulﬁlment at work and the ability to meet
the demands of the role (Woolnough &
Redshaw, 2016). In addition, personal
factors inﬂuencing satisfaction may entail
childcare arrangements, as well as support
by the partner and family. Particularly, the
support of a partner without a demanding
career was key for women to remain
employed and focus on their careers (ElleyBrown, Pringle, & Harris, 2015). Overall,
the literature indicates that most women
who take career breaks do opt back into the
workforce (Hewlett & Luce, 2005). However,
studies that focus on such re-entry show
the process is fraught with diﬃculties.

Data collection
The primary method of data collection
was individual semi-structured interviews.
The semi-structured format allowed for
a conversation between the participant
and the researcher with both providing
input into the direction of the interview.
The ability to follow cues from participants
helped to ensure that each participant’s
own experience surfaced. Examples of
questions include: “How did you come to
the decision to take a career break?”, “What
obstacles do you think you’ll face trying to
get back in?”, and “What advice would you
give a mother considering taking a career
break?”.
The interviews were conducted face to face
for participants in close proximity to the
interviewers and by Skype or WhatsApp
video calling for those in other areas in
South Africa. Such interviews helped the
researchers identify non-verbal cues and
build stronger rapport (Aurini, Heath, &
Howells, 2016). The interviews lasted for 45
minutes on average and were conducted
in English. Interviews were recorded and
transcribed. Demographic information
was obtained through the use of an online
questionnaire utilising Google Forms.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Research design
This
qualitative,
phenomenological,
interpretative study aimed to understand
and describe how professional women who
had stepped back from their careers, due
to motherhood, perceived returning to the
workforce. Qualitative research allows for
an understanding of human experience
within a given context, in order to develop
rich and thick descriptions of individual
experiences. Langdridge (2007) notes that
phenomenology “aims to focus on people’s

Sampling
Initial participants were drawn through
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referrals from social networks. Further
candidates
were
identiﬁed
through
snowball sampling as participants were
asked to refer others who met the study
criteria as suggested by Robinson (2013).
Such criteria were females who resigned
from their roles in corporate organisations
as a result of motherhood and who had
remained at home for a minimum period
of one year. This proved to be an eﬀective
way of generating leads.

the ﬁnancial services was dominant with
four of the women working in that sector.
Two of the women described their roles as
junior management positions; ﬁve had held
senior management or senior professional
positions; and three held executive roles
prior to stepping back from their corporate
careers. Five of the women had stepped
back after their second child, or later, with
the remainder leaving their corporate roles
either within a year of returning to work
after, before, or during maternity leave.
The length of career break varied from one
to seven years with two years being the
median. By far the majority, eight of the 10
women reported that they were satisﬁed
with their roles prior to exiting their career.

The sample comprised 10 women who had
stepped back from corporate careers as
a result of motherhood. The women were
all highly educated and had experienced
substantial success in their careers typiﬁed
by repeated promotions and a high level
of responsibility. A summary of the 10
participants is provided in ﬁgure 1. To
ensure anonymity, pseudonyms have been
used throughout.

Data analysis
A hermeneutic framework was used to
structure the analysis phase of the research.
The hermeneutic circle describes the
research process as a movement between
the whole and the parts of the data (in this
case, interview texts). Thereby the ‘circle’
highlights the tension between needing to
understand the whole in order to ascribe
meaning to the parts but also understanding
the parts, to ‘grasp’ the whole (Guignon,
2007, p. 172).

The average age of the participants was 39
years old. The women were all married or
involved in long-term relationships and the
ages of their children varied from six months
to 12 years. The demographic proﬁle of the
participants is summarised in Figure 1.
The women were highly qualiﬁed with
either bachelors’ or masters’ degrees.
In addition, ﬁve of the women held
professional qualiﬁcations. Experience in

In the context of the present study,
hermeneutic analysis meant ﬁrstly that
assumptions had to be made explicit:

TABLE 1: LIST OF INTERVIEWED PARTICIPANTS

Participant
Frances
Grace
Helen
Isla
Jemma
Kate
Lindy
Mia
Naomi
Olivia

Age

Location

Sector

Number of
children

39
37
37
40
38
45
36
34
46
46

Western Cape
Western Cape
Gauteng
Western Cape
Gauteng
Gauteng
Gauteng
Gauteng
Western Cape
Gauteng

Non-proﬁt
Education
Financial services
Retail
Financial services
Entertainment
ICT
Financial services
Legal
Financial services

2
2
2
2
2
3
1
2
3
1
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Career
break length
(years)
4
2
2
1
2
6
2
5
7
5

FIGURE 1: SUMMARY OF DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

interpretation of the overarching themes
using a reﬂective journal. Reﬂexivity helped
to ensure credibility was achieved through
the researchers bringing their beliefs and
biases to the fore and being explicit about
how these inﬂuenced the interpretive
process (Laverty, 2003).

• Social norms: These indications
determine how acceptable it is for women
to take a career break and wanting to
‘opt back in’. The term ‘career break’
may assume a return to work from the
outset, thus during interviews the term
‘stepping back’ was preferred.
• Social expectations: The assumption is
that society expects women to be active
in the workplace and that it would thus
be valuable to understand the barriers
these women foresaw.

Addressing issues of bias
Beyond the reﬂexive technique employed in
the study, two further methods were used to
ensure reliability and validity. These included
a member checking process suggested by
Bazeley (2013) where research participants
provided feedback on the accuracy of their
transcripts and the ﬁndings. The second
process was a review of the analysis by
fellow researchers and a discussion on the
diﬀerences of interpretation. Extracts were
recoded where required.

• Personal perceptions: The focus was
to investigate the perceptions of the
women based on self-reported barriers
impeding workplace re-entry for them.
Thus, it is assumed that their version
would be truthful and honest, given
that they may not recall their original
motivations for ‘stepping back’.

Ethical considerations
The study, draft interview guide and draft
questionnaire received approval from the
relevant university’s Ethics in Research
Committee.

After establishing the assumptions, each
interview transcript was reviewed as a
whole, to identify overarching themes. The
text was interrogated and coded manually
using colours to highlight categories.
Thereafter, the codes were aggregated to
form categories and themes. Finally, the
new themes were compared to the original

FINDINGS
The aim of this research was to explore
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how mothers in corporate settings, who
have taken a career break, perceive the
barriers of returning to work. Five themes
were identiﬁed.

to manage a family with dual careers; one
person in the partnership needs to be able
to take a back seat.’ Interpreted through the
lens of system justiﬁcation theory (where
individuals hold positive views about their
social structure or context), respondents
may have been motivated to defend and
justify the “status quo (i.e., “it just made
sense”), even if this system presented
disadvantages to them (Jost, Banaji, &
Nosek, 2004).

“It just made sense”
The refrain “it just made sense”, was a
common theme across multiple interviews.
For the most part, these women were
married to high-achieving partners and
even with their career success, their
earnings and likely earning potential did not
match their partners. The gender pay gap
has been widely documented (Hu, 2017;
Mutter & Thorn, 2015; Williams, 2004) and
this disparity makes it all but a foregone
conclusion that it will be the mother that takes
a career break. This can also be interpreted
as the respondents’ acquiescence to the
social order (Jost & Van der Toorn, 2012).

Gendered expectations
For the women, the inﬂuence of their
upbringing coupled with the expectations
of their partners and their parents impacted
the decision to take a break, their role at
home and their perception of returning
to work. Each of the women described
their own experiences, illustrating how
the relationship between upbringing and
decision making was complex.

Financially, this choice made sense for the
family. ‘My husband was very pro-stay at
home. He said, if I didn’t give up my job, then
he would. But then, you know, he earned
more than me and it just made sense.’
(Olivia). Noteworthy is that the decision to
take a break tended to weigh up the ﬁnancial
beneﬁts of working versus the emotional
beneﬁts of taking a career break. When
making the decision to take a break, the
discussion with their partners had centred
on the ﬁnancial aspect of working while the
sense of self, fulﬁlment and status, were
either not considered or heavily discounted.
The decision-making process was skewed
towards a ﬁnancial view from the outset and
while the family could aﬀord for the women
to take a career break, in many cases, the
decision was tinged with a sense of regret.

All bar two of the women had mothers who
had either stayed at home or who had
worked in traditional female careers where
hours could be tailored around the family (a
teacher and a nurse being examples here).
“I wasn’t brought up like that [with my mother
working].” (Helen) was one response which
gave perspective to the value of being a
“dedicated parent.” Lindy, whose mother had
been a political activist noted that “my mom
worked full time, but things were diﬀerent in
the “80s. My mom took us everywhere, we
went to all her meetings and we’d sit under
the table colouring in.” Here, the inﬂuence
of their own upbringing supported the view
that one parent should be available, and
this was therefore a barrier to returning to
work.

For some participants, their partner’s
career progression played a role. In the
case of Lindy ‘my husband had just opened
his restaurant and he was needed there’ to
Olivia where ‘[My husband] was travelling
a lot and doing really well.’ As the roles of
their partners became more demanding,
there was a greater need for these women
to take responsibility for the day to day care
of their children. As Kate put it ‘it’s diﬃcult

The expectations of partners were also a
factor. Where partners had grown up with
full time mothers or had witnessed a cost to
the family which they associated with a dual
career household, partners were supportive
of career breaks and staying at home with
children.
The women were also conscious of how
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their children would view them. Lindy, who
had a son, said “especially for boys, I think
it’s important to see women working. So, he
doesn’t grow up expecting someone to be
his mother [laughs]”. Olivia worried whether,
as a mother at home, she would be a poor
role model for her child “then you read things
like that Harvard Business Review piece
[an article suggesting that girls with working
mothers had more successful careers than
those who had mothers who stayed at home]
and you wonder whether you’re doing the
right thing”. Helen summed it up “As a mom,
there is always guilt. Either you feel guilty
because you’re working, or you feel guilty
because you’re not.” As Morgan and King
(2012) argued, apprehension regarding a
potential for violating social norms related
to gender roles are the source of these
feelings of guilt (Morgan & King, 2012).

Kolb, 2013).
Lack of work ﬂexibility
Respondents agreed that ﬂexibility was the
most important feature when considering a
return to work. As Olivia noted “Before I had
kids, I didn’t realise the leeway the people
need. There is a real need to change
policies.” For Mia, control over time was
the important feature “something that you
have control over so ﬂexible, but it’s not just
reduced hours.” Frances said “things have
shifted for me, now I think I’ll consult, start
my own consulting practice. I want to be
able to choose who I work for and when”.
The need for parents to have the option of
pursuing ﬂexible working arrangements is
well documented (Cahusac & Kanji, 2014;
Chung & van der Horst, 2018; Lovejoy &
Stone, 2012; Yahreas, 2017). While the
women in the sample viewed ﬂexibility as
a requirement for returning to a corporate
role, there were three distinct views on the
extent to which these requirements would
be a barrier to returning to work.

As a result of the women being at home,
it seemed inevitable that most of the
domestic work would be their responsibility.
Women are more likely to believe, it has
been found, that home care and childcare
are their obligations (Hagqvist, Gådin, &
Nordenmark, 2017). Kate observed “funnily
enough, when I was working there was more
support, we had an au pair and a nanny.
Now, I still have help with cleaning but
that’s it. To go back to working, it feels less
doable now”. Olivia considered a diﬀerent
angle “you go back to work, then you have
to hire an au pair and so how much are you
going to clear?” Lindy observed “I’m the
COO of our household. If something gets
done, it’s because I’ve thought about it and
I’ve made sure it gets done.” Isla noted that,
before exiting her career, her husband had
played an equal role in the household. Now
that she had taken on the extra domestic
work, she saw this as her way of supporting
his career. Francis noted “he’d support
me [going back to work] but he’s going to
keep doing what he’s doing, so I’ll need to
arrange things.” Lindy’s comment was “the
reality is, the patriarchal society we live in
manifests itself in the home.” These deeply
embedded stereotypes are ones that
directly disadvantage women (Ibarra, Ely, &

In the ﬁrst case, women who had had
signiﬁcant ﬂexibility in their previous
roles, viewed the employer relationship
positively. While ﬂexibility was still seen as
a constraint, it was not seen as a signiﬁcant
barrier. “In general, the sector I worked in,
is very supportive. You need to look for
positive role models, if the CEO believes
in family time then it works from the CEO
down.” (Frances).
In the second instance, where ﬂexibility had
been a concern in their previous roles, the
women accepted that ﬂexibility could not
have been expected. For example, Kate
said “in ﬁnance, there are deadlines every
month. Flexible hours just don’t work” and
Olivia noted “I had to be on the ﬂoor; if
there was downtime, I had to be available”.
Respondents also did not view part-time
roles positively. “Half-day is a rip-oﬀ. I
wouldn’t do that” (Olivia) and Kate noted
that “half-days are a myth, you’re still on
24/7”. Naomi echoed this sentiment but,
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in her case, her employer had simply said
“you know there’s no part-time, call me
when you’re ready to come back properly”.
The consensus appeared to be that halfday roles required the eﬀort of a full-time
role with half (or less) the pay. The ﬁndings
provide support for the hypothesis that
inﬂexible work environments and diﬃculty
in balancing multiple demands are a key
contributor to women leaving their roles
(Lovejoy & Stone, 2012).

believe the role would be manageable with
young children. Lastly, she found that her
experience did not match what the market
was looking for. “I thought my overseas
experience would be a plus but actually
most of my experience is with one employer.
It doesn’t look good on my CV.” Grace had
stayed with her employer in the UK in part
because of the beneﬁts oﬀered to mothers
where she had enjoyed signiﬁcant maternity
beneﬁts and ﬂexibility post returning to work.
Kate echoed this when she said “in the end
I stayed longer than I should have. But
when you’re a mom you need comfortable”.
In keeping with the ﬁndings of Vinkenberg
et al. (2012), the implication was that their
work experience and role progression had
been negatively impacted by motherhood
and this had consequences for future job
searches.

Lastly, a negative view of corporate routines
emerged. These women typically did not
believe that ﬂexible arrangements were
a possibility. There is a real stigma once
you’re pregnant and then you want ﬂexible
arrangements. The truth is [in consulting]
you’re never viewed as seriously if you
work from home or work ﬂexibly (Mia).
This group of women described what was,
in their minds, outdated culture based on
“bums on seats not outcomes” (Jemma) or
“corporates talk shop about ﬂexible hours
but the reality on the ground is something
else” (Lindy). Not only were ﬂexible working
schedules frowned upon, but oﬃce culture
placed an additional price on ﬂexibility.
Meetings would be scheduled at 8am or at
5pm or team updates would take place over
drinks after work. “You have to ask yourself,
are you even part of this team” (Helen).
Isla noted that the organisation demanded
ﬂexibility but did not necessarily oﬀer this
as beneﬁt to employees “travel was a real
issue. And you had to be ready to go just
like that. If you didn’t want to travel, it was
really frowned upon’. This viewpoint was
summed up by Jemma “Corporate is not
kind to mothers.”

The women who had not attempted to
search for roles sensed that it would be
diﬃcult to return to the corporate workforce
in similar positions at similar pay levels. I
think I’d have to go back to a [job] level like
where I started, it would be a bit demeaning
(Mia). For Helen the question was “do
you try to go back at a junior level and get
your foot in the door or do you hold out for
something and how long do you hold out
for?”
Five of the participants agreed indicated
that having children had resulted in negative
perceptions of their work performance.
Having left the workforce, women appeared
to have internalised this perception and
participants felt that they no longer felt
qualiﬁed to operate at the same job level.
“It scares me to think about going back.
I’m not as sharp as I used to be” (Mia).
“Intimidating” was the word that Olivia
chose to describe a return to corporate and
Jemma laughed as she said “Mom-brain,
you know it’s a real thing”. Related to this,
women were concerned that the time out
of the workforce had left them “out of the
loop” (Olivia). Orgad (2016), in considering
the lived experiences of mothers, reported
that stay at home mothers spoke of “feeling

Penalty for motherhood
Grace was looking to return full-time but
had been struggling and found searching
for a job harder than anticipated. As Grace
said, “the process…it’s really knocked my
conﬁdence”. The economic climate meant
that few roles were available. In addition,
Grace also had the experience of overt
discrimination where interview feedback
highlighted that the company did not
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invisible, lacking conﬁdence” (p. 478).

engaged parent” (Lindy). Francis noted
“being a mother is the most important job
in the world, you’re responsible for the
future generation.” These ﬁndings provide
support for Johnston and Swanson (2007)
who suggest that stay at home mothers
with high worker identities were able to
reconcile their decision to exit the workforce
by embracing intensive mothering. The role
of mother was undoubtedly fulﬁlling. In all
interviews, the highlight of the career break
was the ability to be spend time with their
children, see their children’s development
and be intimately involved in their daily
routines and activities. Mothers of older
children also cited being able to help their
children with homework and having an indepth understanding of their children’s
peers as additional beneﬁts of being a fulltime parent. “Being able to spend quality
time on things that deserve quality time”
was how Francis put it. This remained a key
consideration when thinking about going
back to work. “No-one is as invested in your
kids as you are.” (Kate). This echoes the
ﬁndings of Lovejoy and Stone (2012) who
described the “pull” factor of family as a key
rationale for women taking a career break.

The women were also keenly aware of the
demands of increasingly senior positions.
Despite the ﬁnancial gain, status and career
progression, the demands of executive
management were not attractive. “I saw
the women who were on exco. I saw the
demands on them and what it would mean if
I was promoted. I put the ceiling on myself.”
(Jemma).
Role identiﬁcation
Being a full-time mother required a
substantial identity shift for the participants
in the study. The career break and staying
at home full time had a distinct impact on
these women’s sense of purpose and
the people they surrounded themselves
with. Helen noted “you have to build your
own sense of identity, you’re the one who
has to ﬁnd a reason to get out of bed and
dressed”. These women had invested
substantially in their careers and had had
success. By taking a career break, they
had foregone the status associated with
their previous work roles and the sense
of purpose related to their organisation’s
missions. Lindy commented “I’ve struggled
with my own identity; having built an identity
that so heavily depends on [work]… When
you work, you’re out there. When you stay
at home, you don’t have that crutch.”

The “mother” persona had other impacts on
conﬁdence. Olivia conﬁded “I hate going to
dinner parties. The moment you say you’re
a mom, it’s like you don’t have anything to
contribute. And you don’t, you don’t have
that inside information that you have when
you’re working. So even if you’re reading
the news, you don’t know the inside track
so maybe… it’s hard to contribute to the
conversation”. Related to conﬁdence was
the question of networks. Typically, the
mothers in the sample had not actively
maintained corporate or professional
networks although Lindy did note “my social
circle is geared towards professionals, so
I’ve maintained it from that view. I could
kickstart it if I needed to” and Kate was
aware of the power of networks; “to get
back in, networks are crucial. If I had to give
anyone any advice, it would be to keep up
your network”.

In many cases, the women found new groups
of friends in similar situations. As Mia put it
“you surround yourself with people that do
the same thing and corporate seems further
and further away.” Olivia noted “We don’t
have much in common if you don’t have
children.” The women also embraced their
roles as mothers and became increasingly
involved in their children’s’ schools,
playgroups and extra-mural activities.
All the women in the sample spoke of
how becoming a parent had led them to
re-evaluate their priorities. Put simply,
“your priorities change” (Mia). Throughout
the conversations, there was a belief
that “you can’t take away the value of an
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For the majority of the women in the sample,
the price of their careers was measured by
the trade-oﬀs that were required; the nannies
or au-pairs, the diﬃculty of continuing to
breastfeed while at work, missed school
events and returning home after bedtime.
Ultimately, it was a price they were not
willing to pay. As Isla said “if I had to make
the decision [to exit] over again, I would
make the same decision over and over, I
wouldn’t change it.” For these reasons, the
women typically noted that they would be
unlikely to return to a corporate career with
the high commitment required in terms of
time. Jemma summed up her experience in
her prior role “My boss sat me down and
this is a quote “as a woman, you eventually
have to choose one or the other. I chose
my career over my family.” That’s what she
said. And I thought, that’s not going to be
me.”

that conﬁrmed the mother identity and
limited discussion on how the two identities
could be combined.
Organisational
expectations
related
primarily to the ﬂexibility aﬀorded to mothers.
Mothers in the sample were divided into
three categories. In the minority were those
who had experienced organisations who
supported ﬂexible arrangements. However,
a greater portion of women experienced
corporate requirements as incompatible
with desired family responsibilities. The
lack of ﬂexibility could be formalised, with
roles requiring signiﬁcant travel or onsite
support. Alternatively, a culture of viewing
those who utilised ﬂexible schedules as less
valuable than those who did not presented.
The second scenario was more damaging
and, where women had this experience,
they typically did not believe that ﬂexible
arrangements would be successful. Findings
from other studies indicate that women opt
out of the workforce because they feel their
careers are no longer challenging (Belkin,
2003). Instead, the present study found that
inﬂexible work environments and diﬃculty
in balancing multiple demands were the key
causes for women leaving their work roles
(Lovejoy & Stone, 2012).

DISCUSSION
Both normative and structural constraints
inﬂuence women’s career decisions
(McRae, 2003). The ﬁndings of this
research support the notion of normative
barriers to returning to work, summarised
through the themes of “it just made sense”,
“gendered expectation”, “role identiﬁcation”
and structural barriers, summarised through
the themes of “lack of work ﬂexibility” and
“motherhood penalty” which relate to the
structure of the corporate work environment
and societal structures respectively.

Lastly, societal stereotypes continue to
place a greater portion of care demands on
women. The gender pay gap and the division
of care responsibilities are two areas which
continue to be a barrier for women seeking
to return to work. This decision seemingly
reinforces the pay gap for women when
they do return to work (Hu, 2017). If there
was more parity in the earnings between
the mother and father when the decision
was made to “opt out”, this would increase
the possibility of balancing parenting
responsibilities between the genders during
the career break. Furthermore, the ﬁndings
showed that the allocation of household
tasks tended to imply that women are
responsible for both childcare and domestic
work. While this “made sense” to the study
participants as stay-at-home mothers,
such domestic overload did inﬂuence their

As women embraced a “mother” identity, it
became harder to reconcile and prioritise
“worker” values and beliefs. Firstly, women
no longer prioritised the functions and
roles related to the worker identity. Women
maintained negative internal narratives of
their workplace competence. This is also
portrayed in the acknowledgement of the
motherhood penalty that may result in a
lower level of work than when they exited the
corporate organisation (Benard & Correll,
2010). These women therefore found it
diﬃcult to imagine alternative possibilities
which included both care and corporate
roles. This resulted in a continuing narrative
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stereotypes. An alternative could be to
consider parental leave (where the mother
and father can share the allocated leave),
similar to that found in the Nordic countries
(Haas & Rostgaard, 2011). Equally, the
gender pay gap needs to be addressed at
governmental level by instituting gender
equality laws. Iceland, known to be the
most gender equal nation in the world, has
shown relative success in addressing the
systemic issue of gender equality (Gíslason,
& Símonardóttir, 2018). Such initiatives will
also support advancement of Sustainable
Development Goal 5.5, to “ensure women’s
full and eﬀective participation and equal
opportunities for leadership at all levels of
decision-making in political, economic, and
public life” (United Nations, 2015).

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
Where ﬁrms oﬀer ﬂexible working
arrangements, women should trial these
before exiting the workforce completely.
Thus, they could access beforehand whether
they can achieve both family and career
aspirations. Such foreknowledge may also
help them build trusting relationships with
employers about considered part-time jobs
when they “opt in” again. Regarding the
partner’s expectations, mothers should
ensure these are aligned with both work
and family goals. When considering a
return to work, open dialogue must balance
the mutual expectations and parents
should renegotiate domestic and care
responsibilities. Elley-Brown et al., (2015)
suggest that partner support is key to
allowing women to focus on careers.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER
RESEARCH
Whereas the research focused on corporate
women, there is also the tendency of
fathers ‘opting out’. Thus, future studies
may explore the fathers’ motivations and
experiences for an alternative perspective.
Furthermore, a comparative study between
such mothers and fathers could shed light
on diﬀerent contexts and perceived barriers.

Organisations
should
identify ways
for women to remain in contact while
taking a career break. Such involvement
could be structured as a sabbatical, or
unstructured as continued involvement in
social networks. Professional associations
can help ensure women remain up to date
with developments within the industry.
Furthermore, women, who have stepped
back, may be approached to ﬁll volunteer
positions. Organisations need to reﬂect
on whether their policies help or hinder
women. Gender-friendly policies, such as
ﬂexible work hours and work/life balance
programmes should be promoted (Burke,
2017). The provision of childcare facilities
would enable parents who want to return to
work (Ronnie & Glaister, 2020).

Identity, beliefs and values related to the role
of care were central to both the decision to
exit and to perceived barriers when returning
to work. Studies investigating the impact of
outsourcing care work may allow diﬀerent
models of parenting to emerge, thereby
combining parenting responsibilities with
career ambitions.
As the impact of re-entry into the workplace
after motherhood on women’s careers is
inﬂuenced by contextual factors (Budig,
Misra, & Boeckmann, 2012), a future study
may wish to explore the cultural contexts
of the sample. Finally, case studies can
investigate alternative corporate structures
that embrace family- friendly roles. Findings
and constructs from such studies would be
useful tools to assess the boundaries when
reimagining the world of work.

IMPLICATIONS AT POLICY LEVEL
At a national policy level, the South African
government could consider gender equality
in the Acts that relate to the workplace.
One such example is the naming and time
allowances provided for maternity leave
and paternity leave in the Basic Conditions
of Employment Act. These Acts inform
organisational policies, which then in turn,
have the potential to inﬂuence societal
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LIMITATIONS
Typically, the main disadvantage of
qualitative study is that ﬁndings cannot be
generalised to the researched population
(Atieno, 2009). Findings are based on the
unique experiences of the participants
and cannot be replicated. This limitation
is a recurring theme when one considers
the type of sampling (non-probability), the
sample size (10) and the methodology
followed (phenomenology).

Aranda, B., & Glick, P. (2014). Signaling
devotion to work over family undermines
the motherhood penalty. Group Processes
& Intergroup Relations, 17(1), 91-99.
doi:10.1177/1368430213485996

Behavioural bias may also mean that it is
diﬃcult to ensure accurate data. Participants
may remember events more favourably in
hindsight, or time may inﬂuence perception.
To counter this deﬁciency, participants were
probed from multiple angles to assess
responses and disentangle events from
the underlying narratives that explain them.
The use of both interviews and a reﬂective
journal helped in this regard (Laverty, 2003).

Aurini, J., Heath, M., & Howells, S. (2016).
The how to of qualitative research: Strategies
for executing high quality projects. London:
Sage.

Atieno, O. (2009). An analysis of the
strengths and limitations of qualitative and
quantitative research paradigms. Problems
of Education in the 21st Century, 13(1), 1318.

Bazeley, P. (2013). Qualitative data
analysis: Practical strategies. London:
Sage Publications.
Belkin, L. (2003, October 26). The Opt-Out
Revolution. New York Times. Retrieved
from https://www.nytimes.com/2003/10/26/
magazine/the-opt-out-revolution.html.

CONCLUSIONS
The beneﬁts of gender diversity in the
workplace are well-known, speciﬁcally in
the areas of organisational creativity and
innovation and ﬁnancial performance of
the organisation (Diaz-Garcia, GonzalezMoreno, & Saez-Martinez, 2013). Yet,
stereotypes and gendered expectations
create barriers to the career progression
of women, particularly mothers, and a
devaluation of their work (Ronnie & Glaister,
2020). Thus, re-evaluation lies at the heart
of further research. How should domestic
and care work be valued and balanced? As
women increasingly ﬁnd their place in the
workforce, the corporate life of returning
mothers should be restructured to allow
enrichment between the work and nonwork spheres.

Benard, S., & Correll, S. J. (2010). Normative
discrimination
and
the
motherhood
penalty. Gender & Society, 24(5), 616-646.
Brown, L. (2010). The relationship
between motherhood and professional
advancement: Perceptions versus reality.
Employee Relations, 32(5), 470-494.
doi:10.1108/01425451011061649
Bryman, A., & Bell, E. (2015). Business
research methods. New York, NY: Oxford
University Press.
Budig, M., Misra, J., & Boeckmann, I.
(2012). The motherhood penalty in crossnational perspective: The importance of
work-family policies and cultural attitudes.
Social Politics, 19(2), 163–193.
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THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN AUTHENTIC
LEADERSHIP, LIFE
SATISFACTION AND
EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE

and performance, indicating that satisfaction
was not a mediator between authentic
leadership and employee performance. In
conclusion, recommendations are made for
management practice and further research.
Keywords: authentic leadership, satisfaction, employee performance, psychological contract
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1. INTRODUCTION
The psychological contract refers to a mutual
understanding between an organisation or
its representative and an employee and
portrays the expectation of a fair employment
relationship (Rousseau, 1989; 1995). Multiagents or representatives make up the
organisation, and each agent might have
a diﬀerent impact on an employee (Guest,
1998). However, Salicru and Chelliah
(2014) suggest that, while an employee may
choose their organisational representative
from a range of leaders when forming a
perception about their relationship with the
organisation, the employee’s immediate
leader in the relationship holder and the
key contract maker of the psychological
contract. Therefore, when employees
perceive this contract to be fulﬁlled by their
leader, they tend to be highly satisﬁed
(Rousseau, 1995; Salicru and Chelliah,
2014). Humborstad et al. (2012) explain that
organisational citizenship behaviour (OCB)
refers to an extra-role performance that
occurs when the employee goes beyond
what is contracted as part of his or her job
and highlights that it is often necessary for
the eﬀective functioning of the organisation.
On the other hand, a perceived breach
negatively impacts work-related outcomes
such as job satisfaction, productivity, and
job performance (Erkutlu & Chafra, 2013).

Prof Noel J. Pearse
Rhodes University
Grahamstown, South Africa
E-mail n.pearse@ru.ac.za
ABSTRACT
The impact of a leader on his or her followers
has been a topic of much research, with
scholars exploring the eﬀect of various
leadership constructs. Authentic leadership
is an emerging positive leadership
approach. This study aims to investigate the
relationship between authentic leadership
behaviour and employee performance.
The study further investigates if satisfaction
mediates the relationship between authentic
leadership and employee performance.
The research used two established
research instruments, namely the Authentic
Leadership Questionnaire (ALQ) and a
section of Freese and Schalk’s (2008)
psychological
contract
questionnaire
relating speciﬁcally to life satisfaction.
Respondents were also requested to
provide their most recent performance
rating. The study was conducted within
the ﬁnancial sector of South Africa, and a
total sample size of 290 fully completed
questionnaires was analysed.

A combination of ethical scandals and
the inadequacies of classic leadership
models have caused a shift in interest from
contemporary leadership approaches to
new kinds of leadership to create a positive
employee experience at work (BeddoesJones and Swailes, 2015; Walumbwa
et al., 2008). Walumbwa, et al. (2008,

The study established a signiﬁcant
positive relationship between authentic
leadership and employee performance. A
further signiﬁcant positive relationship was
established between authentic leadership
and satisfaction. However, no relationship
could be established between satisfaction
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p.90) further note that “… organisational
stakeholders appear to be much less
tolerant of inconsistencies between
leaders’ espoused principles, values and
conduct and are expecting those leaders
to operate at higher levels of integrity.” It is
not surprising that leadership approaches
such as transformational leadership,
ethical leadership, servant leadership,
and authentic leadership have emerged
(Salicru and Chelliah, 2014). The common
denominator for these types of leadership
is their care or concern for others and their
emphasis on integrity (Salicru and Chelliah,
2014).

performance of employees. Some studies
postulated that satisfaction is one of the
positive states that have been identiﬁed to
contribute to an employee’s performance
(Townsen et al., 2020). Therefore,
organisations place a greater emphasis on
leadership ability, style and competence
to ensure they bring satisfaction and
performance together and understand the
relationship between them (Kiarie, Maru &
Cheriuyot, 2017).
According to Salicru and Chelliah (2014,
p.44), satisfaction refers to “… an emotional
state reﬂecting a positive response to the
working situation at hand”, while other
authors consider employee satisfaction
as an overall feeling about the job or an
attitude towards a certain aspect of the job
(Spector, 1997; Turkyilmaz et al. 2011). Life
satisfaction, on the other hand is deﬁned by
Liao, Hu, Chung and Chen (2017, p.433)
as “… an individual’s global cognitive
evaluation of satisfaction with her/his own
life as a whole”. They further argue that the
higher the global life satisfaction, the better
the person’s life outcomes, including job
performance.

This study examines one of these emerging
theories, namely authentic leadership.
In recent years, there have been several
attempts to examine positive employee
experiences related to leadership styles
such as authentic leadership (Lu et al.,
2018). In an analysis of these emerging
leadership styles and their impact on
employee performance outcomes, Legood
et al. (2020) reported that authentic leaders
build compassion, which fosters integrity
through open communication and the
sharing of feelings. George (2016) describes
an authentic leader as a leader who will keep
on trying to bring out the best in employees
notice the potential in others, encouraging
people to take responsibility for their actions
and focus on collaboration, which will make
things better for everyone. Avolio and
Gardner (2005) held that authentic leaders’
behaviour towards followers positively
impacts follower performance and leads to
sustainable outcomes in turbulent working
environments. Several recent studies have
conﬁrmed that authentic leadership mitigate
these types of organisational challenges
(Townsen, et al., 2020; Legood, et al.,
2020). The abovementioned characteristics
are closely aligned with the behaviours
that the leadership psychological contract
suggests is essential for leader-follower
relationships.

Employee performance is a critical outcome
of the relationship between leader and
follower. Various studies have been done
to validate diﬀerent models of authentic
leadership that may have an impact
on employee behaviours and attitudes
(Walumbwa et al. 2008; Avolio et al. 2004).
This study speciﬁcally explores the eﬀect
that authentic leadership has on employee
performance and if life satisfaction plays a
mediating role in employee performance.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Authentic leadership
Seligman (2002) deﬁned authenticity
as being able to own one’s personal
experiences, irrespective of whether they
are in the form of emotions, beliefs, needs
or preferences, and then acting on these
experiences according to the true self.
Several deﬁnitions of authentic leadership
are available in the literature and primarily

There is also growing evidence showing the
impact of leadership on satisfaction and the
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relate to a leader whose behaviour stays
true to himself/herself (Harter, 2002).
According to Luther and Avolio (2003, p.
243), authentic leadership is “… a process
that combines positive leader capacities
and a highly developed organisation
context. The authentic leadership process
positively inﬂuences self-awareness and
self-regulated positive behaviour on the
part of both leaders and followers, and
it stimulates positive personal growth
and self-development …” Walumbwa,
Avolio, William, Gardner, Wernsing and
Peterson (2008, p. 94) describe authentic
leadership as: “… a pattern of leader
behaviour that draws upon and promotes
both positive psychological capacities
and a positive ethical climate, to foster
greater self-awareness, an internalised
moral perspective, balanced processing of
information, and relational transparency on
the part of leaders working with followers,
fostering
positive
self-development”.
Consistent with this deﬁnition, Walumbwa
et al. (2008) developed the construct of
authentic leadership as a multi-dimensional
one consisting of:

and Gardner, 2005).
Interest in authentic leadership amongst
management researchers is growing and
has received a lot more attention in research
in recent years, including its relationship to
employee performance (Mira and Odeh,
2019; Duncan, Green, Gergen. and Ecung,
2017; Alilyyani, Wong, and Cummings,
2018; Zhang, Guo, Zhang, Xu, Liu, and
Newman, 2021).
2.2 Employee Performance
Central to the employment relationship
between leader and follower is the
performance of the employee. Azizah and
Gustomo (2015) deﬁne performance of
employees as the required behaviours and
outcomes that directly serve the organisation
and its goals. Viswesvaran and Ones (2000)
note that performance would be aligned to
achieving the goals that the organisation
sets. Choy, et al. (2016) extends this, arguing
that employee performance contributes to
achieving both the employee’s objectives
and organisational goals.
A range of factors aﬀect an employee’s
performance, including their motivation
and satisfaction, management support
and leadership, the employee’s work
environment, and organisational culture
and climate (Diamantidis, and Chatzoglou,
2019; Paais, and Pattiruthu, 2020). It
is not surprising that there is a growing
interest in organisations to focus on
leadership behaviours or styles, because
of the mounting evidence of leadership
inﬂuencing the productivity, performance
and satisfaction of employees (Nasab, and
Afshari, 2019.; Audenaert, Decramer, and
George, 2021; Ribeiro, Duarte, and Filipe,
2018). Concerning authentic leaders, Avolio
et al. (2004, p.804) provided evidence
in their study that “… authentic leaders
are able to enhance the engagement,
motivation,
commitment,
satisfaction
and involvement required from followers
to constantly improve their work and
performance outcomes …”

• Self-awareness. Making sense and
meaning for oneself and the world he/she
lives in, coupled with an appreciation of
one’s complex nature and strengths and
weaknesses. Kernis (2003) argued that
self-awareness also includes knowing
oneself and one’s impact through
interaction with others.
• Relational transparency. This deals
with being oneself and is a signiﬁcant
ingredient for fostering trust (Kernis,
2003).
• Balanced processing. This refers to the
ability to analyse all relevant information
before embarking on decision making
(Gardner, Avolio, Luthans, May and
Walumbwa, 2005).
• An internalised moral perspective. This
characteristic indicates that one can
be guided by internal moral standards
versus external pressures from society,
community and the workplace (Avolio
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2.3 Satisfaction
The term job satisfaction was initially
deﬁned by Hoppock (1935, cited in Liao, Hu,
Chung and Chen, 2017) and included what
employees felt in the working environment
and what satisﬁed them physically and
psychologically. The phrase job satisfaction
is often used interchangeably with employee
satisfaction, which refers to the overall
pleasurable or positive emotional state of
an employee about his or her job and might
even be broken down to a set of attitudes
that refer to various speciﬁc aspects of a job
(Lock, 1976; Turkyilmaz et al., 2011). Rice
et al. (1989) argued that satisfaction results
from a psychological comparison of current
job experiences against personal standards.
Therefore, employee satisfaction can be
an important variable that can indicate the
general emotion and thinking patterns of
employees regarding their jobs and their
workplaces. Turkyilmaz et al. (2011) further
argue that employee satisfaction links to
the expectations that an employee has
towards his or her workplace and his or
her attitude towards his or her job. They,
therefore, propose that: “… job satisfaction
is a function of the extent to which one’s
needs are satisﬁed in a job” (Turkyilmaz et
al., 2011, p.677).

well-being, and work performance and is a
combination of an employee’s perception
about his or her working and non-working
life.
Various studies have pointed out the
link between the behaviour as displayed
by a leader on the one hand and a
combination of the satisfaction, climate
and employee reactions on the other hand
(Katou, 2015; Kiarie, Maru and Cheruiyot,
2017; Walumbwa et al. 2010). This study
speciﬁcally focuses on life satisfaction.
Thalukder and Galang, (2021) suggest
that life satisfaction is intertwined with
an employee’s work outcome, which
includes job and career satisfaction and job
performance.
2.4 Satisfaction as an antecedent and
mediating variable
Previous research has conﬁrmed that life
satisfaction is closely related to speciﬁc
positive personal, social, interpersonal and
psychological outcomes (Clarke, 2015).
Therefore, these studies imply that the
higher a person’s global life satisfaction
score, the better his or her life outcomes
will be. This includes ﬁnancial success,
academic achievements, mental health,
work performance, emotional intelligence,
supportive relationships and even work-life
balance (Proctor et al., 2009; Koubova and
Buchko, 2013). Over the years, numerous
studies have demonstrated a bi-directional
relationship between an employee’s
satisfaction score and an employee’s
performance (e.g. Atmojo, 2015; Sharma,
Kong and Kingshott, 2016), and these
variables are increasingly incorporated
into more complex theoretical models and
frameworks. In a service context, Heskett
and others (e.g. Heskett, and Sasser, 2010;
Heskett, Sasser, and Schlesinger, 1997)
have developed the service proﬁt chain,
which demonstrates a linkage between
employee satisfaction and employee
performance. Therefore, even from the
narrow perspective of performance, the
employer needs to ensure that employees
are satisﬁed at work.

More expansive than job satisfaction is
life satisfaction, which Liao, Hu, Chung
and Chen (2017, p.433) deﬁne as: “… an
individual’s global cognitive evaluation
of satisfaction with her/his own life as a
whole” and considers it as a key indicator
of an individual’s quality of life. Chummar,
Sing, and Ezzedeen (2019) deﬁne life
satisfaction as the cognitive judgement of
one’s life quality according to one’s self-set
criteria or standards. Brief, Butcher, George,
and Link (1993) agree that life satisfaction
refers to the overall subjective well-being
of the employee, while job satisfaction is
of a narrower scope and is determined by
aﬀective and cognitive evaluations (by the
employee) about his or her job. According to
Liao et al. (2017), the inference can be drawn
that life satisfaction is a critical component
of a person’s psychological health, social
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Evidence is also emerging suggesting
satisfaction as a potential mediating variable
in the relationship between authentic
leadership speciﬁcally and employee
performance (Wirawan et al., 2019).
Leroy et al. (2015) developed a model
that examines the relationship between
authentic leadership, authentic followership,
basic need satisfaction, and work role
performance. They conﬁrmed in their
study that authentic leadership enhances
an employee’s average performance.
“Because authentic leadership fosters a
work context that supports basic need
satisfaction, followers are more likely to
experience autonomous motivation to
perform at high levels” (Leroy et al., 2015,
p.1684). Erkutlu & Chafra (2013) suggest
that authentic leaders can build high-quality
relationships with their followers, positively
contributing to follower’s well-being.

signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the ratings of
authentic leadership, life satisfaction and
employee performance of the various
groups represented in the biographical data
that was collected in the ﬁrst section of the
survey.
3. RESEARCH DESIGN
3.1 Research method
The research adopted a quantitative
approach within a post-positivist paradigm
and took the form of a self-administered
survey. Respondents completed an online
questionnaire that was made available to
them through a link in an e-mail invitation to
participate in the study.
For this study, the population was all
permanent employees in one of South
Africa’s largest commercial banks. The
population consisted of all retail, business
bank, and private banking employees
within the organisation’s Eastern and
Southern Cape boundaries. It represents
employees from the lowest job grade to
the executive level, with diﬀerent levels of
education. The sample used for the study
includes the whole population (n=1107). It
also represents respondents from various
demographic categories inclusive of
gender, race, age, and tenure. The total
number of questionnaires distributed was
1077. No responses were received from 711
employees, while 76 questionnaires were
incomplete and therefore excluded from the
data analysis. Therefore, 290 fully completed
questionnaires were used, representing
a 34% response rate and 27% useable
questionnaires from those distributed. This
response rate is comparable with the trends
in response rates of other survey studies,
particularly those employing online surveys
(Fan & Yan, 2010; Hiebl and Richter, 2018).

The main aim of this study is to identify if there
is a positive relationship between authentic
leadership and employee performance.
The study further seeks to establish if the
relationship is mediated by satisfaction.
The study will ﬁrst establish whether the
organisation’s line leaders are perceived to
be displaying authentic behaviours before
exploring the relationship between the
variables. The four main null hypotheses
are, therefore.
• H01: There is no statistically signiﬁcant
relationship
between
authentic
leadership and performance.
• H02: There is no statistically signiﬁcant
relationship
between
authentic
leadership and satisfaction.
• H03: There is no statistically signiﬁcant
relationship between satisfaction and
performance.

3.2 Measuring instruments
Following a survey strategy, a questionnaire
distributed to the population via e-mail. The
questionnaire used for this study was selfadministered by the researcher through the
Survey Monkey® platform. Section A of the
questionnaire consisted of ﬁve biographic

• H04: Satisfaction does not mediate
the relationship between authentic
leadership and performance.
In addition to these main hypotheses
statistical analyses were conducted to
examine if there were any statistically
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questions that requested respondents to
indicate their gender, age, race, the highest
level of education and tenure with the
organisation.

always. This section consisted of sixteen
questions covering the four dimensions of
authentic leadership, namely transparency,
moral/ethical, balanced processing and
self-awareness. Questions one to ﬁve are
linked to transparency; questions six to nine
are linked to moral/ethical; questions ten to
twelve are linked to balanced processing,
and questions thirteen to sixteen are linked
to self-awareness.

Section B consisted of two questions, where
respondents were requested to indicate
their most recent performance rating. The
performance ratings for the organisation
have seven diﬀerent descriptors, namely:
1) outstanding; 2) very strong; 3) strong;
4) good; 5) improvement needed; 6)
underperforming, and 7) too soon to rate.
For this study, the ﬁrst two ratings were
grouped and categorised as high performing
employees. The third and fourth ratings
were categorised as medium performing
employees. The last two ratings were
categorised as low performing employees.
A seventh descriptor relates to those
employees that were not rated since they
had only recently joined the organisation,
and therefore, the line manager does
not have enough information to rate the
employee. Employees that have less than
three months of service with the organisation
will automatically fall within this category.
The second question of Section B required
employees to identify their job grades from
a list of the diﬀerent job grades within the
organisation.

Section D consisted of six items on life
satisfaction. These questions were adopted
from a sub-scale of a research instrument
of Freese and Schalk (1997; 2008).
Respondents were asked to rate how
satisﬁed they currently feel about various
aspects of their life. A Likert scale from
one to seven was used, where one refers
to totally dissatisﬁed, and seven refers to
totally satisﬁed.
3.3 Ethical considerations
To ensure that the required ethical standard
of the University is upheld, the following
steps were followed to ensure that the
research met the required standards.
The Authentic Leadership Questionnaire
(ALQ) was developed by Walumbwa et
al. (2008), and therefore permission was
requested through MindGarden© to use
the questionnaire for research purposes.
The questions relating to satisfaction was
adopted from an instrument developed by
Freese and Schalk (1997), and the relevant
approval was obtained accordingly. Approval
was sought from the Provincial Managing
Executive of the ﬁnancial institution where
the data was collected. Ethical approval
was sought from the University Ethics
Committee to proceed with the research in
line with the institution’s ethical guidelines.

Section C of the questionnaire contained
questions adopted from the Authentic
Leadership Questionnaire (ALQ) as
developed by Avolio et al. (2007). The ALQ
has been used in various studies since
its development (e.g. Clapp-Smith et al.
2009; Giallonardo et al. 2010; Walumbwa
et al. 2010). The ALQ was also used in
a cross-cultural study done by Cervo,
Mónico, Dos Santos, Hutz and Pais (2016).
No studies utilising the ALQ in a ﬁnancial
institution nor South Africa could be found.
Respondents were asked to rate how they
perceive the behaviours of their immediate
line manager on a Likert scale from zero to
four, where the number zero refers to not
at all; one refers to once in a while; two
refers to sometimes; three refers to fairly
often; and four refers to frequently, if not

3.4 Statistical analysis
The data that was collected was ﬁrst
subjected to data cleaning and data
coding. Where there were missing values,
the total response set was excluded from
the data. Reliability analysis was done
through calculation of the Cronbach’s
alpha coeﬃcient, which indicated that both
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instruments used within this survey qualify
as good instruments. Cronbach’s (1951)
alpha coeﬃcient was used to assess the
reliability of the instruments used in this
study. George and Mallery (2003) argue
that a score of above 0.9 are excellent whilst
0.5 are poor, and 0.7 are questionable.
Authentic Leadership (AQL) had a score of
0.963, and the satisfaction measure a score
of 0.852, conﬁrming the reliability of both
instruments.

This conﬁrmed that the vast majority of
respondents were able to observe authentic
leadership being displayed by their line
managers.

ANOVA was used to analyse the categorical
data and examine any diﬀerences between
groups, thereby establishing any bias
evident. For variables that produced
interval data, correlation and regression
analysis was done to establish the
relationship between these variables (e.g.
authentic leadership and satisfaction). An
analysis of the diﬀerent variables within the
biographical information of the respondents
was also done to ensure that there is no
bias evident towards a speciﬁc group of
respondents. Baron and Kenny’s (1986)
four-step approach was used to test for
mediation. During these four steps, several
regression analyses are conducted as the
testing progresses.

• Outstanding: 4%; Very Strong: 22%,
Strong: 39%, Good: 27%

Respondents were also requested to
provide their last performance rating. The
frequency distribution for performance
ratings was recorded and categorised as
follows:
• Satisfactory Performance

• Unsatisfactory Performance
• Improvement needed: 4%,
Underperforming: 0%
• Too soon to rate: 2%
This distribution approximates the bellcurve distribution that has typically been
expected in the performance appraisal
results of an organisation (Chillakuri, 2018).
4.2 Impact of biographic variables
In order to establish if there is any bias
evident with respect to the biographic
variables, 18 one-way ANOVA tests were
conducted with each of the six biographic
variables against each of the three variables
of performance, authentic leadership and
satisfaction.

4. RESULTS
4.1 Descriptive Statistics of Leadership
and Performance
Respondents were asked to rate their
immediate line managers on the four
dimensions of authentic leadership and
were aggregated to produce an overall
authentic leadership score. The four
dimensions are 1) transparency; 2) moral/
ethical; 3) balanced processing; and 4)
self-awareness. The overall frequency
distribution score for authentic leadership
were recorded as follows:

TABLE 1: ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE
AND BIOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

Gender
Age
Race
Qualiﬁcation
Experience
Job grade

• 31.15%–frequently if not always

DF
1
4
4
4
4
6

F-Ratio
1.30713
5.29201
4.10369
1.42046
7.71247
5.44831

P-Value
0.25386
0.00124
0.003
0.22722
≈0
0.00002

Table 1 indicates that only the p-values on
age, experience and job grade are less than
the signiﬁcance level of 0.05. In these three
cases, all three variables have an impact
on the performance rating of an employee.
With further analysis, it was established
that given the age of the respondents, a

• 31.59%–fairly often
• 19.98%–sometimes
• 8.89%–once in a while
• 8.39 – not at all
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described earlier.

higher performance rating for older than
35 years of age is representative of the
organisation’s workforce. Furthermore, the
same trend was evident for experience –
the more experienced the employee is,
the higher his or her performance rating
tends to be. Lastly, the analysis has shown
that the higher the employee’s job grade,
the higher his or her performance rating.
Therefore, it was concluded that the
results showing a signiﬁcant relationship
between age, experience and job grade
and the dependent variable of performance
could be expected and was therefore not
reﬂective of any bias. Furthermore, there
were no signiﬁcant diﬀerences, and by
implication no bias evident in employees’
performance ratings based on their gender,
race or qualiﬁcation.

TABLE 3: ANALYSIS OF SATISFACTION AND
BIOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

Gender
Age
Race
Qualiﬁcation
Experience
Job grade

Gender
Age
Race
Qualiﬁcation
Experience
Job grade

F-Ratio
0.298793
1.23041
1.77946
0.536148
1.38662
1.93287

F-Ratio
1.05811
1.09234
0.556431
1.03846
0.182395
1.47147

P-Value
0.30451
0.36054
0.69448
0.38761
0.94742
0.18783

The regression, therefore, followed these
four steps:
Step 1 (logistic regression: authentic
leadership predicting performance)
Table 4 indicates that the p-value for b1
is less than the 0.05 level of signiﬁcance,
and therefore, authentic leadership predicts
performance.

TABLE 2: ANALYSIS OF AUTHENTIC
LEADERSHIP AND BIOGRAPHIC
INFORMATION

DF
1
4
4
4
4
6

DF
1
4
4
4
4
6

Step 2 (linear regression: authentic
leadership predicting satisfaction)
Table 5 indicates that there is a signiﬁcant
and positive relationship between authentic
leadership and satisfaction. Therefore the
second null hypothesis can be rejected.

P-Value
0.58506
0.29806
0.13301
0.70928
0.23864
0.07554

Step 3 (logistic regression: satisfaction
predicting performance)
Table 6 indicates that there is no signiﬁcant
relationship between satisfaction and
performance (p-value is 0.217). Therefore
it cannot be concluded that satisfaction
mediates the relationship between authentic
leadership and performance. In the light
of this result, the fourth step of Baron and
Kenny’s (1986) process to test H04 was not
carried out.

The analysis in Table 2 indicates that the
p-values are all greater than the level of
signiﬁcance of 0.05. There is thus no reason
to believe that biographical information has
any impact on the authentic leadership
ratings. Similarly, the results in Table 3
indicates that none of the biographical
variables is signiﬁcantly related to
satisfaction.

DISCUSSION
The
researcher
followed
a
fourstep approach to statistically test the
relationship between authentic leadership

The regression testing required the data for
performance to be grouped into satisfactory
and
unsatisfactory
performance
as

TABLE 4: ANALYSIS OF AUTHENTIC LEADERSHIP PREDICTING PERFORMANCE

Estimate
b0
b1

1.11417
0.0265462

Standard
error
0.629804
0.0127436

t-statistic

P-value

1.76907
2.0831

0.07794
0.03812
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Adjusted
RSquared

AIC

0.93157

28.4903
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TABLE 5: ANALYSIS OF AUTHENTIC LEADERSHIP PREDICTING SATISFACTION

Estimate
b0
b1

22.2507
0.120504

Standard
error
1.60658
0.0263758

t-statistic

P-value

13.8497
4.56874

≈0
≈0

Adjusted
RSquared

AIC

0.930941

31.1458

TABLE 6: ANALYSIS OF SATISFACTION PREDICTING PERFORMANCE

Estimate
b0
b1

1.60988
0.0345708

Standard
error
0.758062
0.0279671

t-statistic

P-value

2.12367
1.23612

0.03455
0.21742

and the performance of an employee
and the possibility of satisfaction serving
as a mediator for performance. The
analysis conﬁrmed a signiﬁcantly positive
relationship between authentic leadership
and performance (H01). Furthermore, it
conﬁrms a signiﬁcantly positive relationship
between
authentic
leadership
and
satisfaction (H02). The analysis could not
prove the relationship between satisfaction
and performance as the results proved to
be insigniﬁcant (H03). In order to conclude
the analysis for the research problem,
multiple logistic regression analysis would
have been undertaken, with authentic
leadership and satisfaction predicting
performance (H04). However, this step
was not concluded because no relationship
could be established between satisfaction
and performance.

Adjusted
RSquared

AIC

0.830941

31.1458

The analysis of the relationship between
satisfaction and performance found no
statistically signiﬁcant relationship between
the two variables. Herzberg’s two-factor
theory (Herzberg, 1966; Herzberg, Mausner
and Snyderman 1959) can be referred to
for a possible explanation why the positive
relationship between satisfaction and
performance could not be found. Herzberg’s
two-factor theory is possibly one the most
frequently used theories when researching
job satisfaction (Dion, 2006). This theory
posits a diﬀerence between motivation
factors and hygiene factors when referring to
job satisfaction and renders hygiene factors
less important than motivation factors
when studying job satisfaction (Alshmemri,
Shahwan-Akl and Maude, 2017). Hygiene
factors are described as those factors that
aim to avoid unpleasantness. Crow and
Hartman (1995) suggested that it is more
critical to reduce dissatisfaction rather than
improve satisfaction. Due to the need of an
employee to fulﬁl his or her need for selfgrowth and self-actualisation, motivation
factors are considered to have a positive
impact on job satisfaction.

Walumbwa et al. (2008) posited that
authentic leadership would positively impact
employee performance, whilst Leroy et al.
(2015) posited that authentic leadership
contributes to motivating employees to
perform at high levels. In line with the
literature, the results conﬁrmed a signiﬁcant
positive relationship between authentic
leadership and performance.

Since the satisfaction questions used for
this study relate more to hygiene factors
than motivation factors, in Herzberg’s
terms, employees can, at most, be not
dissatisﬁed. Therefore, it is proposed that
further research be undertaken using a
measure of satisfaction that incorporates
both motivation and hygiene factors.

DeCremer (2003) argued that the quality
of a leader-employee relationship is
signiﬁcantly related to an employee’s job
satisfaction. The regression analysis results
have conﬁrmed that there is a positive
relationship between authentic leadership
and satisfaction.
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6. PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
This study revealed a positive relationship
between
authentic
leadership
and
employee performance, as well as authentic
leadership and satisfaction. By implication,
recruiting and developing leaders who care
for and are concerned for others creates
a more humane work environment and
satisﬁed employees and can also contribute
to organisational performance.
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TALENT MANAGEMENT
AND WORK IDENTITY:
A CONCEPTUAL
FRAMEWORK

INTRODUCTION
The Fourth Industrial Revolution and other
global inﬂuences (such as the coronavirus
pandemic) are changing the nature of
work. Workplaces have also become
more democratised, catering for a diverse
workforce and various work arrangements,
while increases in virtual collaboration and
human–machine collaboration (Boudreau,
2015) are also changing how work is being
done. These changes inﬂuence the way
employees may fulﬁl their speciﬁc work
roles. In addition, organisational change
also inﬂuences employees’ work identities
(the work self-concept or the way individuals
identify with their work; van Tonder, 2018).
Therefore, organisations must revisit and
readjust their talent management strategies
to cater for these changes and their
requisite consequences on employees.
Talent management, by deﬁnition, involves
the strategic identiﬁcation, attraction,
development, and retention of skilled
and competent employees in designated
occupations or jobs that are in line with
individuals’ career interests, capabilities,
and life purposes (Gallardo-Gallardo et al.,
2020; Jooss et al., 2019; Meyers, 2020;
Wiblen & McDonnell, 2020). The research
on talent management has been driven by
many diﬀerent disciplines, such as industrial
psychology, human resource management,
vocational psychology, positive psychology,
and social psychology (Dries, 2013), with
focuses on individual- (Lesenyeho, 2017),
group- (Mpofu, 2012), and organisationlevel talent (Mӓkelӓ et al., 2010).
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ABSTRACT
The ﬁeld of talent management has
received a lot of attention over the past
decade. Many studies show that talent
management beneﬁts individuals, teams,
and the broader organisation if eﬀectively
and eﬃciently applied. The main objective
of this conceptual paper was to explore
and propose how talent management can
help to enhance and strengthen the work
identities of employees. We approached
the possible role of talent management on
work identity from three perspectives. First,
we explored from a vocational psychology
that views “talent as an identity” which
relates to how talent is embedded in or part
of work identity. Second, we determined
how talent management methodologies
(i.e., the elitist versus inclusive approach)
can enhance work-based identity. Third, we
explored how the talent career life cycle can
enable the strengthening of work-based
identiﬁcation. Based on these discussions,
we propose a preliminary conceptual
framework that can provide inputs for future
empirical research to test the relationship
between talent management and work
identity. In conclusion, organisations need
to be mature and ready to accommodate
talented individuals in the workplace.

Consequently, there has been a call for
greater identity research in organisations
(Dobrow & Higgins, 2005) and on gaining
insight into how identities are formed as
a result of talent management (Tansley &
Tietze, 2013). In this conceptual paper, we
view “talent as identity” (Dries, 2013, p.275)
and propose that talent management
strategies should also focus on reinforcing
and developing the work identity of
employees. Research on work identity
has primarily focused on its predictors,
negotiation, and consequences (Roodt et

Key Words: Talent, Talent management,
Talent career life cycles; Work Identity
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al., 2015). The predictors of work identity
include job demands, job resources (Bester,
2012; De Braine, 2012), and psychological
capital (PsyCap; van Rensburg, 2020).
The consequences of work identity include
work engagement (Bester, 2012), which is
signiﬁcantly correlated to work performance
(Tian et al., 2019). There have been many
qualitative studies on work identities,
covering a wide spectrum of diﬀerent
employees across various sectors (Caza
et al., 2018; Gossayn, 2018; Kirpal, 2004;
Lategan, 2019; Petriglieri et al., 2019;
Saayman & Craﬀord, 2011). Some studies
have related identity to talent management.
One such study was conducted by Tansley
and Tietze (2013) on the experiences and
identity work of accountancy professionals’
“rites of passage” as they advanced
through a company’s talent management
progression stages. Painter et al. (2018)
highlighted the ethical aspects of talent
management and how talent management
discourses can result in various individual
and work-based identity connotations.

relationship between talent management
and work identity.

Individual employees navigate their roles
and career transitions through organisations’
talent management programmes (Tansley
& Tietze, 2013). This indirectly also helps to
boost overall individual and organisational
performance. It is therefore proposed
that talent management can be used as
means for organisations to increase and
enhance the work identiﬁcation of their
employees by adjusting and improving
their talent strategies to bring a greater
alignment between the needs of the
individual and those of the organisation. In
addition, the fact that diﬀerent employees
work for diﬀerent reasons increases the
complexity around work identity and talent
management. People go to work to derive
purpose and meaning (Steger, 2017); for a
sense of belonging (Filstad et al., 2019); for
social status, class, and prestige (Fujishiro
et al., 2010; Manstead, 2018); and to make
a living and a life (James, 2017). As such,
the workplace to some extent shapes a
person’s identity (Miscenko & Day, 2016),
which is why it is important to study the

Theoretical framework
Work Identity
Work identity has been deﬁned as a
“person’s work-related self deﬁnition,
i.e., the attributes, groups, roles and
professional/occupational experiences by
which people deﬁne themselves in a work
role” (Ibarra, 2005, p. 2). Work identity is
multifaceted, namely, “a work-based selfconcept, constituted of a combination
of organisational, occupational and
other identities that shape the roles and
corresponding behaviours that a person
adopts when performing his or her work”
(Walsh & Gordon, 2007, p. 2). Similarly, it
has also been deﬁned as “a multi-identity,
multi-faceted and multi-layered construction
of the self (in which the self-concept fulﬁls
a core, integrative function), that shapes
the roles individuals are involved in, within
their employment context” (Lloyd et al.,
2011, p. 31). Work identity is grounded in
personal identity, social identity theory, and
identity theory (De Braine et al., 2015).
Personal identity refers to “the relatively

Objectives of the paper
The main objective of this conceptual
paper is to explore and propose how
talent management can help to enhance
and strengthen the work identities of
employees. We approach the possible
role of talent management on work identity
from three perspectives. First, we explore
from a vocational psychology that views
“talent as an identity”, this being how
talent is embedded in or forms part of work
identity. Second, we determine how talent
management methodologies (i.e., the elitist
versus inclusive approach) can enhance
work-based identity. Third, we explore how
the talent career life cycle can enable the
strengthening of work-based identiﬁcation.
We conclude this paper by incorporating the
above three perspectives into a conceptual
framework that can be used to facilitate the
interaction between talent management
and work-based identity in the workplace.
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stable components of personhood seated
in personality, personal history, language,
value
system,
ascribed
resources,
biographical data and locus of control”
(Craﬀord et al., 2015, p. 61). Social identity
theory views the individual’s self-concept as
tied to being part of a group (Tajfel, 1978).
Through the process of social identiﬁcation,
individuals within the workplace are part
of social groupings, such as teams and
professional groups. This occurs through
the process of work-related socialisation
(Heinz, 2003), which begins at talent
onboarding. Identity theory postulates that
individuals adopt various roles within the
various social contexts in which they may
ﬁnd themselves–one being the workplace
(Burke & Stets, 2009).

Work identity is developed as a result of
the interaction or the interplay between
an individual’s dispositions and structural
conditions of the work context (Kirpal,
2004). Individual dispositions could include
personality and self-eﬃcacy (Tims &
Bakker, 2010). As previously indicated,
work identity is also negotiated through
identity work (Craﬀord et al., 2015). Identity
work is a process by which individuals are
“engaged in forming, repairing, maintaining,
strengthening or revising the constructions
that are productive of a sense of coherence
and distinctiveness” (Sveningsson &
Alvesson, 2003, p. 1165). Identity work is
particularly important during times when
individuals experience identity demands and
tensions within the workplace (Saayman &
Craﬀord, 2011).

Work identities may become ﬂexible
because employees adjust themselves to
the changing employment environment
(Mortimer et al., 2015). De Braine (2012)
proposed a prototype that displays workbased identity as a multidimensional
construct, using Kirpal’s (2004) dimensions
that inﬂuence identity. According to this
prototype, work-based identity can be viewed
from three dimensions, namely, structural
(national culture, legislative framework,
historical context, etc.), social (career
identity, occupational identity, professional
identity, organisational identiﬁcation, etc.),
and the individual psychological dimension
(work centrality, job involvement, person–
organisation ﬁt, etc.).

Deﬁning talent and talent management
Talent is a concept that has been in
existence for many centuries (Meyers et
al., 2013). Yet, an occupational agreedupon workplace deﬁnition of talent is still an
area of scientiﬁc debate. This is primarily
because of the popular origins of the ﬁeld
of talent management and the subsequent
lack of theoretical clariﬁcation thereof
(Gallardo-Gallardo et al., 2020). Scholars
furthermore have conﬂicting views about
whether talent is acquired or a unique gift
with which a person is born (Meyers et al.,
2013). Also, there is inconsistency about
whether talent should be approached from
a subject (i.e., the person itself) or object
(i.e., characteristics of people; Jooss et al.,
2019) point of view. In a similar vein, Wiblen
and McDonnell (2020) argue whether
talent is embedded within an individual or
reserved for a speciﬁc role or position that
is of value to the organisation.

In further studies on work identity, it was
found that work identity consists of three
dimensions, namely, work centrality,
person–organisation
ﬁt,
and
value
congruence (Bester, 2012). Work centrality
reveals how central work is to an individual
(Paullay et al., 1994), person–organisation
ﬁt deals with the perceived ﬁt between the
individual and the organisation (Piasentin &
Chapman, 2007), and values congruence
shows how an individual’s personal values
are equivalent to those of the organisation
(Bester et al., 2015).

Goﬀ (2008) deﬁnes talent as those
individuals with the right combination of
inborn abilities, complemented by the
knowledge, skills, attitudes (competence),
and experience needed to perform in a
given situation. In support of this, Meyers
et al. (2013) classiﬁed talent in terms of
unique gifts, strengths, meta-competencies,
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high potential, and performance. Visser
et al. (2018) found that talent can be
viewed as a combination of talent
intelligence competencies complemented
by the willingness and ability to acquire
and maintain core employability skills
(Barkhuizen, 2015). From a dispositional
point of view, talented employees are
conceived as those in possession of
individual diﬀerences that enable them to
proactively adapt the behaviours speciﬁc
to their work and careers (Barkhuizen et
al., 2017, 2020). Talented employees are
likely to adopt job-crafting behaviours and
redesign their jobs to identify and realise
career opportunities (Wang et al., 2016).

of “integrated systems and processes,”
“corporate strategy,” “achievement of
business goals,” “competitive advantage,”
and “sustainability” (Sparrow et al., 2015).
Talent management should be value-driven
and encapsulate a compelling talent value
proposition (Saurombe et al., 2017) that will
enable talented employees to be a return on
investment for any company (Yapp, 2009).
Talented individuals can, therefore, be
the critical role players for the competitive
advantage and survival of any organisation
in an ever-changing business world (Rabbi
et al., 2015).
Deﬁning Talent as an Identity
Talent can be viewed from both a subject
and object approach. To date, most of the
attempted talent deﬁnitions and practices
have evolved around the object approach
to talent. The object classiﬁcation of talent
refers to a ﬁt between an individual’s talent
and the organisational context (i.e., the right
place, position, and time; Jooss et al., 2019).
This is similar to the concept of person–
organisation ﬁt, which is “the compatibility
between people and organisations that
occurs when: (a) at least one entity
provides what the other needs, or (b) they
share similar fundamental characteristics,
or (c) both” (Kristof, 1996, pp. 4–5).
Person–organisation ﬁt is regarded as a
subdimension of work identity (De Braine
& Roodt, 2011). The object approach to
talent can, therefore, have a signiﬁcant
inﬂuence on how talented individuals
identify themselves with their work and the
organisation.

Organisations arguably need to create a
talent culture that allows for formal career
development opportunities and careerorientated strategic plans (Mohan et al.,
2015). A workplace underpinned by values
and standards to which talented employees
can relate and enable them to ﬂourish and
make a substantial contribution through
optimal performance, may be described
as having organisational talent culture
(Masale, 2020). Sharma and Sharma
(2010) argue that shared values and norms
assist employees to focus on organisational
priorities and guide their behaviours. Painter
et al. (2018) further argue that values
and norms form the foundation of ethical
talent management practices. According to
Beheshtifar and Rahimi-Nezhad (2012), a
person’s self-concept and professional role
identity in the workplace are guided by how
they are treated in the organisation. This
can inﬂuence their attraction and retention
to the company.

As for the subject approach to talent,
Barkhuizen and Gumede (2021) argue that
talented employees are born with unique
gifts that should be cultivated to become
a talent in the workplace. An individual’s
unique gifts and talents constitute part
of the personal identity orientation of an
individual (Brewer & Gardner, 1996), which
plays out in the diﬀerent roles they fulﬁl.
This contributes to their work-based selfconcept, in other words, their work-based
identity. Huang et al. (2001, as cited in

Surprisingly, the majority of talent
management deﬁnitions still focus on
narrow aspects such as the attraction,
development, and retention of core skills
(Ansar & Baloch, 2018). Thunnissen et
al. (2013) argue for a more multi-level
approach to create talent value at an
individual, organisational, and societal
level. As such, a more “strategic” approach
to talent management includes the factors
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Beheshtifar & Rahimi-Nezhad, 2012) argue
that employees with a high self-concept
derive more meaning from their job through
a high identiﬁcation with their professional
role, which, in turn, translates into higher
intrinsic motivation, work satisfaction,
and job performance. According to Whitty
(2002), people’s vocational self-concept
evolves over time. Talent from a vocational
psychology perspective is viewed as an
identity (Dries, 2013; Ibarra, 1999). The
subject approach to talent can also be an
essential determinant in how talent in its
object nature manifests in the workplace
(Jooss et al., 2019). Therefore, both the
subject and object characteristics of the
talented individual need to be considered
when creating a talent culture and
identiﬁable work environment.

The inclusive talent management approach
considers all employees as having the
strengths that can potentially add value
to the organisation (Iles et al., 2010) and
makes no distinction between groups of
employees (Lewis & Heckman, 2006).
According to Swailes et al. (2014), this
approach also advocates that inclusive
talents need to be deployed in positions
that best ﬁt those talents. In situations
where talented employees do not meet
set standards, organisations should focus
on placing these employees elsewhere.
Meyers (2020) encourages talented
individuals to show initiative and eﬀort
to ensure their inclusion in a talent pool,
instead of following a career that is not in
line with their career interest.
The above two distinct categories create
a certain “talent status and identity”
within organisations and the allocation of
employees to designated “talent pools,”
based on their skills and capabilities
(Meyers, 2020). According to Lai and
Ishizanka (2020), the classiﬁcation of an
employee as talented or non-talented has
psychological implications for employees
and can result in the erosion of social,
group, and organisational identity. Bothma
and Roodt (2012) propose that workrelated identities are grounded in personal
and social identity, whereby diﬀerent social
interactions result in the identity-formation
processes. A study by Kichuk et al. (2019)
showed that employees who were not part
of talent pools were frustrated, mistrusted
the organisation, and contemplated leaving
their organisation. The study showed that
employees felt that being part of a talent
pool could have assisted them with career
development opportunities and career
progression. Moreover, the sensitivity
around the communication of “talent status”
can result in those included in talent pools
feeling valued and possibly coming to
require or expect preferential treatment.
On the other hand, those excluded can
be discouraged (Sumelius et al., 2019).
According to Painter et al. (2018), talent
management discourses can confer an

Talent Management Methodologies and
Work-Based Identity
As mentioned by Järvi and Khoreva (2020),
the talent management process consists
of mapping talent into key positions that
can address critical business opportunities
and challenges. Currently, there are two
methodologies for the management of
talent in the workplace: exclusivity and
inclusivity. Exclusive talent management
includes those strategies focused on
the personal and career development
of the minority of employees for as long
as they are in the talent pool (Swailes
et al., 2014). This approach considers
talent management to be accessible to
approximately 1–15% of the organisation’s
workforce, who enjoy more developmental
and promotion opportunities, higher
salaries, and better fringe beneﬁts than
other employees (Meyers, 2016). According
to Savanevičienė and Vilčiauskaitė (2017),
exclusive talent management strategies
also focus on attracting those candidates
who are in short supply in the labour
market and critical for the success of the
organisation. Accordingly, employees who
form part of the exclusive strategy, play a
major role in deciding their organisation’s
current and future achievements (Mousa &
Ayoubi, 2020).
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identity with contradictory connotations
of elitism. Malik and Singh (2020) found
that a loss of talent status can result in a
loss of resources and prestige, which, in
turn, increased burnout among talented
individuals.

the model promotes job crafting behaviours
to cultivate meaning and identity work
throughout the employee’s career (Peng,
2018; Wrzesniewski et al., 2013). Masale
(2020) and Saurombe (2015) found talent
management to be a signiﬁcant contributor
to meaningful work. The interrelationship
between talent management and job
crafting is therefore essential to manage
the entire career of workplace talent.

Meyers (2016), on the other hand,
highlighted several beneﬁts for adopting an
inclusive approach to talent management.
An inclusive talent approach can assist
organisations to make optimal use of
available talent during times of general
talent scarcity. Employees may experience
a sense of “belongingness” to the workplace,
which, in turn, can enhance diversity
management initiatives. Consequently,
organisations can beneﬁt by adopting a
more proactive approach toward talent
management and can combine inclusive
and elitist talent methodologies to ensure
that talent potential is reasonably identiﬁed
and recognised in the workplace (Meyers,
2020).

The talent career life cycle model starts
from the premise that the leadership
talent mindset of an organisation forms
the foundation of talent management
initiatives and interventions. Luna-Arocas
and Morley (2015) deﬁne talent mindset as
the conviction that talented employees add
value to the bottom line of any organisation.
The connection between the mindset of
business leaders and talent management
can be an important driver in attracting,
developing, and retaining talent (Guerci &
Solari, 2012). As such, talent management
is one of the most important responsibilities
of business leaders to sustain competitive
advantage (Kim et al., 2015). According
to Betchoo (2014), leadership strategies
are important to generate talent in the
workplace. Leaders need to develop talent
mindset competencies and behaviours
to motivate employees to optimise their
performance as part of the organisation’s
talent pool (Thunnissen, 2015). According
to Miscenko and Day (2016), an individual’s
work identity is based on their relationship
with their leaders. Organisational leaders
should create supportive environments to
instil a sense of belonging in employees
(D’Annunzio-Green & Ramdhony, 2019).
Organisational support can bolster and
strengthen work identity (De Braine, 2012).
Empowering leadership behaviours, such
as increasing structural and social job
resources, strengthen job crafting (Thun
& Bakker, 2018). Talent leaders therefore
play an important role in the formation of
work identity and promotion of job-crafting
behaviours at the start of the individual’s
employment.

Establishing Work Identity Through a
Talent Career Life Cycle Model
The development and application of an
employee career life cycle is essential to
retain talent in the workplace (Cattermole,
2019). Barkhuizen and Schutte (2016)
developed a talent career life cycle model
to guide the career management of
talented employees from start to ﬁnish. This
validated model (Gumede, 2019; Shipena,
2019) consists of eight phases (viz., the
leadership talent mindset, talent branding,
talent onboarding, talent engagement,
talent development, talent performance
management, talent compensation, and
talent retention) and demonstrates through
each phase the inculcation of stronger
work identiﬁcation into employees through
various talent management interventions.
According to Tansley and Tietze (2013),
individual employees also go through a
process of identity work as they pass through
the diﬀerent rites of passage through the
talent management process. Identity work
allows employees to negotiate their work
identities (Miscenko & Day, 2016). As such,
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• Talent Branding: A meta-synthesis on
the behavioural factors that enable
talent management in the workplace
showed that a suitable organisational
brand and reputation enhance the talent
identiﬁcation and acquisition processes
(Shahi et al., 2020). Organisational
identiﬁcation, a sub-dimension of work
identity (De Braine, 2012), can take
place through an organisation’s prestige
in the market (Mael & Ashforth, 1992).
Generation Z employees can be used
as brand advocates to assist in the
attraction of top talent to organisations in
the current “war” for talent (Patwa et al.,
2018). Organisations need to develop
a talent brand (consisting of compelling
organisational and workplace brand
components) with which current and
prospective employees can identify
(Saurombe, 2017). Moreover, the types
of jobs and roles that talented individuals
are required to fulﬁl should be of such
quality that this will motivate employees
to come to work, work hard, and remain
in the employment of the organisation
(Sweet et al., 2016). An organisation’s
talent brand is thus an essential catalyst
for the attraction of top talent. We argue
that even before an employee joins
an organisation, the talent branding,
if good, may result in the ﬁrst level of
identiﬁcation with an organisation.

for employee satisfaction and the
longevity of employment (Gumede,
2019). Järvi and Khoreva (2020) advise
that the careful deployment of talent
management into an organisation’s
strategy can bring high economic value
and strategic renewal.
• Talent Engagement: The most prominent
deﬁnition of work engagement includes
the constructs of vigour, dedication,
and absorption (Bakker & Albrecht,
2018). Vigour resembles a high level
of individual energy in the workplace.
Dedication involves a sense of
identiﬁcation with work, where highly
engaged individuals ﬁnd it diﬃcult to
detach themselves from the task that
they are performing. The last component,
absorption, occurs when individuals are
so engrossed in their work that time ﬂies
by without their realising it. The level of
talent engagement at this stage of the
talent career life cycle is an indication
of how eﬀective the talent mindset,
talent branding, and talent onboarding
practices have translated themselves
and met the expectations of talented
employees. Organisations also have the
responsibility to ensure that they provide
the necessary job resources that serve
to positively impact the engagement of
their employees (Bakker & Demerouti,
2017). The relationship between workbased identity and work engagement
proves to be complicated. According
to Popova-Nowak (2010), both work
identity and work engagement reﬂect
an individual’s meaning-making in the
work context. A vast majority of research
shows that work identity enhances
the work engagement of employees
(Bester, 2012; Bothma & Roodt, 2012).
However, Popova-Novak postulates
that employees can negotiate their work
identities through work engagement.
In this context, we argue that there is
a reciprocal relationship between work
engagement and work identity. As
mentioned by Meyers (2020), talented
employees tend
to demonstrate

• Talent Onboarding: Talent onboarding
involves the integration and induction of
a new employee into the workplace. An
essential talent management function
is to align talent with the jobs and roles
that match their innate strengths once
these are identiﬁed. Moreover, talent,
as an individual property, is acquired
through the employment relationship
(Kabwe & Tripathi, 2020). The talent
onboarding process is thus a starting
point for talented individuals to identify
themselves with their work as well as the
broader organisation. Talent onboarding
facilitates a trust relationship between
the talented individual and the employer
and can be an essential determinant
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complementary behaviours in the
talent management process when they
perceive that organisations reward them
for their skills and competence.

majority of studies conﬁrm that talented
people are crucial for organisational
excellence and competitive advantage.
According to Leung et al. (2020), the
performance attribution of skilled talent
is a meaningful predictor of the quality
of customer service. In this study, the
individual’s social connection with
their job positively spilt over on service
performance. Asplund (2020) found that
talent performance ratings signiﬁcantly
impacted employees’ felt obligation
via professional identity, which is also
regarded as a sub-dimension of work
identity (De Braine, 2012). Tweedie et
al. (2019) showed that performance
recognition plays a vital role in the
well-being of employees and their level
of self-conception in the workplace.
Work performance and work roles are
intertwined. Performance is an indicator
of how well an employee is fulﬁlling his
or her work role expectations. Malik
and Singh (2020), for example, found
that talent management processes are
skewed toward performance outcomes,
which, in turn, negatively impacted
employee development and well-being.
Tweedie et al. (2019) advised that
broader research studies into recognition
and identity at work are required as
an essential future requirement of
managing human resources eﬀectively
in the workplace.

• Talent Development: Talented individuals
develop themselves to keep up with
organisational changes and remain
relevant employees in their workplaces
(Robledo-Ardila & Roman-Calderon,
2020). Employees therefore adopt
dispositions where they proactively invest
in their careers to enable successful
adaptions to the changes that aﬀect their
work (Fugate & Kinicki, 2008). Fugate
and Kinicki (2008) included work identity
as a critical component of dispositional
employability. Work identity in this
context emphasises the importance of
an individual’s continuous attachment to
their work career to remain employable.
Training appears to enhance the positive
future career prospects of talented
employees, compared to those who did
not receive training (Cerdin et al., 2020).
De Braine and Roodt (2011) found that
advancement and growth opportunities,
as aspects of job resources, signiﬁcantly
enhanced work-based identity. Through
the process of development, it is argued
that the career identity of employees
is enhanced, thus strengthening their
work identities. A study by Collin (2009)
showed that continuous learning
facilitated the individual’s construction
of their work-related identity. Adams
and Craﬀord (2012) found that career
management aspects such as furthering
education and career mobility are
essential foundations for how individuals
deﬁne and identify themselves at work.
This is especially important for the
exclusive elitist talent management
strategies
within
organisations.
Furthermore, continuous learning and
development allow talent to be part of
communities of practice (Brown et al.,
2007), thus enhancing their social and
professional identities.

• Talent Compensation: Compensation
is an essential factor in determining a
talented individual’s decision to seek a
job at a prospective employer (van Hoek
& Schultz, 2013). Talent compensation,
however, involves more than just basic
pay. WorldatWork (2020) developed
and validated a total rewards strategy
model that includes a variety of talentcompensating factors such as base pay,
beneﬁts, well-being, development, and
recognition. According to Kabwi and
Tripathi (2020), compensating talent
development activities are essential to
foster healthy employment relationships
between talented employees and their

• Talent Performance Management: Talent
and performance are synonymous. The
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managers. Furthermore, employee
satisfaction with pay appears to play
a mediating role in the relationship
between perceived talent management
and organisational commitment (LunaArocas et al., 2020). The WorldatWork
model also caters for enhanced work
engagement and individual identiﬁcation
with the workplace. Bester (2012)
found a direct relationship between
remuneration and work identity in a
multicultural context.

In line with our literature review, we believe
that organisations need to be ready to
accommodate talented employees in the
workplace (Luna-Arocas & Morley, 2015;
Thunnissen, 2016). This requires the
organisation to act proactively by considering
the rapidly changing technological and
social environments and preparing the
workplace and workforce for unforeseen
events and change (Meyers, 2020). Talent
leaders, therefore, need to consistently
take into consideration the situational
factors that inﬂuence the organisation.
Talent maturity in this model focuses on two
elements: leadership talent mindset and
talent branding. The talent mindset of the
leader is critical to support the deﬁnition,
strategy, and implementation of talent
management practices in the workplace
(Kichuk et al., 2019). Moreover, the talent
mindset will also determine how talent will
be valued in the organisation and how each
employee may contribute. The leadership
talent mindset further inﬂuences the talent
branding of the organisation. According
the Saurombe (2017), the talent brand
is a strategic tool to attract prospective
talent through compelling organisational
and employment brand promises. We thus
argue that through the talent brand and
the values that an organisation espouses,
the right mix of talent may be attracted to
the organisation. This could be considered
as the beginning stages of organisational
identiﬁcation, which is a sub-dimension
of work identity (De Braine, 2012). The
next stage of the model focuses on talent
acquisition. The individual (with their subject
and object characteristics) is considered as
an agent and ambassador for talent in the
workplace (Jooss et al., 2019; Patwa et al.,
2018). Two behavioural processes apply
here: First, a talented individual who is aware
of their talents and abilities can attempt
to be included in a talent pool (Meyers,
2020). Second, a talented individual who
has been recruited with potential but is not
yet sure about their abilities will reactively
wait for the organisation to put them in a
designated talent pool. The following stage

• Talent Retention Strategies: Talent
retention is a pressing topic in talent
management literature as companies
are struggling to keep their best talent in
the ongoing war for talent. Surprisingly,
however, many studies have shown that
talent retention strategies are at the
bottom of the company’s agenda. One of
the critical pressure points to emerge is
the lack of talent retention conversations
that managers have with talent to
prevent voluntary turnover intentions.
Work identity is related to turnover
intentions of employees (Bester, 2012;
Bothma & Roodt, 2012) and according
to a concept model of Rothausen et
al. (2017), psychophysiological identity
can mediate the relationship between
core elements of identity and wellbeing across life domains (i.e., purpose,
trajectory, relatedness, expression,
acceptance, diﬀerentiation) and voluntary
turnover intentions of employees. The
investment in talent retention strategies
is, therefore, critical to enable positive,
congruent identity and well-being in the
organisation (Rothausen et al., 2017).
A preliminary conceptual model for
talent management and work identity
Based on the above discussion and
reasoning, we have developed an
integrated model to indicate how the talent
management process can enhance work
identity. We followed a multi-level approach,
whereby we explored how talent on an
individual, group, and organisational level
facilitated work identity. We will discuss the
model (Figure 1) in the section that follows.
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FIGURE 1: THE TALENT MANAGEMENT–WORK IDENTITY MODEL
SOURCE: AUTHORS’ OWN
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thus involves the development of talent
pools to accommodate various levels of
talent in the workplace. This will help the
organisation to ensure a person–job ﬁt for
each employee, catering for a diﬀerent
experience and work levels. We argue that
this process of ensuring person–job ﬁt will
further strengthen the identiﬁcation that
the employee has with their job. The talent
onboarding process will also form a crucial
part of the talent pool allocation processes.
Organisations can use a combination of
talent exclusivity and inclusivity approaches
to accommodate diﬀerent talent capabilities
in the workplace (Sheehan & Anderson,
2015). Those employees who can be fasttracked in terms of their talent capabilities
will form part of the exclusive talent
management processes. This would
enhance the career identities of this talent
in the organisation. Those individuals who
have potential but are not yet ready for
designated positions will be included in
other talent pools, whereby talents are
cultivated over the short, medium, and long
term (Lai & Ishikaza, 2020). It is important
to note that individuals can move between
exclusive and inclusive talent pools based
on their talent capabilities and development
potential. In agreement with Swailes et al.
(2014), we argue that those individuals who
do not yet demonstrate the skills to form
part of the talent pools can be assigned
to other positions in the organisations with
alternative development plans for their career
growth. By following the above approach,
all employees could be recognised as a
talent within the organisation, whether their
reason for working is based on having a job,
growing a career, and/or fulﬁlling a calling.
The allocation of talented individuals to
talent pools also implies that they acquire
a special talent status as being part of a
team, group, or broader organisation and
in a development programme that is in line
with their career aspirations and motivation.
Being part of a team or group enhances social
identiﬁcation in the workplace (Ashforth &
Mael, 1989) and also helps to strengthen
the role of communities of practice (Brown

et al., 2007). Therefore, we can argue that
the work identity formation process already
starts during this stage, at which point the
individual has a more precise “line of sight”
in terms of the direction of their career in
the company (Bothma & Roodt, 2012).
This stage is also critical in determining
the longevity of employment of a talented
individual. Being part of a talent pool and
acquiring the status of talent instils a sense
of trust in employee–employer relations,
which in turn, can reduce initial voluntary
turnover intentions (Malik & Singh, 2020).
Organisational trust is positively related to
work identity (van Tonder, 2018). Moreover,
the useful application of talent maturity
processes, talent acquisition, and talent
onboarding processes can have a positive
spill-over eﬀect on the level of talent work
engagement at this point. The reciprocal
nature between work engagement and
work identity is an essential catalyst
for the manner in which talent engage
themselves further in the talent life cycle
processes (i.e., talent development, talent
performance management and recognition,
talent compensation, and talent retention
practices). All combined, we envisage that
the result will be enhanced work identity
of talent in the workplace. This model also
demonstrates that the talent management
process and work identity are reciprocal,
based on the complementary behavioural
orientations of talented individuals (Meyers,
2020). For example, talented individuals will
display appreciative behaviours towards
the organisation when they perceive an
investment in their careers. Organisations,
in turn, reward positive work-related
behaviours and performance (Leung et al.,
2020).
CONCLUSION
Talent management and work identity are
two emerging concepts in social science
literature. The preliminary ﬁndings of
this conceptual paper show that talent
management can be considered as a
potential contributor to the work-based
identity of talented employees. The
researchers therefore encourage future
791

empirical studies to determine the predictive
relationship between talent management
and work-based identity, taking into
consideration the unique characteristics of
talented individuals, talent management
methodologies, and career life cycle factors.
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EXPLORING TALENT
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
AND OUTCOMES IN THE
GHANA HOTEL INDUSTRY

enabler for the sustainable employment of
hotel staﬀ. The participants placed great
emphasis on training as a talent retention
strategy for employees. In conclusion, the
ﬁndings highlighted the need for a more
strategic and integrated approach towards
talent management practices in the Ghana
hotel industry to harness the beneﬁts
thereof. The article concludes with practical
recommendations for the improvement of
talent management in Ghana hotels.
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INTRODUCTION
The changing technological landscape,
rapid demographic trends, and globalisation
signiﬁcantly impact the service and hotel
industries (Karunathilaka et al., 2016).
According to the World Travel and Tourism
Council (2018), the hotel, hospitality, and
tourism industry will grow 11.6 per cent by
the end of 2028. The increase in hospitality
business prospects highlights the demand
for more qualiﬁed employees in the sector
to meet the diverse needs of customers
(Kaewsaeng-on, 2017). Unfortunately,
attracting, developing, and retaining
competent employees is a signiﬁcant
concern of the hospitality industry (Omae,
2020). Global statistics show that employee
turnover in the hotel and hospitality industry
are some of the highest compared to other
sectors ranging between 60% and 120%
annually (see Han, 2020). Employee
turnover has a detrimental eﬀect on
the hospitality industry’s organisational
performance, productivity, and proﬁtability
(Willie, 2021). Moreover, poor hospitality
performance jeopardises the economic
growth of many developing countries as
its Gross Domestic Product (GDP) largely
depends on a well-functioning hospitality
sector (World Travel and Tourism Council,
2021).
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management
ABSTRACT
The rapid growth of the hospitality industry
globally requires an investment in talented
employees
to
ensure
sustainability
and competitive advantage. Yet, hotel
managers are experiencing signiﬁcant
challenges attracting and retaining skilled
and competent employees to meet service
expectations. The main objective of this
research was to explore the application
of talent management practices in the
Ghana hotel industry and the individual
and organisational outcomes thereof.
The data was gathered by using semistructured interviews with the management
(n=10) of selected hotel clusters in
Ghana. The ﬁndings showed that hotel
managers have an inclusive view of
talent and that all employees can make a
valuable contribution to the workplace. The
participants acknowledged that talented
employees are essential for the competitive
advantage of hotels. In this research, talent
management was perceived as a critical

Shabane (2017) believes that talent
management is a valuable strategy to
achieve sustainable employment and
retain skilled employees in the hospitality
sector. Dwomoh, Luguterah and Duah
(2020) highlight the importance of sound
human resource management strategies to
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ensure sustainable hotel operations during
COVID-19. According to Kichuk (2017), the
endorsement of talent in the hotel industry is
a strategy for maintaining competitiveness.

other labour-related problems. Asimah
(2018) found a 70% predicted turnover rate
among employees in selected Ghana hotels.
Therefore, research on the application of
talent management and its eﬀects on the
Ghana hotel industry is imperative.

This research explored the application
of talent management and the outcomes
thereof in the Ghana hotel industry. More
speciﬁcally, we addressed the following
research questions:

This article is structured as follows. First,
the literature review provides a highlevel overview of talent management,
its application in the hotel industry, and
its outcomes. Next, the research design
for the study is described, followed by a
presentation of the ﬁndings. Finally, this
article concludes with a discussion of the
ﬁndings and recommendations for future
research and practice.

• How are talent and talent management
conceptualised in the Ghana hotel
industry?
• What are the perceived contribution of
talent management to the Ghana hotel
industry’s individual and organisational
outcomes (i.e. competitiveness and
sustainability employment)?

LITERATURE REVIEW
Talent and talent management deﬁned
Despite numerous studies on talent and
talent management, neither concept has an
explicit and universal deﬁnition. As a result,
distinguishing talent from other human
attributes such as aptitude, ability, capacity,
competency, knowledge, and excellent
performance is complex (Ansar & Baloch,
2018). Schuler (2015) deﬁnes a talented
workforce as individuals with unique
technical, managerial, and interpersonal
competencies valued by their respective
ﬁrms. According to Ahmad and Uddin
(2016), talent combines a strategic mind,
leadership capability, capacity, emotional
maturity, eﬀective communication skills,
purposeful skills, and the ability to deliver
results. From a human capital standpoint,
talent includes all employees who can
ensure that the organisation achieves
short-term and long-term goals (Naim et al.,
2017). Talented employees, therefore, can
add value (Rudhumbu & Maphosa, 2015;
Sparrow & Makram, 2015). According to
Marinakou and Giousmpasoglou (2019)
“talent” in the hotel industry represents
individuals who “go above and beyond” to
deliver service.

• To what extent does talent management
enhance employee retention in the
Ghana hotel industry?
This research is motivated by the fact
that the hotel industry in Ghana plays a
signiﬁcant role in job creation and, in some
instances, the revenue generation of local
municipalities (Ampofo, 2020). A study by
Gyamﬁ, Odoom, Fosu and Luki (2020)
emphasised the signiﬁcant contribution
of the growing hospitality industry to the
GDP of the Ghana economy. Therefore,
the importance of talented employees in
rendering competitive services in the hotel
industry can not be overstated (Wangechi,
Koome & Gesimba, 2020). Talent
management matters as the hotel and
hospitality industries are labour-intensive,
with semi-skilled and unskilled workers
predominant (Kaewsaeng-on, 2017; Kichuk,
2017). According to Saad and Mayouf
(2018), talent management in the hotel
industry results in positive individual (i.e. job
satisfaction, organisational commitment,
employee retention) and organisational
outcomes (i.e. improved service quality,
performance and increased market share
and proﬁtability). Unfortunately, the Ghana
hotel industry has also witnessed a great
exodus of employees due to the labourintensive nature of the work and several

It is important to note that authors,
professional bodies, and practitioners deﬁne
talent management diﬀerently based on their
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theoretical and disciplinary backgrounds.
Therefore human capital management,
human resource management, succession
planning, and talent strategies are used
interchangeably to describe how to get the
most out of employees in the workplace
(Garg & Rani, 2014). Talent management
is the investment in human capital that
serves as the primary source of competitive
advantage (Bradley, 2016; Mohammed,
Gururajan, Hafeez-Baig, 2017). According
to Capelli and Keller (2014), contemporary
talent management should emphasise talent
retention and the motivation of individuals
to contribute to achieving organisations’
strategic goals.

theory as foundations of talent management
in the workplace.
Talent Base Theory: According to the
talent base theory, talented individuals
can be viewed as a resource that
provides a competitive advantage. Thus,
management and decision-makers should
consider available competent talent before
making strategic decisions (Moturi, 2013).
Talented employees require adequate
cooperation and coordination to bring out
their true potential (Barkhuizen, 2015).
As a result, organisations should provide
better structures and proper managerial
know-how to tap talent in the individual
workforce (Sunanda, 2018). Organisations
with more robust structural capabilities
can more eﬀectively harness talent, retain
talent, and position talent to gain a longterm competitive advantage (Sunanda,
2018; Rukunga & Nzulwa, 2018). Talent
management can be the primary source
of maintaining competitive advantage as
talented employees are responsible for
executing the organisation’s strategies
eﬀectively and eﬃciently. Rabbi, Ahad,
Kousar and Ali (2015) advise that hotel
management in Ghana should improve their
talented employees’ capabilities because
they are valuable, rare, non-substitutable,
and inimitable, and the way to gain a
competitive advantage.

Mahlahla (2018) deﬁnes talent management
as the eﬃcient identiﬁcation, attraction,
development, utilisation, and retention of
exceptional potential employees with the
necessary knowledge and skills to ensure
that the organisation’s current and future
needs are met. Kugart (2016) takes a
more strategic approach by deﬁning talent
management as cohesive systems to
improve employee outputs by recruiting,
developing, retaining, and eﬀectively using
employees with the necessary capacities
to meet and exceed the organisation’s
long-term goals and objectives. Chung
and D’Annunzio (2018, p. 17) provide
a comprehensive deﬁnition of talent
management that includes the following
aspects: “systematic identiﬁcation of the
key talent which will make a diﬀerential
contribution to the organisation’s competitive
advantage; the further development of high
potential and high performing talent pools
to fulﬁl key roles; and the establishment
of a talent management culture that will
support competent talent and ensure their
continued commitment to the organisation.”

Resource-based theory: The resourcebased viewpoint maintains that companies,
strategic talent managers, and human
resource departments should make
signiﬁcant
investments
in
talented
employees to gain a competitive advantage
(Abdukarim & Jainaba 2020; Acar &
Yener, 2016;). According to Sparrow and
Makram (2015), human resources are the
most suitable assets for organisation’s
knowledge, skills, and competencies to
gain a competitive advantage. In addition,
the ability to manage and integrate these
resources provides a source of competitive
advantage for ﬁrms (Rabbi et al., 2015).
Abioro, Olabisi, Onigbinde, and Adedeji
(2020, p. 50) identiﬁed four resource qualities

Theoretical foundations of talent
management
One of the most common criticisms levelled
at talent management is a lack of solid
theoretical underpinning. This research
focuses on the talent-based theory,
resource-based view, and human capital
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(i.e. valuable, rare, one-of-a-kind, and
unreplaceable) that enable organisations to
achieve long-term competitive advantage.
Thus, the resource-based perspective
considers the organisation’s rare, unique,
and non-substitutable human assets.
According to Tetik (2016), organisations
should continuously improve their unique
qualities and competencies to maintain a
sustainable competitive advantage.

components and the application thereof in
the hotel context are presented next.
The leadership talent mindset is critical to
developing a talent culture underpinned
by a clear workplace strategic direction,
values, sound human capital practices
and administrative governance (Masale,
Barkhuizen & Schutte, 2021). Available
research to date emphasises the need
for more leadership involvement in hotel
talent management processes. A study by
Deri, Zaazie and Bazaanah (2021) showed
that Ghana hotel leadership should invest
in employee career promotion practices
to retain top talent. Abdul Hamid, Rahim
and Salamzadeh (2020) allude to the
importance of ethical leadership and talent
management in enhancing the performance
of front desk hotel employees.

Human capital theory: Becker developed
the Human capital theory in 1964 to describe
the importance of human resources for
the organisation’s productivity. According
to Wuttaphan (2017), the human capital
theory recognises talent as valuable assets
for the organisation that should be invested
in to ensure competitive sustainability. As
a result, the essence of the human capital
theory is that individuals’ productivity and
rewards are dependent on their education,
which enables them to contribute to a
country’s economic growth (Tan, 2014).
As a result, organisations should invest
in talent through education, training, and
reward management systems (Acar &
Yener, 2016).

The talent brand represents the underlying
employer and employment promises to
current and future talent (Saurombe,
2017). According to Gehrels and Looij
(2011), the employer brand can attract,
engage and retain employees in the hotel
industry. A study by Sthapit and Shrestha
(2020) showed that brand elements such
as economic value, development value,
interest value and work-life balance are
key elements to retain talented employees
in the hotel industry. Unfortunately, the
hospitality industry is perceived to have a
poor reputation as an employer because
of low wages and antisocial working times
(Sciukauske, 2020).

Talent management practices
Currently, there are no universally agreedupon set of talent management practices.
Instead, most talent management practices
evolve around a narrow approach of talent
attraction, development and retention. The
rapidly changing business environment
and work expectations of new generations
require organisations to take a more holistic
approach to manage talent from start to ﬁnish.
Barkhuizen and colleagues (Barkhuizen &
Schutte 2016; Barkhuizen & Gumede, 2021;
Barkhuizen, Schutte & Shipena, 2021)
developed and validated a talent career life
cycle to guide the career path of talent in
the workplace from acquisition to retention.
The talent career life cycle consists of eight
phases: Talent mindset, talent branding,
talent engagement, talent development,
talent performance management, talent
compensation
and
talent
retention
strategies. A brief description of these

Talent onboarding is vital to ensure that
employees are eﬃciently inducted into
their new work environment. According to
Salau, Falola and Akinbode (2014), a wellpackaged induction programme positively
inﬂuences employees’ work and can
foster loyalty and commitment. In addition,
staﬀ induction programmes can reduce
absenteeism and improve staﬀ morale,
motivation, retention and productivity in the
hospitality industry (Minnaar & Moolman,
2015).
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Talent engagement involves an employee’s
psychological attachment to the workplace
based on his/her experience of the ﬁrst
three phases of the talent career life cycle
(Barkhuizen & Gumede, 2021). According
to Jindal and Shaikh (2016), employee
engagement is a valuable tool for talent
management and retention in the hospitality
industry. Employees who are highly work
engaged form an emotional connection with
their workplace, which improves the service
performance of hospitality companies
(Jindal & Shaikh, 2016).

Dunay (2021) found that only 30% of hotels
in the greater region of Ghana achieve
performance targets due to adequately
assembled performance management
systems.
According to Hazra, Sengupta and
Biswakarma (2018), a good compensation
plan can motivate employees and ensure
service eﬃciency. Younies and Al-Tawil
(2021) opine that a well-balanced and
ﬂexible reward and recognition system can
motivate hospitality employees to achieve
their own and organisational goals. Howison
(2011) adds that creative rewards such as
praise, vouchers, staﬀ accommodation,
petrol vouchers and extra training can
attract and retain employees in the tourism
and hospitality industry.

The importance of talent development for
the hospitality industry is well documented.
According to Johnson, Huang and Doyle
(2019), the competency development of
frontline employees is essential to display
a positive image for the hospitality context.
A study by Kichuk (2017) showed the
importance of talent management in support
of the personal career development of hotel
employees. Training enhances job-related
skills to ensure employee relevance and
performance for the future (Hazra, Ghosh
& Sengupta, 2017). Deladem, Xiao, Doku,
Siueia and Gyader (2019) found that training
programmes are essential to improve and
build human capital eﬃciency in the tourism
sector. Training and development activities
further aid in preparing hospitality employees
with the required skills to function optimally
in the “new normal” COVID-19 workplace
and overcoming the challenges associated
with that (Khan, Niazi, Nasir, Hussain &
Khan, 2021).

The hotel industry’s economic stability
depends on the ability of management to
develop and implement talent retention
strategies (Ohunakin, Adeniji, Ogunlusi,
Igbadumhe, & Sodeinde, 2020). According
to Chawla and Singla (2021), eﬀective
retention strategies can assist the hospitality
sector to retain the talent required to
achieve performance improvement. In
addition, Scott (2016) found that hospitality
managers should be educated on stabilising
employment for customer satisfaction and
proﬁtability.
Outcomes of talent management
Talent management as a source of
competitive advantage: One of the primary
goals of modern businesses is to be more
eﬀective and eﬃcient in achieving their goals
and outperforming competitors in the same
industry (Rabbi et al., 2015). Competitive
advantage refers to an organisation’s ability
to gain a dominant position in the market and
outperform direct and indirect competitors
on key performance indicators (Moturi,
2013). Thus, organisations must create a
more conducive environment for employees
to deliver to achieve competitiveness
(Mtethwa, 2019).

Performance management is one of
the most critical and neglected talent
management practices (Barkhuizen, 2015).
Talent and performance are synonymous
as organisations hire high-performing
employees as sources of competitive
advantage (Masale, Barkhuizen & Schutte,
2015). Rajkumar and Devamaindhan
(2020) study showed that clear goals and
objectives, promotion policies, recognition,
growth opportunities, and advancement
contribute
to
eﬀective
performance
management systems. Hervie, Illés and

Talent management is viewed as the
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engine room of long-term competitive
advantage because it is diﬃcult to imitate
and adds real value that is not easily
replaced (Beamond, Farndale & Härtel,
2016; Meyers & Van Woerkom, 2014). A
well-structured talent management practice
and program creates a situation in which
human capital gives its all by ‘ﬁghting’
from all sides to enable the organisation
to gain a competitive advantage (Hejase,
Hejase, Mikdashi & Bazeih, 2016). Talent
management practices play a signiﬁcant
role in organisational’ attempts to gain a
market share and a competitive advantage
(Rabbi et al., 2015). Talent management
is critical when businesses want to build
formidable results-oriented teams (Rabbi et
al., 2015).

company’s ability to continuously attract,
develop, and retain employees with the
skills and commitment required for current
and future task execution”. According to
Kwahar and Onov (2017), employees
perform best when the company nurtures
their talents. The casual nature of
hiring employees in the hotel industry
limits contingent employees in terms of
growth and development opportunities.
Consequently, part-time employees are
excluded from promotion opportunities to
obtain long-term employment (Kwahar &
Onov, 2017). According to Chandramohan
and Santhanalaxmi (2019), organisational
leadership should empower employees by
creating career paths.
Talent
management
and
employee
retention: Globally, talent retention is
becoming a signiﬁcant issue as an
organisation’s human capital competencies
become the primary source of maintaining
and gaining competitive advantage (Osei
et al., 2015). Retaining skilled workers
is a strategic decision that can result
in competitive advantage (Gyambrah,
Amponsah, & Wilson, 2017). Failure to
retain talented employees has severe
consequences for a company’s existence,
survival, and operations; the return on
investment decreases dramatically due to
high employee turnover (Osei et al., 2015).
Advancing the employee retention agenda
necessitates eﬀective management that
produces long-term results (Yeswa &
Ombui, 2019). Applied within the hospitality
industry, work-life balance and employer
branding (Sthapit & Shrestha, 2018), a
conducive company culture, teamwork,
compensation, succession planning, and
training and development (Marinakou &
Giousmpasoglou, 2019) contribute to the
retention of hotel employees.

The
workforce’s
knowledge
and
competencies provide a competitive
advantage and solutions to overcome
other competing ﬁrms (Moturi, 2013).
According to Hitt, Miller, and Colella (2015),
ﬁrms with higher performance have an
advantage over their competitors in the
industry because they provide more value
to customers. According to Chapman
and Sandrin (2015), talent management
inﬂuences employees’ ability and prospects
to achieve an organisation’s goals. Kurgat
(2016) believes that talent management is
essential in gaining a competitive advantage
through better product and service delivery
by qualiﬁed employees and providing more
value.
Talent management and sustainable
employment: According to Karem et al.
(2017), sustainable employment has
become an essential topic in recent years
because of the revitalisation of workers.
According to Nilsson and Ellström (2012),
individuals need to possess the talent to
be employable. Sustainability in talent
management situations refers to the
corporate organisation developing and
upgrading its future managers, experts,
and employees from within the organisation
(Ixerv, 2015). Chandrasekar and Zhao
(2015, p. 3) view talent sustainability as a

RESEARCH DESIGN
According to Bryman and Bell (2015), the
research design is the logical and consistent
arrangement of various research elements
to answer research questions. A research
design is deﬁned as an “overall strategy that
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the researcher may employ to incorporate
various study elements in a comprehensible
and consistent manner” (Wanjohi, 2014, p.
47). According to Creswell and Creswell
(2018), the research design is a formal
technique for collecting, analysing and
interpreting the data collected. This study
will take a qualitative research approach
and will be exploratory. According to
Hazem (2018, p. 52), exploratory research
is “a study that seeks new insight into a
phenomenon, to ask probing questions to
evaluate the phenomenon in a new light.”
The qualitative approach was chosen as
the best approach for this exploratory study.
A naturalistic interpretive approach was
followed to gain a holistic understanding
of people’s meanings on a speciﬁc
phenomenon in their social world (Leonard,
2017). The interpretive paradigm is a wholeworld experience that includes individual
expertise. People’s socially constructed
meanings about their world are at the heart
of qualitative research design (Merriam &
Tisdell, 2016).

and how they make sense of a particular
phenomenon (Cresswell & Cresswell,
2018). A face-to-face interview was initially
planned, but due to the global impact of
COVID-19, the researcher opted for online
interviews to gather information from
participants. To avoid ethical violations,
the primary researcher distributed a cover
letter and explicitly explained the purpose
of the research study to each participant.
Ethical and professional considerations
were observed to prevent invading the
respondent’s privacy.
Data analyses
Data analysis is a “process of scrutinising,
spring-cleaning, modelling data to highlight
important information (Wanjohi, 2014:87).
Qualitative data is linked with interpretive
worldviews or philosophy” since the
researcher makes subjective and socially
constructed meanings from the respondent
regarding the subject under investigation
(Saunders et al., 2016). Therefore, the
study adopted the procedure used by
(Wanjohi, 2014) to collect and analyse the
data qualitatively:

Sampling and research procedure
The unit of analyses included management
and stakeholders in the talent management
process from the Kumasi and Cape Coast
metropolitan area hotel cluster in Ghana.
Interviews were done with ten participants
on strategic, tactical, operational level
management, and human resources
management. The majority of respondents
were male (7), aged 31 to 40 years (7), and
held a Bachelor’s degree as their highest
level of education (6). In addition, the
participants had an average of 6 to 10 years
of work experience (5) and were employed
as Managers (4) and Supervisors,
respectively (3). The study commenced
after ethical clearance and permission were
obtained from the relevant authorities.

• Transcription of data represents
noticeable data into transcribed or written
format and is an interpretive practice.
Transcription comprises transmuting
audible data into inscribed words.
• Qualitative data coding in qualitative data
entails considering similar responses
and phases, sorting them out, and
categorise them under one theme. The
participants with the same or similar
meanings or experiences of the subject
under scrutiny would be categorised
under one theme
• Data interpreting and generalisation
from the themes. The data code is
presented, and responses are grouped
under various themes. The themes
primarily fall under speciﬁc research
objectives. The responses centred on
various themes are quoted directly.
The interpretation and discussion of
qualitative data would be centred on the

Data collection methods
Semi-structured interviews were used to
gather the data (see Ghauri & Chidlow,
2017; Zikmound et al., 2013). This type
of interview technique allows participants
to express their opinions, points of view,
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is employed in the hotel industry
and
performs
speciﬁc
roles.”

Ensuring the quality and rigour of the
research
According to Saunders et al. (2016), the
quality of a qualitative study is determined
by several interactions that occur during
data collection and data analysis before
the meaning is explored. First, the quality
of qualitative data is heavily reliant on
trustworthiness, which determines the
transparency criteria in the data collection
and analysis process. According to
Korstjens and Moser (2018), the supreme
principles for qualitative research are based
on four critical elements of trustworthiness:
credibility (i.e. reﬂecting the true meaning
of the research), conformability (i.e. true
reﬂections of the respondents’ opinions,
views, and experience), and transferability
(i.e. the extent to which research can be
transferred to other phenomena or sets) (i.e.
consistency of ﬁndings over time). These
principles were also adhered to during the
online interviews.

Respondent 7 refers to talent as:
“All persons who render any form
of services in the hotel industry.”
The respondents also provided their
understanding of what entails talent
management.
In
essence,
talent
management is indicated to refer to the
conscious eﬀort by hotels to develop
the skills set of their employees so that
the employees are in a better position to
carry out their assigned tasks eﬀectively.
According to respondent 1:
“Talent management is how hotels
consciously put in eﬀort to improve
the skills and abilities of their
employees to be able to deliver on
their assigned roles more eﬀectively”.
Respondent
deﬁnition:

FINDINGS
This section reports on the ﬁndings as
derived from the data gathered from the
participants. The themes are derived from
the research questions identiﬁed for the
study and evolve around constructing talent
and talent management and the outcomes
of talent management (i.e. competitiveness,
sustainability and retention). Direct quotes
from the participants support the ﬁndings.

4

provided the

following

“Talent
management
involves
keeping the skills and knowledge of
employees abreast with current trends
in order for them to eﬀectively do
their assigned tasks well to improve
the
organisation’s
performance.”
Participant 4 further described talent
management as a reﬁnement process that
improves the skills and ability of employees
to provide superior and better services
to the delight of customers. According to
this respondent, talent management can
contribute to the competitiveness of the
hotel industry:

Theme: Constructing talent and talent
management
From the interviews, the participants
expressed similar opinions of what
workplace talent in the hotel industry
constitutes. They explained talent as
the workforce/employees assigned and
responsible for executing and carrying out
the various tasks required for the functional
hotel industry.

“by
reﬁning
the
talents
such
that
outperform
one’s

employees’
they
can
competitors”.

Some respondents see talent management
contributing to competitiveness by creating a
specialised and professional workforce that
can satisfy the needs and desires of their
customers. To these respondents, when a

For instance, interviewee 1 provided the
following deﬁnition for talent:
“Talent is essentially anyone who
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conscious eﬀort is put in place to develop
employees’ talent, they become specialised
in whatever roles they perform. As such,
they tend to act more professionally in the
delivery of their roles. Combined with work
experience, these talented employees can
uniquely meet customers’ unique needs to
their delectation and satisfaction. By acting
in this “professional way”, these talented
employees will “acquire and maintain
more customers” for their hotels “than their
competitors”.

of being able to provide the best of services
that surpass their competition and thereby
promote a competitive advantage.

Theme: Talent management and
competitive advantage
Findings from the interviews revealed an
explicit agreement and expectation that
talent management in the hotel industry
contributes to promoting competitive
advantage. The mainly service-based
hotel industry operates by oﬀering clients
accommodation and culinary services.
Therefore, hotels need to provide
spectacular services to attract and maintain
clients to achieve a competitive advantage
over their competitors. Responses from the
interviewees indicate that they all agree that
it is through possessing a talented workforce
that the hotels can gain a competitive edge.
Furthermore, they agree that having a
talented workforce within a hotel will lead
to providing quality services. This delivery
of quality services will lead to customer
satisfaction and loyalty and further promote
referrals.

Theme: Talent management and
sustainable employment
Almost all respondents point out how
implementing talent management will
contribute to sustainable employment in
the hotel industry. Lines on arguments
presented by some respondents argue that
an eﬀective talent management practice will
produce an eﬀective and eﬃcient workforce
whose skills, knowledge, and experience in
rendering services cannot be overlooked
or easily done away with. As such, such
employees will be much preferred in
the hotel industry than those who have
not undergone talent development. This
will provide them with job security and
sustainable employment as far as they wish
to remain in the industry. As mentioned by
Participant 6:

Participant 6 highlighted,
“Employees with better talents will work
to the satisfaction of clients as they
are able to treat them better to their
liking. This will make the hotel attract
more customers than its competitors
due to the customer satisfaction.”

“Well trained employees/talents in the
hotel industry will be better preferred
and have better opportunities to work
longer and receive better conditions
of service than those who are not.”

As mentioned by participant 1,
“The hotel trains the employees on
how to interact and talk with clients,
how to present themselves neatly, etc.
With this trainings, the employees will
be more able to provide better services
which will please your clients more and
by that lead more clients to your hotel.”

In support, Participant 7 suggested:
“Talented
employees
will
always stand a better chance
to
receive
better
employment
opportunities than untalented ones.”
Participant 1 observed:

One of the keys to achieving a competitive
advantage is providing services that are
unique and desirable. Thus, when players
in the hotel industry can develop the talent
of their employees, they stand the chance

“Talent
management
leads
to
employees gaining experience. This
will make them to be preferred and
desired to be kept for a longer time
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in the hotel. Talent management
generally improves the skills set
of the employees and make them
better to deliver in their roles. This
will make them to have sustainable
employment than those who have not
had their talent managed or improved.”

“Eﬀort in developing the talent of the
employees will make them much desired.
They will also be specialised that they
stand chances of being sustainably
employed in the hotel industry.”
Theme: Employee retention through
talent management
Through engagements with the participants
in this study, several revelations are made
concerning how talent management
is practised in the hotels sampled and
how this supports employee retention.
The hotels’ leading talent management
practices indicate they implement which
see to employee retention, including
training. While all the hotels engage in
some form of staﬀ training, most agree that
this training is usually a one-time practice
when an employee is newly recruited. As a
newly recruited employee, the new staﬀ is
made to go through a short training period
to acquaint him/her with the tasks they are
supposed to perform. The remaining part of
the person’s training is obtained by learning
on the job. As mentioned by participant 5,

Employees who have become talented
in their roles stand much better at better
employment opportunities in the hotel
industry than their untalented counterparts
by producing specialised talents through
talent management eﬀorts. The respondents
provided several talent management
activities they consider to be a prime source
of sustainable employment. These include
the following: in house training of staﬀ,
making employees go through industrial
training, allowing employees to improve
their capacities through educational
opportunities, coaching, training and other
forms of capacity building. However, ﬁndings
on the existence of policies in the hotels that
seek to promote sustainable employment
by retaining talented employees in the
hotels sampled indicate that only one hotel
showed to have had such a document of all
the ten sampled hotels.

“Our current employees who work
in various capacities are able to
deliver the roles well because of
the training they received here.”

Participant 2 mentioned that skilled
employees could be maintained as follow:

The respondents indicate that these various
forms of capacity building and talent
development have produced qualiﬁed and
eﬀective staﬀ who are happy working in
their multiple hotels for extended periods.
Consequently, these institutions can retain
their employees. For example, participant
1 provided the following response when
quizzed of how talent management in their
hotel has contributed to retaining a talented
workforce:

“Talent management makes employees
to gain conﬁdence in themselves. They
will tend to do the right things at the
right time. As such, they will not have
any fear in terms of the security of their
jobs because they possess the required
talents or skills to perform their task.”
Participant 3 highlighted the importance of
retaining eﬀective and specialised talents:
“Talent management implementation
promotes eﬀective and specialised
talents that cannot be done away
with and therefore leading to
sustainable employment for the talent.”

“The little trainings received here has
helped employees to be able to do
their jobs better and they are happy
working here”. “Happy working here”
suggests that the employees work for
a longer period in the hotel. She further
goes to explain herself as follows: “The

Participant 4 added:
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TM here is not really intensive. For the
most part, you only get training when
you are ﬁrst recruited and occasionally
you are made to attend some trainings
organised for hotel employees. But
I think the employees who have
worked here for a long time are doing
so because they are well suited
for the roles they play in the hotel.”

“Talent management practices have
led to specialised workforce who
are happy working for the hotel.”
DISCUSSION
The main objective of this study was to
explore the application of talent management
and the outcomes thereof in the Ghana hotel
industry. More speciﬁcally, we explored the
conceptualisation of talent within the hotel
industry and whether talent management
can contribute to the competitive advantage
of hotels, the sustainable employment
of talent and the retention of talent. The
ﬁndings are discussed in the following
section.

Respondent 2 when posed with the same
question, replied as follows:
“Talent management in the hotel here
has led to employees gaining better skills
and knowledge that enabled them to
take up higher roles. Some employees
here who are now supervisors started
oﬀ as labourers. And when one is able
to rise within the organisation as a
result of their performance improving
through talent management, it makes
them want to stay longer and perform
much better. These people are also
made to stay because they are well
suited for their roles that wanting to
replace them with someone new will
involve expending resources to train
the new employee to attain the level of
proﬁciency of the existing employee.”

From the interviews, it was evident that
the participants uphold a basic view of
workplace talent in the hotel industry.
The majority of “talent” deﬁnitions the
participants provide revolve around aspects
such as anyone who performs a role and
renders service in the hotel industry. These
results partially align with Marinakou and
Giousmpasoglou (2019), who view talent
as individuals who deliver services of
value. Likewise, with talent management,
the participants also had a narrow view of
talent management and primarily focused
on developing employees and enhancing
their performance. This deﬁnition supports
the human capital view that talented
employees’ performance can be improved
by investing in their training (see Tan,
2014). The participants’ observations of
talent management are also in line with
the viewpoint that talent management is
an investment in human capital to enable
the competitive advantage of the hotel
industry (Bradley, 2016; Mohammed et
al., 2017). However, the participants’ view
of talent management contradicts a more
strategic and integrated talent management
process as proposed by several authors
(see Barkhuizen & Gumede, 2021; Chung
& D’Annunzio, 2018; Kugart, 2016).

The general impression obtained from the
respondents is that talent management is
not a core function as part of the running of
the hotels is concerned. Instead, employees
are supposed to know what is expected of
them when employed or given initial training
to acquaint them with their roles and learn
the remaining part of their duties on the job.
Some
respondents
indicate
talent
management as it is practised in their
respective hotels contributes to employee
retention by creating a specialised workforce
who are happy working for the ﬁrms. This
implies that talent management leads to
producing a workforce who feel happy
and satisﬁed with their performance and
contribution to the hotels, thereby making
them want to stay longer in the hotel. As
mentioned by Participant 3,

The participants believed that talent
management could contribute to their
employment through training programmes
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concerning talent management practices.
The participants speciﬁcally emphasised
how the training assisted them in enhancing
service delivery. The beneﬁts of employee
development opportunities for hospitality
employees are well documented (see
Deladem et al., 2019; Hazra et al., 2017;
Kichuk, 2017). Deladem et al. (2019) showed
how training programmes could improve
and build the eﬃciency of human capital in
the tourism sector. In line with Hazra et al.
(2017), talent development programmes in
this study enhance the employability skills
of employees to improve the organisation’s
performance. Some mentioning was made
of induction programs and the training
of employees to become accustomed to
the institution. As with previous studies,
staﬀ induction programmes contribute to
employees’ positive emotions (see Minnaar
& Moolman, 2015; Salau et al., 2014).

will rather invest in their employees and
retain them than spend resources and
attract new employees. Training empowers
employees to perform well in their jobs
and gives them happiness to remain within
the organisation. As such, the relationship
between training and talent retention
appears to be reciprocal in this study. The
study shows that employees with a positive
attitude will remain within the hotel industry
(Jindal & Shaikh, 2016). The results conﬁrm
previous studies that talent management
practices, in this case, training and
development, contributes to the retention
of talented employees (see Marinakou &
Giousmpasoglou, 2019; Saad & Mayouf,
2018).
MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
The ﬁndings of the study have various
management implications. First, eﬀective
talent management starts with a concise
deﬁnition of workplace talent. Hotel
management should collaborate with
human resource practitioners to deﬁne and
identify workplace talent in hotels. Second,
in collaboration with stakeholders, hotel
management should focus on identifying
strategic talent management practices and
integrated talent management strategies
to guide the career of talented employees
from start to ﬁnish. From the respondents’
responses, great emphasis is placed
on talent development initiatives while
neglecting the other talent management
practices. Third, hotel management can
focus on developing clear key performance
indicators that can contribute to the
sustainability and competitiveness of the
hotel industry. Lastly, hotel management
can focus on a broader scope of retaining
employees instead of relying on training
only. Although the current training practices
are commendable, hotels can beneﬁt from
innovative reward management systems,
including well-being programmes to ensure
that employees maintain a healthy work-life
balance is a highly labour-intensive industry.

The participants in this study believed that
talented individuals are essential for the
competitive advantage of hotels. This ﬁnding
supports the talent base theory, which
holds that talent is an essential strategic
source that contributes to the competitive
advantage of organisations (see Moturi,
2013). Again, the participants emphasised
that training is essential to position talent
to add competitive value to organisations
by delivering superior services. In line with
Kurgat (2016), talent management can
improve competitive advantage through
service delivery by talent. From a resourcebased perspective, the availability of
training opportunities enables sustainable
competitive advantage of organisations
through highly skilled talent (Abioro et al.,
2020). Furthermore, well-structured talent
management practices and programmes
put human capital at the front to provide
more value to customers than rivals (Hejase
et al., 2016; Hitt et al., 2013).
The ﬁndings of this study showed that
opportunities for training and development
are an essential contributing factor to
the retention of hotel employees. The
participants believed that the hotel industry
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LIMITATIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
This research had some limitations. First, a
qualitative research approach was followed
with data gathered from management and
human resource practitioners from hotels
in a selected Ghana region. The results
can therefore not be generalised to other
hotels in Ghana and the broader African
continent. Second, the sample was limited
to hotel management and human resource
practitioners. This limited the study from
obtaining a more holistic perspective on
talent management in the hotel industry
from including all stakeholders. Third,
research on talent management in the
African hotel industry is in its infant shoes.
This challenged the study in terms of
interpreting the ﬁndings.

encouraged to take stock of the current
talent management practices and capitalise
on the skills of the talented workforce in the
post-Covid 19 era.

For future research, it is recommended that
the sample include all talent management
stakeholders to obtain a more in-depth
overview of talent management practices in
the Ghana hotel industry. Future research
can also be expanded to other African
countries to do a comparative study on
talent management on the continent.
Research can also beneﬁt from following
a quantitative research approach to relate
talent management practices with important
hotel industry outcomes such as service
delivery, performance, sustainability and
competitiveness. Finally, future studies can
focus on developing a typology and theory
for workplace talent within the hotel industry
to enable talent identiﬁcation and talent
management practice.
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A META-ANALYSIS OF
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
OPERATIONAL BROADBASED BLACK ECONOMIC
EMPOWERMENT
PRACTISES: THE CASE OF
A SOUTH AFRICAN MINING
ORGANISATION

aware of the challenges associated with
B-BBEE, or the Mining Charter in the mining
industry. This study will assist managers to
understand the level of understanding of
B-BBEE in the mining industry.
1. INTRODUCTION
The South African mining industry is
mandated by government to invest in the
communities where they operate and from
which they source their labour. This requires
the industry to research and to be abreast of
the strengths, resources and needs of those
communities. This study will focus on the
evaluation of B-BBEE practices at a mining
organisation, with the emphasis on mine
community development by incorporating
elements of project management practices.
In African countries such as Tanzania and
Ghana, where there are mining activities,
there is little contribution towards mine
community projects. Both countries are
rich in gold deposits, however, areas
where mining occurs are remote with few
community development projects such as
schools, electricity or basic infrastructure.
Lack of legislation and mining regulation
is a challenge (Anglo Gold Ashanti, 2019;
Goldﬁelds, 2019; Maliganya & Paul, 2016).
In South Africa, the Marikana community,
living near the mining operations of
Lonmin Platinum near Rustenburg, is
negatively aﬀected in terms of community
development. This community has a high
presence of informal settlements without
electricity and sanitation. The Xolobeni
community in the Mbizana local municipality
in the Eastern Cape have opposed a new
mining development in their area because
the mining company is not prioritising
community development projects. The
ﬁndings of last year’s High Court judgment
in North Gauteng called for comprehensive
consultation with the Xolobeni community
before a mining right was awarded.
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Pretoria, South Africa
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Thabiso Mosholi
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ABSTRACT
Broad-Based
Black
Economic
Empowerment is a policy or government
legislation in South Africa administered
by the Department of Trade and Industry.
The aim of this legislation is to address
economic injustices of the past, such
as participation of black people into the
mainstream economy. The purpose of
this paper is to evaluate current B-BBEE
practices, as per requirements of the BroadBased Socio-Economic Empowerment
charter for the mining and minerals
industry. The study was conducted in two
phases. Phase 1 was the qualitative phase
and phase 2 was the quantitative phase.
For the purposes of this study, only the
results of the quantitative phase will be
reported on. A survey questionnaire was
used to collect the data. The questionnaire
comprised eight categories, each with ﬁve
questions, totalling forty questions per
survey questionnaire. The study concluded
that B-BBEE practises are conducted at
this organisation and are aligned with
mining legislation. However, there are
areas identiﬁed that require improvement,
such as project management. The ﬁndings
indicate that most of the respondents are

This study has been necessitated by the
promulgation of the new mining charter
and by ongoing community protests
aﬀecting mining operations because
of mine community development. This
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study focuses mainly on the evaluation
of B-BBEE practices, and the challenges
faced by a mining organisation, arising from
surrounding communities, which require
urgent intervention. The organisation in this
study is in the mining industry and situated
in Limpopo Province near Steelpoort town.
The main guiding policy in the study is
the B-BSEE Charter for the South African
mining and minerals industry, with the focus
on mine community development including
B-BBEE. Limpopo is rich in mineral
deposits, including precious metals, iron ore,
chromium, high and middle-grade coking
coal, diamonds, antimony, phosphate and
copper, as well as mineral reserves such
as silver, emeralds, scheelite, magnetite,
vermiculite, silicon and mica. The province is
a traditional region where primary products
are exported and manufactured goods and
services are imported (Sekhukhune District
Municipality, 2016).

disrupting operations by demanding socioeconomic services from the company. This
research explores challenges involved in the
implementation of B-BBEE practices with
respect to mine community development
projects, the causes of high community
unrests, and how this research will be
conducted from a project management
perspective. Due to limited scope, the focus
will be on mine community development
as a major challenge currently faced
by the company. This is a management
challenge, currently being experienced
whereby community members disrupt
operations demanding social services
from the mine. Furthermore, communities
challenge the mine for non-compliance with
the Mining Charter. The community argues
that the mine is not meeting its existing
SLP obligations or fulﬁlling them. Every
stoppage results in loss of production and
revenue, amounting to millions of rands.
Every year management submits the
business plan for the following ﬁnancial
year, and once accepted and approved by
the board, it cannot be amended, regardless
of community issues. The management
is accountable for, and expected to
protect the company from ﬁnancial losses
resulting from external stakeholders. Most
importantly, management is also expected
to ensure compliance with regulations.

2. PROBLEM INVESTIGATED
Socio-economic inequality still exists
today in communities living close to the
mines. Mine community development is a
socio-economic challenge faced by many
communities living near the mines. Mine
community development is an element
of the Mining Charter, and all South
African mining organisations must comply
with the requirements of this element to
avoid the suspension or cancellation of
mining rights (South Africa.Department of
Mineral Resources, 2018). This statement
is in agreement with previous studies
by Moraka and Jansen van Rensburg
(2015), whereby they argue that little has
been done by mining companies with
regards to their social obligations, such as
community development. A recent study by
Mthabini (2017) also argues that B-BBEE
practices do not fulﬁl their objectives, such
as redressing past economic injustices,
especially in mining communities. These
challenges are associated with the failure
to eﬀectively implement social and labour
plan commitments. The organisation in this
study is currently experiencing challenges,
whereby
community
members
are

Table 1 shows information regarding
community protests during the ﬁnancial
year, 2016, that aﬀected other mining
houses in the area due to roadblocks.
These roadblocks aﬀected the company
directly because some employees were
unable to report for duty. The Mining Charter
compels mining ﬁrms to announce that they
are going to pursue community projects
and warns that these ﬁnancial investments
must correspond to the size of the mining
investment.
The aim of this research is to evaluate
existing B-BBEE activities, to decide if
they comply with the law, and align them
with the updated 2018 Mining Charter. The
objective is to make recommendations
817

regarding strategies on how to proactively
formulate and implement B-BBEE practices
for mining industries.

(GDP) of the country in 2018, and created
thousands of jobs (Trading Economics,
2018). In an eﬀort to bring about equitable
reform, the Mining Charter 3 was
promulgated in September 2018. In 2010,
South Africa launched a new Mining Charter
to promote its mining industry’s economic
transformation and growth, focusing on
a target of 26 percent black ownership of
the country’s mining resources by 2014.
The new Mining Charter is designed to
address numerous ﬂaws in the 2002
Mining Charter. Figure 1 is a conceptual
framework presenting related concepts to
the phenomenon under investigation

TABLE 1: STOPPAGES DUE TO COMMUNITY
UNRESTS

Operation
Twickenham Platinum
Mine
Modikwa Platinum Mine
Marula Platinum Mine
Bokoni Platinum Mine

FY2016
1
19
56
68

Source: Stoddard, 2018
3. LITERATURE REVIEW
3.1 Mining and legislation
Mining is an important economic activity
in South Africa and makes a signiﬁcant
contribution to the gross domestic product
(GDP). Mining contributed 922 781.81
ZAR Billion to the gross domestic product

The 2002 Mining Charter was charged with
failing to consider public interests in terms
of community consultation; community input
into mining development planning; and direct
community control of mining companies’
shares. The Mining Charter was signed on

FIGURE 1: A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF THE BBBEE PRACTICES AT A MINING
ORGANISATION
SOURCE: AUTHORS
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11 October 2002 by the Minerals and Energy
Department, together with stakeholders in
the mining industry, including the Chamber
of Mines, the Association for South African
Mining Growth and the National Union
of Mine Workers. In a recent study by
Mthabini (2017), it is argued that B-BBEE
practices do not fulﬁl their objectives, such
as redressing past economic injustices,
especially in mining communities. According
to Mthabini (2017), the charter should foster
mining communities’ social and economic
welfare, taking into account that the ﬁrst
BEE legislation, promulgated in 2003, has
failed to address past economic injustices
because socio-economic inequality still
exists today in communities closer to the
mines. In the mining industry, unclear BEE
guidelines and their often-inconsistent
explanation by government oﬃcials, have
caused uncertainty over the certainty of
mining rights and discouraged investment,
growth and jobs in an industry important to
the success of the economy (Jeﬀery, 2013).

research related to B-BBEE that could be
traced was of a more generic nature and
not sector speciﬁc”. This is true in the South
African mining industry, hence this study
will contribute knowledge in this area.
B-BBEE is linked with the Mining Charter,
as they are inter-connected. The aim of this
Act is to create a legislative framework to
facilitate black economic empowerment;
encourage the Minister to issue codes
of good practice, and publish charters
on transformation; establish the Black
Economic Empowerment Advisory Council;
and provide for related matters (South
Africa. Trade and Industry Ministry, 2013).
Pursuant to section 2(c) of the Act, one of
the main objectives of the Act is to promote
broad-based black economic empowerment
by increasing the degree to which societies,
employees, cooperatives and other collective
undertakings own and manage existing and
new undertakings, and by increasing their
access to economic activities, services
and education. According to Goldberg and
Richard (2018: 12), “the publication of this
document has speciﬁc implications for how
mining houses deal with their Broad-Based
Black Economic Empowerment (B-BBEE)
requirements. It is a better document, which
will hopefully create investment conﬁdence
in an industry that has been through a
tough economic period”. The next section
discusses B-BSEE.

3.2 Broad-Based Black Economic
Empowerment
According to the South African Department
of Trade and Industry (2013: 4), “broadbased black economic empowerment’
means the viable economic empowerment
of all black people [including], in particular
women, youth, people with disabilities and
people living in rural areas, through diverse
but integrated socio-economic strategies”.
BEE was ﬁrst initiated in South Africa in
1994, and promulgated in 2003 to provide
economic opportunities not previously
available to traditionally marginalized South
Africans (Kruger, 2014). It was later modiﬁed
to become B-BBEE to ensure that it beneﬁts
the broader community and not just a few
individuals. Later it became industry speciﬁc
such as the Broad-Based Socio-Economic
Empowerment Charter for the mining and
minerals industry. According to Kruger
(2014: 86), “the academic literature on the
topic of BEE and transformation in South
Africa is relatively limited in depth”. This is
also supported by Emuze and Adlam (2013:
130) who state that “most of the published

3.3 Broad-Based Socio-Economic
Empowerment
According to Leon (2013: 6), “BEE in the
mining industry is principally regulated
through the Broad-Based Socio-Economic
Empowerment Charter for the Mining
Industry (the original Mining Charter)
promulgated under section 100 of the Mineral
and Petroleum Resources Development
Act 2002 and its subsequent revision in
2010 (the revised Mining Charter)”. For
the purpose of this study, BEE is promoted
through mine community development. The
revised Mining Charter is in accordance
with the provisions of the Broad-Based
Black Economic Empowerment Act, 2003
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(Act No. 53 of 2003) (BBBEE Act). The aim
of the Mining Charter is to enforce mining
companies to contribute meaningfully to
communities in areas where they operate.

plans to beneﬁt the communities in terms of
a meaningful contribution to development
in the community, for example, upgrading
local schools and roads, providing housing,
and providing water and sanitation in the
area. The rise in mine community protests
may suggest that SLPs are not eﬀective.
According to Krause, Snyman, Mabhenxa
and Bruce (2017), this is partly because
SLPs are often built without consulting the
people who should beneﬁt from them, and
are therefore unable to respond eﬀectively
to the challenges faced by people in
the communities. The SLP is deemed
as an important tool for promoting mine
community development.

A holder of a mining right who does not
comply with any of the score-card principles
of the Mining Charter, shall be deemed not
compliant with the provisions of the Charter
and in breach of the MPRDA, and shall be
dealt with in accordance to sections 47,
98 and 99 of the Act. Annexure A shows
the balanced scorecard used to measure
B-BBEE with respect to mine community
development, in which 100% compliance
is expected. The two most prominent social
aims of the charter are mine community
development, and improved housing and
living conditions of mineworkers.

3.5 Mine Community Development
The word ‘mine community’ applies to
communities where mining takes place.
This includes large labour sending areas,
local communities, metropolitan or district
municipalities (South Africa. Department of
Mineral Resources, 2018). The Association
of Mine Managers South Africa (AMMSA),
presented some of the risk mitigating
strategies, such as key considerations
in the community risk mitigation through:
(1) community relations/engagement; (2)
sustainability strategy; and (3) politics and
government relations (AMMSA, 2019).
Whether these strategies can resolve the
problem or not, they are worth consideration.
Most widely understood, community
development means empowering people
in disadvantaged communities to inﬂuence
and exercise greater control over resources
and decisions aﬀecting their lives.
Community development is based on the
principles of self-determination in which local
people jointly deﬁne, prioritize and assume
responsibility for their needs, aspirations
and resources (Kenny, Hasan & Fanany,
2017). Jensen (2016) oﬀers a simple
deﬁnition in that community development
is “a process where community members
come together to take collective action and
generate solutions to common problems”.
This deﬁnition implies that a business must
collectively, together with other stakeholders
identify community development projects

The September 2018 Mining Charter
requires that:
• a mining right holder must implement
100% of the SLP commitments in any
given ﬁnancial year of the mining right
holder; and
• any amendments/variation of SLP
commitments, including the budget,
shall be approved in terms of section 102
of the MPRDA and consulted with mine
communities (South Africa. Department
of Mineral Resources, 2018).
This is also emphasised by Molopyane
(2018), who is of the view that policy
should not be changed without assessing
the feasibility of it and its impact on the
markets. More so if those changes are in a
sector fundamentally related to international
markets’ unpredictability. The next section
discusses the SLP.
3.4 Social and Labour Plan
The Social and Labour Plan (SLP) is a
legal document required to be submitted by
mining companies to the DMR as part of the
mining right application (Krause, Snyman,
Mabhenxa & Bruce, 2017). The Social and
Labour Plan is required in terms of regulation
46 of the MPRDA. It must detail how the mine
820
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that will beneﬁt society, especially those
directly aﬀected by the activities of the
entity.

an important role acting as a lubricant
in stakeholder relations, and project
management” (Oliveira & Rabechini, 2019:
131). According to Teo and Loosemore
(2017), while the value of communities as
project participants is widely recognised
in the literature on project management,
little empirical research is available to
help project managers understand how to
interact eﬃciently with communities to avoid
and intensify protests. In addition, dealing
with community protest is a complex and
dynamic challenge for project managers,
due to the anarchic and self-organising
properties of community-based protest
groups.

Basically, the concept of driving community
development is the use of local people and
resources to solve local problems and fulﬁl
local needs (Jensen, 2016).
3.6 Stakeholder Engagement
Several authors (Project Management
Institute, 2013; Teo & Loosemore, 2017;
Oliveira & Rabechini, 2019; Eskerod &
Huemann, 2013; Eskerod, Huemann &
Savage, 2015; Eskerod, P., Huemann &
Ringhofer, 2015) deﬁne stakeholders as
the people and organizations who actively
participate in a project, or whose interests
may be aﬀected as a consequence of
the execution of the project, or of the
completion of the project. Rossouw & Van
Vuuren (2017) deﬁne stakeholders as
the communities that are essential to the
corporation’s sustainability and progress.
Typical stakeholder groups would be
shareholders,
employees,
suppliers,
customers,
local
communities
and
managers. In comparison to Calton’s (2018)
deﬁnition, stakeholder engagement is a
network-centric, learning-based manager
/ stakeholder communication mechanism,
which locates the company within a web of
multilateral relationships. It explores ways
to achieve system stability by encouraging
the company’s managers to collaborate
with their stakeholders, while resolving
dynamic, interdependent, evolving and
messy issues. Mining organisations and
other sectors of the economy are expected
to involve people who may be aﬀected by
the decisions they make, or can inﬂuence
the implementation of its decisions. Any
mine community development project is
most likely going to require engagement
with those aﬀected. Communication and
stakeholder management will also play an
important part when engaging stakeholders.
Stakeholder management can minimize the
threat of negative stakeholder reactions,
such as protests and interventions from
regulators (Calton, 2018). Also, trust plays

3.7 Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR)
A generic deﬁnition of CSR is used by
several authors, for example, Bateman
and Snell (2013), deﬁne corporate social
responsibility as the obligation toward
society assumed by business. Carroll and
Buchholtz (2015: 32-33) and McWilliams
(2014) oﬀer a four-part deﬁnition of
CSR that focuses on the types of social
responsibilities business has.
• Economic responsibilities of a business
employs many management concepts
that are directed toward ﬁnancial
eﬀectiveness, attention to revenues,
costs, investments, strategic decision
making, and a host of business
concepts focused on augmenting the
long-term ﬁnancial performance of the
organisation.
• Legal responsibilities embody the
perception of “codiﬁed ethics” articulated
by society, in the sense that they convey
basic perceptions of fair practices as
deﬁned by legislators.
• Ethical
responsibilities
encompass
the full scope of principles, standards,
values, and aspirations that represent
what customers, staﬀ, investors, and
the community see as equitable,
fair, and compatible with preserving
and protecting the moral rights of
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stakeholders.

5; Larson & Gray, 2013), deﬁnes project
management as “the application of
knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques,
to project activities to meet the project
requirements”. According
to
Slack,
Brandon-Jones and Johnston (2013:
497), “a project is a set of activities with a
deﬁned start point and a deﬁned end state,
which pursues a deﬁned goal and uses a
deﬁned set of resources”. According to this
deﬁnition, a project has an objective, it is
of a temporary nature and can encounter
uncertainty or risk along the way, hence
planning is critical. With this in mind, it is
very important to identify those factors that
can aﬀect project failure or success, such
as the following:

• Philanthropic
responsibilities
are
voluntary
or
discretionary,
and
encompass expectations of business by
the public, such as engaging in social
activities that might include community
development not necessarily expected
of business in an ethical sense.
CSR encompasses the economic, legal,
ethical and philanthropic expectations that
society has of organisations at a given point
in time
3.8 Sustainable Community
Development
Louw and Venter (2013) deﬁne sustainable
development as a development that meets
the current generation’s needs, without
undermining future generations ability to
meet their needs. Mining is a ﬁnite business,
and as such, being involved in community
development projects will ensure that
the social needs of the community are
fulﬁlled once the mining company is gone.
The Institute of Directors Southern Africa
(2016) further elaborates this deﬁnition,
explaining that at the level of organisational
engagement in sustainable development,
it means organisations actively engage
with, and respond to the opportunities and
challenges presented by the triple context
dynamic system in which the organisation
works, and are capitals used and inﬂuenced
by the company with the aim of creating
value over time. A mining company has a
responsibility in sustainable development
because mining is a ﬁnite business, and
communities where mining activities have
ceased, experience social challenges
beyond mine closure. In other words, as the
mineral resource is not renewable, mining is
not sustainable by its nature. Municipalities
or local governments depend on mines for
revenue collection through municipal rates
and hence this can have negative impacts
on sustainable development, such as the
inability to create non-mining livelihoods.

• Clearly deﬁned goals
• Competent project manager
• Top-management support
• Competent project team members
• Suﬃcient resource allocation
• Adequate communications channels
• Control mechanisms
• Feedback capabilities
• Responsiveness to clients
• Troubleshooting mechanisms
• Project staﬀ continuity
Projects and their management are still
failing to deliver the expected value, such
as Lonmin’s failure to build 5500 new
houses (Ryan, 2018). This is BEE failure
as alluded by Malope (2018). According
to Levene (2014), team leadership
and establishing a strong team are key
elements to ensure the success of a
project. In most cases, organisations will
be involved in either development projects
that arise from the need to start new and
enhanced products, or better facilities for
the company, and to a lesser extent, social
projects for communities (Levene, 2014).
Heizer, Render and Munson (2017), state
that the management of projects involves
three phases, namely; planning, scheduling
and controlling, collectively known as the

3.9 Project Management
The Project Management Institute (2013:
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project life cycle. However, Slack, BrandonJones and Johnston (2013) state that
projects should be planned and controlled
by the following ﬁve stages in project
management:

population regarding B-BBEE. This method
was chosen because the study involved
capturing primary data by means of a
questionnaire, followed by data analysis.
The research philosophy adopted is a
positivist approach. Blumberg, Cooper
and Schindler (2014), deﬁne positivism
as a research philosophy that builds on
the principles that the social world can
be viewed objectively, research is value
free and the researcher is independent.
It assumes that the social world can be
observed by collecting objective facts, and
consists of simple elements to which it can
be reduced. Therefore, positivism assumes
that reality exists independently of the
phenomenon being studied. In practice this
means that the meaning of phenomena is
consistent between subjects.

• Stage 1: Understanding the project
environment
–
This
requires
consideration for stakeholders who are
aﬀected by the project and have an
interest in the project.
• Stage 2: Deﬁning the project – Before
a project can be planned or executed,
its deﬁnition must be clear such as its
objectives, its scope and its strategy.
• Stage 3: Project planning – This is a
stage that involves the identiﬁcation of
the activities in the project, sometimes
referred to as the work breakdown
structure (WBS).

A quantitative sampling strategy was
employed on senior management, middle
management, junior management and
supervisors by means of a self-administered
survey
questionnaire.
The
sample
framework as depicted in Table 1 was used.

• Stage 4: Technical execution – This
stage involves performing the technical
activities of the project such as designing
and drawing plans.
• Stage 5: Project control – This stage
ensures that a project follows a plan and
does not deviate from initial planning,
such as, monitoring, assessing the
performance, and intervening where it is
necessary, for instance saving costs.

This approach deals with the problem of
ﬁnding and implementing solutions. The
technique helps the investigator to be part
of the organization, or case study that needs
the solution, as part of this search for a
solution. This helps the subject organization
to collaborate with the researcher. The
action research process shifts from a clear
goal, to the problem identiﬁcation, and a list
of steps to solve the problem (Blumberg,
Cooper and Schindler, 2014).

Finally, an alignment of project management
with business strategy must be prioritized
(Heizer, Render & Munson, 2017).
Successful management of projects is
important to the success of eﬃcient project
delivery.
4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
4.1 Research approach
Leedy and Ormrod (2015) deﬁne quantitative
research
as
information-producing
research that is inherently numerical or
can be easily reduced to numbers. The
quantitative (phase 2) was conducted on a
diﬀerent group of employees in the lowerto-middle categories, diﬀerent to that of
the leadership (phase 1–qualitative). The
main objective was to collect quantitative
primary data about the perceptions of this

A ﬁve-point Likert scale survey questionnaire
was used as an instrument of choice. The
results for quantitative data were captured
electronically into spreadsheets, such as
Microsoft’s Excel.
4.2 Data Analysis
On completion of the data collection
process, it was converted into information
for detailed interpretation. Data analysis
for the quantitative phase analysis was
823

TABLE 2. POPULATION AND SAMPLE FRAMEWORK (QUANTITATIVE)

Population
Senior
Management
Middle
Management
Junior
Management
Supervisors
Total

Total
Population

Sample size

% of
Population

Sample Method

12

6

50%

Purposive

28

16

57%

Purposive

36

20

56%

Purposive

168
244

60
102

36%
42%

Purposive

conducted through statistical techniques,
such as statistical package for the social
sciences (SPSS) software and summarizing
responses with percentages, frequency
counts, graphs and diagrams.

was 100%. The sample size population
for quantitative analysis was made up of
senior managers, middle managers, junior
managers and supervisors as shown
in table 2.. The majority of respondents
awere supervisors (59%) followed by junior
managers (19%), middle managers (16%)
and senior managers (6%).

Validity is a characteristic of measurement
concerned with the extent that a test
measures what the researcher actually
wishes it to measure; and that diﬀerences
found with a measurement tool reﬂect true
diﬀerences among participants drawn from
a population. Validity of the questionnaire
for the quantitative phase was tested by
conducting a pilot test with a few employees,
selected speciﬁcally for this purpose.

The t distribution was used to compare the
mean scores on the Likert scale, with the
undecided or neutral score of 3 which was
the mid-point between agree and disagree
by applying the one-sample t test.
A Cronbach’s alpha was calculated for
the 40 statements derived from the Likert
scale questionnaire, and this rendered the
value of 0.700, which is generally regarded
as a reasonable measure of reliability, as
summarised in Tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4.

Reliability is a measurement attribute of
precision, accuracy, and consistency; a
validity condition necessary but not suﬃcient
(if the measure is not accurate, it can not
be valid). The methods chosen to collect
data are considered valid and reliable for
conducting qualitative and quantitative
research. The Likert scale was used in this
study and it has been proven reliable.

The reliability statistics for “Project
Management”
indicate
that
the
measurement of the construct is not reliable
with a Cronbach’s Alpha coeﬃcient of -5.801
hence it was deleted. It must be pointed
out that this kind of reliability can occur
simply because of the sample size being
too small (of 6 observations). The Likert
scale has many advantages that account
for its popularity. It is easy and quick to
construct. Each item that is included has
met an empirical test for discriminating
ability. Since participants answer each item,
it is probably more reliable and it provides
a greater volume of data than many other
scales.

4.3 Analysis of the results
The results for the quantitative data are
presented by the use of tables and diagrams
to clearly illustrate the ﬁndings. A quantitative
sampling strategy was employed on senior
management, middle management, junior
management and supervisors by means of
a questionnaire.
The questionnaire was distributed to a total
of 102 respondents and the response rate
824
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TABLE 3: RELIABILITY STATISTICS: SENIOR MANAGERS

Objectives
1. Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment
2. Broad-Based Socio-Economic Empowerment
3. Social and Labour Plan
4. Mine Community Development
5. Stakeholder Engagement
6. Corporate Social Responsibility
7. Sustainable Community Development
8. Project Management
Total Score
5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
A quantitative sampling strategy was
employed on senior management, middle
management, junior management and
supervisors by means of a questionnaire. In
the questionnaire, the items of the variables
or constructs were measured on a 5 – point
scale, from 1 (= strongly agree (SA)) to 5 (=
strongly disagree (SD)). Some of the mean
scores were below, and others were equal
to 3 or above 3, which implies that either
the respondents generally disagreed, were
undecided or agreed with the statements.
The questionnaire was distributed to a total
of 102 respondents and the response rate
was 100%. The majority of respondents
are supervisors (59%) followed by junior
managers (19%), middle managers (16%)
and senior managers (6%). Supervisors
make up the majority of the sample
population because this is the dominant
workforce in the organisation, after “mining
operators” which are made up of miners and
rock drill operators. The respondents were
asked to respond to ﬁve (5) questions from
eight (8) categories, using the Likert scale in
order to determine their perceptions about
B-BBEE practices implementation.

No. of
Items
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
39

Cronbach
Comment
Alpha
0.472
Poor
0.639
Poor
0.605
Poor
0.714
Reliable
0.823
Reliable
0.777
Reliable
0.600
Poor
Not reliable
0.661
Acceptable

Where falseis the mean score, µ is the
assumed mean value (in this case, it equals
to 3), S is the standard deviation of the
scores, Xi’s (where i = 1, 2, 102) and n is
the sample size. As mentioned above, this
was done by testing the null hypothesis that
the calculated (or assumed) mean score for
a particular item was equal to 3 (meaning
that the respondents were undecided on
the statement or question). If the diﬀerence
between the two values, say, the calculated
mean score and the assumed mean score
of 3, was statistically signiﬁcant from zero,
and provided the mean score calculated
from the data was less than 3, then this
would provide scientiﬁc proof that the
respondents disagreed with the statement.
If the diﬀerence was not signiﬁcant, it
would mean that they were undecided or
neutral. On the other hand, if the diﬀerence
was signiﬁcant and the mean score was
more than 3, then it would mean that the
respondents disagreed with the statement.
The level of signiﬁcance used was 0.05.
As an example, for item, BBBEE1, of the
questionnaire (Do you agree or disagree that
you know what B-BBEE is all about?), the
calculated mean score for the respondents
was 1.05 (std. dev. =.224) which was less
than 3 (t = -39.000 and p-value=.000<.01),
which was less than 3, this meant that the
respondents agreed with the statement or
the question.

5.1 Mean Scores
The t distribution was used to compare the
mean scores on the Likert scale, with the
undecided or neutral score of 3 which was
the mid-point between agree and disagree
by applying the one-sample t test.

5.2 Broad-Based Black Economic
Empowerment
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TABLE 4: RELIABILITY STATISTICS: MIDDLE MANAGERS

Objectives
1. Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment
2. Broad-Based Socio-Economic
Empowerment
3. Social and Labour Plan
4. Mine Community Development
5. Stakeholder Engagement
6. Corporate Social Responsibility
7. Sustainable Community Development
8. Project Management
Total Score

No. of
Items
5

Cronbach
Comment
Alpha
0.716
Reliable

5

0.560

Poor

5
5
5
5
5
5
40

0.777
0.789
0.798
1.000
0.774
0.524
0.742

Reliable
Reliable
Reliable
Suspicious
Reliable
Poor
Acceptable

TABLE 5: RELIABILITY STATISTICS: JUNIOR MANAGERS

Objectives
1. Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment
2. Broad-Based Socio-Economic
Empowerment
3. Social and Labour Plan
4. Mine Community Development
5. Stakeholder Engagement
6. Corporate Social Responsibility
7. Sustainable Community Development
8. Project Management
Total Score

No. of
Items
5

Cronbach
Alpha
0.442

5

0.843

Reliable

5
5
5
5
5
5
40

0.797
0.601
0.671
0.962
0.767
0.841
0.741

Reliable
Poor
Poor
Suspicious
Reliable
Reliable
Acceptable

Comment
Poor

TABLE 6: RELIABILITY STATISTICS: SUPERVISORS

No. of
Items
5
5

Cronbach
Alpha
0.549
0.823

3. Social and Labour Plan

5

0.762

Reliable

4. Mine Community Development
5. Stakeholder Engagement
6. Corporate Social Responsibility
7. Sustainable Community Development
8. Project Management
Total Score

5
5
5
5
5
40

0.714
0.807
0.777
0.755
0.749
0.742

Reliable
Reliable
Reliable
Reliable
Reliable
Acceptable

Objectives
1. Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment
2. Broad-Based Socio-Economic Empowerment
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Comment
Poor
Reliable
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In general, the respondents agreed
with the statements or questions of all
variables for B-BBEE, although senior
managers were undecided with some of
the statements/questions 3, 4 and 5. This
could be because most senior managers
are involved in reviewing policies and have
a better knowledge of B-BBEE practices.
The research ﬁndings have established
that the majority of respondents are aware
of this policy and consider it a better
policy compared to Charter 1 and 2. This
is in agreement with previous research
by Goldberg and Richard (2018) where
they state that B-BBEE is a better policy
document, which will hopefully create
investment conﬁdence in an industry that
has been through a tough economic period.
However, previous studies by Stone (2015)
noted that some company delegates at
the Mining Indaba 2015 held in Cape
Town criticised this document, arguing
that legislation should be geared towards
attracting investors, and keeping them
invested over the 20 to 30 years of their
investment.

In general, the majority of respondents were
undecided with statement 4 (Do you agree
or disagree that the company is responsible
to provide sewerage and sanitation to our
adjacent communities?). Recent studies
(Kenny et al., 2017) showed that community
development is based on the principles
of local people themselves jointly deﬁning
and prioritizing and assuming responsibility
for their needs, aspirations and resources.
This correlates with ﬁndings of the current
study whereby respondents agree that
the organisation is involved in community
development such as providing schools,
water and electricity. Current studies also
correlate with studies (Stoecker, 2014) in
that community development, in its most
general sense, is a ﬁeld that focuses on
improving the lives of people by changing
the conditions through which they meet
basic needs.
5.6 Stakeholder Engagement
In general, the statistical results of the
survey indicate that the majority of
respondents agreed with statements 1
to 5. This correlates with Calton (2018)
in that mining organisations and other
sectors of the economy are expected to
involve people who may be aﬀected by the
decisions they make, or who can inﬂuence
the implementation of its decisions. Any
community development project is most
likely going to require engagement with
those aﬀected. Previous studies (Oliveira
& Rabechini, 2019) correlate with current
studies in that trust plays an important role,
acting as a lubricant in stakeholder relations
and project management.

5.3 Broad-Based Socio-Economic
Empowerment
In general, the research ﬁnding has
established that HDPs are provided with
opportunities to participate in the decision
making of running the business and
contributing to the economy. Previous
studies (Kruger, 2014) correlate with current
studies in that HDSAs must be provided with
economic privileges that were not available
to them in the past.
5.4 Social and Labour Plan
Previous studies (Krause et al., 2017)
indicated that SLPs are often designed
without consulting the people who should
beneﬁt from them and so they may not
eﬀectively respond to the challenges
experienced by people in the communities.
Current studies indicate that most
employees and local communities are
aware and consider them eﬀective.

5.7 Corporate Social Responsibility
In general, the majority of respondents
agreed with the statements in this category.
Previous studies (Bateman & Snell, 2013)
regard CSR as an obligation toward
society assumed by business. This is in
agreement with current studies, as the
majority of respondents agree that the
organisation contributes towards education,
health, small business development and
community infrastructure. Most importantly

5.5 Mine Community Development
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respondents agree that the organisation
complies with regulatory requirements and
going beyond the law. This is in agreement
with previous studies (Gao & Wang, 2014)
whereby they propose a general deﬁnition
of CSR as, situations where the ﬁrm goes
beyond compliance and engages in actions
that appear to further some social good
beyond the interests of the ﬁrm and that
which is required by law.

management can beneﬁt from this
research by taking note of the conceptual
framework and implement the ﬁndings to
improve BBBEE implementation. Also, the
quadruple helix with industry, university,
society and government can be considered
beneﬁciaries of this study taking into
consideration the factors for consideration
and its implications for the community.
7. CONCLUSION
The research was conducted within one
mining organisation. Findings and analysis
of the research were also discussed. These
ﬁndings conclude diﬀerent perspectives
about B-BBEE practises and their
implementation. It is concluded that eﬀective
community engagement strategies require
project managers to adopt trust-building
strategies early in projects and an intimate
understanding of community concerns and
social structures. The organisation must
not view communities as a risk and liability,
but rather as an asset and opportunity. The
organisation has been found as positively
practising B-BBEE and as determined to
meet all the objectives of the Mining Charter
within stipulated timeframes. Future studies
should focus more on B-BBEE in the mining
industry, as there is limited academic
literature on the topic. This should include
multiple case studies or a larger sample
size in one organisation or include all levels
of employment, as well as the entire South
African mining industry.

5.8 Sustainable Community
Development
In general, the respondents were undecided
with question 5 for Sustainable Community
Development. This could be the reason
that mining is seen as a ﬁnite business and
not sustainable. This is not in agreement
with the DMR, because under the Mineral
and Petroleum Resources Development
Act (MPRDA, Act No. 28 of 2002), a
contribution to sustainable development is
legally required.
5.9 Project Management
In general, the respondents agreed with
the statements or questions of all variables
for Project Management. However, some
respondents were undecided on question
5. Current studies indicate a lack of
knowledge about project management.
This is in agreement with previous studies
(Larson & Gray, 2013) that indicate that this
ﬁeld requires the application of knowledge,
skills, tools, and techniques to project
activities to meet the project requirements.
Recent articles (Malope, 2018; Ryan, 2018)
indicate that projects and their management
are still failing to deliver the expected value,
such as Lonmin’s failure to build 5500 new
houses. This is in agreement with current
studies, as the majority of respondents
were undecided if projects were delivered
on time or not.
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EXPLORING TALENT
DEVELOPMENT PRACTICES
FOR LEADERS IN PUBLIC
TVET INSTITUTIONS IN
NAMIBIA

that the leadership development programs
were helpful to equip leaders with essential
skills but that more advanced skills training
are required. Finally, the results showed
a need for talent return on investment
methodologies to determine the impact of
training. Recommendations are made.
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INTRODUCTION
Technical and vocational education
and training (TVET) colleges play a
critical role in job creation in developing
countries (Matenda, 2014, p. 3). This is
especially relevant in Namibia, where the
youth unemployment rate is estimated
to be 39.53 per cent, with university
graduates constituting the majority of the
unemployed (Statistics Namibia, 2019).
TVET institutions, according to Paryono
(2017), can enable a sustainable workforce
at the forefront of service delivery. As a
result, TVET institutions can contribute
to national development by creating jobs,
fostering industrial development, fostering
entrepreneurship, alleviating poverty, and
promoting economic prosperity (Gaﬀoor
& van der Bijl, 2019; Lawal, 2013, p.
87). Suﬃcient and sustained leadership
commitment and support are critical
ingredients for the success of the programs
and projects oﬀered by TVET institutions
for them to serve their purpose or carry
out their mandate (Flores, 2017). Atan and
Riham (2020) emphasise the importance
of innovative managers in steering an
organisation in the right direction even in
diﬃcult economic times. TVET leaders
must have the necessary skills to promote
and sustain TVET operations in emerging
markets like Namibia (Derue & Myers,
2014; Tulgan, 2018).
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ABSTRACT
Leaders play a vital and critical role in the
success of public TVET institutions by
ensuring that Namibia has a pool of talent
to drive its agenda towards sustainable
competitiveness. TVET leaders need to be
equipped with the required skills to provide
a strategic directive to these institutions.
The study’s main objective was to explore
the talent development practice for
leaders in TVET public institutions. Much
research has been done on leadership
talent development, but none focused
on leadership talent development in
Namibian TVET institutions. A qualitative
research approach was applied using semistructured interviews to collect data from
nine managers in Namibian public TVET
institutions and one staﬀ member from the
Talent Management Division at the National
Training Authority. The ﬁndings showed that
the participants had a basic understanding
of talent and talent development within the
TVET fraternity. The participants appeared
to favour classroom training above online
learning. The ﬁndings further revealed

The main objective of this research was to
explore the talent development practices
for leaders of TVET colleges in Namibia.
More speciﬁcally, we aimed at investigating
the following:
832
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• The nature and scope of talent and
talent management in Namibian TVET
colleges;

future and craft plans to realise our
dreams. People innovate. People face
challenges with courage and creativity”

• The talent development methods
applied to ensure skills acquisition of
TVET leaders;

According to Seshachalam (2016, p. 113),
“talent has become a precious commodity,
and how organisations manage talent has
the potential to impact their performance
greatly.” The recognition of the value of
talent has piqued the interest of academics
and researchers. As a result, much has
been written about what talent entails and
how to manage it best.

• The return on investment of talent
development interventions for TVET
leaders.
The Namibia Training Authority (NTA)
was established as a regulatory body of
vocational education and training by an
Act of Parliament, the VET Act, 2008 (Act
No. 1 of 2008). The NTA’s powers and
functions include promoting eﬀective and
eﬃcient vocational education and training,
ensuring that TVET programs and services
remain current and meet the emerging
needs of industry, business, and the
broader community, and, ﬁnally, increasing
employment
and
self-employment
opportunities. The Namibian Government
prioritises Technical Vocational Education
and Training (TVET), as evidenced
by development roadmaps such as
HARAMBEE (The Namibian Government’s
Action Plan Towards Prosperity for All) and
NDP 4 (The Fourth National Development
Plan for Namibia). Organisations should
be proactive to succeed and maintain
business sustainability by preparing leaders
to anticipate future challenges and develop
strategies to address them (Jackson &
Rowley, 2011, p. 128). As a result, research
on the talent development of TVET leaders
in Namibia is critical.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Talent and Talent Management
How this talent is managed determines an
organisation’s success. According to Mckee
(2015:39):

Brewster et al. (2008) deﬁne talent
as “the sum of a person’s abilities
– his or her intrinsic gifts, skills,
knowledge, experience, intelligence,
judgement, attitude, character, and
drive.” Armstrong (2012, p. 238) further
asserts that, “Talent consists of those
individuals who can make a diﬀerence
to organisational performance, either
through their immediate contribution
or in the longer term by demonstrating
the highest levels of potential.” The
talent deﬁnition provided by Silzer and
Dowell (2010, p. 13) includes three
dimensions: a person’s capabilities, a
speciﬁc person, and a group of people
in an organisation. In other words, talent
in an organisational context refers to
an individual’s skills and abilities and
his/her contribution to an organisation,
to a person endowed with speciﬁc
skills and abilities, and to a pool of
employees who possess exceptional
skills and abilities or competencies.
According to Seshachalam (2016, p.
113), “talent is a natural ability distinct
from learned knowledge and skills
that can be developed and enhanced
through practice and learning.”

“People are everything when it comes
to an organisation’s success. For
all our talk about strategy, market
challenges, and money, it is talented,
engaged people who make the
diﬀerence. Without people, we have
no tomorrow. People envision the

As the emphasis on talent grows, so does
the need for talent management to manage
this rare and inimitable resource. It calls for
a proactive approach to managing people
in an organisation’s employ. Having the
best talent distinguishes an organisation
from its competitors, and managing talent
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eﬀectively and eﬃciently provides an
organisation with a sustainable competitive
advantage. As a result, talent management
has become critical (Brewster, et al. 2008).
Talent management is deﬁned by Dowell
and Silzer (2010, p. 18) as an “integrated set
of processes, programs, and cultural norms
in an organisation to attract, develop, and
retain talent to achieve strategic objectives
and meet future business needs.” According
to Hatum (2010, p. 13), it is “a strategic
activity aligned with the organisations’s
business strategy that aims to attract,
develop, and retain talented employees at
all levels of the organisation.”

the issues surrounding leadership and
talent development should be investigated.
The development of leadership and talent
is a component of the talent management
process (Michael & Wakeﬁeld 2008, p. 2)
“Developing leadership talent falls
within the context of talent management.
We deﬁne talent management as an
integrated approach to recruiting,
developing, and retaining talent.
Within
these
three
categories,
talent management systems often
include some or all of the following:
recruiting and selecting; performance
management; leadership development;
talent review; succession processes;
rewards, compensation, and beneﬁts;
retention
and
outplacement.”

Seshachalam (2010, p. 114) deﬁnes
TM as “the implementation of integrated
strategies or systems designed to increase
workplace productivity by developing
improved
processes
for
attracting,
developing, retaining, and utilising people
with the required skills and aptitude to meet
current and future business needs.” All of
the deﬁnitions above capture the essence
of TM because they all depict TM as
strategic. Moreover, they all connect talent
management to an organisation’s strategic
goals. One thing is clear from these
deﬁnitions: talent management is driven by
the organisation’s business strategy.

Leadership development is deﬁned by
Mccauly, Ruderman, and Van Velsor (2010,
p. 2) as “the expansion of a person’s capacity
to be eﬀective in the leadership position and
processes.” Leadership roles and processes
facilitate
setting
direction,
creating
alignment, and maintaining commitment
in groups of people who do similar work.”
Leadership development, on the other
hand, is deﬁned by Armstrong (2012, p.
17) as “the acquisition, development, and
utilisation of leadership capability or the
potential for it.” According to DeRue and
Myers (2014, pp. 834-835), leadership
development is a process in which mutual
commitment and interpersonal relationships
are built to enable the eﬀective unfolding of
leading-following processes within a given
social context. Mccauly, Ruderman, and
Van Velsor (2010, pp. 14-17) agree that
several human capabilities required for
eﬀective leadership can be improved and
developed. These include self-awareness,
the ability to balance competing demands,
the ability to learn, leadership values, the
ability to lead others, the ability to build
and maintain relationships, the ability to
build workgroups, communication skills,
the ability to develop others, the ability to
lead the organisation, management skills,
the ability to think strategically, the ability

Talent Development and Leadership
Development
According to Armstrong (2012, p. 35),
“development is concerned with ensuring
that a person’s ability and potential are
grown and realised through the provision
of learning experiences or self-directed
(self-managed) learning.” It is an evolving
process that allows people to move from a
current state of understanding and capability
to a future state requiring higher-level skills,
knowledge, and competencies.” Given the
deﬁnitions of talent and development, the
researchers deﬁne talent development as
a deliberate process aimed at ensuring
that the abilities and potential of existing
talent are grown and realised at all levels of
the organisation. As this study focuses on
talent development practices for managers,
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to think creatively, the ability to initiate and
implement change.

competitive pressures, respond quickly
and ﬂexibly to changing conditions, and
innovate and exploit emerging technologies
rapidly.” One of the organisational beneﬁts
of leadership development programs is
increased sustainability through innovative
thinking, problem-solving skills, adaptability,
and risk-taking dispositions (Flores, 2017).

According to Akdere and Kirchner (2014,
p. 138), leadership development is all
about intentionally providing leaders with
opportunities to learn, grow, and change.
According to Armstrong (2012, p. 28),
leadership and management cannot be
separated because each involves the
other. This means that to be eﬀective, one
must be both a leader and a manager.
According to Armstrong (2012, p. 39),
management development aims to improve
managers’ performance in their roles
while also preparing them for future and
more signiﬁcant roles and responsibilities.
This means striking a balance between
leadership and management development,
as neglecting one will render the other
ineﬀective. Balancing the two will help
managers and supervisors improve their
leadership abilities, allowing them to
manage and lead eﬀectively.

Return on investment for leadership
development
As the environment changes, existing talent
becomes obsolete faster than ever before.
Therefore, organisations should develop
mechanisms to ensure a continuous stable
supply and availability of talent relevant to
new environments. Unfortunately, many
development initiatives have failed to meet
expectations and achieve the expected
return on investment. According to Day
(2007), most leadership development
program failures are due to a failure to
embed development in ongoing work,
which should increase the job relevance of
developmental experiences.

It is clear from the preceding that leadership
development is critical to an organisation’s
success because it leads to eﬀective
leadership. In today’s ever-changing
business environment, the importance
of leadership development cannot be
overstated. Leaders must persuade those
they lead to work together to achieve
common goals. This means that leadership
development programs should ensure that
leaders are equipped to do so (Akdere &
Kirchner, 2014, p. 139). More than ever,
organisations require leaders who can scan
the environment and anticipate both internal
and external changes and leaders who can
innovate and respond to environmental
changes. The intense competition and
dynamic corporate environment necessitate
agility, which only well-developed and
eﬀective leaders can provide. According to
Michael and Wakeﬁeld (2008, p. 13), “the
primary purpose of developing leadership
talent is to assist an organisation in meeting
its strategic goals.” According to Day
(2007), today’s organisations are constantly
looking for better ways to address increased

According to Dugan and O’Shea (2014,
p. 2), the ﬁrst task in planning for LD is
to outline the business case for leader
development and align the program with the
corporate strategy, policies, and programs.
This will also be useful when allocating
development resources (Dugan & O’Shea,
2014, p. 4). To ensure that the organisation’s
business strategic objectives are met, the
organisation’s business strategy must drive
a leadership development program. The
organisation’s strategic business objectives
and the competencies to be developed
should be in sync. Berke and Wakeﬁeld
(2008, p. 14) state:
“Business issues drive the need for
development. It is essential that you
identify your organisation’s challenges
in order to determine the leadership
actions needed to address those
challenges and the kind of development
leaders will need so that they are capable
of taking those actions. Knowing what
your organisation requires will help
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you reﬁne your thoughts about what is
necessary and what is not so important
to address in terms of developing
leadership talent. By carrying out a
business and organisational needs
assessment ﬁrst, you will be able to
directly link leader competencies with
your organisation’s strategic direction.”

of formal education or classroom methods
argue that knowledge learnt cannot be
easily applied to the workplace. However,
absorbing leadership theories and ideas
allows individuals to understand leadership
primarily as an abstract concept. Case study
analysis helps bring these concepts to life;
completing self-assessment questionnaires
and 360 assessments help individuals
understand their potential strengths and
weaknesses. In addition, participation in
classroom exercises helps individuals
understand their potential strengths and
weaknesses (Grimard & Pellerin, 2018, p.
69). As a result, the application problem
is solved using an integrated approach.
This method of training is referred to as a
blended solution by because it combines
“web-based content with facilitated sessions
where employees have a chance to practice
new skills, followed by online simulation
exercises that reinforce their new skills,
coaching and mentoring relationships, and
planned development experiences such as
rotational assignments (Leskiw & Singh,
2007, p. 457).”

According to Jackson and Rowley (2011,
p. 128), leadership development is actionoriented rather than knowledge-oriented,
which means that learning opportunities
must be workplace-based rather than oﬀsite-based. Yukl (cited by Armstrong, 2012,
p. 17) proposes a set of conditions that
must exist for leadership development to
be successful. These conditions include:
clear learning objectives, clear, meaningful
content, appropriate sequencing of content,
an appropriate mix of training methods, the
opportunity for active practice, relevant,
timely feedback, high trainee conﬁdence,
and follow-up activities. Most importantly,
Armstrong (2012, p. 17) contends that
an organisation must create an enabling
environment in which leaders can perform
to expect for any leadership program to be
successfuls. For leadership development
to be successful, the work environment
must provide change, growth, and learning
opportunities. This must be combined with
the participants’ ability and willingness
to learn from available experiences (Van
Rooyen & Whittle, 2011, p. 1045).

To summarise, in a world where change is
unavoidable, where adaptability determines
organisational success and survival, talent
and development are essential. Attaining
strategic business objectives necessitates
leaders who think and act strategically,
leaders who can set and eﬀectively
communicate an organisation’s strategic
direction, leaders who are agile and
capable of leading. Talent development is
critical to ensuring the availability of such
leaders. It is essential to remember that
any leadership development programs
stem from the business strategy. It is also
crucial to ensure supporting infrastructures
and an enabling environment to ensure that
lessons learned are applied.

Integrated learning methods for
leadership development
As the name implies, proponents of this
practice propose combining multiple
methods rather than just one. According
to Kodz and Campbell (2012, p. 8), it is
critical to ensure that LDPs include various
learning methods to cater to a wide range of
competencies. One example of integration
in their paper is ‘putting theory from formal
training sessions into practice through work
assignments and then reﬂecting on this
through coaching and reﬂective journaling.’
This will make up for the shortcomings of
diﬀerent methods. For example, the critics

RESEARCH DESIGN
Research Approach
The researchers chose the qualitative
research approach due to its ﬂexibility
and emergent nature. The qualitative
research approach is best suited for this
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study because it explores and understands
talent development practices for managers
in public TVET institutions in Namibia.
According to Creswell (2014, p. 4), qualitative
research is “an approach for exploring and
understanding the meaning that individuals
or groups ascribe to a social or human
problem.” Therefore, the researcher
examined the participants’ perceptions
and views on talent development practices
for managers in Public TVET Institutions
for this study. Because the researcher
wants to understand the participants’
perspectives on the talent development
practices that apply to them, this employs a
constructivist worldview. Constructivism is
a philosophical school of thought that holds
that all knowledge is constructed from a
human experience rather than discovered
self-evident knowledge. Psychological
Constructivism theorises and investigates
how humans build systems to understand
their worlds and experiences in meaningful
ways.

sampling in which the unit of study is chosen
based on its knowledge and the purpose
of the study. The leadership development
initiatives are aimed at 18 managers from
public TVET institutions, with three HR
personnel from the implementing agency
in charge of HR activities such as talent
development.
Invitations to participate in the study were
initially sent to 16 managers in Public TVET
institutions and three HR personnel in the
Talent Management Division. Ten of the 18
managers agreed to participate in the study,
accounting for 56% of the total. Three of the
ten are Centre Managers (30% response
rate), while seven are Department Heads
(70 per cent response rate). One (1) of the
three (3) targeted HR personnel agreed,
representing a 33% response rate.
In terms of age distribution, three of the
participants were between 31-40 years
(27%), ﬁve were between 41-50 years
of age (45%), while three were 50 years
and above (27%). With regards to the
gender distribution, four of the participants
were females (36% representation). In
comparison, seven were males (64%
representation). Two of the participants
had worked for the organisation for two to
ﬁve years (18% representation), seven of
them have 6-10 work experience with the
company (64% representation), while two
had served the organisation for 11-15 years
(18%). As regards educational qualiﬁcation,
two participants had a bachelor degree
(18%), two participants were holders of
an Honours degree (18%), while six had
graduated at a Masters Degree level (64%).

Research Method
Research setting
The study’s target population was the
managers in public TVET institutions
around the country and the HR staﬀ in the
Talent Management Section at the Namibia
Training Authority. Given the small number
of managers at TVET institutions and HR
staﬀ, they will all be part of the study. The
researcher submitted a letter, attaching
the standard letter from SBS to the CEO
requesting permission to undertake the
study in the organisation. Upon approval of
the request for permission, the researcher
then submitted the consent to Centre
Managers and requested the GM: HR for
copies of policies and other documents
relevant to the study.

Data collection methods
The researchers used in-depth interviews
(unstructured one-on-one interviews) to
collect data. According to De Vos et al.
(2011, p. 348), conducting unstructured
one-on-one interviews helps understand
participants’ experiences and make sense
of those experiences. The researcher
will also collect data by studying talent
management documents such as policies,

Sampling
Purposive sampling was used in the study
due to the purpose of the study. The
intended participants are people who have
some knowledge of the subject and can
provide insightful data. Purposive sampling
is deﬁned by Babbie (2016, p. 187) as
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guidelines, and statistics to understand the
organisation’s talent management systems
and infrastructures. The researcher
recorded data through audio recordings
during interviews. The responses were
transcribed after each interview, and the
researcher took notes while studying the
documents converted into an electronic
format. The researcher backed up data by
saving it into an external drive that he kept
safe to safeguard the collected data.

are presented below and supported by
direct quotes from the participants.

Data analyses
The researchers applied content analyses
to the data collected. Textual analysis,
also known as content analysis, assists
researchers in making sense of data. The
contents of the documents and interview
notes were thoroughly examined. The
data was then coded to identify themes,
descriptions, and meaning units (Leedy &
Ormrod, 2013, pp. 148-150). The emphasis
was on deciphering documents and
interview data (De Vos, et al. 2011, p. 381).

“Talent Management is the utilisation
of the intelligence of the personnel
within an organisation to achieve the
organisation’s strategic objectives.
It is about developing the skills and
capabilities of the employees from
training or coaching” (P2, Masters
Degree, Head of Trainee Support).

Theme: Talent and talent management
As an introduction to the interviews, the
main researcher wanted to establish or
gauge the participants’ understanding of
Talent Management. Overall, participants
showed a basic understanding of Talent
Management. For example, Particpant 2
said,

In addition, Participant 5 said,
“Identify and develop talent within the
organisation through mentoring and
coaching, and encouraging them to
develop themselves. For example, one
of our cleaners has qualiﬁed in Oﬃce
Administration. It is about placing
employees in areas or positions
where they can excel”. (P5, Masters
Degree, Head of Trainee Support).

Strategies employed to ensure quality
data
The primary researcher ensured the
research’s
credibility
by
accurately
identifying and describing the subject.
This means that participants were chosen
to collect valuable data based on their
knowledge of the subject under study. To
ensure the data’s reliability and validity,
the primary researcher collaborated with
responses from the HR team and managers
by studying documentation on TM practices
and TM implementation in the organisation.
In addition, the primary researcher took
notes during the interviews to ensure the
validity of the data, as this captured even
the respondents’ nonverbal reactions. The
primary researcher also used an external
auditor who reviewed the entire project and
a peer debriefer who reviewed and asked
questions about the study (Creswell, 2014,
p. 202).

And,
“It is also about creating a leadership
talent pipeline to ensure the availability
of leadership talent for future ﬁlling of
vacancies in leadership positions” (P 9)
Theme: Talent Development Practices
Three main sub-themes emerged relating to
talent development practices; namely talent
development approaches, skills acquired
as part of the training and training delivery
methods.
Sub-theme: Talent development
approaches
On the question of the company’s talent
development approaches or methods,
all participants said that all the training

FINDINGS
The ﬁndings are presented per the research
question identiﬁed for the study. The themes
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programmes they had attended were
classroom set-up based. They gathered
at one place and lectured on set topics. All
participants stated that the last programme,
which was ongoing at the interviews, was
online. Participant 5 mentioned:

Participant 3 shared the same sentiments
by adding:

“On the ﬁrst one the mode was the
contact one. This is where classes
are presented, and for me felt, given
my old school background, I felt more
comfortable with that one. It gives you
ample opportunities to interact and
network. I found it more beneﬁcial.
This one which is online, the online
coaching, the online mentoring, does
not really beneﬁt us. There are issues
of distance and connectivity issues. At
some point when you get disconnected,
you are left out as the class
continues without you”. (P5, Masters
Degree, Head of Trainee Support).

Participant 4 also felt that the online training
was not really eﬀective:

Degree, Head of Trainee Support).

“Traditional way of instructional
delivery has been eﬀective because
participants had opportunities to
interact with the trainer and with
each other. It gives participants
opportunities to learn from one another,
and even network”. (P3, Female,
Masters Degree, Head of Finance).

“I would say 50/50 in the sense that
we have experienced a couple of
connectivity challenges. I think that
would have diﬀerent had it been
face-to-face. Whenever you are
disconnected, you are missing out.
And then the other thing that I have
observed is because we are still in our
work places or environment set-up, we
are still having duties or activities that
are been undertaken the same time.
For instance, I had to miss one session
because there were other compelling
activities that I needed to attend to. So
now, let us say it was face-to-face, and
then we were taken to a place outside
our duty stations, the disruptions
would be minimal”. (P4, Male,
Masters Degree, Centre Manager).

while Participant 9 added,
“The one on corporate governance
was
more
classroom-based,
while the current one too is too
classroom inclined through online”.
The primary researcher wanted to establish
which approaches/ methods applied during
the development programmes brought the
desired results. The participants indicated
that the classroom set-up brought the desired
results and was the most eﬀective of the two
approaches. The reasons advanced are
that classroom set-up allows for interaction
and networking among participants and the
trainer. At the same time, online learning
comes with connectivity challenges and
many disruptions as one is forced to attend
to oﬃce work, and it is something new
that they are used to. In response to the
question, Participant 2 mentioned,

Sub-Theme: Skills acquired as part of
training
The participants were asked to describe one
challenging job assignment given to them
by their supervisors and provide at least two
to three new skills acquired in executing the
task, if any. All the participants stated that
they were given challenging assignments
and learnt a lot from these tasks compared
to the training/ developmental programmes
they had attended. This is what some of the
participants mentioned:

“Classroom because of the interaction
between the participants and the
facilitator. This removes one from
the workplace and this minimises
disruptions” (P2, Male, Masters

“Yes, one that stood out was one where
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I was part of the team to quality assure
some processes that were developed
by others. Our task was to ensure
that the processes were aligned to
the strategic objectives of TVET.
I acquired a number of skills from
this exercise which include amongst
others, communication, negotiation,
persuasive etc. I believe that even my
emotional intelligence was sharpened
since I had to deal a lot with other team
members’ emotions” (P2, Male, Masters
Degree, Head of Trainee Support).

the chairs and tables for the Ministry
of Basic Education, I got exposed
more to procurement processes, and
subcontracting of the work. In there,
one learns about business processes
which one can then transfer to the
trainees in terms of entrepreneurship
since the emphasis is on producing
job creators instead of job-seekers.
I had to draw business plans from
scratch for the Production Unit and
Hospitality (Guest house transformed
into a Hotel). This also exposed me
to the recruitment processes. I learnt
a lot about project costing, budget
controls, cost containment, and
people management. This is one of
the best ways to develop managers,
though it needs to be guided and
coordinated” (P6, Male, Honours
Degree, Head of Trainee Support).

and
“One task I was given was to be the
lead person on the renovation project
that the Ministry of Youth gave NTA.
It was challenging because it was
my ﬁrst time running a project of that
magnitude, a project worth millions.
We had to make use of trainees from
various technical training institutions.
We managed to complete the project
within time and budget. The Minister
came to the hand-over ceremony
and appreciated the work we did. For
me that would go to my CV as an
achievement and having done that, we
were given three more projects. These
two were delivered, and the end-users
were satisﬁed with the work. We are
currently working on constructing 23
ablution facilities around the country
for the Ministry of education. All this
came after the successful completion
of the ﬁrst project. The main skills I
learned include project management
from planning, work scheduling to
costing, and everything about project
management. Communication skills
as well as people management
were the other skills mastered
during these projects” (P4, Male,
Masters Degree, Centre Manager).

and
“I was tasked to put up a production
unit and functionalise it. It was not easy
but with the team that I assembled
we managed. In here, I learnt how to
build a team, work with people, and
manage a project. My communication,
decision making and negotiation skills
were sharpened. The other thing
is that my supervisor tasked me to
prepare presentations to external
stakeholders on construction and
renovation projects for government.
This sharpened my presentation,
report writing and persuasive skills. I
take pleasure in knowing that all the
projects that government allocated
to TVET centres are a result of those
presentations
and
engagements.
These provided me with the greatest
lessons in my professional journey. This
was guided and coordinated training
because my supervisor was with me
all the way providing the guidance
and support that I required” (P8, Male,
Honours Degree, Centre Manager).

and
“The income generation projects for
example, when we were fabricating

The primary researcher followed up with
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a question on what skills or capabilities
the participants would like to see covered
by future development programmes.
Several skills or capabilities were brought
forward, including ﬁnance-for-non-ﬁnancial
managers, policy development, change
management,
project
management,
strategic objectives formulation, people
management, coaching and mentoring
skills, critical thinking and analytical skills,
and some intrapersonal skills.

As mentioned by Participant 9,
“First and for almost, there are diﬀerent
types of performance management
depending on what one is trying to
achieve, and also depending on the
type of sector you are operating in.
In corporate, we have commercial
and non-commercial, and determines
the type performance management
an organisation system implements.
It all depends on what you use it for.
For my employer, PMS is more of
a policy issue than anything else.
It is not used for reward, salary
grading, development or disciplinary.
In short, there is no link between
PMS and leadership”. (P9, Male,
Honours Degree, Centre Manager).

In addition, participants referred to
the performance management in the
organisation, and all were not satisﬁed with
its implementation. They stated that it does
not serve any purpose and does not see
why they carry out performance appraisals
as expected by the employer. However, they
all agreed that it is an important business
process when eﬀectively executed. For
example, Participant 7 said,

Theme: Eﬀectiveness of training
The primary researcher wanted to establish
the eﬀectiveness of the leadership
development programmes that had been
carried out. The opening question was on
the number of programmes participants
had attended in the last three years, and
examples of such programmes. In response
to this question, all but two participants
indicated that they had participated in only
two development programmes in the last
three years, one on disciplinary procedures
and the other one which was running at
the time of the interviews was on Quality
Management in TVET. The two participants
said that they had only attended one
programme on Quality Management.

Performance management within the
NTA becomes challenging especially
for staﬀ members who are below
management. The salary increments
for these people are negotiated through
the unions. This means that there
is no link between salary increment
and one’s performance. This has led
to staﬀ members losing interest in
performance management, as they do
not see a reason for doing appraisals.
They do not care even you score
them below 3. My recommendation
would be that the NTA incentives
performance in any kind. The other
thing is that the NTA should start upskilling staﬀ members based on the
PDPs. This will be motivating, and
staﬀ members would take the exercise
seriously. As it is now; it is a matter
of ticking the boxes”. ” (P7, Female,
Honours Degree, Head of Finance)

The researcher asked participants to
elaborate on the impact that the implemented
leadership
development
programmes
had on them. There were mixed reactions
from diﬀerent participants on this question.
Three of the participants stated that the one
on corporate governance was impactful on
them. As mentioned by Participant 2,

Furthermore, some participants felt that
performance management within the NTA
was done as a matter of policy and had
nothing to do with talent development in
reality.

“The one on corporate governance
really impacted me. I just got appointed
as a manager, and the workshop really
exposed me to issues of compliance
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and delegation of authority” (P2, Male,
Masters Degree, Head of Finance).

more eﬀective, a proper training
programme design process need to be
put in place. At list the basic steps need
to be followed. Let the programmes be
based on identiﬁed needs, come up
with tailor-made programmes with clear
objectives, that addresses the skills
gap. The last step is equally important,
where the programme is appraised
to determine its eﬀectiveness”.

One of the participants said that the training
on corporate governance was impactful as
it was diﬃcult to measure in the absence
of a post-training evaluation. One of the
participants said,
“Yes, to some extent. Let me take
as an example the one on corporate
governance. It exposed me to issues
of governance, such as delegation of
authority and the relationships between
various parties as well as their roles and
responsibilities. The problem is lack
of programme evaluation no followthrough on the programme” (P9, Male,
Honours Degree, Centre Manager).

(P1, Bachelors degree, Head of Training).
The participants bemoaned the level of
investment the organisation was putting in
talent development, especially in leadership
development, as well as lack of commitment
from the top executives.
Participants 9 mentioned,

On Quality Management training, two
participants said it impacted them. Even
though it was still ongoing, they could
already craft business processes to ensure
quality and learn the diﬀerence between
quality management and quality assurance.
The other two participants said it was not
impactful, while two others said it was
less impactful. The reason is that they
missed some sessions due to connectivity
challenges since it was done online. For
example, P1 said,

“For me 2 training programmes for
managers is too little and shows
that the organisation does not want
to invest in the development of its
managers. Look, change is constant,
technological advancement makes
our skills and knowledge redundant
faster than before, we have crisis
after crisis. As manager, we need to
adept new ways of managing and
leading to ensure sustained success.
Our top executive was supposed to
drive development initiatives, but it
is not. No needs assessments are
carried out, programmes that are
implemented are knee-jerk reactions.

“Better understanding of corporate
governance, while the second one
is not helpful due to the fact that it is
online and we are expected to attend
while at the workplace. While you
are busy listening, staﬀ members
come in the oﬃce, and sometimes
there
are
meetings
schedules
during training time”. (P1, Male,
Bachelors degree, Head of Training).

(P9, Male,
Manager).

Honours

Degree,

Centre

DISCUSSION
The main objective of this research was
to determine the talent development
practices for TVET leaders in Namibia. The
study found that participants have a basic
understanding of what talent management
is and its importance. Their deﬁnitions were
more on identifying and developing talent
within the organisation. Though talent
identiﬁcation and development form part of
TM, there is more to it. Dowell and Silzer

The primary researcher followed up
by asking participants how best they
thought leadership or talent development
programmes could be made eﬀective.
Participant 1 stated,
“In order to make talent development
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(2018, p. 18), Hatum (2012, p. 13) and
Seshachalam (2010, p. 114) all say that TM
is about improved processes for attracting,
developing, retaining and making use of the
talent to achieve the corporate objectives
of an organisation. Participants agreed
that talent is a rare resource and a primary
source of competitiveness. Mckee (2015,
p. 39) states that people matter more to
an organisation’s success than money and
strategies. The majority of the participants
stated coaching and mentoring, and
classroom as developing talent, especially
leadership talent.

negotiation skills, presentation, and report
writing. One of the participants said that
challenging job assignments provided the
most signiﬁcant lessons of his professional
journey as he learnt by doing.
This is in agreement with Silzer and
Dowell (2010, p. 306) and Leskiw and
Singh (2007, p. 454) that action-learning
(experiential) is an approach that allows a
participant to learn through working on real
organisational challenges or opportunities.
According to Akdere and Kirchner (2014,
p. 139), for training to contribute positively
to increased eﬀectiveness in leadership,
it must be realistic, practical, and provide
learning opportunities for feedback and
exercise. It is also essential that the
development of the following skills is built
into the training programme: eﬀective
communication, analytical thinking, and
eﬃcient organisation as well as the ability
to challenge and confront others, be resultoriented, have an emphasis on integrity,
ability to empathy and care, ﬂexibility, and
trust development.

Regarding the talent development practices
to develop managers in public TVET
institutions, the focus of the study was on
talent development methods or approaches
applied, the target groups of the leadership
development programmes, and the
eﬀectiveness of the approach. The study
found out that the approach/ or methods
to talent development in the organisation
were more traditional classroom-based with
online and uncoordinated or unplanned
experiential or action learning. However, this
must not be confused with blended learning,
as the study revealed that only one of the
stated approaches was applied to a speciﬁc
development programme. For example,
participants indicated that the training on
corporate governance was classroombased. There were no opportunities to
transfer knowledge to the workplace, while
the training on quality management was
delivered online. In addition, the study found
out that though not coordinated or planned,
eﬀective leadership development took
place through job assignments. Almost all
the participants appreciated and positively
appraised experiential learning as a
method for talent development. Participants
provided a long list of skills and capabilities
that they acquired from challenging job
assignments which includes: project
management, communication skills, people
management, negotiation skills, persuasive
skills, emotional intelligence, procurement
processes, and subcontracting of work,
business processes, decision making and

As per the participants’ responses, the
classroom set-up brought the desired
results of the two training delivery because
it allows for interaction between the
trainer and the students and networking
among participants. However, connectivity
challenges bring about the ineﬀectiveness
of the online mode and disruptions
as participants attend while in their
workstations with work duties demanding
their time. As one participant said, the other
factor that rendered the online training has
to do with participants not being used to
online training. The conclusion made by the
researcher is that most of the participants
are still stuck with tradition where classroom
set-up is considered the best or more
eﬀective than the rest. This corresponds
with Kodz and Campbell (2012, p. 8) that to
cater for a range of diﬀerent competencies,
it is essential to ensure that the LDPs
comprise a range of learning methods, and
with Burke (cited by O’Loughlin, 2013, p. 11)
who identiﬁed vital instructional strategies
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and methods speciﬁcally linked to skills
transfer, which are practice and feedback,
active learning, behavioural modelling,
error-based examples, self-management
strategies, as well as mentoring.

strategic objectives. Second, on the impact
of the leadership development initiatives
for managers in public TVET institutions,
the study recommends that as part of the
needs assessment, the NTA determines or
identiﬁes criteria or standards to measure
the training/ development programmes
based on the identiﬁed learning objectives.
The study further recommends that the
NTA put measures or mechanisms in place
to hold managers accountable. Finally,
a range of development approaches are
used to cater to a range of competencies.
However, the most common and traditional
classroom-based approach is limited in
terms of knowledge transfer or application.
To mitigate this limitation, the NTA should
consider using action learning or blended
learning to create opportunities for
knowledge application to the workplace.

On the impact that the development
programmes had on the participants, the
study found that the eﬀect was signiﬁcantly
less. Only three (30%) of the participants
felt positively impacted by the training on
corporate governance, while the rest said
they could not tell since the training objectives
were not clear to them, and the training was
not linked to their training needs. The other
reason is that there was no post-training
evaluation done. The second programme
was still running, but more than half of the
participants agreed that it was of little value.
They cited connectivity challenges and
work commitment as factors aﬀecting the
programme. In addition, the study revealed
that there was a lack of accountability and
follow through on the programmes. For
example, the HR participant stated that there
is a training report form to be completed
by the training attendants’ supervisors to
report the impact of the training. The report
focuses on the changes in performance and
behaviour post-training. But the majority of
the managers said they were not aware
of the report form, while those who were
aware had never used the form before.

LIMITATIONS
The research had some limitations. First, a
qualitative approach was followed, limiting
the research in terms of generalising
ﬁndings. Secondly, the research was
cross-sectional and over a short period.
As a result, cause and eﬀect inferences
cannot be made regarding the ﬁndings over
a more extended period. Finally, limited
research exists on the talent development
of leadership in TVET colleges. This
challenged the researchers in terms of
the interpretation of the ﬁndings. Future
research can beneﬁt from expanding the
sample to include academics and students
to obtain a more holistic perspective on
leadership development in TVET colleges.
The research can also be expanded
to include TVET colleges from other
African countries to compare leadership
development practices.

MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
Based on the research ﬁndings and
conclusions, the research puts forward
the following recommendations for the
organisation regarding talent development
practices for managers in the public
TVET institutions. This ensures that these
institutions are staﬀed with managers capable
of eﬀectively and eﬃciently navigating
the rugged business environments. The
ﬁrst recommendation is to develop a
talent development strategy based on the
business strategy of the NTA from which a
leadership development strategy should be
drawn. This will give meaning and purpose
to the development initiatives because
they will be aligned to the organisation’s

CONCLUSIONS
This research highlighted the importance of
leadership development for TVET managers
to ensure the eﬀective roll-out of TVET
operations and projects. In addition, TVET
colleges should focus on adopting blended
training methods to provide eﬀective
leadership skills transfer for all generations
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of leaders. TVET colleges can also invest
in return on investment methodologies
and needs assessments to ensure that the
training interventions achieve their intended
purpose of leadership excellence.

De Vos, A.S., Delport, C.S.L., Fouche, C.B.
& Strydom, H. (2011). Research at Grass
Roots: For the social sciences and human
service professions (4th ed). Pretoria: Van
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INVESTIGATING INCENTIVE
STRATEGIES TO INCREASE
EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
AT AN ENGINEERING
SERVICES ENTITY

subsequently proposed according to the
needs of the multigenerational workforce.
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BACKGROUND
The business environment is currently
operating in a competitive modern era where
factors such as advanced technologies,
globalisation, various types of industries
with upcoming competitors are dealt
with regularly. To maintain a competitive
advantage, minimise employee turnover,
and improve proﬁtability, employees in
an organisation must remain motivated,
engaged, and creative (De Vito et al.,
2018; Singh, 2016). There is an increasing
trend in uninterested employees, with low
motivational levels, and conducting personal
work during working hours (Casimir,
2020). Management and leadership will be
responsible for encouraging the employees
by creating a positive and productive
work environment, as well as strategise
on new innovative ideas to sustain high
motivational levels (De Vito et al., 2018).
Other approaches need to be incorporated
towards motivating the workforce to do
more than what is asked through alternative
incentive strategies over the conventional
methods such as, commission, leave,
training, promotions, and acknowledgment.
This study will focus on non-conventional
alternative ways to incentivise employees to
motivate them to obtain additional business
opportunities.

RA Lotriet
North-West University
Potchefstroom, South Africa
E-mail: Ronnie.lotriet@nwu.ac.za
ABSTRACT
The feasibility of a points-based reward
incentive scheme with game-like activities
was proposed in this study to increase
employee engagement. This was done
by investigating conventional incentive
and reward schemes. A unique incentive
scheme aims to increase the engagement
and motivation of an engineering services
entity. A literature review was conducted
to critically review various factors that
inﬂuence
employee
motivation
and
engagement and to what measure it aﬀects
employee performance. Management of
diversity was researched regarding the
multigenerational
workforce
currently
employed by the private sector engineering
company. The literature indicated that there
is a positive relationship between employee
motivation, engagement, and rewards
in addition to their typical salary. The
empirical investigation conﬁrmed through
statistical analysis of the data obtained
through a structured questionnaire that the
constructs listed in the literature indicated
a positive relationship between motivation
and engagement. Thus, employees who
are motivated in the workplace tend to
be more engaged. The respondents, on
average, revealed that they would be willing
to participate in a corporate points-based
reward scheme with game-like activities.
In addition, a reward scheme structure was

PROBLEM STATEMENT
Suﬃcient employee motivation and
retention are critical to success in the
modern age of business strategies
(Aguenza & Som, 2012). The reward
system of a company will inﬂuence both
the employer and the employee and should
be updated and continuously improved.
The preferred reward of an employee
can change from day to day according to
the needs of the employee. For example,
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additional remuneration could be preferable
in one month, while the additional leave
is preferred the next month (Chintalloo &
Mahadeo, 2013).

RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
The purpose of this research paper is to
ascertain whether a points-based reward
incentive scheme with game-like activities
would be feasible within the company
investigated to encourage employees to
be more engaged and motivated in their
daily objectives. This could aid in improved
employee engagement and motivation
within the company and subsequently,
employee performance.

The current incentive scheme of the
engineering services entity comprises an
annual bonus which is constructed as follows:
50% based on group-level performance
/ 25% based on local business unit
performance, and 25% based on employee
performance. Depending on the employee’s
position within the company, their annual
bonus will range from 15% to 25% of their
annual basic salary. This, however, means
that the diﬀerence between employees who
achieve their performance goals and those
who do not, essentially receive the same
amount of bonus each year. This can be
very demotivating to some employees who
try their utmost best to achieve their goals.
Employee rewards are a crucial part of
any organisation, and human performance
could be improved through motivation
(Muogbo, 2013). To avoid low employee
motivation and engagement, companies
should investigate alternative approaches
to motivate employees by utilising nonconventional incentive strategies over
conventional methods. Therefore, this
study will investigate whether an alternative
approach like a points-based rewards
scheme with game-like activities will be
feasible within an engineering services
entity to increase employee engagement
and motivation.

SCOPE OF THE STUDY
The case organisation is a South African
engineering services entity. The study will
be limited to the current staﬀ of the company
regarding the South African operations.
The study will also be limited to a pointsbased reward scheme, gamiﬁcation, and
conventional incentive strategies found in
the literature and practiced by the company.
Because of the narrow scope of this
study, generalisations cannot be inferred
to operationalise the results to a wider
audience
LITERATURE REVIEW
The following conceptual framework was
drafted from the preliminary literature
review to focus the study.
The above-mentioned relevant construct
will be brieﬂy discussed within the context
of the framework.
Employee motivation
In any business environment, employee
motivation can be considered crucial

FIGURE 1: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
(SOURCE: OWN COMPILATION).
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to the success and performance of any
organisation, being either public or private,
large or small, and have a direct impact
on employee performance (Abbah, 2014;
Abner & Samuel, 2019; Ogbonnaya et al.,
2017; Maduka & Okafor, 2014; Robescu
& Lancu, 2016; Shahzadi et al., 2014;
Singh, 2016)). Therefore, it is crucial for
organisations and their managing members
to fully understand what drives and
motivates their employees if they wish to
maximise organisational performance (Lee
& Raschke, 2016).

motivational factors (Tremblay et al., 2009).
Therefore internal and external drivers need
to be acknowledged:
Intrinsic motivation – it is the inspirations
that come from within. It can also
be referred to as actions that bring
purposeful and personal enjoyment to
one’s self and provide enough reason
to persist with the associated action
(Cerasoli et al., 2014; Ganta, 2014).
Extrinsic motivation- is the external
factors that inﬂuence individuals
from the outside (Ganta, 2014;
Hamari & Koivisto, 2015; Robescu
& Iancu, 2016). A lot of external
motivators have been identiﬁed in the
literature such as work promotion,
competition, material achievements,
recognition, and monetary rewards.

In the literature, diﬀerent variations that
deﬁne motivation could be found. The main
factors identiﬁed established that motivation
is a vital driving force that engages individuals
in any activity as well as the associated
commitment, energy, and creativity levels.
A relevant motivational theory to this
study was proposed by Edward Deci and
Richard Ryan in the 1970s and is known
as the Self-Determination Theory (SDT).
This primarily focuses on the choices one
makes and examines the degree to which
human behavior is self-determined and
self-motivated. Within this theory, it states
that elevated motivational levels would
be obtained when an individual achieves
the need for autonomy, competence, and
relatedness (Vasconcellos et al., 2020).
Work activities can often fall outside this
framework and would require extrinsic

Self-Determination Theory (SDT)suggests that humans require the
following three basic psychological
needs to sustain interest, development,
and wellbeing (Ryan & Deci, 2017):
Autonomy (the need to self-regulate
one’s experiences and actions),
Competence (desire to be eﬀective
and successful (Mills & Allen, 2020)
and, Relatedness (connectedness with
others and feelings of belonging within
a group)(Butz & Stupnisky, 2017).

FIGURE 2: SELF-DETERMINATION CONTINUUM
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Figure 2 below describes the SDT as a
continuum as proposed by Ryan & Deci
(2017), where Amotivation (AMO) and
intrinsic motivation are the two extremes.
Tremblay et al. (2009) noted a new behavior
may be internalised along the continuum
at any point depending on organisational
factors and previous experiences.

instruments mentioned above, the Utrecht
Work Engagement Scale resulted in the
most commonly used instrument and
was selected for this study. The UWES
has been validated in several countries,
including China, Japan, South Africa, and
the Netherlands (Boikanyo, 2012).
Strategies that impact motivation and
engagement
Conventional incentive strategies
Common examples of performanceenhancing incentives include awards,
additional paid leave, promotions, praise,
and recognition (Cerasoli et al., 2014).
Through incentivising employees, they
strive to perform better to achieve greater
rewards in addition to their regular salary
(Ganta, 2014).

Work engagement
In the literature, employee engagement is
deﬁned in various ways, however, the term
can be described as an employee who can
be seen as an ambassador of the company,
one who consistently produces results and is
driven in their work (Chandani et al., 2016).
Some researchers reported employee
engagement as the opposite of burnout
due to the associated dimensions that
include ineﬃcacy, cynicism, and exhaustion
(Nimon & Shuck, 2020). The opposite of
these negative burnout dimensions can
be considered as the core dimensions
of engagement and describes feelings
of positivity, fulﬁllment, and satisfaction
(Martin, 2017). These dimensions can be
characterised as vigour, dedication, and
absorption.

Reward systems
A reward system comprises more than
just a basic salary alone, and it can be
regarded as intrinsic, extrinsic, monetary,
and non-monetary (Victor & Hoole, 2017).
It will encourage continuous improvement
of performance that could lead to enhanced
organisational and individual growth
and will also aid to improve the overall
morale (Noor et al., 2020). In the world of
business, employees want to be rewarded
appropriately for their performance and
loyalty to their respective companies to fulﬁll
their desires (Khan et al., 2020). A reward
system mainly consists of procedures and
strategies to recognise employees for their
involvement, skills, and potential (Noor et
al., 2020).

Measuring employee engagement
There were several instruments identiﬁed in
the literature that can successfully measure
employee engagement. According to
Shrotryia & Dhanda (2019), the most
popular instruments based on the number
of citations and usage by scholars and
practitioners are:
• Gallup Workplace Audit (GWA)–(Jadhav
& Bhise, (n.d.)).

Incentives have been identiﬁed as a critical
factor when it comes to an employee’s
working eﬃciency and motivation. From
a strategic point of view, an incentive or
reward scheme must be developed to
ensure that organisational sustainability
could be achieved and to maintain a
competitive advantage (Rakhmanova &
Kryukov, 2019). This could be reached
by encouraging employees to be more
aware of their performance and that of
the organisation and to strive for better

• Utrecht Work Engagement Scale
(UWES)–(Khodakarami et al., 2018).
• Psychological Engagement Measure–
(Shrotryia & Dhanda, 2019).
• Job and Organisational Engagement
Scale–(Khodakarami et al., 2018).
• Job Engagement Measure-(Byrne et al.,
2016).
Based

on

research

regarding

the
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performance subsequently.

employee motivation and can be linked
directly to the eﬀorts of employees in the
workplace (Ikäheimo et al., 2018).

Monetary vs non-monetary incentives
• Monetary incentives could be considered
as extrinsic rewards and include any
ﬁnancial gain such as salary, bonus, and
allowances (Khan et al., 2020).

Various alternative methods are found in
the literature used to improve employee
motivation and engagement. These
methods are:

• Non-monetary incentives can be
considered as intrinsic motivation and
include factors such as leave, ﬂexible
working hours, and an excellent working
environment. Non-monetary incentives
do not provide any direct ﬁnancial gain
to employees and mainly include the
feeling of being praised or acknowledged
for doing a job well done (Noor et al.,
2020).

Loyalty programs
Loyalty programs are widely used in the
retail, travel, and consumer industry and
involve factors such as reward cards,
tiered service levels, and support contracts
(Bruneau et al., 2018, Chang & Wong,
2018).
Gamiﬁcation
Gamiﬁcation, conceptually, entails the
transformation of working activities into
gaming experiences (Stoyanova & Iliev,
2017). This will subsequently motivate
employees to be more engaged in their
workplace activities (Hamari & Koivisto,
2015; Klevers et al., 2015; Ruhi, 2015,
Morschheuser et al., 2017). Literature
suggests that by playing games, people
tend to get competitive, more engaged,
and willing to take extra steps in the activity
being exercised to win (Ergle, 2015). Ruhi
(2015), indicated through their research
into Gamiﬁcation, that organisations could
have advantages by driving Gamiﬁcation
strategies. Rivers (2016), found that
Gamiﬁcation had a signiﬁcant impact on
social engagement, overall engagement,
and eﬀective engagement.

According to a survey of 235 managers
(Mamdani & Minhaj, 2016), the most
used incentivise methods to motivate
employees to include the following, in
ranking order from most popular to the
least: employee acknowledgment–gift
vouchers–special events–cash rewards–
merchandise
incentives–email/print
communications–training programs–work/
life beneﬁts–variable salary–group travel–
individual travel–sweepstakes. Some other
conventional monetary incentive strategies
are• None–the disappointment from no
further beneﬁts would most likely result
in high employee turnover rates and
poor performance (Chepkemoi, 2018;
and Yousaf et al., 2014).
• Proﬁt-related
pay
(company
performance-proﬁt
sharing)–receive
a percentage of their annual cost to
the company based on the company
performance over the year. A study by
Ogbonnaya et al. (2017) found that
proﬁt-related pay incentives did not
have any positive eﬀects on employee
performance, but rather impacted
employee commitment in a negative
manner.

Other methods of employee incentives
(rewards)
There are many other unique ways to
incentivise employees. Companies could
provide employees with gifts, based on their
performance (Du, 2020). Examples of these
could include company-branded coﬀee
mugs, music subscriptions to gift cards.
Additional incentives could also have pets
on workdays or holiday packages (Gard,
2019). Higher-performing employees will
beneﬁt from more generous incentives
such as unlimited paid-oﬀ days, while less
performing employees will beneﬁt from

• Performance-related pay (individual
performance)–plays a crucial role in
851

recognition (Salcido, 2020).

employees in Sub-Saharan Africa, including
Zambia and Mozambique. The sample
ranged from professional to semi-skilled
employees. The study population includes
the employees of all the business units
in the case organisation. A convenience
sample type will be used to collect data and
as such, include participants that are the
most accessible (McCombes, 2020).

Incentive strategies in the context
There is a growing demand in the modern
organisational working environment for
alternative strategies to motivate and
engage employees that do not necessarily
include cash rewards or gift cards (Conmy
& Melvin, 2019). The current workforce
consists of a combination of diﬀerent age
groups that could require other incentive
methods or combinations thereof to be
more motivated and engaged in the working
environment. Employee age diversity can
be considered an essential component
regarding diversity management and thus
regarded as important for this study (Gordon,
2018). Organisations have a workforce that
comprises of three diﬀerent generation
groups namely the young Millennials
(born after 1982), the older Generation X
(born between 1961 and 1981), and the
retiring Baby Boomers (born between 1943
and 1960) (Calk & Patrick, 2017). The
younger Millennial generation can already
be considered as the largest generation
joining the workforce. For this study,
Generation Z was not considered relevant.
Organisations will have a competitive
advantage by leveraging their employee’s
skills and knowledge by providing them with
a motivating work environment (Canedo et
al., 2017).

Measuring instrument
In this empirical investigation, a measuring
instrument consisting of four sections
is used to determine the feasibility of a
corporate reward scheme with game-like
activities.
Population demographics were obtained
in the ﬁrst section (A) that will include the
participant’s age group, education, years
of employment, and department within the
company.
• The following sections (B-D) are used
to determine the current motivation
and engagement levels within the case
organisation and also to determine the
preferred incentive methods.
• The ﬁrst instrument (Section B) measured
motivational work levels (Tremblay
et al., 2009). Since the WEIMS was
already validated in various countries
(for South Africa see Pekelharing
(2018), including diﬀerent cultures and
used within the organisational setting,
the scale rendered appropriate for
this study. The motivation level of the
sample respondents can be calculated
by a single score that will indicate the
level of self-determination (Tremblay et
al., 2009). This formula to calculate the
score is:

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A quantitative, cross-sectional survey
research approach was followed, using
a single case and its employees, using a
set of structured sections (Choy, 2014). A
survey was utilised at a single point in time
to obtain the data from the employees. This
method of study conforms to the deﬁnition of
descriptive cross-sectional research design
(Aggarwal & Ranganathan, 2019). The
study’s data was predominantly collected
using a dichotomous scale in the form of “yes”
and “no” and a 7-point Likert rating scale
questionnaire ranging from 1 (Very Strongly
Disagree) to 7 (Very Strongly Agree).
The case organisation is an engineering
company that has approximately 219

W–SDI = (+3 X IM) + (+2 X INTEG) + (1 X
IDEN) + (-1 X INTRO) + (-2 X EXT) + (-3 X
AMO)
• A score with a negative value indicates
that the sample or individual is nonself-determined, and a positive score
indicates more self-determined. The
852
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scale is divided into six sub-levels of
motivation, namely, Intrinsic Motivation,
Integrated
Regulations,
Identiﬁed
Regulations, Introjected Regulations,
External Regulations, and Amotivation
(Tremblay et al., 2009). The scale
consists out of 18 questions is scored
from 1 to 7 from very strongly disagree
to very strongly agree.

assess construct validity.
Section A: Demographical information
Age of respondents–there was almost an
equal split of respondents between the
ages of 18 to 38 (n = 38) and 39 to 59 (n =
37), the remainder were of the age of 60 to
77 (n = 3). Millennials accounted for 49%,
Generation X 47%, and the smaller group,
the Baby Boomers, 4% of the participants.
Figure 3 below depicts the age groups-.

• The second instrument (Section C) used
is the Utrecht Work Engagement Scale
(UWES), which measured the work
engagement levels of the participants
(Seppälä et al., 2009). This scale is
divided into three dimensions, namely,
Dedication, Vigour, and Absorption. A
total of 17 questions is used to measure
the three dimensions.

Duration of employment–an equal number
indicated that their duration of employment
is 0-3 years (n = 13) and 4-6 years (n
= 13). The ﬁgure 4 depicts the years of
employment of the respondents.
Qualiﬁcation of respondents– Figure 5
depicts the education of the respondents.

• The third instrument (Section D)
measured the preferred incentive
methods and likelihood to participate
in alternative methods to justify the
feasibility of a corporate reward scheme
with game-like activities.

Respective
case-organisational
departments of respondents–The majority of
the customer-facing respondents indicated
that they are within the Sales division (n
= 21) and customer services department
(n = 14) of the company. Figure 6 visually
depicts the data.

The Statistic Consultation Service (SCS)
of North-West University analysed the
quantitative data collected as such with
IBM SPSS 26. The results were interpreted
in detail to conclude the study (Heale &
Twycross, 2015). Descriptive and inferential
statistics were used to determine the eﬀect
and correlation between the constructs of
the questionnaire.

Data quality
To evaluate the reliability of the data
regarding
the
employee
motivation
and engagement questionnaires, the
Cronbach’s alpha index was subsequently
applied to the respective constructs, and
the results are tabulated below.

RESEARCH RESULTS
A total of 78 questionnaires (181 employees,
excluding other countries) were received,
representing a response rate of 43.09%. The
low response rate was due to the COVID-19
pandemic, where the majority of employees
were required to work from home and some
not having access to emails, especially the
technical and warehousing employees.
According to a study conducted by Young et
al., (2020), regarding typical response rates
with emailed questionnaires, reported a rate
of 36%. Thus, the response rate of 43.09%,
can be regarded as valid under the current
circumstances. Due to the small sample
size, no factor analyses were performed to

From the table above, it is evident that all
the reported Cronbach Alpha values were
above the guideline value of 0,7, except
for Amotivation in the WEIMS. However,
values between 0.6 and 0.7 still indicate
acceptable levels of reliability (Ursachi et
al., 2015).
Descriptive statistics
Employee motivation
The results of the WEIMS are presented in
Table 2.
The following ﬁgure illustrates the results
obtained from the WEIMS.
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FIGURE 3: RESPONDENTS BY AGE (GENERATION) (SOURCE: OWN COMPILATION)

FIGURE 4: RESPONDENTS DURATION OF EMPLOYMENT (SOURCE: OWN COMPILATION)

FIGURE 5: QUALIFICATIONS OF RESPONDENTS
(SOURCE: OWN COMPILATION)
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FIGURE 6: RESPECTIVE EMPLOYEE DEPARTMENTS
(SOURCE: OWN COMPILATION)
TABLE 1: RELIABILITY OF MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
(SOURCE: OWN COMPILATION)

Constructs for WEIMS and UWES
WEIMS: Work Extrinsic and Intrinsic Motivation Scale
Intrinsic Motivation
Integrated Regulation
Identiﬁed Regulation
Introjected Regulation
External Regulation
Amotivation
UWES: Utrecht Work Engagement Scale
Vigour
Dedication
Absorption

Number
of items
18
3
3
3
3
3
3
17
6
5
6

Cronbach’s
alpha
0.88
0.87
0.77
0.78
0.79
0.72
0.63
0.94
0.86
0.86
0.82

TABLE 2: MEAN VALUES OF THE WEIMS
(SOURCE: OWN COMPILATION)

Constructs
Intrinsic Motivation
Integrated Regulation
Identiﬁed Regulation
Introjected Regulation
External Regulation
Amotivation

Mean
5.61 (B4, B8, B15)
5.09 (B5, B10, B18)
4.95 (B1, B7, B14)
5.52 (B6, B11, B13)
5.00 (B2, B9, B16)
3.35 (B3, B12, B17)

From the data provided above, it is
evident that the highest construct to why
the respondents are presently involved
in their work was Intrinsic Motivation with
a mean value of 5.61. This suggests that
the sample found their work activities
inherently satisfying and interesting. The
second highest construct was Introjected

Standard Deviation
1.17
1.02
1.08
1.09
0.99
0.94

Regulation with a mean value of 5.52. This
means that the sample is also motivated
through contingencies of self-worth, for
example, self-esteem or guilt. External
Regulation and Identiﬁed Regulation were
slightly lower with respective mean values
of 5 and 4.95. This suggests that the sample
was also motivated purely just to obtain a
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FIGURE 7: MEAN VALUES OF THE WEIMS
(SOURCE: OWN COMPILATION)

are successful at doing diﬃcult tasks. The
lowest was reported for question B3 (mean
= 2.60, SD = 1.10) indicating respondents
on average disagreed that they do not
seem to be able to manage the important
tasks related to their jobs.

reward and because they found some value
in their work activities. To some extent,
the sample indicates moderate levels of
Amotivation; which means that some lack
any form of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation.
The data indicated that the sample group
was slightly more towards the right of the
Self-Determination Continuum.

Employee engagement
The results of the UWES are presented
in Table 7 and the recorded mean and
standard deviation in Table 5. The three
constructs regarding this scale were Vigour,
Dedication, and Absorption to subsequently
score each dimension

The level of overall self-determination
can be captured by a single score known
as the Self-Determination Index (W-SDI)
(Tremblay et al., 2009). The results are
tabulated below and indicated that the
minimum level of self-determination was
negative 13.33. This indicated that some
employees are less self-determined (toward
the left of the continuum). The maximum
score was obtained at 17.33 which indicated
that others are more intrinsically motivated;
the mean value of 6.38 (SD = 5.79) indicated
that the overall sample is more toward the
right of the continuum of self-determination.

Although the data resulted in very similar
results, it is clear that the highest construct
regarding employee engagement is
dedication. Dedication refers to intense
feelings of inspiration, being challenged,
and meaningfulness towards their work
activities (Matthysen & Harris, 2018). The
lowest construct was found to be vigor,
where the respondents agreed that they
have energy and stamina in the workplace.

From the table below, the highest mean was
reported for question B15 (mean = 5.68,
SD = 1.35) indicating that respondents
on average strongly agreed that they are
presently involved in their current work for
the satisfaction they experience when they

From the following table, the highest mean
was reported for question C3 (mean = 5.82,
SD = 1.09) indicating that respondents
on average strongly agreed that time ﬂies
when they are working. The lowest was

TABLE 3: SAMPLE GROUP MOTIVATION INDEX
(SOURCE: OWN COMPILATION)

Motivation Index

N

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

73

-13.33

17.33

6.38
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Standard
Deviation
5.79
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Standard
Deviation

B8

Mean

B7

Total

B6

Very Strongly
Agree

B5

Strongly
Agree

B4

Agree

B3

Neither

B2

Disagree

B1

…Because this
is the type of job
I chose to do to
attain a certain
lifestyle
…For the
income it
provides me
…I ask myself
this question,
I do not seem
to be able to
manage the
important tasks
related to this
work
…Because I
derive much
pleasure from
learning new
things
…Because it
has become a
fundamental
part of who I am
…Because I
want to succeed
at this job, if not
I would be very
ashamed of
myself
…Because I
chose this type
of work to attain
my career goals
…For the
satisfaction,
I experience
from taking
on interesting
challenges

Strongly
Disagree

I am presently
involved in my
work...

Very Strongly
Disagree

TABLE 4: RESULTS OF THE WEIMS
(SOURCE: OWN COMPILATION)

2

5

10

8

27

16

5

73

4.66

1.46

1

3

6

7

34

15

7

73

4.96

1.27

9

28

25

7

3

0

1

73

2.60

1.10

3

0

2

3

22

26

17

73

5.56

1.34

2

2

4

4

30

24

7

73

5.16

1.29

1

3

4

4

18

29

14

73

5.44

1.36

1

1

5

9

30

22

5

73

5.08

1.15

2

1

2

1

22

32

13

73

5.58

1.24
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B9

B10

B11

B12

B13

B14

B15

B16

B17

B18

…Because it
allows me to
earn money
…Because it
is part of how I
have chosen to
live my life
…Because I
want to be very
good at this
work, otherwise
I would be very
disappointed
…I do not
know why we
are provided
with unrealistic
working
conditions
…Because I
want to be a
“winner” in life
…Because it is
the type of job
I have chosen
to attain certain
important
objectives
…For the
satisfaction,
I experience
when I am
successful at
doing diﬃcult
tasks
…Because this
type of work
provides me
with security
…I do not know,
too much is
expected of us
…Because this
job is a part of
my life

1

2

4

6

33

17

10

73

5.18

1.24

0

0

9

11

31

15

7

73

5.00

1.12

0

1

6

3

25

18

20

73

5.55

1.25

3

13

20

19

15

2

1

73

3.55

1.27

2

0

1

7

22

22

19

73

5.59

1.27

2

1

4

8

28

24

6

73

5.12

1.25

3

0

2

2

18

28

20

73

5.68

1.35

0

5

5

9

33

17

4

73

4.88

1.21

4

8

14

18

24

4

1

73

3.90

1.35

1

3

3

10

26

22

8

73

5.12

1.28
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TABLE 5: MEAN VALUES OF THE UWES
(SOURCE: OWN COMPILATION)

Dimensions
Vigour
Dedication
Absorption

Mean
5.06 (C1, C4, C8, C12, C15, C17)
5.36 (C2, C5, C7, C10, C13)
5.23 (C3, C6, C9, C11, C14, C16)

reported for question C1 (mean = 4.57, SD
= 1.17) indicating respondents on average
agreed that they are bursting with energy at
work. The following table summarises the
results of the UWES.

Standard Deviation
0.95
0.95
0.90

such reward schemes. These respondents
(n=49), on average (mean = 4.57, SD =
1.46) indicated they sometimes try to meet
their performance goals. The following
table contains the descriptive data from the
questionnaire.

Incentive strategy
The next section will determine whether the
respondents will be willing to participate in
a corporate points-based reward scheme
with game-like activities as well as their
preferred incentive methods.

On average, the respondents indicated
(mean=5,04) that they would, however,
be willing to participate in a corporate
points-based reward scheme within the
organisation. Table 8 indicates a list of
possible incentive preferences provided to
the respondents to determine how a pointbased reward scheme could be structured
within the company. From the data, the
most preferred method would be in the form
of paid leave (mean = 5.82, SD = 1.16),
secondly, ﬂexible working hours (mean =

• Point-based reward scheme
97.77% indicated they are familiar
with reward schemes like FNB eBucks
and Discovery Vitality with 69% of the
respondents indicated they are members of

C3
C4
C5

Standard
Deviation

Strongly
Agree
Very Strongly
Agree

5

5

15

34

11

1

72

4.57 1.17

1

2

4

4

29

29

7

72

5.24 1.20

1

0

1

4

17

29

20

72

5.82 1.09

1

2

7

7

33

15

7

72

4.97 1.26

1

0

5

5

22

28

11

72

5.43 1.18
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Mean

1

Total

Agree

C2

At my work, I feel
bursting with energy
I ﬁnd the work that I
do full of meaning and
purpose
Time ﬂies when I am
working
At my job, I feel strong
and vigorous (full of
energy)
I am enthusiastic
about my job

Neither

C1

Disagree

Very Strongly
Disagree
Strongly
Disagree

TABLE 6: RESULTS OF THE UWES
(SOURCE: OWN COMPILATION)

C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14
C15
C16
C17

When I am working, I
forget everything else
around me
My job inspires me
When I get up in the
morning, I feel like
going to work
I feel happy when I
am working intensely
I am proud of the work
that I do
I am immersed in my
work
I can continue working
for very long periods
at a time
To me, my job is
challenging
I get carried away
when I am working
At my job, I am very
resilient, mentally
It is diﬃcult to detach
myself from my job
At my work, I always
persevere, even when
things do not go well

1

1

12

12

18

22

6

72

4.88 1.35

1

1

7

6

28

21

8

72

5.14 1.25

3

3

7

14

28

13

4

72

4.61 1.38

1

1

2

5

34

25

4

72

5.24 1.03

1

0

2

2

21

29

17

72

5.74 1.09

1

0

2

2

25

25

17

72

5.68 1.10

1

3

7

6

18

21

16

72

5.28 1.48

1

1

4

7

25

26

8

72

5.28 1.19

1

0

9

11

20

24

7

72

5.07 1.27

1

0

2

6

31

26

6

72

5.33 1.01

1

4

15

5

24

16

7

72

4.71 1.48

1

0

2

0

28

29

12

72

5.63 1.01

Sometimes

Often

Very Often

Always

Total

1

7

15

10

9

5

49

5.70, SD = 1.56), but the least preferred
method was meal vouchers (mean = 4.14,
SD = 1.88) and secondly, cell phone perks
(mean = 4.79, SD = 1.58).

Standard Deviation

Rarely

2

Mean

Rarely

Do you actively try to
reach your goals?

Never

TABLE 7: RESPONDENTS WHO ACTIVELY TRY TO REACH THEIR GOALS
(SOURCE: OWN COMPILATION)

4.57 1.46

methods.
• Gamiﬁcation
To determine whether the respondents
would be willing to participate in such a
strategy, their competitiveness factor was
ﬁrstly determined. They subsequently

To visualise the results from Table 7, Figure
8 shows the most preferred incentive
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Neither

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Very Strongly
Agree

Total

1
0
3

1
1
2

8
5
11

21
19
23

21
21
17

18
24
14

71
71
71

5.56 1.24
5.82 1.16
5.24 1.37

4

4

5

11

14

13

20

71

5.06 1.79

3
3
3
1
2
11

6
6
2
2
3
3

5
1
2
2
5
7

14
16
3
13
13
21

17
23
13
13
15
13

9
11
21
19
13
5

17
11
27
21
20
11

71
71
71
71
71
71

4.85
4.79
5.70
5.48
5.18
4.14

agreed (mean = 5.51, SD = 1.28) that
they are competitive in person and that
they agreed (mean = 4.77, SD = 1.39)
to participate in such activities in the
workplace. To conclude the ﬁndings from
the descriptive statistics, the following can
be summarised.

Standard
Deviation

Disagree

1
1
1

Mean

Strongly
Disagree

Health beneﬁts
Paid leave
External training funds
Commission based
bonus
Staﬀ discount
Cell phone perks
Flexible working hours
Car allowance
Fuel perks
Meal vouchers

Very Strongly
Disagree

TABLE 8: PREFERRED INCENTIVE METHODS
(SOURCE: OWN COMPILATION)

1.74
1.58
1.56
1.42
1.62
1.88

spend their points earned by reaching their
organisational goals, they would prefer
to spend them on paid leave, and ﬂexible
hours, they were the least interested in
meal vouchers.
Inferential statistics
Inferential statistics were used to determine
whether there are correlations and signiﬁcant
eﬀects between employee motivation and
engagement, and how the employees wish
to be rewarded. This information could then
be used to propose a points-based reward
strategy with game-like activities.

Summary of descriptive statistics
From the results, the sample indicated
relatively high levels of intrinsic motivation.
However, some still indicated feelings of
Amotivation. The sample group indicated
an average W-SDI score of 6.38, which
suggests that they are more towards being
self-determined in the working environment.
The results also indicated that the sample
group was on average, actively engaged
in the working environment with the most
signiﬁcant factor being dedication. The
majority of the respondents indicated that
they are familiar with reward schemes,
while only 69% of the sample members of
such programs and sometimes try to reach
their goals. On average, the respondents
indicated that they would be willing to be
part of a corporate reward scheme and
also partake in game-like activities in the
workplace. The employees would prefer to

Diﬀerences between means
Cohen’s recommended cut-oﬀ points
regarding interpretations of diﬀerences
between means and eﬀect size are:
Small eﬀect = 0.2 (no practical signiﬁcant
relationship) / Medium eﬀect =0.5 (medium
practical signiﬁcant relationship) and,/
Large eﬀect = 0.8 (large practical signiﬁcant
relationship) (Khalilzadeh & Tasci, 2017):.
Eﬀect size between motivation and
employee age
As discussed, employers must understand
the dynamics and needs of the employees
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FIGURE 8: PREFERRED INCENTIVE METHODS
(SOURCE: OWN COMPILATION)

diﬀerence reported is the level of Vigour
at 0.33, where Millennials indicated lower
(mean = 4.88, SD = 1.11) levels of energy
and resilience towards their work activities
in comparison with the older generations
(mean = 5.25, SD = 0.73). The levels of
dedication and absorption indicated small
signiﬁcant diﬀerences.

within the workforce in terms of their age
groups (generations). The table below
indicates the eﬀect regarding the Selfdetermination factors and employee age
groups. The most signiﬁcant reported
eﬀect size indicated that a diﬀerence leans
towards being practically visible (d = 0.35)
between the means of the Millennials and
the older generations with regards to the
amount of Amotivation experienced. The
Millennials leaned towards disagreeing
(mean = 3.18, SD = 0.86) regarding
Amotivation while the older generations
leaned towards being indecisive (mean =
3.53, SD = 1.00). The signiﬁcance between
the remained of self-determination factors,
and the generation groups indicated
practically small diﬀerences.

For Cohen’s standard regarding correlation
coeﬃcients, in all three constructs, a medium
signiﬁcance is practically visible with Vigour
(r = 0.393), Dedication (r = 0.355) and
Absorption (r = 0.337). This indicates that
employees who are more self-determined
(motivated) tend to be more engaged.
Relationship between the types of
motivation and those who are part of a
reward scheme
For this research, it was important to
examine whether there is a correlation
between the types of motivation and how
actively employees try to meet their goals.
From the table below, it was noted that there
is a negative correlation (r = -0.183) with

Eﬀect size between engagement and
employee age
Similarly, the eﬀect between employee
generations and the three engagement
constructs can be determined to establish
whether there are any signiﬁcant diﬀerences.
The next table indicates the most signiﬁcant
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TABLE 9: EFFECT SIZE BETWEEN MOTIVATION AND EMPLOYEE AGE
(SOURCE: OWN COMPILATION)

WEIMS
Intrinsic
Motivation
Integrated
Regulation
Identiﬁed
Regulation
Introjected
Regulation
External
Regulation
Amotivation

Age
Group
18-38
39-77
18-38
39-77
18-38
39-77
18-38
39-77
18-38
39-77
18-38
39-77

N

Mean

37
36
37
36
37
36
37
36
37
36
37
36

5.631
5.583
5.126
5.065
5.099
4.806
5.432
5.620
5.108
4.898
3.180
3.528

a small to medium signiﬁcance between
Amotivation and how actively they try to
reach their goals. This is expected because
Amotivation is described by a lack of any
intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. The most
signiﬁcant positive correlation (0.198)
indicated was External Regulation with a
small to medium signiﬁcance. This was also
expected because this type of motivation
relates to activities done purely just to
obtain a reward. The other motivation types
resulted in no practical signiﬁcance. This
indicates that the employees who are part
of reward systems only try to achieve their
goals to obtain additional extrinsic rewards.

Std.
Deviation
1.259
1.085
1.120
0.911
1.206
0.920
1.251
0.909
0.994
1.001
0.859
1.006

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Eﬀect size

0.864

0.04

0.798

0.05

0.246

0.24

0.465

0.15

0.372

0.21

0.117

0.35

motivation and those willing to be part
of a corporate reward scheme
To determine whether a corporate reward
scheme will be feasible within the case
organisation, it was required to determine
the correlation between the types of
motivation and the willingness to partake
in a corporate reward scheme. The table
below indicates that there is a positive
correlation between intrinsic motivation (r =
0.223) and integrated regulation (r = 0.250)
with a signiﬁcance that leans toward being
practically visible to a medium extent. These
two motivation types are classiﬁed as being
more self-determined than the other types,
which indicated a relatively small practical
signiﬁcance. It can thus be concluded that a

Relationship between the types of

TABLE 10: EFFECT SIZE BETWEEN ENGAGEMENT AND EMPLOYEE AGE

UWES
Vigour
Dedication
Absorption

Age
Group
18-38
39-77
18-38
39-77
18-38
39-77

N

Mean

36
36
36
36
36
36

4.884
5.245
5.222
5.506
5.120
5.342

*Spearman’s rho correlation
(Source: Own compilation)
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Std.
Deviation
1.107
0.731
1.144
0.702
1.064
0.690

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Eﬀect size

0.108

0.33

0.210

0.25

0.297

0.21

TABLE 11: CORRELATION BETWEEN ENGAGEMENT AND THE MOTIVATION INDEX

Engagement
constructs

Motivation Index
Correlation Coeﬃcient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Correlation Coeﬃcient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Correlation Coeﬃcient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Vigour

Spearman’s rho

Dedication

Absorption

.393**
0.001
72
.355**
0.002
72
.337**
0.004
72

** Correlation is signiﬁcant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
(Source: Own compilation

Spearman’s rho

TABLE 12: CORRELATION BETWEEN MOTIVATION AND THOSE WHO ARE PART OF A REWARD
SCHEME

Intrinsic
Motivation

Integrated
Regulation

Identiﬁed
Regulation

Introjected
Regulation

External
Regulation

Amotivation

Correlation
Coeﬃcient

0.073

-0.081

0.026

-0.013

0.198

-0.183

Sig.
(2-tailed)

0.617

0.580

0.858

0.928

0.172

0.207

N

49

49

49

49

49

49

corporate reward scheme will attract more
self-determined employees.

and Gamiﬁcation strategies. The more
self-determined employees indicated a
medium practical signiﬁcant relationship
with Gamiﬁcation (intrinsic, r = 0.304 and
integrated regulation, r = 0.314). Amotivation
resulted in a negative correlation (r = -0.120)
with Gamiﬁcation that indicated that the less
motivated employees would not partake in
such a strategy.

Relationship between the types of
motivation and those willing to be part
of a Gamiﬁcation strategy
Research results obtained conﬁrmed
the statements made in the literature
with a positive correlation between both
intrinsic and extrinsic motivation types

Spearman’s rho

TABLE 13: CORRELATION BETWEEN MOTIVATION AND THOSE WILLING TO BE PART OF A
CORPORATE REWARD SCHEME

Intrinsic
Motivation

Integrated
Regulation

Identiﬁed
Regulation

Introjected
Regulation

External
Regulation

Amotivation

Correlation
Coeﬃcient

0.223

0.250

0.192

0.176

0.158

0.082

Sig.
(2-tailed)

0.062

0.035

0.108

0.142

0.188

0.497

N

71

71

71

71

71

71
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Spearman’s rho

TABLE 14: CORRELATION BETWEEN MOTIVATION AND THOSE WILLING TO PARTAKE IN
GAMIFICATION
(SOURCE: OWN COMPILATION)

Intrinsic
Motivation

Integrated
Regulation

Identiﬁed
Regulation

Introjected
Regulation

External
Regulation

Amotivation

Correlation
Coeﬃcient

0.304

0.314

0.271

0.200

0.289

-0.120

Sig.
(2-tailed)

0.010

0.008

0.022

0.095

0.015

0.320

N

71

71

71

71

71

71

Structure of the incentive strategy
To ensure that the correct constructs are
included in the points-based reward scheme,
the eﬀect between the preferred reward
methods and the diﬀerent generations was
calculated. The most signiﬁcant reported
eﬀect size indicated a diﬀerence that leans
towards being practically visible (d = 0.37)
between the means of the Millennial group
and the older generations with regards to
staﬀ discount being a preferred incentive
method. The Millennial group on average
leaned toward being indecisive (mean
= 4.47, SD = 2.05) that it is a preferred
incentive method and the older generation
group agreed (mean = 5.23, SD = 1.26).
The second most signiﬁcant eﬀect size
indicated that the Millennial group leaned
towards agreeing (mean = 5.36, SD = 1.33)
that health beneﬁts would be preferred,
while the older generations leaned towards
strongly agreeing (mean = 5.77, SD = 1.11).
The remainder of the preferences indicated
small diﬀerences between the two groups.

of engagement that are practically visible.
In all three constructs of engagement, a
medium signiﬁcance is practically signiﬁcant
with Vigour (r = 0.393), Dedication (r =
0.355), and Absorption (r = 0.337) with
regards to the W-SDI score of motivation.
This indicates that employees who are
more self-determined (motivated) tend to
be more engaged in the workplace.
It is important to examine whether there
is a relationship between the types of
motivation and how actively employees try
to meet their goals. The results indicated
that there is a negative correlation (r =
-0.183) with a small to medium signiﬁcance
between Amotivation and how actively they
try to reach their goals. This was expected
because Amotivation is described by a lack
of any intrinsic and extrinsic motivation.
The most signiﬁcant positive correlation
(0.198) indicated was External Regulation
with a small to medium signiﬁcance. This
was also expected because this type of
motivation relates to activities done purely
just to obtain a reward.

Summary of inferential statistics
The inferential statistics indicated that
the older generations (ages from 39-77)
are more Amotivated than the Millennials.
However, the older generations were
more vigorously engaged (levels of
energy) in the workplace. To establish
whether motivated employees are more
engaged in their working environment, the
correlation between these two factors was
calculated. The result indicated that there
is a signiﬁcance between high levels of
motivation with regards to the dimensions

The research results indicated the most
desired reward preference of all the
employees was ﬂexible working hours,
health beneﬁts, and paid leave. The
most signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the
Millennials and the older generations
indicated that the Millennials were indecisive
regarding staﬀ discounts. In comparison,
the older generations agreed that this
would be a preferred method. The second
most signiﬁcant diﬀerence indicated that
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TABLE 15: AGE EFFECT ON REWARDS PREFERENCE
(SOURCE: OWN COMPILATION)

Preferred rewards
Health beneﬁts
Paid leave
External training funds
Commission based bonus
Staﬀ discount
Cell phone perks
Flexible working hours
Car allowance
Fuel perks
Meal vouchers

Age
Group
18-38
39-77
18-38
39-77
18-38
39-77
18-38
39-77
18-38
39-77
18-38
39-77
18-38
39-77
18-38
39-77
18-38
39-77
18-38
39-77

N

Mean

36
35
36
35
36
35
36
35
36
35
36
35
36
35
36
35
36
35
36
35

5.36
5.77
5.69
5.94
5.36
5.11
5.22
4.89
4.47
5.23
4.64
4.94
5.67
5.74
5.44
5.51
4.97
5.40
3.83
4.46

Std.
Deviation
1.33
1.11
1.37
0.91
1.57
1.13
1.85
1.73
2.05
1.26
1.91
1.14
1.82
1.27
1.56
1.29
1.76
1.44
2.22
1.42

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Eﬀect
size

0.164

0.31

0.370

0.18

0.449

0.16

0.431

0.18

0.065

0.37

0.418

0.16

0.838

0.04

0.837

0.04

0.266

0.24

0.163

0.28

Paid
leave–ﬂexible
working
hours–
additional health beneﬁts–car allowance–
external training–fuel perk–commissionbased
bonus–staﬀ
discount–mobile
phone perks–meal vouchers. Gamiﬁcation
should also form part of the incentive
strategy to attract more self-determined
employees. This was conﬁrmed with a
medium practical signiﬁcant relationship
between Gamiﬁcation (intrinsic, r = 0.304
and integrated regulation, r = 0.314) and
the most self-determined motivational
dimensions.

health beneﬁts were more signiﬁcant to the
older generations than the Millennial group.
The remainder of the preferences indicated
no signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the two
generations.
The correlation between the types of
motivation and the willingness to partake
in a corporate reward scheme shows that
there is a positive correlation between those
who would partake and intrinsic motivation
and integrated regulation with a signiﬁcance
that leans toward being practically visible.
These two motivation types are classiﬁed
as being more self-determined than other
types of motivation. It can thus be concluded
that a corporate reward scheme will attract
more self-determined employees. The
proposed points-based reward scheme
should subsequently include, but not limited
to the following in preferred order according
to employee generation:

CONCLUSION
Main ﬁndings from the study
The following conclusions could be made
regarding the constructs of the measuring
instrument and the conceptual framework
of the study.
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Demographics
There was almost an equal split of
respondents between the ages of 18 to 38
(n = 38) and 39 to 59 (n = 37), the remainder
were of the age of 60 to 77 (n = 3). The
Millennial group (18–38) resulted in the
largest age group within the company.

reward scheme with game-like activities
would be feasible, the data indicated that
97.77% of the respondents are familiar
with reward schemes like FNB eBucks and
69% are currently members of such reward
schemes. These respondents indicated
they sometimes try to meet their goals to
obtain reward points. Regarding a corporate
reward scheme, on average, they indicated
that they would be willing to participate in
such a scheme within the organisation.

Employee motivation
The WEIMS obtained the following results
regarding the constructs of employee
motivation: The highest construct to why the
respondents are presently involved in their
work resulted in intrinsic motivation and
the second-highest, Introjected Regulation.
This meant that the sample was also
motivated through contingencies of selfworth, for example, self-esteem. Integrated
Regulation resulted in the third-highest
construct, which indicated that the sample
engaged and identiﬁed with activities to
the extent to their self-identity, with the
levels of External Regulation and Identiﬁed
Regulation slightly lower which suggested
that the sample was also motivated purely
just to obtain a reward and because they
found some value in their work activities.
There were also levels of Amotivation that
suggested that some employees lack any
form of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation.
Overall, the sample resulted in a SelfDetermination Index score of 6.38 that
indicated that they were slightly more
towards the right of the Self-Determination
continuum.

To propose the structure for a corporate
points-based reward scheme with gamelike activities, a list of possible rewards was
provided to the respondents to determine
the most preferred methods. The results
indicated that overall, the sample would
prefer paid leave and ﬂexible working
hours the most and meal vouchers the
least. The respondents also indicated that
on average, they agreed that they are
competitive persons and that they would be
willing to participate in corporate game-like
activities to obtain additional rewards (see
the empirical results).
Findings regarding the research
framework
From the draft conceptual framework,
the literature review and the empirical
investigation conﬁrmed that there is a
correlation between employee motivation,
engagement, and employee performance.
The statistical analysis indicated that the
average employee is moderately selfdetermined (mean = 6.38) according to the
Self-Determination Index. There was also a
practically visible, positive correlation with
a medium signiﬁcance between the three
engagement constructs and employee
motivation (Vigour = 0.393, Dedication
= 0.355, and Absorption = 0.337). Thus,
according to the literature, when employees
are more motivated and engaged in their
working environment, their performance
would also increase. To achieve higher
levels of motivation and engagement, a
corporate points-based reward scheme with
game-like activities could be implemented
where employees would obtain points on

Employee engagement
The results from the UWES, resulted in
similar results regarding the employee
engagement constructs. The highest
construct of employee engagement was
found to be dedication, which indicated
strong feelings of inspiration, being
challenged, and meaningfulness towards
work activities. The lowest construct was
found to be vigour, where the respondents
agreed that they have energy and stamina
in the workplace.
Employee incentives
To determine whether a points-based
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an annual basis based on their performance
and spend them as they wish.

extrinsic motivation. Overall, the sample
indicated a self-determination index of
6.38, which indicates that the sample
was more towards the right of the selfdetermination continuum.

The objective of this study was to ascertain
whether a points-based reward incentive
scheme with game-like activities would
be feasible within the case organisation
to encourage employees to be more
engaged in the workplace. This could be
obtained using an incentive strategy and
would subsequently lead to continuous
performance improvements and enhanced
organisational and individual growth (Hamari
& Koivisto, 2015; Klevers et al., 2015; Ruhi,
2015). This has the potential to increase
the overall engagement and motivational
levels of the employees. The literature
also indicated from various scenarios, that
game-like activities have led to a successful
increase in the motivational levels of users
and increased their engagement in working
activities (Morschheuser et al., 2017).
Hence, a reward scheme could include
both a points-based reward scheme and
game-like activities through a Gamiﬁcation
strategy. The literature conﬁrmed that both
these strategies have a direct impact on the
engagement and motivational levels of a
multigenerational workforce.

• The results regarding the engagement
constructs indicated that the sample
experience the highest levels of
dedication, which indicated that they are
inspired and ﬁnd meaning in their work
activities. The second highest construct
indicated that the sample agreed that
they sometimes ﬁnd it diﬃcult to detach
themselves from their work. The last
construct of engagement resulted
in very similar results to absorption.
They indicated that they agree to
some energy levels and stamina in the
working environment. In conclusion, the
amount of motivation and engagement
of the employees within the company
are moderately self-determined and did
not indicate exceptionally high levels of
engagement (only agreed on average to
the engagement constructs).
• The relationship between employee
engagement
and
motivation–the
sample’s
self-determination
index
was compared to the three constructs
of engagement. The results from
Spearman’s rho correlation indicated that
there is a practically visible signiﬁcance
between high levels of motivation
and the engagement constructs. This
suggests that employees who are more
self-determined (motivated) tend to be
more engaged.

The structure of the proposed incentive
strategy is as follows• To determine the current motivational
and engagement levels within the case
company–The results indicated that the
highest construct to why the respondents
are presently involved in their work
was the intrinsic motivation with a
mean value of 5.61, which suggested
that the employees found their work
activities inherently satisfying. External
Regulation and Identiﬁed Regulation
were slightly lower with respective mean
values of 5 and 4.95. This suggests that
the sample was also motivated purely
to obtain a reward and because they
found some value in their work activities.
The employees indicated some level
of Amotivation, which suggests that
there is a lack of any intrinsic and

• The results regarding reward schemes
and Gamiﬁcation as incentive strategies
indicated that organisations could have
a strategic advantage with game-like
activities. The results indicated that on
average, the respondents agreed to
participate in a corporate points-based
reward scheme and game-like activities
in the workplace. The results obtained
indicated that there is a practically visible
positive correlation between those who
would be willing and the two most self868
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determined levels of motivation, intrinsic
and integrated regulation. Thus, it can
be concluded that a corporate pointsbased reward scheme will be feasible
and could lead to a more self-determined
workforce.

on the following methods in descending
order: Paid leave-ﬂexible working hoursadditional health beneﬁts-car allowanceexternal training-fuel perks-commission
based bonus-staﬀ discount-cellular
phone perks and, meal vouchers. Gamelike activities should also be incorporated
into the points-based reward scheme
to
attract
more
self-determined
employees. This was conﬁrmed with a
medium practical signiﬁcant relationship
between Gamiﬁcation and the most selfdetermined motivational constructs.

• To investigate reward preferences
according to employee age–The
results indicated that the most desired
reward preference regarding the entire
sample was ﬂexible working hours,
health beneﬁts, and paid leave. The
most signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the
Millennials and the older generations
indicated that the Millennials were
indecisive regarding staﬀ discounts.
In comparison, the older generations
agreed that this would be a preferred
method. The second most signiﬁcant
diﬀerence indicated that health beneﬁts
were more meaningful to the older
generations than the Millennial group.
The remainder of the preferences
revealed no signiﬁcant diﬀerences
between the two generations.

Limitations of the study
The primary limitation of the study includes
the relatively small sample size (181 target
population) that resulted in a low response
rate of 43.09%. For future research, it would
be recommended to expand the scope of
the study on a continental or global scale to
ensure a larger sample size. As such, this
is an exploratory research paper, and it is
to be recommended a follow-up CFA study.
A secondary limitation of this study was
the limited number of Baby Boomers
identiﬁed in the company. Therefore, few
comparisons could be made regarding the
reward preferences of the three generations
in the workforce.

• To determine the relationship between
employee
motivation
levels
and
participants who actively try and meet
their goals with reward schemes like
Vitality and eBucks–The results indicated
that there is a negative correlation with
a small, practically visible correlation
between levels of Amotivation and those
who actively try to reach their goals.
This was expected because Amotivation
refers to the absence of any intrinsic and
extrinsic motivation. The most practically
visible positive correlation was external
regulation, which indicated that the
respondents are trying to reach their
goals just to obtain a reward for their
eﬀorts. This also conﬁrms the feasibility
of a points-based reward scheme due to
this fact.

Recommendations
Recommendations for the caseorganisation
According to the literature review, there is a
connection between employee motivation,
engagement, and employee performance.
When employees are more intrinsically
motivated, they tend to be more engaged in
their work activities. The primary reason for
this study pertains to the current incentive/
bonus scheme of the company where
employees receive an annual monetary
bonus in the form of the following structure:
50% based on group-level performance
/ 25% based on local business unit
performance / 25% based on employee
performance. The ﬁrst two performance
measures are interlinked; for example, if
the global organisation does not reach its

• To propose a feasible points-based
reward
scheme
with
Game-like
activities.–The overall results from the
study revealed that the respondents
would prefer to spend their earned points
869

annual performance targets, no bonus will
be allocated to the respective business
entities and vice versa. The only diﬀerence
between a highly motivated and engaged
employee and a disengaged one is a mere
25%. This can be demotivating to some
employees who are driven.

study. Further data reﬁnement and subinvestigations could subsequently be
conducted to develop a global incentive
strategy with regional diﬀerences based
on cultural and generational diﬀerences.
It is also recommended that because the
paper is exploratory by nature, it is to be
recommended that a follow-up CFA study
be done.

Thus, by implementing a points-based
reward scheme with game-like activities,
the total employee incentive will solely rely
on whether they reach their respective
KPI’s. This incentive strategy could result
in a strategic advantage to the company
due to a higher motivated and engaged
workforce. The higher motivated and
engaged employees will thus be able to earn
points based on their annual performance
and can subsequently choose how they
wish to spend their points. Based on the
results from the empirical study, the three
most desired methods include paid leave,
ﬂexible working hours, and additional health
beneﬁts. The game-like activities could be
incorporated into the new incentive strategy
where each department within the company
could have a dedicated dashboard
where each respective employee could
compete for the top spot. The winner could
subsequently be rewarded with a price that
could be determined by the company.
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of South Africa. Thematic analysis of the
data revealed the factors that inﬂuence
Generation Z employees’ organisational
commitment as being linked to growth
and development, employee recognition,
work processes and leadership. The study
provides recommendations in developing
strategies aimed at promoting the
organisational commitment of Generation Z
employees.
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INTRODUCTION
Organisations are increasingly faced with
competition and need to be agile, ﬂexible
and innovative in order to succeed. A key
component of organisational success is the
eﬀective and eﬃcient use of the organisation’s
human resources (Pedraza, 2014). While
global challenges linked to skills shortages
and the war for talent continue to exert
an inﬂuence, organisational performance
is dependent on the commitment of each
employee to organisational objectives and
to working as an eﬀective team member.
Organisational commitment is described as
a behavioural attitude that drives employees
to fulﬁl duties in a proﬁcient manner, and as
the loyalty towards, identiﬁcation with and
involvement in the organisation (Vance,
2006; Al Shalabi, 2019). Organisational
commitment inﬂuences aspects such as
performance, organisational citizenship
behaviour, and satisfaction (Lambert &
Paoline, 2008) and it is therefore important
that leaders and managers fully understand
the concept and the factors that drive
employee organisational commitment.

ABSTRACT
In a world of constant change organisations
need to optimise resources to maximise
outcomes and maintain a competitive
advantage. Employees remain the most
valuable resource in achieving organisational
success and it is important that employees
remain committed to the organisation, and
to the attainment of organisational goals. It
is thus important to understand the factors
that drive organisational commitment,
more when the challenges of skills
shortages and talent retention continue
to face organisations. Organisational
commitment drives employee behaviour
and attitude as it has an inﬂuence on their
motivation, satisfaction and performance.
The latest generational cohort entering
the workplace is Generation Z and it is
important to understand the factors that
drive the organisational commitment of this
generation as they will assume responsibility
for leading organisations into the future.
This study aimed to explore these factors
within the South African context. The study
adopted a qualitative design. Data was
collected through holding interviews with
ten Generation Z employees working within
the private sector in the Gauteng province

The 21st century workforce comprises
various generations that have diﬀering
needs and expectations. To strengthen work
relationships, it is important to understand
what diﬀerentiates one generation from
another, and how this inﬂuences their
organisational commitment. The latest
generation to enter the workplace is
referred to as Generation Z. Born between
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1995 and 2010, this generation brings their
own unique beliefs and behaviours to the
workplace (Kapil & Roy, 2014).

Granitz, 2021).
The retention of highly skilled employees is a
key focus for South African organisations in
order to remain sustainable and competitive.
Part of this focus entails ensuring the
organisational commitment of these
employees (Welsh, 2010). For this reason,
this study sought to better understand
what drives organisational commitment
of the youngest generational cohort in the
workplace, this being Generation Z, so
that these factors can be leveraged in the
eﬀective management of this generation in
the workplace.

Generation Z makes up around 24 per cent
of the global workforce (Tabaka, 2019) and
this ﬁgure is estimated to reach 27 per cent
in 2025 (Koop, 2021). According to O’Boyle,
Atack and Monahan (2017), the entry of
Generation Z into the workplace requires
that organisations have relevant strategies
in place to cater for this generation.
Generation Z has been raised in an era
characterised by high-tech communication
and technology. They make proliﬁc use of
social media, are seen to live online, and
may ﬁnd other forms of socialisation diﬃcult
(Kapil & Roy, 2014).

RESEARCH PURPOSE AND
OBJECTIVES
It is important to explore how one generation
diﬀers from another in terms of preferences,
behaviours and attitudes, as there is no
“one-size ﬁts all” approach to managing
their needs and expectations. As a younger
generational cohort, it is essential to have
a good understanding of the needs and
expectations of Generation Z in the early
stages of their careers in order to ﬁnd
eﬀective and sustainable ways to promote
their organisational commitment and, in this
way, enhance their eﬀective management.
The main aim of this study was to explore
the factors inﬂuencing organisational
commitment
among
Generation
Z
employees in South Africa. The following
research objectives arose from the main
aim:

However, the workplace is changing, and this
will inﬂuence organisational commitment.
Global unemployment has been steadily
rising and this has been exacerbated by the
global COVID-19 pandemic. This may hold
implications in terms of future employment
prospects such as the ability to climb the
career ladder as employees miss out on
formative years gaining experience and
training, as well as a potential reduction
in lifetime income as a result of accepting
lower paying jobs (Koop, 2021). This
makes it even more important to secure
the commitment of this young generational
cohort at the early stages of their careers.
It is thus vital to understand what drives
commitment
among
Generation
Z
employees in order to maximise their
willingness and passion to perform their
roles. In ensuring organisational success,
leaders and management must invest time
in understanding human behaviour, and
speciﬁcally that of the newest members of
the organisation, as it is these employees
who will take the organisation into the
future. Having a better indication of what
drives organisational commitment among
Generation Z employees will assist in
enhancing their retention, and ultimately
in maintaining a competitive advantage,
both now and in the future (Pichler, Kohli &

• To explore the nature of organisational
commitment
• To examine the factors that inﬂuence
organisational commitment
• To explore the nature of Generation Z
and their workplace expectations
• To identify the factors that inﬂuence
the organisational commitment of
Generation Z employees in South Africa.
LITERATURE REVIEW
In this section various key concepts
addressed in this paper are presented
and discussed, these being organisational
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commitment, the factors that have been
found to have an inﬂuence on organisational
commitment, including both personal and
organisational
factors.
Organisational
commitment among Generation Z is also
discussed as it pertains to their behaviours,
expectations and workplace preferences.

in theories such as the three-component
model proposed by Meyer and Allen (1991),
with these components comprising aﬀective,
continuance and normative commitment
(Albrecht & Andreetta, 2011).
Organisational commitment has the potential
to inﬂuence organisational eﬀectiveness and
eﬃciency (Ndlovu, Quaye & Saini, 2021).
According to Yousef (2017), organisational
commitment inﬂuences turnover intentions,
attitudes toward change in the organisation,
and job satisfaction. Coomber and Barriball
(2007) contend that when an employee
becomes uncommitted to an organisation
for whatever reason, the possibility of the
employee seeking alternative employment
increases (Wainwright, 2019).

Organisational commitment
Organisational commitment is seen as
an employee’s identiﬁcation with and
participation in an organisation (Armstrong,
2009). It is deﬁned as the act of assuming
institutional
values
and
objectives
and putting eﬀort into accomplishing
organisational goals, as well as the desire to
continue institutional membership (Vance,
2006). Somunoglu, Erdem and Erdem
(2012) deﬁne organisational commitment as
the degree to which an individual embraces
the values and goals of an organisation.
It is regarded as a psychological state
characterising an employee’s relationship
with an organisation (Geldenhuys, Taba
& Venter, 2014) and organisational
commitment deems organisational interests
as more important than individual interests
(Wright & Kehoe, 2007). Organisational
commitment is associated with concepts
including loyalty, dedication, self-sacriﬁce
and participation, which are regarded as
positive employee attributes (Manetje,
2005).

Factors inﬂuencing organisational
commitment
Bar-Hayim and Berman (1992) suggested
that there are personal and organisational
factors that inﬂuence organisational
commitment. Personal factors include
employment opportunities and personal
characteristics such as age, educational level
and years of service. Organisational factors
refer to job-related factors, organisational
structure, positive relationships, work
environment and management style.
Personal factors
In relation to personal factors the existence
of employment opportunities can inﬂuence
organisational commitment (McLaggan,
Bezuidenhout & Botha, 2013). Individuals
who believe that they have the potential to
ﬁnd another job may become less committed
to the organisation as they contemplate a
desirable alternative. Conversely, a lack of
alternative employment opportunities tends
to lead to higher levels of organisational
commitment (Manetje, 2005). As a result,
membership in the organisation is based
on continuance commitment, where
employees are continuously calculating the
risks of remaining and leaving (Preethi &
Lourthuraj, 2015).

Becker
(1960)
conceptualised
organisational commitment in stating that
employees enter into an unspoken contract
with their organisation in which exchanges,
or side-bets, are made. This commitment
is referred to as psychological attachment
(Cohen, 2011). The side-bets are essentially
investments that employees make in their
organisation and employees gradually
make more side-bets as their tenure
increases. As these side-bets accumulate,
it becomes more diﬃcult for an employee
to leave their organisation (Cohen, 2011).
While researchers may have moved away
from Becker’s (1960) conceptualisation of
organisational commitment, the link between
commitment and turnover is still evident

Personal characteristics such as age,
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years of service and level of education can
also exert an inﬂuence on organisational
commitment (Al-Jabari & Ghazzawi,
2019). Maﬁni and Dlodlo (2014) found that
employees with longer tenure or greater
seniority, as well as those who were
satisﬁed with their performance tended
to report higher levels of organisational
commitment. Further, educated employees
have been found to demonstrate high task
commitment as their education may open
more possibilities to do work that they like
or that is more meaningful (Ng & Feldman,
2009).

relationship can positively or negatively
aﬀect organisational commitment and
the work experiences of employees.
Understanding that a lot of work is done
in groups and teams it is important to
bear in mind that employees demonstrate
higher levels of commitment when they ﬁnd
value in their work relationships (Isomäki,
2021). When work relationships reﬂect
mutual respect and consistency towards
individuals, employees commit themselves
to the organisation (Palmer, 2021).
Organisational structure also plays a role
in inﬂuencing organisational commitment.
Organisational structure is viewed as a
control mechanism to ensure that required
tasks are performed eﬃciently and
eﬀectively, and to assist in the attainment
of organisational goals and objectives
(Katsikea,
Theodosiou,
Perdikis
&
Kehagias, 2011). Manetje (2005) states that
organisational committment is positively
inﬂuenced in ﬂat organisational structures,
where control and collaboration are based
on shared goals, rather than solely on rules,
and where employee participation is critical
for decision-making.

Organisational factors
In relation to organisational factors an
ambiguous job role may lead to a lack
of commitment, while human resource
practices,
including
promotion
and
development procedures or policies, that
are built on a fair and equal basis lead to
high levels of organisational commitment.
Further organisational factors include
high levels of accountability and decisionmaking and the opportunity to add value
and contribute to the organisation (Baron
& Greenberg, 1993; Alrowwad, Almajali,
Masa’deh Obeidat & Aqqad, 2019).

Work processes is another important
organisational consideration. Prior to the
COVID-19 pandemic jobs and the skills
required by employees to do them were
already being disrupted by changing
technologies and new ways of working. A
recent McKinsey Global Survey revealed
that while 87 per cent of executives reported
experiencing skills gaps in the workforce or
anticipated them within a few years, less
than half of the respondents had a clear
sense of how to address this consideration
(Agrwawal, De Smet, Lacroix & Reich,
2020).

The working environment itself has been
identiﬁed as a factor that inﬂuences
organisational commitment. For example,
partial ownership of a company is seen to
provide employees a sense of responsibility
and involvement in decision-making (Han,
Chiang & Chang, 2010). Organisational
initiatives that enhance engagement and
empowerment have been found to inﬂuence
organisational commitment as employees
want to contribute and be accountable
(Vance, 2006).
A further organisational factor pertains
to positive relationships. A signiﬁcant
relationship has been determined between
leadership
style
and organisational
commitment
(McLaggan,
Botha
&
Bezuidenhout, 2013), which supports the
ﬁnding of an early study by Randall (1990),
who established that the management

Another important factor is that of
management style. A management style that
encourages employee involvement helps
to satisfy the desire for empowerment and
stimulates a willingness for commitment to
organisational goals. Further, a participative
leadership style has been found to be
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more eﬀective in promoting organisational
commitment as opposed to an autocratic
leadership style. Leadership competence
has also been identiﬁed as improving
organisational commitment (Asree, Zain &
Rizal Razalli, 2010).

(Stuckey, 2016). Kapil and Roy (2014)
contend that the common thread that links
Generation Z is the internet. This is because
this generation was born into a highly digital
era. This generation is thus also referred to
as Zappers, the Facebook-Generation, and
digital natives (Friedrich, Peterson, Koster
& Blum, 2010; Singh, 2014).

Generation Z and organisational
commitment
“Latest Sightings” is an online wildlife
spotting service for visitors of the Kruger
National Park. The site was founded in
2011 by Nadav Ossendryver at the age
of 15 based on his understanding of
technology and to feed his curiosity for
wildlife. His YouTube channel is one of the
most highly viewed in South Africa and he
has also established a major social media
presence (Zilibokwe, 2016). Ossendryver
belongs to Generation Z and his success
provides an insight into the potential that
should be recognised by his generation
in the workplace. This can be achieved
through a better understanding of the
workplace expectations and experiences of
this generation.

Generation Z represents the most diverse
generation to date. This generation grew
up under anti-discrimination legislation
and in an era characterised by increased
globalisation (Stuckey, 2016). They are
regarded as ﬁnancially cautious due to
their exposure to the eﬀects of an unstable
economy and global unrest (Dombroskey,
Templeton & Fong, 2018). Generation Z
were born into a world of technology and
are comfortable in this world. They are
technologically literate and have been
shaped to multitask, moving quickly from
one task to another, often focussing more
on speed than on accuracy (McCrindle,
2014). This generation is described as
practical, rather than intelligent and wise,
and as more impatient and mentally agile
than their predecessors (Tari, 2011). Tari
(2011) further describes them as careerist,
professionally ambitious, and possessing
high levels of technical and language
knowledge. Brave, more realistic about
their work expectations and more positive
about the future, Generation Z likes to take
the lead (Schawbel, 2014).

When a new generation enters the
workplace, it may prompt comparisons
with those that came before as well as
anticipation and prediction as to how that
generation could respond to, challenge or
even disrupt the workplace (O’Boyle, Atack
& Monahan, 2017). There are diﬀerences
between generations due the shared
inﬂuences that shape each generational
cohort in terms of the development of
personality, values, beliefs and expectations
(King, Finkelstein, Thomas & Corrington,
2021). Twenge, Campbell, Hoﬀman and
Lance (2010) suggest that these diﬀerences
inﬂuence aspects of people management
including training and development,
career development, rewards and working
arrangements.

Generation Z may surprise their colleagues
and managers in terms of how they think
and what they deem important. Growing
up in an era characterised by rapid
change, technological advancement and
globalisation, Generation Z have been
found to prefer a multidisciplinary and global
focus to their work, with the expectation that
this will create opportunities for ﬂexibility
and rich experiences (O’Boyle et al., 2017).
The ﬂow of Generation Z into the workplace
thus has implications for their development
and deployment, and in terms of how they
are recruited. Due to their expectations
of ﬂexibility and development, they seek

Generation Z brings with them a completely
new set of behaviours and expectations
to add to those of the current three-tiered
generational workforce of Generation
X, Generation Y and the Baby Boomers
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a culture that supports and prioritises
well-being as part of their employment
commitment (O’Boyle et al., 2017). Further,
they seek a culture that is perceived as
open and transparent, and characterised by
open and consistent communication around
business strategy and decisions (Bencsik,
Horváth-Csikós & Juhász, 2016).

top factor, followed by generous pay and
making a positive impact in selecting a job.
Research conducted by the Levo Institute
(Adecco Millennial Economy Report, 2015)
highlighted the number one priority as
opportunity for growth, followed by a stable
job and ﬁnancial stability. A study conducted
by Deloitte (2018) revealed that rewards, a
positive workplace culture, the opportunity
for continuous learning and ﬂexibility are
the top work preferences that positively
inﬂuence
organisational
commitment
among Generation Z employees.

Wilson (2017) indicates that the workplace
culture is important to this generation due to
its inﬂuence on their personal productivity
and team cohesiveness. To create and
nurture a productive culture for Generation
Z it is vital for processes, tools and working
environments to be people-centric (Wilson,
2017). Generation Z’s top work priorities
relate to team, technology and training
and HR professionals should foster a work
environment around these pillars. Hungry
to learn in an ever-changing world, the
environment should encourage continuous
learning and development to enable
up-skilling of expertise (Wilson, 2017).
Bencsik and Machova (2016) identiﬁed
that, in contrast to other generations that
prefer collaborative teamwork within a
physical work environment, Generation
Z prefers virtual collaborative platforms
and in relation to incentives, Generation
Z prefers immediate rewards, whereas
preceding generations seek opportunities
for promotion and decision-making. With
performance evaluation, other generations
prefer to be involved and have evaluations
that are based on fact, whereas Generation
Z may come across as overly self-conﬁdent
and tend to overlook facts. In terms of
training, learning and development,
Generation Z demonstrates a preference
for informal learning and training based on
their own interests, unlike other generations
who prefer traditional and formal systems of
training and development.

Kapil and Roy (2014) identify Generation
Z as empowered, consumer-orientated,
technologically savvy and unafraid to
speak up for change in the workplace. Kapil
and Roy (2014) outline the speciﬁc work
expectations of Generation Z as presented
in Table 1.
In relation to career goals Generation Z will
shape several parallel careers and hold
multiple jobs simultaneously. They seek
ﬂexible schedules and oﬃce spaces and
require 24/7 connectivity to web searchers,
emails and databases. This results in a
client orientation that is digital. In terms of
mentoring they want constant feedback;
their retention is fostered by personal
relationships and they are motivated by
being able to maintain a personal life. When
it comes to working attire, they will choose
to wear whatever they feel comfortable with.
In summary, the relevance and importance
of organisational commitment remains
critical in an era where constant change
and digitalisation shape the world of work.
Studies indicate that Generation Z enters
the workplace with, amongst others, high
expectations of growth, development and
learning opportunities that will inﬂuence their
work experiences positively. Knowledge
of these factors allows organisations to
leverage them in enhancing organisational
commitment
through
management
communication, learning opportunities and
work ﬂexibility (Armstrong, 2009; Wilson,
2017).

A worldwide study on Generation Z
presented three dominant work motivators,
these being meaningful work, advancement
and more money (Schwabel, 2014).
A survey conducted by Half (2015)
determined career opportunities as the
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TABLE 1: WORK EXPECTATIONS OF GENERATION Z

Career goals
Work environment
Technology
Client orientation
Retention
Mentoring
Motivators
Attire

Build several parallel careers to create ﬂexibility and stimulation
Have several jobs simultaneously
Home oﬃce, desires ﬂexible schedule
Up-to-date technology devices and applications
Creates own documents and databases
Uses web for research
E-mail, 24/7
E-mail/IM/Text
Personal relationships
Constant feedback is needed
Maintain personal life
Whatever fees comfortable

Source: Kapil and Roy (2014)
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Research design, approach and method
This study adopted an interpretive
design and a qualitative approach and
was of an exploratory nature. This was
deemed
appropriate
understanding
that the study sought to explore the
subjective interpretations of the various
participants as shaped by their experiences
(Bhattacherjee, 2012). This allowed for the
identiﬁcation of the factors that inﬂuenced
their organisational commitment. Interviews
were used as the data collection method.

the concept of a personal lens, believed that
no new information was emerging from the
interviews (Fusch & Ness, 2015). Inclusion
criteria were determined to ensure that the
participants could relate to the concept
of organisational commitment as a result
of having some work experience. These
inclusion criteria were set as a post-matric
qualiﬁcation and having worked for at least
one year. A non-probability convenience
and snowballing sampling technique was
used as participants were recruited through
the researcher’s professional network.

Ethical clearance to conduct the study
was obtained from the Research Ethics
Review Committee of the Nelson Mandela
University (H19-BES-HRM-008).

Research participants and data
collection
Individuals who indicated their willingness
to participate in the study were emailed a
participant information sheet that outlined
the nature and purpose of the study and
their role therein, after which interview dates
and times were scheduled. Considerations
of voluntary participation and conﬁdentiality
were provided, and informed consent
obtained for participation and for the audio
recording of interviews.

Population and sampling
The study population comprised Generation
Z employees located in the Gauteng
province of South Africa due to the location
of the researcher at that point in time. As
this was a qualitative study, the objective
was not to obtain a sample from whom
generalisations could be made, but to
identify and recruit participants who shared
similar experiences and who agreed to
discuss these experiences (Statistics
Solutions, 2019). Bearing considerations
of data saturation in mind, the ﬁnal sample
comprised ten participants. It was at this
point that the researcher, while cognizant of

The data was collected by means of one-toone semi-structured interviews that allowed
for an exploration of the experiences of
the participants. These interviews took
approximately 30 to 45 minutes and were
preceded with the researcher providing
information to each participant on the nature
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of organisational commitment. Thereafter,
and with this understanding in mind, the
participants were asked to discuss the
factors that inﬂuence their organisational
commitment in either a positive or negative
manner. They were also asked if there was
anything that could be changed in their
employing organisation that would positively
inﬂuence their organisational commitment.
Participants were encouraged to answer in
as much detail as possible and include any
information that they believed was relevant
in their responses.

will allow for a determination as to whether a
transfer can be conﬁdently made to another
environment or situation. Dependability
pertains to consistency and was achieved
through utilising a planned process. To this
end the researcher carefully read and reread the interviews in a logical manner in
formulating the themes (Corbin & Strauss,
2008). Conﬁrmability relates to the extent
to which the ﬁndings are based on the
participants’ narratives and viewpoints.
This was achieved by focusing on each
participant’s story through remaining
engaged and involved in the interview
process and refraining from imposing any
personal views or beliefs (Ryan & Bernard,
2000).

Reliability, validity and trustworthiness
considerations
Reliability was achieved through carefully
structuring the interview questions and
process (Moerdyk, 2015) and ensuring that
this process was consistently followed with
all participants. Further, the researcher was
the sole interviewer. Validity was ensured
by taking notes during the interview and
audio recording all interviews to allow
for a minimalization of bias. Further, the
researcher was able to seek clarity and ask
for more information when needed during the
interviews. Trustworthiness considerations
followed the constructs proposed by Guba
(Lincoln & Guba, 1992), these being
credibility, transferability, dependability and
conﬁrmability. The selection of a suitable
data collection method is essential in
ensuring credibility and this was achieved by
using a well recommended and recognised
research method and technique to carry out
the study. The interview style technique,
recommended by Neuman (2011), was
utilised to ensure freedom of expression,
honesty and open participation. Further,
the participants willingly participated in the
study, all relevant and important information
was shared with them, and the researcher
established rapport through informing each
participant that this study was for her own
individual development and encouraging
the honest and open sharing of experiences
and views. In terms of transferability the
clear way in which the study is reported
on in terms of context, the selection of
participants and the data analysis process

Data analysis
In identifying the factors inﬂuencing
organisational commitment of Generation
Z, thematic analysis was utilized. The
data obtained from the interviews was
processed by immediately transcribing
the audio recordings and supplementing
these with notes made by the researcher.
In identifying the themes and sub-themes
that emerged, the six-phased thematic
analysis approach as outlined by Braun and
Clarke (2006) was adopted. The researcher
ﬁrstly read and reread the data and noted
down all information, ideas, emotions and
relationships. Interesting features of the
data were then used to generate codes in
an organised manner. Thereafter the codes
where classiﬁed into potential themes
using labels and highlights, followed by a
review of the themes to determine whether
they matched the coded quotations and
the entire data set. Themes were then
reﬁned, deﬁned and named. A report was
then created through a ﬁnal analysis and
selection of quotes and a linking of the
analysis back to the research objectives
and literature review.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Demographic information
All ten participants were working in the
Gauteng province of South Africa at the
time of the study. They were aged between
882
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19 and 25 years, possessed a post-matric
qualiﬁcation and had been working for at
least one year. Most of the sample was
male (60%).

These themes are discussed in more
detail and, where relevant, supported with
verbatim quotations gathered from the
participants.

Thematic analysis
Table 2 presents the four themes and
associated sub-themes that emerged.

Growth and development
Growth and development emerged as
a prominent theme in the interviews. All
participants stated that this inﬂuences their
organisational commitment. This supports
the ﬁndings of Bridge (2015) that Generation
Z prefers work environments that nurture
learning, professional development and
mentoring opportunities. This generation
works hard and takes responsibility for their
careers; hence the importance of growth
and development to them.

The main themes centred on growth and
development,
employee
recognition,
work processes and leadership. All ten
participants shared views on three of the
themes, namely, growth and development,
employee recognition and leadership. This
suggests that these were dominant factors
inﬂuencing their organisational commitment.
Seven participants shared views relating to
the theme of work processes. This does not
necessarily indicate that this theme is less
important, but merely that it was not a factor
inﬂuencing all participants in this study. Two
sub-themes emerged under the theme
growth and development, namely, exposure
and growth opportunities and learning new
things and variety; and for work processes,
these being inﬂexibility and transparency.

In relation to the sub-theme of exposure
and growth opportunities, exposure and
progress were identiﬁed as a need rather
than a want with a participant stating that
“I need exposure into more things so
that I can decide on a career path”. One
participant stated: “If the organisation
oﬀers to pay for my CIMA qualiﬁcation until
I complete it, I would be fully committed

TABLE 2: THEMES AND SUB-THEMES

No

1.

2.

3.

4.

Themes
Growth and Develpoment
Relates to the employees’ need for learning,
career paths, opportunities for growth in the short
to long term. Relates further to skills utilisation,
growth platforms, varied tasks, desire for new
learnings.
Employee Recognition
Relates to informal or formal acknowledgement
of an employee’s eﬀort or outputs that support
organisational goals. Emphasis on motivation and
performance feedback.
Work Processes
The focus is on the work environment relating
speciﬁcally to ways of work, work processes,
schedules, ﬂexible and agile work environments.
Leadership
Relates to work relationships that employees
have with their leaders. Emphasis on
management styles and leadership support and
action.
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Sub-themes
Exposure and growth
opportunities.
Learning new things
and variety.

Number

10

10

Inﬂexibility
Transparency

7

10

and will deﬁnitely put in the eﬀort to go the
extra mile”. Another participant shared:
“My organisational commitment is driven
positively by development; my current
organisation pushes people to develop
themselves… they provide the platform for
people to continuously better themselves. I
love this because I had never experienced
it with my previous organisation”. The
participants expressed similar sentiments
around the need for opportunities for
exposure and growth to be created within
their organisations, as this would have
a positive impact on their organisational
commitment. Schawbel (2014) found that
Generation Z were more entrepreneurial,
trustworthy, tolerant and less motivated by
money than other generations. This was
indicated by a participant in stating: “If I was
oﬀered another role in another organisation
where there was no growth I would rather
stay with my current employer as I would
deﬁnitely choose growth over money….
Money is not worth it without growth”.

things aligned to their skillsets in stating:
“People sit in departments with skills that
never get utilised and that is really a waste”.
These results suggest that Generation Z
employees require that continuous learning
form part of the organisational culture
as this will foster positive experiences of
growth and development and hence greater
organisational commitment.
Employee recognition
Whillans (2019) states that appreciation
is a fundamental human need and that
Generation Z responds well to appreciation
as it conﬁrms that their work is recognised
and valued by others. Recognition emerged
as an important contributor to organisational
commitment in this study. Participants
shared experiences and expectations
around the need to be recognised for
work performance in the form of positive
feedback from managers or customers.
When Generation Z employees are valued,
productivity and satisfaction increase, they
are motivated to do more, and as a result
become more committed (Koulopoulos
& Keldsen, 2016; Andriotis, 2018). One
participant noted: “Recognition motivates
me to do more and better at my work…
this gives me a feeling that my manager
wants me to do well and recognises
my contributions”. Another shared: “It’s
important to celebrate successes and
give rewards to a certain extent; however,
I understand that business cannot always
reward but can deﬁnitely recognise because
I feel like people go over and beyond and
show emotional commitment but there is
no recognition from their leaders. This does
not have to be huge amounts like R 5000.00
but things like: a day oﬀ or half a day…
recognition doesn’t have to be ﬁnancial…
just need a sign from my leader to say I see
you…you are pushing”. Another participant
emphasised this in stating: “Give credit for
what people do… you put in so much eﬀort
in your work and I never get any recognition
from my manager because I’m not a senior”.

With the sub-theme learning new things and
variety it emerged that these Generation Z
employees perceived their need for learning
and enhancement of skills as a nonnegotiable. One participant mentioned: “I
need to be given an opportunity to do more
than what I’m doing in my current role… I
need to learn other things…new functions
within my department”. When asked what
factors would contribute positively to
organisational commitment, a participant
stated: “What would positively inﬂuence my
commitment to an organisation would be
career growth and support…. (deep sigh) …
provide me with further career improvement
because as a young graduate I want to learn
as much as I possibly can in order to get
proper growth”. The participants expressed
that they expected to be exposed to more
learning, varied tasks and opportunities to
do diﬀerent things within the workplace,
with some stating that the learning process
was slow. One participant recommended
that organisations appoint a designated
person to determine individuals’ skillsets
and provide platforms for them to do more

In this study it became apparent that there
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was a need for more recognition; so, it
can be assumed that it was missing or not
frequently experienced by the participants
as demonstrated in the comment of one
participant: “Recognition should take place
more frequently and not only when you
need to do reviews for bonuses but we need
encouragement regularly as employees”.
The Gallup report (Employee Engagement
on the Rise, 2018) recommends that
recognition should be given broadly and
provided on a weekly basis to those that
deserve it to increase commitment levels.
Further, Kaufman, Christensen and Newton
(2015) identiﬁed recognition as the number
one driver of employee performance.
Employee recognition from clients is also
important as highlighted in the comment of
one participant who stated: “Recognition
can come from my manager or client. This
gives me satisfaction that I’m making a
meaningful impact to people’s lives”.

organisational commitment. In addition,
work processes seemed to provide little
to no ﬂexibility in terms of where they
worked or how they delivered their work. A
common statement reported on as received
from managers or seniors was in terms of
this is how we have always done things.
This frustrated and demotivated those
participants seeking ways to work smarter
and more eﬃciently with one participant
stating: “Flexi work schedule would be ideal
as it would foster collaboration and ﬂexitime would have a positive output to my
productivity”. Another shared this view: “You
need to be seen in order for management
to believe that you are actually working”.
This participant also mentioned that in a
discussion with his manager he asked, “If
I could work from home as it would save
me two hours of travelling time each day, as
this is the amount of time I spend on traﬃc
and would be able to push more time doing
the work”, to which his manager responded:
“You have to be at head oﬃce to work
productively. Who will monitor your stats if
you work from home?” This left a bitter taste
in the employee’s mouth, as he believed
that his manager did not even consider the
request or enquire further if his suggestion
would in fact be possible.

Participants in this study conﬁrmed that
if they feel appreciated for their job and
work eﬀorts, they will do more and put in
discretionary eﬀorts to meet organisational
goals. Generation Z is competitive, want to
be judged on merit, and will go the extra
mile if they know that they will be recognised
for this. Performance feedback is seen
to provide a valuable indicator of what to
improve and where they have done well.

Generation Z requires opportunities for
ﬂexibility and multi-tasking (Dombroskey et
al., 2018). A participant elaborated on this in
stating: “I love ﬂexibility and don’t like being
stuck. I prefer to organise my day as I see
ﬁt; for example, if I wake up in the morning
and feel like I don’t want to go to the oﬃce
then I should be able to work from home. I
feel like in this way I am able to structure
my day better, rather than waking up every
day and have that dreadful feeling that I’m
going to be stuck to a desk for 8 hours …
this really demotivates me. I really want to
be able to balance personal life and work
because life is not all about work…all I’m
doing now is just working because when
I get home it’s too late and I just sleep”.
Another participant shared the view: “When
we are outside of peak work periods, I want
to go home early as there is no productivity

Work processes
Work processes create structure and
systematic ways of working. Generation Z
workplace expectations have been found
to include a need for ﬂexibility in their work
schedules, structures and environment
(Kapil & Roy, 2014). Generation Z prefers a
culture that supports ﬂexibility, self-reliance,
openness and transparency. If the contrary
occurs, they feel frustrated, uncommitted,
experience low morale and this leads to low
levels of productivity (Bascha, 2011).
With the sub-theme of inﬂexibility,
participants expressed that workplace
structures were too prescribed and inﬂexible
and that this had a negative impact on their
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during that time, and if we are in our peak
period I will be able to invest more time in
my work. I am even willing to work until 12
am, if the work requires”.

Leadership
Literature has highlighted a signiﬁcant
relationship between leadership style and
organisational commitment (McLaggan,
Bezuidenhout
&
Botha,
2013). A
management style that encourages
employee involvement can enhance
a commitment to organisational goals
(Phipps, Prieto & Ndinguri, 2013). This
emerged in this study when participants
shared views indicating that relationships
with their managers played a role in creating
their workplace experiences and in shaping
their organisational commitment.

These ﬁndings suggest that Generation
Z seeks ﬂexibility and collaboration in
the workplace. They may encounter
work processes as too streamlined and
management holding a “do as I say”
mentality as opposed to an understanding
of their need to collaborate and contribute
meaningfully in terms of how, where and
when work gets done.
In relation to the subtheme of transparency
indications received from the participants
were that collaboration practices were
lacking. They felt that if they were kept
in the loop and engagement platforms
provided, they would experience the work
environment as more enriching. One
participant said: “I would like to have my
own opinion as a person; be able to use
what I have learnt in certain processes
and add value”. Bascha (2011) asserts that
Generation Z employees expect to have
their views heard and acknowledged in the
workplace. Schawbel (2014) mentions that
they want to work for an honest leader who
does not hide information from them due to
their age or job title. Generation Z expects
transparency and communication as they
see themselves as equal members of the
organisation, capable of adding value and
contributing meaningfully to organisational
goals, irrespective of their age (Slavin,
2015).

A statement was expressed by a participant
in relation to his manager’s constant
monitoring of the work of his team: “This
makes me feel like there is no trust and
people are not competent in their work…
which left me feeling disempowered and
felt no need to go the extra mile or be
fully committed because you will always
be second guessed”. Another participant
mentioned: “Leadership is too controlling…
it’s their way or the high way…”. Generation
Z seeks engagement, an opportunity to
co-create their environment and freedom
from supervision (Otieno & Nyambegera,
2019). Other views shared included that
of a participant who stated: “Managers
must listen to all employees regardless
of level and age… shouldn’t go with only
what the seniors say. We also have input
and might have a valuable solution to the
issue at hand.” This employee expressed
dissatisfaction with the conﬁdence shown
by her leader as the youngest and newest
member of the team. The impression
was also created that leadership skills
were lacking, and that leaders were more
concerned with managing and less with
caring about the participants as individuals.
One participant stated “I don’t want to be
used…. be a thought leader… think things
through before you make decisions on
behalf of the team.” Another expressed the
view that “Managers should also be part of
the team; don’t just pull the whip all the time.
Understand the opinions of your staﬀ. As a
leader if you are open and honest with your

Generation Z are known to learn quickly
and start contributing sooner rather than
later; however, the managers of the
participants in this study were not seen
to engage their employees, resulting in
frustration and dissatisfaction, leading to
low levels of organisational commitment. In
part this could be due to a lack of a shared
understanding as to why certain processes
are standard and cannot be ﬂexible or
changed.
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people, they would understand you better
and the pressures you are faced with from
above and they will be able to support you
without having to micro-manage people.”

that revealed that the number one priority
for Generation Z is opportunity for growth.
Opportunities can be created through
implementing clear development plans and
career paths, oﬀering focused mentoring and
coaching, and by ensuring that progress on
development plans is built into and tracked
via the performance management system.
This will assist in inculcating a learning
culture that will promote the retention of
Generation Z employees.

Leaders seems to have a strong inﬂuence
on how Generation Z employees view
support provided by the organisation, as
it is the managers’ relationships with their
employees that create their experiences
in this regard. Generation Z view their
managers as the representatives of the
organisation and the support, or lack thereof,
provided by their leaders is seen to have
a great inﬂuence on their organisational
commitment.

Employee recognition also emerged as
being an important factor. This study
revealed that Generation Z requires more
frequent recognition from their managers
or clients, including individual experiences
of positive feedback. Intrinsic recognition
was found to more important than monetary
recognition. Reward and recognition
systems should thus be cognisant of these
factors in enhancing levels of organisational
commitment amongst Generation Z
employees. Workplace recognition should
form part of the broader organisational
culture as Generation Z needs to be
broadly acknowledged for being good at
what they do. To ensure that employees are
highly motivated and committed, managers
should frequently recognise hard work
and provide continuous feedback to their
employees. Recognition is a key driver for
great work and has a direct impact on the
organisational commitment of Generation
Z employees in South Africa. It is thus
recommended that regular performance
discussions are held and that organisations
build recognition programmes that reward
the right behaviours and performance
outcomes.

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
The purpose of this study was to explore
the factors contributing to organisational
commitment
among
Generation
Z
employees in South Africa. The challenges
faced in the 21st century hold implications for
organisational commitment, including skills
shortages and the war for talent. Generation
Z is the latest generational cohort to enter
the workplace and their numbers are
growing over time. It is therefore important
for management to understand their
workplace expectations and preferences.
This will allow for the creation of appropriate
human resource management strategies to
ensure that this generation experiences a
sense of organisational commitment.
In this study four factors emerged as being
of importance to Generation Z employees.
The ﬁrst of these was growth and
development with all participants expressing
its importance in relation to their individual
experiences within an organisation, with
career ownership being highlighted as
very important for this Generation. They
desire more exposure to opportunities for
growth and clear paths of development.
Their willingness to develop and grow
indicates that to attract and retain this
generation and secure their organisational
commitment these opportunities need to be
provided. This ﬁnding is supported by the
Adecco Millennial Economy report (2015)

The ﬁndings of this study revealed that
Generation Z has a high need for ﬂexibility;
and that prescribed schedules and
structures are experienced as frustrating
and negatively inﬂuence their organisational
commitment. This generation wants to cocreate structures and schedules; some
believe that they could be more productive
if their work structures and processes were
made more ﬂexible. New ways of working
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need to be explored, including ﬂexible
structures that allow for employees to work
from remote oﬃces, or at home. In this
regard many organisations now possess
data relating to the inﬂuence of ﬂexible
working arrangements necessitated by the
COVID-19 pandemic. This data can be used
to reshape and reconﬁgure the what, when
and how of work moving forward, to meet
the needs and expectations of Generation
Z employees.

Generation Z employees need to be
provided with opportunities for continuous
learning to satisfy their need for growth and
development. In terms of recognition it is
essential that they feel appreciated as this
will increase the amount of discretionary
eﬀort that they instill in their day-to-day
performance. Work processes should allow
for ﬂexibility, including ﬂexi-work schedules
and opportunities for collaboration. The
role of leadership emerged as important in
enhancing organisational commitment as
the relationships formed with leaders were
seen to deﬁne the respondents’ overall view
of support provided by the organisation.
Identiﬁcation of these factors is important
in assisting organisations to ensure
that their HRM practices are geared to
promote enhanced levels of organisational
commitment,
heightened
levels
of
employee performance and the attainment
of organisational objectives. Heightened
levels of organisational commitment will
also assist in the retention of the talent
required for organisational success and
sustainability in the ever-changing 21st
century.

The role of leadership emerged as
an important factor inﬂuencing the
organisational commitment of Generation Z,
more speciﬁcally in relation to organisational
relationships and management styles. A
need for supportive leadership relationships
is imperative, as well as leaders who instil
conﬁdence through the way in which they
manage. Micro-management was deemed
a negative factor and an immense frustration
for most participants, and some felt that
leaders cared only about work outputs and
not about them as individuals or for their
growth within the organisation. The ﬁndings
seem to indicate that leaders are seen to
represent the overall organisation and that
experiences with their leaders thus shaped
their views of the entire organisation. It is
recommended that organisations invest
in leadership development programmes
and interventions that promote skills that
will foster a successful multi-generational
workforce. Further, mentoring programmes
involving leaders paired with Generation
Z employees could foster strong work
relationships and commitment through
a greater understanding of common
organisational goals.
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strategies, required women leadership
competencies, methods of leadership
development and providers of interventions.
Women in management could use this
knowledge to progress towards breaking
the glass ceiling. Organisations could use
this knowledge as a basis for their women
leadership development strategies.
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INTRODUCTION
Globally, the gender equality gap is
increasing even though women today ﬁll
more leadership positions than ever before
(Hewitt, 2019). Jackson (2002) reported
that women were grossly underrepresented
in the top executive positions of Fortune 500
corporations and that the glass ceiling was
still an issue for women in organisations.
Globally, the percentage of senior roles held
by women is still only 29% (Catalyst, 2020;
Grant Thornton, 2019), while only 16,9%
of board members are women (Deloitte,
2019). In 2018, only 4.8% (down from 6.4%
in 2017) of the CEOs of the Top Fortune 500
companies were headed by women (Pew
Research Center, 2018). At the current
rate of progress, gender parity at senior
management level will only be achieved
in 30 years (Deloitte, 2019). Huang et al.
(2019) conﬁrm that across organisations,
men dominate at every level and women
continue to be underrepresented, as only
one out of every ﬁve executives is a woman.
The causes of women not breaking the glass
ceiling have received a lot of attention and
there is general agreement that women still
face a multitude of challenges and barriers
(Hoyt, 2010; Ibarra, Ely & Kolb, 2019; Kay
& Shipman, 2014; Khattab & Rosette, 2017;
Ntho et al., 2015). These challenges and
barriers include struggling to achieve a
work-life balance, having to fulﬁl multiple
roles and being subject to certain role
expectations, stereotypes and prejudices,
as well as power and status diﬀerentials
(Amaechi, 2018; Ayman & Korabik, 2010;
Punnett & Clarke, 2017).
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ABSTRACT
The glass ceiling remains a global reality
and across organisations, men dominate
at every level. Women continue to be
underrepresented and only one out of every
ﬁve executives is a woman. Progress is slow
and at the current rate of progress, full equality
will only be achieved by 2073. Women need
to be equipped with skills so that they have
enough conﬁdence to participate equally
with their male counterparts. Leadership
development
frameworks
speciﬁcally
tailored for women have not yet been fully
researched. The purpose of this paper
is to present two theoretical frameworks
(Women’s
Leadership
Development
Framework (WLDF) and Leadership
Competency
Development
Triangle
(LCDT). An integrative review method was
used to provide a of synthesis knowledge
about women leadership development.
A thematic analysis was used and ﬁve
themes emerged. Themes and sub-themes
were used to develop the two theoretical
frameworks. This study contributes to the
body of knowledge by providing insights
into the barriers, challenges, success
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There are no clear or established guidelines
on how to successfully deal with these
challenges and barriers, but many scholars
(Baumgartner & Schneider, 2010; Buj,
2018; Chengadu & Scheepers, 2018; Eagly
and Carli, 2019; Ely et al., 2011; Ezzedeen
& Ritchey, 2009; Hewlett, Peraino, Sherbin
& Sumberg, 2010; Huang et al., 2019;
Moore & Diese, 2018; Moss-Racusin &
Rudman, 2010; O’Neil et al., 2015) provide
insights as to how these challenges
can be addressed. Many scholars also
provide insights regarding the necessary
competencies women leaders need to
have (CCL, 2020; Giles, 2016; Hoyt, 2010;
Klenke, 2018; KPMG, 201; Mogale, 2017;
Shumway & Hurley, 2015; Skarupski et
al., 2017; Zenger and Folkman, 2019), the
ways on which these competencies can
be developed (Baker et al., 2020; Clerkin
& Wilson, 2017; Dalakoura, 2010; Day et
al., 2014; Debebe et al., 2016; De Pater
et al., 2010; DuBrin, 2010; Ely et al., 2011;
Gipson et al., 2017; Hewlett & Rashid,
2019; Hopkins et al., 2017; Ladegard &
Gjerde, 2014; Lovell, 2013; Short, et al.,
2013; Valerio, 2009; Wilson & Yip, 2010)
and who the providers and role players
of such development interventions could
be (Dalakoura, 2010; Kassotakis, 2017;
Yarrish et al., 2010).

2018). Eagly and Carli (2019, p. 1) asserted
that women in top positions are “as rare as
hen’s teeth”. Organisations are generally
male-dominated and women in leadership
remain well below 30% (Chengadu &
Makan-Lakha, 2017; UNDP, 2017; Zikhali
& Smit, 2019). The causes of women not
breaking the glass ceiling have received
much attention and there is general
agreement that women still face a multitude
of challenges and barriers (Hoyt, 2010;
Ibarra, Ely & Kolb, 2019; Kay & Shipman,
2014; Khattab & Rosette, 2017; Ntho et
al., 2015). These challenges and barriers
include struggling to achieve a work-life
balance, having to fulﬁl multiple roles and
being subject to certain role expectations,
stereotypes and prejudices, as well as
power and status diﬀerentials (Amaechi,
2018; Ayman & Korabik, 2010; Punnett &
Clarke, 2017).
OBJECTIVE
To present theoretical frameworks for
developing leadership amongst women in
management.
METHOD
The research paradigm is qualitative, and
the article relied on the integrative review
method, where an in-depth theoretical
literature analysis was done to provide
synthesis of knowledge (De Souza et
al., 2010; Whittemore & Knalf, 2005). A
comprehensive search of peer-reviewed
articles, relevant women leadership
development books and websites were
accessed. A variety of databases such as
EBSCO Host, Google Scholar and Emerald
were used to ﬁnd relevant literature.
Inclusion criteria involved using keywords
such as women leadership competencies,
women leadership development, glass
ceiling, barriers for women leaders,
challenges and success strategies used
by women leaders. The search process
resulted in 200 references being covered.
A thematic analysis was done in which ﬁve
themes of challenges and barriers faced by
women, strategies for success, leadership
development for women, leadership

According to Gipson et al. (2017) leadership
development
frameworks
speciﬁcally
tailored for women have not yet been fully
researched. The purpose of this article is to
elaborate on two theoretical frameworks,
which are Women Leadership Development
Framework (WLDF)) and the Leadership
Competency
Development
Triangle
(LCDT), which were developed after a
literature review on the barriers, challenges
and success strategies to breaking the
glass ceiling was conducted.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Although huge progress has been made to
get women to participate in the workforce
(almost 50% of the workforce today
consists of women), worldwide men still
dominate the C-suite (Moore & Diese,
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competencies for women and leadership
development methods for women emerged.
Themes and sub-themes were used to
develop the two theoretical frameworks:
The Women Leadership Development
Framework (WLDF) and the Leadership
Competency Development Triangle (LCDT).

the traditional inventory of individual
characteristics and focuses on its didactic,
shared, and relational character, facing
complex social dynamics (Avolio, Walumbwa
& Weber, 2009). Leadership emerges as
relationship interactions evolving between
the leader and the group rather than being
an expression of individual personality or
a set of historical circumstances (Avolio
et al., 2009). The identity and practice of
the leader are always relational, drawing
from and interacting with the social context
(Stead & Elliot, 2009). A leader is deﬁned
as a person who brings about change in a
personal capacity, as a representative of an
institution or as a participant in a collective
(De Jongh et al., 2013).

LITERATURE REVIEW
Leadership as a relational, ethical and
social process
The ancient Egyptians suggested that the
leadership context consists of the leader
and the follower (Pierce & Newstrom, 2010).
Vilakati (2016) argues that there needs to
be a move away from the exclusive focus on
one person to considering the total system.
Leadership is thus considered as a social
inﬂuence relationship involving interaction
between two or more people dependent
on each other to achieve a common goal
(Pierce & Newstrom, 2010). Komives et al.
(2013) also deﬁne leadership as a relational
and ethical process of people jointly
striving to bring about positive change.
The Relations Leadership Model positions
leadership as being purposeful, inclusive,
empowering, ethical and process-oriented
(Komives et al., 2013). It was designed
as a post-industrial, collaborative model
to teach and develop leaders. Komives et
al. (2013) see followers not only as being
engaged but being active participants in
the leadership process and being central to
the organisation’s outcomes. Komives et al.
(2013) propose that both leaders’ skills and
capabilities and followers’ competencies be
developed.

The leader is the person who takes charge
and directs the team’s performance, and the
followers are those individuals who follow
the direction set by the leader and execute
the tasks or projects agreed to by the whole
team (McIees, 2012; Pierce & Newstrom,
2010). Context is a situation in which the
leadership process is playing itself out
and can cover the physical environment,
resources available, as well as events in
the broader organisation or environment
(Pierce & Newstrom, 2010). The outcomes
include anything resulting from the
interaction between leader-follower, leadercontext and follower-context. It could also
be the result of the process followed, for
example, achieved goals, higher levels
of trust, group cohesion or performance
(McIees, 2012; Pierce & Newstrom, 2010).
All the elements of the system interact with
one another, and leadership is understood
as a complex, interconnected, interactive
and dynamic exchange between the leader,
the followers, the context and the outcomes
(McIees, 2012; Pierce & Newstrom, 2010).

Leadership is a multi-level, processual,
contextual and interactive phenomenon
(Oc, 2018). It is also an inﬂuencing process
in which leaders and followers achieve
common goals and can be explained by
considering the leader’s characteristics
and behaviours, the followers’ perceptions
and attributions towards the leader and
leadership, and the context in which the
inﬂuencing takes place (Oc, 2018).
Relational

leadership

Perspectives on Women Leadership
Theories of leadership are typically neutral
in their attention to gender, describing
mostly white, American men (Ayman &
Korabik, 2010). This gender-neutral view
of leadership is becoming inadequate, and
there has recently been a call for considering

transcends
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the inﬂuence of cultural worldviews and
socialisation when researching leadership
(Chin, 2011). Lovell (2013) considers
leadership to be a gendered concept
operating at cultural, institutional and
individual levels. One’s understanding,
stereotyping and perceptions of gender and
leadership inﬂuence and aﬀect behaviour
towards people in power (Lovell, 2013).
Gender stereotypes inﬂuence how women
perform in their leadership roles (Lovell,
2013). Silingiene and Stukaite (2014) view
women leadership as controversial and
believe research of women leadership as
an independent phenomenon is not yet
adequate.

maintain there are fundamental diﬀerences
between men and women. Diﬀerences
occur in attitudes towards risk, the desire
to be exposed to competition and altruistic
behaviour (Adams & Funk, 2009). Women
tend to be more risk-averse, more likely to
avoid competitive environments and more
altruistic than men (Adams & Funk, 2009).
Women also care less about power,
conformity, security and tradition, and care
more about stimulation and universalism
than men (Adams & Funk, 2009). Chin
(2011) asserts there is much to suggest that
women tend to adopt a more collaborative,
cooperative or democratic leadership style
and men a more directive, competitive or
autocratic style. The transformational style of
leading tends to be associated with women,
and behavioural characteristics such as
empathy, relationship building and support,
are more prevalent amongst women in
management positions (Appelbaum et al.,
2013). Eisner (2013) asserts that women
interact in ways centred on relationships,
people collaboration and furthering rapport,
while men interact in ways centred on
power, task, showing ability and knowledge,
challenging others and seeking to win.
Women tend to care, while men tend to
take charge (Eisner, 2013).

Two approaches exist in the literature. One
approach suggests a gender-neutral view
of leadership, declaring an absence of
gender diﬀerences, while another approach
asserts gender diﬀerences exist and
encourages a diﬀerent approach based on
gender (Silingiene & Stukaite, 2014). What
has become evident is that it is necessary
to distinguish between male and female
leadership as some females might not
necessarily practice female leadership and
vice versa, some men might not lead in a
typically male leadership manner (Silingiene
& Stukaite, 2014). If the leader has mainly
masculine characteristics, the behaviour
will be more task-oriented, whereas, if more
feminine leadership is practised, the leader
will display more relationship behaviours
(Korabik & Ayman, 2007). Women at times
tend to adopt masculine leadership styles
instead of bringing a softer leadership style
approach to organisational challenges
(Regine, 2010).

Powell (2018) postulates that leadership
theories do not suggest that either feminine
or masculine behaviour is the key to leading
eﬀectively. Leaders vary the amount of
masculine and feminine characteristics
according to the situation (Powell, 2018).
In other words, if the situation calls for
transactional leadership, a more taskoriented style is adopted, whereas when
transformational leadership is required, a
more nurturing and agreeable style is used
(Powell, 2018). Scheepers et al. (2017,
p.295) urge to “unlearn gendered notions
of leadership” as it supports the stereotype
of feminine versus masculine leadership.
Instead, both male and female leaders are
encouraged to embrace ﬂexibility based on
the demands of the context (Scheepers et
al., 2017). Eﬀective leadership requires an

Seo et al. (2017) indicated that there are more
similarities than diﬀerences with respect to
leadership style between women and men
even when all contexts are considered,
no signiﬁcant gender diﬀerence could be
found concerning perceived leadership
eﬀectiveness. However, Chin (2011)
found that some social constructions of
leadership are associated with established
gender roles. Adams and Funk (2009)
896
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androgynous mixture of male and female
traits (Hoyt, 2010).

barrier to success. One of the results of a
lack of work-life balance seems to be the
occurrence of feelings of guilt experienced
by some working women (Warrell, 2013;
Borg, 2017). Feelings of guilt relating to
not spending enough time with the family
is common amongst working women and
women often feel they are forever falling
short of expected norms. This generation
of working women experiences more guilt
than any preceding generation, with 21% of
mothers feeling guilty most of the time and
87% of women feeling guilty sometimes
(Borg, 2017).

Challenges and Barriers Faced by
Women
Some women perceive no gender-speciﬁc
barriers to their success (Khattab & Rosette,
2017). These women do not perceive the
obstacles they face to be gender speciﬁc
and consider their own responses to the
obstacles to be of critical importance. These
women are not deterred by gender-related
hindrances, downplay the issues and rather
chose to focus on their competencies,
talents and performance (Ibarra et al.,
2019). These challenges and barriers
include struggling to achieve a work-life
balance, having to fulﬁl multiple roles and
being subject to certain role expectations,
stereotypes and prejudices, as well as
power and status diﬀerentials (Amaechi,
2018; Ayman & Korabik, 2010; Punnett &
Clarke, 2017).

Stereotypes and prejudices
In leadership, contexts that are maledominated and requiring masculine
qualities and prejudice against women
still seem to be prevalent (Klenke, 2018).
Rhode (2016) found 50% of Americans think
businesses are not open to hiring women
for top positions. Eagly and Carli (2019)
concur that there is resistance to women
fulﬁlling leadership positions. Hiring and
promotional decisions are greatly inﬂuenced
by unconscious biases and although these
biases have been disproven by research,
they seem to prevail (Zenger & Folkman,
2019). Although overt discrimination
is no longer evident in business today,
second-generation/subtle biases are still
prevalent (Grover, 2015; Ibarra et al., 2019;
Scheepers et al., 2017). These biases are
hidden yet organised and evident as maleoriented practices, beliefs and values in
organisations today (Grover, 2015; Ibarra et
al., 2019). Examples of second-generation
biases include women being judged when
displaying male-dominated leadership
behaviours such as being strong, conﬁdent
and assertive, as well as expectations
organisations have of putting work before
family, instead of valuing and rewarding
work-life balance (Carter & Silva, 2010).

Work-life balance
Work-life balance is a key factor to achieving
a good quality of life for working women
but irrespective of sector, age, profession
or number of children, women still ﬁnd it
extremely hard to achieve (Delina & Raya,
2013). Reed (2016, p. 319) suggests that
work-life balance should not be perceived
as “a euphoric state of bliss” but rather
the ability to enjoy a “delicate equilibrium
of wellness”. Dowling (2019) lists the key
challenges related to work-life balance
as ongoing transitions between diﬀerent
phases and mind-sets, having diﬃcult
conversations with employers or family
members, feeling a sense of loss, be it at
home or at work and having to make diﬃcult
decisions as to where attention and focus
need be. Eagly and Carli (2019) point out
that the challenge of balancing work and
family responsibilities remain one of the
obstacles to career progression.

Kassotakis (2017) encourages both men
and women to join eﬀorts to become aware
of these unconscious biases and use
dialogue and interventions to eradicate
these imbalances. Visible commitment and

Chengadu and Makan-Lakha (2017)
agree that the constant juggling of the
demands of being a mother, wife and
leader in a corporate remains a signiﬁcant
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action are required at senior levels and men
must become active participants in solving
the problem (Kassotakis, 2017). Although
external barriers exist, internal barriers are
more signiﬁcant than institutional barriers
and that these internal barriers are what
hold women back (Chengadu & MakanLakha, 2017). Inandi (2009) agrees and
states that the point of view a woman holds
about her own leadership often creates an
obstacle to progression.

be subordinate. Patriarchy makes women
more vulnerable, resulting in women
becoming victims of crime and violence
(Chiloane-Tsoka, 2010).
Due to the patriarchal system and the fact
that the interests of men are prioritised
above those of women (Mwatsiya, 2019), it
generally seems men have an easier life.
Moore and Diese (2018) and Kiaye and
Singh (2013, p.113) found women need to
work “twice as hard to prove themselves
to top leaders”. Eagly and Carli (2019)
add to this perception by asserting that
even if men and women have the same
qualiﬁcations, men are promoted more
quickly than women and as men have
fewer family responsibilities, they are
able to obtain superior qualiﬁcations. At
home, there also seems to be an unequal
distribution of unpaid labour in domestic
duties (Stout-Rostron, 2017). Although men
are increasingly getting more involved in
family duties, women still “carry the bulk of
the burden juggling multiple roles” (Klenke,
2018, p. 71). Thompson (2013), Reed
(2016) and Smith and Johnson (2020) all
concur that women take on most of the
domestic duties. The term, second shift
was coined by Hochschild (1989) to explain
the notion that working women perform far
more unpaid household duties than their
husbands or partners. Smith and Johnson
(2020) claim women do almost twice the
amount of household and childcare duties
as men and suggest men need to become
equal partners at home by doing their fair
share of child-minding and household
chores. Reed (2016) illustrates the
imbalance by providing the average years of
unpaid labour for caregiving responsibilities
as 11.5 years for women versus 1.3 years
for men.

Self-doubt and lack of conﬁdence
Research acknowledges the prevalence of
self-doubt and lack of conﬁdence amongst
women in management in the workplace
(Carmona, 2017; Esser, Kahrens, Mouzughi,
& Eomois, 2018; Kay & Shipman, 2014;
Khattab & Rosette, 2017; Ntho et al., 2015).
On a personal level, women experience
low self-esteem, lack of conﬁdence (Kay &
Shipman, 2014), self-imposed oppression
and stereotypes (Ntho et al., 2015) and in
the workplace, women are less likely to selfpromote (Moss-Racusin & Rudman, 2010).
Low self-esteem and lack of conﬁdence
act against and hinder women’s leadership
success (Carmona, 2017; Kay & Shipman,
2014; Zikhali & Smit; 2019). Chengadu
and Makan-Lakha (2017) list personal
conﬁdence as an internal barrier and
similarly, Baker, Demetriades, and SensesOzyurt (2020) report that conﬁdence was
the greatest barrier to women leadership
development. The reluctance to display
conﬁdence possibly originates from
childhood socialisation (Tannen, 2019) but
could also be linked to the cultural pressure
on women to be modest and to never “blow
their own horns” (Budworth, & Mann, 2010).
Patriarchy and Male Dominance
Patriarchy is alive and well and is
considered to be a fundamental barrier to
the advancement of women (Chengadu
& Makan-Lakha, 2017; Chiloane-Tsoka,
2010; Chwarae Teg, 2015; Dorfman et al.,
2012; Ntho et al., 2015). Ifechelobi (2014,
p. 17) says patriarchy is a male-dominated
society where men exert their dominance
over females and women are required to

The Boys’ Club refers to an informal
networking system in which men use their
positions and inﬂuence to beneﬁt other
members of the club (Nelson, 2017). A
number of authors conﬁrm the existence
of the boys’ club in organisations and the
ease with which it is created and accessed
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(Baumgartner & Schneider, 2010; Chengadu
& Makan-Lakha, 2017; Padayachee, 2013;
Perrault, 2015). In general, men use their
networks more eﬀectively than women
(Van Emmerik et al., 2006). Klenke (2018,
p.6) conﬁrms the existence of a boys’ club
by stating that women leaders are often
excluded from the male-dominated informal
network, equating it to a glass wall–an
analogy for the barrier between women
executives and the “inner sanctum of senior
male executives”. Eagly and Carli (2019)
agree that inﬂuential networks at work are
almost entirely made up by men. Clark and
Kleyn (2011) also list exclusion from male
social networks as a barrier to women’s
leadership success. Sperling, Marcati,
and Rennie (2014) concur and state that
it is culturally challenging for women to
have lunch with male colleagues or stay
late at the oﬃce after hours. Hewlett et al.
(2010) also conﬁrmed the complexity of
male sponsors spending time with younger
female protégés and these relationships
then being labelled as being more than
professional.

One of the greatest challenges of managing
work-life balance is the requirement to
meet cultural expectations regarding
having children (Cho et al., 2015). Certain
cultures can complicate women’s career
ambitions and progression (Chengadu
& Makan-Lakha, 2017). Eagly and Carli
(2019) conﬁrm women experience cultural
pressure to interrupt their careers, take
more days oﬀ and work part-time rather
than full time.
Strategies for Success
Although there are no clear or established
guidelines on how to juggle careers and
family life successfully, Dowling (2019)
suggests creative ways of dealing with
the challenges. Rehearsing or practising
how transitions will pan out, auditing and
planning commitments, communicating
priorities and commitments clearly, and
thinking long term can all contribute to
managing work-life balance challenges
(Dowling 2019). Continuous learning,
tenacity, luck and risk-taking are also
proposed as contributing strategies to
career progression (Ezzedeen & Ritchey,
2009). Assessing one’s values, talents and
the importance of relationships and then
having open, honest conversations with
employers can contribute signiﬁcantly to the
achievement of work-life balance (Reed,
2016). Sanﬁlippo (2020) provides valuable
strategies to achieve work-life balance as
including accepting that there will never be
a perfect balance, taking vacations, taking
care of ones’ health, make time for oneself
and loved ones, set goals and priorities,
ﬁnding a job one loves, unplug from time to
time and set boundaries.

Cultural expectations and stereotypes
Globally, women have been at the receiving
end of cultural biases for many centuries
and these stereotypes are very diﬃcult
to eradicate (Zenger & Folkman, 2019).
Socio-cultural perceptions and societal
values are oppressors preventing women
from leading in business (Chiloane-Tsoka,
2010). Chengadu and Makan-Lakha (2017,
p.25) state that “the weight of tradition is
very strong”. Culture plays a complicated
role in women leadership and that has
had a signiﬁcant impact on how women
perceive themselves (Chengadu & MakanLakha, 2017). Higham et al. (2015) believe
cultural socialisation plays a critical role in
inﬂuencing someone to take up a leadership
position or not.

Displaying conﬁdence and executive
presence
Buj (2018) suggests working hard on
projecting conﬁdence as important, as the
more conﬁdent one appears, the more
others will be convinced of one’s abilities.
Scheepers and Chengadu (2018) agree
women need to believe in their own abilities,
ask for what they want, negotiate better
packages and stand up for themselves

Girls are taught from an early age to perform
women’s duties, while boys are taught to
be masters of the world (Zikhali & Smit,
2019). Modesty is expected even of highly
accomplished women (Eagly & Carli, 2019).
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and for what is right. Women are also
encouraged to overcome their shyness,
express themselves clearly and with
conﬁdence, stop being concerned about
the perceptions of others and address every
diﬃculty with conﬁdence and authenticity
(Carmona, 2017). The internal barrier of lack
of conﬁdence needs to be pushed aside by
self-belief and one’s competence (Carmona,
2017). Executive presence is deﬁned
as the ability to inspire conﬁdence from
subordinates, colleagues and executives
(Valentine, 2018, p. 1). O’Neil et al. (2015,
p. 253) deﬁne presence as a combination
of a woman’s self-conﬁdence, self-worth,
distinctive voice, style of engagement and
contributions. Fortunately, it is a skill, not
a trait and therefore, something that can
be developed (Valentine, 2018). Valentine
(2018) suggests that women should
create a career vision and then articulate it
clearly, gain feedback from others, develop
outstanding communication skills, build
networks and display political savvy, ensure
their appearance is not a distraction and
learn how to manage stress.

women leaders should build their networks
inside the organisation and extend these
networks outside the organisation. This
will enable external career options if career
progression opportunities arise (Buj, 2018).
Hewlett and Rashid (2019) conﬁrm women
leaders should build communities outside
the company to get a broader support
system to help them navigate the road and
help achieve business results. Uzzi (2019)
found women who have a close network with
other females manage to obtain executive
positions with greater ease and manage to
negotiate better remuneration packages.
Networking increases the likelihood of
promotion and progression and is a critical
method for building social capital (Carbajal,
2018). Hewlett and Rashid (2019) urge
organisations to help women to establish
networks, while Moore and Diese (2018)
encourage women to work on their
networking skills and prioritise them as a
method to facilitate their own growth and
development. Hewlett and Rashid (2019)
believe networking and relationship building
are essential elements to strengthening
engagement and commitment. It can help
women develop ties, ensure they become
visible, and it can provide organisational
insights on how to achieve success (Hewlett
& Rashid, 2019).

Building networks, sponsors, political
savvy and social capital
The absence of female mentors, sponsors
and role models to women in leadership
positions are shocking realities (Carbajal,
2018; Chiloane-Tsoka, 2010; Hewlett et
al., 2010; Van Wyk, 2012). Women also
lack access to supportive professional
networks (Ely et al., 2011; Watkins & Smith,
2014). Eagly and Carli (2019) agree that it
is essential to build social capital at work
and attribute the diﬃculty of women to
network to the fact that pressures relating
to domestic duties allow very little time for
women to build professional networks and
socialise with colleagues. Women leaders
should ﬁnd mentors (Buj, 2018), sponsors
(Carbajal, 2018; Hewlett, 2013) and network
continuously (Chiloane-Tsoka, 2010).

Chengadu and Makan-Lakha (2017)
advocate for more male sponsors in the
workplace and Carmona (2017, p. 236)
agrees calling for men to actively sponsor
women with potential and “propel them to
success”. Women need men as allies in
the workplace (Clerkin & Wilson, 2017).
Political savvy is a useful strategy for
women in management to adopt to ensure
progression (Watkins & Smith, 2014). It
involves carefully reading, understanding
situations, ﬁnding and using powerful
networks at work (Watkins & Smith, 2014).
These abilities can contribute to gaining
respect in male-dominated environments
(Watkins & Smith, 2014).

Women are encouraged to form their own
networks by enlisting female leadership
in the organisation and creating their own
girls’ club (Elting, 2018). Buj (2018) agrees
900
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Build support systems at home
Personal and professional social support
are stated as adaptive strategies to balance
career and family priorities (Ezzedeen
& Ritchey, 2009). Challenges related to
work-family conﬂicts can be alleviated
by informal support at work and at home
(Powell, 2018). Support can be tangible
(assistance, advice and information) and
intangible (trust, aﬀection and aﬃrmation)
(Powell, 2018). Baumgartner and Schneider
(2010) suggest that establishing a good
support system at home (family, friends and
spouses) is the key to successful career
and family management and can serve as
a mechanism to manage work-life balance.

will get them the reward they deserve
(Hewlett et al., 2010). What is required is
making a diﬀerence through improving
eﬃciencies, saving costs, enhancing
customer experiences or ﬁnding innovative
ways to develop the organisation (Whaler,
2014). Women are encouraged to think and
solve problems in non-linear ways (Wahler,
2014). Perseverance and resilience are
also required to achieve success (Carmona,
2017). Passion is also positively related to
satisfaction levels at work, salary levels,
eﬀectiveness of performance and career
success (Schreuder & Coetzee, 2016).
Ezzedeen, and Ritchey (2009) found that
the Protestant work ethic of hard work, as
well as passion for work, contribute towards
career advancement.

Rendon (2016) agrees that husbands,
grandparents and family members are
useful support systems for working women.
Ezzedeen and Ritchey, (2008) describe the
vital role husbands play in the progression
of women’s careers. The lack of support
from husbands can become a barrier to
progression (Namayandeh, Yaacob &
Juhari, 2010). Women provide more career
support to their husbands than they receive
and generally, when big decisions need to
be made, men tend to make the ultimate
decision even if women have successful
careers and earn more than their husbands
(Ahmed & Carrim, 2016). Hewlett and Rashid
(2019) add that in emerging markets, many
grandparents actively participate in taking
care of children and working mothers also
have access to aﬀordable domestic help.
A good social support system is positively
associated with work-life balance (Ely &
Carli, 2019).

Educate and involve more role players
Ibarra et al. (2019, p.39) argue for the
inclusion of a multitude of factors in the
development of women leaders to avoid
addressing the issue in a ‘social vacuum’.
This notion is supported by the perspective
that leadership should be considered to be a
social process rather than a set of attributes
displayed by one individual (Stead & Elliot,
2009). Scheepers et al. (2017) refer to this
as a developed ecosystem, which involves
inter alia family and support structures.
Bassioni et al. (2016) advocate for the
importance of total involvement of the entire
family in women’s leadership development.
Men should also pursue training at work that
will lead them to become better sponsors of
women in the workplace (Ali, 2020). Levs
(2015) provides a paradigm shift that states
that it is not only about educating men and
distributing domestic responsibilities but
rather women allowing men to fulﬁl their role
as caregivers at home. Men and women are
urged to work together to build real gender
equity (Levs, 2015).

Work hard and smart with passion
Hard work and passion are essential
elements for career progression (Carmona,
2017). Delivering quality work and
displaying excellence in all that one does
is a prerequisite for leadership (Emmett
& Wyatt 2011; Garvey & Lancaster,
2010; Poole, 2017; Ricketts & Ricketts;
2011). However, working hard alone is no
guarantee for success (Wahler, 2014) and
women leaders often think that is what

Leadership Development for Women
Leadership development is a complex
concept (Dalakoura, 2010; Day et al., 2014)
and is both an art and a science (Hrivnak
et al., 2009). It increases a person’s
capability to be eﬀective in leadership
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roles and processes (Klenke, 2018). This
development can be achieved by providing
education and training either through inhouse company-sponsored or formal
academic undergraduate training (Klenke,
2018).

characteristic that results in eﬀective and
superior performance. When organisations
seek to recruit executive talent, entrylevel leadership competencies top the list,
followed by industry-speciﬁc experience
and functional/technical expertise (DuBrin,
2012).

Although women indeed have very speciﬁc
development needs (O’Neil et al., 2015), it
seems as though development frameworks
speciﬁcally tailored for women have not
yet been fully researched (Gipson, Pfaﬀ,
Mendelsohn, Catenacci, & Burke, 2017).
Research to date focuses mostly on what
organisations need to do to develop their
women leaders instead of implementing
these recommendations and evaluating the
eﬀectiveness of these interventions (Gipson
et al., 2017). Ely et al. (2011) found that when
leadership development is considered,
social structures such as gender are often
neglected. Many leadership development
eﬀorts fail to provide a comprehensible,
practical and theoretically sound framework
when designing leadership programmes for
women (Ely et al., 2011). Two approaches
are often followed which are, ﬁrstly, the
add-women-and-stir approach where the
same programme is delivered irrespective
of gender and secondly, a ﬁx-the-women
approach where women need to be
educated to compete successfully with
men (Ely et al., 2011). Any development
process for women should be grounded
in awareness and integration of women’s
subjective experiences (Gipson et al., 2017).
Heightened awareness, continued dialogue
and collective action are the requirements
needed to develop women leadership in the
workplace (Valerio, 2009).

Giles (2016) lists seven key leadership
competencies: high ethical and moral
standards, set general direction and provide
goals, clearly communicate expectations,
ﬂexibility to change opinions, committed to
ongoing staﬀ development, communicate
regularly and openly, and being open
to new ideas and approaches. Centre
for Creative Leadership (2020) found
executive communication, execution and
results, inﬂuence, strategic perspective,
and working across boundaries to be critical
leadership competencies.
Zenger and Folkman (2019) identiﬁed
key leadership competencies in which
women excel as including taking initiative,
resilience,
practise
self-development,
drive for results, display high integrity and
honesty, developing others, inspire and
motivate others, bold leadership, build
relationships, champion change, establish
stretch goals, collaboration and teamwork,
connects to the outside world, communicate
powerfully and proliﬁcally, solve problems
and analyse issues, speed in leadership and
innovations. KPMG (2015) also lists the key
skills needed to enable women to progress
in their careers as including conﬁdence
building, decision-making, networking,
critical thinking, people management,
negotiating and team building. Samineni &
Reddy (2013) found eﬃciency and business
awareness to be the most important
competencies for women in the IT industry.
People skills, conﬁdence and adapting
to changing business environments and
responding through eﬀective decisionmaking are critical success factors to career
progression (Samineni & Reddy, 2013).

Leadership Competencies for Women
Cumberland et al. (2016, p. 303) deﬁne a
competency as speciﬁc knowledge, skill
and characteristic essential to be successful
in a position. Quintana et al. (2014, p. 515)
add abilities and attitudes to the deﬁnition.
Kim and McLean (2015) further add traits,
motives, personality, personal character,
values, and behaviour to the list and
summarises a competency as an underlying

Mogale (2017) proposes the following skills
to be developed for women to progress
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from entry-level to middle management as
personal branding, conﬁdence, mentorship
networking
and
communication.
To
progress from middle management to
senior management, women need to
engage with a broader audience, leverage
oﬀ relationships, learn how to delegate
and use mentorship programmes (Mogale,
2017). To progress from senior management
to executive levels, women need to build
their strategic, business and ﬁnancial
acumen (Mogale, 2017). Shumway and
Hurley (2015) provide guidelines for women
leaders to prosper as including inspiring
and motivating others, taking initiative,
displaying high integrity and honesty,
building relationships, collaboration and
teamwork, drive for results and developing
a strategic perspective.

Leadership Development Methods for
Women
To enable the building of leadership
capability, a complex blend of leadership
initiatives is required (Short et al., 2013).
Common practices include leadership
training, by attending short courses or
seminars, coaching and mentoring (done
internally by top executives or line managers
or by external consultants), 360-degree
feedback, networking, speciﬁc stretch
on-the-job assignments, action learning,
case studies, computer simulations and
e-learning (Dalakoura, 2010; Day et al.,
2014; DuBrin, 2010; Ladegard & Gjerde,
2014). Hopkins et al. (2008) found training
and education programmes, coaching,
mentoring, networking and experiential
learning to be strategic practices for
leadership development for women.
Career planning and assessments such as
360-degree feedback were two additional
methods mentioned by Ely et al. (2011) and
Hopkins et al. (2008) as important.

Skarupski et al. (2017) identiﬁed skills
that are critical for emerging leaders as
including communication, interpersonal
relationships, operating and organisational
skills, personal ﬂexibility, as well as
planning and problem-solving. Two speciﬁc
competencies, which are critical for
women and under-represented minorities,
are conﬂict management and leadership
presence and presentation (Skarupski
et al., 2017). Hoyt (2010) suggests
women should develop an androgynous
combination of feminine and masculine
competencies, which include intelligence,
emotional intelligence, risk taking, empathy,
assertiveness, openness to experience,
extraversion, conscientiousness, integrity,
trustworthiness, ability to persuade,
motivate and inspire others. The following
women-speciﬁc leadership competencies
emerged consistently from the literature
as critical in the development of women
leaders: vision, direction, strategy and
goals, eﬀective communication, ethics
and moral integrity, execution and drive
for results, inspiring and motivating others,
people management, staﬀ development,
strong interpersonal relationships, team
leadership, teamwork and collaboration,
personal mastery, conﬁdence and executive
presence, networking and mentorship.

Development methods used for women
include inter alia multi-rater feedback,
executive coaching, mentorship, networking
(Gipson et al., 2017; Lovell, 2013) and
development programmes (Valerio, 2009).
Challenging job assignments prove to
be the best way of learning how to lead
(Valerio, 2009) and development is done
best through experience in the context
of the work itself (Hopkins et al., 2008).
Optimal development experiences blend
a variety of assessments, challenges and
support mechanisms (Hopkins et al., 2008).
Kassotakis (2017) argues that traditional
classroom training, experiential learning,
case studies, coaching, networking and
stretch assignments, action learning, virtual
learning, formal project application, online social collaboration tools (gaming and
simulations) and engaging the participant’s
manager as helpful in developing women
into leadership positions. Sponsorship,
especially at more senior levels, is an
essential development tool as well as
360-degree feedback (Kassotakis, 2017).
Closing the leadership skills gap requires
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a variety of development approaches,
including
development
programmes
supported by assessments, coaching
and mentoring programmes, recognition,
rewards and incentives for displaying
the appropriate leadership behaviours
(Kassotakis, 2017). Ely et al. (2011) also
advocate for the utilisation of networks
and sponsors, 360-degree feedback and
coaching as eﬀective ways of developing
leaders.

2013). Women can also receive support
from other women and get exposure to role
models, self-conﬁdence is enhanced, and
social capital is built through networking and
mentoring (Clarke, 2011). However, skilled
facilitators are required to create such safe
spaces for women (Kassotakis, 2017).
Women-only
leadership
development
programmes can provide useful learning
opportunities for
women
as
safe
environments to share deep conversations
about career-related challenges without
feeling judged or intimidated (Kassotakis,
2017). Gender-speciﬁc programmes can
also make women aware of their innate
biases and facilitate support networks
(Ali, 2020). Whatever type of programme
is chosen, curricula need to be deliberate
in addressing social structures such as
gender (Lovell, 2013). The disadvantages
of women-only programmes are that the
perception exists that women need help
and that courses need to be designed
and presented to “ﬁx” women (Klenke,
2018). Women are thus considered to be
inferior and in need of being brought up
to acceptable (male) standards (Klenke,
2018). While Pereira (2017) believes
women-only programmes might be the only
way organisations can support women in
the development process, Ely et al. (2011)
call for mixed-gender programmes to be
supplemented by women-only programmes.

Leadership development has ﬁve broad
categories of experiences of challenging job
assignments, developmental relationships,
coursework and training, hardships, and
personal life experiences (Clerkin & Wilson,
2017). Women learn less from coursework
and challenging assignments and more from
developmental relationships and hardships
(Clerkin & Watson, 2017). Although
challenging assignments is the best way to
learn leadership (across cultures) (Wilson
& Yip, 2010), in practice, women are
given fewer, less impactful and important
assignments than their male counterparts
(De Pater et al., 2010). Baker et al. (2020)
found that women are predominantly social
cognitive learners, developing their skills
mostly through interacting and experiencing
other good or bad leaders. Baker et al. (2020)
showed that watching other leaders have
the greatest impact on women leadership
development. Hewlett and Rashid (2019)
say participants mentioned international
exposure as a method of development.

The role players in the design, development
and presentation of leadership development
programmes are usually internal human
resources or training and development
specialists,
external
consultants
or
academic institutions (Dalakoura, 2010).
In addition, university and college-based
programmes, business schools, consulting
ﬁrms or professional service ﬁrms form
part of possible providers of leadership
development programmes (Kassotakis,
2017; Yarrish et al., 2010).

Valerio (2009) presents two types
of programmes available for women
leadership development. The ﬁrst being
heterogeneous programmes (in which
there is a gender mix, and men and women
attend together) and the second, single
identity programmes. The advantages of
women only programmes include the fact
that women-only programmes create safe
learning spaces where women cultural
stereotypes, gender and leadership issues
can be discussed and where they can ﬁnd
their personal leadership identity (Debebe
et al., 2016; Kassotakis, 2017, Lovell,
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THE THEORETICAL WOMEN
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
FRAMEWORK (WLDF)
A theoretical framework is a structure that
summarises concepts and theories and
supports theories of a research study
(Kivunja, 2018; Swanson, 2013). Based
on the literature explored, the researcher
presents Figure 1, the theoretical Women
Leadership
Development
Framework
(WLDF). The framework was conceptualised
using the themes from the literature review
with the aim of showing holistically how the
theories, models and frameworks of the
various scholars integrate to form a holistic
picture of what is required to break the glass
ceiling.

breaking the glass ceiling. It highlights the
barriers and challenges experienced by
women in management, the strategies for
success they employ, as well as the required
leadership competencies, methods and
providers needed to achieve success. The
explanation of the theoretical WLDF starts
with the title of this illustration in the centre
at the top of Figure 1. The title indicates
the desire to develop women to break
through the glass ceiling. The objective of
this framework is to illustrate how women
managers move from managerial positions
to executive positions and, in so doing,
break the glass ceiling. The woman icon in
the bottom left corner symbolises a woman
who is currently in a management position
and is aspiring to break the glass ceiling
and progress to an executive position (top
right-hand corner).

The Theoretical Women Leadership
Development Framework (WLDF)
Figure 1 represents the way in which a
woman in management but not yet in an
executive position progresses towards

As women progress, they experience
certain barriers and challenges. These

FIGURE 1: THE THEORETICAL WOMEN LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK (WLDF).
NOTE. RESEARCHER’S OWN WORK
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details of what leadership competencies
are required to be developed, the methods
by which these competencies could be
developed, as well as possible leadership
development providers.

barriers are illustrated using the barrier
icons and are listed as work-life balance,
stereotypes and prejudices, self-doubt and
lack of conﬁdence, patriarchy and male
dominance, and cultural expectations. The
literature review process provided many
insights as to how other women have
progressed through the ranks. These are
illustrated in the green section of the arrow.
Success strategies are listed as displaying
conﬁdence and executive presence,
building networks, sponsors, political
savvy and social capital, building support
systems at home, work hard and smart with
passion and educating and involving more
role players in the leadership development
process.

The LCDT provides women with detailed
information regarding the competencies
they need to develop to enable them
to break the glass ceiling. The required
competencies are the ability to set vision,
direction, strategy and goals, communicate
eﬀectively, displaying ethics and moral
integrity, executing goals and drive for
results, inspiring and motivating others,
managing and developing staﬀ, displaying
strong interpersonal relationships, leading
eﬀective teams, collaborating, personal
mastery, displaying conﬁdence and executive
presence, networking and mentoring
eﬀectively. It further suggests ways in which
women leaders could be developed through
courses, coaching, mentoring, networking,

LEADERSHIP COMPETENCY
DEVELOPMENT TRIANGLE (LCDT)
The purple arrowhead in Figure 1, illustrates
the aspects of leadership development
reviewed and Figure 2 below contains the

FIGURE 2: LEADERSHIP COMPETENCY DEVELOPMENT TRIANGLE (LCDT) WITH
COMPETENCIES, METHODS AND PROVIDERS. NOTE: RESEARCHER’S OWN WORK.
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360-dgeree feedback, stretch assignments,
sponsorships and experiential learning. The
framework ends with listing the diﬀerent
providers of development, which includes
training specialists, consultants, institutions,
business schools and consulting ﬁrms.

these frameworks will contribute to the
existing body of knowledge by exposing
women to potential challenges and barriers
and providing useful strategies for success.
These frameworks can also be used by
organisations as a basis on which their
women leadership strategies can be built.

IMPLICATIONS AND VALUE OF THIS
RESEARCH
The two frameworks contained in ﬁgures 1
and 2 can both be used to guide women
leaders who want to overcome barriers,
progress their careers, develop their
leadership competencies, ﬁnd ways in which
leadership can be developed and become
aware of leadership development providers.
The frameworks provide organisations with
clarity of what is required to develop women
leaders to achieve gender balance in the
workplace. Organisations can use these
theoretical frameworks to guide their women
leadership development agendas, measure
develop gaps and decide on how the develop
should take place. Educational institutions,
business schools and consulting ﬁrms could
use these frameworks to measure existing
women leadership interventions and ensure
all competencies are addressed in their
service oﬀerings.
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THE ROLE OF PATRIARCHY
IN THE SUBORDINATION
OF WOMEN IN SENIOR
LEADERSHIP POSITIONS

are declining positions and fall oﬀ the
career trajectory. Findings further aﬃrmed
that, although women in senior leadership
positions are highly educated with a lot of
experience and skills, they lack or decline
opportunities for promotion whilst less
qualiﬁed men are advancing in leadership
revealing that gender discrimination
persists in organisations. This paper
concludes how patriarchy is adopted and
sustained in the workplace because of
senior women leader’s values, beliefs and
lived experience and calls for a redress
in strategies to empower senior women
leaders in the workplace.
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INTRODUCTION
This research focussed on three subSaharan countries namely Zimbabwe,
Malawi and South Africa, where people
are taking a more optimistic view of their
future compared to the global average
(Wike & Simmons, 2015). However, most
recently the 2018/2019 ILO International
Labor Organization’s (2019) global wage
report indicated that, out of all the countries
included in the report, South Africa and
Malawi have the highest inequalities
between women and men. Therefore, it is
argued that (Mwatsiya, 2019; Wallace &
Smith, 2011) women in these sub-Saharan
countries are left behind due to various
reasons of which one maybe ascribed to
the patriarchy nature of these societies.

Dr Joyce Toendepi
Department of Industrial Psychology
and People Management
University of Johannesburg
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ABSTRACT
Patriarchy has persisted in some subSaharan countries. Three of these countries,
which historically have prevailing systems
of social stratiﬁcation exercise voluntary
subordination were explored to learn more
about patriarchy and subordination of senior
women leaders, namely, South Africa,
Zimbabwe and Malawi. This paper focusses
on the lived experience of thirteen senior
women leaders. A qualitative, Grounded
Theory Method within a constructivist
framework approach was adopted. Primary
data collection was by means of semistructured face-to-face interviews. Various
narratives from the interviewed senior
women leaders indicate that their male
counterparts in organisations assume a
superior status in leadership and subject
them to emotional abuse, discrimination
and dejection. As a result, some women

PROBLEM INVESTIGATED
The 21st century has seen an increase in
female participation in the labour market
(Cortes, 2018). Therefore, aiding women
to achieve a ﬁtting balance between their
work and personal life has become vital for
human resources management (Beham
et al., 2012). Scholars have noted that
the stereotypes of male breadwinners and
female homemakers are fast vanishing
with women making as much of a
contribution as men to the family purse
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(Zuo & Tang, 2000; Trappe et al., 2015).
Despite the adoption of laws condemning
some of the manifestations of patriarchy,
women in leadership are still faced with
situations where they are still marginalised,
discriminated
and
abused (Bhopal,
2018). Patriarchy has a direct impact on
perpetuating the cycle of poverty for women.
Although women in sub-Saharan countries
are integral to the continent’s growth, their
unemployment rate remains higher than
for men (Albanesi & Şahin, 2018; UNDP,
2016). Due to the patriarchal nature of
many of these societies, employed women
tend to receive lower salaries, experience
slower rates of promotion, and lower rates
of retention in senior leadership positions
than their male counterparts (Surawicz,
2016). Addressing the impact of patriarchy
is a complex matter since patriarchal power
operates overtly or at a subconscious level
(Bradshaw, Linneker & Overton, 2017) and
this often, leads to women internalising and
accepting their subordinate status to men.

includes connotations of oppression and
domination (Pierik, 2018).
Patriarchy is deﬁned diﬀerently by
various scholars. Bradshaw et al. (2017)
describe patriarchy as the collection of
social interactions between men which,
even though hierarchical, establish an
interdependence and commonality between
them that allows them to dominate women.
Patriarchy is further deﬁned as involving
supreme authority enthroned to males
and supporting the biological distinction of
gender (Aggarwal, 2016). The patriarchal
system of extreme authority is therefore
characterised by authority, domination,
power, hierarchy and rivalry and include
power over women’s sexuality (Alexander
& Taylor, 2016; Rugira & Sampson, 2017;
Scheppele, 2017). Despite the diﬀerent
deﬁnitions of patriarchy, it can essentially
be regarded as a power relation where men
hold power and women are excluded from
this power and are viewed as subordinate
to men.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The objective of the research was to explore
the role of patriarchy in the subordination
of women in senior leadership positions in
selected sub-Saharan countries, namely
South Africa, Zimbabwe and Malawi.

What is to be understood by
Patriarchy?
Patriarchy suggests that authority is
bestowed upon the male as head of the
family and this means that he oversees the
ownership and income of the household,
and that he has control over the household
resources and overall aﬀairs of the family
including land ownership (Chitando &
Mateveke, 2012; Lydiah et al., 2019). In the
family domain where the father or eldest
male is regarded the head of the family,
inheritance principles favour male children
(Odimegwu, 2020; Menon, 2015; Besse,
2018; Pilcher & Whelehan, 2016).

LITERATURE REVIEW
In the early developments of patriarchy,
the term originated from Greek patriarkhēs
meaning father of a race or chief of a race
and the rule of the father (Seceleanu, 2017).
Ademiluka (2018) trace patriarchy to the
Latin words pater (father) and arch (rule),
in which case the term also means ‘the
rule of the father’. Pierik (2018) highlights
that several theorists have abandoned the
concept ‘patriarchy’ altogether, in preference
of formulations such as gender diﬀerence
or gender oppression. Contrary, Walby
(2013) contends that (pre-modern) ‘private
patriarchy’ was replaced by (modern)
‘public patriarchy’. Power, family-relations
and social hierarchy were immediately
associated with patriarchy in the beginning
and the modern feminist usage of the term

Patriarchy extends beyond family and
inﬁltrates all aspects of society, and is also
enacted through language, stereotypes,
religions, culture, traditions and the media
(Thobejane, 2017). According to Christ
(2016) patriarchy also extends to the control
of women’s sexuality. Thobejane (2017 also
found women were largely objectiﬁed and
sexualised in a patriarchal culture. Chiweshe
915

and Bhatasara (2013) indicate that women
and their sexuality are objectiﬁed through
language in Zimbabwean music.

access critical resources on their own with
relative ease.
It is however important to bear in mind
that patriarchy varies between diﬀerent
cultures, regions, societies and classes
(Aggarwal 2016). Due to apartheid in
South Africa, racial segregation across
political, economic and social boundaries
was implemented such that the white male
supremacy prevailed and women’s voices,
of all races, were silenced from an early
age (Carrim & Nkomo, 2016). Within African
patriarchal systems, female subservience
is commonly expected (Ademiluka, 2018).

Patriarchal societies in Africa
According to Sande (2017) almost all African
ethnic groups are clustered in a patriarchal
society. Pilcher and Whelehan (2016) states
that patriarchy is the institutionalisation of
the dominance of males whereby they have
all the power over women and children
at home and in society in general. Men
holds the primary power and dominance in
political, leadership, moral authority, control
of property and social privileges. Zimbabwe
(Manyonganise, 2015), and Malawi is both
patriarchal and matriarchal (Shoola, 2014;
Madimbo, 2012). In South Africa patriarchy
is experienced widely amongst all ethnic
groups and all races (Mudau & Obadire,
2017).

(Rugira & Sampson, 2017) found that
in sub-Saharan there is a gender-linked
allocation of work roles such as household
chores,
childbearing,
upbringing
of
children, doing the laundry, cooking and
other societal expected roles.as work is
divided into “men’s work” and “women’s
work” along patriarchal. Regardless of
status and profession women are obligated
to fulﬁl certain responsibilities based upon
religious, societal, and cultural expectations
that are believed to be essential to the
sustainability of their marriages or that
are associated with their gender (Adisa et
al., 2019). In sub-Saharan Africa, 24.8%
women hold high-status titles, namely
legislative, senior oﬃcial or managerial jobs
(International Labor Organization, 2010). It
is reported that between 6% and 30% less
than men (World Bank, 2012; UNDP, 2014).

Patriarchal societies in sub-Sharan
Traditionally men are born already elevated
in the social ranking and male children are
valued above women and girls (Hingston &
Asuelime, 2019). This hierarchical valuejudgment is reﬂected in the education
and marriage of a girl child versus a boy
child. An example of the oppressive and
discriminatory impact of such hierarchical
value-judgments, is the patriarchal practice
of ukuthwala in South Africa, predominantly
in rural Eastern Cape and KwaZulu-Natal,
where girls, as young as nine years old are
coerced into marriage (Rice, 2018).
Democracy brought about globalisation
and worldwide movements and increased
women’s eﬀorts to oppose the patriarchal
system by means of active participation
in political and labour markets (KhelghatDoost & Sibly, 2020). These changes
altered family structures and therefore
gender relations are also undergoing
a trajectory of transformation because
of socio-demographic processes such
as industrialisation and urbanisation.
According to Osezua and Agholor (2019),
women who were traditionally submissive
and substantially dependent on men now

Zimbabwean society is strongly patriarchal,
with male domination and female
subordination
(Manyonganise
2015).
Malawian society is both patriarchal and
matriarchal (Shoola, 2014; Madimbo,
2012). The South African environment is
highly diversiﬁed, and women are socialised
diﬀerently and do not share the same values,
belief, and experiences (Meyer, 2014).
Patriarchal attitudes in religion
Patriarchal attitudes are further strengthened
by various religious doctrines. Research
done in Kenya shows that women are still
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often alienated from church leadership as
a result of Western missionaries’ theology
on womanhood (Mwaniki & Mouton, 2015).
According to Walby (2013) and Chireshe and
Chimoyi (2019) the subservience of women
to men often remains unchallenged as it is
believed that the Bible supports patriarchy.
Patriarchal attitudes are often transferred
into the work environment (Wallace &
Smith, 2011) and as such religion often
becomes a barrier to the advancement of
women (Beyers, 2017).

conﬁrmed they would rather stay in lower
positions if it implied that they remain with
their husbands and children. They value
their marriages more than anything.
Patriarchal attitudes in organisations
Previous research premise that men
carry the patriarchal domination into the
workplace, which they use to subdue
women in senior leadership positions
(Wallace & Smith, 2011). It is argued here
that the roots of patriarchy are deep and
has far-reaching consequences. One of
these consequences is that patriarchy
regulates the subordinated position of
senior women in leadership. This regulation
is not only the result of the attitudes and
behaviour of men, but also due to women’s
religious and cultural beliefs and it is one of
the key challenges that hinder overcoming
patriarchy and gender equality in leadership
positions.

Patriarchal ideologies in politics
In terms of political representation,
patriarchal ideologies have impacted on
female parliamentary representation. SubSaharan countries have 23.6% female
parliamentary representation according
to the World Economic Forum Report
(2018) with only 17% chairing female
parliamentarians (UNDP, 2016). Only
24.3% of all national parliamentary seats
were held globally by women as of February
2019 (United Nations Women, 2019).

Patriarchal attitudes impact on the
willingness of men to accept women
in leadership positions. Grover (2015)
argues that male controlled organisations
are disinclined to accepting women in
leadership roles. According to Hakim (2016)
men’s desire to control female sexuality is
one of the underlying causes of patriarchy
(Hakim, 2016). This is endorsed by African
culture which dictates that women should
be managed by men, seek male protection
and be dependent on men (Baloyi, 2010).

Zikhali (2018) demonstrated how the power
of patriarchy plays out in the political sphere
based on the fact that in South Africa, only
200 ward councillors out of 1400 were
women. Furthermore, Njeru and Masiya
(2018) conﬁrm that patriarchy aﬀects
the ascendency of women in Zimbabwe
into more senior leadership positions
because out of 3063 leaders in parliament,
cabinet, provincial ministers, and boards of
parastatals only 26.5% representation in
decision making levels included women.

Institutional policies (Stamarski & Son Hing,
2015) within organisations also contribute
to senior women leaders’ challenges by not
oﬀering work-life balance and family-friendly
policies. In addition to the challenges
women face in the workplace, they also
disproportionately carry the additional
responsibility of caring for the home and
family to fulﬁl social roles that patriarchal
society ascribes to them (Cuboniks, 2018).

Patriarchal ideologies in education
Moyo and Perumal (2019) conducted
a systematic assessment of female
educational leadership in Zimbabwe, they
state that social constructs entrenched
in traditional patriarchal values have
inﬂuenced the connotation of leadership
with masculinity. Patriarchal leadership
structures in society were one of the
challenges cited for underrepresentation
of women in leadership positions. The
six female heads of schools interviewed

Inﬂuence of patriarchy on women in
senior leadership positions within
organisational context
Meyer (2014) found evidence that women
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in senior leadership positions are aﬀected
by the social environments in which they
operate in and their interactions with others
inﬂuence their decisions and actions. Adisa
et al. (2019) examined the pervasiveness
of patriarchal attitudes and their eﬀect
on women’s behaviour in the workplace,
ﬁndings suggested patriarchy forms
women’s behaviour in ways that undermine
their performance and organisational
citizen behaviour. Furthermore, their
study found that patriarchal attitudes often
practiced in the household are frequently
transferred to the organisational setting
thereby maintaining men’s superior status
and women’s subservience.

actual leadership skills.
Women
empowerment
strategies
neglected variables that inﬂuence women’s
engagement in leadership including the
societal expectations of what women
should and should not do in public and the
entrenched gender norms and patriarchal
ideologies. There is conﬂict among women
in leadership between their professional
role and the role they are expected to play
(Adisa et al., 2019; Sumra & Schillaci,
2015).
According to Titi et al. (2017) it is reasoned
that one of the challenges sub-Saharan
women leaders faces are the gender
stereotype roles that spill over into
organisational cultures. Hakim (2016)
contends that patriarchal oppression
manifests itself in many other situations
in everyday life such as domestic work
continuing to be the preserve of women.

Women’s leadership potential is often
overlooked due to the patriarchal
assumptions underlying the concept of
leadership (Carbajal, 2018). Furthermore,
because leadership is often associated
with agentic behaviours that are aligned
with stereotypical masculine traits such as
decisiveness, aggression, competitiveness,
ascendency,
assertiveness
and
independence, this produces internal
conﬂict between being a woman and
a leader (Rosette et al., 2016). This
prescriptive concept of leadership is in
essence patriarchal as it is founded upon
characteristics that are believed to be male
characteristics (Northouse, 2018). The
assumption is that women do not display
these characteristics and would therefore
be regarded as “weak” leaders (Northouse,
2018). When women are appointed in
leadership positions, the expectation is that
they act like men and this undermines their
femininity (Faniko et al., 2017).

RESEARCH METHOD
A qualitative Grounded Theory Method
(GTM) within a constructivist framework
approach was used. As per Strydom (2021)
participants with suﬃcient knowledge of
the area of investigation, who can make
meaningful contributions to enhance the
understanding of senior women leaders’
experiences were sought and obtained.
The data determined the saturation point.
Primary data was collected through face-toface semi-structured interviews with thirteen
women in senior leadership positions in
places of their choice ranging from their
workplace oﬃces to conference rooms and
two were met at a hotel. Six of the thirteen
women were from South Africa, of which
two was in the manufacturing industry,
one from executive recruitment services,
two from government and one from trade
union leadership. Of the ﬁve Zimbabwean
women, three were in government, one
works for a Non-Government Organisation
(NGO), and one is in private sector. The
one woman from Malawi works for an NGO
and the other one for the United Nations.

According to Wille et al. (2018) there is also
an expectation that women leaders should
act according to perceived male and female
traits. Therefore, to be acknowledged
as leaders, women are obligated to fulﬁl
opposing sets of expectations (Wille et
al., 2018) Such gender stereotypes lessen
women’s chances to advance into senior
leadership positions since it is based on
perceived gender traits and not on women’s
918
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Interactional observations and two extant
documents provided more insights. The
extant article from a Zimbabwean woman
politician was used to ascertain whether
women in leadership positions in politics
experienced similar barriers as in other
sectors of leadership. The extant document
on Queen Bee (QB) contained texts relevant
to the study and was written by one of the
research participants. The data analysis
process followed the stages of initial
coding, focused coding and theoretical
coding (Charmaz, 2014). The simultaneous
data collection and coding allowed the
researcher to reﬁne research questions and
probes as an on-going process Strydom
(2021). Constant comparative analysis was
used until the interaction with participants
yielded no new data and saturation was
deemed to have been achieved (Gyer,
2021) Ten categories emerged and
each category had several related subcategories. Subordination emerged as the
core category and patriarchy was one of ten
categories.

and this perpetuates a patriarchal attitude
to keep women out of senior leadership
positions. On this point the narratives of the
participants were very touching:
S4KB:” Even though I had a PhD and
none of the men in the department
[had a PhD] I was never promoted,
never ever. But they didn’t want to
lose me does that sound familiar?”
Z2FS: “Suppose you have worked here,
you have certiﬁcates, degrees and
masters [and] the boss would rather look
at a male person without qualiﬁcations
like yours, he would rather take that man
than taking you saying her husband
is wealthy, let her remain where she
is and take that boy. That is male
sponsorship it is happening here…”
Through networking, men form social
clubs where they sponsor each other and
promote each other (Hoobler et al., 2014).
Whilst mentorship has been identiﬁed as
critical for successful leadership, women
fail to get mentorship due to being excluded
from male-dominated networks and thereby
missing out on opportunities to be mentored
(Carbajal, 2018).

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
Findings are informed by the experiences
of thirteen women in senior leadership
positions in South Africa, Zimbabwe, and
Malawi. Previous research premise that
men carry patriarchal domination into the
workplace, which they use to subdue women
in senior leadership positions (Wallace &
Smith, 2011). This stance was highlighted
by many of the participants. One participant
categorically stated she had a patriarchal
boss:

As stated in the existing research, women
are socially expected to take care of the
home and family. This was echoed by
participant Z6JM who said the issue of
integrating work and family is a challenge.
Z6JM “I rose through the ranks in
government…. I also owe a lot to an
academic sojourn hat I undertook
while balancing equally important
roles as a young wife, a mother,
cabinet minister and, at the tail end”

S5LA “I had a particularly patriarchal
boss. At one stage, he really believed
he was better than anybody else…
With this kind of adoration, he didn’t get
much from me so there’s also the other
way around and I think that’s just as
unfair. So, I was not one of his favourites
because I did not fall down at his feet”.

Although men are entering professions that
were previously perceived to belong to the
female domain, women are not being given
opportunities in traditionally male roles.
One participant expressed her frustration
as follows:

This statement is a demonstration that
patriarchy exists in the workplace. There
is evidence that men sponsor each other,

S3AC “I think generally speaking
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it is still very diﬃcult for women to
get into
leadership
positions
because it is still very much a malecontrolled environment. So,
i
t
doesn’t matter how hard you work”

S1IM “As we grow up you know we
get told that men are sort of superior
to women….somehow you get to
accept that is how you supposed
to behave or how it is supposed to
be. Because that is the culture, so
basically, I will say the culture does
inﬂuence my leadership experience.

This means women are kept subordinated.
One of the participants also mentioned
that “bonuses were only allocated to men”
despite her being more qualiﬁed than her
male peers and working twice as hard. Most
participants shared similar experiences of
perceived discrimination.

Participant S2RB shares this experience:
S2RB “Coming from a very conservative
Indian family... the subordination
of women... I think it’s almost an
expectation for women to be passive. So,
coming from this cultural background I
believe from a cultural perspective
you try to live up to your tradition.”

Power of patriarchy through culture
Customary and cultural norms and practices
are imposed and driven from the top and
by those with power. Participants described
their experiences of trying to resist patriarchy
within the context of culture. Participant
Z2FS, narrated her leadership experience.

It is pertinent to mention that a participant in
executive recruitment strongly believed that
planning for children and not having them
at the beginning of one’s career gives one
an advantage to succeed in the ascension
to top leadership positions. However, in
the African culture, as she understood
it, women are expected to have children
soon after marriage. This corresponds with
Baloyi (2010) who states that within the
African tradition women are raised to be
dependent on men and provide them with
sex and children. The impact of patriarchy
and entrenched male domination in society
are evident in participants’ narratives.

Z2FS “In Africa mainly Zimbabwe in
particular I have realised that it is kind of
diﬃcult for the majority of women when it
comes to the issue of rising up because
of the culture that is the ﬁrst barrier.”
This supports ﬁndings that women are
cultivated to prioritise marriage and
family life over any career aspirations. As
advanced education and high professional
achievement seem to make a woman
undesirable or a threat to a potential suitor
or husband, women limit their professional
aspirations. Nketiah (2016) refers to the
idea of “respectability politics”, whereby
beliefs about a marginalised group dictate
how an individual from such a group must
present themselves to be considered
respectable by the majority or those at the
top of the social hierarchy. In this sense,
the participants’ responses indicate that
women are raised to conduct themselves
submissively in terms of their mannerisms,
body language and speech and through
varying cultural practices. This behaviour
is then subconsciously carried into the
workplace and may undermine their
authority.

S5LA “I never had my own space, it
was partly my fault because I grew up
in a generation where it was expected
of a woman to take care of her kids, so
I had the kids,
I had the career, I
had this, I had that, and I was always
juggling these balls with bad results.”
Interestingly, participant M1V1, does not
disassociate herself from her background
even though she was at director level as she
asserted; “I always say actually leadership
is moulded from where you come from”.
She said women should be under men,
according to her culture.
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M1V1“My Malawian experience is that
as women, we are supposed to be in
subjection to men. That is the starting
point. You are raised with that in mind”.

(2014) ﬁndings were that women are kept
away from leadership positions because
of a complex network of historical, cultural
and Biblical factors. Zikhali and Smit (2019)
found that the impact of social structures on
women and the perception perpetuated by
society, that only males can lead, result in
females leaving their positions. Women are
conditioned to accept and embrace their
subordinate positions according to their
beliefs and what they are taught, which
then spill over to the workplace. Bradshaw
et al. (2017) contend that patriarchy can
shift from home to the workplace because
when women join the workplace, the control
by fathers and husbands in the home shifts
to their male bosses in the workplace.

These accounts of participants illustrate to
what extent the patriarchal nature of cultural
and social expectations impact on them.
Furthermore, women may subconsciously
carry the same submission into the
workplace. This is important because it
proﬁles men as being superior and inevitably
gives them the power to dominate women:
“I am a Christian. I agree men must head
according to the biblical hierarchy…….
The biblical principle that a man is the
head shows its ugly head a lot at work”.

Power of patriarchy through religion
Narratives from women in leadership
across the racial spectrum showed that
patriarchy was perpetuated consciously
or subconsciously by the actions and
behaviours of women in adherence to their
religious beliefs. Women are conditioned
to accept and embrace their subordinate
positions. They are taught that they must
speak only after the men have spoken at
church meetings or that although being
educated is good, it is actually marriage
which gives a woman respectability.

Ngomane (2017) cited patriarchal gender
roles such as the imbalanced division
of household work keeps women from
pursuing leadership positions due to the
incapacity to balance work and household
responsibilities. All participants described
the second shifts they have in the home.
Furthermore, Ngomane (2017) found that
women who witness the struggles faced by
other women as they climb the career ladder
subsequently avoid unnecessary pressure
by not applying for higher positions at the
cost of their own career mobility.

M1V1 “There is also a part in terms of
religion coming from a strong Christian
background where we are also told a
woman is in subjection to man. So,
as you grow up you are moulded
with those things in your head.”

M1V1 “I think we are still seen as not
designed for the board room . The
price that one pays is high up there.
It’s a very lonely life up there from
experience from what I have seen,
and it is not something that is for me,
I forsake the price, the money, that
comes with it for the contentment.”

Power of patriarchy through marriage
According to Biri and Mutambwa (2013),
the roles of a woman, mother and wife, are
key in the way an African woman is deﬁned.
Academic performance and professional
success are seldom seen by heterosexual
men as positive female attributes in a
potential marriage partner. When a woman
is not married but advancing in senior
leadership positions, she is subjected to
societal pressure to get a husband ﬁrst,
because men prefer a woman who is less

It is clear that, historical, religious and
cultural factors inﬂuence the choices
women make about being leaders. Chifungo
(2014) conducted research to answer the
question: in what ways do historical and
cultural factors as well as interpretations
of the Bible contribute to the absence of
women from positions of leadership in the
CCAP Nkhoma Synod in Malawi. Chifungo
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ambitious and can stay under their control.
One participant who is now married also
experienced this:

attributed to you again so it is like either
way as a woman you cannot win.”
Participant S4KB has an impressive
academic background and remained
single and childless because men were not
interested in marrying her. She said: “they all
disappeared” due to her high qualiﬁcations.
She did not focus on marriage or neglect
her career for it. Despite this major sacriﬁce
she made, she still faced limitations in
the corporate world and no CEO position
was attainable. She later resorted to
entrepreneurship.

S2RB “My mum even told me I should
change my job and at that stage I was
a trainer and specialist in the meat
industry in South Africa and I even went
to Namibia, Swaziland and Malawi.
She said I should change my job
because I would never ﬁnd anyone to
marry me because I travel too much.”
When in marriages where the husband is
the main provider, women do not desire
senior leadership positions and have lower
career ambitions. It is perceived that when a
woman holds a higher leadership role than
a husband there will be marital instability.

“But the moment the men found out who
I was, I did not even see them leave.
I just saw the dust. I am not married,
and I have never been married…….,
but I think it still that prevalent marriage
was important. So, what happened
is we had this group of women that
were extremely well qualiﬁed, but
they did not want positions that would
take them away from these men.”

M1V1 “So ﬁnancially yes, if maybe
I was in a position where I needed a
lot of money whatever maybe I would
have taken that job but the way I see it
is; getting that money comes at a cost
anyway for me from the experiences
that I have seen I am at a point I guess
where I think I have all that I want”.

Even after the death of her husband, Z4SS
stated that she took over her husband’s
company when he passed on but despite her
educational background, high qualiﬁcations
and experience in corporate organisations
she was not conﬁdent in the director
position. Her friend’s husband managed the
company for her, but she still limited herself
in terms of meeting with the team because
it is perceived as culturally inappropriate.

Participants who prioritise their marriages
conﬁrmed they might not volunteer for
leadership roles or promotions. Marriage is
viewed as an obstacle to the advancement
of women to senior leadership positions.
Single women leaders might possibly avoid
actions which could lead to progression in
their careers because of marriage plans
and women often feel compelled to tradeoﬀs between senior leadership positions
and relationships. One participant argued
that in a woman leader’s life there is no
middle ground between the two.

Z4SS, “You know, you ﬁnd men
generally do that, they discuss, let us
give one another business ideas but
you ﬁnd that it’s diﬀerent for women
to get into that sphere, to get into that
circle. Especially now because my
husband is late… Because one, you
can already imagine, somebody is
married and now you are seen seated
together having lunch with somebody
whose husband has passed on in a
public place, and good looking. You
know people get uncomfortable. You
know, I have even experienced it in

M1VC “I know women who have
advanced quite quickly in those
positions. They have sort of forsaken
the family side of things and
concentrated on their careers. Which
always has a spin oﬀ…. She has
neglected the family. You know when
things go bad in the family then it is
922
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the family. In my husband’s family, that
people are uncomfortable with me.

within which these sexual advances make
it extremely hard for women to act against
perpetrators and they often resort to
capitulation. Furthermore, there is a stigma
attached to women in senior leadership
positions when it is implied that women can
only advance in their careers if they engage
in sexual relations with men. This relates to
the existing research where it is conﬁrmed
that the concept of patriarchy extends to the
control of women’s sexuality (Chiweshe &
Bhatasara, 2013; Christ, 2016; Thobejane,
2017).

Patriarchy through positional power
The sexualisation and objectiﬁcation of
women resulting from male supremacist
perspectives are prevalent in organisational
contexts
and
several
participants
acknowledged that women in leadership
are also viewed as sexual objects like any
other woman, albeit more discretely. For
example, a case was explained whereby
a male executive was described as using
his positional power to coerce women to
grant him sexual favours in exchange for
promotions.

Participants
experience
continuous
discrimination and struggle to be
acknowledged as leaders due to the
patriarchal attitudes of men in the workplace.
Participant XYZ shared an experience
where men select men for leadership
positions at the expense of women:

S3AC: “I had this one boss who
thought he could sleep in your bed”.
This further indicates that women endure
workplace harassment through patriarchy.
It was revealed by ﬁve participants
from all three countries that women are
subjected to sexual abuse whilst trying to
get opportunities and promotions to top
positions in leadership. Participants also
stated that, in certain instances, women
saw providing sexual favours as a legitimate
strategy to career advancement.

XYZ “I still remember in this case one of
the guys got a case which had do with
an x combatant who was very vocal and
involved in the Veterans side. So, when
the case was initially allocated it went
to a woman but because it was a high
proﬁle it had to shift and go to a man.
ZIZM:” You
are
always
kept
under, your ideas are critiqued,
queried and ﬁne-tuned to fail”

S4KB: “The sad thing for me is also
being witness to the other side of
women executive in business and that
is you listen to what the others say
and how they account their move to
the top. I don’t even want to give it a
name, but I think you can put two and
two together on how you can get there
as well, and you know what I have
always thought that is nonsense.
Until I went overseas on a business
trip, and I was told expressively
to turn a blind eye on what I see”.

Power of patriarchy through women
themselves
Women are often stereotyped negatively
by society, and especially by other women,
when they build professional networks with
the opposite sex. Participants stated that
they knew the importance of relationshipbuilding and networking in order to
develop trusting work relationships, but
they were also very much aware of how
these interactions are viewed. One female
participant stated:

It is clear that many women are subjected to
unwanted sexual relations with employers in
order for them to get the positions they want.
Vlais’ (2016) argument that organisations
are shaped through male power is important
in this regard as the patriarchal environment

“I am a woman in business, but I cannot
go out to mingle with men and share
their
ideas because people will
think that I’m out there to get men”.
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Participants strongly viewed leadership
as a male space and as a result avoided
claiming ownership of the same space.
Some women in senior leadership positions
are being subjugated by the men with whom
they work with because of their personal
beliefs.

M1VC“The price that one pays is high
up there, it’s a very lonely life up there
from experience from what I have
seen, and it is not something that is
for me, I forsake the price the money
that comes with it for the contentment”
Power of patriarchy through legislation
In sub-Saharan. each country is under its own
constitutional dispensation and legislation.
However, there are comparable provisions
which participants make reference to such
as the principle of non-discrimination on
the basis of gender, and/or equality before
the law. Millennium Development Goals
(2015) report ascertains that there is still
gender inequality and women with tertiary
education have higher unemployment rates
than men in all three countries selected
for this study. Women are being excluded
from leadership despite legal frameworks
and policies currently emphasising gender
equality. Participants described some
positions as merely token hires to increase
numbers whilst women continue to be
underrepresented. Women who are not
given genuine leadership opportunities
with support structures to position them
for success eventually fail. They are given
shell positions to satisfy EE, BEE and other
legislation. Zikhali (2018) conﬁrms that the
power of patriarchy in political leadership
results in very few women in positions of
authority.

Z1ZM “God created man and
then woman. I respect that order”.
A participant who is highly educated shared
that she resigned from a very senior position
because she could not travel with her
husband and children. Thus, she weighted
up her personal and professional life and
thought it better to resign.
Some of the responses from women
suggest that there is a level of acceptance
that women are subordinate to men and
that senior leadership is exclusively a
male domain. This is a barrier to their
advancement (Chengadu & Makan-Lakha,
2017). In patriarchy, religion and culture
empower men who then use their power
to impose and drive traditions and cultural
norms and practices that hold men in power
and women subordinate to men (Tamale,
2014).
M1V1 “He just said he feels like at
times I curtsy when I talk and I hold my
hand when
I’m greeting that
sort of thing. Which made me stop
and think ok there is a thing about
how we are raised and how we believe
a woman is meant to be, that we
carried through into the workplace
and it follows us through so that’s
where I am basing my point of view”.

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
The paper contributes to managerial
research by elaborating on the role of
patriarchy in organisations which can
provide information to policy makers to use
for the protocols on gender and development
aimed at eradicating the marginalisation of
women in the SADC region (SADC protocol,
2016) It also awakens the consciousness
of men in leadership to be aware of how
engrained patriarchal thinking is and how
it ﬁnds its way into the workplace and
manifests in various forms of discrimination
against women.. The challenges of women
in the workplace are well documented, but
the current experiences of women in senior

Z4SS: “the other thing is to change
your mind-set because the problem we
have as women is that we look down
on ourselves and think can I really
drive a car? Can I own a
house?
We look for those things in men.”
Some participants chose to completely
shun away from leadership positions.
924
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leadership positions are least understood
(Glass & Cook, 2016). Therefore, exploring
the role of patriarchy contributes to
organisational knowledge which can be
used to address and implement policies
to improve the representation of women in
organisations. This will promote women to
be in leadership and ensure inclusiveness
and diversity in organisations. This article
provides an overview of the power of
patriarchy that operates to subordinate
women leaders and these insights add to
the body of literature on women in subSaharan Africa in a non-western context.
Findings also revealed that the role of
patriarchy deprived women from advancing
in senior leadership positions. Based on this
ﬁnding, it is suggested that future research
focusses on how organisations’ structures
and cultures hinder the progression
of women as perceived by women in
leadership positions.
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CRITICAL
ORGANISATIONAL
CULTURE SUCCESS
FACTORS ABOUT
THE LEADERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
OF ORGANISATIONS IN
SOUTHERN AFRICA

Implications are that leaders at the helm of
organisations who do have operations in
the Southern African region must include
these areas in a structured leadership
development process to increase the return
on its learning investment.
Keywords: Leadership development
process, critical success factors, Afrocentric, organisational culture.
INTRODUCTION
The key focus of this study was to
identify the critical success factors, or
areas, to the success of the leadership
development process of organisations in
Southern African. It is important for these
organisations to not only be able to assess
to what extent their leadership development
process is mature for the diﬀerent levels
of leadership, but also to reﬂect on how
they adhere to these areas that relate to
the culture of these organisations. This
was achieved by combining Eurocentric
and Afrocentric leadership development
process maturity areas that are relevant to
the Southern African geographical context.
A panel of leadership development experts
determined the importance of these areas
for each of the levels of leadership and the
most critical areas speciﬁcally pertaining to
organisational culture were then identiﬁed.
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ABSTRACT
In the volatile times that organisations are
currently operating in, it is important that
organisational culture is not inﬂuenced
by external factors that would harm the
success of the leadership development
process, which will ultimately aﬀect the
sustainability of these organisations. The
focus of this paper is to report on critical
organisational culture success factors
pertaining to the leadership development
process of organisations in Southern Africa.
A multiphase mixed-method research design
was adopted with the qualitative research
approach as the main focus. Q-Methodology,
a semiquantitative technique to explore
human perspectives was also applied to
obtain a deeper understanding of insights
from the interview feedback with leadership
development experts that operate across
Southern Africa. Through secondary and
primary research, ﬁfty-ﬁve Eurocentric
and seventy Afrocentric areas, which were
deemed important for successful leadership
development, were identiﬁed. Findings
relating speciﬁcally to organisational culture,
suggested critical areas to the success
of the leadership development process.

PROBLEM INVESTIGATED
Companies spend enormous amounts
of money on leadership development
(Armitage et al., 2006; Cohen, 2019;
Martineau, Hoole, & Patterson, 2009;
Thomas, Jules, & Light, 2012; Vogel,
Reichard, Batistič, & Černe, 2020). Yet,
organisations do not necessarily know
exactly in which leadership development
programmes they should invest for each
level of leadership, to ensure the best
possible return on investment. The ultimate
goal of leadership development research
should be to identify which components of
the leadership development process have
the most signiﬁcant outcomes and impact
(Hopkins & Meyer, 2019).
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Companies’
long-term
sustainability
depends on the choice and cultivation of
their future leaders. An eﬀective leadership
development culture will, over time, lead to
the attraction and retention of talent, thereby
ensuring a competitive advantage in the
long run (Conger & Fulmer, 2003). Though,
a key unanswered question is: “Which
areas relating to organisational culture are
critical to the successful implementation
of the leadership development process
in organisations in Southern Africa?” This
highlights the need to (a) ﬁrst identify the
critical success factors to the successful
implementation
of
the
leadership
development process and (b) then highlight
the areas that are speciﬁcally related to
organisational culture. Leaders at the helm
of organisations could use such ﬁndings to
then inﬂuence the culture of organisations
in support of a successful and sustainable
leadership development process.

LITERATURE REVIEW
In the present study, an extensive literature
review was conducted to collect secondary
data, which formed the basis of the research.
The systematic process that was followed in
the present study was to access leadership
development articles, textbooks, and other
credible, peer-reviewed secondary sources
speciﬁcally related to the topic. During this
process, numerous sources of information
were read and subsequently discarded, as
these did not adequately cover or address
the scope of the research and the research
topic.
A structured content analysis approach
was applied to identify the leadership
development process maturity areas in
the secondary or desk research phase
of the study. Only factors critical to the
successful implementation of a leadership
development process were extracted
from the literature. A total of 55 leadership
development process maturity areas were
identiﬁed from 11 published books and 63
academic or peer-reviewed articles. While
not deliberately selected, all these books
and virtually all the articles were European
or Western World sources. New literature
sources were no longer added to the review
process when it became clear that data
saturation had been achieved — in other
words, when no new themes emerged (see
Braun & Clarke, 2013; Guest, Namey, &
Mitchell, 2013).

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The following research objectives (ROs)
were set:
• RO1: To identify the critical factors in
the leadership development process
from a historical (Eurocentric) research
point of view, that indicate leadership
development process maturity in an
organisation, across all the levels of
leadership: supervisory level or junior
management, middle management, and
senior management;
• RO2: To identify the critical factors in
the leadership development process
across all levels of leadership, from an
Afrocentric point of view;

The 55 leadership development process
maturity areas, across 598 citations, that
were identiﬁed from the literature review
are as follows:

• R03: To identify which factors, per level
of leadership, is most critical to the
success of the leadership development
process in organisations in Southern
Africa;

1. Alignment is needed between the
leadership development process and
Business Strategy.
2. The leadership development process
should be integrated into the business.
3. The leadership development program
must be tied to the succession planning
in the organisation.
4. The leadership development process

• RO4:
To
highlight
the
critical
organisational culture success factors
about the leadership development
process across all levels of leadership in
organisations in Southern Africa.
931

should include a strategy to retain highpotentials.
5. The leadership development program
should be evaluated continuously for
continuous improvement purposes.
6. Leadership needs to understand that
leadership development is a continuous
process.
7. The culture and values of the
organisation and that of its leaders should
be considered in the development of a
leadership development program.
8. A leadership development culture should
be present in the organisation.
9. The leadership development model or
approach should best ﬁt the company’s
unique culture and should be integrated
into this culture.
10. Each organisation should have a
leadership development model.
11. A formal exercise should be completed to
ensure that all the required components
have been included in the design of the
leadership development process of the
organisation.
12. Participants
in
the
leadership
development program should be
involved in its design.
13. A pilot program is required, before
the leadership development program
launch.
14. Technology should be used in the
leadership development process.
15. Formal
and
informal
leadership
development experiences are required
as part of the leadership development
process.
16. The successes of the leadership
development program should be
celebrated.
17. The developmental readiness of the
leader should be assessed at the start
of the
leadership
development
process, which includes his or her
willingness to receive feedback.
18. Feedback from formal assessments
should regularly be shared with the
leader.

19. Leaders should be encouraged to take
time to reﬂect on their leadership and
leadership development journey.
20. 360-degree feedback should be used to
provide feedback in the leadership
development process.
21. It is critical to have some form of Return
on Learning or Return on Investment
measurement in place for the leadership
development process.
22. The selection of the participants in the
leadership development program should
be communicated to the organisation,
but with sensitivity.
23. The leadership development process
should include a range or variety of
leadership development methods.
24. Coaching is required for successful
leadership development.
25. Mentoring is required as support to
leadership development initiatives.
26. Action Learning needs to be used in the
leadership development program.
27. Job expansion is a successful leadership
development method.
28. Job rotation is a successful leadership
development method.
29. International assignments is a successful
leadership development method.
30. Experiential learning is a successful
leadership development method.
31. Simulation-based learning is a successful
leadership development method.
32. Stretch assignments is a key method in
the leadership development process.
33. Networking is used as a method of
leadership development.
34. Competency-speciﬁc training is used as
a method of leadership development.
35. Informal assessment is important in the
leadership development process.
36. Self-development activities are used as
methods of leadership development.
37. Job Shadowing is used as a method of
leadership development.
38. The leaders that are in charge of the
leadership development process should
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be well respected in the organisation.
39. Senior management should provide
long-term support to the leadership
development process as a strategic
priority in the organisation.
40. Leadership development initiatives
should be coordinated by a steering
committee.
41. Senior managers should personally
act as facilitators in the leadership
development program.
42. Senior management and the Human
Resources department are partners in
the
leadership
development
process.
43. Leaders that focus on the leadership
development of their people should be
remunerated for these eﬀorts.
44. Internal and External organisational
resources should be used in the
leadership
development process.
45. A leadership development process
resource
requirement
assessment
should be
conducted.
46. All the stakeholders in the leadership
development process should commit
the
required amount of Time to
this process.
47. Resources should be invested to identify
the high-potentials in the organisation.
48. The establishment of a Corporate
University will assist in fostering
leadership
development
in
the
organisation.
49. Participants
in
the
leadership
development program should have a
long-term commitment towards selfdevelopment.
50. The start of the leadership development
process is to hire leaders with the right
leadership skills or competencies.
51. The leadership development process
should focus on identifying and closing
the gaps between the leader’s current
versus required competencies.
52. The leadership development process
should focus on developing hard and
soft skills in each leader.

53. Baseline assessments are required
to conﬁrm the leader’s baseline
competencies, skills or behaviours.
54. The leadership development process
should be unique for each leadership
level in the organisation.
55. Each leader should have an Individual
Development plan that needs to be
revised over time.
The identiﬁcation of these 55 Eurocentric
leadership development process maturity
areas from historical research, addressed
RO1. All these areas were grouped under
ten themes, which were used to formulate
ten open-ended questions with which to
conduct in-depth, semi-structured interviews
in the second phase of the research.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Gray (2018) deﬁnes a research design
as an all-encompassing plan for the
collection, measurement, and analysis
of data. Structuring qualitative research
in terms of research methods, theory,
and methodology has historically been a
challenge (Flick, 2007). In addressing the
research objectives of this study, a variety
of methods were used in a multiphase
sequential mixed-methods design (see
Creswell, 2014).
The primary research of this study consisted
of three phases:
• Phase 1: In-depth, semi-structured
interviews with a panel of experts
to identify the critical factors in the
leadership
development
process
across the levels of leadership, from an
Afrocentric point of view;
• Phase 2: Data analysis using Q
methodology to identify which factors,
per level of leadership, is most critical
to the success of the leadership
development process in organisations
in Southern Africa; and
• Phase 3: To highlight the critical
organisational culture success factors
pertaining to the leadership development
process across all levels of leadership in
933

organisations in Southern Africa.

have:

Phase 1
Population
The population of this part of the study was
all leadership development practitioners
in Africa. However, it has to be borne in
mind that diﬀerent African regions are
characterised by diﬀerent contextual
factors, history, political backgrounds, and
cultural richness and diversity. Therefore,
leadership development is not necessarily
the same in all regions in Africa (Muchiri,
2011). Many of Africa’s 54 countries also
consist of multicultural societies. For these
reasons, and for the sake of practicability,
the scope of this study was limited to
Southern Africa, the most southern region
in Africa.

i.

been working as a leadership
development practitioner for at least ﬁve
years;
ii. managed this area of work as a full-time
business;
iii. worked as leadership development
practitioner in all three levels of work
(supervisory level or junior management,
middle management, and senior
management);
iv. worked as a leadership development
practitioner in at least one, but preferably
more, SADC member states; and
v. a formal post-matric qualiﬁcation in
leadership development or be able
to demonstrate that they had been
suﬃciently and holistically mentored
throughout their careers to be
recognised by their peers as a leadership
development practitioner.
Purposive sampling was ﬁrst applied on
a limited scale. Participants 3 and 7, who
were well known to the author from previous
involvement in leadership development
projects, were chosen based on their
experience and level of involvement in the
leadership development ﬁeld. The co-author
referred participants 1 and 2. Thereafter,
snowball sampling, another non-probability
sampling technique whereby participants
referred other possible participants (Gray,
2018; Guest et al., 2013), was used to gain
additional participants. Guest et al. (2013)
explain that snowball sampling makes it
possible to utilise the social networks of
research participants, enabling sampling
from hard-to-reach populations. Noy
(2008) states that snowball sampling is
arguably the most widely used sampling
method in qualitative research across
various disciplines in the social sciences.
Nine leadership development experts were
interviewed in total.

The following countries are the member
states of the Southern African Development
Community (SADC): Angola, Botswana,
Comoros,
Democratic
Republic
of
Congo, Eswatini, Lesotho, Madagascar,
Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia,
Seychelles, South Africa, United Republic
of Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe.
Therefore, the population of this study
included all the leadership development
practitioners in SADC member countries.
Sampling methods
Qualitative research tends to use smaller
samples than quantitative research (Braun
& Clarke, 2013). Purposive sampling (a
form of non-probability sampling) was
used in the present study, as it is suitable
for qualitative research to gather insights
into speciﬁc practices within a particular
location or context. Guest, Namey, and
Mitchell (2013) posit that the logic and
power of purposive sampling can only be
realised by applying appropriate criteria
for the inclusion of participants in a study.
The criteria for inclusion in the present
study were similar to those employed by
Burke and Collins (2005) in their study on
leadership development providers.

Data gathering
In-depth, semi-structured interviews allowed
the researcher to probe the leadership
development experts to provide more detail

In this research study, a leadership
development expert or practitioner had to
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on their responses (see Braun & Clarke,
2013; Gray, 2018). Open-ended questions
were used to maximise the inductive and
conversational aspects of the interview
(see Guest et al., 2013).

mature leadership development process
in an organisation?
• which leadership development methods
should be used in a mature leadership
development process in an organisation?
• in which manner should management
provide support to a mature leadership
development process in an organisation?

As reported earlier, analysis of the data
from the literature review had yielded 55
leadership development process maturity
areas, which were then clustered into ten
themes: Alignment; Continuity; Culture;
Design; Feedback; Leadership development
methods; Management support; Required
resources; Skills or competencies; and
Customisation. These themes formed the
basis of the interview questions for Phase
1 of the primary research. As Braun and
Clarke (2013) recommended, an additional
open-ended question was added, posed
at the end of the interview, which allowed
each participant to add any knowledge he
or she deemed important but did not reside
under any of the ten themes.

• which areas with regards to resources
should be addressed to implement a
mature leadership development process
in an organisation?
• which areas relating to skills or
competencies should be addressed as
part of a mature leadership development
process in an organisation?
• which areas or aspects should be
customised as part of a mature
leadership development process in an
organisation?
• which areas not previously addressed
or mentioned in this interview should
be included in or form part of a mature
leadership development process in an
organisation?

All questions started with the phrase “In your
experience as a leadership development
practitioner in Southern Africa…” The
interview questions were as follows:

Data Analysis
Qualitative data analysis is both a logical
and demanding process whereby meaning
is assigned to the data (Gray, 2018) to
gain insight into the meaning. After the
recorded interview data were transcribed,
data analysis in this part of the research
consisted of (a) coding and (b) thematic
analysis to identify the critical factors in the
leadership development process across
the levels of leadership, from an Afrocentric
point of view.

In your experience as a leadership
development practitioner in Southern Africa
…
• to which other aspects or areas of the
organisation should a mature leadership
development process be aligned?
• which areas should be addressed
to ensure the continuity of a mature
leadership development process in an
organisation?
• which areas relating to culture should
be addressed to support a mature
leadership development process in an
organisation?

Phase 2:
In Phase 2 of the empirical study,
the researcher further analysed and
interrogated the rich data gathered from
the participants. The researchers opted for
Q methodology to further tap into the same
participants’ knowledge and experience
and analyse issues on which they agreed
and disagreed regarding critical areas in
the leadership development process.

• which factors or areas should be
considered in the design of a mature
leadership development process in an
organisation?
• what is the required feedback prior to
and during the implementation of a
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ranked highly, while statements with less
signiﬁcance receive a corresponding lower
ranking (Watts & Stenner, 2012). The
quantity of items or statements corresponds
with the number of blocks available in a
Q-sort distribution. Figure 1 provides an
example of a completed Q sort containing
47 statement numbers.

Q methodology is a research method used
in psychology and social sciences to study
people’s viewpoints or subjectivity about a
speciﬁc topic (Sklarwitz, 2017; Walker, Lin,
& McCline, 2018). It is a suitable method
when diverse and subjective experiences
and perspectives need to be researched
(Shinebourne, 2009). Q methodology uses
quantitative aspects, but it is essentially a
qualitative research method that relies on
interpretative techniques (Wijngaarden,
2016).

In using a Q sort, it is important to note that
the placement of a statement in a speciﬁc
column is important, because the column
number determines the level of signiﬁcance
of that particular item.

Fortunately, a large quantity of participants
is not required to support a successful Q
methodological study, as would be required
to use R methodology (Watts & Stenner,
2012). Therefore, it is important that the
participant group (or P set) is chosen
wisely, as it is critical to discover relevant
and useful viewpoints from a heterogenous
participant group on the topic under study
(Sklarwitz, 2017; Walker et al., 2018).

In addition to each participant completing
the Q-sort exercise in the distribution grid
(Figure 1), the ﬁnal stage of the datacollection process is a post-Q-sort interview.
The purpose of this interview is to investigate
participants’ broader understanding of the
issue under investigation, to explore why
they sorted the items in the Q sort as they
did, and to determine the meaning they
attach to particularly salient and important
items (Watts & Stenner, 2012). The answers
to these open-ended questions assist in the
factor interpretation process and improves
the quality of the ﬁndings (Shinebourne,
2009; Sklarwitz, 2017). Each set of
statement feedback information for each of

In a Q study, participants are requested
to sort a set of statements that represent
broad and diverse opinions or perspectives
regarding
the
phenomenon
being
investigated
(Shinebourne,
2009).
Statements (or items) with a high
signiﬁcance for a speciﬁc participant are

FIGURE 1: EXAMPLE OF A COMPLETED Q SORT SOURCE: ADAPTED FROM WATTS AND
STENNER (2012)
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the three levels of work from the same nine
participants as in Phase 1, were captured in
the PQMethod software to reveal the Most
Critical and Most Non-Critical statements
for each level of work (leadership), bearing
in mind that the focus of this paper is on the
Most Critical statements.

to ensure and to maintain personal
resilience.
4. It is important that team-based leadership
development is included in the design of
the leadership development process.
5. Diversity management should be
incorporated into the leadership
development process.
6. The harnessing, synthesis and sharing
of innovations and a focus on innovation
should form part of the leadership
development process.
7. The principle of connectivity between
people and the Ubuntu philosophy
should be incorporated into the
leadership development process.
8. Ethics should be an underlying theme
throughout the leadership development
process.
9. Suﬃcient funds or a budget should be
allocated to the implementation of the
leadership development process.
10. Senior management should take the
foundational and physical aspects in
the organisation seriously, in support
of organisational practices, like the
leadership development process.
11. The business cycle and economic
climate should be taken into account
before ﬁnalising the content and the
scope of the leadership development
process.
12. During the induction of each new potential
leader it needs to be communicated
what is required to become a leader in
the organisation and what this process
entails.
13. A sponsor-driven approach should be
adopted in the leadership development
process where a developing leader
can continuously check-in and share
his or her reﬂections with an assigned
sponsor.
14. Senior leaders should create an
environment where developing leaders
can share
what they have learnt in
the leadership development process and
where these learnings or changes are at

Phase 3
According
to
Pujiono,
Setiawan,
Sumiati and Wijayanti (2020, p. 321)
organisational “culture refers to the values
and characteristics that distinguish one
organization from another”. They maintain
that an important means of improving
job performance is to pay attention to
the culture of an organisation, as a welldeveloped organisational culture can
contribute signiﬁcantly towards employee
behaviour. Organisational culture can also
be described as a process of values, beliefs
and habits that direct the behaviours of
individuals in organisations, which teaches
employees how to behave (Khan, Ismail,
Hussain & Alghazali, 2020).
During this third phase of the research
the most critical factors to the success
of the leadership development process,
speciﬁcally relating to organisational
culture, were identiﬁed, summarised per
level of leadership and analysed from an
overall organisational point of view.
FINDINGS
Phase 1
The in-depth, semi-structured interviewing
process resulted in identifying the following
70 new Afrocentric leadership development
process maturity areas:
1. As part of the leadership development
process each person should have a
‘personal manifesto for leading’, which
includes their own personal values.
2. Training that helps develop the ability of
the leader to be strategic and to think at
the
strategic level, is critical to the
leadership development process.
3. As part of the leadership development
process leaders should be taught how
937

least considered for implementation or
trialled in the organisation.
15. As part of the leadership development
process it is important to ensure that
the developing leaders understand their
meaning and purpose at work and in the
world.
16. Teaching our leaders to ask the right
questions with the information that is
available to them, is an important part of
the leadership development process.
17. The ability to be able to cope with a
world that is full of volatility, uncertainty,
complexity and ambiguity (VUCA) should
be incorporated into the leadership
development process.
18. The leadership development process
should focus on creating leaders
that are in service of both driving the
business goals as well as creating a
safe productive place in which people
are inspired and enjoy coming to work.
19. The leadership development process
should teach leaders how to manage the
political map inside the organisation.
20. The leadership development process
should focus on cultivating the right
habits in leaders.
21. Each of the leadership development
methods that are being used in the
leadership development process should
be measurable.
22. Peer group interventions are important
in the leadership development process.
23. For the leadership development
process to have value, the participants
in this process should commit their own
resources to the process.
24. The start of the leadership development
process should be to hire leaders based
on their whole being, which is more than
only their skill and knowledge.
25. The leadership development process
should be aligned to the purpose
and calling of the leader that is being
developed.
26. For the leadership development
process to be successful a culture of

authentic people care should exist in the
organisation.
27. A key focus of the leadership
development process should be to
develop the leader’s ability to manage
himself or herself.
28. The leadership development process
should be outcome-based.
29. The developing leader should be
involved in the design and the content of
his or her individual development plan.
30. The leadership development process
should be a focused process, without
overwhelming the leader with too many
leadership development interventions or
leadership development methods.
31. Indigenous leadership development
methodologies that are speciﬁc to its
wider geographical region should be
included in the leadership development
process of the organisation.
32. An important aspect of the leadership
development process is, to not only
focus on the end result, but to also
focus on and appreciate the learning
that takes place during the leadership
development process.
33. Storytelling
is
an
important
transformational
learning
method
that should be used in the leadership
development process.
34. With every leadership development
method that is being used by the
organisation, mutual respect and
authenticity should form the basis of all
interactions with developing leaders.
35. The success of the leadership
development process is not dependent
on the amount of available resources to
support this process, but is dependent
on the commitment and the passion
of the people that are involved in the
leadership development process.
36. The leadership team that drives the
leadership development process needs
to be good leaders with a long enough
tenure at the organisation, to ensure the
continuity of the leadership development
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process.
37. The purpose of the leadership
development process is not only to
teach leaders to become better leaders,
but it should be to develop them into
better beings.
38. To include developing leaders from all
levels of work in the organisation into
the
same leadership development
process, the learning experience that
takes place from this process would be
improved (versus developing leaders
separately per level of work).
39. The leadership development process
should be implemented, not only for the
greater good of the organisation, but
also for society to beneﬁt from it.
40. At the start of the leadership
development process it is important that
an assessment is completed, which will
highlight the leadership and business
challenges that the
organisation
is facing, in order to ensure that the
leadership development process
provides solutions to these challenges.
41. Ongoing role alignment is required in the
leadership development process where
the
speciﬁc capability, skill or
competency to deliver on the work that’s
needed, is aligned
to a changing
business environment.
42. In order to support the leadership
development
process,
ongoing
alignment is
required between the
organisational structure and new ways
of working.
43. Whenever an organisation uses external
leadership development resources to
assist
in the leadership development
process, it is important that a true
partnership is formed with these
external resources to co-create the
leadership development journey map of
the organisation.
44. The leadership development process
should include speciﬁc leadership
development
programs that are
structured in a speciﬁc order and
structured according to how their

business needs to win in their market.
45. It is critical to the success of the
leadership development process that
clear
communication exists and
that developing leaders understand the
way concepts are
put across to
them.
46. Before the leadership development
process is launched its important
that each facilitator has an in-depth
understanding of the developing leaders
and their unique context, which should
deal with any discomfort that might exist
in this developmental relationship.
47. For the leadership development process
to be successful, senior management
must
ﬁrst and foremost change their
mindset that leadership development is
not an
expense, but an investment.
48. For learning in the leadership
development process to be most
eﬀective, it needs to
occur
by
taking developing leaders away
from the workplace, to where an
atmosphere exists that is supportive of
structured learning and development.
49. Each of the participants in the leadership
development process must be assured
that the company appreciates them and
that this process will be improving their
lives in general and their chances of
career advancement.
50. The contributions of the participants in
the leadership development process
must be formally recognised in the
organisation.
51. The leadership development process
should include a mechanism where
developing leaders are continuously
aligned back to the culture of the
organisation.
52. With the design of the leadership
development process, it is important
to have an end in mind of what the
organisation would like to achieve with
this process.
53. All the feedback that is given during
the leadership development process,
also to developing leaders, should be
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constructive.
54. As part of their commitment to
and involvement in the leadership
development
process,
senior
management must demonstrate that
they can also learn from the leaders that
are being developed.
55. Senior Management should adopt the
principles of servant leadership in order
to create the right environment in the
organisation to successfully implement
the leadership development process.
56. The ultimate purpose of the leadership
development process should be to
develop leaders that are whole and
complete.
57. In the leadership development process
it is critical to teach developing leaders
how
to handle and to embrace
conﬂict and tension.
58. During the leadership development
process leaders should be taught how
to successfully handle their personal
ﬁnances, otherwise the leader cannot
lead
diligently without any ﬁnancial
burden.
59. The ability to forgive in order to
remove the hindrances of the past,
should be taught during the leadership
development process.
60. Senior management in the organisation
should accept the responsibility of
character development in their leaders
during the leadership development
process, especially if other formal
institutions like schools and churches
previously failed in this regard.
61. The use of technology is important in
the leadership development process,
but not at the expense of personal faceto-face contact.
62. An environment should exist in the
organisation that is conducive to
leadership development and learning.
63. The leadership development process
should form part of a change management
process in the organisation.
64. For the leadership development process

to be successful it is important that the
leadership in the organisation truly
understand the adult learning process,
growth and
development.
65. The leadership development process
should take place in an environment
where it is acceptable for the developing
leader to make mistakes and where they
are
encouraged to fully express
themselves.
66. There should be a positive philosophy
of inclusiveness in the leadership
development process where the
developing leader matters, is valued
and is deemed as worthy.
67. Included in the leadership development
process should be a mechanism for
capturing the feedback from every
leadership development encounter, also
to determine its impact on the business.
68. To ensure business continuity it’s
important that each leader, as part of
the leadership development process,
develops someone in his or her team
that is able to do their job and take over
in their absence, when and if required.
69. The competencies that are required
from the developing leader should be
integrated into his or her individual
performance contract to ensure that it is
suﬃciently developed.
70. The leadership development process
should be aligned to the strategic talent
plan,
which details the strategic
talent pipelines of the organisation.
The identiﬁcation of these 70 Afrocentric
leadership development process maturity
areas or factors from phase 1 of the
empirical research, addressed RO2.
Phase 2
A Q study begins with the identiﬁcation of
a concourse (the sum of everything said
about a topic or the 125 maturity areas of
the leadership development process that
formed the basis of the study). From the
concourse, a sample of Q statements or
the Q set of 47 statements was strategically
selected, based on frequency and
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representation. Following is a list of the 47
statements that were included in the Q set
for this study:

14. Leaders must be encouraged to take
time to reﬂect on their leadership and
leadership development journey.
15. Mentoring is required as support for
developing leaders.
16. Senior leaders must be actively
engaging facilitators at some point in the
leadership development process.
17. Internal and external organisational
resources must be assigned to the
leadership development process.
18. Commitment
to
long-term
selfdevelopment is an essential component
of a successful leadership development
process.
19. Ongoing leader role alignment is required
where the speciﬁc capability, skill and
competency to deliver on the work that
is needed, are aligned with the changing
environment of the organisation.
20. To ensure the continuity of the leadership
development process, the leadership
team that drives the leadership
development process must consist of
good leaders with a long tenure in the
organisation.
21. The leadership development process
must ﬁt the company’s unique culture
and should be integrated into this
culture.
22. The developing leader must cocreate his or her individual leadership
development plan.
23. Team-based leadership development
must be included in the design of the
leadership development process.
24. 360-degree feedback is critical to the
successful development of a leader.
25. Informal assessments and feedback are
critical to the successful development of
a leader.
26. Senior leaders must create an
environment in which developing leaders
can share what they have learnt and
where these learnings are considered
for implementation in the organisation.
27. Suﬃcient funds must be allocated to
the implementation of the leadership

1. There must be alignment between the
leadership development process and
the strategy of the organisation.
2. The leadership development process
must be evaluated and improved
continuously to ensure business or
organisational relevance.
3. A leadership development culture must
be present throughout the organisation.
4. Each leader must have an individual
development plan that needs to be
revised over time.
5. The use of relevant technology must
be incorporated into the leadership
development process.
6. Regular feedback based on formal
assessments must be provided to
developing leaders.
7. Coaching as a developmental tool
is essential to successful leadership
development.
8. Senior management must provide
long-term support to the leadership
development process as a strategic
priority in the organisation.
9. All stakeholders in the leadership
development process must commit
resources, including time, to the
leadership development process.
10. Assessments are required to conﬁrm
the developing leader’s baseline
competencies, skills and behaviours.
11. Senior leaders must understand that
leadership development is a continuous
process, and not a once-oﬀ event.
12. The culture and values of the
organisation and that of its existing and
future leaders must be considered in
the development and execution of the
leadership development process.
13. Each organisation must have a
leadership development model or
framework that is unique to its leadership
needs and challenges.
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development process.
28. The leadership development process
must focus on identifying and closing the
gaps between the developing leader’s
current and required competencies for
organisational success.
29. Developing leaders must understand
their meaning, purpose and role in the
world and at work.
30. Diversity management must be an
underlying theme throughout the
leadership development process.
31. It is critical for an organisation to have
a return-on-investment measurement
in place for the leadership development
process.
32. The ability to cope with a world
that is volatile, uncertain, complex
and ambiguous (VUCA) must be
incorporated into the leadership
development process.
33. For the leadership development process
to be successful, senior management
must change their mindset that
leadership development is not an
expense, but an investment.
34. The leadership development process
must focus on developing a combination
of hard and soft skills in each leader.
35. The leadership development process
must focus on creating leaders who
are in service of both driving the
organisation’s goals, as well as creating
a safe, productive place in which people
are inspired and enjoy coming to work.
36. Formal (or planned or structured) and
informal (or unplanned or unstructured)
leadership development experiences
are required as part of the leadership
development process.
37. Constructive feedback is critical to a
successful leadership development
process.
38. Leadership development methods must
be measurable.
39. Leaders that oversee the leadership
development process must be well
respected in the organisation.

40. What is required to become a leader in
the organisation, and what this process
entails, need to be communicated during
the induction of each new potential
leader.
41. The principle of connectivity between
people and the ubuntu philosophy must
be incorporated into the leadership
development process.
42. Job rotation must be incorporated into
the leadership development process.
43. A sponsor-driven approach must be
adopted in the leadership development
process where a developing leader
can continuously check in and share
his or her reﬂections with an assigned
sponsor.
44. For the leadership development
process to be successful, a culture of
authentic people care must exist in the
organisation.
45. Ethics must be an underlying theme
throughout the leadership development
process.
46. Before the leadership development
process is launched, it is important
that each facilitator has an in-depth
understanding of the developing leaders
and their unique context, which should
deal with any discomfort that might exist
in this developmental relationship.
47. The leadership development process
must be outcome-based.
The P set or Q participants, with clearly
diﬀerent opinions, were asked to express
their opinions about the Q statements by
sorting them. Q sorts were collected, and
these were then analysed using statistical
techniques of correlation and factor
analysis to reveal patterns in the way they
associated opinions. A Q study also reveals
how the individuals who did the Q sort agree
or disagree with the perspectives.
The focus of this paper is not on the
statements that were regarded as Most
Non-Critical by the research participants.
The following factors were identiﬁed, per
level of leadership, as Most Critical to the
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success of the leadership development
process in organisations. This addressed
RO3 of this study.

well as creating a safe, productive place
in which people are inspired and enjoy
coming to work
Middle Management
1. Statement 1–There must be alignment
between the leadership development
process and the strategy of the
organisation;
2. Statement 4–Each leader must have an
individual development plan that needs
to be revised over time;
3. Statement
8–Senior
management
must provide long-term support to the
leadership development process as a
strategic priority in the organisation;
4. Statement 12–The culture and values of
the organisation and that of its existing
and future leaders must be considered
in the development and execution of the
leadership development process;
5. Statement 19–Ongoing leader role
alignment is required where the speciﬁc
capability, skill and competency to
deliver on the work that is needed, is
aligned to the changing environment of
the organisation;
6. Statement
21–The
leadership
development process must ﬁt the
company’s unique culture and should
be integrated into this culture;
7. Statement 22–The developing leader
must co-create his or her individual
leadership development plan;
8. Statement 24–360-degree feedback is
critical for the successful development
of a leader;
9. Statement
35–The
leadership
development process must focus on
creating leaders, that are in service of
both driving the organisation’s goals, as
well as creating a safe, productive place
in which people are inspired and enjoy
coming to work.
Senior Management
1. Statement 1–There must be alignment
between the leadership development
process and the strategy of the
organisation;

Supervisory Level or Junior
Management
1. Statement 1–There must be alignment
between the leadership development
process and the strategy of the
organisation;
2. Statement 4–Each leader must have an
individual development plan that needs
to be revised over time;
3. Statement 6–Regular feedback based
on formal assessments must be
provided to developing leaders;
4. Statement
8–Senior
management
must provide long-term support to the
leadership development process as a
strategic priority in the organisation;
5. Statement 12–The culture and values of
the organisation and that of its existing
and future leaders must be considered
in the development and execution of the
leadership development process;
6. Statement 22–The developing leader
must co-create his or her individual
leadership development plan;
7. Statement 27–Suﬃcient funds must be
allocated to the implementation of the
leadership development process;
8. Statement
28–The
leadership
development process must focus
on identifying and closing the gaps
between the developing leader’s current
versus required competencies for
organisational success;
9. Statement 29–Developing leaders must
understand their meaning, purpose and
role in the world and at work;
10. Statement 32–The ability to cope
with a world that is volatile, uncertain,
complex and ambiguous (VUCA) must
be incorporated into the leadership
development process;
11. Statement
35–The
leadership
development process must focus on
creating leaders, that are in service of
both driving the organisation’s goals, as
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2. Statement 4–Each leader must have an
individual development plan that needs
to be revised over time;
3. Statement
8–Senior
management
must provide long-term support to the
leadership development process as a
strategic priority in the organisation;
4. Statement 12–The culture and values of
the organisation and that of its existing
and future leaders must be considered
in the development and execution of the
leadership development process;
5. Statement 14–Leaders must be
encouraged to take time to reﬂect on their
leadership and leadership development
journey;
6. Statement 19–Ongoing leader role
alignment is required where the speciﬁc
capability, skill and competency to
deliver on the work that is needed, is
aligned to the changing environment of
the organisation;
7. Statement
21–The
leadership
development process must ﬁt the
company’s unique culture and should
be integrated into this culture;
8. Statement 27–Suﬃcient funds must be
allocated to the implementation of the
leadership development process;
9. Statement
28–The
leadership
development process must focus
on identifying and closing the gaps
between the developing leader’s current
versus required competencies for
organisational success;
10. Statement 32–The ability to cope
with a world that is volatile, uncertain,
complex and ambiguous (VUCA) must
be incorporated into the leadership
development process;
11. Statement
35–The
leadership
development process must focus on
creating leaders, that are in service of
both driving the organisation’s goals, as
well as creating a safe, productive place
in which people are inspired and enjoy
coming to work.
Although many of these factors were

repeated across the diﬀerent levels of
leadership, some of the factors were unique
to a speciﬁc leadership level.
Phase 3
The following critical organisational culture
success factors pertaining to the leadership
development process across all levels of
leadership in organisations in Southern
Africa were identiﬁed through this research
study:
1. Statement 1–There must be alignment
between the leadership development
process and the strategy of the
organisation;
2. Statement 4–Each leader must have an
individual development plan that needs
to be revised over time;
3. Statement
8–Senior
management
must provide long-term support to the
leadership development process as a
strategic priority in the organisation;
4. Statement 12–The culture and values of
the organisation and that of its existing
and future leaders must be considered
in the development and execution of the
leadership development process;
5. Statement
35–The
leadership
development process must focus on
creating leaders, that are in service of
both driving the organisation’s goals, as
well as creating a safe, productive place
in which people are inspired and enjoy
coming to work.
With reference to the deﬁnitions of
organisational culture that were documented
earlier, one can argue that statement 4 is
speciﬁc and does not relate to organisational
culture, which then implies that statements
1, 8, 12 and 35 have been identiﬁed in this
research study as the critical organisational
culture success factors about the leadership
development process across all levels of
leadership in organisations in Southern
Africa, which addressed RO4.
MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
Organisations have an ethical responsibility
to create healthy organisational cultures,
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which should also promote the organisational
mission by enhancing the eﬀectiveness
of interventions and the quality of service
(Jirek, 2020). The author also claims it has
been proven that organisational cultures
can be purposefully changed in ways that
beneﬁt the organisation, its clients and
its employees. Organisational culture is
constantly created, changed and shared to
ensure the success of the organisation – it
is a dynamic social construct that develops
over time and is continuously evolving
(Jirek, 2020; Ilie, Olaru & Staneci, 2020).

organisation.
CONCLUSIONS
This research study has highlighted speciﬁc
critical organisational culture factors that
senior leaders should address or maintain
in an organisation, if these leaders expect
the leadership development process to be
a success. Part of their responsibility is to
ensure that there is alignment between
the leadership development process and
the strategy of their organisation, and they
must also provide long-term support to
the leadership development process as a
strategic priority. Senior leader must ensure
that the culture and values of the organisation
and that of its existing and future leaders
be considered in the development and
execution of the leadership development
process. Finally, they need to ensure that
the leadership development process must
focus on creating leaders who are in service
of both driving the organisation’s goals and
creating a safe, productive place in which
people are inspired and enjoy coming to
work.

Lasrado and Kassem (2020) claim that
leadership and organisational culture are
closely related across the entire life cycle
of organisational excellence. Leaders
are the main architects of organisational
culture. They must appreciate their role
in maintaining or changing it to a healthy
and successful culture of including things
like continuous learning and professional
development (Ilie et al., 2020). One of
the objectives of organisational culture
is facilitating the development of human
resource competence. As a result,
organisational culture is a critical element
that forms the foundation for growth and
success (Pujiono, Setiawan, Sumiati &
Wijayanti, 2020).
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EXAMINING THE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
LOGISTICS SERVICE
AND ONLINE SHOPPING
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

technologies (Tandon, Kiran & Sah, 2017;
World Wide Worx, 2018). Speciﬁcally, online
shopping in South Africa grew by about 25
percent in 2017 to about ZAR 14 billion ($1
billion). However, this represented only 1.4
percent of total retail sales in South Africa. In
China, online shopping accounts for about
19.6 percent of total retail sales becoming
one of fastest emerging economies with
the fastest growth in e-commerce. Whilst
the COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in
unprecedented growth (about 30 percent)
in the online sales market, the increase
has been less than 1 percent increase
as a percentage of total retail sales in
South Africa (Daniel, 2020). This study
investigates whether growth in the market
can be stimulated by increasing customer
satisfaction levels through improved
logistics services.
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ABSTRACT
Although online shopping is growing globally,
the growth experienced in developing
countries is much lower compared to the
developed world. The purpose of this
study is to investigate whether logistics
services can inﬂuence online shopping
customer satisfaction (OSCS), which
determines online purchase intention.
Data was collected from 100 online
shoppers using a structured questionnaire
and analysed through a linear regression
analysis technique. The results reveal that
physical distribution, order handling, and
information quality have a positive eﬀect
on OSCS. However, timeliness, which is a
known dimension of service quality, had no
eﬀect on OSCS. The ﬁndings inform online
retail managers of the need to invest in
logistics systems associated with website
information quality, order handling and
physical distribution, to maximise customer
satisfaction.

Online shopping oﬀers convenience to
customers as it overcomes obstacles such
as distance, travel time and operating
hours, given that it can be done any time
of the day (Jain, 2020; Pentina, Amialchuk
& Taylor, 2011). Retailers now consider
adding online platforms as additional
channels through which to attract new
customers, as well as retain existing ones
(impacX, 2020; Pappas, Pateli, Giannakos
& Chrissikopoulos, 2014). This has made
it imperative that online retailers create a
good experience for online customers to
keep them satisﬁed, stimulate repurchase
intentions and generate higher proﬁts (Lee,
Choi & Kang, 2009; Pappas et al., 2014;
Vasić, Kilibarda & Kaurin, 2019). A high level
of online customer satisfaction has been
identiﬁed as the most important factor in
the success of online retail (Al-Adwan & AlHorani, 2019; Tandon, Kiron & Sah, 2017).
In China, e-commerce platforms such as
Alibaba are developed with the customer at
the center of its operations, thus explaining
the fast growth in this online platform (World
Wide Worx, 2018). The process from order
placement to order receipt, which might
include order information, order handling,
distribution and cycle times, is of great
importance to online shoppers and thus has

Key words: logistics service; online shopping; customer satisfaction
INTRODUCTION
Online shopping continues to grow globally
due to increased internet access, enabled
mobile shopping and the continued
advancement of information communication
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a major impact on their level of satisfaction
with the selling platform (Al-Adwan & AlHorani, 2019). Although there are studies
on e-commerce customer satisfaction
(Dhingra, Gupta, & Bhatt, 2020; Dholakia
& Zhao, 2010; Pappas et al., 2014; Tandon
et al., 2017), there is a dearth of literature
on the likely inﬂuence of logistics services
on online shopping customer satisfaction
(OSCS), particularly in the South African
environment. It is against this backdrop
that this study sought to investigate the
antecedents of customer satisfaction with
online shopping with a focus on logistics
services. Identifying the antecedents will
help guide online retailers on the aspects
on which to focus in order to improve the
shopping experience and boost online
shopping volumes (Dhingra, Gupta, & Bhatt,
2020; Pentina et al., 2011). The purpose
of this study is therefore to investigate
whether logistics services can inﬂuence
online shopping customer satisfaction
(OSCS), which determines online purchase
intention. This study thus answers the
following research questions:

Wang & Head, 2007). Theses might imply
that satisﬁed customers develop a positive
attitude towards online shopping, as well as
behavioural intentions to continue shopping
online. (Tandon et al., 2017).
In the case of online shopping, there are
many factors that inﬂuence customer
satisfaction levels (satisﬁed, pleased,
contented or delighted) (Lin & Lekhawipat,
2013; Rahi, & Ishaq, 2020), and these may
include computer skills of the buyer, clarity
and ease of navigation of the website, as
well as the variety of products available
online (Hickman, Kharouf, & Sekhon,
2020; Thai, 2013). In addition, the logistics
involved from order placement to physical
order receipt also has a major impact on
customer satisfaction (Liu, He, Gao & Xie,
2008; Umair, Zhang, Han, & Haq, 2019).
Logistics services for online shopping are
expected to be timely and contain enough
information to allow the customer to make
an informed decision and keep the customer
informed throughout the process. To achieve
an eﬃcient and eﬀective logistics service,
the information contained on the online
retailer’s website should be suﬃcient to
allow customers to make decisions related
to delivery times and costs, as well as likely
handling and distribution of the purchased
items (Cao, Ajjan & Hong, 2017; Tandon,
Aakash, & Aggarwal, 2020). Therefore,
logistics services should be of suﬃciently
high quality to ensure protection of goods
so that order arrives in good condition.

1. What are the logistics service factors
that inﬂuence online shopping customer
satisfaction?
2. What is the inﬂuence of logistics service
factors on online shopping customer
satisfaction?
The rest of this paper is organized into a
literature review on customer satisfaction
and logistics service, methodology, results,
discussion and conclusion.

Logistics service for online shopping
Logistics service plays a major role in
online shopping as it determines how and
when as well the condition in which the
customer physically receives the goods,
thus inﬂuencing satisfaction with the
channel. Hence, a logistics service should
provide added value to the customer in
terms of time and place utility, while keeping
the cost to a minimum. The said value can
be determined from either the retailers or
customers perspective. However, Thai
(2013) and Uvet (2020) asserted that
logistics value should be evaluated from the

Customer satisfaction
Customer satisfaction, as a construct, has
been investigated widely by researchers,
especially in the ﬁeld of marketing. This is
because it plays a major role in winning
new and retaining existing customers in
a competitive environment (Tandon et al.,
2017; Chen & Chou, 2012; Zhan, Mu, Hora,
& Singhal, 2021). Customer satisfaction
can be examined from attitudinal as well as
behavioural perspectives (Ahmed, Nazir,
Ali, I.; Nurunnabi, Khalid, & Shaukat, 2020;
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customer’s perspective and be designed
to meet customer needs. In his argument,
Thai (2013) asserted that the retailers’
perspective of the logistics service is
traditional, thus, logistics services should be
designed to be customer centric. In addition,
a logistics service should deﬁne the likely
performance measures that customers use
to evaluate the online shopping experience,
especially from a logistics perspective
(Zailani, Jafarzadeh, Iranmanesh, Nikbin,
& Selim, 2018). A logistics service can
be described as technical and functional
service delivery, which is generally
conceptualized as physical distribution
and centres on making goods available
(Bienstock, Mentzer & Bird, 1997; Jenkins,
2020; Thai, 2013). Although, there are
many studies that have investigated the
concept of logistics service (Bienstock
et al., 1997; Mentzer, Flint, & Kent, 1999;
Nguyen, 2019; Saura, Francés, Contri, &
Blasco, 2008; Thai, 2013; Uvet, 2021, Vu,
Grant, & Menachof, 2020) there is very few
that speciﬁcally examine the inﬂuence of
logistics service on OSCS (Choi, Chung, &
Young, 2019; Rajendran, Wahab, Ling, &
Yun, 2018) and is thus an research area in
need of further examination.

2008; Tandon et al., 2017). For instance,
the website is expected to be uncluttered,
easy to navigate and fast loading, and
should present a variety of products to allow
the customer to make a quick purchase
decision (McKinney, Zoon & Yahedi, 2002,
Rachmawati, & Agus, 2020). The provision
of information during the process, for
example keeping the customer informed
about the order status through tracking
and tracing updates, is also an important
component of customer satisfaction.
Therefore, it is hypothesized that
H1: Information quality positively inﬂuences
online shopping customer satisfaction.
Timeliness refers to response time or speed
of operation during the purchase and postpurchase activities (Bienstock et al., 1997).
Liu et al. (2008) argued that long website
loading (Queue-it, 2020) as well as long
delivery times negatively aﬀects customer
satisfaction and vice versa. It is expected
that online shoppers should receive the
orders on-time, as promised, to increase
their satisfaction (Hollingsworth, 2020;
Thai, 2013). Thus,
H2: Timeliness positively inﬂuences online
shopping customer satisfaction.

Logistics service can broadly be examined
using factors such as information quality
(Uvet, 2021), order handling (Vu, et. al,
2020), physical distribution (Nguyen,
2019) and timeliness (Uvet (2021), as
argued by Liu et al. (2008) and Riliandini,
Dianti, Hidayah, and Pertiwi (2021). The
link between logistics service factors and
customer satisfaction is hypothesized in the
following subsections.

Physical distribution refers to the online
retailer’s capability in terms of accessing
an extensive distribution channel that
will facilitate the delivery of the item
bought online, as promised, in terms of
documentation, reliability, consistency, as
well as free from damage (Thai, 2013).
Thus,
H3: Eﬀective physical distribution positively
inﬂuences online shopping customer
satisfaction.

Information quality: Online retailers’
websites should provide relevant and
authentic information regarding product
features, price, currency, accurate images,
delivery services and likely delivery dates
(Cao et al., 2017). The quality of the
information provided prior to the purchase
decision is likely to inﬂuence customer’s
level of satisfaction with the online retailer
and whether to purchase or not (Liu et al.,

Order handling is related to the online
retailers’ ability to provide relevant order
information to the customer regarding order
placement and handling (for example,
packaging). This also requires that the order
handling process is accurate, reasonable in
951

terms of cycle time, returns handling is easy
and goods are appropriately packaged to
avoid damages (Bryne & Markham, 1991;
Zailani et al., 2018). Thus,

relationship between logistics service and
customer satisfaction was analysed using
conﬁrmatory factor analysis in AMOS 26.
Descriptive statistics were used to rank
the items to determine the most important
factors regarding logistics service and
OSCS. The results are presented in the
following section.

H4: Eﬀective order handling positively
inﬂuences online shopping customer
satisfaction.
METHODOLOGY
A quantitative research approach was
followed in this study. Data was collected
from 250 online shoppers (those who had
actually shopped online), however only
100 usable questionnaires were returned.
Although the sample size is relatively small
and could be considered to be a limitation
of the study, suﬃcient data existed for
analysis of the phenomenon under review
(Alshibley, 2018; Bock, 2021). The data
regarding logistics services, demographics
and customer satisfaction was collected
using a structured questionnaire. Logistics
service was measured by multiple items, on
a four-point Likert type scale, anchored from
1 = strongly disagree to 4 = strongly agree.
Customer satisfaction was also measured
using multiple items, on a ﬁve-point Likert
scale type scale, anchored from 1 = strongly
disagree to 4 = strongly agree. Some of the
scale items were obtained from previous
studies and adapted for this study. For
instance, logistics service was investigated
using information quality, order handling,
physical distribution and timeliness (Thai,
2013; Zailani et al., 2018). The customer
satisfaction construct was measured using
a number of items, most of which were
obtained from Zailaini et al. (2018) and
adapted by rewording some of the questions
to ﬁt this study, in line with Sousa, Matson
and Lopez (2017) guidelines. Data was
also collected on demographic elements
such as gender, age and level of education
of the respondents.

RESULTS
As per the data collected, 36 percent of
the shoppers were male, and 64 percent
were female. The age distribution of online
shoppers as well as what they commonly
buy online is illustrated in Table 1. Most of
the respondents’ online purchases were
clothes and related goods. About 40 percent
bought electronics online, while watches,
books, gifts, kitchen appliances and toys
were the least bought goods. The ﬁnding
on clothes supports previous studies that
had established the ease of entry and exit
of online apparel retailers, implying that
clothing is one of the most common items
bought online (Cao et al., 2017; Pandey
& Chawla, 2018; Tandon et al., 2017).
Overall, more women shopped online than
men in this sample, which is in line with
international trends (Thomas, 2018). The
25-35 age group of the respondents bought
more online than any of the other age
groups, as expected (Melton, 2019; Sorce,
Perotti, & Widrick, 2005). The least active
age group regarding online shopping was
the over 44-year olds.
One of the objectives of this study was to
determine the logistics service factors that
inﬂuence OSCS. Customers were asked to
rate their experience of the logistics service
items corresponding to each of the factors,
which were identiﬁed as order handling,
information quality, timeliness and physical
distribution. The four factors and their
respective indicators are illustrated in Table
2. The highest rated indicator was related to
the documentation associated with online
shopping (M=4.21; SD=0.82); generally
suggesting good service associated with
this physical distribution factor. The lowest
rated indicator was ‘customers’ feedback is

Reliability of the measurement instrument
was tested using internal consistency
in line with Pallant (2013). Validity was
tested using content and convergent
validity as per Taherdoost (2016). The
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TABLE 1: AGE GROUP, GENDER AND PRODUCTS COMMONLY PURCHASED ONLINE

18-24
Male Female
Groceries
2
8
Clothing
8
10
Electronics
3
4
Linen
Beauty
1
7
Products
Watches
Books
1
Gifts
Kitchen
App
Toys
-

25-35
Male Female
3
1
5
20
5
8
2
5

over 44
Total
Male Female
1
2
22
5
4
67
5
4
38
1
2
11

-

1

1

3

-

1

14

2
1

-

-

2

1
2
-

1
-

1
6
3

-

1

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

1

4.18

0.936

4.15

0.809

3.77

1.053

4.15

0.783

handled within reasonable time’ (M=3.78;
SD=1.06), the timeliness factor. Generally,
the results reveal that the respondents
agreed that all the indicators were relatively
well managed, implying that their online
orders were not poorly handled based on
the logistics metrics examined. The logistics
service factors were ranked according to the
mean rating statistic revealing that physical
distribution was the highest (M=4.10),
implying that the respondents were satisﬁed
with quality of service while timeliness
(M=3.79) was the lowest, indicating the
area most in need of attention.

LSQ4 The order was
received in good condition
(free of damage, fault or
loss)
LSQ5 The order handling
process was consistent
LSQ6 The total order cycle
time was reasonable
LSQ7 Order placement
was convenient
Information quality
LSQ1 Order information
was available
LSQ2 Shipment was
traceable
LSQ3 Reliability of order
information
Timeliness
LSQ12 Timeliness of
shipment pick-up and
delivery
LSQ14 Customers’
feedback is handled within
reasonable time
LSQ15 Transportation
time was reasonable

TABLE 2: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS –
LOGISTICS SERVICE FACTORS

Logistics service factors Mean
Physical distribution
LSQ8 Service
performance was
consistent
LSQ9 Goods were
delivered safely, intact and
damage free
LSQ10 Documentation
was reliable and error free
LSQ11 Reliability,
regularity, ﬂexibility and
availability of service
Order handling

36-44
Male Female
3
2
5
10
6
3
1

Std.
Dev.

4.10
3.96

0.887

4.15

0.999

4.21

0.82

4.08

0.895

3.98
4.04

0.828

3.83

1.083

4.08

0.861

3.79
3.82

1.077

3.78

1.06

3.79

0.935

Customers were then asked to rate
how satisﬁed they were with the various
logistics service elements. The descriptive
statistics on customer satisfaction show

4.06
953

that the highest ranked item based on
the mean rating is the payment method
eﬃciency (M=3.57; SD=0.517). This might
imply that online shoppers in South Africa
consider online payment to be easy and it
enhances satisfaction when buying online.
Ease of payment may be closely linked to
the information quality provided as well as
timeliness in regard to order processing
time; both important determinants of
customer satisfaction. This supports other
studies that have established payment
method as a key factor in OSCS (Pandey
& Chawla, 2018). Other items considered
include the quality of the website used,
price, delivery timeliness as well as postpurchase customer support, if required,
all of which have been established by
prior researchers as important customer
satisfaction indicators (Cao et al., 2017;
Jain, Gajjar, Shah & Sadh, 2017). It is worth
noting that the lowest rated indicator on
customer satisfaction was online customer
support (M=3.15; SD=0.744), which closely
relates to the least ranked item under the
timeliness construct and relating to handling
of customer feedback within reasonable
time. Finally, online customers might be
less satisﬁed with the levels of support they
receive from online retailers especially in
the areas of exceptional handling, which is
usually where online retailers can gain and
retain customers as claimed by Pandey &
Chawla (2018).

The item bought was
worth the price
The look and the feel
of the item was as
advertised
The product enquiries
were responded to on
time
The ordered item was
delivered within the
speciﬁed time
The online customer
support was helpful

The payment method
was eﬃcient
The website was user
friendly
The shopping cart added
item quantities correctly
The item received was
correct
The product range met
my requirements

Mean

Std.
Dev.

3.57

0.517

3.53

0.540

3.52

0.659

3.49

0.718

3.44

0.656

0.833

3.25

0.770

3.21

0.756

3.20

0.899

3.15

0.744

The eﬀect of the four logistics service
factors on online customer satisfaction
(OSCS) was investigated in this study. A
multiple regression analysis was performed
to establish the eﬀect of each of the factors
on OSCS. First, scale reliability for all the
variables was tested using the Cronbach’s
Alpha. As illustrated in Table 4, all the
factors revealed high internal consistency
with a Cronbach’s Alpha greater than the
minimum 0.6 (Pallant, 2013).
TABLE 4: SCALE RELIABILITY

Constructs
Information quality
Order handling
Physical distribution
Timeliness
Customer satisfaction

TABLE 3: CUSTOMER SATISFACTION –
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

Factors

3.25

Reliability
(Cronbach’s
Alpha)
0.776
0.739
0.784
0.840
0.804

Validity of the data collection instrument was
tested using content validity and convergent
validity. The questionnaire relating to
logistics services such as information
quality, order handling, physical distribution
and timeliness were obtained from (Thai,
2013:120; Zailani et al., 2018:2608). Items
related customer satisfaction were obtained
from Zailani et al. (2018:2608-9). Thus,
content validity of the questionnaire items is
conﬁrmed. Convergent validity of the scale
items were also veriﬁed through factor
analysis and all factor loadings were above
954
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0.40 (see Appendix I) and without crossloadings as per Taherdoost (2016).

handling, physical distribution and timeliness
on OSCS were examined and illustrated in
Table 7. The statistically signiﬁcant (ρ<0.05)
predictors of OSCS were information quality,
order handling and physical distribution.
Timeliness was however not found to be a
signiﬁcant predictor of OSCS. The highest
predictors, based on the beta weights, were
order handling, physical distribution and
information quality, in that order.

The coeﬃcient of determination (R2=0.632)
reveals that 63.2 percent of the variance
of OSCS can be explained by the four
logistics factors, that is, information quality,
order handling, physical distribution and
timeliness, as illustrated Table 5.
Model ﬁtness was evaluated by examining
the ANOVA result, illustrated in Table 6. The
ANOVA result F(4, 95) = 40.829; ρ<0.05
was statistically signiﬁcant, implying that
the model is a good ﬁt of the data (Pallant,
2013).

Based on the multiple regression results,
the hypotheses test results are shown in
Table 8. H1, H2, and H3 were accepted,
while H4 was rejected, implying that online
shoppers did not consider timeliness to
be an important predictor of customer
satisfaction when order handling, physical

The eﬀect of information quality, order

TABLE 5: MODEL SUMMARYb

Model
R
1
.795a

R Square
.632

Adjusted R Square
.617

Std. Error of the Estimate
.30239

a. Predictors: (Constant), Timeliness, Information, Distribution, Handling
b. Dependent Variable: Satisfaction
TABLE 6: ANOVA

Model
1

Sum of
Squares
Regression
Residual
Total

df
14.933
8.687
23.620

Mean
Square
4
95
99

F

Sig.

3.733
.091

40.829

.000b

a. Dependent Variable: Satisfaction
b. Predictors: (Constant), Timeliness, Information, Distribution, Handling
TABLE 7: COEFFICIENTS

Model

1

(Constant)
Information
Handling
Distribution
Timeliness

Unstandardized Standardized
Coeﬃcients
Coeﬃcients
t
Std.
B
Beta
Error
1.127
.183
6.170
.178
.066
.281
2.710
.246
.084
.380
2.915
.202
.077
.313
2.622
-.068
.068
-.120
-.999

a. Dependent Variable: Satisfaction
955

Sig.
.000
.008
.004
.010
.320

Collinearity
Statistics
Tolerance

VIF

.359
.228
.271
.268

2.783
4.384
3.691
3.729

distribution and information provided is
suﬃcient.

terms of convenience in order placement,
and the delivered item should be damage
free. The result supports Cao et al.
(2017), as well as Liu et al. (2008), who
argued that customer service is a key
determinant of customer satisfaction.
Information quality and timeliness have
lower levels of satisfaction implying that
retailers should put more eﬀorts in this
area, especially in response times and
support, as well as item traceability, where
customers are less satisﬁed. The ﬁndings
support Cao et al. (2017), Mckinney et al.
(2002), Jain et al. (2017) and Thai (2013)
studies regarding information quality as
a factor to be considered when shopping
online. Finally, timeliness was identiﬁed as
logistics service factor considered by online
shoppers, as also identiﬁed by Jain et al.
(2017). Therefore, this study highlights the
areas where customers feel more support is
required to improve their online experience
as customized handling, timely response to
customer queries, on time delivery among
others.

TABLE 8: HYPOTHESES TESTING

Hypotheses
H1: Information quality
positively inﬂuences
online shopping customer
satisfaction.
H2: Timeliness positively
inﬂuences online shopping
customer satisfaction.
H3: Eﬀective physical
distribution positively
inﬂuences online shopping
customer satisfaction.
H4: eﬀective physical
distribution positively
inﬂuences online shopping
customer satisfaction.

Test result
Supported

Rejected

Supported

Supported

DISCUSSION
The objectives of this study were to
establish logistics service factors and the
likely inﬂuence the factors have on OSCS.
The logistics factors identiﬁed include
information quality, order handling, physical
distribution as well timeliness of the online
shopping service. Physical distribution,
which is related to the shipping of the item
bought online, was the area where customers
indicated that they were most satisﬁed. This
would imply that customers are generally
satisﬁed; online retailers should continue to
focus eﬀorts here to maintain and improve
the service. The ﬁndings support Cao et
al.’s (2017), Ewuzie’s (2016) and Uvet’s
(2020) studies which established a strong
positive association between shipping and
satisfaction of online shoppers. Online
shoppers identiﬁed order handling as the
second most satisfactory logistics service
factor, implying that they expect the
goods bought online to be received in the
condition promised, consistently and within
reasonable times. As such, online retailers
should invest in order handling facilities
or contract providers with appropriate
infrastructure to handle the process and
deliver online shoppers’ expectations in

The eﬀect of the four logistics service factors
on customer satisfaction was investigated
through the four hypotheses. It is established
that physical distribution, order handling and
information quality independently inﬂuence
OSCS positively supporting Liu et al.’s
(2008) study. According to Chen and Chou
(2011) provision of high quality information
on the website reduces information
asymmetry problems among shoppers and
promotes satisfaction. Similarly, Lin and
Sun (2009) argued that online shoppers
require information regarding customer
support and returns policy to be considered
as quality information. It is therefore critical
that the online shopping platform be easy
to navigate, contain all the information
which may be required by customers and
be able to provide answers to possible
queries, as well as be quick loading and
responsive. Upon receiving all the relevant
information, online shoppers are likely to
be satisﬁed when their order is handled
properly in terms of accuracy, convenience
and is damage free, as also claimed by Thai
956
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(2013) and Zailani et al. (2018). The online
retailer therefore needs to ensure accuracy
in terms of delivering the right product, in
the right condition, at the right time, in the
right place, in the right quantities, to the right
customers at the right price, also known as
the ‘seven rights of logistics’ (The Chartered
Institute of Logistics & Transport UK, 2019).
Physical distribution was also identiﬁed
as an important determinant of OSCS in
terms of consistent and reliable service,
documentation and delivery performance.
This ﬁnding supported previous studies by
Liu et al. (2008) as well as Daniel (2020),
who claimed that online shopping in South
Africa can grow signiﬁcantly if delivery
issues especially to townships can be
addressed. Unexpectedly, timeliness did
not have a statistically signiﬁcant eﬀect on
OSCS. Although the result did not support
Jain et al. (2017) and Zailani et al. (2018)
who claimed that timeliness was positively
linked to OSCS, it supported Liu et al.’s
ﬁndings (2008). This might imply that online
retailers in South Africa have an opportunity
to stimulate online purchases by investing in
timely delivery, even to the extent of same
day delivery that Amazon has achieved in
the United States through UPS (Cohan,
2019).

inﬂuences customer satisfaction, which is
likely to determine future purchase intention
(Cao et al., 2017). (2) The online platform
should provide all reliable information
related to the order and traceability to help
online shoppers to make the right purchase
decision and increase their satisfaction.
(3) Online retailers should invest in an
eﬀective and eﬃcient delivery system that
meets the needs of customers in terms of
delivering the item in the right condition
to the right place and the right customer.
(4) Although timeliness did not have a
signiﬁcant inﬂuence on OSCS, it remains
a key construct in logistics service quality
and online retailers should examine how to
measure it appropriately. It could also be
that this was not an issue of concern among
the sampled respondents.
Areas for future research
The current study is limited to the views of the
sample that were collected at a single point
in time and could be expanded to enable
comparison between diﬀerent shoppers,
as well as diﬀerent shopping platforms, to
establish speciﬁc requirements in speciﬁc
markets. A longitudinal study is suggested
in future to monitor how the views of
customers change over time and whether
the model also varies. This will also enable
the early identiﬁcation of changing consumer
requirements and enable adjustment to
the online service oﬀering. As the study
is based on customers who are online
shoppers, it might be interesting to expand
the research to non-shoppers to examine
their reservations and reasons for not using
online shopping services, and establish
what might be done to win them over as
customers. In future, more logistics variables
can be included to measure perceptions of
the quality of logistics service oﬀered in the
South African e-commerce sector to identify
speciﬁc areas of importance to customers.

CONCLUSION
Managerial implications
Logistics service factors that have the
potential to inﬂuence OSCS were identiﬁed
in this study as physical distribution of
the items bought online, eﬀective order
handling, quality of the information
provided to online shoppers as well as
timeliness of the online shopping service.
Further analysis established that physical
distribution, order handling and information
quality as the factors with signiﬁcant
inﬂuences on customer satisfaction. These
ﬁndings inform online retail managers that
(1) success in online shopping depends on
the logistics systems related to the ordering,
distribution and delivery of the items bought
online. This is because logistics service
factors like physical distribution, order
handling and information quality positively
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Order placement was
convenient
Service performance was
consistent
Goods were delivered safely,
intact and damage free
Documentation was reliable
and error free
Reliability, regularity, ﬂexibility
and availability of service
Timeliness of shipment pickup and delivery
Customers’ feedback is
handled within reasonable
time
Transportation time was
reasonable
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APPENDIX I: FACTOR LOADINGS
Factor
Factors
loadings
The website was user friendly
.771
The product range met my
.693
requirements
The product enquiries were
.726
responded to on time
The online customer support
.649
was helpful
The shopping cart added item
.762
quantities correctly
The payment method was
.712
eﬃcient
The ordered item was
delivered within the speciﬁed
.797
time
The item received was correct
.725
The look and the feel of the
.717
item was as advertised
The item bought was worth
.732
the price
Order information was
.623
available
Shipment was traceable
.740
Reliability of order information
.753
The order was received
in good condition (free of
.745
damage, fault or loss)
The order handling process
.672
was consistent
The total order cycle time was
.810
reasonable
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.707
.683
.775
.683
.733
.792
.816
.729

DOES CELEBRITY
ENDORSEMENT
INFLUENCE BRAND IMAGE
AND RECALL? INSIGHTS
FROM FAST-FOOD
CONSUMERS IN HARARE,
ZIMBABWE

and trustworthy and those who demonstrate
a high degree of expertise in the endorsed
brands. The study recommends that further
studies be conducted in other sectors and
cities in Zimbabwe and other developing
countries.
Keywords: brand awareness, celebrity
endorsement, celebrity marketing, Zimbabwe
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INTRODUCTION
The modern world is very competitive
and consumers are faced with a clutter
of marketing communications (Anwar &
Jalees, 2017; Jung & Heo, 2021; Malik &
Sudhakar, 2014; Saini & Singh, 2020).
Gaining the consumers’ attention in such
a competitive environment is a daunting
task for marketers. As organisations
face aggressive competition, the use of
celebrity endorsement in advertisements
has been regarded as one of the eﬀective
promotional tools to inﬂuence the behaviour
of consumers. For many years, celebrity
endorsement has been employed by
organisations to position their brands in
the minds of consumers by exploiting such
qualities as attractiveness, trustworthiness
and expertise of the celebrities (Khan
et al., 2016; Malik & Sudhakar, 2014;
Mayningsih et al., 2021; Schimmelpfennig
& Hunt, 2020; Spry et al., 2011; Zakari et
al., 2019). Celebrity endorsement refers
to an organisations’ promotional strategy
in which a famous and prominent person
appears in advertisements promoting and
endorsing an organisations’ products or
services. Celebrity endorsement is an
eﬀective approach and strategy for building
brand image in the mind of the targeted
consumer because celebrity endorsers are
always present in the media. It is an eﬀective
marketing tool that assists organisations in
positioning and repositioning their brands
in the targeted market (Majeed et al., 2020;
Malik & Sudhakar, 2014; Mittal, 2017;
Schimmelpfennig & Hunt, 2020). Marketing
communication messages endorsed by
celebrities tend to appeal better to and
are recalled more by consumers than

Mr. Masimba Manyangara
Zimbabwe Parks and Wildlife
Management Authority
Harare, Zimbabwe
E-mail: nmanyangara@zimparks.org.
zw
ABSTRACT
This study sought to investigate the eﬀect of
celebrity endorsement (in terms of celebrity
attractiveness, celebrity trustworthiness
and celebrity expertise) on brand image
and brand recall in the fast-food industry
in Harare, Zimbabwe. A cross-sectional
survey of 384 consumers was conducted.
Respondents were randomly intercepted
as they walked out of four major fastfood outlets. Data was collected using a
structured questionnaire with Likert type
questions. Research hypotheses were
tested using structural equation modelling.
The study found that celebrity attractiveness
positively inﬂuenced both brand image and
brand recall. It was also found that celebrity
trustworthiness had a positive eﬀect on both
brand image and brand recall. Celebrity
expertise was also found to positively
inﬂuence both brand image and brand
recall. It is, therefore, recommended that
fast-food retail managers adopt celebrity
endorsement as a marketing tool to enhance
brand image and brand recall. When doing
so, fast-food retail managers are advised to
select celebrity endorsers who are attractive
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those endorsed by non-celebrities (Anwar
& Jalees, 2017). Celebrity endorsement
is a popular marketing strategy to build
brand image and create brand recall (Chan
et al., 2013; Majeed et al., 2020; Malik &
Sudhakar, 2014; Mayningsih et al., 2021;
Pradhan et al., 2016; Schimmelpfennig &
Hunt, 2020).

local names such as Jah Prayzah, Alick
Macheso, Lorraine Guyo—popularly known
as ‘The Ndinyengeiwo Girl’, Comic Pastor,
inter alia as their brand endorsers.
PROBLEM INVESTIGATED
There are mixed reactions regarding the use
of celebrity endorsements in advertising.
Some managers have reported good returns,
while others have voiced concerns about
the use of celebrity endorsements (Erfgen
et al., 2015; Majeed et al., 2020; Mayningsih
et al., 2021; Shenje, 2017). Similarly,
notwithstanding the growing popularity of
celebrity endorsement in Zimbabwe, there
is still a paucity of empirical evidence on
celebrity endorsement on brand image and
brand recall in many developing countries
like Zimbabwe (Martey & Frempong, 2014;
Mudadi, 2018). The majority of studies
conducted mainly focused on the eﬀect
of celebrity endorsement on consumer
purchase intentions (Gupta et al., 2015;
Khan et al., 2019; Latif et al., 2011; Majeed
et al., 2020; Schimmelpfennig & Hunt, 2020;
Shenje, 2017; Wang et al., 2013). Therefore,
this study was conducted to narrow this
knowledge gap; thereby expanding the
frontiers of celebrity endorsement and
brand awareness literature. Conducting
this study tends to beneﬁt local fast-food
suppliers regarding the eﬀectiveness of
celebrity endorsement as a marketing tool
to enhance brand image and brand recall.

Brand image represents perceptions, views
and beliefs held by consumers towards a
brand. It distinguishes one brand from the
others. Brand image is concerned with the
consumer’s use of a particular brand to depict
their ﬁgurative meaning of consumption
and identity (Ateke et al., 2015; Sasmita &
Suki, 2015). Brand image is made up of the
reﬂected image of the brand and consumers’
inner image towards the brand (Malik et al.,
2016). A recognised brand image plays an
important role in marketing as it provides
consumers with conﬁdence and satisfaction
to use the brand (Lada et al., 2018). The
brand recall represents the ability of a
consumer to memorise or remember a
brand when making a purchase decision
(Baumann et al., 2015). Brand recall is a
critical key consideration for a successful
marketing campaign in the sense that it
results in brand equity and forms part of
the consideration set when consumers
make purchase decisions (Erfgen et al.,
2015). Given increased competition in the
business environment, coupled with many
competing brands, the ability of consumers
to recall a particular brand is essential in
the consumer decision-making process
(Baumann et al., 2015; Majeed et al., 2020).

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The main objective of the study was
to investigate the eﬀect of celebrity
endorsement on consumer behaviour. The
speciﬁc objectives of the study were:

Organisations have made substantial
ﬁnancial commitments towards celebrity
endorsement to promote, position and sell
their brands around the globe (Latif et al.,
2011; Majeed et al., 2020). Mittal, 2017;
Njuguna & Otieno, 2015; Schimmelpfennig
& Hunt, 2020). In Zimbabwe, celebrity
endorsement has also become a popular
marketing tool, especially in the fast-food
industry. Fast-food outlets such as Simbisa
Brands, Chicken Slice, Chicken Hut and
Mambo Chicken have used prominent

• To determine the eﬀect of celebrity
attractiveness on brand image
• To establish the eﬀect of celebrity
attractiveness on brand recall
• To determine the eﬀect of celebrity
trustworthiness on brand image
• To establish the eﬀect of celebrity
trustworthiness on brand recall
• To determine the eﬀect of celebrity
963

expertise on brand image

form positive stereotypes towards attractive
celebrities. Hence, attractive endorsers
eﬀectively change consumers’ beliefs,
attitudes, thoughts and behaviour toward
a brand (Malik & Sudhakar, 2014). Thus,
this study ediﬁes the Source Attractiveness
Model by testing the eﬀect of celebrity
attractiveness on brand image and brand
recall. Brand image depicts beliefs and
attitudes toward the brand, while brand
recall represents consumer action.

• To establish the eﬀect of celebrity
expertise on brand recall
LITERATURE REVIEW, HYPOTHESES
AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Celebrity endorsement has been practised
in advertising for many years. Thus, the use
of celebrity endorsement in advertising has
been there for many decades. As scholars
developed celebrity endorsement theories
(e.g., Hovland et al., 1953; McGuire, 1985),
the concept has evolved over the years. This
study applies the Source Credibility Model
(Hovland et al., 1953). Source credibility
is based on source expertise and source
trustworthiness. The Source Credibility
Model stipulates that the eﬀectiveness of
the endorser’s message conveyed depends
on the expertise and trustworthiness
of the endorser. The model shows that
information generated by a credible source
(the celebrity endorser) can inﬂuence the
receiver/consumer’s beliefs, attitudes,
thoughts and behaviour through a process
called internalisation. When famous people
endorse brands and are perceived by
consumers to be experts and trustworthy,
there is a likelihood for positive consumer
attitudes and behaviour towards the brands
(Malik & Sudhakar, 2014). Thus, this study
further enlightens the Source Credibility
Model by testing the eﬀects of celebrity
trustworthiness and attractiveness on
brand image and brand recall. Brand image
represents beliefs and attitudes toward
the brand, while brand recall represents
consumer action or behaviour.

Brand image represents perceptions, views
and beliefs of the consumer about a brand
(Ateke, 2015). Brand image is made up of a
reﬂected image of the brand and consumers’
inner image towards the brand (Malik et
al., 2016). A recognised brand image plays
an integral part in marketing as it provides
consumers with conﬁdence and satisfaction
to use the brand. Furthermore, brand image
positively inﬂuences the brand positioning
strategy of a organisations (Lada et al.,
2018; Malik et al., 2016).
Brand recall is the ability of the consumer
to remember and recognise a brand when
given a list of brands to choose from (Ndlela &
Chuchu, 2016). It is the ability of consumers
to remember brand attributes stored in their
memory when they are exposed to other
brands. Brand recall positively impacts
consumer purchase behaviour which in
turn generates sales for organisations.
Brands that command higher recall rates in
consumers tend to be purchased more than
those with lower recall rates (Baumann et
al., 2015; Erfgen et al., 2015).
Celebrity endorsement uses a well-known
individual by the public in advertisements;
the individual appears to recommend the
general public to use the brand (Majeed
et al., 2020; Martey & Frempong, 2014).
According to Ndlela and Chuchu (2016),
celebrity endorsement uses a famous
person who appears in an advertisement
using and endorsing the brand or product.
A celebrity can appear in an advertisement
giving positive testimonies on brand features
and beneﬁts and encouraging consumers

This study also applies the Source
Attractiveness Model (McGuire, 1985).
The model stipulates that the message
conveyed by a celebrity or endorser can
be eﬀective and eﬃcient depending on the
source’s knowledge, similarity, likeability,
and attraction to the consumers. The
model suggests that attractive sources can
inﬂuence consumers’ beliefs, attitudes,
thoughts and behaviour towards a brand. As
such, source attractiveness is an important
attribute in advertising. Consumers tend to
964
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to use the brand. Rana and Tuba (2015)
show that celebrity endorsement is a type
of branding or advertisement that features
a famous person who may be an actor or
actress. The celebrity endorser acts as
the ambassador of the brand. Celebrity
endorsers do attract and build brand
awareness among the consumers of the
brand. Makwana (2015) suggests that
sports athletes, models, singers, actors
and actresses, pop stars, entertainers,
and politicians are examples of celebrities
that may appear in adverts or commercials
endorsing the brand or product. This study
employs three dimensions of celebrity
endorsement: celebrity attractiveness,
celebrity trustworthiness, and celebrity
expertise as espoused in the Source
Credibility Model and Source Attractiveness
Model.

message holds (Khan & Lodhi, 2016; Khan
et al., 2019). Literature shows that celebrity
trustworthiness
positively
inﬂuences
consumers’ perceptions, views, beliefs, and
behaviour toward a brand (Chan et al., 2013;
Gupta et al., 2015; Malik & Sudhakar, 2014;
Majeed et al., 2020; Martey & Frempong,
2014; Mayningsih, 2021). Therefore, it is
hypothesised that:
• H3: Celebrity trustworthiness has a
positive eﬀect on brand image.
• H4: Celebrity trustworthiness has a
positive eﬀect on brand recall.
Celebrity expertise refers to the brand
endorser’s knowledge, proﬁciency, and
experience concerning the brand being
endorsed. For example, a tennis ball and
racquet organisations may use a tennis
player like Roger Federer to endorse the
products (Malik & Sudhakar, 2014; Martey
& Frempong, 2014). Literature suggests
that endorsing brands using celebrities with
expertise positively inﬂuences consumers’
perceptions, views, beliefs, and behaviour
toward the brand (Chan et al., 2013; Gupta
et al., 2015; Malik & Sudhakar, 2014;
Majeed et al., 2020; Martey and Frempong,
2014; Mayningsih, 2021). Therefore, it is
hypothesised that:

Celebrity attractiveness not only considers
the physical or facial beauty of the celebrity
but non-physical beauty attributes that
include charm and intelligence. Thus,
celebrity attractiveness encompasses both
physical and non-physical beauty attributes
(Martey & Frempong, 2014). Literature
suggests that attractive celebrity endorsers
positively inﬂuence the perceptions, views,
beliefs and behaviour of consumers
toward a brand (Chan et al., 2013; Gupta
et al., 2015; Majeed et al., 2020; Malik &
Sudhakar, 2014; Martey & Frempong,
2014; Mayningsih, 2021). Therefore, it is
hypothesised that:

• H5: Celebrity expertise has a positive
eﬀect on brand image.
• H6: Celebrity expertise has a positive
eﬀect on brand recall.
Based on the foregoing hypotheses, the
conceptual framework is presented in
Figure 1.

• H1: Celebrity attractiveness has a
positive eﬀect on brand image.
• H2: Celebrity attractiveness has a
positive eﬀect on brand recall.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Questionnaire design and measures
The questionnaire was divided into
six
sections,
namely
demographic
characteristics
of
the
respondents,
celebrity attractiveness (CA), celebrity
trustworthiness (CT), celebrity expertise
(CE), brand image (BI) and brand recall
(BR). The characteristics of the respondents
include gender, age and income. Items
used to measure the study constructs were

Celebrity trustworthiness describes the
level at which the general public believes
and trusts what the celebrity endorser
says concerning the endorsed brand. It is
the brand endorser’s honesty, credibility,
and reliability about the claims they make
about the endorsed brand. Trustworthiness
also refers to the honesty, integrity, fairness
and credibility that the endorser of the
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derived from literature and modiﬁed to suit
the context of this study. Four items (CA1
– CA4) were used to measure celebrity
attractiveness (Anwar & Jalees, 2017; Khan
et al., 2019). Three items (CT1 – CT3) were
used to measure celebrity endorsement
(Kumar & Hundal, 2015). Three items (CE1
– CE3) were used to measure celebrity
expertise (Njuguna & Otieno, 2015). Four
items (BI1 – BI4) were used to measure
brand image (Mittal, 2017; Sasmita & Suki,
2015). Three items (BR1 – BR3) were
used to measure brand recall (Baumann et
al., 2015; Mittal, 2017; Njuguna & Otieno,
2015). Respondents were asked to rate
the extent to which they agreed with the
statements from all the constructs based on
a ﬁve-point Likert scale with the following
response categories: 1 (strongly disagree),
2 (disagree), 3 (neither agree nor disagree),
4 (agree), 5 (strongly agree).

consumers was taken in Harare. Consumers
of fast-food products were randomly
intercepted as they walked out of four major
fast-food outlets. The purpose of the study
was well explained to the respondents
before completing the questionnaire. It took
about 20 minutes for each respondent to
complete the questionnaire. As indicated
in Table 2, there were more males (56.3%)
than females. In terms of age, the majority
of respondents (85.4%) were aged between
16 and 35 years. Most of the respondents
(83.7%) were earning less than USD500.
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Scale validation
Measurement model ﬁt indices, standardised
factor loadings (λ), squared multiple
correlations (individual item reliabilities
[IIR]), critical ratios (CR), Cronbach’s
reliability (α), composite reliability (CRel)
and average variance extracted (AVEs)
were applied to assess convergent validity.
Results show that convergent validity was
attained.

Sampling and data collection
Harare, being the capital city of Zimbabwe,
has the highest population of urban dwellers
as compared to other cities in Zimbabwe.
The majority of fast-food outlets are located
in cities, and very few fast-food outlets are
located in rural areas. Therefore, this study
was conﬁned to fast-food consumers in
Harare. A cross-section of 384 fast-food

Using the Maximum Likelihood Estimation
(MLE) in AMOS, assessment of the
measurement model was based on ﬁt
indices, namely Chi-square/Degrees of
Freedom (χ2/DF), Goodness of Fit Index
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(GFI), Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index
(AGFI), Normed Fit Index (NFI), Tucker–
Lewis Index (TLI), Comparative Fit Index
(CFI) and root mean square error of
approximation (RMSEA). λ and IIR were
examined to identify items with λ less than
0.6 (Bagozzi & Yi, 1988) and items with
individual IIR less than 0.5 (Kuo et al.,
2009). After running the initial measurement
model, the following items were deleted due
to poor standardised factor loadings (λ <
0.6) and poor individual item reliabilities (IIR
< 0.5): CA4, CT2, BI1, and BR1. After rerunning, the modiﬁed measurement model
had a better and acceptable ﬁt as shown in
Table 1. As such, items CA4, CT2, BI1, and
BR1 were dropped from further analyses.

Table 2 presents λ, IIR, CR, α and CRel
from the modiﬁed measurement model.
AVEs are shown in Table 3. Results show
that λ ranged between 0.609 and 0.904,
thus above the minimum cut oﬀ point of 0.6
(Bagozzi & Yi, 1988). IIR ranged between
0.502 and 0.816 and thus were above the
minimum threshold of 0.5 as Kuo et al.
(2009) suggested. Critical ratios for all items
were large enough (CR> 2) and signiﬁcant
(p< 0.001) (Segars, 1997). Results indicate
that α ranged between 0.612 and 0.819
while CRel ranged between 0.687 to 0.826.
The values are within the recommended
cut oﬀ point of 0.7 for both α and CRel
(Nunnally, 1978; Segars, 1997). Fornell
and Larcker (1981) suggest that 0.5 is the
minimum point for AVE. Results in Table 5

TABLE 1 MEASUREMENT MODEL FIT INDICES

Fit
indices
χ2/DF
GFI
AGFI
NFI
TLI
CFI
RMSEA

Initial
measurement
model
3.124
.876
.871
.887
.899
.906
.053

Modiﬁed
measurement
model
2.245
.920
.908
.936
.941
.953
.044

Recommended
values

Sources

≤3.000
>0.900
>0.900
>0.900
>0.900
>0.900
<0.080

Hair et al. (2010)
Hair et al. (2010)
Hair et al. (2010)
Hair et al. (2010)
Hooper et al. (2008)
Hair et al. (2010)
Hair et al. (2010)

TABLE 2 Λ, IIR, CR, Α AND CREL

Constructs

Items
CA1
Celebrity attractiveness CA2
CA3
CT1
Celebrity
trustworthiness
CT3
CE1
Celebrity expertise
CE2
CE3
BI2
Brand image
BI3
BI4
BR2
Brand recall
BR3
Note:–CR is ﬁxed; *** p

Λ
.648
.696
.711
.609
.611
.666
.629
.647
.632
.693
.904
.835
.633

IIR
.589
.599
.606
.502
.505
.514
.561
.588
.581
.597
.816
.698
.584

967

CR
9.592***
10.686***
9.749***
9.858***
8.052***
9.156***
10.900***
10.382***

α

CRel

.819

.826

.612

.687

.747

.784

.727

.792

.791

.805

TABLE 3 M, SD, AVE AND SICC

Construct
M
SD
Celebrity attractiveness (CA) 1.947 .958
Celebrity trustworthiness
2.120 .993
(CT)
Celebrity expertise (CE)
2.090 .922
Brand image (BI)
2.037 .907
Brand recall (BR)
2.180 .978
Note: Diagonal elements in bold represent AVEs

CA
.570

CT

.476

.522

.407
.314
.401

.245
.192
.179

CE

BI

BR

.559
.102
.092

.636
.121

.619

TABLE 4 RESULTS OF HYPOTHESES TEST

Hypothesis
H1
H2

Hypothesised relationship
SRW
CR
Remark
Celebrity attractiveness → Brand image
.231
3.696*** Supported
Celebrity attractiveness → Brand recall
.555
6.138*** Supported
Celebrity trustworthiness → Brand
H3
.671
5.217*** Supported
image
H4
Celebrity trustworthiness → Brand recall
.654
6.431*** Supported
H5
Celebrity expertise → Brand image
.280
3.224** Supported
H6
Celebrity expertise → Brand recall
.169
2.519* Supported
Notes: SRW standardised regression weight, CR critical ratio, *signiﬁcant at p < 0.05,
**signiﬁcant at p < 0.01, ***signiﬁcant at p < 0.001
brand image and brand recall. Celebrity
trustworthiness had a signiﬁcant positive
eﬀect on both brand image and brand recall.
Results also show that celebrity expertise
positively inﬂuenced both brand image and
brand recall. Thus, all research hypotheses
were supported.

show that AVE ranged from 0.522 to 0.636
and thus acceptable.
Discriminant validity
Assessment of discriminant validity was
done by comparing AVEs against squared
inter-construct correlations (SICC). Table
3 show results on mean (M), standard
deviation (SD), AVE, and SICC. Results in
Table 3 show that conditions for discriminant
validity were satisﬁed. All AVEs were larger
than their corresponding SICC (Fornell &
Larcker, 1981; Segars, 1997).

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
Celebrity
endorsement
has
been
acknowledged as an important aspect in
enhancing brand image and brand recall
in the fast-food industry in Zimbabwe.
Therefore, to enhance brand image and
brand recall, it is recommended that
fast-food retail managers use celebrity
endorsements as a marketing strategy.
Managers are advised to use well-known
or famous people such as sports persons,
models, musicians, actors and entertainers
to act as brand endorsers or ambassadors
to boost brand image and recall, ultimately
improving their sales and market share.

Testing research hypotheses
Using MLE in AMOS, structural equation
modelling was executed to test research
hypotheses. Model ﬁt indices were
assessed to determine if they were within
the acceptable limits. Results show that
data ﬁtted well with the structural model: χ2/
DF = 2.213; GFI = 0.926; AGFI = 0.919; NFI
= 0.938; TLI = 0.943; CFI = 0.957; RMSEA
= 0.045 (Hair et al., 2010; Hooper et al.,
2008). Results in Table 4 show that celebrity
attractiveness positively inﬂuenced both

Special attention should be accorded
to celebrity attractiveness, celebrity
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trustworthiness and celebrity expertise
as drivers of brand image and brand
recall. As fast-food retail managers select
celebrities, they need to focus on attractive
physical attributes such as facial beauty
or handsome, and non-physical attributes
that include charm and intelligence. The
celebrity endorser and the message across
should be trustworthy, credible, honest,
truthful, and fair to instil public trust, thus
enhancing brand image and brand recall.
Fast-food retail managers are also advised
to select celebrity endorsers based on
their expertise in terms of knowledge,
proﬁciency and experience of the brand
endorsed. Thus, celebrity endorsers should
be knowledgeable and proﬁcient about the
brand and should demonstrate experience
in interacting with the brand beyond doubt
to positively impact brand image and recall.

when making purchase decisions.
The
study
found
that
celebrity
trustworthiness has a positive eﬀect on
the image of the brand. This suggests
that consumers tend to develop a positive
perception of the brand’s image endorsed
by a trustworthy celebrity. Thus, celebrity
trustworthiness is a crucial catalyst in
motivating consumers and making them feel
more conﬁdent in the image of the endorsed
brand. The study established that celebrity
trustworthiness positively inﬂuences brand
recall. This suggests that trustworthy
celebrities that appear endorsing brands
motivate the consumers to remember and
recall the brand. Thus, brands endorsed
by trustworthy celebrities will positively
grab the consumers’ attention and they
are likely to have a high degree of brand
remembrance at the time of purchase.

CONCLUSIONS
The study was conducted against the
backdrop of limited understanding of the
eﬀect of celebrity endorsement on brand
image and brand recall in many developing
countries like Zimbabwe. Similarly, there
are mixed ﬁndings regarding the use of
celebrity endorsements in advertising and
how it inﬂuences brand image and brand
recall. Against this background, the study
was conducted in Harare, Zimbabwe to
address this practical and theoretical
shortcoming.

The study found that celebrity expertise
positively inﬂuences brand image. In this
regard, celebrity endorsers who have
expertise in the endorsed brand provide
consumers with concrete information about
the oﬀered brand. Thus, consumers tend
to develop positive conﬁdence in brands
endorsed by expert celebrities because
consumers believe expert celebrities
provide correct information on the brand. It
was also found that celebrity expertise has
a positive eﬀect on brand recall. This implies
that celebrity endorsers who demonstrate
knowledgeability in the brand can enhance
the recall ability of the consumers when
making purchase decisions.

It was found that celebrity attractiveness
has a positive eﬀect on brand image. This
implies that attractive celebrities that appear
in adverts endorsing the brand are likely
to assist in creating positive brand image
and brand evaluations in the mind of the
targeted consumers. Likewise, attractive
celebrities that feature in advertisements
positively grab consumers’ attention
towards the image of the endorsed brand.
The study found that celebrity attractiveness
has a positive eﬀect on brand recall. Thus,
consumers are motivated to remember
or recall a brand that is endorsed by an
attractive celebrity. Likewise, the consumer
is likely to remember the endorsed brand

This study has limitations that provide future
research prospects. The study only focused
on the fast-food industry. It is, therefore,
recommended that future research focuses
on other sectors. The study was conducted
only in one city in Zimbabwe. It may be
worthwhile to conduct similar studies
in other cities in Zimbabwe and other
developing countries.
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CUSTOMERS’ BRAND
AWARENESS, BRAND
TRUST, AND BRAND
LOYALTY FOR PRIVATE
LABEL BRANDS IN SOUTH
AFRICA.

INTRODUCTION
The prominent rise of private label brands
over the years has not been achieved
easily by grocery retailers, since private
label brands have held the status of being
cheap alternates for manufacturer brands
(Dick et al, 1995). Traditionally, this has
been the perception of customers towards
private label brands. However, previous
research suggests that the growth of
private label brands naturally occurs during
tough economic conditions (Mukherji,
2017). During this period customers are
likely to have less disposable income and
their spending is limited. Therefore, they
are likely to opt for private label brands
over manufacturer brands. Even though
customers still question the quality and
reliability of these brands (Boon et al.,
2018). Grocery retailers are still left with the
mammoth task of convincing customers to
repeatedly opt for the purchase of private
label brands over manufacturer brands.
Hence, the objective of this present
study was to analyse customers’ brand
awareness, brand trust, and brand loyalty
of customers towards private label brands,
in the South African grocery retail sector.
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ABSTRACT
Private label brands have over the
years gained insurgence in the grocery
retail sector, creating opportunities for
grocery retailers to increase variety in
product oﬀerings for their customers.
Grocery retailers’ eﬀorts in creating brand
awareness, brand trust, and brand loyalty
are essential in building favorable customer
perceptions towards private label brands.
Therefore, in this paper, we explore South
African customers’ brand awareness, brand
trust, and brand loyalty for private label
brands. We used a convergent parallel
mixed-method approach, ﬁrst consisting of
a quantitative phase where 389 structured
questionnaires were collected and useable
to measure customers’ brand awareness,
brand trust, and brand loyalty for private
label brands; followed by the qualitative
phase using semi-structured interviews
with 10 grocery retail managers. The results
from both customers and grocery retail
managers indicated that customers were
aware of private label brands, revealing that
customers do not entirely trust private label
brands and as a result, they are attitudinally
loyal.

In South Africa, private label brands
amounted to R56 billion in sales for the
year 2019. In the process accounting for
22% of market share in the FMCG industry,
a 1% yearly increase from 2018 (21%) and
2017 (20%). This growth is accounted for
by the constraints in customer spending
as a result of continuous increases in fuel
prices and taxes (Biz Community, 2019).
Notwithstanding, that as more customers
become constrained, the more customers
shift their awareness towards private label
brands. In the future, grocery retailers can
strive to create more awareness and private
label products that customers see as
value for their money (Nielsen, 2014). For
this study, we argue on the importance of
grocery retailers analysing the components
of brand awareness, brand trust, and brand
loyalty to understand the strides made by
their respective private label brands, where
it is found that private label brands are on

Keywords: Private Label Brands, Brand
Awareness, Brand Trust, Brand Loyalty
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the path of growth (Nielsen, 2014; 2018; Biz
Community, 2019).

is essential for grocery retailers that oﬀer
private label brands as it improves and
retains product memory within the minds of
customers (Cunningham, 2018).

Since customers are said to be somehow
still skeptical of private label brands in favor
of manufacturer brands, they do so by
having ﬁrst evaluated both brands. Firstly,
customers will collect information about
both brands using their set criteria (Lamb et
al, 2015). For example, customers consider
the issue of private label brand pricing as
an indicator for their quality, where often
their lower pricing is associated with lower
quality. However, if grocery retailers are to
increase their pricing. As Nielsen (2014)
supports that grocery retailers in the future
might need to adjust their low pricing
strategies of private label brands. This will
however be contradictory to what customers
are familiarized with, the savvy pricing of
private label brands. In the process leaving
more uncertainty or approval by customers.

Lamb et al (2015) oﬀer that branding brings
a bond between customers and a product.
This is a result of eﬀective awareness,
reliability, and loyalty created by grocery
retailers to attract and maintain customers
in continuously purchasing private label
brands. Hence, branding is a multi-faceted
process. Whereby;
Brand awareness
Aaker (1996) in the words of Chi et al
(2009) understood that brand awareness is
the capability of a customer to identify and
remember a speciﬁc brand or product. For
customers to purchase private label brands;
they need to be aware of private label
brands (Barreda et al, 2015). Therefore,
when making purchasing decisions, the
customer can be able to identify and recall
private label brands and their related
products (Chi et al, 2009). Where 1) brand
recognition of private label bands – refers
to the capability of customers to recognize
a private label brand from manufacturer
brands (Aaker, 2000). 2) Brand recall–A
situation where customers easily recall a
brand without being aided (Aaker, 2000).
As a result, Kaiser (2014) suggests that
grocery retailers currently oﬀering private
label brands, in current states can no longer
be alternates of manufacturer brands. In
support, Rubio et al (2014) stressed the
signiﬁcance of grocery retailers in investing
towards communicating to customers about
their private label brands. As a result, Rubio
et al (2014) commend grocery retailers who
communicate their private label brands
as their private label brands have taken
oﬀ. Therefore, those that have minimally
invested in brand awareness activities;
their private label brands have somehow
struggled to compete with manufacturer
brands.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND
HYPOTHESES
Branding
According to Lamb et al (2015), a brand
can be identiﬁed as a name, term, symbol,
a design, or an arrangement of the
abovementioned. A brand, therefore, exists
to set apart a grocery retailer’s private
label product from the already established
manufacturer brands. This presents grocery
retailers with an opportunity to choose
the names and logos for their private
label products (Geyskens et al, 2018).
Furthermore, they can choose to use the
grocery retail name or create a distinct name
for their private label brands that customers
will identify with. In addition, branding thus
enables grocery retailers to set apart their
private label brands from manufacturer
brands and making them recognisable
towards customers (Roper and Parker,
2006). In their book, Lamb et al (2015) write
that branding results in customers forming
positive relations, increased conﬁdence,
and familiarity in a brand. As a result, this
allows grocery retailers to attain increased
support, in the process increasing private
label brands sales. In addition, branding

The conclusions of Barreda et al (2015)
aﬃrm that brand awareness is essential for
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achieving other brand elements. Therefore,
brand awareness lays an important
foundation for brand trust and brand loyalty
(Chi et al, 2009; Rubio et al, 2014). As a
result, customers will positively identify and
be familiarized with private label brands.
The ﬁndings of Chi et al (2009) conﬁrm
the ﬁndings of Aaker and Keller (1990)
that brand awareness leads to other brand
elements, aﬃrming the positive relatedness
with brand loyalty. Agreeing with previous
research, Mathews et al (2014) in the
words of Han et al (2015) further aﬃrm that
the positive reputation created via brand
awareness constitutes brand trust and
brand loyalty amongst customers. Hence,
retailers are expected to strive to create
positive communication for their brands.

brands. 1) Chinomona (2016) oﬀers that
South African brands can build brand trust
through extensive brand communication
with their customers to a point where
customers perceive private label brands to
be trustworthy. Therefore, customers grow
conﬁdence and trust in the brand meeting
their needs (Erkmen and Hancer, 2019).
2) The practical implications of Han et al
(2015) oﬀer that managers of retailers
ensure that measures are in place to make
certain that private label brands deliver their
quality promise to customers. In this regard,
increasing customers’ trust towards a brand.
3) Doney and Cannon (1997) in Kabadayi
and Alan (2012) postulate that achieving
brand trust can be viewed as the process
where grocery retailers ensure customers
of the following: safety, honesty, and
reliability in the brands they consume, thus,
brand trust will be automatically created.
The conclusions and recommendations
of Kabadayi and Alan (2012) importantly
posit retailers understand that brand trust
is aﬀected by customers’ experience with
private label brands.

H1: Customers’ demographic variables are
more likely to aﬀect awareness of private
label brands.
Brand trust
Brand trust for this present study can be
deﬁned as the amount of conﬁdence that
customers have in private label brands
towards their satisfaction, according
to private label brands’ functionality
(Chinomona, 2016). Song et al (2019) allude
that brand trust entails customers having a
positive emotional attachment to a brand,
in this regard private label brands. Roberts
(2004) in the words of Song et al (2019)
aﬃrms that brand trust amongst customers
is party to positive awareness about the
private label brand. In support, it is argued
that grocery retailers actively expose their
private label brands to customers. In this
case, such exposure leads to increased
brand awareness of private label brands
amongst customers, in turn, customers
repeatedly purchase private label brands to
a point that they trust their provision to satisfy
their needs (Su and Rao, 2010; Saarkjarvi
and Samiee, 2011, in Chinomona, 2016).

H2: Customers’ demographic variables are
more likely to aﬀect brand trust for private
label brands.
Brand loyalty
Brand loyalty according to Oliver (1999)
in Pappu and Quester (2016) can be
seen as the behaviour by a customer to
actively purchase and re-purchase a brand
continuously, in the process advocating
for its value (Mao, 2010). However, brand
loyalty is also distinguished by scholars,
behavioural and attitudinal brand loyalty.
Behavioural brand loyalty is the process of
actively frequenting a brand purchase (Odin
et al, 2001), this loyalty can be measured
through apparent behaviours. Whereas
attitudinal brand loyalty comprises the
customer’s intended intention to be loyal to
that brand reasoning from the advantages
associated with the brand (Dekimpe et al,
1997). Brand loyalty allows the customers
to be consistent in the purchase of the
speciﬁc brand, no matter the change in

Matzler et al (2008) in their study suggested
that retailers build strategies that result
in customers being personally attached
and committed to the use of private label
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situations; they are loyal to the brand
(Palazon and Delgado, 2009, in Song et al,
2019). Meanwhile, to reach the process of
brand loyalty, the customer places utmost
trust in the brand and its oﬀering in this
case private label brands (Moorman et al,
1992) in (Song et al, 2019). However, the
managerial implications of Han et al (2015)
suggest that the foundation of brand loyalty
is customer satisfaction.

more likely to aﬀect brand loyalty for private
label brands.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
To explore customers’ brand awareness,
brand trust and, brand loyalty of customers
towards private label brands in South
Africa, we resort to the use of a mixed
methodology approach. Bryman & Bell
(2011:62) deﬁne a mixed method research
as a blend of qualitative and quantitative
research methods. For this study, this
method allowed the researcher to collect
and analyze quantitative data from
customers and qualitative data from retail
managers separately and then triangulating
both methods.

To create brand loyalty for private label
brands, grocery retailers can partake in
the following; 1) grocery managers need
to ensure the satisfaction of customers
with private label brands (Han et al, 2018),
2) Understanding the needs of customers
and meeting their expectations (Coelho
et al, 2018), 3) Managers should strive to
establish emotional connections between
customers and their private label brands;
thus, leading to customers being attached
with the brand (Song et al, 2019; Han et
al, 2018). This eventually leads to brand
loyalty. 5) Fournier (1994); (1998); Ching
and Chang (2006) in Zehir et al (2011)
maintained that ﬁrms need to create and
maintain consumer-brand relationships,
since it helps facilitates brand loyalty. Such
actions can thus help grocery retailers to
retain and lure new customers to purchase
their private label brands, hoping that
they will positively perceive PLBs, and in
the process be loyal towards them. Aaker
(1991) as cited by Ishak and Ghani (2013)
presumes that when customers are closely
associated with a brand, they are more
likely to be loyal to it. Hence, Aaker (1991)
in Ishak and Ghani (2013) classiﬁed loyalty
in the following ascending stages:

A structured questionnaire and interview
schedule were developed to collect data
from both customers and grocery retail
managers in the eThekwini Municipality,
which is the third biggest municipality
in South Africa after Johannesburg and
Cape Town respectively. Customers were
systematically sampled, while judgement
sampling was used in sampling grocery
retail managers. The sample size for this
study was determined by employing the
following techniques: the 1970 Krejcir
& Morgan sampling table was used in
determining the acceptable sample size
of customers to collect data from. Where
for a population of 1 million, Krejcir and
Morgan’s (1970) table cited in Sekaran
and Bougie (2013) aﬃrm that 384 is an
acceptable sample to draw generalization
of a population above 1 million. Data were
collected from 389 customers through
structured questionnaires and from 10
grocery retail managers via face-to-face
interviews; where data were collected from
grocery retail managers till saturation was
reached after interviewing 10 grocery retail
managers (Faulkner and Trotter, 2017).

• Non- customer: buy the brands of
competitors.
• Price switcher: sensitive to price.
• Passive loyal: as a result of habit.
• Fence sitters:
several brands.

indiﬀerent

Customers who were 18 years and older
were approached to participate in the study.
To analyse customers’ brand awareness,
brand trust, and brand loyalty towards private
label brands, 5-point Likert scales were

between

• Committed: honestly loyal.
H3: Customers’ demographic variables are
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adopted. Where; (1) strongly disagree, (5)
strongly agree. Each Likert scale measured
all three brand elements: 5 statements
measuring brand awareness, 5 statements
measuring brand trust, and 5 statements
measuring brand loyalty. Then, an interview
schedule was used in collecting data from
grocery retail managers. The interview
schedule included three sections: brand
awareness, brand trust, and brand loyalty.
Where retail managers were asked diﬀerent
questions about the three elements.

using descriptive statistics to present
demographic variables of customers. In
addition, inferential statistics were also
used in this study; where one-way ANOVA
and the Spearman’s rank correlation
were used to determine the signiﬁcant
correlations and the signiﬁcant diﬀerences
between demographics and variables of
brand awareness, brand trust, and brand
loyalty. Lastly, content analysis was used
in analysing qualitative data obtained from
grocery retail managers.

The next step entailed testing if all items
on the questionnaire were reliable, where
internal reliability was used. The Cronbach’s
alpha coeﬃcient was employed in testing
the reliability of items on the questionnaire
(Cronbach, 1946 in Sekaran and Bougie,
2013). This included pretesting the
questionnaire with 20 customers. Then, The
SPSS version 25 statistical package was
used in computing and testing the Cronbach
alpha coeﬃcient, where an alpha of 0.798
was attained, between 0.5 – 1, considered
to be an acceptable level of internal
consistency and showing higher reliability
of the statements in the questionnaire.
Further indicating that the instrument was
dependable. In addition, 5 experts were
used to test the interview schedule and its
questions to avoid ambiguous questions
when interviewing grocery retail managers.

Following the collection and analysis of
quantitative data obtained from customers,
followed by the collection and analysis
of qualitative data from retail managers.
Interestingly, the use of the convergent
parallel mixed method approach allowed
the researcher the opportunity to interpret,
cross-validate, and substantiate the results
from both approaches (Sekaran and
Bougie, 2013).

Data was then collected, the researcher
administered the questionnaires in the
following regions of the municipality, starting
in the Northern region (100), Southern
region (100), Western region (100), and
Central region (89). Self-Administering
389 questionnaires in total. Following
the collection of quantitative data from
customers, qualitative data were obtained
from 10 grocery retail managers by the
researcher, where grocery retail managers’
responses were transcribed and diarized.
Moreover, data was analysed; Statistical
package for social sciences (SPSS) version
25 was employed in entering and coding
the quantitative data into the variable
view of SPSS. Then, data were analysed

Table 1 represents the grading of customers’
brand awareness, brand trust, and brand
loyalty. Where the ﬁrst column represents
the grading of whether customers have
either positive, neutral, or negative
brand awareness, brand trust, and brand
loyalty. Furthermore, individual items on
the questionnaire were scored from the
developed Likert scales measuring brand
awareness, brand trust, and brand loyalty.
In addition, after the single items were
scored, the mean scores were computed;
where if customers obtained a mean score
of 2.5 and less than indicated they had
a low, 2.6 to 3.5 indicated that they were
neutral and 3.6 or more meant customers
had a high brand awareness, brand trust or

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
TABLE 1: BRAND AWARENESS, BRAND
TRUST, AND BRAND LOYALTY GRADING
TABLE

Grading
High
Neutral
Low
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Mean
3.6 and above
2.6 to 3.5
2.5 and less

Median
4 and 5
3
1 and 2

TABLE 2: CUSTOMERS PRIVATE LABEL BRAND AWARENESS

Private label brand awareness
Item
Q1
Q2

Q3
Q4
Q5

Label
I have some knowledge of
private label brands.
I am able to distinguish
private label brands from
manufacturer brands.
The promotional activities
allow me to easily recall
private label brands.
Private label brands are
hugely advertised.
I am only familiar with
manufacturer brands.

Low
(%)

Neutral
(%)

High
(%)

Mean
(M)

Standard
deviation
(SD)

1

2

97

4.83

0.516

1

3

96

4.8

0.592

19

14

67

3.78

1.452

56

18

27

2.42

1.463

93

2

5

1.41

0.879

brand loyalty.

Table 4 presents the descriptive statistics
of customers’ trust towards private label
brands. Where, it was found that the
statement “I will continue purchasing
private label brands” had a mean score of
4.14, suggesting that participants were very
sure that they will continue using private
label brands. Therefore, the above results
suggest that though customers actively
purchase private label brands, they remain
unsure about their quality and satisfaction.
In support, grocery retail managers
indicated that customers show trust in their
store products brands because they are
always in high stock turnover due to the
high demand for their private label brands.

Table 2 shows the basic descriptive
statistics of customers’ private label brand
awareness. The main signiﬁcant ﬁnding
was the statement “I have some knowledge
of private label brands”, with a mean score
of 4.83. Indicating that customers were
highly aware of private label brands. Suﬃce
to state that also grocery retail managers
provided that customers are made to be
aware of private label brands, “We have
introduced adverts to attract and bring
awareness amongst customers about our
store branded products”. Thus, conﬁrming
the submission of customers regarding their
awareness for private label brands.

Table 5 presents the correlation of customers’
demographics against brand trust, to test
the signiﬁcant diﬀerence between brand
trust and demographic factors. One-way
ANOVA (F) and the Spearman correlation
test were used. The ﬁndings disclose that
there was a positive (rho= 0.141) and a
signiﬁcant diﬀerence (0.005) between brand
trust and the age groups of customers.
Correspondingly, a signiﬁcant correlation of
(0.005) was attained between brand trust
and the age groups of participants. The
above ﬁndings suggest that as customers
get older, they are probable to trust private

Table 3 proﬁles customers’ brand awareness
toward private label brands, one-way
ANOVA and the spearman correlation test
were performed against the demographics
of customers as shown in table 3 above. The
ANOVA (F) and Spearman Correlation test
found no statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence
and signiﬁcant correlation between brand
awareness and all demographic factors,
as all P-values were > 0.05. Therefore,
the results suggest that participants’ brand
awareness was not inﬂuenced by their
demographic characteristics. Yet, they are
aware of private label brands.
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TABLE 3: CORRELATIONS OF BRAND AWARENESS WITH DEMOGRAPHICS

Brand Awareness

(F)
Age group

Mean

18 – 23
24 – 29
30 – 34
35 – 39
40 -44
45 – 49
50 – 65

2.37
2.46
2.41
2.37
2.33
2.50
2.00

Primary
Secondary
Tertiary

2.50
2.42
2.40

R0 -R1, 583
R1, 584–R7,
167
R7,168–
R16, 417
R16, 418–
R33, 333
R33, 334–
R57, 333

2.41

Standard
p-value
deviation
2.00
2.00
0.485
2.00
2.00
0.531
2.00
3.00
0.610
2.00
2.00
0.541
0.859
2.00
3.00
0.730
2.50
2.00
0.535
2.00
2.00
0.001
Education Level
2.50
2.00
0.707
2.00
2.00
0.530
0.599
2.00
2.00
0.561
Monthly salary scales
2.00
2.00
0.510

2.43

2.00

2.00

0.540

2.34

2.00

2.00

0.587

2.55

3.00

3.00

0.605

2.75

3.00

3.00

0.500

2.34
2.44

Employment status
2.00
2.00
0.585
2.00
2.00
0.514

2.45

2.00

2.42

2.00

2.42

2.00

2.00

0.551

2.36

2.00

2.00

0.554

2.48

2.00

2.00

0.525

Employed
Unemployed
Partly
employed
Other
1–5
members
6–9
members
10 and
above

Median

Mode

2.00

0.530

Correlation
Rho

p-value

0.023

0.656

-0.020

0.700

0.79

0.012

0.815

0.276

0.056

0.273

0.601

0.019

0.708

3.00
0.559
Household size

Note: α 0.05= signiﬁcance level; *** = Correlation signiﬁcance level.
label brands. Moreover, a positive (rho=
0.121) was found, in addition, a signiﬁcant
diﬀerence of (0.01) was found and a
signiﬁcant correlation of (0.017). Indicating
the existence of a positive relationship

between brand trust and the monthly
salary scales of customers. These results
suggest that as the monthly salary scales
of customers increase, so does their brand
trust for private label brands. The results
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TABLE 4: CUSTOMERS TRUST FOR PRIVATE LABEL BRANDS

Brand trust for private label brands
Item
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10

Label
I will continue purchasing private
label brands.
Private label brands provide me
with satisfaction.
Private label brands do not
disappoint me.
Private label brands always deliver
on its quality.
I do not rely on the quality of
private label brands.

Low
(%)

Neutral
(%)

High
(%)

Mean
(M)

Standard
deviation
(SD)

14

10

75

4.14

1.398

36

15

48

3.13

1.589

43

14

43

3.04

1.616

50

15

36

2.66

1.525

62

8

31

2.43

1.674

were consistent with the literature. Erkmen
and Hancer (2019) who ascertain that
customers grow conﬁdence and trust in a
brand meeting their needs as they continue
consuming private label brand. In support,
Kabadayi and Alan (2012) importantly posit
that retailers understand that brand trust is
aﬀected by the customer’s experience with
private label brands.

the qualitative results from grocery retail
managers’ sample unquestionably have
conﬁdence that customers remain loyal
to their private label brands. Admitting
that customers repeated purchase of their
private label products signals for customers’
loyalty. However, Aaker (1991); Ishak and
Ghani (2013) who in the Aaker loyalty
ladder, opine that some consumers are not
brand loyal, but they are price switchers.
Interestingly, Diallo and Seck (2018), further
cement that customers prefer manufacturer
brands before considering private label
brands.

Table 6 is the presentation of the descriptive
statistics of customers brand loyalty for
private label brands, where the statement
“I repeatedly purchase private label brands”
had a high mean score of 3.91. This ﬁnding
resonates with the literature of Mao (2010)
who holds the view that brand loyalty
results from customers’ repeated purchase
and repurchase of a brand. Likewise,

Table 7 is an indication of the correlation
for brand loyalty against the age groups,
educational level, monthly salary scales,
employment status, and household sizes

TABLE 6 CUSTOMERS BRAND LOYALTY FOR PRIVATE LABEL BRANDS

Brand loyalty for private label brands
Item
Q11
Q12
Q13
Q14

Label

Standard
Mean
deviation
(M)
(S.D)

Low
(%)

Neutral
(%)

High
(%)

27

2

72

3.91

1.572

39

16

46

3.07

1.615

48

8

44

2.96

1.784

63

6

30

2.38

1.613

I repeatedly purchase private label
brands.
Private label brands always meet my
expectations.
I buy manufactured brands if they are
on special oﬀers.
I often convince others to purchase
private label brands.
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TABLE 5 CORRELATION OF BRAND TRUST WITH DEMOGRAPHICS

(F)

18 – 23
24 – 29
30 – 34
35 – 39
40 -44
45 – 49
50 – 65

1.97
2.07
2.15
2.26
2.38
2.63
1.00

Primary
Secondary
Tertiary

3.00
2.14
2.06

R0 -R1, 583
R1, 584–R7,
167
R7,168–R16,
417
R16, 418–R33,
333
R33, 334–R57,
333

1.98

Standard
p-value
deviation
2.00
1.00
0.839
2.00
3.00
0.825
2.00
3.00
0.828
2.50
3.00
0.828
0.005***
3.00
3.00
0.740
3.00
3.00
0.744
1.00
1.00
0.001
Education Level
3.00
3.00
0.001
2.00
3.00
0.824
0.224
2.00
3.00
0.836
Monthly salary scales
2.00
1.00
0.818

2.12

2.00

3.00

0.835

2.16

2.00

3.00

0.826

2.40

3.00

3.00

0.821

2.50

3.00

3.00

1.000

2.17
1.98

Employment status
2.00
3.00
0.559
2.00
3.00
0.841

2.19

2.00

2.09

2.00

2.05
2.09
2.06

2.00
2.00
2.00

Brand Trust

Age group

Employed
Unemployed
Partly
employed
Other
1–5 members
6–9 members
10 and above

Mean Median Mode

3.00

0.791

3.00
0.834
Household size
2.00
0.780
3.00
0.872
2.00
0.830

Correlation
Rho

p-value

0.141

0.005***

-0.056

0.269

0.01**

0.121

0.017**

0.927

0.001

0.997

0.601

0.019

0.708

Note: α 0.05= signiﬁcance level; *** = Correlation signiﬁcance level.
of customers. One-way ANOVA and the
Spearman rank correlation were used
to measure the strength and direction of
the relationship between brand loyalty
and the demographics of customers. The
results found a positive (rho= 0.101) and
a signiﬁcant diﬀerence of (0.04) between
brand loyalty and the monthly salary scales

of customers. Furthermore, a signiﬁcant
correlation of (0.047) was also found
between brand loyalty and the monthly
salary scales of customers, consequently,
indicating that a positive relationship exists
between the two variables. However, this
contradicts the literature of Dimitrieska et
al (2017), who in their study revealed that
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TABLE 7 CORRELATIONS OF BRAND LOYALTY WITH DEMOGRAPHICS

Brand Loyalty

(F)
Age group

Mean

18 – 23
24 – 29
30 – 34
35 – 39
40 -44
45 – 49
50 – 65

1.94
2.09
2.04
2.29
1.86
2.50
1.00

Primary
Secondary
Tertiary

3.00
2.06
2.03

R0 -R1, 583
R1, 584–R7,
167
R7,168–R16,
417
R16, 418–
R33, 333
R33, 334–
R57, 333

1.90

Standard
p-value
deviation
2.00
1.00
0.827
0.194
2.00
3.00
0.818
2.00
2.00
0.787
3.00
3.00
0.867
2.00
1.00
0.793
3.00
3.00
0.926
1.00
1.00
0.001
Education Level
3.00
3.00
0.001
0.505
2.00
2.00
0.805
2.00
3.00
0.841
Monthly salary scales
2.00
1.00
0.827
0.04*

2.14

2.00

3.00

0.806

2.05

2.00

3.00

0.833

2.25

2.00

3.00

0.786

2.50

3.00

3.00

1.000

2.05
1.93

Employment status
2.00
3.00
0.829
2.00
1.00
0.828

2.22

2.00

2.09

2.00

2.04
2.06
2.03

2.00
2.00
2.00

Employed
Unemployed
Partly
employed
Other
1–5 members
6–9 members
10 and above

Median Mode

3.00

Correlation
Rho

p-value

0.077

0.129

-0.027

0.601

0.101

0.047*

0.302

0.050

0.321

0.970

-0.001

0.988

0.783

3.00
0.834
Household size
3.00
0.830
3.00
0.120
3.00
0.850

Note: α 0.05= signiﬁcance level; *** = Correlation signiﬁcance level.
middle class to low-income earners would be
more likely to purchase private label brands
for convenience, customers are likely to be
loyal towards private label brands due to
their reasonable pricing than manufacturer
brands. Compared to high-income earners
who actively purchase manufacturer brands
due to their high-quality product ranges as
well as having the desired income to aﬀord

the higher prices.
CONCLUSION, LIMITATIONS,
AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE
RESEARCH
In this study, we discussed customers’
brand awareness, brand trust, and brand
loyalty for private label brands in South
Africa. The researchers pursued to analyse
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whether customers were aware, trust, and
loyal to private label brands. Hypotheses
H2 and H3, apart from H1 were statistically
signiﬁcant, surmising that theoretical
assertions are in line with ﬁndings from the
present study. The ﬁndings suggested that
customers were fully aware of private label
brands. Moreover, it was further found that
demographic variables had no association
with customers’ brand awareness for PLBs,
therefore ﬁnding no statistically signiﬁcant
diﬀerence. Thereafter, ﬁndings from grocery
retail managers advocated that customers
are constantly alerted of their store brands
through investments in brand awareness
campaigns. Whereby grocery retailers
continually undertake support activities that
create awareness among customers. As
Kaiser (2014) notes that grocery retailers
employ other strategies towards creating
brand awareness, such as social media
platforms, in the process have succeeded in
creating awareness for private label brands.
Moreover, the study of Barreda et al (2015)
conﬁrms that for customers to buy private
label products, there is a need for them to
be aware of private label brands. Therefore,
acknowledging that familiarity signiﬁcantly
inﬂuences a consumer’s choice through
several channels as it encourages private
label brands’ purchase.

However, H2 from the ﬁndings, brand trust
correlates with age groups and monthly
salaries of customers. Establishing that as
customers age and when their salary scale
improves, they are probable to trust private
label brands. Grocery retail managers in
this study strongly believe that customers
trust their private label products. This can be
explained by that elderly customers tend to
save in anticipation for the future and state
of the economy. Further deepening the rise
of private label brands in tough economic
conditions.
Regarding H3, ﬁndings revealed that
customers heavily rely on private label
brands during tough economic conditions
where private label brands are cheaper
than manufacturer brands. Such customers
are not loyal to private label brands.
Previous studies of Aaker (1991) conﬁrm
that customers in this present study are
attitudinally loyal, or they are price switchers
to private label brands, hence they frequently
purchase PLBs due to a situation of being
cheaper than manufacturer brands or being
forced by tougher economic conditions.
Henceforth, a correlation exists between
brand loyalty and the monthly salary scale
of customers. Suggesting that customers
are loyal to PLBs due to their monthly
salary scale. Yet, grocery retail managers
identify customers as being loyal towards
their private label brands since results
from the customers proved that customers
repeatedly purchase private label products.
In addition, Pappu and Quester (2016)
support that brand loyalty can be seen as the
behaviour of customers actively purchasing
and re-purchasing a brand continuously, in
this regard private label brands. Customers
in this study do regularly purchase private
label brands, as a result, that they are
mostly on special oﬀers (as indicated in
table 6, Q13). This can be the reason for
their association with private label brands,
not that they are satisﬁed with private labels.

From the ﬁndings of this present study,
customers repeatedly purchase private
label brands. However, it was established
that customers do purchase private
label brands but for the sole reason of
their cheaper prices when compared to
manufacturer brands. The present study
further revealed that customers do not
entirely trust private label brands. Hence,
Erkmen and Hancer (2019) provide that
customers grow conﬁdence and trust in a
brand meeting their needs as they continue
consuming it. Suggesting that as customers
constantly opt for the purchase of private
label brands, the potential connections
between customers and the brand come
into eﬀect in turn customers trusting private
label brands (Coelho et al, 2018).

This study has some limitations. First,
the study was limited to the eThekwini
Municipality, located in the Kwa-Zulu Natal
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province. Hence, the results for this study
cannot be fully generalized towards the
South African population at large because
customer perceptions might diﬀer from
region to region. In addition, the use of a
judgmental sampling approach in sampling
grocery retail managers constituted a
limitation for the study. This is because of
a non-probability sampling technique where
the sample was not representative of the
entire sample of grocery retail managers,
as it was not known to the researchers.

ethics committee to undertake this study
(Reg no: UZREC 171110-30). Furthermore,
participants were given an informed written
consent to sign when they agreed to partake
in this study.
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Further research should be aimed at
generating more knowledge on private
label brands in South Africa, understanding
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explore the impact of digital disruption to on
organisational culture.
Contribution of the study. This study sheds
much-needed light on the impact of digital
technology on the respective ﬁelds of
marketing, media and advertising; and
expounds the evolution that advertising and
marketing organisations and practitioners
need to undergo to remain viable in the
digital age.
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INTRODUCTION
The evolution in the deﬁnition of marketing
and advertising has been brought by
changes in the media landscape and
consumer behaviour, as well as our
understanding of the eﬀects of advertising
(Laczniak, 2016:351). The new deﬁnition
is encapsulated in a concept called
modern marketing. Green (2015) deﬁnes
modern marketing as “a holistic, adaptive
methodology that connects brands with real
customers and drives business results by
blending strategy, creative, technology and
analysis.”

ABSTRACT
Purpose of the study. The introduction of
digital technology to the broader marketing
and advertising landscape has brought
about many changes to the marketing and
advertising functions which are making
organisations to rethink their business
models and invest in new capabilities.
This study was conducted to explore the
impact of digital disruption on the marketing
and advertising functions and provide
recommendations on how to retool for the
digital age.
Method/Design. A qualitative study was
conducted, and a non-probability, simple
random, judgement sampling approach was
followed. The study took the form of semistructured interviews with practitioners from
marketing, advertising, media, production
and regulatory bodies.

Deighton (cited by Sheiner & Earon, 2019),
observes that in recent times clients have
shifted their reliance from advertising
agencies to IT (Information Technology)
solutions. Sheiner and Earon (2019) inform
us that “new technology has generated
rapid changes in consumer behaviour,
resulting in major changes in the marketing
ecosystem.” This is broadly called the digital
disruption of the advertising industry (Toefy,
2018). Utesheva, Simpson and CecezKecmanovic (cited by Sheiner & Earon,
2019) deﬁne digital disruption or disruptive
technologies as “those that cause a major
structural shift in an organization following
a linear developmental trajectory.” This
qualitative study looks at the impact of digital
disruption on the marketing and advertising
functions.

Results. The main ﬁndings indicated
that digital disruption has redeﬁned the
marketing and advertising functions. Digital
technology is exposing the shortcomings
of existing business models as well as
traditional media platforms like television.
New capabilities are required in order to
meet the needs of digitally savvy consumers
and to stave oﬀ competition from new agile
technology savvy competitors.
Limitations. Further research is required to
*Corresponding Author
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Marketing departments are faced with the
challenge of having to adopt new business
models to keep up with changing consumer
behaviour and a changing marketing
landscape (Edelman & Heller, 2015; Diez
& Beale, 2017). According to Mangani
(2003:295) “the growth of the internet has
altered the advertising industry’s business
model.” Clarke (2018c) concurs, “everything
has changed around us. The consumer
has changed, the media landscape has
changed, and our clients have changed.
Of course, we need to change the way
we operate.” This has resulted in a shift in
budget allocation from mass media to digital
and mobile media” (Kerr et al., 2015:391 &
Truong and McColl (2010:709).

74% of senior marketers list marketing data
and analytics capabilities as some of the key
criteria in selecting an advertising agency.
Kannenberg (2018) and Toefy (2018) advise
that technology has become a competitive
edge to agencies and cautions that unless
agencies are willing to partner with ad
tech companies to enhance their use and
understanding of technology, they will not
succeed in the digital age. Hull (2017) agrees
that in the digital age, organisations need
“technologists, consultants, storytellers,
copywriters, creative people, entrepreneurs
and data scientists to make sense of it all.”
PROBLEM STATEMENT
The advent of digital technology has
transformed traditional marketing and
traditional advertising as we know them
to digital marketing and digital advertising.
This transformation can be observed across
various aspects including the deﬁnition of
marketing and advertising, the tools and
resources required, as well as the skills
and competencies that marketing and
advertising professionals are required to
possess.

The migration from print and broadcast
to digital platform has been referred to
as the digital disruption of the advertising
industry (Mulhern, 2009:85). This shift
involves moving away from traditional,
linear advertising platforms like print and
television to on-demand, data-driven and
contextually relevant content that can exist
independently of news or entertainment
(Mulhern, 2009:86). Digital disruption
has resulted in the proliferation of media
channels and this has broadened the choice
for advertisers to include “print, television
(TV), internet, mobiles and video games”
(Maheshwari et al., 2018:193).
In South Africa, internet access has grown
from 18.5 million users in 2015 to 22.5
million users in 2017 and is expected to
reach 30 million users by 2020 (Van Zyl,
2015; Sha, 2017). Zhang et al. (2019:842)
attribute digital disruption to the growth in
internet access and the adoption of digital
technologies, whilst Taylor (2009:411)
argues that search engines like Google
and Yahoo! have changed the advertising
landscape and “technological advancements
like broadband have enabled the use of rich
media content by advertisers”.

The traditional concept of marketing
communications which served as a mass
communication tool for many decades,
linking brands with consumers is not valid
in the digital age because of their topdown, rigid nature as opposed to the open,
free-market place nature of the internet
(Mulhern, 2009:97). According to Long
(2018), Michael Buckley, Managing Director
of Accenture Interactive, opined that
marketing has become about experience,
and not just advertising campaigns. Long
(2018) argues that digital transformation
equips organisations with the capability
required to deliver end to end customer
experiences and to play a part at every
stage in the customer decision journey. This
approach enables you to aﬀect “call centres,
the frontline staﬀ, retail and commerce.”

Marketers are challenging advertising
agencies to display digital skills. In Anon. 2
(2017), a survey by eMarketer revealed that

These changes have raised questions
about the suitability the current skills and
competencies possessed by South African
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marketers and advertising professionals.
Some commentators feel that advertising
agencies are no longer valued partners to
marketers because they have lost relevance
(Satell, 2014; Hagel, 2016; & Hausman,
2015).

because of “greater adaptability of content,
more eﬃcient consumer targeting, and
higher reach per dollar.”
Some scholars have challenged this
deﬁnition of advertising provided by
Richards and Curran (2002). Johar
(2016:318) disagrees with the notion that all
advertising is paid for and that all advertising
is brand initiated. This is because some
“earned” advertising initiated by external
stakeholders and inﬂuencers such as
fashion bloggers is not paid advertising. A
research study conducted by Dahlen and
Rosengren (2016:340) found Richards and
Curran’s (2002) deﬁnition too narrow and
instead proposed to deﬁne advertising as
“brand initiated communication intent on
impacting people.” Another problematic
aspect of the Richards and Curran’s
(2002) deﬁnition is that brands no longer
communicate at consumers, instead they
engage in two-way conversations with
consumers on the internet and social media
(Johar, 2016:319), where consumers make
their opinions known and brands respond.

Thus, the problem that this study seeks to
address is the current uncertainty amongst
advertising
professionals,
regarding
relevant skills and competencies required
in the digital age.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Richards and Curran (cited by Dahlen &
Rosengren, 2016:334) deﬁne advertising
as “a paid, mediated form of communication
from an identiﬁable source, designed to
persuade the receiver to take some action,
now or in the future.” This is the most
common deﬁnition of advertising in modern
times (Eisend, 2016:353). Zia and Shazad
(2015:39) on the other hand, rely on the
International Chamber of Commerce’s
deﬁnition of advertising, which equates
advertising to a marketing tool used to win
consumers over by communicating product
beneﬁts.

The Marketing and Advertising industry are
undergoing digital disruption, as evidenced
by the growth in digital advertising. Finn
(2020c) states that “technology and digital
marketing are revolutionising the industry
and the way brands and agencies ﬁnd and
engage with consumers.” Dimitrova and
Mackay (2017:23) opine that “the internet
has been transforming all areas of everyday
life and the business environment for years.”
According to Maheshwari et al. (2018:193)
“technological advancements over the last
few decades resulted in the development
of new communication channels that
equipped advertisers with several modern
media options, namely print, television
(TV), internet, mobiles and video games.”
Some advertising agencies have embraced
this change whilst others are struggling to
adjust to this new advertising landscape. As
Mark Read, the Chief Executive Oﬃcer of
WPP posits, traditional, brand-led creative
is giving way to e-commerce and customer
relationship management (Spanier, 2018).

Traditional marketing communications
served as a mass communications tool
for many decades, linking brands with
consumers. Mulhern (2009:86) informs us
that this was based on ﬁve fundamental
assumptions
about
how
marketing
communications is consumed. Although
these assumptions have served marketers
well in the past, Mulhern (2009:97) argues
that they are not valid in the digital age
because of their top-down, rigid nature as
opposed to the open, free marketplace
nature of the internet.
Ha (cited by Mulhern, 2009:86) argues
that “traditional marketing communications
business still places much more emphasis
on branding and creative work than on data,
metrics, quantitative models and digital
technology.” Ma and Du (2018:327) argue
that digital advertising on the other hand,
adds more value than traditional advertising
989

The role of a Chief Marketing Oﬃcer has
changed signiﬁcantly in recent times. “The
CMO roles, scope and complexity is much
more intensiﬁed than it has ever been. In
uniquely owning the voice of the customer,
they are architecting customer experience,
digital
transformation
and
industry
innovation” (Rooney, 2018). This is because
marketing is increasingly becoming based
on data and technology (Price, 2017).
According to Williams (2017) “the talent
gap in digital marketing is the root cause of
unsuccessful campaigns.”

brands through increased penetration and
frequency. Leslie (2015) adds that the role
of advertising is “to inject a brand into the
cultural bloodstream and by doing so, books
a spot in the most important media of all:
people’s brains.” Zia and Shazad (2015:37)
opine that the main aim of advertising is to
drive sales. The other implication, according
to Victor Knaap, Chief Executive Oﬃcer of
MediaMonks, is that agencies today need to
be able to deliver “always-on, personalised
content” (Brownsell, 2018).
Fan et al. (cited by Ma & Du, 2018:326)
and Kerr et al. (2015:391) state that digital
advertising is the fastest growing form
of advertising. They deﬁne it as “paid
promotional messages that exist in digital
format and are distributed via the Internet.”
Rodgers and Thorson (2018:1) deﬁne digital
advertising as branded content that includes
“branded mobile apps, any branded content
that appears in social media contexts, and
messages from companies in the form
of blogs, tweets, Facebook posts, etc.”
Ha (cited by Truong & McColl, 2010:711)
deﬁne online advertising as content which
is placed on third-party websites such
as search engines as well as directories.
According to Kotha (2018:769) digital
advertising includes “content marketing,
marketing automation, AdWords, Search
Engine Optimisation (SEO), social media,
email marketing and website design.”

According to Long (2018) Michael Buckley,
Managing Director of Accenture Interactive,
argues that marketing has become about
experience, and not just advertising
campaigns. Long (2018) argues that digital
transformation equips organisations with
the capability required to deliver end to end
customer experiences and to play a part
at every stage in the customer decision
journey. Advertising agencies need to
realise that the aim of advertising is not to
win creative awards but to deliver consumer
experiences that create value. According to
Beasley (2016), Michael Farmer concurs
that “agencies continue to cling to the notion
that clients want creativity and service, but
what clients really want is shareholder value.
Agency executives have been completely
deaf to the economics.”
The traditional deﬁnition of advertising as
suggested by Richards and Curran (cited
by Dahlen & Rosengren, 2016:334) states
that advertising is “a paid, mediated form
of communication from an identiﬁable
source, designed to persuade the receiver
to take some action, now or in the future.”
This is the most commonly used deﬁnition
of advertising in modern times (Eisend,
2016:353). According to Zia and Shazad
(2015:39) the International Chamber
of Commerce deﬁnes advertising as a
marketing tool used to win consumers over
by communicating product beneﬁts. Ewing
and Jones (2000:337) argue that advertising
has two functions, namely the growth of new
brands and the sustainability of existing

Kotha (2018:776) argues that the advent
of digital advertising has broadened the
deﬁnition of advertising to include services
such as “Search Engine Optimisation
(SEO), Search Engine Marketing (SEM),
Content Marketing, Inﬂuencer Marketing,
Content
Automation,
e-Commerce
Marketing, Campaign Marketing, Social
Media Marketing (SMM), Social Media
Optimisation
(SMO),
email,
Direct
Marketing, Display Advertising, e-books,
Optical Disks and Games are becoming
more and more common in our advancing
technology.” TABLE 1 explains these
concepts further.
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TABLE 1: THE VARIOUS FUNCTIONS OF DIGITAL ADVERTISING

Function
Search Engine
Optimisation
(SEO)

Deﬁnition
Tweaking your website so that it comes up naturally or organically for
search results in Google, Yahoo or Bing.

Also known as “Paid Search Marketing” is a strategy to drive traﬃc
Search Engine
to your business, primarily through paid eﬀorts. It also includes
Marketing (SEM) Display Advertising, Search Retargeting & Site Remarketing, Mobile
Marketing and Paid Social Advertising.
Examples of content include blogs, white papers, e-books, case
studies, how-to-guides, question and answer articles, forums, news,
Content Creation
updates, banners, infographics, podcasts, webinars, videos, or
content for microblogging and social media sites.
A part of SEM and involves driving traﬃc to your sites or business
Social Media
through social sites like Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Pinterest,
Marketing (SMM)
Google+ and LinkedIn.
A part of SEM and you may use a variety of display advertising
Digital Display
formats to target potential audience, for example text, image, banner,
Advertising
rich-media, interactive, or video ads.
Retargeting and
A strategy to target customers who have already visited your website.
Remarketing
It is based on cookie technology.
Mobile Marketing Customising website, apps and content for mobile devices.
Interactive
A strategy to ensure advertising engages the potential customer in a
Marketing
conversation.
A strategy where unique content spreads exponentially online
Viral Marketing
because the content is appreciated, shared and liked immensely.
This is when you send a commercial message via email to potential
Email Marketing
customers.
This is a performance-based marketing program where you pay
Aﬃliate
publishers to bring you customers through their high traﬃc sites. Sites
Marketing
like Amazon, eBay, LinkShare and Flipkart run Aﬃliate Programs.
Digital Media
When a media agency develops a media placement and buying
Planning and
strategy to help marketers drive sales, conversions, awareness or
Buying
behaviour change.
It helps you collect, measure, understand, analyse, plan, report and
predict the web activities for your business. Examples of web analytics
Web Analytics
tools include Google Analytics, Spring Metrics, Woopra, Clicky, Mint
and Chartbeat.
Kotha, 2018:770
The adoption of digital advertising is largely
driven by a new type of consumer called
a digital native. Technology has enabled
marketers to understand how digital natives
consume media (Finn, 2020a). According
to Madinga and Maziriri (2018:1) digital
natives are very familiar and comfortable

with technology and the internet because
they grew up in the digital era. Bormane
and Batraga (2018:338) concur that today’s
consumers prefer convenient, interactive
media channels that can be accessed
anytime and anywhere. This has seen a
rise in the use of social media platforms by
991

marketers to reach consumers. According
to the 2014 World-Wide Worx report (cited
by Madinga & Maziriri, 2018:2) 93% of
major brands in South Africa use Facebook,
79% of them use Twitter, 58% use YouTube,
46% use LinkedIn, 28% use Pinterest while
less than 10% use Instagram.

and a seamless and consistent customer
experience.”
According to Green (2015) the impact of
digital transformation on the advertising
industry has resulted in a new deﬁnition
of advertising. This is encapsulated
in the concept of Modern Marketing.
“Modern marketing is a holistic, adaptive
methodology that connects brands with
real customers and drives business results
by blending strategy, creative, technology
and analysis.” (Green, 2015). Green (2015)
further states that modern marketing
“elevates customers brand experiences
at every touch point, builds personalised
connections with individuals, integrates
omni-channel strategy and tactics, adapts
to the evolution of the marketing landscape,
maximises eﬃciencies through technology
and automation, combines inbound
education with outbound promotion,
measures and analyses performance
and leverages integrative execution and
optimisation.”

Digital natives are known for sharing content
with others on social media platforms such as
Facebook, YouTube, Twitter and Instagram.
This sharing of digital content is called
viral marketing. According to Leskovec et
al. (cited by Madinga & Maziriri, 2018:1)
in viral marketing, consumers voluntarily
share information with their friends on
digital platforms, such as product or brand
information, resulting in much-needed word
of mouth publicity for brands.
Berman et al. (cited by Troung & McColl,
2010:710) concurs that many of today’s
mainstream advertisers do not fully grasp
the opportunities presented by digital
transformation. Kannenberg (2018) advises
that “while many of today’s traditional
agencies have started to expand their
digital focus and tech proﬁciency, their
progress hasn’t been enough to close the
extensive gap between their capabilities
and those of the more-savvy digital shops.
Creativity skyrockets unbound by the limits
of existing technology. True innovation
starts with the systems.” Graham (2018c)
explains that “VML absorbed sibling WPP
agency Rockﬁsh, a digital innovation shop
with e-commerce expertise that generated
$70 million in revenue in 2016, according
to the Ad Age Datacenter. VML told Ad Age
earlier this year it planned to put more of
an emphasis on artiﬁcial intelligence, virtual
reality and augmented reality in 2018.”

Mulhern (2009:87) states that digital
disruption has driven the evolution of
advertising into a networked information
economy.
A
networked
information
economy is diﬀerent from the mass
production economy of the twentieth
century. Unlike static media like radio and
print, a networked information economy
relies on digital content which is virtual
and can thus be reproduced and shared
by consumers. This content is modular
and can be consumed in bite size chunks,
unlike a newspaper which is indivisible. In a
networked, information economy marketers
can interact with consumers and collect
data on them.

Pham (2018) suggests that marketers need
to build a more integrated organisation
to improve marketing eﬀectiveness. The
beneﬁts of integration are “improved
operational eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness,
no more silos and better collaboration,
an omni-channel approach to marketing,
elevating the position of content to an asset,

Stewart (2004) and Trappey and Woodside
(cited by Ma & Du, 2018:327) state
that “as an interactive forum, the digital
environment allows consumers to respond
to advertisements immediately in the form
of media ‘likes’ and comments or online
purchases.” Chiagouris and Wansley
(cited by Taylor, 2009:416) add that one
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of the beneﬁts of interactive media is that
“consumers can move from awareness to
action quickly.”

website (Association for Communication
and Advertising). Table 2 is a list of the top
ﬁfty marketers and the top ﬁfty advertising
agencies in South Africa.

Taylor (cited by Truong & McColl,
2010:711) concurs that “new media’s
interactive technologies permit advertisers
to deliver an enhanced brand experience
to consumers by oﬀering online games,
instant feedback and content exchange,
resulting in improved impacts on consumer
behaviour.” McMillan et al. (cited by Taylor,
2009:415) concurs that interactivity is key
to the success of digital advertising, whilst
Raney et al. (2003), and Choi et al. (cited by
Taylor, 2009:415) argue that entertainment
value enhances the success of digital
media. Finn (2020a) opines that “digital
technology and social media has meant
that the sphere of inﬂuence is now more
varied and more niche, and brands are now
able to drill down to very speciﬁc interests.”

The research sample size for the qualitative
study was 15 participants (until saturation is
reached). These participants all hold junior,
middle and senior positions in advertising
agencies, advertising regulatory bodies
(IAB, MASA and ACA) media agencies,
publishing companies and professional from
the marketing industry. The participants
were all chosen because of their experience
in marketing, advertising and in the
functioning of client-agency relationships.
Saturation or redundancy was reached
after analysing six participant transcripts.
The non-probability sampling method was
used to arrive at the research sample in
this study. A consent form was emailed
to each of the participants informing
them of the qualitative study and asking
if they would be willing to participate. The
consent form also informed participants
of their right to refuse participation and
assured them of conﬁdentiality. Participants
then communicated their willingness to
participate in the study and emailed or
personally handed in a signed consent form
to the researcher.

According to Mullen (2018), delivering
a superior customer experience in the
digital age demands personalisation which
is made possible by close collaboration
between the marketing and customer care
departments. Personalisation is enabled
by design thinking. Mullen (2018) deﬁnes
design thinking as “a design methodology
that provides a solution-based approach to
solving problems…by understanding the
human needs involved, by re-framing the
problem in human-centric ways, by creating
many ideas in brainstorming sessions,
and by adopting a hands-on approach in
prototyping and testing.”

Once signed consent forms were received
from the 15 participants, the researcher
emailed the Discussion Guide to them. The
researcher contacted the participants to
schedule interviews. Ten of the participants
opted for face-to-face semi-structured
interviews. All interviews were conducted
by the researcher and they took place
between 26 April 2018 and 11 May 2018.
Each interview lasted between 45 and
60 minutes. Some of the interviews were
conducted in the researcher’s oﬃce while
others took place in the participants’ oﬃce.

METHODOLOGY
This study was based on a qualitative
research method. A non-probability,
judgement/purposive sampling approach
was used to select research participants.
The sample frame that was used consisted
of a list of advertising agencies and
advertisers obtained from the Financial
AdFocus 2017 magazine, IAB (Interactive
Advertising Bureau) Digital Agencies),
MASA website (Marketing Association
of South Africa) as well as from the ACA

Once permission had been obtained from
the participant a voice recorder was used
to record the interview. Transcripts of the
interviews were sent to a professional
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TABLE 2: TOP 50 ADVERTISERS AND ADVERTISING AGENCIES

Top 50 advertisers (Clients, Marketers)
Top 50 advertising agencies
TBWA/Hunt Lascaris
Havas
Mondelez
Unilever
Johannesburg
Net#work
Procter & Gamble
Shoprite
TBWA/Hunt Lascaris
Nestle
BBDO
Clientele Life
Cape Town
Avatar
Volkswagen
Absa
TBWA/Hunt Lascaris
1886 Advertising
Samsung
SABMiller
Durban
Pepkor
Riverbed
Pick n Pay
FCB Johannesburg
OpenCo
Standard Bank
Outsurance
FCB Cape Town
FoxP2
Gauteng
Vodacom
FCB Durban
Johannesburg
Government
Distell
Ogilvy & Mather
FoxP2 Cape Town
Glaxo Smithkline
Nedbank
Johannesburg
Ofyt
Old Mutual
Telkom
Ogilvy & Mather
34 Degrees
MTN
Massmart
Cape Town
Johnson & Johnson
House of Brave
Spar SA
Ogilvy & Mather
Radar
McDonalds
Reckitt & Benckiser
Durban
Ignite Joe Public
Budget Insurance
Beiersdorf
King James
Wunderman
Toyota SA
Cell C
Johannesburg
JWT
Show Ma.com
FirstRand Bank
King James Cape
OpenCo
Pioneer Foods
MultiChoice
Town
The Odd Number
New Clicks SA
National
99 cents
Black River
1st for Women
Government
Joe Public
Ebony & Ivory
Edcon
Tiger Brands
June 15
Famous Brands All 1Lifedirect Insurance M&C Saatchi Abel
Johannesburg
Olive
Dischem
Life
M&C Saatchi Abel
Communications
L’Oreal
Discovery Holdings
Cape Town)
Creative Counsel
Media 24
Coca-Cola SA
Publicis Machine
Young & Rubicam
Heineken
Yum
McCann
34, DDB, Cheil
Saatchi Brandsrock
Grey Advertising
Jupiter Drawing
Fluid
Room
Metropolitan
Republic
Native VML
Geometry Global
Source: Furlonger (2016:33)
Source: Maggs (2016:29)
transcriber who used the Phillips Speech
Exec Pro software to do the transcription.
On average, an hour of recorded audio
took ﬁve hours to transcribe. The written
transcripts were then analysed by a
professional analyst.

The written submissions and the transcripts
were emailed to an independent analyst for
analysis. All ﬁfteen transcripts were analysed
and saturation occurred after the sixth
interview transcript. Qualitative, inductive,
thematic analysis was performed utilising
Nvivo 12 Pro. The analysis was an iterative
process of segmenting and coding data. An
initial thorough reading of transcripts was
performed, creating a preliminary coding
scheme which was updated and amended
as the analysis ensued.

The other ﬁve participants opted to email
their written responses to the researcher
prior to meeting for their face-to-face
interviews. The researcher then discussed
their written submissions. These interviews
lasted between 45 to 60 minutes.
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This coding scheme was further developed
through exploratory tools such as Word
Frequency Tag Clouds, Word Trees and
Matrix Coding. Word frequency are words
that appear frequently in the ﬁndings.
Word trees are a visual representation of
the context of words used around a given
term and are used to generate themes.
Each interview was then coded and
analysed, making memos of any additional
observations. Nodes and child nodes were
created in Nvivo, including annotations.
After a preliminary inductive analysis was
performed, interviews were read and any
additional uncoded information was coded.

above research questions. Table 3 relates to
Question a) What is the role of the marketing
function and how has it evolved over time,
whilst Table 4 relates to Question b) What is
the role of the advertising function and how
has evolved over time.
DISCUSSION
The adoption of digital advertising is
largely driven by digitally savvy consumers,
commonly known as digital natives. Digital
natives consume a lot of advertising on
social media platforms. They use their
social media handles to drive trends and
inﬂuence society’s opinions. The implication
for the advertising industry is that digital
natives can be used as inﬂuencers to drive
awareness of and engagement with digital
advertising campaigns.

The coding in this study was performed
at three levels, namely open, axial and
selective (Douglas, 2003:47). Firstly, open
coding was used to “reduce the mass
of largely textual data into manageable
groupings” (Bowen, 2008:143). Secondly,
the open codes were summarised even
more by using axial codes to “capture the
essence of the data” (Bowen, 2008:144).
Thirdly, selective codes were created by
“connecting or consolidating axial codes
and at the same time, abstracting from the
evidence contained in the data” (Bowen,
2008:145). The next step after open, axial
and selective coding is theme identiﬁcation.
After analysing the selected codes, the
researcher identiﬁed universal themes or
core categories. These themes were then
used to construct “a theoretical framework
of interrelated concepts and outcomes”
(Douglas, 2003:48).

Both the deﬁnition and role of marketing and
advertising industries have had to evolve
and re-orientate themselves to the concept
of modern marketing. The consumer and
media landscape have become fragmented,
making narrow targeting more eﬀective
than traditional mass broadcasting. The
competitive set for advertising agencies
has grown to include unconventional
competitors like technology companies,
consulting ﬁrms, media agencies and
nimble digital start-ups.
Siebel (2017) concurs that many aspects
of digital disruption such as disruptive
technologies, artiﬁcial intelligence, big data
and the Internet of Things, are threatening
the sustainability of the advertising industry
by opening the industry to new competitors.
Marketers have started insourcing creative
services after investing in in-house creative
studios. Unless advertising agencies invest
in these new capabilities by either developing
new skills, changing hiring practices or
acquiring ﬁrms with complementary skills,
they risk becoming irrelevant to their clients.

RESULTS
In order to explore the impact of digital
disruption on the marketing and advertising
functions, the following questions were
asked in the interviews:
1. What is the role of the marketing function
and how has it evolved over time?
2. What is the role of the advertising
function and how has evolved over time?

The traditional concept of marketing
communications which served as a mass
communication tool for many decades
has changed. This change was driven

The results, contained in Table 3 and Table
4 respectively, capture the responses to the
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TABLE 3: WHAT IS THE ROLE OF THE MARKETING FUNCTION AND HOW HAS IT EVOLVED?

Question 1a) What is the role of the marketing function and how has it evolved
over time?
Theme
Participant responses
“The role of marketing, overall, is to build shareholder value. The
shareholder value is then…really, it resides in the brand equity.”
Drive shareholder
value

Drive sales

Drive brand strategy

“It’s to up their sale shares, to up their market share of our clients
quite signiﬁcantly.”
“Marketing is to help their particular business sell their product or
service.”
“I think the marketing function obviously exists to support the
sales targets or the sales objectives of a business.”
“The role of Marketing is essentially to develop and manage a
brand strategy, to ultimately bring a brand to life so it resonates
with the intended market to initiate an action or inﬂuence a
decision.”
“Now, how you connect with the customer need is feeding back
into the business and adjusting the key areas of marketing, which
is price, your distribution, the advertising itself, and the product in
order to meet that consumer need.”
“Marketers have to be more focused on the needs, opinions and
desires of their target markets.”
“Marketing today is a lot more consumer orientated.”
“I think, for me, it’s been the best thing for the consumers
because you are not pushing out messages to them, but you are
joining their conversation. And that is what digital transformation
has aﬀorded us as the ad industry or marketers allowed us to
do.”

Consumer-centric

“And marketing has changed hugely because the consumer has
changed, so all the touch points that are involved.”
“Previously, brands would be on a podium ‘preaching’ to their
customers but now customers have a voice through various
channels.”
“The consumers’ opinions and needs are more important than
ever before the success of the brand’s hinges on whether they
are hearing and understanding those consumer needs. They
have a voice.”
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“Marketers are now more accountable to consumers as well as
to the businesses they represent. Marketers must demonstrate
measurable ROI (Return on Investment) and ensure their
strategies are aligned to business objectives.”
“The advent of the digital age has added an additional complexity
of accountability. In the current climate, every impression, click,
view and bounce need to be accounted for: data has heralded in
the age of ROI and accountability for the marketing profession.”
“So, marketing or above-the-line marketing has always been
more often medium-to a long-term build, but, in today’s
environment, everyone wants to make every rand count right
now. So, every corporate wants to see the ROI immediately and
they want to see the impact in market-share growth right now.”
Accountability and
measurability

“I think that the proximity and the closeness between business
and marketing has become a lot closer, and I think this is a result
of business slowly but surely seeing the value in marketing, and
also the fact that marketing has had to be a lot more accountable
for its endeavours today more so than ever before.”
“Make the marketing function more accountable and more
transparent.”
“The emergence of data and the impact it has on the reporting
of campaign eﬀectiveness means that agencies are for more
accountable for the creative produced and the media spent.”
“For the biggest portion of it, it’s measurability. I think it’s, for the
ﬁrst time, you’re able to measure, if not all, most of what you do.
And I think that’s because of the measurability and the digital
transformation that’s happening within marketing.”
TABLE 3 CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE
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So, I think, from a media perspective, I have deﬁnitely seen a
shift from above the line, more creeping into budgets, creeping
into the digital space.
“So, we’re able to serve consumers at a lower cost versus
going above the line. We can serve consumers ads on their cell
phones, which I have done.”

Digitalisation of
media

“I think it’s totally fragmented, the media landscape, and changed
in that there’s [sic] just so many diﬀerent tentacles and routes in
and out into that digital universe that that sort of fragmented the
typical above-the-line media agency to a whole lot of diﬀerent
fractionalised pieces.”
“Due to the fact that personalisation and the interaction with the
consumer is one on one and it’s not mass anymore, it requires
that insight to really be driven hard.”
“Because of digital devices, and there’s such close proximity to
your devices and so forth that they obviously receive a lot more
communication and advertising and, therefore, it’s a lot harder for
brands to stand out.”
“Technology has changed the landscape between how brand
owners are able to analyse consumer behaviour and trends
and how they are able to communicate more directly and in a
targeted way to their users.”

TABLE 4: WHAT IS THE ROLE OF THE ADVERTISING FUNCTION AND HOW HAS IT EVOLVED?

Question 1b) What is the role of the advertising function and how has it evolved
over time?
Theme
Participant responses
“Core purpose of advertising is brand building. Positioning the
brand in the minds of the consumers in such a way that we build
a long-term relationship with consumers.”
Brand building

“So, you’ve gotta look after that brand’s health.”
“Marketing builds a brand and ensures that it has sustainability
and it’s the same type of persona throughout all the years whilst
making money for the brand.”
“I think, from an advertising point of view, we are expected to be
a lot more business minded and business focused, as well as
strategic.”

Business impact

“So, the role of advertising is to sell product, eﬀectively.”
“I think advertising has also been forced to be a little bit more
accountable. Technology is forcing agencies to be more
accountable.”
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by changes in the consumer and media
landscapes. The purpose of marketing is
to drive sales and market share whilst build
brand equity. Commercial performance
measures such as sales, revenue and
market share have become as important
as brand health metrics. The implication
of this on the advertising industry is that
performance marketing, which is largely
enabled by digital advertising, and return on
marketing investment are non-negotiable.

professionals, advertising agencies, media
agencies and regulators. The internal
stakeholders of marketers such as the Chief
Executive Oﬃcer, Chief Financial Oﬃcer
and Sales Director, among others, were
excluded from the study. The relationship
between marketers and their internal
stakeholders is important and it would be
useful to investigate how digital disruption
has impacted this relationship. It would
also be valuable for these stakeholders to
share their views on what marketers and
advertising agencies need to do to succeed
in the digital age.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Advertising agencies and clients need to
embrace Modern Marketing. Agencies and
clients alike need to base their approach to
marketing and advertising on the dictates
of Modern Marketing, which are that it
uses omni-channel strategies to connect
brands with consumer; combines brands
with customer experience; is enabled by
digital transformation; brings together
creativity; data and technology and enables
advertising agencies to inﬂuence various
aspects of the customer decision journey.

CONCLUSION
The digitalisation of the broader advertising
ecosystem has brought about disruption
in the advertising industry by exposing
weaknesses in its current operating model.
The implication of digital disruption in the
advertising industry is that advertising
agencies need to evolve the way they
operate because the old model will no
longer serve them. It is for this reason that a
research study was conducted to study the
impact of digital disruption on the advertising
ecosystem and develop a critical success
factors framework for the sustainability of
advertising agencies operating in the digital
age.

Advertising needs to have a business
impact and agencies need to ensure that
they are driven by the need to create
commercial value, not merely the desire to
win creative awards. Agencies need to oﬀer
business solutions that are based on a deep
knowledge of the clients’ business solutions
on oﬀer. They need to immerse themselves
in the lives of both clients (marketers) and
consumers so they can be the strategic
partner and creative collaborator they
purport to be.

Digital disruption has resulted in the
proliferation of media channels available
to consumers and advertisers. Media
planners are no longer limited to traditional
channels such as television, print and radio.
The internet has ushered in a plethora
of new advertising platforms and these
are mostly accessed on mobile phones.
There is also evidence of multi-screening
behaviour where consumers or users
consume advertising content on more than
one screen at a time. The implication for
marketers is that competition for consumer
attention has increased substantially,
therefore advertising should stand out for it
to be noticed.

LIMITATIONS
The study focusses on the impact of digital
disruption on the advertising ecosystem but
did not look at the impact on organisational
culture. Culture is an important aspect in the
life and the eﬀectiveness of any organisation.
Future studies could explore the impact of
digital disruption on organisational culture
both in clients’ marketing departments and
in advertising agencies.
The

study

focusses

on

The changes in the advertising and
marketing
landscape
have
serious

marketing
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ramiﬁcations for how agencies deﬁne their
value proposition, how they operate and
what skills and capabilities they invest in.
The marketing and advertising ecosystem
has been disrupted, exposing weaknesses
in the business model that agencies have
been using for decades. The skills and
capabilities required to succeed in the digital
era are diﬀerent from those that worked in
the past. The implication for agency leaders
is to ensure that their staﬀ can combine data,
technology and creativity when responding
to client briefs.

Accessed on 7 December 2018.
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ABSTRACT
This study draws insights from the context
of a developing country, Botswana, located
in the Sub-Sahara Africa. The study
contributes to the debate on consumer
discrimination of foreign products by
interrogating the eﬀect of age and income on
consumer ethnocentrism, the relationship
between consumer ethnocentrism and
willingness to buy local products, and
conspicuous consumption. Additionally, the
paper investigates the moderating role of
age and income on the relationship between
consumer ethnocentrism and willingness
to buy local products, and the relationship
between consumer ethnocentrism and
conspicuous consumption. A survey was
administered on a sample of 239 participants.
Hierarchical multiple regression analysis
was employed to analyse the anticipated
eﬀects. The main ﬁndings of the study
indicate that consumer ethnocentrism has
a signiﬁcant eﬀect on consumer willingness
to purchase local products and that income
moderates the relationship.

INTRODUCTION
Globalization presents a great opportunity
for international marketers (Josiassen et al.,
2011; Wang & Chen, 2004). However, it has
come with challenges for manufacturers
in developing countries as products with
better perceived quality have become
easily available to consumers (Pentz et
al., 2013; Karoui & Khemakhem, 2019;
Kiriri, 2019). Consequently, consumer
attitudes towards foreign products have
been of interest to international business
and consumer behavior researchers
(Sharma et al., 1995; Huddleston et al.,
2001; Wang & Chen, 2004; Josiassen et
al., 2011; Karoui & Khemakhem, 2019).
However, such research has largely been
from developed countries (Huddleston et
al., 2001; Josiassen et al., 2011; Sharma et
al., 1995).
Findings from previous research suggest
that consumers in developed countries
prefer domestic products over foreign
products due to risks associated with
products from developing countries and the
need to be patriotic (Herche, 1992; Karoui
& Khemakhem, 2019). The preference for
domestic products has been found to be
especially strong when consumers are
highly ethnocentric (Javalgi et al., 2005;
Wang & Chen, 2004). Similarly, consumer
ethnocentrism was found to result in
consumers buying domestic products even
when they don’t perceive them to be of
superior quality (Shimp & Sharma, 1987;
Huddleston et al., 2001).
Research from developed countries
generally suggests that consumers in those
markets have a high preference for domestic
products (Sharma et al., 1995; Huddleston
et al., 2001; Karoui & Kheakhem, 2019)
and tend to perceive them to be of
superior quality, whereas the opposite
is true in developing countries (Wang
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& Chen, 2004; Kiriri, 2019). Consumer
ethnocentrism has been found to explain
diﬀerences in consumers’ perception and
willingness to purchase either domestic
or local products in both developing and
developed countries (Huddleston et al.,
2001; Karoui & Khemakhem, 2019; Wang &
Chen, 2004). However, its inﬂuence varies
across countries and between developed
and developing countries (Javalgi et al.,
2005; Karoui & Khemakhem, 2019). The
diﬀerences are clear when the use of a
foreign product is related to conspicuous
consumption as consumers in developing
countries often associate foreign products
with status (Batra et al., 2000; Wang &
Chen, 2004). This is a conundrum for ﬁrms
in developing countries since success in the
home market is associated with success in
the international market (Porter, 1990). The
ambiguity in the results between developed
and developing countries, and limited
studies from developing countries calls for
more research to be conducted.
Consumer ethnocentrism is argued to be
inﬂuenced by consumer characteristics
(Josiassen et al., 2011). Thus, consumer
purchase intentions and willingness to
purchase will be inﬂuenced by consumer
characteristics. The diﬀerences will be
outstanding where there are variances in
associations to status. Similarly, research
has found signiﬁcant diﬀerences in
consumer decision making and behavior
on key demographic characteristics such
as age, income and gender (Fisher &
Dube´, 2005; Lambert-Pandraud et al.,
2005; Cooil et al., 2007). Despite the
extant literature there have been calls
for research on the relationship between
consumer ethnocentrism and demographic
characteristics as the conﬂicting ﬁndings
present a research gap (Pharr, 2005;
Shankarmahesh, 2006; Josiassen et al.,
2011).
While this paper argues that age and income
predict levels of consumer ethnocentrism,
it also argues on the moderating
eﬀects of the demographic variables

on the relationship between consumer
ethnocentrism and consumer willingness
to purchase, and the relationship between
consumer ethnocentrism and conspicuous
consumption. The paper argues that
consumers of diﬀerent ages and income
levels diﬀer in their inclination to allow the
inﬂuence of consumer ethnocentric biases
on their willingness to purchase local
products and their tendency to engage in
conspicuous consumption.
Limited
research
from
developing
countries on the prediction of consumer
ethnocentric biases based on demographic
characteristics
restricts
managerial
application of knowledge in this area. For
example, local ﬁrms may ﬁnd it diﬃcult
to identify their relevant target market,
let alone apply theoretical knowledge on
consumer ethnocentrism for as long as
the relevance across demographic groups
is unclear. Thus, research is necessary to
clarify whether these variables can predict
ethnocentric biases, and, if they can
reliably predict the inﬂuence of ethnocentric
biases on conspicuous consumption and
willingness to purchase local products. It
is behind this background that this paper
investigates the relationship between
consumer ethnocentrism, conspicuous
consumption, consumer willingness to
purchase and the moderating eﬀects of
income and age.
LITERATURE REVIEW AND
HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT
Consumer ethnocentrism is a global
phenomenon and consumers display
varying degrees of ethnocentrism according
to culture and country context (Javalgi et
al, 2004; Karoui & Khemakhem, 2019).
Consumer ethnocentrism was derived from
the general concept of ethnocentrism, which
was deﬁned as the tendency to view things
with one’s own group as the reference
point and the center of everything (Pentz
et al., 2013). This phenomenon refers to
the belief that purchasing foreign products
is inappropriate and damaging to the
domestic economy (Shimp & Shammah,
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FIGURE 1: MODEL ILLUSTRATING THE EFFECT OF INCOME AND AGE ON CONSUMER
ETHNOCENTRISM AND THEIR MODERATION ROLE ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CONSUMER ETHNOCENTRISM AND WILLINGNESS TO BUY LOCAL PRODUCTS, AND THE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CONSUMER ETHNOCENTRISM AND CONSPICUOUS CONSUMPTION.

1987; Pentz et al., 2014). Research on
consumer ethnocentrism and its global
validity has been an area of interest to
many scholars (Bi et al., 2012; Caruana &
Magri, 1996; Josiassen et al., 2011; Wang
& Chen, 2004). However, there is a paucity
of research in Africa in general (Pentz et al.,
2013) and more so in the Sub Sahara Africa
(Makanyeza & du Toit, 2016).
Research has shown that levels of
consumer ethnocentrism vary largely
according to context and diﬀer generally
between developed and developing
countries.
Precisely,
consumers
in
developed countries have a high level of
consumer ethnocentrism and prioritize
purchasing local products while the contrary
is observed in developing countries
(Karoui & Khemakhem, 2019). Evidently,
consumers in developed countries such
as United Kingdom and America display
high levels of consumer ethnocentrism
while those in developing countries such
as China, Mozambique and Zimbabwe
tend to display moderate to low levels
(Makanyeza & du Toit, 2016). However, it
is also noteworthy that Javalgi et al., (2005)
observed moderate levels of consumer
ethnocentrism in French consumers and
alerted scholars to the need to investigate
other regions of the world. In Zimbabwe,
moderate levels of ethnocentrism were
observed which had a negative inﬂuence

on the consumers’ attitudes towards
purchasing of foreign products (Makanyeza
& du Toit, 2016). Additionally, Kenyan
consumers had low levels of consumer
ethnocentrism contrasting the high levels
previous research observed in South Africa
(Kiriri, 2019). This demonstrates the need
for continued discourse on consumer
ethnocentrism literature. It is against this
backdrop that the current study investigates
the role of consumer demographic
characteristics on ethnocentrism as well as
their moderating eﬀects on the relationship
between consumer ethnocentrism and
willingness to buy local products and
conspicuous consumption (see Figure 1)
Consumer demographic variables and
ethnocentrism: Age and income
Academic research has established that
demographic characteristics are important
in explaining diﬀerent consumers’ cognitive
processes and behavior (Josiassen et al.,
2011). As such, studies have examined the
inﬂuence of various demographic variables
such as age, income, and gender on consumer
ethnocentrism
tendencies.
Generally,
these characteristics have inconsistent
eﬀects on consumers’ ethnocentrism levels
across studies, industries and geographic
locations thus preventing generalization
across all contexts (Neese & Davis, 2017).
For instance, in Malta, it was found that
older consumers displayed higher levels
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of consumer ethnocentrism; while income
and gender had no signiﬁcant inﬂuence
(Caruana & Magri, 1996). Javalgi et al.,
(2005) found signiﬁcant eﬀects of age
and gender on consumers ethnocentric
tendencies in France. Speciﬁcally, older
French women had high ethnocentrism
tendencies, while there were no signiﬁcant
eﬀects of income.

consumers had higher levels of consumer
ethnocentrism.

In South Africa, consumer ethnocentrism
levels diﬀered signiﬁcantly according to the
respondents’ age and income, with minor
diﬀerences noted among the respondents
due to gender eﬀects (Pentz et al., 2014).
An Australian study revealed signiﬁcant
eﬀects of gender and age on consumer
ethnocentrism levels and no signiﬁcant
eﬀects of income (Josiassen et al., 2011).
The results show that female and older
consumers had higher levels of consumer
ethnocentrism than their male counterparts.
In relation to income, Shimp & Sharma
(1987) in their Carolinian study reported
notable diﬀerences according to income. It
was observed that the upper lower income
class were the most ethnocentric followed
by the lower middle income and upper
middle income.

H1a: The level of consumer ethnocentrism
will vary based on age in a developing
country.

Neese & Davis (2017) studied the eﬀect of
seven characteristics of age, gender, race,
occupation, income, marital status, and
education in an American investigation of
ethnocentric inclinations in the automobile
industry. The results indicated that only
education, marital status, and occupation
had signiﬁcant inﬂuence on consumer
ethnocentrism. American consumers with
low education exhibited high consumer
ethnocentrism tendencies, while consumers
who were married indicated higher levels of
ethnocentrism than their single counterparts.
Consumers who occupied blue collar jobs
were highly ethnocentric while those in
skilled white-collar jobs were the least
ethnocentric. Additionally, in a Chinese
study, Bi et al., (2012) observed no impact of
income on consumer ethnocentrism, while
age and education had substantial impact.
It was noted that older and less educated

In-spite of the unclear eﬀects observed
in previous studies, we anticipate that
consumers in a developing country such
as Botswana will vary in their levels of
consumer ethnocentrism according to their
age and income. Speciﬁcally:

H1b: The level of consumer ethnocentrism
will vary based on income in a developing
country.
Consumer ethnocentrism and
consumer’s willingness to buy local
products.
Consumer ethnocentrism has been found
to aﬀect consumers’ willingness to buy local
products or alternatively shun imports (Karoui
& Khemakhem, 2019). The relationship
between ethnocentrism and willingness to
buy local products has received a fair share
of attention. Past research has shown
that consumers in developed countries
tend to exhibit a high level of consumer
ethnocentrism and prioritize purchasing
local products over foreign products while in
developing countries low levels of consumer
ethnocentrism are observed and consumers
tend to prefer foreign products (Sharma et
al., 1995; Karoui & Khemakhem, 2019). This
can be attributed to the fact that generally
consumers in developing countries judge
their products harshly compared to imports
and use imports as a way of negotiating their
status in the society (Batra et al., 2000). In
Zimbabwe, a study carried out on poultry
imports revealed a negative relationship
between consumer ethnocentrism and
consumers intentions to purchase imported
products (Makanyeza & du Toit, 2016). Even
so, a positive relationship has been found
to exist between consumer ethnocentrism
and willingness to purchase locally made
products. Essentially consumers who
display ethnocentric tendencies tend to
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be inclined to purchase local products
(Josiassen et al., 2011).
Nonetheless, beyond the evident relationship
between consumer ethnocentrism and
consumer willingness to buy local products
it has been argued that various factors play
a role in inﬂuencing the noted interaction.
Scholars have advanced the moderating
eﬀects of factors such as quality judgment
and conspicuous consumption (Wang &
Chen, 2004); consumer characteristics
(Josiassen et al., 2011); modern status
orientation (Mai & Tambyah, 2011); country
of origin and conspicuous consumption
(Karoui & Khemakhem, 2019). Generally,
the consensus is that the relationship
between consumer ethnocentrism and
consumer willingness to buy local products
relationship will be aﬀected by diﬀerent
factors (Bi et al., 2012). For instance,
according to Wang & Chen, (2004), it
was observed that in China the lower the
consumer’s quality judgment the weaker the
relationship; and the higher the conspicuous
consumption values, the weaker the eﬀect
of the consumer ethnocentrism and their
willingness to purchase local products.
While in Australia, Josiassen et al., (2011)
noted that consumer ethnocentrism and the
willingness to purchase local products varies
according to consumer characteristics of
age and gender. In essence, the relationship
is stronger for older and female consumers
than their younger and male counterparts.
Consistent with these observations we
anticipate that the levels of consumer
willingness to purchase local products in a
developing country such as Botswana will
vary according to their levels of consumer
ethnocentrism. In addition, consumer
demographic characteristics will moderate
the relationship between consumer
ethnocentrism and their willingness to
purchase local products. Speciﬁcally:
H2: The level of willingness to purchase
local products will vary based on the level
of consumer ethnocentrism in a developing
country.

H3a: The relationship between consumer
ethnocentrism and consumer willingness to
purchase local products will be moderated
by the consumer’s age in a developing
country.
H3b: The relationship between consumer
ethnocentrism and consumer willingness to
purchase local products will be moderated
by the consumer’s income in a developing
country.
Consumer ethnocentrism and
conspicuous consumption.
Conspicuous consumption sometimes
referred to as luxury consumption (Mai
& Tambyah, 2011), prestige related
consumption (Bergman, 2010) or status
consumption (Bevan-dye et al., 2012),
was ﬁrst coined by the work of Verblan
(1989). This term refers to the tendency
by consumers to purchase unnecessarily
expensive products which signal their social
status (Wang & Chen, 2004) or their aﬄuence
(Lewis & Moital, 2016). The phenomenon of
conspicuous consumption is a vital area of
research attention because it has signiﬁcant
strategic implications for businesses
(Paurav, 2008; Karoui & Khemakhem,
2019). Research in consumer behavior has
established the existence of a relationship
between consumer ethnocentrism and
conspicuous consumption. However, the
direction of the relationship is contradictory
when compared between developed and
developing countries (Javalgi et al., 2005;
Makanyeza & du Toit, 2016; Ranjbarian,
2011; Wang & Chen, 2004).
In developing countries such as South
Africa, Zambia and Mozambique research
reveals that a negative relationship
exists between consumer ethnocentrism
and conspicuous consumption because
generally consumers tend to acquire foreign
products as an extension of their image and
status in the society (Makanyeza & du Toit,
2016). In an Iranian based study, Javalgi et
al., (2005) found that consumers with low
consumer ethnocentrism displayed high
tendencies of conspicuous consumption
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because the purchase of imports helped
to present an image of uniqueness in the
society. According to Wang and Chen
(2004), a positive correlation between
the ethnocentrism and conspicuous
consumption is observed in developed
countries because domestic products are
associated with high quality and a positive
image, whereas in developing countries like
China, consumers with high conspicuous
consumption values displayed low levels
of consumer ethnocentrism. Similarly,
a negative relationship was observed
in Iranian samples where high levels of
conspicuous consumption were linked
to low levels of consumer ethnocentrism
(Ranjbarian, 2011). However, Bevan-dye et
al., (2012) found no signiﬁcant relationship
between conspicuous consumption and
consumer ethnocentrism in a South African
based study which investigated the extent
to which generation Y students exhibited
conspicuous consumption, materialism,
consumer ethnocentrism.
Since consumption of foreign products is
viewed as a way of negotiating one’s social
status in developing countries (Wang & Chen,
2004), we anticipate a negative relationship
between consumer ethnocentrism and
conspicuous consumption. Speciﬁcally:
H4: Conspicuous consumption will be
negatively
inﬂuenced
by
consumer
ethnocentrism in a developing country.
Likewise the levels of conspicuous
consumption have been found to be
inﬂuenced by diﬀerent factors such as
age (Paurav, 2008), and income (Chao &
Schor, 1998). According to Paurav, (2008),
conspicuous consumption tendencies vary
with age and consumers aged between
40 to 60 years are the most conspicuous
consumers because they have the highest
disposable income. Since conspicuous
consumption relates to luxury consumption,
consumer income plays a vital role in that
determination (Mai & Tambyah, 2011).
A positive relationship between income
and conspicuous consumption should be

expected because when income is low
consumers sacriﬁce luxuries for necessities.
In a United Kingdom study on conspicuous
consumption of fashion clothing, Lewis &
Moital (2016) found that young professionals
consumed fashion clothes conspicuously to
signal their status.
There is a link between conspicuous
consumption and consumer age and
income as well as a link between
consumer ethnocentrism and conspicuous
consumption. Based on this background
we anticipate that the relationship between
consumer ethnocentrism and conspicuous
consumption in a developing country
such as Botswana will be moderated by
consumer age and income. Speciﬁcally:
H5a: The relationship between consumer
ethnocentrism
and
conspicuous
consumption will be moderated by the
consumer’s age in a developing country.
H5b: The relationship between consumer
ethnocentrism
and
conspicuous
consumption will be moderated by the
consumer’s income in a developing country.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A survey was used to collect data in
Gaborone, the capital city of Botswana.
Consistent with Josiassen et al., (2011)’s
study, the population was deﬁned as
individuals between the ages of 18 and 70
who have been living in Botswana for at least
a year. Data was collected from a sample
(n = 239) of undergraduate students from
four (4) classes in varying levels of study
at the University of Botswana and their
guardians. Each student who completed
the questionnaire was requested to take at
least one questionnaire for their guardian
to complete. Students were systematically
selected to participate in the study – every
other student seating in a row in class
was asked to complete the questionnaire.
Student samples have been widely used
in consumer behavior (Ashraf & Merunka,
2017) and international marketing/business
(Klein et al., 1998; Upadhyay & Singh, 2006;
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Wang & Chen, 2004) when investigating
country speciﬁc constructs.
The sample provided a relatively good
cross section of the Botswana population
(Table 1). Consistent with a youthful and
female dominated outlook of the national
population (Statistics Botswana, 2017),
the sample was fairly youthful (73% aged
35 years and below) and skewed towards
females (55% female respondents). An
overview of the income distribution shows
that majority of the respondents (67%)
earned below P10,000; while 30% of the
sample were middle income earners and
only 3% high income earners.
TABLE 1: DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF
SAMPLE

Gender
Females
Males
Other
Age group (years)
18 to 24
25 to 30
31 to 35
36 to 40
41 to 45
46 to 50
51 to 55
56 to 60
60+
Income (BWP)
Below 10 000
10 001 – 20 000
20 001 – 35 000
35 001 – 50 000
50 000+

Frequency

(%)

142
76
1

64.8
34.7
0.5

111
33
29
26
16
11
4
2
4

47.0
14.0
12.3
11.0
6.8
4.7
1.7
0.8
1.7

151
41
27
5
2

66.8
18.1
11.9
2.2
0.9

Measures
The questionnaire was divided into three
key sections. These included questions on
demographics and psychographics. Sixpoint scales were used to operationalize
the multi-item constructs in the study. The
rationale for six-point scales is embedded

in literature. Extant literature suggests that
midpoints in scales create failure through
midpoint piling (Alreck & Settle, 1985; Alwin
& Krosnick, 1991; Chaudhuri et al., 2011)
especially when respondents do not hold
very strong views. This weakens score
reliability (Chaudhuri et al., 2011). The items
are anchored on a scale ranging from ‘very
strong disagree’ to ‘very strongly agree’.
The scale for consumer ethnocentrism was
adopted from Shimp and Subhash, (1987)
CETSCALE. The scale has been extensively
used in ethnocentrism studies (Herche,
1992; Klein et al., 1998; Makanyeza & du Toit,
2016). CETSCALE’s validity and reliability
in a developing country has been conﬁrmed
in previous research (Makanyeza & du Toit,
2016). The scale had 17 items which were
used to calculate the composite consumer
ethnocentrism score. CETSCALE measures
a consumer’s beliefs on appropriateness of
purchasing foreign made products (Neese
& Davis, 2017). Thus, from an ethnocentric
consumer’s
perspective,
purchasing
foreign made products is bad and hurts the
local economy. While a non-ethnocentric
consumer believes that foreign products
should be judged objectively despite their
foreignness. In the version of the scale
used in this study, the term ‘American’ used
in the original scale was changed to either
‘Botswana’ or ‘Batswana’ to suit the context
of the sample group. Examples of the 17
items from the adapted CETSCALE are
“Batswana should always buy Botswanamade products instead of imports” and
“a real Motswana should always buy
Botswana-made products”. The scale
reliability was high (α = .923)
The scale for willingness to buy local
products was adapted from Klein et al.,
(1998). Like the CETSCALE, any reference
to ‘Japan’ in the original scale was changed
to Botswana. The adapted scale had 6 items
which were used to calculate the composite
consumer willingness to purchase local
products score. The scale included items
such as “Whenever possible I would buy
Botswana products”, and “Whenever
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available, I would prefer to buy products
made in Botswana”. Before analysis, the
negatively worded item of “I do not like the
idea of owning Botswana products” was
reverse coded. The scale displayed a good
level of reliability (α = .643) with an interitem correlation of .225.
Conspicuous consumption was measured
using an adapted scale from Chaudhuri et
al., (2011). The scale had 11 items which
were used to calculate a composite score.
The items measured an individual’s desire
for unique products, individualism, and
social visibility (Chaudhuri et al., 2011). The
speciﬁc items from the scale include items
such as “It says something to people around
me when I buy a high-priced product” and “I
show to others that I am sophisticated”. The
scale displayed a high level of reliability (α
= .874).
Control variables were employment status,
educational level, and work experience.
Respondents were asked to select the
option that best describes their employment
status, educational level, and work
experience.
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The dimensionality of the measures of
the variables studied, i.e., consumer
ethnocentrism, willingness to buy local
products, and conspicuous consumption
were ascertained by performing Partial
Conﬁrmatory Factor Analysis (PCFA) using
the Maximum Likelihood Method, and
the Direct Oblimin Rotation with Kaiser
Normalization was used for factor rotation
(Gignac, 2009, 2014) on a sample of 239.

The examination of the factor structure
suggested the existence of a six-dimensional
structure. Rotation converged in eighteen
iterations. Six factors with values greater
than or equal to 1.0 and items with factor
loadings greater than .4 were identiﬁed.
Keiser-Meyer-Olkin measure indicates
sampling adequacy (.867). The overall
signiﬁcance of the correlation matrix was
.000 with a Bartlett test of sphericity value
of 3434.49. The statistical probability test
indicated a signiﬁcant correlation between
the variables, showing the appropriateness
of using factor analysis.
To assess the model ﬁt, we used the
Normed Fit Index (NFI), the Tucker-Lewis
Index (TLI), the Comparative Fit Index
(CFI), and the Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation (RMSEA) (Gignac, 2009,
2014). The results of the PCFA provided
support for the six-factor model, indicating
the distinctiveness of the constructs studied
(NFI = .850, TLI = .925. CFI = .950, and
RMSEA = .040, SRMR = .033) (Hooper et
al., 2008; Kenny, 2020).
FINDINGS
The degree of consumer ethnocentrism,
willingness to buy local products, and
conspicuous consumption is interpreted
from the mean of the composite scores.
The mean score ranges from 1 to 6 due
to the use of 6-point Likert scale. A higher
mean score indicates higher levels of
the variable. The composite mean score
values for willingness to buy local products,
conspicuous consumption, and consumer
ethnocentrism are 3.59, 3.09, and 3.43
respectively (Table 2).

TABLE 2: COMPOSITE MEAN SCORE VALUES

Willingness to buy
local products
Conspicuous
consumption
Consumer
ethnocentrism
Valid N (listwise)

N

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

239

1.83

5.50

3.59

.80

236

1.00

5.91

3.09

1.03

238

1.12

5.59

3.43

1.02

236
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The scores on Table 2 show that Batswana
display high levels of willingness to buy local
products, conspicuous consumption, and
ethnocentrism. The results for consumer
ethnocentrism are similar to those
displayed in both developing (Makanyeza
& du Toit, 2016; Upadhyay & Singh, 2006)
and developed (Shimp & Subhash, 1987)
countries.
The study employed a hierarchical multiple
regression analysis with interactions. The
independent variables were mean centred
to reduce multicollinearity before creating
interaction terms (Aiken & West, 1991).
Prior to interpreting the results of the multiple
regression analysis, several assumptions
were evaluated. First, stem and leaf plots
and box plots indicated that the independent
variable income, and control variables
employment status and work experience
had some outliers. The variables were
transformed using the winsorisation
procedure (Dixon, 1980; Gignac, 2016;
Tukey, 1962). The inspection of the normal
probability plot of standardised residuals
as well as the scatterplot of standardised
residuals against standardised predicted
values indicated that the assumptions of
normality, linearity and homoscedasticity
of residuals were met. The relatively high
tolerances for predictors implied that
multicollinearity would not interfere with the
interpretation of the results.
In the regression analysis, control variables
of work experience, educational level, and
employment status were entered in the
ﬁrst step with consumer ethnocentrism as
the dependent variable. The main eﬀects
of the demographic variables of age and
income on consumer ethnocentrism were
entered consecutively followed by the eﬀect
of consumer ethnocentrism on willingness
to buy local products and conspicuous
consumption. Lastly, the interaction terms
of age X consumer ethnocentrism and
income X consumer ethnocentrism on
willingness to buy local products and
conspicuous consumption were entered
into the equation, respectively. The eﬀects

were tested by examining the change in
R² attributable to each term added. If they
produced a signiﬁcant R² change in the
dependent variable, then the eﬀect was
signiﬁcant. The results of the analysis are
presented in Table 3.
H1a stated that the level of consumer
ethnocentrism will vary based on age. The
results of the regression model indicate
that, after controlling for work experience,
educational level, and employment status,
consumer ethnocentrism did not vary based
on age (β = .029, p = .691; ∆R² = .001, p =
.691). Thus, H1a was not supported.
H1b stated that the level of consumer
ethnocentrism will vary based on income.
The results of the regression model indicate
that, after controlling for work experience,
educational level, and employment status,
consumer ethnocentrism did not vary based
on income (β = -.143, p = .274; ∆R² = .006,
p = .274). Thus, H1b was not supported.
H2 stated that the level of willingness to
purchase local products will vary based
on consumer ethnocentrism. The results
of the regression model indicate that after
controlling for work experience, educational
level, and employment status, consumer
willingness to purchase local products varied
based on level of consumer ethnocentrism
(β = .492, p < .01; ∆R² = .213, p < .01).
Thus, H2 was supported.
H3a stated that the relationship between
consumer ethnocentrism and consumer
willingness to purchase local products would
be moderated by the consumer’s age. The
results from the regression model indicate
that after controlling for work experience,
educational level, employment status, the
main eﬀect of consumer ethnocentrism,
and the interaction term of income X
consumer ethnocentrism, consumer’s age
did not moderate the relationship between
consumer ethnocentrism and willingness
to buy local products (β = .050, p = .712;
∆R² = .001, p = .712). Thus, H3a was not
supported.
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TABLE 3: MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS RESULTS

Variables
Employment status
Educational level
Work experience
R² change
Age
R² change
Income
R² change
Consumer
ethnocentrism (CE)
R² change

Consumer
Willingness to buy
ethnocentrism (β)
local products (β)
Control variables
.294**
.203*
-.178*
.060
-.206*
-.023
.120**
0.31
Main eﬀects
.029
.001
-.143
.006

Age X CE
R² change
Income X CE
R² change
Overall R²
Overall F
Notes: *p < .05; **p < .01

.492**
.213**
Moderating eﬀects
.050
.001
-.165*
.023*
.127
.269*
5.058**
10.585**

H3b stated that the relationship between
consumer ethnocentrism and consumer
willingness to purchase local products
would be moderated by the consumer’s
income. The results from the regression
model indicate that after controlling for work
experience, educational level, employment
status, the main eﬀect of consumer
ethnocentrism, and the interaction term of
age X consumer ethnocentrism, consumer’s
income did moderate the relationship
between consumer ethnocentrism and
willingness to buy local products (β = -.165,
p < .05; ∆R² = .023, p < .05). Thus, H3b was
supported. Figure 2 shows the interaction
pattern, demonstrating the change across
the income levels in the relationship between
consumer ethnocentrism and willingness to
purchase local products in the hypothesised
direction. This demonstrates that as
consumer income increases the correlation
between consumer ethnocentrism and

Conspicuous
consumption (β)
.060
.258**
-.228**
.145**

.072
.005
-.020
.000
.048
.002
.152
5.158**

willingness to buy local products reduces.
H4 stated that conspicuous consumption
will be negatively inﬂuenced by consumer
ethnocentrism. The results from the
regression model indicate that after
controlling for work experience, educational
level, and employment status, conspicuous
consumption was not negatively inﬂuenced
by consumer ethnocentrism (β = .072, p =
.338; ∆R² = .005, p = .338). Thus, H4 was
not supported.
H5a stated that the relationship between
consumer ethnocentrism and conspicuous
consumption would be moderated by
consumer’s age. The results from the
regression model indicate that after
controlling for work experience, educational
level, employment status, the main eﬀect
of consumer ethnocentrism, and the
interaction term of income X consumer
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FIGURE 2: CONSUMER ETHNOCENTRISM AND WILLINGNESS TO BUY LOCAL PRODUCTS BY
INCOME

ethnocentrism, consumer’s age did
not moderate the relationship between
consumer ethnocentrism and conspicuous
consumption (β = -.020, p = .891; ∆R² = .000,
p = .891). Thus, H5a was not supported.
H5b stated that the relationship between
consumer ethnocentrism and conspicuous
consumption would be moderated by
consumer’s income. The results from
the regression model indicate that after
controlling for work experience, educational
level, employment status, the main
eﬀect of consumer ethnocentrism, and
the interaction term of age X consumer
ethnocentrism, consumer’s income did
not moderate the relationship between
consumer ethnocentrism and conspicuous
consumption (β = .048, p = .524; ∆R² = .002,
p = .524). Thus, H5b was not supported.
DISCUSSIONS AND MANAGERIAL
IMPLICATIONS
The eﬀect of consumer ethnocentrism on
consumer willingness to purchase local
products versus foreign products has been
examined in previous studies (Huddleston
et al., 2001; Sharma et al., 1995; Shimp

& Subhash, 1987) with ambiguous
results and calls for extensive studies in
developing countries (Batra et al., 2000;
Marcoux et al., 1997; Wang & Chen, 2004).
The present study investigated 3 eﬀects,
being 1) the inﬂuence of age and income
on consumer ethnocentrism, 2) the eﬀect
of consumer ethnocentrism on willingness
to buy local products and on conspicuous
consumption, and 3) the moderating eﬀects
of age and income on the relationship
between consumer ethnocentrism and
willingness to purchase local products and
conspicuous consumption, respectively.
The results supported only two hypotheses.
Indicating that, for Botswana consumers,
consumer ethnocentrism has a signiﬁcant
eﬀect on consumer willingness to purchase
local products and that income moderates
the relationship between consumer
ethnocentrism and willingness to purchase
local products. These results will contribute
to literature in explaining consumer behavior
towards locally made products vs imports in
a developing country.
Studies conducted around the world
have demonstrated that demographic
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variables have inconsistent eﬀects on
consumer ethnocentrism levels. Findings
from the current study indicate that the
demographic variables of age and income
are not discriminating factors in determining
consumer ethnocentric tendencies in
Botswana. These ﬁndings although
consistent with erratic eﬀects observed
worldwide, they contradict the results noted
in other developing countries located in
the same geographical area (South Africa
and Zimbabwe). This observation conﬁrms
Neese & Davis (2017)’s assertion that such
irregular ﬁndings present a considerable
challenge to businesses as ﬁndings cannot
be generalized from one context to another,
let alone similar geographical locations.
This study conﬁrms the eﬀect of consumer
ethnocentrism on consumers’ willingness
to purchase locally made products. Past
research also supports the observed
eﬀect of consumer ethnocentrism on
consumers’ willingness to purchase local
products (Josiassen et al., 2011; Karoui &
Khemakhem, 2019), albeit from a developed
country perspective. The inﬂuence of
consumer ethnocentrism on willingness
to purchase local products is important in
a developing country such as Botswana
because the high levels of consumer
ethnocentrism suggests that preference for
local products is driven by moral reasons
such as protecting local companies from
foreign competition (Josiassen et al., 2011).
The ﬁnding that age and income do not
determine ethnocentric tendencies coupled
with the positive eﬀect of ethnocentrism
on willingness to buy local products are
important because they demonstrate that
for the most part marketers of local products
need not worry when allocating resources
as they are likely to result in the desired
consumer behavior across gender and
income levels. This is critical for positioning
of local products. Emphasis can be put
on the local consumer culture positioning
strategic approach, where local cultural
meanings and norms are associated with
the product or brand (Alden et al., 1999). A
related implication is the ‘PushaBW’ or ‘Buy

local’ campaigns by government agencies.
This study suggests that, if implemented
eﬀectively, such campaigns can yield the
desired results. However, marketers need
to pay attention to the moderating eﬀect
of income on the relationship between
consumer ethnocentrism and willingness to
buy local products. The results demonstrate
that as income increases, consumers are
less inﬂuenced by their ethnocentrism
levels. This means diﬀerent positioning
approaches ought to be used by local ﬁrms
that target high income earners. Perhaps
for this speciﬁc group a global or foreign
consumer culture positioning approach
should be used, where the brand or product
is associated with a foreign or global culture
(Alden et al., 1999; Domzal & Unger, 1987).
LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER
RESEARCH
Limitations of this study concern the sample
size and geographic location. Although
a sample of 259 is respectable, the
respondents were from one city, making it
limited to reach full generalizability. Levels
of ethnocentrism may change from one
geographic location to another (Javalgi
et al., 2005; Makanyeza & du Toit, 2016;
Ranjbarian, 2011; Wang & Chen, 2004)
even within the same country (Karoui &
Khemakhem, 2019). We would expect that
in Botswana, people living in rural areas
would generally have less ethnocentric
tendencies than those in the cities due to
social and historical reasons. Therefore,
future studies should use larger samples
from diﬀerent regions of the country.
With respect to moderating variables,
conspicuous consumption should be tested
for moderation eﬀects on the relationship
between consumer ethnocentrism and
willingness to purchase local products
in developing countries. Conspicuous
consumption has been proven to be
associated with consumption of foreign
products in developing countries (Javalgi et
al., 2005; Makanyeza & du Toit, 2016). This
behaviour has further been associated with
seeking a unique image in society.
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ABSTRACT
The banking industry can play a major role in
advancing women and speciﬁcally women
entrepreneurship. Research on customer
experience in retail, on-line and mobile
banking has increased in recent years.
Limited research has been conducted
on women’s perceptions and customer
experience in retail and mobile banking in
South Africa. The purpose of this study was
to investigate female customer experience
in the retail banking sector in South Africa.
The study followed a positivistic research
philosophy and the approach was deductive.
A quantitative study using a survey was
conducted to test a conceptual model. The
survey was conducted amongst 532 women
in South Africa, to establish the factors
that have contributed to their customer
experience, when using the services
of South African retail banks. The main
ﬁndings of the study indicate that women
are generally satisﬁed with the banking
services oﬀered by the main banks in South
Africa. The ﬁndings highlighted that women
prefer to deal with the same people at the
bank, to build personal relationships with
speciﬁc people at their bank and that they
will remain a customer of the bank, because
of personal relationships with banking staﬀ.
Women’s banking requirements are similar
to males, however women’s increased

INTRODUCTION
An important factor aﬀecting the wellbeing
of women entrepreneurs is business
sustainability (Lepeley, 2019). Women,
who start new business ventures, generally
lack knowledge of ﬁnance and how to make
the business sustainable. The banking
industry plays an important role supporting
entrepreneurs who need to ﬁnance new
business ventures. Banks play an important
role supporting women entrepreneurs,
providing business sustainability and
supporting women empowerment (Poonam,
Madhu and Prasad 2017; Lamba 2016).
The banking industry is experiencing new
powerful forces that are reshaping the
industry. Changing and increased customer
expectations, technological innovation,
regulatory requirements, demographics
and economics are currently disrupting
the banking industry (PWC 2020). Nontraditional players are challenging the
existing business models and new service
providers are entering the market. New
technologies are becoming enablers of
both customer experience and eﬀective
operations, leading the customer-centric
innovation in banking (PWC 2020).
Retail banking, also known as consumer
banking or personal banking, is the
provision of services by a bank to individual
customers, including entrepreneurs. Retail
banking is a way for individual consumers
to manage their ﬁnances, access credit and
deposit and save their money in a secure
manner. The services oﬀered by retail banks
include current and savings accounts,
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mortgages, personal loans, credit and debit
cards and certiﬁcates of deposit.
Presently, traditional retail banks have not
kept pace with the improvements in customer
experience seen in other consumer
industries (Gujral, Malik and Taraporevala
2019). The McKinsey Global Banking
report in February 2019, on customer
experience in retail banks, indicates that
banking customers now expect interactions
to be simple, intuitive and they want to
seamlessly connect across physical and
digital touchpoints (Gujral et al. 2019).
The South African banking industry is
dominated by ﬁve large banking institutions,
operating at similar eﬃciency ratios and
providing similar products and services, with
limited innovation in features. The McKinsey
Global Banking report indicated that one
of the four secular shifts, that is changing
the way retail banks will compete in the
future, is that “Banks are now competing on
customer experience, with leaders growing
faster than their competitors” (Gujral et al.
2019. p. 2). Customer experience is the
holistic perception of an experience with a
business or brand. Customer experience
in banking has been researched nationally
and internationally (Gujral et al. 2019;
Komulainen and Saraniemi 2019).
PROBLEM INVESTIGATED AND
RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
The banking industry is changing, new
business models are being introduced that
are reshaping the industry and new service
providers are entering the banking industry
in South Africa. The banking industry
are experiencing constant changing
technological innovations and increased
customer
expectations.
Customer
experience in banking has become a critical
diﬀerentiating and success factor.
The banking industry speciﬁcally plays
an important role in supporting emerging
women entrepreneurs, who require speciﬁc
banking services (Poonam et al. 2017).
Women’s customer experience requires

speciﬁc emphasis, as women form an
increasingly important stakeholder in
the banking industry. The main research
problem addressed in this research study is
that not all traditional retail banks have kept
pace with the improvements in customer
experience in the banking industry and
that the customer experience of women in
retail banking in South Africa has not been
extensively researched.
In South Africa, limited research has been
conducted on women’s perceptions and
customer experience in retail and mobile
banking. The objective of this study was
to investigate female customer experience
in the retail banking sector in South Africa.
The main research question investigated
in this study is: What factors aﬀect female
customer experience in the South African
retail banking sector?
LITERATURE REVIEW
Market segmentation provides a basis for
the selection of target markets, which the
company has selected to serve (Jobber and
Ellis-Chadwick 2020). Market segmentation
is necessary, because the needs of diﬀerent
segments are often conﬂicting and their
satisfaction mutually exclusive (Lynn 2011).
Segmentation variables are numerous
and range from beneﬁts sought to lifestyle
to perceptions. Gender is often used as a
segmentation tool, because marketing by
gender is relatively simple and the resulting
segments are large enough to be proﬁtable
(Darley and Smith 1995; Friedmann
and Lowengart 2016). Limited research
on gender segmentation in the banking
retail market has focused on the diﬀerent
customer experiences of men and women.
Research has provided evidence that
gender relates to customers’ perceptions,
attitudes and preferences and purchases
(Van Slyke, Comunale and Belanger
2002). Gender segmentation requires the
customer database to be divided according
to male or female. For example, both men
and women have diﬀerent interests in terms
of shopping for various products. In order
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to overcome this challenge, a company
should have diﬀerent marketing strategies
for both men and women. Many industries
compete in the marketplace with relatively
undiﬀerentiated products. If businesses want
to maintain a competitive advantage, they
need to improve their understanding of the
wants and needs of diﬀerent demographic
groups and tailor the right value proposition
(Friedmann and Lowengart 2016).
Financial Inclusion
In order for ﬁnancial inclusion to have
an impact on women’s economic
empowerment, livelihoods and broader
welfare eﬀects, social norms need to be
taken into account and acted upon. While
social norm change is complex, the design
and roll out of ﬁnancial services and
products have a key role to play (Trivelli et al.
2018). Financial inclusion is all about giving
people an opportunity to build better lives
for themselves and their children, as well
as sustaining equitable growth (Subbarao
2009).
McKinsey & Company, in collaboration with
the Global Banking Alliance for Women,
conducted research that revealed common
misconceptions bank leaders have about
serving female customers (Pilcher 2014).
Firstly, that men and women are the same
and do not have diﬀerent attitudes towards
ﬁnancial matters. In reality, it was found that
women have a more conservative balance
between risk and reward, erring on the side
of caution with a focus on building deep
relationships. The second ﬁnding negated
the need for feminising products–women
do not want pink products.
Products must have a real value add that
takes female needs and concerns into
account. The third fact is that there is no
business case, when in reality, the female
market oﬀers a very proﬁtable opportunity
(Pilcher 2014). Financial inclusion must
focus on the potential for digital ﬁnancial
services to link women to markets, raise
incomes, reduce poverty and facilitate
women’s greater control over their earnings

and savings, which are all critical elements
of women’s economic empowerment
(Hendriks 2019). Greater women’s ﬁnancial
inclusion requires a more gender inclusive
ﬁnancial system that addresses the speciﬁc
demand- and supply-side barriers women
face (Trivelli et al. 2018).
Gender bias and gender inequality
According to the World Economic Forum,
the majority of the world’s population growth
will take place in Africa. The continent will
comprise more than half the world by 2100.
African women make up more than half of
the population (Reines 2018). However,
gender inequality is evident in developed
and developing societies in varying forms
and degrees (Chavan 2008).
Gender equality and women’s economic
empowerment are key priorities in the
2030 Sustainable Development Agenda.
One-hundred and ninety three nations
committed to ending gender inequality by
2030 through the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDG), including SDG 5, which
is focused on ending gender inequality
(Hendriks 2019). Sen (2001), in his seminal
work, identiﬁed seven types of gender
inequality, namely mortality inequality,
natality inequality, basic facility inequality,
special opportunity inequality, professional
inequality, ownership inequality and
household inequality. Women face multiple
barriers that limit their access to and use
of ﬁnancial services. Women, who account
for half the world’s working-age population,
need to achieve their full economic potential
(Woetzel et al. 2015).
Financial institutions can put measures into
place when developing inclusive ﬁnancial
services. These measures include gathering
gender disaggregated data to develop
customised value propositions, tailored to
women’s needs and gender-smart products,
training employees to provide expertise
and design-friendly ecosystems, providing
ﬁnancial training and education to women
and improving women’s networks (Trivelli et
al. 2018).
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The Global Findex report, which is
published every three years, discloses
that women’s access to bank accounts in
developing countries has increased from 51
percent in 2014 to 59 percent in 2017 (ElZoghbi 2017). According to Forbes (2019),
the number of bank accounts owned by
women now equals men in South Africa.
Closing the gender gap in ﬁnancial inclusion
could have positive eﬀects in smoothing
consumption, lowering ﬁnancial risks and
costs, providing security, increasing saving
and investment rates and facilitating new
business opportunities (Trivelli et al. 2018).
Mobile and AI in banking
International research on customer
experience in on-line and mobile banking
has increased in recent years. Komulainen
and Saraniemi (2019) investigated how
to improve customer value and customer
experience in a new mobile banking service.
The ﬁndings highlighted the importance of
customer centricity in a new mobile banking
service and that banks must develop
strategies with regard to customer-oriented
thinking, which will assist in creating longterm, proﬁtable customer relationships.
Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) and machine
learning applications are increasingly being
used in the banking industry (Carson et
al. 2021). However implementing new
technology alone cannot deﬁne a successful
future AI driven bank. The AI driven bank of
the future needs an operating model that
brings together the right talent, culture and
organisational design (Carson et al. 2021).
However, the focus of an AI bank must
always be on customer interaction and
customer experience.
A study on women’s customer experience
and awareness in India, regarding mobile
banking services highlighted, amongst
other factors, that their age, marital status,
education and qualiﬁcations, occupation,
monthly income, family monthly income
and frequency of usage have an inﬂuence
on their level of awareness (Selvanayagam
and Gopi 2018). In a similar study on

woman’s awareness of mobile banking
services in India, Singh, et al. (2021) found
that 87% (n=520) of the women were aware
of mobile banking. Mobile banking and
access to funds using online and mobile
devices and services are closing the gender
gap (El-Zoghbi 2017).
Customer experience (CX)
Customer experience is the measurement
of interaction between service provider
and a customer over a long period of time.
The concept customer experience refers
to the customer experience deﬁned as the
internal and subjective response customers
have to any direct or indirect contact with an
organisation (Meyer and Schwager 2007).
Customer experience is about putting
customer needs at the centre of what a
company needs to do, ensuring that all
touchpoints along the customer journey are
positive and involves consumers’ cognitive,
aﬀective, emotional, social and physical
responses to the company and are thus
holistic in nature (Verhoef et al. 2009).
Leading banking institutions’ surveys on
customer experience, indicate that only
one-half to two-thirds of customers rate their
experience as excellent (Gujral et al. 2019).
Highly satisﬁed customers are two-and-ahalf times more likely to open new accounts
or select new banking products with their
existing bank. The McKinsey & Company’s
Global Banking report highlights the
importance of front-line employees building
a long-term relationship with customers.
The ﬁrst of six priorities for retail banks to
win in 2020 is “Developing a customercentric business model” (PWC 2020. p. 20).
Banks must improve customer experience
in dealing with the bank, as positive
experience is important for customer loyalty
and to attract new customers (Handro
2019). Touchpoints are where a customer is
exposed to a brand. This could be through
an employee, brand message, or product
and occurs across diﬀerent channels and
devices. A great customer experience
comes from providing excellence at every
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stage (Bashir and Ali 2015). Customer
experience blurs traditional distinctions
between products and services because of
its focus on customers’ value-in-use, which
arises from combinations of products and
services (Maklan and Klaus 2011).
Customer experience is created by elements
that the service provider can control (e.g.
service interface, atmosphere, assortment,
price), but also by elements outside of
their control, such as the inﬂuence of other
customers or devices like smart phones
that customers chose to use in various
situations (McColl–Kennedy et al. 2015).
A favourable customer experience positively
aﬀects marketing relevant outcomes, such
as customer satisfaction, loyalty and wordof-mouth behaviour (Kranzbuhler, Kleijnen,
Morgan and Teerling 2018; Pullman and
Gross 2004). Customer experience includes
three stages:
• Brand experience is all the feelings,
cognitions and sensations, aﬀective
and behavioural responses, induced by
brand-related stimuli that generally form
part of a brand’s identity, packaging,
design, environment and communication
(Brakus, Schmitt and Zarantonello
2009). Brand experience is a source of
information that customers can use to
determine the basis of future decisions,
such as the intention to repurchase at a

later stage (Chinomona 2013);
• Service experience is also referred to as
transactional experience, which is the
day-to-day experiences that consumers
encounter, throughout their dealings with
organisations (Jain, Aagja and Bagdare
2017). A superior customer experience
is considered fundamental to ensuring
satisﬁed and loyal customers (Maklan
and Klaus, 2011). Service experience
is a customer’s subjective response to
or interpretation of any indirect or direct
encounter with the service, by means of
the service provider, the service oﬀering,
brand encounter, environment or setting
(Meyer and Schwager 2007; Verhoef
et al. 2009). Service experience is an
integral part of the customer experience
(Jain, Aagja and Bagdare 2017); and
• Post-purchase experience includes
factors such as “sales customer
service, exchange/returns, repairs and
maintenance, product up-gradation or
buy-back, handling customer complaints
or feedback, loyalty programmes,
customer communities and managing
a regular communication with all the
customers” (Jain, Aagja and Bagdare
2017. p. 653). Product usage experiences
play a critical role in consumer decision
making. Consumers do not only
consider their own experiences, when
considering what to purchase and what
to recommend, but those of others as

FIGURE 1: HYPOTHESISED MODEL
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well, which makes word of mouth and
testimonials very important (Jordan and
Sela 2016).
Brand experience, Service experience and
Post-purchase experience relate to women
in banking customer experience. The
hypothesised model (Figure 1) used in this
study was based on the aforementioned
literature.
The following hypotheses were formulated
for the study:
• H1: Brand experience for women in
banking is signiﬁcantly positively related
to Customer experience.
• H2: Service experience for women in
banking is signiﬁcantly positively related
to Customer experience.
• H3: Post-purchase experience for
women in banking is signiﬁcantly related
to Customer experience.
Theoretical framework
The theory of experienced utility forms the
theoretical base for this study (Kahneman,
Wakker and Sarin 1997). Kahneman built
his theory on Bentham’s utility, referred to as
‘pleasure and pain’. The customer journey
and ultimate customer experience is based
on the following utilities: experienced utility,
which has two components, instant utility,
which is the pleasure or distress of the
moment and remembered utility, which is
the retrospective evaluation of an outcome
(Kahneman et al. 1997). Utility is sometimes
deﬁned as a way to summarise choice and
sometimes as the beneﬁt obtained from
experience (Read 2007). Oliver (2017)
proposes that people will choose among
competing alternatives to maximise the
utility they expect to experience. Common
experiences, like dealing with a bank, vary
in intensity and develop into an experience
proﬁle (Ariely and Carmon 2000).
The factors, in this study, aﬀecting customer
experience form part of this experience
proﬁle. The experience the customer has
pre-purchase, during service and the postpurchase inﬂuences future decisions as

well as conveying the experience to others.
This will determine the decision to continue
being a customer or ending the relationship.
Business is based on the assumption that
people will choose between competing
alternatives to maximise the utility they
want to experience (Oliver 2017). The
banks need to ensure that they are the best
alternative.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This study followed a positivistic design
approach, with the main focus on the
collection of quantitative data from female
respondents. The population was women
who live in South Africa and use the services
of a South African retail bank. Convenience
and snowball sampling were used to reach
as many respondents as possible. The URL
link was distributed by MBA students from
the Nelson Mandela University Business
School, in Port Elizabeth.
The survey instrument was a standardised
questionnaire developed by Klaus (2011).
The questionnaire was obtained from
Professor Klaus, who has done extensive
research in Customer Experience. The
structure of the questionnaire was as
follows: section one covered demographic
information and in section two, questions
relating to customer experience in retail
banking were asked, using a 5-point Likert
scale with an additional column for ‘I do not
know’.
The online platform QuestionPro was used
to collect the responses and the Nelson
Mandela University (NMU) statistical
consultant performed the statistical analysis
using the Statistica software. Descriptive
statistics, ANOVA and Exploratory Factor
Analysis (EFA) were conducted. Ethics was
obtained from the NMU ethics committee:
H20-BES-BES-013.
RESULTS
A total of 532 female respondents completed
the questionnaire. The majority of the
respondents were in their mid-life, aged
between 30 and 49 years of age (66%,
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n=349) and 31% (n= 264) had a certiﬁcate
or diploma, 30% (n=157) a degree and 27%
(n=141) a post-graduate degree (Table 1).
The household income was between R10kR40k for 57% (n=304) and 11% (n=59)
had a household income above R60k per
month. Table 1 indicates that the bank most
often used by the respondents (31%) was
First National Bank (FNB), followed by
Capitec (22%), Standard Bank (19%) and
ABSA (14%). The banks speciﬁed under
the category ‘Other’, included African Bank,
Discovery, RMB and TymeBank.

Service Experience (79%), Customer
Experience (78%) and Post-Purchase
Experience (66%). The female respondents
did however indicate that they did not
choose their bank on service fees alone,
38% (n=203) rating this item negative and
the following three items relating to personal
factors. Respondents did not agree that at
their bank, they deal with the same people
(36%, n=194), they have built personal
relationships with people at their bank
(29%, n=152) and they stay with their bank
because they know them (30%, n=161).

The survey aimed to evaluate an overall
cognitive and emotional assessment of
value, with regard to customer experience
from the female banking customer’s point
of view. The questionnaire comprised of
ﬁve-point Likert scale items, ranging from
Strongly disagree (1) to Strongly agree (5).
The responses for reporting purposes have
been combined into the categories Negative
(Strongly disagree and Disagree), Neutral
(including Don’t know) and Positive (Agree
and Strongly agree). The responses to the
items for the four factors are presented
in Table 2, indicating the frequency and
percentage.

The EFA indicated one-factor models
with the total variance explained for the
independent factors Brand experience
(60%), Service Experience (52%) and
Post-Purchase Experience (62%). The
dependent factor Customer experience also
loaded onto a one-factor model with 73%
total variance explained by the 6 items. The
EFA conﬁrmed the items (Table 2) for each
factor.
The Cronbach alpha coeﬃcient values for
all the factors (Table 3) indicated excellent
reliability (α ≥ 0.8). Maklan and Klaus
(2011) have extensively validated the
questionnaire used in this study.

The respondents generally provided positive
ratings, indicating positive responses with
the four factors, Brand Experience (78%),
TABLE 1: BIOGRAPHICAL DETAILS (N = 532)

Age
18-29
30-39
40-49
50+

Highest Qualiﬁcation
Matric or less
13% (n=70)
Certiﬁcate
9% (n=48)
Diploma
22% (n=116)
Degree
30% (n=157)
Post-Graduate
27% (n=141)
degree
Bank most often used
ABSA
14% (n=77)
Capitec
22% (n=116)
FNB
31% (n=164)
Nedbank
9% (n=48)
Standard Bank
19% (n=100)
5% (n=27)

27% (n=142)
45% (n=238)
21% (n=111)
8% (n=41)

Household monthly income
< R10 000
16% (n=83)
R10 000- R20 000
23% (n=121)
R20 001- R40 000
34% (n=183)
R40 001- R60 000
16% (n=86)
>R60 000
11% (n=59)
Other
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TABLE 2: FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS (N = 532)

Factors and items
Brand Experience
The bank I use at has a good reputation
I am conﬁdent with my bank’s expertise
My bank gives independent advice on which product/
service will best suit my needs
I choose my bank because of the service fees alone
The people who work at my bank represent their
brand well
My bank’s oﬀerings have the best quality
My bank’s oﬀerings are superior
My bank oﬀers a variety of products that suit my
needs
Service experience
My bank advises me throughout the banking
processes
Dealing with my bank is easy
My bank keeps me informed
My bank demonstrates ﬂexibility in dealing with me
At my bank I always deal with the same people
My bank’s personnel relate to my wishes and
concerns
The people I deal with at my bank have good people
skills
My bank delivers a good customer service
I have built a personal relationship with the people at
my bank
My bank’s facilities are better designed to fulﬁl my
needs than their competitors
My bank’s online facilities are designed to be as
eﬃcient as possible
My bank’s oﬄine facilities are designed to be as
eﬃcient as possible
My bank uses social media to keep me informed
Post-purchase experience
I stay with my bank because they know me
My bank knows exactly what I want
My bank keeps me up-to-date
My bank will look after me for a long time
My bank dealt well with me when things went wrong
I am happy with my bank as my service provider
Being a client at/customer of my bank gives me
social approval
Customer experience
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Negative
21 (4%)
15 (3%)
19 (4%)

Neutral
Positive
98 (18%) 413 (78%)
63 (12%) 454 (85%)
52 (10%) 461 (86%)

40 (8%)

81 (15%) 411 (77%)

203 (38%) 98 (18%) 231 (44%)
29 (5%)

96 (18%) 407 (77%)

48 (9%) 120 (23%) 364 (68%)
52 (10%) 165 (31%) 315 (59%)
26 (5%)

84 (16%) 422 (79%)

22 (4%)

91 (17%) 419 (79%)

43 (8%)

75 (14%) 414 (78%)

35 (7%)
25 (5%)
39 (7%)
194 (36%)

54 (10%)
52 (10%)
100 (19%)
152 (29%)

443 (83%)
455 (85%)
393 (74%)
186 (35%)

44 (8%)

142 (27%) 346 (65%)

21 (4%)

84 (16%) 427 (80%)

28 (5%)

65 (12%) 439 (83%)

152 (29%) 163 (31%) 217 (41%)
40 (8%)
19 (4%)
40 (8%)
81 (15%)
58 (11%)
161 (30%)
94 (18%)
31 (6%)
52 (10%)
61 (11%)
29 (5%)

121 (23%) 371 (70%)
47 (9%)

466 (88%)

128 (24%) 364 (68%)
132 (25%)
121 (23%)
134 (25%)
149 (28%)
70 (13%)
158 (30%)
150 (28%)
77 (14%)

319 (60%)
353 (66%)
237 (45%)
289 (54%)
431 (81%)
322 (61%)
321 (60%)
426 (80%)

125 (23%) 185 (35%) 222 (42%)
29 (5%)

86 (16%) 417 (78%)
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My bank provides a great customer experience
My bank is the best
My bank is a great brand
There are other banks, but I would rather stay with
mine; it makes it much easier
I intend to remain a customer with this bank for a
long time
My bank looks after me

Customer
Experience
Brand
Experience
Service
Experience
PostPurchase
Experience

Cronbach’s
alphas

Reliability

0.92

Excellent

0.88

Excellent

0.92

Excellent

0.89

Excellent

91 (17%) 416 (78%)
135 (25%) 352 (66%)
67 (13%) 449 (84%)

39 (7%)

67 (13%) 426 (80%)

41 (8%)

73 (14%) 418 (79%)

46 (9%)

139 (26%) 347 (65%)

statistically signiﬁcant at the 0.05 level
for n = 532, if |r| >= .085 and practically
signiﬁcant, regardless of the sample
size, if |r| >= .300. Thus signiﬁcant (both
statistically and practically) if |r| >= .300
(Gravetter and Wallnau 2009). Signiﬁcant
strong positive correlation exists between
Brand
Experience
and
Customer
Experience (r=0,824), Service Experience
and Customer Experience (r=0,843) and
Post-Purchase Experience and Customer
Experience (r=0,810).

TABLE 3: CRONBACH’S ALPHA
COEFFICIENTS FOR THE FACTORS (N = 532)

Factor

25 (5%)
45 (8%)
16 (3%)

Table 4 depicts that the factors Customer
Experience (µ = 4,00, t = -5,69, p < 0.0005),
Brand Experience (µ = 3,90, t = -10,17, p
< 0.0005), Service experience (µ = 3,84, t
= -12,37, p < 0.0005) and Post-Purchase
Experience (µ = 3,64, t = -16,57, p <
0.0005) all received a positive mean score
with signiﬁcant statistical signiﬁcance
(p<.0005) and a small to medium practical
signiﬁcance.
The Pearson Product Moment Correlations
between the Factors (n=532) are presented
in Table 5. A correlation coeﬃcient r is

The Chi² analysis indicated that signiﬁcant
statistical and practical relationships
exist between the factors (Table 5). The
independent factors, Brand experience
(Chi²=431.51, d.f.=4, p<.0005), Service
Experience
(Chi²=445.46,
d.f.=4,
p<.0005) and Post-Purchase Experience
(Chi²=442.23, d.f.=4, p<.0005) indicate
signiﬁcant relationships between the
factors, with a large practical signiﬁcance
(Cramér’s V > 0,50).
A multivariate ANOVA analysis was
conducted on the biographical variables
(Table 6). The only statistically signiﬁcant

TABLE 4: ONE-SAMPLE T-TEST (N=532)

Factors
Customer
Experience
Brand
Experience
Service
Experience
PostPurchase
Experience

Mean

S.D.

d.f.

H1

t-value

p-value

Cohen’s d

4,00

0,81

531

µ ≠ 4.20

-5,69

<.0005

0,25 (Small)

3,90

0,69

531

µ ≠ 4.20

-10,17

<.0005

0,44 (Small)

3,84

0,66

531

µ ≠ 4.20

-12,37

<.0005

0,54 (Medium)

3,64

0,79

531

µ ≠ 4.20

-16,57

<.0005

0,72 (Medium)
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TABLE 5: CORRELATIONS AND CHI-SQUARE (CHI²) ANALYSIS (N=532, D.F.=4)

Factors
Brand
Experience
Brand
Experience
Brand
Experience
Service
Experience
Service
Experience
PostPurchase
Experience

Service
Experience
Post-Purchase
Experience
Customer
Experience
Post-Purchase
Experience
Customer
Experience
Customer
Experience

Correlations

Chi²

P (d.f.=4)

Cramér’s V

,816

431.51

p < .0005

0.64 Large

,766

347.84

p < .0005

0.57 Large

,824

410.34

p < .0005

0.62 Large

,831

470.62

p < .0005

0.67 Large

,843

445.46

p < .0005

0.65 Large

,810

442.23

p < .0005

0.64 Large

TABLE 6: MULTIVARIATE ANOVA STATISTICS

Eﬀect
Age
Household monthly income
Highest qualiﬁcation
Bank most often used

F-value
0.36
0,75
1,66
2,79

biographical factor identiﬁed in this study
was Bank most often used (p<.0005).
The analysis of the biographical factor, bank
most often used, for Brand experience,
indicated
a
diﬀerence
experienced
by respondents between Capitec and
Standard Bank (M1=4.07, M2=3.66,
f-value=4,03; Scheﬀé p < 0.002; Cohen’s
d=0.59 (Medium)). The results were
found to be statistically and practically
signiﬁcant. A similar ﬁnding was recorded
between Capitec and Standard Bank for
Customer experience (M1=4.19, M2=3.81,
f-value=3,30; Scheﬀé p < 0.037; Cohen’s
d=0.46 (Small)). This indicates that
Capitec customers rated their brand and
customer experience signiﬁcantly higher
than Standard Bank customers. A possible
explanation for this diﬀerence is that Capitec
‘gets many things right’ in terms of strategy,
which include its market positioning,
internal operations and organisational
culture (Vermeulen 2018). Vermeulen
(2018) further states that Capitec focusses
on individuals.

D.F
2; 1354.92
6; 1564.82
6; 1564.82
0; 1699.06

p
,976
,739
,048
<.0005

MANAGERIAL AND BUSINESS
IMPLICATIONS
• Management in the banking industry
must take cognisance of the importance
of customer experience (CX);
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• Women banking requirements are
similar to those of men, however women
require more personal interaction and
assistance;
• Woman prefer more face-to-face
interaction, which the COVID-19
pandemic has limited;
• Banking management must investigate
and become more innovative in
implementing new customer interaction
models;
• Banking personnel must use other
social media and other technologies to
maintain personal contact with female
clients during the COVID-10 pandemic
period; and
• Banking management must determine if
women require any additional products
and services required for on-line
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banking.
CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND
FUTURE RESEARCH
The retail banking industry is transforming,
business models are changing and
technology has become an enabler of
both customer experience and eﬀective
operations (PWC 2020). Empowering
women increases the economic activity
and provides women with the opportunity
to become ﬁnancially independent (Lamba
2016). The present retail banking business
models are changing and banks now have
become innovative in implementing new
customer interaction models (Gujral et al.
2019).
Improved customer experienced in dealing
with banks improves customer loyalty and
attracts new customers (Handro 2019).
Studies on customer experience of women
in banking and speciﬁcally women’s use of
online and mobile banking services have
increased the past years (Selvanayagam
and Gopi 2018). However, 88% (n=466)
of the respondents in this study reported
a positive experience with the eﬃciency of
their bank’s online services. However, limited
research has been conducted on women’s
customer experience in retail banking in
South Africa. Seventy-eight percent (n=417)
of the respondents in this study rated their
banking customer experience positive. The
results support leading banking institutions’
customer experience surveys, where twothirds of the customers rate their experience
as excellent (Gujral et al. 2019).
This study contributes to bank marketing
research in South Africa and extends
previous research on customer-centred
service marketing, by focusing speciﬁcally
on female customer experiences in
banking. The independent factors of Brand
Experience, Service Experience and PostPurchase Experience all had positive
correlations with the dependent factor,
Customer Experience, indicating that all the
hypothesis were accepted:
• H1: Brand experience for women in

banking is signiﬁcantly positively related
to Customer experience (r=0.824,
p<.0005).
• H2: Service experience for women in
banking is signiﬁcantly positively related
to Customer experience (r=0.843,
p<.0005).
• H3: Post-purchase experience for
women in banking is signiﬁcantly related
to Customer experience (r=0.810,
p<.0005).
The study by Selvanayagam and Gopi
(2018) highlighted the factors age, marital
status, education and family monthly income
inﬂuencing women’s customer experience
and level of awareness of mobile banking
services. This study found that the only
biographical variable, bank most often
used, was statistically diﬀerent for Brand
experience and Customer experience, for
customers of Capitec and Standard Bank.
There is a plethora of research on women
and banking, which indicates that women
are underserved.
It is evident from the respondents in this
study, who are not representative of all
women because of their qualiﬁcations, age
and income, that Capitec, a relatively new
comer to retail banking, whose focus is on
individuals, seems to be getting customer
experience right as indicated in this study.
According to Ricard (2003), pleasure from
experience is an individual experience.
Banks need to determine what experiences
will be favourable for a sizeable percentage
of their female customers.
The theoretical base for this study was the
Theory of Experienced Utility (Kahneman,
Wakker and Sarin 1997), which refers to
customer’s experience of ‘pleasure or pain’
when dealing with organisations, in this
case, retail banks. The results of this study
indicate that experienced utility is positive
with regard to this sample of women and SA
retail banks. Capitec, speciﬁcally, came into
the market with an alternative oﬀering to
other SA banks, which maximises the utility
women want to experience.
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The limitations of the study include the
bias in the sample as the majority of the
respondents had post-matric qualiﬁcations
(87%, n=462). International studies have
focused on women’s awareness of mobile
banking (Singh, et al. 2021; Selvanayagam
and Gopi 2018). The study further did
not include digital and mobile banking
services, which will be explored in future
research. Banks can play a dominant role
in women empowerment and advancing
women entrepreneurship (Poonam et al.
2017). Women are an important segment
for retail banks and their positive customer
experience is important for customer loyalty
and for banks to attract new customers and
speciﬁcally, female entrepreneurs.
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with retailing students. A thematic approach
was followed to analyse the transcripts from
the recorded interviews in order to identify
themes and patterns. The results indicated
that factors such as corporate reputation,
economic beneﬁts, working environment,
and online presence are attributes that
inﬂuence Gen Z soon-to-graduate retail
students and their intentions to apply for
employment.
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ABSTRACT
Attracting the right employees has
been of strategic importance for many
organisations, including retailers; and
developing strategies to attract and attain
a healthy talent pool has become common
practice. The South African retail sector
continues to face several challenges,
including large skills shortages, negative
employment perceptions, and the inability
to attract graduates. Employer branding
is an important tool in talent acquisition
and retention, and developing employer
attractiveness for an organisation. This
study aimed to explore the attributes that
soon-to-graduate retail students from
Generation Z (Gen Z) consider when
applying for employment in the retail
sector. The research followed a qualitative
approach, and made use of an exploratory
design, with an inductive approach to
gathering extensive data, which was

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
In today’s competitive market (Tanwar &
Prasad, 2016), organisations are realising
that their employees are the driving factor
of their success (Maurya & Agarwal,
2018). According to Biswas and Suar
(2016), employer branding is a critical tool
in the acquisition and retention of talent
and the development of an organisation.
Attracting the best talent is often a strategy
used to gain a competitive edge in highly
competitive markets (Dabirian, Paschen
& Kietzmann, 2019). Previous scholarly
literature has emphasised that peoples’
perception of an organisation originates
from recruitment researchers, and that that
perception will inﬂuence how prospective
employees feel about that organisation
(Lievens & Slaughter, 2016). Contained
in the concept of employer branding is
employer attractiveness, which plays a
major part in attracting future employees
(Ludvík, Mičík & Řehoř, 2018). Employer
attractiveness inﬂuences the recruitment
process in that potential employees may
favour one employer over another (Reis &
Braga, 2016).
Dobbelstein, Heidig, Jooste and Mason
(2018) found that organisations in the
South African wholesale and retail sector
have faced challenges relating to employer
attractiveness. The sector struggles to retain
and attract highly skilled workers, resulting
in a shortage of skilled and knowledgeable
workers. South African wholesale and retail
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sector organisations range from informal
traders to large retail groups (Malgas,
Sibotshiwe, Anderson, Mutize & Mason,
2019), and contribute signiﬁcantly to the
economy by employing close to 23% of
the national workforce (StatsSA, 2020).
According to the South African retail sector’s
August 2018 skills plan, it oﬀers part-time
employment for young people who are
entering the job market, but often fails to
convert these part-time jobs eﬀectively into
permanent careers (Wholesale & Retail
SETA, 2019).
Unemployment is especially high among the
youth in South Africa (those aged from 15
to 24 years). This group reports an overall
unemployment rate of 59 per cent, with
unemployment among graduates standing
at 33.1 per cent (StatsSA, 2019). According
to generational theory, these young adults
are part of the ‘Generation Z’ (Gen Z) group
– that is, individuals born between 1995 and
2010 (Bencsik, Horváth-Csikós & Juhász,
2016). Gen Z is sometimes referred to as
‘the children of the internet’ or ‘the digital
generation’ (Berkup, 2014). For such digital
natives, social media have become a
convenient and accessible channel for Gen
Z to access information for employment
purposes (Kissel & Büttgen, 2015). Equally,
social media allow organisations to interact
and communicate directly, easily, and costeﬃciently with the target audience. Gen Z,
having been born into a globally connected
world, enter the work environment with
their own sets of expectations, perceived
experiences, and preferences about
their working environment (Kirchmayer &
Fratričová, 2020). The prime purpose of
this study was to understand the factors
that retail students from Gen Z consider
when applying for employment in the retail
sector. This study also explored employer
branding and attractiveness, and retailers’
use of online and social media platforms to
recruit more talent among Gen Z soon-tograduate retail students.
PROBLEM INVESTIGATED
The South African wholesale and retail

sector, which is the second-largest
contributor to employment, faces large skills
shortages (Buthelezi, 2020; StatsSA, 2020)
and youth unemployment remains a critical
social issue (Patel, Khan & Englert, 2020);
so attracting talent is fundamental to the
sector’s sustainability. The perception that
the retail sector consists of basic entry-level
positions that do not require much training
or many skills, or that it does not oﬀer a
stimulating long-term career, is another
challenge (Malgas, Khatle & Mason, 2017).
Combined with perceptions that the retail
work environment is associated with long
working hours, minimal training, low income
potential, and few opportunities for career
advancement, it is obvious why the sector
reports low levels of employer attractiveness
(Heidig, Dobbelstein, Mason & Jooste,
2018). Because Gen Z is the next generation
to enter the workforce, and because it
engages signiﬁcantly with technology, is
globally connected, and has the beneﬁts of
formal education (Kirchmayer & Fratričová,
2020), there is a gap in the South African
retail sector’s knowledge about how its
organisations could adjust their employer
branding, employer attractiveness, and
online presence to captivate this generation.
The study investigated more speciﬁcally
the attributes that soon-to-graduate retail
students look for in employers when they
apply for a job in the South African retail
sector.
RESEARCH AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
The study aimed to develop guidelines
for retail employers to consider in order
to attract Gen Z retail graduates. By
identifying and exploring the inﬂuence that
an organisation’s employer attractiveness
has on Gen Z retail students who will soon
graduate, this study aimed to investigate
these students’ perspectives on employer
branding, employer attractiveness, and an
organisation’s online presence. This would
help us to understand the factors they see
as important in the retail sector when they
apply for employment.
In order to achieve those aims, the
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objectives below were identiﬁed:
• To investigate and develop guidelines
for retail employers to consider in order
to attract Gen Z retail graduates.
• To explore the inﬂuence of employer
branding in the retail sector on Gen Z
students.
• To identify the factors of employer
branding that result in employer
attractiveness, and to develop guidelines
for retail employers.
• To determine the inﬂuence of an
organisation’s online presence on Gen
Z retail students in enhancing employer
attractiveness as they seek prospective
employment.
LITERATURE REVIEW
EMPLOYER BRANDING
Organisations have used
employer
branding to diﬀerentiate themselves from
their competitors to attract talent (Babikova
& Bucek, 2019). The underlying principle
of employer branding is based on the
perceptions of prospective employees about
their future employer (Jain & Bhatt, 2015).
Thus employer branding is an attempt
by an organisation to convey to current
and prospective employees that it is an
appealing place to work by demonstrating
the employer’s identity and values (Ahmad &
Daud, 2016). Kashive, Khanna and Bharthi
(2020) add that employer branding includes
providing information to prospective and
current employees on the beneﬁts to be
gained by working for an organisation,
and by promoting its uniqueness. Simply
put, employer branding involves practices
that contribute to the attractiveness and
awareness of the organisation in the eyes
of current and potential employees (Gilani
& Jamshed, 2016).
Well-executed employer branding activities
raise the organisation’s visibility internally
and externally, thus increasing the strategic
advantages that a good organisational
image and reputation oﬀers (Potgieter &
Doubell, 2018). Furthermore, corporate

reputation and identity are the most
signiﬁcant factors in attracting prospective
employees, along with job beneﬁts, career
growth, and leadership in the company (Jain
& Bhatt, 2015). Vasantha and Vinoth (2017)
concluded that employer branding serves as
a crucial function in attracting and retaining
talent, as it builds the organisation’s image
as a desirable workplace while also creating
satisfaction.
EMPLOYER ATTRACTIVENESS
Employer attractiveness is characterised
as the organisation’s traits that future staﬀ
could gain beneﬁts from by being part of
the organisation (Reis, Braga & Trullen,
2017). Chhabra and Sharma (2014) deﬁne
employer attractiveness as “the envisioned
beneﬁts that a potential employee sees
in working for a speciﬁc organisation”.
Employer attractiveness is the concept of
creating desirability and enthusiasm among
prospective employees about the unique
beneﬁts that an organisation provides
(Ibrahim, 2017). However, employer
attractiveness depends on job seekers’
expectations of the various qualities of an
organisation, such as its identity, and their
existing perceptions of and experience
with the organisation’s brand, including its
corporate reputation (Reis et al., 2017).
Aggarwal (2015) found job stability, fair
remuneration, employees’ ﬁnancial wellbeing, and a friendly working atmosphere
to be important aspects in attracting
prospective employees. Thus employer
attractiveness may be found in three areas
(Ambler & Barrow, 1996): the organisation’s
perceived
psychological,
utilitarian,
and ﬁnancial beneﬁts. The attributes of
employer attractiveness are based on ﬁve
dimensions: interest value, social value,
economic value, development value, and
application value (Berthon, Ewing & Hah,
2005). These important aspects were
researched further to determine whether
Gen Z soon-to-graduate retail students
consider these factors in their search for
employment.
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ONLINE PRESENCE
The emergence of the internet has
changed how employers attract prospective
employees and how job seekers search for
information about organisations (Babikova
& Bucek, 2019; Eger, Mičik & Řehoŕ, 2018).
The digital age has opened up newer and
faster ways to communicate – and it has
created a more complex world in which
companies need to handle attraction,
recruitment, and selection (Chhabra &
Sharma, 2014). People use diﬀerent social
media platforms in today’s technological
world, such as LinkedIn, Facebook, and
Twitter, to pursue employment (Potgieter
& Doubell, 2018). Manjunath and Chaitra
(2019) suggest that organisations should use
social networking sites, and seek to make
their websites more appealing, because a
large number of future employees apply for
work with organisations that have a strong
online presence. In this study, the role that
social media sites and company websites
play when Gen Z retail students are looking
for employment was considered.
ATTRACTING GEN Z: THE NEXT RETAIL
EMPLOYEES
Organisations know little about Gen Z’s
characteristics, attributes, needs, and work
style; but without a proper understanding
of this generation, organisations will
ﬁnd it diﬃcult to retain and motivate
them, resulting in a negative impact on
organisational performance (Singh and
Dangmei, 2016). Bencsik et al. (2016) found
that Gen Z employees in the workplace
were characterised as impatient, agile,
and continually looking for new challenges.
Also, Fodor and Jaeckel (2018) found that
Gen Z regarded ﬂexible working hours
and opportunities for growth as important
organisational
attributes.
Therefore,
employers’ branding of their organisations
needs to relate better to the characteristics
of Gen Z employees to become more agile,
and to reshape how they recruit, select,
and develop skills for a new generation of
employees (Mihalcea, 2017).
Dobbelstein et al. (2018) stated that

attracting young talent remains a challenge
in the South African retail sector, as
students and graduates seem to have a
negative perception of the industry and
its organisations. About 79 per cent of
the retail sector is made up of SMME
businesses, and contributes a signiﬁcant
number of employment opportunities.
However, students still have negative
perceptions about the attractiveness of
these organisations (Prinsloo, 2015; Sewell,
Mason & Venter, 2017).
According to Malgas et al. (2017),
technology is the greatest driver of change,
and e-commerce is growing within the
retail sector. The COVID-19 pandemic has
increased the rate at which retail is moving
into e-commerce (The Media Online, 2020).
This has contributed to a new level of skills
shortage in the retail industry. It is evident
that organisations need to devise a strategy
to attract skilled Gen Z graduates into the
workplace, to contribute to the eﬀectiveness
and sustainability of retail organisations in
the digital age.
METHODOLOGY
This exploratory study used a qualitative
research approach, through in-depth,
individual telephonic interviews with Gen Z
retail students. An inductive approach was
followed to gain an insightful understanding
of the attributes and characteristics that
inﬂuence Gen Z retail students as they
apply for jobs in the retail sector. The role
of retail organisations’ online presence
and employer branding was also probed,
using a 23-question interview guide, which
consisted of ﬁve qualifying questions that
were followed by open-ended questions
relating to the retail sector, employer
branding, employer attractiveness, and the
online presence of prospective employers.
Before it took place, ethical clearance and
institutional permission were obtained to
conduct the study among ﬁnal year retailing
students, who were part of the Gen Z
cohort at the University of Johannesburg.
The students were contacted through the
university’s learning management system,
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and emailed an invitation to take part
voluntarily. Thus the study used the nonprobability quota sample method to ﬁnd
25 participants (Berndt, 2020; Taherdoost,
2016). The participants provided their
informed consent by completing consent
forms, after which they took part in
telephonic interviews that were recorded
and then transcribed.
DATA ANALYSIS
The collected data were analysed following
the thematic approach, described by
Esfehani and Walters (2018) as a tool that
is methodologically ﬂexible and is useful for
identifying, analysing, and reporting themes
in empirical material such as interviews,
media articles, and transcripts. Using this
approach, the data were analysed as set
out below.
First, the interviews were transcribed from
the audio recordings, which helped the
researchers to become familiar with the data
(Raufelder, Nitsche, Breitmeyer, Keßler,
Herrmann & Regner, 2016). The average
interview yielded a recording of between 11
and 25 minutes, all the interviews produced
a total of 173 pages of transcriptions.
Second, the researchers disassembled the
data, which involved breaking the data apart
and creating a group of themes; this was
done through coding (Castleberry & Nolen,
2018). During this process, the researchers
identiﬁed the aspects of the data that
were similar and those that were diﬀerent.
Third, they coded the data into themes that
were developed from all the similar codes
(Esfehani & Walters, 2018). The themes
were developed manually by the researchers
by comparing their codes with each of
the interviews that had been conducted.
Fourth, the researchers organised the
themes under the constructs of employer
branding, employer attractiveness, online
presence, and the retail sector. Last, the
researchers interpreted the data and the
themes. Castleberry & Nolen (2018) have
suggested that this stage in the process is
critical, as it allows researchers to develop
conclusions from the presented data and

themes.
To ensure the rigour of the study, the TACT
framework – transferability, auditability,
credibility, and trustworthiness – was
employed (Daniel, 2019). In respect of
trustworthiness, the participants provided
their own opinions about employer branding
in the South African retail industry, making the
ﬁndings of the study authentic and truthful.
Auditability implies a structured method of
data collection, analysis, and interpretation;
in the study, the interviews were recorded,
and a prolonged engagement with the
transcripts of these recordings ensured
credibility (Maher, Hadﬁeld, Hutchings &
De Eyto, 2018). The transferability of the
study lies in that the study was focused
on employer branding and employer
attractiveness, a topic that is applicable to
several industries and environments. Thus
the study could be transferred to ﬁelds of
study other than retailing, and applied to
diﬀerent generational cohorts beyond Gen
Z.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The views of the 25 participants were
organised around the themes identiﬁed in
the transcripts and guided by the literature
review. Within each of the constructs,
speciﬁc themes were formulated to draw
up common similarities among the Gen Z
soon-to-graduate retail students and their
views on employer branding, employer
attractiveness, and the online presence as
it relates to employment in the retail sector.
Employer branding
Corporate reputation was considered to be
an important factor by all 25 participants in
the study. Itam, Misra and Anjum (2020)
argue that prospective employees look
at an employer’s image or reputation and
determine whether or not it is an ideal
workplace. Among the participants of the
study, corporate reputation was tied to the
organisation’s ethics, a ﬂexible working
environment, and favourable leadership.
Respondent 21 said: “You don’t want to
work for a company where things are not
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being done the right way; where there’s
a lot of like, cases of bad things that are
happening in the company”. Respondent
15 added: “It is important to know a bit more
about the background of the company, their
reputation and all the good stuﬀ that they do
before accepting any job oﬀer that they oﬀer
to you as a job seeker”. Therefore these
ﬁndings show that corporate reputation
represents not only the qualities of a
company as a prospective employer, but
also how the company communicates and
presents these qualities to key stakeholders
(Babikova & Bucek, 2019).
Chawla (2020) suggested that eﬀective
employer branding strategies involve
organisations providing an environment that
allows their employees to use their creative
capabilities and the freedom to achieve
the desired tasks. Concerning the working
environment, 23 respondents commented
that the characteristics of the working
environment of prospective employers were
very important. Respondent 2 said that “the
work environment is of importance because
that’s where I will be spending most of my
time, and is motivating to be in a healthy
working environment”, while Respondent
7 stated: “Well, of course, the working
environment is one of the most important
parts that contribute to a more productive
workplace”. Respondent 18 commented:
“The environment of that company, for
example, is sort of signiﬁcant also because
it kind of speaks about the motivational
level in which you should expect, so a very
well-coordinated environment to me is
important”. These ﬁndings provide a better
understanding of the important factors of
employer branding that retail employers
need to consider and that guide their eﬀorts
to attract Gen Z soon-to-graduate retail
students.
Employer attractiveness
A major number of the respondents (18)
identiﬁed economic beneﬁts as an important
factor when it comes to the attractiveness
of an employer. It is key for the employer
to oﬀer good monetary compensation and

beneﬁts for the hard work that employees
would contribute to the organisation.
Respondent 5 commented: “It is important
because, um, monetary value shows how
much they value you as a person”. This
ﬁnding corresponded with the economic
value listed by Berthon et al. (2005) as one
of the attributes that make an employer
attractive. However, participants did not
consider economic beneﬁts to be the only
important aspect of attractiveness: two of
them said that gaining work experience
could be preferred over economic beneﬁts
when entering the workforce. Respondent
14 said: “For the ﬁrst year I can take a salary
that is a minimum salary”.
The participants were also probed on the
importance of the employer’s corporate
mission statement and values, because
Taiwo, Lawal and Agwu (2016) emphasised
that the vision and mission statements are
key to the performance of an organisation.
The ﬁndings supported the literature, in that
18 participants said that they considered
the mission and values of the organisation
when they apply for a position. Respondent
25 declared: “Yes, because I think that is the
overall objective we are looking towards, so
I myself need to understand can I handle
this? Can I get to these missions and
visions that the company has set for me?”.
Respondent 15 said: “Yes, I consider that so
that I know how they are willing to achieve
their goals and objectives at that particular
place in time”; and Respondent 4 declared:
“Yes, because they know what they want,
and they know what is expected from me”.
Taiwo et al. (2016) stated, however, that
some organisations’ employees seldom
know their employers’ mission and vision
statements, which might explain why seven
respondents did not consider the mission
and values to be important factors in their
decision to apply for a job. Respondent 5
said: “Not that important, but I think it’s just
one of those factors that will complete the
set. So, I don’t look at their vision or rather
the mission, but it is important in helping me
understand where they are trying to get to
you know”.
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Bencsik et al. (2016) stated that people in Gen
Z are often anxious about unemployment and
the possibility of their careers not growing
and progressing. However, Dobbelstein et
al. (2018) mentioned that the retail industry
is able to oﬀer growth and development
to employees. Thus it does not come as
a surprise that, when the respondents
were questioned about the importance of
personal development, 23 of them stated
that it was important for them to advance
in their careers. Respondent 15 responded:
“It is important for a person to grow in that
particular company”. Respondent 16 said:
“Yes, it is important for me to keep building
my awareness, knowledge, and skills at all
times”. Respondent 7 replied: “In terms of
personal growth, when looking for a job, I
would like to ﬁnd a job that would help me
grow myself as an independent body and
prepare me for bigger and more advanced
opportunity because obviously, I cannot
expect to remain in one position forever,
so I have to grow as a person too”. This
supports Fodor and Jaeckel (2018) that
Gen Z employees want opportunities for
growth and development.
Linked to personal development, 23
participants articulated the importance of
applying what they have learned through
their qualiﬁcation in the workplace. For
example, Respondent 18 said: “Of course,
of course. As much as the real world is
diﬀerent, clearly, it’s still important and, like,
it provides the guidelines as to how you can
solve problems, so it’s important to be able
to apply them in the real world”. Respondent
25 replied: “Yes, to a certain extent I do
believe that the theory you have acquired
from your university life is very important
too, because it will bring more innovative
and creative ideas to the company to help
them sell that product or service”. This
ﬁnding shows that the application value
of a qualiﬁcation in the retail sector was
considered to be important among the retail
group, and that organisations would need
to provide a space in the workplace where
it can be applied.

When the participants were questioned
about the importance of a product and
of a company’s innovativeness as a
consideration when applying for a job, 16
reported that it was important. Respondent
18 said:” The product range or the product
line-up plays a signiﬁcant role, but not that
much; but the innovation part, I focus on
that because I like, it prolongs the existence
of the company to the future longer”. This
supports the view that organisations’
product oﬀerings and innovativeness play
a role in attracting Gen Z soon-to-graduate
retail students as they enter the retail sector.
Retail sector attractiveness
According to Maurya and Agarwal (2018),
the image of a speciﬁc industry may
aﬀect not only the perceptions of potential
investors, but also those of prospective
employees. Eleven participants in the study
said that a qualiﬁcation and career in retail
was not their ﬁrst choice, but was rather a
second choice to courses such as logistics,
psychology,
business
management,
and journalism. As Respondent 17 said:
“Basically it was my second option; I did
not choose this one, I went for transport
and logistics…”, thus supporting the
argument by Dobbelstein et al. (2018) that
the retail sector does face challenges in
attracting young talent because students
and graduates seem to have a negative
perception of the sector. However, some
participants mentioned how their interest in
retailing was cultivated during their studies,
and that they eventually realigned their
preferences. According to Respondent 25:
“Well, at ﬁrst I did not choose this course
because, um, I wanted to do something else,
I just did not want to stay at home and do
nothing…initially…since I now enjoy retail I
would like to work for companies such as
Pick n Pay, Checkers and Clicks...”.
Some respondents said that the retail
sector oﬀered opportunities for selfemployment; and Gen Z is described as
having entrepreneurial qualities (Chillakuri
& Mahanandia, 2018). Respondent 23 said
that they chose the retailing qualiﬁcation
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because they wanted “to learn how to
start my own business”; and in response
to a question about which companies they
wished to work for, Respondent 23 added:
“My own. I have started my own company”.
Respondent 14 commented that he chose
the retail course because “basically I am [a]
person [who is] cause business-driven…
to get the exposure I think I need when
considering my own business”.
Considering the literature and the
characteristics of Gen Z soon-to-graduate
retail students, and the perception this
generation has of the retail industry, the
online presence of employers in the retail
sector should be investigated as a theme.
Online presence
The online presence of an organisation
includes its web and social media
presence. Because members of Gen Z
are considered active users of online
technology, the respondents were asked
about their use of social media as a source
of information about employers in the retail
sector. Twenty of the respondents said that
they did consider social media as a tool for
gaining information about a prospective
job or employer. Respondent 6 said: “Yes,
social media is a source of information
when applying for jobs, because you will
ﬁnd people that will post reviews about
a particular job you will be intending on
applying to”. This aligns with the ﬁndings of
Priyadarshini, Kumar and Jha (2017), that
social media were a way to help job seekers
ﬁnd information about their prospective
employers. Organisations also need to
expand their presence to career sites;
according to Respondent 13: “Career sites
is very useful, it’s very useful, it’s something,
as times has changes, we use technology,
you do not have to buy a paper and so on…
you just use your phone”. From this ﬁnding,
the online presence of an organisation is
an important tool that retail employers can
use to attract Gen Z soon-to-graduate retail
students.

IMPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS
Based on the ﬁndings of this study,
organisations still need to implement
employer branding as a strategic tool to
attract Gen Z as future employees. Being
active online on social media could support
their corporate branding eﬀorts.
First, corporate reputation was identiﬁed
as an important factor that inﬂuences the
intentions of Gen Z retail students to apply for
employment. This therefore requires retail
employers to incorporate their company’s
image and the reputation it upholds into
their recruitment strategies and campaigns;
and, while doing that, highlighting the type
of work environment that they provide their
employees is the key to building an eﬃcient
employer brand and gaining sustainable
competitive advantage.
Second, the economic beneﬁts oﬀered by
employers were shown to be a key factor
in employer attractiveness among Gen Z
soon-to-graduate retail students. Retail
employers need to highlight the importance
and value of the economic beneﬁts of
potential job openings, as this would
indicate the worth and appreciation of the
set of skills, knowledge, and experience
that the prospective employee will need to
uphold, and increase their intention to apply
for that particular job. Therefore, managers
need to indicate the economic beneﬁts
of that position throughout the recruiting
process.
Retail as a ﬁeld of study – and the South
African retail sector itself – tend to be lower
on the priority list of potential careers for
students. This may be grounded in their
perceptions of the industry and their lack
of knowledge of the career potential that
the industry oﬀers the Gen Z workforce. It
is therefore recommended that the retail
sector should consider embarking on an
awareness campaign on social media
aimed at the youth who are in the process
of choosing a ﬁeld of study and a future
career. The campaign should provide the
youth with more information about the
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opportunities in the retail sector and build
positive perceptions around the potential
career paths the industry oﬀers.
Furthermore, a better online presence
on social media platforms, for example,
could be beneﬁcial to employers to create
awareness and attract Gen Z soon-tograduate retail students. Gen Z uses
these platforms to search for information
about potential employers when they
are seeking employment. So managers
need to incorporate social media into their
branding process as their key tool for
reaching potential employees, especially
during the recruitment process. As part of
the recruiting process, managers could also
use social media as a tool to engage with
prospective employees by launching virtual
career workshops or exhibitions.
The limitations of this study include that
the participants were students of retailing
from one institution, the University of
Johannesburg. Thus the results of this
study cannot be generalised to the broader
student cohort or to other institutions
in other areas. Owing to the current
COVID-19 pandemic, telephonic interviews
had to be conducted; this method limited
the researcher’s ability to read the body
language of the respondents and to probe
for further answers. Another limitation of the
study was that older students (millennials)
who were part of the retail group, but were
not in the Gen Z age group, could not be
used; and so their experiences could not be
included in the study. Thus not all the soonto-graduate retail students’ opinions were
included.
For future research, researchers could,
ﬁrst, expand the study of employer branding
to other industries, as this study mainly
focused on the retail industry. Second, a
diﬀerent group of audiences other than
Gen Z students could be sampled in
order to compare the diﬀerences between
generations. The study might need to be
conducted at institutions other than those
that oﬀer retail qualiﬁcations. Last, as this

study used the qualitative approach, future
researchers could follow it up by using
the quantitative approach, and expand
their study to a much larger sample for a
broader understanding of the variables that
inﬂuence employer attractiveness.
CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
The primary purpose of the study was to
focus on gaining better understanding
the factors that Gen Z soon-to-graduate
retail students consider when applying
for employment. The study indicated that
factors under constructs such as employer
branding,
employer
attractiveness,
and online presence play a role in the
decision and the intention to apply for
employment in the retail sector. Employer
branding provides retail employers with the
opportunity to present diﬀerent features of
their organisation to increase their attraction
in the eyes of future skilled employees.
The ﬁndings of this study provides insight
to retailers how diﬀerent organisational
attributes inﬂuence the intentions of Gen Z
soon-to-graduate retail students to apply for
employment.
Within employer branding, corporate
reputation was of particular importance to
soon-to-graduate retail students. Corporate
reputation allows employees within an
organisation, as well as individuals outside
it, to align their values with those of the
organisation. So an organisation should
want to have a positive reputation with which
potential employees can identify (Potgieter &
Doubell, 2018). Employer branding includes
various eﬀorts that organisations continually
make to improve and so remain attractive
to potential employees (Babikova & Bucek,
2019). The work environment is one key
aspect of attractiveness that organisations
need to consider when attempting to attract
Gen Z soon-to-graduate retail students.
Bencsik et al. (2016) explained that Gen
Z has speciﬁc desires relating to their
working environment, such as ﬂexibility
and working with equipment that is up-todate with technological advances. Gen Z
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is highly technologically advanced, and
organisations need to keep up with them
and accommodate them as they enter the
workforce. Therefore retail organisations
could emphasise the working conditions
and the advanced technology within
working environment that their organisation
oﬀers, as part of their employer branding
communication to attract potential Gen Z
employees.

the importance of organisations using these
platforms, as they enable soon-to-graduate
retail students to acquire the required
information about potential employment
opportunities and prospective employers.
Thus it is clear that organisations need to
utilise the appropriate online platforms and
implement employer branding eﬀorts as
strategic tools to attract prospective Gen Z
employees.

It is clear that employer attractiveness rests
on the image created by the organisation in
the mind of the potential employee, on its
reputation, and on the desired beneﬁts that
the prospective employee perceives (Reis
& Braga, 2017). The economic beneﬁts
and career development potential that an
organisation oﬀers were considered vital
among soon-to-graduate retail students in
this study. Therefore these beneﬁts need to
form the basis of employer branding eﬀorts
aimed at attracting and retaining Gen Z
graduates (Bencsik et al., 2016:102).
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ABSTRACT
Since 2015, Botswana Human Resource
Development Council (HRDC) has been
using digital marketing platforms to
promote its services and reach out to its
stakeholders, customers and clients. This
was meant to augment traditional marketing
platforms such as television, radio and
newspapers which were not reaching out to
all stakeholders due to geographical spread.
As a result, the Botswana HRDC decided to
incorporate digital marketing in its Marketing
Communications Strategy. After this shift,
it became necessary to know whether the
use of digital marketing platforms, mainly
Facebook and Twitter, was achieving the
intended results. The study sought to
investigate the eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency
of digital marketing on the promotion of
Botswana HRDC’s services. The study
targeted Botswana HRDC stakeholders,
customers and clients. Purposive sampling
was used to select 420 respondents of
which 348 answered a questionnaire, while
26 participated in interviews, seven and 13
respondents participated in the two focusgroup discussions. The response rate was

82.4 percent. The ﬁndings suggest that
participants generally preferred to use digital
marketing; however, due to unaﬀordability
of data to some and inaccessibility of
internet in rural areas, some still preferred
traditional marketing platforms. The ﬁndings
also showed that there is a relationship
between the use of digital marketing
platforms and the type of stakeholder, age,
position, location and level of education.
The ﬁndings further recommended the use
of Instagram, WhatsApp and Pinterest.
The signiﬁcance of this study is that the
research ﬁndings inform Botswana HRDC
on how to plan for its next strategic plan
of 2021–2026 on digital capacity building,
agility, management, budgeting and how
best to exploit digital marketing for reaching
out to all types of stakeholders.
Keywords: Digital Marketing, Eﬀectiveness, Eﬀectiveness, Social Media, Facebook, Traditional Marketing, Twitter,
Stakeholders
INTRODUCTION
One can no longer dispute the fact
that digital technology has irreversibly
transformed the way we communicate and
conduct business in our modern era. Ul
Haq and Awan (2020) conﬁrm the fact that
information and communication technology
(ICT) has radically changed the manner in
which business owners and their customers
interact. Because the world has gone digital,
it has become imperative for business
entrepreneurs to harness technology in
order to make their products and services
more competitive through the use of digital
marketing platforms.
Johnson (2021) aﬃrmed that almost 4.66
billion people were active internet users as
of October 2020, encompassing 59 percent
of the global population. Mobile technology
has now become the most important
channel for internet access worldwide
as mobile internet users account for 91
percent of total internet users. Ng’ang’a
(2015) supported the view that the growth of
internet technology has enormous potential
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as it reduces the costs of product and
service delivery and extends geographical
boundaries in bringing buyers and sellers
together.
Like other organisations around the globe,
Botswana Human Resource Development
Council (HRDC) has also taken advantage
of the technology advancements by using
digital marketing channels to communicate
messages and to market the human
resource development (HRD) services
it is mandated to oﬀer on behalf of the
Government of Botswana. It is worth noting
that when the products and services are
more competitive, they attract the attention
of valued targeted stakeholders, customers
and clients. Digital marketing, especially
social media (Facebook and Twitter) and the
website, has assisted many businesses like
Botswana HRDC to thrive as it eﬀectively
communicates with customers and clients
and advertises its products and services.
Tabrizi et al. (2019) stated that
most companies started their digital
transformation projects to further ensure
their competitiveness. Botswana HRDC
has in the past invested in ICT systems
and improved its processes to improve
service delivery and customer service.
In a bid to remain digitally relevant to its
online stakeholders, customers and clients,
Botswana HRDC started using digital
marketing platforms website and Social
Media (Facebook and Twitter) to promote
its services. Hence, the study seeks to
interrogate the eﬀectiveness of digital
marketing in promoting its products and
services for the past six (6) years.
Statement of the Problem
In discussing the eﬀectiveness of digital
marketing, Kotler (2016), an expert on
digital marketing, maintains that marketing
today is going through a digital revolution
that has made it possible for consumers
to look for information about a company
or organisation, its products, social
responsibility and the ratings of its products.
Consumers can now go onto Facebook

and Twitter to exchange views about the
quality of a product and check the prices
of rival brands and their quality, which puts
them in a better position to make informed
decisions. For example, a consumer can
be in a shop to buy a certain product but
can quickly check from their smart phone
whether a better price is being oﬀered
elsewhere. While the use of social media
has radically transformed the promotion of
goods and services, the problem is that the
implications of digital marketing have not
yet been carefully considered.
In the case of the Botswana HRDC,
it is through digital marketing that the
organisation is now able to link with its
clients, customers and stakeholders to
whom it provides valuable services. Yet
Botswana HRDC still does not know the
exact eﬀectiveness of digital marketing on
the promotion of its services and what can
be done to improve the marketing thereof.
This present study, therefore, seeks to ﬁll this
gap in our knowledge of digital marketing by
using the Botswana HRDC as a case study
to understand the eﬀectiveness of digital
marketing.
Until recently, the Botswana HRDC had
been using traditional marketing methods
such as posters and ﬂyers to promote its
services until it decided to switch to digital
marketing platforms such as social media.
Even though the internet is only part of
the Botswana HRDC’s marketing bouquet,
Samiee (2018) advised that an organisation
should promote its activities by creating
a website that provides all the required
information. Wymbs (2011) contended that
in the digital world in which we now live,
the use of digital marketing is the best way
to get in touch with customers, particularly
those who are able to use digital gadgets.
According to Sinan Soft (2018), despite the
risk of hacking and spreading malicious
information, the main advantage of digital
marketing is that it is more personalised and
can reach diﬀerent kinds of customers at
any time of the day for an aﬀordable price,
unlike television or print advertising which
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are more expensive and lack the human
touch.
It is the consumers and their peer-to-peer
talk that is shaping consumer images of
brands, what to buy and how much to
pay. Kotler (2009) claimed that new digital
technologies have turned most of the
traditional principles of marketing upside
down. The development of social media
technologies such as Facebook, Twitter
and YouTube are radically changing the
way we market goods and services. Some
of the new trends in marketing such as cocreation, crowd-sourcing, dynamic pricing,
digital marketing, marketing automation
and growth strategies are based on digital
technologies. Further, Kotler et al (2017)
remarked:
Digital marketing is not meant to replace
traditional marketing. Instead, the two
should coexists with interchanging roles
across the customer path. In the early
stage of interaction between companies
and customers, traditional marketing plays
a major role in building awareness and
interest. As the interaction progresses and
customers demand closer relationships
with companies, digital marketing rises
in importance. The most important role
of digital marketing is to drive action and
advocacy. Since digital marketing is more
accountable than traditional marketing, its
focus is to drive results whereas traditional
marketing’s focus is on initiating customer
interaction. The essence of Marketing 4.0 is
to recognise the shifting roles of traditional
and digital marketing in building customer
engagement and advocacy. (p.52 and 53)
Pagani and Pardo (2017) contended that
digital marketing has a profound eﬀect on
interpersonal communication which helps to
create new business opportunities in places
which are far away. Nizar (2018) advised
that when marketing goods and services, it
is necessary to understand the customers’
behaviour; a view which is shared by Malik,
Ghafoor and Iqbal (2013) who pointed out
that consumer behaviour is inﬂuenced by

the brand of the goods and services as
well as the customers’ ability to access the
various forms of social media. For marketing
purposes, Malik et al. (2013) concluded that
a positive perception of the brand, coupled
with a strong brand image, inﬂuenced a
consumer’s loyalty to a particular brand.
Therefore, the Botswana HRDC needs to
convey the right messages using the right
marketing platforms in order to attract
loyalty; and this can only be done by using
marketing strategies whose eﬀectiveness is
supported by empirical evidence.
Hanna et al. (2011) noted that a unique
aspect of social media is its unlimited
interactivity
that
has
revolutionised
marketing practices such as advertising
and promotion. Kaplan and Haenlein
(2010) acknowledged the fact that there are
distinct advantages of using social media for
marketing purposes because producers are
easily connected with consumers, sellers
with buyers, colleges and universities with
students and organisations with clients
and stakeholders. Mersey, Malthouse and
Calder (2010) reminded us that in the highly
competitive business environment where
customers’ loyalty can change in a split
second, it is necessary to market the right
brand of particular products and services.
Yet to assume that digital marketing alone
is a panacea for all our marketing needs
is probably naïve: Botswana HRDC needs
to assess ﬁrst whether digital marketing is
eﬀective in reaching out to clients, customers
and stakeholders before adopting it.
According to Khan, Muttakin and Siddiqui
(2013), digital marketing is now widely used
throughout the world and at the moment
platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, You
Tube, Instagram, LinkedIn, Google and
other social media platforms are radically
transforming the attitudes of consumers.
Social media platforms have also irrevocably
changed the way manufacturers and
organisations sell their goods and services.
In the case of the Botswana HRDC, digital
marketing platforms have become important
channels for marketing its services. Yet
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to the best knowledge of this researcher,
little or no research on digital marketing
has ever been conducted in Botswana to
establish its eﬀectiveness in marketing
products, goods and services to a range of
clients, customers and stakeholders. This
present study, therefore, seeks to ﬁll this
gap in our knowledge of digital marketing
by using the Botswana HRDC as a case
study to understand the eﬀectiveness of
digital marketing.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
• To investigate the eﬀectiveness of digital
marketing in promoting the Botswana
HRDC’s services to its valued clients,
customers and stakeholders.
• To examine the eﬃciency of digital
marketing compared to other forms of
marketing.
• To recommend interventions that can
be implemented to improve the use of
digital marketing at Botswana HRDC.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS

• How eﬀective is digital marketing in
promoting the Botswana HRDC’s
services to its valued stakeholders,
customers and clients?
• How eﬃcient is digital marketing
compared to other forms of marketing?
• What interventions can be put in place
to improve the use of digital marketing
at the Botswana HRDC?
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Perhaps the ﬁrst thing one should do is
to establish the meaning of a conceptual
framework. The researcher’s view is that
a conceptual framework is a synthesis of
the relevant literature which explains the
research phenomenon within the broader
conﬁnes of a theoretical framework. The
objective is to explain the assumptions,
hypotheses and principles that guide the
study and to identify the gaps in the present
corpus of knowledge to extend the boundaries
of our knowledge in the discipline. For this
study, the researcher used an adapted
Reach, Act, Convert and Engage (RACE)

FIGURE 1: RACE DIGITAL MARKETING CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
SOURCE: BOTSWANA HRDC
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conceptual framework to critique the issues
involved in digital marketing. EriksonCoats (2018) maintained that the RACE
Conceptual Framework (Figure 1) provides
an excellent approach to digital marketing.
The
RACE
conceptual
framework
highlights the variables that underpin the
research questions for this study such as
the eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency, of digital
marketing platforms. The RACE conceptual
framework provides a practical approach
to the planning of digital marketing and
key performance indicators required for
managing a marketing campaign.
The ‘reach’ stage is the one that primarily
concerns the Botswana HRDC for
digital marketing purposes because the
organisation mainly uses social media
to communicate with its stakeholders,
customers and clients. At the ‘act’ stage,
the Botswana HRDC provides the content
to engage customers and stakeholders
through software that interacts with them,
such as inviting them to sign for monthly
e-newsletter subscriptions. The organisation
also uses Facebook and Twitter to increase
the demand for the organisation’s services.
At the ‘convert’ stage, the Botswana
HRDC tries to convince its customers
and stakeholders to use social media
(Facebook and Twitter) because that is the
main platform the organisation uses. At this
stage, the organisation tries to develop a
conversion strategy to increase the number
of stakeholders, customers and clients using
the website, Facebook and Twitter pages.
The aim is to ensure that all customers
are retained. At the ‘engage’ stage, the
Botswana HRDC uses a customer and
stakeholder retention strategy focusing
on post-sales, relationship building and
loyalty levels, which are monitored through
several tweets and reviews. By using
the RACE conceptual framework, the
researcher hopes that study variables such
as the eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency will be
suﬃciently investigated.
While the RACE conceptual framework is

useful for analysing digital marketing, it only
remains a construct until its practicability is
empirically tested. The critical question is:
how can the Botswana HRDC reach its
customers and stakeholders eﬀectively?
This is the research focus of this thesis
because the Botswana HRDC still does
not have well-researched evidence that
supports the view that digital marketing
is the best form of reaching stakeholders,
customers and clients. The issue of ‘act’ is
probably empty until we have conclusive
evidence of the eﬀectiveness of digital
marketing and neither can we convert and
engage until we know the full facts about
digital marketing, especially in a vast
country such as Botswana whose rural
population is sparsely dotted across the
length and breadth of the country.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research methodology for this study
entailed the research design (qualitative
and quantitative), research philosophy,
methods used to collect data, sample and
sampling and research framework.
The Mixed Methods Approach
The use of multiple research strategies was
dictated by the non-experimental or applied
nature of the research which calls for the
use of a variety of research methods in order
to produce detailed explanations of the
eﬀectiveness of digital marketing strategies
used for the promotion of services of the
Botswana HRDC. The researcher opted
for a mixed-methods approach (dialectical
pluralism) being a mixture of quantitative
and qualitative necessitated by the
research phenomenon under investigation
which is still new in Botswana. As such, the
researcher wanted to gain better insight into
the two paradigms as they remedy each
other’s weaknesses.
Further, in support of the use of a mixedmethods approach, Rahman (2017)
stated that a strength of using qualitative
methods is that they elicit deeper insights
into participants’ behaviour, perceptions,
feelings, and understanding. Some
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weaknesses are, for instance, that it uses a
smaller sample size and is time-consuming.
Quantitative research methods, on the other
hand, involve a larger sample and require
a relatively short time for data collection.
Some limitations are that quantitative
research methods take snapshots of a
phenomenon and do not provide an indepth view of participants’ experiences or
what they mean by something.
The researcher wanted to get insights
into the phenomenon being investigated
numerically (quantitative) and through the
views and opinions (qualitative) in order to
fully comprehend the problem. Tichapondwa
(2013)
concluded
that,
although
quantitative and qualitative approaches
diﬀer in how they access knowledge and
address the research questions, they are
complementary and help provide a more
complete analysis of the research problem
(Maree, 2007) and oﬀer the best chance of
answering the speciﬁed research questions.
In using the mixed-methods approach, one
ensures triangulation of both quantitative
and qualitative methods and data sources
in a single study; i.e., convergence and
corroboration of results from diﬀerent
methods on the same phenomenon (Borg
& Gall, 1996; Creswell, 2007; Johnson &
Onwuegbuzie, 2004).
Data Collection
The
data
was
collected
through
interviews, focus-group discussions and a
questionnaire. Since digital marketing has
been an emerging concept in marketing,
the researcher wanted to gather views,
insights and opinions about the subject to
enable them to report informed ﬁndings and
recommendations.
In order to have a deeper understanding
of the phenomenon, the researcher
complemented quantitative with qualitative
research methods by purposively selecting
420 informants who were all issued
research questionnaires (qualitative and
quantitative) while 26 were interviewed as
individuals and 18 formed part of the two

focus-group discussions. Determination of
the sample framework and determination
of the sample size informed the sampling
framework. The study was piloted using 16
study sample representatives who were
later excluded. Data was collected through
questionnaires, interviews and focus-group
discussions mainly because they focus on
a deeper understanding of the research
phenomenon in situ, which means getting
information ‘straight from the horse’s
mouth’.
The purpose of using interviews was to
ﬁnd more information on the eﬀectiveness
and eﬃciency of digital marketing. The
overarching justiﬁcation for using mixed
methodology was for them to complement
each other. Qualitative methods, unlike
quantitative methods, tend to lose the
social and institutional context of data while
qualitative techniques focus on the ‘how’ and
‘why’ part of the data thus fully answering
the questions since digital marketing is
a recent phenomenon in Botswana. This
study is based on the research objectives
and questions; hence, it is descriptive and
narrative in its nature.
Sampling
The present study ensured that the sample
size was large enough to yield reliable
and credible information to address the
objectives of the study. The precision
levels of this sample size were subjected
to a standard error and conﬁdence interval
calculation. Field (2000) contended that
a standard error is a way of measuring
how well the sample represents the larger
population which gives an idea of the extent
to which the sample is typical. The approach
employed to assess the accuracy of the
sample was to calculate the conﬁdence
intervals which indicated the range of the
value within which the population for the
study fell.
After reaching the ﬁnal sample size, the
study then employed the generic sample
size as calculated below:
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Education and Training
Providers
Training Levy Payers
Government (Ministries,
Departments & Parastatals)
Learners
Media
Total Sample

Where:
• n* is the estimated sample size
Z is a standard normal univariate value

of which provides a .95% conﬁdence
interval
• Alpha (α) speciﬁes the probability of
declaring a diﬀerence to be statistically
signiﬁcant when no real diﬀerence exists
in the population.
• p was the predicted or anticipated
prevalence (coverage rate) for the
key indicator, which was based on the
smallest targeted group in terms of its
proportion of the total population and
was used to calculate the maximum
error.
•

was the allowable error to be tolerated
for the purpose of conducting this study.
e

The formula yielded a sample size of 420 to
be used for this study.
The following is the associated standard
error and conﬁdence interval for the sample
size:
. This is a small
standard error indicating that the sample
was likely to give an accurate reﬂection of
the wider population.

The 95% conﬁdence interval is small
which means that the mean accurately
represented the sample. The total sample
is shown below and how it was spread.
TABLE 1: SAMPLE FROM EACH
ORGANISATION

Type of organisation in the
Frequency
sample
HRDC Staﬀ
70

70
70
70
70
70
420

DATA ANALYSIS AND
INTERPRETATION
Since the researcher integrated quantitative
and qualitative data collection methods, the
data was gathered in a parallel fashion but
was analysed sequentially. The quantitative
data was checked, recorded and coded
using SPSS version 26 whereas qualitative
data was analysed through open coding
and content analysis.
In this study, the eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency
of digital marketing for the promotion of
Botswana HRDC was measured through the
help of demographic factors that inﬂuence
the use of digital or traditional marketing
platforms such as the age of the respondents,
their qualiﬁcations, experience, location, the
type of organisations they worked for, the
marketing platforms they mostly preferred
and the frequency of use. It further provides
a multivariate analysis of variance as well as
a statistical calculation of the eﬀect of each
marketing method vis-à-vis demographic
variables. It concludes by calculating the
Pearson Correlation coeﬃcient between
dependent variables (eﬀectiveness and
eﬃciency) and independent variable (digital
marketing).
Digital Marketing (Social Media)
Platform Used
Figure 2 shows that the majority of the
respondents (176 or 50.6 percent) preferred
using Facebook followed by YouTube at 10
percent. Those who stated that they used
other platforms were 27 or 7.8 percent.
They were followed by those who preferred
using both Facebook and Twitter who were
20 or 5.7 percent. Those who preferred
using Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn and
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FIGURE 2: DIGITAL MARKETING (SOCIAL MEDIA) PLATFORM USED

Pinterest were 16 or 4.6 percent each. The
preference for Facebook can perhaps be
attributed to its popularity and its interactivity
compared to other platforms. Facebook is
also known to be a cost-eﬀective platform
without a word count limit where one can
upload pictures and videos. The other
advantage is that one can easily interact
with stakeholders, customers and clients
and target a particular age group and
gender. What should be noted, however,
is that Facebook has attributes similar to
other digital marketing platforms such as
YouTube, Twitter, LinkedIn and Instagram
but is more popular because it has
functions that are easy to apply. Based on
the aforementioned, perceived ease of use
and perceived usefulness have implications
for stakeholders’ attitudes and behavioural
intentions.
Preferred Method of Marketing
With regard to the method of marketing,
Figure 3 shows that 191 or 55 percent of
the respondents preferred to use digital

marketing as opposed to 104 or 30 percent
who preferred to use both traditional and
digital marketing. Only 45 or 13 percent
preferred to use traditional methods
such as advertising on television, radio,
newspapers and billboards. What this data
means is that the choice of a particular
method was probably inﬂuenced by the
method respondents were used to and
their cost-eﬀectiveness. For instance,
those who preferred digital marketing did
so perhaps because it had a greater impact
on their businesses. Also, they probably
chose it because of the instant feedback
they received and their ability to interact
with stakeholders, customers and clients.
The increased use of digital marketing
platform could also be related to the
realities of the COVID-19 pandemic and
the need to engage stakeholders virtually
with implications for conative, cognitive and
aﬀective dynamics. What should be noted,
however, is that those who preferred to use
other marketing methods (45 percent) did
so probably because they were conscious
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of the fact that diﬀerent methods appeal
to diﬀerent people. Moreover, in a vast
country such as Botswana, some of the
respondents were perhaps aware of the
lack of connectivity in many remote areas
and the dangers and risks of using social
media such as hacking and scams that are
the bane of digital technology. Eﬀectiveness
of digital marketing essentially means the
eﬃcacy or the ability of the digital marketing
platforms used to promote the services of
the Botswana HRDC, that is whether there
are any beneﬁts derived from utilising them.
Eﬀectiveness of Digital Marketing
Regarding the crucial question about
the eﬀectiveness of digital marketing
platforms used by the Botswana HRDC,
Figure 3 shows that the vast majority of
the respondents either ‘agreed’ (54.9
percent) or ‘strongly agreed’ (24.1
percent) that the use of digital marketing
platforms met their expectations, with 275
or 79 percent indicating that the platforms
provided adequate content. As to whether
the Botswana HRDC’s digital marketing
platforms provided up-to-date content, 266
or 76.5 percent of the respondents agreed,
which almost equalled the number of those
who agreed that the Botswana HRDC’s
digital marketing platforms met their

expectations. Similarly, the respondents by
and large agreed that the digital marketing
platforms used by the Botswana HRDC
provided timely, interactive and userfriendly responses. But when it came to the
issue of its cost eﬀectiveness, there was a
much lower rating of 42.2 percent for those
who agreed and 42.0 percent for those who
strongly agreed. The number of those who
disagreed about the eﬀectiveness of digital
marketing was signiﬁcantly noticeable,
especially regarding the timely response of
the council, the interactivity of the marketing
platforms, meeting the expectations of the
clients, the provision of up-to-date content,
the adequacy of the content, its user
friendliness and cost eﬀectiveness.
In order to support the quantitative
information on the eﬀectiveness of digital
marketing, the researcher conducted both
individual and focus group interviews.
Individual interviews involved 26 informants
from diﬀerent government ministries and
departments, parastatals, public service
organisations, public and private tertiary
institutions and private organisations.
Altogether 15 men and 11 women
respondents were interviewed in their oﬃces
or at convenient places which were free
from distractions. The individual interviews
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FIGURE 4: EFFECTIVENESS OF BOTSWANA HRDC’S DIGITAL MARKETING PLATFORMS

lasted from a minimum of 10 minutes to a
maximum of 46 minutes.
Two
focus-group
discussions
were
conducted to obtain more insights on the
subject matter under investigation. The
ﬁrst focus-group discussion, consisting of
education and training providers’ Marketing
Communications Managers, Enrolment and
Admissions Managers, comprised seven
informants being four (4) men and three
(3) women and lasted about one and a half
hours. The second focus-group discussion
comprised Botswana HRDC employees
across diﬀerent levels such as managers,
assistant managers, technical, oﬃcers and
temporary oﬃcers. Altogether there were
twelve (12) informants (six (6) men and six
(6) women) and the discussion lasted for
about two hours.
Eﬃciency of Digital Marketing
Eﬃciency of digital marketing means
the extent to which the digital marketing
platforms (Facebook and Twitter) are
raising awareness regarding Botswana
HRDC’s services thereby generating
leads and reducing costs. Regarding the

eﬃciency of the Botswana HRDC’s digital
marketing platforms, Figure 5 shows that,
by and large, the respondents either agreed
or strongly agreed that digital marketing is
eﬃcient. Most notable was the assertion that
‘digital marketing platforms have helped to
build relationships with clients, customers
and stakeholders’, with 284 or 81.6 percent
agreeing and strongly agreeing. Regarding
the respondents’ perception of the criticality
of digital marketing and its ability to
disseminate information, those who agreed
and strongly agreed were almost equal.
As for the promotion of the HRDC
brand, Figure 4 clearly shows that most
respondents agreed or strongly agreed that
digital marketing Promotion of Botswana
HRDC brand (273 or 78.5 percent),
improved visibility (281 or 80.7 percent),
attractiveness (260 or 74.7 percent),
competitiveness (266 or 76.4 percent)
and the interactivity of the content (225
or 79.3 percent). However, a signiﬁcant
number disagreed especially about the
interactivity (64 or 18.4 and attractiveness
(89 or 25.6 percent) of the digital marketing
platforms. Although few, there were some
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respondents who strongly disagreed (139
or 39.9 percent) or had never used digital
marketing platforms (128 or 36.78 percent).
These are perhaps the people who are not
so digitally inclined, especially those who
live in remote areas of the country where
there is no internet connectivity.
In order to corroborate the veracity of the
quantitative data which generally indicated
that digital marketing is eﬃcient, the
researcher interviewed some informants
regarding what they thought about the
eﬃciency of digital marketing in promoting
services.
In a nutshell, the respondents’ favourable
comments point to the fact that the digital
marketing platforms used by the Botswana
HRDC are generally eﬃcient and have
helped to build a healthy relationship with
stakeholders, customers and clients. Also,
the eﬃciency of digital marketing has
increased the visibility of the Botswana
HRDC as a brand and has added value to
the services that are rendered to the wider
community.

The ﬁndings of this present study suggest that,
notwithstanding the respondents’ divergent
opinions about what “eﬀectiveness” actually
entails, the digital marketing platforms
used by the Botswana HRDC are eﬀective.
Regarding the eﬃciency of the social media
platforms used by the Botswana HRDC,
the ﬁndings similarly suggest that, despite
the dissenting voices of a minority, they are
quite eﬀective and eﬃcient.
The empirical study found that digital
marketing is very eﬀective in promoting
services. The study further found that digital
marketing platforms have helped to build
relationships with clients, customers and
stakeholders through eﬀectiveness and
eﬃciency via digital marketing strategies.
The strategies are critical for target market
engagement through the use of consistent
message using relevant tools and media.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
ON EFFECTIVENESS OF DIGITAL
MARKETING PERTAINING TO
PEARSON CORRELATION
COEFFICIENT
Table 2 reveals that digital marketing
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eﬀectiveness is signiﬁcantly and positively
associated with the manner in which
digital marketing platforms are used at
the Botswana HRDC where the value r =
0.865 at the signiﬁcance level of p<0.01
is two-tailed. Essentially, this implies that
Botswana HRDC is able to establish the
eﬀectiveness of the digital marketing (social
media) as it primarily uses Facebook
and Twitter to engage with its valued
stakeholders, customers and clients to
share critical messages aﬀecting them. In
the same vein, the value r = 0.865 at the
signiﬁcance level of p<0.01 indicates that
the same platforms are critical as HRDC
Botswana’s stakeholders, customers and
clients are able to use Facebook and Twitter
to give feedback to HRDC Botswana, so,
it could improve on service delivery. It is
clear that the digital marketing platform
(Facebook and Twitter) does indeed bolster
eﬀectiveness and engagement with its
valued clients in Botswana and globally.
The associated relationship also lends
credence to the fact that digital marketing
is indeed eﬀective. Further, it answers any
question that could have arisen from any
critical mind questioning whether digital
marketing is in fact as good as it is made out
to be. Digital marketing usage at Botswana
HRDC is eﬀective.
The association between digital marketing
(independent variable) and its eﬀectiveness
(dependent variable) is also supported
by the qualitative ﬁndings which were
conﬁrmed by several respondents. This,
therefore, means that there is indeed
a link between qualitative ﬁndings and
quantitative ﬁndings on this association.
Both the qualitative and quantitative ﬁndings
agree that the digital marketing platforms

used by Botswana HRDC are eﬀective as
they provide stakeholders, customers and
clients with adequate content that is upto-date and that the platforms meet their
expectations. The ﬁndings further revealed
that the digital marketing platforms are
cost eﬀective and that their enquiries are
responded to timeously. The stakeholders,
customers and clients are also able to
interact with Botswana HRDC and that the
platforms have helped to increase their
knowledge of Botswana HRDC services.
They further revealed the user friendliness
of the Facebook and Twitter platforms as
another element proving that the platforms
are eﬀective.
Results and Discussions on Eﬃciency
of Digital Marketing pertaining to
Pearson Correlation Coeﬃcient
Table 2 shows that digital marketing
eﬃciency is signiﬁcantly and positively
associated with the manner in which digital
marketing platforms are used by Botswana
HRDC where the value r = 0.907 at the
signiﬁcance level of p< 0.01 is two-tailed.
The signiﬁcance level proves that digital
marketing platforms have helped Botswana
HRDC to build relationships with its valued
stakeholders, customers and clients.
Botswana HRDC has also managed
to implement its marketing strategies
thereby corroborating the eﬃciency of the
digital marketing (social media) platforms.
The Botswana HRDC digital marketing
platforms (Facebook and Twitter) have also
facilitated the goal of branding Botswana
HRDC digitally. Further, since the value r
= 0.907 at the signiﬁcance level of p<0.01
indicates that Botswana HRDC is visible
digitally and that the same platforms are
critical as Botswana HRDC’s stakeholders,
customers and clients are using them

TABLE 2: DIGITAL MARKETING PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENT (R)

Digital Marketing
Eﬀectiveness
Eﬃciency

r
r
r

Digital Marketing
1
.865**
.907**

Eﬀectiveness
.865**
1
.865**

**Correlation is signiﬁcant at the 0.01 level (2- tailed)
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Eﬃciency
.907**
.865**
1

to get information instantly. The digital
marketing platforms have also helped
Botswana HRDC to build relationships
with its stakeholders, customers and
clients. These relations have occasioned
contributions from stakeholders, customers
and clients on all matters related to HRD
systems and policy development, thereby
leveraging proﬁciency. It is clear that the
digital marketing platforms (Facebook and
Twitter) do indeed bolster eﬀectiveness and
engagement with Botswana HRDC’s valued
clients in Botswana and globally.
Botswana HRDC digital marketing platforms
(Facebook and Twitter) are rigorous as
demonstrated by the association. The
value r = 0.907 at the signiﬁcance level
of p< 0.01 is two-tailed. This value lends
credibility to the fact that digital marketing
is indeed eﬃcient and that it has given
Botswana HRDC a competitive advantage.
Further, the value conﬁrms that Facebook
and Twitter have given Botswana HRDC
the competitive advantage as the platforms
disseminate messages to larger audiences
and that they interact with Botswana HRDC
easily, thereby proving their eﬃciency.
The correlation between digital marketing
and its eﬃciency is also supported by the
qualitative ﬁndings which were conﬁrmed
by several respondents who unanimously
agreed that Botswana HRDC digital
Marketing platforms have promoted the
brand, that it is visible, attractive, competitive
and interactive. This therefore means that
there is indeed a link between qualitative
ﬁndings and quantitative ﬁndings on this
association. The ﬁndings of digital marketing
platforms in promoting the Botswana HRDC
services, focusing on the eﬀectiveness and
eﬃciency of digital marketing. In reporting
the ﬁndings, descriptive statistics are used
as well as a critical interpretation of the
information proﬀered by interviewees.
In a nutshell, the respondents’ favourable
comments during interviews and focus
group discussions point to the fact that
the digital marketing platforms used by the

Botswana HRDC are generally eﬀective
and eﬃcient and have helped to build a
healthy relationship with stakeholders,
customers and clients. Also, the eﬃciency
of digital marketing has increased the
visibility of the Botswana HRDC as a brand
and has added value to the services that
are rendered to the wider community.
However, some respondents preferred to
use both digital and traditional marketing
platforms. The simple truth about the
eﬀectiveness of digital marketing is that
it is only eﬀective in urban areas but in
rural areas where there is no connectivity,
traditional marketing platforms such as the
radio and newspapers are more eﬀective.
Further, variability in the eﬀectiveness of
digital marketing is more apparent when it
comes to private companies.
SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS
The main objective of this present study was
to assess the eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency of
digital marketing factors. The ultimate goal
was to assist Botswana HRDC to enhance
the eﬀectiveness of digital marketing for
promoting its services. The study contributes
to theory and practice on the eﬀectiveness
of digital marketing in the promotion of
services. Interestingly, the ﬁndings of this
empirical study have several implications
for enhancing the eﬀectiveness of digital
marketing in the promotion of services. The
target population in this study comprised
of` Botswana HRDC internal and external
stakeholders, namely, Botswana HRDC
staﬀ, Education and Training Providers
(TEPs), Training Levy Payers, Government
Ministries, Departments and Parastatals,
Learners and Media.
Moreover, it has the ability to create marketing
leads and interaction with stakeholders,
customers and clients and gives instant
feedback compared to traditional marketing
platforms. Respondents revealed that they
relied on Botswana HRDC digital marketing
(social media) pages, namely, Facebook
and Twitter, to get information, make
enquiries and to facilitate communication.
This demonstrates that digital marketing
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is essential for business and that it has
revolutionised the way of marketing services
at Botswana HRDC.
Pertaining to the eﬃciency of digital
marketing, the results show respondents’
strong perceptions that digital marketing
platforms have helped Botswana HRDC
to build relationships with stakeholders,
customers and clients. There leads to the
conclusion that digital marketing is more
eﬃcient, faster (quick notiﬁcation) and
cheaper to use than traditional marketing
platforms. Generally, there is a view that
digital marketing has proved to have
heightened Botswana HRDC’s online brand
visibility, ultimately adding value to the
services rendered to the wider community.
This ﬁnding highlighted the importance of
adopting digital marketing platforms as a
tool to market services.
IMPLICATIONS OF THE FINDINGS
One of the signiﬁcant implications of this
study is that many of the assumptions
about digital marketing have been shown
not to be as glorious as they are often
trumpeted. While it is undeniable that
we are now in the midst of the digital era
which has revolutionised inter-personal
communication, it seems we have never
stopped to think about the social, political,
economic and family impact social media
is having on our lives. We need to ask
ourselves whether the boon of using social
media is greater than its bane. Also we
need to ask ourselves whether we can
conﬁdently say that social media is bridging
the divide between the rich and the poor;
and who is the greatest beneﬁciary of digital
technology. These questions underline the
implications of this study which has looked
into the eﬀectiveness, eﬃciency of digital
marketing.
One of the main implications of this
study is that the use of digital marketing
to promote services needs a careful
consideration. This study underlines the
fact that a dynamic approach is needed for
the eﬀective use of digital marketing. The

overarching implication of this study is that
the perceptions of the respondents are that
Botswana HRDC needs to use its social
media eﬀectively in order to reach out to
as many people as possible, particularly
during this period of the COVID-19
pandemic when people are restricted to
their homes. The study has also shown that
digital marketing is essential for business
since it is interactive, which provides instant
feedback more than traditional marketing
methods.
One of the major implications of this study
is that the eﬀectiveness of digital marketing
is mostly about public institutions,
quasi government institutions, schools,
universities companies and other service
institutions. The poor and marginalised
of the society have little or nothing to talk
about social media such as the internet
because it is out of their reach. When this
researcher went on to interact with a wider
cross section of the respondents, it became
clear that the study was signiﬁcant only to
the ‘haves’ who were interested in the costeﬀectiveness, agility, sophistication, the
ability to sell products and services to wider
customers across the globe.
An integral implication of this study is that
it emphasises the importance of adopting
digital marketing platforms as a tool for
marketing products and services. This
is based on the assumption that digital
marketing is eﬃcient, fast and cheap as
compared to traditional marketing platforms.
Another emerging implication is that the use
of social media has sadly acted as a catalyst
for cybercrime, fraud, hacking, fake news,
cloning, bugging, intellectual property theft
and the spreading of malicious information.
This unintended consequence is now one of
the most destructive weapons of our modern
civilisation because the unscrupulous use
of social media now undermines the core
of our human values such as honesty,
sincerity, truthfulness, honour, integrity
and humility. This, therefore, calls for the
Botswana HRDC to be cautious in order to
guard against the ravages of social media
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The implications of this study go beyond
merely studying a puzzling research
phenomenon. In the eyes of the respondents
for this study, it emerged that the principle
of inclusivity in the use of digital marketing
for the Botswana HRDC leaves much to be
desired because not all the stakeholders,
customers and clients are equally served
due to the socio-economic disparities
between urban and rural stakeholders
and between the rich and poor. There
are places in Botswana where there is no
internet connectivity while digital marketing
platforms are often not user friendly either
because medium of communication, which
is English, is not understood by many or the
messages are not designed to suit each
generation’s unique interests and values.
What this means is that future research on
digital marketing should focus on gender,
class and generational preferences so that
we can have a complete picture of who
actually beneﬁts from digital technology
While this study focuses on the eﬀectiveness
of digital marketing, perhaps in future
we need to conduct comparative studies
between digital and traditional marketing,
between males and females, between
urban and rural areas and between the rich
and poor. Given the vicissitudes of digital
marketing, perhaps it is not wise to discard
marketing methods that have worked well
in the past such as television. Quite rightly
the ﬁndings of this study suggest that many
respondents still preferred to use digital
marketing platforms together with traditional
marketing methods because they see the
value of the latter.
An important implication that emerges from
this study is the value of investing in items
such as videos and graphics that enhance
the look and feel of digital adverts. While
this is an important aspect of marketing,
we need to ask ourselves whether it is
humane and just to spend so much money
on pictures and videos of an advert while
our hospitals and schools lack basic
equipment. In some ways, this study pricks
our conscience in terms of our priorities.

What this means is that in our attempt to
market services and products, we should
not lose sight of our social responsibilities
and neither should we be tempted to spend
lavishly on adverts because we want to hook
up cunningly an unsuspecting consumer,
a ploy which is often used by beer and
tobacco advertisements.
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
The current study was conducted over a
deﬁned time-period, and therefore, captures
“snapshot” perspectives for that time phase.
Data could have been inﬂuenced by events
taking place at the time of the survey or
interview process. The events are bound
to shape responses provided by research
participants such that the researcher forms
a picture that is less generalisable to policy
contexts.
Botswana HRDC has more than 14 000
stakeholders, customers and clients spread
across diﬀerent cities, towns and villages
across the country. This required a large
sample but due to research budgetary
constraints and COVID-19 pandemic, the
researcher could not access geographically
far-ﬂung respondents. Future studies on the
same should ensure that the sample size is
large enough to ensure every city, town and
village is represented.
Even though the research discovered
new gaps with reference to prior literature
in Botswana, little research has been
conducted on the topic in Botswana and
regionally. As such, this posed limitations in
reference to empirical research material.
The researchers experienced many
setbacks concerning data collection, as
they had to cancel some data collection
sessions such as one-on-one-structured
interviews and focus-group discussions
due to lockdowns and COVID-19 health
protocols such as social distancing. This,
therefore, meant omitting some of the data
collection sessions. The key researcher,
was an employee of Botswana HRDC,
hence was limited to probe respondents
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for fear of purported bias, as it was likely
to aﬀect the sincerity of the research. In
many instances, the researchers had to
ﬁnd research assistants to conduct the
interviews and discussions.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Eﬀectiveness of Digital Marketing
Platforms
A study of this nature that sought
stakeholders, customers and clients to make
judgments on whether digital marketing is
eﬀective, naturally invited the researcher
to make some recommendations. It was
recommended that Botswana HRDC
should improve the use of its digital
marketing platforms so that it can reach
all parts of the country. Where Facebook
and Twitter cannot be accessed, Botswana
HRDC should think about using traditional
marketing platforms such as television,
magazines, newsletters, posters, billboards
and radio which have long been tried and
tested. So far, Botswana HRDC is only
known by few people in the country due to
the complexity of its mandate, it tends to
serve the elite by using social media that
is out of reach for the less privileged who
constitute the majority of the people. Also,
as many interviewees pointed out in this
study, Botswana HRDC should improve the
quality of the messages they send out.
Botswana HRDC should invest in the use
of digital marketing platforms as they have
proven to be cost-eﬀective in comparison
to traditional marketing costs. Botswana
HRDC will beneﬁt from digital marketing
platforms as they are agile and have the
ability to sell services to wider audiences
across the globe, inculcate engagement
as well as the ability to create leads and
interaction. Digital marketing is essential
for business as it has revolutionised way of
marketing services.
Eﬃciency of Digital Marketing
Platforms
In order to be more eﬃcient, Botswana
HRDC should improve the quality of its
digital marketing platforms to allow it to build

solid relationships with its stakeholders,
customers and clients by increasing its
online visibility. So far, at least according
to the interviewees, the feedback from
Botswana HRDC takes long to ﬁlter through
to all those who need its services because
Internet, Facebook and Twitter are a
prerogative of the few ‘haves’ while the vast
majority of the people have no access to
these digital media. Botswana HRDC should
adopt the use of digital marketing platforms
to build relationships with stakeholders and
customers and ultimately enhance its online
brand visibility. This is based on the notion
that digital marketing is eﬃcient, fast and
cheap to use when compared to traditional
marketing platforms.
CONCLUSION
The current study investigated the
eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency of digital
marketing on the promotion of Botswana
HRDC services. This study brought
together the collective insight from the
respondents on issues relating to digital
marketing. This research oﬀers a signiﬁcant
and timely contribution to the domain of
digital marketing by identifying challenges
and opportunities. Interestingly, the study
provided new useful perspectives, structures
and presents a number of suggestions
that form the basis to enhance the use of
digital marketing. The ﬁndings of the study
substantiate and demonstrate that digital
marketing is essential for business and
that it has revolutionised way of marketing
products and services.
Moreover, the study emphasised the
importance of strengthening IT security to
make the digital marketing platforms secure
and safe for users. Furthermore, there is
emphasis on the principle of inclusivity that
ensures that all stakeholders, customers
and clients are equally served despite
existing socio-economic disparities between
urban and rural stakeholders. The study
also highlighted the need to keep abreast
of the kind of digital technology that appeals
to a wider age group. Another key ﬁnding
was that the design of digital marketing
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platforms should be based on each
generation’s unique expectations, values
and experiences that inﬂuence consumer
behaviour. The ﬁndings of this current study
demonstrated the urgent need to develop a
digital marketing communications strategy.
There was a call for capacitation Botswana
HRDC Marketing and Communications
staﬀ to oversee digital marketing platforms
and provide monthly analytics reports and
ﬂighting/ posting schedules. Generally, the
insights and strategic interventions emerging
from this current study provided conceptual
tools to enhance the eﬀectiveness and
eﬃciency of digital marketing. The present
study contributed to the body of knowledge
and advanced the literature on the ﬁeld of
digital marketing in the context of Botswana.
There are limitations within the current
research, with an outline of the research
gaps and directions for future research that
can help advance knowledge within the
domain of digital marketing.
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THE INFLUENCE
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perceived advertising value, followed by the
inﬂuence of the perceived advertising value
of smartphones on purchase intention.
Responses from 275 South Africans were
collected and analysed, and the results
indicated that credibility, entertainment,
and incentives have a positive inﬂuence on
advertising value, and that advertising value
in turn positively and signiﬁcantly inﬂuences
purchase intention. This research provides
insight for brands and businesses into
how better to position their marketing
messages through smartphone advertising,
and contributes to the theoretical body of
knowledge on how smartphone advertising
inﬂuences consumers’ purchase intention.
An implication for marketers using
smartphone advertising is that they should
focus on developing entertaining, credible,
and incentivised advertisements, while
avoiding information-heavy advertising on
smartphones.
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INTRODUCTION
Smartphone
penetration
has
seen
substantial growth in the past decade. While
smartphone internet connection capabilities
have made it easier for customers to remain
connected, these same capabilities have
provided businesses and brands with ample
opportunities to advertise their products
and services to consumers (Simmons,
2018). However, smartphone advertising
messages are diﬀerent from traditional
media messages (Choi, Stahl & Whinston,
1997; Salo & Tahtinen, 2005), and
businesses can no longer aﬀord to ignore
smartphone advertising, as it presents
an aﬀordable and eﬀective way to create
an awareness of products and services
(Simmons, 2018). Thus the increase in
smartphone advertising is becoming an
important area to research.
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ABSTRACT
Most research on smartphone advertising
pertains to mobile marketing, and so
does not consider the advanced internet
capabilities of smartphones speciﬁcally.
The increased smartphone penetration in
South Africa calls for a better understanding
of smartphones as a tool for advertising.
This research speciﬁcally investigates the
inﬂuence of smartphone advertising value
on consumers’ purchase intention in a South
African context. This can assist marketers
to create eﬀective smartphone marketing
strategies that can be seen as timely,
relevant, and convenient to the consumer.
This research is rooted in the theoretical
literature of Ducoﬀe’s advertising model,
which illustrates the inﬂuence of diﬀerent
antecedents of advertising value on

Recent studies have researched consumer
attitudes to and behaviours of purchase
intention to a signiﬁcant degree. However,
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advertising value has received little attention
as a factor that could have an inﬂuence
on purchase intention (Simmons, 2018).
This research investigates the inﬂuence
of smartphone advertising value on
consumers’ purchase intention in a South
African context. In the light of the emerging
accessibility of smartphones, brands and
businesses have narrowed their marketing
strategies to place a strong focus on this
speciﬁc channel (Boyd, 2012).
The paper opens with a discussion of the
problem statement and the objectives,
followed by a literature review that
unpacks the evolution of smartphones
and, speciﬁcally, the South African
consumer’s use of smartphones, and the
antecedents that make up smartphone
advertising value; and then the marketing
implications for South African marketers is
explored. The antecedents of smartphone
advertising are also explained by
introducing a conceptual model that shows
the antecedents of advertising value and
its inﬂuence on purchase intention. This
results in six formulated hypotheses, with
ﬁve independent variables that represent
the advertising value antecedents – namely,
informativeness, credibility, entertainment,
irritation, and incentives – followed by the
inﬂuence of advertising value on purchase
intention. The methodology is then
discussed, and the sampling approach and
the process of data collection are explained.
This is followed by a discussion of the
results and of the managerial implications,
where the study makes recommendations
for both marketers and researchers. The
paper concludes with the limitations of
the study and recommendations for future
studies.
PROBLEM STATEMENT AND AIMS
AND OBJECTIVES
Businesses can no longer aﬀord to ignore
smartphone advertising, as it presents an
aﬀordable and eﬀective way of creating an
awareness of products and services (Martins,
Costa, Oliveira, Gonçalves & Branco,
2019). Thus the increase in smartphone

advertising is becoming an important area
of research. Previous research shows
that irritation at displays and notiﬁcations
of advertising on smartphone devices
has led to consumers feeling a dislike for
smartphone advertising. However, some
consumers feel that smartphone advertising
is helpful in receiving information (Wong
& Tang, 2008). As already noted above,
recent studies have researched consumer
attitudes to and behaviours of purchase
intention to a signiﬁcant degree – but
advertising value as a factor that could
inﬂuence purchase intention has received
little attention (Simmons, 2018). Thus this
study acknowledges this research gap, and
explores advertising value using Ducoﬀe’s
advertising model, which illustrates the
diﬀerent advertising antecedents’ inﬂuence
on perceived advertising value. This is
followed by the inﬂuence of the perceived
advertising value of smartphones on
purchase intention.
From previous research, the term ‘online
advertising’ would have referred to desktop,
laptop, and mobile devices. This study is
focused on understanding smartphone
advertising. Researchers such as Donga
and Zindiye (2018:52) and Chang (2016)
have limited their studies to evaluating the
eﬀects of mobile advertising. However,
this research paper uncovers the diﬀerent
dimensions
that
make
smartphone
advertising appealing to marketers and
valuable to consumers in South Africa
speciﬁcally. Similar studies of smartphone
advertising have been done previously, but
only in an international perspective – such
as those of Martins et al. (2019) and Qin and
Yan (2017). This research acknowledges
that there is a research gap relating to
smartphone advertising knowledge in an
African context, and more speciﬁcally in the
South African context.
Mobile phones are hand-held telephones
that can make calls and send messages.
Smartphones
oﬀer
more
advanced
features, such as web browsing, software
apps, and mobile operating systems (Agrebi
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& Jallais, 2015). According to an ICASA
report, smartphone penetration in South
Africa grew from 53 million in 2019 to 60
million in 2020. This shows how important
smartphone advertising has become,
and why it has become increasingly
relevant (ICASA, 2021). By understanding
smartphone advertising and the diﬀerent
features that marketers and consumers use,
this research paper explores the diﬀerent
independent variables that lead ﬁrst to
advertising value and then to the dependent
variable, purchase intention. This research
therefore evaluates the antecedents of
advertising value, and determines whether
advertising value in turn has an inﬂuence
on purchase intention.
The primary objective of this study is to
determine whether perceived smartphone
advertising value has an inﬂuence on
purchase
intention.
The
secondary
objectives include:
• To determine whether the perceived
informativeness
of
smartphone
advertising
positively
inﬂuences
perceived advertising value.
• To determine whether the perceived
credibility of smartphone advertising
positively
inﬂuences
perceived
advertising value.
• To determine whether the perceived
entertainment of smartphone advertising
positively
inﬂuences
perceived
advertising value.
• To determine whether the perceived
irritation of smartphone advertising
negatively
inﬂuences
perceived
advertising value.
• To determine whether the incentives
provided with smartphone advertising
positively inﬂuence perceived advertising
value.
LITERATURE REVIEW
What are smartphones?
Smartphones have been broadly deﬁned as
mobile, handheld personal computers that
have the functions of a standard mobile

phone, along with the connectivity features
of a computer that supports software that
is downloaded onto the device (Madianou,
2014). A smartphone can be broadly deﬁned
as a device that has a high resolution touch
screen, has various internet capabilities,
is Wi-Fi enabled, and has an interface to
be able to host sophisticated applications
along with a built-in camera. The features
and applications found on a smartphone
device go beyond the features of the earlier
generation of cell phones, which had only
calling and text- messaging abilities (Hill,
2010). The combination of a portable
device and constant access to internet
connectivity has contributed to the ‘alwayson’ lifestyle (Boyd, 2012). Although various
functions could be considered in relation to
smartphones, one of the main focuses of
this study is mobile applications (‘apps’).
Mobile apps are broadly deﬁned as software
that is able to function on mobile devices
such as smartphones and tablets. It has
been estimated that mobile app downloads,
as well as in-app advertising, will generate
USD 189 billion (Martins et al., 2019). Some
of the most popular apps are basic utilitarian
apps, apps for social networks, and games.
Along with these, video editing apps and
travelling apps have become increasingly
popular. WhatsApp is seen to be one of the
leaders in mobile messaging with around 2
billion users in 2021, whereas Facebook is
seen as the app with the highest reach in
audience terms (Statista, 2021).
The evolution of the smartphone
The contemporary smartphone is the result
of a large number of changes that began
in 1992 and that have continued unabated
(Lobo, Kaskaloglu, Kim & Herbert, 2011).
Before the invention of smartphones, cell
phones were used for to receive calls
without having to be attached to a landline.
The evolution of the smartphone takes us
back to the 1980s, when the ﬁrst ‘hand-held’
mobile phone was created by Motorola,
enabling individuals to carry their phones
with them in order to make calls. Features
such as the short messaging service (SMS)
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weren’t available until 1992. In that year,
Bell South created a mobile phone named
the ‘Simon Personal Communicator’, which
was acknowledged as the ﬁrst smartphone
because of its smartphone features such
as email, predictive text, touchscreen
abilities, and other applications built into it
(Andrew, 2018). The late 1990s also saw
the use of personal digital assistants with
internet connectivity, touchscreens, and
other major technologies that began to
change the mobile phone interface (Hill,
2010). Nokia later released a smartphone
that also happened to have the ﬁrst
colour screen; it was followed by Nokia
devices with cameras and Wi-Fi-enabled
applications, along with global positioning
systems (GPS) features. This created
more space for competitors to diﬀerentiate
themselves; and in 2000, Ericson released
the ﬁrst touchscreen-enabled phone. In
the following year, Microsoft announced
a smartphone powered by the Windows
operating system. Given the success of
touchscreen smartphones, Apple created
the ﬁrst iPhone in 2007 (Lobo et al., 2011).
Apart from being able to access social
networking sites from the user’s desktop,
smartphones have made it easier to
access these sites on mobile phones
through the use of mobile applications (Al
Mutawa, Baggili & Marrington, 2012). It
has been found that, given social media’s
connectivity abilities and instructiveness,
the average user spends about 215 minutes
a week using a smartphone. This includes
social media networks such as Facebook,
Instagram, and Twitter, and other visual
blogging applications such as Tumblr and
Pinterest (Statista, 2021).
By February 2021, the global mobile social
network penetration rate was 53.6%, and
worldwide it was estimated that 4.15 billion
people were using smartphones (Statista,
2021). The worldwide use of smartphones
was expected to grow to around 4.4
billion users by 2025 (Statista, 2021).
When considering smartphone users in
the world, the top three countries in 2021

were, ﬁrst, China with about 911.92 million
smartphone users, followed by India and
the USA (Statista, 2021). When considering
worldwide statistics, it became evident that
China, with the largest population in the
world, was the leader in the smartphone
industry. South Africa has experienced a
similar boom in smartphone penetration,
with the rate having increased from 53
million in 2019 to 60 million in 2020 (ICASA,
2021). These statistics show how important
smartphones have become in consumers’
daily lives and as an advertising medium for
marketers in South Africa.
Smartphone advertising
Smartphone advertising is an important
means of advertising for businesses in South
Africa. It helps businesses to reach a large
target audience of consumers while keeping
their advertising costs to a minimum (Van
Niekerk, 2018). According to Van Niekerk
(2018), it is important to use smartphone
advertising as a form of marketing because
it is where most consumers are inﬂuenced.
However, it can also be problematic to use
Smartphone advertising as a platform for
advertising because of the potential brand
damage: if something were to go wrong
or if a customer were to be unhappy, the
news would spread fast (Van Niekerk,
2018). If Vodacom, for example, delivered
bad service, this would lead to unhappy
consumers complaining on social media
platforms, and so produce negative word of
mouth (Van Niekerk, 2018). In a world with
more than 2.4 billion internet users, 64.5%
of them use the internet to receive news
and gossip from their Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, Youtube, Snapchat and other
social media accounts in order to stay up to
date (Martin, 2018).
According to Brice (2012), mobile
advertising has been described as a
subset of marketing that uses mobile
devices such as smartphones as a platform
for advertising initiatives. It has been
estimated that advertisements displayed
through apps on smartphones accounted
for 30% of all mobile advertising revenue
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in 2014, and was estimated to grow to
R4.6bn in 2016 and over R6.8bn by the
end of 2019. The number of people who
use smartphones has increased drastically,
and the mobile advertising marketing has
constantly expanded with it (Kim & Han,
2014). The value of smartphone advertising
to the consumer remains to be determined,
however.
Advertising value
Ducoﬀe (1995) deﬁned advertising value
as a “subjective evaluation of the relative
worth or utility of advertising to consumers”.
He added that advertising value is an
assessment based on the consumer’s
perception of the extent to which the
consumer feels that advertisements are
showing what they desire or need. Baron,
Brouwer and Garbayo (2014) found
that advertisements that allow for more
engagement with the audience are key
drivers of advertising value, and they noted
that such advertisements were becoming
an increasingly popular format.
Kim and Han (2014) found that advertising
value was mostly impacted by incentives and
motivations in smartphone advertisements.
This clearly indicates that consumers show
a favourable attitude towards smartphone
advertisements that oﬀer discounts,
coupons, and other rewards for viewing
advertisements on their smartphones.
The recent growth in the penetration of
smartphones has been rapid, and there is
currently a lack of information about the
motivations behind the use of smartphones,
and more speciﬁcally their use as a
marketing tool (Martins et al., 2019). It
has thus become important to focus on
the role of smartphones as a promotional
tool, and more speciﬁcally on the value that
advertising might oﬀer consumers using
these devices.
By focusing on the antecedents of
advertising value, marketers will be able to
identify the elements that customers ﬁnd
critical in smartphone advertising. These

constructs will also help them to identify
the elements that customers consider in
making a purchase decision, and to identify
the communication strategy that will be
most suited to their target market when
venturing into smartphone advertising. The
speciﬁc constructs in the Ducoﬀe model are
informativeness, credibility, entertainment,
incentives, and irritation relating to
advertisements (Ducoﬀe, 1995), which
could lead to inﬂuencing the consumer’s
purchase intentions.
Informativeness
Informativeness, as explained by Kim
and Han (2014), entails providing valueadded news or messages that will be able
to connect with the cognitive needs of the
consumer. Qin and Yan (2017) described
informativeness as a dimension that
is antecedent to advertising value and
that provides clarity and information to
consumers about products or services. They
also mentioned that this dimension provides
value to consumers by exhibiting relevant
news that is timely and easily accessible.
Qin and Yan (2017) also noted that the
quality of information can have a direct
correlation with advertising value. Goodrich,
Schiller and Galletta (2015) support this
argument, noting that informative content
can increase the eﬀectiveness of online
advertising messages.
Credibility
Belch and Belch (2015) deﬁned credibility
as “the extent to which the recipient sees the
source as having relevant knowledge, skills,
or experience and trusts the source to give
unbiased and objective information”. They
added that trustworthiness and expertise
are essential dimensions of credibility.
Verstraten (2015) argued that credibility
could be described as the extent to which
consumers perceive advertisements to be
honest and trustworthy. Reichelt, Sievert
and Jacob (2014) explored how credibility
inﬂuences advertising value, and found
that the usage function that people want to
fulﬁl through smartphone advertisements
depends on the dimension of credibility.
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Entertainment
It is stated that high levels of interaction
and pleasure when using mobile media
can lead to simultaneously positive moods
and perceptions in the consumer (Hoﬀman
& Novak, 1996). Coulter, Zaltman and
Coulter (2001) stated that the importance
of entertainment is the ability to increase
the value that the customer attaches to
the brand in their minds. Consumers tend
to associate their feelings of enjoyment
with an entertaining advertisement, which
ultimately leads to a positive inclination
towards the brand (Shavitt, Lowrey &
Haefner, 1998). Owing to smartphones’
internet capabilities and various other
functions, the entertainment antecedent
could be prevalent in the leisure activities
that are available on mobile devices such
as gaming, music, and social platforms
of communication (Kim & Han, 2014).
Martins et al. (2019) stated that perceived
advertising value could ultimately relate
to the perceived entertainment oﬀered
by these advertisements, showing how
smartphone advertising can inﬂuence
consumers’ brand awareness.
Irritation
Yang, Kim, and Yoo (2013) explained that
‘irritation’ refers to the degree to which
consumers form a perception that the
smartphone advertisement is annoying
and displeasing. Qin and Yan (2017)
explained that, when consumers develop
negative emotions about an advertisement,
irritation is their perception of an advertising
message being incoherent, thus evoking
emotions of discomfort. The perceived
value of advertising on smartphones could
be perceived negatively if it is regarded as
unwanted at that speciﬁc time (Sinkovics,
Pezderka & Haghirian, 2012). From a
smartphone
advertising
perspective,
irrelevant messaging causes irritation and
annoyance, particularly in when consumers
feel that the advertising message is
intrusive and manipulative (Qin & Yan,
2017). Huh, Delorme and Reid (2015)
argued that irritation directly impacts the
eﬀectiveness of the advertising, resulting

in consumers avoiding advertisements and
using their devices to block further irrelevant
advertisements. It is for these reasons that
irritation is expected to inﬂuence perceived
advertising value negatively.
Incentives
‘Incentives’ refers to when consumers
receive discounts, monetary rewards, gifts,
or beneﬁts in exchange for their response
and participation (Varnali, Yilmaz & Toker,
2012). Incentives are seen to have a great
impact on consumers’ purchase intentions
because they are rewarded (Tsang,
Ho & Liang, 2004). Given the nature of
smartphones, they have the unique feature of
interactivity, which allows brands to engage
directly with consumers while increasing the
eﬀectiveness of their marketing campaigns
(Ström, Vendel & Bredican, 2014). In
practice, this might relate to an advertising
message communicating a reward at the
end of the advertisement, having followed
certain procedures. Haq, Batool and Aslam
(2016) explained that consumers like
monetary beneﬁts from marketing eﬀorts.
In a smartphone advertising perspective,
this could be an attractive way to enhance
advertising value, allowing the user a
tangible reason to engage with smartphone
advertisements.
Purchase intention
Montano and Kasprzyk (2015) explained
the theory of planned behaviour (TPB) as
a theoretical construct that focuses on the
factors that are seen to motivate individual
consumers to perform in a speciﬁc way.
Yadav and Pathak (2017) supported this
theory, stating that the TPB model describes
human behaviour that is guided by three
considerations: behavioural, normative, and
control beliefs. In combination, these three
beliefs contribute towards subjective norms
and perceived behavioural control, which
in turn contribute to forming behavioural
intent. The TPB is found to give context
to purchase intention, and explains the
motives and underlying factors that face
consumers when they have intentions to
purchase (Montano & Kasprzyk, 2015).
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‘Purchase intention’ is deﬁned by Martins et
al. (2019) as the consumer’s willingness to
plan to purchase a product or service from
a speciﬁc brand. Chen (2012) described
purchase intention as the individual
consumer’s perception of whether to
purchase or repurchase a speciﬁc product
or service. In the context of smartphone
advertising, smartphones allow brands and
marketers to communicate messages using
smartphone devices as a medium (Chang,
2016). Amit and Purushottam (2019:89)
explained that smartphones allow point-ofpurchase advertising, which can ultimately
aﬀect purchase intention.
Conceptual model
Having discussed the literature on the
antecedents of advertising value and
purchase intention, it is necessary to
understand the importance of advertising
value as an independent variable, which is
also a dependent variable that may inﬂuence
purchase intention. The conceptual model
and hypotheses are therefore proposed
below.
H1. Informativeness will have a
signiﬁcant and positive inﬂuence
on perceived advertising value.
H2.
Credibility
will
signiﬁcantly
and
positively
inﬂuence
the
perceived
advertising
value.

H3 Entertainment will positively
and
signiﬁcantly
impact
on
perceived
advertising
value.
H4.
Irritation
will
signiﬁcantly
and
negatively
aﬀect
perceived
advertising
value.
H5. The incentives in smartphone
advertisements
will
have
a
signiﬁcant and positive inﬂuence
on perceived advertising value.
H6. Perceived advertising value
will have a signiﬁcant and positive
inﬂuence on purchase intention.
METHODOLOGY
Methodological choice
For the purposes of this study, the collected
data was primary data and quantitative
in nature. Quantitative research is used
when exploring the relationship between
variables and identifying cause and eﬀect
(Sukamolson, 2007). Therefore, as this
research also investigated the relationship
between multiple independent variables
and a dependent variable, quantitative
research was best suited.
Research strategy
A research strategy can be deﬁned as the
plan that is developed in order to answer the
proposed research question and problem
statement (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill,

FIGURE 1: CONCEPTUAL MODEL
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2016). For the purposes of this study, the
research strategy that was used in order
to collect the data required to answer the
research question was surveys. Surveys
are known to be appropriate in the case of
quantitative – and speciﬁcally descriptive
– research studies, making this the ideal
research method for this research project
(Mathiyazhagan & Nandan, 2010).
Instrument development and pilot
testing
The research instrument had three sections,
and was developed by generating 40
items, evenly distributed between the ﬁve
dimensions of advertising value, advertising
value and purchase intention. The ﬁrst
section of the questionnaire included a
screening question, asking respondents
to indicate whether they currently or had
previously used a smartphone device. This
ensured that the respondents answering the
questionnaires were relevant to the study’s
purpose of surveying smartphone users.
The second section measured smartphone
advertising value and its antecedents on a
seven-point Likert-type scale, ranging from
‘strongly agree’ (7) to ‘strongly disagree’ (1).
The items for each construct were adapted
from the sources cited in each case:
informativeness (Ducoﬀe, 1995; Liu, Feng &
Wei., 2012; Wang & Sun, 2010); credibility
(Liu et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2013);
entertainment (Ducoﬀe, 1995; Liu et al.,
2012; Yang et al., 2013); irritation (Ducoﬀe,
1995; Liu et al., 2012); incentives (Kim &
Han, 2014); advertising value (Ducoﬀe,
1995; Liu et al., 2012); and purchase
intention (Hsu & Lin, 2015; Kumar, Lee &
Kim, 2009). The demographic variables
that were measured in this research were
the respondent’s age, how long they had
been using a smartphone, and their gender.
The questionnaire was then pilot tested on
a smaller group of 40 willing participants
who evaluated the questionnaire and
gave feedback in order to improve any
shortcomings. The pre-test allowed for
the identiﬁcation of spelling and grammar

issues, which were reviewed and corrected.
On reviewing the feedback, the constructs
were tested using SPSS version 25, and
the internal consistency and reliability of
the constructs and the statements were
evaluated. It was found that all the analysed
constructs were highly reliable and internally
consistent.
Ethical considerations
Saunders et al. (2016:220) explained that a
researcher should carefully work out how to
access the population in order to undertake a
research proposal. The ethical implications
that might arise while conducting the study
should also be identiﬁed. Therefore, before
beginning the ﬁeldwork, approval from the
authors’ university ethical committee was
obtained. According to Saunders et al.
(2016:255), it is of paramount importance to
follow ethical procedures while collecting,
analysing, and interpreting data. Thus
informed consent needs to be obtained
from respondents. This study ensured that
all the questionnaires contained a consent
letter that respondents had to read and sign
before completing the survey. Respondents
also participated voluntarily, and could
choose either to complete the questionnaire
or to withdraw.
To ensuring privacy, the consent form stated
that the participants’ responses would
remain anonymous and conﬁdential, and
that they would be kept private and not be
disclosed. Thus no ﬁelds requiring personal
information were included in the survey.
Population, sampling, and data
collection
According to Saunders et al. (2016),
depending on the type of study, it can be too
costly in time and money to conduct research
that is based on an entire population.
Because it is impractical to manage and
study all elements in an entire population,
a target population is used to reduce the
population to what is usually called a subset
(Etikan, Alkassim & Abubakar, 2016). Within
the target population, the subjects in the
subset have homogeneous characteristics
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(Martinez-Mesa, Duquia, Bastos, GonzalezChica & Bonamigo, 2015). Thus the use of
a target population is proposed; and for this
study, the focus was on smartphone users
in Gauteng, Johannesburg. According to
Gauteng Tourism (2021), the province of
Gauteng is one of nine provinces in South
Africa, and is known as an economic
stronghold that accounts for a third of the
country’s gross domestic product.
The target population of this study therefore
consisted of smartphone users in the
province of Gauteng, Johannesburg, South
Africa. The units of analysis were individual
smartphone users, and the academic
value in this target population was the lack
of research in this speciﬁc geographical
location. In sampling this target population,
the study used a non-probability sampling
method. Etikan et al. (2016) explained
that this method relies on the subjective
judgement of the researcher, as not every
individual in the population can be measured.
The use of non-probability sampling in
research focuses on understanding existing
and emergent theory (Showkat & Parveen,
2017). Among the advantages of using nonprobability sampling is the ability to select
a favourable sample that is able to answer
the research question and to accommodate
the research timeline (Singh, 2018).
This study did not have a sampling frame,
which is a list of individuals from the target
population. This means that not all units or

subjects from the target population were
included in the study (Sarstedt, Bengart,
Shaltoni & Lehmann, 2018). According
to Saunders et al., (2016), convenience
sampling is a common method when using
surveys as a research instrument, as it can
be distributed to participants who are within
the physical proximity of the researcher,
and can be quickly collected.
The
interviewer-administered
surveys
were then distributed in and around
the city of Johannesburg, Gauteng by
honours students who were enrolled at
one of South Africa’s largest teaching
universities. Around 275 questionnaires
were distributed; ﬁve were returned
incomplete, as these respondents did not
have smartphones, and were instructed by
the ﬁlter question not to complete the rest
of the questionnaire. Thus the ﬁnal sample
had 270 usable questionnaires that were
analysed, representing a 98.18% response
rate.
RESULTS
All the questionnaires were analysed using
Social Science software package; the
results are discussed below.
Descriptive statistics
Table 1 indicates the proﬁle of the
respondents, cross-tabulated according
to their age and gender. The results
show that this research had more female
respondents (150) than males (120). This

TABLE 1: AGE AND GENDER

Age

Under 18
18-22
23-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61 or older

Total

Gender
Male
2
46
40
10
10
4
8
120

Female
5
56
29
25
17
13
5
150

(Sample size n = 270)
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Total
7
102
69
35
27
17
13
270

%
2.59
37.70
25,5
12.96
10
6.3
4.81
100%
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TABLE 2: AGE AND NUMBER OF YEARS USING A SMARTPHONE

Please indicate the number of years you have used a smartphone
More
6 months 1 – 2
2–3
Less than 6 months
than 3
– 1 year
years
years
years
Under 18
0
1
0
1
5
18-22
6
1
6
11
83
23-30
0
1
3
7
58
Age
31-40
0
0
1
4
29
41-50
0
1
0
3
22
51-60
0
0
1
0
16
61 or older
0
0
1
2
7
Total
6
4
12
28
220

Total

%

7
107
69
34
26
17
10
270

2.59
39.63
25.55
12.59
9.63
6.29
3.7
100

(Sample size n = 270)
correlates with the population of South
Africa; Statista (2020) reported that there
were more females in South Africa than
males. Table 2 below also shows that the
largest age group in this study among
both males and females was those aged
18 to 22 years, representing nearly 38%
of the sample. The age group 23 to 30 for
both male and females was the secondlargest in this study; this also correlates
with the demographics of the South African
population, the largest number of whom are
aged 18 to 34 (Statista, 2020).
Table 2 cross-tabulates the ages of the
respondents with the number of years
they had been using smartphones. It is
imperative that marketers analyse this
correlation, as it reﬂects the data for the
sample. The results in Table 2 report that
220 of the respondents had been using a
smartphone for more than three years, and
that the age group 18-22 had been using
smartphones the longest (83 = 37%), with
215 (80%) of the respondents indicating
that they had used smartphones for more
than three years. The age cohorts with the
lowest number of years using a smartphone
were the under-18s and those aged 61
years or older.
Table 3 below shows the Cronbach’s alpha
values and the mean scores and standard
deviations for the antecedents of the

construct ‘smartphone advertising value’.
The Cronbach’s alpha values were all
above the recommended threshold of 0.7
(Saunders et al., 2016), suggesting that
internal consistency and reliability were
achieved. From the mean score results, on
average respondents indicated the highest
level of agreement with the advertising
value constructs of informativeness (M =
4.25; SD = 1.43) and irritation (M = 4.84; SD
= 1.63) and the lowest level of agreement
with entertainment (M = 3.54; SD = 1.59).
The overall mean score for advertising
value suggested that consumers ‘somewhat
disagreed’ (M = 3.43; SD = 1.34) with the
perceived value of smartphone advertising.
Testing the hypotheses
The data was ﬁrst subjected to a test
of normality. As the sample size of this
research was more than 50, the literature
suggests that the Shapiro-Wilk test should
be used (Loannidis, 2018:1429). The results
revealed that not all independent variables
were normally distributed, because they
were below the threshold of 0.05. However,
the dependent variable ‘purchase intention’
reported a p-value of 0.007, which was
higher than the threshold of 0.05, indicating
that purchase intention was normally
distributed.
In order to explore the relationship of multiple
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TABLE 3: RESEARCH CONSTRUCTS

Construct

Items

Informativeness C4: Smartphone advertising
provides timely information on
products or
services

Cronbach’s
Std
Mean
alpha
deviation
.894
4.2546 1.43370

C5: Smartphone advertising
supplies relevant information on
products or
services
C6: Smartphone advertising is a
good source of information

Credibility

C7: Smartphone advertising is a
good source of up to date products
or
services information
C8: I feel that smartphone
advertising is convincing

.862

3.7907

1.35488

.941

3.5472

1.59587

.896

4.8420

1.62911

C9: I feel that smartphone
advertising is believable
C10: I feel that smartphone
advertising is credible

Entertainment

C11: I believe that smartphone
advertising is a good reference for
purchasing products
C12: I feel that smartphone
advertising is interesting
C13: I feel that smartphone
advertising is enjoyable

Irritation

C14: I feel that smartphone
advertising is entertaining
C15: I feel that smartphone
advertising is pleasing (r)
C16: I feel that smartphone
advertising is irritating
C17: I feel that smartphone
advertising is annoying
C18: I feel that smartphone
advertising is intrusive
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Incentives

C19: I am satisﬁed to get
smartphone advertisements that
oﬀer rewards

.839

3.6753

1.65695

.920

3.4337

1.34054

C20: I take action to get
smartphone advertisements that
oﬀer rewards

Advertising
value

C21: I respond to smartphone
advertising to obtain incentives
C22: I feel that smartphone
advertising is useful
C23: I feel that smartphone
advertising is valuable
C24: I feel that smartphone
advertising is important
C26: I am not distracted by other
online activities and stay focused
on
smartphone advertising
C27: I ﬁnd myself eager to press
on advertising content or activity
displayed on my smartphone
C28: I like to pay attention to
smartphone advertising
TABLE 4: MODEL SUMMARY

Model summary
Adjusted R Std error of the
Model
R
R square
Durbin-Watson
square
estimate
1
.850a
.722
.717
.71286
1.975
a. Predictors (constant): Incentives, irritation, informativeness, credibility, entertainment
b. Dependent variable: Advertising value
TABLE 5: COEFFICIENTS

Coeﬃcients
Standardised
t
coeﬃcients
Beta
Informativeness
.090
2.115
Credibility
.282
5.562
Entertainment
.396
7.809
Irritation
-.073
-1.999
Incentives
.228
6.026
a. Dependent variable: Advertising value

Variables
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Sig.
.035
.000
.000
.047
.000

Collinearity statistics
Tolerance
.577
.409
.409
.784
.737

VIF
1.734
2.444
2.446
1.276
1.357

independent variables with one dependent
variable, multiple regression is the most
appropriate signiﬁcance test (Gunst, 2018).
Thus multiple regression was used to test
the six hypotheses – ﬁrst, by explaining
the inﬂuence of the independent variables
(informativeness, entertainment, credibility,
irritation, and incentives) on advertising
value; then the inﬂuence of advertising
value on purchase intention was tested.
The results of the multiple regression tests
are presented in the tables below.
Table 4 below shows the extent to which the
antecedents of advertising value explain
advertising value.
The model summary revealed an R square
value of 0.722, meaning that the ﬁve
independent variables in the conceptual
model
(informativeness,
credibility,
entertainment, irritation, and incentives)
explained 72.2% of advertising value.
Given that the value has to be as close to
1 as possible – in other words, 100% – this
indicates that this score was favourable or
good in explaining the dependent variable
(Saunders et al., 2016). Table 5 below
indicates the coeﬃcients – the standardised
coeﬃcients, t-value, p-value, and the
variance inﬂection factor.
According to the results, informativeness
had a positive direction towards advertising
value, because the standardised beta value
was positive (.090). However, it did not have
a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on advertising value,
with a reported p-value of 0.035, which was
above the threshold of 0.005. Therefore
we rejected the alternative hypothesis.
Credibility had a signiﬁcant and positive
inﬂuence on advertising value because the
standardised beta value was positive (.282)

and the corresponding p-value was 0.000,
which was below the threshold of 0.005.
Therefore we rejected the null hypothesis.
Entertainment revealed a standardised
beta score of 0.396 with a p-value of 0.000,
which suggested that entertainment had
a signiﬁcant and positive inﬂuence on
advertising value. Therefore we rejected
the null hypothesis.
However, irritation had a standardised beta
score of -0.073 and a p-value of 0.47, which
indicated that irritation did not signiﬁcantly
negatively inﬂuence advertising value.
Therefore we rejected the alternative
hypothesis. Last, incentives reported a
standardised beta score of 0.228 and
a p-value of 0.000. This suggested that
incentives had a signiﬁcant and positive
inﬂuence on advertising value. Therefore
we rejected the null hypothesis.
In conclusion, three independent variables
(credibility, entertainment, and incentives)
strongly and signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced
advertising value. However, entertainment
was the strongest independent variable
because it had the highest standardised
beta value of 0.396.
Table 6 below presents a summary of the
relationship between the independent
variable ‘advertising value’ and the
dependent variable ‘purchase intention’.
This relates to Hypothesis 6.
According to the results in Table 6, the R
square value of 0.864 meant that advertising
value explained 86.4% of purchase
intention. Given that the R squared value
has to be as close to 1 as possible – in other
words, 100% – this indicates that the score
was favourable in explaining the dependent

TABLE 6: SUMMARY FOR PURCHASE INTENTION

Model summary
Adjusted R
Model
R
R square
square
1
.930a
.864
.864
a. Predictors (constant): Advertising value
b. Dependent variable: Purchase intention
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Std error of
the estimate
.51272

DurbinWatson
2.006
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TABLE 7

Coeﬃcients
Standardised
coeﬃcients
Model
T
Beta
Advertising value
.930
41.264
a. Dependent variable: Purchase intention
variable ‘purchase intention’. Table 7 below
outlines the coeﬃcients for the statistical
measures for the standardised coeﬃcients,
t-value, p-value, and the variance inﬂection
factor.
According to the results shown in Table
7, advertising value reported a high
and positive beta value of 0.930, with a
corresponding t-value of 41.264 and a
p-value of 0.000, indicating that advertising
value had a signiﬁcant and positive
inﬂuence on purchase intention. Because
the t-value was signiﬁcantly higher than the
threshold of 1.96 and the p-value was lower
than the threshold of 0.05, we rejected the
null hypothesis.
DISCUSSION
This study tested the relationship between
the ﬁve factors (informativeness, credibility,
entertainment, irritation, and incentives)
and advertising value and the relationship
between advertising value and purchase
intention. It makes several theoretical
contributions. First, it reveals that
entertainment, credibility, and incentives
positively inﬂuence advertising value.
These results are partially consistent with
previous studies (Martins et al., 2019; Kim
& Han, 2014).
Second, although previous studies (Martins
et al., 2019; Kim & Han, 2014; Ducoﬀe, 1995)
have examined the relationship between
advertising value and purchase intention
and the factors (informativeness, credibility,
irritation, incentives, and entertainment)
that inﬂuence advertising value, there
are no studies that have examined the
relationship between these factors from a
South African perspective. Thus the results

Sig.
.000

Collinearity statistics
Tolerance
1.000

VIF
1.000

of this study extend the body of knowledge
about smartphone advertising value in this
speciﬁc context.
Third, entertainment is the strongest factor
that positively inﬂuences advertising value.
This ﬁnding is consistent with earlier
research (Kim & Han, 2014; Ducoﬀe, 1996),
and indicates that entertaining adverts
are seen as valuable by consumers.
This can be explained by the fact that
entertaining adverts are likely to create
a lasting impression (Kim & Han, 2014).
Fourth, the results of this study indicate that
informativeness does not have an impact on
advertising value. This result is inconsistent
with previous ﬁndings (Martins et al., 2019;
Hashim, Normalini & Sajali, 2018), and may
therefore be in need of further exploration in
the South African context. The inconsistency
with previous research could be explained
by the limited size of typical smartphone
adverts, which might constrain the amount
of information that is included in them. Last,
the results indicate that advertising value
has a positive and signiﬁcant inﬂuence on
purchase intention, supporting previous
ﬁndings on the relationship between the
two variables (Martins et al., 2019).
MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
From a practical perspective, this study is
valuable for both marketers and advertisers
who are investing in smartphone
advertisements. They could gain important
insights into how advertising value
contributes to forming customer purchase
intentions. First, according to the results,
entertainment is the strongest driver of
advertising value. Marketers will therefore
beneﬁt from developing smartphone adverts
with a strong entertainment angle, and
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should do pre-tests to establish the extent of
perceived entertainment in newly developed
adverts. Second, both credibility and
incentives add to consumers’ perceptions
of advertising value. Smartphone adverts
should therefore be tested to determine
whether they are perceived as believable,
convincing, and credible before launching
them in the market. Oﬀering consumers
incentives also adds value, and marketers
could experiment with oﬀering diﬀerent
incentives with their adverts to determine
which types generate the best advert clicks
or engagement. Last, seeing that perceived
advertising value leads to purchase
intention, marketers should focus on always
making sure that there is an element of
value in their smartphone advertising. More
speciﬁcally, the three strongest antecedents
of advertising value discussed in this study
could be regarded by marketers as the key
aspects to focus on initially to create that
perceived value.
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE
RESEARCH
The results of this study oﬀer valuable
guidelines for smartphone advertisers
and businesses to evaluate their current
smartphone advertising strategies, while
also identifying factors and areas that
require considerable focus for proﬁtable
returns on their smartphone advertising
investment. There are several limitations
in the study that oﬀer scope for future
research. The study was conducted
in South Africa, focusing mostly on
Johannesburg in Gauteng province (one of
South Africa’s nine provinces). As a result,
the ﬁndings are only indicative of a sample
of
Johannesburg-based
smartphone
users. The study followed a non-probability
sampling approach in selecting the
respondents, which might have aﬀected
the generalisability of the results (Showcat
& Parveen, 2017). Therefore future studies
should consider using a larger sample in
the Gauteng region, as well as collecting
data from other provinces in order to
improve the generalisability of the results
and to compare the ﬁndings. In addition, the

study could be conducted in other African
countries to compare the ﬁndings with
those from Europe. The study examined
the inﬂuence of credibility, informativeness,
incentives, irritation, and entertainment on
advertising value. It would be interesting,
therefore, for future research to ascertain
how these factors might directly aﬀect
purchase intention. Future research could
examine what customers regard as irritating
elements when they are exposed to
smartphone advertisements that might drive
avoidance behaviour, in order for marketers
to be more aware of customers’ views and
to adapt their advertisement messages on
smartphones to ensure their greater value.
Future studies could also include brand
loyalty to determine whether entertainment,
incentives, irritation, informativeness, and
credibility lead to brand loyalty. Last, a
follow-up study is recommended to further
explore why informativeness did not have
a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on advertising value
– in particular because this was not in line
with previous studies’ ﬁndings.
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INTRODUCTION
FMCG retailers in Zimbabwe have been
slow to embrace and adopt new technology
in their marketing eﬀorts, as they still mainly
focus on traditional marketing strategies
(Dube & Gumbo 2017) This however did not
stop internationally recognised e-commerce
giant, PayPal, entering into the Zimbabwean
market after establishing that the
Zimbabwean economy had the potential to
embrace new technology eﬀectively. Given
this, most of the Zimbabwean populace
now can purchase goods online from more
than 203 countries, using Pay Pal (Baten
& Kamil, 2019). The growth of the number
of internet transactions indicates that
Zimbabwe is becoming more open to online
transactions. Be that as it may, the FMCG
retailers in Zimbabwe have not embraced
this opportunity (Dube & Gumbo 2017).
Tengesa.com, an e-commerce website,
experienced a premature failure before it
was commercially launched. Some of the
interactive e-commerce websites include
*Corresponding Author

Zimbabwe experienced rapid and fastgrowing investments in ICT infrastructure
from 2015 onwards including the expansion
of broadband ﬁbre networks, as well as data
and internet expansions (Reserve Bank of
Zimbabwe 2015) As a result a wide range
of internet infrastructural developments
was in place by the year 2018. These
infrastructural developments included the
rollout of 2G, 3G, 4G and G5 networks in
urban and rural areas (Reserve Bank of
Zimbabwe 2015). E-marketing adoption has
also been a great success in countries with
slightly lower internet infrastructure than
Zimbabwe, such as South Africa, Nigeria
and other developing countries (Dube,
Chitura & Runyowa, 2018). It is, therefore,
important to understand the supporting
elements resulting in low-adoption and
implementation of e-marketing strategies
and developments (Baten & Kamil, 2019).
Limited
research,
however,
has
been conducted on the adoption of
e-marketing strategies in developing
countries. Conducting such a study in the
Zimbabwean context should unpack other
gaps of knowledge regarding e-marketing
adoption. Regardless of the growing trend
in e-marketing and e-marketing related
studies, few studies have been done in
e-marketing amongst FMCG Zimbabwe
retailers. This study, therefore, aims to
develop an e-marketing strategy framework
to assist the FMCG retailers in Zimbabwe.
BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY
There is no doubt that there is increased
adaption and implementation of Internet
technology globally, and it is therefore
imperative that retailers take advantage of
the opportunities oﬀered by e-marketing.
In Africa, internet penetration grew from
200 000 people in the year 2000 to 45
million in the year 2011 in Nigeria (Abiodum,
2018). The challenges limiting the adoption
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and implementation of e-marketing in Africa
according to (Abiodum, 2018) was due to
cultural barriers, infrastructure challenges,
fraud and security concerns, perceived risk
and inadequate regulatory framework
El-Gohary (2012) also indicated that
organisational and external factors such
as owner skills, availability of resources,
culture, adoption cost, size of the company,
compatibility and government inﬂuence,
had a positive impact on the adoption and
implementation of e-marketing. However,
According to Abiodum (2013) and Dlodlo
and Maﬁni (2014), numerous companies in
the sub-Saharan countries have adopted
the “wait-and-see” attitude, and as a result
only 23% of the respondents did online
shopping regardless of advanced ICT
infrastructure during 2013 in Nigeria..
The same trend was also observed
in Zimbabwe, where the adoption of
e-marketing strategies amongst FMCG
retailers has been limited (Chawafambira,
2015:1; Dzoma 2016:1). The reluctance by
the Zimbabwean retailers to utilise internet
technology for expansion has resulted
in increased competition with retailers in
South Africa and China (Musonza, 2015:1).
According to the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe
(2015:36), the ICT programs initiated by the
Government of Zimbabwe need individuals,
retailer and institutes to work with ICT mobile
and ﬁxed operators. Countries in Southern
Africa, particularly South Africa, Namibia,
and Botswana,, embraced ICT with positive
economic growth (SADC, 2019:2).
While e-marketing by FMCG retailers
in Zimbabwe remained low, it is worth
stating that there has been high uptake
of ICT in electronic banking, electronic
money transfer, smart-phone usage
and international electronic purchase of
consumer durable (Dzoma, 2016:1). In
the context of advancement and growth in
ICTs, scholars have warned that companies
that embrace technology should prepare
for the future, as e-marketing adoption

is growing dramatically and continuously
inﬂuencing customers and their behaviour
(Alavion & Allahyari, 2011; Doiron, 2019).
While researchers had initially predicted
price transparency, as well as, driving price
towards a single market standard, this
could not be achieved partially because
some retailers would consider transport
costs, bringing variation in prices of the
same commodities in diﬀerent geographical
locations.
Social media, has been making signiﬁcant
progress and creating new opportunities
(Bulearca & Bulearca, 2020). Mobile
phone advertisements, in the form of text
messages or short message service (SMS)
have been recognised as an essential form
of product promotion and an attractive
e-marketing approach by retailers (Rizwan
et al., 2011). Increased use of the Internet as
a Business to Customer (B2C), Customer
to Business (C2B), and Customer to
Customer (C2C) commercial tool raised
interest in understanding the key issues
in building relationships with customers
(Corbit et al., 2018:204). Furthermore,
e-marketing adoption is undergoing an
evolution by adopting Web 2.0, 3.0, 4.0,
and 5.0 capabilities. This adoption seems
to enhance customer participation to
achieve greater economic value (Huang &
Benyoucef, 2016).
In Zimbabwe, retailers outside the FMCG
industry, such as the beverages industry,
auctioneers and hardware industries, have
all developed systems that allow them
and their clients to market, purchase,
and supply online. In 2015, Zimbabwe
was ranked amongst the technologically
advanced countries–including United Arab
Emirates (UAE), Lebanon, Barbados,
Seychelles, Belarus, Costa Rica, Mongolia,
Zambia, Australia, Bangladesh, and Oman
(ITU (2015). However, the adoption and
implementation of e-marketing remain low
amongst the retailers in Zimbabwe.
Retailers in Zimbabwe continue to use
social media as an advertising platform
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with no need to develop websites and
regularly update to capture the need
for targeted customers (Dzoma, 2016).
Furthermore, Scharl et al. (2015), explains
that most retailers in developing countries
have shown reluctance to embrace the
opportunity of quickly adopting the use
of e-marketing but still rely on traditional
stores. Dzoma (2016) concludes that
customers are reluctant to part with their
money prior to receiving physical products,
hence shunning e-retailing and prefer a
traditional walk-in store.
Alavion and Allahyari (2018) and
Doiron (2019), concurs and observes
that, globalisation and technological
developments are imminent. Within the
circumstance, companies that embrace
technology should prepare for the future
since e-marketing is growing at a dramatic
pace and is continuously inﬂuencing
customers and consumer behaviour.
Doiron (2019), upholds that the Internet
has radically reduced the cost of collecting
and distributing information. The evidence
demonstrates that researchers initially
predicted that the use of the Internet
would result in price transparency and
driving prices toward a single market price.
However, this has largely not happened,
partly because retailers use shipping costs
to make prices less comparable. Social
media has been making signiﬁcant progress
and creating new opportunities whilst
(Bulearca & Bulearca, 2010). Musonza
(2015:1) further mentions that limited use by
the Zimbabwean retailers to utilize internet
technology for their sustenance caused
them to face stiﬀ competition from retailers
in South Africa and China.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
The adoption and implementation of
e-marketing by the Zimbabwean FMCG
retail industry is low, although there is
99% mobile subscription and 6 900km of
internet cable, linking Zimbabwean towns
and cities (POTRAZ, 2015:43). There is
no doubt that e-marketing is a contributory
tool to marketing and transacting. While the

preceding background clearly shows the
state of ICTs, the causes of low adoption and
implementation of e-marketing by FMCG
Zimbabwean retailers are not known. It is
also evident from the background of the
study that the Internet provides signiﬁcant
beneﬁts as a medium of interaction. Chaﬀey
and Smith (2009) argue that customers
and retailers use the Internet to engage
in real-time communication, building
strategic relationships and trust. Makherji
and Basu (2015) warn that to survive in
business, retailers need to be proactive
and embrace the dynamic environment.
Internet technology is growing quickly and
would soon outpace traditional marketing
strategies.
FMCG
retailers
should
strategically and gradually move towards
e-marketing adoption and implementation
to survive the current and future market
forces.
Chawafambira (2015:1) stresses that
a dynamic Information Communication
Technology (ICT) policy is essential, as
it can be used as a framework to develop
e-commerce policy like other countries.
Chawafambira, however, blamed the low
adoption and implementation of e-marketing
by retailers on the lack of an ICT framework.
For Rutsito (2014:1), Zimbabwe has shown
remarkable improvement in technological
adoption with the growth of the Internet.
However, there exists little appreciation
of achievements within and amongst
Zimbabwean FMCG retailers. Under these
circumstances, the FMCG Zimbabwean
retailers have faced a myriad of problems
arising
from
international
retailers
competing for the same market using
advanced e-marketing (Musonza, 2015:2).
Objectives
The primary objective of this study was
to determine the e-marketing adoption
challenges aﬀecting FMCG retailers in
Zimbabwe.
Secondary objectives of the study include:
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• To establish how the unavailability of
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ICT services aﬀected the adoption
of e-marketing by FMCG retailers in
Zimbabwe.
• To identify how technology adoption cost
aﬀected the adoption of e-marketing by
FMCG retailers in Zimbabwe.
• To determine how the lack of government
participation aﬀected the adoption
of e-marketing by FMCG retailers in
Zimbabwe.
• To identify how negative management
perception aﬀected the adoption of
e-marketing by FMCG retailers in
Zimbabwe.
• To establish how lack of employee
participation aﬀected the adoption
of e-marketing by FMCG retailers in
Zimbabwe.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Several factors aﬀect the adoption and
implementation of e-marketing. According
to Michael et al. (2011:96), the retail
industry has a long history of adopting
and
implementing
technology-based
applications and innovative managerial
practices. It commenced with the bar-code
technology in the early 1980s, moving
to cross-docking, vendor management
inventory practices in the 1990s and radio
frequency identiﬁcation in 2005 (Michael
et al., 2011:96). The retail industry has
demonstrated its ability to adapt and adopt
ICT to build core competencies (Michael
et al., 2011:96). Retailers’ adoption and
implementation of electronic-based facilities
start with initial awareness and evaluation,
implementation and ﬁnally, its acceptance
or assimilation with the retailer (Michael et
al., 2011:96). In that regard, e-marketing
use has grown globally, but the perception
of which it takes to attract, retain and satisfy
the customers online remains limited
(Sahney, 2018).
According to Mndzebele (2013), Relative
Advantage (RA) is the degree to which an
innovation is perceived as better than the
idea it supersedes. In that regard, Ravi
(2010:84) proposes that customers compare

innovations and the extent through which
innovation becomes more advantageous,
over the previous innovation, before its
adoption. RA thus provides beneﬁts that
customer’s rate above competing retailers.
These beneﬁts motivate customers to
choose products basing on RA (Ravi,
2010:232.) Retailers also need to integrate
social media such as Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn, and YouTube as strategic tools
of ICT adoption to improve RA over other
competitors.
El-Gohary
(2012)
and
Mndzebele
(2013:243) observed that the adoption
of e-marketing should oﬀer solutions to
existing customers’ problems or present
new products or service opportunities
such as increased accessibility, improved
customers’ reach and closing the customers’
gap. In this regard, RA remains one of the
most important aspects in adopting the
retail ICT industry because new innovations
must be better than current options to be
validated (Dann & Dann, 2011). Michan
and Mazze (2010:167) further argue that
understanding customer adoption and
diﬀusion processes enable retailers to
develop appropriate strategies to facilitate
the online value proposition.
In addition, the Complexity of Technology
(CT) is a key factor in understanding
the adoption and implementation of
e-marketing.
Mndzebele
(2013:167)
stresses that CT refers to the degree to
which an innovation is perceived to be
relatively diﬃcult to comprehend and use.
The CT also has a negative impact on the
adoption of technology, hence customers
easily adapt to technology is perceived to be
eﬀort-free (Mndzebele, 2013:167). Complex
technology is considered as diﬃcult to
adopt, and the more it is considered
diﬃcult to implement the more customers
abstain from adopting and implementing it
(Pontono, 2015:67). This view is supported
by empirical studies carried by Delafrooz
et al. (2009) and Rahman et al. (2013),
which concluded that consumers usually
prefer e-shopping to traditional stores due
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to a variety of online beneﬁts, such as free
access of information, reasonable price
quotations, convenience and limited time
constrains. Su and Fu (2015) indicate that
retailers’ adoption and implementation
of e-marketing yield better cash ﬂow,
resources, planning, and increased value.
In addition to that, Katawetawaraks and
Wang (2019 state that e- retailers need to
create secure and interactive websites to
convert website visitors into customers.
The compatibility of technology is also
crucial in adopting and implementing
e-marketing in the retail industry. According
to Mndzebele (2013:473), technology
compatibility refers to the degree to which
technological innovation is perceived as
being consistent with the existing operating
practices, beliefs, values, experience and
needs. Ravi (2010) adds that technology
compatibility represents the extent to which
e-marketing is understood as compatible
with existing products and the consumption
patterns, the recent experience and the
needs of the potential adopter. Roger
(1995:24) gives another perspective that
if adoption and implementation of ICT are
consistent with values, beliefs and cultural
variations, there will be less resistance to
adoption and implementation.
Pantano (2016) also stated that the
adoption of e-marketing should capture
customers’ memories with the previous
shopping experience to increase diﬀusion
levels. In addition, Mairura et al. (2016)
conclude that adoption of e-marketing
requires customers and retailers to adjust
their existing behaviour since the new
technology is paralleled and more unlikely
for the customers and retailers to adopt.
Another environmental context factor is
government support. Yigitcanlar et al.
(2010:101) mention that the signiﬁcant
factors aﬀecting the adoption and
implementation of e-marketing is the
failure by the government to participate
in the provision of ICT services. Sharma
(2012:156) notes that inconsistency in

government legislation contributes to
insuﬃcient implementation of e-marketing
in developing countries. Governments must
play a clear role in creating a conducive
environment for both private and public
industry (Yigitcanlar et al., 2010:101).
Remarkably, governments’ primary role is
to thwart barriers to e-marketing adoption
for both individuals and corporates to lessen
the ﬁnancial commitments and establish
an atmosphere of ICT usages (Kamel,
2010:45). Given the above mentioned,
retailers in developing countries face
challenges in implementing broadband
networks due to a lack of proper research
and development capabilities (Zulu &
Bwalya, 2012). In Saudi Arabia, retailers
and customers lack clear regulations and
government’s supervision in support of the
diﬀusion of e-marketing (Kim, et al., 2012).
Governments in developing countries
should actively participate in facilitating
the adoption and implementation of
e-marketing. Its active role should be
seen in removing barriers that hinder the
eﬀective use of e-marketing by retailers.
Proper infrastructure and other ICT based
infrastructures should be put in place to
increase the use of e-marketing in the retail
industry.
Adopting and participation commence
using e-mail, developing the website and
moving to higher e-commerce adoption.
Isdoro and Juan (2015) reveal that strong
support from top retail management is a
key driver towards e-marketing adoption.
Their study also recommends that the
personal characteristics of retail managers
and owners aﬀect the willingness and
capability of technology adoption. The
laxity by retail organisations in the adoption
and implementation of e-marketing has
the potential to frustrate the expectations
of consumers and employees (Pantano,
2016). The willingness of management and
owners to adopt ICT assists the retailer in
predicting market trends and anticipation
of key success within the retail industry
(Isdoro & Juan, 2015). Owners’ level of
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education greatly inﬂuences the diﬀusion
of e-marketing. Retail owners are usually
innovation pioneers (Pantano, 2016).
Retailers in developing and developed
countries have been pioneers in adopting
new ICT products in line with the evolving
technological landscape.
OECD (2014) states that the training and
development of the retailers’ workforce
improve the quality of the workforce and
facilitate the diﬀusion of ICT in retailers. In
addition to this, retailers need to engage in
both “on the job” and “oﬀ the job” training
to have positive e-marketing diﬀusion.
This is because on-job training improves
employees’ conﬁdence and increases the
employee-customer online relationship
(Pantano, 2016; Vaissone, 2012). However,
poor quality of the workers (lack of qualiﬁed
personnel and management) signiﬁcantly
impedes the adoption of ICT in retailers
because highly skilled employees are more
accustomed to technology than unskilled
employees (OECD, 2014; Pontono, 2015).
Pantano (2016) stress that retailing should
improve workers’ quality to adapt to the
evolving retail landscape. The evolving retail
landscape calls for retailers to continuously
train their employees to stay in line with the
evolving customer needs (Grewal, et al.,
2017). In addition to this, Vaissone (2012)
stresses that the use of ICT by employees
while interacting with customers improves
the online shopping experience and regular
purchases. Berry et al. (2016) point out that
retailers should train their employees and
shift their attention from transacting roles to
creating relationships.
Thus, employees play a crucial role in the
adoption of e-marketing. Retailers need
to put more resource into training their
employees since the employees act as the
interaction point between the retailer and
customers. Trained employees have the
potential of assisting customers in realtime as well as capturing online employee
behaviour.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This study employed the interpretivism
paradigm. Interpretivism philosophy allows
the researcher participation, and it brings
rigour to the study. Bryman and Bell (2011)
and Saunders et al. (2016) concur that
the interpretivism paradigm/philosophy
aims at understanding how people in
everyday natural setting create meanings
and interpret the events in the world.
Saunders et al. (2012) and Greener (2008)
state that the interpretivism paradigm
applies qualitative research methods
such as discourse analysis, unstructured
interviews to investigate constructions of
reality by actors in retailers i.e. employees,
shareholders, and managers.
Interpretivism upholds that the social world
of business management is more complex;
hence it cannot be theorized by deﬁnite laws
(Saunders et al., 2012). This entails that
there is a need to have deep insights into
the complex world through the researcher’s
participation in the real world. Bryman and
Bell (2011) state that the interpretivism
paradigm focuses on the appreciation and
understanding of the research through
observation of images, words not numbers.
The interpretivist paradigm does not focus
on objective reality but instead aims at
appreciating the world naturally (Bryman
& Bell, 2011; Saunders, et al., 2012;
Saunders, et al., 2016).
Interpretivism paradigm application to
e-marketing adoption
The researcher participated in the study by
carrying in-depth interviews to ascertain the
nature and characteristics of e-marketing
strategy and factors aﬀecting the adoption of
e-marketing. The in-depth interviews aimed
to get a deep understanding of the study
and co-create informed knowledge with
the participants. The approach allowed the
researcher’s participation in understanding
e-marketing
strategy
adoption
and
implementation hence providing new
thoughts and development of knowledge.
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RESEARCH APPROACH
This study comprised an interpretive
component that applied qualitative approach
principles. The qualitative approach was
used to develop an in-depth interview guide
to address the ﬁrst and secondary research
objective. Kothari (2004) states that the
qualitative research approach involves
the subjective assessment of research
insights, attitudes, opinions and behaviours.
Questions are constructed and focused
depending on the researcher’s subjective
assessment of the environment (Creswell,
2014). Thus, the qualitative approach is also
referred to as ‘situation based’ because it
occurs at a given location, and the ﬁndings
are not generalized but transferable (Luton,
2015).
Creswell (2014) illustrates that the “qualitative
approach involves emerging questions and
procedures, data typically collected from a
particular setting, data analysis inductively
building from a particular setting and the
researcher interpreting the meaning of the
data.” Saunders et al. (2012) point out that
the inductive reasoning of the qualitative
approach allows the researcher to have
a personal appreciation of the nature of
relative problems so that the result of the
analysis would be used in the formulation
of a theory often expressed as “conceptual
framework.”
RESEARCH DESIGN
This study used an exploratory research
design. Bryman & Bell, (2011) deﬁne
research design as “a master plan, a blueprint
and even as a sequence of research tasks
and activities or a plan of methods and
procedures that the researcher uses to
collect and analyse data.” For Saunders et
al. (2012), a research design is a general
plan that guides the researcher in answering
the research question. It speciﬁes the
research objectives, information source,
and type of data, design techniques,
sampling methodology, and procedures to
be applied in the research to answer the
problem statement (Bryman & Bell, 2011)

Creswell (2014) suggests that the research
design represents the types of inquiry
that are either qualitative or quantitative,
used by the researcher to provide speciﬁc
direction and procedures. For Kothari
(2004:35), “research design facilitates the
smooth sailing of research operations,
thereby making research as eﬃcient as
possible yielding maximum information
from minimum eﬀort applied, time and
money”. There is consensus among
scholars that there are several types of
mixed-method designs. These designs are
mostly used in generating and verifying the
theory in technology adoption (Venkatesh
et al., 2013). They include convergence
parallel (concurrent), sequential exploratory
(qualitative-quantitative),
sequential
explanatory (quantitative-qualitative) and
embedded (qualitative or qualitative)
(Bryman & Bell, 2011:440; Saunders et al.,
2016:170). These designs are usually used
to enable the researcher to have a wider
view of the phenomenon (Vankatesh et al.,
2013).
DATA COLLECTION
This research used in-depth interviews to
probe information from ICT and Marketing
Managers of the targeted retail shops.
Guided by the principle of saturation, a total
of seven ICT managers were interviewed.
The interviews, which were conducted with
the participants, lasted for about 30 minutes
each. The in-depth interviews assisted the
researcher to understand the nature and
characteristics of e-marketing strategy and
identify factors aﬀecting the adoption and
implementation of e-marketing strategy that
would assist in developing the proposed
e-marketing strategy framework.
Saunders et al. (2016) state that in-depth
interviews are a qualitative research method
used to comprehend the social world through
probing questions between the interviewer
and interviewee. The rationale behind
this approach was to get rich insight into
e-marketing adoption challenges aﬀecting
Omni Channel retailers in Zimbabwe. The
process involved the direct participation of
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the researcher with the ICT and Marketing
Managers. The in-depth interview allowed
the interviewer to ask questions and probe
further for the explanation (Saunders, et al.,
2012; Ghauri & Gronhaug, 2010). Bryman
and Bell (2011) note that in-depth interviews
present an extension of day-to-day personal
interaction to formalized conversations.
However, despite their potential to capture
crucial information, in-depth interviews are
often poorly executed and inadequately
reported (Saunders, et al., 2012).
Although Cooper and Schindler (2014)
argue that qualitative data collection is
susceptible to human error and bias,
concurrent mixed research design was
essential in overcoming the general
weaknesses. E-marketing adoption and
implementation as a social science cannot
be easily understood with the application of
quantitative methods; therefore qualitative
data collection provided the most intricate
details of the research problem (Cooper &
Schindler, 2014; Ghauri & Gronhaug, 2010).
The Marketing and ICT managers were
chosen purposively. The judgment was
based on the fact that these shops were
chosen based on their market share (67%)
in the Zimbabwean FMCG retail industry
(Mushakavanhu, 2014). While there are
debates on how qualitative sample size can
be calculated and established, sampling
plays a pivotal role in the research process
(Shukla, 2008). Some researchers have
proposed that qualitative sample size was
determined by research personal judgment
and knowledge of the study (Bryman &

Bell, 2011). Saunders et al. (2012) posit
that sample design should pose the
characteristics of the total population.
Cooper and Schindler (2010) argue that
sampling design enables the researcher to
conclude the population.
FINDINGS
The qualitative population comprised
fourteen participants consisting of seven
ICT and seven Marketing Managers from
selected FMCG retailers in Zimbabwe.
These
selected
participants
had
direct experience in the adoption and
implementation of e-marketing strategies.
The semi-structured questions were pilot
tested with four participants comprising one
Marketing Manager, one ICT Manager and
two research experts. The two were drawn
from the North-West University, South
Africa and Africa University, Zimbabwe,
respectively. This “pilot” was meant to
remove ambiguous and irrelevant questions.
The pilot testing thus noted and removed
inconsistent and ambiguous phrases and
statements. The interviews were conducted
after the approval of the gatekeepers. The
participants were given the interview guide
before the initial interview schedule to
familiarise themselves with the question.
It is important to note that for consistency,
the interviews were conducted at the
participants’ workplace. The interviewer
explained the purpose of the research, and
the interviewee consented to the recording
of interviews. Table 2 presents the schedule
of the in-depth interviews.
The responses from the in-depth interviews

TABLE 1: INTERVIEW PROFILE

Retail code name
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7

Position

Department

Marketing and ICT Executive
ICT Executive
Marketing Executive
Marketing Executive
Marketing and ICT Executive
Marketing
Saturation reached

Marketing and ICT
ICT
Marketing and ICT
Marketing
Marketing and ICT
Marketing
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Number of
participants
2
1
1
1
1
1

were digitally recorded with the consent of
participants, transcribed into written format
and coded using grounded theory principles
called systematic procedure (Strauss &
Corbin, 2007). Although the population
consisted of 14 intended participants,
saturation was reached at retailer 6,
participant 7. The qualitative results were
essential for a better understanding of the
key e-marketing adoption components from
a management’s perspective. The selected
participants use the e-marketing adoption
strategy consistently; hence they provided
insight into answering questions regarding
the research objectives. The qualitative
results using grounded theory principles
provided an investigative and in-depth
understanding of a phenomenon (Strauss
& Corbin, 2007). The study used Strauss &
Corbin (2007) grounded theory qualitative
systematic design principles, which involve
the following steps:
Open coding stage –involves reading
through the collected data and deducing
meaning.
Axial coding stage–identifying relationships
amongst the coded data.
Selective coding stage – reﬂecting emerged
core variables or themes (thematic
analysis).
Selective Coding Analysis
Selective coding stage (emerged themes)

The following section reﬂects on the
emerged themes as well as secondary
literature substantiation there oﬀ.
Unavailability of ICT services.
The central theme that emerged on
question one (1) is the unavailability of
ICT and services. The retailers have
shown reluctance in purchasing the
required hardware to implement an
e-marketing strategy. Sadhpuria (2009)
found that retailers’ sustainability in
developing countries requires ICT and
internal resources competency. The
internal resources competency reduces
the switching cost of retailers in moving
from the traditional store format to the
virtual formats of e-marketing strategy
(Sadhpuria, 2009). For Commo and Maneti
(2014), retailers need to identify the merits
inherent in adopting e-marketing strategy
to identify the technology move advantage.
Retailers adopting an e-marketing strategy
must have the required ICT infrastructure
that allows monitoring online competitor
pricing and implementing just in time for
its customers. An empirical study by Dann
and Dann (2011) indicates that retailers’
technology (new innovation) must be better
than the current option; otherwise they will
be no point in giving up the older version.
This suggests that retailers make the
cost-beneﬁt analysis before they adopt a
particular technology for their use.

TABLE 2: EMERGED THEMES – FACTORS AFFECTING THE ADOPTION OF E-MARKETING BY
FMCG RETAILERS IN ZIMBABWE.

Question
1. Challenges faced in the
adoption of e-marketing
strategy.
2. Government participation.
3. Management perspective.
4. Centralisation of ICT and
marketing.
5. Technology adoption cost

Emerged themes

Participant interviewed

Unavailability of ICT
services.

1, 2, 3 & 7

Insuﬃcient government
assistance availability.
Negative management
perception.
Lack of employee
participation.
Adoption cost
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1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7
1, 2, 3, 4, 6 & 7
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7
1, 2, 3, 4, 6 & 7
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Cost factor
Another theme that emerged on question
one (1) is that of the cost factor. As alluded
to earlier in this study, the retailers in Africa
are slowly embracing the e-marketing
strategy. Here, “trading for survival is a
norm as few retailers are not reaping the
beneﬁts of e-marketing strategy due to
the high cost of Internet cost and website
maintenance (United Nation Development
Programme, 2010). According to Michael
et al. (2011), the retail industry has a long
history of adopting and implementing
technology-based
application
and
innovative managerial practices. However,
the cost factor has been the limiting factor.
Michael et al. (2011) argue that regardless
of these high costs associated with Internet
and website maintenance, the retail
industry has demonstrated its ability to
adapt and adopt ICT as a way of building
core competencies.
Insuﬃcient government assistance
The central theme that emerged on
question two (2) where participants were
asked what the government was doing
to improve the adoption of e-marketing,
was inadequate government assistance.
While some participants cited that the
government supported the adoption of
e-marketing strategy by setting up the
regulatory framework for the use of the
Internet, most of them felt that there was
insuﬃcient government assistance. The
participants stated that the government was
putting in place the relevant infrastructure
such as optic ﬁbre in diﬀerent towns to
allow Internet accessibility. However, the
participants indicated that the assistance
was not suﬃcient to boost the growth of
e-marketing strategy amongst retailers
This theme concurs with previous ﬁndings
that government plays a crucial role in
creating a sustainable environment for both
the private and public industry to adopt ICT
related services (Yigitcanlar et al., 2010).
The government should open up barriers to
technology adoption by reducing ﬁnancial
commitments and hence coming up with

an idea ICT usage framework (Kamel,
2010). Zulu and Bwalya (2012) concur with
Kamel (2010) who noted that retailers in
developing countries face impediments in
adopting and implementing ICT systems
due to a lack of government commitment to
research and development. A study by Kim
et al. (2012) concluded that the government
should provide a regulatory framework
and supervision to support the diﬀusion of
e-marketing strategy.
Negative management perception.
The major theme that emerged from
question three (3) regarding management
perspective
towards
adopting
and
implementing e-marketing strategy was
negative management perception. The
participants indicated that although the
management was using ICT related
services, their perception towards adopting
e-marketing strategy was on the negative
side.
Available literature indicates that the
stronger the management perspective
towards the adoption of technology, the
higher the levels of diﬀusion (Isdoro & Juan,
2015). This is the key characteristic and
competency of management that is critical
in ﬁrms’ desire and capabilities to adopt
the technology (Isdoro & Juan, 2015). The
negative management perspective to adopt
and implement technology-related services
can frustrate customers’ expectation due
to a lack of an online value proposition
(Pantano, 2016). It remains pertinent to
note that management’s desire to adopt
technology allows market prediction and
anticipation of key success within the
operating environment (Isdoro & Juan,
2015). Retail management and owners
are usually innovation pioneers. Therefore,
their level of education is also sentimental
in technology diﬀusion amongst retailers
(Pantano, 2016).
Lack of employee participation
The theme that emerged from research
question 4 was that of lack of employee
participation. The retailers indicated that
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the participation of employees in using
the Internet would signiﬁcantly improve
the adoption of an e-marketing strategy.
However, its availability was limited.
These results concur with a previous study by
Chuang et al. (2009), who reveals that small
retailers can allow employee participation in
the adoption of e-marketing strategy. This is
due to the fact that management can make
a quick decision regarding the evolving ICT
trends. Chuang et al. (2009) and Awa et al.
(2011) concur that workers’ participation
amongst small and large retailers can be
broadly aﬀected by both internal or external
to the retail environment.
Al -Somali et al. (2011) contend that
although restaurants and foodservice
retailers are small in size and capacity,
their employee participation may be high
due to the size and scope. Most retailers’
limitation of innovation capacity has proved
that employee participation is crucial in
technology diﬀusion (Pantano, 2016).
RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION
Unavailability of ICT services
The unavailability of ICT services aﬀects
the adoption of e-marketing strategy. Key
barriers included the unavailability of ICT
hardware and software, poor Internet
services and insuﬃcient industry and
government initiatives. A lack of after-sales
service and online assistance was also
a major signiﬁcant challenge to adopting
and implementing an e-marketing strategy.
These ICT services are essential in
ensuring that retailers adopt and implement
e-marketing strategy faster.
Cost factor
Cheap and reliable Internet connectivity is
essential for the adoption and implementation
of an e-marketing strategy. However, the
costs of establishing, updating, running
and maintaining websites were relatively
high. Retailers preferred easy and cheap
traditional marketing methods.

Lack of government participation
Lack of government participation, which is
required for the adoption and implementation
of e-marketing strategy, aﬀected the
adoption of the strategies. Regardless of
the initiatives done by the government in
opening up the use of the Internet, poor and
inconsistent Internet connections are still
prevalent. Lack of government participation
has prompted failure to improve customer
experience and network connectivity in
both, urban and rural areas.
Negative management perspective
Negative management perception aﬀected
the adoption of an e-marketing strategy.
The results suggest that management
should allow active Internet service use
by shop ﬂoor workers. Furthermore,
decentralization of e-marketing strategy
activities is critical in diﬀerent branches
across the country. Active participation of
employees at a branch and regional level
is necessary as it enables employees to be
in a position to use online platforms. The
slow adoption of e-marketing strategy owes
to management’s fear of ﬁnancial loss and
job insecurity.
Lack of employee participation
There was generally low employee
participation as the use of the Internet
was centralised with top management
while restricted for low-level employees.
Accordingly, shop ﬂoor employees had no
exposure to e-marketing strategy hence
the negative impact on the adoption of
e-marketing strategy.
CONCLUSION
The study results are important for the
government, which has a responsibility
to provide the necessary laws and
regulations to facilitate the e-marketing
strategy adoption and implementation.
The ﬁndings are consistent with Sharma
(2012:156), who posits that inconsistency
in government regulations contributes to
insuﬃcient ICT policy reforms in diﬀerent
countries. The ﬁndings presented here
urges an e-commerce bill that can act as an
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instrument to boost retailers’ conﬁdence in
adopting and implementing an e-marketing
strategy. The primary role of the government
would be to break barriers to the adoption of
e-marketing strategy to both individuals and
corporates to reduce ﬁnancial commitments
related to technology adoption.
This study also noted that accessing
ICT services and hardware was still
expensive for both the rural and urban
populace. The results show that the use
of online platforms remains expensive and
unaﬀordable to ordinary Zimbabweans. As
previously observed, the situation requires
the government to institute proper research
and development capabilities to understand
the hidden cost inhibiting e-marketing
strategy adoption among FMCG retailers
(Zulu &Bwalya, 2012). During the study,
there were indications that the proliferation
of technology in Zimbabwe had reached
high levels.
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SCENARIO ANALYSIS
OF CHINESE SUPPLIER
MARKET FOR
COMMERCIAL VEHICLE
COMPONENTS BY 2030

of international supply chains and especially
the Chinese supplier market for automotive
components and materials under great
uncertainty.
The aim of this study is therefore to assess
plausible future outlooks of the Chinese
supplier market by 2030 for OEMs to
develop accordingly their global sourcing
strategies.
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ABSTRACT
This paper focuses on the long-term
analysis of the Chinese supplier market for
components of commercial vehicles.
Today’s commercial vehicle manufacturers
often practice global sourcing to reduce
costs, or to acquire more material, better
quality, and even new technologies. An
optimized global supply structure not only
brings possibilities of cost-reduction and
availability of technology innovation but also
prepares the company for the upcoming
trends and risks in the global commercial
vehicle market.
Being the world’s largest producer of
manufactured goods, China holds a major
strategic importance in automotive OEMs’
global sourcing activities. Recently, China’s
ambition to boost its productivity and
manufacturing capabilities and to provide
more innovative products has drawn
unprecedented worldwide attention.
The current changes in the international
environment like the Corona virus pandemic
or the Chinese-USA trade war put the future

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
ACEA
European Automobile
Manufacturers’ Association
AV
Autonomous Vehicle
BEV
Battery Electric Vehicle
BRI
Belt and Road Initiative
CO
Carbon monoxide
CO2
Carbon dioxide
CSPI
China Steel Price Index
EU
European Union
EV
Electric Vehicle
FCEV
Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle
HC
Hydrocarbon
HHL
Leipzig Graduate
School of Management,
“Handelshochschule Leipzig”
in German
ICV
Intelligent and Connected
Vehicle
M&A
Mergers and Acquisitions
MIC 2025 Made in China 2025
N/A
Not Available
NEV
New Energy Vehicle
NOx
Nitrogen oxide
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OEM
PESTEL

PM
R&D
RE
SAE
SEP
SWOT
V2X
VDA

2018, which is around €513 billion when
calculated at the ¥/€ exchange rate of 7.80.

Original Equipment
Manufacturer
Political, Economic, Social,
Legal, Environmental,
Technological
Particulate matter
Research and Development
Range Extender
The Society of Automotive
Engineers
Standard Essential Patent
Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities, Threats
Vehicle-to-everything
German Association
of the Automotive
Industry, “Verband der
Automobilindustrie” in
German

In 2018, China’s automotive parts exports
were ranked the fourth highest in the world
with a value worth of US$34.8 billion,
following Germany ($67.1 billion), United
States ($45.5 billion) and Japan ($35.9
billion). (Workman, 2019)

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Importance of Chinese Supplier
Market for Commercial Vehicle
Components
Driven by reasons like market access,
labor cost advantages and favorable trade
policies, automotive OEMs continue to
stretch their supply chains around the
globe. In the waves of globalization, one
country emerges rapidly to be a core part of
companies’ global sourcing strategies, and
that is China.
Thanks to both domestic and foreign
demands, China’s auto parts industry
ﬂourished signiﬁcantly in the last decade,
reaching an operating income of more than
RMB 4 trillion and a growth rate of 7% in

There are no speciﬁc exports data for
components for commercial vehicles
available due to the fact that most of the auto
parts manufacturers produce components
for both passenger vehicles and commercial
vehicles. But there is no doubt that China has
also become a key player considering that
it has been leading the world´s production
volume of commercial vehicles since 2008
and, 27% of all commercial vehicles made
worldwide in 2018 were manufactured in
China (European Automobile Manufacturers
Association, 2019).
The world’s 5 largest automotive
components suppliers in 2018 (Wagner,
2019) all have business locations in China,
including manufacturing sites, R&D centers,
sales oﬃces, etc. (Table 1).
The main reason behind such hype of
investing in China and buying from China
is the low-cost advantage of Chinese
manufacturing. As shown in a survey
conducted by MSG Systems with over 300
companies from diverse industries around
the world, more than 80% indicated cost
advantages as the major factors leading
them to source in China (Figure 1).

TABLE 1: TOP 5 GLOBAL AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIERS IN 2018 WITH BUSINESS LOCATIONS IN
CHINA. (BOSCH CHINA, CONTINENTAL CHINA, DENSO, MAGNA, ZF, N.D.)

Top

Supplier

1
2
3
4
5

Bosch
Continental
Denso
Magna
ZF Friedrichshafen

Revenue (in
million €)
47,600
44,404
42,572
35,605
33,975
1098

Country
Germany
Germany
Japan
Canada
Germany

Locations in
China
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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FIGURE 1: REASONS FOR SOURCING FROM CHINA ACCORDING TO MSG SYSTEMS AG’S
SURVEY. (BICKEL & KOHLMORGEN, 2015)

The heavy reliance of global OEMs’ supply
chains on China is particularly perceptible
because of the latest coronavirus crisis.
Due to the virus outbreak in China at the
end of 2019, the production of Chinese
factories was massively shut down. As a
result, the supply shortage of auto parts
from China forced several automakers to
halt the operation of their factories all over
the world (Wayland, 2020; Ewing, 2020;
FutureCar, 2020).
1.2 Problem description: China’s
Determination to Shift from Low-cost to
High-end Manufacturer
After decades of relying on low value-added
goods to increase its GDP, China aims to
maintain its competitiveness in a more
sustainable way by boosting productivity
and manufacturing higher-value and more
innovative products. As a pillar industry of
the country’s economy, China’s automobile
and auto parts industry is speeding up this
upgrade driven by innovation with guiding
policies and increased investments.
After joining the World Trade Organization
in 2001, China has actively rolled out
a series of governmental incentives to
stimulate the growth of its auto and parts
industry through technology development,
from the “Automotive Industry Development
Policy” issued in 2004 ,the national strategy
of “Made in China 2025” released in 2015
to the “Automobile Mid- and Long-Term
Development Plan” in 2017, stressing more

and more on the establishment of Chinese
own R&D capabilities and proprietary
brands. (Pawlicki & Luo, 2017) (U.S.
Department of Commerce’s International
Trade Administration, 2019)
In addition to the national funds that
subsidize the development of independent
patents and brands, Chinese government
also encouraged the automotive and
auto parts companies to “go abroad” to
speed up the technology absorption by
setting up overseas factories and R&D
centers, merging with or taking over foreign
companies (Pawlicki & Luo, 2017).
As the ﬁnancial crisis in 2008 caused heavy
losses to the auto parts industry in Europe
and North America, many companies
seeked external support to overcome
the hard time, which created excellent
opportunities for Chinese enterprises to
expand through cross-border M&As, and
thus facilitate the globalization of these
local enterprises. Since then, fast growth of
overseas investment of Chinese auto parts
companies has been observed (Figure 2).
In recent years, following the industry
trends of low- to free-emissions, smart
technology and new energy vehicles,
Chinese auto components companies have
accordingly set their M&A target on foreign
companies with advanced technology and
know-how in these areas. According to the
Annual Report on Auto Parts Industry in
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FIGURE 2: NUMBER OF CHINESE ACQUISITIONS TARGETING EUROPEAN AND US AUTO
PARTS SUPPLIERS FROM 2009 TO 2016. (ALANTRA, 2017)

China (2017-2018), the M&As of Chinese
auto parts enterprises in the last few
years are mainly focused on automation,
electriﬁcation and light-weighting, and
these transactions primarily take place
in the leading automotive countries
like Germany, USA and Japan (China
Association of Automobile Manufacturers
& China Automotive Engineering Research
Institute, 2018, p. 29).

the challenges posed by dynamic, complex
and volatile environments is to be applied
to oﬀer an outlook of possible future
occurrences of the Chinese market under
great uncertainty. Such outlook would hence
help commercial vehicle OEMS to generate
comprehensive sourcing strategies.

1.3 Purpose of our study and Research
objectives
Undoubtedly both Chinese policymakers
and local enterprises have recognized this
opportunity and are endeavoring to seize
the possibilities to develop vigorously in
the areas of electriﬁcation, automation, and
interconnection, and to change the current
adversity in various ways.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
CONCERNING CHINESE SUPPLIER
MARKET
Compared with the industrialized countries
like Germany, USA and Japan, Chinese auto
parts manufacturing industry has a shorter
period of development, smaller scale of
enterprises and lower level of specialization
(Xu, 2019). Hence, despite the large
number of auto parts companies in China,
the industry remains very fragmented in
terms of the following two aspects:

Under these circumstances, questions
arise such as: Will Chinese supplier
market manage to transform into a
manufacturer of high value-added
components? No matter the answer is
yes or no, how shall global OEMs adjust
their strategies when sourcing the
components for production? These are
the research questions to be explored
in detail and addressed in this article.

Scattered in scale and limited in market
share
Currently China has more than 100,000
auto parts enterprises, of which only around
10% are “enterprises above designated
size” with an annual revenue exceeding
RMB 20 million (Shen, 2018; China Banking
News, 2018), which means the majority of
the Chinese suppliers are micro or small
enterprises.

In order to analyze the future of a robust
market like the Chinese supplier market
in a fast-evolving industry such as the
commercial vehicle components industry, a
scenario-building method which addresses

From the perspective of Chinese market
structure, almost half of the auto parts
companies operating in China are domestic
private enterprises, while foreign-invested
enterprises and the ones invested by
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Hongkong, Macau and Taiwan account for
22% (Figure 4) who also seize the largest
market share of over 70% (Xu, 2019;
Forward Business Information Co.,Ltd.,
2019), leaving the rest 30% to Chinese
local enterprises.

Industry” issued by Chinese Ministry of
Industry and Information Technology in
2018, the output value of over 2,000 largest
Chinese auto parts companies from diﬀerent
segments was taken into calculation and
the results are shown below (Figure 3).

Weak in R&D and low in added value
Although most of the world-leading auto
parts manufacturers have entered China
and produce their products in China, core
technologies, especially those of entire
auto assembly and key parts, are still in the
hands of foreign companies while Chinese
local manufacturers are falling far behind in
independent research and development.

Note: Sizes of circles indicate the proportion
of the number of enterprises in the segment
out of the total number of enterprises
counted.

Despite that, in 2017 the average investment
in R&D of Chinese auto parts enterprises
accounted for 4.32% of their sales income,
which was a big improvement compared
to several years ago (in 2011, the average
percentage was only 1.4%). However, it
is still much lower than the international
average of 6.6% (China Industries
Information, 2018).
Due to the low investment in R&D, the
competitiveness of Chinese domestic
enterprises is also weak. In the “Research
on the Development of China’s Auto Parts

Among the 8 major segments of auto parts
enterprises, only 2 stand out in terms of
the number of enterprises and the amount
of output: interior and exterior decoration,
which is a typical segment of low added
value, and powertrain system.
However, within the segment of powertrain
system,
Chinese
enterprises’
main
advantages are still on the traditional
machining and casting parts of engine,
while the parts with high technical content
are monopolized by foreign-invested
enterprises, which is happening as well
in systems of suspension, steering and
braking (Wan, 2018). Products that Chinese
domestic components suppliers are good at
making are mainly labor-intensive with midto-low added value.

FIGURE 3: OUTPUT OF CHINESE AUTO PARTS ENTERPRISES IN DIFFERENT SEGMENTS.
(WAN, 2018)
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Combining these two aspects, we can see
that if such situation continues, the majority
of local auto parts suppliers will fall into a
vicious circle: low investment in R&D leads
to low competitiveness, which results in
small market share and low proﬁtability, and
thus further inhibits the investment in R&D.
Nevertheless, while most of the Chinese
traditional auto parts manufacturers are
struggling to get out of this vicious circle,
the increasing market demand for energyeﬃcient, self-driving and smart-connected
vehicles might provide them with a new
point of breakthrough and a greater market
space for the coming future. As this is a
new area of competition where all supplier
markets start from zero, the conventionally
weak ones might outpace the strong ones.
Under these circumstances, a research gap
arises with questions such as: Will Chinese
supplier market manage to transform
into a manufacturer of high value-added
components? If yes, will it make sense for
Western companies to source the hightech cluster of production materials from
China? And where to source the mid-tech
and basic-tech clusters? If no, shall western
companies still source the mid-tech and
basic-tech clusters from China? And where
to source the high-tech cluster? These are
the open research questions which will be
addressed in this article.
3. METHODOLOGY
To answer the question “how the Chinese
supplier market will look like by year 2030”,
a scenario-building approach is developed.
Scenarios are not forecasts or projections,
nor visions of desired future. Instead, they
are “vivid descriptions of plausible futures”
and “a well-worked answer to the question:
‘What can conceivably happen?’ Or: ’What
would happen if…?’” (Lindgren & Bandhold,
2009). Therefore, the aim of scenario
planning is not to accurately predict the
future, but to better understand the logical
paths that lead to diﬀerent scenarios
(Roland Berger School of Strategy and
Economics, 2013).

The general approach to build up the
scenarios, as explained by Schoemaker,
starts by looking into all the forces that
may cause changes in the target industry
which are called “drivers of change” and
they can be divided into two categories:
basic long-term trends like the growth of
population, and key uncertainties which
are harder to predict such as dominant
technologies. Furthermore, by examining
the interaction between the basic trends
and key uncertainties, multiple scenarios
are consequently formed (Schoemaker,
2011).
One speciﬁc scenario technique was
selected due to the fact that it is systematic,
comprehensive and yet, easy to apply. It
is the “scenario-based strategic planning”
approach developed jointly by Roland
Berger Strategy Consultants and HHL
Leipzig Graduate School of Management to
“ﬁnd ways to better use scenario planning
in corporate practice”. Its main advantage,
in comparison with other scenario planning
approaches, is the ease of application
owing to its tool-based design (Roland
Berger School of Strategy and Economics,
2013).
3.1 Process and Tools
The respective tasks following the procedure
of this “scenario-based strategic planning”
approach are discuss and evaluate relevant
trends with the help of a “Impact/ Uncertainty
Grid” to identify the related trends and key
uncertainties, and develop scenarios based
on the key uncertainties by using the tool
“Scenario Matrix”. (Roland Berger School
of Strategy and Economics, 2013)
Four sub-steps will be carried out to achieve
the ﬁnal outcomes:
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1. Identify “drivers of change”, which are
the most relevant factors that may
cause changes to the future Chinese
supplier market, and categorize them by
political, economic, social, technological,
environmental, and legal aspects
(PESTEL).
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2. Rank each one of the “drivers of change”
in terms of its impact on the Chinese
suppliers as well as its likeliness to occur
in the future. The rankings are from 1
to 5, representing the lowest to highest
degree of impact and uncertainty.
A questionnaire requesting the rankings
of each factor according to the experience
and judgement of the industry experts from
diﬀerent OEMs and suppliers is conducted
to help deﬁne the appropriate impact and
the extent of uncertainty of each “driver of
change”.
By mapping the rankings on the tool called
“Impact/ Uncertainty Grid”, it is easy to
identify the factors which are high in impact
but relatively certain in occurrence as
“basic trends” and the ones which are high
in both impact and uncertainty criteria as
“key uncertainties”. The “key uncertainties”
build the fundamental dimensions when
developing scenarios.
3. Group the “key uncertainties” into two
meta-categories based on common
elements or aspects, and project for
each meta-category its extremely
positive and negative outlook.
4. By positioning the outlooks of the two
meta-categories along the x and y axes
of the “Scenario Matrix”, four quadrants
of matrix which represent four distinct
scenarios are thus formed.
3.2 Sub-step 1: Identify “Drivers of
Change” and categorize into PESTEL
In a dynamic society such as China, multiple
factors from various dimensions will change
the future development trajectories of its
supplier market for commercial vehicle
components. After an extensive research
into this topic, the following drivers of change
have been identiﬁed to be having an impact
on the outlook of Chinese supplier market.
Political:
National plan “Made in China 2025” (MIC
2025)
As mentioned earlier, Chinese governmental
policies play an essential role in boosting

the transformation from low-end to highend manufacturing of the entire automotive
industry. Among them, one of the most
globally discussed industrial policies is
“Made in China 2025”, which was ﬁrst
introduced by China’s State Council in
May 2015 (State Council of the People’s
Republic of China, 2017).
This ambitious and comprehensive national
strategy aims to “upgrade China from a
manufacturer of quantity to one of quality”
with the help of smart manufacturing
technologies and gradually become selfsuﬃcient in 10 key sectors including robotics,
ships, railway transport, next-generation
vehicles, air and space, medicine, new
materials, electronics, energy equipment
and agriculture equipment. (State Council
of the People’s Republic of China, 2017;
Ren, 2018)
Under the MIC 2025, both qualitative and
quantitative goals are set for each key
sector. Regarding the auto industry, some
examples of the targets for new energy
and energy-saving vehicles to be realized
by 2025 are: half of the domestic market
should be supplied by domestic products
with intellectual property rights, The selfsuﬃciency rate for key parts should exceed
60%, 20% of the commercial vehicles
should be exported, three companies should
rank in top ﬁve by international sales, key
systems including power batteries, electric
motors should reach a world-leading level
by 2020, smart-connected cars should be
regionally tested by 2025 etc..(Ren, 2018;
China Daily, 2015)
To be able to achieve the goals, domestic
enterprises in these core technological
ﬁelds are enjoying powerful governmental
supports such as enormous ﬁnancial
funding and guided acquisitions of foreign
companies with technical expertise
(Wübbeke, et al., 2016).
Industrial guideline “Automobile Industry
Mid- and Long-Term Development Plan”
Similar to MIC 2025, but speciﬁcally focusing
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on the automobile industry, China’s Ministry
of Industry and Information Technology
issued the “Automobile Industry Mid- and
Long-Term Development Plan” in April 2017
to push forward the government’s strategy
for developing China into a manufacturing
and automotive powerhouse within the next
10 years (National Business Daily, 2017).
This Development Plan deﬁnes the new
energy vehicle, smart connected vehicle,
and energy-saving vehicle as the key
areas for development. As supporting
measures, the Plan calls on a wide range
of political, ﬁnancial and tax supports for
the implementation of key projects and
for backing Chinese companies to explore
foreign markets. (Yan, 2017)
Regarding
the
local
auto
parts
manufacturers, goals like “to have several
auto parts makers reach a business capacity
of over RMB 100 billion by 2020 and develop
several key technologies that dominate the
global market and to establish several Top
10 auto parts conglomerates by 2025” are
set up. Moreover, “making breakthroughs
in key parts development” is designated as
one of the eight key projects in the Plan,
aiming to accelerate the enterprises’ R&D
of core technologies in both traditional
and innovative auto parts, promote the
development of mid- and small-sized auto
parts makers, and improve the quality of
auto components. (National Business Daily,
2017; CATARC Political Research Center,
2018)
Continuation of China-USA trade war
In July 2018, a trade war between the
world’s two largest national economies,
China and the United States oﬃcially began
as the US President Trump ﬁrst introduced
tariﬀs on $34 billion worth of imports from
China and other trade barriers against
China (Swanson, 2018). Over the past
year, both countries have imposed a series
of tariﬀs on billions of dollars’ worth of one
another’s goods from diﬀerent industries. Till
November 2019, the US has placed tariﬀs
on $550 billion worth of Chinese products

and China has retaliated with tariﬀs on $185
billion worth of American goods. (Wong &
Chipman Koty, 2019). This trade war is still
going on, even after President Trump was
superseded by President Biden.
Within the automobile industry, auto parts is
the sector most aﬀected by the trade friction
since its imports and exports constitute the
major part of the Sino-US auto trade at
present. Currently (2018), about 25% of
Chinese auto parts exports go to the US,
which are mainly wheels and tires, while
7% of Chinese imports are from the US,
which are mostly transmission systems,
auto body accessories and engine parts.
(Gasgoo China Automotive News, 2018)
Around $2.3 billion worth of Chinese
auto parts are included in the US’ list of
goods with increased tariﬀs (Palumbo &
Nicolaci da Costa, 2019), which means the
Chinese auto parts exported to the US are
signiﬁcantly losing their cost advantages
against the ones from other countries, such
as Mexico and India, which causes the local
Chinese manufacturers to lose heavily their
sales to the US clients (Magramo & He,
2019).
In order to eﬀectively avoid the risks
brought by the tariﬀs, Chinese auto parts
manufacturers are seeking diﬀerent
measures, such as establishing production
sites in Southeast Asian and African
countries, expanding their customer
base in European, Asian and domestic
markets, searching for new alternative
sources of technology as well as increasing
independent research and development in
key components (Gasgoo China Automotive
News, 2018).
Environmental:
Tighter vehicle emission standards (e.g.,
Euro VI, China VI)
The conﬂict between the development
of economic activities and the control of
atmospheric pollution has become a global
concern and stricter emission standards are
being upgraded and enforced all around
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the world. China is no exception since
vehicle emissions are regarded as a major
contributor to China’s severe air pollution
situation (Zhou & Zou, 2019).
Take China’s stage 6 emissions standard
(China VI) for example, its emission limits
and test procedures are similar to Euro
VI, but some speciﬁc requirements are
slightly more stringent than those under
Euro VI (International Council on Clean
Transportation, 2018). The implementation
of China VI is supposed to “mitigate total
emissions of hydrocarbons (HC), carbon
monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxide (NOx), and
particulate matter (PM2.5) by approximately
39%, 57%, 59% and 79%, respectively, by
2030” (Wang, et al., 2019).
In addition to the improvement of air quality,
the strengthening of Chinese emission
standards is also meant to phase out
backward production capacity and push the
industrial upgrade in the context of general
overcapacity, as well as to help Chinese
enterprises to participate in international
markets by leading the establishment of
worldwide standards (Zhao, 2016).
Higher requirements on fuel saving (lower
CO2 emissions)
Similar to the reduction of harmful exhaust
compounds like nitrogen oxide (NOx), and
particulate matter (PM2.5), the cutback
of fuel consumption and greenhouse gas
emissions, particularly carbon dioxide
(CO2), are also a policy of priority due to
CO2’s impact on global warming (Bielaczyc
& Woodburn, 2019; Teter, 2019).
On one hand, fuel eﬃciency standards,
as well as CO2 emission standards, are
becoming more comprehensive and
stringent around the world. According to the
International Energy Agency, by the end
of 2019, more than half of the heavy-duty
vehicles including heavy trucks, medium
trucks and buses sold worldwide will be
covered by fuel economy and/or CO2
standards, in comparison with only 7% back
in 2005 (Teter, 2019).

As to Chinese national standards, the
current Stage III regulations tighten the
fuel consumption limits of new heavy-duty
vehicles by overall 15% compared to the
previous Stage II and the next Stage is
supposed to reduce a further 10-15% of
fuel consumption (Lubrizol Additives 360,
2019).
On the other hand, the development of lowcarbon alternative fuels and powertrains
such as electriﬁcation and hydrogen fuel
cell electric vehicles is emerging quickly to
meet the strict fuel economy targets. New
energy vehicles are a sector of priority in
China’s policy initiatives and China has been
the leading country in bringing domestically
made batteries and electric buses to urban
application (Teter, 2019).
Social:
With our private and work life becoming
more dependent on digital innovations, new
business models enabled by digitalization,
connectivity and remote diagnostic services
are also transforming the commercial
vehicles market by “increasing safety, driving
down the cost of ownership, and adding a
never-before-seen level of convenience for
owners” (McKinsey & Company, 2016).
These new services such as maintenance
diagnostic data analysis, telematics,
onboard communication and infotainment
options leverage Big Data and predictive
analytics to enable the real-time monitoring
of the performance of vehicles, components,
drivers and the whole logistical network and
provide tailored solutions to routing, parking,
repairing, fuel management, driver behavior
etc. (Kilcarr, 2016; Singh, 2016). In China,
due to e-commerce growth, investments in
transportation infrastructure and stringent
emissions standards, the commercial
vehicle telematics market is expected to
reach an annual growth rate of 22% from
2019 to 2024 (ABI Research, 2019).
Besides that, as the public’s attitude is
changing towards vehicle ownership,
alternative business models based on
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“sharing economy” are replacing traditional
purchases or rentals. The new models
enable a ﬂexible consumption only on
an as-needed basis without the costs
and responsibilities of ownership while
maximizing the utilization of vehicles
(Novikova, 2017). Although the notion of car
sharing is not something new in China, new
models of sharing commercial vehicles,
enhanced by the latest developments
in digital capabilities and data access
technologies, are just emerging in China
in recent years. For example, a digital
marketplace like Uber for trucks backed
by Big Data helping to match trucks with
commodity owners in need of transport was
created in 2017 and already covers 90% of
the total number of freight truck drivers in
China until now (Wang & Yang, 2019).
Technological:
Development of New Energy Vehicles by
China
Due to the facts that China produces the
highest level of CO2 emissions in the
world, which causes frequent air pollution
problem in Chinese big cities, and China’s
dependence on oil imports is increasing
greatly, New Energy Vehicles (NEVs) have
been adopted rapidly in China as a solution
to address these problems (Yu, et al., 2019).
China has already achieved some major
successes in the development of NEVs,
especially in battery-powered electric
vehicles thanks to the nation’s policy
support. For example, China accounts for
half of the global production and sales of
electric vehicles in 2017, more than all
the other countries combined; Chinese
suppliers are leading in lithium-ion batteries
R&D and dominating the world’s Electric
Vehicle battery market with 53% of market
share in 2017 (Holzmann, 2018).
In addition to battery-powered technology,
hybrid and fuel cell electric vehicles are
also part of the major development trend of
energy-saving vehicles in China (Yurong, et
al., 2019).

Looking at the world’s distribution of patent
applications regarding the technologies
of NEVs by mid-2019, 25% of the global
patents in pure electric vehicles and 26%
of the patents in the general technologies
of NEVs such as drive motor system and
vehicle energy consumption control system
are originated from China, which makes
China the world’s second largest patent
priorities in these two ﬁelds, right after
Japan. Actually, before 2010 these two
ﬁelds were always dominated by Japan
and Germany, and since 2010, most of
the growth in global patents has been
from China, which indicates that China’s
innovation capabilities in these two areas
have rapidly started to take the lead in the
world. (Yurong, et al., 2019)
However,
compared
with
those
industrialized countries such as Japan, the
US, Germany and South Korea, China still
lacks competitiveness in the independent
technologies of hybrid and fuel cell electric
vehicles since the patent applications from
China in these two areas only account for
4% and 2% of the total number of world
patents (Yurong, et al., 2019).
Realization of full autonomous driving in
China
Just like NEVs, Autonomous Vehicles (AVs)
are also a hot topic all around the automobile
world due to the beneﬁts including increased
personal safety, reduced traﬃc congestion,
less environmental harm and mobility for
non-drivers (McKinsey Center for Future
Mobility, 2017).
While Silicon Valley in the US took an early
lead in developing AV technology, China
has only begun the catchup in road tests
and building of compatible infrastructures
in the recent 2-3 years. However, an entire
ecosystem of Chinese companies that is
researching AV technology have already
emerged, and thanks to the strong push
from the Chinese government, China is
believed to become the world’s largest
market for self-driving vehicles by 2030.
(Schenker, 2018; Deloitte China, 2018)
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In terms of the technologies, local Chinese
automobile manufacturers and tech
companies have stepped up their R&D
eﬀorts in the ﬁeld of autonomous driving
and are starting to compete in core areas of
software and hardware development.
The number of Chinese patent applications
in AV technologies are displaying a
signiﬁcant increase over the last 5 years.
In addition, as AV technology development
relies heavily on the collection of data,
the large amount of data that Chinese
companies can generate compared to their
Western competitors also represents a
massive advantage (Herskind, et al., 2019).
Apart from the AV technologies, other
emerging technologies such as artiﬁcial
intelligence, 5G networks, robotics and
smart cities enabled by Internet of Things
are all critical elements of a comprehensive
data infrastructure for the commercialization
of AVs, and these are also the areas where
China aims to become the global leader
and whose developments are supported
by the government as national priorities
(Schenker, 2018).
Economic:
Increasing raw material prices and labor
costs in China
As mentioned earlier, the main advantage of
Chinese auto parts makers still largely relies
on resource-intensive and labor-intensive
manufacturing. Therefore, the relatively low
added value of their products is aﬀected by
the ﬂuctuations of raw material and labor
costs to a great extent.
Back in 2000, the average annual salary
of a Chinese manufacturing worker was
only 1/30 of that of a worker from the US,
and even 1/4 and 1/5 of that of workers in
Malaysia and the Philippines (Sun, et al.,
2006). However, with the rapid economic
growth, Chinese manufacturing labor costs
have been rising by 15.6% per year on
average since then (Colotla, et al., 2018).
For the Chinese automotive components

suppliers, the hike of raw material prices and
labor costs directly impacts their production
costs and lowers the proﬁt margins if they
want to preserve their cost advantages
against competitors from other countries.
Expanding overseas investments by
Chinese enterprises
As discussed earlier in the chapter 1.2,
ever since the ﬁnancial crisis in 2008,
Chinese auto parts enterprises have been
encouraged by the government to actively
invest abroad to speed up their technology
upgrade and know-how acquisition, with a
tendency towards the areas of automation,
electriﬁcation and light-weighting, and an
emphasis on Germany, USA and Japan
as main investment destinations in recent
years.
According to Morning Whistle Group’s
statistics, in 2018, a total of 21 cross-border
investments and M&A transactions occurred
in Chinese automotive industry, and 18 of
them were related to auto components,
among which 9 transactions were about
power battery, hybrid powertrain, Internet
of Vehicles, high-deﬁnition mapping and
other components that represent the
future automobile technology trends. This
is gradually becoming the main direction
of Chinese outbound investments while
the ones related to traditional auto parts
will continue to decline signiﬁcantly in the
future. (Morning Whistle Group, 2019)
However, a heightened political and
regulatory scrutiny regarding foreign
investment is to be imposed by both the US
and European Union which could restrict
future Chinese investments especially
in sensitive and critical technologies
(Rappeport, 2019; van Leeuwen, 2018).
Legal:
Back in 1994, China issued for the ﬁrst time
the policy to restrict foreign automakers
to owning no more than 50% in any Sinoforeign joint venture and no more than 2
joint ventures for any type of vehicles in
China. Over the years, although the policy
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has been amended several times, this so
called “50% + 2” rule remained largely
unchanged (Schaub & Zhao, 2018).

3.3 Sub-step 2: Rank Impact/
Uncertainty, and Identify “Basic
Trends” and “Key Uncertainties”
11 “drivers of change” were identiﬁed, see
table below.

Actually, the ownership limitation on joint
ventures for auto production has been
one of the Chinese government’s eﬀorts
to enable the local companies to absorb
foreign technologies and build up their own
R&D capabilities (Pawlicki & Luo, 2017).

The next sub-step is to rank them in terms
of each factor’s impact on the Chinese
suppliers as well as its uncertainty of
occurring by 2030. An anonymous
questionnaire in written form was carried
out and requested 8 industry experts
from diﬀerent OEMs and suppliers for the
rankings of each factor.

After several indications of the removal of
foreign ownership restrictions, in April 2018
the national government announced that
foreign ownership limits would be phased
out over a 5-year transition period, with the
restrictions on special-purpose vehicles
and NEVs removed in 2018, commercial
vehicles in 2020 and passenger cars in
2022. The rule on owning no more than 2
joint ventures will also be removed in 2022.
That means, all the restrictions on foreign
investment in Chinese auto industry will
be eliminated after 2022. (Schaub & Zhao,
2018)

The rankings range from 1 to 5, representing
the respective lowest to highest degree of
impact and uncertainty. With the rankings
being mapped on the “Impact/ Uncertainty
Grid”, the “basic trends” as well as the “key
uncertainties” are thus distinctly identiﬁed
(Figure 4).
As observed from the “Impact/ Uncertainty
Grid”, 3 drivers of change stand out for
having high impact and high uncertainty at
the same time (both rankings > 3.0), which
also make them the “key uncertainties” for
the scenario development: the continuation
of China-USA trade war in political aspect;
the development of New Energy Vehicles
by China in technological aspect; and
the expanding overseas investments by
Chinese enterprises in economic aspect.

Although there are no legal restrictions on
foreign investment in the auto parts sector
(Mears & Wang, 2016), the elimination of
joint venture limitation for the manufacturing
of commercial vehicles will signiﬁcantly
facilitate the entrance of foreign OEMs
into the Chinese market, (Schaub & Zhao,
2018), and consequently, more and more
foreign components manufacturers would
also follow their OEM partners to China to
establish their operations.
No.
1

Meanwhile, as the rest of the drivers of
change all have a high impact (impact

Drivers of change
Political- Made in China 2025
Political- Mid- and Long-Term
Development Plan

No.
7

Drivers of change
Technological- new energy vehicles

8

Technological- autonomous driving

3

Political- China- USA trade war

9

Economic- raw material prices and
labor costs

4

Environmental- emission
standards

10

Economic- overseas investments

5

Environmental- fuel saving

11

Legal- elimination of joint venture
restriction

6

Social- services and alternative
business models

2
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FIGURE 4: RANKING RESULTS MAPPED ON THE IMPACT/ UNCERTAINTY GRID.

ranking > 3.0) but a medium-to-low certainty
in occurrence (uncertainty ranking ≤ 3.0),
they all thus become the “basic trends” for
the scenario buildup.
3.4 Sub-step 3: Group “Key
Uncertainties” into two Meta-categories
and Project Outlooks
Following the identiﬁcation of the 3 “key
uncertainties”, a further categorization
based on their common attributes is
required for the proceeding of the scenario
building approach.
The ﬁrst “key uncertainty” is the continuation
of China-USA trade war in political aspect
with the highest rankings in both impact
(4.9) and uncertainty (3.5). As discussed
earlier, it can be assumed that the intention
of the US government behind the trade
war is to hinder the ambitious development
of China’s manufacturing powers and
advanced technologies, therefore, beside
the political motive there are also economic
and technological considerations.

The second one is Chinese development
of New Energy Vehicles in technological
aspect with 4.5 in impact and 3.1 in
uncertainty. As mentioned previously,
the technological advances achieved by
Chinese companies in the ﬁeld of electric
vehicles by far are greatly attributed to the
support rendered by government policies,
and national policies and guidelines will
keep exerting a big impact on the future
orientation of NEVs development.
The last “key uncertainty”: the expanding
overseas investment by Chinese enterprises
is ranked 3.8 in impact and 3.1 in uncertainty.
Although it is categorized in the economic
aspect, political and technological factors
play indeed a major role since Chinese
outbound investments are largely backed
with government support aiming to enhance
R&D capabilities and know-how acquisition.
In summary, these 3 “key uncertainties”
show commonalities in both political and
technological aspects. Therefore, they
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can be clustered into the following 2 metacategories from the perspective of Chinese
supplier market:
• “Chinese government’s support to local
enterprises” and
• “Chinese suppliers’ overall technological
advancement”.
In terms of the “Chinese government’s
support to local enterprises”, the extremely
positive development would be a very high to
full degree of ﬁnancial funds and regulatory
favors provided by the government to the
local supplier market, while the negative
development would be a very low to zero
degree of any forms of aids and protections.
As for the “Chinese suppliers’ overall
technology advancement”, an extremely
positive development would be a highly rapid
growth of Chinese suppliers’ technological
capabilities, and the contrary would be
a very slow to stagnant technological
progress.
3.5 Sub-step 4: Generate 4 Distinct
Scenarios
By placing the two meta-categories:

“Chinese government’s support to local
enterprises” and “Chinese suppliers’ overall
technology advancement” with their positive
and negative perspectives on the two axes
of the “Scenario Matrix”, four quadrants
of matrix are formed which automatically
generate four diﬀerent scenarios (Figure 5).
The four scenarios of the Chinese supplier
market by 2030 are:
Scenario A- The Chinese supplier market
enjoys high to full political, ﬁnancial and tax
supports from the government to develop
both domestically and internationally while
experiencing a highly rapid technology
upgrade which enables China to become
one of the leading countries owning the
core technologies of commercial vehicle
components.
Scenario B- The Chinese supplier market
beneﬁts from high to full political, ﬁnancial
and tax supports from the government
but achieves very little to no technological
progress, thus the weakness in R&D and
the lack of domestic core technologies still
persist.

FIGURE 5: 2 META-CATEGORIES POSITIONED ON THE SCENARIO MATRIX TO GENERATE 4
SCENARIOS.
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Scenario C- Almost no governmental
support or protection is given to the Chinese
suppliers to compete in both domestic and
international markets, but the Chinese
suppliers are making speedy technology
advancement and China manages to
become one of the leading countries with
core technologies.

suppliers to upgrade their capability of
manufacturing higher-value and more
innovative products, a large number of
suppliers is driven to dedicate themselves
in producing innovative components with
higher added value, leaving very few of
them producing components with low
technology content and low added value.
Besides, due to the full government support
and regulatory protection, the Chinese auto
parts market is largely closed to foreign
enterprises. Hence, without the pressure
of competition, the level of service oﬀered
by Chinese suppliers may not be able to
keep up with the level of technology and
innovation.

Scenario D- Hardly any governmental
support or protection is provided to the
Chinese suppliers and at the same time,
the Chinese suppliers suﬀer from stagnant
technology advancement and weak R&D
capabilities.
4. RESULTS: ANALYSIS OF 4
SCENARIOS AND STRATEGY
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR OEMS
Following the generation of four distinct
scenarios of Chinese supplier market by
2030 an analysis of these scenarios and
their impact on the commercial vehicle
OEMs’ global sourcing strategies as well as
some corresponding recommendations are
presented as follows.

Consequently, for the OEMs, the
opportunity mainly lies in the sourcing of
components with high technology content
at a comparably low price from China while
sourcing the components with rather lower
added value from other low-cost countries
like India or South-east Asian countries.

4.1 Scenario A
In the ﬁrst Scenario: “full government support
and highly rapid technology advancement”,
the Chinese supplier market enjoys high to
full political, ﬁnancial and tax supports from
the government while experiencing a fast
technology upgrade.
As a result, one obvious strength of
the Chinese supplier market is the high
technology and innovation level which
makes it one of the leading markets owning
the core technologies of commercial
vehicle components. In addition, with
the wide range of funds supported by
the Chinese government, the suppliers’
overall production costs can be kept at a
relatively low level, and thus the prices of
their components are also supposed to be
lower than those of the suppliers from other
countries.
Nevertheless, as the governmental
incentives are aimed for the auto parts

At the same time, the potential threats shall
also be taken into consideration: because
the supplier market is highly closed, foreign
buyers may have very limited access to
the Chinese market if the government sets
high barriers against exports or dictates
to whom the Chinese manufacturers
can sell their products. And even when
foreign buyers have access to the Chinese
market, their bargaining power would be
much weakened. Therefore, OEMs are
recommended to either increase their
inﬂuence and dominance in the Chinese
market by staying in a close relationship
with the market’s policy makers or bundling
up the purchase volume and sourcing
together with other foreign buyers.
4.2 Scenario B
In Scenario B: “full government support and
stagnant technology advancement”, the
Chinese supplier market beneﬁts from high
to full political, ﬁnancial and tax supports
from the government but achieves very little
to no technological progress.
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Thanks to the large number of incentives
oﬀered by the government, the major
strength of the Chinese suppliers is the low
production costs, which leads to a relatively
low price of their components compared
with that of other suppliers. Additionally, with
the generous governmental support, the
Chinese suppliers are able to invest in more
skilled labor and purchase more advanced
tools and machines to largely improve their
productivity and product quality.
Meanwhile, since little progress has been
made in upgrading the Chinese supplier
market’s innovation competence, their
weakness in R&D and the lack of domestic
core technologies still remain. Therefore,
very few leading manufacturers are capable
of producing innovative components with
higher added value.
From the perspective of OEMs, the
opportunity is to source those components
with low technology content and low added
value but of fairly good quality at a relatively
low price from China. Nevertheless, there
are still threats such as limited access to
the closed Chinese market and diminished
buyer’s bargaining power as explained in
Scenario A, and these threats may result in
a high expense that oﬀsets the low price of
the components from China, for example,
the acquisition fee of a certain license to be
able to purchase from Chinese suppliers.
Therefore, besides increasing OEMs’
inﬂuence in the Chinese market, a thorough
calculation of Total Cost of Ownership
before making any sourcing decisions is
indispensable.
4.3 Scenario C
In Scenario C: “zero government support
and highly rapid technology advancement”,
almost no governmental support or
protection is given to the Chinese
suppliers, but they make speedy progress
in technology and innovation.
The biggest strength of the Chinese
supplier market would thus lie in its strong
technology and innovation capability

which makes it one of the world’s leading
markets with core technologies. Besides,
as the Chinese supplier market is fully open
without governmental support or protection
to domestic companies, more and more
foreign players come into the market. Under
the pressure of increased competition, the
local suppliers also strive to improve the
quality of products and services.
However, without the production and R&D
activities being supported by governmental
funds, the entire operation costs of local
suppliers would increase, which results in
a signiﬁcant price rise of their products.
Also, without governmental support and
incentives, not many Chinese suppliers
are able to achieve capability upgrade by
themselves to produce higher-value auto
parts, therefore, only the best and biggest
suppliers in the industry are capable of
producing components with high technology
content, and these limited number of
suppliers are also the ones owning the core
technologies.
Hence, the opportunity for OEMs is to
source from Chinese market the high-tech
and high-value components with competent
product quality and services, without any
market restrictions. Nevertheless, the lack
of cost advantage of Chinese vehicle parts
needs to be considered. Besides, the fully
open market to foreign or domestic buyers
can also lead to insuﬃcient production
capacities among the limited number
of Chinese suppliers, which increases
logistics risks for OEMs. Therefore, it
is recommendable to make China as
a secondary sourcing market or set up
OEM’s own manufacturing facility in China
to minimize potential risks.
4.4 Scenario D
In scenario D: “zero government support and
stagnant technology advancement”, hardly
any governmental support or protection
is provided to the Chinese suppliers, and
they suﬀer from stagnant technology
advancement.
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Since the Chinese supplier market is
fully open to foreign enterprises, the local
suppliers are under increased pressure of
competition, which drives them to improve
the products quality and oﬀer more services.
However, without governmental support or
funding, the Chinese suppliers have to raise
the price of their products to compensate
the increased production and operation
costs. Moreover, due to the stagnant
technology and innovation advancement,
the Chinese suppliers’ weakness in R&D
capabilities and lacking domestic core
technologies still persists. Very few local
manufacturers are capable of producing
components with high technology content.
As they lose the competitiveness against
the foreign suppliers, more and more small
and weak local suppliers face the danger
of being either acquired or eliminated from
the ﬁerce market competition, which leaves
fewer and fewer local suppliers for low-tech
components as well.
The opportunity left for OEMs is to
source without market restrictions those
components with low technology content
and low added value with good product
quality and services from China. However,
the possible risks posed by the lack of
cost advantage and the limited number
of suppliers, as explained in Scenario C,
make the Chinese market an unattractive
sourcing destination especially for auto
parts with low added value. Hence, it is
only suggested to consider China as an
alternative sourcing option in addition to the
existing primary supplier markets.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Due to the large time span involved in
the scenario building, the disastrous
Corona aﬀects, and the high uncertainty
surrounding the development of Chinese
supplier market, it is still too early to predict
which scenario is most likely to become the
reality in 2030.
However, as the future evolves in a dynamic

way, it is feasible that the evolvement in the
next decade would pass across multiple
scenario outlooks. For example, the outlook
of Chinese supplier market might change
from Scenario B to Scenario A from now
to 2025 because of the fast technology
advancement stimulated by the ambitious
implementation of “Made in China 2025”,
but once the upgrade of manufacturing
capabilities is accomplished, the market
outlook might change from Scenario A to
Scenario C or D from 2025 to 2030 as a result
of the decline in governmental incentives or
slowdown in innovation capacity growth.
Therefore, it is advisable that OEMs
constantly monitor the development
tendency of the Chinese supplier market
in order to take corresponding measures in
time.
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LAST-MILE DISTRIBUTION
CHALLENGES FOR
A FORECOURT
CONVENIENCE STORES’
DISTRIBUTOR

store customers. The research results
revealed that for the distributor, the main
challenges found include limited ﬂeet
capacity, limited warehousing capacity,
traﬃc congestion, product damage,
demand volatility and high customer service
requirements.
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ABSTRACT
Over the last two decades, forecourt
convenience stores have proliferated as
a Fast-Moving-Consumer-Goods (FMCG)
retail format globally and South Africa. Like
other FMCG retailers, forecourt convenience
stores place high customer service demands
on their suppliers, including distributors.
Last-mile distribution in the FMCG industry
is critical since it signiﬁcantly impacts
customer service and costs. It is imperative
in the forecourt convenience sector, where
stores require high product availability
without storage capacity. However, little
research exists on the last-mile distribution
challenges experienced by distributors to
forecourt convenience stores. The aim of
this study was to identify and explore the
last mile distribution challenges faced by a
case company (Company X Distributors)
and their forecourt convenience stores
customers.
This study followed a case study research
design. A qualitative method was used for
data collection involving interviews with
employees from both a distributor (case
company) and its forecourt convenience

INTRODUCTION
The FMCG industry (also known as the
consumer packaged goods industry)
refers to companies that manufacture
products that are consumed frequently
and sold fast (Dobson, Roger, Stephen &
Michael 2001:46). Thus, FMCG products
are relatively low priced products that are
sold quickly. Examples include non-durable
household goods such as beverages,
packaged foods, candies, toiletries and
other consumables. In addition, FMCG
retailers increasingly provide a wide
variety of ﬁnished products to ever-more
demanding consumers in a very competitive
marketplace. Therefore, these retailers
need to ensure that their supply chains
have distribution systems that can ensure
that their products are readily available, in
good condition, and oﬀered competitive
prices.
Last-mile distribution (or last-mile logistics as
it is also commonly referred to) refers to the
last section or phase in a logistics network
where ﬁnished products are delivered from
a warehouse or distribution centre to the
customer Papri, Duraipandian, Varun &
Hari, 2020). The last mile in the distribution
network the most costly (Bosona, 2020)
and essential stage in the supply chain.
Between 30 per cent (Papri et al., 2020)
and 50 per cent of the total logistics costs
for most products are created by last mile
distribution processes (Gevaers, Van de
Voorde & Vanelslander, 2014). However,
the last mile distribution process is prone
to encounter various execution challenges,
many of which commonly result in
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unfavourable developments, including out
of stocks, long lead times, late deliveries,
damaged and spoiled products (Ede,
2013). Factors such as order processing,
transportation, warehousing and goods
handling all play an essential part in the
ability of distributors to provide eﬃcient
and eﬀective distribution services to
clients (Minten, Koru & Stifel, 2013). Other
variables to consider are outside of the
control of service providers, such as traﬃc
congestion and road conditions.
One format of FMCG retailer growing
fast globally and in South Africa is the
forecourt convenience store. Forecourt
convenience stores are convenience retail
stores located at fuel service stations and
trading in limited merchandise selections.
In South Africa, forecourt stores are highly
developed and competitive (Boyle, 2021).
The growing popularity of these stores
results from a growing middle class with
increased disposable income and valueadded services oﬀered in the form of
airtime, in-house food brands, pre-paid
electricity, Barista -coﬀee bars and other
products and services (Boyle, 2021). They
are usually located in areas with fewer
major conventional retailers, especially in
some townships, passenger transit zones
and rural areas (Fernie & Sparks, 2014).
Forecourt stores typically operate for 24
hours, and they stock convenience goods
that include packaged foods, soft drinks,
tobacco products, and snacks. Since 2005,
Forecourt stores began to experience an
upsurge in customer numbers in South
Africa (Nielsen, 2017). As a result, the
forecourt store sector in 2017 accounted
for R35 billion in annual sales revenue and
command 10% of the total market retail
spend (Nielsen, 2017).
The business models of petroleum
companies around the globe have seen
signiﬁcant change due to the addition of
forecourt retail stores, and South Africa is
part of this development (Terblanche, 2016).
More than 4 600 forecourt convenience
stores are in operation in the country

(Nielsen, 2017). Fuel station owners regard
forecourts as an essential instrument to
grow their revenue base. From 2016 to 2017,
the South African forecourt convenience
stores market increased its market share
of the FMCG retail sector by a further 8%
(Nielsen, 2017). The increase was ascribed
to the added convenience and ease of use
provided by these stores compared to other
retailers. Forecourt convenience stores
operate extended hours and are ideal
for after-hours shopping and emergency
purchases of products (Nielsen, 2017). In
addition, these stores are very accessible to
consumers due to being close to residential
areas and main travelling routes and oﬀer
a good variety of products (Nielsen, 2017).
A study by Datamonitor found that 54% of
visitors to service stations in Europe bought
goods at the forecourt store on-site and that
in Germany, the BP Aral forecourt shops
generated as much as 56 per cent of total
revenue for service stations (Datamonitor,
2007).
Various researchers have paid attention to
the last-mile distribution challenges faced
by companies (Boyer et al., 2009; Minten
et al., 2013; Hübner, Kuhn & Wollenburg,
2016). However, little research exists in lastmile distribution to forecourt convenience
store retailers. Furthermore, no research
was found with a distinct focus on the last
mile distribution challenges facing South
African forecourt convenience stores and
their suppliers.
This study aims to identify and explore the
last mile distribution challenges faced by a
distributing company (Company X) and their
forecourt convenience store customers.
LITERATURE REVIEW
In the context of the purpose of the study,
this section covers a literature review of
critical concepts related to the study. The
focus is on critical processes within the last
mile distribution process and the typical
challenges experienced in last-mile FMCG
distribution. Attention is also paid to the
competitive market requirements of typical
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forecourt convenience stores.
The last mile distribution process
Last-mile distribution is a critical part of a
product supply chain since it provides a
direct link with the ﬁnal customer and is
considered a very costly process. Critical
outputs of the last mile are, therefore,
customer service and cost-related. The
Supply Chain Operations Reference
(SCOR) framework provided by the Supply
Chain Council provides valuable guidelines
and best practices for managing key
supply chain processes. Critical SCOR
performance attributes relevant to the
“Deliver” process in the SCOR supply chain
management framework act as a broad
guideline for considering the challenges
experienced by organisations involved in
the last mile distribution process. These are
reliability, responsiveness, agility, costs and
assets (Apics.org, 2021).
The last mile distribution process can
broadly also be described in terms of order
fulﬁlment. The order fulﬁlment process in
logistics includes three distinct stages: order
acceptance, order selection, and order
delivery (Boyer & Hult, 2005; Campbell
& Savelsbergh, 2005). Order fulﬁlment
activities can either be fulﬁlled internally
or outsourced to an external party (a third
party acting on behalf of the company).
Typical challenges experienced in the
FMCG retail sector
The supply chain process is full of challenges
that aﬀect the eﬀective and timely delivery
of goods. A review of the existing literature
has revealed several typical challenges
experienced in the last mile distribution of
FMCG products. These challenges include
traﬃc congestion, poor infrastructure, long
transit times, retailer location, and high
customer service demands (Chopra, 2003;
Reisman & Chase, 2011; Beytell, 2012;
Pronello, Camusso & Valentina, 2017).
According to Wiggill (2015), limiting
ﬂeet capacity has been a key problem
in last mile distribution since it leads to

overloading. Overloading degrades the
quality of products in transportation and
harms infrastructure, particularly roads and
loading bays.
Traﬃc congestion is commonly experienced
in last-mile distribution, especially in urban
areas. In the modern business environment,
businesses are primarily concerned
with the level of traﬃc congestion they
face when making a delivery to densely
populated areas, and in which many
retailers, restaurants, fast-food cafes, and
other merchants are found. Delivery to
these areas causes traﬃc congestions that
slow down the delivery movement in urban
areas. Furthermore, invalid or incorrect
address details, hard to ﬁnd locations, lack
of proper parking space and exposure to
robberies and truck hijacking all aﬀect the
last-mile costs (Esper, Jensen, Turnipseed
& Burton, 2003; Reisman & Chase, 2011).
Gauteng’s townships and suburbs have
witnessed a substantial increase in the
number and distribution of shopping malls
in recent years (Lighthelm, 2008). This
growth has given rise to a competitive
rivalry between retail stores and increased
traﬃc congestion (Das Nair & Dube, 2015).
Competition for forecourt convenience
stores come from established retailers
such as Spar, Shoprite and Pick N
Pay. Therefore the need to overcome
distribution challenges, especially lastmile in nature, becomes more relevant for
business survival. Consequently, there is a
need for the eﬃcient management of their
distribution processes.
Furthermore, with the distribution of ﬁnished
goods in urban areas, there are typically
delivery challenges brought about by limited
parking and manoeuvring space for trucks.
Poor road conditions are another factor to
consider as it causes problems such as
increased fuel costs resulting from limited
vehicle speeds, ultimately leading to a higher
carbon footprint (Venter, 2009). Finally, long
transit times are problematic since FMCG
goods should ideally be delivered to retailers
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in the shortest possible time to comply with
good distribution practices (Rodrigue et al.,
2016).
Incorrect stock delivery is a typical
distribution challenge (Damji, 2003; Fernie &
Sparks, 2014). Ineﬀective order placement
communication between the customer
and the distribution personnel is bound
to cause inconsistencies (Damji, 2003;
Fernie & Sparks, 2014). There are several
causes other than inaccurate information
dissemination that cause incorrect stock
delivery. These causes can be internally
and externally to the distributor and include
stock-outs, product obsolescence, poor
product identiﬁcation, and incomplete
orders. Typical order failures usually exist
across many distributor situations, including
amount, omissions and condition failures
(Andrejić & Kilibarda, 2007).
The forecourt convenience store market
Globally, the concept of the forecourt
convenience store took oﬀ in the 1990s
and experienced steady growth since
then. The same happened in South Africa,
where petroleum companies mainly owned
forecourts (Mintel, 2005). The petroleum
industry contributes up to 6 per cent of
South Africa’s GDP and experienced good
growth with forecourt convenience store
revenue in recent years (Fastmoving,
2017). Caltex’s Freshtop, with 255 stores
countrywide, is the current leader in the
local forecourt convenience retail sector,
and they are growing fast. BP provides
the main competition in association with
Pick n Pay and Engen in association with
Woolworths (Fastmoving, 2017).
Further growth is expected in the South
African petroleum industry incorporating
forecourt store growth (Fastmoving, 2017).
The growing acceptance of forecourt stores
as a retailer of choice by consumers can be
ascribed to the fact that these stores have
expanded their product lines over recent
years. Forecourt stores cater to impulsive
and top-up buys related to snacks, soda,
cigarettes, bread, and milk. Nowadays, the

spread of products includes conventional
foods, fast foods, bakery products, and
various beverages, including speciality
coﬀee. This has expanded the customer
base and caters well for the time-starved
nature of the modern consumer’s life
(Bailey, 2011; Nielsen, 2017).
A diversiﬁed service oﬀering is not the only
factor that played an essential role in the
growing popularity of forecourt convenience
stores. The favourable location of these
stores has placed them at an advantage
against other FMCG stores. Forecourts
usually are placed in highly accessible
locations and provide convenient and
fast shopping experiences, including fuel
(Terblanche, 1998; Fastmoving, 2017).
These stores are also leading the food-togo trend internationally (Fastmoving, 2017).
Other factors inﬂuential to consumers’ buying
behaviours are the quality of products–
including the freshness of produce, and low
prices and promotions (Nielsen, 2017). All
the factors above contribute to an excellent
overall or “holistic” experience essential
for repeated visits by customers (Molefe,
2007).
Forecourt stores, therefore, have to
keep their innovation drive and ensure
customers are well served with products in
good availability and condition. To this end,
forecourt stores require suppliers’ services
with a solid track record in terms of their
last-mile capabilities. The relationship with
these suppliers is also critical to ensure
adequate communication and trust (Boyer
et al., 2009; ACS, 2017). The majority of
forecourt convenience stores have been
working hard to improve their supply chain
designs to oﬀer good customer service
levels to clients (Gevaers et al., 2011).
What they need is highly functional and
fast responding supply chains (Bolumole,
2004). Therefore, a well-functioning lastmile distribution component is vital since it
is a critical part of every supply chain.
Company X Distributors
The focal company of this case study is
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Company X, a South African third-party
logistics service provider and distributor of
FMCG products. This company is privately
owned and based in Johannesburg in
the Gauteng province. Company X has a
wide presence in the country, covering six
of the nine provinces in South Africa, i.e.
Gauteng, Free State, Limpopo, Northern
Cape, North-West and Mpumalanga.
Company X has been selected as the focal
company for the case study because it is
a well-established organisation serving
the forecourt convenience stores market
segment. Company X has been in operation
for more than 21 years and distributes
products to more than 10 000 outlets,
including forecourt convenience stores.
Company X is not listed on the public stock
exchange, and as a result, their market
capitalisation is not known. The service
provided by Company X includes the
sourcing of products, packaging of goods,
warehousing and transportation to clients.
Short lead times–the time-lapse between
placing and receiving an order–are oﬀered
by Company X to its clients. Company X
commit to lead times between 24 and 72
hours (Company X, 2018). In addition, the
company fulﬁls the logistical link between
suppliers and customers and ensures
that collaboration and communication are
of a high standard (Company-X, 2018).
As implied, their service oﬀering includes
delivery of a variety of beverages and
confectionaries to forecourt convenience
retail stores. The company competes
with other prominent organisations in
this segment, such as Super Group, ABI,
Onthedot and Barloworld (Company-X,
2018).
RESEARCH PROBLEM STATEMENT
Distributors serving end customers,
especially FMCG retailers, face several
potential challenges in the last mile
distribution process. Simultaneously, the
last mile is a critical part of the logistics
system regarding its ability to impact
customer service levels and costs. For
example, forecourt convenience stores are
growing fast as an FMCG sector in South

Africa and have unique and demanding
customer service requirements. However,
very little research exists focusing on the
challenges experienced by Forecourt
convenience stores and their suppliers from
a last-mile distribution respective.
RESEARCH QUESTION AND
OBJECTIVES
Main research question
What are the last mile distribution challenges
faced by Company X as a forecourt
convenience store distributor?
Objectives
The primary objective was to identify and
examine the last mile distribution challenges
faced by Company X distributors and their
forecourt convenience stores customers.
The secondary objectives in support of the
primary objective were:
• To identify the last mile distribution
challenges faced by Company X
and its forecourt convenience stores’
customers.
• To analyse the eﬀects of last-mile
distribution challenges on the operations
of Company X and its forecourt
convenience stores’ customers.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Data sample and collection
The study adopted a qualitative method,
using a case study design in its engagement
with primary data. A case study design
allows the researcher deep engagement
with the unit of analysis and an in-depth
understanding of the matter investigated
(Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2011). The
target population of this study consisted
of Company X employees involved in the
distribution and receiving process and
employees from forecourt convenience
store customers served by Company X.
Company employs 155 people and serve
approximately 19 forecourt convenience
stores in Johannesburg South (Company
X, 2018).
The sample comprised 12 individuals in
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all and was drawn from the population as
mentioned earlier. Purposive sampling was
used in this study. The sample only included
participants judged to possess the requisite
knowledge and experience of the forecourt
convenience store distribution process as
proposed by Robinson (2014) and includes
participants holding the following positions
in Company X: distribution managers,
warehouse managers, truck drivers,
dispatch managers, pickers, packers, and
oﬀ-loaders. From the forecourt convenience
stores, participants represented supervisors
and store managers.
Semi-structured interview guides with openended questions were used to collect rich
data from participants. In addition, faceto-face interviews were conducted, and
participants were encouraged to provide
detailed responses to probing questions.
The structure of the interview guidelines
was based on the critical last-mile logistics
processes as identiﬁed in the literature
review.
Research rigour
The importance of research validity and
reliability is well reported in the literature
and should be considered in every research
study (Mouton, 2001). In compliance with
the suggestions proposed by Moon, Dillon
and Sprenkle (2000), Mouton (2001), and
Guba and Lincoln (2005), the researcher
ensured careful communication with
participants to ensure a deep understanding
of the questions asked and seeking
their corroborating in understanding and
verifying data provided, therefore, ensuring
research credibility. Research credibility
can be equated to internal validity, which
implies establishing study results that are
believable from the participants’ perspective
in the research (Moon et al.,2000). To further
ensure the credibility of research ﬁndings,
the relevant experiences of participants
were explored in depth during interviews.
The researcher used ﬁeld notes and mobile
phone recordings to capture data during
interviews. After the interviews, the ﬁeld
notes were analysed and compared to the

interview transcriptions.
To increase the trustworthiness (or
credibility) of the study’s ﬁndings, the
researcher employed a strategy of
triangulating data sourced from the two
categories of participants (Company X and
its forecourt convenience store customers).
Triangulation can be described as mixing
data or methods so that diverse viewpoints
or standpoints cast light upon a topic
(Olsen, 2004). The value of triangulation is
based on the likelihood that more accurate
and comprehensive data is generated
when more than one source is used.
Furthermore, it facilitates data validation
through veriﬁcation from two or more
sources (Carter, Bryant-Lukosius, DiCenso,
Blythe &Neville, 2014).
Research ethics
Ethical clearance was obtained through
the aﬃliated university’s ethical clearance
committee. All participants were thoroughly
informed of the purpose, scope and
timeline of the study. Furthermore, they
were informed that participation in the
study was voluntary. Participants were
also ensured of the conﬁdentiality of the
information provided and were requested
to complete a consent form. The identities
of participants were protected in the
collection and analysis of data and the
reporting of ﬁndings by referring to them in
digital sequential naming, with a number
aﬃxed to the relevant participant when
quoting responses. Participant’s company
aﬃliations were identiﬁed by X for Company
X and P for participants representing
the forecourt convenience stores. The
recruitment of participants concluded once
data saturation was obtained.
Qualitative data analysis
Data analysis was done by using thematic
coding. Thematic coding allows the
researcher to identify patterns or themes.
Typically several themes develop from a rich
data set (Saldaña, 2015; Wicks, 2017). With
the study’s data analysis, patterns emerged
as codes repeatedly appeared, giving rise
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to categories and themes (Theron, 2015).
Thematic coding also allows the researcher
to recognise earlier pre-selections of themes
and create new codes (Saldaña, 2015).
Triangulation of data was necessary to
supplement the shortcomings induced by
using a single data collection method. The
data was analysed and interpreted by a
single researcher. The study supervisor
provided oversight of the data analysis
process.
Based on a preliminary literature review of
potential last-mile distribution challenges,
data patterns were ordered into two
categories of focus; challenges and
eﬀects as perceived from Company X
participants and challenges and eﬀects
as perceived from forecourt convenience
store participants. Within these categories
were sub categorical themes that were
formulated from the actual response data
as analysed. Finally, the other set objectiverelated criterion, which is the eﬀects of these
challenges perceived by the employees, is
analysed in the same sectional analysis
based on employee perspectives.
RESULTS–LAST MILE LOGISTICS
CHALLENGES FROM COMPANY X
EMPLOYEES’ PERSPECTIVE
The ﬁrst phase of the data collection process
involved interviewing selected employees
from Company X. This section provides the
results of the data analysis of this phase.
Company X participants are identiﬁed using
the abbreviation XP. The themes which
developed in terms of main challenges
experienced by Company X as distributor
of products to forecourt convenience
stores can be summarised as follows:
limited ﬂeet capacity, limited warehousing
capacity, manual processing of instructions,
high customer service demands, traﬃc
congestion, forced delivery time windows,
the fragility of goods and goods damaged
and ﬁnally, demand volatility. The ﬁndings
relevant to each of these themes are
discussed in the section of the study.

Limited Fleet Capacity
All the participants from Company X
indicated that the company has limited
capacity in terms of freight transport. As a
result, a shortage of trucks is experienced,
resulting in missed delivery deadlines and
the overloading of trucks.
The following responses are illustrative of
the challenges experienced:
XP5: “Fleet size is a challenge because
we have many orders to deliver in a
day, and there is a shortage of trucks.”
XP6: “We cannot deliver orders on time
as there is a shortage of delivery trucks”.
The two respondents remarked that the
shortage of trucks is a challenge for
Company X in delivering products. In
addition, company X is not suﬃciently
capacitated for the breadth of its customer
base.
In some cases, the few available trucks are
overloaded. Four out of seven participants
from Company X conﬁrmed this challenge.
The following two responses summarise
the problem:
XP1: “If our trucks are too full, the stock
gets damaged easily on the way, and it
takes too long to reach the customers”.
Similarly, another employee concurred:
XP2: “We do not have suﬃcient trucks,
and we often try maximising capacity,
and this can cause a delay as the
trucks arrive late at other customers”.
It is evident from the responses above that
the shortage of trucks leads to overloading
of the available trucks. Overloading of
delivery trucks results in other inevitable
challenges. These include damaged roads,
unsafe road use, traﬃc regulatory violation
implications, and transported goods’
damage (Wigill, 2015). Fleet capacity and
supply availability are signiﬁcant limitations
in last-mile deliveries, particularly in a
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geographically dispersed area (Balcik,
Beamon and Smilowitz, 2008). Therefore,
Patella et al. (2021) suggested that
companies should consider subcontracting
and partnering to create new innovative
on-demand dedicated services. Using subcontractors in the urban context is more
favourable to strict regulatory limitations,
high volatility and seasonal variations
(Patella et al., 2021).
Limited Warehousing Capacity
The data analysis suggests that Company
X’s last-mile operations are challenged
by the shortage of warehousing space at
certain times of their operations, especially
during peak periods. This is problematic in
serving FMCG customers expecting high
levels of product availability and nearperfect order fulﬁlment. The study revealed
that there were times when supplies had
to be loaded directly onto delivery trucks
soon after arrival from suppliers due to a
lack of warehousing space. The severity of
the problem is exposed in the participant
statement below:

of ﬂexibility and capacity to deliver goods
to customers on time (Reisman & Chase,
2011).
However, from the interviews, Company
X’s is a third-party logistics provider and
does not utilise third parties to fulﬁl their
distribution mandate. All the participants
conﬁrmed this. The management revealed
a conviction that outsourcing may present
some disadvantages, such as security
threats if another party has access to
Company X’s conﬁdential information.
They also revealed their concerns about
miscommunication between the company
and any contracted external provider or third
parties. For that reason, Company X does
not outsource distribution processes as
they are cautious of potential performance
lapses which may occur if they are not in
complete control of the order fulﬁlment
process. One participant raised the idea
that outsourcing might also be problematic
from a labour conﬂict perspective should
additional contractors be used:
XP2: “I think the other challenge is that
we are just this one company dealing
with so many customers. If we had
other contractors, maybe the situation
could be better. But, nevertheless,
we have seen many protests in other
companies about contracting other
people I guess that is why Company
X’s owners will not do that. After all, we
are just employees in management.
We do not even know the costs.”

XP1: “When there is no space, you
cannot put another customers’ stuﬀ
in the open shed because you want
to create more space. Sometimes
the packers just have to go with
the trucks because there is nothing
for them to do here, and I have to
deal with the angry phone calls.”
Limited
warehousing
capacity
was
identiﬁed as a challenge in the last mile
distribution process for Company X. This
correlates with the ﬁndings of Reis, Meier,
Pace and Palacin (2013) and Ojo (2014),
who indicated that limited warehousing is a
common challenge that hinders eﬃciency
in the last mile distribution process. One
potential solution to the limited capacity in
warehousing space and transportation ﬂeet
is outsourcing these functions. Outsourcing
may aid in reducing some of the last mile
distribution problems since third party
service providers are usually well equipped
and able to function at the needed degree

Manual Processes
Although orders are captured and processed
electronically by sales representatives, it
appears that some of the company’s backend order processing, warehousing and
delivering processes are done manually
in some respects. This was revealed by
participants XP3 and XP7. It appeared that
some of Company X’s competitors have
evolved into the use of more advanced
processes at this stage of distribution.
Four out of seven participants agreed
that performing activities manually is a
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challenge. Company X employees oﬀered
the following remarks in respect of the use
of technology in processing orders:
XP3: “We manually enter the types
of goods to be transported in our
dispatch records and ﬁle them.
My division makes sure that we
do not load the wrong orders.”
XP4: “Although I cannot conﬁrm
that we have an automated system,
most of the orders are made
through
our
customer
service
representatives, and they are issued
with laptops to place orders quickly.”
There is a need to automate more of the
manual order management processes.
According to Galkin et al. (2019),
processing orders manually is challenging
since everything has to be done by the
staﬀ. It involves waiting for payments to be
processed and following up on the customers
regarding due invoices. Therefore, it is
essential to have a streamlined online
system that automatically send invoices and
charge customers. Such a system should
lead to increased eﬃciency in the process.
Employing
computer-aided
ordering
systems or vendor-managed inventory
integrated into the supply chain may help
ﬁrms manage their logistics operations
more eﬃciently, resulting in shorter lead
times between customer demands and
delivery (Fernie & Sparks, 2014).
High Customer Service demands
As alluded to earlier in the study, forecourt
convenience stores specialise in providing
convenience shopping to their customers.
Such an arrangement requires a good variety
of products provided at good availability
levels. A challenge is imposed on suppliers
of these forecourt stores due to these stores
normally operating without any signiﬁcant
storage areas of their own (Nielsen, 2017).
The result is a need for company X to keep
stock on behalf of customers whilst providing
frequent deliveries to avoid stock-outs.
Study participants indicated that daily stock

reviews and product deliveries are made to
the forecourt stores. Such an arrangement
disallow transportation in bulk and results
in additional costs. A further challenge for
Company X is that the delivery service
needs to be provided against warehousing
and ﬂeet capacity constraints. This was
found to be problematic, especially in peak
seasons since Company X also provide
services to other FMCG customers. .The
response of the following participant sums
up the ﬁndings:
XP4: “The fact that we drive there
daily without skipping a working day is
challenging. If only we were delivering
only to these shops at the garages,
we would manage. However, we go
to other places to deliver as well.
Moreover, these garage shops have
no space to keep, so we cannot deliver
in bulk for several days or weeks.”
In today’s business world, many retailers
are ﬁnding it hard to keep up with
customer’s demands for high service
standards (Carbone, Rouquet & Roussat,
2017). There is an increasing demand for
product availability and product variety by
end consumers, resulting in their suppliers’
quick and accurate fulﬁlment of orders
to retailers To this end, it also requires
retailers to have a sophisticated inventory
management system (Carbone et al.,
2017). These pressures are extended
upstream in the supply chain to suppliers
of products higher up in the supply chain.
Therefore, distribution companies are
required to diligently improve their lastmile delivery process to stay competitive
(Sarwant, 2016).
Traﬃc congestion
As can be expected for a distributor that
has to deliver ﬁnished goods in high
frequencies to stores located in urban
areas, Company X only uses road transport
for their deliveries. Participants indicated
that they use diﬀerent sized trucks to deliver
goods to their customers to manage costs.
However, road transport is vulnerable to
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high traﬃc volumes on the roads, especially
in the Gauteng province. Six out of seven
participants agreed that traﬃc congestion
is a signiﬁcant problem in Gauteng and
its unpredictability worsens this situation.
From the responses, it also appears that
tactics used to circumvent traﬃc congestion
problems may not be eﬀective. Some of the
gathered responses are presented below,
showing the respondents’ perception of how
traﬃc congestion impacted their delivery
operations.

the customers are located, as revealed by
one of the participants:
XP1: “most of our customers do
not take deliveries after 6 pm.
Since we are sometimes not
allowed to deliver if we arrive late;
we have to return with the stock”.
Similarly, another participant explained:
XP4:
“Results
in
undelivered
stock and returns. It increases
the rate of undelivered stock and
returns;
customers
usually
do
not accept deliveries after 6 pm”.

XP4: “Traﬃc is a challenge since
there is always traﬃc throughout the
day, which always causes delays”.
XP3: “There is too much traﬃc
congestion, especially in Johannesburg
and our trucks often get stuck in traﬃc
which may lead to late deliveries”.
XP5: “I do not know if those things tell
the truth about traﬃc. Sometimes he
(XP2) tells me to use Boeing Road and
catch the N3 because it is clear, and
when I pass that board above the road,
it says ﬁfteen minutes to Gillooly’s
interchange, only for me to ﬁnd an
accident before that oﬀ-ramp, and I
am late. So you really cannot tell.”
The above ﬁnding indicates that traﬃc
congestion is a challenge for last-mile
distribution in urban areas. This ﬁnding
supports the view of Das Nair and Dube
(2015). They claim that signiﬁcant growth
in the number and distribution of shopping
malls within Gauteng’s townships and
suburbs has resulted in ﬁerce competition
amongst retail businesses and increased
traﬃc congestion.
Forced delivery time windows
Two of Company X’s drivers indicated that
all the company’s customers at the forecourt
convenience stores want their orders to be
delivered between 6 am and 6 pm and do
not accept deliveries after this time. This
delivery window mostly coincides with peak
traﬃc congestion in areas where most of

The fragility of goods and goods
damaged.
The type of goods delivered to forecourt
convenience stores proved to present
another delivery challenge to Company
X. Some goods delivered are food
consumables, including fresh produce.
These products are perishable and delicate
and require to be kept in optimal conditions
to avoid damage. All employee participants
agreed that goods types are a challenge for
the distributor because of extended transit
times caused by traﬃc congestion and
adverse weather conditions, leading to the
damage of goods. This results in several
returns to the distributors, entailing losses
to Company X as inferred in the response
below:
XP4: “Most of the goods need to
be handled with care while others
require cold chain immediately or
upon delivery because they arrive
in some boxes already damaged”.
Besides perishability and spoiling, some
goods are inherently fragile due to the
manufacturing process. Company X’s
handling of delicate goods was found to
require improvement since the reporting
of frequent damages of products or
packaging. Some of the problems may be
ascribed to excessive handling and packing
requirements.
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Demand Volatility
Demand volatility can be described as
S “an inconsistent, unstable or highly
variable demand for a company’s goods
and services” (Saldanha, Melville, Ramirez
& Richardson, 2013). From the ensuing
responses, variability in demand was
conﬁrmed as one of the last-mile challenges.
These resulted in mismatches between
demand and supply. Such imbalances
cause order fulﬁlment errors and deviation
from agreed-upon customer service levels.
One of the noted inﬂuencers of this pattern
is the competition in the market. Customers
have options in choosing distributors
leading to unpredictable demand.
All seven responses from the participants
also highlighted the consequential eﬀects
demand volatility had on the company’s
last-mile
delivery
operations.
For
example, when asked if Company X was
experiencing demand volatility regarding
forecourt convenience store orders, some
of the participants oﬀered the following
observations:
XP2: “Yes, sometimes our customers
place more orders than we anticipated,
and this results in a shortage of stock.
XP2: “As a manager, I also have to keep
checking what these other trucking
companies are doing. Sometimes you
ﬁnd that a certain customer has not
been calling for orders only to hear
from a driver that they saw another
company’s truck getting into their gate.”
XP4: “Yes, orders are not stable, and
sometimes it becomes unmanageable.”
One of the potential causes of demandsupply mismatches can be found in the
way Company X deals with changes
to customer orders. Five out of seven
participants indicated that Company X
follows a return policy of a twenty-four hours
order and product-change process. This
means that customers may make changes
to the items they order only a day or more
before it was meant to be delivered. If

changes are requested in less than twentyfour hours, the order is rescheduled for
another day. However, with route-planning
factors in mind and dedicated individuals
to handle customer orders, the pressure
to compromise on this policy in changing
orders is always tremendous for the
company.
RESULTS–LAST MILE CHALLENGES
FROM FORECOURT CONVENIENCE
STORES’ EMPLOYEES’
PERSPECTIVE
This section reports on the analysis of
data as collected from participants from
forecourt convenience stores. All these
participants represented forecourt stores
that were customers of company X. More
illuminating and helpful insight was obtained
into Company X’s last-mile challenges from
engaging with the data provided by the
forecourt convenience stores’ employees.
This section provides triangulated results
from the data accumulated from both
Company X participants and forecourt
convenience store participants. For that
reason, references are made to the
responses of both sets of participants.
However, some consensus was also
observed.
Type of Goods and Goods Damaged
The forecourt convenience stores use
various suppliers of goods for their inbound
logistics; this includes Super Group, ABI,
On the Dot, and Company X. The use of
diﬀerent suppliers is mainly because of
the variety of products oﬀered by stores.
When deliveries are made, the forecourt
convenience store managers review the
received goods and match them to the
invoices of ordered items in a process
described as order veriﬁcation. Order
veriﬁcation is conducted at the back oﬃce
of the stores before the stock is brought in
to be put on shelves. In various instances,
there were damaged goods that had to be
returned. It appears that in most instances,
these cases involved products delivered
by Company X. This ﬁnding adds further
validation to a similar ﬁnding observed
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from the analysis of data originating from
Company X participants. Thus, company X
has a signiﬁcant problem in terms of goods
damaged during the distribution process.
It also appears that the service recovery
performance of Company X requires
improvement as reﬂected in the following
quoted statement of one of the participants:
FP3: “Sometimes, when we verify
stock, we ﬁnd damages. When we call
the managers at the warehouse, they
usually tell us that they have to ﬁrst
escalate the issue to their suppliers,
insurers, or lawyers, depending on
the nature of the damage. Moreover,
this usually happens with Company
X, and there is nothing we can do
because, in the whole delivery line,
they are the ones responsible for
those particular deliveries only.”
The location of the forecourt
convenience stores relative to
distributors
The geographical location of the forecourt
convenience stores was another factor
as revealed by the data. Opinions
from the two diﬀerent categories of
participants diﬀered, though, in terms of
optimal location. Company X participants
perceived the location of forecourts to
be problematic, whilst participants from
forecourt convenience stores considered
their location relative to the distributor as
favourable. Below is one of Company X’s
employees’ opinions:
XP1: “Most of our customers are
scattered all over the place, not
close to one another, and it is a long
distance to get to them. They cause
delays, goods get delivered late”.
Below are some responses from the
forecourt convenience store participants
contradicting the opinions of Company X
participants:
FP2: “The location of our distributors is
not a problem because most of them

are located close to our location”.
FP4: “We do not experience problems
in terms of proximity. Most of our
distributors are located closer to us”.
Fleet Capacity
Company X’s vehicle resource also issued
forth as one of the challenges from a
forecourt convenience store perspective,
similar to the distributor’s perspective. The
major problem in this regard relates mainly
to the overloading of the trucks to maximise
their capacity. Again, damaged goods were
linked to vehicle overload, conﬁrming the
ﬁndings from Company X participants’
interviews. In addition, damaged goods
incur additional costs by being returned to
the distributor. It also causes poor customer
service performance by the distributor. The
following response summarises the ﬁnding:
FP1: “Sometimes
too full, and it is
some of the boxes
we cannot accept

the trucks arrive
a challenge since
are damaged, and
damaged goods.”

Traﬃc Congestion
The
forecourt
convenience
store
participants concurred with the distributor’s
participants that high traﬃc congestion is a
problem. It emerged from the data analysis
that the distributor is often unable to meet
the delivery time expectations held by
customers. Although distributors call the
customer to inform them of the problem, it
still results in delays and a shortage of stock
for items that need to be available daily,
such as milk and bread. One response from
a forecourt convenience store perspective
stated:
FP1: “At times, there are delayed
deliveries, but most of the driver’s
phone and advise that they are stuck
in traﬃc. This creates inconvenience
on our side as we need the stock.”
Time-in-transit
Of the ﬁve participants, three conﬁrmed that
time-in-transit was a challenge, particularly
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for the last-mile delivery of goods with a
short life span, such as milk, bread and
chocolates. These items require storage in
a conducive environment; however, being
in transit for an extended period may lead to
spoiled goods, especially for the distributors
without a supportive cold chain system.
This system ensures the transportation
of goods at a consistent recommended
temperature from the distribution centre
to the customers. One of the forecourt
convenience store employees responded
in the following manner:
FP1: “Some of the goods have
a short-life; dairy products, for
instance. They get ruined if the trucks
spend too much time on the way”.
CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
This study aimed to identify and examine the
impact of last-mile distribution challenges
faced by Company X distributors and their
forecourt convenience stores customers.
Interviews were conducted with participants
from both the distributor organisation
and its customers. This allowed for the
validation of ﬁndings. The main challenges
found to be of relevance to Company X’s
last-mile distribution of products to its

forecourt convenience store customers can
be summarised as limited ﬂeet capacity,
limited warehousing capacity, manual order
processing activities, high customer service
demands, traﬃc congestion and long transit
times, fragile products and goods damaged
in transport and demand volatility. Many
of these challenges are interrelated. For
example, limited ﬂeet capacity results in
vehicle overloading, contributing to the
damaging of products. Traﬃc congestion
causes long transit times, which compounds
the problem caused by a limited transport
ﬂeet in terms of the unavailability of vehicles.
It also contributes further to products
being damaged in transit. High customer
service demands stemming from frequent
deliveries, limited delivery time windows,
fragile products, and comprehensive
product variety place a further strain on the
limited warehousing and transport capacity.
Furthermore, the distributor experiences
order ﬂuctuations that cause problems in
providing clients with adequate stock as
and when required. Company X possesses
limited warehousing and transportation
capacity. It also appears that the distributor
is very lenient in the way it allows for the
accommodation of changed orders; this
was happening against an order fulﬁlment

FIGURE 1: COMPANY X: INTERRELATED LAST-MILE DELIVERY CHALLENGES FOR
FORECOURT DISTRIBUTION
SOURCE: AUTHOR’S OWN COMPILATION
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system already under pressure. The
interrelated problems suggest a systematic
approach as a solution. Such an approach
warrants identifying and prioritising the most
critical constraining elements in the system,
such as limited warehousing capacity and
ﬂeet capacity due to its overarching impact
on overall system performance. Figure 1
illustrates the interrelated nature of the main
challenges faced by Company X related to
forecourt deliveries.
It is unlikely that customer demand for
frequent deliveries of a wide variety of
goods will change in the future. The nature
of the competitive environment for FMCG
goods dictates high demands in terms of
product availability and variety. Forecourt
convenience stores are no diﬀerent in that
respect, and as allude to earlier in the study,
there is a trend towards growth in scope
concerning product variety oﬀered by these
stores. An increasing number of stores will
increase competition and a further increase
in service demands placed on distributors.
Company X should consider reviewing their
current routing and scheduling systems
used since traﬃc congestion and long
transit times were ﬂagged as a signiﬁcant
challenge in dealing with high traﬃc
congestion. Furthermore, the location of
their forecourt convenience store clients
is unlikely to change. Forecourt stores
typically position in either densely populated
areas or locations exposed to high traﬃc
volumes. One should consider the dualistic
nature of these forecourt stores in terms
of the type of products supplied, i.e. fuel
and FMCG products. It also appears that
traﬃc congestion is increasing in Gauteng.
Therefore the problem is a given and should
be dealt with as such by Company X.
The results of the study suggest that
Company X should consider further
investment in their transport ﬂeet. More
delivery vehicles and improved routing and
scheduling of vehicles may be utilised to
ensure that deliveries are made on time.
More capacity would also ensure that

vehicles are loaded to their gross vehicle
capacity, thereby minimising other situations
related to damage and breakages, as
noted in the ﬁndings. Since they operate in
Gauteng, delays are inevitable on the roads,
and fewer vehicles intensify this challenge.
One alternative strategy that can be
considered as a solution to the limited
ﬂeet capacity problem is outsourcing.
The outsourcing of transportation on the
distribution side can assist Company X in
obtaining the necessary ﬂexibility required
to deal with changing customer orders,
peak season demands, rapid response
requirements and the issue of products
damaged in transit. The same strategy can
be followed for the alleviation of limited
warehousing space. Outsourcing brings
value in terms of capacity growth without
long-term capital investment. It also has
the additional potential beneﬁts of skills
transfer. The additional costs of outsourcing
could be oﬀset against the beneﬁts of
improved customer service (Somjai. 2017).
A total cost perspective should therefore
be adopted in consideration of outsourcing
as a strategy. Furthermore, contracts can
be used to protect Company X from the
potential predatory behaviour of service
providers since participants raised the
issue as a potential threat to the use of
contractors.
It is recommended that Company X consider
the use of advanced technology, especially
in their back-end order processing. The
company was found to use manual means
of processing still and verifying orders,
which may be conveniently automated with
reasonably low investment in technology.
Limitations
Two study limitations were identiﬁed. First,
the number of study participants (12) was
small. A larger pool of participants could
have produced additional or diﬀerent
themes.
Secondly, the study gathered data from
two perspectives: Company X employees
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and the forecourt convenience store
employees. Unfortunately, no secondary
sources of information such as company
records were used to validate the ﬁndings
regarding last-mile challenges further. This
led researchers to be susceptible to bias
should any of the responses be informed
by subjective opinions on the side of the
participants.
A further limitation lies in the fact that a single
case study design was followed. Caution
should be used in generalising ﬁndings to
the more signiﬁcant forecourt convenience
store sector.
Future research
Future studies can use the challenges
identiﬁed in this study to explore similar
challenges amongst other organisations in
the forecourt convenience store sector. The
sector is growing fast, and it is plausible
to believe that similar challenges will exist
with other operators in the sector due to
the inherent characteristics of the sector in
terms of the products it supplies, service
levels oﬀered to customers and location of
stores. Therefore, future studies are also
recommended to focus on potential solutions
to the typical challenges experienced by
forecourt stores and their suppliers.
Contribution
This study provides an analysis of the last
mile distribution challenges experienced
by a distributor of goods to forecourt
convenience store customers. The ﬁndings
of the study can assist the case company in
addressing critical challenges experienced.
The study also assists in closing a literature
gap on last-mile distribution problems
experienced by forecourt customers and
their distributors. Furthermore, this study
conﬁrms typical challenges experienced
in the FMCG retail identiﬁed by extant
literature. Finally, the identiﬁed challenges
can be used as a focal point for more
extensive studies on similar problems
amongst more operators in the forecourt
convenience goods sector.
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A CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
MODEL FOR THE HEAVY
INDUSTRIAL INDUSTRY

is complicated. Due to the complexity
of customer experience, each construct
needs to be studied to understand the
full impact of customer experience in the
heavy industry on buying behavior. Results
further indicated that there are signiﬁcant
positive correlations between commitment
and trust, and between commitment and
service and product quality, but surprisingly,
no correlation with satisfaction.
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ABSTRACT
Customer experience is a well-studied and
applied ﬁeld in B2C environments. Many
organizations have reaped the beneﬁts
for their continuous focus on customer
experience and the implementation thereof
in their strategies. However, customer
experience as a competitive element is
highly neglected for B2B environment,
and even more so in the heavy industrial
industry. For vendors in heavy industry
to reap the same beneﬁts as their B2C
counterparts, they need to understand
their customers’ perceptions of customer
experience and what the consequences
of these are. This study aimed to identify
the important antecedents and its relevant
measuring criteria of customer experience
in the heavy industry from the literature, and
then empirically test these in a customer
experience model that can be used by the
industry. Four antecedents were selected
for further investigation; they are trust,
commitment, product and service quality,
and satisfaction. Questionnaires measured
the antecedents of customer experience on
a ﬁve-point Likert scale. Resultant to the
limited senior buyers (customers) in this
industry, the population was targeted rather
than to draw a sample. Results indicated
that antecedents of customer experience
in the heavy industry consist of constructs
or sub-antecedents which indicate that
customer experience, though a process
followed by every customer naturally in any
industry without thinking about the process,

Key terms: Customer experience, B2C,
B2B, heavy industry, trust, commitment,
product and service quality, satisfaction,
antecedents, buying behavior.
1. INTRODUCTION
Heavy industry is mainly involved in the
primary economic activities extractive in
nature which is limited by natural growth
factors and secondary activities involved
with
production
and
manufacturing
activities. It can be described as capitalintensive business, involves large quantities
of products, heavy products, requires large
equipment or facilities for production,
or complex and numerous processes
(Kenton, 2018). Bhavani (2018) divided
the heavy industry into three branches:
extraction, smelting and or processing,
and machine building to equip the national
economy. It includes companies like Sasol,
ArcelorMittal, Sappi, Mondi, SAPREF, Anglo
American and manufacture products such
as petroleum, coal, chemicals, fertilizers,
pesticides, timber, pulp, and paper, metals,
non-metal ores, and raw mining materials
(Bhavani, 2018).
These industries are limited by mechanical,
resource, and technical factors (Schafran et
al., 2018). This phenomenon can be seen
practically in one of South Africa’s largest
fuel and chemical manufacturers mining
coal for their coal-to-liquid plant process
to manufacture low sulfur-containing fuels,
waxes and oils, fertilizers, and a wide variety
of chemical products. The same phenomena
can be seen at large paper mills extracting
trees from their own plantations as raw
material for their pulp and paper processes.
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Not all heavy industrial organizations are
closely involved in providing main raw
materials; it is a common practice in South
Africa to choose an eﬀective partner who
provides materials in the supply network.
Other important characteristics of heavy
industry are that products from these
large enterprises serve as raw materials
for the secondary industry sectors and
organizations. Vendors in this industrial
segment are geographically far removed
from consumers and operate in relative
inelastic business markets. (For example,
fuel, poFigure table water, paper, electricity,
food, and beverages). These heavy
industry enterprises are also characterized
by their complexity and highly segmented
workforce. A lot of role players or segments
are involved in purchasing decisions in
a typical large enterprise transaction; for
example, technical, commercial, production,
and customer services (Lilien, 2016).
2. LITERATURE REVIEW OF
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Customer experience can be explained as
the impression left with a customer because
of an interaction with a business, from
visiting a website, visiting a store, talking
to customer services, interacting with
salespeople, receiving a service, purchasing
of a product up to using a product (McLean,
2017). Customer experience is, therefore,
a holistic perception that customers have
of a business or a brand. Businesses
should approach customer experience as
such and realize that customer experience
is the responsibility of everyone in their
organization and not only the responsibility
of the customer services department
(Wolfe, 2019). Customer experience is
enormously important for any business
as both negative and positive customer
experiences will inﬂuence businesses’
bottom line. Businesses that are truly
customer focussed utilize the knowledge
they have of their customers’ experience as
a competitive advantage and diﬀerentiator.
The environment a business operates in

will determine the organization’s focus and
strategy concerning customer experience.
Businesses that supply products through
retail are typically referred to as business
to customer (B2C). Entities’ businesses
that supply products or services to other
businesses are referred to as business
to business (B2B) entities. This will also
cause diﬀerentiation concerning customer
experience. Key diﬀerences between B2C
and B2B customer experience is that with
B2C customer experience customers act to
meet their personal needs, can be aﬀected
by product design, advertising, branding,
and lifestyle, customers can make rational
or impulse decisions, are motivated by
emotion, intuition and impulse. Conversely,
B2B customers are acting on behalf of a
business to meet a need, objective or goal;
purchasing is part of the customer’s job and
is unlikely to use the product personally –
the product is purchased to add value to
the business (Hollyoake, 2009). According
to Wolfe (2019), there are additional factors
inﬂuencing heavy industry purchasing
behaviors such as demand, price, economy
and technological changes (Wolfe, 2019).
2.1 Deﬁning customer experience
Historically, customer experience started
to attract the attention of managers as
a competitive management tool in the
seventies (Jain et al., 2017). It soon
became an area of rigorous research by
1974 after a seminal study by Mehrabian
and Russells reported that experiential
marketing positively inﬂuences growth
in an experience economy (in Kumar &
Anjaly, 2017). This study also emphasized
the importance of customer experience
and how organizations can beneﬁt from
it. Later researchers such as Pine and
Gilmore (1998) and Schmitt (1999)
conﬁrmed the initial results and continued
to explore the importance and impact of
customer experience in an organization’s
competitive strategy (Lemon and Verhoef,
2016). Pine and Gilmore (1998) described
“experiences” as the fourth wave of
economic progressions known as the
“experience economy” (Jain et al., 2017) and
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considered it to be of the utmost importance
to organizations to include in their
competitive advantage. Furthermore, these
researchers emphasized that organizations
should manage their competitive advantage
so that they move beyond that of merely
assessing and managing service quality
(McLean, 2017).
Today researchers deﬁne customer
experience as “Customer experience is the
impression your customers have of your
brand as a whole throughout all aspects
of the buyer’s journey.” (Bordeaux, 2021).
The customer journey is essentially a
description of a customer’s encounter
with a service, beginning with emotions of
excitement as they approach the service,
followed by a possible low point as they
have to wait for service, the eagerness
of the delivery, surprise of the bill and the
overall emotions they have when they leave
(Palmer and Bejou, 2016). Gartner (2020)
deﬁnes it as “the customer’s perceptions
and related feelings caused by the oneoﬀ and cumulative eﬀect of interactions
with a supplier’s employees, systems,
channels or products” while Franz (2021),
in support of Bordeaux’s view of the brand,
deﬁnes it as “Customer experience is the
sum of all the interactions that a customer
has with an organization over the life of the
relationship with that company or with that
brand”. Jain (2017) stated that “customer
experience is perhaps the most important
ingredient in building customer loyalty”
while post-purchase experience is also
regarded to be a vital part of customer
experience (Kumar & Anjaly, 2017). Loyal
and engaged customers are important as
they are anticipated to play a vital role in
new service and product development and
co-creating value and experience (MohdRamly & Omar, 2017). Other authors have
similar deﬁnitions and include the strategic
process as a concept (Carbone & Haeckel
as cited by Jain et al., 2017), diﬀerentiation
to obtain a competitive advantage (Jain
et al., 2017), and experience-orientated
business models as a strategy (Ponsignon
et al., 2015).

2.2 Dimensions of customer experience
Customer
experience
occurs
when
customers interact, consume, use products
or with the physical environment of the
experience provider including its personnel,
policies, and practices (Bustamante and
Rubio, 2017). According to Bagdare and
Jain (2013), customer experience has four
descriptive dimensions:
• Joy: customers often experience a
pleasurable state while shopping, but
the experience of involving, engaging
and entertaining is of interest for this
study.
• Mood: the feelings of positive emotions
such as excitement, happiness and
goodness.
• Leisure: the perception of enjoyment,
pleasure, and perceived freedom.
• Distinctive:
each
interaction
is
subjective to the customer’s evaluation
and should therefore be “unique,
memorable and sustainable over time”
(Bagdare & Jain, 2013).
2.3 Elements of customer experience
Customer experience is multidimensional,
although most studies only explored one
aspect of customer experience (Roy, 2018).
Researchers do diﬀer in their focus and
understanding of the elements of customer
experience as illustrated in Table 1. It is
also possible that not all of the components
are equally important in every situation as
some components are more inﬂuential than
others (Izogo et al., 2018).
2.4
Factors of customer experience
It is important to focus on the factors which
are critical to inﬂuencing customer behavior
to prioritize service-related investments and
identify the factors of customer experience
as follow (Wasan, 2018):
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• Functional clues: customer experiences
with the technical performances of
the service in terms of reliability and
competence within aspects such as:
• Customization:

the

ability

of

an

TABLE 1: ELEMENTS OF CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE AS INTERPRETED BY RESEARCHERS

Research
Reference

Elements of
customer
experience

Deﬁnition

Progression thinking people use to process
information acquired through perception
Cognitive
and knowledge gained about products and
experience
services which aﬀect the expectations,
beliefs and demand for the product.
Responses of mood and emotions that
Aﬀective experience diﬀer in intensity varying from positive to
Bustamante and
negative.
Rubio (2017);
Keiningham et al.
Experience co-created through interaction
(2017)
with other people such as customerSocial experience
employees and customer-customer.
Interaction ranges from receiving advice,
giving an opinion and assistance.
Refers to the physiological responses of the
Physical experience customer such as comfort or vitality through
interaction with the environment.
Cognitive in nature and reﬂects task-related
Utilitarian value
worth.
(Babin and
Attaway, 2000)
An emotional experience and is reﬂected in
Hedonic value
the value of the shopping experience.
A component that aﬀects senses by
Sensorial
providing a good sensorial experience.
Involves the generation of moods and
Emotional
feelings by the creation of an aﬀective
relation and strong emotional link.
An experience connected to thinking
Cognitive
engaging customers to use creativity.
(Gentile et al.,
2007)
Experience through the practical act of
Pragmatic
doing something.
Adoption of behaviors through an
Lifestyle
aﬃrmation of the value system and
personal beliefs.
Experience that involves the person and the
Relational
relationship with other people.
Incorporation of features into services and
products to meet the needs of customers
Product quality
and to create satisfaction by making them
free from defects (Akarni, 2013).
(Lemke et al., 2011)
Two-way process of exchanging information
Communication
to reach a mutual understanding (Oxford,
2019).
What do people think of a business when
Social image
they hear the name (Entrepreneur).
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Management of unforeseen events to
support critical and non-critical business
activities.
Timely answer to an inquiry according to
the customer’s terms.
The easy way of doing business every step
of the way.
Services tailored to the speciﬁc needs of
customers.
Development of latest innovations to react
fast in a changing environment.
Delivery to promise.

Reliability
Availability
(Orange Business
Services, 2016)

Simplicity
Adaptation
Anticipation
Accountability

experience or service provider to match
the customer’s needs and expectations.
• Convenience: the ability to reduce
customer’s time, energy, and eﬀorts
in purchases and use of services.
• Credibility: purchase of services or
products can involve uncertainty with
regards to performance and risk.
Credibility can inﬂuence customers’
behavior as trust is a signiﬁcant
factor to build customer relations.
• Mechanic
clues:
the
non-living
touchable constituents of service
oﬀerings, termed by Kotler (cited by
Wasan, 2018) as “atmospherics” in the
Service context. This includes visuals,
physical layouts, or website layouts, that
appeal to the senses of customers that
will cause customers to associate their
feelings and mood with the service.
• Humanic clues: reﬂected by employees’
appearance and behavior and includes:
• Compassion: the willingness of
a service provider to address
the concerns and needs of the
customers.
• Competence: the ability to perform
work eﬃciently and the ability to give
sound advice to customers (Wasan,
2018).
2.5 Domains of previous research on
customer experience
The domains of customer experience
are multiple due to the complexity of

the experience. The topic of customer
experience is multidisciplinary and dynamic
(Lemon & Verhoef, 2016). Customer
experience has been traditionally studied
by scholars in terms of moments of truth
and service blueprint in B2C interactions.
According to McColl-Kennedy et al. (2015)
these research approaches leave the
customer essentially passive as a snapshot
view is taken with one survey at a point in
time requiring the respondent to build on a
memory of the transaction process. This is
also problematic as the focus is not from
the customer’s perspective, but largely from
that of the organizations. McColl-Kennedy
et al. (2015) broaden their domain of study
to the broadening customer role, taking a
practice-based approach and recognizing
the holistic and dynamic nature of customer
experience. The conclusion of the study
reiterates the importance to measure
customer experience across touchpoints
over time as customer practices broaden.
De Keyser et al. (2015) studied customer
experience through the principles of
cognitive, emotional, physical and sensorial,
and social elements. Keiningham et al.
(2017) used the study of De Keyser et al.
(2015) as a starting point by using customer
satisfaction as a representation of customer
experience. The study identiﬁed a need to
identify empirically the most prominent
attributes of customer experience.
Lemon
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and

Verhoef

(2016)

studied

customer experience through the customer
journey, customer experience measurement
and management also taking cognizance
of the elements of customer experience
as identiﬁed by De Keyser et al. (2015).
The study indicated the importance in
identifying critical touchpoints that would
have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on customer
experience by integrating multiple business
functions (Lemon and Verhoef, 2016).
Customer experience is an antecedent of
brand association according to Zhang et
al. (2016). Concluded from the research is
that customer experience has an impact on
brand equity and employees inﬂuence the
perception of brand equity in the context of
B2B marketing. Should customers associate
positively with a brand they will be attracted
and retained as loyal customers are willing
to pay premium price (Zhang et al., 2016).
Lemke (cited by Almoraish et al., 2016)
developed customer experience models
for B2B and B2C by using objective
measures and service performance as
factual judgment, a cognitive component
that is open for interpretation and a social
component. Lemke concluded that B2B
customers pay greater attention to ﬁrms that
realize and provide value-in-use (Almoraish
et al., 2016).
2.6 Antecedents of customer
experience
The antecedents of customer experience
described by Lemon and Verhoef (2016)
as customer satisfaction, service quality,
relationship marketing such as trust and
commitment, brand experience, and
customer engagement are more applicable
to this study than studies in the retail
environment. Typically, antecedents of
customer experience in retail include the
store atmosphere, store convenience, store
staﬀ, and relationship orientation (Bagdare,
2013). However, these antecedents are
not relevant to the heavy industry and,
therefore, not included in the focus of this
study.

Researchers
agree
that
customer
experience
can
increase
customer
satisfaction, commitment, and loyalty
(Bustamante and Rubio, 2017, Keiningham
et al., 2017). Fullerton and Taylor (cited
by Wasan, 2018) stated customer
satisfaction to be “the outcome of a
customer’s comparison of the perceived
performance of service with the expected
performance” and is seen as an antecedent
of customer behavior and loyalty (Wasan,
2018). Customer satisfaction is only one
of many common features of customer
experience (Jain et al., 2017) as it is the
level of fulﬁlment achieved (Keiningham et
al., 2017). Customer satisfaction focuses
on the customer’s cognitive evaluation
of the experience (Lemon and Verhoef,
2016) which accumulates to play a major
role in new information and subsequent
transactions (Koufteros et al., 2014). Fawcett
et al. (2014) included competence, problem
resolution, performance to promises, and
honesty under satisfaction.
Service quality measures how a service is
provided matches customers’ expectations
and can therefore be seen as an antecedent
of customer satisfaction (Carlos, Martín and
Román, 2017). Koufteros (2014) indicated
in his study on e-tailing that service
quality relies heavily on three dimensions:
timeliness, whether products or services are
delivered on time; availability, full shipment
of goods is available, and if the product or
service arrived in the expected condition.
Service quality has an “impact on customer
retention, market share, and proﬁtability
(Carlos Martín and Román, 2017). Service
quality gives focus to customer experience
to understand the background in which
experience arises and how to assess and
measure the customer experience (Lemon
and Verhoef, 2016).
Morgan and Hunt stated in their study
that “trust and commitment are at the
core of managing customer relationship”
(cited by Bagdare, 2013) with the main
focus of building a strong relationship
with the customer (Lemon and Verhoef,
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TABLE 2:A SUMMARY OF RELEVANT CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE MODELS

Customer experience
model
Human activity modelling
Customer experience
requirements

Multilevel service design

Measures

Reference

Customer activities, Support tools
Customer’s desired qualities of
an experience on 1) Aﬀordability,
2) Engagement, 3) Content 4)
Convenience, 5) Reliability, 6)
Reward, 7) Speed
Value constellation experience,
Service experience, Service
encounter experience

(Teixeira et al., 2012)

(Deshwal, 2016,
Rageh et al., 2013,
Product experience, Outcome
Customer experience quality
focus, Moments-of-truth, Peace of Milman et al., 2017,
(EXQ)
mind
Havíř, 2017, Klaus
and Maklan, 2013)
Economics models
Value
(Benson, 1955)
Sensorial/Perceptual, Aﬀective,
(Havíř, 2017,
Consumption experience
Physical, Behavioral, Social,
Fornerino et al., 2006)
model
Cognitive
Social environment, Service
interface, Retail atmosphere,
(Havíř, 2017, Verhoef
Conceptual model of
Assortment, Price, Customer
customer experience
et al., 2009)
experience in alternative
channels, Retail brand
5 dimensions of service quality:
(Parasuraman et al.,
SERVQUAL
Reliability, Responsiveness,
1988, Havíř, 2017)
Assurance, Empathy, Tangibility
(Havíř, 2017,
Eﬃciency, Fulﬁlment, System
E-S-QUAL
Parasuraman et al.,
availability, Privacy
2005)
Pre-purchase stage, Service
(Sultan, 2018,
Three-stage model of
encounter stage, Post-encounter Tsiotsou and Wirtz,
service consumption
stage
2015)
(Mbama et al., 2018,
Net promoter score (NPS)
Customer satisfaction, Loyalty
Schneider et al., 2008,
Laitinen, 2018)
Service quality, Employee
(Mbama et al., 2018,
Service proﬁt chain (SPC)
satisfaction, Customer
Heskett et al., 1994)
satisfaction, Loyalty, Proﬁtability
Sensorial, Emotional, Cognitive,
(Havíř, 2017, Gentile
Customer experience model
Pragmatic, Lifestyle, Relational
et al., 2007)
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2016). Relationship marketing was mainly
developed “in B2B and marketing channels
research” and include trust, commitment,
passion, intimacy, and relationship quality
as constructs in an attempt to increase
customer acquisition and customer
retention (Lemon and Verhoef, 2016). Trust
is seen as a positive outcome of customer
experience as it gives a perception of
lower risk from the customer’s point of
view (McLean, 2017) and is the center of
a bonded experience (Hollyoake, 2009).
Communication, interdependence, and
integrity are seen as areas that support
trust (Hollyoake, 2009). Commitment on
the other hand is a component of loyalty
developed after an experience (Keiningham
et al., 2017).
Brakus, Schmitt and Zarantonello (cited
by Lemon and Verhoef, 2016) stated that
brand experience is subjective and consists
of four dimensions: sensory, aﬀective,
intellectual and behavioral. A brand can be
brought to life by employees’ performance
(Bagdare, 2013).
Customer engagement focuses on attitude,
behaviors and value extraction when
customers connect with an organization
going beyond the mere customer purchase
(Lemon and Verhoef, 2016) as they have
something of value to oﬀer the organization
(Harmeling et al., 2017). Small and
medium enterprises demand personalized
engagement, tailored solutions based
on their unique preferences (Helliwell,
2015). Harmeling et al. (2017) found in
their experimental engagement initiatives
that transformation of the customer’s selfperception had an increase on customer
engagement by making voluntary resource
contributions. Table 2 shows a summary
of the relevant models consulted in the
literature to serve as the basis of the
questionnaire for this study.
3. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Suppliers in the heavy industry cannot rely
only on their customer services departments
to ensure heavy industrial customers are

satisﬁed with their delivered products
and services. Although price and product
quality and specialized services are of
importance to heavy industrial enterprises,
the customers do require more from their
suppliers. Heavy industrial enterprises want
to have a good experience during business
interactions with their suppliers. However,
few of the heavy industrial suppliers seem
to incorporate customer experience as
part of their strategies, either because they
do not understand how they can deliver a
good experience to their customers, which
components to deliver on, or they simply
do not understand the value customer
experience can add in their competitiveness
(Wollan, 2016).
Research shows that customer experience
is perceived to be one of the top three most
important drivers of buying behavior in a
B2C environment; that is, after price and
product quality (Clark and Kinghorn, 2018).
Customer experience, as a driver of buying
behavior in consumer markets, is well
established, researched and understood
in the B2C markets, and many companies
do implement managerial interventions to
enhance the customer experience as part of
their competitive strategy. This is, however,
not the case in industrial market strategies
where B2B marketing realizes (Lilien, 2016).
Industries tend to over-estimate the ﬁrst two
antecedents (product quality and price) and
not regard other antecedents as important
in the industrial buying behavior, thereby
missing the opportunity to engage industrial
buyers competitively on the third antecedent
(customer experience). Therefore, it is vital
to determine if customer experience and its
antecedents are regarded as a competitive
strategy. If so, customer experience
can be used as a potential competitive
management strategy?
4. RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The
problem
statement
on
noncomprehension of customer experience
culminates from three research questions.
They are:
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1. Which antecedents are important for
the customer experience in the complex
and segmented business environment
of large enterprises in the heavy B2B
industry?
2. Can customer experience be measured
in the heavy B2B industry?
3. How can the customer experience be
managed in the heavy B2B industry?
Based on the research questions, the
study formulated the following research
objectives:
• Identify the relevant antecedents of
customer experience in the heavy B2B
industry environment from the literature.
• Develop relevant measuring criteria from
the literature to measure the respective
antecedents of customer experience in
the heavy B2B industry environment.
• Validate the antecedents and measuring
criteria statistically.
• Determine the importance of the
customer experience antecedents in the
heavy B2B industry environment.
• Examine if the demographic proﬁles
age, experience, or managerial position
play a role in customer experience.
• Develop a model to manage the customer
experience in the heavy industry.
5. HYPOTHESES
• H0: There is no positive relationship
between
customer
experience
antecedents that inﬂuence buying
behavior intention in the heavy B2B
market.
• H1: The antecedents of customer
experience diﬀer in importance towards
their inﬂuence on buying behavior
intention in the heavy B2B market.
• H2: The antecedents of customer
experience towards buying behavior
intentions are inﬂuenced by the
demographic proﬁles age, experience,
or managerial position in the heavy B2B
market.

6. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The literature study identiﬁed four key
antecedents from the theory, namely
Commitment, Trust, Product and Service
Quality, and Satisfaction to determine
customer experience. These antecedents
are measured by 66 measuring criteria on
a ﬁve-point Likert scale.
The population consisted of full-time
employees working in a commercial,
technical,
mechanical,
electrical,
instrumentation or production department at
an international heavy industrial company.
They had to be knowledgeable and actively
involved in purchasing decisions and/or
awarding contracts to service providers as
a prerequisite and criteria for the study. As a
result, the population was targeted (N=109);
no sample was drawn. The questionnaire
collected quantitative data on a 5-point Likert
scale. Questionnaires were distributed to
the population consisting of 109 prospective
respondents. Some 46 completed the online
questionnaires contributing to a 42.2%
successful participation rate after the data
collection period of 73 days.
7. RESULTS
The results consist of a demographic proﬁle
of the respondents, the validation of the
antecedents and their respective measuring
criteria, the determination of the reliability
and internal consistency of the data, and
then the importance of the antecedents as
measured by the criteria.
7.1 Proﬁle of respondents
The demographic proﬁle of the respondents
is shown in the table below. Only selected
variables were used to gather data because
of their potential inﬂuence on intention to
buy. The respondents’ proﬁle is shown in
Table 3.
In summary, it is evident from the table that
most of the respondents are operational and
technical in a management or supervisory
position. They are between 30 and 50 years
old and their inﬂuence in the purchasing
decisions is equally spread.
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TABLE 3: PROFILE OF THE RESPONDENTS

Department of operation

Valid

1 Commercial/
Finance
2 Electrical
3 Mechanical
4 Operations
5 Technical/Engineer
Total

Frequency

Percent

Valid
Percent

Cum. %

5

10.9

10.9

10.9

5
5
13
18
46

10.9
10.9
28.3
39.1
100.0

10.9
10.9
28.3
39.1
100.0

21.7
32.6
60.9
100.0

Position (employment)

Valid

1 Junior Management
2 Middle
Management
3 Plant Owner
4 Senior Management
5 Supervisor
Total

Frequency

Percent

4

8.7

Valid
Percent
8.7

14

30.4

30.4

39.1

5
11
12
46

10.9
23.9
26.1
100.0

10.9
23.9
26.1
100.0

50.0
73.9
100.0

Cum. %
8.7

Years in level of position

Valid

1 >20
2 1–5
3 11–15
4 16–20
5 6–10
Total

Frequency

Percent

6
12
12
7
9
46

13.0
26.1
26.1
15.2
19.6
100.0

Valid
Percent
13.0
26.1
26.1
15.2
19.6
100.0

Cum. %
13.0
39.1
65.2
80.4
100.0

Age group

Valid

1 20–29
2 30–39
3 40–49
4 50–59
5 60–69
Total

Frequency

Percent

3
11
22
9
1
46

6.5
23.9
47.8
19.6
2.2
100.0
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Valid
Percent
6.5
23.9
47.8
19.6
2.2
100.0

Cum. %
6.5
30.4
78.3
97.8
100.0
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Level (weight) of inﬂuence in purchasing decisions
Valid
Frequency
Percent
Percent
1 <5
4
8.7
8.9
2 >50
14
30.4
31.1
3 20–34
9
19.6
20.0
Valid
4 35–50
13
28.3
28.9
5 5–19
5
10.9
11.1
Total
45
97.8
100.0
Missing 6
1
2.2
Total
46
100.0
7.2 Validity of the questionnaire
Content validity was ascertained by
distributing the questionnaire to ﬁve
senior managers. Their corrections and
suggestions have been implemented in the
questionnaire design and content. Next,
construct validity was used to statistically
assess the validity of the questionnaire.
This was done by using exploratory factor
analysis which determined if the measuring
criteria indeed do measure each of the
customer experience antecedents. The

Cum. %
8.9
40.0
60.0
88.9
100.0

results (see Table 4) showed that all four
customer experience antecedents are
valid. Also, the results showed that the
theoretical model measures more than
just the four antecedents and that these
antecedents consist of sub-antecedents.
This is satisfactory as each antecedent can
now be measured more accurately across
the sub-antecedents. Each antecedent and
its variance explained is shown in Table 4.

TABLE 4: VALIDITY OF CRITERIA AS PER EXPLORATORY FACTOR ANALYSIS ON THE
INDIVIDUAL LOYALTY ANTECEDENTS

COMMITMENT
Loyalty
Alternative supplier
Value

Var %
23.0
18.4
16.1

TRUST
Competence/problem resolution
Communication
Importance

Var %
31.1%
19.9%
15.7%

Variance explained
SERVICE/PRODUCT PRICE

57.5%
% Var

66.7%
% Var

Competence

13.2%

Intimacy
Service quality
Informed
Relationship quality/Intimacy
Intimacy
Speed of response

12.9%
12.8%
12.6%
9.1%
7.9%
7.1%

Variance explained
SATISFACTION
Customer engagement/value
extraction
Probability to recommend
Continuous improvement (CI)
Personal attention
Relationship quality
Interdependence
Relationship quality/Intimacy
Visual appearance
Price

13.2%
9.9%
7.7%
7.0%
6.6%
6.2%
5.7%
5.1%

Variance explained

75.6%

Variance explained

77.1%
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15.6%

7.3 Reliability of the data
The reliability of the data was determined
by using the Cronbach Alpha coeﬃcient
(α). Coeﬃcients are interpreted to provide
a measure of the internal consistency of
a test or scale and are typically used to
determine the reliability of multiple-question
Likert scale surveys and are expressed as
a value between zero and one (Tavakol
and Dennick, 2011; Stephanie, 2014b).
Cronbach’s Alpha is used to determine if
the designed test is measuring the variable
of interest accurately (Stephanie, 2014b).
An alpha coeﬃcient of 0.70 and higher is
desirable (Field, 2013). The reliability results
of the dataset and the four antecedents
appear in Table 5 below.
TABLE 5: RELIABILITY STATISTICS

Antecedent
Total data set
Commitment
Trust
Product and
Service quality
Satisfaction

Cronbach’s
Alpha
0.918
0.476
0.725

N of
Items
68
9
8

0.868

23

0.832

26

satisfactory KMO value that exceeds 0.70.
All, however, do exceed the cut-oﬀ value of
0.5 (Stephanie, 2016) . Bartlett’s test of
sphericity determines if there is redundancy
between variables, which can be condensed
with some factors, by comparing a matrix of
Pearson correlations to the identity matrix
(Stephanie, 2014a). The test provides a
chi-square output and should be <0.05 to
be considered signiﬁcant. In short, because
the test indicates the item correlation in
this study is not an identity matrix, factor
analysis can be performed (Taherdoost et
al., 2014).
7.4 Importance of the antecedents
The antecedents of customer experience
and their measuring criteria are listed in
the table below. The table also shows the
mean scores and standard deviations of the
antecedents and their respective criteria.
Mean values of the Likert scale are
commonly used in data analysis. In this
case, the suggested interpretation of
Bisschoﬀ and Hough (1995) is used to
categorize the results:

From the table, it is evident that all the
antecedents except Commitment (α=0.48),
have satisfactory reliability coeﬃcients
(α≥0.70) (Field, 2013). It is also important
to determine if an adequate sample (or in
this case an adequate response from the
population) is realized. Kaiser, Meyer and
Olkin’s test of sample adequacy statistically
tests the responses for adequacy. The
results appear in Table 6. A value above 0.5
is required, but one above 0.7 is preferable
(Field, 2013).
Given that the total population is limited in
this study, it was expected that not all the
KMO values would exceed 0.70. From the
table, it is evident that the antecedents
Commitment and Satisfaction have
marginally acceptable adequacy levels
(KMO≥0.50), while Product and service
quality has an acceptable (KMO≥0.60)
level of responses. Only Trust has a

• < 3: Lower importance; Dissatisfaction;
Immediate action required
• 3.0–3.5: Important; Satisfaction;
Develop to become excellent
• >3.5: Very important; Very satisﬁed/
Excellent; Maintain to stay on top
The standard deviation is used as a
secondary measure because it indicates
to what extent respondents agree with the
speciﬁc measuring criterion (Bisschoﬀ &
Hough 1995).
The results of the table above are discussed
next.
7.4.1 Commitment
Commitment is the eﬀort customers make to
use a product in terms of resources (Gentile
et al., 2007). From table 8 commitment
showed satisfactory performance (3.49).
From statement B1.8 “I will stay with a
service provider though I’m not 100%
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Commitment

Trust

Product
Service
quality

Satisfaction

KMO Measure of Sampling
Adequacy
Approx.
Bartlett’s Test of Chi-Square
Sphericity
df
Sig.

All data

TABLE 6: KAISER-MEYER-OLKIN MEASURE OF SAMPLING ADEQUACY AND BARTLETT’S
SPHERICITY TEST

.579

.522

.794

.639

.579

699.350

71.447

163.181

483.230

699.350

378
.000

36
.000

45
.000

210
.000

378
.000

satisﬁed as I am not conﬁdent to use an
alternative service provider.” a mean of 4.41
out of 5 was achieved. Though the mean
was of average score certain aspects of the
antecedent commitment are of importance
to customer experience.

7.4.2 Trust
Customers follow-on experiences are
inﬂuenced by Trust. Trust develops over
some time and inﬂuences experience
as it reduces attention paid to monitor a
relationship and cognitive eﬀort (Lemon and
Verhoef, 2016). Although the Likert mean

TABLE 7: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF CUSTOMER SATISFACTION ANTECEDENTS

Antecedents
B1. Commitment
B1.1: I am a loyal customer to one speciﬁc service provider
B1.2: I have developed a good relationship with one speciﬁc service provider
B1.3: I choose between diﬀerent companies that provide a similar service
based on price alone
B1.4: I choose between diﬀerent companies that provide a similar service
based on the quality of goods/services alone
B1.5: I choose between diﬀerent companies that provide a similar service
based on attributes that do not include price or quality
B1.6: The way a service provider dealt with me when things went wrong will
determine if I continue to do business with him.
B1.7: If an advisor at a service provider changes company, I will consider
moving my business to the new company.
B1.8: I will stay with a service provider although I’m not 100% satisﬁed as I
am not conﬁdent to use an alternative service provider.
B1:9 I do not care about the relationship I have with a service provider as
long as they supply products/services as agreed.
B2. Trust
B2.1: I want to deal with a company that reduces my risks.
B2.2: It is important that the service provider understands my processes.
B2.3: It is important that the service provider understands my problems and
concerns.
B2.4: It is important that my service providers are looking out for my needs.
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Mean
3.49
2.52
4.07
2.63
2.22
2.51
4.30
4.32
4.41
4.39
3.76
3.63
3.13
3.63
3.54

B2.5: I will award a contract to a service provider because he has my best
interest at heart.
B2.6: I will contact a service provider because it was recommended by an
associate or friend.
B2.7: I would choose a service provider because I have more knowledge of
its products/services compared to other service providers.
B2.8.I prefer a service provider that:
B2.8.1: …shares the cost
B2.8.2: …shares the delivery status on a regular basis
B2.8.3: …shares information on a regular basis
B3. Service/Product quality
B3.1: I don’t want to shop around for the service provider with the best oﬀer.
B3.2: My service provider’s expertise is important to me.
B3.3: It is important that my service provider keeps me up-to-date about new
products.
B3.4: It is important that my service provider keeps me up-to-date about new
technologies.
B3.5: It is important that my service provider keeps me up-to-date about
changes in my process/plant.
B3.6: It is important that the service provider is a good listener.
B3.7: It is important that the service provider is polite.
B3.8: I will use a service provider because of its employees’ caring attitude.
B3.9: I will change from service provider if another service provider’s
employees are more knowledgeable.
B3.10. It is important to me to be guided through a service provider’s
processes.
B3.11: It is important that the service provider makes me feel comfortable.
B3.12: I prefer a supplier that can ensure continuity of supply.
B3.13: I prefer a supplier where I receive regular visits by a representative to
solve speciﬁc problems or a service complaint.
B3.14: I prefer a supplier that gives me suﬃcient face-to-face time.
B3.15: I am more committed to being a service provider who invests in
continuous improvement and innovation.
B3.16: I am more committed to a service provider who invests in product/
service development.
B3.17: I am more committed to a service provider who invests in customer
training.
B3.18: I would rather use a service provider whose employees have good
people skills.
B3.19: I will choose a service provider on its quotation accuracy.
B3.20: I will choose a service provider on its invoice accuracy.
B3.21: I will award a contract to a service provider because they are known
to be proactive.
B3.22: I will buy from a service provider by its ability to deliver on time.
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4.00
4.07
2.50
4.39
4.27
4.43
3.89
4.35
4.39
3.87
3.60
3.59
3.96
3.85
4.37
4.24
3.89
4.39
4.30
3.96
3.83
3.85
3.83
3.74
4.15
3.12
3.65
4.04
3.49
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B3.23: I will award a contract to a service provider because his installations
are visually more appealing.
B4. Satisfaction
B4.1: I won’t go and look for another service provider if my current service
providers are taking good care of me.
B4.2: It is important that my service providers are ﬂexible in dealing with me.
B4.3: I need guidance from my service provider to enable me to make a
purchasing decision.
B4.4: I will change from one service provider to another though I’m satisﬁed
with the service I have received up to date.
B4.5: The overall experience I receive from my service provider determine on
my satisfaction with him.
B4.6: I will not do business with a forceful salesperson.
B4.7: I’m likely to say good things about a service provider I’m satisﬁed with.
B4.8: I will recommend a good service provider to an associate.
B4.9: I will recommend a good service provider to people outside my
organization.
B4.10: I prefer to deal with only one designated contact person at a service
provider’s company.
B4.11: It is important to receive oﬀers from diﬀerent service providers.
B4.12: All I care about is which service provider gives me the lowest price.
B4.13: I do not make my decision on price alone, there are other important
factors that I also take into consideration.
B4.14: All I care about is which service provider can provide me with the
latest technology.
B4.15: All I care about is which service supplier has a suﬃcient product range
to match my requirements.
B4.16: Product quality is key when I make purchasing decisions.
B4.17: Dealing with diﬀerent sales associates from one service provider
company is not ‘customer-friendly.
B4.18: I prefer a service provider that takes care of everything during a
business transaction.
B4.19: I prefer a service provider that can take care of problems outside his
scope of work.
B4.20: Price is a key diﬀerentiator when purchasing products.
B4.21: I will more likely use a service provider that responds quickly to my
inquiries.
B4.22: I prefer to use a speciﬁc service provider due to the expertise of its
sales team.
B4.23: I prefer a speciﬁc service provider as their systems are more userfriendly in comparison to other service providers.
B4.24: I would rather purchase from a service provider where I can place
orders quickly and eﬃciently.
B4.25: I will award a contract to a service provider that is action-orientated.
B4.26: I prefer a service provider that gives me customized information and
reports.
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2.98
3.76
4.07
3.74
4.24
4.28
4.07
3.30
4.12
2.13
4.30
2.76
3.13
4.04
3.18
3.96
3.59
3.20
4.15
3.72
3.74
4.01
4.17
4.00
3.74
4.02
4.17
4.00

for Trust is 3.76 it is clear from statement
B2.8.3 “Shares information on a regular
basis” that customers do trust suppliers that
share information more regularly.
Service/product quality
According to the results obtained service
and product quality is of high importance
(3.89). Quality needs to be deﬁned about
customers’ requirements (Rowley, 1999).
The accompanying products and services
are important attributes to customer
experience in the heavy industry because
they put customers at ease regarding the
value proposition.
7.4.3 Satisfaction
Customers in heavy

industry

deem

satisfaction of high importance (3.76)
serving as an antecedent of customer
experience. Satisfaction is inﬂuenced by
the duration of the relationship as there
is a strong relationship between the
duration of a customer relationship and
more experienced customers (Dagger and
O’Brien, 2010). Experienced customers are
also more likely to advocate for suppliers
as indicated by statement B4.9: “I will
recommend a good service provider to
people outside my organization”.
8. A MODEL TO MANAGE CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE IN HEAVY INDUSTRIES
The theoretical study founded a model with
four antecedents of customer experience.
However, after statistical scrutiny, it became

FIGURE 1: A MODEL OF CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE IN THE HEAVY INDUSTRY
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clear that the model also consists of several
sub-antecedents. This means that for the
heavy industry, each theoretical antecedent
also has sub-antecedents that need to
be managed individually. The model of
antecedents and their sub-antecedents
are shown in the ﬁgure below. The relative
importance and internal consistency of the
(as measured by the reliability coeﬃcient
Cronbach’s alpha) are also shown in the
ﬁgure.
9. ACCEPTANCE/REJECTION OF
HYPOTHESES
H0: There is no positive relationship
between customer experience antecedents
that inﬂuence buying behavior intention in
the heavy B2B market. This hypothesis is
rejected.
H1: The antecedents of customer
experience diﬀer in importance towards
their inﬂuence on buying behavior intention
in the heavy B2B market.
This hypothesis is partially accepted.
The analysis showed that statistically
signiﬁcant correlations do exist between
the antecedents Commitment and Trust
(r=0.372; p≤0.05) and the antecedents
Commitment and Product & Service
quality (r=-0.421; p≤0.10). No signiﬁcant
correlations exist (p≤0.05; p≤0.10) between
the other antecedents. This supports the
reasoning for a partial acceptance of the
hypothesis.
H2: The antecedents of customer experience
towards buying behavior intentions are
inﬂuenced by the demographic proﬁles
age, experience, or managerial position
in the heavy B2B market. This hypothesis
is rejected. The analysis showed that
no signiﬁcant correlations exist (p≤0.05;
p≤0.10) at neither the 95% nor 90%
conﬁdence levels.
10. IMPLICATIONS FOR
MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS
The ﬁrst implication for both management
and business is that the study showed that

customer experience is just as important in
B2B interactions in heavy industry, as it is in
B2C business interactions. This means that
the management of suppliers should take
the necessary due diligence to ensure their
customer experiences are such that they
will be perceived as the preferred supplier.
Secondly, managers should note that if the
suppliers focus on the antecedents their
customers value most, they will positively
inﬂuence their customers purchasing
behavior. This in turn will have a positive
business implication, namely to improve
returns and also aﬀect the bottom line
positively. Furthermore, this managerial
action should also have a positive business
implication; satisﬁed customers will become
more loyal and regard the business as the
supplier of choice. The study also developed
a model that can be used by managers
to measure their business’s customer
experience. This is an important implication;
the model empowers managers to apply
and improve the competitiveness of their
business using a validated model. A ﬁnal
implication for managers is to realize that
the strong signiﬁcant correlations (between
commitment and trust, and between
commitment and service and product quality)
mean that if they successfully manage one
of the components, there would be a positive
result in the correlated antecedent. This
means they could, by astute management,
swot two ﬂies simultaneously. This will yield
a higher return on managerial intervention
energy spent.
11. CONCLUSION
The antecedents of customer experience
seem to be relatively similar across various
industries. The antecedents of Trust,
Commitment, Service and Product Quality,
and Satisfaction, as identiﬁed in the study,
are supported by the outcomes of studies
performed by researchers although no
complete correlation of antecedents could
be found within a single study. It is also
important to note that the outcomes of the
research performed by researchers diﬀer
because of diﬀerences in industry sectors.
It is evident that customer experience is
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complex and that the sub-antecedents
of customer experience in the B2B
environment of the heavy industry also
diﬀer from those of other industries.

Carlos Martín, J. & Román, C. 2017.
Measuring service quality in the hotel
industry: The value of user-generated
content. Tourism, 65, 390-405.
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programmes. The longer a customer had
been a member of the loyalty programme
the higher the purchase intent.
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ON CUSTOMER PURCHASE
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It is recommended that that food and drug
retailers enhance their loyalty programmes
to oﬀer beneﬁts that meet the needs of their
customers, to signiﬁcantly leverage their
purchase intent.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of the study was to determine
whether loyalty programmes inﬂuence
customer purchase intent. The relationship
between loyalty programmes and purchase
intent has not been studied in the food and
drug retail sector in South Africa before.
Primary quantitative data were collected
from customers of food and drug retail
companies through an online survey using
a questionnaire. The survey was distributed
via social media. The questionnaire
consisted of existing customer purchase
intent scales, combined with a question
to establish whether respondents were
members of a loyalty programme.
The results suggest that the purchase intent
of customers who are members of a loyalty
programme was not signiﬁcantly higher than
that of non-members. Drug retail loyalty
programmes, however, had a signiﬁcantly
higher inﬂuence on the purchase intent of
customers, compared to that of food retail
loyalty programmes. The age group 25
– 34 was the only group whose purchase
intent was markedly inﬂuenced by loyalty

INTRODUCTION
The key objective of introducing a
relationship marketing programme is to
ensure customer loyalty (Ndubisi, 2007).
Loyalty programmes are seen as critical
relationship marketing tools to create and
build customer relationships (Szczepanska
& Gawron, 2011), which will lead to a
competitive advantage for companies
(Lui, 2007). Loyalty programmes allow
companies to obtain data about their
customers, develop an understanding of
their customers’ behaviour and build a longterm relationship (Sharma & Bhardwaj,
2015) over time (Melnyk, 2014).
Loyalty programmes are integrated
marketing systems aimed at persuading
members to be more loyal (Leenheer et al.,
2007). Customers are willing to build longterm relationships with companies who
oﬀer attractive incentives (Szczepanska &
Gawron, 2011). The diﬀerent approaches
to loyalty programmes include loyalty
cards, reward programmes and relationship
marketing programmes (Bruneau et al.,
2018). Industries such as retail, medicine,
airlines, and ﬁnancial services use loyalty
programmes (Stathopoulou & Balabanis,
2016).
Because loyalty programmes come at a
signiﬁcant investment cost, including the
cost of goods sold and liability expenses
(Chaudhuri et al., 2019), some authors are
doubtful whether loyalty programmes are
indeed worth their while (Melnyk & Van
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Osselaer, 2012). The beneﬁts and costs
of loyalty programmes have been widely
discussed in the literature and the general
consensus is that customers would enrol
in loyalty programmes if the perceived
beneﬁts were higher than the perceived
costs (Leenheer et al., 2007; MeyerWaarden, 2015). The eﬀectiveness of a
loyalty programme furthermore depends on
the duration of the membership of the loyalty
programme and the purchase amount (Lui,
2007; Dorotic et al., 2012).
Predictors of purchase intent include price,
supposed quality diﬀerences, familiarity
with the company or the staﬀ, apparent risk
and perceived value for money (Sharma
& Bhardwaj, 2015; Nasermoadeli et al.,
2013). Other predictors are relationship
quality and strength (De Canniere et al.,
2010), brand image and the brand attitude
(Shah et al., 2012).
Companies use loyalty programmes
extensively
to
inﬂuence
customer
engagement (Bruneau et al., 2018), but
it is also essential to establish if loyalty
programmes actually inﬂuence customer
purchase intent. Little research has been
done in South Africa to measure the
inﬂuence of loyalty programmes on the
purchase intent of customers, especially in
the food and drug retail industry.
PROBLEM INVESTIGATED
The literature suggests that the stronger
customers’ loyalty to companies or
brands, the more companies will retain
customers and increase their proﬁts
(Chinomona & Sandada, 2013). Therefore,
loyalty programmes are created by the
retail, medicine, airline, ﬁnancial and
other service industries (Stathopoulou &
Balabanis, 2016). Diﬀerent approaches,
such as loyalty cards, reward programmes
and relationship marketing programmes
manifest as loyalty programmes (Bruneau
et al., 2018). Loyalty programmes are used
extensively, despite the costs associated
with them (Szczepanska & Gawron, 2011).

While some studies found that loyalty
programmes impact the loyalty of customers
(Lewis, 2004; Lui, 2007), others claim
that these programmes do not make any
diﬀerence (De Wulf et al., 2001). Research
is limited on whether loyalty programmes
inﬂuence the purchase intent of customers
in the food and drug industry in South Africa.
This research study aimed to determine the
relationship between membership of loyalty
programmes and customer purchase
intent in the South African food and drug
retail sector. The study made use of a
survey where customers were requested
to indicate their intention to buy a speciﬁc
brand or product as a result of the loyalty
programme of a company.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The main research objective of this study
was to assess the inﬂuence of loyalty
programmes on customer purchase intent
in the South African food and drug retail
sector. Guided by this primary objective
and the literature on loyalty programmes
and purchase intent, three secondary
research objectives were identiﬁed. The
secondary research objectives identiﬁed
were to establish whether 1) there is a
diﬀerence between the inﬂuence of drug
sector loyalty programmes and food sector
loyalty programmes on customer purchase
intent; 2) loyalty programmes inﬂuence the
purchase intent of customers from diﬀerent
age groups diﬀerently; and 3) there is
a relationship between the customer’s
membership duration of a loyalty programme
and the customer’s purchase intent.
The following hypotheses were developed:
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• H1:Loyalty programmes have an impact
on customer purchase intent.
• H2:There is a
the inﬂuence of
programmes and
programmes on
intent.

diﬀerence between
drug sector loyalty
food sector loyalty
customer purchase

• H3:There is a diﬀerence between the

inﬂuence of loyalty programmes on
the purchase intent of customers from
diﬀerent age groups.
• H4:There is a relationship between
the customer’s membership duration
of a loyalty programme and customer
purchase intent.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Loyalty programmes
The rapid growth in the introduction
of loyalty programmes has prompted
considerable academic debate (Dorotic et
al., 2012). While some studies found that
loyalty programmes do make an impact on
the loyalty of customers (Lewis, 2004; Lui,
2007), others found that loyalty programmes
do not make a diﬀerence (De Wulf et al.,
2001).
Authors seem to agree that loyalty
programmes aim to persuade especially
their best members to be more loyal and to
retain them, in an eﬀort to improve the overall
performance of the company (Chaudhuri et
al., 2019; Gomez et al., 2012; Leenheer
et al., 2007). Szczepanska and Gawron
(2011) and Bruneau et al. (2018) agree that
loyalty programmes could take on the form
of marketing clubs, loyalty cards, reward
programmes and participation programmes.
Relationship
marketing
and
loyalty
programmes are often discussed in the
same breath. Companies often use loyalty
programmes to establish, maintain and
enhance customer relationships and loyalty
over time (Heﬀernan et al., 2008; Kang et
al., 2015; Leenheer et al., 2007; Melnyk,
2014; Szczepanska & Gawron, 2011).
Relationship marketing not only increases
the customer base, but also builds proﬁts and
give companies a competitive advantage
(Beck et al., 2015; Heﬀernan et al., 2008;
Lui, 2007; Ndubisi, 2007). Consequently,
loyalty programmes are becoming more
critical for companies to manage their
relationship with their customers (Zhang &
Breugelmans, 2012).
Loyalty

programmes

allow

companies

to obtain data about their customers
and develop an understanding of their
customers’ behaviour. The customer
behaviour
information
is
captured,
analysed (Leenheer & Bijmolt, 2008) and
used to monitor and inﬂuence the choices
of the customer (Breugelmans et al.,
2014). Customers are oﬀered personalised
rewards and promotions (Leenheer &
Bijmolt, 2008) in a way that support a longterm relationship (Sharma & Bhardwaj,
2015).
Reward redemption is a crucial aspect that
inﬂuences customer behaviour. Pressure
on customers to reach a certain level in time
to receive their reward – known as points
pressure – inﬂuences customers’ purchase
intention. The bulk of customers redeem
their rewards before the redemption cutoﬀ date (Dorotic et al., 2014). Customers
typically increase their purchase rate
when they get closer to receiving a reward
(Kopalle et al., 2012).
Bruneau et al. (2018) proposed that customer
loyalty programme engagement goes
further than redeeming points and using
loyalty cards. Active customer engagement
with loyalty programmes includes six
behavioural reactions: using loyalty cards
proactively, regularly redeeming reward
points, changing purchase behaviour
to obtain the most beneﬁts, sharing
information, being approachable to new
information, and always searching for more
information about the loyalty programme.
The introduction of a loyalty programme
involves signiﬁcant investment costs which,
in turn, will have an impact on the cost of
goods sold and liability expenses of the
company (Chaudhuri et al., 2019). Melnyk
and Van Osselaer (2012) argued that costs
could outweigh the beneﬁts. However,
loyalty programmes oﬀer various beneﬁts to
companies. Loyal customers are proﬁtable,
have more patience when the company is
not performing at its best, are less price
sensitive and have a higher resistance to
oﬀers from other companies (Melnyk, 2014;
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McCall & McMahon, 2016). For customers,
the perceived advantages or beneﬁts such
as discount percentages and savings
are important when deciding whether to
participate in a loyalty programme (Gomez
et al., 2012; Leenheer et al., 2007; MeyerWaarden, 2015). Evanschitzky et al. (2012)
advised that companies should aim to oﬀer
beneﬁts that will increase both programme
loyalty and company loyalty.
The beneﬁts of the loyalty programme will
be valued most by those customers who
ﬁnd their loyalty programmes satisfying
(Stathopoulou & Balabanis, 2016), and
customers will move to a competitor’s loyalty
programme when a loyalty programme no
longer provides the beneﬁts that customers
are looking for (Kang et al., 2015).
Authors have highlighted a number of
conditions for loyalty programmes to be
eﬀective. The eﬀectiveness of a loyalty
programme depends, among other things,
on the design of the programme (Leenheer
et al., 2007; Meyer-Waarden, 2015; Zhang
& Breugelmans, 2012). Carefully selected
loyalty programme characteristics, such
as allowing customers to achieve a
certain status on a tier system, will lead to
increased sales and proﬁts for a company
(Chaudhuri et al., 2019). Gandomi and
Zolfaghari (2013) found that customer
satisfaction has a signiﬁcant impact on the
eﬀectiveness of the loyalty programmes
and proﬁts of companies. Customer data
collected through the loyalty programmes
should be used to better target customers
through promotional campaigns (Dorotic
et al., 2012). According to McCall and
Voorhees (2010), a key success factor of
loyalty programmes is that the customer
should be able to both see and identify with
the beneﬁts oﬀered by the programme.
Customer purchase intent
Customer purchase intent has been deﬁned
as the likelihood of a customer deciding to
buy a particular product or brand (Shah
et al., 2012; Sharma & Bhardwaj, 2015),
or to increase the use of a brand (Irshad,

2012). Purchase intent contributes to the
proﬁtability of a company when customers
are satisﬁed with its products, and ensures
a competitive advantage and long-term
success for the company through proﬁtable
relationships (Xiao et al., 2019).
Predictors of purchase intent include price,
product quality, familiarity with the company
or the staﬀ, apparent risk or perceived value
for money (Sharma & Bhardwaj, 2015). The
higher the customer’s perceived value of
the product, the higher the purchase intent
and the higher the chance that a customer
will buy a particular product (Nasermoadeli
et al., 2013; Sharma & Bhardwaj, 2015).
Shaﬁq et al. (2011) found that customers’
knowledge of the product, product
packaging and celebrity endorsement
indirectly contribute to customer purchase
intent, while Mirabi et al. (2015) found that
brand name, product quality (see also Xiao
et al., 2019) and advertising were positively
related to customer purchase intent.
Curtis et al. (2017) and Santini et al. (2015)
found that discount promotions positively
inﬂuence the purchase intent and decision
of customers. The purchasing decision
ultimately comes down to customers
buying the most preferred brand (Sudarso
& Suryati, 2018). If such a brand also
oﬀers features that meet customers’
needs, the importance of that company
for the customers will increase, which will
subsequently strengthen the relationship
between the company and the customers
and in turn raise the purchase intention of
the customers (Nasermoadeli et al., 2013).
Shah et al. (2012) showed that both the
core brand image (the awareness and
preference of the brand) and the brand
attitude (the evaluations and beliefs of the
customers towards a brand) have a positive
relationship with customer purchase intent.
In another study, Irshad (2012) found that
brand performance (the ability of the brand
to satisfy the needs of the customers),
brand equity (the value of the brand), brand
association (the ability of customers to
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recognise the brand) and brand awareness
(the ability of customers to remember the
company and the logo) have a signiﬁcantly
positive relationship with customer purchase
intent.
Relationships also seem to inﬂuence
purchase intent. De Canniere et al. (2010)
discovered that both relationship quality
(commitment, trust, and satisfaction of
a customer) and relationship strength
(intensity of the relationship between
the company and the customer based
on the period over which a customer has
purchased from the company) are related
to purchase intent.
Morwitz et al. (2007) found that customer
purchase intent does correlate with the
eventual purchases made by customers,
and that purchases are stronger 1) when
customers are looking to purchase existing
and durable products; 2) when customers
are requested to specify their intention to
purchase speciﬁc brands; 3) when purchase
levels are requested to be measured
in terms of the rate of trials; or 4) when
purchases are made within short periods.
Various scales exist to measure purchase
intent, one of which is a scale consisting
of several positively worded statements
(Barber et al., 2012). The measurement
instruments diﬀer in the wording of the
questions, time horizons included in the
questions, the number of points awarded
on the scales for responses, and how the
responses are summarised and reported
(Morwitz et al., 2007). These scales are
either ﬁve-point intention scales or Juster’s
11-point scale (Kalwani & Silk, 1982;
Morwitz et al., 2007). Using the ﬁve-point
intention scale, customers are requested
to rate on a scale of 1 to 5 whether they
will buy a product; 1 being the least likely
and 5 the most likely (Kalwani & Silk, 1982).
In the case of Juster’s 11-point purchase
probability scale, customers are asked to
rate on a scale of 0 to 10 whether they will
buy a product with 0 being the least likely
and 10 being the most likely. Wright and

MacRae (2007) are among the authors who
believe Juster’s 11-point to be more reliable
than shorter scales.
Kalwani and Silk (1982) indicated that the
characteristics of scales measuring intent
include psychometric factors such as
unreliability, bias and instability which pose
a threat to the validity of measurements
of intent. This risk can be mitigated by
Morisson’s model which is employed by
Kalwani and Silk (1982) as a model to show
the predictive relationship between the
intention of a customer to purchase a product
at a certain point in time and the probability
of the customer buying the product. Morwitz
et al. (2007) also recommended that
encouraging participants to provide reasons
both for and against the purchase as well
as encouraging them to imagine that the
purchase is imminent improves the validity
of the purchase intent responses.
Wright and MacRae (2007) pointed out that
most customers do not intend to purchase
and that the correlation between the
intent stated and the eventual purchase is
meagre. They argued that purchase intent
surveys that include probability scales
would provide more valid results and
accurate predictions as probabilities, such
as the probability that an appliance might
break, form part of purchase intention. In
addition, they found that the mean bias in
purchase intention scales is close to zero,
meaning that companies do have to correct
survey scales for bias.
Spears and Singh (2012) developed a scale
to measure purchase intent which consists
of ﬁve statements, being never/deﬁnitely,
deﬁnitely do not intend to buy/deﬁnitely
intend to buy, very low/high purchase intent,
deﬁnitely not buy it/deﬁnitely buy it and
probably not/probably buy it. The reliability
and validity of the Spears and Singh (2012)
scale were conﬁrmed when they conducted
two studies using the scale, measuring a
Cronbach alpha of 0.97 in both studies.
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RESEARCH METHOD
Primary quantitative data was collected via
an online survey to address the research
objective. For purposes of this study, the
target population constituted of customers
of companies operating in the food and drug
retail sector in South Africa. A questionnaire,
pertaining to the measurement of
purchase intent and membership of loyalty
programmes of companies in the food and
drug retail sector, was distributed via social
media platforms.
The risk of nonresponse error in this study
was mitigated by posting and sending the
survey link to respondents multiple times as
well as reminding respondents to complete
the survey. The risk of response error
was mitigated by clear instructions that
explained why the data was needed, how
it would be reported and that the responses
would be conﬁdential (Clow & James, 2014).
The population-speciﬁc error, caused by
the online nature of the survey – as only
respondents with access to the internet
could complete the survey – was mitigated
by stating this as a limitation of the study
(Clow & James, 2014).
Measurement instrument
The measurement tool was a selfadministered online questionnaire. The
construct of a loyalty programme was
measured using a close-ended question
(yes/no item) adapted from Bian and
Moutinho (2011), while the construct of
customer purchase intent was measured
using a ﬁve-point Likert scale as developed
by Spears and Singh (2012) and applied by
Bian and Moutinho (2011).
Loyalty programme membership was
measured using closed-ended yes/no
items: “Are you a member of a food retail
company’s loyalty programme?” and “Are
you a member of a drug retail company’s
loyalty programme?” (Bian & Moutinho,
2011). Respondents who indicated that they
were members of either a food or drug or
both a food and drug retail company’s loyalty
programme were asked to indicate in a tick

box which company’s loyalty programme
was the primary loyalty programme they
use, how long they had been a member of
the loyalty programme, as well as their age
group. Respondents who indicated that they
were not a member of either a food and/or
drug retail company’s loyalty programme
were asked to indicate in a tick box which
company was the primary retail company
they buy from as well as their age group. For
the purpose of this questionnaire, primary
meant the loyalty programme or company
that they found most appealing.
The questionnaire was based on the scale
developed by Spears and Singh (2012) to
measure purchase intent. In two separate
studies, the reliability and validity of this
scale indicated a Cronbach alpha of 0.97.
The questionnaire consisted of ﬁve items
to measure purchase intent, adapted from
Bian and Moutinho (2011), who measured
a Cronbach alpha of 0.89.
Respondents answered these questions
on a ﬁve-point Likert scale. The ﬁve-point
Likert scale required respondents to answer
the questions with numerical responses
where 1 represented strongly disagree and
5 represented strongly agree (Grover &
Vries, 2006).
Sampling
The target population was adult (individuals
over the age of 18) food and drug retail
customers in South Africa who are
members or non-members of food or drug
retail companies’ loyalty programmes.
Convenience sampling was used to reach
food and drug retail customers who were
members or non-members of a food or drug
company’s loyalty programme. Convenience
sampling also involves respondents who
self-select to be part of the research by, for
instance, clicking on a link to take a survey.
The challenge with this method is to ensure
that a representative sample is collected.
Therefore, researchers should ensure that
the sample is representative of the target
population through careful planning and
execution of the sampling process (Clow &
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James, 2014).
Data administration and analysis
The questionnaire was created using
Google Forms (https://www.google.com/
forms/about/), an online survey platform.
Fang et al. (2014) found that respondents
were signiﬁcantly more willing to participate
in surveys on social media than with paperbased surveys. The link to the survey was
posted on social media platforms two to three
times per day to ensure that respondents
who use the social media platforms during
diﬀerent times were all reached, thereby
mitigating the nonresponse error (Clow
& James, 2014). This questionnaire was
made available to respondents by posting
the link on the researcher’s personal
proﬁle on social media platforms such as
Facebook, LinkedIn, and WhatsApp for one
and a half weeks.
Respondents were informed that their
personal information would be deleted from
the database, that their data was kept on
a password-protected laptop and secure
Google servers and that all data was treated
as conﬁdential.
RESEARCH RESULTS
A total of 230 responses were received,
from which 21 responses were excluded
from the analysis. Two respondents (0.9%
of total respondents) indicated that they
did not agree to take part in the survey,
and 19 duplicate responses (8.26% of total
respondents) were received. The number of
responses was considered to be suﬃcient,
according to Sharma and Bhardwaj (2015),
who used 178 respondents in their study
to establish the impact of the perceived
beneﬁts of loyalty programmes on purchase
intent.
The data from the remaining 209
questionnaires were analysed, as all the
respondents were customers of food and
drug retailers within South Africa. Of the
respondents, 179 were members of a
food retail company’s loyalty programme,
30 were not members of a food retail

company’s loyalty programme, 165 were
members of a drug retail company’s loyalty
programme and 44 were not members of
a drug retail company’s loyalty programme.
Reliability analysis
A reliability test, based on Cronbach’s
alpha statistics, was used to test whether
the measurement of purchase intent is
consistent, reliable and valid. Table 5.1
provides the measurement instrument’s
reliability and statement correlation results:
As seen from the above, the Cronbach’s
alpha for each individual section is well
above the recommended 0.7, thereby
oﬀering evidence of reliability. The itemtotal correlation is positive for each of the
statements, providing evidence of a strong
relationship (Taber, 2018).
Descriptive analysis
Of the 209 responses analysed, 179
respondents (86%) indicated that they were
members of a food retail company’s loyalty
programme while 30 respondents (14%)
indicated that they were not members of a
food retail company’s loyalty programme.
Of the 209 responses analysed, 165
respondents (79%) indicated that they were
members of a drug retail company’s loyalty
programme while 44 respondents (21%)
indicated that they were not members of a
drug retail company’s loyalty programme.
The majority of the respondents (30)
indicated that they had been members of
their primary food retail loyalty programme
for between zero to one year, while only
one respondent indicated that he/she had
been a member of his/her primary food
retail loyalty programme for between nine
to ten years. Most of the respondents (27)
indicated that they had been members of
their primary drug retail loyalty programme
for more than 10 years, while six respondents
indicated that they had been members of
their primary drug retail loyalty programme
for between zero to one year.
The majority of the respondents (67; 32%)
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TABLE 5.1: MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENT’S RELIABILITY AND CORRELATION RESULTS

Cronbach’s
Alpha
0.89

21.21

Std
Deviation
3.66

0.91

22.36

3.42

0.93

21.93

3.93

0.95

20.36

5.37

Mean

Primary food retail
company loyalty
programme

Primary drug retail
company loyalty
programme

Primary food retail
company

Primary drug retail
company

were between the ages of 25 and 34, while
22 (11%) respondents represented the age
group 65 and older. Of the 179 analysed
food retail loyalty programme members,
62 respondents were between the ages of
25 and 34, and of the 165 analysed drug
retail loyalty programme members, 53
respondents were between the ages of 25
and 34. The age category with the least
number of respondents in both the food
and drug retail loyalty programmes was 65
years and older.
Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 provide the frequency
analysis of the responses received from
food retail loyalty programme members and
food retail customers respectively.

Statement
Statement 1
Statement 2
Statement 3
Statement 4
Statement 5
Statement 1
Statement 2
Statement 3
Statement 4
Statement 5
Statement 1
Statement 2
Statement 3
Statement 4
Statement 5
Statement 1
Statement 2
Statement 3
Statement 4
Statement 5

Item-total
correlation
0.78
0.83
0.84
0.71
0.50
0.86
0.86
0.86
0.75
0.60
0.82
0.88
0.84
0.79
0.81
0.93
0.93
0.80
0.88
0.83

Inferential analysis
Inferential data analytics was performed to
determine the inﬂuence, if any, of loyalty
programmes on customer purchase intent.
H1 test – the inﬂuence of a loyalty
programme on customer purchase intent
Hypothesis 1 claimed that loyalty
programmes have an impact on customer
purchase intent. Table 5.6 below reﬂects
that the mean measurement of customer
purchase intent is 4.20 when a customer
is not a member of a company’s loyalty
programme and 4.352 when a customer is a
member of a company’s loyalty programme.

Table 5.4 and Table 5.5 provide the frequency
analysis of the responses received from the
drug retail loyalty programme members and
drug retail customers.
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TABLE 5.2: FREQUENCY ANALYSIS FOR FOOD RETAIL LOYALTY PROGRAMME MEMBERS’
RESPONSES

N
Mean
Median
Std. deviation
Minimum
Maximum
Percentile - 25th
Percentile - 75th

I have the
I have a high
I deﬁnitely
I would
intention
purchase
I will buy
intend to
probably
of buying
interest in
products
buy products
buy products
products
products
from my
from my
from my
from my
from my
primary
primary
primary
primary
primary
loyalty
loyalty
loyalty
loyalty
loyalty
programme
programme
programme
programme
programme
store.
store.
store.
store.
store.
179
179
179
179
179
4.24
4.16
4.17
4.42
4.22
4.00
4.00
4.00
5.00
4.00
.870
.929
.976
.718
.907
1
1
1
2
1
5
5
5
5
5
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

TABLE 5.3: FREQUENCY ANALYSIS FOR FOOD RETAIL CUSTOMERS’ RESPONSES

I have the
I deﬁnitely I have a high
intention
intend
purchase
of buying
to buy
interest in
products
products
products
from my
from my
from my
primary food primary food primary food
retail store. retail store.
retail store.
N
30
30
30
Mean
4.47
4.43
4.10
Median
5.00
5.00
4.50
Std. deviation
.900
.935
1.155
Minimum
1
1
1
Maximum
5
5
5
Percentile - 25th
4.00
4.00
3.75
Percentile - 75th
5.00
5.00
5.00
TABLE 5.6: CUSTOMER PURCHASE INTENT
MEANS

Are you a
member of a
company’s loyalty
programme?
No
Yes

Mean

Std.
deviation

4.200
4.352

.9736
.7177

Table 5.7 reﬂects the ANOVA of the mean
comparison analysis and whether there is

I will buy
products
from my
primary
food retail
store.

I would
probably
buy products
from my
primary food
retail store.

30
4.47
5.00
.730
3
5
4.00
5.00

30
4.47
5.00
.681
3
5
4.00
5.00

a statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence between
the mean customer purchase intent of nonmembers of loyalty programmes and the
mean customer purchase intent of loyalty
programme members. The signiﬁcant value
is indicated as 0.123 (i.e. p=0.123). In this
case p>0.05, implying H0 is not rejected.
Thus, there is no signiﬁcant diﬀerence
between the mean customer purchase intent
of non-members of loyalty programmes
and the mean customer purchase intent
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TABLE 5.4: FREQUENCY ANALYSIS FOR DRUG RETAIL LOYALTY PROGRAMME MEMBERS’
RESPONSES

I have the
I have a high
I deﬁnitely
I would
intention
purchase
I will buy
intend to
probably
of buying
interest in
products
buy products
buy products
products
products
from my
from my
from my
from my
from my
primary
primary
primary
primary
primary
loyalty
loyalty
loyalty
loyalty
loyalty
programme
programme
programme
programme
programme
store.
store.
store.
store.
store.
N
165
165
165
165
165
Mean
4.48
4.45
4.42
4.56
4.44
Median
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
Std. deviation
.778
.844
.849
.693
.791
Minimum
2
1
1
2
1
Maximum
5
5
5
5
5
Percentile - 25th
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
Percentile - 75th
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
TABLE 5.5: FREQUENCY ANALYSIS FOR DRUG RETAIL CUSTOMERS’ RESPONSES

N
Mean
Median
Std. deviation
Minimum
Maximum
Percentile - 25th
Percentile - 75th

I have the
intention
of buying
products
from my
primary
drug retail
store.
44
4.09
5.00
1.178
1
5
3.00
5.00

I have a high
I deﬁnitely
I would
purchase
I will buy
intend to
probably
interest in
products
buy products
buy products
products
from my
from my
from my
from my
primary drug
primary drug
primary drug
primary drug retail store.
retail store.
retail store.
retail store.
44
4.11
5.00
1.205
1
5
3.00
5.00

of loyalty programme members (95%
conﬁdence level).
The main objective of this study was
to determine the inﬂuence of a loyalty
programme on customer purchase intent.
By conducting a mean comparison analysis,
the null hypothesis could not be rejected
(p=0.123, p>0.05).
H2 test – the diﬀerence between the

44
3.77
4.00
1.344
1
5
3.00
5.00

44
4.20
5.00
1.047
1
5
3.25
5.00

44
4.18
5.00
1.063
1
5
3.00
5.00

inﬂuence of drug sector loyalty programmes
and food sector loyalty programmes on
customer purchase intent
Hypothesis 2 claimed that there is a
diﬀerence between the inﬂuence of drug
sector loyalty programmes and food sector
loyalty programmes on customer purchase
intent. Table 5.8 reﬂects that the mean
measurement of customer purchase intent
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TABLE 5.7: CUSTOMER PURCHASE INTENT MEANS

ANOVA Table

Purchase
intent:
Are you a
member of a
company’s
loyalty
programme?

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
square

F

Sig.

1.413

1

1.413

2.391

.123

Within groups

245.858

416

.591

Total

247.271

417

Between groups

(combined)

is 4.073 when a customer is not a member of
a drug retail company’s loyalty programme,
and 4.472 when a customer is a member of
a drug retail company’s loyalty programme.
TABLE 5.8: DRUG RETAIL CUSTOMER
PURCHASE INTENT MEANS

Are you a
member of a drug
company’s loyalty
programme?
No
Yes

Mean

Std.
deviation

4.073
4.472

1.0732
.6843

Table 5.9 reﬂects that the mean
measurement of customer purchase intent
is 4.387 when a customer is not a member of
a food retail company’s loyalty programme,
and 4.242 when a customer is a member of
a food retail company’s loyalty programme.
TABLE 5.9: FOOD RETAIL CUSTOMER
PURCHASE INTENT MEANS

Are you a
member of a drug
company’s loyalty
programme?
No
Yes

Mean
4.387
4.242

Std.
deviation
.7860
.7319

Table 5.10 reﬂects the ANOVA table of the
mean comparison analysis and whether
there is a statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence
between the mean customer purchase
intent of non-members of drug retail loyalty
programmes and the mean customer
purchase intent of drug retail loyalty
programme members. The signiﬁcant value

is indicated as 0.003 (i.e. p=0.003). In this
case p<0.05, implying a 95% conﬁdence
level that there is a signiﬁcant diﬀerence
between the mean customer purchase
intent of drug retail non-members of loyalty
programmes and the mean customer
purchase intent of drug retail loyalty
programme members.
Table 5.11 reﬂects the ANOVA table of the
mean comparison analysis and whether
there is a statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence
between the mean customer purchase
intent of non-members of food retail loyalty
programmes and the mean customer
purchase intent of food retail loyalty
programme members. The signiﬁcant value
is indicated as 0.324 (i.e. p=0.324). In this
case p>0.05, implying a 95% conﬁdence
level that there is no signiﬁcant diﬀerence
between the mean customer purchase
intent of food retail non-members of loyalty
programmes and the mean customer
purchase intent of food retail loyalty
programme members.
Table 5.12 reﬂects the mean measurement
of purchase intent of drug loyalty programme
members as 4.472 and the mean
measurement of food loyalty programme
members as 4.242.
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TABLE 5.12: DRUG RETAIL AND FOOD
RETAIL CUSTOMER PURCHASE INTENT
MEAN COMPARISON

Sector
Drug retail
Food retail

Mean
4.472
4.242

Std. deviation
.6843
.7319
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TABLE 5.10: DRUG RETAIL CUSTOMER PURCHASE INTENT

ANOVA table
Sum of
squares
Purchase
intent: Are you
a member of
a drug retail
company’s
loyalty
programme?

Between
groups
Within
groups

(combined)

Total

df

Mean
square

F

Sig.

5.524

1

5.524

9.052

.003

126.323

207

.610

131.484

208

TABLE 5.11: FOOD RETAIL CUSTOMER PURCHASE INTENT

ANOVA table
Sum of
squares
Purchase
intent: Are you
a member of
a food retail
company’s
loyalty
programme?

Between
groups
Within
groups

(combined)

Total

Table 5.13 shows the ANOVA table of the
mean comparison analysis, and whether
there is a statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence
between the drug retail sector mean and
the food retail sector mean. The signiﬁcant
value is indicated as 0.003 (i.e. p=0.003).
In this case p<0.05, implying H0 is rejected.
Thus, the 95% conﬁdence level shows that
there is a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the
drug retail sector customer purchase intent
mean and the food retail sector customer
purchase intent mean.
By conducting a mean comparison analysis
on the inﬂuence of drug retail loyalty
programmes, it can be concluded that
the purchase intent of customers who are
members of a drug retail company’s loyalty
programme was signiﬁcantly higher than
the purchase intent of customers who are
not members of a drug retail company’s
loyalty programme (p=0.003, p<0.05).
By conducting a mean comparison analysis
on the inﬂuence of food retail loyalty

df

Mean
square

F

Sig.

.534

1

.534

.976

.324

113.272

207

.547

113.806

208

programmes, it can be concluded that
the purchase intent of customers who are
members of a food retail company’s loyalty
programme was not signiﬁcantly lower than
the purchase intent of customers who are
not members of a food retail company’s
loyalty programme (p=0.324, p>0.05).
By conducting a mean comparison analysis
between the mean purchase intent of drug
retail loyalty programme members and food
retail loyalty programme members, it can be
concluded that the mean purchase intent of
drug retail companies’ loyalty programmes
was signiﬁcantly diﬀerent to the mean
purchase intent of food retail companies’
loyalty programmes (p=0.003, p<0.05).
An objective of this study was to determine
the diﬀerence between the inﬂuence of drug
sector loyalty programmes and food sector
loyalty programmes on customer purchase
intent. By conducting means comparison
analyses, the null hypothesis was rejected.
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TABLE 5.13: CUSTOMER PURCHASE INTENT MEANS

ANOVA table
Sum of
squares
Purchase
intent: Sector

Between
groups
Within
groups
Total

df

Mean
square

F

Sig.

4.505

8.949

.003

(combined)

4.505

1

172.153

342

.503

176.658

343

H3 test – the diﬀerence between the
inﬂuence of loyalty programmes on the
purchase intent of customers from diﬀerent
age groups
Hypothesis 3 claimed that there is a
diﬀerence between the inﬂuence of loyalty
programmes on the purchase intent of
customers from diﬀerent age groups. Table
5.14 reﬂects the mean purchase intent of
customers from diﬀerent age groups:
Table 5.15 reﬂects the ANOVA table of the
mean comparison analysis, and whether
there is a statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence
between the mean customer purchase
intent of customers from diﬀerent age
groups. Only the age group 25 to 34 showed
a signiﬁcantly higher customer purchase
intent for loyalty programme members over
non-members of loyalty programmes. The
signiﬁcant value of the age group 25 to 34

is indicated as 0.000 (i.e. p=0.000). In this
case p<0.05, implying there is a signiﬁcant
diﬀerence between the purchase intent
of loyalty programme members and nonmembers of loyalty programmes for the age
group 25 to 34. Thus, at a 95% conﬁdence
level, there is a signiﬁcant diﬀerence
between the purchase intent of loyalty
programme members and non-members
of loyalty programmes for the age group
25 to 34. The age group 65+ showed a
signiﬁcantly higher purchase intent mean for
non-members of loyalty programmes than
for members of loyalty programmes. The
other age groups did not show a signiﬁcant
diﬀerence between the customer purchase
intent of loyalty programme members and
non-members of loyalty programmes.
An objective of this study was to determine
the diﬀerence between the inﬂuence of
loyalty programmes on the purchase intent

TABLE 5.14: AGE GROUPS – CUSTOMER PURCHASE INTENT MEAN COMPARISON

Please indicate your age
group
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+

Are you a member of a
company’s loyalty programme?
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
1168

Mean
4.367
4.506
3.758
4.410
4.133
4.255
4.171
4.280
4.020
4.321
4.892
4.297

Std.
deviation
.7572
.5160
1.0926
.6579
.7005
.8142
1.2572
.7708
.8664
.8017
.2900
.7227
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TABLE 5.15: AGE GROUPS – CUSTOMER PURCHASE INTENT MEAN

ANOVA table
Sum of
squares

Age
group

18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65+

Purchase
intent:
Are you a
member of
a company’s
loyalty
programme?
Purchase
intent:
Are you a
member of
a company’s
loyalty
programme?
Purchase
intent:
Are you a
member of
a company’s
loyalty
programme?
Purchase
intent:
Are you a
member of
a company’s
loyalty
programme?
Purchase
intent:
Are you a
member of
a company’s
loyalty
programme?
Purchase
intent:
Are you a
member of
a company’s
loyalty
programme?

df

Mean
square

F

Sig.

.174

1

.174

.511

.478

Within
groups

15.626

46

.340

Total

15.799

47

Between
(combined)
groups

6.943

1

6.943

12.939

.000

Within
groups

70.834

132

.537

Total

77.777

133

.078

1

.078

.120

.730

Within
groups

30.962

48

.645

Total

31.040

49

.134

1

.134

.173

.678

Within
groups

55.605

72

.772

Total

55.738

73

.771

1

.771

1.173

.283

Within
groups

43.391

66

.657

Total

44.162

67

Between
(combined)
groups

3.248

1

3.248

8.180

.007

Within
groups

16.679

42

.397

Total

19.927

43

Between
(combined)
groups

Between
(combined)
groups

Between
(combined)
groups

Between
(combined)
groups
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of customers from diﬀerent age groups. By
conducting a means comparison analysis,
the null hypothesis could be rejected.
H4 test – the relationship between
customers’ membership duration of a loyalty
programme and customer purchase intent
Hypothesis 4 claimed that there is
a
relationship
between
customers’
membership duration of a loyalty programme
and customer purchase intent. Preliminary
analysis revealed that no assumptions of
normality were violated. Regression results
showed that the number of years that a
customer has been a member of a loyalty
programme explained 2.1% of customer
purchase intent. (F(1) =8.197;p<0.05).
From Tables 5.16, 5.17 and 5.18 above
it is apparent that the regression model

was able to signiﬁcantly predict variance
in the dependant variable purchase intent.
Based on these results, it is believed that
Hypothesis 4 is corroborated and that the
null hypothesis can be rejected.
CONCLUSIONS
The inﬂuence of a loyalty programme
on customer purchase intent
This study has found that, although
the purchase intent of customers who
are members of a company’s loyalty
programme was higher than the purchase
intent of customers who are not members
of a company’s loyalty programme, the
diﬀerence was not signiﬁcant.
As indicated, Sharma and Bhardwaj (2015)
found that the perceived beneﬁts of loyalty
programmes have a signiﬁcant impact on

TABLE 5.16: REGRESSION MODEL SUMMARY

R
Adjusted R
Std. error of the
square
square
estimate
1
.153a
.023
.021
.7102
a. Predictors: (Constant), Years member of loyalty programme
Model

R

TABLE 5.17: REGRESSION ANOVA

ANOVAa
Model

Sum of squares

df

Mean
square
4.135
.504

F

Regression
4.135
1
8.197
1
Residual
172.523
342
Total
176.658
343
a. Dependent variable: Purchase intent
b. Predictors: (Constant), years of membership of loyalty programme

Sig.
.004b

TABLE 5.18: REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS

Model

Coeﬃcientsa
Unstandardised Standardised
coeﬃcients
coeﬃcients
Std.
B
Beta
Error
4.166
.075

(Constant)
Years of
1
membership
.035
of loyalty
programme
a. Dependent variable: Purchase intent

.012

1170

.153

t

Sig.

55.215

.000

2.863

.004

95,0% conﬁdence
interval for B
Lower
Upper
bound
bound
4.018
4.315
.011

.059
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the purchase intent of customers. Taking
into account the ﬁndings of this study as
well as those of Sharma and Bhardwaj
(2015), it can be concluded that mere
membership of a loyalty programme will not
signiﬁcantly inﬂuence customer purchase
intent. Gomez et al. (2012) conﬁrmed this
by stating that retailers should introduce
loyalty programmes that oﬀer customers
various tangible and intangible beneﬁts.
In terms of the main research objective,
it can be concluded that, in general, the
purchase intent of retail customers is not
signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by retail companies’
loyalty programmes.
The diﬀerence between the inﬂuence
of drug sector loyalty programmes and
food sector loyalty programmes on
customer purchase intent
The mean purchase intent of drug retail
loyalty programme members was found
to be signiﬁcantly higher than the mean
purchase intent of non-members of drug
retail loyalty programmes. Even though
the diﬀerence is not signiﬁcant, the mean
purchase intent of members of a food
retail company’s loyalty programme was
lower than the mean purchase intent of
customers who are not members of a food
retail company’s loyalty programme.
The loyalty programmes of drug retail
companies are therefore more eﬀective
in inﬂuencing the purchase intent of their
customers than the loyalty programmes
of food retail companies. In terms of the
secondary objective of this study, it was
concluded that food retail companies’ loyalty
programmes do not have an inﬂuence on
customer purchase intent, while drug retail
companies’ loyalty programmes do have an
inﬂuence on purchase intent.
The diﬀerence between the inﬂuence
of loyalty programmes on the purchase
intent of customers from diﬀerent age
groups
The inﬂuence of a loyalty programme on
customers’ purchase intent for the age

group 25 to 34 was found to be signiﬁcant.
In contrast, it was found that loyalty
programmes do not have an inﬂuence on the
purchase intent of customers aged 65 and
older. The inﬂuence of a loyalty programme
on customer purchase intent for all other
age groups was found to be insigniﬁcant.
The results of this study conﬁrm that loyalty
programme membership is signiﬁcantly
inﬂuenced by age. This is in line with the
ﬁndings of Sharma and Bhardwaj (2015, p.
31) that loyalty programme membership is
signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by age. Companies
will therefore beneﬁt from targeting the
age group 25 to 34 with current formats
of loyalty programmes, whereas targeting
the age group 65+ with current formats of
loyalty programmes will not be beneﬁcial.
The relationship between customers’
membership duration of a loyalty
programme and customer purchase
intent
The study found a positive relationship
between the number of years a customer
has been a member of a loyalty programme,
and customer purchase intent. The longer a
customer has been a member of a loyalty
programme, the higher the customer’s
purchase intent. This conclusion is in line
with the ﬁndings of McCall and McMahon
(2016) which state that customer loyalty
increases as membership of a loyalty
programme increases.
MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
The study concluded that being a member
of a company’s loyalty programme does not
signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the purchase intent
of customers. As identiﬁed in the literature
review, implementing a loyalty programme
is expensive. Companies should therefore
aim to eﬀectively use all aspects of a loyalty
programme to inﬂuence the purchase intent
of customers. Companies should keep in
mind that merely being a member of the
loyalty programme will not inﬂuence the
purchase intent of customers, and that they
will have to oﬀer customers more (such
as appealing rewards and cost savings)
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to inﬂuence their purchase intent. The
results of this study imply that companies
cannot relax after introducing a loyalty
programme and be satisﬁed that they have
many members signed up. To inﬂuence the
purchase intent of customers, companies
need to ensure that their loyalty programmes
address the needs of customers and oﬀer
them more beneﬁts. Companies need to
oﬀer customers more than the opportunity
to be members of a loyalty programme.
This study also found that there is a
signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the inﬂuence
of drug retail loyalty programmes on
customer purchase intent and the inﬂuence
of food retail loyalty programmes on
customer purchase intent in that food retail
companies’ loyalty programmes do not
have an inﬂuence on customer purchase
intent, while drug retail companies’ loyalty
programmes do have an inﬂuence on
purchase intent.
Drug retail companies, therefore, have the
edge over food retail companies when it
comes to inﬂuencing the purchase intent
of those customers who are members of
their loyalty programmes. Food retail loyalty
programme managers should look at what
drug retail loyalty programme managers
are doing diﬀerently to learn from them
and increase the purchase intent of those
customers who are members of their
loyalty programmes. Food retail companies
who are able to signiﬁcantly increase the
purchase intent of their customers through
membership of their loyalty programmes
will have a substantial competitive
advantage as the study showed that food
retail companies’ loyalty programmes do
not currently inﬂuence customer purchase
intent.
The study also found that a loyalty
programme has the most signiﬁcant
inﬂuence on the purchase intent of
customers between the ages of 25 and
34, and the least inﬂuence over the age
of 65. Based on these results, companies
should focus their loyalty programmes on

customers between the ages of 25 and
34, where they would achieve the highest
inﬂuence on customer purchase intent.
One reason for these results could be that
most modern-day loyalty programmes
are digitalised. Hence, the way in which
customers can beneﬁt from such loyalty
programmes can become complicated.
Younger customers might understand the
digital nature of the loyalty programmes
better and take the time to understand
the loyalty programme. To increase the
purchase intent of customers over the age
of 65, companies should aim to make their
loyalty programmes more appealing and
user-friendly for this age group. Companies
should therefore direct their current loyalty
programme eﬀorts at the age group 25
to 34 as the results showed that loyalty
programmes have the biggest impact on
this age group. However, companies should
also re-think and innovate their loyalty
programmes to leverage the purchase
intent of customers over the age of 65.
This study also found a signiﬁcant
relationship between customer purchase
intent and membership duration of the
loyalty programme. This shows that
implementing a loyalty programme is a longterm commitment for the company and that
the company should not expect immediate
results from its loyalty programme.
Customers need time to familiarise
themselves with the loyalty programme
before their purchase intent will increase as
a result of the loyalty programme’s beneﬁts.
This signiﬁcant relationship also shows
that companies should work hard to retain
customers as members of their loyalty
programmes as purchase intent increases
the longer a customer is a member of
the loyalty programme. Companies will
not be able to signiﬁcantly inﬂuence their
customers’ purchase intent if the customers
are only members of the loyalty programme
for a short period of time. Implementing a
loyalty programme is therefore not only a
long-term commitment but also a long-term
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investment for companies as they will only
reap the rewards over time.
The sample size of the study was relatively
small. A larger sample size equally spread
over all age groups could produce diﬀerent
results. The questionnaire could be made
available in electronic and printed formats
to give more respondents access and to
increase the sample size of the study.
In light of the above, future research should
focus on the inﬂuence of loyalty programmes
from speciﬁc sectors or industries, such as
ﬁnancial services, or focus on the inﬂuence
of any loyalty programmes from any sector
and not isolate only one sector or industry.
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ABSTRACT
Introduction
Entering global markets competitively, whilst
ensuring proﬁtability and sustainability of
the organisation, requires factors impacting
on such a strategic endeavour.
Problem
The decision making process is a complex
process and procedure, which must, in the
interest of consistency, responsiveness and
inclusiveness, preferably manifest through
a Decision Support Model prevailing
business opportunities.
Preliminary literature review
The applicability of ﬁve diﬀerent DSMs
for diﬀerent tasks and, speciﬁcally, the
diﬀerences prevailing in various industries,
were interrogated.
Research design and methodology
Case study research design was selected.
Qualitative research approach represented
the data collecting process as observational
and
speciﬁcally
perceptible.
Data
acquired from participants in their natural
environment. Secondary data was used.
Preliminary ﬁndings
A new DSM as a strategic management
tool to be used by decision makers to
comprehend, adapt or improve the decision
recommendations, resulting in superior
decisions or even disapproval of decisions
was developed.

Keywords: Decision Support Model , Decision making, Strategic Management,
Export opportunities, Hardwood, European Countries
1. INTRODUCTION
Export opportunities have been prioritised
by South African Trade and Industry in
order to promote economic growth. The
company used in this study is well-known
in the hardwood industry in South Africa,
and indicated its strategic intent to pursue
export opportunities in European countries.
However, such export opportunities should
be carefully considered taking into account
more than just a country’s identiﬁed need
for hardwood. Entering a global market
competitively, whilst ensuring proﬁtability
and sustainability of the organisation,
requires a clear understanding of all factors
impacting on such a strategic endeavour.
This is critical as the expansion of the
business will in all probability take place
in already existing and sometimes ﬁrmly
established
hardwood
manufacturing
markets, which implies that the execution of
any strategic intent in this regard will have
to aim at, among others, market growth.
Optimising global market opportunities and
ensuring appropriate responsiveness to its
dynamic and competitive nature, guidance
and support of strategic decision making
and concomitant decision support models
(DSM) seem to be inevitable.
Understanding
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and

developing

the

abovementioned have become challenging
due to the complexities and everchanging dynamics yielding eventual
growth. The indicators of trade and export
competitiveness have not only multiplied,
but became obscured, sometimes by
seasonal global headlines, the fact that
the global value chain proved to be erratic
at times and not conclusively researched,
as well as the reality that the sources of
competitiveness on the supply side of
international trade remain vague and the
list incomplete. Therefore, the decision
making process have become a complex
process and procedure, which must, in the
interest of consistency, responsiveness and
inclusiveness, preferably manifest through
a Decision Support Model (DSM) to clearly
present prevailing business opportunities.
In the hardwood industry such decisions
may involve evaluation of possible markets
to enter, as well as the kind of products
to export. The primary objective of this
research, therefore, is to develop a DSM
for export opportunities in the South African
hardwood industry.
2. DECISION MAKING
Decision making is the process by which
managers respond to opportunities and
threats, analysing options, determining what
speciﬁc goals to achieve, and exploring
courses of action to follow (Jones &
George, 2019:159). The decision made will
depend on two activities; ﬁrstly, a decision
about the status of the option and secondly,
how this projected status is to be achieved.
Therefore, a decision is purely a judgment
to bring a conclusive result after a tradeoﬀ between the beneﬁts and costs, related
to the decision alternatives (Remenova &
Jankelova, 2019).
Managerial decision making is often,
according to Jones and George (2019:165),
fast-paced. Managers use their experience
and judgement to make crucial decisions
under conditions of incomplete information.
This method results in even the best
managers making poor decisions, and the
realisation that human judgement is often

ﬂawed (Jones & George, 2019:165). Hill and
Hult (2019:147) recommend that decision
makers must ‘think through’ the implications
of their decisions in a systematic way.
Boateng and Nikoi (2014) classiﬁed decision
making into routine, tactical and strategic
choices, while the principle concern lies
with strategic decisions. Strategic decisions
require the use of considerable time and
resources during the analysis, because
the choices made commit important
resources, set important precedents, and
direct business level activities (Boateng &
Nikoi, 2014). A signiﬁcant aspect observed
by Boateng and Nikoi (2014) is that a
distinction must be made between the
‘process’ of strategic management and the
‘content’ of strategy. They further elaborate
by specifying that the content is concerned
with the type of strategic decision, such
as portfolio management, diversiﬁcation,
acquisitions and mergers and the
alignment of organisational strategies with
environmental characteristics, while the
process focusses on the formulation and
implementation of the strategic decisions.
Decision making comprises the process of
gathering information, thus, the importance
and availability of useful data becomes
a crucial consideration (Marr, 2017).
Decisions will not only be made based on
information collected, but also collaborative
and coordinated actions being implemented.
3.DECISION SUPPORT MODELS
Decision making is the process of choosing
from a set of alternatives which results in an
outcome leading to an action. This choice,
obviously, will need the gathering of data
before making the decision through a logical
process, which is known as a decision
support system (DSS) (Verma, 2014).
Within this DSS, a process of concluding
which decisions need to be made and
then to ﬁnd alternatives for every decision
will take place. This practice is known as
a decision support model (DSM). The
organisation’s value chain (DSS) needs a
DSM to address complexities, in order to
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help decision makers determining the best
use of resources, and to appreciate the
downstream eﬀects of their decisions within
the strategic decision of the organisation.

organisation to eﬃciently choose the best
alternative that would maximise the value
and objectives of the organisation (Verma,
2014).

DSMs are
categories:

According to Ritchley (2014), when the DSM
is used as the basis to provide decision
making solutions across the business
and consumer environment, it eliminates
uncertainty through distinction, by mapping
the information to the appropriate decision
element. Ritchley (2014) discussed
DSMs as a ‘Decision Science’, employing
both quantitative and non-quantitative
(e.g. judgement-based) methods, and
undertaking a number of associated tasks,
such as problem structuring, problem
bounding, group decision support facilitation
and the complete decision support-making
processes.

divided

into

three

basic

• Rational DSMs:
These models follow the rational or logical
DSMs through which information, facts and
data are gathered, followed by a process of
scrutinising the relevant contexts thoroughly,
informing a logical decision on the given
matter. Thorough research is essential to
ensure that nothing is left to chance.
• Intuitive DSMs:
This category of DSM does not involve the
use of statistics or data, but only relies on
a manager’s ‘gut feelings’. Although the
outcomes of these models may sometimes
correlate with rationality or logic, there will
be a lack of certainty due to the danger of
inconsistency in decision making.
• Predisposed DSMs:
This DSM is based on the personal
preferences and opinions of individuals
who rely on data to back the decision
(Verma, 2014). Important business and
ﬁnancial decisions guided by subjective
and sometimes temporary convenient
considerations, usually pose a real danger
to the attaining long term strategic goals
and objectives, and the sustainability of the
organisation.

By its very nature, each one of the ﬁve DSMs
to be discussed, plays an essential role in
operations management or managerial
decision making. One of the perennial
questions according to Ritchley (2014), is
concerned with the applicability of diﬀerent
modelling methods for diﬀerent tasks and,
speciﬁcally, the diﬀerences prevailing in
various industries.

The forestry value chain, used and adapted
in this research, is a DSS functioning within
and supporting the processes embedded
in the rational DSM. According to Verma
(2014), these models assume that the
people have the necessary knowledge and
expertise to make the right decision. Further
to this, it is important to recognise that every
alternative has consequences, therefore,
the careful assessment and evaluation of
each are of cardinal importance. However,
the main goal of a DSM is to assist an
1179

1. The Basic Dual-Cycle DSM is a
technical, mathematical model through
which the methods of handling the risk
factors, and the related inﬂuence, are
determined.
2. A very applicable model that is both
theoretical and within the focus of this
study, is Cuyvers’s DSM (Viviers et al.,
2014), developed speciﬁcally for the
purpose of entering the international
market.
3. It has always been the dream of
operational managers and management
service practitioners to have a
comprehensive ‘tool-box’ of methods, and
some form of diagnostic procedure with
which to identify appropriate modelling
techniques for diﬀerent modelling tasks
and modelling requirements. This desire

may have led to the development of
Zhang, Nawaf and Atkins’s (2017)
self-adaptive distributed DSM for the
IoT, based on artiﬁcial neural network
(ANN) recognising those aspects to be
changed and the relevant knowledge to
be used as the basis for a decision.
4. As the support of operational managers
and management service operators
began to expand into the softer layers
of management, more complex policydriven DSMs were developed, such
as the Strategic Sourcing DSM. The
decisions made using this model are
based on strategic decisions linked to the
corporate strategies. (Van den Bossche,
2017). These strategic objectives are
decisive in the contribution to competitive
advantage through the conﬁguration of
resources and the adaptiveness to an
ever-changing environment.
5. Vacik and Spacek (2018) developed
the normative decision making model
consistent with the opportunities
expected from 4IR. According to the
anticipations of this model, non-core
activities are outsourced to inﬂuence the
NPV of the investment.
To develop a DSM for export opportunities
of hardwood from SA, Cuyvers’s DSM was
accepted as far as clustering relevant data
to a speciﬁc feature of the decision making
process. This action will be implemented
in the proposed model, resulting in the
identiﬁcation of ﬁve clusters. Within these
clusters are variables inﬂuencing the
alternatives necessary for moving to the
next cluster. The same principle as in the
Cuyvers’s DSM will be used, namely that
the output of a cluster will be the input in the
next cluster.
Cluster 1: The Industry
The cluster will measure the private industry
in relation to the total industry, together with
all market conditions, such as suppliers,
competitors and production related aspects.
Cluster 2: The Product
The product oﬀered will be evaluated.

However, because the export market in this
speciﬁc product range has not yet been
entered, a VRIN analysis similar to Van
den Bossch’s (2017) will be conducted.
The DSM will ﬁrst be formulated, followed
by a performance decision evaluation, and
ﬁnally a calculation of the NPV.
Cluster 3: Export opportunities from
South-Africa
Trade
competitiveness,
export
competitiveness indicators and a global
value chain analysis need to be considered
for export opportunities. The exporting
infrastructure as explained by Cuyvers’s
model (Viviers et al., 2014), indicates both
the distance and diﬀerent transport costs
as important components of exporting.
New empirical evidence will be added to the
proposed model.
Cluster 4: Risk
Risk varied, depending on activities and
factors in management will be part of this
cluster. The DSM according to De Xia and
Bo Chen (2011) was used to determine only
risk. However, in the proposed new model,
risk will only be one cluster. The risk will be
determined by deciding on the following
factors: ﬁnancial risk, risk in production and
distribution and logistics risks.
Cluster 5: The organisation
The value-driven management as a
core business process during which
strategic decisions are made by integrated
management, will be linked strongly to
organisations’ corporate strategies.
4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A qualitative research approach was
selected for this research in order to address
the following objectives: To develop a DSM
for the South African hardwood industry for
export opportunities that could be used as a
managerial decision making function.
A qualitative approach, according to
Bryman et al. (2018:41) comprises data
collection in the form of words, actions and
observations. Struwig and Stead (2013:11)
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identify four main characteristics of the
qualitative approach as being participants’
perspectives, contextualism, process, and
ﬂexibility, all contributing to the richness
of the collected data. Each of these
characteristics were applicable in this study:
• The participants’ perspectives
Researched data must reﬂect the views
of the participants through an analysis
of the interviews. This process ensured
the capturing of the related perspectives
needed in the analysis of the data.

in which the reliance on the collection of
more unexpected data, may follow as a
result of interviews and secondary data.
4.1. The reasoning for the selection of a
qualitative approach
When selecting an appropriate research
approach, the following criteria were taken
into account as recommended by Fox and
Bayat (2014:65):

• Contextualism
The research towards the development
of the DSM, took place within a
comprehensive environment and social
context. The employment of this dynamic
environment, that incorporates variables
uniquely inﬂuenced by the individuals, is still
fundamentally based on historical sources
used over decades. The wood industry is
distinctive in nature and the data related
to the study was inﬂuenced by speciﬁc
contextual surroundings.
• Process
A process was followed to identify both
related and interrelated events. This
combination produced an understanding
of not only the hardwood industry, but
also the exporting of its products and the
export market considerations. Further
to this, various existing decision making
models were identiﬁed and discussed to
identify the processes pertaining to each,
and how these would have to be adapted
and implemented to suit the needs of the
hardwood industry.
• Flexibility and the use of theories
As indicated by Struwig and Stead (2013:12),
in qualitative research the theories and
research discussed in the above Literature
Review may be proven totally out of context
to the relevant study. Therefore, although
relying on the interpretation of the reviewed
literature, the unstructured and semistructured or open approach is encouraged
1181

• Perspective favoured by the researcher.
The personal choice of the research
approach was qualitative research
because a deeper understanding of the
complexities of the hardwood industry
was needed so that the researcher could
assist in guiding decision making. This
choice was also enhanced by the fact
that in this approach one organisation is
researched intensively in a quantitative
realm because it represents a typical
example of the industry. More depth
regarding the factors/aspects and
principles for decision making could
enrich the ﬁndings.
• Expertise of the researcher. The
researcher in this study has eleven years
of experience in strategic management
and has applied decision making as a
tool in strategic management in several
post-graduate studies. Moreover, the
researcher is ﬂuent in conducting
qualitative research and applying
research skills to conceptual work The
researcher also was able to build a
relationship with the participants in this
study.
• The nature of the research problem.
When the problem, namely the need to
develop a DSM, was originally mooted,
the rules and procedures speciﬁcally
aimed at conducting research towards
the development of a DSM did not exist.
New methods had to be formalised to
develop ways to obtain information.
Although principles and aspects of
ﬁve decision making models were
considered in the development of the
proposed model for this study, no single

model could be used exclusively as the
preferred DSM and, in this regard, the
researcher was able to interrogate each
facet and principle of all ﬁve models and
synthesise these into a model applicable
to the chosen context.
• The audience for whom the research is
intended. The hardwood industry as well
as the chosen organisation will be able
to understand the research approach
because it incorporates the aspects and
principles that they are familiar with.
The research participants are familiar
with these constructs because they
have insight into the research process
(through participant checks) but could
also share their thoughts and ideas and
the links between them.
Therefore, as previously stated, the
qualitative research method was used
because, according to Struwig and Stead
(2013:13), it reﬂects, a speciﬁc approach to
knowledge production.
Lastly, the researcher also had to consider
the qualitative approach from a more
practical point of view. In this regard, the
application of the eventual model had to
oﬀer more than one option for export (the
interpretivist philosophy acknowledges
more than one reality). It has to be noted
that although models often dictate one
preferred answer, the researcher conceded
the role of humans in strategic decision
making. This acceptance became especially
important when the role of disruptive
economic factors (such as Covid 19) also
had to be acknowledged. The proposed
model, therefore, supports decision making
and does not dictate preferred options.
The model also takes cognizance of the
various aspects and principles relevant to
informed decision making by managers.
For this reason, the qualitative approach
was validated from several points of
consideration (theoretical and practical).
5. RESEARCH METHODS
Several qualitative research methods were
applied to gather data in this study.

5.1. Literature analysis
After the speciﬁc problem in the hardwood
industry had been identiﬁed, the next
step was to review the available literature
on both the topic and other relevant
aspects. According to Babbie and Mouton
(2014:566), a literature review “serves a
bibliographical function for readers” owing
to the fact that it categorises the already
known research on the identiﬁed problem.
Bryman et al. (2018:178) further elaborate
by stating that this literature may include
any documents that are available on the
speciﬁc topic. Of particular signiﬁcance
is its eﬀective analysis of the literature in
terms of the objectives of the study. This
review of literature is part of any study and
an important point of departure. Reviewing
and analysing the literature related to this
study’s topic was vital because during the
initial stage of the investigation, the research
problem was vague and ill-deﬁned.
In this study, literature analysis was also
implemented as a research method. More
speciﬁcally, the analysis of the various
categories and units of meaning, as well
as the operations of possible design
making models, were analysed during
the literature review to oﬀer guidance
on ﬁnding a practical way to implement
the preliminary model in the veriﬁcation
phase. The ﬁnal literature analysis in this
research summarises decision making
as a management task. A forestry supply
chain is deduced from literature reviewed
speciﬁcally for the hardwood industry, from
plantations, the sawmill production, and
the delivery of the ﬁnal sawnwood. This
review also led to the literature analysis of
various DSMs that may assist the industry’s
decision making processes. As has
been mentioned previously in this thesis,
although ﬁve DSM models were identiﬁed
as possible alternatives to be used, no
single model completely conformed to the
needs of the model required to answer the
stated research problem but rather oﬀered
insight into how such a model would be
developed.
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5.2. Semi-structured interviews
Semi-structured interviews were conducted
with participants in The Company, as well
as other relevant stakeholders. Babbie and
Mouton (2014:275) state, that interviews
usually are supplemented with extensive
ﬁeld notes and/or industry reviews.

• Participants’ relationship and ease with
the interviewer (researcher). Sincere
interpersonal relationships between
the researcher and certain participants
in The Company had evolved over
the previous two years due to the
preliminary research undertaken at
The Company and, speciﬁcally, at
the sawmill operations in Limpopo.
Preliminary research was conducted
after the completion of the initial literature
review, in order to reﬁne the problem
statement and the research objectives.
Visits to The Company, the sawmill and
the plantations, resulted in preliminary
research which included observations
as well as informal interviews, mainly in
the form of discussions and explanations
in explorative research circumstances.
This procedure was necessary to
understand the environment and the
product, as well as for creating a basis
for further research. Based upon this
gained knowledge, it was possible for
the researcher to ask the participants
probing questions during the formal
interviews without causing them any
discomfort, in order to acquire valuable
primary data.

When gathering data according to the
qualitative paradigm, the crucial question to
ask is: “Where will the interview data come
from?” (Babbie & Mouton, 2014:288). These
authors suggest three possible sources:
• Through enculturation. The gathering
of data was achieved by interviewing
people with knowledge of the wood
industry, the business environment
(national and international) and export
understanding.
• Current involvement. Individual semistructured interviews on a one-to-one
basis were conducted, recorded and
transcribed with respondents involved
with the operations and exporting, or
possible exporting, of hardwood from
SA.
• Adequate time. The time for interviewing
the respondents was staggered.
Appointments were made to interview
the speciﬁc people at a time selected
by the respondents. All the participants’
interviews were scheduled for at least
an hour’s duration.
The most important purpose of the data
sourced from semi-structured interviews is
for the researcher to gain new knowledge
and,
therefore,
respondents
with
considerable experience were recruited as
recommended by Fox and Bayat (2013:73).
The inclusion of a participant in an interview
required careful consideration of the
following criteria:
• Participants’ understanding of the
circumstances and conditions under
which the hardwood industry operates,
as well as its exports or possible exports.
Current market indications were taken
into consideration to guide this criterion.

• Participant’s knowledge and expertise on
aspects that could potentially inﬂuence
features in the decision making process
(as identiﬁed in informal discussions as
well as the literature analysis).
According to Babbie and Mouton (2014:288),
owing to the eﬀects of interpersonal styles,
participants are often apprehensive of
possibly revealing industry secrets and,
therefore, are apprehensive about ‘opening
up’ during the interview. Although qualitative
research interviewing ideally is similar to
a conversation, the important aspect of
keeping the participant interested in the
conversation was accomplished through
the use of more open-ended questions
during the interview (this interaction was still
guided with an interview schedule to ensure
that all the topics/themes were covered). An
important advantage, according to Struwig
and Stead (2014:102) of this less restrictive
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method of interviewing, is that it provides in
depth data on the topic because it allows
for the respondent to be probed during
the interview by asking related questions.
Probing during face-to-face interviews
leads to more relevant and, in many cases,
thicker data.

274) because there are similar principles of
secondary data that may apply to document
analysis:
• Authenticity – the evidence should be
unaﬀected and indisputable.
• Credibility – the evidence should have
no inaccuracy and spin.

Every interview was conducted in the
following way as guided by Nyathi (2008:54):

• Representativeness – the evidence
should be distinctive in its kind.

• all the interviews were face-to-face,
• permission from the participant was
asked prior to the interview,
• all the interviews were recorded and
then transcribed,
• the researcher made ﬁeld notes and
observations allowing an opportunity of
noting any non-verbal signals.
5.3. Document analysis
Heterogeneous data was not produced
by the research, therefore documents
that already existed, were also applied
as recommended by Bryman et al. (2018:
274). The documents were selected with
the following in mind:
• Accessibility for viewing; available
whenever needed for analysis; provided
data regarding forestry and the hardwood
industry (local and international),
changes in demand for wood (local and
international), demand for wood (local
and international), suppliers of hardwood
(local and international).
• Relevance to the research topic; physical
data through observation was collected
and summarised diﬀerently, such as by
Statistics South Africa, trade policies,
trade agreements, tariﬀ barriers, nontariﬀ barriers, export regulations,
export cost structures, trade ﬁgures
on SA exports and imports, as well for
Germany, Netherlands and Belgium, SA
economy and global economy,

• Meaning – the evidence should be
unblemished and logical.
6. DATA ANALYSIS AND
INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
The data collection was completed in
clusters or sections, that were identiﬁed
according to the problem statement and
objectives. In qualitative research, data
processing is often performed manually
because the interviews are transcribed and
the secondary data concurrently collected
(Fox & Byatt, 2014:105). The data collected
in this study has been stored and organised
and the segments of the text extracted
from all the documents related to a speciﬁc
section was then tagged. Owing to the
participation of various respondents, as well
as the secondary data collected, more than
one section was covered by a question.
Fox and Byatt (2014:106) stress the fact
that manual data analysis is not only
time consuming, but also requires expert
and innovative procedures. The authors
elaborate by identifying four strategies to
follow:

The quality of the documents used in this
research study was evaluated against the
four criteria that are applicable to secondary
data, as set out by Bryman et al. (2018:
1184

• Analysis: A clear clariﬁcation of all
the answers on statements from the
respondents (The Company, European
Agent and Freight Forwarder, Forestry
experts, South African Exporters and
Agent), was completed and compared
to the existing literature knowledge. The
secondary data was used as a major
source of information.
• Synthesis: It is necessary to combine all
the ‘isolated’ pieces of information that
cannot be connected theoretically. The
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data collected is primary or new data,
and although it is divided into sections,
it is still diﬃcult to link it to a theoretical
concept. This fact will be applicable, to
a certain extent, to the secondary data.
• Induction: A deﬁnite pattern from this
process of the data is indicated and a
more indicative direction identiﬁed. Fox
and Byatt (2014:106) point out that it is
possible to gain insight from the collected
data and to ‘extrapolate’ this knowledge.
• Deduction: After the data had been
analysed and construed, the deduction
was revealed by reasoning through
the interpretive summary used for
developing the DSM for The Company.
7. A DECISION SUPPORT MODEL
FOR EXPORT OPPORTUNITIES IN
THE SOUTH AFRICAN HARDWOOD
INDUSTRY
The goal of this research project was to
develop a tool to support decision making
processes regarding export opportunities.
More speciﬁcally the model can be used
as a tool in the strategic decision making
task when allocating scarce resources to
promote export activities in the hardwood
market. It is important to note that the
DSM’s purpose is not to provide a ranking
of export opportunities, but an indication
of the aspects that inﬂuence and could
guide choices and possibilities in export
opportunities.
The DSM identiﬁed to be used as a realistic
export opportunity for hardwood to a
particular country, by an organisation, is
represented in Table 1 below.
A Decision Support Model for export
opportunities in the South African
hardwood industry

8. MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS/
RECOMMENDATIONS
Various positive and uniquely identiﬁed
aspects of the DSM may be applied by any
organisation seeking to strengthen local
capability and capacity, including supply
chain development for export opportunities.
The study showed that the Netherlands
has market opportunities available for
FSC certiﬁed hardwood from SA. Even
though very favourable trade agreements
exist between SA and Europe, the impact
of logistic costs, speciﬁcally transport, are
very heavy and, thus, will inﬂuence local
companies’ choice of countries as a possible
export markets. The result of this study may
contribute also to much-needed sustainable
exports and increase of the market share of
the hardwood industry as a whole in SA. The
sustainable supply and export of hardwood
will result in positive compounding eﬀects
on employment creation and the alleviation
of poverty, therefore, increased economic
growth in SA. The DSM for hardwood,
although tested on the European market,
may be applied by The Company to any
other country, such as Vietnam, China and
India. The beneﬁts of using this innovative
decision making approach may also be
applicable to BRICS countries.
9. CONCLUSION
The nature of the research was to identify
the speciﬁc aspects directly relating to
decision support models (DSM), as well
as the hardwood industry and export
opportunities in SA. The study developed a
DSM for exporting hardwood from the SA. As
indicated, a strategic decision will eventually
depend on two activities, the status and
projected status. Therefore, as revealed by
the ﬁve DSMs discussed in the study, it is
a ﬁnal judgement made after alternatives
have been measured. As further stated by
Hill and Hult (2019:147) strategic decision
makers should meticulously consider the
consequences of their choices.
Not one of the ﬁve DSMs discussed in
this study, could be applied as a means of
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assisting the hardwood industry adequately
in the decision-making process. However,
unique value propositions from each one
contributed to clusters identiﬁed in the ﬁnal
DSM. Each of the ﬁve DSMs focused on one
product or one aspect of interest, whereas
this study oﬀers a fresh perspective on
export possibilities for SA’s hardwood
industry because it accommodates more
uncertainties characterising contemporary
export markets. It is anticipated, therefore,
that the newly developed DSM, will in
particular enable the hardwood industry
to have a signiﬁcantly greater chance of
successfully exporting products.
Preliminary data was recorded, site visits
were paid and observations made and
primary data, in the form of face-to-face
semi-structured interviews, was collected.
Due to the saturation of primary data, this
study relied on secondary data so as to
complement the primary data by supplying
valuable fresh information. An important
advantage of using both primary and
secondary data was the application of
triangulation. The beneﬁt of this practice
was particularly visible when the quantitative
data was combined with the qualitative
data received from the respondents.
More in-depth decision making processes
are possible due to the role of qualitative
techniques in the proposed decision making

model, speciﬁcally during disruptive times
because the human factor is included. The
ﬁndings of this study are, therefore, based
upon empirical investigations in a case
study design, situated within the context of
a successful company.
This study contributes to existing literature
related to both the hardwood industry and
decision making processes. The speciﬁc
DSM design for exporting hardwood, links
the empirical results as well as the outcomes
of this study. New and diverse information
and experience were oﬀered from all the
respondents, both in SA and in Europe,
thus adding value to the existing body of
knowledge. The new obtained information
assisted the development of the new DSM
as a strategic management tool to be used
by decision makers to comprehend, adapt
or improve the decision recommendations,
resulting in either superior decisions or
even disapproval of decisions.
Therefore, the study makes a valuable
contribution to academic literature on a new
DSM for the South African export industry.
This DSM is important for broader export
development, a sector which has been
identiﬁed by the government for addressing
challenges of unemployment, poverty
and inequality in SA. Various positive and
uniquely identiﬁed aspects of the DSM may
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be applied by any organisation seeking to
strengthen local capability and capacity,
including supply chain development for
export opportunities.
9.
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FACTORS INFLUENCING
SUCCESS IN THE HAIR
INDUSTRY

amongst the population, as it aids job
creation and helps to alleviate poverty by
addressing unemployment (Henry, Hill
& Leitch, 2003). Entrepreneurship also
enjoys support as it can act as an enabler
for individual personal development and for
solving social problems (Ball, 2005).
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ABSTRACT
Entrepreneurship has become highly
regarded globally because of the economic
activity and growth that it enables. The
contribution of women entrepreneurs is
often not highlighted, and is often hidden in
the analysis of the entrepreneurial activity of
a country. The reasons behind the success
of women entrepreneurs, especially in the
hair industry, remain largely unearthed.
This study explored the success factors
for entrepreneurs, speciﬁcally black female
entrepreneurs operating in the hair industry.
The study narrowed its focus to the hair salon
segment of the beauty industry and focused
on unearthing information regarding black
women who conduct business in the hair
salon industry. An interpretivist approach,
utilising a semi-structured interview guide to
gather data, was followed. Five main themes
emerged from the data collected. The study
contributes to the existing knowledge base
and literature on entrepreneurship in the
hair industry and suggests that further
investigation into entrepreneurship in this
industry is justiﬁed.
Keywords: Success factors, hair salons
INTRODUCTION
In many parts of the world, entrepreneurship
is making an essential contribution towards
the survival of people and is thus attracting
many people to pursue entrepreneurial
activities. Entrepreneurial activities have
been promoted and encouraged in recent
years because entrepreneurship has been
recognised as a promoter of a healthy
economy and has been further identiﬁed
as a tool to sustain economic prosperity

The importance of the contribution of
small, medium and micro enterprises to the
economy, social well-being, and prosperity
of communities in developing countries such
as South Africa, has also been long accepted
(Botha, 2018). Similarly, the growth in
participation of female entrepreneurs in the
formal economy, albeit as a small business
owner, also needs to be encouraged and
developed. Despite the recent interest in
women entrepreneurs (Brush & Greene,
2016; Burke & Richardsen, 2017; MathurHelm, 2017) previous studies have mainly
focused on women in entrepreneurship
or women in business. Research to gain
knowledge on the industries occupied by
women and the reasons why they embark
on entrepreneurial journeys in those
speciﬁc industries, is limited. Likewise,
research on entrepreneurial activities
amongst ethnic groups is also limited. One
industry that fosters entrepreneurial activity
amongst women is the beauty industry
(Caplan, 2011). This study focused on the
entrepreneurial activities of women who
occupy a space in the beauty industry,
speciﬁcally the hair industry.
PROBLEM INVESTIGATED
One approach to ensuring more women
participate in entrepreneurial activities is to
identify industries where women dominate,
and to strive to develop managerial
competencies in those industries to
enable more women to be competitive and
ensure the long-term sustainability of their
businesses. Fleming (2009) found that
women belonging to ethnic groups spend
nine times more on beauty products and
services than other women. This demand
for services to cater speciﬁcally to the needs
of black women in the beauty industry
presents a gap and accordingly a business
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opportunity for entrepreneurs who seek to
address some of these unﬁlled needs.
Despite this large market, little knowledge
is available on the hair industry and
even less on critical success factors for
businesses competing in this industry.
Although literature is available on the
generic characteristics and success factors
of entrepreneurs, such as persistence
(Kuratko, 2016), determination, positive
attitudes and passion, and on managerial
success factors such as planning,
knowledge of competitors, ﬁnancial insight
and management (Botha, 2018), knowledge
on the functioning of hair salons in South
Africa, and factors contributing to their
success remain sparse.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
According to Zikmund and Babin (2016:110),
research objectives are the deliverables of
the research project. The primary objectives
of this study were:
• to gather in-depth insights into the
functioning of hair salons as a form of
establishment speciﬁcally catering for
ethnic hair in the beauty industry; and
• to understand which factors stakeholders
viewed as important for the support,
growth, and success of hair salons in
South Africa.
As this was only an exploratory study to
identify key themes that may become
the basis of a positivistic study, only
six respondents, each representing a
diﬀerent focus and angle of information,
were eventually interviewed. Covid-19
restrictions had just been imposed when this
study was undertaken early in 2020, which
further hampered access to respondents
and salons where the interviews had been
planned to take place.
The secondary objectives of the study
sought –
• to compare the ﬁndings of the current
study with the existing knowledge and
theory on this industry;

• to identify and suggest future areas of
research that could contribute to existing
knowledge on this industry;
• to explore which success factors
inﬂuence business success for an
entrepreneur operating in the hair salon
industry who caters for black women,
from an entrepreneur’s perspective; and
• to determine which success factors
inﬂuence business success for an
entrepreneur operating in the hair salon
industry who caters for black women,
from a customer’s perspective.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Globally, an estimated 163 million women
are involved in entrepreneurial activities
(Byrne, Fattoum & Diaz Garcia, 2019). Even
though the ﬁgure seems substantial, there
remains a gender gap in entrepreneurship.
To boost economic eﬃciencies and promote
better living circumstances, governments
are promoting entrepreneurship activities
amongst women (Byrne et al., 2019). As
individuals who contribute positively to
development and well-being in societies,
women contribute towards the emergence
and growth of industries such as the hair
industry. There is contemporary pressure
for women to succeed personally and
professionally. Byrne et al. (2019) state
it is important and relevant for women
to dominate in industries that promote
entrepreneurial femininity. Such action
would promote entrepreneurial success
for women and help them to avoid gender
stereotypes and discriminatory work
environments, which are prevalent in many
businesses today. One such industry,
which has been successful at promoting
women’s entrepreneurship, is the beauty
industry. Key ingredients in the process
of promoting women’s entrepreneurship
in order to reduce the likelihood of failure
and increase the probability of success are
capacity building, training and education.
One approach to enhancing performance
and increasing the probability of success
is to determine the key success factors of
an industry and especially the factors that
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customers and service providers regard as
critical factors of success. Hairstyling has
been recognised as an occupation in which
some stylists receive vocational training.
There has been an emergence of trainees
enrolling at several beauty schools around
the world (Soulliere, 1997). Hewitt (2014)
suggests that, to survive in the beauty
industry, hairstylists must ensure that they
are constantly training or re-learning in some
way. Where stylists have received training
and are believed to be experienced in their
profession, they are sometimes called upon
as consultants by clients, trainees and
hairstylists in other beauty salons as they
seek professional advice from one another
(Soulliere, 1997).
Various individual characteristics have an
inﬂuence on an individual’s entrepreneurial
success (Botha, 2018; Rankhumise,
2013). Certain characteristics distinguish
individuals as entrepreneurs. The ﬁrst
of these is passion. The ability to think
in entrepreneurial ways requires strong
passion, which in turn will drive other
characteristics,
such
as
proactivity,
creativity, risk-taking, resilience and
commitment. In the case of commitment,
Nieuwenhuizen and Nieman (2018) indicate
that commitment follows passion. A second
characteristic is internal locus of control.
Entrepreneurs with a high internal locus of
control are described as individuals who
primarily rely on themselves to implement
their goals (Mueller & Thomas, 2001).
A high internal locus of control allows
entrepreneurs to persevere within the
business activities, especially when faced
with hardships, as such entrepreneurs take
control of and determine their destiny. Other
characteristics of successful entrepreneurs
are calculated risk-taking, creativity, and
innovation, as well as leadership (Botha,
2018).
Mmako
(2019)
also
states
that
entrepreneurs require managerial skills
to enable them to manage a business
successfully. Managerial skills comprise
knowledge and business skills. Garman,

Burkhart and Strong (2006) suggest that
the entrepreneur should be knowledgeable
and skilled in various business areas,
such as human resource management,
ﬁnancial management, risk management,
strategic management, and information
management. Additionally, these individuals
should be aware of their shortcomings and
limitations, and they should seek expert
services for the business aspects where
they fall short (Nieuwenhuizen & Nieman,
2018).
Another managerial skill emphasised
by Botha (2018) is ﬁnancial insight
and management. It is important for an
entrepreneur to have insight into ﬁnancial
concepts and knowledge of ﬁnancial
management concepts (Botha, 2018).
Success is often deﬁned in terms of business
revenue generation and proﬁtability
(Simpson, Tuck & Bellamy 2004); hence, it
is good for an entrepreneur to understand
ﬁnancial management concepts.
Entrepreneurs who wish to achieve a
competitive advantage that is sustainable
over time should innovate, be customeroriented and/or market-oriented (Liu, Luo
& Shi, 2003). Entrepreneurs who develop
market-oriented approaches are usually
aware of their target market because they
conduct research to establish the needs of
their market and, ultimately, they meet these
customer needs proﬁtably (Nieuwenhuizen
& Nieman, 2018).
A ﬁnal managerial success factor discussed
by Botha (2018) is client service. One of the
steps taken to understand customers is to
understand that customers have experience
with the economic value they pay to receive
a product or a service. This is known as
the principle of the experiential economy
(Gilmore & Pine, 2002). Clients expect the
quality of the product or service to be in line
with the price charged (Nieuwenhuizen &
Nieman, 2018).
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A qualitative approach, which allowed
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for general interview questions as well
as probing questions through interviews
to generate data from individuals, was
adopted. Creswell (2013) states that
qualitative research is an appropriate
approach when one needs to study a group
in order to identify variables that cannot
easily be measured; when one needs a
complex, detailed understanding of the
issues at hand; and where quantitative
measures are not available or not suitable
to represent the unique responses of the
individuals. Qualitative research focuses
on understanding a research query using a
humanistic or idealistic approach (Pathak,
Jena & Kalra, 2013). Qualitative research
was used to allow the researcher to explore
the data in an attempt to uncover new
phenomena.
Data collection
This study made use of in-depth interviews
with individuals to generate primary
data. This method was used to allow
the researcher to obtain an in-depth
understanding of people’s attitudes, beliefs,
experiences and interactions relating to the
key factors contributing to the success of a
business in the hair industry.
Data was collected by utilising a semistructured interview schedule. The interview
schedule allowed the researcher to have
open-ended questions and to ask probing
questions to provide detail and clarity, and
comprehensive answers. The data was
recorded using a recording application
installed on a cellular device. This was
supplemented by brief notes throughout the
interview process.
The target population comprised all
stakeholders in the hair industry. Using
nonprobability sampling, and speciﬁcally
convenience sampling and aspects of
snowballing as techniques, the researcher
recruited respondents and stakeholders in
the hair salon industry. In nonprobability
sampling, the probability of any member
of the population being chosen is unknown
(Zikmund & Babin, 2016). The selected

women were involved in the hair salon
industry at the time of the study, and had
been involved for years, and could therefore
oﬀer valuable insights.
The sample comprised six female
respondents who availed themselves for
an in-depth interview for the study. Three
of the respondents were hairstylists and
entrepreneurs in the hair salon industry.
The remaining three respondents were
clients of the hairstylists, and therefore
were customers in the hair salon industry.
Data analysis
The data was recorded and retrieved
from the cellular device and thereafter
transcribed as a ﬁrst step. Once the data
had been transcribed, the researcher
made use of coding and indexing to create
units of meaning in text obtained from the
data. Thereafter, the data was organised
into categories, which were grouped into
themes. The researcher used the Otter
application installed on a laptop to transcribe
the recorded audio data, and Microsoft
Excel to categorise the data and analyse it.
RESULTS AND FINDINGS
The ﬁrst respondent interviewed held a
formal qualiﬁcation in hairdressing and
had 21 years of experience in her ﬁeld.
She was running a formal hair salon at
the time, which was situated inside a mall
in the suburban area of Stellenbosch. The
hair salon operated during regular business
hours from 08:00 until 17:00, as well as
over weekends. At the time, the salon had
both hairstylists and barbers, as it was a
unisex hair salon. From her interview, 19
subthemes emerged, as displayed in Table
1, which seemed to suggest themes on
service, relationships, products, incentives
(promotions), and the use of social media.
The importance of service and relationships
is captured in the following statements1:
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The clients that come here are loyal, to
that barber or to that stylist. As I said,
1. Please note that all responses are reported verbatim
and unedited.
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the relationship again is important, as
you know, if I’m just going somewhere
to have my hair cut, I can go anywhere.

she provided, by advising her customers
on how to maintain their natural hair by
providing them with products at relatively
aﬀordable prices not easily obtainable
elsewhere, and by giving advice to those
using hair extensions and wigs, which is
captured in the following comment:

and
If somebody is late, say ﬁve to 10
minutes later, we will give them a
call, okay to ﬁnd out if they are okay if
they’re still coming and ﬁnd out what the
situation is. And if I can accommodate
them, then I will still ﬁt them in for that
day. Just maybe moving it around. If
there is another appointment, otherwise
reschedule
another
appointment.

It’s just that, Because the industry has
become so huge now in all the things,
they are familiar with other people
that, yes, I try to give them things
that, that they won’t ﬁnd elsewhere
to keep them, they keep coming.

The second respondent had been
operating in the beauty industry for twenty
years. She was not formally trained to do
hairdressing, and credited her ability to
oﬀer the service to learning from watching
her mother’s hairdresser over time, and
years of practicing on friends and family,
from a very young age. She provided
hairstyling services to customers in the
comfort of their own homes, or alternatively
in her own home. She did not operate from
a physically established hair salon; instead,
she did what is known as ‘house calls’.
Respondent 2 was the sole business owner
and conducted her business primarily via
social media, using the WhatsApp social
media platform to communicate with her
customers. The respondent distinguished
herself from her competitors by the service

Twenty-six subthemes emerged from this
interview, as captured in Table 2.
Respondent 3 had 12 years’ experience in
her ﬁeld and obtained her formal training
in hairdressing in Uganda, but returned to
South Africa to pursue her career. She was
the sole owner of a hair salon located in the
central business district in Stellenbosch.
Unlike typical formal hair salons, her salon
operated every day of the week at the time
of this study and the working hours were
ﬂexible to accommodate her customers. This
salon was classiﬁed as a ‘mixed-service hair
salon’, as it oﬀered services within a formal,
physically established building and also
travelled to customers to provide them with
hair styling services in their homes. Part of
the respondent’s success was attributed to
long-standing relationships that had grown

TABLE 1: EMERGING SUBTHEMES (FORMAL SALON OWNER’S PERSPECTIVE)

Emerging subthemes
Precise service
delivery
Attentiveness to
the hair
Experience in the
industry
Prioritising
customer needs
Time ﬂexibility

Passion for
people
Instilling
conﬁdence

Haircare product
provision
Hair friendly
products

Friendly
relationships

Non-harmful
equipment

Loyalty
Care and
concern for
customers
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Discounts
Loyalty
rewards
Free or
complimentary
services

Physical
promotion
Social media
promotion
Social media
engagement

TABLE 2: EMERGING SUBTHEMES (INFORMAL SALON OWNER’S PERSPECTIVE)

Emerging subthemes
Precise service
delivery
Attentiveness to
hair
Experience in the
industry
Prioritising
customer needs
Convenience of
location
Expert advice

Passion for
people
Instilling
conﬁdence
Wholesome
experience
oﬀerings
Loyalty
Care and
concern

Haircare product
provision
Hair friendly
products
Non-harmful
equipment
Scarcity of
products
Expensiveness of
products

Discounts
Loyalty
rewards
Free or
complimentary
services

Physical
referrals
Social media
promotion
Social media
engagement
Personalised
messages

Trustworthiness
Friendly
relationships
Emotional
safety

to friendships, where encouragement and
support to her customers-cum-friends had
helped to maintain a loyal customer base.
She also provided specialised advice, as
captured in the following comment:
Yes, like when someone comes to
wash the weave we tell them, I’m even
selling the silicone, and if your scalp
is dry, we oﬀer you the hair food, we
tell you to buy this kind of hair food.
And if your scalp is too dry, we tell
which shampoo you must use and
how often you must wash your hair.
Twenty-six sub-themes emerged from the
interview with Respondent 3, which are
displayed in Table 3.
Respondents 4, 5 and 6 were customers,
who were also interviewed to gauge their
reasons for attending their salons of
choice, as such feedback would enable the
researcher to determine factors contributing
to the success of hair salons from the
perspective of the consumer. One of the
most highly emphasised characteristics
that caused customers to make use of
speciﬁc hair salons was precise service

delivery in the hairstyles, often where
previous experiences at other salons had
been unsatisfactory or disappointing
I just went back to my old one to be
honest because they know what I
want, you know, what I mean, the exact
opposite of what someone who was
doing my hair that I wasn’t familiar with, or
wasn’t familiar with my head was doing.
Satisﬁed customers seem to become
loyal customers once they had found a
salon that met their needs. Participating
customers seemed to be wary of the use
of chemicals and preferred salons that use
natural products or care for their hair. The
more the customer identiﬁed with the salon
owner in terms of similar hair type, the more
at ease they felt, e.g.: “I think that I think for
me if a person can ﬁrstly do like work with
natural hair then I trust them to braid my
hair, also.” Nineteen subthemes emerged
from the interviews with customers, which
are captured in Table 4.
Following the identiﬁcation of the various
subthemes, a further round of analysis of
the sub-themes followed, which led to the
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TABLE 3: EMERGING SUBTHEMES (MIXED-SALON OWNER’S PERSPECTIVE)

Emerging subthemes
Precise service
delivery
Attentiveness to
the hair

Passion for
people
Instilling
conﬁdence

Experience in the
industry

Honesty

Prioritising
customer needs

Loyalty

Location safety

Care and concern

Expert advice
Employee
support

Haircare product
Physical
Discounts
provision
referrals
Hair friendly
Loyalty
Social media
products
rewards
promotion
Safe and
Free or
Social media
hair-friendly
complementary
engagement
equipment
services
Personalised
Gifts
messages

Women
supporting women
Friendly
relationships
Conﬂict resolution
ability

TABLE 4: EMERGING SUBTHEMES (SALON CUSTOMER’S PERSPECTIVE)

Emerging subthemes
Precise service delivery

Trustworthy stylists

Attentiveness to the hair

Friendly stylists

Experience in the
industry
Credible stylists
Expert advice
Innovative styling

Flexibility in terms of
hair products
Haircare product
provision

Conﬁdence boosters

Hair friendly
products

Familiar person

Non-harmful
equipment

Discounts
Loyalty rewards
Free or
complementary
services

Caring and
considerate stylists
Patient stylists

identiﬁcation of ﬁve major and overarching
themes: relationships, products, incentives
(technological), communication, and (highquality) customer service oﬀerings. Two
themes appeared to be the most prominent
amongst the respondents, namely quality
(customer) service and customer relations.
Based on the feedback from this sample,
these two themes appeared to be the
primary contributors to the success of
ventures in the hairdressing industry.

Secondary contributors seemed to be
incentives, communication via social media,
and availability of additional products.
Discussion of ﬁndings
In describing the various roles that
hairstylists play, Soulliere (1997) mentions
that of being a friend and conﬁdante.
Soulliere (1997) termed the hairstylists as
individuals who not only style the hair of
their customers but who are also informal
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TABLE 5: PRIMARY THEMES AND SUBTHEMES

Themes and subthemes
Quality
customer
service
Experience;
credibility
Precise hairstyle
delivery

Incentives
Discounts

Customer
relationships

Loyalty rewards

Friendships;
conﬂict
resolution

Complementary
or free service

Passion;
loyalty

Expert advice;
innovative styling
Time
consciousness;
favourable
location

Conﬁdence
building

Products
Communication and/or added
services
Social media
Hair friendly
promotion
products
Social media
interaction

Hair friendly
equipment

Physical
promotion

Scarcity of
products

Care; concern

Employee support

Women
supporting
women
Honesty

therapists and engage in emotion work. The
role of friend and conﬁdante was conﬁrmed
by this study and was classiﬁed in this study
under the theme relationships. Subthemes
listed in Table 5 under ‘relationships’ are
friendships, conﬂict resolution, passion
and care for the customer and her wellbeing, loyalty, and conﬁdence building.
Respondent 2 addressed the role of friend
and conﬁdante as follows:
Yes. You know, the woman’s hair
is like her crown. They really love it
and it gives them conﬁdence. So just
giving, or maybe restoring someone’s
conﬁdence, is just something nice.
It’s something. It gives a good feeling
to someone. So that is why I enjoy it.
When you try to encourage clients
with hair that does not really grow well,
so you just want to encourage them,
saying something nice. And maybe
when you see the hair, just say it’s
just grown and just try to give them
conﬁdence so that they know at least
there are changes in their hair. Yes. it
attached to their emotions. Whenever

you say anything bad you may destroy
her inside. Well, one or two may,
maybe may not have that eﬀect but
most of them. It’s very emotional.
It was apparent that it was important that
hairstylists instil conﬁdence in clients as a
part of the service and manage their clients’
emotions. In addition to providing the service,
customers grew to expect hair stylists to
produce feelings of pleasantness within
them. In terms of emotional work, Harvey
(2005) likewise explains that hairstylists do
not only perform their designated tasks but
are also expected to take on emotional roles
as part of their work. Customer respondents
emphasised a need to feel emotionally
safe when interacting with their hairstylists.
They expected hairstylists to tend to their
hair with care and to empathise with them
as clients since hairstyling can be a painful
and emotional process for them.
The study revealed that customers expected
their hairstylist to be honest, trustworthy,
sensitive, attentive and concerned about
the customer’s needs. Some consumers
felt that, if their feelings were not considered
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by their hairstylists, it would not meet the
service expectation and not justify the
fee paid for the service provided. In other
words, inconsiderate service would make
customers feel short-changed. This echoes
the ﬁndings proposed by Gilmore and
Pine (2002), who termed it the experiential
economy. This is where customers expect
the quality and experience of the product or
service to be well deserved in terms of the
price charged.
Passion for the work was an attribute
that featured strongly amongst the salon
owner respondents. Botha (2018) as well
as Obschonka, Moeller and Goethner
(2019) list passion as one of the main
characteristics that drive entrepreneurial
success. Mediation too was considered
a critical aspect, and although this was
highlighted by only one respondent, its role
is signiﬁcant. The relationship between the
hairdresser and client is likely to require
mediation when case conﬂicts arise. This
too is explained as a characteristic of a
successful entrepreneur by Nieuwenhuizen
and Nieman (2018), as it is one of the
interpersonal characteristics, which an
entrepreneur should possess when
conducting his or her business activities.
Eminent views from the respondents in this
study showed:
• it is essential to establish a good
relationship between the service
provider and his or her client; and
• in return for the friendship, entrepreneurs
were likely to gain loyalty from the
customers.
This was also proposed by Botha (2018)
under ‘good human relationships’ as an
entrepreneurial success characteristic,
which when displayed by an entrepreneur,
should inspire loyalty from people.
A primary theme to emerge from this study
was the expectation of high-quality service.
The factors leading to high-quality service in
the hairdressing industry comprise precise

styling, expert advice, industry experience,
credibility, and innovative styling. It was
evident from the respondents who highly
emphasised that the hairstyles had to be
done as requested and instructed by the
customer. Liu et al (2003) state that, in order
to obtain business success, entrepreneurs
should be market-oriented, a statement
that is endorsed by Botha (2018) who
includes high-quality work prioritisation as
a managerial success factor. According to
Botha (2018), work must be of high quality
so that customers are satisﬁed with the
given service and leave feeling that they
received value for the money spent.
Innovative styling emerged as a subtheme,
which corresponds with Higgins’s (1996)
argument that only through innovation can
one master the key to achieving an edge
over competitors and gain a competitive
advantage in the present and in the future.
The notion of attracting or retaining
customers by means of incentives was a
widely agreed belief in this study. There
were evident correlating viewpoints from
the respondents who outlined that, if
incentives were oﬀered – whether pricerelated incentives or non-price incentives
– these would attract clients to utilise the
business services. The study by Verhoef
(2003) concurs with the ﬁndings of the
current study, as he too proposed that
relationship-marketing instruments (RMIs),
such as loyalty programmes, are of critical
importance to customer retention in a
business operation, which in turn could lead
to the growth of the business.
Another theme that surfaced from the
primary
data
was
technological
communication. It is likely that in the twentyﬁrst century, technology will play a signiﬁcant
role in several business operations. Social
media was regarded as a necessary tool
and channel to use for business promotion.
Gannon and Prothero (2018) as well as
Korda and Itani (2013) highlight that the
growth and signiﬁcance of social media
platforms, such as YouTube, suggest that
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online communication platforms oﬀer
easy and cost-eﬀective access to a large
population spanning across geographic
distances that can be used easily to promote
business, such as a hair salon. Social media
promotion was deemed by the women
in this study to be more eﬀective when
communicating with them than unsuccessful
attempts at reaching individuals personally–
where a failed attempt often means that
the message or communication is never
relayed to the client. Hair salon owners used
social media platforms to promote their
business by advertising business oﬀerings,
and additionally through interacting with
customers online and actively engaging
on social media platforms to ensure they
maintain visibility.
MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
Various key success factors relating to a
business in the hair salon industry have
emerged from this study. Owners of such
establishments should strive to build
and maintain their credibility as service
providers, demonstrated in the manner
in which they address the needs of their
clients. Hair salon owners, or their stylists,
should acquire and develop knowledge
and expertise to enable them to identify
challenges and problems that clients may
have with their hair, and they should provide
suitable advice and products to address
such concerns. This study highlights the
importance of professional qualiﬁcations
and relevant education, as incorrect use
of chemical products could have negative
eﬀects on the well-being of the customer.
In providing a high-quality service, salon
owners should ensure that they have the
ability to produce innovative hairstyles
or ﬁnd new creative ways of hairstyling.
Trends in the beauty industry are volatile,
making it crucial for hairdressers to keep
up with these ever-changing standards
of beauty. An educational implication
emerging from this study is that it may be
crucial for hairstylists to attend re-training
sessions regularly to learn new skills to
add to their service oﬀerings. Colleges

and institutions addressing the training
needs of the hair industry, therefore need
to be cognisant of changing consumer
interests and demands, in order to provide
adequate training to address such needs.
Similarly, product suppliers need to provide
information on new products and adequate
training on the correct application thereof,
in order to ensure client safety and healthy
hair.
Communication, and in particular the
use of social media, has proved to be a
critical ingredient to maintaining successful
relationships between service providers and
customers. Should the hair salon have an
online establishment, it is worth considering
providing hair cosmetics via electronic
commerce activities (e-commerce) and
through means of electronic shopping
(e-shopping).
Implementing
these
measures could broaden the customer base
by catering to clients who are not within
geographical range. Additionally, this could
create and reach a new customer base.
CONCLUSION
This study has been an exploratory one,
focusing on a very small number of cases,
in order to identify the major themes that
entrepreneurs and customers in the hair
industry in South Africa, considered as key
determinants of success in the industry.
Five main themes emerged as factors
contributing to entrepreneurial success and
which were regarded as most important
by the respondents. This study suggests
that positive relationships; the provision
of quality products; the use of incentives,
technological communication; and highquality service are essential ingredients for
success in the hair industry in South Africa.
Although the focus of this study was on
ethnic hair service providers, it is suggested
that these ﬁnding could probably be applied
universally to all hair salons. A quantitative
study to test these ﬁndings on a larger
sample is recommended to determine
whether these ﬁndings can be generalised
to the population.
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could damage their brand image through
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ABSTRACT
The deceptive practice of greenwashing
is often used in green communication
and marketing, and some companies
use greenwashing tactics to mislead
consumers and improve their brand image.
Hence, consumers may be tricked into
purchases that are not environmentally
friendly based on their positive perceptions
of brands. This study examines the
inﬂuence of greenwashing on brand image
in a structural equation model with brand
credibility, legitimacy, green brand image
and trust as mediating variables. An online
survey was conducted using social media
channels to target consumers. Structural
equation modelling using partial least
squares analysis was performed. The
results show that brand image is negatively
inﬂuenced by greenwashing, mediated by
brand credibility, legitimacy, green brand
image and trust. Therefore, if consumers
become aware of a brand’s greenwashing,
they may form negative perceptions of these
brands that may inﬂuence their subsequent
purchase intentions. These results extend

INTRODUCTION
Society may never achieve the goal of
environmental
sustainability,
despite
the environmentally friendly eﬀorts and
behaviour by some companies and
managers in the bid to alleviate the
world’s growing environmental problems
(Y.-S. Chen et al., 2018; De Jong et al.,
2019). One of the reasons is due to the
deceptive practice of greenwashing.
Greenwashing is any communication that
aims to mislead people into believing the
environmental claims about companies’
and brands’ performances, practices, and
products (Lyon & Montgomery, 2015).
Often, greenwashing is used in green
communications and the green marketing
of brands to portray a positive brand image
(Y.-S. Chen et al., 2018).
Brands are regarded as names or symbols
intended to identify sellers’ products and
diﬀerentiate them from competitors in the
market (Keller, 2003). A brand is rooted
in reality, but it is a perceptual entity that
reﬂects consumers’ perceptions (Keller,
2003). As a brand resides in the minds of
consumers, brand perception is not owned
by the brand but by consumers (Keller,
2003). Thus, a consumer’s perception
of a brand reﬂects consumer beliefs and
attitudes from experiences with the brand
(Aaker, 1997; George & Anandkumar,
2018). Meanwhile, brand image represents
the consumer “perceptions about a brand as
reﬂected by the brand associations held in
consumer memory” (Keller, 1993:3). Thus,
a brand’s association with environmental
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sustainability could also inﬂuence a
consumer’s perceptions of a brand’s image
(Y.-S. Chen et al., 2018). Although a brand
is regarded as one of the most valuable
intangible asset of any company, it is a
brand’s image that can either add to or
subtract from the value of a brand (Keller,
1993; Keller & Lehmann, 2006). Therefore,
brand image is an important marketing
concept that can control a brand’s value
and inﬂuence its success or failure in the
market (Keller, 1993, 2012).
Previous research has shown how
greenwashing
negatively
aﬀects
consumers’ brand perceptions in various
research contexts (Avcilar & Demirgünes,
2016; H. Chen et al., 2019; Y.-S. Chen
et al., 2018; De Jong et al., 2018, 2019).
For instance, Schmuck et al. (2018) used
misleading green advertising to determine
the eﬀects of greenwashing on consumers’
attitudes to the brand. Akturan (2018)
investigated the eﬀects of greenwashing
on green branding strategies. Meanwhile,
Pimonenko et al. (2020) examined the
inﬂuence of greenwashing on the green
brand of a company.
Although
these
previous
studies
examined greenwashing and consumers’
brand perceptions, there is very little
understanding of how greenwashing
inﬂuences a brand’s image and its
subsequent consequences. In this situation,
greenwashing and its consequences is
an important but understudied cause for
concern. For instance, a primary concern
is that greenwashing could create a false
perception of a positive brand image
and a false portrayal of environmental
sustainability
through
misleading
environmental claims. Indeed, this situation
requires further investigation, as the
question of how greenwashing inﬂuences
brand image remains unclear. Therefore,
the purpose of this study is to investigate
how greenwashing inﬂuences brand image.
This study makes important theoretical
contributions to greenwashing literature by

oﬀering new insights from a brand image
perspective. In the overarching ﬁeld of
green marketing and communication, this
study advances greenwashing research
by verifying the negative inﬂuence of
greenwashing on brand image. Further,
we advance greenwashing research by
proposing a new research model and by
demonstrating that the greenwashing-brand
image relationship is partially mediated by
brand credibility, legitimacy, green brand
image and trust in this proposed research
model. In doing so, the proposed research
model conﬁrms how diﬀerent dimensions of
consumer perceptions can inﬂuence brand
image in a greenwashing context. Together,
the contributions of this study highlight
the importance of better understanding
the dimensions of consumer perceptions
that could inﬂuence brand image in a
greenwashing context. These new insights
on greenwashing from a brand image
perspective are beneﬁcial for the success
of the green market. At a practical level, a
greater understanding of the inﬂuence of
greenwashing on brand image could guide
practitioners towards developing guidelines
for more honest environmental practices
and green communication.
PROBLEM INVESTIGATED
Greenwashing and its consequences
raise concerns regarding the authenticity
of environmental claims, the success of
the green market and the attainment of
environmental sustainability. There is
also an associated risk for companies
who choose to lie to consumers through
greenwashing practices. The inﬂuence of
greenwashing on brand image, therefore,
has major signiﬁcance in all of these
aspects. Misleading environmental claims
could decrease consumers’ trust in brands
and negatively inﬂuence consumers’ brand
image perceptions (Y.-S. Chen, 2010;
Y.-S. Chen et al., 2018; Y.-S. Chen &
Chang, 2013a). If society wants to achieve
environmental sustainability to advance
environmental protection, companies must
not use deceptive environmental claims
to enhance their brand image. Suppose
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companies or brands continue to mislead
consumers with false environmental
claims, then consumers may be deceived
into purchasing products that are not
environmentally friendly. This situation goes
against what society is striving to achieve
with environmental protection. Also, if
a company’s or brand’s greenwashing
practices are uncovered, the company or
brand faces a risk of major consequences
such as ﬁnancial or other penalties.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this study is to gain
further understanding of the inﬂuence
of greenwashing on brand image from a
consumer perspective. In particular, we
address the following research objectives:
• ·To investigate how greenwashing
inﬂuences brand image.
• ·To examine how the greenwashingbrand image relationship is inﬂuenced
by brand credibility, legitimacy, green
brand image and trust in a proposed
research model.
LITERATURE REVIEW AND
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS
The Nature of Greenwashing
Greenwashing is the practice of deceptive
green communication or false green
marketing strategies intended to increase
a company’s competitive advantage and
to appeal to environmentally concerned
consumers (Lyon & Montgomery, 2015;
Szabo & Webster, 2020). It has become a
regular practice in corporate communication
and marketing strategies, designed to
hide the controversial aspects of the
environmental sustainability of companies
and brands (Siano, Vollero, Conte, &
Amabile, 2017). Greenwashing usually
occurs due to intersecting a poor corporate
environmental footprint with positive
environmental claims (Zhang & Sun, 2021).
Greenwashing is also described as the
act of misleading consumers regarding
the environmental practices of a company
or brand or the environmental beneﬁts
of a product (Delmas & Burbano, 2011;

Terrachoice, 2007). When marketers
greenwash, they typically portray a better
environmental performance than the actual
environmental behaviour justiﬁes (De Jong
et al., 2018; Lyon & Montgomery, 2015). Due
to its multifaceted nature, there is no single
deﬁnition of greenwashing, and instead,
scholars are urged to consider varieties of
greenwash that represent the phenomenon’s
common features (de Freitas Netto et al.,
2020; Lyon & Montgomery, 2015; Tateishi,
2018). Therefore, greenwashing could
include various forms of misleading green
communications and marketing, falsely
portraying the environmental performance
of a company or brand.
Theoretical Frameworks
We draw on signalling theory (Spence,
1973) and the persuasion knowledge model
(Friestad & Wright, 1994) as the theoretical
frameworks for this study. Signalling
theory may be used to describe how one
party communicates and how the other
party interprets the signal when the two
parties have access to diﬀerent information
(Connelly et al., 2011; Seele & Gatti, 2017).
In a greenwashing context, signalling theory
oﬀers a unique perspective to assess
companies or brands’ communication
signals and the cognitive dynamics of key
stakeholders and consumers involved in the
information exchange (Seele & Gatti, 2017).
Companies or brands may use misleading
environmental communication to signal
desirable environmental performance to
manipulate the perception of legitimacy
amongst key stakeholders (Seele & Gatti,
2017). Therefore, signalling theory provides
a foundation to analyse the dynamics of
greenwashed communication between
brands and consumers.
Meanwhile, the persuasion knowledge
model suggests that consumers have
intuitive theories about how companies or
marketers may try to inﬂuence or persuade
them (Bickart & Ruth, 2012; Friestad &
Wright, 1994). Consumers with persuasion
knowledge tend to interpret information
diﬀerently, especially when they are the
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targets of marketing promotions and
claims, and they are more likely to reject
the companies’ or brands’ claims (Attaran
et al., 2015; Z. F. Chen & Cheng, 2020). In
a greenwashing context, a company’s or
brand’s misleading environmental claims
could face diminished credibility and less
favourable attitudes by consumers (Attaran
et al., 2015; Z. F. Chen & Cheng, 2020).
Consumers’ perceptions of companies’ or
brands’ environmental claims and whether
consumers trust the claims are key aspects
which the persuasion knowledge model
provides an appropriate theoretical lens for
understanding. Therefore, we combined
signalling theory with the persuasion
knowledge model to strengthen our
theoretical grounding for this study.
Hypotheses Development and Research
Model
We developed the hypotheses for this study
by focusing on the relationships between
greenwashing, brand credibility, legitimacy,
green brand image, trust and brand image
in our proposed research model. The
relationships between these constructs are
discussed next.
The Inﬂuence of Greenwashing on
Brand Credibility
Greenwashing may negatively inﬂuence
brand credibility. Brand credibility is the
believability of the product information
contained in brands and is based on
consumers’ perceptions of the ability
(expertise) and willingness of brands to
deliver on what is promised (trustworthiness)
(Erdem et al., 2002; Erdem & Swait, 2004).
Brand credibility also reﬂects the cumulative
eﬀects of the credibility of all the associations
and marketing communication strategies
taken by brands (Erdem et al., 2002; Erdem
& Swait, 2004). With environmental brand
associations, if consumers do not believe
the communicated information or perceive
that a brand’s claims are deceptive, vague
or false, it may lead to negative perceptions
about the brand’s trustworthiness (Akturan,
2018; Schmuck et al., 2018). Therefore,
greenwashing may negatively inﬂuence

consumer perceptions of brand credibility,
and we propose the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1: Greenwashing negatively
inﬂuences brand credibility.
The Inﬂuence of Greenwashing on
Legitimacy
Greenwashing may negatively inﬂuence
legitimacy. Legitimacy represents the
generalised perceptions that the actions of
entities, such as brands, are appropriate,
proper and desirable, within society’s
systems of values, beliefs and norms
(Matejek & Gössling, 2014; Suchman,
1995). Bansal and Clelland (2004) extended
the dimensions of legitimacy (Suchman,
1995)
to
environmental
legitimacy.
Environmental legitimacy represents the
perception that brands’ environmental
actions are desirable, proper, and
deserving of stakeholder approval (Bansal
& Clelland, 2004; Matejek & Gössling,
2014). Environmental legitimacy is usually
assigned to a brand by stakeholders,
such as consumers, investors, managers
and community members, based on their
perceptions of the brand’s actions (Bansal
& Clelland, 2004; Matejek & Gössling,
2014). When consumers’ perceptions of the
environmental actions of brands align with
expectations, environmental legitimacy has
been established (Berrone et al., 2017).
However, when there is a discrepancy
between the environmental communication
and the actual environmental actions of
brands, it is regarded as greenwashing
(Siano et al., 2017). If consumers do not
perceive the environmental actions as
desirable, brands may lose legitimacy (Guo
et al., 2018). Hence, we hypothesise that
greenwashing negatively inﬂuences the
environmental legitimacy of a brand:
Hypothesis 2: Greenwashing negatively
inﬂuences legitimacy.
The Inﬂuence of Greenwashing on
Green Brand Image
Greenwashing may negatively inﬂuence
green brand image. Green brand image
represents
consumers’
perceptions
of a brand’s associations regarding
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environmental commitments (Y.-S. Chen,
2010; Namkung & Jang, 2017, 2013). A
brand’s environmental associations often
positively inﬂuence consumers’ perceptions
of green brand image (Namkung &
Jang, 2013). Marketers often incorporate
environmental associations into a brand
to strengthen consumers’ perceptions of
green brand image (Hartmann et al., 2005;
Namkung & Jang, 2017, 2013). Consumers
often choose brands they trust, especially
when their expectations are met by the
environmental associations of brands (Y.S. Chen, 2010; Namkung & Jang, 2017).
Therefore, if consumers become aware of
misleading environmental claims, it could
negatively inﬂuence their perceptions of
green brand image (Y.-S. Chen et al., 2018).
Thus, we hypothesise that greenwashing
negatively inﬂuences green brand image:
Hypothesis 3: Greenwashing negatively
inﬂuences green brand image.
The Inﬂuence of Brand Credibility on
Green Brand Image
Brand credibility may positively inﬂuence
the green brand image of a brand. Of
course, a green brand should have a strong
green brand image to beneﬁt consumers
with environmental concerns (Y.-S. Chen et
al., 2018; Hartmann et al., 2005). Thus, the
credibility of brands based on environmental
communication, associations, and activities
could inﬂuence consumers’ perceptions of
green brand image (Y.-S. Chen, 2010; Y.-S.
Chen et al., 2018). Consumers’ perceived
brand credibility based on environmental
brand associations may positively inﬂuence
green brand image. Thus, we hypothesise
that brand credibility positively inﬂuences
green brand image.
Hypothesis 4: Brand Credibility
positively inﬂuences green brand
image.
The Inﬂuence of Legitimacy on Green
Brand Image
Legitimacy may positively inﬂuence the
green brand image of a brand. Legitimacy
represents the ethical relationship between
brands and members of society, such as

consumers (Matejek & Gössling, 2014).
Managers must communicate honestly
concerning brands’ environmental actions
and sustainability to build strong relationships
with consumers (Siano et al., 2017). By
communicating honestly, managers aim
to establish trust with consumers, obtain
social and environmental legitimacy, and
build a strong green brand image (Siano
et al., 2017). Thus, we hypothesise that
legitimacy positively inﬂuences green brand
image:
Hypothesis 5: Legitimacy positively
inﬂuences green brand image.
The Inﬂuence of Green Brand Image on
Trust
Green brand image may positively
inﬂuence consumers’ trust in a brand.
Consumers’ brand evaluations are usually
the most signiﬁcant source of trust (Kang
& Hur, 2012). Consumers’ evaluations of
green brand image often hold personal
signiﬁcance for consumers, which could
inﬂuence consumers’ trust (Kang & Hur,
2012). Marketers often portray a positive
green brand image using misleading
environmental claims and dishonest
green communication, thereby diminishing
consumers’ trust (Y.-S. Chen, 2010; Y.-S.
Chen & Chang, 2013a). With the increased
use of greenwashing to build green brand
image, consumers could become more
sceptical of misleading environmental claims
(Aji & Sutikno, 2015). Also, greenwashing
could diminish consumers’ trust in all
brands promoting environmental claims (Y.S. Chen & Chang, 2013a). However, prior
research has shown that green brand image
is a determinant that positively inﬂuences
consumers’ trust (Y.-S. Chen, 2010). Thus,
we hypothesise that green brand image
positively inﬂuences trust:
Hypothesis 6: Green brand image
positively inﬂuences trust.
The Inﬂuence of Trust on Brand Image
Consumer’s trust may positively inﬂuence
the brand image of a brand. Consumer
trust represents consumers’ willingness to
depend on brands based on a set of beliefs
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in the ability, credibility and benevolence
of brands (Y.-S. Chen, 2010; Gefen &
Straub, 2004). The consumers’ beliefs in
the credibility of brands often inﬂuence
consumers’ trust, leading to feelings of
conﬁdence about the behaviour of brands
(Y.-S. Chen & Chang, 2013b). If consumers
rely on brands and have conﬁdence that
the behaviour of brands is in the interest
of the consumer, then consumers would
have more trust in brands (Y.-S. Chen et
al., 2018; Y.-S. Chen & Chang, 2013a).
When a consumer trusts a brand for
environmental sustainability, they will have
positive beliefs of the brand’s environmental
behaviour, which will positively inﬂuence
the consumer’s perceptions about brand
image (Y.-S. Chen et al., 2018; Y.-S. Chen
& Chang, 2013b). Thus, we hypothesise
that consumers’ trust positively inﬂuences
brand image.
Hypothesis 7: Trust positively
inﬂuences brand image.
The Inﬂuence of Greenwashing on
Brand Image
Greenwashing may have a direct negative
eﬀect on brand image. So far, we have
hypothesised that greenwashing inﬂuences
brand image through the mediation eﬀects
of brand credibility, legitimacy, green
brand image and trust. However, as in our
proposed research model, it is possible
that greenwashing could directly inﬂuence
brand image without any mediation by
other variables. If a brand engages in
greenwashing, it may lead consumers
to form negative perceptions about the

brand without the inﬂuence of other
external factors. Thus, we hypothesise that
greenwashing may have a direct negative
eﬀect on brand image:
Hypothesis 8: Greenwashing has a
direct negative eﬀect on brand image.
RESEARCH MODEL
We
investigate
the
hypothesised
relationships for this study in a proposed
research model (see Figure 1). Our model
shows the hypothesised relationships
between greenwashing, brand credibility,
legitimacy, green brand image, trust and
brand image.
RESEARCH METHOD
Data Collection and Sample
We used a quantitative approach for our
investigation, as this study contributes
to a growing body of literature. To ensure
a good methodological ﬁt, we collected
primary quantitative data from an online
survey to test our hypotheses (Edmondson
& McManus, 2007). For our survey, we
shared a self-administered questionnaire
via social media (Facebook). Social media
is regarded as a valuable tool in survey
research and is a cost-eﬀective method for
recruiting survey respondents (Antoun et
al., 2016; King et al., 2014; Rife et al., 2016;
Thomson & Ito, 2014).
Our unit of analysis was South African
consumers. As this study concerns
environmental claims, we used judgement
sampling to reach middle-to-high income
consumers, as these consumers tend to

FIGURE 1: THE RESEARCH MODEL
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know about environmental issues. To reach
these consumers, we shared the survey
in community Facebook groups. These
Facebook groups are comprised of residents
in an area in Cape Town. We shared the
questionnaire in the Facebook groups
thrice a day for three weeks and requested
members to re-share to increase our
response rates. We incentivised responses
to the survey with gift vouchers to increase
our response rates and questionnaire resharing further.
The Measurement of the Constructs
To ensure comparison with existing
literature, we used measurement scales
validated in previous studies for our
questionnaire. We used a ﬁve-point Likert
scale ranging from strongly disagree to
strongly agree. We conﬁrmed the reliability
and validity of the questionnaire with initial
pilot testing. Table 1 shows the variables,
deﬁnitions, and measurement items.
Our questionnaire items were mandatory, and
respondents could not browse to previous
screens. To ensure meaningful results, we
included an explanation in the questionnaire
about brands and environmental claims.

We explained how brands might use
deceptive environmental claims to improve
the brand image (see Appendix A). We also
included a greenwashing scenario inspired
by the environmental non-governmental
organisation
(NGO),
Greenpeace.
Greenpeace often raises concerns over
brands and their environmental issues in
the media (Flaharty, 2021; Forbes, 2019;
Greenpeace, 2019, 2020)
For our greenwashing scenario, we used a
ﬁctional beverage brand (Top Bev) and an
environmental NGO (Enviro Watch SA) (see
Appendix B). We ﬁrst showed the website
homepage of Top Bev (see Appendix B,
Part 1). Next, we showed a Twitter post
by Top Bev making environmental claims
(see Appendix B, Part 2). Then, we showed
a Twitter post by Enviro Watch SA raising
concerns over Top Bev’s environmental
claims (see Appendix B, Part 3). We asked
respondents to answer the questions
focusing on the information provided in
each section.
Data Analysis
We used SmartPLS (3.3.2) software for our
data analysis using the partial least squares

TABLE 1: VARIABLES AND MEASUREMENT ITEMS

Variable Descriptions
Greenwashing:
Misleading consumers regarding
the environmental practices of a
company or the environmental
beneﬁts of a product or service
(Terrachoice, 2007:1).

Measurement Items
GW1_r Top Bev is telling the truth.
GW2_r Top Bev uses visuals truthfully to
show their environmental beneﬁts.
GW3_r Top Bev makes environmental claims
that can be proven.
GW4_r Top Bev does not overstate their
claims concerning the environment.
GW5_r Top Bev provides all the important
information to support their environmental
claims.
GW6_r Top Bev’s environmental claims are
mostly trustworthy.
(Adapted from source: Y.-S. Chen & Chang,
2013a; Keller & Aaker, 1998)
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Brand Credibility:
The believability of brand information,
which requires that consumers
perceive that the brand has the
ability (expertise) and willingness
(trustworthiness) to continuously
deliver what has been promised
(Erdem & Swait, 2004:192).

BC1 Top Bev knows what they are doing to
protect the environment.
BC2 Top Bev has the ability to deliver on what
they promise to protect the environment.
BC3 Top Bev delivers on what they promise to
protect the environment.
BC4 Top Bev has product claims that are
believable.
BC5 Top Bev keeps their promises to protect
the environment.
BC6 Top Bev can be trusted to protect the
environment.
BC7 Top Bev is environmentally friendly.

(Adapted from source: Erdem & Swait, 2004)
Legitimacy (Environmental/Green
GBL1 The environmental performance of
Brand Legitimacy):
Top Bev to protect the environment is mostly
Environmental/green brand legitimacy satisfactory.
is regarded as the perception that the
environmental actions or performance GBL2 The environmental performance of
Top Bev to protect the environment is mostly
of entities or brands are desirable,
favourable to the public.
proper and deserving of stakeholder
approval (Bansal & Clelland, 2004)
GBL3 The environmental performance of
Top Bev to protect the environment is mostly
appropriate.
GBL4 The environmental performance
of Top Bev to protect the environment
usually considers people’s concerns for the
environment.
GBL5 The environmental performance of Top
Bev to protect the environment ﬁts well with
the ethical expectations of society.
GBL6 The environmental performance of Top
Bev to protect the environment sets good
examples for other brands.
(Adapted from source: Guo et al., 2017, 2018)
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Green Brand Image

GBI1 Top Bev is the best at protecting the
environment.

Consumers’ perceptions of brand
associations regarding environmental GBI2 Top Bev has a good reputation for
commitments and environmental
protecting the environment.
concerns (Chen, 2010).
GBI3 Top Bev is outstanding in protecting the
environment.
GBI4 Top Bev understands how to care for the
environment well.
GBI5 Top Bev is doing what they promise to
protect the environment.
Trust (Consumer Trust)
Consumers’ positive beliefs and
expectations of the behaviours
of brands that inﬂuences and
determines consumers’ behavioural
intentions (Gefen & Straub, 2004).

(Adapted from source: Y.-S. Chen, 2010)
CT1 Top Bev is reliable for protecting the
environment.
CT2 Top Bev is dependable for protecting the
environment.
CT3 The environmental claims of Top Bev can
be trusted.
CT4 The environmental performance of Top
Bev meets my expectations.
CT5 Top Bev keeps its promises for
environmental protection.
CT6 I believe Top Bev to be environmentally
friendly.
CT7 Top Bev is honest about protecting the
environment.

Brand Image
Consumers’ perceptions about a
brand as reﬂected by the brand
associations held in consumer
memory (Keller, 1993).

(Adapted from source: Y.-S. Chen & Chang,
2013b; Chinomona, 2016; Researchers’
adaptation)
BI1 Top Bev has good products.
BI2 Top Bev has high standards.
BI3 Top Bev has products that appear to be of
good quality.
BI4 My image of Top Bev is mostly good.
BI5 I view Top Bev positively.
(Adapted from source: Morris, 2010)
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structural equation modelling method
(PLS-SEM). PLS-SEM has increased in
application in social science and business
research disciplines (Benitez et al., 2020;
Hair et al., 2019). The main advantage of
PLS-SEM is its ability to handle complex
models and unusual data characteristics,
which is a common occurrence in social
science research (Hair et al., 2014, 2019).
In our PLS-SEM analysis (Benitez et
al., 2020; Hair et al., 2019), we focused
on the variables in our research model:
greenwashing, brand credibility; legitimacy;
green brand image; trust and brand image,
and our hypothesised relationships between
these variables.
Ethical Considerations
We adhered to the ethics policy of
Stellenbosch University, and the research
ethics committee granted permission to
conduct the study (Ethics approval number:
19312). We informed respondents about
the purpose of the study, and their consent
was implied in agreeing to complete the
survey.
RESULTS
Demographic Proﬁle of the
Respondents
We collected 853 valid questionnaires
from respondents (87% were women).
Of the respondents, 78% were between
31 and 60 years old. For education, most
of the respondents reported diplomas
(32%), degrees (15%) or postgraduate
education (14%). Of the respondents, 83%
were middle-to-high income consumers,
reporting a household income above R10
000. Most of the respondents (86%) reported
buying environmentally friendly products.
Most respondents were also perceptive to
greenwashing, recognising the deceptive
environmental claim (86%) and that singleuse plastics pollute the environment (81%),
as posed in the greenwashing scenario.
The Results of the Measurement/Outer
Model
Table 2 show the measurement model
results. All the items’ outer loadings are

above the recommended level (0.70)
and are statistically signiﬁcant from the
95% conﬁdence intervals, conﬁrming
acceptable item reliability (Hair et al.,
2019). The composite reliability values
conﬁrm high internal consistency reliability
of all constructs, as all values are above
the recommended level (0.70) (Hair et al.,
2019). The average variance extracted
(AVE) values conﬁrm convergent validity for
all constructs, as the values are above the
minimum acceptable level (0.50) (Hair et al.,
2019). The heterotrait-monotrait (HTMT)
ratio of correlations ranged from 0.80 to
0,96 and are within the 95% conﬁdence
intervals conﬁrming the discriminant validity
across the constructs (Benitez et al., 2020).
The assessment of the measurement
model is satisfactory and thereby conﬁrms
the reliability and validity of this study.
The Results of the Structural /Inner
Model
Table 3 shows the coeﬃcient of determination
(R2 values) and multicollinearity (variance
inﬂation factors/VIF values). The ranges
of the R2 values of the endogenous
constructs, brand credibility, legitimacy,
green brand image, trust and brand
image, are considered moderate (0.50)
to substantial (0.75) and acceptable for
this research context (Hair et al., 2019). In
Table 3, the VIF values are higher (VIF>5),
indicating possible multicollinearity issues
among the predictor constructs (Hair et al.,
2019). However, collinearity issues are also
possible at lower VIF values (3-5) (Hair et
al., 2019). Diﬀerent acceptable VIF values
(such as 10.00) are considered in PLS-SEM
research (Ringle et al., 2020). Thus, the
VIF rules of thumb (3-5) are regarded as a
conservative recommendation until further
PLS-SEM research identiﬁes suitable VIF
thresholds in the future (Ringle et al., 2020).
Table 4 shows the path coeﬃcients and
hypotheses results. All path coeﬃcients are
signiﬁcant from the 95% upper and lower
conﬁdence intervals. Thus, all hypotheses
(H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, H6, H7, H8) are
supported in this study. The results indicate
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Items
Outer
Composite
(Manifest
a
Loadings Reliability
Variable)

AVE
(Average
Variance
Extracted)
0.85

Constructs
(Latent
Variable)

Items
(Manifest
Variable)
0.93
0.89
0.94
0.90
0.92
0.93
0.94
0.96
0.95
0.95
0.96
0.96
0.96
0.88
0.92
0.80
0.91
0.92

Outer
Loadings
a

GW1_r
0.92
0.97
GBL1
GW2_r
0.91
GBL2
Legitimacy
GW3_r
0.93
GBL3
Green(Environmental/
washing
GW4_r
0.88
GBL4
Green Brand)
GW5_r
0.94
GBL5
GW6_r
0.95
GBL6
BC1
0.89
0.97
0.84
CT1
BC2
0.87
CT2
BC3
0.95
CT3
Trust
Brand
(Consumer
BC4
0.83
CT4
Credibility
Trust)
BC5
0.96
CT5
BC6
0.96
CT6
BC7
0.94
CT7
GBI1
0.95
0.98
0.89
BI1
GBI2
0.92
BI2
Green Brand
GBI3
0.97
Brand Image
BI3
Image
GBI4
0.94
BI4
GBI5
0.95
BI5
a
Note: Outer loadings are signiﬁcant form the 95% upper and lower conﬁdence intervals; p < 0.01

Constructs
(Latent
Variable)

TABLE 2: RESULTS OF THE MEASUREMENT/OUTER MODEL

0.95

0.99

0.97

Composite
Reliability

0.79

0.91

AVE
(Average
Variance
Extracted)
0.84
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TABLE 3: RESULTS OF THE STRUCTURAL/INNER MODEL
Constructs
(Latent Variable)
Greenwashing

Multicollinearity: Variance Inﬂation Factors (VIF)
Coeﬃcient of
Legitimacy
Green
Determination
Brand
Brand
(Environmental/
Brand
Trust
R2
Credibility
Image
Green Brand)
Image
-

1

1

7.48

Brand Credibility

0.84

7.71

Legitimacy
(Environmental/
Green Brand)

0.79

5.96

Green Brand
Image

0.89

Trust (Consumer
Trust)

0.87

Brand Image

0.63

8.49

1
8.49

that greenwashing is negatively associated
with brand credibility, legitimacy and
green brand image. Brand credibility and
legitimacy are both positively associated
with green brand image. Green brand
image is positively associated with trust,
while trust is positively associated with
brand image. The results also show that
the greenwashing-brand image relationship
is partially mediated by brand credibility,
legitimacy, green brand image and trust.
Greenwashing also has a signiﬁcant direct
negative inﬂuence on brand image. Hence,
the results conﬁrm that brand image is
negatively inﬂuenced by greenwashing.
DISCUSSION
We have assessed the inﬂuence of
greenwashing on brand image and the
mediation eﬀects of brand credibility,
legitimacy, green brand image and trust
in our proposed research model. Overall,
the results conﬁrm that greenwashing
negatively inﬂuences brand image. All our
hypotheses (H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, H6, H7
and H8) are supported in this study. The
results corroborate with previous research,
which shows that greenwashing negatively
inﬂuences consumers’ perceptions and
behavioural intentions in various contexts
(Avcilar & Demirgünes, 2016; H. Chen et
al., 2019; Y.-S. Chen et al., 2018; De Jong
et al., 2018, 2019; Schmuck et al., 2018).
Thus, the results validate that greenwashing
could mislead consumer’s perceptions of

brands through deceptive, false or vague
environmental claims (Schmuck et al.,
2018).
Furthermore, the results conﬁrm that
greenwashing is negatively associated with
brand credibility, legitimacy and green brand
image. These results align with previous
research where these relationships
were examined: greenwashing -> brand
credibility (Akturan, 2018); greenwashing
-> legitimacy (Guo et al., 2017, 2018);
greenwashing -> green brand image (Y.S. Chen et al., 2018). Thus, if consumers
perceive that a brand’s environmental
claims are deceptive, vague or false,
consumers may form negative perceptions
about the brand (Akturan, 2018; Schmuck
et al., 2018).
Next, the results show that green brand
image is positively associated with
trust, aligning with previous research
ﬁndings for this relationship (Y.-S. Chen,
2010; Chinomona, 2016). This result
suggests that when a consumer trusts
a brand for environmental sustainability,
they will have positive beliefs about the
brand’s environmental behaviour, which
will positively inﬂuence the consumer’s
subsequent perceptions and behavioural
intentions (Y.-S. Chen et al., 2018; Y.-S.
Chen & Chang, 2013b). The results also
show that consumers’ trust is positively
associated with brand image, suggesting
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Greenwashing

Greenwashing

H2

H3
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H8

H7

H6

H5

Greenwashing

Brand
Credibility
Legitimacy
(Environmental/
Green Brand)
Green Brand
Image
Trust
(Consumer
Trust)

Greenwashing

H1

H4

From

Hypothesis

Brand Image

(-)

(+)

(+)

Trust
(Consumer Trust)

Brand Image

(+)

(+)

(-)

(-)

(-)

Eﬀect

Green Brand
Image

Legitimacy
(Environmental/
Green Brand)
Green Brand
Image
Green Brand
Image

Brand Credibility

To

Proposed

-0.35

0.46

0.93

0.11

0.61

-0.24

-0.89

-0.92

0.35

0.31

0.92

0.01

0.45

0.24

0.89

0.90

95%
Coeﬃcients Lower

Path

0.19

0.61

0.94

0.22

0.76

0.13

0.87

0.93

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Signiﬁcant
95%
from
Upper Conﬁdence
Interval

TABLE 4: PATH COEFFICIENTS AND HYPOTHESES RESULTS

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

0.03

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

p-value
from
T-test

H8 is
supported

H7 is
supported

H6 is
supported

H5 is
supported

H3 is
supported
H4 is
supported

H2 is
supported

H1 is
supported

Results
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that when consumers trust a brand, they will
form an overall positive perception of the
brand image, including the brand’s perceived
green brand image. Therefore, when the
consumers’ perceptions of green brand
image and trust are negatively inﬂuenced by
greenwashing, the subsequent consumer
perceptions of the overall brand image will
also be negatively aﬀected. In addition,
the results also conﬁrm the direct negative
eﬀect of greenwashing on brand image in
the research model, which further supports
the objectives of this study.
MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
The overall eﬀects of greenwashing are
hazardous to the green market, not only
for companies, brands and consumers
but also for the environment (Guo et al.,
2017, 2018; Wang et al., 2019). If brands
greenwash to improve their brand image,
consumers could be misled by these
deceptive practices and form positive brand
perceptions. As a result, consumers may be
tricked into buying products, which are not
actually green or environmentally friendly,
based on their positive brand perceptions.
Hence, these unfriendly environmental
products may then harm the environment.
However, if consumers become aware or
are perceptive to a brand’s greenwashing,
these consumers form negative perceptions
of these brands that may also inﬂuence
their subsequent consumer behavioural
intentions. In other words, if consumers
become aware that a brand is dishonest
and greenwashing, then these consumers
may develop negative perceptions of
the brand, and the brand’s image will
be damaged. Once the brand’s image is
damaged, it could be challenging to restore,
aﬀecting subsequent consumer behavioural
intentions, such as purchase intentions,
willingness to pay a premium price, word-ofmouth recommendations or brand loyalty.
In addition, a company or brand guilty of
greenwashing will also face signiﬁcant risks
such as legal disputes, ﬁnancial penalties,
negative media coverage, reputation
damage and loss of sales and market share.

Therefore, company and brand managers
should reduce all forms of greenwashing,
as it could negatively inﬂuence or damage
their brand image. If greenwashing is
reduced, consumers will trust environmental
claims, and green marketing would become
more eﬀective (Y.-S. Chen et al., 2018).
Companies and brands should review their
environmental communication and green
marketing campaigns to ensure that all
messages are true, accurate and free from
ambiguity and deception. Thus, company
and brand managers should be honest,
reliable and transparent with environmental
communication to reduce greenwashing
(Y.-S. Chen et al., 2018).
It would be beneﬁcial for company or
brand managers marketing green products
to know the types of greenwashing.
Thereby, they can eliminate it from their
communication and educate consumers
to spot false or misleading environmental
claims. When companies, brands and
consumers are educated on environmental
claims, it will increase consumers trust of
legitimate claims and thus, purchases in the
green market would increase. Therefore,
company and brand managers should build
their brand image through honest green
communications and practices to positively
inﬂuence consumers’ brand perceptions.
CONCLUSION
Green marketing and communication
have become a viable means for brands
to promote environmental claims and
display environmentally friendly behaviour
to consumers. Some brands may claim
that they are green or environmentally
friendly but will have products or practices
which harm the environment. Often these
brands do not tell the whole truth or tell lies
about the harmful impacts of their practices
or products on the environment. These
brands may intentionally use deceptive
environmental claims to improve the image
of the brand.
We have investigated the relationship
between greenwashing, brand credibility,
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legitimacy, green brand image, trust and
brand image in a proposed research model.
The results suggest that brands that engage
in greenwashing could damage their brand
image through their deceptive practices.
From the results, we have established that
the greenwashing-brand image relationship
is partially mediated through brand
credibility, legitimacy, green brand image,
and trust. In addition, the results show
that greenwashing has a direct negative
inﬂuence on brand image, supporting the
objectives of this study.
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE
RESEARCH
The contributions and limitations of this
study provide opportunities for future
research. Firstly, we examined the
inﬂuence of greenwashing on brand image.
Future research could extend the research
model to explore the subsequent eﬀects on
consumer behavioural intentions. Secondly,
we included a greenwashing scenario
focused on a beverage brand. Future
research could examine the inﬂuence of
greenwashing on brand image, focused on
the other industries for comparison.
This study validates the negative inﬂuence of
greenwashing on brand image in the context
of green marketing and communication.
Thus, green marketing and communication
practitioners should eliminate deceptive and
ambiguous environmental claims and strive
for accurate and honest communication.
Maintaining honest environmental practices
and communication to prevent greenwashing
could contribute to formulating guidelines
for environmental claims in marketing and
business communication.
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ABSTRACT
This study seeks to contribute to our
understanding of how a product harm crisis
aﬀects consumer behaviour. The study
examines the eﬀect of a product harm crisis
(PHC) in a polony (cold meat) product on
the sales of involved brands, uninvolved
brands, and related product categories. In
addition, the study examines the drivers
of sales in competitor brands after a crisis.
Point of Sales (POS) and loyalty program
demographic data was used to examine
how a product harm crisis aﬀects consumer
purchases. The ﬁndings suggest that the
PHC had a signiﬁcant negative impact on
sales in the entire aﬀected product category
including brands not involved in the product
recall. The results of a correlation analysis
show the impact of seven key drivers on
the sales of uninvolved brands namely a
consumer’s aﬄuence, age, gender, brand
and retailer loyalty, as well as the brand’s
equity or reputation, its product price and
market share. This research provides useful
insights to manufacturers, regarding the
spill over eﬀects of product harm crises. In
addition, it gives retailers an understanding
of how a crisis aﬀects consumer purchase
behaviour. This knowledge is valuable in
helping them minimise the negative eﬀect
of a product harm crisis.

Keywords: Product Harm Crisis, Sales,
Retail, Food Contamination
INTRODUCTION
Product Harm Crises (PHCs) linked to
tainted food, costs companies and countries
around the globe billions of dollars annually in
terms of lower sales volumes and revenues.
Furthermore, there is evidence that the
number of PHCs and associated economic
costs is increasing due to a changing
technological and competitive landscape,
as well as longer and more complicated
global supply chains. The concomitant rise
in safety regulations around the world has
heightened public awareness of product
harm crises and so contributes to this trend
(Wowak and Boone, 2015).
These economic costs are not conﬁned to
the companies and brands implicated in a
PHC, a common misperception. In fact, the
entire product category including unaﬀected
companies and brands, as well as other
products within the brand responsible for the
PHC suﬀer a decline in sales and revenue.
Not only is there no competitive advantage
to be gained by brands not implicated in
a PHC, the economic costs of PHCs are
more far-reaching than ﬁrst thought and,
therefore, often underestimated. The study
also highlights the importance of maintaining
strict quality and hygiene control throughout
the food industry, as well as the sharing of
best practice methods by all actors in the
industry (Zhou and Li, 2016).
The cost to consumers is even greater
than to manufacturers and retailers. In a
developing country, a Listeriosis outbreak
led to the loss of one hundred and ninetyone lives. Figure 1 below, shows the timeline
of how the crisis unfolded.
From the oﬃcial beginning of the outbreak
on December 3rd, 2017 until the 6th of April
2018, 999 cases of Listeriosis had been
reported by the country’s National Institute
of Communicable Diseases. Of these
cases, 191 patients died. The outbreak was
traced to a manufacturer of meat products
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FIGURE 1: TIMELINE OF THE PRODUCT HARM CRISIS

speciﬁcally polony. The products of aﬀected
brands were recalled on the 4th of March
2018.
This paper contributes to the existing
literature by using Point of Sales (POS) data
from a loyalty program of a major food retailer,
a novel approach which has signiﬁcant
advantages over other methods such as
surveys. As detailed later in this paper POS
data is based on actual purchases, not on
measures such as consumer sentiment or
expressed intentions and is therefore more
reliable and objective. Another advantage
is its ability to provide comparisons of sales
over time to form the basis of a longitudinal
analysis. Furthermore, the data is in realtime without any time lag unlike surveys
which take time to design, carry out and
evaluate.
Finally, the study provides empirical
research within the context of a developing
country, as opposed to the literature’s
predominant focus on the impact of product
recalls in the developed world.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
In analysing the extent to which a PHC,
resulting in a product recall, impacts
consumer behaviour as measured by a
change in sales, we address the following
research questions:
1. What is the impact of the product recall
on subsequent sales of the involved
product, namely the polony category?
2. What is the impact of the product recall
on subsequent sales of uninvolved
competitor brands in the polony
category?
3. What is the impact of the product recall
on subsequent sales of the involved
brands’ other products not involved in
the product recall?
4. What are the main drivers accounting
for diﬀerences in sales, between the
unaﬀected competitor brands following
a product recall event?
CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT AND
HYPOTHESES
The conceptual framework and speciﬁc
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questions addressed in this study are based
on four hypotheses discussed in the current
literature outlined below.
Hypothesis 1
A product harm crisis will have a signiﬁcant
negative impact on unit sales in the entire
category, including other brands not
involved in the crisis. (Consumer response
to the category)
Prior studies note that involved brands are
not the only casualties of a Product Harm
Crisis. The entire involved category may
decline in sales if consumers believe that
the problem is industry wide (Gao, Knight,
Zhang, Mather, & Tan, 2012; Zou & Li, 2016).
The Chinese Infant Milk case wherein milk
was contaminated with melamine serves as
an example. After six deaths and 300 000
sick infants Chinese consumers remained
wary of domestic dairy products, and foreign
countries imposed restrictions on Chinese
dairy products long after the product was
recalled (Custance, Walley, & Jiang, 2012).
Yet, another example of the category impact
was the spinach E.coli outbreak of 2007.
During this PHC total packaged spinach
(not just involved brands) sales decreased
by 37% compared to the year before. Over
the same period, the sales of packaged
salad mixes containing some spinach and
those containing no spinach also decreased
by 22% and 8% respectively (Peake et al.,
2014).
Hypothesis 2:
While a product harm crisis will signiﬁcantly
reduce the unit sales of the aﬀected
product sold by the company implicated in
the recall, it will also reduce the unit sales
in the recalled product category of other
brands not involved in the crisis. (Consumer
response to other brands)
This hypothesis seeks to test if all other
brands are negatively impacted or if there
are some exceptions. Since a Product Harm
Crisis taints the entire product category,
many authors believe that uninvolved

competitor brands may also suﬀer a loss in
sales. Competitor brands are brands that
oﬀer similar products to the same consumer
base at similar price points (Kotler &
Armstrong, 2017). Uninvolved brands are
negatively impacted because consumers
believe that actors within the same industry
share the same processes and are equally
vulnerable (Wowak & Boone, 2015).
These actors are seen to share a common
reputation and based on the theory of
collective reputation, a group’s reputation
is only as good as that of its individual
members (Wowak & Boone, 2015). This
negative impact is worse in those categories
with light branding as there are high search
costs for consumers who may lack the
motivation and information to diﬀerentiate
between involved and uninvolved brands
(Peake et al., 2014).
It is important to note, however, that not all
the literature suggests a negative impact
on uninvolved brands. Some studies
suggest that a Product Harm Crisis signals
an opportunity for uninvolved competitors
to gain market share. They argue that
consumers demand less of the involved
brands, getting negative media attention,
and more of the uninvolved brands (De
Paola & Scoppa, 2018). Further, those
consumers who switch from involved to
uninvolved brands may become loyal to the
competitor brands if the crisis is long lasting
(Siomkos et al., 2010).
Hypothesis 3:
A product harm crisis will have a negative
impact on a brand’s reputation and will also
reduce the unit sales of its other untainted
products.
Siomkos et al. (2010) contends that the
sales impact to the involved brands is not
limited to the aforementioned short run
sales and potential long-term brand impact
within the involved category. Instead, the
impact on the brand may include a reduction
of sales in other categories wherein the
brand trades. This sales reduction may be
as a result of the “negative spill-over eﬀect”
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whereby a brand suﬀering a PHC event
in one category loses sales in additional
categories from other products in its
portfolio (Siomkos et al., 2010). The sales
are lost across the brand’s product portfolio
as consumers believe that all of the brand’s
products are of poor quality. However, if the
links between the products in the brand’s
portfolio are weak, the eﬀect may be limited.
As a potential avenue for a change in
consumer behaviour, this study considered
if involved brands suﬀered reduced sales in
other uninvolved categories.
Hypothesis 4
During a PHC, a number of variables related
to the brand, consumer and retailer will
have a signiﬁcant impact on the unit sales
of uninvolved brands.
Peake, Detre and Carlson (2014) have
highlighted that the research around which
factors aﬀect the sales of uninvolved brands
after a PHC, is sparse. This study aimed to
address this gap and explicitly sought to
determine which variables aﬀect the impact
of a PHC on the sales of uninvolved brands.

This study examines seven of the most
common factors identiﬁed by the literature
and measures their impact on unit sales in
the recalled product category, of uninvolved
brands as depicted in ﬁgure 2 below.
Retailer Loyalty
Retailers play a key role in brand supply
chains as the gatekeepers between
the manufacturers of products and the
consumers of those products (Ni, Flynn,
& Jacobs, 2014). Retailers also have a
key role to play during a Product Harm
Crisis (PHC) as the more loyal consumers
are to the retailer, the less impactful
negative publicity is about the involved
category (Gendel-Guterman & Levy, 2017).
Retailers with a higher corporate reputation
engender greater loyalty from consumers
(Walsh, Mitchell, Jackson, & Beatty, 2009)
as expressed by greater frequency of
shopping at the retailer (Gendel-Guterman
& Levy, 2017) These retailers are more
trusted and, therefore, consumers view
those uninvolved brands stocked by the
retailer as less dangerous (Haas-Kotzegger
& Schlegelmilch, 2013;) .

FIGURE 2: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF THE FACTORS THAT AFFECT THE IMPACT OF A
PRODUCT HARM CRISIS ON THE SALES OF UNINVOLVED BRANDS.
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The retailer’s corporate reputation is also
signiﬁcant within this study as it directly
links to uninvolved private label brands.
Private labels brands are those brands
that are manufactured to be sold under
the retailer’s own brand. The performance
of private label brands can be linked to
the consumer’s perception of the store
whereby the better the perception of the
store the better the perception of the private
label brand (Gendel-Guterman & Levy,
2017). A retailer’s corporate reputation is
then theorised to have a positive halo eﬀect
across all of the uninvolved brands that it
sells and particularly on the uninvolved
private label brands.
Brand Equity
Brand Equity is relevant to the study as
it is theorised to provide a buﬀer against
negative publicity (Zhao, Zhao, & Helsen,
2018). This is as high Brand Equity brands
command trust from the consumer (Rea,
Wang, & Stoner, 2014), which, in turn,
increases the credibility of the information
that the brand provides and reduces the
consumer’s perceived risk associated to
the brand (Brahmbhatt & Shah, 2017). The
eﬀect of negative publicity is also weakened
as brand loyal consumers are more likely to
engage in biased processing of information.
This can mean that the negative publicity
about the category is resisted or completed
discounted (Cleeren, Dekimpe, & Helsen,
2008). Where the information is resisted,
the consumer tends to weigh up the new
negative publicity against their existing
positive sentiment towards the brands
(Gendel-Guterman & Levy, 2017). In
addition to beneﬁting from information
processing biases, Custance et al. (2012),
views high Brand Equity brands as having
built up a reservoir of goodwill that they can
draw down on during a PHC.
However, not all authors agree that having
high Brand Equity favours brands during
a PHC. Brand loyal consumers have a
high quality expectation and as a result
respond strongly to information that is
counter to expectations (Liu & Shankar,

2015). Therefore, brands with high Brand
Equity are likely to perform worse. The
goodwill draw down argument is contested
by Germann et al. (2014) who write that
this is only the case in the instance of a
low severity PHC. In a high severity PHC,
they contend that brand loyalty worsens
the impact of the PHC as consumers feels
betrayed by the brand that they trusted.
While there is disagreement on the
directionality of the impact of Brand Equity
on Product Harm Crises (PHC), there is
agreement that it has a signiﬁcant eﬀect
on the impact of a PHC. In this study brand
loyalty, as measured by repeat purchase,
will be used as a proxy for Brand Equity.
Brand Share of Units
The literature records that during Product
Harm Crises, the larger uninvolved brands
tend to beneﬁt more than the smaller
uninvolved brands (Bakhtavoryan et al.,
2014; Ma et al., 2010; Pozo & Schroeder,
2016). The reason provided for this
diﬀerence is the principle of “Double
Jeopardy”, which is described as smaller
brands having lesser market penetration
and being shopped less frequently (Ma et
al., 2010; Van Heerde, Helsen, & Dekimpe,
2007). Smaller brands then stand to beneﬁt
less from the increased sales opportunity
following the product recall of the involved
brands. It is then expected that the larger
the brand, the better it’s performance during
a Product Harm Crisis.
Brand Product Price
The literature is divided on the directionality
of the impact of price. While some authors
contend that it is better to have a higher
price during a PHC and others suggest a
lower price or a reduction in price.
Cleeren (2015), suggests that uninvolved
brands should reduce price during a PHC
to increase demand for the category. While
reducing price may positively impact the
category overall, Ma et al. (2014) warn that
decreasing its price may harm the brand as
product price is a signal to the consumer
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of product quality and consumers tend
to prefer quality over price during a PHC.
Therefore, more expensive brands tend
to perform better during a PHC (Ma et al.,
2014).
Despite
the
disagreement
in
the
literature, Siomkos et al. (2010) found
that, competitors tend to become more
aggressive during a PHC by increasing
advertising and decreasing price. They do
this as consumers of the involved brands
are believed to become more receptive to
competitor activity during the crisis. Rieger,
Kuhlgatz and Anders (2016), however,
found that lowering prices is ineﬀective as
demand during a PHC tends to be relatively
inelastic.
Consumer Aﬄuence
De Paolo and Scoppa (2018), ﬁnd that
aﬄuent consumers are more likely than
poorer consumers to decrease demand for
uninvolved brands as they tend to view the
crisis as an industry-wide issue. They used
housing prices in the area of the shopped
store to infer consumer aﬄuence (De Paola
& Scoppa, 2018).
Liu and Ma (2016), agree that more aﬄuent
consumers may decrease demand as they
would have greater choice than poorer
consumers in that they can aﬀord to choose
higher priced safer products. Alternatively, it
is also argued that more aﬄuent consumers
have higher levels of exposure to the media
and ever growing product scandals and
therefore may have become numb to the
risks (Liu & Ma, 2016). Given the severity of
the Listeriosis crisis and signiﬁcant media
attention, it is unlikely that consumers
would be numb to its risks and therefore the
greater the proportion of aﬄuent consumers
a brand attracts; the worse it is likely to
perform during a PHC. This study makes
use of a consumer’s lifestyle segmentation
as a proxy for aﬄuence. Segmentation is
based on the products that consumers buy;
more expensive products are clustered into
a more aﬄuent lifestyle segment.

Consumer Gender
It is critical to understand how female
consumers react to a Product Harm Crisis
PHC) as these consumers are traditionally
the key stakeholders in retail, inﬂuencing
80% of consumer purchases (Mitchell &
Walsh, 2001).
While a minority view exists that in a severe
PHC men and women would not behave
diﬀerently (Song, Sheinin, & Yoon, 2017),
it is widely held that female consumers
have a more signiﬁcant reaction (Laufer &
Coombs, 2006; Laufer & Gillespie, 2004;
Liu & Ma, 2016; Lu et al., 2016; Mitchell
& Walsh, 2001). There are two lines of
argument for this claim. The ﬁrst line of
argument is based in ethics. Lu et al. (2016)
contend that the greater the perceived
severity and relevance of the PHC, the
greater the contempt and anger it induces in
consumers. This sense of contempt is more
readily evoked in females than males and
therefore females have a more signiﬁcant
response. The second line of argument is
based on feelings of personal vulnerability. It
is argued that females feel more personally
vulnerable than males. Female consumers
then more readily blame the involved
category or company for the crisis as this
provides a greater feeling of predictability
and thereby a greater sense that the harm
of the crisis can be avoided (Laufer &
Coombs, 2006; Laufer & Gillespie, 2004).
From the literature, it can be concluded that
those brands with a higher proportion of
female consumers are more likely to suﬀer
a greater impact from a PHC.
Consumer Age
The older segment is also of importance to
this study as a segment that is particularly
at risk of the Listeriosis outbreak (Donovan,
2015; Jackson, Gould, Hunter, Kucerova,
& Jackson, 2018; Schweon, 2015). The
empirical ﬁndings that older consumers
are often more at risk of PHC events
corroborates the observations of Liu and
Ma (2016) and Rieger et al. (2016) who
found that older consumers reduce their
purchases of involved products due to
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heightened concerns over the risk to
personal health.
Countering this view, Silvera et al (2012),
found that older consumers have a reduced
perception of the severity of a PHC and their
own personal vulnerability to it as compared
to younger adults. In addition, older
consumers are found to have a signiﬁcantly
higher propensity to continue purchasing the
aﬀected products and recommend them. It
is claimed that this underappreciation of the
potential danger of the involved products is
due to diminished cognitive abilities, such
as memory and information seeking, due
to aging. Another argument put forward for
a decrease in the perceived severity of a
PHC with age is that older consumers are
less likely to be exposed to negative word of
mouth as compared to younger consumers
and therefore do not access and act on the
information as readily (Lu et al., 2016).
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In order to examine the research questions,
we examined the sales of polony for a
period of 87 days immediately following
the crisis in 2018. We also examine the
exact same period in 2017 when there was
no crisis. This allowed for sales data and
consumer data from the period after the
crisis to be compared with those from an
appropriate corresponding period in 2017.
A key diﬀerence in this study as compared
to prior empirical studies in the ﬁeld of
Product Harm Crises is the use of pointof-sale (POS) store scanner data rather
than home panel data, or survey data, or
data from experiments. Survey methods
attempt to understand how consumers feel
about a PHC, but there is no accurate way
of measuring “actual purchase behaviour”
after a crisis. Experiments try and recreate a
crisis scenario, to test consumer behaviour
to a crisis, but again, the consumer is aware
that it is not a real event, and therefore
their behaviour during an experiment may
not exactly mirror their behaviour when
experiencing a real-life product crisis.
Point-of-sale data contains all sales of

the retailer. The data used in this study
is sourced from one of the developing
country’s four largest retailers. The retailer
has more than 1200 stores on its continent
and more than 800 in its country of origin
(MarketLine, 2015).
The data includes all transactions in the
polony sub-category for the period of the 5th
of March (the day after the recall) to the 31st
of May for 2018 as well as the 5th of March
to the 31st of May 2017 as a comparative
period. This data included both the involved
and uninvolved brands. In addition, the data
included transactional data for the involved
brands in other sub-categories where their
products were not recalled.
In addition to the Point-of-sale store scanner
transactional data received, customer
demographic and segmentation data was
also received. The lifestyle segmentation
table grouped consumers into three lifestyle
segments–based on products bought.
Customers in Lifestyle segment three
tended to buy the most premium products
whereas customers in segment one buy
the least premium products and customers
in segment two buy predominantly midranged products. The value segmentation
table grouped customers into three
segments based on their assumed loyalty
to the retailer. This assumed loyalty is
based on the number of unique categories
shopped and the number of transactions a
consumer makes within a set period. From
most to least loyal the segments were
Primary, Secondary and Tertiary. In addition
to the demographic and segmentation data
provided, an additional segmentation table
was created by the researchers to determine
brand loyalty. Consumers were divided into
four groups based on their spend per polony
brand as a proportion of their total spend
in the polony category. Those consumers
that spent 80% or more in a single brand
were segmented as “Exclusive” to that
brand. This segmentation technique to
determine brand loyalty is in line with use
related segmentation which seeks to divide
consumers based on their commitment to a
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brand (Schiﬀman & Kanuk, 2004).
Data Analysis Methods
The programming software known as the
World Programming System (WPS) was
used to organise the necessary raw data
from the received data tables with the end
goal of creating the necessary variables for
the analysis. The sales data in the polony
sub-category was aggregated by brand by
day for the 2017 and 2018 periods. The
sales of the involved brands in the other
sub-categories in which they trade were
also aggregated by brand by day.
The same technique was used to test each
of sub questions one, two and three as they
all sought to determine if there had been
a signiﬁcant change in sales of products
between the periods before and after the
Product Recall.
In examining various statistical tests, a
matched pairs t-test was considered and
found to match the data and objectives of
the three sub-questions, well. The matched
pairs t-test is used when data is naturally
paired for example when a researcher
extracts data twice from an observational

unit. This often occurs before and after an
intervention (Wegner, 2016; Weiers, 2011).
The point-of-sale store scanner data used
in this study provided naturally paired
transactions as the transactional data
tables used include the same time periods
for 2017 and 2018.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The sample contained data on all nine
uninvolved brands that were part of the study
after the recall. Each of the nine brands
had eighty-seven matched days of data
(2017 and 2018). Therefore, the sample
used to answer the research questions
included seven hundred and eighty-three
observations.
Hypothesis 1
A product harm crisis will have a signiﬁcant
negative impact on unit sales in the entire
category, including other brands not
involved in the crisis
The ﬁndings indicate that the mean of the
units sold per day in the polony category
was signiﬁcantly (p<0.005) lower in the
2018 period (Mean=8586.75) as compared
to the 2017 period (Mean=10127.54).

FIGURE 3: BRAND 1 (AN UNINVOLVED BRAND) POLONY CATEGORY UNIT SALES BY
MATCHED DAY
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The graph above is of an uninvolved brand,
Brand 1, and it shows the diﬀerence in
matched day polony sales. The negative
impact of the product recall on consumer
behaviour is clearly seen with 2018-unit
sales down on each of the 89 days following
the recall compared to the previous year’s
matched day in 2017.
A reduction in unit sales following a Product
Harm Crisis (PHC) corroborates the
ﬁndings of Gao et al (2012) and Peake et
al. (2014). The result is unsurprising as no
literature was found that suggested that a
PHC might bolster the involved category.
The only question that may have been
unresolved was if consumers would treat
the Listeriosis crisis as severe enough
to change behaviour as suggested by
Germann et al. (2014) and Haas-Kotzegger
and Schlegelmilch (2013). Given the one
hundred and ninety-one known deaths and
nine hundred and ninety-nine known cases
of illness, it is likely that the crisis was treated
as severe. In addition to the severity of the
incident, it was also highly publicised by the
media and consumers shopped the polony
category less to avoid the perceived risk as
per the ﬁndings of Peake et al. (2014) and
Siomkos et al. (2010).
Hypothesis 2:
While a product harm crisis will signiﬁcantly

reduce the unit sales of the aﬀected product
sold by the company implicated in the
recall, it will also reduce the unit sales in the
recalled product category of other brands
not involved in the crisis.
The study addresses this hypothesis by
asking whether the PHC and subsequent
product recall had a signiﬁcant sales impact
on uninvolved competitor brands within the
polony category?
In the ﬁgure above, seven of the nine
brands were found to have daily unit sales
means signiﬁcantly (p < 0.01) lower in the
2018 period than in the 2017 period. Of
the two remaining brands, the daily unit
sales mean of Brand 7 reduced from 283
units in the 2017 period to 273 units in the
2018 period, but this was not found to be
signiﬁcant (p>0.05). Brand 10 was the only
brand that saw an increase in the mean of
daily unit sales. The mean increased from
2501 units in the 2017 period to 2658 units
in the 2018 period, but this was also found
to be statistically insigniﬁcant (p>0.05).
The impact of the PHC on most of the
uninvolved brands may be due to the
eﬀect described by Peake et al. (2014)
and Wowak and Boone (2015): consumers
believe that brands in a tainted industry
share similar processes and a common

FIGURE 4: BAR CHART OF SALES QUANTITY INDEX OF POLONY UNIT SALES BY
UNINVOLVED BRAND
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reputation and therefore are equally risky.
For the consumers, this means that if some
members of the industry falter, the rest are
implicated.

involved brand’s unit sales in the 2017
period and had the largest presence
outside of the polony category.
• Brand 9 was sold in the polony, frozen
foods, main meals and processed meats
categories. The brand was recalled in all
but the main meals category.

Hypothesis 3:
A product recall will also reduce the unit
sales of other products sold by the involved
brand.
In the context of this study, we considered
whether the Product Harm Crisis and
subsequent product recall had a signiﬁcant
sales impact on the involved brands of
other unrelated products (that is, in other
categories where the involved brands were
not recalled)?
• Brand 9 and Brand 18 were used to
address the question due to their scale.
• These brands accounted for 81% of the

• Brand 18 was sold in the polony, fresh
poultry and frozen foods categories. The
brand was only recalled in the polony
category.
• The sales data for the three categories
that were not recalled were used to
address sub-question three.
From Table 4, the results of the MatchedPairs t-test shows that all three of the
categories tested, had signiﬁcantly lower
(p<0.001) mean unit sales in the 2018
period when compared to the 2017 period.

TABLE 1: MATCHED PAIRS T-TESTS BY AFFECTED BRAND AND UNAFFECTED CATEGORY
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• Brand 9 mean daily unit sales in the main
meals category declined from 1055.71
in the 2017 period to 956.05 in the 2018
period.
• Brand 18 mean daily unit sales in the
fresh poultry category declined from
221.03 in the 2017 period to 37.43 in the
2018 period.
• Brand 18 mean daily unit sales in the
frozen foods category declined from
8893.76 in the 2017 period to 2316.10
in the 2018 period.

0.231, p < 0.001). This indicates that larger
brands tend to perform better during a PHC.
This result corroborates the ﬁndings of Ma et
al. (2010) and Van Heerde (2007) who found
that larger brands gain a disproportionate
share of the market when other brands
are recalled. Smaller brands suﬀer from
“Double Jeopardy” less market penetration
and being shopped less frequently–a factor
which again makes them less able to seize
the opportunity to supply the gap left by the
product recall.

The results of the correlation coeﬃcients
between seven variables and sales are
shown in the table below

Customer age
The proportion of the uninvolved brands’
customers that were older (60+) was found
to be weakly but signiﬁcantly correlated to
the brand’s Sales Quantity Index (r=0.183,
p < 0.001). This indicates that brands with
larger proportions of older consumers will
tend to perform worse during a PHC. This
result corroborates the ﬁndings of Liu &
Ma (2016) and Rieger et al. (2016) who
ﬁnd that older consumers tend to be more
concerned over their personal health and
thereby reduced their purchases of products
involved in a PHC. It may be likely that older
consumers withdrew their demand from a
category involved in a Listeriosis outbreak
as these consumers are at particular risk
(Donovan, 2015; Jackson et al., 2018;
Schweon, 2015).

Market share (brand’s share of units)
The size of the uninvolved brand as
measured by their share of units in 2017
was found to be weakly but signiﬁcantly
correlated to the brand’s quantity index (r =

Brand Equity
The brands’ Brand Equity as measured
by proportion of exclusive customers
was found to be weakly but signiﬁcantly
correlated to the brand’s Quantity Index

These results corroborate the ﬁndings
of Siomkos et al (2010) that due to the
negative spill-over eﬀect, brands involved
in a Product Harm Crisis might experience
sales losses in other uninvolved categories
wherein other products within the brand’s
portfolio is sold. This is as consumers deem
all products in the portfolio to be of inferior
quality.
Hypothesis/Sub-Question 4:
What are the signiﬁcant drivers of the
diﬀerence in the sales impact, between the
uninvolved competitor brands following the
Product Harm Crisis?

TABLE 2: SUMMARY OUTPUT OF CORRELATION ANALYSIS (SAMPLE = 753)

Independent Variable

Correlation coeﬃcient (r)

Retailer Loyalty
Brand Equity
Brand Share of Units
Brand Product Price
Average Price Index
Customer Aﬄuence
Customer Gender
Customer Age

0.001
0.176
0.231
0.207
0.005
0.028
0.262
0.183
1240

Signiﬁcance
(2 tailed test: p-value)
p = 0.961
p < 0.001
p < 0.001
p < 0.001
p = 0.889
p = 0.442
p < 0.001
p <0.001
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(r = 0.176, p < 0.001). This indicates that
brands with a larger loyal customer base
before a PHC tend to perform worse during
a PHC. Two theories may explain why this
occurred. Liu and Shankar (2015) contend
that a high quality expectation is associated
with brands with high brand equity and
so when a PHC occurs that shakes that
quality expectation, the reaction is strong.
Alternatively, Germann et al. (2014) and
Li (2015) contend that it is the sense of
betrayal towards trusted brands in a trusted
category that alienates consumers.
Brand Product Price
The average price of the brand in 2017
was found to be weakly but signiﬁcantly
correlated to the quantity index (r = 0.207,
p < 0.001).
This indicates that the higher the price
before the PHC, the worse the brand is
likely to perform during the PHC. This result
rejects the inelasticity of price ﬁnding of
Rieger et al. (2016). Rieger et al. (2016)
diﬀerentiate between a regular period of
category sales and category sales during a
PHC. They concede that during a regular
period, product price is a key driver of
consumer behaviour. However, they
contend that during a PHC, the involved
category becomes relatively price inelastic
as the remaining consumers predominantly
seek quality.
As price is a signal of quality, according to
Ma et al. (2014) it may have been expected
that higher priced brands fare better
during a PHC. However, in line with the
arguments of Liu and Ma (2016) relating
to aﬄuent consumers. It is possible that
those consumers that can aﬀord to buy the
more expensive polony brands, could also
aﬀord to pay for potentially costlier protein
alternatives.
Customer Gender
Given the claim of Mitchel and Walsh
(2001) that females inﬂuence 80% of retail
spend, it is unlikely that any brand that
doesn’t appeal to females will grow to have

a signiﬁcant share of units.
The literature is skewed towards ﬁndings
which state that brands with larger
proportions of female consumers are more
likely to perform poorly during a PHC
(Laufer & Coombs, 2006; Liu & Ma, 2016;
Lu et al., 2016; Mitchell & Walsh, 2001).
The reasons expressed for this belief is
that female consumers more readily evoke
contempt towards the involved category
(Lu et al., 2016) and that female consumers
feel more personally vulnerable during a
PHC (Laufer & Coombs, 2006; Laufer &
Gillespie, 2004). The ﬁndings of this study
conﬁrm that a signiﬁcant, albeit weak,
relationship exists between the proportion of
females that makes up a brand’s consumer
base and its performance (r = 0.262; p <
0.001). However, it rejects the directionality
of the literature given a positive correlation
coeﬃcient. Therefore, we ﬁnd that the larger
the female base of the brand, the better it’s
performance.
Customer Aﬄuence, Average Price
Index and Retailer Loyalty
The remaining independent variables
namely, customer aﬄuence, average price
index, and retailer loyalty, showed no
signiﬁcant correlation with sales.
CONCLUSIONS
PHCs are becoming more frequent and
pose a great risk to a ﬁrm’s performance,
the consumers and the economy, as
the damage is not only conﬁned to the
individual ﬁrm implicated in a product recall.
The ﬁndings from this paper suggest that
product recalls in the food industry have
a negative impact on product sales. In
addition, the negative impact is not conﬁned
to the product sales of the brand recalling
the product but aﬀects the entire category
including brands that were not involved in the
product recall. Furthermore, product recall
has a negative spill-over on the implicated
brand’s unaﬀected food products. Finally,
the paper identiﬁed seven factors relating
to the brand and its customer base, which
either mitigate or worsen the impact of a
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product recall on product sales. This study
concluded that the PHC had a signiﬁcant
negative impact on the polony category
with a signiﬁcant decline in the mean unit
sales between the 2018 and 2017 period.
The PHC had a signiﬁcant negative impact
on uninvolved brands as seven of the nine
uninvolved brands had substantially lower
mean unit sales in the 2018 period as
compared to the 2017 period. Consumers
might
assume
that
manufacturing
processes and regulations are similar
across brands, and therefore avoid the
entire product category. The key factors
determining the impact of a PHC were
brand equity, the brand’s share of units, the
brand’s proportion of older consumers, and
the brand’s average price in 2017.
The higher the brand’s share of units
the better the brand’s resilience to a
PHC-induced loss of sales. The better
performance of larger brands (as measured
by their share of units) may be due smaller
brands suﬀering from “Double Jeopardy”
whereby they attract fewer consumers who
purchase from them less often.
The study can also conclude that, brands
with a higher proportion of older consumers,
greater brand equity and higher average
unit price experienced a larger decline in
sales. As older consumers tend to be more
anxious about their health, they are more
likely to stop buying the product involved
in a recall, even when sold by a brand not
involved in the PHC.

felt by loyal consumers. Greater brand
equity may heighten expectations of product
quality and greater disappointment or shock
when these are not met. Higher priced
brands performing worse is speculated to
be as a result of their consumers being
more readily able to aﬀord alternatives.
Finally, the study concludes that a PHC
results in a loss of sales in other product
categories of the brand involved. The mean
unit sales of untainted products sold by the
brand implicated in a product recall also
suﬀered a decline in unit sales. Given this,
it is even more important to prevent PHCs
as they tarnish the image of an entire brand
involved in a product recall and, therefore,
the brand’s entire portfolio of products.
MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
Manufacturing
Manufacturers should ensure the strictest
quality control and managers should also
take an interest in all in-house product lines
because of the negative spill-over of PHCs
into the brand’s entire product portfolio.
Furthermore, it is in the interest of all
competing brands to share best practices
in quality control as there is no competitive
advantage to be gained from a PHC.

The results of this study ﬁnd a weak
relationship between customer gender and
response to a PHC. The ﬁndings suggest
that for those brands that have a higher
percentage of women customers, the
negative response is less strong than in
the brands that have lower percentages of
women in their customer base.

Marketing
Marketing managers of brands in the
involved category should be prepared to
communicate directly with older and brand
loyal customers, focusing on rebuilding
trust and addressing health concerns
respectively. Marketing managers should
capitalise on the opportunity to oﬀer or
provide substitutes for products involved
in a PHC product recall and advertise
aggressively as customers may be looking
for alternatives to the tainted product.
Understanding how to communicate the
PHC to customers in a way that minimises
the negative spill-over to uninvolved brands
will be useful.

Greater brand equity surprisingly is a liability
in a PHC as it leads to higher expectations
and, therefore, a stronger sense of betrayal

Retailers
Other brands are unlikely to gain the
market share lost by the involved brands
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during a Product Harm Crisis (PHC) which
causes the entire category to suﬀer a
decline in sales. It is suggested, therefore,
that retailers reduce shelf space in the
involved category temporarily to minimize
opportunity costs. Retailers should also
consider reducing purchases of all food
products of a brand implicated in a PHC as
sales of these brands are likely to decrease
due to negative spill-over.
Following these recommendations would
allow the retailer to reduce wastage on
stock that passes its sell by date.
Future research could examine the eﬀect
of PHCs in diﬀerent kinds of products,
in diﬀerent contexts. It would be useful
to examine this across a diverse range
of retailers, those based in more rural
contexts as well as those in more developed
locations. It would be useful to understand
the potential impact of a Product Harm
Crisis on substitute and complimentary
products. For example, one could try and
test whether a reduction in sales in the
polony category had an impact on sales
in the bread category. Future research
could also examine which communication
strategies exacerbates a negative customer
response and which strategies minimise a
negative customer response.
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ABSTRACT
Recent technological advances have
witnessed an increased trend of employees
using their personal technologically
advanced mobile devices at the work
place. This is because the use of these
devices has perceived beneﬁts that exist
for the organisations and employees.
Nevertheless, it is important to ﬁnd out
if the adoption and use of these personal
mobile devices impacts positively on the
productivity of the employees. The main
objective of this study was to investigate
the determinants of consumerisation of IT
and its eﬀect on employee performance
among staﬀ at a South African University.
A positivist paradigm was adopted and a
quantitative research design was followed.
A total of 230 online questionnaires were
distributed among the staﬀ at the University
of Fort Hare. The results revealed that
performance expectancy, social inﬂuence
and facilitating conditions are some of the
factors determining the consumerisation of
IT at the workplace. It was also revealed
that consumerisation of IT has an eﬀect on
job performance.
Key words: consumerisation of IT, in-

INTRODUCTION
The ubiquitous nature of personal
technological advanced devices and
applications has engendered various
predictions for the growth of the mobile worker.
A study carried out by The International
Data Corporation (IDC) approximates that
individuals working with their own devices
will have increased from just over one billion
in 2010 to more than 1.3 billion by 2015
(IDC, 2011). Currently, the mobile work
force is set to increase to 1.87 billion people
by 2022 (Elia, 2017). With the introduction
and adoption of mobile phones, tablets,
laptops and even software, organisations
are gradually allowing employees to utilise
their personal mobile devices at the oﬃce
to accomplish their tasks. This has led to
the term Consumerisation of Information
Technology (CIT) or information technology
(IT) consumerisation.
Consumerisation is the speciﬁc conversion
and transformation of consumers using
their personal IT at the workplace to
execute their jobs (Ortbach, Bode &
Niehaves, 2013). This practice of permitting
employees to utilise their own devices and
technologies to access and complete tasks
in the organisation is usually known as
the bring-your-own-device (BYOD) policy
(Willis, 2012). Consumerisation of IT is one
of the present-day terms used to describe
the existing phenomena of BYOD. Gartner
(2014) estimated that by 2018, 50% of
employees in organisations will be using
mobile technology for their primary use at
the workplace. Gartner further added that
the CIT will be a noteworthy trend that will
disrupt how organisations do business for
the next decade.
Employees become resourceful when they
bring their personal devices to work and may
prove resourceful in provoking organisations
to advance and reconsider their business
processes. Consequently, as employees
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focus on their personal technologies for
their own beneﬁt, it is vital that organisations
keep track of this technology and are able
to integrate it with employees’ objectives to
work on organisational tasks. This will help
to ensure increased productivity for both
individual and organisational tasks.
The organisational culture, business
processes, employee performance and
employee morale are likely to be aﬀected
by the signiﬁcant proliferation of portable
technologies and employees who desire to
use their personal technology in the work
place. Studies in the IT sector show an
association between utilisation of personal
mobile technologies and the perceived
beneﬁts that exist for the organisation
and employees. These beneﬁts include
organisation awareness, reduced IT costs,
high productivity from employees and
employee satisfaction (Gajar, Ghosh & Rai,
2013; Romer, 2014). Nevertheless, these
perceived beneﬁts still leave organisational
leaders and employers mulling over the
acceptance of these mobile technologies
providing measurable advantages without
any unanticipated risks and challenges
(Leavitt, 2013).
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
To this end, studies on how organisations
react to the acceptance of the
consumerisation of IT are mostly viewed
from the security and cost eﬀectiveness
point of view (Chow, 2014; Romer, 2014).
Moreover, Vandelannoitte (2015) agreed
that the studies on consumerisation of IT
mostly concentrate on security issues and
risks associated with the BYOD concept.
Thus, a signiﬁcant concern has been
potentially overlooked. Speciﬁcally, research
on how the consumerisation of IT aﬀects
employee performance at an organisation
has been given little attention (Köﬀer,
Ortbach & Niehaves, 2014). Therefore, the
purpose of this study was to investigate
the determinants of consumerisation of
IT using the antecedent conditions of The
Uniﬁed Theory of Acceptance and Use
of Technology (UTAUT), which include

performance expectancy, eﬀort expectancy,
social inﬂuence and facilitating conditions,
and their eﬀect on the job performance of
staﬀ at an institution of higher learning in
South Africa.
The secondary objectives of the study are
to investigate the eﬀect of:
• performance expectancy on the job
performance of staﬀ at an institution of
higher learning in South Africa;
• eﬀort expectancy on the job performance
of staﬀ at an institution of higher learning
in South Africa;
• social inﬂuence on the job performance
of staﬀ at an institution of higher learning
in South Africa;
• facilitating conditions on the job
performance of staﬀ at an institution of
higher learning in South Africa.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature review provides an
overview of concepts concerned with the
consumerisation of IT, job performance
and the relationship between them. It also
gives a brief on empirical studies and the
theoretical framework that was applied in
the study.
CONSUMERISATION OF IT
Consumerisation of IT is the concept of using
personal technologically advanced mobile
devices in the workplace. Chaudhry (2012)
deﬁned consumerisation as a shift of using
any and all personal consumer technologies
in the organisation along with the impact of
those technologies on existing business
practices. Prete et al. (2011) also deﬁned IT
consumerisation as the use of any software
or hardware that was initially intended for
use in the end user consumer market.
These deﬁnitions give a practitioner’soriented view of IT consumerisation. Harris,
Ives, and Junglas (2011) referred to this as
a market perspective of IT consumerisation.
Conversely, other studies have based
consumerisation of IT on ownership
(Ortbach et al., 2013). For instance, Unisys
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(2010) regards IT consumerisation as the
ability to let employees ﬁnance their diverse
personal technologies while accomplishing
their work at the oﬃce. Still on private
ownership of mobile devices, discussions
have taken place on the views of enterprise
IT department on IT consumerisation
(Harris et al., 2011). They concluded that
consumerisation of IT in the ﬁrm may involve
having personal devices which may not
have been approved by the organisation.
This disparity goes on to demonstrate how
the use of privately-owned devices is often
overlooked or is discreetly accepted by
organisations. With or without a bring-yourown-device (BYOD) initiative, organisations
are more likely to integrate consumer IT
into their own work settings (Yun, Kettinger,
& Lee, 2012).
The advent of IT consumerisation parallels
some organisations’ programmes of BYOD,
which allow workers to utilise their own
technological devices to accomplish their
oﬃcial tasks. Regardless of the signiﬁcance
of this developing trend, few organisations
are willing to address the eﬀects of IT
consumerisation and BYOD. Instead, they
would rather focus on basic tactics such
as avoiding the trend or prohibiting the
practice in fear of the unknown (D’Arcy,
2011). BYOD is an impartial element that
aﬀects organisations and compels them
to reconsider fundamental processes
and practices (Vandelannoitte, 2015). It
is therefore crucial for organisations to
not only accommodate this developing
phenomenon but to pre-empt and reinforce
it with appropriate strategies.

technology they utilise. These conditions
might boost individual productivity, leading
to organisational productivity which means
consumerisation of IT may necessitate
strategic considerations by organisations
(Choo, 2011).
JOB PERFORMANCE
An increased focus on employees as
one of the most vital elements of an
organisation has been observed; and as
such, organisations search for employees
who are increasingly eﬃcient (Sumeya,
2016). Stephon and Louis (2016) deﬁned
job performance as a set of behavioural
patterns
which
include
proﬁciency,
management, knowledge and the capacity
to comprehend work conditions. Essentially,
job performance is used to represent how
eﬃcient an employee can execute their
work duties. Performance is signiﬁcant both
for employers and employees because it
aﬀects decision making during promotions,
terminations and bonuses (Caillier, 2010).
Since a number of operations depend on
this feature of organisations, individual
work performance has been studied widely.
Employees’ conduct during working hours
should contribute to the organisation’s
objectives. Dessler (2010) broke down job
performance into eﬃciency, eﬀectiveness
and productivity. Similarly, Chang, Lu and
Lin (2010) classiﬁed job performance into
four categories, as follows:

The changes inspired by consumerisation of
IT and BYOD have prompted organisations
to be more ﬂexible, adaptable and versatile
in the workplace, bringing about more
digital freedom (Choo, 2011). Employees
also feel more empowered when they have
control over how to handle their growing
demands personally and professionally.
In order to attract and retain employees,
organisations may need to give room
for ﬂexibility in their work spaces and the
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1. Task performance: This reﬂects how
proﬁcient an employee is in carrying
out tasks. It is considered as the
result of individual work that relates
to the completed tasks set out by the
organisation.
2. Contextual performance: This shows
how proﬁcient an employee is beyond the
tasks that contribute to the organisation.
These tasks may include behaviours
that support the organisation in a social
and psychological manner.
3. Adaptive performance: This is the ability
through which an employee can modify
their behaviour to satisfy the demands

of a given environment, an event, or a
situation.
4. Counterproductive performance: This
is a discretionary behaviour (a non-task
behaviour) that endangers the wellbeing of an organisation.
Information systems are mostly created to
help individuals in performing their tasks.
However, research on IT consumerisation
and job performance has only recently
started (Harris et al., 2012). A study carried
out by these authors showed that 67% of
top executives agree that consumerisation
of IT is important to increase employee
performance, while 49% of employees
agreed that they could accomplish
more tasks when they choose their own
software and hardware for work. This study
goes on to enumerate the advantages
of IT consumerisation at the workplace
as employee satisfaction, increased
productivity and innovation among the
employees.
However, there has not been dedicated
research on the role of technology in
inﬂuencing job performance (Hossain,
Moon, Yun, & Choe, 2012; Zhang &
Venkatesh, 2013). Therefore, studies
on consumer IT should include a wider
consideration of the use of consumerisation

for professional purposes.
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The UTAUT model is a framework that has
been used frequently in several research
projects in the recent past to explore the
adoption and behaviour of consumerisation
of IT. The UTUAT model put forward a
causal link among its main constructs
and intention to use consumer IT devices
for improved work performance. This
model was proposed by Venkatesh et al.
(2003) after bringing together eight other
theoretical models which discuss adoption,
acceptance and usage of information
technology. These models include Model
of Personal Computer Utilization (MPCU),
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM),
combined TAM and TPB (C-TAM-TPB),
Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA), Social
Cognitive Theory (SCT), Motivational
Model (MM), Diﬀusion of Innovation Theory
(IDT) and Theory of Planned Behaviour
(TPB). The UTAUT model has four main
constructs which are considered when
using this model. They include performance
expectancy, eﬀort expectancy, social
inﬂuence, and facilitating conditions
although when the model was ﬁrst formed it
had seven constructs. The additional three
are computer self-eﬃcacy, anxiety, and
attitude toward using technology (Venkatesh

FIGURE 1. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF THE STUDY
SOURCE: RESEARCHER’S OWN.
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et al., 2003). The latter constructs were not
found signiﬁcant enough to illustrate usage
and behavioural intention for technology
and hence their elimination from the model.
The main constructs have since been
used by various scholars in their work to
demonstrate technology adoption (Curtis et
al., 2010; Ghalandari, 2012).
CONCEPTUAL MODEL AND
HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
A conceptual model presents the proposed
hypotheses of this study. The antecedent
conditions of the UTAUT model form
the ﬁrst four hypotheses of the study.
This model therefore proposes that the
antecedent conditions of the UTAUT model
will inﬂuence consumerisation of IT among
staﬀ and that consumerisation of IT has an
inﬂuence on employee performance. Figure
1 presents the proposed conceptual model
for this study, followed by the hypotheses
development.
HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
Performance expectancy and
consumerisation of IT (H1)
Performance expectancy as a construct
of the UTAUT model is described as the
extent to which an individual believes that
embracing the consumerisation of IT will
increase their job performance (Venkatesh
et al., 2003). According to this study,
performance expectancy will be viewed as
the perceived use of consumer IT devices
being favourable to job performance. Other
constructs put forward by Venkatesh et al.
(2003), that are surrogates of performance
expectancy include motivation, job-ﬁt,
relative advantage and expected outcomes
which shows similarity to a model proposed
by Stieglitz and Brockmann (2012).
Researchers in previous studies have
shown how performance expectancy
has inﬂuenced perceived use in online
businesses (Sun et al., 2010), mobile
phone applications (Zarmpou, Saprikis,
Vlachopoulou, & Singh, 2010) and internet
banking (Shaikh & Karjaluoto, 2015). Studies
by Gellatly (1996), Sheridan, Slocum, and
Min (1975), and Tatum (2012) show the

importance of individuals’ perspective of
their performance at the workplace. These
studies go on to show that job performance
of employees can be envisaged by
performance expectancy and speciﬁcally
task performance. Other researchers
have found the surrogates of performance
expectancy also inﬂuence job performance,
such as Parkes (2013) who alluded to a
good ﬁt between tasks and technology
while Matheus, Matheus, and Neely
(2014) agreed to a perceived usefulness of
technology to job performance.
Previous research on the UTAUT model
has shown that performance expectancy
and related constructs possess strong
indicators
for
behavioural
intention
(Duyck, Pynoo, Devolder, Voet, Adang,
& Vercruysse, 2008). For instance, the
extent to which an individual believes a
type of technology will enhance their job
performance impacts whether they will
use this technology or not (Davis, 1989).
The inﬂuence of positive performance
expectations will lead to a positive attitude
toward using the technology. Previous
studies have shown that the inclusion of CIT
at the workplace can have positive eﬀects
such as increased ﬂexibility and mobility of
employees (Niehaves et al. 2012). By the
same token, CIT has also shown to provide
beneﬁts to job performance of employees
as they are able to recognise an increase
in their productivity when they can use their
own tools (Niehaves et al. 2013). When
looking at organisations, it’s important
to view performance in relation to the
technology it employs to increase eﬃciency
and performance. This study focused
on this aspect, to ﬁnd out if attitudes and
behaviours at the workplace will aﬀect
their performance while using consumer IT
devices.
H01: Performance expectancy has no eﬀect
on the consumerisation of IT.
H1: Performance expectancy has an eﬀect
on the consumerisation of IT.
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Eﬀort expectancy and consumerisation
of IT (H2)
Eﬀort expectancy as a construct of UTUAT
describes the extent to which an individual
ﬁnds ease in using a type of technology
(consumer devices) to perform their work
(Venkatesh et al., 2003). The ability to
easily use consumer IT devices can be
associated with behavioural intention to
use consumer IT at the workplace. Eﬀort
expectancy is likened to perceived ease of
use, complexity, and ease of use which are
found in the other models that make up the
UTAUT model.
Davis (1989, p. 320) found that “even
if potential users believe that a given
application is useful, they may, at the same
time, believe that the system is too hard
to use and that the performance beneﬁts
of usage are outweighed by the eﬀort of
using the application”. The UTAUT model
exempliﬁes eﬀort expectancy as a notable
predictor of intention to use a technology
and is also directly linked to eﬃciency;
therefore, when the expected eﬀort of the
consumerisation of IT is high, people need
to exercise more eﬀort to ﬁnish their tasks.
Simply put, the more eﬀort that is perceived
for technology use, the less likely individuals
will intend to use it (Venkatesh et al., 2003).
H02: Eﬀort expectancy has no eﬀect on the
consumerisation of IT.
H2: Eﬀort expectancy has an eﬀect on the
consumerisation of IT.
Social inﬂuence and consumerisation
of IT (H3)
Social inﬂuence as a construct of UTAUT
illustrates the degree to which an individual
reckons that other individuals believe that
they should use consumer IT devices
(Venkatesh et al., 2003). This element
captures the same aspect as subjective
norms, social factors and image in other
models such as TAM and TPB, MPCU and
IDT respectively. The UTAUT model is a
feasible theory that can be used to explain
the adoption and use of consumer IT

devices at the workplace because it enables
researchers to understand the factors that
inﬂuence consumerisation of IT and also
factoring in social aspects. In their research,
Gwebu and Wang (2011) agreed that social
aspects of adoption and use of a technology
are important because they enable us to see
how the users of consumer IT behave and
also the eﬀect of the interaction between
consumer IT users. Social inﬂuence is a
direct determinant of behavioural intention.
It is therefore a function of both the beliefs
of expectations of important others and the
employee’s motivation to comply with these
expectations.
For businesses and organisations, social
inﬂuence is engendered in organisational
culture because it represents responsibilities,
commitments and outcomes directly and
indirectly associated with shared values
and norms (Schein, 2004). Organisational
culture has been seen to direct and even
regulate how individuals behave, through
shared norms of a group of people. It further
has an impact on how individuals express
leadership qualities which can further assist
in deciding what is beneﬁcial to employees
and can be used to aid organisational goals
for consumerisation of IT (Cameron &
Quinn, 2011). Organisational culture should
be recognised as an essential element
that inﬂuences organisational, group and
individual behaviour (Chung, Lee, & Kim,
2014; Tsai, 2011). After studying mobile
enterprise systems, Chung et al. (2014)
revealed that organisational characteristics
have a large inﬂuence on employees’
adoption of mobile usage through social
norms. This goes on to illustrate how social
inﬂuence can have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence in
the consumerisation of IT at the workplace.
The use of social inﬂuence as a platform
on which to base one’s opinions has been
noted in previous research (Venkatesh
& Morris 2000). Research has shown
that at the inception of a technological
change or innovation, individuals with little
to no experience will gravitate towards
others who may have experience with the
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technology. But with time and experience,
this need abates and the pressure from the
social inﬂuence decreases (Thompson et
al. 1991; Venkatesh & Morris 2000).
In spite of previous research showing the
eﬀect of social inﬂuence on behavioural
intention having a mixed reception (ArrudaFilho et al., 2010), having the ability to
acquire the latest and popular devices such
as the iPhone that can perform both private
and business needs has the capability to
raise an individual’s image (Venkatesh
et al., 2003). Also, when looking at social
inﬂuence where the use of technology is
mandatory, it is evident that social inﬂuence
is highly signiﬁcant. In such settings, for
instance at the workplace where use of
technology may be unavoidable, there is
a high eﬀect of social inﬂuence on the use
of consumerisation of IT, while in a setting
where consumerisation of IT is optional
an eﬀect is seen on intention because of
identiﬁcation (Venkatesh & Morris 2000;
Venkatesh et al. 2003).
H03: Social inﬂuence has a signiﬁcant eﬀect
on the consumerisation of IT.
H3: Social inﬂuence has a signiﬁcant eﬀect
on the consumerisation of IT.
Facilitating conditions and
consumerisation of IT (H4)
Facilitating condition is the construct in
the UTAUT model that describes the
facilities and structures put in place in an
organisation to aid in the use of consumer
IT devices (Venkatesh et al., 2012). This
element in the model imitates the perceived
behavioural control in the Theory of Planned
Behaviour (TPB).
The nature of consumerisation of IT involves
the adoption of consumer devices and this
adoption can involve several factors. When
discussing the UTAUT model, Venkatesh et
al. (2003) posited facilitating conditions as
an external factor of consumerisation of IT.
In addition to that, Stieglitz and Brockmann
(2012) further divided facilitating conditions

into tangible incentives or motivations and
intangible support such as training. When
studying facilitating conditions, Saleemd
and Rashid (2011) concluded that how an
organisation supports consumer devices
can have an impact on the intention of
employees to use their private devices for
work. These ﬁndings underpin that both
tangible and intangible incentives elevate
the adoption and usage of consumer devices
of employees. The intangible factors such
as organisational strategies, cultures and
social factors are as signiﬁcant as tangible
factors such as physical resources and
equipment.
When individuals have to deal with tasks at
the workplace that involve a new technology,
they are likely to seek for assistance
especially for the ﬁrst time. When factors
such as not having assistance occur, this
can act as a hindrance and may cause
these employees to have a negative attitude
towards the technology (Venkatesh, Thong,
Chan, Hu, & Brown, 2011). In contrast,
if these employees are able to access
resources and help suﬃciently, then they
are likely to have positive attitudes towards
the technology (Venkatesh et al., 2011).
H04: Facilitating conditions have no eﬀect
on the consumerisation of IT.
H4: Facilitating conditions have a signiﬁcant
eﬀect on the consumerisation of IT.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The study had a quantitative research
approach as it is consistent with the positivist
research paradigm. This is because of
the presence of relationships between
dependent and independent variables. As
such, the measurement instrument utilised
in this study was compiled from various
existing scales that were adapted to suit the
purpose of the study. Once scale reliability
and validity had been established, factor
analysis was used to manage the number
of components, in order to reduce the
number of choice criteria. Analysis for both
descriptive and inferential data was carried
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out using SPSS v25.
SAMPLE AND DATA COLLECTION
The sampling technique used in this
study was purposive sampling. This is a
type of non-probability sampling where a
researcher chooses the sample that meets
the researcher’s eligibility criteria or simply
put, the elements in the sample are chosen
purposefully because of the characteristics
that they possess which the researcher
deems relevant to study Data was collected
from 230 staﬀ of the University of Fort Hare
at both the Alice campus and East London
campus. This study used the Rao soft
sample calculator to determine the sample
size. This is a software tool which requires
that the researcher keys in the population
size and it calculates the sample size.
For this study, the sample size was 230.
The software also considers the margin of
error and the conﬁdence level which were
factored in at 5% and 95% respectively.
MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENT AND
QUESTIONNAIRE
Research scales were adopted on the basis
of past research in the same ﬁeld of study.
The study adopted three research scales.
The ﬁrst scale was developed by Venkatesh
et al. (2003). This was used to measure
the determinants of consumerisation of IT
using the Uniﬁed Theory of Acceptance and
Use of Technology. The instrument used a
ﬁve-point Likert scale which spans between

1(strongly disagree) and 5(strongly agree).
This scale incorporated 14 variables. The
data collection instrument was revised to
be in line with the objectives of this study.
Secondly, this study adopted a scale from
Köﬀer, Ortbach, Junglas, Niehaves and
Harris (2015) to measure consumerisation of
IT at the workplace. This scale incorporated
10 variables and also used a ﬁve-point
Likert scale. This scale measured the
use of privately-owned and organisationowned IT equipment by employees. Finally,
a scale that measured job performance
was adopted from Koopmans, Bernaards,
Hildebrandt, Buuren, Beek and Vet
(2013), who developed the Individual
Work Performance Questionnaire (IWPQ).
The study utilised 31 of these variables
to measure task performance, contextual
performance and adaptive performance.
DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
This section provides an overview of the
respondents’ proﬁle, factor analysis and
hypotheses results.
RESPONDENTS’ PROFILES
Gender of respondents
Table 1 provides a distribution of respondents
by gender in the study. As illustrated by the
table, the majority of the respondents were
male 53% (n=121) while female respondents
constituted 47% (n=109). This shows that
an almost equal gender distribution was
reached. The purpose of the question, ‘what

TABLE 1: GENDER OF RESPONDENTS

Valid

Frequency
121
109
230

Male
Female
Total

Percent
52.6
47.4
100.0

TABLE 2: AGE OF RESPONDENTS

Valid

Frequency
66
96
45
19
4
230

20-29 years
30-39 years
40-49 years
50-59 years
Above 60 years
Total
1254

Percentage
28.7
41.7
19.6
8.3
1.7
100.0
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is your gender?’, that was in the survey was
used to determine whether gender has an
inﬂuence on the respondents’ perception of
the eﬀect of consumerisation of IT on job
performance.
Age of respondents
Table 2 shows the age categories of 3039 years, 41.7% (n=96), and 20-29 years,
28.7% (n=66), represent the largest share
of employees at the university. Most of
the respondents though are concentrated
between 20-49 years range as this is the
likely age of a university’s workforce.
Staﬀ category
Table 3 presents the distribution of
participants in terms of staﬀ categories. The
staﬀ were divided into two groups, namely
academic staﬀ and administrative staﬀ. The
majority of the staﬀ who responded were
academic staﬀ, 75.2% (n=173), while only
24.8% (n=57) of the administrative staﬀ
responded.
Reliability test for the questionnaire
The questionnaire consisted of four sections.
The ﬁrst section (Section A) focused on the
demographic statistics of the respondents.
The second section (Section B) dealt with
employee performance. The third section
(Section C) dealt with the consumerisation
of IT. Finally, the last section (Section

D) focused on factors determining the
consumerisation of IT. The reliability of the
scales for Section B to D was measured
using the Cronbach’s alpha coeﬃcient.
The reliability of the scales is presented in
Table 4. The Cronbach’s alpha for all three
sections were above 0.8. This indicated the
reliability of the questionnaire.
Mean values of each rotated factor
Table 5 presents the aggregate means
of each factor in the order of importance
when establishing the determinants of
consumerisation of IT and its eﬀect on job
performance. This means the table shows
the distribution of all the factors indicated in
the study. For instance, in this study, “Use of
privately-owned consumer IT” had the most
signiﬁcant factors in the study as it had a
mean of 4.86 while the factor which did not
carry importance is “Use of privately-owned
traditional IT tools” as it has a mean of 2.59.
T-Tests
T-test: Gender
This test was carried out to establish how
gender (male and female) respond to the
determinants of consumerisation of IT on
job performance. Table 6 shows the group
statistics of the independent sample t-test
statistics for gender.

TABLE 3: STAFF CATEGORIES

Frequency
173
57
230

Academic
Administrator
Total

Valid

Percent
75.2
24.8
100.0

TABLE 4: RELIABILITY TEST OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE

Variables
Job Performance
Consumerization of IT
Factors Determining
Consumerization of IT
All Variables

.910
.898

Cronbach’s
Alpha Based on
Standardized
Items
.913
.906

.899

.902

15

.890

.909

56

Cronbach`s alpha
coeﬃcient
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Number of Items
31
10

TABLE 5: MEAN VALUES OF EACH ROTATED FACTOR

Contextual performance
Adaptive performance
Task performance
Use of institution
provided and institution
consumer IT tools
Use of privately-owned
traditional IT tools
Permission to use
privately-owned IT tools
Use of privately-owned
consumer IT
Eﬀort expectancy
Performance
expectancy
Social inﬂuence
Facilitating conditions
Valid N (listwise)

N
230
230
230

Mean
3.79
3.63
3.83

Std. Deviation
.985
.988
.954

230

3.45

1.835

230

2.59

1.480

230

3.40

1.514

230

4.86

1.157

230

4.31

.888

230

3.89

1.099

230
230
230

3.18
3.68

1.098
.973

TABLE 6: T-TEST GENDER AND STAFF CATEGORY

Gender

Contextual performance
Adaptive performance
Task performance
Use of institution provided and
consumer IT tools
Use of privately-owned traditional IT
tools
Permission to use privately-owned
IT tools
Use of privately-owned consumer IT
Eﬀort expectancy
Performance expectancy
Social inﬂuence
Facilitating conditions
Homogeneity of variances was assumed
at Leven’s test for equality of variances
(p>0.05). The two-tailed test also revealed
that there were no signiﬁcant diﬀerences
between the respondents’ position about the
impact of all categories of job performance,

Staﬀ category

t
1.650
1.501
-1.175

P–Value
0.100
0.135
0.241

t
-0.448
0.337
-0.106

P–Value
0.654
0.737
0.915

-1.729

0.085

-2.362

0.019

-0.292

0.770

2.890

0.004

1.715

0.088

-0.297

0.767

-0.301
-1.248
2.602
0.108
0.090

0.764
0.213
0.010
0.914
0.928

1.901
2.675
4.790
4.551
1.860

0.059
0.008
0.000
0.000
0.064

the permission to use privately-owned
consumer IT, eﬀort expectancy, social
performance and facilitating conditions on
consumerisation of IT and job performance
variables. Table 6 reveals that the p-value
(“Sig. (2-tailed)”) was less than 0.05 for
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performance expectancy. Therefore, there
is signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the position of
males and females for that variable.
T-test: Staﬀ category
This test was carried out to establish
how staﬀ category (academic staﬀ
and administrators) responds to the
determinants of consumerisation of IT on
job performance. Table 6 shows the group
statistics of the independent sample t-test
statistics for staﬀ category.
Homogeneity of variances was assumed
at Leven’s test for equality of variances
(p>0.05). The two-tailed test also revealed
that there were no signiﬁcant diﬀerences
between the respondents’ position about the
impact of all categories of job performance,
the permission to use privately-owned
consumer IT, and facilitating conditions on
consumerisation of IT and job performance
variables. Table 6 reveals that the p-value
(“Sig. (2-tailed)”) was less than 0.05 for use
of institution provided consumer IT tools,
privately-owned IT tools, eﬀort expectancy,
performance expectancy and social
inﬂuence. Therefore, there is signiﬁcant
diﬀerence in the position of staﬀ category
for these variables.

in order to compare the diﬀerences within
groups of demographic variables of age, with
regard to their knowledge and experience
of the determinants of consumerisation of
IT and their eﬀect on job performance. The
Pearson correlation p-value of (p<0.05)
was used to test the signiﬁcance of the
diﬀerences. The F statistics state the
spread across groups or the strength of the
eﬀect of the demographic variable on the
consumerisation of IT variables.
ANOVA age
From Table 7, it can be observed that the
signiﬁcance level in that each group of
respondents by age has almost similar
opinions regarding the variables explaining
job performance, consumerisation of IT and
the determinants of consumerisation. Six
variables show a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in
opinions of respondents by age. Of these
six, three of them have high F values
which are more than 5. These are: Task
performance (f=5.085; p=0.001), Use of
institution provided consumer IT tools
(f=9.424; p=0.000) and Eﬀort expectancy
(f=5.085; p=0.001).

Analysis of variance
The analysis of variance (ANOVA) was done
TABLE 7: ANOVA: AGE

Age

Contextual performance
Adaptive performance
Task performance
Use of institution provided and consumer IT tools
Use of privately-owned traditional IT tools
Permission to use privately-owned IT tools
Use of privately-owned consumer IT
Eﬀort expectancy
Performance expectancy
Social inﬂuence
Facilitating conditions
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F
3.032
3.935
5.085
9.424
1.894
0.422
1.772
5.193
2.046
4.090
1.234

P – Value
0.018
0.004
0.001
0.000
0.112
0.792
0.135
0.001
0.089
0.003
0.297

Regression and hypotheses testing
Assuming a prediction (probability) of
p<0.05, it suggests that there is a signiﬁcant
relationship between the dependant
variable and the independent variable.

8, eﬀort expectancy is not statistically
signiﬁcant at prediction (probability), p<0.05
(B=0.031, p=0.758). Therefore, it can be
concluded that there is no statistically
signiﬁcant relationship between eﬀort
expectancy and consumerisation of IT.
Thus, eﬀort expectancy has no eﬀect on the
consumerisation of IT. Therefore, the null
hypothesis stating that eﬀort expectancy
has no eﬀect on the consumerisation of IT
is not rejected.

HYPOTHESIS 1: PERFORMANCE
EXPECTANCY AND
CONSUMERISATION OF IT
According to the results presented in
Table 8, performance expectancy is
statistically
signiﬁcant
at
prediction
(probability), p<0.05 (B=0.212, p=0.002).
Therefore, there is a statistically signiﬁcant
association
between
performance
expectancy and consumerisation of IT.
Thus, performance expectancy has an
eﬀect on consumerisation of IT. These
results are consistent with Gellatly (1996),
Sheridan, Slocum, and Min (1975), and
Tatum (2012) who support that employees’
job performance can be predicted by the
expectancy model and that the eﬀect of
conscientiousness on task performance can
be mediated by performance expectancy.
Therefore, the null hypothesis stating that
performance expectancy has no eﬀect on
consumerisation of IT is rejected.

HYPOTHESIS 3: SOCIAL INFLUENCE
AND CONSUMERISATION OF IT
According to the results presented in Table
8, social inﬂuence is statistically signiﬁcant
at prediction (probability), p<0.05 (B=0.072, p=0.039). The negative Beta of
“-0.072” suggests that social inﬂuence
presents a negative relationship with
consumerisation of IT. Therefore, it can
be concluded that there is a statistically
signiﬁcant negative relationship between
social inﬂuence and consumerisation of IT.
As a result, it can be concluded that social
inﬂuence has a signiﬁcant negative eﬀect
on the consumerisation of IT. These results
are consistent with Venkatesh and Davis
(2000) who proposed that at the inception
of a technological change or innovation,
individuals with little to no experience will
gravitate towards others who may have
experience with the technology. But with

HYPOTHESIS 2: EFFORT
EXPECTANCY AND
CONSUMERISATION OF IT
According to the results presented in Table

TABLE 8 STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES MODEL
COEFFICIENTS

Unstandardised
coeﬃcients

Model

1

(Constant)
Eﬀort expectancy
Performance
expectancy
Social inﬂuence
Facilitating
conditions

Standardised
coeﬃcients

t

Sig.
0.000
0.758

B
0.573
0.031

Std. Error
0.420
0.102

0.024

6.120
0.308

0.212

0.081

0.201

2.624

0.009

-0.072

0.083

-0.068

-0.867

0.039

0.147

0.087

0.148

0.654

0.041

a. Dependent Variable: Consumerisation of IT
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time and experience, this need abates
and the pressure from the social inﬂuence
decreases. This is the converse of Chung et
al. (2014) who revealed that organisational
characteristics have a large inﬂuence on
employees’ adoption of mobile usage
through social norms. Therefore, the null
hypothesis stating that social inﬂuence
does not have a relationship with the
consumerisation of IT is rejected.
HYPOTHESIS 4: FACILITATING
CONDITIONS AND
CONSUMERISATION OF IT
According to the results presented in Table
8, facilitating conditions are statistically
signiﬁcant at prediction (probability),
p<0.05 (B=0.147, p=0.041). Therefore,
it can be concluded that there is a
statistically signiﬁcant relationship between
facilitating conditions and consumerisation
of IT. As a result, we can conclude that
facilitating conditions have an eﬀect on
consumerisation of IT. These ﬁndings
underpin that both tangible and intangible
incentives elevate the adoption and usage
of consumer devices of employees. The
intangible factors such as organisational
strategies, cultures and social factors are
as signiﬁcant as tangible factors such
as physical resources and equipment.

Therefore, the null hypothesis stating that
facilitating conditions do not have an eﬀect
on consumerisation of IT is rejected.
HYPOTHESIS 5: FACTORS
DETERMINING CONSUMERISATION
OF IT AND JOB PERFORMANCE
Assuming a prediction (probability) of
p<0.05, it suggests that there is a signiﬁcant
relationship between the dependant
variable and the independent variable.
According to the results presented in Table 9,
use of institution provided and consumer IT
tools are statistically signiﬁcant at prediction
(probability), p<0.05 (B=0.097, p=0.001).
The use of privately-owned traditional
IT tools is also statistically signiﬁcant at
prediction (probability), p<0.05 (B=0.115,
p=0.001). Permission to use privatelyowned IT tools is not statistically signiﬁcant
at prediction (probability), p<0.05 (B=0.031,
p=0.377), suggesting that it cannot be
conﬁrmed statistically that permission to
use privately-owned IT tools inﬂuences
job performance. Finally, the use of
privately-owned consumer IT is statistically
signiﬁcant at prediction (probability), p<0.05
(B=0.086, p=0.042). Since three out of four
factors that make up consumerisation of IT
show a statistically signiﬁcant relationship

TABLE 9 STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES MODEL
COEFFICIENTS

Model

1

(Constant)
Use of institution
provided and consumer
IT tools
Use of privately-owned
traditional IT tools
Permission to use
privately-owned IT tools
Use of privately-owned
consumer IT

Unstandardised
coeﬃcients
B
Std. Error
2.624
.257

Standardised
coeﬃcients
Beta

T

Sig.

10.217

.000

.097

.028

.217

3.395

.001

.115

.035

.209

3.257

.001

.031

.035

.058

.886

.377

.086

.044

.122

1.952

.042

a. Dependent variable: Job performance
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with job performance, we can conclude
that there is a statistically signiﬁcant
relationship between consumerisation of IT
and job performance. As a result, it can be
concluded that consumerisation of IT has
an eﬀect on job performance. These results
are consistent with Koﬀer et al. (2014)
who presented a paper that suggested a
framework that explores the relationship
between the consumerisation of IT and its
eﬀect on job performance. They proposed
ﬁve factors which link consumerisation of IT
and job performance, which are functionality,
IT competence, work-life overlap, work
satisfaction
and
self-responsibility.
Therefore, the null hypothesis which states
that consumerisation of IT does not have an
eﬀect on job performance is rejected.
SUMMARY OF THE RESEARCH
FINDINGS
The main purpose of the research
was to investigate the determinants of
consumerisation of IT and their eﬀect on
job performance among employees at
the University of Fort Hare. A total of 230
responses were received after the online
questionnaire had been issued. Of the
respondents, 53% were male whereas
47% were female. Therefore, this shows
that there was an almost equal gender
distribution. The biographical information
included gender, age, type of employment,
type of staﬀ and the area of operation as
variables. The respondents were between
the ages of 20-60 years as this comprises
the category of the workforce at the
university.
The objectives of the study guided the
research and were achieved accordingly.
The hypotheses were derived from these
objectives and were statistically tested
using the SPSS package.
Table 10 shows a summary of the
hypotheses and their results.

TABLE 10 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Hypothesis
Performance
expectancy has
no eﬀect on
consumerisation of IT.
Eﬀort expectancy
has no eﬀect on the
consumerisation of IT.
Social inﬂuence
does not have a
signiﬁcant eﬀect on the
consumerisation of IT.
Facilitating conditions
does not have an eﬀect
on consumerisation of
IT.
Consumerisation of IT
does not have an eﬀect
on job performance.

Result
Reject
the null
hypothesis
Do not reject
the null
hypothesis
Reject
the null
hypothesis
Reject
the null
hypothesis
Reject
the null
hypothesis

RECOMMENDATIONS AND
IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE
The advent of consumerisation of IT can
be a complex issue for organisations and
even institutions of higher education. As
such, there are various ways to make
this a transition or process that is not
cumbersome.
MANAGERIAL RECOMMENDATIONS
This study presents a notable contribution
to
managerial
understanding
of
consumerisation of IT and job performance.
Managers in institutions and organisations
can evaluate opportunities to proactively
support the consumerisation of IT at
the workplace. Since many employees
are already bringing their devices to the
workplace, it would be prudent to address
this expectation and help support it to
improve employee productivity, provide
employees with the ﬂexibility to access
information over personally-owned devices,
and to improve cost eﬃciencies.
Another important recommendation to
managers would be to educate and train the
workforce at the organisation or institution on
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the use and importance of consumerisation
of IT in their job performance. In order for
beneﬁts of consumerisation of IT to be
realised, employees should be able to utilise
their consumer IT well. Organisations can
train their employees on speciﬁc policies
and regulations. This is vital because
improper use of consumer IT can lead to
risks such as security breaches
IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE
While the ﬁndings of this study provide
us with guidance to using emerging
and popular technology as a means to
improve employees’ job performance,
it will nonetheless remain a challenge
for managers to adjust accordingly to
achieve this goal. Correspondingly, among
this study’s recommendations is that
organisations develop ways to manage
this internally. This goal can be achieved
by providing opportunities for employees to
make decisions on the type of technology
they feel will improve their productivity, and
by making new norms that are in line with
the dynamic environment.
Another implication of this study is that
managers should aim to improve job
performance by encouraging employees
to use their personal devices for work.
Managers can do this by cultivating an
environment among employees that shows
the importance of consumerisation of IT in
enhancing job performance.
Lastly, the ﬁndings of this study echo
previous studies and suggested details
for the design of the facilitating conditions,
subsidy policy to support employees
who acquire consumer IT devices, and
incorporating organisational culture to
advance social inﬂuence in the workplace
(Saleemd & Rashid, 2011). In addition, to
make employees’ performance expectations
ﬁt with the functions of consumerisation
of IT, this study suggested that managers
re-examine employees’ needs and help
employees realise the goals and beneﬁts of
using consumer IT. Speciﬁcally, availability
of a feedback channel is important for

collecting employees’ needs and their
opinions of performance expectancy.
THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS
In addition to the above-named implications,
the research ﬁndings show a theoretical
implication. This is directed at individuals
who are engaged in building theories and
research studies such as Köﬀer, Ortbach,
and Niehaves (2014), who are working on
a framework that explores a relationship
between CIT and job performance. The
review of technology acceptance literature
showed various theories and frameworks
which may lead to dissimilar information and
this can lead to inconclusive generalisations
about studies on consumerisation of IT.
Therefore, instead of relying on Information
Systems theories such as the ones
mentioned in the study, developing a theory
that encompasses these variables and that
is accepted universally should be developed
for future research.
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
This study has limitations that can lead to
opportunities for future research. First, the
quantitative research is objective in nature
therefore it must be acknowledged that other
research approaches can be used, such as
qualitative or a mixed method approach in
order to generate diﬀerent ﬁndings.
Second, this study focused on the
employees and not the organisation (HEI).
The study can therefore be expanded to
view the impact of consumerisation at an
organisational level as there are various
concerns that can be examined at this level.
Third, this study focused on one institution
of higher learning (organisation). It studied
employees at an institution of higher
learning. Therefore, this study can be carried
out in other contexts, for instance other
institutions and organisations. Employees’
experiences of consumerisation of IT and
how it aﬀects job performance may vary
depending on their exposure to technology
and their familiarity in a given context.
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Data was collected during 2018/ 2019,
before Covid-19 pandemic. This was before
most employees started working from
home.

before the Covid-19 global pandemic. It
will be interesting to also see the eﬀect of
Covid-19 pandemic on consumerisation of
IT by employees in diﬀerent organisations.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE
RESEARCH
For future research on consumerisation
of IT, various avenues can be explored.
In the literature review of this study, the
researchers touched on the beneﬁts,
challenges and impact of consumerisation
of IT. While this study’s discussion on IT
consumerisation mainly focused on mobile
devices and applications, the future of
consumerisation will likely be wearable
technology and other devices connecting
the Internet of things. The new demands
on organisations will be to understand
and manage both the potentially negative
and positive impacts of this blurring of the
lines between “personal” technology and
“business” technology. As such, gaining an
understanding of how the use of personal
technology within the business setting
impacts the competence, performance and
satisfaction of employees is an important
step to understanding and navigating the
new world of IT consumerisation.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this study was to gain insight
into the transformative skills of business
leaders in the manufacturing sector in South
Africa, linked to their abilities to drive their
business’s digital transformation process. A
pragmatic postmodern paradigm supports
the theoretical framing of this study, which
was conducted through convergent mixed
method research. Cluster sampling of
2064 individuals was selected from a
representative database of manufacturing
organisations in South Africa. For the
qualitative analysis, an interview survey was
conducted, until saturation was achieved.
Nine in-depth interviews were conducted
at CEO or senior management level across
nine manufacturing sectors. The outcome
of this study was the design of a new unique
model towards an innovative contribution to
the development of the body of knowledge.
The symbiotic relationship between
traditional and digital strategy development
models was aligned to formulate this
unique 7 steps digital asset leverage model
developed through this study. The model
provides a substantive breakthrough to
research for academics and for business
leaders to redeﬁne their business strategy
in a fast-changing manufacturing sector.

INTRODUCTION
South
Africa’s
globally
competitive
manufacturing sector is not performing well
and lags behind its other African trading
partners, growing at a rate of 4.5% per
annum (Cronje, 2018). According to Nam
(2019), the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) growth forecast for South Africa for
2019/2020 was between 1.4% and 1.7%.
Statistics South Africa (2020) advise that
the South African economy is in recession,
having returned two negative growth rates
in the third and fourth quarters of 2019.
In an article published on 27th March
2020 by News 24, Jan Cronje announced
that Moody’s Investors Services had
downgraded the South African investment
index to ‘junk status’ following downgrades
by the agencies Standard and Poor’s Global
Ratings and Fitch Ratings Inc. in 2017.
This announcement coincided with the
government’s COVID-19 lockdown in South
Africa. The South African manufacturing
sector is a key contributor to the country’s
gross domestic product (GDP), contributing
14% in 2018 (Cronje, 2018) and thus needs
to transform digitally to remain competitive.
It further facilitates the growth of other
sectors by achieving speciﬁc outcomes
such as employment creation and economic
empowerment, essential to the economy.
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In a 2017 study of their customer base,
Microsoft South Africa showed that 48% of
South African businesses had embarked
on a digital transformation journey, 44%
had set a 12-month timeline to do so,
while 8% had made no progress at all in
this arena, indicating a low maturity level
of digital transformation evident in these
organisations (Hoosen, 2017).
RESEARCH PROBLEM AND
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The research question which this study
aimed to answer is: “What is the content
required to develop a digital transformation
model in the South African manufacturing
sector where business leadership could be
grappling with the rate of unprecedented
technological change in the digital economy,
how can one strategise for it, and eﬀectively
integrate and manage its implementation to
create competitive advantage and success
for these businesses in the future?”
The linked research objectives are:
• To determine the importance of data to
the manufacturing sector
• To understand the societal inﬂuence of
the digital economy and level of digital
capability
• To determine the strategy and threat of
digital disruption that limits investment
and risk
• To investigate business leaders’ human
limitations and the lack of human capital
investment
LITERATURE REVIEW
Strategy as a concept is deﬁned by Grant
(2016) as originating from the Greek word,
“Strategia” which means, from the oﬃce
of the general and interprets the strategic
position of the organisation, where strategy
is the plan for deploying resources to
establish a favourable position. Binedell
(2015) aligns strategy with warfare, where
“Strategos” is the art of the general, CEO
or business leader. According to Binedell
(2015), the recent South African dynamic
can be equated to Toﬄer’s (1980) assertion

in his book “The Third Wave” where he
predicted the future would come in unusual
shapes and forms that would impact
humans on various levels – personal,
family, social, and organisational. These
predictions included the impact of new
technologies which would facilitate the rise
of new industries in information technology
(IT), with changes in industrial output and
production facilitated by data processing
and computers.
Binedell (2015) believes disruption in the
digital economy is changing the rules
daily, which the South African economy
is experiencing unprecedentedly through
economic, psychological, and sociological
change. He advises that South African
business leaders work to understand these
dynamics and that the most important
strategic insight is to encourage innovation,
entrepreneurship, and creativity in their
organisations.
A digital strategy model is needed to
facilitate digital transformation, such as the
one developed by Ross, Sebastian, Beath,
Mocker, Moloney and Fonstad (2016) and
Sebastian, Ross, Beath, Mocker, Moloney
and Fonstad (2017). This model oﬀers
strategic choice either through digitised
solutions that transform the business model
or through the customer engagement that
transforms the go-to-market, enabled
through the operational backbone that
facilitates operational excellence. This is
further complemented by a digital services
backbone that enhances market capabilities
through microservices, connectivity, and
sophisticated analytics (Table 1). In terms of
a traditional strategy development process,
Kaplan and Norton (2008) had developed a
four-dimensional measurement model, the
balanced scorecard, comprising ﬁnancial,
customer, internal business process,
learning and growth segments (Table 1).
Synergy between the balanced scorecard
parameters and those of the digital strategy
basics model are linked (Table 1).
Bordignon (2017) provides an overview
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TABLE 1. ELEMENTS OF SHOWING ALIGNMENT AND SYNERGY BETWEEN THE DIGITAL
STRATEGY BASICS, BALANCED SCORECARD, AND LEADING DIGITISATION

Digital basics
strategy
model (Ross,
et al. 2016;
Sebastian et
al., 2017)

Digital basics
support
activity

Facilitates
operational
excellence
Customer
Transforms go
engagement
to market
Digitised
Transforms
solutions
business model
Market
capabilities,
Digital services microservices,
backbone
connectivity,
sophisticated
analytics
Operational
backbone

Balanced
scorecard
(Kaplan &
Norton, 2008)
Internal
business
process & IT
Customer
strategy
Learning and
growth

Finance

Balanced
scorecard
support
activity

Leading
digitisation
4 core areas
(Meﬀert &
Swaminathan,
2018)

Systems & IT
development

Customer
insights

Strategy
development
Learning culture
& organisation

Good customer
relationship
The installed
base

Management
control system,
dashboards

Emotional ties

Source: Ross et al. (2016), Sebastian et al. (2017), Kaplan and Norton (2008), Meﬀert and
Swaminathan (2018)
of key technological trends impacting the
future timeline (Figure 1). It shows the
x-axis as the level of technological progress
and breakthrough, with the y-axis being the
technology adoption curve. Levels 1 and
2 (1994 – 2020) are past and current, the
introduction of the internet giving rise to
the Third Industrial Revolution in 1994 and
cloud technology generally accepted as
introducing the Fourth Industrial Revolution.
Level 3 (2020) is about exponential
breakthrough within the current situation,
level 4 (2020–2025) requires risk-taking and
experimentation with future technologies,
and level 5 (2025 onwards) is the futuristic
endeavour not within the ambit of this study.
The similarity between the technological
time horizons (Figure 1) with that of
Sebastian et al. (2017) and Ross et al.
(2016) (Table 1) shows that businesses
capable of competing successfully in the
digital economy must be platformed to
enable seamless connection of humans
with machines and data, ensuring secure

ecosystem ﬂows, enabled through the
operational backbone and digital services
backbone brought about through the
technologies of level 3. The migration of
technologies from level 3 to 4 are paired
(Bordingnon, 2017) and include: artiﬁcial
intelligence (AI) and machine learning with
robotics; virtual and augmented reality, VR
and AR; nanotechnology and 3D and 4D
printing; and cybersecurity and blockchain.
Technologically proﬁcient CEOs can
support selecting the correct paired
technology to suit the requirements of their
digital journey, encourage risk taking and
innovation, and change their organisational
culture to incorporate a data and modeldriven mindset to eﬀectively compete in the
digital economy (Kaldero, 2018).
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND
DESIGN
A pragmatic postmodern paradigm supports
the theoretical framing of this study,
which is conducted through convergent
mixed method research. A deductive data
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FIGURE 1. HORIZONS OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE IN THE DIGITAL ENTERPRISE LEVELS
SOURCE: BORDIGNON (2017)

analysis for the quantitative data and
inductive analysis for qualitative data was
appropriate for this study as the business
leader’s context was considered based
on the pragmatic theoretical framework.
The literature review underpinned the
independent and dependent variables
for this study (Table 2) and framed the
platform on which the quantitative research
design and methodology was planned.
Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2016)
describe the purpose of a research study
as explorative, descriptive, or explanatory.
The descriptive purpose was best suited to
explore the research question, which was
analysed quantitatively, applying statistical
evaluation.
Axiologically, the researchers maintain
objectivity by remaining independent of the
data through the method of data collection

by an electronic questionnaire survey,
analysed and presented numerically using
statistical interpretation.
Cluster sampling was followed with
individuals selected from a representative
database of manufacturing organisations
in South Africa. A target sample of 5
201 businesses in the South African
manufacturing sector was sourced from the
Interact Direct database of 29 May 2019.
From this, a representative cluster sample
of 2 064 manufacturing businesses was
selected. A professional statistician advised
that the cluster sample, which returned a
7.1% response rate, satisﬁed the minimum
statistical requirements for validity of the
sample.
A structured web-based questionnaire
survey powered by Google Forms was
developed and required respondents to
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TABLE 2. THE STUDY VARIABLES RELATING TO THE RESEARCH QUESTION

Independent variables
Data as an asset

Level of digital capability

Data management by chief information
oﬃcer (CIO)

Strategy development

Human capital

Dependent variables
Management of data through technology.
Managerial competence to lead a digitally
transformed business
Managerial capability to lead a digitally
transformed business, cyber-attack protection,
digital disruption threats, assessment of risk,
level of investment in technology and people
Organisational design to incorporate a CIO
responsible for all data and technology to
manage data
Digital strategy as a component of overall
business strategy, strategy planning cycles,
investment in technology to facilitate digital
transformation
Human capital investment, skill development
and requirements, organisational culture
change, managing the generational divide

Source: Authors research aim, purpose, and objectives
choose from a limited number of responses
predetermined by the researchers.
For the qualitative analysis, an interview
survey was conducted until saturation was
achieved. Nine in-depth interviews were
conducted at CEO or senior management
level across nine manufacturing sectors.
FINDINGS
For data analysis and interpretation, the
following statistical tests were selectively
applied to the research variables (Table 2):
descriptive statistics; one-sample t-test; the
univariate chi-square goodness-of-ﬁt test;
Pearson’s measure (r); Spearman’s rank
order correlation designated by (ᵖ); ANOVA
(analysis of variances); Factor analysis;
and a binomial test.
Respondent demographic details
These were divided into details on
the respondent and the business with
descriptive statistics for the respondents
showing; 63% were at CEO and 17.4% at
ﬁnancial director level; 62.3% had more
than 10 years’ service, and age proﬁles
ranged from 19.5% between 20 to 40 years

to 80.5% over 40 years, indicating a stable
and experienced sample. The business
detail showed 79% of the businesses were
over 20 years old with varying numbers of
employees, turnovers ranged from 26.1%
between R10m and R50m; 11.6% between
R51m and R150m; 15.2% between R151m
and R500m; 10.1% between R501m and
R1b and 21.7% over R1b. The businesses
were split equally between business to
business (B2B) and business to consumer
(B2C) interfacing.
Data management with data as an asset
in the business
The importance of data as an asset in
the business showed through applying
a one-sample t-test (Table 3) signiﬁcant
agreement that data is an important asset
in the business. Data is synchronised and
accessible as a single point of reference
where IT conﬁgures data in a suitable format
for analytical purposes. There is collection
of unstructured and structured data with
good governance and ethical practices.
There is neither signiﬁcant agreement
nor disagreement that despite combining
structured and unstructured data there
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TABLE 3. ONE-SAMPLE T-TEST DATA MANAGEMENT VARIABLES

Data management
variable
1.1 The CEO and senior
management of your
business considers data
to be an important asset
to your business
1.2 All business data
(e.g. data on personnel,
ﬁnancial reports,
marketing information,
sales performance, etc.)
is synchronised and
accessible at a single
location
1.3 Our business has a
data warehouse or cloud
storage location from
where all data across the
entire business is stored
and can be accessed
1.4 IT provides data
storage and availability
in the format required by
the functions
1.5 IT conﬁgures the
data in a format suitable
for analytical purposes
1.6 Our business
collects both structured
data (e.g. data about
ﬁnancial indicators; data
about manufacturing,
etc.) and unstructured
data (e.g. data from
e-mails, Facebook,
Twitter, social media
marketing, and websites,
etc.)
1.7 Our business
combines structured
and unstructured data
1.8 Good data
governance regulations
and ethical practices are
always followed in the
management of data in
our business

N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

T

df

P-value

138

5.19

1.293

15.338

137

<.0005

138

4.07

1.564

4.299

137

<.0005

138

4.02

1.681

3.647

137

<.0005

138

4.46

1.172

9.657

137

<.0005

138

3.9

1.426

3.283

137

0.001

138

3.68

1.475

1.443

137

0.151

138

3.84

1.374

2.913

137

0.004

138

4.73

1.187

12.19

137

<.0005
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is no signiﬁcant eﬀort made in collecting
unstructured data, (M=3.68).

37 (73%) of these reported to the CEO,
p=.002.

Results from a factor analysis (Table 4)
showed that the data was suitable for
successful extraction (Keiser-Meier-Olkin
= 0.688). Furthermore, the signiﬁcant result
of Bartlett’s test, p<.05, indicated that the
correlations between items were not too
low for successful factor extraction. In this
analysis, two factors accounted for 69.3%
of the variance in the data and therefore
constructs 1.1 and 1.8 were excluded from
the analysis.

The result of a one-sample t-test showed
signiﬁcant agreement (M=4.35), p<.0005,
that those with a CIO did conﬁgure data in
the required format for the functions. When
asked if their businesses had a data ﬂow
model, applying a binomial test, 84 (61%)
did not have, and 53 (39%) did; of those
that did have a data ﬂow model, the results
of a one-sample t-test showed signiﬁcant
agreement that the data ﬂow model was
communicated to all employees, p<.0005.

Two factors emerged (Table 4) from
the remaining constructs, the ‘ﬁrst data
handling’, α=0.779 and second ‘data type’,
α=0.834, with both having a Cronbach’s
coeﬃcient >.7 indicating reliability. An
additional one-sample t-test on these two
factor groups showed data management
was being exercised with ‘data handling’,
p<.0005, used more than ‘data type’, p=.022.
Spearman’s correlation was used to test for
the signiﬁcance of relationships between
demographic aspects of the business (age,
turnover and number of employees) with
the data management constructs or groups
(data handling and data type), no signiﬁcant
correlation was identiﬁed.

Digital capability of business leadership
and the business
A one-sample t-test was applied to the
seven constructs and showed signiﬁcant
agreement that: Senior management
understood the importance of the web and
its ability to connect all in society; there
was investment in technological systems to
collect data; ethical practices were followed
in managing and publishing data; social
media and e-commerce platforms connect
the business with society; and, there is
an impact on the business brand promise
if social media is used by customers to
express discontent.

ANOVA tested the eﬀect of the type of
business sector on data management.
The results (Table 5) showed a signiﬁcant
diﬀerence across the manufacturing sectors
with ‘data handling’ conducted more in the
metals and machinery, automotive and
transport equipment sectors, F (6,131)
=3.317; p=.005, than in the wood, paper/
packaging and publishing sector F (6,131)
=1.743; p=.116.
Haﬀke, Kalgovas, and Benlian (2016)
advocate that a CIO be responsible for data
management. A binomial test shows that
a signiﬁcant 87 (63%) of the respondents
indicated that their business did not have
a person responsible for data management
or digital transformation, p=.003. Of the 51
(37%) that had a CIO, in turn, a signiﬁcant

There was signiﬁcant disagreement that
the business had invested in internal
communication systems such as Slack,
Asana and Trello to improve internal
communication, M = 2.66. Factor analysis
with Promax rotation (Table 6) applied to the
seven constructs showed two groupings.
Results from the factor analysis showed
that the data was suitable for reliable and
successful extraction (Keiser-Meier-Olkin
= 0.729). Bartlett’s test, p<.0005 indicated
that the correlations between items were
not too low for successful extraction. In the
analysis, two-factor groupings accounted
for 64.004% of the variance in the data, and
therefore, two constructs were dropped.
These are 1.1, senior management being
aware of the importance of the connectivity
with society through the internet and world
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TABLE 4. PROMAX ROTATION ON DATA MANAGEMENT CONSTRUCTS

Item
1.5 IT conﬁgures
the data in a
format suitable
for analytical
purposes
1.2 All business
data is
synchronised and
accessible at a
single location
1.3 Our business
has a data
warehouse or
cloud storage
location from
where all data
across the entire
business is
stored and can be
accessed
1.4 IT provides
data storage and
availability in the
format required
by the functions
1.6 Our business
collects both
structured data
and unstructured
data
1.7 Our business
combines
structured and
unstructured data
Total % variance
explained
Kaiser-MeyerOlkin (KMO)
Bartlett’s test:
p-value

Factor loadings
Data
Data type
handling
Factor 2
Factor 1

% of Variance

Cronbach’s alpha

46.50

0.779

22.81

0.834

0.738

0.707

0.692

0.621

0.902

0.792

69.31
0.688
<.0005
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TABLE 5. ANOVA FACTOR GROUPING TESTED BETWEEN MANUFACTURING SECTORS

Digital
capability
construct

Connectivity
impact

Digital
Practice

Manufacturing
sector
Metals &
machinery
Food &
Beverage
Chemical/
Pharmaceutical
Wood/paper/
packaging &
publishing
Transport
equipment
Electronics
Other
Metals &
machinery
Food &
Beverage
Chemical/
Pharmaceutical
Wood/paper/
packaging &
publishing
Transport
equipment
Electronics
Other

N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

36

4.8148

0.88172

25

5.0267

0.73232

24

4.75

1.11316

10

4.4333

1.20749

13

5.0256

0.55213

10
20

4.7
5

1.1701
0.74927

36

3.8889

0.89332

25

4.23

0.90692

24

3.9583

1.03122

10

2.675

1.03448

13

4.4615

0.75585

10
20

3.975
3.5125

0.94612
0.84866

wide web and 1.4, the business ensuring
that ethical practices in dealing with data
are always in place.
The analysis shows two factor groupings;
Factor 1, ‘connectivity impact’ and Factor
2, ‘digital practice’ with the data suitable for
reliable extraction and Cronbach’s alpha
>.7 for both; Factor 1, α=0.766, ‘connectivity
impact’ deals with the connectivity of
participating in the worldwide web with
e-commerce and social media platforms
that connect business with society; Factor
2, α=0.725, ‘digital practice’ deals with
investment in technology to collect and
analyse data, having a digital strategy as
part of overall strategy in place and investing
in internal communication systems.

Df

F

p-value

6; 131

0.781

0.586

6; 131

4.93

<.0005

A Spearman’s correlation was used to
determine linearity between the factor
groupings of the digital capability constructs
and demographic variables of age, turnover,
and number of employees of the business
(Table 7).
There was a negative correlation between
the age of the business and understanding
the impact of connectivity on the business,
through web presence, the internet and
social media, r= -.244, p=.004.
The more perceived impact is associated
with younger ﬁrms; there was a signiﬁcant
positive correlation between annual turnover
and the application of digital practices in the
business, r= .217, p=.004. More agreement
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TABLE 6. PROMAX ROTATION ON DIGITAL CAPABILITY CONSTRUCTS

Digital capability constructs
1.6 The business understands
how social media and
e-commerce platforms
connect the business with
society
1.7 The business
understands the impact that
social media has on the
business brand promise (e.g.
If a brand promise is not met,
customers will turn to social
media to express discontent,
which will negatively aﬀect
the business)
1.5 The business has a
digital strategy in place to
incorporate digital strategies
into the business strategy
where possible
1.3 The business has
invested in communication
systems such as Slack,
Asana and Trello, etc.
to improve internal
communication
1.2 Senior management have
invested in technological
systems to collect data

Factor loadings
Connectivity
Digital
impact
Practice
Factor 1
Factor 2

%
Cronbach’s
Variance
alpha

0.888

44.2

0.786

19.804

0.725

0.783

0.744

0.709

0.577

Total % variance explained

64.004

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO)
Bartlett’s test: p-value

0.729
<.0005

with the presence of digital practices was
associated with ﬁrms with a higher annual
turnover.
ANOVA results on the same manufacturing
sectors as in Table 5 show that there was
neither agreement nor disagreement for
connectivity impact in the manufacturing
sector, while for digital practices,
disagreement was detected in the wood/

paper, packaging and publishing sector, F
(6,131) =4.93; p<.0005.
A binomial test on the functions responsible
for the digital transformation process in
the business are: A signiﬁcant percentage
responded ‘yes’, showing that the CEOs
and C-suite lead the digital strategy, N=118
(85.5%), p<.0005; as advocated by Gale and
Aarons (2018) and Siebel (2017); followed
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by ﬁnance, N=99 (72%), p<.0005; IT, N=83
(60%), p=.021; production, manufacturing,
sales, and marketing were not signiﬁcant as
the respondents answered almost equally
between ‘yes’ and ‘no’. The remaining
functions have limited involvement.
A binomial test applied to the use of
technological tools and paired technologies
employed showed the highest frequency
of application being customer engagement
through interactive website alignment, N=63
(45.7%), p=.349, had an almost equal split
in responses ‘yes’ or ‘no’ showing neither
agreement nor disagreement. Application
(apps) development, N=49 (36%), p=.001,
and the Internet of Things (IoT), N=44
(32%), p<.0005, showed agreement that
they are the leading technological tools
employed in the manufacturing sector in
South Africa. Of concern is that 24.6% of
the sample reportedly had no technological
tools in place, with varying levels for the use
of one or more technology tool.

culture, and structure showed a high level
of agreement among all constructs except
for a structure where employees can
learn from each other on digital disruption
facilitated by cloud computing. The results
showed no further agreement, and a factor
analysis did not yield two reliable factors.

Strategy
One of the most signiﬁcant research ﬁndings
arose when respondents were asked to rate
their businesses against a fully transformed
business in their sector on an agreement or
linear scale ranging from 1, being poor, to
10, being excellent. The overall ﬁnding was
4.47 out of 10 or 47.7% were on a digital
transformation journey (which is signiﬁcantly
lower than halfway 5.5, p<.005); this is a low
score for the manufacturing sector in South
Africa. ANOVA review of the rating across
manufacturing sectors showed no signiﬁcant
correlation between sectors. Chi-squared
goodness of ﬁt test was applied to the
frequency of strategy development shows,
a signiﬁcant 70 (50.7%) of the respondents
indicated that their business embarks on
a strategy development process at least
once a year, χ2 (3) = 53.478, p<.0005. A
signiﬁcant 70 (50.7%) of the respondents
also indicated that their business expects
a return on digital initiatives in between
one to three years, χ2 (3) = 55.101,
p<.0005. A one-sample t-test was applied
to investigating strategy development
constructs around risk, security, innovation

Age proﬁle and skill recruited
There was signiﬁcant agreement that the
younger age groups were recruited into the
business, the 30 to 35-year old age group
was highest N=85 (57.4%), followed by the 20
to 29-year age group, N=39 (11.4%). These
age groups are signiﬁcant in that digital
skills are more proliﬁc in the younger age
proﬁles. There was signiﬁcant agreement
that engineering, N=59 (42.8%), and sales
skills N=38 (27.5%) was recruited most
into the businesses, followed by logistics,
accounting, research, and development
skills. A one-sample t-test showed that two
constructs were in disagreement. There
was a noticeable divide across managerial
levels regarding the implications and need
for digital transformation, M=3.66, p=.148,
and the business investment in staﬀ
training to enhance their digital capability,
M=3.61, p=.347. Spearman’s correlation
used to test for signiﬁcant relationships
with demographic aspects of the business,
age, turnover, number of employees, and
the human capital constructs showed no
signiﬁcant correlation between these. An
ANOVA test to show the eﬀect of the type of

Human capital skill requirements
Human capital investigates: the investment
in human capital to retain and improve skills,
cultural change to facilitate risk-taking, and
how to create a culture for digital learning.
A binomial test on the type of business
thinking – traditional regimented corporate
or entrepreneurial – showed no signiﬁcant
agreement nor disagreement as statistically,
these were reported in equal numbers.
Regarding traditional regimented thinking,
the business’s day-to-day aﬀairs showed
there was signiﬁcantly more focus than in
the ‘big picture’ thinking, more aligned with
digital transformation and innovation.
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TABLE 7. SPEARMAN’S COEFFICIENT OF LINEARITY APPLIED TO THE DIGITAL CONSTRUCTS
MAKING UP FACTOR GROUPINGS 1 AND 2

Spearman’s
rho

Detail

Connectivity mpact

Digital
practice

2. How
old is the
business?

Correlation
1
.369**
-.244**
Coeﬃcient
Connectivity
Sig.
impact
.
0
0.004
(2-tailed)
N
138
138
138
Correlation
.369**
1
0.136
Coeﬃcient
Digital
Sig.
0
.
0.113
Practice
(2-tailed)
N
138
138
138
Correlation
-.244**
0.136
1
Coeﬃcient
2. How
old is the
Sig.
0.004
0.113
.
business?
(2-tailed)
N
138
138
138
4. How many Correlation
-0.022
0.163
.320**
Coeﬃcient
people are
employed
Sig.
0.798
0.056
0
in your
(2-tailed)
business?
N
138
138
138
Correlation
5. What is
-0.084
.217*
.384**
Coeﬃcient
the annual
turnover
Sig.
0.326
0.011
0
of your
(2-tailed)
business?
N
138
138
138
**. Correlation is signiﬁcant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is signiﬁcant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

business sector on human capital constructs
on the same industry sectors as in Table 4
showed more agreement in understanding
the diﬀerence between a digital strategy and
digital marketing strategy in the electronics
sector over the chemical/pharmaceutical
and wood/paper and publishing sectors.
In using cross-functional teams for digital
projects, there is more agreement with
food and beverage, electronics, transport
equipment and automotive components
over the wood/paper and publishing sector.

4. How
many
people are
employed
in your
business?

5. What is
the annual
turnover of
your
business?

-0.022

-0.084

0.798

0.326

138

138

0.163

.217*

0.056

0.011

138

138

.320**

.384**

0

0

138

138

1

.864**

.

0

138

138

.864**

1

0

.

138

138

DISCUSSION DEVELOPING A
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION MODEL
The outcome of this study was the design
of a new unique model as an innovative
contribution to the development of the body
of knowledge. The challenge in developing
a digital transformation model is to have it
current as an objective within the overall
business strategy. The steps are as follows:
Step 1 – Set the digital benchmark by
identifying the digital gap, 47.7% from the
research or independently calculated.
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Step 2 – Select independent variables
pertinent to the digital strategy (Table 2).
Step 3 – Deﬁne the dependent variables or
constructs (Table 2) and apply an impact
and urgency analysis to all variables in Step
2 and 3.
Step 4 – Prioritise, weigh, and rank the
digital assets from the impact and urgency
analysis (scale to be developed).
Step 5 – List the prioritised digital assets
by function using a digital planning map
(to be developed), set a ﬁnancial plan,
develop, and allocate detailed budgets for
implementation.
Step 6 – Select cross-functional teams,
assign
responsibilities
against
key
performance areas (KPIs) and return on
investment (ROI) requirements.
Step 7 – Execute and review (Steps 1 to
6), set timelines, review dates, and update
digital strategy every 6 weeks to 12 weeks
and incorporate them into the overall
business strategy.
CONCLUSION
The outcome of this study was the design
of a new unique model as an innovative
contribution to the development of the
body of knowledge. The model provides a
substantive breakthrough to research for
academics and business leaders to redeﬁne
their business strategy in a fast-changing
manufacturing sector.
The study has laid the digital strategy
and foundation for and contribution to
triangulating a comparative analysis
between advances in digital transformation
in the manufacturing sectors in China and
Germany two antipodal trading partners,
and South Africa. A signiﬁcant ﬁnding
of this study is that CEOs and C-suite
management rate on a linear scale, the
level of digital transformation and migration
in the manufacturing sector at 47.7%, which
is low. The study recognised components
for a proposed digital asset leverage model,

such that data management was divided
into data handling and data type. The most
signiﬁcant study ﬁnding was that the level
of digital transformation in South African
manufacturing sector was 47.7%.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF
BIMODAL ON DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION
STRATEGY FORMULATION
AND IMPLEMENTATION:
THE CASE OF A SOUTH
AFRICAN BANK.

inherently adopted in some areas but not
formalised.
INTRODUCTION
Background
The digital transformation challenge in
traditional banks lies in managing traditional
core systems, which are inﬂexible and
costly to maintain (Sebastian, Ross, Beath,
Mocker, Moloney & Fonstad, 2017). Digital
transformation inﬂuences how customers
interact with banks. Previously customer
interactions were done predominantly
through the branch network, but banks
enabled
more
transactions
online.
Consequently, reliance on bank branches
has been reduced (Sonono & Ortstad,
2017).
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ABSTRACT
Existing theory indicates that transforming
organisations must develop enabling
capabilities to support digital transformation.
The challenge that traditional banks are
faced with is the navigation of archaic
systems while driving innovation. This
study aims to investigate how digital
transformation strategy is formulated and
implemented at a South African bank.
Furthermore, the study examines the use of
a bimodal approach and its eﬀectiveness.
Qualitative research using semi-structured
interviews with 15 executives and senior
managers was conducted. The population
of the study comprises all employees in
the retail division of a bank. The sample
was selected based on the seniority of the
participants using a purposive sampling
technique and the exposure to digital strategy
formulation and implementation in the bank.
The study found that there are gaps in the
understanding of digital transformation in
the bank. This disconnect permeates the
implementation of the strategy and creates
silos in execution. It was also found that the
digital transformation strategy needs to be
supported by skilled personnel, an enabling
culture, a sound operating model, and
modernisation mechanisms to deal with the
current system architecture. The ﬁndings
further reveal that a bimodal approach is

Changing consumer needs, coupled with
new industry players, are leaving the
incumbent banks with no option but to
transform digitally. Cuesta, Ruesta, Tuesta,
& Urbiola (2015) proposed that banks must
change the way they operate to respond
to the changing needs of customers to
remain competitive. The success of digital
transformation strategies is not merely
about implementing new technologies: it
also involves transforming organisational
processes to improve proﬁtability and
to
increase
competitive
advantage
(Kerschberg, 2017).
Big data creates opportunities for a
profusion of information and opens up a
whole new approach to digital strategy
and the digitisation of products and
services (Bharadwaj, El Sawy, Pavlou, &
Venkatraman, 2013). Legacy IT systems
are often the biggest stumbling block for
established companies seeking to compete
successfully against digital veterans
(Avedillo, Begonha, & Peyracchia, 2015).
The ﬁnancial services industry invests
heavily in IT systems, but most of this
spend is on the maintenance necessary to
keep legacy systems operational (Crotty &
Horrocks, 2016). The coexistence of digital
and legacy systems has been termed
bimodal IT or two-speed IT (Horlach,
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Drews, & Schirmer, 2016). A bimodal IT
design operates as a transitional phase in
the pursuit of embedding enhanced agility
and a stronger IT exploration function.
The objective of the study is to explore the
phenomenon of digital transformation in
a traditional bank with an existing legacy.
The approach to the study is two-fold.
First, to examine how digital transformation
strategies are formulated and implemented.
Second, to investigate how bimodal IT can
be used to promote operational eﬃciency
and the digital transformation agenda
of the bank. This paper begins with a
problem statement, followed by a brief
literature review of digital transformation
strategy formulation and implementation
and bimodal IT. Thereafter, the research
objectives, method used, and the analyses
are outlined, followed by the presentation
of the ﬁndings. The paper concludes with
the interpretation of the ﬁndings, an outline
of the conclusions drawn, the limitations of
the study, recommendations, and proposed
future research.
Problem statement
Digital transformation presents a new
challenge for the traditional banks that
dominated the industry in the past. The
mainframe technology that enabled the
industry is becoming inﬂexible and costly
to maintain. The new ‘Fintech’ players
entering this market are leveraging newer
digital technology to service customer
needs at a lower cost. These challenges
are exacerbated by lower switching costs
between banks, thereby resulting in
customer attrition and a shrinking market
share for some banks (Sonono & Ortstad,
2017).
The traditional banking model relied on
an extensive branch network, which has
been used to service customers on a faceto-face basis. As customers adopt digital
alternatives, the foot traﬃc to the ‘brick-andmortar’ bank is reducing. This shift requires
banks to rethink banking in the traditional
sense and to formulate new strategies to

compete in a transforming economy.
LITERATURE REVIEW
This section begins with a brief deﬁnition of
digital transformation strategy and bimodal
IT, a review of prior studies of digital
transformation strategy and bimodal IT,
followed by the formulation of the research
objectives.
Digital transformation
Digital transformation as a concept
currently lacks a clear deﬁnition (Ismail et
al., 2017; Osmundsen, Iden, & Bygstad,
2018). According to Rogers (2016),
digital transformation is a technologyinduced change on many levels of the
organisation, including the exploitation of
digital technologies to improve existing
processes and the exploration of digital
innovation.
Business
models
can,
therefore, potentially transform. Digital
transformation is characterised as a major
change in an organisation that is driven
by digital technology, which modiﬁes
how business is conducted (Hess, Matt,
Benlian & Wiesböck, 2016; Osmundsen
et al., 2018). Digital transformation entails
tactical and strategic business moves
triggered by data-driven insights and the
launch of digital business models that allow
new ways of capturing value (Hoﬀke et al.,
2017). In other words, digital transformation
is deﬁned as the modiﬁcation of business
models that results from the dynamic pace
of technological progress and innovation
that triggered changes in consumer and
social behaviours (Kotarba, 2018). While
organisations acknowledge the need for
digital transformation, getting tangible
business beneﬁts from digital technologies
remains a challenge for many organisations
(Fitzgerald et al., 2013; Reis et al., 2018).
To accomplish a digital transformation, the
organisation must align the changes with
its corporate strategy (Osmundsen et al.,
2018). Digital transformation strategy as a
concept was established as an approach
to coordinate, prioritise, and implement
organisational
digital
transformation
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eﬀorts (Chinias, 2017). Perhaps it is with
the aforesaid context that Bharadwaj et
al. (2013) deﬁne digital transformation
strategy as an organisational strategy
formulated and implemented by leveraging
digital resources to create diﬀerential
value. Digital leadership abilities, agility,
and scalable digital operations, digitally
enabled
customer
experience,
and
emerging digital innovations are found in
the literature as some of the key pillars of
digital transformation strategy (Leischnig et
al., 2017). As organisations embark on new
strategic directions, it is essential to develop
resource conﬁgurations that are aligned to
the digital transformation strategy (Yeow et
al., 2017). This includes conﬁguring internal
processes and business models to meet
strategic and customer demands, which
have the potential to negatively impact
the digital agenda. More comprehensively,
Ismail et al. (2017) describe a digital
transformation strategy as a companywide strategy formulated to enable an
organisation to tap into digital opportunities
by leveraging its digital resources and
capabilities. The primary objective of digital
transformation strategy is to facilitate the
governing of the organisation’s journey to
achieve the desired future state of being
digitally transformed (Matt et al., 2015).
Bimodal IT
Invented by Gartner, the term bimodal refers
to the practice of managing two separate but
coherent styles of work: Mode One, which
is predictable, and Mode Two, which is
exploratory (Scott and West, 2016). Digital
transformation in traditional organisations
by design leads to two diﬀerent modes
of operation (Horlach et al., 2016). In line
with the Gartner deﬁnition, Badr (2018)
stipulates that bimodal IT can be deﬁned as
the simultaneous existence of two modes of
IT, ‘Traditional IT’ and ‘Digital IT’. According
to Haﬀke et al. (2017), bimodal IT is the
concept that the traditional design of the IT
function is not always suited to eﬀectively
balance both exploratory and exploitative
tasks. As such, the IT function should operate
in two parallel modes to have the agility

to support the business with exploratory
digital innovation while maintaining superior
traditional IT operational performance.
Mode One encompasses the operation of
the company’s core systems in a bimodal
IT context, including sequential and long
core development cycles and processdriven and control-driven infrastructure
and organisation. Mode Two is responsible
for digital innovation; it reacts rapidly
to changing customer needs, and it is
essentially a customer-facing and businessorientated IT organisation (Horlach et al.,
2016). According to Gartner, most Chief
Information Oﬃcers (CIOs) are uncertain
about how to apply bimodal, thus stalling
their digital transformation journey (Scott
and West, 2016).
Digital transformation strategy and
bimodal IT
Prior
studies
investigated
digital
transformation strategy formulation and the
role of bimodal IT (Chanias, 2017; Haﬀke et
al., 2017; Horlach et al., 2016; Loonam et
al., 2018; Sebastian et al., 2017).
For instance, Loonam et al. (2018) conducted
a qualitative study to unpack how digitally
enabled organisations use technology to
implement digital transformation strategies
using 10 case studies. The study identiﬁed
four key themes (corporate strategy
and
customer
strategy,
technology,
and organisational culture) that seek to
support management in understanding
the actions required to implement digital
transformation successfully. Using 25
companies that were embarking on a digital
transformation journey, Sebastian et al.
(2017) examined how organisations can
navigate digital transformation to succeed.
The study identiﬁed two overarching digital
strategies (customer engagement strategy
and digitalised solution strategy) and two
technology-enabled assets (digital process
platform and digital service platform)
that are essential to implement a digital
transformation strategy.
To understand the concept of bimodal IT,
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Horlach et al. (2016) used the existing
literature review. They analysed documents
to examine scientiﬁc and non-scientiﬁc
studies that investigated the need for
changes in the business-IT alignment that
follows the bimodal approach. Although
most of the sources cite Gartner’s deﬁnition,
the ﬁndings showed that a consensus
regarding bimodal IT’s content has not
been reached. In addition, the gap also
aﬀects the implementation approaches for
IT bimodality, which diﬀer in their extent
and method. Similarly, using data from
19 European companies, Haﬀke et al.
(2017) conducted a study to explore how
organisations can use the bimodal approach
to create an IT function that eﬀectively
supports and drives the organisation’s digital
agenda. The results showed that agility and
ambidexterity are the two primary reasons
companies decide to implement bimodal IT
design. In addition, the study showed that
there are three types of bimodal IT design;
namely, (1) bimodal IT on a project-byproject basis; (2) IT function structurally
subdivided into two modes; and (3) bimodal
IT in two separate organisational divisions.
The study recommended that bimodal IT
should be viewed as an interim transition
step in the overarching transformation of
the IT function, as digital transformation
places diﬀerent demands on IT, rather than
being an end state for the IT function.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
This study aims to address the following
primary research objectives (ROs) following
from the literature:
1. RO1: To determine how the bank
formulated the digital transformation
strategy;
2. RO2: To determine how the bank
implement the digital transformation
strategy;
3. RO3: To examine how bimodal IT is
used to promote operational eﬃciency
and the digital transformation agenda of
the bank.

METHOD
This section starts by describing the research
design, the sampling technique, and the
method used to collect data, followed by
a brief description of the instruments used
to collect data. The section concludes by
providing a short description of how the
data were analysed.
Research design and case selection
The study was qualitative in nature,
using a case study approach. Based on
the understanding of the South African
banks, one of the big four banks was
selected and denoted as Bank X for the
sake of anonymity. Bank X is a traditional
banking institution that is undergoing digital
transformation. The institution is listed on
the Johannesburg Stock Exchange, and
the head oﬃce is situated in Johannesburg,
South Africa. Bank X is a full-service bank,
but for the purpose of the study, the focus
was on the retail division (RBB) of the
bank. This division has been chosen as it
services the mass market, and customers
are likely to interact often with the products
and services. A high-level depiction of the
structure of the RBB business is presented
below in Figure 1.
Except for the compliance business unit,
each business unit has its own CIO,
risk management, analytics, change
management, and operations teams.
This is part of the strategic objective to
give business unit heads end-to-end
accountability in their entire value chain.
Sample and data collection
Interviewing was the primary method of data
collection employed in this study. The semistructured format allowed the opportunity to
add questions to the interview while it was
being conducted. In turn, this provided the
opportunity to delve deeper into the subjects
of particular interest. The interviews were
recorded after gaining permission from
the participants, who were mainly selected
based on their seniority in the organisation,
to embrace the depth and richness of the
data. Participants were deemed to have
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FIGURE 1: BANK X RETAIL DIVISION ORGANISATION STRUCTURE

suﬃcient knowledge and expertise on
the subject. In total, 15 interviews were
conducted between August and September
2019 (see Table 1). A saturation point was
reached after the interview with Participant
12. Due to the conﬁdentiality agreed with
the participants and the bank, the identities
of the participants are referred to as P1, P2,
P3 … P15.
The interviews lasted between 45 minutes
to an hour. The interview questions covered
digital transformation, strategy formulation
and implementation, and the eﬀectiveness
of bimodal IT. Interview questions included
questions such as ‘Who is involved in the
formulation of the digital transformation
strategy for the bank?’, ‘What is the role
of leadership in the implementation of
digital transformation of the bank?’ and
‘How does the organisation use a bimodal
approach as a mitigating factor for the
challenges presented by legacy systems?’

In total, 20 questions were presented to
the participants, with 14 questions covering
digital transformation, strategy formulation,
and implementation and six questions
focusing on the extent to which bimodal IT
is adopted.
Data analysis and interpretation
The data analysis procedure followed a
thematic-analysis process, as prescribed
by Braun and Clarke (2006). The aim of a
thematic process is to identify patterns or
themes within the qualitative data.
FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATION
The ﬁndings are reported and presented
in terms of the six steps of the thematicanalysis process, and the three main ROs
formulated for the study.
Thematic-analysis process
Familiarity with data
4. Initial Impression: How do traditional
banking institutions formulate digital

FIGURE 2: THE THEMATIC-ANALYSIS PROCESS (BRAUN & CLARKE, 2006)
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TABLE 1: PARTICIPANTS’ INFORMATION

ID
P1
P2

Gender
Male
Male

Race
African
African

Tenure
4.5
4

Department
Transformation and Change
Client Value Management
Everyday Banking: Savings and
Deposits
Virtual Channels (IT)
Everyday Banking: Consumer
Issuing

P3

Male

African

6

P4

Male

White

20

P5

Male

African

2.5

P6

Male

African

12

Transformation and Change

P7

Male

White

4.5

Everyday Banking (IT)

P8

Male

White

15

Everyday Banking

P9
P10

Male
Male

White
African

20
2

P11

Female

White

30

P12
P13
P14

Male
Male
Male

White
Coloured
African

35
8.5
6

Business Change
Virtual Channels
Everyday Banking: Strategy and
Analytics
Everyday Banking: Payments
Physical Channels (IT)
Business Finance

P15

Male

White

12

Home Loans

transformation strategies?
The analysis shows that the bank strategy is
centred on the ambition to compete digitally.
The driver of the digitisation agenda is
multifold. The critical consideration is that the
bank’s customers expect it. Consequently,
it has become a threshold capability to
compete in the banking industry rather than
a pivotal diﬀerentiator to gain a competitive
advantage. The understanding of digital
lacks homogeneity in the bank; some
business heads consider the digitisation
of the whole value chain while others
refer to customer self-service enablement
using mobile and web platforms. The
strategy formulation process appears to
be well-coordinated, although a disparate
understanding seems to exist concerning
the new structure and the roles of certain
functions.
5. Initial Impression: How do traditional
banking institutions formulate digital
transformation strategies?

Job Level
Executive
Executive
Executive
Executive
Executive
Managing
Principal
Executive
Managing
Executive
Executive
Executive
Executive
Executive
Executive
Principal
Managing
Principal

While the implementation of the digital
strategy lies in the individual business
units, custodianship of the strategy
does not appear to be familiar to all
the stakeholders. In fact, the apparent
confusion about the custodianship could
be an indication of the lack of maturity of
the digital strategy in the bank. Custody
should be clear and understood by all.
Despite the digital transformation eﬀorts,
the legacy infrastructure is seen as an
inhibitor to the eﬀective implementation of
the digital transformation strategy of the
bank. Additionally, the legacy has a direct
impact on the customer experience and the
growth ambitions of the organisation.
6. Initial Impression: How the bimodal IT is
used to promote operational eﬃciency
and the digital transformation agenda of
the bank
The bank was formed as a result of the
merger of various small banks. This
merger has created a complex architectural
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landscape for the organisation. To further
increase the complexity, the mainframe
systems were developed using old
programming languages that are no longer
used, resulting in skills shortages. The pace
of getting things to market is perceived to
be slow due to the challenges presented
by the infrastructure and the Waterfall
delivery methods of releasing changes to
the market. The bank has many initiatives
in progress that are aimed at mitigating the
challenges presented by the systems. Key
decisions need to be made on architecture,
which will inform the long-term strategy for
the systems.

challenges; (3) digital vs IT strategy; (4)
digitally-led; (5) operationalise strategy;
(6) structure of IT teams; (7) cascading
strategy; (8) culture; (9) custodian of
the plan; (10) customer experience; (11)
focus areas; (12) framework of strategic
intent; (13) leadership; (14) monitoring and
evaluation; (15) opportunities; (16) slow
speed of delivery; (17) technical landscape;
(18) tracking; (19) strategy approach; (20)
role of leadership; (21) operating model;
(22) roles and responsibilities; (23) skills;
(24) interventions; (25) bimodal; (26) core
legacy systems; (27) legacy challenges;
and (28) competitors.

Generation of codes
The initial codes were generated by using
the ROs as a guideline. The process of
open coding was applied, meaning that
there were no pre-identiﬁed codes. The
codes were formed by going through the
transcripts to determine the emerging
themes. This process was done with the
research objective in mind: consequently,
the approach is a theoretical approach.
The 164 open codes, which included
many repetitions and similarities, were
identiﬁed from the initial coding process.
Consequently, the codes were classiﬁed into
main codes and sub-codes. The identiﬁed
codes were organised into 28 categories;
namely, (1) bedrock program; (2) strategy

Identiﬁcation of themes
Following the identiﬁcation and generation
of the initial codes, similar codes were
grouped into categories. In some instances,
sub-categories were based on the patterns
emerging. The identiﬁed themes were
linked back to the three main ROs of the
study. Five broad emerging themes were
identiﬁed: culture, interventions, bimodal,
legacy systems, team structure, and 52
sub-themes.
Reviewing the themes
The themes were further reviewed in line
with the ROs, and the 28 sub-themes were
classiﬁed into six broad themes. The initial
codes, together with the sub-themes, were

TABLE 2

Theme
Culture
Digital
Strategy
Operating
Model
Skills
Architecture
Bimodal IT

Sub-themes
Needs to be inﬂuenced by leadership, new ways of working, not making
tough decisions
Digital vs IT strategy, customer experience, focus area, deﬁnition
of digital, framework of strategic intent, strategy alignment, data
competitiveness (use of data)
Monitoring and evaluation, operationalise strategy, bedrock program,
book of work, custodian of the plan, role of leadership, roles and
responsibilities
Digital, IT and change skills, key main risk, mechanism to educate
employees
Legacy systems, automating backend process, maintenance cost, slow
speed to deliver
Abstraction layer, orchestration layer, Agile and Waterfall squads, APIs
and Middleware, drive digital while running legacy, multi squads
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then used to identify patterns in the data.
The ﬁnal themes are depicted in Table 2
below.
Writing the report
The prevalence of each theme was
considered in the determination of the ﬁnal
themes; these were (1) culture; (2) digital
strategy; (3) operating model; (4) skills; (5)
architecture; and (6) bimodal IT. A thematic
map reﬂecting the relationships between
the identiﬁed themes is reﬂected in Figure
3 below.
Digital strategy formulation and
implementation
Digital strategy
The study found limited evidence that
there is a common understanding of digital
transformation at senior management level.
Some of the views presented considered
the digital transformation of the ecosystem,
whereas others refer to channel enablement.
The disconnects were further intensiﬁed by
the use of diﬀerent terminologies in relation
to digital in the organisation. The context of
the diﬀerent terminologies does not seem
to be clearly articulated.
The ﬁndings show that the bank does not
have a separate digital transformation
strategy: the main strategy is to digitise.
Digital is a key pillar and ambition for the
organisation, and it is seen as one of the
essential outputs of the strategy; this is
evidenced by the inclusion of digital in the
bank’s strategic intent through terminology

such as ‘digitise’, ‘digitally-led and ‘digital
business’.
From the responses received, the emerging
themes relating to digital can be summarised
as: being digitally-led; adopting a mobile-ﬁrst
strategy; enabling customers to self-service
for bank oﬀerings by using the mobile app
and internet banking (channel); digitisation
of the operations; creating eﬃciencies;
creation of new revenue pools; and change
in business model to adapt to the digital era.
The main aim of digitalisation has been to
gain cost eﬃciencies and improve customer
experience. The digital transformation
journey has not yet reached maturity, and it
is noted that the organisation still needs to
ﬁx the existing technical landscape before
fully transforming.
While diﬀerent views emerged on the focus
areas for the digital transformation agenda,
most respondents indicated that digital
technology is used as an enabler for the
strategy. Digital strategy in the organisation
was traditionally led by technology, but this
has since shifted: technology has become
an enabler to the strategy. As such, the
IT strategy supports the intent of the
organisation to digitally transform.
Operating model
The ﬁndings reveal two contrary views that
emerged regarding the operating model.
Common to both is that the operating
model is evolving. The one view is that
it allows product houses to have end-

FIGURE 3
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to-end ownership of their business and
inﬂuence how the digital strategy should
be implemented. The other view is that the
decentralisation of the digital strategy results
in disconnected digital transformation
strategies.
The most recent view of the operating model
is that it gives the BUs the ability to respond
digitally to the needs of their business and
their customers. It is believed that this model
allows the product heads to manage their
silo business imperatives. Custodianship of
the collective digital agenda does not seem
to be clearly understood, which is intensiﬁed
by the diﬀering digital maturity levels of the
individual BUs.
Despite the views mentioned earlier, some
respondents believe that the strategy
cascade process is well managed and
that alignment to the RBB strategy was
constantly maintained. P14 in Table 1 refers
to the process as being well executed and
well-coordinated. Based on the overall
feedback, it appears that the disconnect
occurs in the execution of the strategy
rather than in the formulation.
Leadership plays a pivotal role in leading the
formulation and execution of the strategy.
The general sentiment is that the strategy
needs to be led from the top. The alignment
of the strategic execution is also a role
attributed to the leaders of the business.
The respondents referred to the delayering
process that allows leadership to be closer
to the execution and for decision making to
occur more quickly.
The execution against the strategy is
managed through what is termed a ‘book of
work’ process. Here, strategic programmes
and projects are prioritised, and the
performance is tracked until delivery. The
transformation programmes reﬂect the
organisation’s investment in the strategy.
Work has been done to ensure that the
prioritised programmes are in line with the
strategy. The performance of the strategy
is measured by using deﬁned key value

drivers, and the monitoring occurs every
month. Opportunities exist to review the
strategy annually through a formalised
process in line with ﬁnancial planning.
Notwithstanding this, a commonly held
view concerning the implementation of the
digital strategy is that the bank does not
have a good track record of execution. The
coordination across the value chain seems
to be a challenge, which is inﬂuenced by
the legacy of the organisation and the silo
approach to driving change.
Skills
Change management and IT skills
have been identiﬁed as the critical
skills that would support the successful
implementation of the digital transformation
strategy. The study found that a delta exists
between the skills required in a traditional
organisation and those required to enable
digital transformation. There is a need for
a bridge between the two worlds as the
bank traverses the transformation journey.
Capacity, shortages and capabilities were
some of the terms that the participants
commonly used while the execution of
the strategy was explored. The general
perception is that the skills are either
inadequate or that they were not available
in the organisation.
It was also highlighted that a skills gap
exists within the organisation. The skills
gap is a function of the old operating model
whereby certain capabilities relating to
driving change management and project
implementation were outsourced, resulting
in dexterity gaps in the bank.
Outsourcing results in higher costs to drive
execution and over-reliance on external
resources, further widening the internal
skills gap faced by the organisation. The
capability is acknowledged as vital in the
transformation of the organisation, and
the participants, therefore, believe that the
bank should be building an internal skills
base. A signiﬁcant challenge highlighted by
the participants relates to the key person
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risk introduced by the legacy systems
running in the organisation. The reliance
on programming skills such as COBOL that
are not easily available in the market opens
the bank to further skills challenges.
The maintenance and replacement of the
bank infrastructure become a challenge
due to the reliance on proprietary skills.
As a bank driving digital transformation,
change is an inherent part of the process.
Therefore, the shortage of these associated
skills poses a challenge to the execution
of the strategy. Lastly, it has been stated
that a role that bridges the business and
the IT world is required. This would be
done by translating the requirements into a
meaningful language; the articulation of this
is seen as a critical part of managing the
implementation of the digital strategy.
Culture
Possibly the most signiﬁcant impact on
the digital strategy is the culture of the
organisation. Respondents unanimously
acknowledged its inﬂuence on the
successful implementation of the strategy.
The organisation is introducing new ways of
working, which foster accountability and the
control of the business and which include
mandating employees to make decisions
and perform functions in line with their
roles and responsibilities. This change is
seen as a shift from the previous command
and control culture that was previously
prominent in the organisation.
To some extent, the importance of culture
supersedes that of a clear strategy. It is
believed that an organisation can still thrive
based on an enabling culture, even in
the absence of a clear strategic direction.
A culture that allows empowerment and
problem solving is seen as necessary for
the transformation journey.
Culture impacts the daily operations and
how employees function. Leadership is
identiﬁed as a key role player in driving
the culture from the top. The digital
transformation strategy must be driven by

bank leadership to enable the necessary
buy-in. The respondents believe that the
role of leadership is to reset the culture,
provide strategic direction, and unlock
the challenges so that the business can
implement the strategy eﬀectively. It is also
essential for leadership to communicate the
plan and have a common understanding of
the vision of the organisation. Leadership
needs to align the policies for agility and
problem solving.
The culture that the respondents believe
is required is enabling and one that allows
for learning to occur. Learning comes with
mistakes and failures, and the culture has
to have tolerance for that. A vital part of
driving digital transformation is allowing
incumbents to fail fast and learn from the
mistakes they have made. Enabling a
culture of failing forward is therefore crucial
in a learning environment.
The legacy nature of the bank results in a
culmination of diﬀerent schools of thought
inside the organisation: the old and the
new. Diﬀerent ways of working are brought
into the bank by each school of thought.
The old mindset is seen as an antibody to
transformation because established ways
of working are not necessarily in line with
digital transformation.
In trying to close the gap caused by
digital transformation, some mechanisms
are in place to educate employees in the
various pockets of the organisation. Some
of the interventions in place are channelspeciﬁc, where the employees are given
information about the services available
on digital channels and the expertise to
assist customers in adopting these. There
are attempts to digitise the ways of work
internally; these are believed to be some of
the ways to change the patterns of work in
the bank. The use of technology such as
Workplace, by Facebook, is an attempt to
bridge this gap.
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Bimodal IT adoption
Architecture
The organisation runs several diﬀerent
systems, some of which are core banking
systems, while others are ancillary systems.
The complex infrastructure is the outcome of
a merger between traditional banks with no
system replacement. As such, the current
architectural landscape lacks a common
framework that allows the developers to
code once and then use the code multiple
times.
The legacy architecture is recognised as
a system of records for the organisation in
which main processes run. Respondents
believe that the systems underpinning the
old banks still run in the bank, creating
a complex infrastructure referred to as
a ‘spaghetti’ of systems. The eﬀect of
legacy systems came out strongly as
the respondents cited the challenges of
implementing digital transformation in a
traditional bank.
The software development cycles to manage
the complexity and risks to the mainframe
are longer than the market, slowing down
execution. The technology teams have to
conduct high levels of regression testing to
ensure that the changes made do not have a
negative impact on other processes. Lastly,
the complexity of the architecture has a
negative eﬀect on the release cycles since
they are longer, allowing for the necessary
analysis and testing to be conducted.
Nevertheless, a commonly held view by
the participants is that the bank presents
similar challenges to its peers as it relates
to the legacy systems.
Taking a more optimistic approach, some
respondents cited the stability of the system
as a possible strength. They referred to the
fact that they still run the bank using these
legacy systems, which in itself continues to
be a form of leveraging. The legacy systems
can run large volumes of transactions
because of their processing power and
capacity.

While the bank has a clear digital agenda,
critical decisions need to be made on the
architecture to inform the long-term strategy
on the systems. Some respondents referred
to one of the big four banks in South Africa
as an organisation that decided to replace
the core legacy systems.
Bimodal IT
When participants were asked about the
bimodal IT approach, most participants
were uncertain about the adoption of a
bimodal IT approach in the bank. To aid
in the digital transformation of the bank,
several interventions have been adopted
to mitigate the impact of the existing
legacy. The cost of replacing the core
legacy systems is immense; however, the
respondents mentioned that the bank is
replacing some of the non-core systems.
The respondents highlighted that the legacy
is not just in the systems but in the ways of
working as well. Due to the complexity of
the ecosystem, the formation of the squads
and how they work needs to be adapted
to support the modernisation agenda. It
has been noted that three layers must be
aligned to enable successful delivery of
digital innovation. There is a need for the
various squads to align delivery times and
their methods of working to support timeous
delivery to support this.
One of the strategies explored previously is
a disruptor model, where a new digital bank
can be formed in the existing legacy bank to
replace the legacy with the digital system.
This initiative is not widely supported; some
of the reasons are the cost and the internal
antibodies that would inhibit this approach.
It was previously tested in the old operating
model, and it was found to be a failure.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Digital strategy formulation and
implementation
Following the assertion made by
Osmundsen et al. (2018), one of the
emerging themes from the empirical data is
that the deﬁnition of digital transformation
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is not widely understood in the context
of the organisation. The focus is placed
solely on enabling technologies without
considering the broader strategic decisions
(Kane et al., 2015). The ﬁnding shows that
the bank does not have a separate strategy
for initiatives, but this is embedded in the
corporate strategy. Sia et al. (2016) argued
that merely aligning the IT and business
strategies is not suﬃcient: the technology
needs to be entrenched in the operations
of the bank.
In support of Ismail et al. (2017), the ﬁndings
show that the bank has changed how it
is structured to implement the strategy
eﬀectively. Business leaders drive the digital
transformation agenda, and the CIOs and
the technical teams enable it. Although the
organisation has a C-suite role that looks
after digital enablement, the role supports
the business-led agenda, opening the
organisation to potential gaps in execution.
Change and IT skills have been ﬂagged
as the essential skills that are lacking in
the organisation. In some instances, these
dexterity gaps expose the bank to key
person risks. Prior scholars have argued
that the improvement in technology cannot
yield the required results without upskilling
the workforce (Cingillioglu, 2017). There is
a need to build an internal skills capability
that will support the implementation of
the digital transformation strategy for the
institution.
The literature indicates that the key
diﬀerentiator between organisations leading
and those lagging in digital transformation
is a clear digital strategy underpinned by a
culture and leadership composed to drive
the transformation (Kane et al., 2015).
The ﬁndings reveal that culture has been
highlighted as having the most signiﬁcant
inﬂuence on the success of the digital
transformation strategy. The introduction of
new ways of working in the bank is an eﬀort
to redeﬁne the culture of the bank.

Bimodal IT adoption
The ﬁndings reveal that the bank legacy
was formulated when the amalgamation
of traditional banks occurred, and the core
systems of each were not replaced. The
architectural landscape of the bank meets
all the characteristics of a legacy system as
deﬁned by Crotty and Horrocks (2016), and
this is what makes it a legacy. One of the
main inhibitors to digital transformation is
the strategy to underpin digital technology,
even though the transformation is across
the business model. Failure to transform
the systems will result in an expensive,
slow, and uncompetitive infrastructure that
is not easily changed.
One of the noted challenges with the
architecture is the reliance on essential
resources that can code by using the old
programming languages. Furthermore,
insuﬃcient
documentation
negatively
impacts the execution since there is no
clarity about what sits in the systems.
Consequently, the speed of execution is
negatively aﬀected as changes need to
undergo stringent regression testing to
manage the emerging risks.
The existing literature reveals that traditional
organisations are challenged with time
to market due to the current processes
limitations. Driving digital transformation
while running a legacy impedes traditional
companies. According to Avedillo (2015),
running two speeds of IT is a possible
workaround to manage the execution speed
dilemma. This approach gives traditional
organisations the ability to transform without
negatively aﬀecting the normal operations
of the business.
The study results indicate that the incumbent
organisation faces the challenges of a
running legacy while trying to transform.
The result is that some respondents cannot
see the possibility of leveraging the legacy
as a strength. An opposing view is held by
other participants who believe that the bank
currently leverages the legacy in the current
operation. The systems can process in bulk,
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and they are said to be reasonably stable.
The challenge is the batch processing that
the systems rely on, which does not allow
for agility.
While organisations can formulate digital
strategies to compete, the challenge
comes with integrating the technology into
the current infrastructure. Organisations
use interventions such as bimodal IT to
address the challenges posed by legacy
infrastructure while trying to digitise
(Horlach et al., 2016). The two speeds allow
for legacy and newer systems to be run, the
latter allowing for quicker iterations while
the legacy system runs in the backend.
The bank had no strategy to decommission
the current legacy systems completely.
Instead, legacy modernisation interventions
are being employed to alleviate the
challenges. The study also found that the
application of two-speed in the organisation
is nuanced in that the two speeds apply to the
Agile and Waterfall squads. This ﬁnding is
also supported by using abstraction layers,
whereby the orchestration happens outside
the legacy system. The layers allow for the
interoperability of code between diﬀerent
products that currently sit on disparate core
systems. The interventions also include the
untangling of the legacy and deploying in
parallel to mitigate the negative impact of
the legacy systems.
Conclusion
Traditional bank institutions are inﬂuenced
mainly by the legacy of the institution, which
shows itself in the ways of work in the
organisation, the policies, the governance,
and – importantly – in the technology
landscape. Therefore, there is a strong need
to understand the current landscape of the
organisation when attempting to transform
digitally. Unlike forming a strategy for a new
bank in an existing company, the building
of a feasible and workable solution is an
essential aspect of the digital transformation
journey. Financial resources to digitise the
organisation are limited and have to be
prioritised based on the current reality and

known constraints. Where an organisation
elects to replace the legacy and build new
systems entirely, the transformation journey
would look quite diﬀerent. Building in
parallel to the existing legacy is, therefore,
a method of transforming while at the same
time running a legacy. This approach allows
for continuity and for the bank to compete in
the market.
LIMITATIONS, FUTURE RESEARCH
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Limitations and future research
This study was subject to some limitations.
First, the study was limited to one bank.
Second, the use of qualitative methodology
does not provide for generalisation. Thus
there is a need for mixed-method research
with a sample that goes beyond one bank.
In addition, future research should consider
investigating the inﬂuence of culture and
an operating business model as part of the
analysis.
Recommendations
The ﬁndings highlight a need for strategic
alignment in the organisation as it relates
to understanding digital transformation.
Alignment on the deﬁnition of what is
regarded as digital is the ﬁrst point of
departure. The adoption of new technology
ought to be strategically connected to
the strategic intent and aligned to the
transformation agenda, thereby creating a
connection between the business model,
business operation, and the digitisation
agenda. Technology remains a key enabler
for the digital transformation of the bank,
but the clarity between digitisation, digitalled, and digitally transforming the entire
business model needs to be understood
well.
The study highlights the importance of
leadership in driving the digital agenda. One
of the key ﬁndings is that the leadership of the
digital initiatives is not understood and that
everyone in the organisation is ultimately
the custodian of the digital agenda. There
is a need for a senior role that owns the
digital agenda but partners with the BUs to
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ensure alignment before execution. This will
address the silo and disconnected approach
to execution against the digital strategy.
The role of the Chief Digital Oﬃcer (CDO)
is recommended to facilitate collaboration
between digital initiatives between various
business units. There is a need for a role
that harmonises the digital and IT strategy
in the bank and connects the dots across
the ecosystem to avoid ineﬃciencies and
diﬀerent customer experiences.
There is a need to educate the employees
of the organisation in digital skills. The
organisation has a legacy of systems,
skills, and cultural challenges, so a
deliberate eﬀort is required to ensure that
the employees can perform in the digital
era. Therefore, it is recommended that the
organisation forms learning programmes
on the essential digital competencies for all
employees, focusing on technical and nontechnical skills to close the dexterity gap.
In cases where recruitment of new people
is being done, digital skills should be a
prerequisite.
The organisation needs to deﬁne the future
state of the architecture and provide a clear
road map on how the current and future
states will converge. The existing legacy
modernisation initiatives will work in the
short term, but as the digital transformation
journey matures to the next stage, the need
for newer, agile technology will increase.
Digital technology is a critical component
of the transformation of the organisation,
albeit not the only one. As the organisation
changes the business model to create
new revenue streams, the supporting
architecture will need to be mobilised to
meet the identiﬁed strategic priorities for the
bank.
It was found that the organisation is only
leveraging superﬁcial parts of the internal
data that it possesses. One of the ﬁndings
highlighted the importance of using data to
gain a competitive advantage as this is one
of the diﬀerentiators between the traditional
bank and the digital banks that have

entered the market. It is recommended that
Bank X invests in data management tools
to support decision making regarding the
transformation of the business.
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information gathered from CI within strategy
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ABSTRACT
Businesses should pay close attention
to competitors as this will allow them to
remain competitive by creating appropriate
strategies. This is especially true for small,
medium and micro enterprises (SMMEs)
facing many challenges. Intelligence
gathered from competitive intelligence (CI)
activities can thus be used to craft winning
strategies. The main objective of this
research was to determine to what extent
an SMME used CI in strategy formulation.
A qualitative approach with an Interpretivist
paradigm was used to seek an understanding
of CI and its impact on strategy formulation
within an SMME. A case study strategy
with semi-structured interviews to collect
data was used. Findings suggested that
information from CI does have an inﬂuence
on the formulation of strategy. However, an
understanding of strategy formulation, CI
activities and the impact on one another
seems limited. It is therefore recommended
to improve management and staﬀ’s

INTRODUCTION
To examine the external environment
is a necessity in today’s competitive
environment; therefore, enterprises cannot
ignore market changes and exist solely by
providing goods and services (Håkansson
and Nelke, 2015). Timely and accurate
information about the external environment
can aid an organisation in making strategic
and operational decisions. This collection
of information known as competitive
intelligence (CI) assists organisations in
decision making which can result in a
competitive advantage for the organisation.
Knowledge is considered to be an asset and
a source of competitive advantage for an
organisation as it is diﬃcult for competitors
to imitate (Shujahat, Hussain, Javed, Malik,
Thurasamy and Ali, 2017).
Enterprises competing in the same industry
often battle for the same customers. It is
important for enterprises to use competitive
intelligence to foresee and react to changes
in the competitive environment (Bateman
and Snell, 2017). Organisations should pay
close attention to competitor activities as this
will allow them to remain competitive and
achieve a competitive edge by formulating
strategies accordingly.
Enterprises are under immense pressure
owing to globalisation and an increase in
competition. This is especially true for small,
medium and micro enterprises (SMMEs)
as they face challenges such as lower
productivity and global sourcing barriers as
a result of their competing in a globalised
environment (Banda, Chembe, Kunda
and Mwika, 2018). In support, Passaris
(2006) states that the business world has
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become increasingly competitive, owing
to globalisation, technological change and
innovation. A formal process for gathering
competitive information was developed
and used in the 1980s. This ﬁeld, known as
competitive intelligence, has experienced
quick growth since the 1980s (Prescott,
1999).
Currently there is a demand for timely
information by management regarding
competition and external markets which
can be used in strategy formulation. This is
where the role of the competitive intelligence
of professionals comes into play as it is their
duty to collect competitive information and
present it to decision makers. Competitive
information includes knowledge about the
entire business environment. However,
the intelligence collected is often used
inappropriately by decision makers and
this results in inadequate strategic plans.
Surprises are to be avoided in applying CI
activities in the decision-making process.
CI has the potential to be of great value
to SMMEs, allowing them to formulate a
winning strategy (iResearch, 2018).
PROBLEM STATEMENT AND
RESEARCH QUESTION
From literature, information or intelligence
from CI activities can assist to craft winning
strategies for SMMEs and their agility in
the marketplace. The absence or the noncompliance of CI processes in SMMEs,
mainly caused by resource shortages, is
noted. SMMEs may also ﬁnd it diﬃcult to
comprehend fully the value of CI leading to
information or intelligence not being used
appropriately, resulting in strategy planning
deﬁciencies or failure.
Therefore, the research question is: How
and to what extent is CI used to formulate
strategies within an SMME?
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The primary objective is to establish to
what extent CI activities are used when
formulating strategies in an SMME.

The secondary objectives include:
• To determine the level of understanding
around strategy formulation and CI; and
• To identify the resources available for
the eﬀective use of CI.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature review provides an overview
on competitive intelligence, the process
followed, and the tools used, by means of
a brief discussion on strategy formulation
and the interaction between competitive
intelligence and strategy within an SMME
context. Some challenges in support of
the research problem were identiﬁed from
literature.
Competitive intelligence
CI is not a new concept and organisations have
adapted its use since the 1980’s (Prescott,
1999). However, the concept originated
in China about 5000 years ago when Sun
Tzu wrote about military intelligence in The
Art of War (Calof and Wright, 2008). CI
involves numerous activities which include
analysing the business environment and
collecting information which will allow an
organisation to make informed decisions
about opportunities and threats. This
may increase performance relative to
competitors. It is thus a strategic tool and
process encompassing planning, legal and
ethical intelligence collection (Pellissier and
Nenzhelele, 2013).
Dishman and Calof (2007) deﬁne CI as a
process involving the gathering, analysing,
and communicating of market environmental
information to assist in strategic decision
making. It is the fundamental basis of the
strategic decision-making process. The
process of CI is formally recognised as a
strategic management tool used to gain
insight and provide information in order to
gain a competitive advantage–in other words,
to provide information to decision makers,
allowing them to keep abreast of changing
conditions in developing strategies and to
achieve a competitive advantage. “Winners”
and “losers” are mainly determined by
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how information is communicated to those
making strategic decisions and how the
information (intelligence) is disseminated
and used (Muller, 2005). Successful
organisations thus base their competitive
strategies, plans and innovations on CI
which includes information on the strengths,
the weaknesses, the capabilities and the
potential plans of the competition (Bartes,
2014).
CI is often confused with spying or stealing
and degrades the recognition of CI. For
businesses not to be labelled as such,
they have to comply with the laws and
regulations and administer ethical conduct
when involved in CI (Nenzhelele, 2017).
By conducting CI ethically, businesses may
also gather valuable information, not only
on what competitors are doing, but also
on what they are not doing. This allows
the organisation to identify gaps in the
market and use opportunities to develop
strategies that competitors are unaware of
Underwood, 2013.

party contractors and within the entire
profession.”
• “To adhere faithfully to and abide by
one’s company policies, objectives and
guidelines.”
Competitive intelligence process
According to Kahaner (1997:43), “a
competitive intelligence process is the
transformation of raw data into intelligence”.
Du Toit and Muller, (2004) state that a CI
process is necessary to develop intelligence.
Each phase in the process is connected
and the output of one process becomes the
input into the next process (Bartes, 2012;
Nasri, 2011).
Various CI process models exist mainly
because of naming conventions of phases
or the addition or omission of phases.
Pellissier and Nenzhelele (2013) have
established a universal CI model which
includes the following steps:
• Planning and direction: Intelligence
requirements focusing on critical
business issues to be assessed.

Businesses could either develop their
own ethics policy or they could adopt
the following guidelines from the code of
ethics of the Strategic and Competitive
Intelligence Professionals (SCIP) (Strategic
and competitive intelligence professionals,
2002):

• Information collection: This involves the
collection of open source information
and raw data. It is important that data
and information collected align with the
code of ethics of a business or that of
the SCIP.
• Information sorting, capturing and
storing: This step sorts and stores
collected information to be analysed and
disseminated.

• “To strive continually to increase
the recognition and respect of the
profession.”
• “To comply with all applicable laws,
domestic and international.”

• Information
analysis:
Information
is interpreted and transformed into
intelligence.

• “To disclose accurately all relevant
information, including one’s identity and
organisation, prior to all interviews.”

• Intelligence dissemination: The last
step includes distributing information
or intelligence to decision makers in an
appropriate and timely format.

• “To avoid conﬂicts of interest in fulﬁlling
one’s duties.”
• “To provide honest and realistic
recommendations and conclusions in
the execution of one’s duties.”
• “To promote this code of ethics
within one’s company, with third-

Competitive intelligence tools and
techniques
The world is currently in the next phase
of industrialisation known as the fourth
industrial revolution. This involves the
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fusion of physical and digital worlds.
Technology is changing and reshaping the
way business is done (Schwab, 2017). The
use of technology makes it easier to gain
business information. Certain information
is publicly displayed to existing and
potential customers and stakeholders. This
information is available to competitors as
well which allows them to develop strategies
to gain a competitive edge (Bhasin, 2017).
Technology has changed the way business
is done and has allowed organisations to
access vast amounts of information in a
variety of formats. As a result of greater
access to information, organisations are
faced with information overload. When
conducting CI, it is essential to have the
required tools and techniques to manage
information (Saxena and Lamest, 2018;
Sewdass, 2009).
Information can be collected from primary
sources including customers and suppliers,
and secondary sources such as web-based
searches, media and reports (Nasri, 2011).
Ashton and Stacey (1995) found that there
is no prescribed format for performing
analysis.
Common analysis tools include PESTEL
(political,
economic,
socio-cultural,
technological,
environmental,
legal)
analysis, SWOT (strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, threats) analysis, competitor
proﬁling, value chain analysis and Porter’s
ﬁve forces model (Viviers, Saayman and
Muller, 2005). Gross (2000) states that
organisations use intranets as a CI tool to
record and share information and electronic
databases to sort and store information
which can be accessed by the user involved
in the analysis phase.
Strategy formulation
All organisations are faced with changing
environments which can inﬂuence an
organisation and its industry. Therefore,
organisations need to chart a strategy that
will lead to a competitive edge and will
help achieving their vision and mission

(De Bruyn, 2012). However, to Majama
and Magang (2017), SMMEs are aware of
strategy formulation and the value thereof,
but the greatest deterrent of SMMEs is the
lack of knowledge in the strategy formulation
and planning process.
Ungerer, Ungerer and Herholdt (2016)
proposed that strategy formulation should
include four domains of strategic practice.
These
domains
comprise
strategic
leadership, which describes organisational
leaders’ thinking capacity, practices and
ethical conduct; results of the collection
and the analysis of data from internal
and external review or environmental
analyses; scenario planning which involves
a structured approach to developing stories
on which the future might unfold; strategy
formulation and renewal/ innovation.
According to Hitt, Ireland and Hoskisson
(1999) four components need to be
considered when conducting an external
analysis. Firstly, the environment needs to
be scanned to identify early indications of
change, secondly environmental change
should be monitored, followed, thirdly, by
forecasting outcomes based on changes
monitored, and, fourthly, assessing how
environmental change inﬂuences strategy.
The external environment comprises
macro-environment, immediate industry
and competitive environment. The macroenvironment can be evaluated, for
example, by using the PESTEL analysis
which evaluates political, environmental,
social, technological, economic and legal
conditions. An analytical tool to assess the
industry and its competitive environment
is known as the Five Forces Model of
Competition which is used for analysing the
bargaining power of buyers and suppliers,
the threat of substitutes and new entrants
and the rivalry among competing sellers
to determine the overall attractiveness of
the industry (Thompson, Strickland and
Gamble, 2010; Porter, 2008).
When analysing the internal environment,
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an organisation’s resources, capabilities
and core competencies are assessed.
Resources include an organisation’s
equipment, employee skills and production
technology. An organisation’s capabilities
include organisational activities that create
value through the value chain. Core
competencies include utilising resources
and capabilities with a high level of
proﬁciency which results in a knowledgebased asset. Resources and capabilities
must be valuable, rare, inimitable and
non-substitutable to be considered a
core competency. A core competency
distinguishes an organisation and is a
source of competitive advantage.

should concentrate on ﬁve strategy inputs:
marketplace opportunities, competitive risk
and threats, vulnerabilities and assumptions
(Fahey, 2007).

As a result of internal and external
environment
analysis,
organisations
can identify strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats to formulate
strategies (Rahimi and Fullah, 2015).

To identify marketplace opportunities,
an assessment of current and potential
environmental
changes
should
be
conducted. This allows organisations to
create value for customers which should
be a core focus of CI. Furthermore, it will
allow organisations to identify potential
opportunities with new strategic initiatives.
Competitors’ current and future activities
pose a threat to an organisation, and
detecting these threats will provide the
organisation with an opportunity to avoid or
reduce the impact by adapting its strategies.
Therefore, information or intelligence has to
address competitors’ current and potential
actions and their impact on an organisation’s
current strategies and opportunities.

Competitive intelligence and strategy
According to Herring (1992:54), a successful
strategy is dependent on comprehensive
information. Marketplace changes that
could inﬂuence an organisation’s current
and future strategies can be determined
from an analysis of CI output. CI activities

Competitive risks include marketplace
changes which could, however, negatively
inﬂuence
an
organisation’s
current
or potential strategy (Fahey, 2007).
An intelligence-based assessment of
marketplace changes allows an organisation
to isolate risks and tailor its strategy

FIGURE 1: COMPETITIVE INTELLIGENCE AND STRATEGY SOURCE: OWN COMPILATION
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in the pursuit of speciﬁc opportunities.
Intelligence provides insights which can
be used to provide key assumptions and
vulnerabilities of the future. These key
assumptions provide those involved in
strategy development with the necessary
intelligence to assess current and future
strategies (Fahey, 2007). An analysis of
strategic inputs supports management’s
strategic decisions and provides an input
into strategy formulation. The ﬁve strategic
inputs and their contribution towards
strategy formulation are illustrated in Figure
1.
Small, medium and micro enterprises
SMMEs are important for a nation’s
economy and drive economic growth as
they contribute to the GDP of a nation,
create and provide employment, increase
innovative ability and create competition
(Hillary, 2017)
According to the Department of Small
Business Development (2019:110) a “small
enterprise means a separate and distinct
business entity, together with its branches
or subsidiaries, if any, including cooperative
enterprises, managed by one owner or
more, predominantly carried on in any sector
or subsector of the economy mentioned in
column 1 of the Schedule and classiﬁed as
a micro, a small or a medium enterprise by
satisfying the criteria mentioned in columns
3 and 4 of the Schedule.”

Competitive intelligence and small,
medium and micro enterprises
SMMEs are aﬀected most when new entrants
enter the marketplace or when existing
businesses develop innovative products or
services which create a gap in the market.
Quick decisions need to be made to respond
to changes and an eﬀective CI programme
allows businesses to detect changes rapidly
(Hugen, Miglioranza, Dandolini, and Souza,
2013). SMMEs tend to focus on shorter
term objectives (Majama and Magang,
2017), while CI provides long term beneﬁts.
Insuﬃcient time and resources are some
of the most important challenges SMMEs
face when implementing CI (Muller, 2007).
According to Nenzehelele (2015) SMMEs
tend to conduct CI informally owing to a
lack staﬀ or professionals to conduct CI
activities, resulting in formal CI processes
to be mostly absent or non-compliant.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Rajasekar,
Philominathan
and
Chinnathambi (2013) deﬁne research as “a
logical and systematic search for new and
useful information on a particular topic”.
Research methodology is a science and a
systematic way to carry out research and
solve a problem.
This study followed an interpretivist paradigm
which takes human interest into account
and generates subjective knowledge
(Bryman, Emma, Philip, Dos Santos, Du
Toit, Masenge, Aardt, and Wagner, 2014). A

FIGURE 2: EXCERPT FROM SCHEDULE 1 SOURCE: DEPARTMENT OF SMALL BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT (2019:110)
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qualitative research approach was selected
as it was the most suitable to gather data
from the interviewees’ viewpoint.
The research strategy was a single
case study – in other words, an in-depth
study of a topic or case, organisation,
location or event (Yin, 2014). An SMME
in Johannesburg within the décor industry
was selected. It ﬁtted the deﬁnition of a
micro enterprise as it employed fewer than
10 full-time employees and had a turnover
of less than ﬁve million rand (Department of
Small Business Development, (2019). The
sample included two managers (owners)
and four employees in the SMME. The
purposive non-probability sampling method
was applied to select relevant individuals to
participate in the semi-structure interviews
(Bryman et al., 2014).
Semi-structured interviews comprise a list
of questions speciﬁc to the research topic
(Bryman et al. 2014) and in this study, to
strategy formulation and CI within the
SMME. Summative content analysis was
used to analyse data from the interviews
in which prominent themes emerged
(Hsieh and Shannon, 2005). This approach
begins with a scan of the number of
occurrences a word appears which is done
manually or with the aid of a computer.
Word frequency is counted for each
identiﬁed term. Counting the frequency of
words enables the researcher to identify
prominent patterns and themes in data and
develop a coding framework for keywords
which enables interpretation of the context.
The interpretation and the analysis are
consistent with the text evidence and this
ensures credibility.
Measure of trustworthiness
Qualitative
research
are
evaluated
using alternative criteria on the basis of
trustworthiness and authenticity (Lincoln
and Guba, 1985; Bryman et al., 2014)
and include the criteria of credibility,
transferability,
dependability
and
conﬁrmabilty.

Credibility can be understood through
member validation, triangulation or diagram
illustrations. Findings were submitted to
interviewees to conﬁrm whether aspects of
social reality were correctly understood and
to ensure good correspondence. Credibility
was achieved through recording interviews,
transcribing data and analysing the data.
Transferability refers to the degree a study
can be applied to a diﬀerent context. This
study may be extrapolated to similar SMMEs,
but was mainly conﬁned and limited to one
particular case. Dependability is the ability to
achieve the same outcome when repeating
the study. This was ensured by applying
a pragmatic approach in following the
research process, including data collection
and analysis, the interpretation of ﬁndings
and recommendations. Conﬁrmability refers
to bias-free research prohibiting personal
values to inﬂuence the study. This was
ensured by sending interview transcripts to
the interviewees for conﬁrmation.
RESULTS AND FINDINGS
Section A: Biographical data
This SMME had been in existence for ﬁve
years. Two of the interviewees were owners/
managers, two were sales representatives
and two were administration assistants.
Four interviewees had senior certiﬁcates
and two had degree quailifcations.
Section B:
Section B reports on the ﬁndings that
emerged as per following interview
questions:
Understanding of strategy formulation
Based on the responses gathered on
the SMME understanding of strategy
formulation, it was highlighted that strategy
formulation
involved
brainstorming
ideas and was a planning process of the
business. All interviewees mentioned that
strategy formulation was the improvement
of the current situation of the business.
However, most interviewees had diﬀerent
understandings of strategy formulation
indicating their limited understanding.
This is supported by Majama and Magang
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(2017:91) who state that SMMEs lack
knowledge in the strategy formulation
process.

All interviewees (6) linked competitive
intelligence to competition and doing
research on competitor activities. “To
me this is researching competitors” and
“To my understanding, it is obtaining the
necessary information about competitors
within the same industry by doing
research about competition” and “Our
competition: the businesses we compete
with”. Two interviewees highlighted
gaining competitor current and past
information by stating, “…what are they
doing and what are they not doing?” and
“You will try and gain and use intelligence
to see how they got to that position”.
Three interviewees indicated the use of
competitive intelligence as a tool to obtain
a competitive advantage. “…competitive
intelligence to compare ourselves with our
competitors to identify opportunities in the
industry we are in” and “…how we can try
and beat our competition”. Additionally, one
interviewee mentioned obtaining external
environmental information apart from
obtaining information about competitors.
“I believe it’s not only about competitors,
[but there are] also a lot of other factors to
consider” and “…the economy, as well as
the political environment, these will aﬀect
the information you gather”.

Three
interviewees
highlighted
that
strategy formulation involved
brainstorming ideas or systems for the
business. “Basically, it is how we form
or brainstorm systems in order for us to
strategise in diﬀerent departments of the
business”. Two interviewees indicated
that strategy formulation was a planning
process of the business. “So, strategy
formulation is a plan with whoever
is involved…” Another interviewee
mentioned that strategy formulation was
the evaluation of business progress and
developing new ways to grow by stating,
“My understanding of strategy formulation
is evaluating the business and thinking
of new ways to grow the business…” All
interview participants (6) linked strategy
formulation to improving the business as
supported by the following quotes. “…to
push the business forward and improve…”
and “… to make the business better…”
and “…how to improve the working of a
business”. Furthermore, one interviewee
indicated that the vision was a component
of strategy formulation. “We keep in mind
the vision of the business”.
Understanding of competitive
intelligence
According to the responses from
interviewees, members of the SMME
viewed CI as obtaining competitor
information through research to be used as
a tool to obtain competitive advantage. It
was also evident that macro environmental
conditions were considered to an extent
when conducting competitive intelligence.
The SMME’s understanding of CI aligned
with the deﬁnition of CI as a process that
involves gathering market environmental
information to assist in decision making
(Dishman and Calof, 2007).

Competitive intelligence resources
Interviewee responses indicated that
resources were available to conduct CI. The
elements that were displayed as resources
within the SMME were the internet and
technology and employee experience. De
Bruyn (2012) states that resources include
an organisation’s equipment, employee
skills and production technology. Xue, Zhou
and Dasgupta (2015) state that the internet
is a valuable resource when conducting
CI. Time may be a limiting factor when
conducting CI at the SMME. No reference
was made with regard to ﬁnancial resources
when conducting CI at the SMME.
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Five interviewees indicated that the
business had resources available to
conduct CI. “Yes, the business does
have suﬃcient resources to conduct
competitive intelligence” and “Yes, I would
say we have enough resources” and “Yes,
the business does as the consultants
experience and know-how of the products
is an advantage itself” and “…we have all
the resources available”. One interviewee
mentioned that time was a limiting factor
when conducting CI. Five interviewees
highlighted the internet and technology
as a resource when conducting CI.
“We use the internet a lot” and “…we
have technology and the internet to our
advantage” and “…keeping up to date
with competitors and recent times with the
use of the latest technology”. Additionally,
two interview participants mentioned
employees as a resource and one of the
two interview participants highlighted
employee experience as a resource by
stating, “…consultant’s experience and
know-how of the products…” and “…we
have the manpower…”
Inﬂuence of competitive intelligence on
strategy formulation
According
to
commonly
gathered
responses of the use of CI, it was observed
that the SMME acquired information
using CI but to a limited extent. A formal
process for gathering CI was not used by
the SMME. However, the results indicated
that information that was gained from
CI activities had a deﬁnite inﬂuence on
the formulation of strategy for SMME. CI
was mainly used to gain information on
competitor pricing, products and services
which allowed the SMME to formulate
strategies accordingly. Note, economic
and political conditions were considered
when the SMME formulated strategies.
The economic and political environment
formed part of the PESTEL analysis used in
analysing macro-environmental conditions
as stated by Porter (2008).

All interviewees (6) indicated that CI
had an inﬂuence in the formulation of
strategy. “I would say that it aﬀects us
directly” and “We then adjust our strategy
to be on par with our competitors” and
“…by you obtaining and you using your
resources to obtain this information which
will inﬂuence strategy” and “…competitive
intelligence aﬀects us a lot” and “…helps
us to strategise accordingly”. Three
interviewees mentioned that information
gained with regard to pricing, products
and services provided input in the
formulation of strategies. “We learn about
our competitors whether it is in terms
of products, service or pricing” and “…
if we learn a competitor is having a sale
or oﬀering a certain product then we
will use that information for our speciﬁc
departments of the business to strategize
accordingly” and “We gain information of
price and products and adjust our strategy
to sustain everything”. Two interviewees
highlighted that economic and political
conditions inﬂuenced strategy. “If you look
at economic and political situation, it could
negatively inﬂuence the business and the
strategy” and “…it’s not only competitors
but the economic and political environment
which you acquire information which helps
you to form strategies…”
LIMITATIONS
This study aimed to determine the impact
of CI in formulating strategy at an SMME.
The literature related to the research topic
seems to be limited. Furthermore, research
on the impact of CI in formulating strategy
did not seem to exist at the SMME. The
sample size of this research study was
small as it was limited to a single case, and
ﬁndings cannot be transferred and applied
to another context. Findings can only be
transferred or applied to similar SMMEs.
Owing to the scope of the study, strategy
execution and how CI can contribute to
competitive advantage is not included in
this study.
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MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the literature review and ﬁndings,
recommendations to SMMEs can be
summarised as follows:

to ensure that intelligence gathered is
applied within the business. This can
be achieved through brainstorming
sessions and meetings.
• Eﬀectively apply intelligence gathered
within the formulation of strategy.
Gathering CI is necessary as it provides
the business with insightful information
to make informed decisions. However,
this intelligence is only useful if applied
when formulating strategy which will
allow the business to attain competitive
advantage.

• Ensure that all employees of the business
understand the process of strategy
formulation.
Formulating
strategy
requires all employees who provide input
to have a comprehensive understanding
of the strategy formulation process.
• Apply analytical tools to analyse the
internal and external environment.
Analytical tools will assist in determining
the
resources,
capabilities
and
competencies of the business as well
as external environmental factors and
industry attractiveness which aid in
crafting a winning strategy.
• Adopt a formal process in formulating
strategy and gathering CI. A formal
process is necessary as it will allow the
business to plan activities appropriately
and use the output of previous processes
as input for future CI and strategy
formulation processes.
• Invest time in the formulation of strategy
and gathering CI. A proactive role must
be played by owners and employees
in formulating strategy and gathering
CI which will enhance business
competitiveness.
• Ensure that there are enough resources
to conduct CI. Resources include
ﬁnancial resources, time, employee
expertise and technology required
to conduct CI. These resources are
necessary for acquiring competitive
information which will serve as input in
the formulation of a winning strategy.
• Ensure that competitive information
gathered is eﬀectively communicated
throughout
the
SMME.
Various
employees in diﬀerent departments of
the business have information on the
competitive environment which may
diﬀer from one another. Employees and
owners need to communicate eﬀectively

CONCLUSION
To conclude, it was observed that the
SMME acquired information using CI, but
only to a limited extent, and that a formal
process for gathering CI was not used.
However, the ﬁndings of this study have
the potential to beneﬁt the case SMME
considering that the business world is
changing rapidly, and organisations need
to monitor competitor activities to succeed
in the competitive environment. Strategies
are necessary to guide direction in SMMEs.
Information gained from competitors can
be used as input into strategy formulation.
A competitive edge can be created with
timely and accurate intelligence as an input
into strategy formulation. Possible ways of
applying CI in the formulation of strategies,
are recommended. Seeing that strategy
execution and the ways in which CI can
contribute to competitive advantage are not
included in the study, it could serve as need
for further research. A broader study can
also be conducted to include more SMMEs.
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managers’ attitudes towards the adoption
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ABSTRACT
The Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) is
disrupting almost every industry worldwide
and changing entire business processes.
Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is
deﬁned as the automation of repeatable
and redundant, rule-based human action
through the use of software bots. The
South African Revenue Service (SARS)
back oﬃce processes are ideally suited
for software RPA conversions. However,
the attitude of SARS employees and
management regarding the adoption of
RPA have not been investigated. The study
investigated the perceptions of SARS
employees and management regarding the
factors that inﬂuence their attitudes towards
the adoption of RPA. The Technology
Acceptance Model was used as a theoretical
base for this study.
The study followed a positivistic research
philosophy and the approach was deductive.
A quantitative study using a survey was
conducted amongst SARS employees and
management. The survey was completed
by 110 respondents employed at the SARS.

INTRODUCTION
The Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR)
is disrupting almost every industry
worldwide and changing entire business
processes by introducing new technologies
in organisations (Schwab, 2016). The
wide-ranging opportunities created by
digital technologies enable organisations
to establish improved communication
channels between employees, customers
and suppliers, making the exchange
of information faster and more eﬃcient
(Kedziora & Kiviranta, 2018). An important
facet of digital transformation is automating
particular functions, such as using software
applications instead of people to perform
repetitive tasks. Despite organisations
undergoing
digital
transformations,
numerous work activities are still performed
manually, typically in a back oﬃce
environment (Chappell, 2017).
The digital transformation in organisations
has introduced the use of new technologies,
such as Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) and Robotic
Process automation (RPA) (Kedziora &
Kiviranta, 2018). RPA technologies have
evolved exponentially and are performing
numerous tasks that are performed by
humans (Arvato, 2018). RPA enables
a virtual workforce driven by software
applications to perform tasks that are
perceived by humans to be mundane and
monotonous (Jovanović, Durić & Sibalija,
2018). According to Caton (2017), RPA is
the application of technologies that assist
organisations to perform repetitive work,
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with the objective of training process-based
applications to better deal with structured
and unstructured data and to automate
transactions with other digital systems.
RPA improves business processes and
allows organisations to deliver better
customer services, enhance eﬃciency in
their processes, reduce costs and eliminate
human errors. Many business processes
can now be changed, using RPA, to perform
speciﬁc tasks using software robots or bots
(Caton, 2017). RPA requires organisational
process transformation and changing the
attitude of people in an organisation to
accept the introduction of new technologies
(Druker, 2018). The utilisation of RPA and
related technologies will lead to decreased
costs and increased eﬃciency and
eﬀectiveness in monitoring and auditing
transactions, as fewer humans will be
employed in everyday business operations
(Kaya, Turkyilmaz & Birol, 2019).
The South African Revenue Service (SARS)
tax authority has not yet fully embraced RPA
software in all areas of the organisation.
Repetitive functions have been identiﬁed
for possible automation, however the
employees’ attitude towards PRA has
not been investigated. The tax authority
still requires humans to perform a large
number of manual processes that could
be done more eﬃciently and eﬀectively by
introducing RPA.
PROBLEM INVESTIGATED AND
RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
The digital transformation in organisations
focuses on automating business processes
and using computer software applications
instead of people to perform speciﬁc tasks.
Despite living in a digital era, numerous work
activities or tasks are still performed manually
in some organisations. These repetitive and
mundane tasks can be automated with the
introduction of RPA. RPA requires the use
of software applications, such as UiPath
(www.uipath.com), which are programmed
to perform certain repetitive tasks. These
tasks are typically conducted in a back

oﬃce environment, thus allowing people to
perform more intellectual tasks (Chappell,
2017).
The main research problem addressed
in this research study is that software
robot process automation is increasingly
being used in organisations and the South
African Revenue Service (SARS) needs to
investigate employees’ perceptions on the
adoption and implementation of these new
digital technologies in the organisation.
In South Africa, limited research has
been conducted on RPA adoption at the
SARS. The objective of this study was to
investigate the attitude of SARS employees
and management regarding the adoption
and implementation of software process
automation. The main research question
investigated in this study is: What are
the attitude of SARS employees and
management regarding the adoption
and implementation of software process
automation in the organisation?
LITERATURE REVIEW
RPA is the application of processbased software technologies that assist
organisations to perform repetitive tasks,
with the objective to automate transactions
(Caton, 2017). Manufacturing organisations
introduced Cobots, mechanical devices
utilised mainly on assembly lines to facilitate
human-machine cooperation. Cobots are
designed to interact directly with people
and to share the workload by taking into
consideration each person’s abilities (Malik
& Bilberg, 2017). Cobots represent a new
wave of automation and many people
fear that they could eliminate a number of
jobs currently performed by humans. The
purpose of Cobots is to enhance worker
capabilities through automation (Earls,
2017).
RPA software is used to develop software
bots or applications, which are typically
used to perform speciﬁc tasks, such as
receiving and validating an email and
forwarding it to a speciﬁc person. The RPA
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software is often used in accounting ﬁrms
to automate repetitive tasks, for example,
checking that all ﬁelds on a form have been
ﬁlled in. These software bots can perform
work-in-process (WIP) analyses, monitor
shared mailboxes and notify a person, via
an email that an event has taken place. The
tasks can be performed in a fraction of the
time that it takes for a human accountant to
perform the same task.

Consulting Services (2016), the general
characteristics of processes that are ready
for RPA are:

Although there has been an increase
in automating and improving business
processes in organisations, the use of
RPA software has not yet reduced the
headcount. Organisations implementing
RPA will be in a position to redeploy staﬀ
into other productive tasks that will increase
job satisfaction, decrease employee
turnover and improve work-life balance.
This will create opportunities for personnel
to improve their critical skills and undertake
more value-adding and interesting work
(Cooper, Holderness, Sorensen & Wood,
2018).

• three or more staﬀ members are hired to
complete the process; and

RPA is the application of technologies that
assist businesses to perform mundane
tasks and to work with structured and
unstructured data (Caton, 2017). RPA works
in a similar manner to people by interacting
with the user interface of other computer
applications and systems. The purpose
of RPA is to implement software bots that
drive application user interfaces, instead
of people interacting with applications
(Chappell, 2016). RPA can therefore replace
humans by automating speciﬁc tasks (van
der Aalst, Bichler & Heinzl, 2018).
RPA applications are currently implementing
and using artiﬁcial intelligence (AI)
technologies to learn and improve
processes. RPA, using AI, has the capability
to successfully undertake the majority of
back oﬃce operations and tasks without
human intervention. RPA enables a large
number of transactions to be processed
uniformly, by means of software bots, thus
negating the need for additional employees
(Barnett, 2015). According to Kinetic

• repetitive and rules based;
• access structured data sets;
• applications on a Windows or webbased platform;
• the process is documented and has
been standardised in practice;

• data input is prone to human error.
Businesses that are required to perform a
substantial number of ﬁnancial processes,
would beneﬁt by implementing RPA
solutions in the back oﬃce to maintain a
competitive advantage (Arvato, 2018).
Software bots will replace humans in the
performance of numerous routine tasks
and create opportunities for them to focus
on more strategically important tasks. It is
anticipated that RPA will result in increased
eﬃciency, higher sales revenue and a
positive impact on the customer experience
(Arvato, 2018).
RPA technologies are bound to signiﬁcantly
aﬀect the accounting and ﬁnance sector and
forever transform the accounting profession
by changing the processes and transactions
performed in accounting (Kaya, Turkyilmaz
& Birol, 2019). Numerous time consuming
and manual processes, especially ineﬃcient
accounting operations, will be replaced
with technology and software bots, thereby
allowing accountants to focus on more
meaningful work such as decision making,
analytics, performance management and
strategies.
Theoretical base
The interaction perspective of the adoption
of technology is analysed by means of
exploring the task, technology, individual
and environmental factors associated with
it (Sitorus et al., 2016). The Technology
Acceptance Model (TAM) proposes that
people’s attitude, intention and feeling
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towards adopting technology is predicated
by the people’s perceived usefulness and
ease of use of the technology (Sukendro et
al., 2020) and subsequent acceptance and
use (Ha & Stoel, 2009).
TAM’s main objective is to utilise the primary
determinant to either accept or reject a
new technology and to clarify what factors
determines that acceptance or rejection
of the technology (Hoong, Thi & Lin,
2017). The TAM advances two prominent
principles, the ﬁrst of which is the degree to
which a person perceives that a particular
application will enhance job performance in
an organisational context and the second
is the degree to which a person perceives
that utilising a particular application will be
eﬀortless (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000).
The most signiﬁcant determinants of
system use are ease of use and perceived
usefulness (Surendran, 2012), both of which
are aﬀected by the external variables, such
as age and gender and social factors that
include income, education and employment,
as well as cultural and political factors.
Other factors of importance are language,
skills and facilitating conditions.
A review of literature reveals that the
following factors are important for
employees to accept the adoption of new
technologies.
Attitude towards new technology
adoption
People have diﬀerent backgrounds, beliefs
and value systems that result in a variety
of attitudes towards technology (Bill, 2003).
Attitude and behaviour are directly and
indirectly interrelated, the diﬀerence being
that attitude is how an individual thinks or
feels about someone or something, while
behaviour refers to that person’s reaction to
a particular action, person or environment
(Surbhi, 2016).
The attitudes exhibited by the IT teams
towards the adoption of new technologies
have changed over time and the IT

practitioners have grown in conﬁdence
since gaining a better understanding
of the technology (Deloitte, 2018). As a
construct, attitude is both complex and
multidimensional and comprises aﬀective,
cognitive
and
conative
information
components pertaining to a behaviour.
Attitude with regard to robotics and IT
can be deﬁned as an evaluative summary
judgment or predisposition to respond
either favourably or unfavourably to a
computer system and the related software,
staﬀ and procedures (Rampersad, Plewa &
Troshani, 2012).
Individual Characteristics
According to Hubona and Geitz (1997),
external variables that inﬂuence technology
acceptance, include an employee’s
organisational job category, software
application experience and computer
experience. An application’s functionality
should enable the user of the application
to accomplish job-related tasks relatively
easily, in order to be viewed as a useful
application. For an employee to perceive
an application as easy to use, there must
a degree of consistency between what the
user can achieve with the application and the
manner in which that application interacts
with the user. A number of variables aﬀect the
adoption of new information technologies.
These include training, education, age,
gender and intrinsic cognitive skills, as
well as external variables relating to the
individual and the organisation (Akinbobola
& Adeleke, 2016).
Trust
According to Juntunen (2018), individuals’
distrust of robots stems from their perception
of being able to perform certain tasks
more reliably themselves. Several people
indicated that they cannot see themselves
ever trusting a robot more than they do
a human. Prior to the implementation of
RPA, those employees who have earlier
experiences with RPA, particularly from
a preliminary or pilot launch of a RPA
implementation, ﬁnd that experience to be
beneﬁcial during the adoption process and
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later implementation thereof (Juntunen,
2018).
Job Security
RPA can be an eﬀective means of
automating repetitive processes and freeing
employees to focus on strategic innovations
and creative solutions to problems. RPA
can accomplish tasks more accurately than
people and does not require that the IT
systems in place be changed. Employees
fear losing their jobs, however if the
correct approach to change management
is followed and psychological behaviour
patterns are taken into consideration to
address the issue of job security, staﬀ can be
encouraged to appreciate the beneﬁts that
RPA has to oﬀer and become the solution
architects that drive the organisation’s core
eﬃciencies (ComputerSi, 2019).
Innovative Technology
According to Juntunen (2018), innovation
is an idea, product or process perceived
to be new, whereas the adoption of
innovation is deﬁned as attaining the full
utilisation of an innovative idea, product or
process. Rampersad, Plewa and Troshani
(2012) deﬁne innovation as transforming
an opportunity into something new that
becomes widely used. Potential adopters
of innovative technology must assess the
consequences of such adoption based
on the continual usefulness derived
from the innovative idea, product or
process. A technology that does not assist
employees to improve some part of their job
performance or output is likely to be viewed
in an unfavourable light (Rampersad et al.,
2012).
Skills, Training and Management
Maintaining a highly-skilled and educated
workforce requires that organisations invest
time and resources in e-learning, as well
as the more conventional forms of training
that can be implemented simultaneously
throughout the organisation. Appropriate
RPA training and skills development can
have a positive eﬀect on an organisation’s
ability to remain competitive and attain

increased proﬁts with lower staﬀ turnover
(Lee, Hsieh & Hsu, 2011). Limited skills and
understanding of RPA can be perceived
as a barrier to the adoption thereof,
however having gained experience with
RPA could serve to remove those barriers
(Juntunen, 2018). Management must
constantly monitor employee’s skills and
training needs, as well as their attitude to
the adoption of new technologies (Drucker,
2018).
Organisational Culture
While RPA provides opportunities for
organisations to streamline mundane
tasks and reallocate resources to focus
on more complex tasks, one of the most
signiﬁcant obstacles to adopting new
technology is human nature itself. In every
organisation, there are employees who
embrace change and those that reject
change (Druker, 2018). Successful RPA
acceptance requires transformative change
that involves changing the organisational
culture to embrace and manage change
and engage stakeholders and employees
every step of the way. In order for RPA to
provide the greatest return on investment
(ROI), an organisation must be open to
reﬁnement and enhancement as it begins
its transformation (Druker, 2018).
Resources and Cost
RPA tools and applications have proven
to increase eﬃciency at a lower cost to
the organisation and some estimates
indicate that the cost of a software bot is
approximately one third of that of human
capacity. The beneﬁts of RPA include
reduced training costs and reduced people
induced errors (Naga Lakshmi et al.,
2019). The relatively lower cost of rapid
deployment and higher potential for visible
ROI make RPA a preferred technology
and partner for organisations considering
digital transformation. The beneﬁts that
an RPA solution provide go beyond the
workforce to aﬀect the number of hours a
particular process runs, to a reduction in the
number of errors and it has several built-in
reporting tools that reduce the overall cost
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to run the process, even after accounting
for the cost of the RPA solution itself. The
adoption of RPA tools has begun to provide
organisations with increased eﬃciency at a
lower cost (Naga Lakshmi et al., 2019).
Beneﬁts of RPA
The main beneﬁts of RPA are a reduction
in errors, costs and improved business
performance (Gao et al., 2019). RPA oﬀers
extensive beneﬁts to an organisation in
addition to the employee cost savings,
as RPA can also improve the customer
experience (Kinetic Consulting Services,
2016). According to Kearney and Arvato
(2018), implementing an RPA solution
generally pays for itself in under a year and
the return on investment (ROI) over three
years is between 300 and 1 000 per cent.
RPA is not only a cost reduction measure
but also provides a number of solutions that
go beyond reducing the workforce. RPA
aﬀects the number of hours a particular
process runs, minimises errors and has
several built-in reporting tools, which can
reduce the overall cost of running a process

(Naga Lakshmi et al., 2019).
South African Revenue Services (SARS)
The SARS is the revenue service of the South
African government. It was established by
legislation to collect revenue and ensure
compliance with tax laws. There are a large
number of standard documents that need
to be processed at SARS. Currently staﬀ
are doing these tasks manually, resulting in
a high error rate. The SARS tax authority
has not yet fully embraced RPA software
in all areas of business. Software process
automation is increasingly being used and
the perceptions of the SARS employees
regarding the adoption of these new digital
technologies needs to be investigated.
According to the SARS Strategic Plan
(2016-2021), RPA can contribute towards
the organisation’s strategic goals in the
following ways, namely:
• • Increased ease and fairness of doing
business with SARS by automating the
risk management processes that are

FIGURE 1: HYPOTHESISED ADOPTION OF RPA CONCEPTUAL MODEL.
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rules based;
• Increased cost eﬀectiveness and
internal eﬃciency by automating the HR
and ﬁnance processes as well as the
processes and governance pertaining
to case generation, selection and
execution; and
• With regard to public trust and credibility,
RPA could mitigate the challenges
involved with the separation of tasks
thereby improving service delivery.
Existing ﬁnancial, capital and recruitment
constraints challenge SARS to improve
its performance, without increasing the
number of employees and this requires
substantial productivity and workplace
improvements. Workplace transformation
and skills development can only occur if
the organisation utilises RPA to perform
repetitive, deterministic and high volume
tasks more eﬃciently than humans are
currently able to perform. In so doing, SARS
can free up existing resources and develop
and utilise its human capital to focus on
duties that require building relationships and
change and exception management that
will result in expansion and improvement.
Taking
the
above
literature
into
consideration, a proposed hypothesised
model for the factors that could inﬂuence
SARS employees’ attitudes towards the
adoption of RPA in the organisation was
created for this study (Figure 1). The eight
hypotheses are listed in Table 4. The
model included an employee’s individual
characteristics and seven independent
factors.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This study followed a positivistic design
approach, with the main focus on the
collection of quantitative data from SARS
employees and management at the Nelson
Mandela Metropole oﬃces in the Eastern
Cape. Convenience and snowball sampling
were used to reach as many respondents
as possible. The diﬀerences in perceptions
of employees and management were
statistically analysed.

The survey instrument was a standardised
questionnaire, which was operationalised
from literature. The structure of the
questionnaire was as follows: Section one
covered demographic information and in
section two, statements relating to factors
aﬀecting employees’ attitudes towards
the adoption of RPA at SARS, using a
5-point Likert scale (1=Strongly Disagree
to 5= Strongly Agree). A pilot study was
conducted amongst 8 employees, as well
as 2 academics. The statistical consultant
assisted and recommended changes to the
ﬁnal questionnaire used in the study.
The online platform QuestionPro was used
to collect the responses. The URL link
was sent to 350 SARS employees in the
Nelson Mandela Metropole. A total of 110
responses were received and included 30%
(n=33) males and 70% (n=77) females. The
Nelson Mandela University (NMU) statistical
consultant performed the statistical analysis
using the Statistica software. Descriptive
statistics and ANOVA were conducted.
Ethics approval was obtained from the NMU
ethics committee: H20-BES-BUS-038.
The primary objective of this study was
to identify the relationships between the
dependent factor, Attitude towards the
adoption of RPA and the eight independent
factors, namely Individual Characteristics,
Trust, Job Security, Innovative Technology,
Skills,
Training
and
Management,
Organisational Culture, Resources and
Cost and Beneﬁts of RPA identiﬁed in the
literature.
RESULTS
The results in Table 1 indicate that 59%
of the respondents were over 44 years of
age, 27% were at managerial level, 70%
were female, 45% have been working at
SARS for 20 or more years, permanently
employed (97%) and their qualiﬁcations
varied between matric and having obtained
a degree or post graduate degree. Of the
30 managers, 20 had a degree or a postgraduate degree.
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The Cronbach Alpha for this study was used
to determine the reliability of the measuring
instrument (Table 2). The Cronbach Alpha
values for this study were above 0,75
indicating ‘good’ to ‘excellent’ internal
consistency of the survey instrument.
Inferential statistics are used to examine
data
for
diﬀerences,
associations
and relationships to accept/reject the
hypotheses. A one-sample t-test is used
to examine whether the sample mean of a
single continuous variable in a single group
of individuals is diﬀerent from a particular
hypothesised population value (Waller,
2012). A one-sample t-test of the factors
(n=110) was performed to determine the
statistical and practical signiﬁcance of the
factors. A p-value of less than 0.5 indicates

statistical signiﬁcance, while a Cohen’s d
value indicates practical signiﬁcance. Table
3 presents the results of the statistical tests
conducted.
Table 3 indicates that seven factors with
a positive mean score were statistically
signiﬁcant (p<.0005) and practically
signiﬁcant, as indicated by the Cohen’s d
scores. The factors with a positive mean
score and a large practical signiﬁcance were
the independent factors, Skills, Training and
Management (μ = 4,13; p < 0.0005; Cohen’s
d = 1.65) and Innovative Technology (μ =
4,04; p < 0.0005; Cohen’s d = 1.30). The
two factors formed the highest ranked
group. These factors were both statistically
and practically signiﬁcant and are important
factors to consider when assessing the

TABLE 1: BIOGRAPHICAL DETAILS (N = 110)

Age
25-44

41% (n=45)

44+

59% (n=65)

Job level
Team member /
73% (n=80)
Contract worker
Management
27% (n=30)
Years of service
1-19 years
55% (n=60)
20 years +
45% (n=50)
Highest Qualiﬁcation
Matric
25% (n=27)
Certiﬁcate/
37% (n=41)
Diploma
Degree/ Post38% (n=42)
Graduate degree

Gender
Female
Male

70% (n=77)
30% (n=33)
Employment status
Contract worker
3% (n=4)
Permanent

97% (n=106)

TABLE 2: CRONBACH’S ALPHA COEFFICIENTS FOR THE FACTORS (N = 110)

Factors
Attitude towards adoption of RPA
Individual Characteristics
Trust
Job Security
Innovative Technology
Skills, Training and Management
Organisational Culture
Resources & Cost
Beneﬁts of RPA

Factor Type
DF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
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Cronbach’s
alphas
0,91
0,86
0,75
0,85
0,85
0,89
0,84
0,82
0,86

Interpretation
Excellent
Excellent
Good
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent

TABLE 3: ONE-SAMPLE T-TEST CLASSIFICATION AND INFERENTIAL RANKING OF FACTORS

One-Sample t-Test Classiﬁcation (n=110)
Factors
Skills, Training &
management
Innovative
Technology
Job security
Individual
Characteristics
Attitude towards
adoption of RPA
Beneﬁts
Trust
Resources & Cost
Organisational
Culture

µ
S.D.
4,13
0,44
4,04
0,49
3,87
0,63
3,85
0,61
3,66
0,54
3,63
0,54
3,60
0,59
3,38
0,62
3,35
0,64

t-value
p-value
17,31
<.0005
13,58
<.0005
7,85
<.0005
7,69
<.0005
5,04
<.0005
4,46
<.0005
3,50
,001
-0,38
,703
-0,75
,456

Inferential
Ranking
Signif.
Rank
Group

Cohen’s
d

Category

1,65
(Large)

Positive

1

1

1,30
(Large)

Positive

2

1

0,75
(Medium)

Positive

3

2

0,73
(Medium)

Positive

4

2

0,48
(Small)

Positive

5

3

0,42
(Small)

Positive

6

3

0,33
(Small)

Positive

7

3

n/a

Inconclusive

8

4

n/a

Inconclusive

9

5

attitudes of staﬀ members towards of RPA
and new technology adoption within the
workplace.

3,35) had positive mean scores, however
were deemed insigniﬁcant as the p-values
were statistically not signiﬁcant.

The two independent factors with a positive
mean score and a medium practical
signiﬁcance were Job Security (μ = 3,87; p
< 0.0005; Cohen’s d = 0.75) and Individual
Characteristics (μ = 3,85; p < 0.0005;
Cohen’s d = 0.73). These values indicate
that for this sample (n = 110) the two factors
eﬀects the attitudes of employee towards
RPA.

A correlation coeﬃcient r is statistically
signiﬁcant at the 0.05 level for n = 110
if |r| >= .187 and practically signiﬁcant,
regardless of the sample size, if |r| >= .300.
Thus signiﬁcant (both statistically and
practically) if |r| >= .300 (Gravetter &
Wallnau, 2009). Table 4 illustrates that
the Pearson correlations indicate that all
of the independent factors have positive
correlations with the dependent factor,
Attitude towards adoption of RPA. The
statistical analysis demonstrates that
the independent factors each exhibit a
signiﬁcant positive eﬀect on Attitude towards
the adoption of RPA at SARS. In addition,
the Pearson Product Moment correlations
indicate that these factors are all positively
correlated to Attitude towards adoption of
RPA.

The dependent factor Attitude towards
adoption of RPA had a positive mean
score and a small practical signiﬁcance (μ
= 3,66; p < 0.0005; Cohen’s d = 0.48) as
well as the two factors Beneﬁts (μ = 3,63;
p = 0.001; Cohen’s d = 0.42) and Trust (μ
= 3,60; p = 0.001; Cohen’s d = 0.33). The
independent factors of Resources & Cost
(μ = 3,38) and Organisational Culture (μ =
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A multivariate ANOVA analysis was
conducted on the biographical variables
(Table 5). Two statistically signiﬁcant
biographical variables were identiﬁed in
this study for the factor Skills, Training &
Management (p<.05), namely Years of
Service and Job level.
The analysis of the biographical variable,
Years of experience for the factor Skills,
Training & Management, indicated a
diﬀerence experienced by respondents
between employees working at SARS
for 1-19 years and 20+ years (M1=3,26,
M2=3.76, f-value=3,35; Scheﬀé p < 0.019;
Cohen’s d=0.83 (Large)). The results were

found to be statistically and practically
signiﬁcant. A similar ﬁnding was recorded
between the Job level between employees
(team
members)
and management
(M1=3,42, M2=3.71, f-value=4,81; Scheﬀé
p < 0.031; Cohen’s d=0.42 (Small)). This
indicates that managers, usually the people
working the longest at SARS, rated SARS
new technology management higher than the
employees. This indicates a misalignment
between the views of employees and
management regarding new technology
skills, training and management.
One statistically signiﬁcant biographical
factor was identiﬁed in this study for the

TABLE 4: CORRELATIONS AND HYPOTHESES TESTING

Hypotheses

H1

H2

H3

H4

H5

H6

H7

H8

Hypothesis Description

Pearson
Correlation

Correlation
Strength

Hypothesis
Accepted or
Rejected

,496

Medium
Positive

Accepted

,518

Medium
Positive

Accepted

,275

Low Positive

Accepted

,469

Medium
Positive

Accepted

,419

Medium
Positive

Accepted

,380

Medium
Positive

Accepted

,301

Medium
Positive

Accepted

,418

Medium
Positive

Accepted

Individual Characteristics
are signiﬁcantly related to
Attitude towards adoption of
RPA
Trust is signiﬁcantly related to
Attitude towards adoption of
RPA
Job Security is signiﬁcantly
related to Attitude towards
adoption of RPA
Innovative Technology
is signiﬁcantly related to
Attitude towards adoption of
RPA
Skills, Training &
Management is signiﬁcantly
related to Attitude towards
adoption of RPA
Organisational Culture
is signiﬁcantly related to
Attitude towards adoption of
RPA
Resources and Costs are
signiﬁcantly related to Attitude
towards adoption of RPA
Beneﬁts are signiﬁcantly
related to Attitude towards
adoption of RPA
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TABLE 5: MULTIVARIATE ANOVA STATISTICS

Eﬀect
Years of
Service
Job Level

F-value

D.F

p

Cohen’s d

3,35

2; 100

,039

n/a

4,81

1; 100

,031

0,42

TABLE 6: MULTIVARIATE ANOVA STATISTICS

Eﬀect
Gender

F-value
4,58

D.F
1; 100

factor Attitude towards adoption of RPA
(p<.05), namely Gender (Table 6).
The analysis of the biographical variable,
Gender for the factor Attitude towards
adoption of RPA indicated a diﬀerence
experienced by male and female
respondents working at SARS (M1=3,88,
M2=3.60, f-value=4.48; Scheﬀé p < 0.035;
Cohen’s d=0.55 (Medium)). The results
were found to be statistically and practically
signiﬁcant. Male respondents score higher
(M1: 3.88) than the female respondents
(M2: 3.60). This indicates a diﬀerence in the
attitudes towards RPA by male respondents
versus female respondents with regards to
technology within the company. This is an
indication that males have a more positive
attitude towards RPA.
MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
Individual Characteristics–This study has
established that Individual Characteristics
have a signiﬁcant positive eﬀect on
employee attitude towards RPA (p<0.0005),
furthermore it is positively correlated with
Attitude towards adoption of RPA (r =
0.496). The roles that users’ individual
characteristics
play
in
technology
acceptance were examined. Individual
Characteristics have a positive correlation
to the dependent factor of Attitude towards
adoption of RPA. The literature review
has established that the most signiﬁcant
determinants of system use are ease of
use and perceived usefulness (Surendran,
2012), both of which are aﬀected by the
external variables of age and gender and
social factors that include income, education

p
,035

Cohen’s d
0,55

and employment. SARS management
understand how individual’s characteristics
aﬀect an individual‘s cognition and
behaviour on the acceptance of technology.
Trust–This study has established that
Trust has a signiﬁcant positive eﬀect
on an employee’s attitude towards RPA
(p=0.001). A substantial majority of the
respondents (95%, n = 105) agreed that
good communication aids trust with new
technologies. The literature review has
established that individuals’ distrust of
robots stems from their perception of being
able to perform certain tasks more reliably
themselves. Prior to the implementation of
RPA, those employees who have earlier
experiences with RPA, ﬁnd that experience
to be beneﬁcial during the adoption process
and later implementation thereof (Juntunen,
2018). As a solution, SARS management
should stimulate open and non-judgmental
dialogue with employees at all levels within
the company to address their concerns and
strategise methods to empower employees
to better self-manage their tasks, daily
routines and working environment.
Organisational Culture–This study has
established that Organisational Culture
has a signiﬁcant positive eﬀect on
employee attitude towards RPA (p=0.009),
furthermore it is positively correlated with
Attitude towards adoption of RPA (r=0.380).
Fifty-six percent of the respondents (n
= 62) indicated that the culture within the
organisation supports new innovative ideas,
and a signiﬁcant amount of respondents
(70%, n= 77) indicated that the new
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Leadership 2024 culture, implemented
at SARS, will positively inﬂuence new
technology adoption. In every organisation
there are employees who embrace change
and those who reject change (Druker,
2018). For RPA to be successful, requires
transformative change that involves
changing the organisational culture to
embrace and manage change and engage
stakeholders and employees every step of
the way (Druker, 2018). SARS management
need to keep the communication lines open
as regular transparent communication will
make employees feel involved and develop
a sense of family unity.
Resources and Cost–This study has
established that Resources and Cost have
a signiﬁcant positive eﬀect on employee’s
attitudes
towards
RPA
(p=0.046),
furthermore Resources and Cost are
positively correlated with Attitude towards
adoption of RPA (r = 0.301). The survey
established that 60% of respondents (n
=66) indicated that they feel that the beneﬁts
of innovation are greater than the cost of
new technologies. The literature review
established that RPA tools have proven to
increase eﬃciency at a lower cost to the
company and some estimates indicate that
the cost of a bot is approximately one third of
that of human capacity. The beneﬁts of RPA
include reduced training costs and reduced
people induced errors (Naga Lakshmi et al.,
2019).
Beneﬁts of RPA–This study has established
that the factor, Beneﬁts of RPA have a
signiﬁcant positive eﬀect on employee’s
attitudes
towards
RPA
(p=0.001),
furthermore it is positively correlated with
Attitudes towards adoption of RPA (r =
0.418). The survey established that 85%
(n=94) agree that RPA reduces paper
waste. Sixty-one percent (n=67) speciﬁed
that the organisation’s information is secure
when using new technologies and 45%
(n=49) noted that they believe that RPA
provides ﬂexibility and simplicity. Sixty-two
percent of respondents (62%, n=69) agree
that RPA uses bots to handle queries in an

accurate and more eﬀective manner. SARS
managers could make signiﬁcant process
improvements by using RPA to improve the
organisation processes by enabling them
to get more work done in less time. RPA
can increase the number of items being put
through a process system while reducing
costs.
BUSINESS AND EDUCATIONAL
RECOMMENDATIONS
The 4IR and the introduction and acceptance
of technological developments impacts
all industries. The lessons from this study
can be applied to both the business and
education sectors. Businesses must realise
the impact of introducing new technologies
on the workforce, the improvements that can
be gained in automating certain business
processes and the possible ﬁnancial gains
that can be made by RPA.
Management and employees must take
responsibility for upskilling employees,
providing training programmes and
education improvement opportunities. In
addition, the misalignment between internal
perceptions of employees’ and managers’
attitudes towards RPA at SARS indicated
that technology acceptance and factors
inﬂuencing the acceptance of technology
need to be carefully managed in an
organisation.
CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND
FUTURE RESEARCH
New
digital
technologies
enable
organisations
to
improve
business
processes, provide improved customer
service and reduce errors made by
humans undertaking repetitive tasks. RPA
provides businesses with the opportunity
to implement new technologies, improve
business processes and automate mundane
tasks usually performed by humans.
Understanding the factors that inﬂuence the
employees’ attitudes towards the adoption of
RPA is vital for the successful implementation
of RPA at SARS. This will enable greater
knowledge and understanding of RPA and
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gain an understanding of the misalignment
of the views of employees and management
pertaining to the factors that inﬂuence
employees’ attitudes towards the adoption
of RPA. The information gained from this
study could assist SARS leadership to better
understand the perceptions of employees
and management pertaining to RPA.
Based on the research, the factors that
inﬂuence the attitude of employees utilising
RPA at SARS were identiﬁed. RPA could
reduce paper waste at SARS, improve
service delivery and the use of RPA could
increase the accuracy of certain tasks.
The respondents were positive that the
organisation is open to and supports
new innovative ideas and that the new
Leadership 2024 culture will positively
inﬂuence new technology adoption.
The following are limitations have been
identiﬁed in this research study:
• This study was limited to the employees
of SARS in the Eastern Cape and it is
possible that the outcome of this study
might be diﬀerent if a similar study
were conducted on employees in other
provinces or another organisation;
• The response rate was adequate,
nevertheless, a higher response rate
would have been more favourable and
consequently the study would have
beneﬁted from a larger sample size;
• The researcher had to rely on colleagues
to complete the questionnaire as
the conditions during the COVID-19
conﬁnement; radically changed the
research process as most employees
were working from home. Therefore,
the researcher could not communicate
adequately and staﬀ continued to
struggle with network problems at home;
and
• The survey was distributed to the staﬀ
on 1 July 2020, which is the start of Filing
Season at SARS, the busiest time for the
tax authority with the submissions of tax
returns. Timing for data collection period

was negatively aﬀected due to this.
Additional research is required to obtain
the opinions of SARS employees in other
provinces in South Africa in order to get a
better view on technology acceptance and
RPA nationally. Gaining insight into the
perceptions of employees and management
regarding the factors that inﬂuence the
attitude towards RPA is beneﬁcial for both
the organisation and the employees. Future
research can be done to analyse additional
factors, which could inﬂuence innovation
and technology acceptance.
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ABSTRACT
In a world where business transactions are
mostly carried out online, data has become
a valued asset. The sheer volume generated
by these transactions has led many
researchers to focus on big data analytics
as a potentially beneﬁcial “implement-andreap” solution. What this means is that big
data analytics can oﬀer businesses many
growth and improvement opportunities
such as sound decision-making, eﬃcient
customer services, production, and
marketing. While big data analytics has
remained restricted to large corporations
with enough resources to leverage this
potential, many small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) often fail to successfully
understand and implement these solutions
to gain competitive advantage. This study
therefore explores ways in which SMEs
can proﬁt from the same opportunities
that their larger counterparts have, by
examining factors that may inﬂuence the
adoption of big data analytics. The study
focuses on the Gauteng province of South
and adopted a qualitative approach based
on grounded theory. The study found six
factors that primarily inﬂuence big data
analytics adoption by SMEs, namely: 1)
Organisation Culture, 2) External Factors,
3) Cognition, 4) Security Factors, 5) Fear
of Technology 6) Lack of Resources. The
study contributes to the general body of
knowledge on technology adoption by
presenting a framework that can guide

INTRODUCTION
Implement-and-reap strategies occur when
big data is analysed in order to create
organisational value, improve business
performance, enhance product quality,
customer satisfaction, and support decisionmaking (Björkman & Franco, 2017). Big data
is considered from the Volume, Velocity,
and Variety (3Vs) that usually go beyond
the capacity of small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) to store, process and
ﬁnally analyse such large data. While most
large corporations have grown in maturity
concerning leveraging and beneﬁting from
big data analytics, SMEs have lagged
behind. One explanation for this could be
that SMEs lack the capacity and resources
to leverage the potential use of very large
volumes of own and other sources of
data to their business advantage. Large
corporations understand the usefulness of
accessing easily available big data from
servers provided by cloud service providers,
that in due course cut upfront investment in
data analysis services.
We believe that it is possible for SMEs to
beneﬁt from the freely available big data
information online, which could assist
them to make data-driven business growth
decisions. We further postulate that big data
is not only for large corporations, and that
SMEs could derive potential advantages
from using it. With increasing data freely
accessible, the unlimited power of big data
analytics and the adoption of its possible
beneﬁts and protocols by SMEs, should
be studied and established. In order to do
this, we undertook a study anchored by the
following objectives:
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1. To determine the extent to which SMEs
understand the potential of big data and
how they can leverage big data analytics
to their competitive advantage;
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2. To determine factors that would inﬂuence
big data adoption by SMEs;
3. To determine the various sources of
freely available big data analytics tools
that could help SMEs in decision making;
and
4. To develop a framework anchored in
useful protocols that could guide the
adoption of big data analytics by SMEs.
In order to achieve the above objectives, we
carried out a study and report on the ﬁndings
as follows: the ﬁrst part of our reporting
explains the literature we considered useful
in enabling our understanding of big data
analytics uptake by SMEs. We then discuss
the methodology used to elicit qualitative
data and how we applied grounded theory
techniques to analyse the data. We report
on the study ﬁndings in the penultimate
sections. Lastly, we discuss the implications
of these ﬁndings for the scholarly community
and practitioners alike.

(Wang, Yang, Pathan et al., 2018). However,
some researchers, such as Majharul
Talukter (2012), have indicated that these
factors are individual organisation and social
factors. From an IT perspective, Brinkhues
et al. (2015) suggest that data resources as
well as costs are primary impediments to
the adoption of big data analytics by SMEs.
Surbakti et al. (2020) mention other factors
such as organisational and technology
aspects, human and data aspects, and
management aspects as being the main
impediments to adoption.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Researchers continue to show great interest
in the understanding of big data analytics,
particularly regarding how business can
beneﬁt (Polkowski, Khajuria & Rohadia,
2017; Björkman & Franco, 2017; Soroka,
Liu, Han & Haleem, 2017). The adoption of
big data analytics is a multi-layered process
that includes data collection, cleaning,
storing, analysis, and application (Wang,
Yang, Pathan et al., 2018). Thus, diﬀerent
IT infrastructure requirements, individual
skills, and tools are required for its adoption.
In addition, big data adoption challenges
identify business strategy and managerial
concerns and link them to data strategy,
which might help in considering the factors
that may aﬀect big data adoption (Wang,
Yang, Pathan et al., 2018). However, big
data might be a relative term where every
organisation, regardless of its size, will
reach a point where the volume, variety,
and velocity are beyond their ability to store
and process it (Rusaneanu & Lavric, 2014).

SME Adoption of Big Data Analytics
SMEs have little or no knowledge about
big data concepts and adoption (Coleman,
Göb, Manco et al., 2016). Many SMEs
owners assume that big data is too big
for small business (Iqbal, Kazmi, Manzoor
et al., 2018), which is far from the truth
as SMEs can need data as much as big
businesses (Marr, 2016). Big data analytics
can be useful to SMEs in innovation,
threats,
addiction,
and
customer
satisfaction (Sorescu, 2017). Big data
analytics can provide SMEs with actionable
insights needed for business growth.
Moreover, SMEs are often characterised
by few ﬁnancial and skills resources, which
inﬂuences their opportunity to start big data
adoption. Thus, SMEs demand big data
analysis services that talk to their business
needs and consider their characteristics
(Polkowski, Khajuria & Rohadia, 2017).
Fortunately, many big data platforms and
solutions are available for SMEs, either free
or with aﬀordable budgets with no need for
high IT skills to manage and deal with them.
These platforms help SMEs enhance their
performance by oﬀering services related
to diﬀerent organisational aspects such as
customer behaviour and satisfaction, sales
and marketing strategy analysis, production
management, and other various elements.
The section below discusses diﬀerent
accessible tools that may help SMEs to
grow and expand by using big data analysis.

Few researchers have highlighted factors
that could inﬂuence the adoption of big data

Google Analytics: help in extracting longterm data that provide information over time,
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assisting in making accurate data-driven
decisions. Tracking the business website
oﬀers indicators such as where the traﬃc
is coming from, how visitors interact, and
how long they stay on the website, which
leads to better decision-making to enhance
the business online stores and marketing
strategies (Google Analytics).
IBM’s Cognos Analytics: make big data
analysis adoption easy for SMEs by
oﬀering an easy and accessible platform
that provides all data solutions in one
place. This platform self-gathers, cleans,
manages and stores, and presents data that
guides and directs an actionable decision.
It provides further data analysis types such
as marketing, sales, customer behaviour,
and others ( IBM’s Cognos Analytics).

by SMEs in the Gauteng region of South
Africa. The methods of data collection and
analysis from participants were based upon
grounded theory principles. Grounded
theory was used to understand the lack of
big data adoption and create a framework to
inform action using the emerging codes and
concepts. The main purpose of grounded
theory is to develop a theory and generalise it
based on iterative analysis of empirical data
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967). By employing the
emergent proposition, a theory is developed
to explain what is happening, and to create
actionable knowledge (Glaser & Strauss,
2017). We selected this approach based on
the following reasons as outlined by Berge,
(2012).
5. There is a lack of theory that directly
addresses big data analytics by SMEs;

InsightSquared: is another freely available
tool that can be used by SMEs for sales
improvement. This tool generates visual
sales reports to provide accurate decisions
about customer preferences.

6. There is a lack of clear understanding
of what constitutes big data analytics as
well as a lack of freely available online
resources by SMEs, thus new insights
are required.

Cognos Analytics 11.1: is a freely available
tool that addresses internal organisational
data needs, while providing visual interaction
to discover the patterns and meaning of the
business data.
Sales Manago: is a tool that can assist
SMEs market their services and products.
This tool collects data from the company’s
website visitors, builds a proﬁle for each
user to understand their preferences, and
then targets customers with the products
or services of their preference with the best
marketing strategy that suits the particular
customer.
To understand how SMEs appreciate the
presence and awareness of these tools in
helping improve business processes, we
undertook this study. The methods used
are explained in the following section.
METHODOLOGY
We carried out a qualitative inductive study
to explore the adoption of big data analytics

7. Grounded theory is useful when there
is already some knowledge about
the studied phenomena, but a new
perspective is required.
8. Grounded theory allows researchers to
focus and understand what is currently
occurring with inductive perspective, not
generalisation and veriﬁcation.
Interviewing, Transcribing and Coding
of data
We carried out interviews with 20
participants who were sampled using the
judgmental sampling criteria. Interviews
were recorded and transcribed. Grounded
theory techniques used in the elicitation
and analysis stage of the research,
oﬀered a beneﬁcial environment in which
participants provided rich and relevant data.
This data served as the primary source for
discovering emerging concepts and their
relationships, and was conﬁrmed through
the literature that was used to create the
foundation of the emergent theory. Based
on preliminary analysis of the transcripts,
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backward and forward searches of the
literature were then conducted and
together with analysis of the literature,
transcripts and researcher memos, codes
and categories emerged. To avoid coding
bias and allow for systematic data analysis
and emerging ideas and concepts, all the
researchers’ preconceptions and previous
theoretical ideas were set aside. A theory
was developed by interpreting patterns and
assigning concepts and categories, which
were discovered through three phases:
theoretical sampling, constant comparison,
and theoretical saturation (Glaser & Strauss,
2017). Some of the discovered factors are
addressed in the following section. They are
divided into ﬁve dimensions, with diﬀerent
factors that inﬂuence the adoption of big
data within SMEs.
DATA ANALYSIS
One of the advantages of applying grounded
theory is that the framework is designed
to structure the researcher’s analysis and
logical thinking (Glaser & Strauss, 1967),
thus helping the researcher to approach the
data clearly, while facilitating making sense
of it (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). The theory’s
generation was found to be possible. This
involved dividing data into categories to
discover concepts and data patterns, while
recurring incidents were also identiﬁed
and linked to the codes to identify their
relationship (Bowen, 2006). The primary
intervention into the data was the initial
coding (Walker & Myrick, 2006); this
allowed the researchers to remain engaged
with the data and to actively pursue the
phenomenon of big data analytics’ lack of
adoption within small businesses.
The framework of systemic data analysis
and its central procedure is coding, which
refers to transforming collected data and
observations into a set of meaningful codes
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967). In line with the
Glaserian grounded theory method, the
coding process is fractioned into two main
stages: substantive coding considers that
the ﬁrst stage of coding consists of two levels,
open coding and selective coding (Glaser

& Strauss, 1967). These conceptualise the
emerging data from participants and identify
the primary categories for abstraction and
generalisation (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).
Starting with in vivo and descriptive codes,
participants’ language and terminologies
were identiﬁed and gradually developed
into analytical codes of a higher level of
abstraction. By uncovering incidents within
the data, core categories and theoretical
saturation emerged. Each substantive
coding involved unique data analysis
procedures, and the researchers could not
proceed to the next stage before meeting
the criteria of the previous stage. The coding
process of this study was addressed within
an integrated framework as suggested by
Glaser, who stated that theory accuracy
depends on whether the theory is emergent
and whether the researcher avoided a
forced theory. This required ensuring that
theoretical saturation had been reached and
that constant comparison was eﬀectively
made to ensure relevancy and accuracy of
the emergent theory. Table 1 presents the
analysis process.
DISCUSSION AND EMERGING
FACTORS
Big data analytics adoption within SMEs is
a complex phenomenon. Understanding
the organisational, human, and technical
factors that contribute to big data within
SMEs is essential for both SMEs and a
country’s economy.
Accordingly, this study has identiﬁed six
themes with diﬀerent underlying factors
that need to be considered for eﬀective
big data analysis adoption within SMEs.
In this study, factors and categories
emerged from series data analysis, open
coding using a comparative approach, and
theoretical memoing. The categorisation
process started by focusing on the broadest
categories to allow the emergence of more
code; memoing also helped concentrate
on the common patterns. Categories were
discovered through a comparative process
and presented against the participants’
verbatim statements to categorise the
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TABLE 1: ANALYSIS PROCESSES

Open Coding
Coding analysis

In vivo coding
PA 1
Individual uses
technology for
business

1

“I do use technology to
market my products.”

2

“Social media is my
biggest platform to
market my products.”

Data is available

“I think I’m tapping into
big data (social media).”

Individual thinks
that big data
is about social
media

3

4

“I study people’s
behaviour on Instagram,
I study my target… I look
for their followers.

Data is not
recorded

Descriptive
coding

Analytical
coding

No resistance to
using technology

Lack of
knowledge

Data is there but
the individual
does not know
how to use it for
future needs.
Data is there but
the individual
does not know
how to use it
No records of
the available
data

Lack of
knowledge

Wrong
perception

Lack of/
recording
documentation

I don’t record them.”
PB1

5

6

7

8

9

The individual
sounded
“I don’t use technology… Individual doesn’t
the only thing I use I can’t use technology
and seemed
resistant to using
really call it technology.”
for business
technology
The individual
“I go for products that I’m
does not
sure will sell.”
use data for
decision-making
“I do my data research…
my decision is based on
Research and
The decision
two things: how much am
decision-making
is based on
I going to get out of this?
are done in the
research
old way
How many people are
supplying this?”
“I’m an old fashioned.

“I sell for shops and go to
old people who want to
test and feel the product.”

Resistance
to using
technology

Intuition-based
decision

Intuition-based
decision

-

Resistance to
using technology

Resistance
to using
technology

-

Does not know
the value of
using technology
and how it
inﬂuences future
business

Lack of
knowledge
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10

11

12

13

14

15

16

“I use spreadsheets for
shops.”

Spreadsheets
are used only for Lack of using the
shops and not for available data
the suppliers
PC2

“People don’t know
how to use data.. It can
be meaningful for the
Importance of big
business. They need to
data should be
get more education on
known
data and how to use it to
inﬂuence their decisions.”

Small business
owners do not
know the value
of big data

Small business
owners need to
“Big data is not too big for Small business
small businesses.”
can use big data take advantage
of big data
Small
“They need to look back
businesses are
at their old data. Old and
Use of the
not taking full
present data inﬂuence
existing data
advantage of the
the future.”
existing data
Since small
businesses
cannot aﬀord to
buy into big data
“Security is limited when
analytics tools,
it comes to open sources, Open sources
they may use
and the risk of using them
are an option
should be measured.”
open sources
with privacy
and security
consideration.
PD2
“Most big data
Small
businesses are huge
Small business
businesses do
companies…. Small
are not in the big
not apply big
businesses dealing
data market
data in their
with big data are IT
businesses
companies”
“It would be a mistake not
Small
to use big data, because
businesses do
it’s available and the data
Lack of using
not take full
is out there, but small
existing data
advantage of the
business owners know
existing data
nothing about data.”
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Lack of
documentation

Increase
awareness

Lack of
awareness/
knowledge

Lack of
documentation

Lack of security

Lack of
awareness

Lack of
documentation

“They think big data is
another form of social
media, that
17

and they are not even
willing to invest in data
solutions, they think
it’s like the Facebook
market.”

They think big
data is about
social media

18

“I think there is a
perception that big data
is costly”.

High
implementation
cost

19

“There are a lot of online
sources, but the only
things that matter are the
business cases.

Online platform
are option

Small business
owners’
awareness
needs to be
increased
for them to
understand big
data

Wrong
perception

High cost may
be a reason
behind the
Financial factors
lack of big data
implementation
If small business
understood the
business model,
Lack of
there are many
knowledge
open platforms
they could use

PE2

20

“They can still use big
data. However, they
can still use their data
(they need to analyse
their data to predict the
future).”

Small business
can apply big
data

21

“Small businesses
don’t have the structure
that is available in big
companies... one person
will be responsible for
everything..

One person
responsible for
everything

22

“Based on the business
process, the open source
will be chosen”

Knowing what
they need data
for
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Small business
needs to take
advantage of the
available data

Lack of
documentation

Business
processes and
decision- making
are all done by
One person
one person.
runs everything
which could
(lack of human
be due to a
resources)
lack of human
and ﬁnancial
resources
If small
businesses
know what they
are looking for
Lack of
in the data,
knowledge
choosing an
open platform
will be easy
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“Unfortunately, in small
businesses, there are no
security departments”.

Security is
important

Lack of trust
and security
concerns cloud
the inﬂuence
and adoption of
Big data

Security
concerns

PF 2
24

“I don’t know any small
Small business
businesses that apply big
are not in the big
data … but I know that
data market
some want to.”

Small business
are not applying
big data in their
business
Small business
do not know
Big data is just
what big data
a word for small
is, due to lack of
business owners
awareness and
knowledge.
The adoption
The adoption of in India may be
big data in South high because of
the surrounding
Africa is small
environment and
compared to
India.
the existence of
many models
To use a
platform there
Open platforms
is a need to
are option
develop security
knowledge
PG2
Small
Small businesses
businesses are
are not joining
not applying
the big data
big data in their
market
business

Lack of
awareness

25

“They are not sure of
what big data is. It’s just a
word for them.”

Lack of
knowledge

26

“I did my studies in India,
and over there they are
adopting big data very
well.... compared to India,
there is a big gap in
South Africa.”

27

“Open platforms are an
option if there is a way to
secure them.”

28

“ I haven’t seen any small
business applying big
data…. I have a theory
that it is not happening.”

29

“It’s about how you store
data and how you work
with data.”

30

“If tools were available to
them, they would able to
use big data.”

-

31

“Open sources will work if
people know which open
source they need to use.”

Open platforms
are an option

Storing data is
not important
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Storing data is
very important

Lack of models
The
environment

Security
concerns

Lack of
knowledge

Data capturing

Small business
will adopt big
Lack of ﬁnancial
data if they can
resources
aﬀord the tools
They must know
Lack of
what they are
knowledge
looking for

32

“If we could have a
website that tells small
business about all the
available information
and which platform they
should use for their
business, that would
perfect”.

Increasing
awareness
would help to
increase big
data adoption

-

Increase
awareness

PH2

33

34

35

If small business
understood
“Whether you are big
Small businesses
the how to use
or small, there are no
can take the
big data, their
limitations on applying big advantage of big
performance
data analytics.”
data
would be
enhanced
“Understand how
the data works and
understand the strategy..
“Transform data into
assets.”

Data is an asset

Data is an asset

Lack of
awareness

Lack of
knowledge
Data
management
and Data
capturing

context in which each statement is
grounded. The study has then decided on
ﬁve categories within three dimensions:
technological, organisational, and external
dimensions. These dimensions came within
six factors, as shown in Table 2: Organisation
culture, External factors, Cognition, Security
factors, Fear of technology and Lack of
resources. As shown in Table 1, these
factors are made up of six sub-factors that
might inﬂuence the opportunity, motivation,
and ability to adopt big data analytics.

with data management and cleaning (data
quality). Within many SMEs, managers
make decisions intuitively and ignore the
available data to make logical decisions.
Leadership style and manager ﬂexibility,
and resistance to change could inﬂuence big
data adoption because, SMEs managers
make the ﬁnal decisions. The study found
that SMEs that keep their internal data were
more willing to adopt data, while those who
neglect their own data tend to reject the
adoption of big data.

Organisation culture
The
organisational
culture
factors
concern how the internal organisational
environment might inﬂuence the practical
adaptation of big data either positively
or negatively. The organisation’s goal,
strategy, and objective inﬂuence big data
adoption. This includes data capturing
and documentation, regardless of the
importance of documentation, and many
SMEs were found to ignore it. Some SMEs
had documented data, but had a problem

External Factors
The external environment has a signiﬁcant
inﬂuence on big data adoption for SMEs.
Successful business cases may encourage
other businesses to adopt big data analytics.
A country’s infrastructure and government
support for SMEs includes the willingness
of large data-driven companies to provide
training and support for SMEs to adopt big
data and is a strong motivation for many
SMEs. SME cases and examples that have
already adopted big data will encourage
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TABLE 2: FACTORS INFLUENCING BIG DATA ADOPTION

Substantive Codes

Categories

Organisation
culture

External
factors

Cognition

Security
factors

Fear of
technology

Lack or
resources

Lack of data
capturing and
documentation

Competition
pressure
(existence
of cases or
examples)

Lack of
knowledge

Lack of trust

Fear of trying
new things

Lack of
ﬁnancial
resources

Lack of data
management
(quality)

Government
policies and
laws

Not
knowing
how

Open
resources
regulation

Previous
technology
experience

Lack of skills

Intuition
decisionmaking

Vendor and
big companies’
support

Ignorance

Risk

Complexity
tolerance

Lack of
technical
capability

Leadership
style (One
person
responsible
of running
the whole
organisation)

IT
infrastructure

Informatisation level in
the country

Level of IT
knowledge

Deployment
of big data in
the industry

Data
resources

Lack of
ﬂexibility and
resistance to
change

Environmental
pressure

Paradigm
shift

and motivate other businesses to do so,
especially when they see the value of the
return on their investment.
Cognition
Cognition plays a signiﬁcant role in how
SME owners perceive big data. Perception
is based on many diﬀerent factors such
as knowledge, lack of research, level of
available information about big data, and
paradigm shifts in the business industry.
SMEs judge big data adoption based on
their experience, feelings, and reasoning.
Many SMEs justiﬁed their lack of big data
adoption not based on logical and scientiﬁc
reasons but on what they perceive big data
to be.
Security
In the context of big data, data security
factors were extensively studied from
diﬀerent perspectives using various
methods. In the study, the theme consisted
of privacy, security, and trust. Security
was mentioned mainly by data analysts,
while SME owners mostly mentioned data

IT and
business
alignment

privacy and trust. Security has become of
critical concern to SME owners, and this
has inﬂuenced their big data analytics
adoption. The study found that as concerns
of individual levels of privacy and trust
increased, SMEs’ willingness to adopt big
data analysis decreased. However, data
analysts have suggested diﬀerent online
data analysis platforms for SMEs, as
their main concern was the security and
the privacy of their sensitive data being
disclosed on these online platforms.
Fear of Technology
Fear of technology was one reason
preventing SME owners from getting the
best of big data analytics technologies;
ease of use was mentioned as an inﬂuential
factor in the adoption of any new technology.
Some SME owners concurred with the
importance of data management and data
analysis, but their perception of using such
technology prevents them from trying it.
There was a high correlation between
perceived ease of use and the intention to
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adopt big data analytics.
Lack of resources
All SME respondents categorised limited
resources in addition to the inﬂuential
hierarchical factor. SMEs generally have
limited human skills in terms of ﬁnancial and
IT resources, and these inﬂuence their IT
investment and human skills improvement.
Although data analysts have indicated that
limited resources might inﬂuence big data
adoption, there are always ways to manage
and obtain the beneﬁts of big data. One
data analyst mentioned that “resources
are not the main reason SMEs can gather,
manage and analyse data using aﬀordable
tools, and there should be another factor
behind that.” After further investigating
this, the study found that resources, when
linked to other factors such as organisation
culture and external environment, could be
a big inﬂuencing factor. From the above
discourse, we summarised these factors
and present a framework in Figure 1
that explains SMEs’ adoption of big data
analytics.
IMPLICATIONS OF FINDINGS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Implications can be postulated from
Figure 1. Data-driven organisation culture:
Most SMEs that participated in this study
did not keep records or data pertaining
to their everyday transactions, and no
databases were kept from their websites
and social media pages. Thus, SMEs need
to enhance and encourage a culture that
values and appreciates every single piece
of their data. Data strategy: in alignment
with an organisation’s main objectives
and strategies, a data strategy must be
developed to identify which types of data
should be used; the decision must then be
based on the type of data to be used. Open
source: there are many online platforms
that are reasonably priced in comparison
with the return on the investment, such as
CRM for customer satisfaction.
The discovered factors of this study were
intended only for the Johannesburg level,

as a small qualitative sample that could not
be generalised. Thus, future studies need to
apply diﬀerent methodological approaches
to provide strong evidence. Future studies
are needed that focus on factors that might
help SMEs adopt big data analytics, with
more focus on the practical implications for
the African context. In addition, studies need
to be made from a business management
perspective, focusing on the impact of
data-related factors on innovations and
organisation performance.
CONCLUSION
Big data in business has become as crucial
as the Internet, with good data analysis
leading to accurate decision-making and
better performance (Ogbuokiri, Udanor
& Agu, 2015). This paper discussed the
inﬂuential factors of big data adoption within
SMEs, highlighting its importance and
implications. Big data value provides sound
strategic and growth opportunities for SMEs
(Müller & Jensen, 2017). By developing
data-driven models and data strategies,
SMEs can beneﬁt from the potential of big
data to improve their business performance.
The study employed a grounded theory
approach to identify factors according to
their dimensions (technology, organisation
culture, and external environment) within the
six factors,( Organisation Culture, External
Factors, Cognition, Security Factors, Fear
of Technology Lack of Resources) with 28
sub-factors. These factors inﬂuence the
opportunity, ability, and motivation to adopt
big data analytics (Walker & Brown, 2019).
The study ﬁndings support the factors
derived from the literature on technology
adoption. The adoption of big data analytics
in SMEs in South Africa is shown as
dependent on six factors. The technological
factors that drive adoption are relative
advantages, while fear of technology
inﬂuences
the
adoption
negatively.
Organisational factors have also inﬂuenced
the adoption. The study found that big data
analytics provides value and beneﬁts for
businesses; most participants agreed to
adopt Big data analytics if their negative
perceptions above-provided factors do not
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FIGURE 1: BIG DATA ADOPTION FRAMEWORK.

exist. The ﬁndings suggested further studies
to understand the phenomenon of lack of
big data analytics within SMEs. Further
quantitative studies should be conducted to
study the strength of the identiﬁed factors.
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ABSTRACT
Namibia exports the majority of its beef
to international markets. Therefore, it is
deemed critical for Namibia to maintain
an international marketing status for the
continuous export of beef. Consumers
prefer
increased
transparency
and
traceability in beef supply chains for health
and safety reasons and for verifying fairtrade principles. Therefore, Namibia needs
to maintain and increase these elements
in its beef supply chain to maintain and
possibly increase the Namibian market
share in international markets. The core
characteristics of blockchain technology
(BCT) of transparency, traceability and trust
could potentially positively inﬂuence the
Namibian beef supply chain.
The primary objective of this paper was to
explore the use of BCT in the Namibian beef
supply chain. Qualitative data was collected
through semi-structured interviews with
eight participants representing stakeholders
of the Namibian beef supply chain. A PESTand SWOT analysis was utilised to establish
the external and internal environment of the
Namibian beef supply chain. Based on the
participants’ feedback, the implementation

INTRODUCTION
Trust is considered one of the critical
elements in supply chain management
(SCM) – trusting the previous link in the
supply chain whilst earning the trust of
the following link (Burnson, 2017). A
supply chain is a network of businesses
that obtains a series of raw materials and
convert these materials into intermediate
products and ﬁnally into ﬁnished products
(Huang & Lau, 2003). These products are
supplied to a customer through a distribution
system. They include the i) procurement
of raw materials from suppliers, ii) the
manufacturing of the product by the
manufacturer, iii) distribution of this product
by a distributor, and ﬁnally iv) delivering the
product to a consumer (Huang & Lau, 2003;
Law, 2017). Every player who partakes
in this process is considered a link in the
whole supply chain; therefore, it is crucial
that every link in the system delivers quality
products and can be trusted to assure the
quality of these products (Burnson, 2017).
New technology applications play a central
role in the sharing of information, payment
for goods and record-keeping. In the
agricultural sector, these new technologies
such as the Internet of Things (IoT), drones
and blockchain technology (BCT) assist in
the improvement of both production and
distribution processes (Mavilia & Pisanie,
2021). BCT is an open, distributed ledger
that can record transactions between
multiple parties eﬃciently and in an invincible
and indeﬁnite way (Iansiti & Lakhani, 2017).
Transactions in a blockchain are timestamped and veriﬁed by a consensus of
most nodes in the system (Laaper et al.,
2017). BCT, therefore, has the potential
and ability to improve, among other things,
information sharing and record-keeping
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in a beef supply chain due to its core
characteristics of transparency, traceability
and trust (Kumar, 2016; Sander et al.,
2018).
According to Tanaka and Guo (2020),
the current global market size of beef is
USD 300 billion and is expected to grow to
USD 383 billion in 2025. Increased market
size leads to increased consumers. In turn,
consumer trends and needs have evolved
drastically during the past years. Consumers
have become more health-conscious and
are demanding to know the provenance of
product ingredients (Stannard, 2018). The
increased market size for beef emphasises
the need for end-to-end product traceability,
quality and safety assurance (Dalton et al.,
2018).
Cattle farming in Namibia is a vital part of the
country’s agricultural industry. Agriculture
is regarded as the second most important
sector in Namibia due to the employment
created by this sector (Business Sweden,
2017). According to Statista (2020), the
average annual contribution of agriculture
towards Namibia’s gross domestic product
(GDP) between 1980 and 2018 was 8,15%.
It is therefore evident that Namibia’s GDP
relies on the growth and sustainability of the
agricultural sector.
The Namibian population consumes only
about 20% of locally produced meat.
Therefore, the country is a net exporter, with
South Africa and the European Union (EU)
as the two most important export markets.
Exports to South Africa comprise livestock
and livestock products, while exports to the
EU and beyond only comprise livestock
products, i.e. meat (Mouton & Venter,
2013). European and global consumers
are, however, increasingly judicious in
present times. According to Trienekens et
al. (2012), consumers demand a product’s
provenance before purchasing it. With
numerous diﬀerent organisations involved
in a supply chain, information sharing
can be an obstacle. It causes inequality
of information and product traceability,

especially if the consumer is in a diﬀerent
country – as in Namibia’s beef supply chain
with an export market. The main challenge
that all supply chains face is ensuring
the safety and quality of products, hence
enhancing the need for meat transparency
throughout a supply chain (Marucheck et
al., 2011). Meat transparency is deﬁned
by Dickinson and von Bailey (2002:1)
as the “ability to trace retail meat back to
the farm or [the] animal of origin”. During
recent years, consumer behaviour towards
meat has changed, calling for increased
transparency and traceability up and down
the beef supply chain.
Recent studies on the use of BCT in
agriculture include a South African survey
literature study conducted by Mavilia
and Pisanie (2021), while Kamilaris et
al. (2019) reviewed the various existing
BCT projects and initiatives in agriculture
and food supply chains. Vu et al. (2021)
reviewed numerous peer-reviewed articles
to develop a conceptual framework for
implementing BCT in food supply chains.
Research focusing on the use of BCT,
speciﬁcally on meat traceability and
transparency, was conducted by Sander et
al. (2018) and Lin et al. (2021). However, no
research could be found on the use of BCT
to enhance traceability and transparency
in the Namibian beef supply chain. There
is a need to ﬁll this knowledge gap as
beef exports contribute signiﬁcantly to
the country’s economy and provision of
employment. Especially considering that
consumers require “credible transparency”
about purchased products, including beef
products (Sanders et al., 2018:2067).
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Most of Namibia’s beef is exported, making
the country’s beef supply chain heavily
dependent on foreign consumption and
consumers. The sharing of information
regarding the beef provenance and
processes is made more diﬃcult as these
consumers are outside the borders of
Namibia. Suppose these consumers have
reason to believe Namibia’s beef is not
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produced to enhance animal welfare or
lack traceability. In that case, the demand
for Namibian export beef may decrease. A
decreased export market will harm Namibia’s
GDP and, in turn, increase unemployment
and will negatively aﬀect the opportunity
to capitalise on an increased market share
of the growing global beef market. New
technologies are increasingly assisting the
agricultural sector to improve production
and processes. BCT could be considered to
improve transparency and traceability in the
Namibian beef supply chain to address the
identiﬁed need of consumers about beef
provenance and production processes.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
The primary objective of this paper was to
explore the use of BCT in the Namibian beef
supply chain to enhance meat transparency
and traceability. A combination of PEST- and
SWOT analysis were used to investigate
the internal and external environment of
the Namibian beef industry and beef supply
chain. The information gathered was
used to recommend whether BCT could
enhance transparency and traceability in
the Namibian beef supply chain.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature review sections will discuss
supply chain management, transparency
and traceability, BCT and PEST- and SWOT
analyses.
Supply chain management
SCM is no longer only about the eﬃcient
ﬂow of materials, money and information,
but also about improving the entire supply
chain network (Abdulla, 2009). Li et al.
(2006) stress that the capability to manage
a supply chain is critical. Past studies
explained that diﬀerent members in a
supply chain should be well integrated for
all the members to succeed and compete
(Boyer & Hult, 2005). Indeed, the mission
of aligning incentives and objectives along
a supply chain is considered very diﬃcult,
mainly when the supply chain comprises
diﬀerent members. Therefore, the diﬀerent
independent members must build a robust,

sustainable and everlasting relationship. A
signiﬁcant part of SCM literature comprises
managing inter-ﬁrm relationships such
as alliances and the governance of
these relationships to gain a competitive
advantage (Uddin et al., 2011).
The World Health Organization (2020)
called for greater collaboration between
governments, producers and consumers
to help ensure food safety in supply
chains. Increasingly socially responsible
policymakers and modern consumerism are
pressurising meat ﬁrms and supply chains
for increased transparency by disclosing
more information about respective supplier
management activities (Castillo et al.,
2018). Duan (2019) examined the eﬀect
of supply chain transparency by disclosing
and sharing information regarding supply
chain processes and supplier management
activities. From the ﬁndings, it was
evident that the sharing and disclosing the
mentioned information improved individual
consumer evaluations, sentiment and brand
equity, and therefore the supply chain’s
performance.
Transparency and traceability
Supply chain transparency was deﬁned
by Bell et al. (2016) as “the information
communicated by a company to its
stakeholders (consumers, shareholders,
suppliers, customers, governments, and
agencies) regarding the sustainability
(health, safety, ethics, etc.) of the
supply chain products, materials, supply
systems (manufacturing, warehousing,
transportation, etc.) and services”. It
can be suggested that transparency
became the means for organisations to
communicate, engage, and interact with
external stakeholders to reach an enduring
improvement in a supply chain.
According to Doorey (2011), it can be
beneﬁcial both in the long term (industrywide collaboration) and short term (improved
reputation) to share knowledgeable
information with stakeholders. Kassahun et
al. (2016) state that a concern in beef supply
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chains is the obstacle to provide chain-wide
transparency – meaning that it is diﬃcult for
food operators and stakeholders to capture
and share data across the supply chain in
a veriﬁable manner. It can be suggested
that the ﬁrst step of achieving supply
chain transparency is for organisations to
employ increased eﬀorts in monitoring and
identifying activities along a supply chain
that can result in knowledgeable information
worth sharing with stakeholders. Supply
chains where knowledgeable information is
refrained from being shared transparently
can create information asymmetry in
business relationships (Hailu & Van
Schalkwyk, 2016). It can be suggested
that information asymmetry in supply chain
relationships refers to transactions where
one party has better access to information
than another party. This, according to Hailu
and Van Schalkwyk (2016), results in an
imbalance of power where one party can
derive an unfair beneﬁt at the expense of
the other.

beef supply chain, namely concerning footand-mouth disease, “free-from” products
and globalisation of food networks, of
importance.

Laine (2019) argues that consumers are
pushing for a higher sense of connection
to where animal products are produced,
and at the retail level, they are looking for
trusted labels that indicate humane farm
management practices. Furthermore, the
Food Wise 2025 Outlook Report published
by the Irish Department of Agriculture,
Food and the Marine (2015) claims that
food scandals across the world seem
to negatively impact consumers’ trust
towards meat producers and increase their
awareness of the dangers that a complex
supply chain can pose. The report explains
that the rebuilding of trust will require
veriﬁable trust, value and transparency.
Traceability is diﬀerent from transparency
– traceability visibly emphasises the
exchange of operational activities and
information in a supply chain. In contrast,
transparency refers to voluntary information
disclosure to external stakeholders (Bell et
al., 2016).
Several trends deem meat traceability in a
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• A cattle farm faces signiﬁcant risk in
the form of foot-and-mouth disease
in cattle. In the past few years, this
disease triggered import and export
bans in several countries. For instance,
Argentina had a foot-and-mouth
outbreak in 2000, resulting in the USA
banning all beef imports from Argentina,
lasting until as recently as 1 November
2018 (Brown & Hillman, 2016). With
a secure, veriﬁable, transparent and
trusted traceability system, the importer
will be able to verify whether the particular
imported beef was not infected with the
foot-and-mouth disease. Therefore,
exporting countries can widen their
markets without these complications.
• Consumers are more concerned with
hormone-free meat, animal treatment,
and organic beef – commonly known
as “free-from” products – be it free from
added hormones, steroids or animal byproducts (Loria, 2020). According to the
National Sanitation Foundation (2020),
43% of consumers “always” or “often”
buy meat raised without antibiotics and
hormones. This caused manufacturers
to label their meat with “promises” that
the meat complies with these standards.
This suggests that demand has been
created to verify the legitimacy of these
promises. Due to the current internet
era where rapid information sharing
is possible – both false and factual
– there is a possibility that big data is
used to inﬂuence consumers’ behaviour.
This study suggests that a trusted and
transparent traceability system can
reassure all stakeholders in a beef supply
chain that the promises regarding the
meat can be demonstrated as veriﬁable.
• Due to the globalisation of food networks,
especially regarding the exportation of
Namibian beef (Mouton & Venter, 2013),
the distance between the processing
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of meat and the consumption thereof
became larger – resulting in beef supply
chains becoming a complex network.
The complexity of this network poses
hindering obstacles when the objective
is to implement accessible, international
and transparent traceability systems.
Castillo et al. (2018) advise that to achieve
traceable and transparent supply chains,
organisations should consider how to
disclose their sustainable supply chain
practices to their stakeholders. If the
system is eﬃcient and trusted, it implies
corporate integrity, boosts stakeholder
trust and reduces product and
performance uncertainties. Kassahun
et al. (2016) already suggested a few
years back that regulatory requirements
are not strict enough to cover the needs
of all stakeholders to mandate greater
transparency and traceability.
Namibia’s beef market prides itself on the
fact that all cattle are grass-fed, free-range
and hormone-free (Nyaungwa, 2020).
Secured veriﬁcation of these promised
free-range and grass-fed high-end meat will
likely increase this trust.
Blockchain
The general perception about the word
“blockchain” is the link with cryptocurrency
or Bitcoin. However, that is only one of
the applications of BCT. Blockchain was
introduced in 2009 in the form of Bitcoin by
a group going under the name of Satoshi
Nakamoto (DiCicco, 2019). Nakamoto’s
main objective with Bitcoin was to send
a form of cash peer-to-peer without an
intermediary – like a bank – to record the
transaction in a ledger. Their objective was
to develop a distributed/shared ledger to
record all transactions transparently, hence
the origin of a blockchain.
DiCiccio (2019) describes a blockchain
as a distributed ledger in a peer-to-peer
(P2P) network, consisting of blocks of data
(transactions) – forming the ledger. A P2P
network is a network between two or more
computers (called nodes) where the nodes

share ﬁles/data without using an intermediary
server (Cope, 2002). According to Iansiti
and Lakhani (2017), this “open” distributed
ledger records transactions between two or
more parties eﬃciently and can be veriﬁed
permanently. In a nutshell, BCT is a ledger
between network participants that records
transactions/data: i) that happened/were
transferred, ii) when it happened, and
iii) only if it happened correctly (Dalton et
al., 2018).
With BCT, it is possible to digitise physical
assets and create a decentralised
and immutable record of all preceding
transactions. This enables supply chains
to track the asset from production to usage
by the consumer – providing evident history
and transparency (Laaper et al., 2017).
PEST- and SWOT analyses
PEST is an abbreviation for political,
economic, social and technological. A PEST
analysis is a framework used to scan the
external environment (Koumparoulis, 2013;
Amin et al., 2020). SWOT analysis considers
the internal and external environment
of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats (Aithal, 2017). The SWOT
analysis enables the ﬁrm to ameliorate the
weaknesses and threats and enhance the
strengths and opportunities (Alvarez et al.,
2016). Both these tools were utilised to
analyse the qualitative data gathered in the
empirical study.
Research design and methodology
Key stakeholders of the beef supply chain
in Namibia were identiﬁed as the target
population. Purposive sampling was used
to identify individuals with the required
knowledge and expertise about the
Namibian beef industry and supply chain.
The sample of eight participants comprised
four farmers, a corporate member, an
agricultural union leader, an abattoir
representative, and a Namibian Meat
Board representative. According to Vogel
(2019), the Namibian government indicated
in 2007 that the Meat Board of Namibia is
responsible for determining the conditions
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before a beef export permit could be issued.
The sample of eight participants is in line
with a study conducted by Vogel (2019)
about the sheep industry in Namibia.
Qualitative data was collected by conducting
semi-structured interviews with openended questions. Some of the interviews
were performed face-to-face, while other
interviews were performed via an internetbased communications platform (due to
COVID-19 regulations). All interviews
were recorded by the researcher with the
signed consent of the interviewees. New
interview questions were developed as
derived from the literature review. The
ﬁrst part of the interview gathered general
information on the interviewee’s experience
and understanding of transparency
and traceability in a supply chain and
its importance. The second part of the
interview focused on the SWOT analysis
of Namibia’s beef industry. All interviews
were recorded by the researcher with the
signed consent of the interviewees. The
interviews were transcribed. The transcripts
were analysed using constant comparative
analysis. The latter consists of taking a
single piece of data and comparing it to
other pieces of data (Thorne et al., 2000).
The diﬀerent interviews were compared
to identify possible relationships. The
comparison of data continued until all the
interview transcripts were compared.

in a structured manner. The data gathered
from the interviews were therefore used
to gather information to build a knowledge
foundation of the Namibian beef industry
supply chain.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the empirical study will ﬁrst
present general information of the various
interviewees, their perceptions around
transparency and traceability, followed
by the results of the PEST- and SWOT
analysis.
General information about participants
All eight of the participants resided in
Namibia and were also culturally diversiﬁed.
The average number of years of industry
experience reported was 21 years. The
most were 32 years of experience, and the
least was nine years. This indicates that the
participants have a wealth of experience
and can be regarded as experts in their
respective ﬁelds. Due to the small sample
size, participants were not numbered when
direct quotations were presented to protect
their identities.
Transparency and traceability
The second part of the ﬁrst section of
the interview asked the participants to
share their understanding of supply chain
transparency and traceability. A tendency to
combine the concepts of transparency and
traceability were noticed.

The data collected from the interviews were
grouped in a PEST analysis and a SWOT
analysis. Quotations from the interviews
supported the suggestions made in these
two analyses to put the reader on a reading
journey of the stakeholders’ experiences.
The PEST analysis is done to analyse
the current external environment of the
Namibian beef supply chain. The PEST
analysis will be used to determine whether
blockchain implementation can be adopted
in Namibia’s beef supply chain. On the other
hand, due to the qualitative nature of the
data derived from the interviews, Brooks et
al. (2014) suggest that a SWOT analysis is
a popular tool for presenting qualitative data
1342

“Good traceability will give you good
transparency. In my opinion, good
traceability in the meat industry is
like the following. If something goes
wrong with the ﬁnal product, you
want to be able to trace backward
until the point of the fault’s origin.”
“… basically, the supply chain begins
with me at the farm when my cattle are
loaded to the abattoirs. A transparent
supply chain will allow a farmer to have
access to the quality assessment of
their beef. We as farmers sometimes
receive B-grade meat for what we regard
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as A-grade. Thus, for me, supply chain
transparency will be enhanced if we
have access to how the abattoir values
our beef’s quality to determine whether
it is A-grade, B-grade, or C-grade.”

the statements presented above.
“Really good, because we work from the
same system and it is a national system.”

The participants’ answers linked well with
the deﬁnition of supply chain transparency
by Bell et al. (2016) presented in section
4.2 above – emphasising the sharing and
communication of vital information. Some
of the participants were excited about a
potential increase in transparency as it
would beneﬁt the producers’ side of the
supply chain. A need was identiﬁed for
transparency in the local beef supply chain.
The participants clariﬁed that increased
transparency would build the farmers’ trust
in the abattoirs and the government.
When the participants were questioned
about the supply chain relationships and
trustworthiness thereof, mixed responses
were received. Four participants stated that
the relationships lack complete trust and
described it as “fragmented” or “worsening”:
“In the past, the abattoir cared so much
for the producers as if they were their
employees. However, fast forward to
now – all the loyalty and trust have
been thrown out of the window. The
trust relationship has crumbled down.”

“… in the past years, the service of
the abattoir took a turn in a positive
direction and I believe we have very
sustainable relationships with them.”
The mission of aligning incentives and
objectives along a supply chain is considered
very diﬃcult, mainly when the supply chain
is made up of various members. This
was supported by one of the respondents
who claimed that the complexity and
the high number of supply chain players
cause obstacles to obtaining supply chain
eﬃciency and trust. When asked about
whether the Namibian beef industry has a
shared objective, a participant responded:
“Yes, we do, all the diﬀerent supply
chain players deem it important to
practice
regenerative
agricultural
practices that lead to increased
sustainability of farming which in
turn allows us, as the exporter, to
penetrate niche markets overseas.”
Overall, the participants from various levels
of the supply chain agreed that the whole
Namibian beef supply chain has a shared
vision and strategy.

“Between 2012 and 2019 there has
been a breach of trust between
producers and the abattoir, when the
directors appointed did not reﬂect
the democratic will of the members.”
However, one participant claimed that
despite the diverse range of supply chain
role-players, there is some positivity. The
participant continued that all of these roleplayers are coordinated under one roof
called the Namibian Meat Board. Given the
latter’s legal mandate, it aims to help all kinds
of stakeholders within the industry to build
proper relationships. Supporting this, three
participants described the relationships as
“sustainable” and “open”, which contradicts

PEST analysis
The second part of the interview focused on
how the diﬀerent participants perceive the
external factors that inﬂuence the Namibian
beef supply chain’s macro-environment.
Also, to establish the need for supply chain
transparency and meat traceability.
Political environment
All the participants agreed that the
Namibian political environment aﬀects
and can drastically aﬀect the beef supply
chain. However, some participants (3 out
of 8) argued that the peaceful political
environment allows for good relationships
between the government and the
stakeholders. The themes identiﬁed from
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the interviews are political interference, land
ownership, eﬀective public-private dialogue
and dependence on government.

trading to private sectors. Given our
other trade agreements, we have
preferential market access to all of
these countries without paying any
levies and so on. This really helps
us to put us into a better position.”

• Political interference
Political interference mainly occurs because
the only Namibian exporter is a state-owned
enterprise (SOE) and is used to meddle
with the Namibian beef supply chain and
industry.
• Land ownership
Three of the eight participants referred to
the uncertainty of land-ownership policies,
which demotivates farmers to invest in their
infrastructure. When a farmer wants to sell
his/her farm, they have to oﬀer it to the
government lowering the chances to obtain
a reasonable price for the improved farm.
“The government should give producers
policy certainty about economic growth
and land-ownership. If producers have
this certainty, they will further commit
to investing in their farms’ infrastructure
and expanding their capacity. But if
they have any doubt in the future, they
are hesitant to invest in their land.”
• Eﬀective public-private dialogue
Some participants reported that the
government and the beef industry works
hand-in-hand,
constituting
eﬀective
dialogue.
“The fact that we live in a peaceful
environment and not in fear as in our
neighbouring country. As well as the fact
that industry members can communicate
with political leaders, even if they don’t sit
around the same table.”

• Dependence on government
The majority of the participants averred that
government decisions heavily inﬂuence
the meat industry. One participant referred
to an example where political decisions
led to the sheep industry’s downfall. Other
participants used words such as “bringing
an industry down to its knees”.
Other concerns raised around the political
environment include that the success of
the beef export’s supply chain is heavily
dependent on the government’s veterinarian
department. The latter should sign oﬀ
all beef export approvals. Their critical
responsibilities also include the inspection
of farms, abattoirs, and borders for exportstandard compliance. If the quality of
these inspections deteriorates, it could
lead to the export countries increasing the
quality requirements. If Namibia does not
maintain a certain degree of compliance,
it will jeopardise its international marketing
status.
Economic environment
The economic environment has a
tremendous impact on the Namibian beef
industry. The diﬀerent themes identiﬁed
from the interviews are presented below.

Some participants also mentioned that
international trade agreements are made
to beneﬁt all private- and public sector
producers.

Dependency on international
economies
Being a net exporter of beef, Namibia is
heavily dependent on the prosperity of
the export markets’ economies. Five of
the participants used the words “at their
mercy” when asked about the eﬀect of the
international markets.

“When it comes to international trade
agreements, we are really satisﬁed
in a sense that the ministry of trade
has opened the door to international

“You know, Namibia is a net exporter of
beef. As a result, we are at the mercy
of international markets, so anything
that is going on in the international
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markets has a direct eﬀect on the
Namibian meat industry. Let’s say the
economy in the EU countries are not
well-performing due to the pandemic;
this will have its toll on us because
it aﬀects the price of the products.”

tremendous eﬀect on the Namibian beef
industry. However, in turn, the Namibian
beef export supply chain and industry can
have tremendous eﬀects on the growth of
the Namibian economy.

• Exchange rates
The Namibian Dollar (NAD) is weak
compared to other foreign currencies.
The corporate participants view this as an
opportunity for exchange gains.
“Due to Namibia being an exporter of
beef, the exchange rates are a positive
aﬀecting factor for us because of our
weak currency. We tend to invoice the
importers in their currency, and we
use hedging contracts to our favour.”
On the other hand, as importers from South
Africa, the farmers feel that because the
NAD is directly linked to the South African
Rand (ZAR), they have to absorb currency
losses when the ZAR weakens.

Social environment
In the context of this study, the social
environment refers to the external factors
presented by the consumers’ preferences
in the export markets and the demographic
trends and welfare of the local population.
Although numerous social factors aﬀect
all industries, the participants struggled to
grasp this section of the interview.
Five participants argued that how the
international markets view and prefer
Namibian beef shapes how the producers
are farming. Some of the responses were
as follows:

• The beef industry aﬀects the local
economy

“In regards to consumer preferences,
the export beef’s consumers have
diﬀerent standards that the beef should
adhere to. Thus we as farmers should
adjust and form our farming practices
to align with these preferences.”

Currently, there is a concern about rural
economic development in Namibia due to
urbanisation with the youth moving to cities
such as Windhoek. One participant claimed
that a more signiﬁcant cattle farming industry
would positively aﬀect the rural economy.

“The consumer preferences have
a huge eﬀect on us. If we do not
adhere to these preferences, we
cannot engage in that market. The
market is currently being aﬀected by
diﬀerent brands and niche markets.”

“… in turn, this will strengthen the
countryside’s economy that will
in turn decrease the migration of
young farmers or labourers from
the countryside to the cities.”

“… we should adapt in the same
manner as our consumers evolve.”

• Financing
Producers’ revenue stream is seasonal,
i.e. they do not have a consistent monthly
income. This aﬀects the working capital
requirement of farmers who does not
necessarily plan and budget eﬀectively. As a
result, farmers mostly use overdraft facilities
to facilitate their operational activities.
The

economic

environment

has

a

Two participants responded that compliance
with international standards cause the
farming costs to increase signiﬁcantly. If a
farmer does not obtain a premium price for
its beef, adherence to these standards is
not worth it.
Namibia is the only African country to export
beef to the European Union (EU), Norway
and the USA, but it remains a challenge.
One participant said that speciﬁc global
preferences make regulatory compliance
of farming diﬃcult in an environmentally
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challenging country:

chain transparency and traceability.

“We have strict regulations we should
adhere to in order to be able to sell
cattle to an export abattoir. This
makes it sometimes challenging to
farm – especially in drought years.”
The
interviewees
demographic trends
Namibians:

addressed
the
and welfare of

“The
Namibian
beef
social
environment is very stable. In most
cases, farmers and their labourers
are living together in harmony.”

Technology environment
Technology plays a revolutionary role in
the cattle farming industry and the export
beef supply chain. The supply chain can
grow, operate more eﬃciently, and gain
a competitive advantage with innovative
technology. Kim-Keung Ho (2014) explains
that the technological environment includes
technological
activities,
infrastructure,
incentives to use technology and
technological changes.
This paper explores BCT usage in
Namibia’s beef supply chain, the 1) current
technological activities, 2) technological
infrastructure, and 3) willingness to
implement the technology, has to be
determined.

“There are diﬀerent cultures in
Namibia who farm. This stretches from
Germans to Afrikaners to Hereros
and Damaras. All these cultures
are traditionally Namibian cattle
farmers and are very experienced.”

• Current technological activities

One of the participants integrated the
welfare of all the stakeholders with the
consumers’ preferences. It links with
the need for supply chain transparency
to penetrate international markets. The
participant commented that he/she believed
everything evolves around the social
element of human (and animal) welfare and
its veriﬁability. The response further stated
that the beef supply chain should not solely
be about putting a product on a consumer’s
plate. Each product has ethical and social
dynamics attached to it:
“Examples include how that particular
product was raised on a particular farm
and how was the environment of that farm
in terms of labour welfare and fair trade.
It is important to note and remember
that the people who buy this product
are interested in all of this information.”
The responses imply that consumers’
preferences (social environment) inﬂuence
Namibian beef’s unique selling propositions
(USPs), such as organic, free-range,
hormone-free, and fair-trade veriﬁability. All
of these USPs stress the need for supply

Namibia’s beef industry prides itself on its
national traceability ear-tag centralised
system owned by the Minister of Agriculture
and implemented and maintained by the
Namibian Meat Board and state veterinary.
Each calf born should receive an ear tag
with an RFID chip that stores the identity
of that particular calf on the centralised
database. The database is available
to registered farms (called FAMNEAT
registered). The latter can apply online for
transport permits for their cattle instead of
travelling to Windhoek to do it manually.
The abattoir and the relevant authorities
use this system to verify compliance to
speciﬁc criteria before a particular cow or
ox is received and slaughtered.
All of the other participants mentioned
national traceability when asked about
the technological environment. The
representatives praised the eﬃciency of the
system:
“Well, we are not bragging, but we are the
only country in Africa that uses this ear-tag
traceability system. Of course, I cannot sit
here and brag to say the system 100% per
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cent. No system is. Every system has its
own challenges. But of course, we are at the
point where we can say we can conﬁdently
present our traceability system to the rest of
the world.”

“I have to say, there are two generations
of farmers. The older generation and
the younger generations. The young
generations are really willing to use
and experiments with technology,
while the older generation do not
want to use it although it helps.”

• Current technological infrastructure
The installation of the national ear-tag
system includes the usage of RFID tags,
scanners and databases. Although the
infrastructure sounds promising, there
are limitations due to inadequate cellular
network coverage on farms. However,
another participant commented that large
telecommunication
companies
invest
heavily in cellular network infrastructure to
expand network coverage on farms.
On the downside, uncertainty exists about
the infrastructure of the national traceability
system:
“However, due the national ear-tag
system belonging to the government,
uncertainty
remains
on
the
sustainability and innovation due to
decreased governmental spending.”

The following section will present the results
of the SWOT analysis.
SWOT analysis
Strengths
The USPs of Namibian beef, similar to
those presented in the PEST analysis,
were identiﬁed by six participants as a
strength of the beef supply chain. Four
participants linked this strength with
Namibia being the only African country with
(preferential) access to international meat
markets such as the EU, USA, Norway and
China. Preferential market access refers to
Namibia not being required to pay foreign
duties and levies while enjoying quota-free
access to these markets. These attributes
can be marketed to obtain a premium price.
“I think the most important strength is
that we deliver organically produced
beef. Complimentary to this, another
strength is that we have access to large
global markets – for instance, we have a
quota from Norway, a country that pays
one of the highest prices in the world for
beef. We also have duty free and quotafree access to the whole European
Union. And recently, we gained access
to the Chinese and American markets.”

The Namibian Meat Board invests and
maintains the technological infrastructures
with the proceeds of meat levies. The
implementation of new technological
infrastructure without the assistance of the
collaboration of all stakeholders, therefore,
remains challenging.
• Willingness to use and adopt technology
There are barriers to adopting new
technologies, especially in the farming
sector:
“Currently, farmers can get a scanner
which can be used to scan beef
when they transport the beef. This
automatically updates the farmer’s
registry of cattle, but most farmers
still do this by hand and is a very
manual process. A lot of farmers
are not willing to adopt technology
and are trapped in their past-ways.”

Other strengths outlined by the participants
included expertise and knowledge of the
Namibian producers and abattoirs, highquality and sought-after cattle genetics,
and having advanced abattoirs. One of the
participants also alluded to the culturally
diverse range of cattle farmers in Namibia
(Afrikaners,
Germans,
Englishmen,
Damaras, Herero’s and Namas) who are
traditionally good livestock farmers. It is
viewed as a strength because the expertise
in the diﬀerent cultures leads to mutual
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respect, opening the door for synergy
between the producers.

cancels slaughtering appointments with
producers:

Weaknesses
A weakness identiﬁed by ﬁve participants
was the restriction to increase the national
cattle production. It relates to the diﬃculty
Namibia faces to increase cattle production
capacity, built on three factors. Firstly, all
cattle north of the veterinary cordon-line
(also known as the red-line) are legally
prohibited from being commercialised due
to the threat of foot-and-mouth disease.
This area is known as the Namibian
Communal Area (NCA). If cattle from the
NCA enter the marketing stream, it risks
the foot-and-mouth disease to spread to
the rest of Namibia. If this happens, it will
be catastrophic as all international trade of
beef will be suspended for twelve months.
This restriction prohibits the country from
exporting its total capacity of cattle.

“Because for instance, prior to the
slaughtering I feed my cattle for 30 days in a
feedlot for the cattle to gain mass. But if the
slaughter appointment is cancelled by the
abattoir, it has a ripple eﬀect on the farmer.
Say they cancelled it a week before, the
farmer then fed the cattle for 23-25 days,
but now it cannot be slaughtered anymore.
This results in losing the feeding I fed the
cattle for 25 days because now I have to
send the cattle back to the veld. And in the
veld, I lose all the weight I added to the
cattle in the feedlot.”

Secondly, Namibia’s production capacity is
limited by bush encroachment. The latter is
a natural phenomenon characterised by the
dramatic increase in the density of woody
plants, such as bushes and shrubs, at the
expense of grasslands used for grazing by
cattle (Shikangalah & Mapani, 2020). Two
participants considered this a weakness
that aﬀects Namibia’s cattle production
capacity.
Thirdly, Namibia’s cattle are known for good
genetics. Therefore, restrictions are placed
on imports from countries: 1) prevalent
to foot-and-mouth disease, and 2) not
adhering to Namibia’s USP regulations.
Two administrative weaknesses were
identiﬁed. The ﬁrst relates to the exportation
of meat via South Africa. Once a year, when
it occurs, the South African customs require
veriﬁcation that the beef brought into
South Africa was the same beef that was
exported. One participant highlighted this
as an administrative nightmare due to the
storage nature of beef being diﬀerent from
other products. The second administrative
weakness identiﬁed was when the abattoir

The participants portrayed that the lack of
information transparency from the abattoir
to the producers is causing farm ineﬃciency.
Opportunities
The opportunity to increase the Namibian
beef industry’s international market
share was identiﬁed. Five participants
commended that, due to the existing access
to international markets, Namibia has the
opportunity to increase its market share in
these markets. One participant reported that
Namibia had opened vast markets during
the past years, given their meat status and
beef USPs, while positioning themselves
favourably.
Another identiﬁed opportunity was the value
of a certiﬁcation system in the Namibian
beef supply chain verifying that beef is
produced organically or using regenerative
agricultural methods. It would allow farmers
to be “brand-certiﬁed”, and, in turn, obtain a
premium price for their cattle:
“If you look out of the point of brandnaming beef, you’ll need to be able
to verify and support all the claims
made in the brand description of the
beef. And that will be promising.”
Three of the participants mentioned an
opportunity to grow the national beef
production capacity by commercialising the
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area above the veterinary cordon-line.
Threats
The periodic droughts aﬀecting the
production capacity of Namibian beef
production were emphasised as threats.
These participants said that Namibia
experiences serious droughts that normally
aﬀect the supply chain every seven to ten
years. Namibia then exports several live
cattle to neighbouring countries, reducing
the Namibian national herd and lowering
beef production capacity. One participant
linked the droughts to the sustainability of
farming:
“Due to the cattle that are grassfed and free-range, severe droughts
and climate changes in Namibia
aﬀects the farming sustainability.”
Ironically, two participants considered
the diﬀerent USPs and farming practices
as threats due to the high input costs

in complying with these standards. It is
diﬃcult to sustain these practices during a
drought without using, for example, growth
hormones or cheaper animal feeding, which
is contradictory to the USPs.
Three participants mentioned another
concerning threat. The incompetence of
the Directorate Veterinary Services (DVS),
the governmental veterinary, is threatening
the country’s international market access
and the EU-approved status. The DVS’s
responsibilities include the maintenance of
the national cordon-line, the inspection and
signing-oﬀ of farming practices to comply
with EU requirements, the testing of cattle
for hormones, and the maintenance of the
national traceability ear-tag system.
Three participants also noted that continuous
political instability and interference could
threaten the Namibian beef industry and
supply chain. Political interference was also
identiﬁed as part of the political environment

FIGURE 1: SUMMARY OF SWOT ANALYSIS
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of the PEST analysis.
Other threats mentioned by the participants
included the dramatic increase of the
average farmer’s age and the limitation of
the production capacity of the Namibian
beef supply chain. Figure 1 summarises
the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats as identiﬁed by the participants.
MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
The interviews’ results indicate a need for
increased transparency and traceability in
the Namibian beef supply chain. The beef
supply chain stakeholders are encouraged
to consider implementing BCT to improve
information
sharing
and
enhance
transparency and traceability. It will assist
in addressing the weaknesses of limited
supply chain transparency, custom-related
challenges and administrative issues. At
the same time, it will allow the beef supply
chain to build on its strengths of existing
USP’s and grasp opportunities to increase
its existing international market share.
CONCLUSIONS
The objective of this research was to explore
the use of BCT to improve the transparency
and traceability of the Namibian beef
supply chain. The paper presented the
participants’ understanding of transparency
and traceability and the results of the PESTand SWOT analysis of the beef supply
chain. Before BCT can be implemented,
an analysis of the internal and external
environment of the Namibian beef supply
chain was required. The results indicated
that it is a dynamic environment already
utilising new technologies. Nevertheless,
supply chain transparency and traceability
must be improved to maintain and grow the
beef export market and build on its USPs.
Sharing information regarding the beef
provenance and processes is required, and
BCT has the characteristics to meet this
requirement. It is therefore recommended
that the Namibian beef supply chain utilises
the BCT to improve transparency and
traceability.

The limitations of this study include the
small sample size, which did not represent
all the stakeholders in the beef supply
chain. Furthermore, considering that BCT
is relatively new with limited empirical
literature, the technical implementation
of the technology into a supply chain was
not addressed in depth. Further research
opportunities aim to address these
limitations, including designing a blockchain
system speciﬁc for the Namibian beef
industry that can be tested in a scenario
case-study; and comparing the Namibian
beef supply chain with other countries and
regions.
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behaviours in the complex 4IR to help
achieve some sustainable development
goals in various industries.
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AND
VALUE-ADD:
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horsemanship, and horses. The approach
followed in this paper is therefore novel and
adds to the existing body of knowledge.
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ABSTRACT
ORIENTATION: Current leadership theories
seem outdated because these theories
were not developed with 4IR in mind and
the challenges that companies and leaders
will face.
RESEARCH PURPOSE: This paper
explores horsemanship and horses as an
analogy to identify behaviours that leaders
should have in 4IR and to add to the existing
body of knowledge on Leadership 4.0.
MOTIVATION
FOR
THE
STUDY:
Developing new leadership theories
is critical to guide leaders and higher
educational institutions to prepare future
leaders to lead in 4IR. Horses have been
part of human development over millennia,
and therefore, the link between horses and
humans could contribute some interesting
views that could inform the development of
new leadership theories.
RESEARCH DESIGN, APPROACH, AND
METHOD: A qualitative study was used in
the form of content analysis.
MAIN FINDINGS: Horsemanship and
horses can be used as an analogy
for Leadership 4.0. It is proposed that
Leadership 4.0 needs to consider cognitive,
communication,
people-focused,
and
collaborative behaviours as important
aspects in developing Leadership 4.0
theories.
PRACTICAL
AND
MANAGERIAL
IMPLICATIONS: Leadership behaviours
were identiﬁed to practically apply these

Keywords: Behaviours; Horse breeds;
Leadership; Theories
INTRODUCTION
In the title to his 2020 article in the Harvard
Business Review, Gianpiero Petriglieri
asks, “are our management theories
outdated?” The article answers this by
stating that though times are changing,
there is a lack of new theories emerging.
Uys and Webber-Youngman (2019:794)
agree with Petriglieri that leadership has
changed, and unique skill sets are essential
in the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR).
In his study, Martin (2017:89) found that
current leadership theories, training, and
development are outdated, according to his
study participants.
This concern is not new. Irrespective of
this call for change, leadership theories
have helped to understand and develop
leaders over the years. For example,
servant leadership was popularised in
1970, and transformational leadership
became popular in 1973, with expansions
in 1978 and 1985. It seems, however, that
some business owners and leaders are
managing and leading organisations using
outdated theories and methods. The issue
is not only that the theories themselves
are outdated, but their continued use at
the exclusion of more modern discourse
leads to conventional mindsets that will not
be suitable for 4IR and the future (Uys &
Webber-Youngman, 2019). Other leaders
try to overcome the limitations of existing
theories by using a mixture of various
theories to mould their leadership style.
It is important that we are not trapped by
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conventional thinking or remain stuck in
classical leadership thinking. We should
minimise our reliance on classical leadership
theories and rather use novel thinking and
research to develop leadership mindsets,
skill sets, and toolsets.
Leadership in 4IR, according to Bacon and
Moller (2021:3), “will be deﬁned by the ability
to rapidly align and engage empowered,
networked teams with clarity of purpose
and ﬁerce resolve to win”. Maake’s (2017)
view of leadership and 4IR is that we need
not fear the technological revolution, as
machines and robotics cannot deal with the
following ﬁve human abilities: (a) problemsolving (machines and robotics technologies
can collect data and analyse it but cannot
use it to solve problems), (b) adaptability
(machines and robotics technologies cannot
adapt to an ever-changing environment),
(c) leadership (that is why this paper is
important, as it explores leadership in 4IR),
(d) creativity and innovation (machines and
robotics technologies cannot use cognitive
skills to think creatively and innovate based
on creative ideas), and (e) emotional
intelligence (machines and robotics cannot
feel emotions, but humans can; robots
mimic emotions programmed by humans).
That said, the World Economic Forum
(2021) states that the following six skills are
very important in the workplace, especially
for leaders: (a) analytical thinking and
innovation; (b) active learning and learning
strategies; (c) complex problem solving; (d)
critical thinking and analysis; (e) creativity,
originality, and initiative; and (f) leadership
and social inﬂuence. Leaders need to
be creative problem solvers and critical
thinkers and break away from the “outdated”
theories, as indicated by Petriglieri (2020)
and Uys and Webber-Youngman (2019).
From the discussion thus far, it appears
that there is a need to ﬁnd leadership
theories that are more suitable for 4IR and
beyond. This conceptual paper explores
horsemanship and horses as an analogy to
identify behaviours that leaders could ﬁnd
helpful when managing people during 4IR.

Note that horseman and horsemanship
may appear to some people to be sexist,
however in the equestrian community
and indeed this paper, it is accepted to be
inclusive of all genders.
This is also the main aim of this conceptual
paper. A reason for drawing parallels
between horsemanship and organisational
leadership is that while a horseman
needs to train and lead horses to achieve
performance, leaders must do so with
their teams of people to achieve similar
outcomes. Furthermore, the link between
horsemen/horses and leaders/employees
extends to communicating emotions and
showing empathy, managing stress if
possible, learning to trust, building social
relationships, and learning by observation.
After all, 4IR is about empowering
people (Keywell, 2017; Seidman, 2014).
Leadership 4.0 refers to digital leaders in
4IR, also known as Industry 4.0.
It is important to note that there are
various limitations to this investigation
due to limited academic papers exploring
leadership in the context of horsemanship
and horses. Though this is not a new area
of exploration and research, this limitation
might also be present in this paper. More
articles (some in academic journals) were
found on Leadership 4.0, which identiﬁed
that researchers are already searching
for new leadership theories and concepts
for 4IR. Information about horsemanship
and horses was found on various internet
sites, which is also a limitation in that these
are not strictly academic sources. Another
limitation is that the ﬁndings are subjective
in nature, as the researcher’s perspective is
embedded within the research process due
to the lack of academic papers. Mark Twain
wrote, “Prediction is diﬃcult – particularly
when it involves the future.” As this paper is
conceptual in nature and seeks to advance
a relatively novel perspective on leadership
in 4IR going forward, it may not be able to
provide a theory that is empirically tested,
but it can guide some thinking around
leadership.
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BACKGROUND
Some leadership theories were developed
more than 40 years ago, and these theories
are still taught in schools and higher
education institutions such as business
schools.
Older
leadership
theories
contributed to leadership development in
general; however, these theories seem not
to be relevant in the digitalised world that
characterises 4IR. What is needed is for the
conventional leadership mindset to change
to novel leadership thinking and action. As
Petriglieri (2020: para. 7) stated, “our lives
depend on it.”
Kelly (2018) compared various leadership
theories and speculated that these theories
were suitable for the ﬁrst three Industrial
Revolutions (IRs). However, business
leaders still using these leadership theories
today might not be operating as eﬀectively
as they could because they have not
moved with the times and do not question
older leadership theories, even in a highly
digitalised environment that is constantly
changing.
Most current leadership theories were
developed in the past decades. The main
aim was to understand leadership based on
personal attributes, which were clustered
around common principles in response
to circumstances and environments at
the speciﬁc time period of the theory’s
development. Petriglieri (2020: para. 22 ﬀ.)
states that the only way forward is to “kill”
the old leadership theories (such as those
shown in Table 1). They are no longer
useful. However, the results of research
by Hartmann et al. (2017) indicate that
these theories can still add value in 4IR
but suggest that only certain elements
from various theories be retained to solve
this problem. These authors indicate that
adaptability and acceptance of change are
the most important elements in eﬀective
leadership.
So why does leadership need to change? A
lot can be and has been written about 4IR.
It is important to note that it is not simply

an extension of 3IR in terms of increases
in computing power and connectivity but
rather a conﬂuence of multiple technologies
linking the digital, physical, and biological
world. The term was ﬁrst used by Schwab
(2016) to explain the industrial era of
convergence and complementarity of
emerging technology domains and the
transformation of the global industrial
landscape. The Fourth Industrial Revolution
is associated with the smart factory, which
learns as it works, continuously adapting
and optimising its processes (Lavopa &
Delera, 2021). It is also about ﬁnding ways
to give the most signiﬁcant number of people
the ability to have a positive impact on their
families, organisations, and communities.
Unfortunately, the masses of those who
have lost their work due to digitalisation
and robotics have not realised its positive
impact. Therefore, leaders should lead
people, prioritise their wellbeing, and deal
with the new technology as it emerges,
continuously adapting and optimising
business and people practices. This focus
on humans inspired the development
of an analogy between Leadership 4.0,
horsemanship, and horses.
The focus on people is evident in the
human economy, in which humans are the
most important resource (Seidman, 2014).
The human economy can also be linked
to the 17 United Nations (UN) Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) because
the characteristics of this economy are
participation, equity, growth, sustainability,
and stability (Pacetti, 2016). In addition,
people have uniquely human abilities
and cognitive skills, such as creativity,
passion, character, and collaborative spirit,
which intelligent machines in 4IR cannot
master yet. The ability to leverage these
human strengths will be the source of one
organisation’s superiority over another,
requiring a new kind of human-centric
leadership approach.
That is where the similarity between horses
and horsemen, people and leaders can
be found. For example, all parties in both
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cases show a need for being part of a
group, developing trust due to interactions,
and verbal and non-verbal communication,
to name a few.
MAIN PROBLEM
Research suggests that current leadership
theories are outdated and less applicable
to 4IR, as these theories do not take
digitalisation and a new industrial revolution
into
consideration.
Leadership
and
managing people in 4IR are made more
challenging without sound guiding principles
like empirically researched models.

for the revolution of “data and connectivity,
analytics and intelligence, conversion to
the physical world, and human–machine
interaction” (Oberer & Erkollar, 2018:1).
Organisations should also build their
leaders’ capacity to create value from
communication,
digitalisation,
smart
devices, collaboration, and innovation to
remain competitive and sustainable.
Leaders, according to Oberer and Erkollar
(2018), need the following abilities to lead in
4IR in particular. They should
• understand that situations determine
the need for feedback routines and
assessing teams and employees
equally;

RESEARCH QUESTION
Can an analogy between Industry 4.0
leaders, horsemen, and horses be used to
explore the behaviours required by leaders
to help them lead people competently
during 4IR?

• distribute tasks to form a competence
networking intelligence and assign tasks
based on competence and the situation;
• deal with change and encourage agility;

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The primary objective of this paper is to
explore horsemanship and horses as an
analogy to identify behaviours that leaders
should have in 4IR.

• control processes and use resources
competently and in a new crosshierarchical and cross-functional way;

The secondary objectives aim to achieve
the primary research objective, namely,

• create a creative, open, and collaborative
organisational climate that allows for
learning and not punishment;

1. to identify the behaviours needed in
Leadership 4.0,

• create transparency in the distribution of
information, count on everyone to take
self-responsibility, and be proactive; and

2. to explore behaviours that horsemen
and horses display in their interaction
with each other in comparison to those
needed in Leadership 4.0 , and

• transform
old
structures
using
multidisciplinary
teams,
creative
processes, and a ﬂexible work
environment to support innovation.

3. to propose leadership behaviours for
Leadership 4.0 in a human-centric 4IR,
based on the analogy to horsemanship
and horses.

The type of leadership needed in 4IR
is referred to as Leadership 4.0 (digital
leadership). According to Oberer and Erkollar
(2018:1), Leadership 4.0 is characterised
by “less leadership involvement and more
active participation in creative working,
decentralised with employees and teams
that work actively, independently, creatively,
and innovatively.” Leaders should be
appointed based on their digital competence
and ability to take responsibility for the
“people side” of business as a key focus
area, with clear direction and management

LITERATURE REVIEW
This review focuses on three essential
aspects of this paper: Leadership 4.0,
horsemanship, and horses.
Leadership 4.0
Organisations need to invest in building
capabilities and leadership to survive and
thrive in 4IR. Leaders will then be prepared
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in an open, employee-centric environment
(Oberer & Erkollar, 2018).

explains that agile leadership beneﬁts the
navigation of complex environments and
ties into organisational practice relating
to leadership, teamwork, processes,
and strategic tools, and describes which
methods can be used to reap beneﬁts
on top of the challenges.

Leadership is seen as very important in all
spheres of society, as people look up to
leaders for guidance and expect them to
make the best decisions with everybody’s
wellbeing in mind. This impacts the business
when it comes to creating a vision in the
minds of followers. Leaders are followed
due to their speciﬁc mindsets, business
instincts, thought processes, thoughtful
risk taking, and passion for greatness.
Gray (2016) and Maake (2017) concur that
Leadership 4.0 requires complex cognitive
skills and a focus on people.

• Participative leadership: Subordinates
share in decision making, and leaders
keep subordinates informed of the actual
situation, whether it is good or bad. This
creates a more engaged workforce
(Halaychik, 2016).
• Network
leadership:
Wei-Skillern,
Ehrlichman, and Sawyer (2015) explain
that this type of leadership focuses on
creating authentic relationships and
building deep trust from the bottom up.
This focus is on relationship-building –
the power of others grows while their
power fades.

Research by Guzmána, Muschardb,
Gerolamoa, Kohlb, and Rozenfelda (2020)
explored the types, characteristics, and
skills needed by leaders in 4IR (note that
the deﬁnitions for these were obtained from
other sources). These are:

• Trust leadership: This type of leadership
focuses on building trust in leadership.
These
leaders
are
consistent,
trustworthy, champions of integrity, and
create a companywide culture of trust
(Zak, 2017).

• Responsive leadership: Smith (2012:1)
indicates that “A responsive leader is
driven to understand people and the
operating context. Think about what
it means to respond or react. … A
responsive leader seeks to understand
what’s happening – as opposed to what
he [sic.] wants to see.”
• Swarm leadership: A report by Harvard’s
National Preparedness Leadership
Initiative (NPLI) explains that no one is
in charge in swarm leadership; however,
all the leaders follow the same principles
and rules to accomplish more together
than any one leader could alone
(Marcus, McNulty, Dorn, M.H.C.M. &
Eric Goralnick, 2014)
• Learning and innovation leadership:
This type focuses on learning from the
best and learning from experience (Bel,
2009).

• Digital leadership: Ritter (2015) explains
that these leaders strategically use the
company’s digital assets to achieve
business goals to address both
organisational and individual levels.
• Collaborative
leadership:
Ibarra
and Hansen (2011) state that in this
leadership style, the leadership team
works together across sectors to make
decisions and keep their organisation
thriving.
Guzmána et al. (2020) identiﬁed four skill
groups that are essential for leadership now
and in the future, directly linked to the 10
leadership types above. These are:

• Open leadership: This takes place when
leaders design and build projects that
empower people to collaborate within
inclusive communities (Morzilla, n.d.).
• Agile leadership: Tiefenbacher (2020)
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• cognitive skills, consisting of speaking,
active listening, active learning, and
critical thinking;
• interpersonal skills, consisting of
negotiation, persuasion, and social
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perception;
• strategic skills, consisting of visioning,
identifying fundamental causes, system
evaluation, and solution appraisal
(though strategic skills will not be
included in this paper, since horses,
as prey animals, do not have strategic
skills); and
• business leadership skills, which include
management of personal, ﬁnancial and
material resources, analysis skills, and
technical skills (business leadership
skills will not be included in this paper as,
again, horses cannot conduct business).
Of the 10 leadership types listed by Guzmána
et al. (2020), some are of particular interest
due to them being quite novel. The skill
groups, however, seem to identify the same
kinds of skills as have been valued in the
past. This does not necessarily mean that
these skill groups are not worthless, as they
can be used to determine which behaviours
in each group are the most important for
Leadership 4.0. Some of these behaviours
make it possible to link Leadership 4.0 to
horsemen and horses.
Horsemanship
Horsemanship is an age-old skill. Ancient
Greeks believed that horses are highly
intelligent, capable of feeling pain and
having emotions. Horsemanship refers to
the process and art of riding, handling, and
training horses (Horsemanship Journal, no
date). A true horseman will care for horses’
mental and physical needs as a way of life;
however, many handlers treat horses with
cruelty in an attempt to break their spirits.
The basic principle of horsemanship is
to obtain results in a humane way by a
combination of balance, seat, hands, and
legs. A horseman trains, communicates
with, and understands horses based on
their psychology and natural behaviour.
Some methods to train include pressure
(forcing the horse to do something it does
not want to), release (apply action that
makes it easier for the horse to do what
is expected), and positive reinforcement.

Positive reinforcement takes place with a
food reward until the horse can carry out
the horseman’s wishes without direct or
immediate reward. Industry 4.0 leaders
should also use positive reinforcement
to motivate employees, communicate
eﬀectively, and try to understand their
motives and behaviours.
Knowledge of horses’ natural behaviour
and learning capacities proves reliable in
explaining training outcomes (Hartmann,
Christensen & McGreevy, 2017). A
horseman needs to understand and respect
horses, work with minimum equipment,
and understand their body language to
enhance communication. The ability to read
and respond to a horse’s body language
is what sets great horsemen apart from
the rest. This is also important for leaders.
From a distance, it may look like horsemen
are “mind-reading”, but in reality, they are
noticing and responding to the cues from
the horse, much as a good leader should
do. In addition, the horseman’s voice and its
tone make a helpful aid in teaching a horse.
Horses can sense what a horseman tries to
communicate without words. An empathic
leader is important in leading people in 4IR
and will continue to be so as time goes on. If
a horseman focuses on the horse, the task
at hand, and treats the horse with respect
and consistency, then trust, reliability, and
stronger connections are built. This is also
key in Leadership 4.0.
Just like humans, horses are individuals,
and they need to be treated as such.
Standlea (2017) indicates that horsemen
should build trust, have patience, use their
non-verbal skills, and make good decisions.
Fédération Equestre Internationale (FEI)
has determined that good horsemanship
may be deﬁned as a sum of the following
14 attributes: comprehensive knowledge,
practical experience, a growth mindset,
respect for the horse, ethological empathy,
eﬀective application of the learning theory,
awareness of and attention to body
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language, commitment to the priority of
equine welfare, emotional intelligence,
humility and integrity, adaptability, patience,
selection and treatment of support team,
and development of a mutual symbiotic
relationship (Paulick Report, 2018). This
is based on an in-depth literature review
and semi-structured interviews with 105
stakeholders, including grooms, competitive
and
non-competitive
riders,
show
organisers, equine health care providers,
the media, and politicians, from around the

world (Elder, 2017; Paulick Report, 2018).
Four horsemanship styles were identiﬁed
by Nichol (2018), based on the diﬀerent
interpretations of how horses think and
what their actions mean.
The FEI’s 14 elements of good horsemanship
and Nichol’s four horsemanship types can
be identiﬁed in existing theories about
leadership and thus linked to Leadership
4.0. As with leadership, horsemanship

TABLE 1: FOUR STYLES OF HORSEMANSHIP

Style

Emotional
horsemanship

Description
Interprets the horse through a lens of human emotion.
The horseman tends to take what the horse does personally, overlaying
their behaviours with attitudes taken from their own emotional life.
Result: Horses see humans as unpredictable and untrustworthy.
A good leader is someone who knows what to do and stays calm when
challenges appear.
Show the horse that the horseman is the boss and make the horse
“respect” the horseman when the idea of the human being the alpha is
made the centre point of training.

Dictatorial
horsemanship

Result: This gets in the way of a deeper relationship with horses because
the human tells the horse what to do and applies pressure to make the
horse do it.
A good leader meets the needs of the people, and training is a two-way
conversation, as it is more cooperative and less hierarchical.
A tendency to rely heavily on gear and gadgets when searching for
solutions to training issues.

Mechanical
horsemanship

Result: The problem with this is that such ﬁxes may succeed in masking
the symptom (e.g., the head tossing) but will likely fail to address the
core problem, which often lacks connection and understanding between
the horse and human.
A good leader does not force people with tools but instead uses active
listening to identify the real problem, and this will form a real and trusting
relationship between the leader and people.
Focuses on creating and maintaining a balanced, positive, and mutually
beneﬁcial relationship between the horse and humans.

Relational
horsemanship

Result: Create a foundation of trust and connection that allows the
horse to be a willing partner able to reach his full athletic potential
A good leader uses relationships to lead people.
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also has to change with time. Humans
have experimented with various types of
horsemanship, such as western, traditional,
and natural horsemanship, and have
realised that no one type best serves all
horses. In many cases, the horse was no
longer the slave of humans but became a
partner in the relationship, and the animals
thus had to be treated as such. Likewise,
leaders in 4IR need to treat people as
partners and not only as employees.
Horses’ response to training is more likely
due to reinforcement and consistently being
rewarded, rather than a result of the egos
of humans. Knowledge of horses’ natural
behaviour and learning capacities are more
reliable in explaining training outcomes
than anthropomorphic explanations.
De La Gueriniere (n.d.) claimed that
“horsemanship is the one art for which it
seems one needs only practice. However,
practice without true principles is nothing
other than routine”. Leadership needs to
be practised as a mindset and skill set, with
the support of an appropriate tool set. No
person is completely prepared to be a great
leader without practice and experience. De
La Gueriniere (n.d.) further stated that a
horseman should be “more impressed by
the accomplishments of the horse than the
merit of the horseman”, in other words, that
the success of horsemanship depends on
the abilities and success of the horse more
than those of the horseman. The success of
a leader depends on the empowerment of
their followers and the novel and beneﬁcial
ways in which leaders communicate.
Without followers, leaders are nothing.

and expression. They [horses; people]
know quite a bit about you [horseman;
leader] before you ever get to ’em. They
[horses; people] can read things about you
[horseman; leader] clear across an arena
[oﬃce].
Once you [horsemen; leaders] have seen
quality horsemanship [leadership] and
are exposed to the things you [horsemen;
leaders] can do to help a horse [person]
be gentle and dependable, then why
wouldn’t you [horseman; leader] do those
things? No matter your horse’s [person’s]
age, you [horseman; leader] will try to
oﬀer him [horse; person] the best that you
[horseman; leader] can. If you [horseman;
leader] adjust what you [horseman; leader]
are doing, he [horse; person] will adjust too;
horses [people] have an amazing capacity
to make changes. (Brannaman, n.d.)
Horses
An unknown author once wrote that “the
history of mankind is carried on the back of
a horse.” The link between man and horse is
the reason this paper explores the analogy
between leadership, horsemanship, and
horses to identify behaviours needed to
lead eﬀectively in 4IR.
According to Hyde (2019), the following
characteristics make the relationship
between horses and humans unique.

The following quotes on horsemanship by
Buck Brannaman (n.d.) have been adapted
(by the addition of words in brackets) to
draw parallels between horsemanship
(non-italicised) and leadership (italicised)
to emphasise how the principles may be
applied to both situations:

Horses are family oriented, thrive in groups,
and suﬀer from loneliness, just as humans
do. The herd is led by an older, dominant
mare, due to her experience; she maintains
dominance through her attitude rather
than physical intimidation. Women leaders
play an important role in the workplace,
as many women show a softer approach
to team members and other stakeholders.
Autocratic leadership, physical intimidation,
and narcissism, for example, do not serve
the 4IR workplace, as human-centric
leadership is required to thrive in 4IR.

Horses [people] are very keen on body
language and what I refer to as “presence”

Horses can help humans develop
emotionally and to gain conﬁdence,
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trust, and better understand non-verbal
communication and bonding. Horses
can pick up on and understand human
emotions due to their social intelligence.
Thus, they can recognise, analyse, respond
to, and remember human emotions. Horses
can show positive or negative emotions
and communicate with their ears, snorts,
and whinnies. A horse can create a deep
bond with humans through expressing
their emotions in ways that humans can
understand. Just like horses, leaders
and horsemen are emotional beings that
recognise, analyse, and respond to their
own emotions. Emotional and social
intelligence is needed in 4IR, especially
to enable leaders to determine more
accurately the emotions of their followers
and manage their own emotions. Studies
have shown that spending time with horses
can physically change [decrease] the heart
rate in humans, which is well known to have
health beneﬁts (Lynch, Fregin, Mackie, &
Montoe Jr, 2007). This is attributed to fact
that this interaction between horses and
humans is an emotional connection (Lynch
et al., 2007). Leaders can also touch the
heart of followers by bonding with them,
helping them to gain more conﬁdence, and

acting in a way that builds trust.
Horses connect with humans because
the animals desire a family structure,
communicate emotions, feel empathy,
learn to trust, show stress, thrive in open
spaces, require social relationships to be
healthy, and learn by observation. Not only
do people also have all of these needs, but
they can also recognise them in horses.
Similarly, horses can read these in humans.
Humans and horses have been friends for
thousands of years, and horses are seen as
companions and therapy animals.
Exploring the behaviours of horses can add
value to the behavioural requirements of
leaders in 4IR. A horse’s temperament refers
to the horse’s overall nature and its general
outlook on life, and this temperament aﬀects
its behaviours. Horses, like humans, are
individuals and have unique personalities,
each of which can provide helpful ideas for
leaders in 4IR.
Arabian horses and leaders
An Arabian horse is a “Hotblood” which
refers to “a selection of ﬁne-coated, light

FIGURE 1: AN ARABIAN HORSE SOURCE: PHOTO BY APRIL VISEL CITED IN MATTOKS (2021)
(THE ARABIAN MAGAZINE)
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bodied horses, who’s main attributes are
usually thought of as speed and stamina”
(Bowen, 2020:1).
Arabian horses are sociable, trainable,
responsive, intelligent, and friendly. Arabian
horses enjoy speed and athletic activity,
and they are prized for their stamina,
intelligence, and character. Arabian
horses are best suited to experienced
horsemen (PetGuide.com, 2013). Based
on these characteristics, Arabian horses
may be compared to experienced and
intelligent leaders with good and friendly
characters. They are keen to learn more
about themselves, their followers, and the
latest developments. These are important
characteristics to have in a human-centric
environment.
Lipizzaner horses and leaders
An Lipizzaner horse is a “Warmblood” which
refers to “continental sports horses and
encompasses the majority of middleweight
horses, as they have originated through
crossing hot and coldblood horses” (Bowen,
2020:1).
Lipizzaner horses are known for being
highly intelligent and trainable. These
horses make wonderful equine companions
to riders and owners who have some
experience working with horses. They
require a bit of patience and knowledge
of handling a horse. By rewarding good
behaviour with treats, a horseman can
instil good habits in this horse. Intelligence
and sweetness of disposition, as well as
gracefulness, have destined it for academic
horsemanship (Britannica, 2018). Based
on these characteristics, Lipizzaner horses
may be associated with leaders in training
who are keen to grow academically. They
require a bit of patience, and rewards will
assist due to their willingness to learn and
grow. Learning constantly, being intelligent,
trainable, technologically savvy, and using
the latest tools are important in Leadership
4.0.

FIGURE 2: A LIPIZZANER HORSE SOURCE:
SA LIPIZZANERS CITED IN NORMAN (2021)

Clydesdale horses and leaders
A Clydesdale horse is “Coldblood” are the
heavy horses, often “referred to as “gentle
giants” because of their stature and placid
temperaments” (Bowen, 2020:1)
Clydesdales are strong, highly intelligent
horses with good temperament (Equine
World UK, n.d.). They tend to be very
calm, patient, collected, and gentle in
their interactions with people (Bez, 2021).
The horses can become stubborn if the
horseman does not respect them. However,
they can quickly adapt to changing
circumstances and environments. Based
on these characteristics, Clydesdale horses
may be associated with strong, patient,
and gentle leaders who care about their
followers. These leaders are well suited to a
human-centric environment, and they want
their followers to trust and respect them so
that they may lead well in 4IR.
Each of these breeds was explored to
determine if their temperaments could be
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FIGURE 3: A CLYDESDALE HORSE
SOURCE: HORSE SPIRIT (2021)

sources that can be used to identify
possible behaviours that are important
for horsemanship and horses, which
could be linked to leadership

used to suggest behaviours for leaders in
4IR.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
As this is a conceptual paper, the research
design, ﬁndings, and discussions were
based on secondary data. This qualitative
approach consisted of the following steps:
(a) identify the behaviours in literature for
Leadership 4.0, horsemanship, and horses;
(b) ﬁnd links between the behaviours of
Leadership 4.0, horsemen and horses; and
(c) identify behaviours that are important for
Leadership 4.0.
Step 1: Identify and collect data
The identiﬁcation was subjective, due to
the types of sources available for the data
analysis. Data searches were performed
using the following terms:
• “leadership+4IR+behaviours+leaders
hip4.0” to identify the sources that can
be used to identify possible behaviours
for leaders, which could be linked to
horsemen and horses
• “horseman+horsemanship+behaviour
s+traininghorses+types” to identify the

• “horse+breeds+temperament+arab
ianhorse+lipizzaner+clydesdalehor
se” to identify the sources from which
data describing the temperament
(behaviours) could be obtained
Step 2: Find links between the
behaviours of Leadership 4.0,
horsemen, and horses
Behaviours were listed in tabular format for
Leadership 4.0, horsemanship, and horses
(see Tables 2, 3, and 4, respectively).
Step 3: Identify behaviours that are
important for Leadership 4.0.
Based on the abovementioned tables,
links were then drawn between the
various behaviours and experiences of
the researcher in leadership (practical and
theoretical).
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
The ﬁndings are addressed in three
subsections according to the secondary
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research objectives set for this paper.

as sub-behaviours for each behaviour.

Research Objective 1:
To identify the behaviours needed in
Leadership 4.0 was achieved
Four main themes were identiﬁed common
to Leadership 4.0, horsemanship, and
horses: cognitive, communication, peoplefocused, and collaborative behaviours.

Every leader should have the intelligence
and cognitive skills to understand the
requirements of 4IR, how 4IR can impact
an organisation and its people, and identify
trends. Any leader in 4IR needs to use
the various human intelligences (eight in
total), especially intrapersonal intelligence
and interpersonal intelligence, and cannot
rely on IQ alone (Metha, 2021). The new
skill requirements for 2025 and Leadership
4.0 include additional intelligences such
as creative (Hughes, 2021) and digital
intelligence (Boughzala, 2019). Digital
intelligence refers to the sum of social,
emotional, and cognitive abilities fostered
by human interaction with technology.
Creative intelligence is “the ability to go
beyond the existing to create novel and
interesting ideas” and refers to “intellectual
ﬂexibility and innovation in novel situations”
(Friedman, 2021:1).

There is no doubt that being a leader
is challenging, whether during the First
or Fourth Industrial Revolution or any
other point in history. Various leadership
behaviours are essential to meet the
requirements of 4IR, as this latest revolution
is diﬀerent from the three that preceded
it and therefore requires adapted or new
ways of leading.
According to Hughes, Ginnett, and Curphy
(2015), looking at leadership behaviours
on a day-to-day basis is the best way to
determine if a leader is a good or poor one.
Some leaders do a good job of providing
direction, creating plans, and giving regular
feedback. Other leaders are not eﬀective or
eﬃcient. Variables in behaviours (such as
having values, personality, and intelligence)
still seem to be a good indicator of the
eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency of a leader
(Hughes, 2021). Fortunately, leadership can
be developed, and it is for this reason that
this paper highlights that existing theories
are not suﬃcient in their current format
due to constant change. Classical theories
either need to be adapted to consider 4IR
and a human-centric environment, or new
and novel theories need to be developed.
Table 2 shows the behaviours of Leadership
4.0 from cognitive, communication, peoplefocused, and collaborative perspectives, as
identiﬁed from the content analysis, as well

Leadership 4.0 entails constant connectivity
and communication linked to the focus
and collaboration needed from people
in 4IR. Leaders need to actively listen for
clues about various aspects, from future
trends to people issues to the challenges
of a network. Communication will always
be important in leadership. Leadership 4.0
requires a leader who can communicate
eﬀectively to navigate the changes needed
for the organisation and its people to adapt
to 4IR. This means that the leader needs to
actively listen, negotiate, and persuade the
workforce and other leaders.
Due to the digitalisation of the workplace,
the development of new jobs, and new
requirements at the workplace causing
people to grapple more than ever with the

TABLE 2: LEADERSHIP 4.0 SUB-BEHAVIOURS

Cognitive
Intelligence
Understanding

Communication
Navigate
Active listening
Persuade
Negotiate

People focus
Trustworthy
Relationship
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Collaboration
Network
Teamwork

question and challenge of what it means to
be human, Leadership 4.0 needs to create a
human-centric environment. Daniels (2021)
wrote that machines cannot be creative,
make complex decisions, or lead people
(yet?). Therefore, leaders in 4IR need to be
trustworthy by being open and transparent
about aspects that can impact their people.
The leader also needs to focus on having a
working relationship with and understanding
of people. Leaders must understand that 4IR
is a new step in human development due
to extraordinary technological advances.
How people are led will consequently also
change, and Leadership 4.0 must be ready
for this change.
Furthermore, Leadership 4.0 is about
collaboration. According
to
Huawei
Technologies South Africa (2019:1),
open collaboration is a must in 4IR, and
“collaboration forms partnerships that result
in services and products that are in tandem
with 4IR”. Collaboration between corporates,
companies, and app developers widens key
networks and encourages teamwork.
Research Objective 2:
To explore behaviours that horsemen
and horses display in their interaction
with each other in comparison to those

needed in Leadership 4.0 was achieved.
Themes for horsemanship and horses are
based on ﬁndings from the content analysis.
Four main themes were identiﬁed, linked to
the same four themes for Leadership 4.0:
cognitive, communication, people-focused,
and collaborative behaviours. These are
shown in Table 3, along with their respective
sub-behaviours.
Horsemen need to know and experience
horses, understand non-verbal cues, be
humane and trustworthy, and be part of the
horse’s team, among other attributes.
Horses exhibit more behaviours in their
interaction with people and other horses
(shown in Table 4) and collaborate more
readily due to their naturally being herd
animals. Horses’ survival in the wild
depends on teamwork in a herd.
The bond between horsemen and horses
is important, and horsemen need to earn
this privilege. Horsemen need to use their
intelligence, knowledge, and experience
to understand and work with horses. They
will use their verbal communication during
their interactions with horses and observe
horses’ body language for clues on how
they feel during the interaction. Good

TABLE 3: HORSEMANSHIP SUB-BEHAVIOURS

Cognitive
Intelligence
Knowledge
Understanding

Communication
Non-verbal
Verbal

People focus
Humane
Trustworthy
Reliable
Respect

Collaboration
Teamwork

TABLE 4: HORSE SUB-BEHAVIOURS

Cognitive
Intelligence (EQ)
Trainable
Intuition

Communication
Non-verbal
Verbal

People (horse) focus
Sociable
Playful
Spirited
Calm
Trust
Curious
Respect
Connection
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Collaboration
Teamwork
Eager to please
Cooperation
Competitive
Versatile
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horsemen can understand various nonverbal signals from horses; if a horseman
does not understand these cues, this can
cause misunderstandings between horses
and the horsemen. A horseman needs to
be present when dealing with a horse and
focus on the task at hand. By doing this,
a stronger connection is formed, and trust
is developed. Horses are trainable and
require a horseman who understands the
temperament of the speciﬁc breed and
uniqueness of the animal to develop the
horse.
Horses communicate with their entire
bodies (from nostrils and ears, right down
to the tail). Horses have high emotional
intelligence and strong intuition, which they
use to “read” people. A horse can read a
person’s internal feelings and can pick
up if the horseman is angry, frustrated,
or having a bad day. Horses are very
sensitive, however, and any subtle changes
in horsemen’s bodies will aﬀect horses. For
horses, body language is the primary form
of communication, and they focus on the
body language of horsemen more than on
their voices.
A horseman and a horse need to work as
a team. A good horseman will use humane
training methods and gear not to hurt the
horse. Such a horseman is trustworthy and
reliable in the eyes of the horse. Horses
require one-on-one time with horsemen
to build relationships and respect for
the horsemen. Horses can also sense
weaknesses or insecurity and can use this
to try and dominate the horseman. Horses
are herd animals, and they get spooked
easily. A horseman needs to know how to
deal with a spooked horse and train the
horse not to fear certain things and certain
noises. Therefore, it is important to know
the skill level before a horse works with the
horseman.
Horses are sociable, do not like to be alone,
and are eager to please the horseman,
especially if respect and trust are present
in their relationship. Horsemen need to

understand that horses are playful, curious,
spirited, or calm, and use this in their
interaction. Horses and horsemen can build
unique and strong connections with each
other. Due to being sociable, horses are
keen to collaborate and be part of a team.
Horses are versatile and competitive, and a
good horseman can always get the best out
of horses.
So, there are many learnings for Leadership
4.0 from horsemen and horses to create
a human-centric environment through
communication,
understanding,
being
part of a team, possessing emotional
intelligence, earning respect, and creating
trust. This sounds easy in principle, but
leadership is complex, and displaying all
these behaviours on a day-to-day basis can
be a challenge.
Research Objective 3:
To propose leadership behaviours for
Leadership 4.0 in a human-centric 4IR,
based on the analogy to horsemanship
and horses was achieved
Despite to the subjective nature of the
paper, due in part to a shortage of literature
examining Leadership 4.0, horsemanship,
and horses in conjunction with each other,
the present author nonetheless believes that
leaders in 4IR can learn from the relationship
between horsemen and horses and adopt
certain behaviours in their leadership styles.
The suggestions given will be based on
cognitive, communication, people-focused,
and collaborative behaviours.
PepsiCo has been acknowledged as
having one of the best leadership talent
management systems (E. Hughes, 2021).
This is due to the development of not only the
mindset and skill set of leaders, but also the
tools they have at their disposal, including
personality and intelligence assessments,
in-basket simulations, and competency
models. Lessons learnt and changes in the
internal and external environment should
also not be forgotten.
Figure 4 shows a conceptual framework
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FIGURE 4: LEADERSHIP 4.0 BEHAVIOURS IN 4IR BASED ON HORSEMANSHIP AND HORSES
NOTE. AI = ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE. POPIA = PROTECTION OF PERSONAL INFORMATION
ACT (2013), SOUTH AFRICA. VR = VIRTUAL REALITY. AR = AUGMENTED REALITY.
SOURCE: OWN COMPILATION

indicating leadership behaviours for
Leadership 4.0 in a human-centric 4IR.
There are many challenges (highlighted in
the fence obstacle in Figure 4) for leaders
in 4IR, which include artiﬁcial intelligence
(AI), the Protection of Personal Information
Act (POPIA; 2013) in South Africa, robotics,
smart factories, and cybersecurity, to name
but a few (it is not possible to account for
or display all the various 4IR challenges in
Figure 4).
Leaders in 4IR need to focus on speciﬁc
behaviours to be successful as leaders. An
analogy with horsemanship and horses was
used to identify possible behaviours that
leaders can adopt. Horses were chosen
because humans and horses have a long
history together due to the role horses have
played in human development.
Industry 4.0 leaders need to focus on
speciﬁc cognitive behaviour and various
intelligences while leading people in 4IR.
In particular, these leaders need to develop
their creative, emotional, and digital
intelligences. Creativity in the workplace is
key in 4IR and can lead to new solutions
to build a better world for all. Due to the

greater focus on humans, Leadership
4.0 needs to identify and develop their
emotional intelligence, while focusing on
digital intelligence to bring together the
human and technological worlds. Leaders
need to use their intuition to identify trends,
human emotions, and actions that need
to be taken in the digitalised world. They
should also encourage their workforces
to use their intuition and share ideas and
insights with the team. Leaders need to
have the knowledge, experience, and a
deep understanding of 4IR before becoming
leaders. Inexperienced leaders without the
necessary expertise can do more harm than
good, just as non-experienced horsemen
can cause issues for a horse that will endure
its entire life.
Communication is and will remain critical
in leadership. While much focus is placed
on verbal communication, non-verbal
communication should not be neglected
or underestimated. Leaders should try
to avoid showing undesirable internal
feelings, as this may negatively impact
people. Leaders also need to identify
non-verbal cues from people around
them to pick up any unsaid issues before
problems escalate. Verbal communication
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among humans may have decreased in
recent times due to social media and other
technologies; however, constant contact
using verbal communication will remain
essential in 4IR. Eﬀective communication
via various methods is critical to manage
people in 4IR, persuade them, and open
and close negotiations. A leader should
be an active listener, as listening can help
a one to lead better than if one just talked
but never listened to others. The leader
must also verify what they hear and ensure
that enough time is allocated for listening
actively.

(Hartmann, Christensen & McGreevy, 2017;
Martin, 2017). More academic papers on
this theme therefore need to be written to
ﬁnd new ideas, add to, and build on the
existing body of knowledge.

In Leadership 4.0, there should be a greater
focus on ensuring that “humanness”
remains part of the workplace, and leaders
should highlight the uniqueness of humans
to allay fears among workers that machines
will take their jobs and take over the world.
The leader needs to encourage people to
be sociable. Trustworthiness, reliability, and
respect for others are vital to building good
relationships. In 4IR, people’s creativity
and curiosity should be encouraged by
leaders. The environment is very volatile,
and leaders can assist by remaining calm
and leading their people.

It is suggested that the proposed conceptual
framework in this paper be tested and
developed further.

Collaborative behaviours are becoming
more critical in 4IR due to the need to share,
build networks and encourage cooperation
among teams, regions, and even globally. A
leader should be a motivator, promote and
support teamwork, and healthy competition.
Leaders need to be versatile and develop
multidisciplinary and multicultural skills to
lead eﬀectively in 4IR.
The Leadership 4.0 behaviours suggested
above should furthermore all be linked to the
achievement of the UN’s human-focused
SDGs for 2030, to build a better world for
all. The SDGs therefore need to inform the
proposed behaviours.
FUTURE RESEARCH
Limited papers are available in which a
link between leadership, horsemanship,
and horses is explored and supported

Empirical research is encouraged, as
this paper used a subjective approach to
develop a conceptual framework. More
leadership theories should be developed
and tested using innovative research
methods to create new theories that are
valid and reliable for the digital world and
the future.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND
MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
This paper developed a conceptual
framework to identify if leadership theories
should be adapted or changed in 4IR.
Leadership development will stay important,
and up-to-date tool sets and principles
should be used to prepare leaders for
4IR. Recommendations will be made and
managerial implications given according to
each secondary research objective.
Research Objective 1: To identify the
behaviours needed in Leadership 4.0
It was found that Leadership 4.0 requires
leaders who exhibit cognitive behaviours
such as their intelligence and understanding
of 4IR and people. Communication remains
key in any leader’s role, and active listening,
navigation, persuasion, and negotiation
were identiﬁed as essential communication
behaviours. People were highlighted as very
important in the digital age, and trust and
building relationships were key leadership
behaviours. Collaboration is becoming
more critical than ever before. Leaders need
to build networks and encourage teamwork
to solve complex problems, think critically
about what is happening, and develop
creative ideas.
The
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managerial

implication

is

that

Leadership 4.0 is not a “nice-to-think-about”
concept but the start of new ways to lead
and manage organisations and people
during 4IR. Training and development need
to be implemented as soon as possible to
ensure that current leaders are aware of the
importance of certain behaviours in 4IR. The
leaders need to understand speciﬁcally that
people have now become more important
than before and that their wellbeing will
determine the success of an organisation.
During the recruitment of new leaders, the
new and complex requirements and the
speciﬁc behaviours highlighted in this paper
can be used as a guide to determine how
suitable a leader will be in the organisation.
Though many organisational changes can
be brought about from the bottom up, a
change in leadership due to 4IR can only
be driven from the top. This is also the case
with innovation. It is furthermore critical to
nurture the skills highlighted by the World
Economic Forum and train, upskill, develop,
and reward these behaviours in order to
build a better organisation and a better
world for all. Leaders should ensure that all
employees understand each of the SDGs
and identify ones that they may personally
inﬂuence, possibly making this part of their
performance evaluations.
Research Objective 2: To explore
behaviours that horsemen and horses
display in their interaction with each
other in comparison to those needed in
Leadership 4.0
The recommendation is that the insights
obtained from horsemanship and horses
should not be ignored, as these behaviours
add some new insights to the realm of
leadership (and Leadership 4.0 in particular).
Some might dismiss the conceptual
framework due to a lack of understanding of
why the analogy is essential and valuable.
The managerial implication is therefore that
this should be explained to people before
the conceptual framework is shared or used
as a training tool.
Cognitive skills, communication, people
focus, and collaboration were also

identiﬁed as main themes in the behaviours
of horsemen and horses. It was possible
to draw links between these and the
behaviours needed in Leadership 4.0. Of
interest was the fact is that more cognitive
and people-focused skills were identiﬁed for
incorporation into a conceptual framework
for Leadership 4.0. On a cognitive level,
leaders are encouraged to use their intuition
and obtain knowledge and understanding
to lead eﬀectively in 4IR. In terms of peoplefocused behaviours, it was suggested
that leaders should be humane, sociable,
calm, curious, and focus on making real
connections. These behaviours were thus
added to the conceptual framework for
Leadership 4.0.
Research Objective 3: To propose
leadership behaviours for Leadership
4.0 in a human-centric 4IR, based on
the analogy to horsemanship and
horses
The conceptual framework incorporates
behaviours that will be helpful to leaders
in 4IR and shows that a link exists
between leadership, horsemanship, and
horses. Therefore, a recommendation is
that leaders should be made aware of
required behaviours for 4IR and that the
framework can be used as a guideline for
development. The managerial implication is
that leaders should display behaviours that
will be suitable in 4IR and motivate people
to give of their best. Leaders should aim to
show their followers that this is because the
organisation and leadership are focused on
people and their value, and not on machines
or how quickly they can get rid of human
workers.
CONCLUSION
As one contributor to the Plaid Horse blog
points out, “the most important lessons we
learn from our horses have nothing to do with
being in the saddle at all” (PonyMomAmmy,
2020: para. 11). This paper has shown this
to be true – many leadership lessons may
be learnt from horses and horsemanship.
In 4IR, leaders need to put people ﬁrst,
bring people together, and motivate them
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to innovate and respond to constant and
unexpected changes. This paper developed
a conceptual framework for Leadership 4.0
based on an analogy with horsemanship
and horses. This analogy identiﬁed other
behaviours that are essential for leadership
in 4IR. Thus, the three objectives of the
paper were met, and the main objective –
to explore horsemanship and horses as an
analogy to identify behaviours that leaders
should have in 4IR – was thus achieved.
Current leadership theories seem to be
outdated, as they do not include the impact
of 4IR. More researchers and practitioners
should therefore start developing new
leadership theories for 4IR and beyond.
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ABSTRACT
Resilience is a concept that deﬁnes
peoples’ and governments’ ability to
withstand shocks and stresses. Resilience
should be embedded into systems to
allow them to adapt to manage change
in order to ﬂourish. Measuring resilience
entails a comprehensive analysis of the
risk landscape. The tourism industry has
been brought to a halt due to a systemic
risk, a novel corona virus, COVID-19. This
article analyses the current risk landscape
of nature-based tourism (NBT) in South
Africa, focusing on creating resilience
and longevity for the country’s nine World
Heritage Sites. The paper undertakes a
theoretical exploration of the usefulness of
disruptive technologies and their potential
to redevelop nature-based tourism post
pandemic. The study is descriptive,
conceptual and theoretical in nature.
COVID-19 has created a number of ‘wicked
problems’,
including
socioeconomic
problems resulting from chronic stress
on the tourism physical footfall, which
aﬀect communities reliant on tourism. This
paper identiﬁes solutions to solve physical
tourism challenges. Solutions should
be ﬁt for purpose and not generic onesize-ﬁts-all, as South Africa has a unique
developmental context regarding the value

nature-based

INTRODUCTION
Nature-based tourism (NBT) typically
revolves around physical activities in
protected areas (PAs) undertaken in
protected nature and heritage areas such
as national parks and United Nations
Educational, Scientiﬁc and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) world heritage
sites (WHS). Such sites are frequently at the
centre of debate about how to commercialise
revenue streams suﬃciently to ensure the
self-sustainability of the PAs for the national
economies that promote them. Abutting
communities are also promised a return on
investments from nature pursuits in these
areas (Daily et al., 2009). NBT seeks to
achieve continually increasing physical
visitors to attain suﬃcient revenue streams
to assure long-term sustainability for a park
and associated communities. However,
novel solutions to augment tourism
physical footfall, purposefully designed
for a particular park, oﬀer alternative
opportunities to ensure resilience (An,
Markowski, Bartos, Rzenca & Namiecinski,
2019). Stone and Nyaupane (2017) highlight
the need to involve communities in the
development of ﬁnancial value created by
NBT, thereby serving both the community
and future generations in terms of revenue
and an interest in maintaining the PA site.
This paper suggests a strategy to enhance
physical footfall with virtual footfall.
PROBLEM INVESTIGATED
A threat to the sustainability of all WHS is
the degradation of their ecosystems by the
growing numbers of visitors (International
Union for Conservation of Nature [IUCN],
2017). Nature-based solutions (NbS) must
aim to provide long-term, sustainable
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solutions that deal with the purpose of a
WHS in protecting irreplaceable ecosystems
and cultural heritage repositories while
providing educational and recreational
opportunities for tourists. Tourist visits
provide the revenue to keep the parks open
but burgeoning tourist numbers suggest
an urgent need for alternative, symbiotic
strategies. While South Africa’s WHS sites
are particularly important to South Africans,
they also have a role in educating nonSouth Africans about the country, its people
and its heritage. There is considerable
interest within WHS tourism activities in
community-based tourism (CBT) as tourists
have expressed experiential needs, seeking
a unique community interaction as a novel
and authentic tourism experience rather
than simply a visit to a PA site (Lwoga, 2019).
It is evident that some PAs, often WHS, are
‘living’ insofar as people actually live within
them. Communities rely heavily on the sites
for income from tourism, with the implicit
understanding that the income derived from
tourism will ensure the communities protect
the PA. Otherwise, the sites hold little value
for communities other than as land to
farm, hunt or mine, staving oﬀ immediate
community survival challenges. Government
policies declaring the PAs as important are
not enough to ensure their endurance, so
it requires strategic planning to ensure a
PA’s perpetuity by having it recognised
by all stakeholders as a valuable national
asset for communities, both today and in
the future. An experiential experience with
local communities–the cultural ancestors
of many of these PA sites–can take place
in many ways. Yet, little research has been
done on how to create resilience in times of
disruptive change.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
The
research
objective
was
to
conceptualise a management framework
for attaining resilience to manage the risk
to PAs from disruptive change such as
wrought by the Covid-19 pandemic impact
through declining tourism visitor numbers–
ultimately to maintain income revenue
streams. Several years ago, the IUCN

(2020) agreed that a balance is required
between tourism numbers and possible PA
damage. Thus, NbS strategic management
must encompass “actions to protect,
sustainably manage and restore natural or
modiﬁed ecosystems that address societal
challenges eﬀectively and adaptively,
simultaneously providing human well-being
and biodiversity beneﬁts” (IUCN, 2020). To
create sustainability through resilience to
impacts for PAs, the IUCN (2020) identiﬁes
seven speciﬁc challenges, namely, “climate
change adaptation and mitigation, disaster
risk reduction, reversing ecosystem
degradation and biodiversity loss, human
health, socioeconomic development, food
security and water security”. The warrant
made by this paper is that ensuring
sustainability lies with management of
resilience.
LITERATURE REVIEW
It is clear that NbS goals must provide a very
special PA such as a WHS, with the resilience
to thrive for future generations, even in
the face of unexpected disasters such as
economic global crises or pandemics. The
PA strategy adopted should be attained
through “conservation actions deliberately
and informatively designed as responses to
one or more societal challenges, requiring
innovative partnerships and the integration
of multiple approaches” (IUCN, 2020:10).
South Africa has nine UNESCO WHS,
broadly divided in to three types of PA,
namely, cultural, mixed and natural. Each
is brieﬂy described to highlight the reasons
why it was declared a WHS. Each PA’s
unique nature-based characteristics are
described, as well as the distinctiveness
associated with the heritage and culture of
local communities–a relationship that dates
back millennia. Those PAs of a cultural
heritage nature are essential in creating a
‘sense of place’ for a community, now and
in the future.
Cultural PAs
• Fossil Hominid Sites of Sterkfontein:
Swartkrans, Kromdraai (UNESCO,
2020j);
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• Mapungubwe Cultural Landscape: at the
conﬂuence of the Limpopo and Shashe
rivers in the heart of the Mapungubwe
Kingdom (UNESCO, 2020k);
• Robben Island: between the 17th and
20th centuries, the island was used as a
prison for political prisoners (UNESCO,
2020g);
• Richtersveld Cultural and Botanical
Landscape: a communally owned and
managed area for the semi-nomadic
Namaqua people (UNESCO, 2020h);
• Khomani Cultural Landscape: located
at the border of Botswana with Namibia,
in the Kalahari Gemsbok National Park
(KGNP), evidencing human occupation
by the Khomani San people from the
Stone Age to the present (UNESCO,
2020i).
Mixed PAs
• UKhahlamba / Drakensberg Park: the
park has golden sandstone ramparts
with steep-sided river valleys and gorges
(UNESCO, 2020b).
Natural PAs
• Cape Floral Region Protected Areas:
containing nearly 20% of Africa’s total
ﬂora (UNESCO, 2020e);
• iSimangaliso Wetland Park: a park of
exceptional species diversity (UNESCO,
2020f);
• Vredefort
Dome:
an
astrobleme
crater, the largest and oldest on earth
(UNESCO, 2020c);
• Barberton Makhonjwa Mountain Land:
best-preserved succession of volcanic
and sedimentary rock, dating back 3.6
to 3.25 billion years (UNESCO, 2020d).
The year 2020 was supposed to be the
‘golden year’ for sustainability, with a
strengthening of international transformation
towards achieving the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development (United Nations,
2015). Instead, it turned out to be a year
of survival for PAs, which had to withstand
the COVID-19 pandemic following the
immediate reduction of tourism physical

footfall to an unprecedented low (Djalante,
Shaw & DeWitt, 2020). This paper analyses
the current risk landscape and proposes
a way forward for WHS to gain resilience
in the face of the pandemic that stopped
tourism.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This study adopts a conceptual approach
to understand and suggest a strategy to
manage current challenges in NBT. “The
power of conceptual research in tourism is
evident from its impact on both the world of
thought (e.g. embodiment, tourist mobilities,
authenticity) and the world of practice
(e.g. tourism area life cycle, pro-poor
tourism, responsible tourism)” (Xin, Tribe &
Chambers, 2013:84). Conceptual research
is a methodology whereby the research
was undertaken by analysing reliable and
valid information pertinent to the topic to
provide new context to existing ﬁndings
as a starting point for a new perspective
that opens channels for new research
(Xin et al., 2013). Auriacombe (2016:7)
argues that “unobtrusive methods can be
used as the only source of data in a given
research project”. This paper has a focal
phenomenon considering the management
of tourism resilience in high risk situations
such as experienced in the Covid-19
pandemic (Jaakkola, 2020). To-date,
proactively managing tourism resilience
through creating tourism income streams to
ensure PA site sustainability in ways other
than physical footfall, is argued as having
been inadequately addressed in existing
research. Data in this paper is derived from
integration of existing, relevant evidence
gathered together as a comprehensive
literature review (Jaakkola, 2020). Extant
research is used to propose the conceptual
framework for resilience management.
Speciﬁcally, secondary data, academic
literature,
institutional
publications,
government statutory, regulatory and
policy documents and newspaper articles
were included in searches in 2020-2021
carried out via Google™ and EBSCO host.
The searches revealed many documents
related to ﬁlm generating physical tourism
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footfall but to-date no article was found
on creating virtual tourists through ﬁlm to
generate a revenue stream for PAs. First,
the study contextualises the research area
by speciﬁcally examining South African
WHS. Second, the discussion focuses
on COVID-19, an unexpected pandemic
causing a new systemic risk for NBT. This is
discussed in terms of how to deliver a unique
NbS strategic activity to be undertaken
now, to compensate the drastic reduction
of physical tourism footfall. Thereafter, the
study considers the value of new action to
create PA sustainability.
FINDINGS
COVID-19 poses a new systemic risk for
the sustainability of PAs and speciﬁcally,
those of considerable global value such
as a WHS. According to Nguyen (2019:
n.p.), a systemic risk describes “an event
that can spark a major collapse in a
speciﬁc industry or the broader economy”.
Djalante et al. (2020:5) explain that “the
nature of current risks is complex and
systemic … [risks] can also be compound,
interconnected, infracting and cascading”,
asthe world relies on complex, nested and
interconnected systems to deliver goods
and services worldwide, this reduces
the resilience of key systems to shocks,
allowing disaster to ﬂow from one system
to another (Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development [OECD],
2020). The impact is therefore pervasive
and far-reaching. Systemic risk is often a
complete, exogenous shock to a particular
system and is often hard to quantify and
predict (Nguyen, 2019).
Systemic risks, which threaten society’s
essential systems (Society for Risk Analysis,
2020), are connected to the complete failure
of a sector, industry, business or the overall
economy. An example of a systemic risk was
the global 2008 ﬁnancial crisis (Nguyen,
2019). According to the International
Corporate Governance Network (ICGN)
(2020:n.p.), COVID-19 meets the criteria
for a systemic risk, namely, “it is diﬃcult
to control, interactive, synergistic [and

is characterised by] interdependencies
that create far-reaching impacts, shocks
or system-wide failure”. In addressing
systemic risk, timeframe considerations
are important–in the near-term, to contain
the pandemic as a public health concern,
and in the long-term, to ensure ongoing
sustainability for businesses, including that
of tourism and the national economy.
Businesses and organisations should
avoid only short-term planning to manage
risk because this could be destabilising or
insuﬃcient in the longer-term. A disaster or
crisis planning committee should be in place
in all business to deal with emergencies of
this nature. These committees generally
form part of the organisation’s risk
management committee. It is important to
bring together executive leadership and
epidemiological subject matter experts
during response planning exercises (ICGN,
2020). Given the need for crisis planning,
academia has a role to play in proposing
such ideas and suggesting actions that such
a committee should take. Little has been
written in the tourism literature on dealing
with systemic risk; there is no deﬁnition of
a risk mitigation strategy that could be a
constant in facing future challenges for the
sustainability of PAs such as WHS. NBT
management needs to look closely at the
‘how’ of creating resilience in its systems.
According to the OECD (2020:n.p.), a
“systems approach based on resilience is
proposed to prepare socioeconomic systems
for future shocks”. These shocks come in
the form of disruptive events, which push
an organisation from a state of equilibrium
to a state of instability (Sanchis, Canetta &
Poler, 2020). Sanchis et al. (2020:11) deﬁne
disruptive events as “situations and realities
that cause a disturbance to and/or alteration
in companies’ daily operations”. Danaher,
George-Walker, Davies and Jones (2014:1)
explain resilience as “a capacity to act and
adapt in the face of adversity or constraint,
… the result of a complex interplay of
risk and protective factors”. The crux lies
in ﬁnding the balance between the risk
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presented by such disruption as COVID-19
and long-term protective actions that create
resilience in the system to withstand such
disruptions. Complex systems oﬀer many
beneﬁts; however, tension exists between
eﬃciency and resilience.
Resilience refers to the ability to absorb,
anticipate or respond to unexpected
threats in order to adapt and recover. The
ability to deal with shocks and stresses
is inﬂuenced by a number of factors,
including
disturbances,
complexity,
‘wicked problems’, instability, change and
transitions. Transformative shifts in thinking
are required to overcome these challenges.
Good governance and systems thinking
are also important in understanding
and addressing systemic risks. This
means that eﬀective governance should
consider the interconnected elements and
interdependencies among individual risks
(United Nations Oﬃce for Disaster Risk
Reduction [UNDRR], 2019). The 20152030 Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk
Reduction (SFDRR) emphasises that the
“global community must come to terms
with a new understanding of the dynamic
nature of systemic risks, new structures to
govern risk in complex, adaptive systems
and develop new tools for risk-informed
decision-making that allows human
societies to live in, and with, uncertainty”
(UNDRR, 2019:36). Complex systems are
unpredictable, dynamic and non-linear,
which necessitates a holistic and more
ﬂexible approach to dealing with challenges.
Chaos and complexity theory recognises
that these periods of instability can create
a positive opportunity for the reinvention
and adaptation of complex systems
(Ritchie, 2008). Failure to include resilience
measures into sustainable NBT will inﬂuence
the sustainability of the sector (Espiner,
Orchiston & Higham, 2017). Espiner et al.
(2017:11) argue that “sustainability and
resilience are complimentary but distinct
concepts”. Sustainability focuses on the
careful and considerate use of resources
to ensure provision for future generations.
Resilience is pragmatic and aims at

overcoming shocks and crises (Espiner et
al., 2017).
Resilience is an enabling mechanism
for sustainability; without resilience,
sustainability cannot be realised (Espiner et
al., 2017). Resilience theory moves society
away from equilibrium assumptions towards
embracing the complexities of systems
(Benson & Garmestani, 2011). According to
Sanchis et al. (2020:3), resilience is viewed
as a “systemic property”. The tourism
industry has sought to address local and
immediate threats. However, there is limited
capacity to deal with long-term threats for
sustainability (Espiner et al., 2017). Espiner
et al. (2017) conceptualise resilience as a
dynamic, long-term state, with similarities to
the sustainability concept. One diﬀerence
between sustainability and resilience,
however, is that resilience requires “tourism
enterprises to be agile and adaptive in
responding to rapid, unexpected change”
(Espiner et al., 2017:5).
Resilience entails being able to ‘bounce
back’ from an unexpected crisis whereas
sustainability entails the prevention of
unexpected crises. A number of parallels
exists between resilience and sustainability
within the tourism context, with compatible
goals in interpreting social, economic and
environmental maintenance (Espiner et
al., 2017). According to Espiner et al.
(2017), the tourism industry can capitalise
on crises to bring about more positive
change. Resilience planning may be a
more viable development approach than
the sustainability model (Espiner et al.,
2017). Complexities in terms of global
health, economic, social and environmental
changes are expected to increase in the
future (Djalante et al., 2020). With the
increased amount of risk and uncertainty,
new innovative approaches are required
to develop resilience in the sector. Three
capacities constitute resilience, namely,
preparedness, recovery and adaptation
(Sanchis et al., 2020). Preparedness
capacity relates to an organisation’s
readiness to face disruptive events. This is
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directly related to its vulnerability to events–
the more vulnerable an organisation,
the less prepared it will be to withstand
adverse events (Sanchis et al., 2020). If
an organisation is prepared for adverse
events, then it is able to respond to the
situation and recover from it more quickly.
This does not necessarily mean that it will
return to its original state; however, it is likely
to attain a level of competitive advantage
(Sanchis et al., 2020). This is known as
recovery capacity. Adaptive capacity entails
the modiﬁcation of a system to create a
state of stability (Sanchis et al., 2020).
According to Sanchis et al. (2020:13), “the
dynamic nature of adaptive capacity allows
companies to recover after having been
impacted by a disruptive event so they
return to their original state or reach a more
desirable one”. NBT activities in South
Africa ensure immediate opportunities for
communities in terms of ownership and
participation in tourist business activities.
To date, NBT activities within nine South
African WHS have been successfully
promoted through the use of multimedia.
The promotion of destinations has always
sought to ensure tourist physical visits at the
destination. What if tourists are unable to
visit due to a risk factor that inhibits physical
travel, such as COVID-19 restrictions?
The PA is a tourism destination so it is
possible to measure the value of goods and
services associated with that destination.
PAs traditionally anticipate income streams
from tourist activities that take place in
and around them; the consequently plan
changes to WHS infrastructure and related
community well-being based on revenue
income streams. The South African
National Department of Tourism (NDT,
2020), in its 2015/2016-2019/2020 strategic
plan for tourism, notes the importance of
economic activity associated with tourism:
“Tourism contributes to the improvement
of the country’s business environment and
investment climate, increases national
pride and serves as a growth engine to
power development and transformation”
(Department of Tourism, 2016/2017:3). The

South African Tourism Satellite Account
(TSA) attempts to quantify the value of these
activities with “an accounting framework
[as] adopted by the United Nations (UN)
(Statistics South Africa [StatsSA], 2014:4).
Yet, these tourism measurements by the
TSA do not take into account television and
screen media production spin-oﬀs exploring
the interrelationship between nature and
animals on screen, or speciﬁc elements of
geoheritage associated with a WHS, or for
that matter, any PA.
These could be measured as planned parts
of the TSA value-calculating, accounting
process. As with all accounting systems, the
TSA looks backwards at historic outcomes.
Looking backwards at a complex system
such as tourism industry activities in and
around a WHS does not indicate how to
build resilience to expected events that
could aﬀect the revenue stream derived
from physical tourist footfall. TSA reporting
does not propose how to achieve better
outcomes; it only indicates what historically
worked. Government and policy makers
must recognise the need for creating
unique strategic initiatives to adapt to a
changing external environment. This type
of alliance provides a role for stewardship
for the WHS/NBT PAs through the
government and communities. This would
create “purposive arrangements between
two or more independent organisations
that form part of, and are consistent with
participants’ overall strategies contributing
to the achievement of their strategically
signiﬁcant objectives that are mutually
beneﬁcial” (Pansiri, 2008:101). Constant
thought is required of these stewards
to evolve strategies to sustainability
develop distinctive relationships to create
new, unique value that would leverage
a destination’s stakeholder ecosystem
beyond the traditional. A stronger focus by
stewards of novel ways of accomplishing
desired future outcomes through realistic
and sustainable means that would assure
the safety of a park’s future. Such a course of
action would involve diverse stakeholders,
not traditionally considered as PA partners,
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rethinking traditional tourism income
streams to include specialised services
such as visual mass media (Daily et al.,
2009).
One such opportunity for new tourism
income streams is through describing the
uniqueness of PAs such as WHS through
the medium of ﬁlm. In 2008, UNESCO
declared
the
Sustainable
Tourism
Programme, which was supplemented by
the 2011 World Heritage and Sustainable
Tourism Programme. To change the manner
of attaining sustainability, as lobbied for by
these programmes, the strategies to create
ﬁnancial income must change. In terms of
WHS and strategic change, it is important to
note the inﬂuence of the 2005 Convention
on the Protection and Promotion of the
Diversity of Cultural Expressions. Culture
is often particularly associated with the
declaration of a UNESCO WHS (UNESCO,
1992-2020), as seen in the diverse mix
of South African WHS. South African
governmental policies are informed by PAs
and WHS to ensure that cultural resources
are retained in as pristine a condition as
possible for future generations while at the
same time, providing ﬁnancial value to the
communities of today (Keitumetse, 2018). It
is argued in this paper that visual media ﬁlls
this role as a long-term strategy to create
virtual tourist footfall, thereby giving speciﬁc
tourism destinations and their communities
resilience to overcome disruptive risk such
as economic crises and pandemics.
Globally, tourism bodies have traditionally
linked their advertising to visual media ﬁction
ﬁlms such as the Lord of the Rings trilogy
(Beeton, 2010) or in the case of Ireland and
Dubrovnik, the Game of Thrones. WHS,
where local communities have an entwined
history and intimate knowledge of the site
(such as at Dubrovnik), are often used
as ﬁlm locations, creating value for both
community and the WHS (Bowyer, 2017). A
celebration of a culture is often exempliﬁed,
as described in the history-fantasy Thai soap
opera, Buppaesanniwas. This production
created a wave of interest in being Thai

and adopting Thai historic dress as a
form of national identity; it thus celebrated
Thai culture in contemporary Thailand.
However, in terms of depicting Thai culture
and heritage— when adopted in Thailand’s
tourism campaign—the promotion of
Buppaesanniwas was considered a failure
by national heritage pundits (Pookaiyaudom
& Tan, 2019). Šegota (2018) contends
that ﬁlm provides necessary and accurate
interpretations of the site, while at the same
time enhancing the quality of the visitor
experience by complementing ‘ordinary’
heritage sightseeing tours through unique
stories and sites relating to the ﬁlm or TV
series.
Film can provide the “spirit of place”
(Corsane, Davis, Hawke & Stefano,
2009:1). It is intangible insofar as no visit is
necessary yet tangible insofar as enjoyment
results for the viewer. Van Dooren (2014:10)
is a proponent of important biomes; he
argues that it is now necessary “to insist on
a truth that is not reducible to populations
and data: a ﬂeshier, livelier, truth that in
its telling might draw us all into a greater
sense of accountability”. This has the
eﬀect of making the viewer responsible in
a cognitively alert manner to ‘what happens
next’ to the ‘place’ and its ‘spirit’. CBT has
traditionally meant physically visiting and
experiencing local communities’ cultural
and natural heritage resources, with
beneﬁts accruing to the communities from
the visits. Through ﬁlm documentaries, the
same eﬀects can be gained on a much
larger and more sustainable scale, with
knowledge-sharing occurring via media
rather than physical visits by tourists.
CBT in general has been found to have
very limited access to funding, resulting
in inadequate tourism infrastructure. This,
together with limited business skills, means
that often the barriers for entry are too high
for a community to compete and attract
tourists against larger commercial tourism
operators (Atanga, 2019).
Yet ﬁlm makers have specialist training
that can bring new relationships to the
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community that generate income. Corsane
et al. (2009:3) describe the concept of
an ‘ecomuseum’ in the following terms:
“=territory + heritage + memory + population”.
This is further articulated by the deﬁnition,
“a community-driven museum or heritage
project that aids sustainable development”
(Davis, 2007:199). These deﬁnitions refer
to tangible places (museums); but what
if the museum was in fact an intangible
experience, presented in a virtual manner
with no expectation of driving tourist physical
visits, as has been the case historically?
Would this be less valuable or more valuable
where a park cannot support the presence
of a physical multitude of tourist visits? The
heritage captured in any sort of medium
related to visual interpretation allows others
anywhere in the world to experience the
spirit of place through an ecomuseum.
An example of the sense of place being
accurately portrayed is the 3D actionadventure game, Shenmue (SEGA-AM2
2000) developed by Yu Suzuki for XBox in
1999 and again in 2002 (Ramírez-Moreno,
2019). This has led to “signiﬁcant media
attention through the Internet” (RamírezMoreno, 2019:2). The incredible popularity
of the game relates to the realism of the
city of Yokosuka in Japan, which features
prominently. While some players actually
travel to Yokosuka to roam its streets, many
more roam the city virtually.
The power of Internet broadcasting
companies such as Netﬂix™ cannot
be
underestimated,
with
Richard
Attenborough’s series Our Planet expected
to reach one billion viewers in 190
countries (Singh, 2019). Ramy Romany,
the Egyptian historical site and heritage
ﬁlm-maker, visits popular tourist sites that
have suﬀered massive physical tourism
footfall and associated damage, such as
Mayan and Egyptian mummy burial sites.
Seeing tourism sites with a new virtual eye
not only takes the documentary viewer on
an armchair site visit but suggests new
ﬁnancial opportunities from tourism virtual
footfall to sustain NBT sites and WHS
reducing damage from physical footfall.

This is a personal guided virtual tour of an
incredible tourism site, the likes of which
would normally cost a great deal to visit and
then engage a highly professional expert
guide such as Attenborough or Romany
(RamyRomany, 2020). Such documentaries
reach the minds of millions of stationary
tourists, protecting the sites themselves
from wear and tear, while opening the
potential for ﬁlm as a revenue stream for the
local community. The documentaries are
factually checked for content and promote
the protection of the sites they explore.
Additionally, the same ﬁlm can be watched
over and over each time, oﬀsetting costs
of production and increasing income and
intangible cultural history.
Josh Gates, another modern-day explorer
from the United States, has already put
South African and African tourism sites
and heritage into the homes of millions,
with documentaries such as Hunting our
Ancestors, Revealing our Ancient Ancestors,
Kalahari Desert’s Lost City and Africa’s
Gold Hoard. South Africa itself sits with
sites of incredible heritage signiﬁcance in
its nine WHS. For instance, Meerkat Manor,
which documented South African meerkats
in the Kalahari Desert, and attracted
thousands of viewers between 2005-2008,
being re-established in a new series by
BBC America, in 2021. These opportunities
are as yet underexplored by South African
ﬁlm makers, unseen as a sustainability
revenue stream and unthought-of as a form
of resilience for their abutting communities
(Discovery Communications LLC, 2020).
Virtual reality (VR) is another burgeoning,
extremely powerful marketing tool for
tourism. VR can provide compelling
destination imagery to give the viewer
perceived interaction with an environment.
All these media streams are argued as
having precedence in future ways that
tourism can be undertaken. Referring to the
Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) (StatsSA,
2019), these media can create a cognitive
antecedent for future, actual behaviour
(Pasanen, Pesonen, Murphy, Heinonen &
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Mikkonen, 2019). Media can change the
way people view and value WHS and PAs
(Panuju & Susilo, 2019). Film sites often
become a trigger for tourist visits; however,
because WHS and PAs tend to be fragile
in terms of tourist-carrying capacity, this
could damage social and environmental
sustainability. While local populations close
to WHS generally beneﬁt from increased
tourism, together with better income
streams to maintain and develop such
sites, there is a large body of research that
also highlights the social and environmental
degradation that stems from mass tourism
(Podhorodecka & Dudek, 2019). Animal
habitats and valuable biomes are disturbed
while aspects such as economic inﬂation
aﬀect local residents. For instance, large
hotel chains buy up properties while local
shops charge tourists high prices, as has
happened in Venice (Bertocchi, Camatti,
Giove & van der Borg, 2020). This suggests
that WHS ﬁlm as a solution for resilience
and that promotion of virtual tourism may
well become key for government tourism
policy in destination promotional messages
of the future. Condé Nast Traveler (2020), in
a 2018 report on the impact of mass tourism
in places such as Mount Everest, notes that
“sherpas are among the most concerned:
Forced to collect the astonishing level of
waste left behind by tourists, they have
threatened to strike for higher wages to pay
for the increasingly dangerous task of taking
care of inexperienced climbers”. This report
goes on to note damage to Thai beaches,
resulting in the indeﬁnite closure of Maya
Bay (made famous by ﬁlm) to tourists. The
report notes that “[t]he ecosystem and the
beach’s physical structure have [not] yet
returned to [their] full condition” (Condé Nast
Traveler, 2020). Angkor Wat in Cambodia
year-on-year raises entrance fees to limit
tourism activity while retaining its value for
local communities
The fact that resilience through ﬁlm brings
its own challenges, ﬁlm nonetheless
reaches millions in their homes and is a
revenue stream not disrupted by pandemics
or global economic crises. Recognising the

value of digital technologies and ﬁlm in
delivering strategic tourism policies could
help protect both the local communities’
indigenous knowledge repositories while
facilitating non-invasive ways of sharing
the PA site with the world. Silk, Crowley,
Woodhead and Nuno (2017) highlight the
role of visual media produced by Hollywood
to introduce new places,and speciﬁcally,
the conservation of heritage and species.
Giﬀord and Nilsson (2014) focus on the
role of Disney™ in targeting younger
audiences, developing positive social
attitudes to diﬀerent cultures, heritage and
conservation.
This paper contends that to date, NBT
ﬁlm has been predominantly educational
when in fact, it also has a role as
entertainment, creating a unique revenue
stream. Stakeholders in this case include
the broadcasting systems that bring NBT
ﬁlm to air, largely wanting amusement
and engagement rather than gloom from
pessimistic predictions of NDT failure.
Further to the ﬁlming of animal-environment
relationships, there is also a growing
audience for other elements of PAs such
as WHS oﬀering cultural and heritage
objects of interest—often within a biome of
importance. NBT PAs play an unparalleled
enlightening role, conveyed through
the complex, tangible and intangible
characteristics of their ecosystems. These
include “cognitive development, reﬂection,
recreation, and aesthetic experiences”
(Boeria et al., 2020:1). NDT notes in its
strategy document that tourism in South
Africa will be “[i]nnovative, leveraging oﬀ
resources and partnerships to optimise
delivery to our stakeholders, and [it will
be] responsive to change” (Department of
Tourism, 2016/2017:8).
The plethora of ways in which an NTB
WHS aﬀects humans allows for diﬀerent
ways to market the destinations which,
until COVID-19, successfully used multiple
media platforms to drive physical visits.
Liburd and Becken (2017) have argued
that World Heritage Areas and PAs need
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to maintain high tourist visits to ensure the
continued protection of these sites in the
face of governmental and/or commercial
pressures. However, the problems of recent
years with managing human pollution
(Mount Everest in a Nepalese PA) and
foot tread (Venice, WHS) are examples of
extreme damage from unbridled tourism
that is unmanaged and oblivious to the
long-term sustainability of such sites.
Does this business strategy still hold true,
or can businesses do better in containing
the damage done by visitors in the near and
distant future? With pandemic outbreaks,
physical presence at any PA or WHS site
will be limited and even if physical visits
become a reality again, the problem of
degradation by tourists will remain. The
United Nations World Tourism Organization
(UNWTO) report (2020:5) on COVID-19
tourism recovery notes that there is “no
better timing for placing future generations
at the centre of the action”. The World Travel
Market (WTM, 2020) notes that general
fear of contagion, together with air/bus/
train travel costs of such experiences, are
likely to escalate due to social distancing,
meaning less tourists for some time to
come. This implies long-term and holistic
thinking with regard to the challenges of
the world, thus prompting a transition to
a more sustainable tourism model based
on social inclusion and the restoration
and protection of the environment. WTM
(2020) notes how online media and ﬁlm
promotion for destinations seek to show
that there is life after a disruptive change
(such as COVID-19, SARS infections and
the terrorist attack of 9/11) and that many
beautiful tourism destinations remain.
In March 2020, South African Tourism
ran the campaign ‘Don’t travel now, so
you can travel later’, noting that this was
not business as usual, the South African
Tourism strapline for the past 10 years.
The future role of destinations relies on
government and business stakeholders
in the PA to promote visits. Professionally
created documentaries or ﬁlms that

evolve from the PAs oﬀer a revolutionary
opportunity for a new “man and nature” /
“man for nature” alliance (Liburd & Becken,
2017:1731). With the advent of a macroenvironmental force such as a pandemic,
tourists may no longer be able to physically
visit a destination but there is still opportunity
for tour operators and non-tourism bodies
to create unique alliances with media to
create revenue streams not dependent
on physical attendance—much as soccer
matches on TV do at present.
Dereck and Beverley Joubert are awardwinning ﬁlmmakers, National Geographic
Explorers-in-Residence
and
wildlife
conservationists. They have ﬁlmed in Africa
for over 30 years. Through their Great Plains
Conservation company, they have brought
together the 4Cs—a quadruple bottom line
of commerce, conservation, communities
and conservation in tourism—protecting
over 1 million African acres of wildlife and the
surrounding communities in a sustainable
tourism manner. Joubert (Sustainability
Tourism Project, 2019) comments: “I think
that [sustainable tourism] is a partnership
between the environment, communities
and investors, with government or global
oversight, so it doesn’t spin out of kilter.
Each needs to play a role and not side
with the other in a way that can harm the
core product: the environment. Our ﬁlms
and outreach help elephants, and a recent
ﬁlm – Soul of the Elephant – went into 250
million homes”. Natural WHS are “globally
recognised as the world’s most important
Protected Areas” (IUCN, 2016a). The role
of value is central to WHS, as these are
unique, irreplaceable PAs recognised for
their complex Outstanding Universal Value
(OUV) to the world (UNESCO, 1972, 2007).
To be an OUV PA, the site must meet
UNESCO criteria (UNESCO, 1992-2020).
In addition to having cultural and historical
signiﬁcance, these sites are usually
associated with some degree of ecobased tourism or NBT (Holden, 2000),
making them valuable for more than one
reason. However, negative impacts often
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occur when solely proﬁt-seeking tourism
businesses become mismatched with
heritage and nature conservation goals
as tourist numbers rapidly increase. The
resilience of sites to withstanding hordes
of visitors is unlikely to be a priority for
destination managers, as the visitors bring
with them many opportunities for locals to
earn income. The governance structures
for WHS and PAs promote sustainability
in terms of the triple bottom line (TBL)—
economic, environmental and social—but
rarely deal with the speciﬁcs of balancing
environmental with the other two (Liburd &
Becken, 2017).
As the COVID-19 pandemic engulfed the
world, tourism paused and the spectre
of large-scale unemployment looms
large. New TBL strategies are required
during travel bans and limited travel in
the foreseeable future. But better than
TBL are the 4Cs. Governments need
to conceptualise and support eﬀorts for
employment working within the limitations
of the pandemic. Disruption of stagnant,
rigid business processes often brings
radical ideas. Jochen Zeltz, the founder
of Long Run (a not-for-proﬁt organisation
that protects 30,000 plant and animal
species, safeguarding 21 million acres of
ecosystems), extends the concept of TBL,
promoting strategic plans that embrace the
4Cs. Employing over 6,300 people, touching
over 750,000 community members of 120
cultures, this partnership of eco-lodges
and reserves partnering with communities
claims to bring long-term sustainability.
Mass tourism is well-established as often
being detrimental to the heritage and culture
of local communities and the environment
yet tourist destinations continue to promote
physical visits. Despite regular reminders
through media of the damage humans
inﬂict on the planet, including mass tourism,
society seems to ignore these messages
(Ripple et al., 2017). Ripple et al. wrote
this warning signed by 15,364 scientist
signatories agreeing from 184 countries
in 2017. The conservation messaging

for all tourism destinations, especially for
those sensitive to human presence such
as PAs and WHS, has to change to alter
people’s interactions with irreplaceable
resources. UNESCO is acutely aware of
these dangers to WHS and other tourism
destinations. In 2016, it made a ‘sustainable
tourism toolkit’ freely available, which
recommends communicating a site’s OUV
in key sustainable tourism messages. The
BBC production, Planet Earth II with David
Attenborough (BBC, December 2016),
attracted future generations of curators of
WHS and PAs, with each episode viewed
by approximately 1.4 million people aged
between 16 and 34. In 2018, Blue Planet II
attracted over 14 million television viewers
of all ages (Loughrey, 2018).
MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
Film can be a powerful driver in “creating
travel experiences and new sustainable
business models to aspire to, that support
community-based-tourism”; this is because
for NBT to ﬂourish, “local wisdom must be
combined with a re-orientation of science
and technology to oﬀer an organic, nonviolent, creative approach to new systems
thinking which also creates economic
opportunities” (Boyer 2018:280). Through
ﬁlm, one can develop a vision of the
context, place, people and culture and
build ‘emotional geographies’ upon these.
This creates a sense of interconnection
between people and thus, social cohesion
and social capital (Louson, 2018; Boyer
2018). However, policy and resilience
planning should provide the necessary
support to develop adaptive capacity in
the tourism sector. To increase resilience,
capacity to deal with changes should be
strengthened. A quadruple TBL approach
is needed to achieve this, including multiple
stakeholders. Resilience is systematic,
reciprocal and dynamic in nature (Danaher
et al., 2014) and thus requires interventions
at diﬀerent levels—individual, business,
higher
education,
community
and
government.
Resilience measurement and planning
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should be operationalised by using a bottomup approach to derive resilience indicators. A
top-down approach is more nomothetic and
generic, following government priorities. A
bottom-up approach, on the other hand, is
more idiographic, participatory and contextspeciﬁc as it includes stakeholder input (Kay
et al., 2019). This co-creative collaborative
process should include not only businesses
but also conservation bodies such as the
South African Heritage Resources Agency
(SAHRA), state-owned enterprises such as
the South African Broadcasting Corporation
(SABC) and government policy and
decision-makers such as the Department
of Arts and Culture and the Department of
Tourism and Trade and Industry. Lundvall
(1992:12) emphasises national innovation
theory application in building resilience in
systems. He contends that “[t]he elements
and relationships, which interact in the
production, diﬀusion and use of new and
economically useful, knowledge are either
located within or rooted inside the borders
of a nation state”. Meyer, Estrin, Bhaumik
and Peng (2009) believe that the inﬂuences
of institutional factors provide rules and
their enforcement within a system.
To create resilience to systemic risk there
needs to be an integrated, institutional
approach to managing systemic risk. Such
an agency is that of the Department of

Sports, Arts and Culture, SAHRA (2019:7)
“mandated to coordinate the identiﬁcation
and management of the national estate.
Their aims are to introduce an integrated
system for the identiﬁcation, assessment
and management of the heritage resources
and to enable provincial and local authorities
to adopt powers to protect and manage
them”. SAHRA (2019:12) commits to
upholding the World Heritage Convention,
which seeks to “integrate the protection of
… heritage into comprehensive planning
programmes”. SAHRA needs to draw on the
expertise of other government departments
to deliver on systemic risk management
for the country. Innovation is a continuous
evolutionary process of collective learning
in which diﬀerent stakeholders can unite
and cooperate to conduct collaborative
projects (Van Mierlo, Leeuwis, Smits
& Klein Woolthuis, 2010). The South
African Department of Trade, Industry and
Competition (DTIC, 2020) supports local
ﬁlm and TV production and co-production.
A mandate of the DTIC (2020) is “to support
the local ﬁlm industry and to contribute
towards employment opportunities in South
Africa”. The Fourth Industrial Revolution has
brought about technological innovations that
allow contemporary ﬁlms to be broadcast
anywhere in the world, delivered in such
a manner as to create spectacles of NBT
in PAs. These create “awe and wonder”

FIGURE 1: A NATIONAL INNOVATION AND RESILIENCE FRAMEWORK TO ENHANCE THE
QUADRUPLE BOTTOM LINE (SOURCE: AUTHORS’ OWN CONSTRUCTION, 2020)
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entertainment for armchair spectators
rather than destination tourists (Louson,
2018:15).
Policy interventions in response to the
pandemic have included non-conventional
strategies such as border closures and
national lockdowns; however, these
interventions have also led to economic
depression globally (Zhang et al., 2020).
Zhang et al. (2020:5) argue that a “tendency
toward disintegration in the global
community is more of a threat than the virus”
due to institutions not working together
and diﬀering responses to the pandemic.
Understanding risk and resilience and its
broader links to sustainable development
and sustainable tourism, is vital, suggesting
the need for longer-term (Ritchie, 2008)
planning instead of quick ﬁxes and onesize-ﬁts-all approaches. Figure 1 illustrates
a framework for national innovation for
increased resilience achieved by improving
stewardship, resilience measurement and
adaptive capacity enhancing the quadruple
bottom line, towards resilience and
sustainable development.
Resilience measurement in the tourism
industry should be incorporated in policy
planning to overcome heuristic biases.
Risk and innovation should be balanced
to improve problem-solving. To improve
adaptive capacity, the focus should be
on improving strategic, organisational,
technical and social capital, system-wide.
According to Auriacombe (2019:112): “[s]
trategic capacity means the ability of the
state to take the lead in deﬁning a common
national agenda, to mobilise all of society to
take part in the implementation of this agenda
and to direct society’s resources towards
this shared programme”. Organisational
capacity entails establishing eﬀective and
eﬃcient structures and systems to realise
the goals of the government (Auriacombe,
2019). Technical capacity is the ability of
a state to translate broad objectives into
programmes and projects and to ensure
the eﬀective and eﬃcient implementation
of goals. Technical capacity also requires

resources such as information and
communication technology, infrastructure,
reliable and accurate statistics, computer
modelling as well as high-quality and
reliable government services (Auriacombe,
2019). Other important resources such as
artiﬁcial intelligence and new technologies,
which enable full participation in the Fourth
Industrial Revolution, are needed to
develop the country. Social cohesion and
capacity are needed too; because of limited
resources and capacity, government alone
cannot address all the needs of society.
Cooperation with all social partners is also
necessary (Auriacombe, 2019). Social
capital strengthens resilience capacity
insofar as it provides a shared sense of
altruistic purpose and sense of community
and continuity. A sense of community can
provide a sense of being socially connected
and belonging (Danaher et al., 2014).
Cultural aspects related to social capital
and cohesion include public awareness
and risk perceptions, self-restraint and
commitment; these are powerfully linked to
the socio-economic structure of the country
(Djalante et al., 2020). Social capital allows
for adaptive co-management, encouraging
collaboration of diﬀerent stakeholders
towards increasing resilience (Endﬁeld,
2012). Social cohesion and the ability to
self-organise in the face of crisis increase
resilience.
In the current volatile context of South
Africa, a more cooperative and collaborative
approach by government is needed.
Governance (public and private) needs to
be improved to enable a holistic approach
outlined in the innovation framework for
resilience. Adaptive governance provides
more versatile, responsive approaches
for adaptive capacity (Gunderson &
Light, 2006). Adaptive capacity involves
various elements such as policy context,
investment, community collaboration, local
government ﬁscal means and personal
capacity to design and implement adaptive
interventions (Ambrosio & Kim, 2019).
Adaptive governance is an emergent
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framework for managing complex issues
(Gunderson & Light, 2006). This type
of collaborative engagement could be a
powerful resilience-building mechanism.
Developing an innovation system for
resilience is not easy in the current South
African context of a political, social and
economic system that is in the throes of
crisis management.
As illustrated in Figure 2, each component
in the systemic risk environment displays
complex correlations and feedback loops
and adaptation to context becomes more
diﬃcult. The tipping points include a
pandemic outbreak such as COVID-19,
market volatility or a technical recession.
An event of great magnitude can suddenly
exceed all remaining adaptive capacity
(UNDRR, 2019). The current context in
South Africa includes a growing population,
income inequality, unemployment and
weak and insuﬃcient infrastructure such as
medical facilities and equipment. In such
a context, the capacity to absorb negative
risks is gradually reduced (UNDRR, 2019).
CONCLUSIONS
COVID-19 has brought the tourism industry
to a halt. The pandemic has had a disastrous
impact on the sustainability of local tourism
and poses a systemic risk to the sector and
the country. This paper analysed current
risks to provide recommendations on how
current shocks and stressors can be dealt
with. The largest risk in NBT is the failure to

attract tourism footfall and the promotion of
tourism arrivals and visits. Tourists simply
cannot visit NBT sites due to COVID-19
restrictions and limitations. Film was
identiﬁed as a mechanism to overcome
this risk. Not only can ﬁlm overcome the
loss of visitors to a site, but it can also
provide an opportunity for revenue. It also
oﬀers innovative ways to connect people,
maintain culture and enhance creativity.
This contributes to the quadruple bottom
line and the 4Cs, which form the cultural,
economic, social and environmental pillars
of sustainable development. An innovation
approach to resilience is suggested to
strengthen development in the sector
and the country as a whole, by improving
resilience measurement and planning and
adaptive capacity. However, it is uncertain
whether current policy solutions are
suﬃcient to prepare for a post-COVID-19
society in South Africa. Hence, an adaptive
governance approach towards addressing
current socio-economic challenges in the
country is suggested. Solutions should be
ﬁt for purpose and not generic, one-sizeﬁts-all solutions, as South Africa has a
unique developmental context. The paper
concludes that novel, innovative media and
technologies from the creative arts, such
as ﬁlm and virtual augmented reality, could
prove useful for NBT.
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ABSTRACT
Despite the growing importance of ethical
leadership, many organisations worldwide
have
witnessed
diminishing
ethical
leadership and trust in management. South
Africa is not an exception to unethical
practices with private and public sector
corruption allegations in the past decade.
Unfortunately, pitiable standards of ethics
and venality taint the business environment.
Therefore, the conversation on business
morality, particularly ethical leadership,
and the development of a model of trust
in organisations is highly legitimate and
timely. Hence, the objective of this study
was to investigate the mediating role of
trust in leaders in the relationship between
ethical leadership and engagement. The
study utilizes a cross-sectional design and
a convenient sampling frame (n = 132)
recruited via social media to reach the
objective from the positivistic paradigm
and quantitative approach. The ﬁndings
conﬁrm the established positive relationship
between ethical leadership, trust in the
leader and work engagement. In addition,
the ﬁndings also suggest that the mediating
role of trust in the leader could not be
conﬁrmed in the relationship between
ethical leadership and engagement and its
components. Theoretical and managerial
implications. as well as its limitations, are
also provided

INTRODUCTION
Organisations spend annually between $1214 billion dollars on leadership training and
development. However, the training results
have failed to deliver on the expectations
of long-term change in leadership skills
and habits (Kivland & King, 2015; McNulty,
2017). Especially troubling is its failure
to develop ethical leaders, as the impact
of their poor ethical choices continues to
result in alarming stories that dominate
the press. These poor ethical decisions
have damaged organisations’ reputations
and loss of proﬁts, in some instances even
aﬀecting entire sectors. Unethical practices
have the power to damage the commitment
of workers and erode the future wellbeing
of the business. Strengthening ethical
leadership that exempliﬁes integrity,
credibility, fairness, and transparency is
imperative to good governance (Brown et
al., 2015). The signiﬁcant impact of ethical
conduct on business has led to a body of
research on ethical leadership’s inﬂuence
on followers and the organisation. Various
literature has strongly connected ethical
leadership to employee engagement
(Blumenberg et al., 2019; Engelbrecht et al.,
2017). The organisation’s competitiveness,
success, and sustainability are driven
by the employee’s level of engagement
(Engelbrecht et al., 2017). It is therefore
paramount for organisations to identifying
situations that foster work engagement. A
conducive environment where employees
can give their best fosters greater employee
engagement, thus making managers
key enablers of engagement (Bhana &
Suknunan, 2019).
When each man is for himself, followers
lose trust and stop caring for one another;
this breakdown in the relationship may
negatively impact productivity. Trust lays
an important foundation in determining
the relationship between the organisation
and the leader and signiﬁcantly inﬂuences
how the employee may perceive the work
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environment (Engelbrecht et al., 2019:370).
Engelbrecht further states that the behaviour
of a leader can inﬂuence the extent to
which the follower will trust the leader. A
trusting and ethical leader is most likely to
create an ethical and trusting environment
conducive to employee work engagement
and contribute positively to positive work
outcomes. This study seeks to determine
the relationship between ethical leadership,
trust, and work engagement.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Despite the growing importance of ethical
leadership, many organisations worldwide
have
witnessed
diminishing
ethical
leadership and trust in management. South
Africa is not an exception to unethical
practices with private and public sector
corruption allegations in the past decade.
Unfortunately, the business environment
is tainted by pitiable standards of ethics
and venality. The persistence of unethical
and illegal business activities by top
management in corporate South Africa is an
indicator that a code of ethics, overwhelming
rules and regulations are simply not
enough to ensure the ethical soundness
of an organisation. Strengthening ethical
leadership that exempliﬁes integrity,
credibility, fairness, and transparency are
imperative to good governance and at the
core of cultivating a culture of an engaged
workforce and a trusting work environment.
(Brown et al., 2015). Poor ethics have an
impact on employees and the productivity
of the organisation. Unethical behaviour
of leaders leads to low morale in the
organisation, which inevitably leads to
poor production (Mavuso, 2019). On the
contrary, when leaders behave ethically,
communicate the signiﬁcance of ethics and
fairly treat their employees, employees are
less likely to engage in counterproductive
behaviours (Bedi et al., 2016).
The historical remnants of apartheid have
left South Africa with unique deep social
polarisation and trust deﬁcits in the macroenvironment. It is, therefore, good to know
that ethical behaviour has the power to

enhance levels of trust (Brown et al., 2015;
Mo & Shi, 2017) in organisations, the meso
environment. Ethical leadership and trust
in businesses act as a fertile ground for a
ﬂourishing and healthy work environment
conducive to employee engagement
(Engelbrecht et al., 2017). Ethical leadership
contributes towards the creation of engaged
employees who are critical to a healthy
bottom line. Therefore, the conversation
on business morality, particularly ethical
leadership, and developing a model of trust
in organisations is highly legitimate and
timely. For this reason, this study seeks to
investigate the role of ethical leadership in
work engagement and trust in the leader.
LITERATURE STUDY
Theoretical frameworks for
understanding ethical leadership
Ethical leadership is a positive form of
inﬂuence that motivates followers towards
positive psychological states (Avolio et al.,
2016) and creates an environment that is
conducive to cultivating a broader set of
desirable behaviours (Brown et al., 2015;
Engelbrecht et al., 2017; Walumbwa et al.,
2017). A leader who conducts themselves
in a normatively appropriate manner that
includes honesty, fair treatment, and
consideration of others may successfully
channel observer attraction. Followers may
be more likely to respond by emulating the
desired behaviour. (Bhana & Suknunan,
2019; Brown et al., 2015). The Social
Learning Theory and Social Exchange
Theory are practical, theoretical frameworks
that propose that leaders inﬂuence the
ethical conduct of followers via modelling
as well as social exchange relationships.
The Social Learning Theory suggests that
individuals learn the norms of appropriate
conduct through their own experience and
by observing others. For leaders to be seen
as ethical leaders that inﬂuence ethicalrelated outcomes, they must be attractive,
credible and legitimate, (Wood & Bandura,
2016). Eﬀective role modelling requires
attention to be focused on the model and the
behaviour being modelled. Ethical leaders
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need to consistently engage in behaviours
that the follower is normatively appropriate,
such as honesty, consideration of others,
and fair treatment of employees. This
consistent behaviour proliferates the model
attractiveness of the ethical leader and
channels observer attention to the model.
Beugré and Liverpool (2016) conceptualise
the workplace as a marketplace where
individuals engage in transactions seeking
to obtain a favourable return on investment.
The Social Marketplace Model reasons
that individuals judge whether they should
invest their time and eﬀorts in behaviours
that will beneﬁt the organisation. Employees
that are treated ethically and somewhat
are more likely to behave in a manner
that is beneﬁcial to the groups long term
development and success (Walumbwa et al.,
2017). Therefore, Social Learning Theory
and Social Exchange Theory are suggested
as a practical, theoretical frameworks that
explain the dynamics involved concerning
how leaders inﬂuence the trust in the leader
and work engagement of followers via
social exchange relationships.
Ethical leadership
Brown et al. (2005) deﬁne ethical leadership
as ‘the demonstration of normatively
appropriate conduct through personal
actions and interpersonal relationships
and promoting such conduct to followers
through
two-way
communication,
reinforcement, and decision-making’. This
deﬁnition suggests that their followers
perceive those leaders who are considered
to be ethical in a manner that deems them
to have appropriate conduct displayed
through honesty, trustworthiness, fairness,
and care. Brown et al. (2005) legitimise
the credibility of the leader. It is also worth
noting that Brown et al. (2005) uses the
word appropriate because what could be
considered appropriate for a certain culture
may not necessarily be appropriate for
another. This resonates particularly with
the diverse nature of South Africa and
highlights the challenge of determining
ethical principles that can adequately cater
for all. When leaders demonstrate high

moral standards, followers ﬁnd it easier
to follow suit. Good leaders are not only
competent but ethical in their conduct
(Ofori, 2009:533). Ethical leadership has
received much attention, which can be
attributable to its impact on favourable
work outcomes such as follower job
satisfaction, organisational commitment,
job performance, job engagement, and
organisational identiﬁcation (Bedi et al.,
2016; Brown et al., 2005; Engelbrecht et
al., 2017; Mo & Shi, 2017; Ofori, 2019). The
leader’s honesty, transparency and good
communicating skills may foster enhanced
levels of trust in the followers as well as
encourage beneﬁcial reciprocal behaviours
in the form of high-quality work outcomes
Trust in the leader
The concept of trust has been
studied by many scholars in diﬀerent
disciplines and has been deﬁned and
conceptualised in various ways (Chughtai
et al., 2015). A widely accepted deﬁnition
of trust by Rousseau et al. (2015:395) is “a
psychological state comprising the intention
to accept vulnerability based upon positive
expectations of the intentions or behaviour
of another. Chughtai et al. (2015:655) draw
attention to two prominent factors in most
deﬁnitions of trust: Positive expectations
and the willingness to accept vulnerability.
Javed et al. (2018:391) deﬁne trust as “The
willingness of a party to be vulnerable to the
actions of another party” whereas Mo and
Shi (2017:296) deﬁne trust in a leader as
“a psychological state in which an individual
accepts their vulnerability when they expect
positive intentions of their leader”. This view
reﬂects the trustors’ reliance on the goodwill
of the trustee. Uncertainty forms part of
any reciprocal relationship, and individuals
always assess their vulnerability as well as
the prospect of whether the trusted party
intends to and will act accordingly (Kim,
2016:356), thus creating an opportunity for
trust (Mayer et al., 2015; Rousseau et al.,
2015). Trust is, therefore, not only taking the
risk but the individuals’ willingness to take
on the risk (Mayer et al., 2015:712). For this
reason, Rousseau et al. (2016) suggest
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risk and interdependence as conditions
essential for the conceptualisation of trust.
Previous studies have demonstrated that an
increase in trust results directly or indirectly
in more positive workplace behaviours and
attitudes like organisational commitment
and employees’ work engagement (Dirks
& Ferrin, 2002; Hassan & Ahmed, 2017;
Ugwu, Onyishi & Rodriguez-Sanchez,
2014).
The mediating role of trust
This project was also aimed at testing the
mediating eﬀects of trust in the manager in
the relationship between ethical leadership
and work engagement. Mediating variables
are prominent in psychological theory and
research. Mediators refer to variables that
establish how or why one variable predicts
or causes an outcome variable (Frazier,
Tix & Barron, 2004). In other words, a
mediator is a mechanism through which a
predictor inﬂuences an outcome variable
(Baron and Kenny 1986), providing useful
information
regarding
psychological
intervention for practising psychologists.
Therefore, a mediating variable transmits
the eﬀect of an independent variable to a
dependent variable (MacKinnon, Fairchild,
& Fritz, 2007). One of the primary reasons
for the popularity of mediating variables in
psychology is the historical authority of the
stimulus-organism-response model (Hebb,
1966). In this study, mediating mechanisms
(trust in the leader) in the organism translate
how a stimulus leads to a response.
Researchers have argued that trust is the
major lynchpin in a meta-analysis of ethical
leadership, explaining why ethical leaders
positively aﬀect their subordinates (2015).
In fact, the mediating role of trust has been
conﬁrmed in empirical studies (Chughtai,
Byrne & Flood, 2015; Ilyas, Abid & Ashfaq,
2020; Zeng & Xu, 2019).
Work engagement
Schaufeli et al. (2020:74) popularly
deﬁne work engagement as a positive,
fulﬁlling, work-related state of mind that
is characterised by vigour, dedication,
and absorption. Vigour is deﬁned as “high

levels of energy and mental resilience while
working, the willingness to invest eﬀort in
one’s work, and persistence even in the
face of diﬃculties. Dedication is deﬁned
as “a sense of signiﬁcance, enthusiasm,
inspiration, pride, and challenge”. Absorption
as the last dimension of engagement, is
deﬁned by Schaufeli et al. as “being fully
concentrated and deeply engrossed in one’s
work, whereby time passes quickly, and
one has diﬃculties with detaching oneself
from work”. Research has demonstrated
that high levels of employee engagement
can have valuable organisational outcomes
such as greater job satisfaction, improved
employee wellbeing, reduced turnover
rate, less absenteeism and enhanced job
performance (Bakker & Albrecht, 2018;
Chughtai et al., 2015:655). This can be
attributed to the fact that individuals who
have high levels of work engagement
have a physical, cognitive, and emotional
connection to their work roles and are thus
more likely to go the extra mile in their work,
other than those who are not engaged
(Gawke et al., 2017:92). On the other
hand, Mostafa and Abed El-Motalib (2020)
attribute ﬁnancial cost implications and
negative service delivery to disengaged
employees.
Ethical leadership trust in the leader
and work engagement
Various studies have provided empirical
evidence for the positive relationship
between ethical leadership and trust (in
the leader and organisation) (Brown et
al.,2015; Dadhich & Bhal, 2018; Javed,
Rawwas, Khandai, Shahid & Tayyeb, 2018;
Johnson et al., 2020; Kalshoven et al.,
2018; Van den Akker et al., 2019). Scholars
have focused on the antecedents of work
engagement, mainly attributed to job and
personal resources. Recently studies have
found leadership and trust in the leader to
be related to work engagement. Various
literature has strongly connected ethical
leadership to employee engagement
(Ahmad, & Gao, 2018; Avey et al., 2012;
Blumenberg et al., 2019; Demirtas, 2015;
Engelbrecht et al., 2017; Naeem, Weng,
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Hameed, & Rasheed, 2020; Sarwar, Ishaq,
Amin, & Ahmed, 2020). The organisation’s
competitiveness, success and sustainability
are driven by the employee’s level of
engagement (Engelbrecht et al., 2017:368).
It is therefore paramount for organisations
to identifying contextual variables that foster
work engagement. A conducive environment
in which employees can give their best
fosters greater employee engagement,
thus making managers key enablers
of engagement ( Bhana & Suknunan,
2019:316). Additionally, various studies
have conﬁrmed the positive relationship
between trust and work engagement
(Chughtai & Buckley, 2011; Chughtai, Byrne,
& Flood, 2015; Mone & London, 2010) and
proposed that having a good degree of trust
(in the organisation and leader) can result in
increased work engagement. Based on the
above-mentioned, the following research
questions and objectives were formulated.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
This study’s primary research question
was the role of ethical leadership in trust
in the leader and work engagement in a
selection of South African organisations is.
Based on the primary research question,
the following secondary research questions
were formulated:
• What is the relationship between ethical
leadership and trust in the leader?
• What are the relationships between
ethical
leadership,
employee
engagement (and its components), and
trust in the leader?
• What is the relationship between
employee
engagement
(and
its
components) and trust in the leader; and
• Does trust in the leader mediates the
relationship between ethical leadership
and employee engagement (and its
components)?
RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
The primary objective of this study was
to investigate the role played by ethical
leadership in trust in the leader and work

engagement in a selection of South African
organisations. Based on the primary
research objective the following secondary
objectives were formulated for the study: To
determine:
• the
relationship between ethical
leadership and trust in the leader.
• the
relationship between ethical
leadership and employee engagement
(and its components).
• the relationship between employee
engagement (and its components) and
trust in the leader; and
• if trust in the leader mediates the
relationship between ethical leadership
and employee engagement (and its
components).
RESEARCH METHODS
Research paradigm, method, design
Following a positivistic paradigm, this
research study employed a quantitative
method using a cross-sectional survey
design to analyse the relationship between
ethical leadership, work engagement and
trust. Bryman and Bell (2017:31) describe
quantitative research as a distinct research
approach that entails the numerical
data entails a deductive approach to the
relationship between theory and research
and adopts an objectivist conception
of social reality. According to Bryman
(2012:66), a cross-sectional research
design entails collecting data on more than
one case and at a single point in time to
collect a body of quantitative in connection
with two or more variables, which are then
examined to detect patterns of association.
Prior to data collection, the researcher
obtained formal approval from the
applicable university scientiﬁc committee
and the Economics and Management
Sciences Ethics Committees, enabling the
researcher to carry out the study, and ethical
clearance was granted (NWU-0077520-A4). Only after approval was granted
from both committees were the individuals
contacted. The questionnaires were
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formulated online through survey monkey,
a cloud device that allows participants to
gather information through personalised
surveys. The data collected is automatically
linked to a spreadsheet that is populated
with the questions and the participant’s
responses. The participants received an
email with a link to the survey containing the
informed consent form. The email invitation
outlined the cause and context of the
study, the questionnaire’s length, and the
expected time it might take to complete the
questionnaire. The researcher emphasised
that the information obtained would be kept
conﬁdential. The participants were made
aware that they could stop at any stage of
the completion of the questionnaire process
if they wished to or felt uncomfortable about
anything regarding the process. Individuals
who ﬁnished the questionnaires received
an email conﬁrming their completion of
the survey, and the researcher received

an email notiﬁcation for each response
submitted. The data were analysed with
IBM SPSS computer software (IBM, 2021)
version 27.0
Sample and sample characteristics
For this study, a combined convenience
sampling strategy was used. The researcher
speciﬁcally focused on participants who
were easy or convenient to approach.
Etikan, Musa and Alkassim (2016) state
that convenience sampling is inexpensive,
easy, and willingly available participants.
Additional features of the sample are
presented in Table 1 below.
Most of the sample were between the age
of 21 to 25 (58%), female (62.3%), six to ten
years of experience and holds a B degree
(57.2%).

TABLE 1: SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS

Demographics Sub-groups
18 – 20
21 – 25
26–30
Age
31 – 35
36 – 40
41 – 50
Male
Gender
Female 1–5
6–10
11–15
16–20
Years of
experience
21–25
26–30
31–35
36–40
Below Matric
Matric
Diploma
Qualiﬁcations
B Degree
Hons
Master’s

Frequency
8
80
40
7
2
1
52
86
43
49
20
14
4
6
1
1
2
10
11
79
35
1
1402

Percentage
5.8
58.0
29.0
5.1
1.4
.7
37.7
62.3
31.2
35.5
14.5
10.1
2.9
4.3
.7
.7
1.4
7.2
8.0
57.2
25.4
.7

Valid %
5.8
58.0
29.0
5.1
1.4
.7
37.7
62.3
31.2
35.5
14.5
10.1
2.9
4.3
.7
.7
1.4
7.2
8.0
57.2
25.4
.7

Cumulative %
5.8
63.8
92.8
97.8
99.3
100.0
37.7
100.0
31.2
66.7
81.2
91.3
94.2
98.6
99.3
100.0
1.4
8.7
16.7
73.9
99.3
100.0
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Measuring instruments
Data was collected using electronic webbased questionnaires comprising of three
scales, namely the Leadership of Ethics
Scale (LES) (Brown et al., 2005), the
Utrecht Work Engagement Scale (UWES)
(Schaufeli et al., 2006), Leader Trust
Scale (LTS) (Engelbrecht et al., 2017) and
a demographic section. The measuring
instruments in this study included:
• Ethical leadership
Ethical Leadership Scale (ELS) developed
by Brown et al. (2005) is a questionnaire
measuring perceived ethical leadership
behaviour. Participants were asked to
rate their top management executive.
The Ethical leadership Scale combines
diﬀerent leader behaviours such as acting
fairly, rewarding ethical conduct, ethical
visioning, and ethical practices of ethical
leaders. The ﬁfteen-item questionnaire was
measured on a six-point scale ranging from
1 (strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree).
Sample items include My manager: “Shows
a strong concern ethical and moral values.”
and “Communicates clear ethical standards
for members” and “Is honest and can be
trusted to tell the truth.” An acceptable
Cronbach alpha (α = .91) was obtained
using the scale in previous studies (Brown
et al., 2005).
• Work engagement
Employee engagement was measured
using the Utrecht Work Engagement Scale
(UWES) questionnaire (Schaufeli et al.,
2006). The questionnaire consists of a
seventeen item self-report scale grouped
into three subscales engagement, namely
vigour (six items), dedication (ﬁve items),
and absorption (six items) were scored on a
seven-point frequency rating scale ranging
from 0 (never) to 6 (always). Cronbach
alpha values for this survey exceeded the
required .70 cut-oﬀ value in a recent South
African study (Engelbrecht et al., 2017).
• Trust in the leader
Trust in management was measured using

the Leader Trust Scale (LTS) (Engelbrecht
et al., (2017). The LTS scale contains ﬁve
categories: behavioural consistency, acting
with integrity, sharing and delegation of
control, the openness of communication,
and demonstration of concern. These
categories have been summarised to form
a ﬁnal scale of ﬁfteen items, three items
for each category which were scored on a
ﬁve-point scale ranging from 1 (Disagree
strongly) to a 5 (Agree strongly). Sample
items included the following: “My superior
always tells the truth”, “My superior’s
behaviour is coherent with his/her values”
and “My superior is concerned about
others.” An acceptable Cronbach alpha
(α = .88) was obtained with the use of the
scale in previous studies (Cardona & Elola,
2013); and
• A demographic section was also included
(age, gender, educational attainment,
years of experience) to proﬁle the
sample.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Data was captured and cleaned by an
expert’s statistical consultant provided
by the institution’s statistical consultation
service. The data were analysed with
SPSS computer software (2021) version
27.0. Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA)
was computed to conﬁrm if items load
on the intended scales in the present
study. Reliability was determined through
computed Cronbach alpha’s and mean
inter-item correlations. Descriptive statistics
included means and standard deviations
to determine central leadership, trust,
and work engagement observations.
The extent and direction of relationships
between observed ethical leadership,
trust in the leader and work engagement
will be determined with Pearson’s product
correlations. The purpose of correlation
analysis was not to determine causality
but rather to conﬁrm whether noticeable
relationships between the proposed
variables was present or not. Eﬀect sizes
were considered with a conﬁdence level
set at 95% with (p < 0.05) to be viewed as
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signiﬁcant. Eﬀect sizes were classiﬁed with
0.1 denoting a small eﬀect, 0.3 a medium
eﬀect and 0.5 equalled a large eﬀect
(Steyn, 2015). Simple mediation modelling
was computed with the PROCESS macros
(version 3) (Hayes, 2017) which was
installed in SPSS. Mediation modelling
also included standardised regression
coeﬃcients in determining predictor
characteristics of the investigated variables.
Mediation was recognised with the indirect
eﬀect veriﬁed using a percentile bootstrap
estimation approach with 10 000 samples
(Shrout & Bolger, 2002). The percentile
bootstrap estimation is incorporated into
the PROCESS macros version 3 (Hayes,
2017). An indirect eﬀect from the bootstrap
analysis was considered signiﬁcant if the
lower-level conﬁdence interval (LLCI) and
upper-level conﬁdence interval (ULCI)
excluded zero (0) (Zhao, Lynch, & Chen,
2010).
RESULTS
The results section presents the ﬁndings
of this study by focussing on the EFA and
the descriptive statistics and the correlation
analysis, and lastly, the mediation analysis
is presented.
Exploratory factor analysis (EFA)
EFA were conducted using a simple principal
component analysis on the items of the of
the individual scales [the Leadership of
Ethics Scale (LES); (eigen value = 11.16;
variance explained = 74.39%); KMO = .96]
and the Leader Trust Scale (LTS); (eigen
value = 6.37 ; variance explained = 63.65%;
KMO = .92)] and sub-scales [the Utrecht

Work Engagement Scale (UWES); (Vigour
= [(eigen value = 3.02 ; variance explained =
50.33%; KMO = .83)]; Dedication = [(eigen
value = 3.58 ; variance explained = 71.57%;
KMO = .85)]; and Absorption = [(eigen value
= 3.82 ; variance explained = 63.60%; KMO
= .86)] used in this study. The results (eigen
values and scree plots) suggested that
LES, LTS and the sub-scales of the UWES
used were unidimensional. The analysis
also considered and conﬁrmed the UWES
[(eigen value = 9.67; variance explained =
56.89%; KMO = .95)] as a unidimensional
construct.
Descriptive statistics and correlational
analysis
The ﬁrst objective of this study was to
determine the relationship between
ethical leadership, trust, and employee
engagement. The descriptive statistics and
results of the correlational analysis are
presented in Table 2 below.
Inspection of Table 2 suggested that all
scales were reliable and internal consistent
because the yielded Cronbach alpha (α)
values for the scales used in the study
exceeded the required .70 cut-oﬀ value.
All the measuring instruments used were
scored above the mid-point of the scale,
suggesting agreement met the experiences
of ethical leadership, trust in the leader
and engagement (vigour, dedication, and
absorption). Table 2 also indicated that ethical
leadership were statistically signiﬁcant
positive related to trust in the leader (large
eﬀect) and engagement (vigour, dedication,
and absorption) (medium eﬀect). Trust in

TABLE 2: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS AND CORRELATIONAL ANALYSIS

Variables
1. Ethical
Leadership
2. Trust in the
leader
3. Vigour
4. Dedication
5. Absorption
6. Engagement

α

Mean

SD

1

.96

4.29

1.47

-

.86

3.47

0.92

.69

-

.83
.85
.86
.92

5.11
5.51
5.47
5.34

1.33
1.50
1.42
1.40

.43
.31
.40
.40

.40**
.35**
.35**
.36**
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2

3

4

5

.87**
.88**
.96**

.89**
.95**

.96**
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the leader were also statistically signiﬁcant
positive related to engagement (vigour,
dedication, and absorption) (medium
eﬀect), and the dimensions of engagement
were also statistically signiﬁcant positive
related to one another (vigour, dedication,
and absorption) (large eﬀect).
Mediation analysis
The last objective of this study was to
determine the mediating role of trust in
the leader in the relationship between
ethical leadership and engagement (and
its dimensions). The results of this analysis
are presented in Table 3 below.
Inspection of Table 3 that according to the
results for the standardised regression
coeﬃcients, the ﬁrst regression (a)
where leadership was considered as the
independent variable and the proposed
mediator, trust, as the dependent variable
yielded a signiﬁcant result (b = 0.47, t (116)

= -10.63, p < 0.01). The second regression
(b) where the proposed mediator, trust, was
considered as the independent variable
and engagement as the dependent variable
did not yield a signiﬁcant result (b = 0.21; t
(115) = 1.24; p < 0.21). The ﬁnal regression
(c) whereby leadership was considered as
the independent variable and engagement
as the dependent variable was signiﬁcant (b
= 0.38; t (115) = 4.86, p = 0.00). The indirect
eﬀect of trust on the relationship between
leadership and engagement did not yield a
signiﬁcant result (b = 0.10, SE = 0.08, LLCI
= -0.08 and ULCI = 0.25).
Inspection of Table 3 also suggest that
according to the results for the standardised
regression coeﬃcients, the ﬁrst regression
(a) where leadership was considered as
the independent variable and the proposed
mediator, trust, as the dependent variable
yielded a signiﬁcant result (b = 0.45; t (120)

TABLE 3: TESTING FOR MEDIATION EFFECTS

Variable

Estimate

SE

p-value

Bootstrapping BC
95% CI

Leadership → Engagement via Trust
Leadership → Trust (a)
0.47*
0.04 p < 0.01
Trust → Engagement (b)
0.21
0.20 p = 0.22
Leadership → Engagement (c)
0..38*
0..09 p < .00
(t = 4.86)
Leadership → Vigour via Trust
Leadership → Trust (a)
Trust → Vigour (b)
Leadership → Vigour (c)

0.45*
0.04 p < 0.01
0.20
0.11 p = 0.08
0..29*
0.06 P = 0.00
Leadership → Dedication via Trust

Leadership → Trust (a)
0.46*
0.04 p < 0.01
Trust → Dedication (b)
0.25*
0.12 p = 0.03
Leadership → Dedication (c)
0.21*
0.06 P = 0.00
Leadership → Absorption via Trust
Leadership → Trust (a)
Trust → Absorption (b)
Leadership → Absorption (c)

0.47*
0.13
0.28*
1405

0.04
0.12
0.06

p < 0.01
p = 0.29
p < 0.01

Lower
0.38
-0.12

Upper
0.55
0.53

0. 23

0.54

Lower
0.36
-0.02
0.18

Upper
0.54
0.43
0.39

Lower
0.38
0.02
-0.10

Upper
0.55
0.48
0.32

Lower
0.38
-0.11
-0.16

Upper
0.55
0.37
0.39

Variable
Leadership → Engagement via Trust
Leadership → Vigour via Trust
Leadership → Dedication via Trust
Leadership → Absorption via Trust
= 10.19; p < 0.01). The second regression
(b) where the proposed mediator, trust, was
considered as the independent variable
and vigour as the dependent variable did
not yield a signiﬁcant result (b = 0.20; t
(119) = 1.8; p < 0.08). The ﬁnal regression
(c) whereby leadership was considered as
the independent variable and vigour as the
dependent variable was signiﬁcant (b =
0.29; t (119) = 5.29; p = 0.00). The indirect
eﬀect of trust on the relationship between
leadership and vigour did not yield a
signiﬁcant result (b = 0.09; SE = 0.06; LLCI
= -0.02 and ULCI = 0.20).
Inspection of Table 3 also suggest that
according to the results for the standardised
regression coeﬃcients, the ﬁrst regression
(a) where leadership was considered as
the independent variable and the proposed
mediator, trust, as the dependent variable
yielded a signiﬁcant result (b = 0.46; t (125)
= 10.64; p < 0.01). The second regression
(b) where the proposed mediator, trust, was
considered as the independent variable
and dedication as the dependent variable
did not yield a signiﬁcant result (b = 0.25; t
(124) = 2.16; p = 0.03). The ﬁnal regression
(c) whereby leadership was considered as
the independent variable and dedication as
the dependent variable was signiﬁcant (b =
0.21; t (124) = 3.69; p = 0.00). The indirect
eﬀect of trust on the relationship between
leadership and dedication did not yield a
signiﬁcant result (b = 0.12; SE = 0.06, LLCI
= 0.00 and ULCI = 0.32).
Inspection of Table 3 also suggest that
according to the results for the standardised
regression coeﬃcients, the ﬁrst regression
(a) where leadership was considered as
the independent variable and the proposed

Estimate

SE

0.10
0.09
0.12
0. 06

0.08
0.06
0.06
0.09

Bootstrapping BC
95%CI
Lower
Upper
-0.08
0.25
-0.02
0. 20
0.00
0.32
-0.06
0.18

mediator, trust, as the dependent variable
yielded a signiﬁcant result (b = 0.47; t (117)
= 10.67; p < 0.01). The second regression
(b) where the proposed mediator, trust, was
considered as the independent variable
and absorption as the dependent variable
did not yield a signiﬁcant result (b = 0.13; t
(116) = 1.07; p = 0.29). The ﬁnal regression
(c) whereby leadership was considered as
the independent variable and absorption as
the dependent variable was signiﬁcant (b =
0.28; t (116) = 4.81; p < 0.01). The indirect
eﬀect of trust on the relationship between
leadership and absorption did not yield a
signiﬁcant result (b = 0.06; SE = 0.09, LLCI
= -0.06 and ULCI = 0.18).
DISCUSSION
This study aimed to determine the
relationship between ethical leadership,
trust, and employee engagement and
establish if trust mediates the relationship
between ethical leadership and employee
engagement. Results of the correlational
analysis suggested that ethical leadership
were positively related to trust in the leader
and engagement (vigour, dedication,
and absorption). The ﬁndings are in line
with previous empirical results. Research
provides evidence that validates that
ethical leadership are related to trust in the
leader (Brown et al.,2015; Dadhich & Bhal,
2018; Javed, Rawwas, Khandai, Shahid,
& Tayyeb, 2018; Johnson et al., 2020;
Kalshoven et al., 2018; Van den Akker et
al., 2019). Results also suggest that three
dimensions are highly related. This is in
line with previous ﬁndings that also suggest
that correlations between the three scales
usually exceed .65 (e.g., Demerouti et al.,
2001; Salanova et al., 2000; Schaufeli et
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al.; 2002a, 2002b).
In addition, various literature has strongly
connected ethical leadership to employee
engagement (Ahmad, & Gao, 2018; Avey et
al., 2012; Blumenberg et al., 2019; Demirtas,
2015; Engelbrecht et al., 2017; Naeem,
Weng, Hameed, & Rasheed, 2020; Sarwar,
Ishaq, Amin, & Ahmed, 2020; Engelbrecht
et al., 2017). The employee’s level of
engagement drives the organisation’s
competitiveness, success, and sustainability
(Engelbrecht et al., 2017:368). It is therefore
paramount for organisations to identifying
situations that foster work engagement. A
conducive environment where employees
can give their best fosters greater employee
engagement, thus making managers
key enablers of engagement ( Bhana &
Suknunan, 2019:316). Results also suggest
that trust in the leader were also positively
related to engagement (vigour, dedication,
and absorption).
Various literature has strongly connected
ethical leadership to employee engagement
(Blumenberg et al., 2019; Chughtai &
Buckley, 2011: Chughtai, Byrne, & Flood,
2015; Engelbrecht et al., 2017). The
organisation’s competitiveness, success and
sustainability are driven by the employee’s
level of engagement (Engelbrecht et al.,
2017:368). A conducive environment where
employees can give their best fosters
greater employee engagement, thus making
managers key enablers of engagement (
Bhana & Suknunan, 2019:316). Additionally,
Chughtai and Buckley (2008) and Mone
and London (2010) proposed that having
a good degree of workplace trust can
result in increased work engagement.
The fundamentals of the social exchange
theory and social marketplace model
seem important in understanding ethical
leadership and follower work outcomes, as
these theoretical frameworks are based on
social exchange, trust, and reciprocity. Thus,
the quality of social exchange between the
diﬀerent parties impacts the level of trust.
As a result, motivating individuals towards
beneﬁcial or counterproductive behaviour.

When employees feel supported, trusted
and incentivised with beneﬁts from their
employer, they are more likely to reciprocate
with behaviour that is beneﬁcial to the
organisation (Bedi et al., 2016:519)
The last objective of this study was to
determine the mediating role of trust in
the leader in the relationship between
ethical leadership and engagement (and its
dimensions). The analysis results suggest
that indirect eﬀects were observed for various
regressions using PROCESS. However, the
ﬁndings of the analysis could not conﬁrm the
mediating status of trust. Empirical results
emphasise the need for a dynamic view of
the relationship between work engagement
and personal and job-related variables. The
one-directional viewpoint that emphasised
work engagement as a predictor of personal
and job-related variables in many previous
studies, may not be able to fully capture
the processes underlying mechanism for
employees’ thriving at work (Bakhshi &
Gupta, 2016).
Theoretical and managerial implications
The results of this study extend the research
on ethical leadership and make several
contributions to the literature. Previous
research has linked ethical leadership to
several positive outcomes (e.g., Brown et
al. 2005). This is one of a very few (e.g.,
Engelbrecht et al., 2017) to be conducted
in South African, in the growing number
that has explored the eﬀects of ethical
leadership on employee wellbeing by
focusing on its impact on work engagement
through an anticipated path mediated by
trust in the leader. In addition, the signiﬁcant
association between ethical leadership
and indicators of employee attitudes and
wellbeing lends further support to the notion
that leadership and the way employees
are managed, are key determinants of
employees’ wellbeing (Donaldson-Feilder
et al., 2013). By empirically establishing a
link between ethical leadership trust in the
leader and work engagement, this study
suggests that promoting ethical leadership
behaviours in the workplace may be another
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useful strategy for stimulating trust in the
leader and work engagement. Therefore,
the present study extends the existing
network of ethical leadership and provides
fresh insights into this emerging concept.
The mediating eﬀects of trust in the leader in
the relationship between ethical leadership
and engagement (and its components)
could not be conﬁrmed in this sample. This
means that the path from ethical leadership
to engagement through trust in the leaders
could not be established in this sample.
The current study also has considerable
implications
for
managers,
human
resource development practitioners and
policymakers in several ways. Firstly,
the positive correlations obtained in our
study suggest that an ethical leadership
style could contribute to increased trust
of followers in their leaders, which, in
turn, could assists leaders to make their
employees more engaged. Thus by hiring
ethical leaders and training current leaders
on the characteristics of an ethical leader,
organisations will have more engaged
employees
hence
achieving
social
sustainability (Ilyas, Abid & Ashfaq, 2020).
Written tests, psychometric assessments,
graphology, structured interviews (both
situational and behavioural) to identify
ethical traits in potential candidates with
focus on integrity or honesty should be
conducted beyond merely relying on basic
background checks (Brody, 2010). Secondly,
ethics training programs can be provided to
inspire existing managers to provide ethical
role models to their subordinates (Mayer et
al., 2009; Mayer et al., 2012). In addition,
organisations could activate moral identity in
leaders and their subordinates through the
use of cues in the social environment, such
as posters, slogans, or material symbols
that make moral constructs, such as ethical
leadership, and concerns salient (Aquino
et al., 2009; Aquino & Freeman, 2009). It
seems likely that being moral is central to
many people’s self-deﬁnition (Aquino &
Reed, 2002), because most people want to
view themselves as generally good (Taylor
& Brown, 1988). Therefore, people should

be motivated to uphold their moral identities
to avoid feeling inauthentic (Skitka, 2002).
Limitations
Although our study provides substantial
insights into the dynamics involved in the
relationship between ethical leadership, trust
in the leader and employee engagement,
it is not free from limitations. Firstly, the
data was collected from a single source
i.e., from employees. Future studies might
consider multilevel team data i.e., from
supervisors and the employees working
under them aggregated as a team. In
addition, this study is based on convenient
sampling due to COVIT 19 regulations and
restrictions. To address this limitation, future
studies could target a more generalised
population of employees by employing a
stratiﬁed sampling in a speciﬁc context
to get a clearer picture of study variables
across various management levels. Future
studies could also be directed to further
explore the moderating eﬀect of trust in the
leader in the relationship between ethical
leadership and work engagement. Lastly,
future studies could utilise a longitudinal
design to provide a better understanding of
the causal inferences. The cross-sectional
design used in this study also comes with
the limitation of method bias.
CONCLUSION
This study aimed to determine the role
of ethical leadership in trust in the leader
and work engagement of employees. The
ﬁndings suggest that the three constructs
are closely related (statistical and practical).
Unfortunately, the mediating role of trust
in the leader in the relationship between
ethical leadership and employees’ work
engagement (vigour, dedication and
absorption) could not be conﬁrmed. But
it should be noted that this study oﬀers
evidence that ethical leadership can play an
essential role in encouraging employees’
health and wellbeing. Our results also
suggest that ethical leaders can enhance
subordinates’ work engagement by
building trust-based relationships with their
subordinates.
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ABSTRACT
Smartphones are becoming a basic need
and tool based on its convenience in
the daily lives and social interactions of
consumers. Furthermore, the smartphone
market will continue to grow and remain a
very lucrative business industry worldwide
and in the South Africa. This study focused
speciﬁcally on Generation Y students. This
generation being the ﬁrst to be brought up
in the era of mobile technology, represent a
big part of the current and future segment for
manufacturers and marketers of smartphone
brands. The primary objective of this study
was to determine which factors inﬂuence
South African Generation Y students’
smartphone purchasing behavior. A selfadministered questionnaire was used to
gather the required data from 429 students.
The results suggest that smartphone
purchasing intention is inﬂuenced by product
features, brand loyalty, social inﬂuence
and dependency. It is therefore important
for brands to ﬁnd a way to connect with
Generation Y consumers. These results will
help provide a better understanding of the
Generation Y cohort and what inﬂuences
their purchasing decisions of smartphone
brands. Consequently, marketing eﬀorts
*Corresponding Author

1. INTRODUCTION
A smartphone is deﬁned as a handheld
device that integrates mobile phone
capabilities with the more common
features of a handheld computer (Beal,
2016). The smartphone allows users
to store information, send and receive
e-mail, and install applications. The use
of smartphones has triggered consumer
market demand as it has formed a new
dimension of virtual mobility by creating a
trend of geographically extended, faster
and more personalized social interactions
(Hooi Ting et al., 2011:193). The popularity
of smartphones is ascribed to a multitude
of factors including its size, the capacity
of improved processing and connectivity,
low cost, design appeal,, quality, power
eﬃciency and the ability to perform multiple
functions on third party applications
(Theoharidou et al., 2012:443, Filieri &
Lin, 2017:148, Fallis et al., 2018:1). The
evolution of smartphone technologies has
stimulated the development of countless
mobile applications for banking, shopping,
gaming, news highlights, educational use,
health and ﬁtness, travel, calendars, social
media, social networks and the like (Rajput,
2015)
Smartphone ownership rates in emerging
and developing nations are rising at an
extraordinary rate. Yaman and Senel (2015)
reports that the number of smartphone users
around the world is rapidly increasing due to
the technological developments within the
telecommunications sector. Smartphones
are now classiﬁed by their attributes,
especially by the Generation Y market, who
are very much known as the next generation
of well-informed consumers. This generation
was raised with ease of access to a global
database of excessive information on
consumption-related topics through online
product reviews, product comparison
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sites and online product demonstration
videos. Researchers (Lyons, 2016; Meier
et al., 2010:69; Sheahan, 2008:1; Markert,
2004:21) have introduced many ways to
deﬁne Generation Y, while this study made
use of Markert’s (2004:21) deﬁnition of
this cohort as a generation of people born
between 1986 and 2005. Generation Y’s
are present in the marketplace in great
numbers and their purchasing power has
an unprecedented eﬀect on the economy
(Noble et al., 2009:617). Generation Y
understand the power they possess as
consumers of digital technologies and
they are ready to share their opinions and
experiences across various platforms, as
they rely on each other to make informed
purchase decisions (Gailewicz, 2014).
1.1 Objectives of the Study
The primary objective of this study was to
determine which factors inﬂuence South
African Generation Y students’ smartphone
purchasing behaviour. In accordance
with the primary objective, determining
Generation Y students’ smartphone usage
and brand preference, product features,
brand name, brand loyalty, price, purchase
intention, social inﬂuence, and dependency
inﬂuence Generation Y students purchasing
decision on smartphones as an empirical
objective of this study.
1.2 Importance of this Study
Smartphones today control most of our daily
lives, as the technology’s eﬀects are easily
assessable from the streets to a classroom
environment (Yaman et al., 2015:7). Many
industries have quickly adopted making
use of mobile devices, which are equipped
with integrated wireless connections that
continue to push the demand in every
industry; such as the retail industry through
online shopping, the recruitment industry
through job searching, the gaming industry
through apps, and many more (Masud,
2013). There was a total of 358.3 million new
smartphones shipped from vendors during
the third quarter of 2019 alone (IDC, 2020).
The smartphone market was valued at
$714.96 billion in 2019 (Mordor Intelligence,

2020). Furthermore, this is a highly
competitive market with various big brands
competing for their share of this valuable
market. Generation Y consumers represent
an important target market across several
industries, including that of smartphones.
Bevan-Dye (2016:16) deﬁnes this cohort
as the ﬁrst digitally connected generation
in history. In 2018, Generation Y accounted
for a sizable 36 percent of South Africa’s
population (Statistics South Africa, 2018).
Generation Y students are more likely to
earn a higher salary and have a higher
social standing making them trend setters
among their peers (Bevan-Dye & Akpojivi,
2016). This generation being the ﬁrst to be
brought up in the era of mobile technology,
they represent a big part of the current
and future segment for manufacturers
and marketers of smartphone and mobile
phones (Roets et al., 2014:75).
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Docevski (2016) reminds us that the
human need for communication over long
distances has existed since the beginning
of civilization, and there was no eﬃcient,
quick and convenient way to do this until
the creation of the mobile phone. Mobile
phone technology has a long history that
starts with experiments with communication
from and to moving vehicles rather than
handheld devices in the 1920s (uSwitch,
2018). Mobile phones developed over
ﬁve diﬀerent generations with the latest
still in the roll-out phase (Brookes, 2012).
Wang (2015) refers to a mobile phone as
a communication device that connects to a
wireless communications network through
radio waves or satellite transmissions
that provide voice communications, a
short message service (SMS), or a multimessage service (MMS). Smartphones
have been commercially available in one
form or another since 1993, but generally
emerged around 2000 with a consistent
increase in sales every year (Sarwar &
Soomro, 2013:217).
2.1 Decision making process
The idea of purchasing a product or service
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does not come arbitrarily, but carries a long
process of thinking, analysing options, and
taking other factors into consideration to
reach a conclusion (Mudassar, 2017:7).
Kotler and Keller (2012:2428) declare that
the consumer behaviourism model suggests
that consumers’ purchase behaviour before
and after an actual purchase generally
passes through ﬁve stages, namely needs
recognition, information search, evaluation
of alternatives, purchase decision and postpurchase behaviour.
2.2 Factors aﬀecting smartphone
purchases
Various factors inﬂuence the mobile phone
purchase decisions of consumers (Guleria,
2015:193). Lay-Yee et al. (2013:2427)
mention that the key motivating factors
for future smartphone users are internet
surﬁng (39%), device upgrades (34%),
applications (29%), trends in communities
(35.6%), needs (34.4%), and software
(33.1%). Purchasing a smartphone takes
more thought these days due to the variety
of features and brands available in this
competitive market. When shopping for a
smartphone, consumers should consider
the following guidelines on selection: an
operating system (Android or IOS), the
preferred features or speciﬁcations, price
considerations, and timing to determine
the right purchase decision (Nield, 2018).
This study focuses on the following factors;
product features (hardware and software),
relative advantage, brand name, brand
loyalty, social inﬂuence, and dependency.
2.3 Product Features
A feature is an attribute that satisﬁes the
consumer’s need or want for a product
through ownership and utilization of the
product (Lay-Yee et al., 2013:2430).
Product features constitute both hardware
and software components. The hardware
includes all the physical aspects of the phone,
including the processor that executes the
end user’s application software (Chaudhuri,
2013). Cecere et al. (2014:7) insist that
the most important hardware features in a
modern smartphone are determined by its

connectivity (2G, 3G ,4G, wi-ﬁ, bluetooth),
chipset, body speciﬁcs (length, height,
width, and weight), writing solution tools
(Keyboard versus touchscreen), display
particulars (display type, internal and
external memory), USB port, cameras,
GPS system, and battery. Software is a set
of instructions or programmes that notiﬁes
a computer to perform speciﬁc tasks
(Technopedia, 2018).
The software allows the smartphone to
handle phone calls, run applications,
and provide conﬁguration options for
users (Christensson, 2010). The mobile
landscape has two dominating operating
systems, namely Google Android and iOS.
Product features carry a lot of weight in the
decision making process when purchasing
a smartphone, as it all comes down to what
the product can oﬀer.
2.4 Relative advantage
Tidd, 2010 describes relative advantage
as the degree to which an innovation
is perceived as better than the product
it supersedes or competing products.
Relative advantage has been proven to
have a positive relationship with adoption
of innovation (Tornatzky & Klein, 2012:35).
Often consumers who are planning to adopt
new technology would likely want to know
whether the new idea is better than the old
one (Elogie, 2015:5). The four most popular
sections that smartphone brands compete
in to gain relative advantage are price,
design, operating systems and patents
(Anh, 2016:10). The smartphone market is
highly competitive and companies have to
ﬁnd a way to gain a competitive advantage
(Tubbs, 2014).
2.5 Brand name
A brand is a company’s most prized
possession, as it represents a product or
service to consumers (Mohan, 2014:33).
Kotler and Keller (2012:263) use the
following terms to deﬁne a brand: a
name, term, sign, symbol, design, or an
amalgamation of all, used with the intention
to identify and diﬀerentiate the goods or
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services of one seller or group of sellers
among competitors.
2.6 Brand loyalty
Brand loyalty mainly focuses on how
consumers perceive a brand along with
the various interactions with the company
through promotional activities, reputation
or past experiences (Retention Science,
2018). TrackMaven (2014) explain brand
loyalty as the likelihood of consumers to
repeatedly purchase one brand’s products
over those of the competitor. A study
done by Consumer Intelligence Research
Partners (CIRP) states that Android users
have higher brand loyalty compared to iOS
users (Deahl, 2018). Adding brand loyalty
is becoming a stronger market shaper than
ever before, in growth markets in particular
(Kass, 2016).
2.7 Social inﬂuence
An individual or a group of people who can
basically inﬂuence an individual’s behaviour
is known as a reference group (Shrestha,
2016:18). Yu-Jui (2012:11) classiﬁes
reference groups that aﬀect consumers’
behaviour into the following groups: primary
group (consistent and informal interaction
– family, friends, neighbours and coworkers), secondary groups (inconsistent
interaction and formally – religious,
professional, and trade union groups),
aspirational groups (groups individuals
wish to join) and dissociative groups
(groups individuals reject). Shin (2010)
posits that social inﬂuence is perceived to
have a positive eﬀect on behaviour towards
smartphone purchasing. Generation Y
consumers’ smartphone purchases is
possibly inﬂuenced by friends, peers, family
members and spouses (Lay-Yee et al.,
2013).
2.8 Dependency
Consumers nowadays have become so
dependent on mobile phones that it has
become common sight to see people in
a queue or while waiting for a train, bus,
and airplane to have a smartphone in their
hand as a way to pass time (Harun et al.,

2015:196). For many younger people, the
last thing they do before going to bed is
check their smartphones, and often also
the ﬁrst thing they reach for in the morning
(Freeman, 2012). Hussung (2017a) aﬃrms
that research shows that people tap, swipe,
and click their phones an average of 2 617
times per day, which rises to 5 427 touches
per day for the top 10 per cent of users,
resulting to about a million touches per year
and 2,42 hours of phone screen time per
day on average
3. METHODOLOGY
3.1 Research Design and Approach
This study followed a descriptive research
design using a single cross-sectional
sample. A quantitative research approach
was used to collect data.
3.2 Sampling Method and Data
Collection
The target population of this study was
full-time Generation Y students aged
between 18 and 24 and enrolled at South
African higher education institutions (HEIs)
in Gauteng province during 2018. This
study’s sampling frame consisted of a
list of 26 registered South African public
HEIs (Universities South Africa, 2017).
From the sampling frame, a judgemental
sample of the three HEI campuses was
selected, one being a traditional university,
one a university of technology and one a
comprehensive university, all located in
the Gauteng province. The sample of 450
full-time undergraduate students was split
evenly between the three selected HEIs,
which resulted in a sample size of 150
full-time undergraduate students per HEI.
The self-administered questionnaire was
hand-delivered to those lecturers who had
indicated that they would participate in the
study at each of the three HEIs. Permission
was requested from the lecturers to
distribute the questionnaire to their students
either during class or after class.
3.3 Research Instrument
For the purpose of this study, a standardized
self-administered
questionnaire
was
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utilized to gather the required data. This
survey questionnaire comprised of three
sections. The ﬁrst section was structured
to gather demographic data while the
second section determined Generation Y
students’ smartphone preferences (Mohan,
2014) and the last section gathered data
regarding the factors that aﬀect smartphone
purchases, such as product features
(Nainkin, 2014), brand loyalty (Al-Azzawi &

Anthony, 2012), purchase intension (Ling et
al., 2011), the perception of social inﬂuence
(Pederson, 2011; Bouwman et al., 2011)
and dependence on smartphone (Ting et
al., 2011)
3.4 Results
An amount of 450 questionnaires
were administered and 429 completed
questionnaires were returned, which

TABLE 1: SAMPLE DESCRIPTION

Age

%

Language

%

Ethnic
group

%

Gender

%

18

9.1

Afrikaans

4.2

African

90.4

Female

45.5

19

22.4

English

3.7

2.1

Male

54.1

20

22.4 IsiNdebele

1.2

Coloured
Indian/
Asian

21

17.0

IsiXhosa

6.1

White

6.1

22
23

12.6
5.1

IsiZulu
Sepedi

17.0
14.7

24

4.2

Sesotho

24.5

Setswana

9.6

SiSwati

4.9

Tshivenda

4.2

0.7

Province

%

Eastern
Cape
Free State

10.3

Gauteng

44.1

3.5

KwaZulu6.5
Natal
Limpopo
21.4
Mpumalanga 7.0
Northern
0.5
Cape
North-West
3.7
Western
0.5
Cape

TABLE 2: ROTATED FACTORS

Item
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13

1
.494
.565
.472
.558
.640
.711
.656
.719
.688
.665
.534
.669
.484

2

3
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4

5

Communalities
0,417
0,440
0,358
0,432
0,490
0,580
0,447
0,561
0,512
0,467
0,386
0,483
0,330
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C14
C15
C15
C16
C17
C18
C19
C20
C21
C22
C23
C24
C25
C26
C27
C28
C29
C30
C31
C32
C33
Eigen
Values
% of
variance

.787
.719
.796
.624
.594
.607
.640
.577
.603
.490
.424
.709
.687
.688
.809
.741
.609
.764
.670
.743
.722
6.824

4.272

2.230

2.087

1.587

20.071

12.564

6.558

6.138

4.668

translates into 95 percent response rate.
Table 1 indicates the sample description
utilized in this study.
A factor analysis was conducted on
applicable constructs through an exploratory
factor analysis (EFA). In order to determine
whether the EFA was viable, two tests
were
conducted;
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
(KMO) measure of sampling adequacy and
Bartlett’s test of sphericity. Acceptable KMO
(0.852) was achieved and the Bartlett’s
test achieved a signiﬁcant (p = 0.000) chi
square score of 5461.61 (df=561). The EFA
was conducted by means of a principal
component analysis using Varimax rotation.
Five factors were extracted based on priori
criterion and explained 50% of the total
variance. All items loaded as expected with
acceptable factor loadings as presented in
Table 2.

0,646
0,635
0,675
0,440
0,452
0,441
0,584
0,444
0,527
0,324
0,315
0,547
0,547
0,523
0,669
0,594
0,439
0,632
0,509
0,582
0,572

The descriptive statistics were calculated
based on the survey questionnaire
distributed to respondents. A six-point
Likert scale was used to gather the data in
both Section B and Section C. The mean
values and standard deviation for each
factor were calculated, in order to assess
whether the internal consistency reliability
of the constructs were computed. A
construct on correlation matrix of Pearson’s
Product Moment correlation coeﬃcients
was constructed thereafter. The descriptive
statistics,
reliability
and
correlation
coeﬃcients are presented in Table 3.
According to results presenting in Table 3
which indicated that Generation Y students
were inclined to use smartphones, most
likely for product features (mean = 4.97).
As indicated in Table 3 all Cronbach’s
alpha values are above the recommended
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TABLE 3: DESCRIPTION STATISTICS, RELIABILITY MEASURES, AND CORRELATION
COEFFICIENTS

Constructs
Product
features (PF)
Brand
Loyalty (BL)
Purchasing
Intention (PI)
Social
Inﬂuence (SI)
Dependency
(D)

Mean

Std Dev

Cronbach
Alpha

F1

4.97

0.74263

0.864

1

4.50

1.06285

0.752

.299**

1

4.71

0.79780

0.733

.394**

.349**

1

3.58

1.28903

0.733

-.083

.140**

.203**

1

4.28

1.21430

0.778

.174**

.149**

.320**

.253**

value of 0.7 (George & Mallery, 2016:240)
suggesting internal consistency reliability.
Furthermore, Table 3 shows that the
correlations between all constructs (PF, BL,
PI, SF, D) ranging between 1 ≥ r -1, proving
that all constructs are signiﬁcant and
aligned, excluding the correlation between
PF and SI. This could be explained by
the fact that an individual who considers
phone features to be an important factor
does not care about what his/her social
group thinks. As such, an individual who is
very dependent on what the social group
suggests would not pay any attention to
actual product features. Consequently, the
table suggests nomological validity in terms
of all the factors, with exception of the PF
and SI correlation.

F2

F3

F4

F5

1

This study conducted a regression analysis
on each of the dependent variables of
purchasing intention and smartphone
preference. Table 4-9 presents the results
from regression analysis.
A coeﬃcient of determination of 0.288
indicates that 28.8 per cent of the variation
in purchasing intention among Generation
Y students can be featured into the
independent variables (PF, BL, SI, D). As
shown in Table 4, all ﬁve constructs have a
signiﬁcant inﬂuence on purchase intention.
Product features (β = 0.238, p = 0.000 <
0.05), brand loyalty (β = 0.157, p = 0.001
<0.05), social inﬂuence (β = 0.134, p =
0.002 <0.05), and dependency (β = 0.193, p
= 0.000 < 0.05) have an important inﬂuence

TABLE 4: INFLUENCE OF EXTERNAL FACTORS ON COGNITIVE RESPONSE

Model 1

Standardised
coeﬃcients
Beta

R²

Dependent
variable
Purchase intention
0.288
Independent
variables
Product features
0,310
Brand loyalty
0,206
Social inﬂuence
0,150
Dependency
0,197
*Signiﬁcance at the p < 0,05 level (2-tailed)
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t-Value

Signiﬁcance
level

7,049
4,712
3,470
4,552

0,000*
0,000*
0,001*
0,000*
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on the dependent variable on purchase
intention.
4. DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to to
determine which factors inﬂuence South
African Generation Y students’ smartphone
purchasing behaviour. The adoption of
smartphones is increasing rapidly with new
technology upgrades and the new brands
that are entering the South African market.
Brands have to gain or retain competitive
advantage and ﬁnd a way to reach the
lucrative Generation Y market. Marketers
have discovered the importance of
Generation Y students as an inﬂuential and
proﬁtable cohort based on their experience
as the ﬁrst generation to be born into
technology.
The ﬁndings of this study add data to
the South African smartphone market,
especially regarding Generation Y students’
smartphone purchasing behaviour. This
study focuses speciﬁcally on Generation
Y’s purchasing behaviour because of the
buying power they have in the market
and their development, which is aligned
with technology advancements. The data
collected in this study can be used by
producers, marketers and mobile operators
of smartphone brands.
5. MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
Respondents of this study showed a high
preference for product features which
is in line with other research conducted
on this cohort’s smartphone behaviour
(Ayodele & Ifeanyichukwu 2016; Rahim et
al. 2016). Furthermore, this study found
that Generation Y students are very loyal
towards their preferred smartphone brands
and it inﬂuence their purchasing behaviour.
They will highly recommend it to their peers
and choose the same brand over other
brands. Brand loyalty is one of the most
important factors in marketing. Marketers
aim to attract consumers and retain them by
maintaining and in some cases exceeding
their expectations, with the hope that it
leads them to brand loyalty. A brand should

be considered reliable to gain a consumer’s
loyalty. Having a loyal customer base gives
the business a competitive advantage,
which can be sustained through reward
programmes.
Moreover, consumers in general are social
beings inﬂuenced by their surroundings.
Generation Y students are more inﬂuenced
by their peers than any other social group.
Respondents indicated that they get a
sense of belonging by purchasing the same
smartphone as their friends, which shows
that social inﬂuence is an important factor
to consider in the decision making process
when making a purchase. This is in line
with the results of Osman et al. (2012)
and Malviya et al. (2013). Social inﬂuence
creates an opportunity for marketers to use
inﬂuencer marketing on social media. The
brands could approach already existing
customers to act as ambassadors. These
inﬂuencers can be provided with limited
edition branded content and products, with
the aim of positively inﬂuencing their peers.
Lastly, dependency on their smartphones
is considered a high priority for Generation
Y consumers as respondents indicate that
their use of smartphones in their daily lives
is very high. They are totally dependent on
their smartphone for both work and personal
use. Marketers and mobile operators should
understand the impact smartphones have
on Generation Y students’ daily lives and
how dependent they are on these devices.
Smartphone brands should ensure that
their smartphones provide the best possible
service to make the respondents’ lives more
convenient.
6. CONCLUSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
This study measures Generation Y students’
antecedents to smartphone purchasing
behaviour. This was done to determine what
pushes this consumer to certain purchase
decision. It is mostly determined by the
product features, brand personality, brand
loyalty, social inﬂuence and dependency.
All of the factors showed satisfactory
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reliability in terms of Cronbach alpha and
average inter-item correlation. The goal of
this study was to discover which factors
inﬂuence South African Generation Y
students’ purchasing behaviour with respect
to smartphones. Respondents in the study
showed that they prefer Apple iPhone and
Samsung as their preferred smartphone
brand. These brands should ﬁnd a way to
improve their current perceptions among
Generation Y consumers to become one
of the top referred brands. This study also
determined that the majority of Generation
Y students spend more than 8 hours a day
on their smartphones. All brands should
strive to ﬁnd out exactly how this time is
spent and ﬁnd a way to engage with this
cohort through their smartphone.
The smartphone market is saturated
with various brands. It is therefore
important for these brands to ﬁnd a way
to connect with Generation Y consumers.
Generation Y students’ preference for
speciﬁc smartphones is positive and they
show high intentions of better purchasing
decision in the near future. Smartphones
are becoming a basic need and tool based
on its convenience in their daily lives and
social interactions. The smartphone market
will continue to grow and remain a very
lucrative business sector worldwide and in
the South Africa.
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TQM ADOPTION IN
AN ANIMAL FEED
MANUFACTURING:
TOWARD A CONCEPTUAL
FRAMEWORK

was shop-ﬂoor employees, supervisors,
and senior managers as well as customers.
The ﬁndings of this study suggest that
the TQM framework can be successfully
developed for animal feel manufacturing
industry. Ineﬀective TQM eﬀorts at animal
feed manufacturing organisation can be
attributed to the non-holistic framework
or design adopted in its implementation
and short-termed improvement goals, lack
of consistent managers’ and employees’
commitment to and involvement in TQM
implementation, inadequate knowledge of
managers’ relating to TQM implementation,
regular
top
management
turnover,
inadequate quality training, TQM framework
and its impact depend comprehensively on
the ability of managers to implement its
concepts and values in practised animal
feed manufacturing organisations.
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ABSTRACT
Total quality management (TQM) is a
philosophy to improve customer satisfaction
and
organisational
performance
by
providing high-quality products and services
relating to stakeholders, customer-driven
quality, promoting teamwork and practices
by applying quality management tools and
techniques. However, many animal feed
manufacturing organisations have found it
diﬃcult to implement TQM successfully. The
aim of this study is to explore the factors
contributing to the production challenges,
and design a TQM framework can be
used to resolve problems such defects,
raw material wastage, and customer
dissatisfaction. This study involved a
quantitative research design and selfadministered questionnaires were used with
animal feed manufacturing organisation
employees to explore the design of a TQM
framework in manufacturing organisation. In
addition, this study involved survey-based
research on the challenges associated
with production processes and successful
TQM design in animal feed manufacturing
organisations.
A
stratiﬁed
random
sampling was adopted which ensured the
representation of employees at the various
levels. The target population for this study

Keywords: Animal feed manufacturing
organisation, continuous improvement,
organisational performance, total quality management
1. INTRODUCTION
Animal feeds play an signiﬁcant role in the
worldwide food manufacturing, permitting
economic production of animal proteins
through the world (Machethe, 2004:16). Feed is the most vital component to
ensuring safe, abundant and aﬀordable
animal proteins (Sarica, Ciftci, Demir,
Kilinic & Yildirim, 2005). The main factors
inﬂuencing the composition of animal feed
are prices of raw materials, nutritional value
of the components, nutritional requirements
of the speciﬁc animal as well as rules and
regulations of the government (Talib, 2013a).
The South African animal feed industry is
dominated by major role players which
mainly use modern computerised plants
with the latest technology for analytical
procedures which enforce the least cost
formulation (Sharma & Kodali, 2008). The
quality standards of South African feeds meet
international speciﬁcations thereby striving
to continuously improve animal health while
maintaining customer satisfaction. It is vital
to understand that production systems have
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become more complex, consumers expect
quality animal feeds, and all animal feed
producers should possess the necessary
skills in order to perform any animal
feed production eﬀectively. Continuous
improvement of services or products,
and techniques for eﬀective and eﬃcient
programs are implemented through TQM
techniques. TQM involved the combined
eﬀorts of the organisation towards realising
quality improvement, quality development
in order to satisfy customers at diﬀerent
levels. TQM can address the issues of
defects, raw material wastage, customer
dissatisfaction and high manufacturing
cost (Magar & Shinde, 2014). TQM strives
to incorporate all organisational purposes
marketing, ﬁnance, design, engineering,
production and customer service as some
of the variables to emphasise for merging
customer needs and organisational
objectives (Fotopoulos & Psomas, 2010).
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
In today’s extremely competitive market with
mounting demands of customers receiving
improved products and services, survival
of organisations is reliant on improvement
of quality, customer satisfaction and
changing organisational culture. To improve
quality of the manufacturing processes,
various strategies to management of
quality and continuous improvement have
been followed. The most signiﬁcant and
acknowledged approach is the concept of
TQM (Fotopoulos & Psomas, 2010). Many
organisations have claimed signiﬁcant
beneﬁts of implementing TQM in terms of
ﬁnancial results, operating performance,
quality, customer satisfaction and employee
satisfaction (Sharma & Kodali, 2008). TQM
has taken a strong place in all sectors
and emerged as an approach for process
improvement, waste reduction, business
optimisation and quality performance. In
the context of manufacturing sector, TQM
as an all-inclusive management approach
that seeks managing quality. It includes
the development of quality strategies and
a framework for TQM implementation. The
focal point of TQM is meeting customer

needs and businesses’ objectives. A series
of recent studies has further indicated that
the animal feed industry in SA on an average
produces about 3.5 million tons per annum.
The industry is dominated by organizations
with modern computerized plants and
latest equipment for analytical procedures
and least cost formulation (Aliber, 2003;
Sarica et al., 2005). The pattern of the
Animal Feed Industry in SA Economic of
diversiﬁcation increased domestic demand
are likely to augment the growth of the top
animal feed companies and the overall
animal feed industry (Machethe, 2004). The
production of the animal feed industry in SA
has been witnessing a growth of 10% every
year (Aliber, 2003). At present, the animal
feed industry in South Africa is thus the
pillar industry of South African agriculture.
It has been previously reported by Aliber
(2003) that globally (estimate) the number
of animal feed mills is 31 043 with a total of
980 million tons. The average tonnage per
region is as follows:
TABLE 1.1: AVERAGE TONNAGE PER
REGION

Region
Africa
Asia
Europe
Latin
America
Middle
East
North
America
Total

No of feed
mills
1,150
13,736
5,165

Total tonnage
34, 570,000
350,540,000
232,580, 000

3,914

144,840,000

288

24,750,000

6,790

192,800,000

31,043

980,070,000

The manufacturing process converts raw
materials, parts into ﬁnished goods which
satisfy customer expectations or provisions.
Manufacturing commonly employs a manmachine setup with a division of labour in
large scale production (Schoppa, Schneider
& Wuppermann, 2000; Pant & Chavan,
2018). A more complex and speciﬁc
deﬁnition of the manufacturing process
involves the combination of supplies or
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ingredients according to formulas or recipes
rather than the assembly of discrete parts
through mechanical processes (Prakash,
Nancharai & Rao, 2018). A manufacturing
organisation uses the manufacturing
process to determine how it will produce
for its customers (Aliber, 2003). When a
manufacturer chooses the process that
works for them, it must be highlighted
that each process is diﬀerent, and all
have their advantages when completing
a certain task (Pamperin, Harris, Weber,
Houde & Harrington, 2019). For example,
manufacturing in batches can be done in
bulk, in a continuous stream of products, or
smaller batches to meet customer demand
and minimize waste (Sharma & Kodali,
2008).
2.1 Quality assurance (QA) in the
manufacturing industry
Quality assurance can be deﬁned as
procedures, processes and resources
required to validate whether a product meets
obligatory speciﬁcations and customer
satisfaction (Nallusamy, 2016b). QA
comprises administrative and procedural
activities implemented in a quality system to
ensure that quality goals are fulﬁlled (Pant
& Chavan, 2018). It is not only concerned
about the ﬁnished product, but covers
management of the quality of raw materials,
assemblies, and components, services
related to production, and management,
production and inspection processes. The
main objective of QA is to track and resolve

deﬁciencies before the product declared as
ﬁnished. When QA systems are designed,
customer satisfaction is always the heart of
the process, because QA habitually leads to
greater levels of customer satisfaction. QA
is a method of preventing process errors
and defects in manufactured products
(O’Neill, Sohal & Teng, 2016). In an eﬀective
QA system, the process systematically
measurers and compares the product with
a standard, evaluates production processes
and uses a feedback loop that discusses
error prevention.
2.2 Cost of quality (QOC)
There have been numerous studies
explaining that cost of quality (COQ)
is deﬁned as the costs acquired by the
producer, by the user and by the community,
allied with the quality of a product. Quality
costs are the expenditures incurred in
defect prevention activities, appraisal
activities, and losses and activities due to
internal and external failures. When dealing
with quality related matters therefore, costs
associated with quality must be taken into
consideration. Those can be classiﬁed into
three categories: appraisal, prevention and
failure Appraisal costs: These are costs
of activities intended to ensure quality
or expose defects. Appraisal costs deal
with evaluating the quality of materials
and components supplied by vendors.
They include all types of inspection and
testing (lab) costs for incoming purchased
products, labour and equipment, in-process

FIGURE 1.1: COST OF QUALITY
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evaluation, and ﬁnal product acceptance
and quality audits (Schmidt & Nakajima,
2013). Prevention costs: Prevention
costs relate to all activities that prevent
defects from occurring. These include, for
instance, quality planning, design reviews
and veriﬁcation, education and training,
process planning and control activities,
supplier certiﬁcation, quality audits, quality
data acquisition and analysis, and quality
reporting and improvement projects
(Prakash, Nancharaih & Rao, 2018).
Failure costs: This includes costs caused
by defective parts or products or by failure
to service (machines or operating system)
(Schmidt & Nakajima, 2013). Operations
management techniques have shown that
there is a formula for calculating COQ
(Prajogo, 2006). The formula is as follows:
Cost of Quality (COQ) = Cost of control
(Prevention cost+ Appraisal cost) + Cost
of failure of control (Internal failure cost+
external failure cost)
TQM is famous for saving costs by reducing
waste and improving eﬃciency. TQM
is also known for improving eﬃciency,
ﬂexibility, eﬀectiveness, and attractiveness
(Voehl, 2016). The process must however
be a continuous way of life, and the
entire organisation should work towards
improvement in everything that they do
(Anderson, Rungtusanatham & Schroeder,
1994; Raßfeld, 2015). Sharma and Kodali
(2008) argues that Toyota Motor Company
and Motorola have all used TQM to
reduce manufacturing costs and waste.
More manufacturing organisations are
recognising why they should adopt these
principles to ensure they deliver a product
that is competitive and aﬀordable for the
public (Parvin, 2011; Prajapati, 2015). The
depths of research show that there are ﬁve
essential lean manufacturing tools that
manufacturing organisations should follow
(Ramseook-Munhurrun,
Munhurrun
&
Panchoo, 2011; Ramesh, 2013; Ramesh &
Ravi, 2013).
2.3 TQM as a competitive advantage
Competitive advantage is the degree to

which an organisation can generate a
defendable position over its competitors
(Munyai et al.,2017). It involves capabilities
that allow it to distinguish itself from its
competitors and is an outcome of critical
management decisions. In particular,
price/cost, quality, delivery, and ﬂexibility
are
important
competitive
abilities
(Ramesh & Ravi, 2013). Every animal
feel manufacturing organisation should
have capabilities such as lower prices,
higher quality, higher dependability, and
shorter delivery time to ensure competitive
advantage. These capabilities will enhance
the organisation’s overall performance. A
commitment to quality improvement leads
to reduced costs and increased productivity
which allow ﬁrms to gain market share and
improve their competitiveness. Competitive
benchmarking comprises identifying other
organisations studying how they achieve
this in order to improve their operation.
TQM training programmes and education
help in preparing employees to manage
the ideology in production processes.
Training equips and empowers employees
with compulsory skills and techniques
related to animal feed manufacturing
organisation’s beliefs and values to change
to a culture that places a high value on
quality (Ramseook-Munhurrun et al.,
2011). As part of continuous improvement,
quality improvement teams can be formed
to examine the process. Such a quality
improvement team should comprise of a
representative from each process area.
It should detect and separate causes of
quality problems and propose solutions
(Prajapati, 2015). Teamwork is a key
feature of involvement in a manufacturing
organisation. Participating in workshops,
continuous learning and ﬂexibility are
the major factors for success within
manufacturing organisations in attaining
a partnership between workforces and
managers (Munyai, Nyakala & Mbohwa,
2017).
3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This study involved a quantitative
research design and self-administered
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questionnaires were used with animal feed
manufacturing organisation employees to
explore the design of a TQM framework in
a manufacturing organisation. This study
involved survey-based research on the
challenges associated with production
processes and successful TQM design in
animal feed manufacturing organisations.
The literature in the study was used as
a guideline for the development of the
questionnaire. The target population for
this study was shop-ﬂoor employees,
supervisors,
and
senior
managers.
Quantitative methods of data analysis were
used to analyse data gathered from selfadministered questionnaires.
The collected data were analysed using the
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
(SPSS) version 25. Data was collected from
participants that were willing to participate
in the study using the drop and collect
method. A total of 141 questionnaires were
distributed to the prospective participants
who worked at Epol (Pty) Ltd located in
Pretoria West, South Africa. Quantitative
data were collected to ﬁnd ways to build
a TQM framework for Epol (Pty) Ltd. The
Friedman test is a nonparametric test that
was used to compares three or more paired
groups. The Friedman test ﬁrst ranked the
values in each matched set from low to high
and each row is ranked separately, it was
used to distinguish diﬀerences in treatments
across multiple test attempts (Cleophas
& Zwinderman, 2010). The appropriate
time to use the Friedman test is when the

underlying measurement is on an ordinal or
the distribution of a dependent variable is
highly skewed.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents results obtained with
SPSS v 25, analysis and ﬁndings. In order
to ensure that dependable and signiﬁcant
data were obtained that would satisfy the
objectives of this study, the questionnaire
was structured into three sections. For the
purpose of this paper, only two sections:
TQM factors and TQM tools that can
improve productivity were used. The set of
seven of Total Quality Management (TQM)
factors were subsequently coded as G1G7 and formed the basis for TQM factors,
namely, G1-leadership related factor, G2labour or employee related factor, G3equipment or machinery related factor, G4customer related factor, G5-process related
factor, G6-training and related factor and
G7-organisational culture factor.
4.1 Descriptive statistics, normality and
reliability
This particular section presents the results
of the seven TQM factors to investigate how
they contribute to production challenges.
4.1.1 Descriptive statistics for Factor G1
Leadership
Factor G1 – Leadership has six factor
items (factor items), G1.1 – G.1.6. Majority
respondents indicate in factor item G.1.1
that they are unclear or neutral about the
communication of organisation objectives
by leadership. Based on this factor item

TABLE 1.2: CODING OF CRITICAL TQM FACTORS

CODE
G1
G2
G3
G4
G5
G6
G7

Factor criteria
Leadership related factor
Labour or employee related factor
Equipment or machinery related factor
Customer satisfaction related factor
Process related factor
Training related factor
Organisational culture factor
Total number of items
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Number of items TQM Factor-item
per factor criteria
code (ni-j)
6
G.1.1 – G.1.6
8
G.2.1 – G.2.8
7
G.3.1 – G.3.7
7
G.4.1 – G.4.7
6
G.5.1 – G.5.6
8
G.6.1 – G.6.8
7
G.7.1 – G.7.7
49
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61.6% were neutral with the statement,
19.2% agreed, 12.3% disagreed, 4.1%
strongly disagreed and 2.7% agreed that
leadership communicates organisation
objectives. This means that there were two
distinct groups which were not in agreement
with the statement (69% neutral and 19.2%
agree). Factor item G1.2 results shows that
majority of respondents 47.9% were neutral
about the statement that management
sets achievable targets, 31.5% agreed,
13.7% disagreed with the statement and
6.8% strongly disagreed. It is clear that
majority of respondents were neutral about
management setting achievable targets.
The results for factor item G1.3 displayed
that 53.4% respondents were neutral about
organisation valuing knowledge transfer,
24.7% disagrees, 16.4% agrees and 5.5%
strongly disagree. It is evident that from the
percentage results majority of respondents
were neutral with the fact organisation
values knowledge transfer followed by
24.7% that disagreed with the statement.
Factor G1.4 stated that management
motivates and encourages employees,
39.7% disagreed, 30.1% neutral, 13.7%
strongly disagree, 11% agree and 4.1%

strongly disagree. Here it is clear that it can
be said that management does not motivate
nor encourage employees. Factor item
G1.5 statement employees are involved
when implementing changes, respondents
52.1% disagrees with the statement, 27.4%
neutral, 9.6% strongly disagree, and 11%
disagreed. It can be said that majority of
respondents disagreed with the statement
that employees are involved when
implementing changes. Factor item G1.6
statement investigated if management gives
both negative and positive feedback. Result
shows that 52.1% disagree, 23.3% neutral,
12.3 % agree, 8.1% strongly disagree and
lastly 4.1% strongly disagree. It is clear
from the results that management does not
give both negative and positive feedback.
Table 1.3 presents the descriptive statistics
for Leadership factor with a total of ﬁve
factor items. Skewness and kurtosis
used as rough indicators of the degree of
normality of distributions or the lack thereof.
The results show that the median ranged
from 2.0 to a high of 3.0, the mean values
ranged from 2.40 to a high of 3.04, the
highest mean values was 3.04 (SD=0.772)

TABLE 1.3 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR FACTOR ITEM G1 – LEADERSHIP

Factor G1 – Leadership
G1.1 Leadership
communicates
organisation objectives
G1.2 Management sets
achievable targets
G1.3 The organisation
values knowledge
transfer
G1.4 Management
motivates and
encourages employees
G1.5 Employees
are involved when
implementing changes
G1.6 Management
gives both negative and
positive feedback

Strongly
Disagree
(%)

Disagree
(%)

Neutral
(%)

Agree
(%)

Strongly
Agree
(%)

4.1

12.3

61.6

19.2

2.7

6.8

13.7

47.9

31.5

0

5.5

24.7

53.4

16.4

0

13.7

39.7

30.1

11.0

4.1

9.6

52.1

27.4

11

0

8.2

52.1

23.3

12.3

4.1
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TABLE 1.4: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR FACTOR ITEM G1 – LEADERSHIP

Factor Item N Valid
G1.1
G1.2
G1.3
G1.4
G1.5
G1.6

73
73
73
72
73
73

Mean

Median

3.04
3.04
2.81
2.51
2.40
2.52

3.0
3.0
3.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

STD
Skewness Kurtosis Reliability
Deviation
0.772
-0.258
1.295
0.857
-0.761
0.173
0.776
-0.385
-0.013
1.007
0.514
-0.009
0.812
0.422
-0.246
0.959
0.814
0.302
0.912

Std error of skewness =0.281 and 0.283 for G1.4; Std error of kurtosis =0.555 and 0.559
for G1.4
for factor item G1.1 and G1.2 also 3.04
(SD=0.857) for G1.2. The lowest score
mean was 2.40 (SD=0.812) for factor item
G1.5. The range of skewness was a high
of 0.814 to a low of -0.761 with a standard
error of 0.281, kurtosis showed negative
and positive values ranging from +1.295
and – 0.246 with standard error of 0.555
and 0.559 for factor item G1.4, the data
was within the values of +2, for both the
skewness and kurtosis, it can consequently
be considered as being normally or close
to normally distributed according to the
guidelines (Hair et al., 2010).
The success of TQM necessitates a
team eﬀort directed by the organisation’s
leadership team. Each person involved in the
TQM processes has their responsibilities,
and it is imperative for the whole organization
to understand the role of leadership in TQM
to make delegating responsibility more
eﬀective (Prajapati, 2015). The leadership
related
factors
examined
whether
leadership communicated organization
objectives. If targets set for employees
were attainable, does the organisation
value knowledge transfer, are employees
motivated and encouraged by management,
are employees involved when decisions are
implemented and whether top management
gives both negative and positive feedback.
4.1.2 Descriptive statistics for Factor G2
Labour or employees factors
Factor item G2.1 the organisation
encourages
teamwork.
Respondents

39.7% disagreed with the statement, 37%
neutral, 16.4% agreed, 4.1% strongly
disagreed and 2.7% strongly disagreed. It
can be noted that majority of respondents
disagreed that organisation encourages
teamwork. G2.2 factor item statement
employees are encouraged to lead quality
improvement initiatives. Results displayed
that 39.7% disagreed with the statement,
30.1% neutral, 23.3% agreed, 4.1% strongly
disagree and 2.7% strongly agreed. It clear
from the percentage results that majority of
respondents disagrees that employees are
encouraged to lead quality improvement
initiatives. Factor item G2.3 employees with
extensive experience play a role in quality
improvement initiatives. However, 39.7%
responded disagreed with the statement,
38.4% neutral, 17.8% agreed, 2.7% strongly
disagreed and 1.4% strongly agreed. It is
clear from the results that respondents
disagrees with the statement. Factor item
G.2.4 management involves employees
in production improvement targets and
standards.
Respondents
disagreed
with the statement 46.6% meaning that
employees are not involved in production
improvements targets, 35.6% respondents
were neutral, 12.3% respondents agreed,
4.1% strongly disagreed and 1.4% strongly
agree. From the respondent’s majority
results, it’s clear that employees are not
involved in production improvement targets
and standards.
G.25 Employees feel sense of belonging in
the organisation. The majority respondents
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45.2 % strongly disagreed, 31% disagreed,
16.4% were neutral, 4.1% agreed and
2.7% strongly agreed. It is evident that
respondents do not feel like they belong in
the organisation. G2.6 There is a reward
and recognition program established.
Based on this statement majority,
respondents 64.4% strongly disagreed and
27.4% disagreed while 6.7% disagreed,
1.4% agreed. It is clear from the results that
majority disagrees that there is a reward
and recognition program established. G2.7
There are incentives for quality, targets and
participation in TQM. The results shown
that majority of 64.4% strongly disagreed
with the statement, 27.4% disagreed, 6.7%
neutral and contrarily 1.4% agreed. Here it
clear that majority of respondents strongly
disagreed and disagreed with the statement.
G2.8 There are team building and social
events in place. Majority of respondents
65.8% strongly disagreed with the statement

and 20.5% disagreed, 5.5% and 5.5% were
neutral and agreed respectively and lastly
2.7% strongly agreed. It can be stated that
results clearly show that there are no team
building and social events in place.
Table 1.5 presents the descriptive statistics
for labour or employee related factors with
a total of eight factor items. The median
ranged from 1 to a high of 3, the mean
values showed a diﬀerence between them
with the highest being 2.81 (SD= 0.938)
for factor item G2.2, followed by 2.79 (SD=
0.897) for G2.1. Addition to that the range
of skewness was from a high of 2.163 to a
low of 0.293 with a standard error of 0.281,
while the kurtosis showed both positive
and negative values ranging from 4.712 to
0.074 with a standard error of 0.555. For
factor item G2.1 – G2.6, the data was within
the values of +2, for both the skewness
and kurtosis, it can be regarded as being
normally or close to normally distributed

TABLE 1.5 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR FACTOR G2 LABOUR OR EMPLOYEE FACTORS

Factor G2 – labour or
employees factors
G2.1 The organisation
encourages team work
G2.2 Employees are
encouraged to lead quality
improvement initiatives
G2.3 Employees with extensive
experience play a role in quality
improvement initiatives
G2.4 Management involves
employees in production
improvement targets and
standards
G2.5 Employees feel sense of
belonging in the organisation
G2.6 There is a reward
and recognition program
established
G2.7 There are incentives
for quality, targets and
participation in TQM
G2.8 There are team building
and social events in place

Strongly
Disagree Neutral Agree
Disagree
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)

Strongly
Agree
(%)

2.7

39.7

37.0

16.4

4.1

4.1

39.7

30.1

23.3

2.7

2.7

39.7

38.4

17.8

1.4

4.1

46.6

35.6

12.3

1.4

45.2

31.5

16.4

4.1

2.7

64.4

27.4

6.7

1.4

0

68.5

21.9

4.1

4.1

1.4

65.8

20.5

5.5

5.5

2.7
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according the guidelines of Hair et al (2010).
There were two factor G2.7 and G2.8 that
were not within the values of +2, G2.7
skewness was 2.163 and kurtosis 4.712
and G2.8 skewness was within +2, 1.903
and kurtosis was 3.041.
Important components of the business
and the success of TQM is employees,
employee training, development, and
empowerment of personnel, as well as
ensuring that quality is not only what
employees strive for shareholders, but
that it becomes a personal goal to them to
ensure that they know what customers are
expecting in terms of quality (El Shenawy,
Baker & Lemak, 2007). Employee
involvement in driving TQM has shown a
great link with customer satisfaction (Bowen
& Chen, 2001). The labour or employee
related factors required to understand if
the organization encourages team work
are as follows: are employees encouraged
to lead quality improvement initiatives, do
employees with extensive experience play
a role in quality improvement initiatives,
does management involve employees
in production improvement targets and
standards, do employees feel sense of
belonging in the organization, are there any
reward and recognition programs in place,
are there any incentives and quality, targets
and participation in TQM, and are there any
team building and social events in place?

4.1.4 Descriptive statistics for Factor G3
Equipment or machinery related factor
Table 1.6 represents descriptive statistics
for seven factor items for equipment or
machinery related factor, the results are
presented in percentages. For factor item
G3.1, all operators are trained in operating
the machines. Based on this statement, the
number of respondents agreed 69.9% with
the statement, 21.9% neutral, 4.1% strongly
agree and 2.7% and 1.4% disagreed and
strongly disagreed respectively. The results
shows that the majority of respondents
agreed that all operators are trained in
operating the machines. Factor item
G3.2 states that machine maintenance
and preventative is a high priority in the
organisation. The results shows that 61.6%
respondents agreed, 26.0% neutral, 5.5%
disagreed, 4.1% strongly agreed and 2.7%
strongly disagreed. Majority of respondents
agree with the statement and the minority
1.4% of respondents strongly disagreed.
G3.3 Machine downtime is always minimised
and prevented at all times. The results
presented that majority of respondents
46.6% were neutral, 38.4% agreed, 6.8%
and 4.1% disagreed and strongly disagreed
correspondingly and lastly 4.1% strongly
disagreed. In factor G3.4 Machine related
rejects are minimised and prevented at
all times. Mainstream of respondents
49.3% were neutral, 35.6% agreed, 11%
disagreed, 2.7% strongly agreed and
1.4% strongly disagreed. Factor G3.5

TABLE 1.6 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR FACTOR G2 LABOUR OR EMPLOYEE FACTORS

Factor item Mean N valid
G2.1
G2.2
G2.3
G2.4
G2.5
G2.6
G2.7
G2.8

2.79
2.81
2.75
2.60
1.88
1.45
1.48
1.59

73
73
73
73
73
73
73
73

Median
3.00
3.00
3.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

STD
Skewness Kurtosis Reliability
Deviation
0.897
0.541
-0.127
0.938
0.293
-0.690
0.830
0.344
-0.414
0.812
0.538
0.074
1.013
1.160
1.026
0.688
1.492
1.898
0.868
2.163
4.712
1.012
1.903
3.041
0.920

Std error of skewness =0.281; Std error of kurtosis = 0.555
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enquired if each machine has standards
and processes instruction for the operator.
The majority 50.7% agreed that machines
have standard and processes instruction
for the operator, 41.1% neutral, 4.1%
disagreed, 2.7% strongly disagreed and
lastly 1.4% strongly agreed. G3.6 Machines
are never left idling or unattended. Where
56.2% respondents agreed, 34.2% neutral,
5.5% disagreed, 2.7% strongly agreed
and 1.4% contrary strongly disagreed. It is
clear that majority of respondents were in
agreement with the statement. G3.7 The
organisation invests in new technology
to improve machine eﬃciency. This factor
item probed if the organisation invests in
new technology as part of being innovative.
Results showed that majority of respondents
52.1% disagree with the statement, 12.3%
strongly disagreed, 27.4 were neutral,
5.5% agreed and 2.7% strongly agreed. It
is strong that majority boldly disagreed with
the statement.

Table 1.7 presents the descriptive statistics
for Factor G3 with a total of seven factor
items with the median ranging from two to
four. The results show that there was not
much diﬀerence between the mean values
with the highest mean being 3.73 (SD=
0.651) for factor item G3.1, followed by
the mean of factor item 3.59 (SD=0.779)
for factor G3.2 while the lowest mean
value was 2.34 (SD=0.870) for factor item
G3.7. Moreover, the range of the skewness
was 0.828 to -1.522 with a standard error
of 0.281, whereas the kurtosis showed
positive values ranging from 4.063 to a low
of 0.350 and a standard error of 0.555.
Total quality management (TQM) and
total productive maintenance (TPM)
are considered as the key operational
or backbone activities of the quality
management system (Mohd Yusof &
Aspinwall, 2000). Equipment or machinery
related factors address the causes of

TABLE 1.7 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR FACTOR G3 EQUIPMENT OR MACHINERY RELATED
FACTOR

Factor G3 – Equipment or
machinery related factors
G3.1 All operators are trained
in operating the machines
G3.2 Machine maintenance
and preventative maintenance
is a high priority in our
organisation
G3.3 Machine downtime
is always minimised and
prevented at all times
G3.4 Machine related rejects
are minimised and prevented
at all times
G3.5 Each machine has
standards and processes
instruction for the operator
G3.6 Machines are never left
idling or unattended
G3.7 The organisation invests
in new technology to improve
machine eﬃciency

Strongly
Disagree
(%)

Disagree
(%)

Neutral
(%)

Agree
(%)

Strongly
Agree
(%)

1.4

2.7

21.9

69.9

4.1

2.7

5.5

26.0

61.6

4.1

4.1

6.8

46.6

38.4

4.1

1.4

11.0

49.3

35.6

2.7

2.7

4.1

41.1

50.7

1.4

1.4

5.5

34.2

56.2

2.7

12.3

52.1

27.4

5.5

2.7
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TABLE 1.8 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR FACTOR G3 EQUIPMENT OR MACHINERY RELATED
FACTOR

Factor Item
G3.1
G3.2
G3.3
G3.4
G3.5
G3.6
G3.7

Mean

Median

3.73
3.59
3.32
3.27
3.44
3.53
2.34

4.00
4.00
3.00
3.00
4.00
4.00
2.00

STD
Skewness
Deviation
0.651
-1.522
0.779
-1.303
0.831
-0.654
0.750
-0.298
0.726
-1.122
0.709
-0.967
0.870
0.828

Kurtosis

Reliability

4.063
2.239
1.038
0.350
1.988
1.455
1.187

0.824

Std error of skewness = 0.281; Std error of kurtosis = 0.555
equipment deterioration while creating the
correct environment between operators and
equipment operation (Sharma & Kodali,
2008). This factor-item was examined to
understand if all operators were well trained
in operating the machines to ﬁnd out if
maintenance and preventative maintenance
is a high priority in the organization. It was
vital to understand if the organization invests
in new technology to improve machine
eﬃciency.
4.7 Descriptive statistics for factor G4
Customer satisfaction
The factor G4 had seven factor items that
focused on customer satisfaction. Factor
item G4.1 the organisation believes in taking
good care of employees so that they can also
take good care of customers. The results
displayed that 63% strongly disagreed
with the statement, 15.1% disagreed and
conﬂictingly agreed 15.1% with the same
results, 1.4% strongly disagreed. In factor
G4.2 the organisation continuously asses
existing and future customer needs and
expectations. The majority of respondents
64.4% agreed with the statement, 21.9%
were neutral, 8.2% disagreed and 5.5%
strongly disagreed with the statement. It may
be decided that majority was in agreement
that the organisation continuously assess
existing and future customer needs. G4.3
Customer complaints are speedily resolved.
The majority of respondents 64.4% agreed
that complaints are speedily recovered,
17.8% strongly disagreed, 12.3% were

neutral and 1.4% disagreed. Respondents
were conﬁdent and agreed that customer
complaints are promptly resolved. Factor
item G4.4 Customer complaints are well
studied to identify patterns and prevent
the same problems from occurring again.
Results disclosed that respondents 58.9%
agreed with the statement, 23.3% were
neutral, 16.4% strongly disagreed and
1.4 disagreed. G4.5 The organisation
performs customer surveys. The majority of
respondents 52.1% agreed, 28.8 strongly
agreed, 16.4 were neutral and 2.7 disagreed.
G4.6 The organisation uses data on
customer expectations and or satisfaction
surveys when designing new processes.
Results showed that 50.7% respondents
agreed, 26% were neutral, 19.2% strongly
disagreed and 4.1% disagreed. In factor
item G4.7 all customers are treated
equal. The majority of respondents 38.4%
disagreed that there was equality when it
came to customer treatment, 34.2% were
neutral, 17.8% agreed, 6.8% strongly
disagreed and 2.7% strongly agreed.
Table 1.10 depicts 49 TQM Factor-items
using SPSS exposed to Cronbach’s Alpha
validity, reliability and correlation analysis
of internal consistency (Thompson, 2007).
The results for the 49 TQM Factor-Items
demonstrated that the Cronbach’s Alpha
values were α = 0.753 → α = 0.938. All 49
TQM Cronbach’s Alpha values were within
0.8 > α ≥ 0.7 illustrating a good internal
consistency. The rule of thumb is that the
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TABLE 1.9 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR FACTOR ITEM G4 – CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

Factor item G4 – customer
satisfaction
G4.1 The organisation
believes in taking good care
of employees so that they
can also take good care of
customers
G4.2 The organisation
continuously asses existing
and future customer needs and
expectations
G4.3 Customer complaints are
speedily resolved
G4.4 Customer complaints
are well studied to identify
patterns and prevent the same
problems from occurring again
G4.5 The organisation
performs customer surveys
G4.6 The organisation uses
data on customer expectations
and or satisfaction surveys
when designing new
processes
G4.7 All customers are treated
equal

Strongly
Disagree
(%)

Disagree Neutral
(%)
(%)

Agree
(%)

Strongly
Agree
(%)

63.0

15.1

5.5

15.1

1.4

0

8.2

21.9

64.4

5.5

0

5.5

12.3

64.4

17.8

0

1.4

23.3

58.9

16.4

0

2.7

16.4

52.1

28.8

0

4.1

26.0

50.7

19.2

6.8

38.4

34.2

17.8

2.7

alpha within 0.8 > α ≥ 0.7 between factor
items in a scale (Ding et al., 2010). Thus, the
Cronbach’s alpha indicates good reliability
of the instrument. TQM Factor-Items
measured were according to the underlying
construct and showed an inter-correlation of
relevancy, reliability and validity. Concerning
these Critical Aspects, an inclusive set of 49
TQM Factor-Items were used in designing
the TQM Framework.
Table 1.10 depicts 49 TQM Factor-items
using SPSS exposed to Cronbach’s Alpha
validity, reliability and correlation analysis
of internal consistency (Thompson, 2007).
The results for the 49 TQM Factor-Items
demonstrated that the Cronbach’s Alpha
values were α = 0.753 → α = 0.938. All 49
TQM Cronbach’s Alpha values were within
0.8 > α ≥ 0.7 illustrating a good internal

consistency. The rule of thumb is that the
alpha within 0.8 > α ≥ 0.7 between factor
items in a scale (Ding et al., 2010). Thus, the
Cronbach’s alpha indicates good reliability
of the instrument. TQM Factor-Items
measured were according to the underlying
construct and showed an inter-correlation of
relevancy, reliability and validity. Concerning
these Critical Aspects, an inclusive set of 49
TQM Factor-Items were used in designing
the TQM Framework.
4.8 The proposed TQM Framework
Seven critical factors contributing to
the design of TQM framework were
identiﬁed and then a continuous process
tool framework designed to characterise
an all-inclusive ‘interpretation’ of TQM
framework as identiﬁed in Figure 1.2 and
was applied for coding Critical Factors to be
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TABLE 1.10 RELIABILITY COEFFICIENT FOR THE VARIABLES

Internal
Code

G1
G2

G3

G4
G5
G6
G7

Cronbach’s
Reliability
and Validity Number of
Factor and
items per
Item Analysis
factors
Summary
(n-j)
(factor
criteria)
Leadership
6
related factor
Labour or
employee
8
related factor
Equipment
or machinery
7
related factor
Customer
satisfaction
7
related factor
Process
6
related factor
Training
8
related factor
Organisational
7
culture factor
Total number
49
of items

Standard Cronbach’s
Deviation
Alpha

Mean

Variance

16.31

19.004

4.359

0.912

17.36

32.399

5.692

0.920

23.22

13.840

3.720

0.824

22.15

9.546

3.090

0.758

19.82

10.537

3.246

0.753

20.67

38.668

6.218

0.932

16.52

27.031

5.199

0.938

applied in the Animal feed manufacturing
organisation. All implementation should
begin with leadership and management
commitment.
Prior
to
management
commitment, management should have an
in-depth understanding of TQM coupled
with support to make it happen. It is
management’s job to work continually on
improving total systems. The following in no
order are essential fragments or criteria of
the TQM that were evaluated with the view
of developing a TQM framework that will be
appropriate for animal feed manufacturing
organisation:
• Leadership
and
management
commitment: Top leadership is the
key facilitator of quality and TQM
philosophy. Management understanding
and commitment are essential in the
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success of TQM philosophy.
• Health, safety, environment and quality
management: ISO 9001 will facilitate a
health and safety environment by making
sure that the products that are sent to
employees are safe for consumption.
• Employee participation, teamwork and
morale: Employee participation directly
beneﬁts or improves teamwork and
general well-being of the employee
which translates to positive morale.
• Organisational culture: TQM necessitates
the business to continuously evolve
which will, bring employees to change,
plan and implement change.
• Benchmarking: By benchmarking, the
organisation will assess itself against the
competitors and all the ISO standards
that are in place.
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• TQM education and training: It was
established from the questionnaire
that TQM training and communication
are obstacles faced by animal feed
manufacturing organisation.
• Supplier management and raw material
management: This step of the TQM
framework will safeguard the relationship
between suppliers and animal feed
manufacturing organisation.
• Continuous improvement and process
improvement: The quality of products
will certainly increase if the continuous
improvement cycle is well imbedded in
the TQM framework.
• Customer focus and satisfaction: All the
steps of the proposed TQM framework

work in the direction of improving quality
will directly address all the customer
needs.
The main TQM factors that were addressed
in the questionnaire were used to develop
the proposed TQM framework: (1)
Leadership related factors (2), Labour or
employee related factors, (3) Equipment
or machinery related factors, (4) Customer
satisfaction related factors, (5) Processes
related factors, (6) Employee training
related factors and (7) Organisational
culture factors. All the above-mentioned
address the issue of defects, raw material
wastage, customer dissatisfaction and high
manufacturing costs confronted by the
organisation.

FIGURE 1.2: THE PROPOSED TQM FRAMEWORK
SOURCE: THE PROPOSED TQM FRAMEWORK (AUTHOR, 2019)
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Data analysis showed that general
employee training, training on quality
accountability, decision making, and
equipment or machines are not properly
maintained. These challenges negatively
aﬀect production processes. Changing
customer trends were found to be also a
great challenge. Figure 1.2 depicts the
proposed framework that answers ‘how
to’ questions and provides an overall way
forward. If TQM is to be designed and
implemented, referred to as a framework,
is required for carrying out relevant and
important activities. The activities are
carried out to complete the decisive vision
of the new style of managing quality in a
more practical manner. TQM achieves
customer’s satisfaction through focusing
on process improvement, customer and
supplier involvement, teamwork, training
and education.
5. RECOMMENDATION AND
CONCLUSION
The proposed TQM proposed as
shown in Figure 1.2 can be used both
top management, senior managers as
well as job ﬂoor employees evaluates
whether the quality management system
is appropriate and eﬀective, while forcing
the company to identify and implement
improvements. Responsibility of quality
management lies with every staﬀ member
within the manufacturing organisation,
speciﬁc total quality planning and
organisational structures are major areas
of responsibility. There must be systems
to provide documented proof that correct
procedures are consistently followed at
each step in the manufacturing process–
every time a product is made. This, in turn,
will assist the animal feed manufacturing
organisation minimise using raw materials
unproductively,
applying
the
wrong
resources, or machine failures, unskilled or
demotivated staﬀ or failing to understand
or interpret customer requirements . This
could entail more leadership development,
customer service training, higher levels of
staﬃng, and corrections to the production
process. The essential factor is to study the

feedback received and use it to continuously
to improve the processes in delivering the
products and services sold to customers.
Criteria in designing TQM Framework for
Animal Feed manufacturing industry. The
critical factors considered in designing a
TQM framework of animal feed organisation
include:
1. Factors and items that manufacturing
managers promote relating to the use
of quality standards when working with
animal feed customers.
2. Framework or programme of work
helping the employees to resolve quality
matters, plan, and implement change.
3. Evaluating
and
management
monitoring quality control of animal feed
manufacturing processes or practices.
4. Inconsistencies and changes in the
manufacturing processes are recorded
and reported back to the management
as well as the job ﬂoor during the
manufacturing process.
5. Procedure and practicality of performance
measures in the manufacturing industry:
the issues of animal feeds and emphasis
tasks.
6. Critical factors of quality improvements
activities to animal feed manufacturing
processes.
Organisations can suggest that they
have high productivity when they have
produced a lot of outputs while utilising as
little input as possible. Productivity plays
a role in decreasing wastage of resources
like human, material, machine idling,
time, space and capital. In the animal
feed manufacturing industry, competition
is growing all the time, and that is why
good service is becoming more and more
important. In order to meet these increased
demands, fresh techniques have to be
devised which enable organisations to stay
ahead of the competition and allow them to
demonstrate that they are performing well,
meeting customer needs and providing
value for money.
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ABSTRACT
The restaurant and hospitality industries in
South Africa have shown growth over the
last decade. The core of every business – if
it is in the service or manufacturing industry
– contains a set of business processes;
therefore, companies pay close attention
to the design and execution of its business
processes. In a modern, competitive
hospitality
and
restaurant
industry,
restaurants deal with diﬃculties such as
cutting unnecessary costs, eliminating
wastage, enabling ﬂexibility, and eventdriven business processes to achieve
opportunities in the marketplace. Therefore,
restaurant owners and restaurant managers
need to have the necessary knowledge
of marketing, quality, operational and
ﬁnancial skills to be eﬃcient, eﬀective,
and proﬁtable. Manual processes can be
more time-consuming, ineﬃcient, and lead
to human error and hamper productivity.
Therefore, if business processes are
managed appropriately, it can prove crucial
for overall better business performance in
the restaurant industry.
This study aims to investigate the
factors that inﬂuence all types of casual
restaurants in their eﬀorts to implement
business process management initiatives.
To acquire this aim, this study sets out to
determine the inﬂuence of selected factors

(i.e., ﬁnancial resources, management
knowledge, information technology, and
time management) and the ability of
restauranteurs to implement selected
business process management initiatives
(i.e., standard operating procedures, total
quality management, Six-sigma, and lean
management). The author compiled a
questionnaire based on recent literature
that was valid and reliable. A convenience
sample yielded 193 usable questionnaires.
The results exposed certain factors that
casual restaurants use business process
management in standard operating
procedures, lean management, Six-sigma
and total quality management. Furthermore,
casual restaurants experience challenges
towards implementing business process
management in terms of standard operating
procedures, lean management, Six-sigma
and total quality management.
Keywords: Casual restaurants, management, business process, BPM, standard
operating procedures, SOP, Six-sigma,
total quality management, TQM.
1. INTRODUCTION
In 2017 the total income for the food and
beverage industry in South Africa was
R62.44 billion (Stats SA, 2018:8). The
South African fast-food, catering, and
restaurant industry generated revenue of
more than R57.25 billion in 2016. According
to Statistics South Africa, the restaurant
and coﬀee shop segment generated just
over 51% of the industry’s total income
during the period 1 May 2017 to 31 July
2017 (Who Owns Whom, 2016). Due to the
COVID-19 pandemic in South Africa the
restaurant industry was greatly eﬀected.
it has become increasingly important that
business processes function optimally
in the restaurant industry. Alberts et al.
(2020:42) explain that the South African
restaurant industry has been impacted very
negatively due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
The COVID-19 pandemic and the lockdown
rules have left close to 800 000 people in
the industry without an income.
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Restaurants in South Africa experience
challenges where the operating costs are
increasing, such as the rent of the building,
insurance, food costs, and restaurant sales
are decreasing (Mhlanga, 2018:2). As a
result, some restaurants need to change
the physical layout of the restaurant and
improve and optimise their business
processes to gain a competitive advantage
(Somphanpae & Boonsiri, 2016:232).
2. BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH
PROBLEM
Businesses are challenged to do more with
fewer resources (CGMA, 2015:2). According
to Coetzee et al. (2016:79), improving
the business operational performance
is a key requirement for sustaining and
growing a business. The study focusses
on the performance characteristics of
business processes or systems to identify
and eliminate defects that impact on
the customer (Raghunath & Jayathirtha,
2013:1).
The core of every business is its set
of business processes; therefore, it is
important for any business to pay close
attention to the design and execution of the
business processes (Vugec et al., 2017:1).
The primary aim of a restaurant is to provide
comfort and satisfaction to customers
without compromising the operational
eﬃciency of the restaurant (Barlan-Espino,
2017:122). In any business, several basic
processes can be found, such as where a
customer submits an order to purchase a
product or service, where the order has been
delivered to the customer, subsequently
making the necessary payment (Dumas et
al., 2013:1).
In a restaurant, the processes can be
divided into the front of house and back of
house processes or operations (Sachs et
al., 2014:4). The front of house includes
any activity or process concerning the
customer, from greeting the customer to
the busser (Walker, 2017:271). The back
of the house processs consist of areas
such as the kitchen, oﬃce, dishwashing,

storage, chefs and quality of the food the
customer is served (Culinarylore, 2015).
Managing the back of the house operations
is equally important as managing front
of house operations (Chen, 2016:618).
Consequently, if business processes are
managed properly, it can prove crucial for
overall better business performance (Vugec
et al., 2017:1).
In a modern, competitive business
environment,
businesses
deal
with
diﬃculties such as cutting unnecessary
costs, eliminating waste, promoting
ﬂexibility, and event-driven business
processes to achieve opportunities in the
marketplace (Gunawan et al., 2018:1).
Businesses have set goals are more agile,
more eﬀective and react quicker to deliver
customer experience, and take advantage
of new technologies to cut cost and
improve quality (MGI, 2017:8). Therefore,
business owners and restaurant managers
need to have the necessary knowledge of
marketing, quality, operational and ﬁnancial
skills to be eﬃcient, eﬀective and proﬁtable
(Kukanja & Planinc, 2018:240).
Businesses use technology to adapt
to manage the business processes
increasingly;
previously,
companies
made use of time-consuming manual
processes, and it can be replaced by more
eﬃcient paperless technology solutions
(Grisdale & Seymour, 2011:106; Kirchmer,
2017:197).
According
to
Kirchmer
(2017:197), manual processes can be
more time-consuming, ineﬃcient, and lead
to human error and hamper productivity.
Therefore, for businesses to ﬁnd solutions
for more eﬃcient business management,
businesses must use business process
management
(Lemańska-Majdzik
&
Okręglicka, 2015:395). Business process
management refers to management that
provides governance for a process-oriented
business with the goal of operational
performance (Kirchmer, 2017:8). Business
process management includes strategies,
culture, business structure, goals, roles,
methodologies, policies and IT tools
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(Saxena, 2013:27).
Business process management assists
businesses
to
increase
customer
satisfaction, increase ﬂexibility, improve
performance and inform all the stakeholders
of the overall workﬂow. Implementing
business process management can also
lead to reduced costs, improved quality and
time ﬂow, eﬃciency, and productivity in the
business (BoC Group, 2015:2).
Business process management can
be viewed as a structured approach to
continually improve fundamental business
activities such as marketing, manufacturing
and change management of a business
operation (Jurisch et al., 2014:52). Business
process management can be applied across
and within any business to drive business
performance (Kirchmer, 2017:1). Business
process management is used in project
management, manufacturing, service, and
management (Millers & Sceulovs, 2017:235;
Somphanpae & Boonsiri, 2016:233; Sousa
et al., 2018:868).
Business process management provides
continuous improvement and development
of business strategies and encourages
businesses to focus on the customer
and improve the overall performance of
the business (Da Silva et al., 2012:276).
According to McGregor (2018), the business
needs ways to increase productivity,
leverage technology for staﬀ, and eﬃcient
communication with customers. Business
process management can deliver three
crucial outcomes for a business, namely
(1) bring clarity on strategic direction
and related actions, (2) the alignment of
business resources, and (3) increase daily
operations (Kirchmer, 2017:9).
Business process management has
become one of the businesses’ top
priorities to survive in a competitive market
(Dabaghkashani et al., 2012:725) because
businesses are looking for cost-eﬀective
solutions and those that can provide quality
service in terms of high-end processes

(Deloitte, 2016:5). Business process
management initiatives aim to assist
businesses to outperform their competitors
(Dumas et al., 2013:40).
For a restaurant to be successful, the
operational aspects are fundamental to the
success of the restaurant. The absence of
operational performance evaluation systems
or maintaining operational standards could
impact restaurant’s sustainability. Therefore,
the lack of implementation contributes to an
inability to maintain operational standards
lead to restaurants that are not eﬃcient and
eﬀective (Nel et al., 2018:4).
3. LITERATURE REVIEW
The theoretical context consists and
includes a discussion on the discipline
and the related constructs. This section
provides a literature overview of the
discipline and constructs under investigation
including, restaurants, business process
management initiatives (standard operating
procedures, lean management, Six-sigma
and total quality management) and factors
that inﬂuence businesses to implement
business process management.
3.1 Restaurants
The restaurant business is diﬀerent
from any other service industry because
the
businesses
combine
operation
mechanisms, marketing, art and traditions
and service philosophy to the customer
(Gheribi, 2017:153). According to Mhlanga
(2018:2), in South Africa, the restaurant
industry
is
becoming
increasingly
complicated and enormously competitive.
The restaurant industry is competitive, and
there are factors aﬀecting the restaurant’s
performance (Shai et al., 2016:1). These
factors can be classiﬁed into three groups:
employees’ work values, training, and
competency
(Cagurangan,
2017:1).
Restaurants experience adversity to adapt
to shifts in consumer demand (Hallak et al.,
2018:229).
The restaurant industry is competitive,
and some challenges are aﬀecting the
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restaurant’s performance (Patil et al.,
2018:1; Shai et al., 2016:1). Restaurants
oﬀer and provide experience to customers,
either in tangible or intangible form and the
environment and interactions with employee
service (Wilson, 2018:9). Nel et al. (2018:1)
explain that restaurants in South Africa fail to
keep their doors open. There are numerous
reasons why restaurants fail, including poor
location, poor menu choice, insuﬃcient
capital, low customer traﬃc count, poor
management, intense competition, theft by
employees or managers and entrepreneurial
incompetence (Parsa et al., 2019:1).
The restaurant industry, prices are inﬂuenced
by the competition and the target market
(Fernandez et al., 2017:44). According to
Lee et al. (2015:1909), restaurants use the
wrong pricing strategy, and that can lead to
negative consumer perception. In addition,
the shortage of investment for employee
training can lead to employees who are
disrespectful. Three classiﬁed service
failures impact negatively on customers;
ﬁrstly, the employee response to delivery
failure. This is where the waiter or the
waitress is unavailable for service, or the
meal has defects. Secondly, the employee
responds to needs and requests. This is
where the patron has cooking or seating
preferences. Thirdly unprompted employee
actions. This is where the wrong order or
mischarging is given to the patron (Lee et
al., 2015:1909).

carryout services or presenting
nontheatrical entertainment (The
Census Bureau, 2019).

live
US

According to Stats SA(2019) the classiﬁcation
system digit classiﬁcation system under the
code 64, hotels and restaurants: this group
includes the preparation and selling of
food and drink for immediate consumption
on the premises, such as by restaurants,
tearooms, bars, including beer halls and
beer gardens, lunch counters, ﬁsh-andchip shops, refreshment stands and other
similar businesses that supply takeaways.
Catering is also included in the hotels and
restaurants group (Stats SA, 2019).
D & B Hoovers is a professional business
in ﬁnancial intelligence with a database of
120 million business-strong records and
analytics. These records can be divided
into the following categories namely:
Restaurants, Bars and Food Services.
These categories can be divided into more
categories namely bars and nightclubs,
catering services, food service contractors,
restaurants, casual restaurants, fast-food
and quick service restaurants, speciality
eateries and upscale dining segments (D
&B Hoovers, 2019).
The table below shows the categories of
casual restaurants and provide examples
of the type of restaurant in practice.

3.1.1 The restaurant industry
classiﬁcation systems
The six-digit North American Industry
Classiﬁcation System under the code
722, Food Services and Drinking Places
full-service categorises restaurants into
very narrow categories based on how it
is described as follows: the full-service
industry
comprises
establishments
primarily engaged in providing food service
to customers who order and are served
while seated and paying after eating.
These restaurants may provide this type of
food services to customers in combination
with selling alcoholic beverages, providing
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TABLE 1: TYPES OF RESTAURANTS THAT
CAN BE INCLUDED IN THE CASUAL DINING
RESTAURANT CATEGORY

Category
Fast-casual
Ethnic
restaurant
Theme
restaurant

Type of restaurants
Nando’s
Mexican restaurant
Hard Rock Café,
Die Blou Hond,
Greensleeves

Quick service/
McDonald’s, Burger
fast-food
King, Pizza Hut
restaurant
Family
Spur
restaurant
Source: Adapted from: Retief et al.
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(2018:49) and Walker (2017:257-259).
Business Process Management
The origin of business process management
can be traced back several decades
(Harmon, 2010:42). The business process
management concept came from the
complementary work of Porter (1985), which
are the value chain and from Deming’s
(1986), which is the Flow Diagram.
Business
process
management
is
associated with process automation and
process analysis to operations management
(Van der Aalst et al., 2016:2). Business
process management ensures that the
operational activities are implemented
and “carried out in a structured manner,
the improvements are based on scientiﬁc
approaches such as collecting data,
applying analytical tools, appropriate
investments in technology, innovative
approach to managing customers’ needs
and cross-functional across departments
for integrating the management of an
entire business” (Chountalas & Lagodimos,
2018:1). Standard operating procedures,
lean management, six-sigma and total
quality management are the four process
that the research will focus on during this
study.
3.2.1 Standard operating procedures
Standard operating procedures (SOP) are
documented instructions that describe stepby-step procedures on how the operator
should perform in a speciﬁc operation
(Barbé et al., 2016:1). Standardisation of
processes improves the outcome of the
process by eliminating basic ineﬃciencies
where optimisation focuses on improving
performance, reducing cost, enhancing
performance, reducing cost, and enhancing
customer satisfaction (Jacobs, 2016:166).
Weyers and Louw (2017:409) concur that
product-oriented industries can easily be
standardised, where it is more challenging
for a service to be standardised. For
example, de Souza et al. (2018:4) explain
that restaurant employees fail to implement
standard operating procedures due to the

shortage of knowledge and the employees
ignored
processes.
Standardisation
procedures of a restaurant are standard
recipes, recipe costing, portion control
purchasing and receiving control (Cousins
et al., 2016:82).
3.2.2 Lean management
Lean management can be deﬁned as a
continuous process that involves waste
elimination and eliminating time-wasting that
enhance value for customers by eliminating
wasteful activities (Mohamed & Mwanyota
2018:2). Businesses ﬁnd it essential to
perform tasks and services in a more
eﬃcient way to increase customer needs
(Maršíková & Šírová, 2018:2300). Deranek
et al. (2017:2) explain that manufacturing
and service businesses integrate lean
management techniques to eliminate nonvalue-added activities, identify waste and
increase eﬃciency. Lean management
“focus on process eﬃciency and productivity
increases” (Jacobs, 2016:163).
3.2.3 Six-sigma
Six-sigma can be deﬁned as a method
of gathering data and statistical analysis
(Hsiao et al., 2016:677). Furthermore, Sixsigma improves the quality of the processes
output by identifying and removing the
cause of defect of the business processes
(Jacobs, 2016:155). Therefore, Six-sigma
is an eﬀective tool to measure the quality
performance of the business and assist in
improving the quality performance of the
business (Chen, 2012:310).
3.2.4 Total quality management
Total quality management can be
deﬁned as a tool that improves the
business performance (Fening, 2012:2).
Consequently, total quality management is
an approach that focuses on continuously
improving and sustaining the quality of
products and service (Dumas et al., 2013:6).
There are industry-speciﬁc factors such
as intense competition, the intangibility
of services, employees’ attitude, the wide
range of food and beverage products
oﬀered that limit a restaurant to ensure
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proper quality to satisfy customers (Kukanja
et al., 2016:1509). Restaurants also have
quality control processes for materials (food
ingredients), facilities and staﬀ (Cousins et
al., 2016:82).
4. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The primary objective of this study is to
determine the factors that inﬂuence casual
restaurants in its eﬀort to implement
business process management.
To achieve the primary objective of this
study, the following secondary objectives
were formulated:
• Determine if casual restaurants
experience challenges towards
implementing business process
management in terms of standard
operating procedures.

speciﬁc context of the study within the
Gauteng province.
The questionnaire started with an
introductory section that include an
explanation detailing the purpose of
the study and a set of instructions that
encourages, and guides the respondent
towards completing the questionnaire
while detailing the respondents’ rights and
obligations (i.e., the questionnaires will only
be used for the research). Identifying the
restaurant names will not be used in the
study because the study aims to determine
the factors that inﬂuence casual restaurants
in their eﬀort to implement business process
management.
The questionnaire for this study is arranged
in sections. Each section aims to address
a particular research objective. The ﬁrst
section of the questionnaire consists of
information about the respondents’ proﬁle;
and will be based on nominal, ordinal and
interval scales to measure respondents’
proﬁle.

• Determine if casual restaurants
experience challenges towards
implementing business process
management in terms of lean
management.
• Determine if casual restaurants
experience challenges towards
implementing business process
management in terms of Six-sigma.
• Determine if casual restaurants
experience challenges towards
implementing business process
management in terms of total quality
management.
5. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In this study, quantitative research methods
were used to gather and analyse data
obtained from the research instrument
(questionnaire). The questionnaire used to
collect data was designed from literature and
aimed to gather data regarding factors that
inﬂuence casual restaurants to implement
business process management.
Furthermore, the questionnaire was
designed from
secondary
literature
sources, including books, journal articles,
and electronic sources. This enabled the
researcher to focus data collection on the

The next sections of the questionnaire
will measure the constructs identiﬁed in
the study (standard operating procedures,
lean management, Six-sigma, and total
quality management) using a Likert scale,
ordinal scale response format measured
on a normal scale. In these sections,
respondents will be requested to answer a
series of structured, closed-ended questions
on a four-point Likert type scale (where
1 is “strongly disagree” and 4 is “strongly
agree”). The items that will be used in this
section are adapted from valid and reliable
measurement scales.
Standard operating procedures will be
measured using ordinal scales with items
taken from the research by Alers (2018:351).
Lean management will be measured by the
Albliwi-adapted ordinal scale, ratio scale,
and continuous measures. Six-sigma will
be measured using scales with items taken
from the research by Albliwi (2017:301).
To measure total quality management in
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section E scales will be adapted based on
the work by Abduliah (2007:458) and Zadry
and Yusof (2006).

The overall sampling plan demonstrating
the sample unit, sample size, sample
elements, sampling method, and technique
is presented in the table 6.

The questionnaire questions that will
reacher will focus on in this paper are as
follow: In table 2 the challenges of the
implementation of SOP are indicated.

The target population for this study will be
limited to casual restaurants in the Gauteng
Province of South Africa. The sample unit

TABLE 2: FREQUENCIES

Questionnaire statement
7.1 Rigid and unyielding supervision
7.2 Lack of understanding objectives
that should be met
7.3 Unrealistic expectations set by
management
7.4 Deliberate attempts to obstruct or
prevent accountability
7.5 Resistance to implementing
standard operating procedures

Strongly
disagree
n
%
30
16

n
33

%
17

n
62

%
32

Strongly
agree
n
%
68
35

Disagree

Agree

56

29

50

26

55

29

30

16

77

40

66

35

27

14

21

11

52

27

59

31

42

22

37

19

56

29

70

36

40

21

26

14

In table 3 the challenges of the implementation of Lean Management are indicated.
TABLE 3: FREQUENCIES

Questionnaire statement
9.1 Lack of understanding of how to
get started
9.2 Implement Lean management is
time consuming
9.3 Resistance to change
9.4 Lack of training or coaching
9.5 Lack of evaluation procedures and
benchmark indices
9.6 Lack of ﬁnancial resources
9.7 Lack of top management
commitment and support
9.8 Lack of eﬀective measurement
criteria
9.9 Poor organisational infrastructure
9.10 Lack of awareness about Lean
management beneﬁts
9.11 Lack of technical knowledge and
skills
9.12 Lack of technology and resource

Strongly
disagree
n
%

n

%

n

%

Strongly
agree
n
%

Disagree

Agree

31

16

55

29

43

22

63

33

41

21

53

28

40

21

57

30

48
47

25
25

50
54

26
28

41
35

22
18

50
55

26
29

49

26

64

33

39

20

40

21

70

36

66

34

20

10

36

19

62

32

56

29

41

21

34

17

49

26

73

38

35

18

35

18

70

36

77

40

15

8

31

16

58

30

56

29

34

18

44

23

57

30

59

31

34

18

43

22

58

30

62

32

31

16

41

21
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In table 4 the challenges of the implementation of Six sigma are indicated.
TABLE 4

Strongly
disagree
n
%

Questionnaire statement
11.1 Lack of understanding of how to
get started
11.2 Costly consultancies and training
programs
11.3 Implement six sigma is time
consuming
11.4 Lack of technology and resources
11.5 Lack of eﬀective measurement
criteria
11.6 Lack of evaluation procedures
and benchmarking
11.7 Lack of ﬁnancial resources
11.8 Lack of top management
commitment and support
11.9 Poor organisational infrastructure
11.10 Resistance to change
11.11 Lack of technical knowledge and
skills
11.12 Lack of awareness about Six
sigma beneﬁts to the business

n

%

n

%

Strongly
agree
n
%

Disagree

Agree

39

21

56

30

40

21

54

29

35

19

54

29

40

21

59

31

38

20

53

28

37

20

60

32

52

28

58

31

29

15

49

26

47

25

65

35

27

14

49

26

52

28

64

34

23

12

49

26

56

30

57

30

32

17

43

23

58

31

64

34

18

10

47

25

51
43

27
23

65
58

35
31

23
44

12
23

48
43

26
23

42

22

65

35

34

18

47

25

37

20

45

24

41

22

65

35

In table 5 the challenges of the implementation of TQM are indicated.
TABLE 5

Questionnaire statement
13.1 Lack of understanding of how to
get started
13.2 Implement total quality
management is time-consuming
13.3 Lack of eﬀective measurement
criteria
13.4 Lack of evaluation procedures and
benchmarking
13.5 Lack of ﬁnancial resources
13.6 Lack of top management
commitment and support
13.7 Poor organisational infrastructure
13.8 Resistance to change

Strongly
Disagree
disagree
n
%
n
%

n

%

Strongly
agree
n
%

58

31

65

34

30

16

37

19

54

28

64

43

37

19

35

18

58

30

73

38

34

18

26

14

65

34

66

35

30

16

30

16

74

39

73

38

21

11

24

13

76

40

72

38

24

13

20

10

71
57

37
30

78
70

41
36

24
39

13
20

19
26

10
14
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13.9 Lack of technical knowledge and
skills
13.10 Lack of technology and resource
13.11 Costly consultancies and training
programs
13.12 Lack of awareness about total
quality management beneﬁts

56

29

71

37

37

19

27

14

70

36

69

36

27

14

26

14

51

27

62

32

43

22

36

19

60

31

66

35

31

16

34

18

TABLE 6 PROVIDES A SUMMARY OF THE SAMPLE PLAN TO WAS FOLLOWED

Target population
Sample element
Sampling frame
Sampling method
and technique
Sample size

Owners or managers of casual restaurants in Gauteng Province of
South Africa
Owners or managers of casual restaurants in the Gauteng Province
of South Africa
A sampling frame is available
Probability sampling method, with a simple random sampling
technique
At least 300 respondents

of the study will be the managers or owners
of the casual restaurants in the Gauteng
province. The reasons the researcher will
be making use of Gauteng as the target
population are the following:
• It will be more convenient for the
researcher to deliver and collect the
questionnaires from the respondents.
• Any questions that are not clear to
the respondents can be clariﬁed
immediately.
• Gauteng generated over a third of South
Africa’s GDP. Thus, the province shows
economic potential and can indicate
economic activities in the province (Stats
SA, 2019a).
• Gauteng was the province destination
with the highest day trips and with
the highest expenditure on food and
beverages (Stats SA, 2018c:115).
First, the data were analysed to determine
whether casual restaurants make use of
business process management in terms
of Lean management, Six-sigma, and total
quality management. Secondly, to analyse
whether casual restaurants experience
challenges towards implementing business
process management in terms of standard
operating procedures, Lean management,

Six-sigma, and total quality management.
The research instrument was constructed
to meet the objectives of the study. Expert
opinions were gathered to ensure that the
study is reliable and valid. The instrument
used was also analysed to ensure
adherence to the code of ethics formulated
by North-West University.
Ethical considerations were discussed with
regards to performing the study according
to ethical research standards. The research
conformed to all academic research
etiquette and ethics described by literature
and the Ethics Committee of the NorthWest University. The Harvard guideline, the
literature used and studied is referenced as
interpreted by the North-West University’s
guidelines.
Fieldworkers
received
training
on
approaching potential respondents, and
correct recruitment procedures were put
into practice. They also needed to explain
the nature of the research adequately. Each
ﬁeldworker received a letter explaining the
study and an approval document issued by
the Ethics Committee. Fieldworkers were
granted four months to complete this work.
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6. RESULTS AND FINDINGS
The
research
questionnaire
was
administered to a representative sample
of the target population. The completed
questionnaires
were
screened
for
completeness to ensure that the data
adhered to required quality standards.
After the screening process, a total of
193 questionnaires were found to be
complete and valid. These questionnaires
were retained for the data analysis. The
sample size (n) used for this study was 193
restaurants.

questions 7 (see table 2), 9 (see table 3), 11
(see table 4) & 13 (see table 5). The factor
analysis was done as a data reduction
method and to assure the construct validity
of the constructs. Results of factor analysis
on questions 7-13 are as follows:

The data was captured and analysed by
the Statistical Consultation Services of the
North-West University’s Potchefstroom
Campus, which specialises in data extraction
and analysis. The data was analysed
using the IBM SPSS statistical program
(version 26) for the statistical analysis of
the data. Data analysis can be deﬁned as
the interpretation of data collected by the
diﬀerent analytical techniques according
to the study’s requirement (Sreejesh et al.,
2014:21).

As seen from table 7, the factor analysis on
question 9 yields 1 factor. Therefore, the
decision was taken to name the factor Lean
challenges (items q9n1, q9n2, q9n3, q9n4,
q9n5, q9n6, q9n7, q9n8, q9n9, q9n10,
q9n11, q9n12). Taking the MSA of 0.93 into
account, construct validity was assured on
the factor.

According to Sarstedt and Mooi (2019:397),
the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) criterion,
also referred to as an MSA, is an index
used to assess the adequacy of the data
for factor analysis. The KMO value must
be between 0 and 1, where 0 represents
the inappropriateness of conducting factor
analysis, and 1 represents the ability to
conduct factor analysis (Field, 2018:797).
6.1 Construct validity
Factor analysis was done separately on

As seen from table 7, the factor analysis on
question 7 yields 1 factor. The decision was
taken to name the factor as Implementation
(items q7n1, q7n2, q7n3, q7n4, q7n5).
Taking into account, the MSA of 0.85
construct validity was assured on the factor.

As seen from table 7, the factor analysis
on question 11 yields 1 factor. The decision
was taken to name the factor Six-sigma
challenges (items q11n1, q11n2, q11n3,
q11n4, q11n5, q11n6, q11n7, q11n8, q11n9,
q11n10, q11n11, q11n12). Taking the MSA
of 0.94 into account, construct validity was
assured on the factor.
Evident from table 7, the factor analysis
on question 13 identiﬁed the factor TQM
Challenges (items q13n1, q13n2, q13n3,
q13n4, q13n5, q13n6, q13n7, q13n8, q13n9,
q13n10, q13n11, q13n12). Considering the
MSA of 0.94, construct validity was assured
on the factor.

TABLE 7: FACTOR ANALYSIS

n

MSA

Factors
retained

Variance

q7n1 – q7n5

189

0.85

1

62.54

q9n1-q9n12

184

0.93

1

61.68

q11n1-q11n12

186

0.94

1

72.97

q13n1 –q13n12

188

0.94

1

64.76

Items
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Vary
between
0.40 and
0.75
0.36 and
0.71
0.62 and
0.85
0.50 and
0.74
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0.64. Therefore, the data to measure the
constructs in this study are reliable (Babin
& Zikmund, 2016:281). Furthermore, the
calculated Cronbach’s alpha coeﬃcients
ranged between 0.64 and 0.98, which
corresponds with an internal consistency
reliability level deemed good and excellent
(George & Mallery, 2016:240).

TABLE 8: CONSTRUCTS IN STUDY

Construct
Standard operating procedure
challenges
Lean management challenges
Six-sigma challenges
Total quality management
challenges

n
189
184
186
188

TABLE 10: MEAN VALUES

The construct names are related to the
questions of the questionnaire and the
objectives of the study.
6.2 Reliability
Cronbach alpha values to assure
reliability are reported in the table below.
To determine the reliability of this study’s
data, the internal consistency reliability
method was used. The Cronbach’s alpha
coeﬃcients were calculated for the scales to
determine whether the scales were reliable.
The reliability of the measurement scales
was tested through the calculation of the
Cronbach’s alpha coeﬃcients. According
to Field, all the Cronbach alpha values are
higher than 0.6. It is an indication that all
constructs are reliable (Field, 2014). Table 9
provides the Cronbach’s alpha coeﬃcients
(α-coeﬃcients) for the scales used to collect
the data in this study and indicates whether
the collected data is reliable or not.
TABLE 9: RELIABILITY OF CONSTRUCTS

Construct
Standard
operating
procedure
challenges
Lean
management
challenges
Six-sigma
challenges
Total quality
management
challenges

n

CA

Question

189

0.85

7

184

0.94

9

186

0.97

11

188

0.95

13

Construct
Standard operating
procedure challenges
Lean management
challenges
Six-sigma challenges
Total quality
management
challenges

n

Mean

189

2.33

184

2.36

186

2.46

188

2.13

On a Likert scale from 1–4, the midpoint
is at 2.5. The mean of Standard operating
procedure challenges is 2.33 and lies
beneath 2.5. This indicates that the study
population disagree and strongly disagree
that challenges inhibit the implementation
of Standard Operating Procedures.
The mean of Lean management challenges
of 2.36 and lies beneath 2.5. This is an
indication that the study population disagree
and strongly disagree that challenges inhibit
the implementation of Lean management.
The mean of Six-sigma challenges of 2.46
and lies beneath 2.5. This is an indication
that the study population disagree and
strongly disagree that challenges inhibit the
implementation of the Six-sigma.
Furthermore, the mean of Total quality
management challenges of 2.13 and lies
beneath 2.5. This is an indication that the
study population disagree and strongly
disagree that challenges inhibit the
implementation of Total quality management
challenges.

It is evident from Table 9 that all the
Cronbach’s alpha coeﬃcients for the
scales used in this study are larger than

6.3 Correlations
In this study, Spearman’s correlation
coeﬃcient was used to measure linear
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statistical associations between two
variables where both have been measured
using an ordinal scale.

lean management techniques increase
Standard operating procedure challenges
will also increase.

The table below shows the correlation
between the constructs Correlations
between Standard operating procedure
challenges and three constructs, namely
Basic lean management techniques, Lean
management challenges and Total quality
management challenges.

The Spearman correlation coeﬃcient rs,
between Lean management challenges
and
Standard
operating
procedure
challenges is 0.6 (p<0.05) meaning that
there is a practically signiﬁcant correlation
between these two variables. Thus if Lean
management challenges increase Standard
operating procedure challenges will also
increase.

The Spearman correlation coeﬃcient
rs between Basic lean management
techniques and Standard operating
procedure challenges is 0.6 (p<0.05),
meaning a practically signiﬁcant correlation
between these two variables. Thus if Basic

The Spearman correlation coeﬃcient
rs between Total quality management
challenges and Standard operating
procedure challenges is 0.5 (p<0.05),

TABLE 11: CORRELATIONS BETWEEN STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE CHALLENGES
AND THREE CONSTRUCTS, NAMELY BASIC LEAN MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES, LEAN
MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES AND TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES

Construct
Basic lean management
techniques
Lean management challenges
Total quality management
challenges

n

Standard operating procedure
challenges
Correlation
p-value
coeﬃcient (rs)

192

0.6▲

p<0.05*

193

0.6▲

p<0.05*

192

0.5▲

p<0.05*

Note: Δ Medium eﬀect in practice ▲ high eﬀect in practice
* Statistically signiﬁcant at 0.05 level according to Spearman’s correlation procedure
TABLE 12: CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SIX-SIGMA CHALLENGES AND STANDARD OPERATING
PROCEDURE CHALLENGES, LEAN MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES AND TOTAL QUALITY
MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES

Construct
Standard operating procedure
challenges
Lean management challenges
Total
quality
management
challenges

n

Standard operating procedure
challenges
Correlation
p-value
coeﬃcient (rs)

188

0.6▲

p<0.05*

189

0.8▲

p<0.05*

189

0.7▲

p<0.05*

Note: Δ Medium eﬀect in practice ▲ high eﬀect in practice
* Statistically signiﬁcant at 0.05 level according to Spearman’s correlation procedure
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meaning a practically signiﬁcant correlation
exists between these two variables. Thus
if Total quality management challenges
increase Standard operating procedure
challenges will also increase.
The table below shows the correlations
between Six-sigma challenges and three
constructs: s: standard operating procedure
challenges, Lean management challenges,
and Total quality management challenges.
The Spearman correlation coeﬃcient rs,
between Standard operating procedure
challenges and Six-sigma challenges is 0.6
(p<0.05) meaning that there is a practically
signiﬁcant correlation between these two
variables. Thus if Standard operating
procedure challenges increase Six- sigma
challenges will also increase.
The Spearman correlation coeﬃcient rs,
between Lean management challenges
and Six-sigma challenges is 0.8 (p<0.05)
meaning that there is a practically signiﬁcant
correlation between these two variables.
Thus, if Lean management challenges
increase Six-sigma challenges will also
increase.
The Spearman correlation coeﬃcient
rs, between Total quality management
challenges and Six-sigma challenges is 0.7
(p<0.05), meaning that there is a practically
signiﬁcant correlation between these two
variables. Thus, if Total quality management
challenges increase Six-sigma techniques
will also increase.
7. PRACTICAL MANAGERIAL
IMPLICATIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Business process management is a
management approach that considers the
operation of the business as a network
of interrelated business processes.
Business process management has
been established as a management tool
that assists businesses in improving
the business processes’ eﬃciency and
eﬀectiveness.
Furthermore,
business

process management is to improve the
restaurant performance by managing the
business processes. Restaurants can use
diﬀerent business management processes
such as SOP, lean management, six-sigma
and total quality management to analyse,
measure, improve, optimise, and automate
the restaurants’ processes. As restaurants
face numerous challenges such as:
Shortage of skilled employees and
managers
• When the Reacher went to the diﬀerent
restaurants to ask the managers and
owners to complete the survey. The
managers and the owners made a few
comments regarding shortage and
unskilled employees and managers.
They have mentioned that to upskill or
train employees are sometimes a cost
to the restaurant as the trainee makes
mistakes with the customer order. This
leads to duplicating or redo the order;
this means double the cost of food.
Do not have the right system to:
• As some restaurants, such as Franchises,
make use of technology to control the
operations more eﬃciently through
inventory or reservation management
systems. Not all restaurants have the
ﬁnance to implement technology that can
assist them in being more eﬃcient and
eﬀective, using technology to enhance
the productivity of the back of the house
to improve the restaurant’s overall
performance ultimately. Restaurants
need information technology as a
mechanism which can assist that
business processes are necessary.
Consequently, the business needs a
computer management information
system to move on in the centre of
competition.
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• Therefore, restaurants need to rethink to
automate their processes from ordering
products to serving meals or automate
the most labour-intensive production
processes and leave the remaining
stages of production on manual labour.
• The automation or adapting to use

business process management can
assist the restaurant with managing
their inventory, expiry date of the food
and according to that they can mitigate
the risk if a speciﬁc product is near the
expiry date.
Restaurants can make use of business
process management such as SOP, lean
management, six-sigma and total quality to
embed the knowledge in systems and not in
the people. Furthermore, restaurants need
to learn if you cannot measure, you cannot
manage. Therefore, restaurant needs to
write SOP on how to do a speciﬁc task,
do time and motion studies on how long
it should take to prepare a speciﬁc meal
or drink. Restaurants need to implement
systems that can show management when
inventory will reach the expiration date.
As restaurant managers and owners did not
know how to get started in implementing
business process management in the
South African Restaurant Association and
Francises can implement a learning school
on how to get started, they can also supply
the restaurants with the necessary tools/
systems to track the expiry dates. The
industry can start a learning school on how
to become an excellent waiter/waitress/
chef/host, and only from the school
restaurants that is linked to the South African
Restaurant Association and Franchises,
will select employees accordingly. This will
assist the restaurant with not wasting time
and money can employees/trainees ;who
are not qualiﬁed will save them money
as the employees know how the system
works. This means the industry will have a
benchmark or best practice in place.
8. CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND
FUTURE RESEARCH
This paper achieved the objectives that
casual restaurants experience challenges
towards implementing business process
management in terms of standard operating
procedures, lean management, Six-sigma
and total quality management.
Business process management involves

concepts such as workﬂow management,
case handling, enterprise application
integration, enterprise resource planning,
and customer relationship management.
The restaurant industry combines operation
mechanisms, marketing, art and traditions
and service philosophy to the customer. The
restaurant industry faces various challenges
to keep up with consumer trends. These
challenges inﬂuence customers’ perception
of
experience,
customers
growing
preferences for healthier food options, and
concerns over environmental sustainability.
8.1 Limitations of the study
Since 2020, the world has experienced
a Covid-19 pandemic. In South Africa,
the president announced the full national
lockdown that began at midnight on
Thursday 26 March 2020 and would
continue until midnight on Thursday, 30
April 2020. Covid-19 brought life – and
most businesses – to an unprecedented
standstill. Shops shut, airlines stalled, and
the immediate halt of travel and tourism
brought the broader hospitality industry to
its knees.
According to Business Insider South
Africa (2020), hundreds of restaurants are
expected to close, and dozens of popular
local institutions have already shut their
doors. Popular Bree Street diner Clarkes
has shut its doors indeﬁnitely, has Giles
in Parktown North, and two once-thriving
Reuben’s locations. Seasoned chef
Fortunato Mazzone, who runs several
establishments in Pretoria, estimates that
at least half of the restaurants there will not
survive the pandemic. Restaurants being a
luxury item, hospitality was the ﬁrst to suﬀer
the impact of the pandemic.
Because of the pandemic, a time restriction
and the complexity of the initial sampling
process have inﬂuenced the sample size,
which could be drawn in the Gauteng
province to complete the questionnaire,
as most restaurants closed their doors.
Nevertheless, the sample size (n=193) that
resulted from a combination of sampling
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procedures was acceptable, and useful
conclusions could be drawn.

have the same challenges or inhibitors to
implement business process management.

The respondents that completed the
questionnaire was not familiar with
the terminology that was used in the
questionnaire. When the researcher
explained the terminology to the respondent,
the respondent was able to complete the
questionnaire, but was hesitant because
the respondent felt they need to know it and
might be penalised by head-oﬃce.

A noteworthy comment for future
researchers is that the researcher noticed
that the respondents experienced some
diﬃculty to understand the terminology
used in the questionnaire. It would be wise
to attempt to simplify the terminology in a
future study. A study could also pay more
close attention if the restaurant industry
uses the business process management
terminology.

8.3 Future research
While conducting the research, future
research opportunities seemed possible. It
might be beneﬁcial to perform a qualitative
study to precede and improve upon the
questionnaire. This might allow for more indepth data to be collected. The questionnaire
was developed from other industries such
as the manufacturing industry and the
hospitality industry. It could thus be useful
to conduct focus groups or interviews to
gain a more comprehensive overview of the
business process in the restaurant industry;
consequently, the questionnaire was drawn
up to be more restaurant industry-speciﬁc.
Other researchers can apply the same
methodology to a more focused sample
(such as non-franchise restaurants or nonfamily restaurants), and see if they make
more use of business process management
and identify the challenges they experience.
It would also be interesting to discover why
they can or cannot implement business
process management. A focus on speciﬁc
business process management tool and
technique, type of restaurant or legal states
of the restaurant could provide deeper insight
into why the restaurant can or cannot make
use of business process management.
The study could also be extended to the
entire South Africa to investigate whether
restaurants in other provinces have the
same challenges or inhibitors to implement
business process management. A study
could also pay more close attention to the
diﬀerence between urban and rural areas.
For example, do urban and rural areas
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Method: This research utilised a case study
approach and used a self-administered
online questionnaire to collect empirical data
from a purposive sample of 100 international
suppliers. A quantitative method was used
to investigate the relevance of supply chain
collaboration in attaining supply chain
operational eﬃciencies that ultimately
enhances organisational performance.
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ABSTRACT
Background: The current challenges in the
global economy has made it mandatory
for organisations to re-evaluate their value
creation and value proposition capabilities.
Challenges such as compressed technology
cycles,
globalisation
complications,
customer requirements of higher service
levels and competitive pressure to reduce
costs created a need for organisations
to
form
collaborative
relationships
between supply chain partners to improve
organisational performance through supply
chain eﬃciencies.
Purpose: The study sought to investigate
how collaborative relationships with
international suppliers enhance supply
chain eﬃciencies, ultimately improving
organisational performance.
*Corresponding Author

1. INTRODUCTION
The contemporary challenging and complex
global economic conditions, together with
the competitive business environment,
have compelled organisations to implement
lean business practices throughout
their entire value chain (Mrugalska &
Wyrwicka, 2017; Wagner & Neshat, 2012).
Contemporary supply chains are becoming
more challenging, and the collaboration
across organisational boundaries, with the
visibility of vital information, is increasingly
considered as essential for the longterm eﬀectiveness together with the
competitiveness of the supply network
(Um & Kim, 2019; Szozda, 2017; Bartlett,
Julien & Baines, 2007). Soosay, Hyland
and Ferrer (2008) indicate that as global
competitiveness intensiﬁes, supply chains
face new complexities and challenges such
as increased quality, increasing demand to
reduce costs, and ensuring the continuity
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of supply and improved customer service
(Turner, Aitken & Bozarth, 2018; Chen et
al., 2017; Jonsson, Andersson, Boon-itt &
Yew Wong, 2011). According to Ma, Pal
and Gustafsson (2019), inter-organisational
collaboration has become imperative for
organisations to achieve supply chain
success and competitive advantage. This
is supported by Ho, Kumar and Shiwakoti
(2020), which states that supply chain
collaboration is a competitive instrument
for the organisation and the entire supply
chain.
Collaboration is a cooperative strategy
that organisations implement to capitalise
on supply chain eﬃciencies. Collaboration
occurs when one or more organisations
or business units (BUs) work together to
generate joint beneﬁts (Simatupang &
Sridharan, 2013). Companies enter into
collaborative relationships in order to
improve performance and gain competitive
advantages. Studies have indicated
that collaboration oﬀers the potential of
enhanced supply chain performance in
numerous core areas such as improved
forecasts, reduced operational costs,
increased sales, more accurate and timely
information, better customer service
and reduced inventory (Al-Doori, 2019;
Whipple & Russell, 2007). Piboonrungroj
(2013)
indicates
that
collaboration
between organisations plays a critical role
in establishing improved organisational
performance and sustained competitive
advantage. Dubey, Gunasekaran, Bryde,
Dwivedi & Papadopoulus (2020) and
Baumann and Andraski (2010) indicate
that collaboration enables organisations
to synchronise more eﬀectively and
streamline their value chain. Chakraborty,
Bhattacharya and Dobrzykowski (2014)
note that in the competitive business
environment, organisations are continuously
seeking new opportunities to collaborate
with upstream partners to ensure supply
chain responsiveness and eﬃciency amidst
global dynamic market changes.
The enhancement of the overall eﬃciency of

the supply chain system of an organisation
cannot be achieved by one stakeholder
alone; it needs collaboration between the
main entities in the supply chain system,
thus making supply chain collaboration a
signiﬁcant trend in modern supply chain
operations (Wang, 2016). According to
Park and Jeong (2016), supply chain
collaboration (SCC) is understood to be
a tailored business relationship based
on openness, mutual trust, joint risks and
shared rewards, yielding a competitive
advantage. This type of collaboration
results in improved business performance,
which could not have been achieved, had
the ﬁrms been acting individually.
Wang (2016) explains that supply chain
collaboration
has
three
objectives:
safety, eﬃciency, and cost. Soosay and
Hyland (2015) highlight that collaboration
describes a situation where the partaking
partners reach a consensus to achieve
goals mutually, share information, invest
resources jointly, solve problems and
make decisions. Collaboration is a means
of synthesising, accessing and deploying
knowledge to improve supply chain
performance (Al-Doori, 2019; Zacharia, Nix
& Lusch, 2011). Mofokeng and Chinomona
(2019) and Nyaga, Whipple and Lynch
(2010) point out that organisations build
collaborative relationships with their
supply chain partners to attain ﬂexibility,
eﬃciencies, and sustainable competitive
advantage. Upstream collaboration takes
place when a sourcing organisation forms
collaborative relationships with suppliers.
Conversely, downstream collaboration
occurs when a supplying organisation
forms collaborative relationships with
its customers. In this study, the focus
is only on assessing the supply chain
performance of upstream collaborative
relationships with suppliers. Al-Doori (2019)
and Vachon and Klassen (2008) maintain
that collaboration is expected to positively
inﬂuence the operational performance of
entities. In addition, collaborative initiatives
have been identiﬁed as critical enablers
of improving supply chain performance
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(Mofokeng and Chinomona, 2019; Chen,
Yang & Li, 2007). Finally, the supply chain
of jointly creating solutions to challenges is
increasingly imperative to an organisation’s
business strategy as it is also the source
of competitive advantage (Zacharia, Nix &
Lusch, 2011).
Collaboration can be positively associated
with long-term relationships where partners
share information, cooperate and work
together to plan and modify their business
practices to enrich joint organisational
performance (Prajogo & Olhager, 2012).
Similarly, supply chain collaborative
relationships are typically longer-term
endeavours where partners know each
other’s needs, capabilities, and weaknesses.
Conversely, SCC encompasses information
sharing, good communication, joint
planning, assets sharing, risks and rewards
management (Ibn El Farouk, Moufad,
Frichi, Arif & Jawab, 2020). Supply chain
collaboration requires coordination at both
strategic and tactical levels, requiring
sharing sensitive information and data.
Moreover, SCC enables chain partners to
tap business opportunities and enhance
their competitiveness. However, SCC
is not an easy task since its design and
implementation require close consideration
of various players’ interests along the
supply chain (Panahifar, Byrne, Salam &
Heavey, 2018).
Inaccurate information visibility between
international suppliers and fast-moving
consumer goods (FMCG) producers is
one of the signiﬁcant industry constraints
that results in inadequate supply chain
performance. In addition, suppliers’ and
FMCG producers’ unwillingness to share
information is one of the dominant trends
in the industry. Longer lead times, which
ultimately result in ‘out of stocks’ (OOS),
are also signiﬁcant industry constraints.
Suppliers working with other competitors
makes it very diﬃcult for FMCG producers
to share information with their suppliers
due to trust issues (Saleem Ahmed, 2020;
Verstrepen, Cools, Cruijssen & Dullaert,

2009).
2. PROBLEM INVESTIGATED
Local manufacturers in South Africa ﬁnd it
diﬃcult to maintain competitiveness against
international contenders because of high
labour unrest, high local wages and inﬂexible
labour policies (PriceWaterhouseCoopers,
2016). The South African FMCG industry
is also facing severe challenges from
global competition due to higher local
costs of production, cheap imports, skills
shortages, poor productivity and production
ineﬃciencies (Agigi, Niemann & Kotze,
2016). These factors negatively aﬀect the
ability of the FMCG industry to remain
competitive when benchmarked against
global players. These challenges have
resulted in FMCG producers sourcing raw
materials and ﬁnished goods from more
competitive international suppliers.
Various studies point to the beneﬁt of
improving value chain performance through
collaborative planning, forecasting and
replenishment (CPFR) of customers and
suppliers (Mai, Chen, Anselmi, 2012;
Ramanathan 2012; Wong, Boon-Itt &
Wong, 2011; Naslund & Williamson, 2010;
Fawcett, Magnam & McCarter, 2008). A
literature search identiﬁed some studies on
the manufacturing sector in South Africa
(Maﬁni & Muposhi, 2017; Pisa & Heyns,
2017; Botes, Niemann & Kotzé, 2017; Igwe,
Robert & Chukwu, 2016). However, whilst
these studies mainly focused on improving
value chain performance through CPFR,
none of them tested the eﬀectiveness
of collaborative relationships between
international suppliers and their local (South
African) customers (manufacturers).
3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
This research explores the relationship
between
SCC
dimensions
and
organisational performance within the
context of the FMCG industry. The study
aims to analyse supply chain eﬃciencies
that can be attained through collaboration
with internal and external international
suppliers to seamlessly import raw
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materials and ﬁnished goods. Therefore,
this study aims to: (1) investigate the role of
collaboration with international suppliers in
improving the organisational performance
of manufacturers in the South African FMCG
industry and (2) to determine the eﬀect of
communication between a manufacturer
in the South African FMCG industry and
its collaborating partners on organisational
performance.
4. LITERATURE REVIEW
4.1 Supply chain collaboration
Collaboration is referred to as the vehicle
that allows the chain members to improve
individual and collective performance
(Baumann & Andraski, 2010). Supply
chain collaboration is understood as a
tailored business relationship based on
openness, shared risks and rewards, and
mutual trust, yielding a greater competitive
advantage than if the ﬁrms had acted
individually (Wang, 2016). Wong, Boon-Itt
& Wong, 2011) describe collaboration as a
process of cooperation between diverse but
related entities sharing resources to meet
customers’ unique and extraordinary needs.
Organisations collaborate to improve the
supply chain performance by leveraging
beneﬁts to achieve common goals
(Bartlett, Julian & Baines, 2007). Similarly,
organisations collaborate with others for the
express purpose of attaining competitive
advantage and improving performance.
Hudnurkar, Jakhar and Rathod (2014)
highlight that collaboration leads to improved
supply chain performance. Supply chain
collaboration enables organisations to
synchronise eﬃciently and eﬀectively and
optimise and streamline their value chains
(Baumann & Andraski, 2010). In addition,
collaboration involves joint integration
between the focal enterprise and its
partners (suppliers) in managing dynamic
cross-organisational business processes,
including joint product development,
strategic partnership, collaborative planning
and information sharing. Working in silos is
no longer an option for organisations, which
are bound to join forces by collaborating with
their supply chain partners. Collaboration

has the potential to improve supply
chain eﬃciency, information sharing and
information ﬂow (Ma, Pal & Gustafsson,
2019). However, Awasthi, Adetiloye and
Crainic (2016) caution that organisations
may lose if they try to ‘go solo’ in today’s
complex, challenging and dynamic business
environment.
4.2 Communication
Communication
in
supply
chain
collaboration refers to the contact and the
message transmission process between
collaborating partners in terms of mode,
direction, frequency and strategy inﬂuence.
Communication, which is balanced,
frequent, open, multilevel and two-way,
is generally an indication of successful
and close inter-institutional relationships
(Parody, Viloria & Gonzalez, 2017). Qiao
and Yan (2019) found that communication
promotes interaction and the eﬃciency of
technical knowledge among collaborating
organisations. Qiao and Yan (2019) also
observed that communication reduces
the barrier of knowledge and skill-sharing
between collaborating partners. Equally, the
study conducted by Dania, Xing and Amer
(2019) found that excellent communication is
essential to the success of the collaboration
as it allows partners to avoid operational
problems during the collaborative process.
Furthermore, Ahmed, Kristal, Pagell and
Gattiker (2019) found that communication
plays a critical role in implementing other
forms of collaboration. This is supported
by the study that was conducted by
Rantanen and Grant (2020), which found
that communication is necessary to enable
collaborative relationships to go further.
Equally, Rantanen and Grant (2020)
also found that communication plays a
crucial role in enabling the technological
aspects of collaboration. Finally, research
conducted by Stolt and Grant (2020) found
that improved communication between
diﬀerent organisations has proven helpful
when consolidating transportation orders,
thus minimising transportation costs.
Communication thus plays a fundamental
role in timely decisions as to how information,
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goods and transactions can be eﬀectively
and eﬃciently provided in the most practical
way (Seo, Dinwoodle & Roe, 2016).
4.3 Collaborative communication
Collaborative communication is dissimilar to
information sharing insofar as it emphasises
how supply chain partners interact through
stable platforms such as meetings and
other forms of communication (Um & Kim,
2019; Seo et al., 2016). In an era of intense,
time-based and global competition, the
strategic role of communication in SCC
is widely recognised (Han & Dong, 2015;
Wang, 2016). This is supported by Ma, Pal
& Gustafsson (2019) which argues that
eﬀective communication within supply chain
incorporates clear and visible information
sharing, coordination on demand and
sales forecasting, procurement, inventory
management and order processing (Ma,
Pal & Gustafsson, 2019; Maﬁni & Muposhi,
2017). Such communication reduces
uncertainty, shortens the lead times of new
product development and enables supply
chain collaborating partners to be more
responsive to market needs than rivals (Han
& Dong, 2015). However, it is imperative
to note that competitive advantage is only
attainable if communication is frequent,
genuine and based on relevant, accurate
and up-to-date information (Teller, Kotzab
& Grant, 2012). Therefore, it is imperative
for supply chain partners to ensure that
eﬀective communication mechanisms are a
foundation for building collaborative eﬀorts.
Information sharing in supply chain
collaboration refers to the degree to which
an organisation share relevant, accurate,
conﬁdential and complete information
promptly with its supply chain partners
(Parody et al., 2017). Accordingly, Ponte,
Costas, Puche, De la Fuente, & Pino (2016)
contends that information sharing is the
critical enabler of supply chain collaboration.
This is supported by Hudnurkar et al. (2014)
that asserts that information plays a critical
role and is the most critical factor in SCC.

must be helpful and should be able to
improve the operations of all involved.
Supply chain partners should be prepared
to share critical and sensitive information
among themselves to create visibility in the
supply chain (Nyaga et al., 2010), reduce
supply chain costs, and achieve competitive
advantage (Cheng, 2011). Supply chain
visibility assists FMCG manufacturers by
matching demand and supply and reducing
the risk of excessive inventory or inventory
stockouts, negatively aﬀecting customer
conﬁdence and eroding supply chain proﬁt.
Supply chain partners in collaborative
relationships could share information such
as demand forecasts, promotional events,
point of sale (POS) data, inventory holding
costs, price changes, on-hand inventory
levels, inventory policy, order status or
order tracking, supply disruptions and
delivery schedules (Manners-Bell & Lyon,
2019; Mathuramaytha, 2011). According
to Niemann, Kotze & Jacobs (2018) these
collaborative relationships could create
transparency by openly sharing information,
costs and beneﬁts.
4.4 Information technology
Information technology (IT) has enhanced
the levels of information sharing across
supply chain partners. Additionally, IT
enables successful collaboration by
providing essential tools that make
collaboration achievable and supporting
collaborative,
inter-organisational
relationships (Asamoah, Agyei-Owusu,
Andoh-Baidoo & Ayaburi, 2020; Renko,
2011). Hudnurkar et al. (2014) indicate
that achieving an eﬀective supply chain is
impossible without having well-integrated IT
systems. Therefore, information technology
is the superglue that grips together with the
organisational structures and plays a critical
role in enabling the response and sensing
capabilities of an organisation (Hudnurkar
et al., 2014). Information technology has
immensely contributed to the growth and
facilitation of SCC.
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4.5 Organisational performance
Organisational performance in supply chain
collaboration is deﬁned as the operational
capability of management, directed
towards attaining the business goals of
signiﬁcant shareholders. Igwe et al. (2016:
141) indicate “organisational performance
stands as a strategic tool that provides an
avenue to attain predetermined objectives
needed in satisfying the organisational
mission or strategy statement”. This is
supported by Chakraborty et al. (2014) that
deﬁne organisational performance as the
success of an enterprise in terms of fulﬁlling
its business goals better than competitors.
Regular performance measures adopted in
most organisations include market share,
proﬁts, customer satisfaction, loyalty, and
earnings on investment (Ho et al., 2020;
Pienaar & Vogt, 2016). Furthermore,
Mathuramaytha
(2011)
posits
that
organisational performance is inﬂuenced by
market share growth, return on investment
(RIO) growth, sales growth, and proﬁt
margin. Krishnapriya and Rupashree (2014)
argue that, within the supply chain context,
organisations should also measure the
eﬀectiveness of their performance based
on the capability to diﬀerentiate themselves
from other business performance models.
4.6 Performance capability
Performance capability is deﬁned as the
organisational ability to provide superior
performance and deliver on the promise to
its stakeholders such as customers (Cao
& Zhang, 2011). Performance capability
materialises as organisations invest in
vital practices, processes, systems and
skills (Saragih, Tarigan, Silalahi, Wardati &
Pratama, 2020; Crum, Poist & Daugherty,
2011). Ramanathan, Gunasekaran &
Subramanian (2011) conﬁrms this and
assert that these investments increase
interdependency and improve transaction
eﬃciency. This is supported by the study of
Fatorachia and Kazemi (2020), which found
that investing in technological innovations
enhance information sharing and process
integration between supply chain partners,
resulting in supply chain and organisational

performance improvements.
Supply chain collaboration directly improves
organisational performance in terms of
growth of sales, return on investment and
proﬁtability margins (Asamoah, 2020;
Preindl, Nikolopoulos & Litsiou, 2020; AlDoori, 2019; Cao & Zhang, 2011). This is
supported by Banchuen, Sadler and Shee
(2017) that suggest that the supply chain
partner who possesses a higher level
of collaboration can achieve innovative
activities
and improved
operational
performance. Eﬀective performance in the
FMCG industry occurs when organisations
can react positively to meet the needs of
customers and consumers through the
delivery and products at the right location, at
the right time, of the right quality and in the
right quantity. In this study, organisational
performance is measured by the growth of
the following: sales, the proﬁt margin on
sales and return on investment (Preindl et
al. 2020; Wu et al., 2018). Organisations
tend to judge the eﬀectiveness of their
collaborative relationships with supply chain
partners concerning their performance
(Ibn El Farouk et al., 2020; Bartlett, Julien
& Baines, 2007). For organisations that
have collaborative programmes in place,
supply chain performance is a fundamental
determinant for nurturing and maintaining
the relationships (Ramanathan, 2012).
Furthermore, supply chain collaborating
partners tend to become more satisﬁed
when their supply chain performance is
improved (Prajogo, Daniel & Olhager,
2012).
5. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
To investigate the relevance of supply
chain collaboration in order to attain supply
chain operational eﬃciencies to enhance
organisational performance, a case study
approach was adopted. The case study
research strategy was preferred as it allows
for a more exploratory and descriptive
approach by allowing for richer insights into
the research object and because the study
required investigation of a contemporary
set of unfolding events over time (Yin,
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2014; Quinlan, 2011). Saunders, Lewis
and Thornhill (2019) also suggest that case
studies have the distinctive ability to deal
with real-life content where the researcher
has minimal control over events. Thus,
a case study approach was deemed as
appropriate to investigate the inﬂuence of
various factors on the performance of SCC.
This study uses a single case study of one
of South Africa’s largest food and beverage
companies (given the pseudonym of
NHM-SA) operating in the FMCG industry,
together with a purposive sample of its
international suppliers.
A self-administered online questionnaire
was distributed to 100 purposively selected
individuals involved in supply chain
collaboration with NHM-SA, of which 91
completed the questionnaire. The research
instrument consisted of two sections. Section
one included demographic information
about the respondents (including gender,
experience, educational level management
level). Section two, which consisted of 11
sub-sections, was designed to explore the
collaborative relationship between the focal
organisation and its international suppliers.
A ﬁve-point Likert-type scale, anchored by
very poor (1) to excellent (5), was used to
obtain the respondents’ level of agreement
with the various supply chain collaborative

initiative statements. The Statistical Package
for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 25, was
used for the analysis of the survey data.
The reliability of the survey instrument was
assessed in order to ascertain the internal
consistency of the study. The Cronbach’s
alpha coeﬃcient values for section two
ranged between α = 0.76 and α = 0.94
(shown in Table 1), which indicates that this
study’s internal consistency is acceptable
(Field 2013).
6. RESEARCH RESULTS
The data collection campaign generated
91 usable responses, of which females
completed the majority (64%). This gender
split represents the conﬁguration within
the organisation. NHM-SA’s annual report
shows that the company is committed to
hiring more females across all levels of
the organisation, especially into senior
management positions. The majority of
the respondents were senior employees
(44%) and from the strategic management
level (25%), indicating that the respondents
can be viewed as decision-makers within
their organisations. Approximately 74% of
the respondents had more than ﬁve years
of work experience, giving them suﬃcient
knowledge to answer all survey questions.
The majority of respondents (94%) have
completed tertiary qualiﬁcations, including

TABLE 1. PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS

Characteristics
Gender
Management Level

Experience (years)

Education Level

Region

Male
Junior employee
Senior Employee
Junior Manager
1-5 years
6-10 years
11-15 years
High School
Certiﬁcate / Diploma
Bachelor’s degree
Europe
Africa, Asia,
Oceania
1467

Respondents (%)
36
Female
19
Senior Manager
Executive
44
Manager
12
Managing Director
26
16-20 years
22
> 20 years
18
8
Honours degree
13
Master’s degree
28
62
Americas
28

64
12
9
4
14
20
10
41
10

Master’s degrees (41%), Honours (10%)
and Bachelor degrees (28%). The majority
of the respondents (62.6%) were from
Europe, followed by Africa, Asia and
Oceania (27.5%) and America (9.9%). This
is shown in Table 1.
The research instrument required the
respondents to indicate their agreement with
a list of 66 statements across 11 dimensions
on a ﬁve-point Likert-type scale. Table 2
depicts the descriptive statistical results of
these collaborative dimensions. The mean
and standard deviation were calculated
to derive the descriptive proﬁle of the
variables. The ranking of the collaborative
areas in terms of the perceived importance
by the respondents was also established.
The results show that the mean rankings
of the various collaborative areas are all
above 3.5, which suggests that the supply
chain collaboration (SCC) initiatives are
producing positive results for NHM-SA
and its supply chain partners. A multiple
regression analysis was performed to
explore the relationship between operational
performance (OP) and several predictors of
independent variables.
From Table 3, it is evident that the

dependent
variable,
organisational
performance (OP), correlates strongly
with communication (CO) at 0.69 and
weakly with production ﬂexibility (PF) at
0.19. This is supported by Fawcett et al.
(2012) which indicated that communication
accelerates the organisational performance
of all involved supply chain partners in the
form of faster inventory turns, continuous
process improvement, enhanced growth
and competitiveness, as well as faster and
more responsive order fulﬁlment
From Table 3, it is evident that the
dependent
variable,
organisational
performance (OP), correlates strongly
with communication (CO) at 0.69 and
weakly with production ﬂexibility (PF) at
0.19. This is supported by Fawcett et al.
(2012), which indicated that communication
accelerates the organisational performance
of all involved supply chain partners in the
form of faster inventory turns, continuous
process improvement, enhanced growth
and competitiveness, and faster and
more responsive order fulﬁlment. Maﬁni
and Muposhi (2017) also suggested that
communication
reduces
uncertainty,
shortens new product development,
procurement, order processing, demand
and sales forecasting, which ultimately

TABLE 2: MEAN RATING OF COLLABORATIVE AREAS

Collaborative Areas
Shipping Performance
Customer Relationship
Management
Communication
Payment Information
Production Flexibility
Demand and Supply Planning
Management of Change
Organisational Performance
Import Operations
Cost Improvement
International Customer
Information

Descriptive statistics
Standard
Mean
deviation
4.07
0.64

Reliability Analysis
No. of
Cronbach’s
items
α
6
0.881

3.85

0.67

6

0.850

3.83
3.78
3.78
3.77
3.74
3.74
3.66
3.64

0.80
0.80
0.80
0.61
0.78
0.96
0.66
0.77

7
5
4
14
6
3
4
4

0.941
0.884
0.909
0.902
0.932
0.931
0.760
0.868

3.59

0.80

7

0.873
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TABLE 3: CORRELATION MATRIX

Collaborative Areas
Operational Performance
International Customer
Information
Demand & Supply Planning
Import Operation
Communication
Management of Change
Cost Improvement
Customer Relationship
Management
Shipping Performance
Production Flexibility

OP
1.00

ICI

DSP

IO

CO

MC

CI

CRM

SP

PF

0.57 1.00
0.43
0.40
0.69
0.58
0.44

0.63
0.61
0.78
0.62
0.45

1.00
0.70
0.59
0.70
0.53

1.00
0.50 1.00
0.58 0.73 1.00
0.36 0.58 0.69 1.00

0.49 0.51 0.58 0.47 0.73 0.73 0.76

1.00

0.32 0.38 0.49 0.47 0.46 0.60 0.59
0.19 0.31 0.57 0.37 0.43 0.67 0.78

0.60
0.68

results in the overall improved organisation
performance.
Table 4 indicates that the most signiﬁcant
standardised beta coeﬃcient 0.580
for communication (CO), followed by
management of change (MC), with a beta
coeﬃcient of 0.192. This indicates that
communication has a more substantial
inﬂuence on the dependent variables than
the management of change. It is shown that
only communication makes a statistically
signiﬁcant exclusive contribution to the
estimation of the dependent variable, as
its p value is less than 0.05. The other
coeﬃcients shown in Table 4, namely,
international customer information Sharing
(ICI), imports operations (IO), management

1.00
0.59 1.00

of change (MC), cost improvement (CI),
customer relationship management (CRM)
and shipping performance (SP) are not
signiﬁcant.
As shown in Table 5, the R square or
coeﬃcient of determination indicate that
70.2% of the variance in the dependent
variable
(organisational
performance)
is explained by the model. The DurbinWatson statistic is 2.24, which is closer to
2 and indicated no autocorrelation (Pallant,
2016).
Table 4 indicate that no multicollinearity
problem is measured, since none of the
VIF values are above 10 or none of the
Tolerances value are less than 0.10 (Pallant,
2016; Guns & Vanacker, 2012). Based on

TABLE 4: ORGANISATIONAL PERFORMANCE–MODEL COEFFICIENTS

Model
(Constant)
ICI
IO
CO
MC
CI
CRM
SP

Unstandardised Standardised
Coeﬃcients
Coeﬃcients
t
Std.
B
Beta
Error
0.577
0.777
0.742
0.020
0.239
0.017
0.085
0.082
0.225
0.056
0.363
0.695
0.282
0.580
2.465
0.237
0.250
0.192
0.947
0.093
0.233
0.075
0.401
-0.167
0.309
-0.117
-0.541
-0.113
0.225
-0.076
-0.504
1469

Sig.
0.462
0.932
0.719
0.018
0.349
0.690
0.591
0.617

Collinearity
Statistics
Tolerance

VIF

0.301
0.505
0.218
0.292
0.350
0.258
0.536

3.318
1.982
4.589
3.423
2.860
3.879
1.867

TABLE 5: ORGANISATIONAL PERFORMANCE – MODEL SUMMARY

Model

R

R Square

Adjusted R
Square

1
.702a
0.493
0.408
a. Predictors: (Constant), SP, ICI, CI, IO, CRM, MC, CO
b. Dependent Variable: OP
the results shown in Table 4, the multiple
regression equation is estimated as:
Organisational performance (OP) = 0.577 +
0.695Communication
The following section will look at the extent
of collaboration between NHM-SA and its
international partners, speciﬁcally focusing
on communication and information sharing.
6.1 Collaboration Practices–
Communication
The respondents’ ratings of existing
collaboration practices with partners’
regarding communication are presented
in Figure 1. The results indicate that
the respondents positively rated all the
statements on the nature of communication
with collaborating partners. In particular,
the extent to which international suppliers
have to follow up in order to receive critical
information ranked as common and wellestablished practise (63% of respondents
rated this statement as good). Similarly,
international suppliers obtained required
information after contacting NHM-SA was

Std. Error
of the
Estimate
0.73894

DurbinWatson
2.240

perceived as a well-established practice
as 66% (49% good and 17% excellent) of
respondents rated this statement as good.
However, some statements yielded neutral
responses ranging from 22% to 30%, which
suggests that some respondents perceived
these statements not to be well-established
practices. Respondents rated the presence
of a backup contact in situations where the
usual contact was out of oﬃce as inferior
at 12%. This was the most poorly rated
statement.
6.2 Collaboration Practices –
Information Sharing
In this study, information sharing was
divided into two categories: international
customer information sharing and demand
and supply planning.
6.2.1 International customer information
sharing
The international suppliers were asked to
indicate the extent of NHM-SA’s information
sharing based on their experiences. The
respondents’ ratings of existing collaboration
practices for international customer

FIGURE 1: EXTENT OF COLLABORATION–COMMUNICATION SOURCE: CALCULATED FROM
SURVEY RESULTS
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information sharing are illustrated in Figure
2. The most signiﬁcant number of positive
responses (good and excellent) were
recorded for the frequency of the statements
with which work is done through the usage
of the system and the accuracy of NHM-SA
system visibility of requirements. However,
many international suppliers indicate that
in most information sharing areas, there
is room for improvement, including the
extent of system requirements accuracy
and a suﬃcient number of meetings for the
new product development and introduction
(NPDI).
6.2.2 Demand and Supply Planning
The international suppliers were asked to
indicate the extent of NHM-SA’s demand
and supply information collaborating
practices based on their experiences.
Figure 3 illustrates the respondents’
ratings of existing collaboration practices
concerning demand and supply information
sharing. The most signiﬁcant number of
positive responses (good and excellent)
for the statements include: ‘the extent to
which international suppliers comply with
the agreed minimum remaining shelf life
for products being dispatched; international
suppliers provision of weekly dispatch
plans with 18 months horizon; accuracy of
load plans created and provided; timing of
load plans created and provided; timing of
dispatch plans created and provided, and
the extent to which supply constraints such

as labour strikes and factory shutdowns are
communicated.
However, some international suppliers
doubted the timing of communication for
demand plan changes by NHM-SA; the biannual review of stock cover policy (15%
poor and 34% neutral); the presence of a
contingency plan to ensure supply to NHMSA (18% poor and 30% neutral) and the
validity of briefs for each product dispatched
to NHM-SA.
7. MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
The results for international customer
information sharing revealed that the
provision of accurate system requirements
showed low collaboration. This was
further demonstrated by the low accuracy
of information shared by NHM-SA for
production and procurement purposes
to its partners. It is recommended that
management invest in workforce system
training, upskilling and development.
Similarly, management could invest in
standard information sharing with partners
to facilitate full integration with international
suppliers (Pisa & Heyns, 2017). Moreover,
the number of meetings for NPDI projects
was rated very low.
The results for demand as supply planning
information sharing revealed that the
rankings for the timing of communication
of demand plan changes by NHM-SA
showed limited collaboration. Accurate

FIGURE 2: EXTENT OF COLLABORATION – INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMER INFORMATION
SOURCE: CALCULATED FROM SURVEY RESULTS
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FIGURE 3: DEMAND AND SUPPLY PLANNING SOURCE: CALCULATED FROM SURVEY
RESULTS

information sharing reduces uncertainty
in SCC (Chen, Sohal & Prajogo, 2013).
Pradabwong,
Braziotis,
Pawar
and
Tannock (2015) indicate that information
sharing helps to improve inventory levels,
product or service quality and supply chain
performance, which ultimately improves the
organisational performance of collaborating
partners. Furthermore, the bi-annual review
of the stock cover policy was rated very low,
indicating weak contingency plans in place
to ensure total supply to NHM-SA. Managers
have a greater responsibility to identify,
implement and capitalise on SCC initiatives
with involved supply chain partners to
improve overall organisational performance.
Consequently, this study provided managers
with a clear understanding of how FMCG
companies can improve their performance
by implementing SCC initiatives.
8. CONCLUSIONS
This research aims to investigate the role
of collaboration with international suppliers
to improve the organisational performance
of manufacturers in the South African
FMCG industry and determine the eﬀect

of communication between a manufacturer
in the South African FMCG industry and
its collaborating partners on organisational
performance.
A multiple regression analysis was
performed to explore the relationship
between operational performance (OP) and
several predictors of independent variables.
The results indicate a strong correlation
between organisational performance (OP)
and communication (CO).
Supply chain collaboration has been
recognised as a critical factor for
achieving
business
development,
success, collaborative advantage and
enhanced organisational performance.
The
research
conﬁrmed
positive
collaborative relationships between SCC,
operational
eﬃciencies,
information
sharing and organisational performance.
Building strong collaborative relationships
between organisations can lead to a
major competitive advantage, resulting
in improved organisational performance
(Simatupang & Sridharan, 2018; Talavera,
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2013; Mathuramaytha, 2011).

doi.org/10.3926/jiem.2835)

Supply chain collaboration enables supply
chain partners to leverage resources in the
entire network. Moreover, SCC enables
organisations to compete more eﬀectively
in a volatile, uncertain, complex and
ambiguous (VUCA) business environment
(Huang, Han & Macbeth (2020). Therefore,
SCC is a signiﬁcant source of lasting
competitive advantage in this intensely
competitive global economic landscape. In
SCC, information sharing and enhanced
communication reduce uncertainty.

Asamoah, D., B. Agyei-Owusu, F. K.
Andoh-Baidoo, and E. Ayaburi. 2020. InterOrganizational Systems Use and Supply
Chain Performance: Mediating Role of
Supply Chain Management Capabilities.
International Journal of
Information
Management, 58 102195. (DOI: https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.ijinfomgt.2020.102195)

Finally, this study can be helpful to
organisational
managers
in
terms
of enhancing their understanding of
both internal and inter-organisational
development. It could further assist them in
managing and improving their SCC activities
to achieve higher organisational supply
chain performance. However, a shortcoming
of the study is that it was limited to a single
case study from the FMCG industry from a
speciﬁc geographical. Caution should be
exercised when generalising the results.
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implemented on appropriate processes
and data architectures. Hence, the authors
propose that organisations focus on
developing excellence in business process
management to beneﬁt from emerging
technological capabilities.
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ABSTRACT
Adopting emerging fourth industrial
revolution (4IR) technologies is still inherently
risky due to the maturity of the diﬀerent
technologies. Consequently, organisations
must be resilient to survive the transition
to the 4IR context. However, the impact of
4IR on resilience building is not understood.
This paper explores how 4IR technologies
are changing the operating context and the
approach to resilience building programmes.
Based on the ﬁndings, we propose focus
areas for organisational development in
ﬁrm and supply chain resilience building.
Results show that eﬀective resilience
building programmes depend on enabling
timeous decision-making, ﬂexible resource
allocation, end-to-end operational visibility,
customer and employee engagement, and
the facilitation of cross-functional and intrasupply network collaboration in areas such
as risk management. Various emerging
cyber-physical technologies can be used to
develop these capabilities. However, these
technologies will only add value if they are

1. INTRODUCTION
The fourth industrial revolution (4IR), as a
concept, originated in Germany, describing
a programme to use innovative industries
to improve the competitiveness of the
German manufacturing sector (Drath and
Horch, 2014, Sanders et al., 2016). In
the recent past, the 4IR conversation has
become a global conversation carried by
the World economic forum (WEF) and big
strategy ﬁrms (Schwab, 2018, Schwab,
2017). The response to the conversation
is the establishment commissions, such
as the Presidential 4IR commission, to
help understand the economic implications
of the transition (Ayentimi and Burgess,
2019). One of the signiﬁcant challenges
with the 4IR narrative is that it is hinged
on future economic performance based
on sets of technology that are still evolving
and have not matured in their use-cases
(Baweja et al., 2016). The implication is that
nations and ﬁrms that aspire to be worldclass and embrace the 4IR context must
plan transformation programmes based
on speculative targets (Deloitte, 2016).
Given the uncertainty introduced by the
speculative nature of these transformation
programmes, there is a risk that the value of
adopting 4IR technologies could change as
the emerging technologies mature (Theorin
et al., 2017). This presents signiﬁcant
challenges
for
management
teams
responsible for planning and executing
transformation programmes (Li, 2020).
Given the uncertainty, it would be beneﬁcial
for ﬁrms and supply networks to build
resilience to survive potential failures in the
transformation process.
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supply chain to continue to achieve desired
objectives after being subjected to disruptions
of diﬀerent nature (Wong et al., 2019,
Christopher and Peck, 2004). Resilience is
a capability that results from organisational
development to create the organisational
attributes that make it resilient (McManus
et al., 2007). Despite the importance of
resilience in the transformation context,
the conversation around 4IR rarely focuses
on the organisational preparation but
technological capabilities (Liao et al., 2017).
Organisational development activities are
sensitive to the technology capabilities at
the organisation’s disposal (Fisher, 2004,
Fisher, 2005). Hence, acquiring emerging
4IR technologies will aﬀect resilience
building at the ﬁrm and supply chain level.
Existing literature is silent about the nature
of organisational development programmes
required for organisations to be resilient in
4IR, and we venture to bridge that gap.
This article seeks to close the gap on building
resilience in the 4IR context by seeking
answers to three research questions: i) How
is the 4IR changing organisational functions
and the operating context? ii) How will the 4IR
change the resilience-building processes?
iii) What areas should organisations focus
on in building resilience for the 4IR context?
Providing answers to these questions will
contribute to the management body of
knowledge that will help managers and
other business practitioners understand the
nature of the 4IR transition and equip them
with context-relevant tools for resilience
building. These tools are expected to
enable managers and practitioners to
understand changes in resilience to
eﬀectively: i) assess the eﬃcacy of ﬁrm and
supply chain level resilience programmes,
ii) to plan programmes for strengthening
resilience building, iii) develop business
cases for resilience building programmes
to enable adoption of 4IR technologies, and
iv) enhance selection of metrics for eﬀective
implementation.
The remainder of this article is structured as
follows; we explore the theoretical basics

of the 4IR and foundations of resilience
building in Section 2. In Section 3, we
present the aims and objectives of this
study and the methods we used to achieve
them. Section 4 discusses the impact of 4IR
on the operating context, the consequences
for organisational resilience, and the
organisational development implications
for resilience building programmes.
Finally, in Section 5, we draw conclusions
about organisational resilience in the 4IR
context and propose recommendations
for enhancing corporate development
programmes.
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The topics of 4IR and resilience have risen
in popularity recently due to two distinct
but overlapping reasons. 4IR is being
popularised as the new economic reality,
and resilience is growing in prominence on
the back of the COVID-19 disruptions. This
popularity has resulted in several meanings
of the terms, both in academic and business
literature. Hence, before exploring the eﬀect
of one on the other, the intended meanings
need to be clearly deﬁned and articulated.
This section articulates our understanding
of 4IR in Section 2.1 and various aspects of
resilience in Sections 2.2 to 2.5.
2.1 The fourth industrial revolution
context
The fourth industrial revolution is
a
technology-enabled
industrial
transformation characterised by new cyberphysical and biotechnological systems
(Massabni and da Silva, 2019). Some
of the constituent technologies of these
cyber-physical systems include artiﬁcial
intelligence (AI) (Huang and Rust, 2018),
internet of things (IoT) (Manavalan and
Jayakrishna, 2019, Tjahjono et al., 2017),
cloud computing (Rodriguez et al., 2018,
Pulier et al., 2015), advanced robotics
(Dossou and Nachidi, 2017) advanced
analytics (Schrauf and Berttram, 2016),
ubiquitous computing (Viaene and Van den
Bergh, 2017), virtual and augmented reality
(Doligalski, 2015), 5G networks (Rao and
Prasad, 2018), distributed ledgers(Korpela
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et al., 2017) and sensor networks
(Rodriguez et al., 2018). While many of these
technologies have their origin in the second
and third industrial age, what qualiﬁes them
as 4IR technologies is their connectedness
and cognition (Massabni and da Silva,
2019). As standalone technologies, they
do not qualify as 4IR technologies. What
makes them particularly powerful is the
collaborative nature in which they work to
generate value.
2.2 Resilience deﬁnition
Researchers in diverse disciplines deﬁne
resilience diﬀerently. The most basic
deﬁnition stems from engineering, where
resilience measures a system’s ability
to return to its original state after being
subjected to a disruption (Holling, 1996).
In business research, it has been deﬁned
as the ability to prepare for and respond
to disruptions (Fiksel et al., 2014, Peck,
2010). Christopher and Peck (2004)
‘s deﬁnition stands out as it refers to
resilience not only as a capability to retain
a former state, which may be irrelevant to
business performance after the disruption
but extends to performing where there
may be no return to normal. In operational
terms, an organisation’s resilience relates
to the eﬀectiveness with which it prepares
for, responds to, and eﬀectively adapts to
a disruption (Ponomarov and Holcomb,
2009). The view of resilience as a capability
that allows an organisation or supply
network to adjust to a competitive state
after a disruption would be helpful when
considering a transformation context.
When

considering

the

deﬁnitions

of

resilience, it is apparent that resilience
does not have one form. Resilience can
be speciﬁed, general or in extreme cases,
may be related to the organisation’s ability
to transform smoothly and continue to meet
market expectations (Walker and Salt,
2012). Speciﬁed resilience refers to the
resilience of parts of the organisation and
tends to be closely related to robustness,
which embodies resilience in bounded
uncertainty. It is achieved by managing
the known prevalent risks for the industry
sector (Farhad et al., 2017). General
resilience relates to the coping ability of
the whole organisation without limits of
the functions and the types of disruptions
concerned (Boden et al., 2018). The
relationship between resilience capabilities
and the concepts of general and speciﬁed
resilience is illustrated in Figure 1. The
disruptions considered in general resilience
are more diverse, including the novel and
unknowns, so it is more diﬃcult to develop
general resilience. Thus the focus becomes
to be adaptable (Walker and Salt, 2012).
In practice, resilience is an outcome of four
key activity areas related to anticipating
the disruption, i.e. its nature, timing and
impact; planning a suitable response to
the disruption; implementing the response
and making any necessary adjustments to
the new environment (Folke et al., 2010).
Resilience is the outcome of processes
that perform and link several activities to
respond to an operational disturbance
(Walker and Cooper, 2018). Adopting the
process view simpliﬁes the investigation of
the capabilities and the activity coordination
required to establish a resilient organisation

FIGURE 1: THE THREE RESILIENCE CAPABILITIES (ADAPTED FROM HOLLING ET AL. (2002))
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or supply chain.
2.3 Resilience building process.
A few processes have been proposed for the
actual resilience-building process, including
processes presented by Meuwissen et al.
(2019), McManus et al. (2007), Christopher
and Peck (2004), and Cranﬁeld University
(2003)
. Almost all processes are similar,
except that while the Christopher and Peck
approach emphasizes ensuring that the
network design strengthens the resilience
capabilities, the McManus- and Meuwissen
processes focus on management processes
and the ﬂow of activities. The McManus
approach, shown in Figure 2, represents
the resilience-building workﬂow well despite
the diﬀerences.
Brief descriptions of the resilience building
process are presented in Sections 2.3.12.3.5.
2.3.1 System scoping and awarenessraising.
The primary purpose of scoping is to deﬁne
the issues and system boundaries of the
resilience-building programme and get buyin from all the partners involved (Smuts
and Juleka, 2018, Röglinger et al., 2016).
This stage determines whether the focus
is on the focal ﬁrm, parts, or the whole
supply chain. When the programme is
supply chain-wide, it is important to identify
the critical chain that the programme will
focus on to avoid introducing complexity
to each iteration of the resilience-building
programme (Meuwissen et al., 2019,
Martins de Sá et al., 2019). Since resilience
is not a static characteristic and iteratively
developed, the scoping step inﬂuences how

long the programme’s initial phases will be.
Several frameworks are available to guide
the scoping step. These include resilience
standards ISO 22316 and BS65000, and
frameworks proposed by Christopher and
Peck (2004), McManus et al. (2008), Walker
and Salt (2012), Lee et al. (2013), DuPont
Sustainability Services, Meuwissen et al.
(2019) and (Hunt and Ariawan, 2018) among
others. The frameworks ensure that as a
minimum, the key topics are covered in the
subsequent planning and implementation
processes. The scoping phase is also crucial
in gaining senior management commitment
and employee buy-in, which are critical in
the implementation phase (Berghaus and
Back, 2016).
2.3.2 System function deﬁnition
In this phase, the collaborative relationships
between system components, e.g.,
activities,
equipment,
departments,
factories, divisions, etc., are deﬁned in
generating and realising value (Van Der
Merwe et al., 2018). The critical interactions
of actors and artefacts in the value
equation are characterised in preparation
for assessing the system vulnerabilities
(Walker and Salt, 2012). Complexity tends
to increase as the ﬁdelity of characterisation
increases and the number of partners in the
value network increases. Representing the
organisational value equation as a function
of the critical components simpliﬁes
subsequent processes and the amount
of data that needs to be acquired by the
team doing the resilience building planning
(Martins de Sá et al., 2019). It is essential
to consider the alignment of the strategic
objectives of the focal ﬁrm and the interests
of the supply chain partners in deﬁning the

FIGURE 2: THE RESILIENCE-BUILDING PROCESS (BASED ON THE (MCMANUS ET AL., 2007)
PROCESS)
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critical functions of the value network.
2.3.3 Vulnerability assessment
Vulnerability is a risk management phase,
where the threats to the value chain
are considered. Conventionally the risk
management process involves identifying,
analysing, mitigating and monitoring sources
of vulnerability (Simba et al., 2017). In
hyperconnected supply chains, the sources
of vulnerability are not always visible and
often call for the focal ﬁrm to collaboratively
manage risks with its critical supply chain
partners (Scholten and Schilder, 2015).
Trust between collaborating partners and
information sharing are critical enablers
of eﬀectively identifying and analysing
vulnerabilities emerging from the value
network.
2.3.4 Identiﬁcation and prioritisation of
critical vulnerabilities
Every organisation has limited time
and resources to embark on mitigation
programmes. As a result, they must carefully
choose where they will get the best return
from inputs (Poblete Osses and Almashalah,
2020). After identifying the vulnerabilities
facing the organisation or supply chain, the
fourth step is to identify the vulnerabilities
that need attention and prioritise them. This
is done using risk management processes
of analysis and risk allocation (de Oliveira
et al., 2017). Risks are allocated to the
internal and external parties, who have the
knowledge, skills, and resources to mitigate
the vulnerabilities. Prioritisation can be done
by relating the probability of occurrence,
consequences’ impact, and sometimes the
resources required to eﬀectively mitigate the
risk (Khojasteh, 2017, Wu and Blackhurst,
2009). The analysis process is often fraught
with uncertainty in the determination
of
probabilities
and
consequences.
Understanding how the diﬀerent value
network components collaborate to achieve
objectives is necessary to create priorities
eﬀectively.
2.3.5 Building adaptive and
transformational capacity

The last step in the resilience building
process is the execution step. In this phase,
the plans made and resources allocated in
the preceding phases are used to guide the
reconﬁguration of the organisation or supply
chain (Walker and Salt, 2012). Eﬀective
change management, coordination of
activities and resources are required to
build adaptive capacity, which is iteratively
developed. Hence, organisational and
network learning is essential for success
(Marzenna et al., 2020).
2.4 Critical success factors for a
resilience building programme
There are a few critical success factors
based on the deﬁnition of resilience and
prevalent issues in the resilience building
context. These success factors form the
basic requirements of what resilience
building management frameworks should
deliver in organisational development. Table
1 summarises the key success factors for
the resilience building process.
2.5 Measurement and evaluation of
resilience
Measurement of resilience is essential
for monitoring progress in building and
evaluating the return on investment in
resilience building (Lee et al., 2013).
However, the measurement of resilience
is not straightforward due, in part, to the
absence of a single resilience metric
robust enough to measure it (Stephenson
et al., 2010). Ideally, metrics for measuring
resilience should include a mix of qualitative
and quantitative measures to be consistent
with the drivers of resilience (Warner et al.,
2019, Walker and Cooper, 2018).
There have been attempts to employ
‘objective’ quantitative resilience measures.
However, none fully represent resilience,
or the measurement is too complex to
be beneﬁcial in practice (Pires Ribeiro
and Barbosa-Povoa, 2018). Examples of
attempts include Dixit et al. (2020), who
used value at risk to measure resilience and
Deloitte (2012), who used a supply chain
resilience index. Some of the challenges
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TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF THE VITAL SUCCESS FACTORS AFFECTING THE RESILIENCEBUILDING PROCESS.

Critical success
Enabler(/s)
Sources
factor
Adopting a holistic
A complete view of organisation
(McManus et al., 2007)
approach
and value network interconnections
Risk management
Transparency in the network
(Scholten and Schilder, 2015)
culture
(Qu and Yang, 2015)
Common risk management values

Having fully
engaged staﬀ

Total management
commitment
All-round
monitoring and
evaluation
Fully capacitated
management
disciplines

Good collaboration

(Mckinnon, 2014)

Trust between collaborating
partners
Clarity of purpose

(Seville et al., 2006)

Shared vision

(Whitehorn, 2010)

Situational awareness
Good context awareness

(Brusset and Teller, 2017)

Decisiveness

(Brown et al., 2017)

Timeous availability of data

(Pettit et al., 2013)Pettit et al.,
2013)
(Béné et al., 2015)

Whole value chain information
visibility
Eﬀective training programmes

(Ambulkar et al., 2015)

Flexible resources

(Zawada, 2014)

Smooth and eﬃcient coordination
Harnessing
diversity across
functions and
organisational
boundaries

Learning organisation/network
Cross-disciplinary collaboration

(O’Connor et al., 2018)

Clarity of roles

(Fang et al., 2012)

Shared vision

(Walker and Salt, 2012)

faced with these purely quantitative methods
include diﬃculties assigning weights of
diﬀerent resilience components, which can
yield misleading results.
Mixed, qualitative and quantitative, methods
may be more useful practically, and good
examples include the McManus et al. (2007)
model and Lee et al. (2013). These use
survey-based assessments across critical
enablers such as situational awareness,

management of critical vulnerabilities, and
adaptive capacity development (Lee et al.,
2013). Thus, resilience assessment is often
an indicative process based on assessing
capabilities contributing to resilience, as
with benchmarking (Stephenson, 2010,
Supply Chain Council, 2012).
3. STUDY METHODOLOGY
The speciﬁc objectives for each of the
phases are outlined in Section 3.1.
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3.1 Aims and objectives.
The overall aim of the study was to evaluate
the dynamic impact of the 4IR techdriven transformations on organisational
and supply chain resilience building. We
pursued three speciﬁc objectives to fulﬁl
the aim. These were: Objective 1: To
identify the changes being brought about
by 4IR to the organisational/supply chain
context, Objective 2: Evaluate the impact of
these changes on resilience building, and
Objective 3: to recommend organisational
development focus areas for enhancing
resilience building given the impact of
4IR technologies. Figure 3 illustrates the
schematic ﬂow of the study.
3.2 Methods
A three-phased approach was used in
this study. Firstly, a systematic literature
review was done for deﬁning the theoretical
framework. This provided a means for
framing the overlap between changes
brought about by the 4IR and state of the art of
organisational resilience building. Secondly,
by using a qualitative meta-synthesis, the
ﬁndings from the literature were used in
synthesis to deﬁne the requirements for
eﬀective resilience building programmes.
Finally, using data from the ﬁrst two phases
and road-mapping, recommendations for
organisational development focus areas in
future resilience building are proposed to
strengthen the weaknesses of conventional
programmes. A brief discussion of these
methods is presented in 3.2.1-3.2.3

3.2.1 Structured literature review
Google Scholar, ScienceDirect and EBSCO
Host were used to search for literature relating
to the following search terms of “resilience”,
“organisational resilience”, “supply chain
resilience”, “resilience building”, “resilience
standard”, and “resilience framework”. The
broad “resilience” search was not restricted
to business-related research articles to
derive a robust deﬁnition of resilience
before contextualising it to the business
and supply chain contexts. Where possible,
the original sources were used in deriving
the deﬁnitions and framing essential
concepts of resilience building. Preference
was given to peer-reviewed sources and
respectable business writings available in
the public domain to assess the status quo
of resilience-building understanding.
3.2.2 Meta-synthesis
The meta-synthesis phase was done using
aggregative qualitative data synthesis as
described by (Hannes and Lockwood, 2011).
Since the goal was to identify components
of an eﬀective resilience building
programme that practitioners can use
practically, meta-aggregation was chosen
(Pope et al., 2000). Due to the diﬀerences
in perspectives and terminologies in the
primary research sources, the Dixon-Woods
et al. (2006) interpretive approach was used
in conjunction with thematic synthesis to
establish commonalities used in the study.
The insights generated from this step were
then used to establish the weaknesses and

FIGURE 3: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE STUDY
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identify the areas that need enhancement.
3.2.3 Integrative road mapping
The third phase of the research was a
road mapping process. Roadmaps are
particularly useful in transformation planning
as they bridge the desired future state and
the present state (Rinne, 2004, Garcia and
Bray, 1997). Three basic questions guided
the process: i) What is the status quo of
resilience building in organisations? ii) What
changes will be necessary for resilience to
be eﬀective in the 4IR context? iii) What
activities do organisations need to focus
on to minimise eﬀort and exposure in the
resilience building process.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The search for literary sources yielded
more than 200 research articles that were
ﬁltered for the type of publication, time of
publication, and subject area to leave 121
articles used as source documents for our
study. The composition of these articles by
year of publication, subject area and source
type is shown in Figure 4 (a)-(c).
From Figure 4, most sources were recent,
peer-reviewed,
and
multi-disciplinary

sources were used to inform the study. This
is important, as we believe that it ensures
that the ﬁndings from the study reﬂect a
robust understanding of the issues involved
in resilience building. Discussions of
speciﬁc ﬁndings concerning our objectives
are presented in Sections 4.1 to 4.3.
4.1 Impact of 4IR on the organisational
and supply chain context
4IR creates an interconnected world where
value generation is collaborative. This
is associated with positive and negative
developments on a high level (Götz and
Jankowska, 2017), and some of these
are presented here. The ﬁrst positive
development is virtual agglomeration
as spatially dispersed markets connect
to the pool of global producers, which
creates eﬃciencies through generating a
digitally integrated productive sector at a
global scale (Götz and Jankowska, 2017).
Secondly, as markets become connected,
producers with diﬀerent levels of access
to factors of production will be forced to
compete (Antunes et al., 2018). While in
economic theory, increasing competition
leads to eﬃcient markets, imbalances in

FIGURE 4: SUMMARY OF THE COMPOSITION OF DOCUMENT SOURCES
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factor and technology access may create
distortions that increase inequality in less
advanced economies (Tvaronaviciene and
Burinskas, 2020). Thirdly, the collaborative
nature of 4IR forces the elimination of
silos within organisations and their supply
networks (Scholten and Schilder, 2015).
This can enhance the transparency of value
generation processes across departmental
and organisational boundaries (Itten et al.,
2020). Fourth, utilising technology, e.g. faster
and more aﬀordable internet connectivity,
cloud computing, logistics track and trace
sensor networks and distributed ledgers,
can improve value chain visibility and
enhance coordination of and trust between
collaborators (Fernández-Caramés and
Fraga-Lamas, 2019). By so doing, ﬁrms can
become more proﬁtable by taking advantage
of regional advantages (Russu, 2019).
Fifth, combining the fourth development
with enhanced cross border logistics and
transaction systems means value creation
beneﬁts can be geographically dispersed
(Cagle et al., 2020).
The interconnectedness has downsides
associated with it. The ﬁrst is that spatial
spread of value addition creates challenges
for ensuring that shareholders realise
returns from investments in multi-territory
operations with heterogeneous policies
(Andrenelli et al., 2019) in tax and proﬁt
retention (Foss et al., 2019). Second, the
spatial spread of value networks make
it more challenging to use policy as an
enabling tool, and compliance is a more
complex task for ﬁrms (Kaplinsky and
Morris, 2017). Third, increased operational
complexity creates management challenges
in strategic planning and risk management
(Brocal et al., 2019, Tupa et al., 2017).
Fourth, management processes are less
eﬃcient as the spatial spread and number
of collaborators increase. This can be
demonstrated by how the decline of end-toend control in value chains can compromise
the coordination of collaborators, as can be
witnessed in organisations that rely heavily
on outsourcing (Yeo and Saboori-Deilami,
2017). These issues will aﬀect organisational

eﬀectiveness unless management has the
appropriate tools to take advantage of the
opportunities introduced by 4IR. Given that
the conception of 4IR is dynamic, ﬁrms and
nations need to have a high capacity to
adapt to the changing context to realise the
beneﬁts of 4IR (Schwab, 2018, Fiksel et al.,
2014).
4.2 Impact of 4IR on key competencies
that aﬀect organisational resilience.
Section 4.1 shows that technological
developments are changing the strategic
context for organisations, creating a new
organisational development agenda for
most ﬁrms (Tjahjono et al., 2017). To
understand how changes in the business
context aﬀect resilience building, we
assessed how the resilience capabilities
relate to the strategic context (Ralston and
Blackhurst, 2020). This was based on the
organisation resilience framework by the
International Consortium of organisational
resilience (ICOR) that relates organisational
resilience to competencies in three broad
areas, including leadership and strategy,
preparedness and managing risk and
culture and organisational behaviour
(Mathews, 2015). Focusing on the ICOR
competency perspective, we could adopt
a more pragmatic view of how technology
changes can impact resilience building. We
reviewed how technological changes aﬀect
risk management, customer relationship
management, collaboration, leadership
and planning, organisational learning,
and people productivity. The impact of
technological changes on resilience building
competencies is discussed in 4.2.1-4.2.5.
4.2.1 Risk management
Risk management is at the centre of
resilience building. Several processes
can be bundled as risk management
activities in the resilience-building process
((Heckmann et al., 2015, Pires Ribeiro
and Barbosa-Povoa, 2018). One of the
biggest challenges to risk management
in interconnected value chains is the low
visibility of sources of risk due to the global
spread of collaborating partners (Beck,
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2016). This can drastically reduce the
ability of the organisation to anticipate and
respond to disruptions. An example of this
low visibility impact is the 2020 disruption
of world supply chains due to the novel
COVID-19 pandemic. Many organisations
were unaware of their exposure to biological
disruptions in China (Hassan et al., 2020).
This has been exacerbated by the rise of
contractor-type business relationships
that are transactional and not relationship
focused (De Stefano, 2015). Transactional
relationships make it more complex to have
full visibility of the organization and supply
chain vulnerabilities. Contractors may be
reluctant to disclose these that reduce their
chance of getting work. However, emerging
technological capabilities can be used to
improve the visibility of vulnerabilities and
their sources.

(Manavalan and Jayakrishna, 2019) and
ubiquitous computing (Cena et al., 2019).
Automating the collection, processing and
analysis of IOTs frees up human capital
for other productive tasks and potentially
improves risk prediction and monitoring
eﬀectiveness.

With the rise of transactional interactions,
transparency of exposure can be improved
by electronic reputation that links contractor
characteristics derived from business and
social network activity data to distributed
ledgers, e.g. using blockchain technology
(Schniederjans et al., 2019, Ivanov, 2018).
Combining blockchain assured transactions
to advanced cloud-based analytic engines
enables the reputation of contractor proﬁles
to be built (Lee et al., 2020). These can
be used to determine the risk proﬁles of
contractors. Further, social networks can
be used to create early warning systems
that ﬂag disruptions in one part of the world,
quickly allowing aﬀected parties to prepare
a response timeously(Klopotan et al., 2018,
Zhao et al., 2020).

4.2.2 Customer relationship
management
As business geographic boundaries
become less important due to globalisation,
the face to face relationship is becoming
less important, which has changed the
way organisations acquire, retain and
support customers (Bolton et al., 2018).
Simultaneously, the focus on customer
experience has become an important driving
force, necessitating greater immersive use
of digital technologies (McColl-Kennedy
et al., 2019). Customer disengagement
is becoming a more prominent risk for
organisations,
signiﬁcantly
aﬀecting
resilience (Adivar et al., 2019). Further,
new technological capabilities bring new
possibilities for product design, manufacture
and deployment (Zawadzki and Żywicki,
2016, Santos et al., 2017). Omnichannel
models are being deployed, and these
require analytical and predictive capabilities
of near real-time tracking of customer
sentiment, resource performance, customer
requirements and anticipating direction for
customer preferences and support needs
(Adivar et al., 2019). Additionally, emerging
trends such as product servitisation in
consumer categories also increase the
need to rely on emerging technologies

Besides leveraging social networks to
monitor vulnerabilities, recurring disruptions
can be observed more eﬀectively using a
combination of big data, artiﬁcial intelligence
(Zhuge, 2011) and advanced data analytics
(Angelov, 2014). The use of these
technologies can enable more eﬀective
anticipation of disruption and rapid response
to disruption. The visibility of aﬀected parts of
the value network can be determined using
virtual and physical internet of things (IoT)

Finally, combinations of big data, machine
learning, IoT, cloud and ubiquitous
computing to support decision-making can
improve the speed of response to disruptions
(Tian and Guo, 2019, Santos et al., 2017),
which could improve the recovery time, thus
improving the resilience. With more granular
insights into disruption frequency, impact,
and location, organisations can deploy
resources more eﬀectively by potentially
improving adaptive capacity (Hollowell et
al., 2019).
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(Opresnik and Taisch, 2015). Big data,
advanced analytics, ubiquitous computing,
and advanced logistics telemetry are
emerging technologies that could meet the
technological capabilities required to keep
organisations and supply chains resilient
(Witkowski, 2017).
4.2.3 Internal and External collaboration
An increasing geographic spread of
collaborators in supply chains calls for
collaboration internally and externally
with the focal ﬁrm. New challenges come
with the requirement for higher levels of
collaboration (Backhaus and König, 2019).
Some of the emerging challenges include
new and higher coordination costs, lower
visibility of partners and dependence
on faceless negotiation at the onset of
collaboration (Ras et al., 2017). Trust
between collaborators, one of the critical
enablers for eﬀective collaboration, is
threatened by the faceless, low visibility
collaborative landscape (Schrauf and
Berttram, 2016, Ivanov et al., 2019a). In
this context, the technological enablers
for collaboration should increase visibility,
deliver, and provide some assurance of the
reliability and sharing of real-time information
(Sanchez et al., 2020). The technological
capabilities helpful in this area include cloud
computing, edge, ubiquitous computing,
5G connectivity, virtual and augmented
reality, collaborative platforms, e.g., G
Suite, Microsoft Teams, Zoom (Backhaus
and König, 2019). These technologies
improve synchronisation between teams
in geographically separate locations and
allow organisations to harness the power of
diversity to enhance resilience.
4.2.4 Situational awareness and
leadership eﬀectiveness
Eﬀective leadership is an essential
contributor to system resilience, whether
at the organisational or supply chain level
(McManus et al., 2007). Leaders build trust
and engagement and make social networks
work properly to support resilience (Teo et
al., 2017). As supply chains become global
and organisations become more modular,

building trust, and remaining eﬀective
as leaders, is becoming increasingly
challenging. The growth reduces the
visibility of the entire value network and the
interconnections with other collaborators,
thus eﬀectively reducing situational
awareness and leadership eﬀectiveness
(Walker and Salt, 2012). In addition to
network visibility, the ability to have rapid
insights into the health of the disruptionprooﬁng and recovery capabilities allows
for quick decision-making necessary for an
eﬀective response to disruptions (Oberer
and Erkollar, 2018). Improving visibility
and ensuring low latency decision support
systems requires technology capabilities
that can rapidly draw accurate insights
from large evolving data sets to enable
leaders to make timely decisions (Araz
et al., 2020, Hollowell et al., 2019). The
emerging technologies underpinning these
capabilities include advanced business
process automation, sensor networks,
advanced
analytics
algorithms
and
ubiquitous/edge computing (Schrauf and
Berttram, 2016).
Further, to enhance trust from the top-down,
leaders need to be accountable. This can
be achieved in the digital space by linking
leader actions, decisions to cloud platforms
and distributed ledgers, e.g., blockchain
(Pinheiro et al., 2020, Ivanov et al., 2019b).
When leaders are situationally aware and
eﬀective, it is easier to lead organisations
towards resilient supply chains.
4.2.5 Organisational learning and
human capital productivity
Being adaptive involves learning from the
context and reconﬁguring structures and
processes to remain relevant to customers
(Walker and Salt, 2012). As the global
context becomes more digital, organisations
need to acquire new skills to deliver on the
requirements of market segments as their
needs evolve. Many priorities emerge for
organisational learning and staﬀ productivity
in the resilience building process. These
include the ability to store data securely
(Zio, 2018, Bhatia et al., 2013), integrate
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acquired knowledge into improvement
programmes, the presentation of data in
the proper form to the appropriate user at
the right time to support decision making
(Marques et al., 2017), and enabling
ﬂexibility in the allocation of staﬀ (Jin et
al., 2017). Assistive technology to improve
staﬀ productivity includes combinations
of hard and software technologies.
Technologies to support organisational
learning and staﬀ productivity include cloud
storage (Rodriguez et al., 2018), high
speed networks (Rao and Prasad, 2018),
distributed ledgers (Möhlmann et al., 2019,
Bellini et al., 2020), wearables with virtual,
augmented and extended reality capabilities
(Abraham and Annunziata, 2017), machine
vision (Tjahjono et al., 2017) and internet
of things (Manavalan and Jayakrishna,
2019). Additionally, staﬀ motivation and
engagement can be achieved by recognising
their contribution to the organisational goals
using big data, advanced analytics, and
distributed ledgers.
4.3 Organisational development focus
areas for resilience building.
The ﬁndings of this study show that the 4IR
context impacts the organisational context
by introducing technological capabilities
that can enhance organisational resilience
(Ralston and Blackhurst, 2020). However,
the value of technological capabilities, as
with other capabilities, can be constrained
by the corporate design and strategic
execution (Fisher, 2004). Hence, there
should be alignment between strategic
intent, organisational activities, allocation
of resources, people and technological
capabilities, which is often articulated by
the organisational architecture (Smuts and
Juleka, 2018, Bakhru and Grant, 2007).
The organisational architecture relates the
strategy to the activities, actors in the value
chain, resource allocation and governance
structures (Crépin, 2019). Examples of
generic architectures include the supply
chain operations reference (SCOR) and the
value chain operations reference (VCOR)
models (Supply Chain Council, 2012).

The
organisational
architecture’s
development, design, and optimisation
are accomplished within the ambit of
business process management (BPM)
(Wong et al., 2019, Hitpass and Astudillo,
2019, Feng, 2020). However, designs
are inadequate on their own. They need
to be backed by execution capabilities
that reduce execution risk in transforming
and deploying technology such as lean
(Sanders et al., 2016), agile (Goldsby et
al., 2006), and design thinking (Sáenz et
al., 2018). Resilience principles become
useful as a source of requirements for
organisational architecture development.
The architecture needs to embrace the
need for the organisation to be ﬂexible,
adaptive and transformable to withstand
diﬀerent levels of disruption (Woods, 2019,
McKinsey, 2018).
5. CONCLUSIONS
The 4IR is gaining momentum globally
and creating a hyper-connected world
with global markets and competition.
Organisations respond by modifying
their business models enabled by
combinations of emerging technologies,
creating new organisational development
needs. Considering that several emerging
technologies are still maturing, their use
introduces unknown risks that require
organisations to be resilient. Our study
explores the changing context, how it aﬀects
the way organisations gain resilience, and
these pose additional requirements on
organisational development programmes.
Our ﬁndings show that organisations
must manage higher levels of complexity,
engage in faceless collaborations with
globally dispersed actors and higher
rates of change. Emerging technological
capabilities can enhance the response of
the organisation by enhancing resilience
building. Traditional resilience strategies
such as the use of reserves, e.g., inventory
stockpiles, redundant capacity, alternative
suppliers, are no longer eﬀective on their
own in the new context. The ﬂexibility
required for ﬁrms to have the necessary
adaptability and transformability for
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resilience in the 4IR context must be more
organic and emerge from organisational
attributes. Technology underpins most
of the pathways to gaining the most
resilience attributes for organisations.
However, the eﬀectiveness of technology
deployment in the ﬁrm and its partners is
constrained by the underlying processbased business architecture. Hence,
organisational development activities need
to adopt adaptive architectures supported
by excellence in technology deployment
for resilience. These can be achieved
by focusing on achieving excellence
in business process management and
technology deployment. This paper is
important for business managers and
practitioners as it guides them on areas
to direct their eﬀorts in getting ﬁrms ready
for the 4IR. Further, the contribution of this
article helps policymakers understand the
needs of entrepreneurs as they support
them in adapting to the new context.
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ADOPTING GREEN SUPPLY
CHAIN MANAGEMENT
USING INTEGRATED
QUALITY SYSTEMS

realise the need to shift towards sustainable
supply chains (Mathivathanan and Haq,
2017). Organisations worldwide are trying
to oﬀer something diﬀerent to the consumer
to gain market share. In today’s competitive
business environment, supply chains must
respond to rapid
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ABSTRACT
There are inadequate studies to show the
association between the integrated use
of quality systems within organisations
to ensure a green supply chain (GSCM),
and the operational, ﬁnancial and
competitiveness impact. This study aims
at understanding the inﬂuence of using an
integrated approach to the various quality
systems within the supply chain process
to improve operational performance and
management of a sustainable green supply
chain. This research, on which the ﬁndings
are based, was grounded on a quantitative
approach. An online link was sent to 150
purposively selected senior managers of
Multi-National supply chain organisations in
South Africa. A total of 121 responses were
received. The results indicate through the
integration of quality systems, a statistically
signiﬁcant correlation exists to operational,
economic and environmental performance.
In addition, it is also recommended
that management consider the change
management factors that inﬂuence the
integration of quality systems in the GSCM.
Keywords: green supply chain management, quality systems, integration, operational performance, change management, factor analysis, South Africa
INTRODUCTION
Many developing countries have diﬃculty
in adapting to emerging market trends and

technological change environment (Taher,
Bandarian, Moghadam, 2017). Also,
organisations are developing innovative
ways to enhance their competitiveness
and
meet
environmental
legislative
requirements. One way of enhancing
their competitiveness is by using QMS
to improve their environmental and
operational performance (Chen, 2015).
In previous studies, conﬁrmed processes
or approaches for a green supply chain
management system which led to increasing
environmental and overall business
performance (Green, Inman, Sower and
Zelbst, 2019, Drohomeretski, Gouvea
da Costa, Pinheiro de Lima and Garbuio,
2014). However, there are insuﬃcient
studies to show the association between
the integrated use of quality systems within
the business’s green supply chain, and the
operational, ﬁnancial and competitiveness
impact. If this knowledge gap is not
addressed, organisations will not beneﬁt
from the integration of quality systems and
consequently could impact their long term
sustainability. In addition, the objective of
this article was to examine the inﬂuence of
the Quality systems and practices on the
various types of businesses. This research
also, explores in-depth the integration of the
quality systems used within the green supply
chain to form a conceptual framework that
can be used to test the various relationships
and impacts within an organisation.
Deﬁning a GSCM
Green
supply
chain
management
(GSCM) is a type of management, which
incorporates ecological concepts into
various processes of the supply chain (Haq,
Aerath, Mathiyazhagan, 2017). GSCM
focuses on encouraging collaboration
and eﬀectiveness amongst organisations,
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stakeholders and third parties to develop
and improve environmental performance,
reduce waste and ﬁnd solutions for reducing
cost (Green et al., 2019). Examples such
as Total Quality Management and Just in
Time concentrate on the eradication of
waste, which addresses the ineﬃciency in
a business to accomplish environmental
sustainability. The consequences of this
are an increase in competitive advantage,
enhanced reputation and an increase in
sales and proﬁtability.
This initiative of integrating quality
management systems into the green
supply chain entails a commitment to
sustainability and is gaining popularity
among organisations globally. This initiative
addresses the diﬀerent aspects of the

business, such as:
• The production and internal supply chain
• Inbound and outbound logistics
• Reverse logistics
These processes include suppliers,
vendors, distributors, and third parties, all
collaborating to reduce the environmental
eﬀects of their actions. Since many
organisations need to select and evaluate
strategic suppliers, many tools and models
are developed in order to eﬀectively help
these organisations in prequalifying their
suppliers based on their performances and
selecting the best supplier (Momeni and
Vandchali, 2017).

FIGURE 1: FRAMEWORK OF THE STEPWISE ISO-BASED IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH
SOURCE: (ALHURAISH, ROBLEDO, AND KOBI, 2017)
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GSCM within organisations
A complementary theory will be examined
and discussed to form the foundation of the
general theory of the research study. The
theoretical model is then developed using
the various concepts to show the links in
the relationships and support the positive
impact the combination of these systems
has towards environmental performance.
The links for each concept is developed
and veriﬁed (Cherraﬁ et al., 2017).
According to Yu, Chavez, Feng and
Wiengarten (2014), the green supply chain
is built on several factors which include the
following:
• Product design – the product should
not be harmful to the environment nor
consumer and should be disposable
once the product reaches the end of its
life cycle.
• Production process – the process must
be designed to meet the green supply
chain objectives in order to satisfy the
environmental aspects.
• Supplier selection – Suppliers who are
involved in product design can give their
input and ideas on sharing their best
practices for going green.
• Marketing material – needs to be
designed to ensure it is environmentally
friendly and can possibly be recycled
and reused.
• Design of logistics and reverse logistics –
the design of the process should ensure
that most of the suppliers are close to
the original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs). The beneﬁt is a reduction in
fuel consumption. Reverse logistics
entails reusing the materials of the
original design or product originally sold.
The consequences are the reduction of
pollution which contribute enormously
towards GSCM.
• Going green within the building –
developing greener practices within the
supply chain process will help implement
green practices. This would include using

natural light, energy-eﬃcient lighting,
recycled water and recycled waste.
International organisation for Standards
Figure 1 depicts the framework of an ISObased TQM implementation process (Chen
et al., 2016). The quality management
system uses ISO foundational standards
that represent the quality system, and
follows a series of steps. These steps
increase supply chain processes and
monitor the activities to maintain a balance
in the business.
The consequences are that regulatory
requirements and the needs of stakeholders
and customers are met, resulting in
customer satisfaction.
Total quality management towards a
GSCM
The Total Quality Management (TQM)
programme gained momentum from about
1950, when Edward Deming presented
it to Japanese organisations to highlight
the beneﬁts of implementation, such as
continuously achieving excellent quality by
meeting customer needs and fulﬁlling the
business strategies. This necessitated a
change of thinking towards re-engineering
the processes within the business
(Kantardjieva, 2015). This would involve
the joint eﬀort of staﬀ and management to
achieve the goal instead of blaming the staﬀ
for the problems whilst trying to achieve a
speciﬁc goal.
TQM is the management of processes
and procedures used by the business and
represents the process of meeting and
surpassing customer requirements deﬁned
by the customer through a combined eﬀort.
This is known as customer-deﬁned quality.
TQM focuses on the quality methods used
by the business, which would include
the management of quality assurance,
development, design, quality control, and
maintenance. This system manages the
processes for achieving the delivery of
quality services and manufactured goods.
The preventative costs are also accounted
for in the design, implementation and
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running of the quality system (Ruchi and
Gaurav, 2018). One of the most important
processes in TQM is the support of senior
management and understanding what they
desire from the system to enhance their
business.
Just in Time in the GSCM
There is a potential risk in running the
JIT system, where inventories can bring
about disruptions in the supply chain. If a
raw material supplier has a breakdown
and cannot deliver the parts required to
meet the production need, it can result in
the shutdown of a manufacturer’s entire
production process. Another issue that
can cause delays entails a customer
ordering goods that exceed the business’s
forecasted expectations. This may result
in part shortages that delay the delivery
of ﬁnished products to customers (Hirano,
2016).
One of the beneﬁts of using the JIT system
is that it allows manufacturing organisations
to shorten the production activity run and
immediately changes to a new product if
required by the customer. Organisations
using JIT do not have to store a large
amount of inventory, which reduces these
inventory costs. Organisations can cut
costs on purchasing raw materials for
production because it only orders exactly
what’s required, which results in ﬁnancial
resources that could be used elsewhere
(Lai and Cheng, 2016).
Application of the lean system
The principles of the lean system
are based on the Toyota production
process. This process focuses on the
process ﬂow and understands the value
of the activity by distinguishing the
performance that adds value to the
process, eliminating waste from the
process and highlighting the non-valueadded activities. The lean system focuses
on the reduction of unwanted materials
within the supply chain and the production
of goods of the highest quality, at the
lowest price and fastest turnaround time

(Assarlind and Aaboen, 2014). For the
lean principles to work within a business,
there must be management commitment.
This commitment is passed through to
the other levels across the business to
ensure there is an improvement in the
business processes. Speciﬁc methods and
techniques are used to decrease inventories,
waste, scrap, equipment downtime and
production time. These methods and
techniques, which promote operational
performance and competitiveness, result
in an increase in economic performance
for the business (Alhuraish et al., 2017).
Although organisations recognise LM as
a capable system in getting improvement
in productivity, improve quality and reduce
lead times, still implementation in India
is proceeding slowly. One of the usual
reasons is that LM can transform the
organisation but cannot be put into practice
immediately since it needs a lot of changes
to be happening for execution (Kumar and
Kumar, 2017).
Eﬃciency of the Six Sigma system
Six Sigma (SS) was developed in the 1980s
by a Motorola engineer. The SS system
enhances the process movement within
the supply chain. It highlights the defects
and eliminates the root cause of the faults
within the supply chain by concentrating on
the outputs of the process. SS uses both
statistical and non-statistical techniques
to identify cost reduction and challenges
the cost of poor-quality products in the
various supply chain processes. Some of
the methods used are histograms, analysis
of variance (ANOVA), statistical process
control (SPC) and multi-variance charts to
reduce the supply chain process variations.
The SS concept helps to create a healthy
supply chain process, which produces highquality products and reduces any variations
which can result in inferior quality (Alhuraish
et al., 2017).
Complementary combinations of the
quality systems
TQM and SS systems are international
holistic business models and used by
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diﬀerent industries. TQM was the initial
quality concept based on Deming’s PlanDo-Check-Act model. Many organisations
have tried to implement TQM and have
failed to do so. One of the reasons for this
is that organisations cannot understand
the verbose TQM concept properly. Top
management doesn’t grasp the full picture
of utilising these systems, resulting in
a negative impact on the proﬁts of the
business. Another reason is that TQM
needs a committed cultural change (Yang,
2014).
The SS concept involves measuring the
number of defects in the system and
determining how to eliminate them to achieve
zero defects or as close as possible to that
achievement. It uses statistical techniques
for transforming data from customers into

designed products and services. The Six
Sigma measurements have speciﬁc limits;
where one sigma is equal to 68.27%, the
second sigma gives 95.45% and the third
sigma equals 99.73%. Six Sigma as a
whole gives the precision measurement of
99.9997%. To achieve the Six Sigma quality,
there must not be more than 3.4 defects per
million events (Ruchi and Gaurav, 2018).
The failure of businesses to implement
TQM and Six Sigma eﬀectively, is often due
to misunderstanding the TQM concept and
its relationship with Six Sigma (Alhuraish et
al., 2017).
By integrating the Lean and the Six Sigma
(SS) system to work in conjunction with
each other, the business will beneﬁt from
an improvement in quality and market
competitiveness. The integrated application

FIGURE 2: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
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of both systems’ concepts will require
understanding the various methods and
techniques of each system to use them to
their full advantage. Both Lean and SS focus
on the diﬀerent aspects of the activities within
the supply chain. The main goal for both is to
increase the productivity and speed of that
process with the least number of defects
and waste. The Lean system also centres
on reducing costs within the supply chain
process by eradicating all the insigniﬁcant
added activities and waste. The SS looks
at reducing costs by eliminating the cost
of poor-quality objects within the supply
chain processes. Many organisations fail to
integrate the foundational elements of both
systems and don’t achieve the results they
want (Garza-Reyes, 2015).
Beneﬁts of GSCM
The beneﬁts of going green within the
supply chain include improved product
quality, better service delivery and meeting
customer requirements (Goetsch and
Davis, 2014). Using green supply chain
management will render better quality,
eﬃciency and use of resources (Goetsch
and Davis, 2014). Moreover, it leads to a
reduction in production costs and an increase
in competitive advantage. Reducing the risk
and not using hazardous materials mitigates
the risk of the environmental damage and
meets legislative requirements. There
would be better product quality and service
given back to the customer, which will
increase the business reputation and retain
the customer. The overall eﬀect would be
an increase in the economic performance
of the business (Yu et al., 2014).
Challenges experienced with GSCM
Organisations face many challenges trying
to implement a “going green” strategy and
successfully streamlining it into their supply
chain and businesses. This means that
organisations need to spend money on
investing in diﬀerent types of systems and
programmes to produce green products
or services, green energy, and green
technology. Consequently, money must
be invested in research and development

in order to upgrade these products
and services to this level. Increasingly,
customers demand that organisations
uphold their green strategies and produce
green initiatives, which can only be
successful after a long period of investment
(Edmonds and Kennedy, 2016)
A conceptual framework for GSCM
integration
Figure 2 deﬁnes the boundaries of the
research through a conceptual framework.
Although the mechanisms of these systems
vary, the most eﬀective approaches include
the involvement of management, the use
of trained experts, project management,
employee involvement, training, and
teamwork. Once the foundation of the
systems has been established and the
system is working well, the beneﬁts are
felt by the business for years to come. The
conceptual framework that will be used for
this research, ﬁgure 2 was guided by the
literature review.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
There are two main paradigmatic
approaches in research, qualitative and
quantitative. A quantitative approach places
greater value on information that can be
numerically manipulated in a meaningful
way, and this is regarded as the scientiﬁc
approach to research. In this study, a
quantitative approach was followed.
A purposive sample consists of respondents
who, in the’ opinion of the researcher, would
‘best supply the necessary information
(Page & Meyer 2006:99). The population
of the study involved purposively selected
FMCG
supply
chain
organisations
employees whom the researcher had
contact within South Africa who have
implemented or intend to implement an
integrated management system to improve
their supply chain management. A nonprobability convenience sampling was used
in this research. The candidates 150 selected
respondents needed to have management
systems knowledge of the supply chain
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management and be in a position, such
senior management, specialists in order
to be able to answer the questionnaire. A
total of 121 responses were received. This
constitutes an 81 percent response rate,
which is deemed acceptable, according to
Strydom & De Vos, (1998).
There are a few types of data collection
techniques within research, called primary
and secondary data sources. For the
current research, the researcher collected
the primary data.. Respondents were sent
an e-mail that contained an online link for
them to complete the survey. Once consent
was given to take part in the survey, the
participant was directed to the online link
in order to access the survey. Completing
the survey took 25 to 30 minutes. The
questionnaire contained two major sections:
Section A required the demographic
information of the respondents.
Section
B
required
management practices.

supply

chain

The questionnaire was measured using
a 5-point Likert scale. The Likert scale
is often used in surveys, as they are
reliable in measuring beliefs, perceptions,
and actions. The Likert-type survey will

pinpoint the areas of improvement, help
with revealing the degrees of perspectives
and aid in understanding the feedback.
The designed questionnaire or survey
is simple and eﬀective and can control
whether the candidates are contradicting
themselves by adding control questions
into the questionnaire. The validity of
a measuring instrument is whether the
instrument actually measures what it is
intended to measure. An example would be
a thermometer that measures temperature
(Leedy and Ormrod, 2014). Reliability is a
speciﬁc technique used to repeatedly apply
to the same element and obtain the same
results every time. It is part of the research
framework in which data collecting or
analysis will generate consistent results.
This was achieved to consulting with an
expert on designing a questionnaire. A pilot
test was used to check if there were any
errors or faults with the research design
instrument and to gather information for a
probability sample (Cooper and Schindler,
2014). Three supply chain experts were
considered in order to examine the
application of the questions posed within
the questionnaire. This was undertaken
and input from the experts was considered
and implemented.

TABLE 1: RELIABILITY STATISTICS – MANAGEMENT

Factor
Management
Operational process
Service in product design
Quality systems
Green Supply Chain
Operational performance
Economic performance
Six Sigma
ISO
TQM
JIT
Lean

Cronbach’s alpha

Number of items

0.873
0,829
0,719
0,791
0,903
0,794
0,889
0,920
0,920
0,910
0,920
0,912

5
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Source: author
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TABLE 2: MEAN VALUES AND T-TEST

Likert scale
Index

Mean

Std. dev.

Management
Operational
processes
Service/product
design
Quality system
Green supply
chain
Operational
performance
Economic
performance

3.7630

.92721

Hypothesis testing (H0: μ=3)
Disagree/
t
df
p-value
Agree
7.893
91
0.000
Agree

3.9934

.66229

14.309

90

0.000

Agree

3.7304

.57450

12.195

91

0.000

Agree

4.0326

.55729

17.772

91

0.000

Agree

4.0326

.55729

17.772

91

0.000

Agree

4.1326

.56435

19.250

91

0.000

Agree

4.1609

.65983

16.875

91

0.000

Agree

Source: author
DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Of the targeted 150 respondents in the
random sample, 121 (81%) responded
positively, which, according to Stoker and
De Vos (1998), is considered acceptable.
It was conﬁrmed that the response rate
was acceptable, and the ﬁndings should
be reliable, valid and generalised over the
target population.
t-test results
The t distribution was used to compare
the mean scores on the Likert scale with
the undecided or neutral score of 3, which
was the mid-point between agreeing and

disagreeing, by applying the one-sample
t-test.
The respondents agreed with all the
statements. Table 2 also conﬁrms that the
respondents agreed with all the indexes.
Correlational analysis of the
independent variables
The correlation matrix table 3 indicates that
all the variables are highly correlated at the
5% or 1% level.
DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
The ﬁndings are reliable, valid

and

TABLE 3: CORRELATION MATRIX – INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

Operational
processes
Operational
processes
Service/product
design
Quality systems
Green supply
chain
Economic
performance

Service/
product
design

Quality
systems

Green
supply
chain

Economic
performance

1
0.467**

1

0.441**

0.350**

0.346**

0.248*

0.543**

1

0.434**

0.240*

0.519*

0.523**

Source: authors
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generalised over the target population.
There were a targeted 150 participants in
the random sample, with 121 participants
completing the online survey, therefore,
conﬁrming that the response rate is
acceptable for valid information. The
quantitative ﬁndings conﬁrmed that using
a combination of Quality Systems has
increased the Supply Chain process
eﬃciently
and
therefore
increased
operational performance. The results also
reﬂected that economic performance was
highly signiﬁcant, indicating that it aﬀects
operational management. In the results,
it is seen that economic performance is
correlated with service/product design and
both were included in the regression model.
The economic performance moderates
the eﬀect on operational performance by
suppressing its eﬀect. The results conﬁrmed
that the business beneﬁtted economically
by using a combination of quality systems
as a result of streamlining the supply chain
processes and thereby reducing waste,
using fewer materials, minimal breakdowns,
fast turnaround time and contributing back
to the green supply chain. Oﬀering a betterquality product at a good price back to the
customer, indirectly resulting in retaining
the customer and creating sustainability for
the business.
The focus was to answer the research
question, which looked at whether these
systems
enhanced
competitiveness,
ﬁnancial performance, operations, and
environmental aspects, by moving towards
a sustainable green supply chain. If the
business is working towards a sustainable
green supply chain, it means less waste is
produced and operations are streamlined,
resulting in an increase in economic
beneﬁts for the business. This research
investigated the greening of the diﬀerent
operational processes using an integration
of the quality systems, and looked at the
individual systems themselves in order to
understand the complexity of enhancing the
operational side of the business.
Quality in all its diﬀerent forms performs

a signiﬁcant role in the manufacturing of
products and oﬀering of services to various
types of customers. For a business to be
sustainable, it needs to do something
diﬀerent from its competitor to try and
reduce its costs and improve the proﬁts.
This study focused on the Total Quality
Management (TQM) ideas and tools for the
implementation, beneﬁts and disadvantages
of the system, the combination of the
various systems used within a business,
and the type of impacts created within the
ﬁnancial and operational aspects of the
supply chain. The results concluded that a
lack of understanding of the integration of
the systems can also contribute towards
the failure of implementation.
Another important aspect of this research
was to focus on the green supply chain
and to understand the consequences of
combining the various systems in the hope
of achieving a three zero manufacturing
paradigm. This concept is used to indicate
that storing an inventory signiﬁes “waste”
and needs to be eradicated to ensure that
the performance of the business increases.
Combining the Total Quality Management
(TQM) and Six Sigma (SS) systems has
been shown to have a positive eﬀect on the
business, both operationally and ﬁnancially,
due to both systems having the same
concept criteria. The systems are also
complementary and the criteria for both
systems include principles, leadership,
operations, development, tools, techniques,
training and cultural change. TQM is the
foundation of the quality systems and SS
is a speciﬁc methodology within TQM,
focusing on quality improvement. Adding
SS strengthens all the elements of the
TQM system. It also enhances TQM by
improving the operational performance
and allowing the business to increase their
proﬁts, resulting in a positive economic
performance.
Six Sigma is a holistic and multifaceted
system and helps support the TQM concepts
for a better chance at implementation
and sustainability success. A beneﬁt of
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the implementation of the TQM system
within the business is the reduction of the
operating cost, resulting in saving money for
the business and contributing to economic
improvement. The temporary downside
is the initial ﬁnancial investment that the
business must carry with implementing this
kind of system; however, there is a return
on the investment in the long run. The
quality cost needs to be administered and
quantiﬁed to reﬂect the positive eﬀect that
quality has, in order to analyse, improve
processes and measure the eﬃciency
within the business. It is a very eﬀective
method of measuring the ﬁnancial results
of TQM.
This research identiﬁed that a integration
of SS and Lean manufacturing improves
the business’s economic and operational
performance. It is recommended that
both complementary quality systems are
implemented, either simultaneously or
sequentially, in order to reap the full rewards of
the quality systems. It is also recommended
that, before an implementation method is
selected, the systems and the methods of
implementation are understood well in order
to decide on a simultaneous or sequential
method. Another factor in selecting an
implementation method is the availability
of resources needed to ensure the success
of the implementation. The critical success
factors of implementation were described
in the research as contributing factors
in deciding whether there are enough
resources to aid in the implementation of
both systems. This research has contributed
to identifying the beneﬁts of using both
systems of improving the business market
competitiveness and increasing the quality
of service or products that the business is
oﬀering.
Both systems focus on speciﬁc processes
within the supply chain, and using the
diﬀerent requirements of each system
improves the speed of the process, cuts
waste and utilises the materials and
resources eﬃciently, hence saving the
business money and increasing proﬁts.

This also reduces the turnaround time,
thereby giving the customer a better-quality
product, produced at a faster speed, at a
reduced price. This results in increased
proﬁt, enhanced operations, and a happy
customer. Lean looks at the minimum
waste within the process, whereas SS
concentrates on the minimum variation
in the ﬂow. The main goal for both is to
increase the speed of the process and
amplify productivity with the least number
of defects and waste. The Lean system
also centres on reducing costs within the
supply chain process by eradicating all the
insigniﬁcant added activities and waste. The
SS looks at reducing costs by eliminating
the cost of poor-quality objects within the
supply chain processes. Future research
needs to be done on using a combination of
quality systems to gain an understanding of
the extent to which these systems contribute
to helping companies become sustainable,
meet environmental regulations, and
increase their market share.
ISO can be implemented in any business
as it uses broad guidelines for any industry
and is the type of system used to ﬁt around
the business rather than the business
to ﬁt around the system. It is designed to
assess the business’s internal and external
requirements and to identify the problem
areas. Six Sigma is a complementary
system to ISO and can be added on top of
the foundation of the ISO to improve and
connect the systems with each other. Using
the Six Sigma requirements within the ISO
internal audit questionnaires, the business
can integrate the two systems eﬀectively.
Management
Quality management practices enhance the
operational and economic performance of
a business. Senior management provides
personal leadership for quality products
and quality, and is evaluated for quality
performance. Heads of a department within
the business participate in the quality
improvement process. Senior management
has objectives for quality performance.
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Operational processes
The quality systems help design eﬃcient
processes in the business and reduce the
chances of errors. Using the quality systems
methods ensures that maintenance occurs
regularly to prevent downtime, and that the
business meets the production schedule
daily. Streamlining the supply chain process
results in an increase in economic beneﬁts.
Using a combination of quality systems
makes the supply chain process eﬃcient
and increases operational performance.
Service and/or product design
The business conducts a review of new
product/service design using a combination
of quality systems before the product/
service is produced. Using a combination
of quality systems leads to an increase in
operational performance in the business.
Manufacturing and quality control staﬀ are
involved in the product/service development
process to ensure the supply chain process
runs eﬃciently. Quality systems are used to
ensure the cost of new products/services is
kept as low as possible. Using a combination
of quality systems increases the economic
beneﬁts for the business.
Quality systems
Using a combination of quality information
from the systems (defects, error rates,
scrap and cost of quality), supply chain
processes lead to an improvement in
performance. Quality systems guide the
business in achieving operational and
ﬁnancial objectives. Quality information is
used as tools to manage the supply chain
requirements to achieve an increase in
ﬁnancial beneﬁts for the business as well
as better operational performance. Using
a combination of quality systems achieves
the requirements for a green supply chain
integration of quality systems.
Green supply chain
The combination of the diﬀerent quality
management systems contributes towards
a sustainable green supply chain. A
combination of quality systems enhances
the ease of maintaining environmental

requirements. Combining quality systems
increases the market competitiveness
within the supply chain. Quality systems
working in tandem increase the operational
performance within the supply chain as well
as the economic beneﬁts within the supply
chain.
Operational performance
An integration of quality systems ensures
measurement of operational performance.
The lack of quality system procedures
allows for defects to occur and decreases
operational performance within the business.
A combination of quality systems enables
the supply chain to perform optimally and
increases operational performance. An
increase in operational performance will
result in an increase in economic beneﬁts.
Multiple departments (such as marketing,
manufacturing, and purchasing) coordinate
the product/service development process
using the quality system principles.
Economic performance
Having a combination of quality systems
enhances market competitiveness, and
ensures measurement of economic
performance. A lack of quality system
procedures
decreases
ﬁnancial
performance within the green supply chain.
The business sets strategic goals for quality
improvement in order to improve ﬁnancial
performance. Economic performance is
increased using various quality systems.
The Total Quality Management (TQM)
system is complementary to the Just
in Time (JIT) system. TQM manages
the
processes
and
procedures
used by the business and focuses
on meeting customer requirements. The
main function of TQM is to manage quality
control, maintenance, design, quality
assurance, and customer satisfaction.
TQM also accommodates total quality
environmental
management
(TQEM),
where the principles of the two systems, the
environmental standards and the quality
management standards are combined.
It has been proven that the adoption of
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TQEM standards reduces costs within the
business by mitigating future environmental
issues. Hence, by combining two or more
quality systems within the business to
address the issues of environmental waste
within the green supply chain, results show
that the business reduces their waste and
costs, increases productivity and proﬁts
and improves on their competitiveness.
The JIT system works well with the TQM
system because it is an inventory system
that allows for ordering materials only
when there is a request for a product from
a customer. TQM helps streamline the
supply chain process to ensure it is eﬃcient
and increases productivity, so that it can
produce the goods at the fastest turnaround
time and at the highest quality.
This research develops the current
knowledge on individual systems and
satisﬁes a gap in the literature by providing
more information on system combinations
and an understanding of the critical success
factors (CSF), that contribute towards the
implementation success. Moreover, it helps
to determine whether to install the system
sequentially or concurrently (Albliwi, Antony,
Abdul Halim Lim, and van der Wiele, 2014).
The consequences of the successful
implementation will allow organisations
to make better-informed decisions to help
streamline the operational performance of
the business and use their resources. This
will reduce cost, increase productivity and
enhance the economic performance of the
business. Consequently, environmental
regulations are adhered to and negative
environmental impact factors are prevented
(Albliwi et al., 2014).
Organisations that were prepared to invest
in a combination of systems also committed
to a long-term plan of sustainability for the
business. Utilising the various strengths
of the systems to build on each other to
achieve a successful implementation,
allowed for a level of quality to ﬂow through
every aspect of the business and work in
conjunction with each department. One of
the limitations identiﬁed was the amount of

training required to be given to employees
to ensure successful usage of the systems.
Another identiﬁed limitation was that
customers hold the business accountable
for all aspects of the supply chain process.
Regardless of whether a third party is
at fault, it can damage the reputation of
the business. It is recommended that the
business works with third parties to ensure
they are committed to fulﬁlling the quality
system requirements, as well as meeting
environmental legislative requirements.
The research positively concluded that
the combination of complementary quality
systems enhanced various aspects of the
business, and beneﬁted organisations
in terms of long-term sustainability.
It is recommended that before an
implementation method is selected, there
is a good understanding of the systems
and the methods of implementation in
order to decide on a simultaneous or
sequential method. Another factor in
deciding the implementation method could
also be due to the available resources
that are needed to ensure the success of
the implementation. The critical success
factors of implementation were described in
the research as the contributing factors in
deciding if there are enough resources to
aid in the implementation of both systems.
CONCLUSION
This article has shown that all the quality
systems and practices, whether used
individually or together, enhance the
operational, economic and environmental
aspects of the business. The operational
aspect was seen in improving and
streamlining the processes within the
manufacturing and supply chain systems.
The economic aspect was reﬂected in the
increased economic performance of the
business. The environmental part was
seen in the reduction of errors and waste,
reusing materials and resources eﬀectively,
thereby resulting in improved product
quality and faster turnaround time. Merging
quality management systems contributed to
creating a sustainable green supply chain
and addressing environmental legislative
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requirements. The indirect consequence
was
an
enhancement
of
market
competitiveness, an increase in sales and
proﬁtability, and retention of customers.
The purpose of this article was to provide an
integrated management system to sustain
a lean and green supply chain, and better
understand the inﬂuence of the integration of
quality systems within a business, speciﬁcally
within a green supply chain. Using various
sources of literature enabled a collection
of information for using QMS, facilitated
the process of “greening” the supply chain,
and highlighted the type of impact it has
on the performance of the business. QMS
is a system which supports many diﬀerent
concepts, techniques and tools to improve
any type of process (Goetsch and Davis,
2014). The ﬁndings and results as well as
recommendations of this study have been
presented. Organisations can improve their
operational and economic performance
within a green supply chain process, using
an integrated quality management system.
The conceptual framework, as well as the
recommendations, can be used in future
studies to help collect more information to
process a detailed cross-sectional analysis
and test the links between the relationships
in diﬀerent organisations to assist in
proportional studies.
MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
Organisations that were prepared to look at
investing in integration of quality systems
also committed to a long-term plan of
sustainability for the business. Utilising the
various strengths of the systems to build
on each other to achieve a successful
implementation, allowed for a level of
quality to ﬂow through every aspect of
the business and to work hand in hand
with each department. It is recommended
that management works with employees
to ensure that they are also committed to
fulﬁlling the quality system requirements, as
well as meeting environmental legislative
requirements. The research positively
concluded that through the combination
of complementary quality systems they

deﬁnitely enhanced various aspects of the
business, and were shown to be beneﬁcial
to implement within the business for longterm sustainability. In addition, it has
been seen that the adoption of the TQEM
standards has reduced costs within the
business by mitigating future environmental
issues. Hence, by combining two or more
quality systems within the business to
address the issues of environmental waste
within the green supply chain, there are
concluded results where the business
reduces their waste and costs, increases
productivity and proﬁts and improves on
their competitiveness.
The impact on educational institutions
should also take note that this study has
empirically proven that the integrations of
systems can be beneﬁcial to organisation
eﬃciency. This can be included in curriculum
development literature.
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY AND
FUTURE STUDIES
One of the limitations identiﬁed was the
amount of knowledge or training that was
required to be given by the business to the
employees to ensure successful usage
of the systems. Another limitation that
was identiﬁed was that customers hold
the business accountable for all aspects
of the supply chain process. Regardless
of whether a third party is at fault, it can
damage the reputation of the business.
RECOMMENDATION
As a recommendation for future studies,
a larger sample of data collection would
be beneﬁcial to contribute to this type of
research. This would allow for a detailed
cross-sectional analysis and test the links
between the relationships in diﬀerent
businesses to assist in proportional studies.
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ABSTRACT
Literature states that product conformity has
an immense impact on an organisation’s
performance and bottom-line proﬁts
are driven by product performance and
conformance to the speciﬁcations. This
study focused on investigating factors
impacting product non-conformance at
a steel-based manufacturer with the aim
of understanding common causes of
product non-conformance. Product nonconformance is a failure to comply with
requirements. As such, the quality of a
product is considered a key strategic factor
of economic advantage and enhancement
of product quality which has been at the forefront of attention from both organisations
and customers. A qualitative approach
utilising semi-structured interviews was
used to conduct the study. The sample
comprised of employees at Company A.
Purposive sampling was used to draw
the sample. Exploratory research ﬁndings
were based on collected data. A thematic
analysis was conducted from which core
themes emerged. The ﬁndings indicated

a lack of understanding of product nonconformance, inadequate documentation
and processes, machine defects and a
lack of skill-sets contributed signiﬁcantly
to product conformity at Company A.
Recommendations included developing
close relationships with customers;
continuous management and employee
training and continuous improvement of
customer-centric strategies to remain
relevant and competitive.
Keywords: Product non-conformance;
Product speciﬁcation; Quality Management Systems; Customer satisfaction.
1. INTRODUCTION
The quality standards of an organisation
are primarily determined by the quality of
goods that it produces. This quality is one
of the determinants of how it competes in
global markets. This paper is based on
a study which was conducted at a worldrenowned manufacturer of steel-based
products, located in Gauteng, South Africa.
It was greed that this organisation will be
referred to as Company A for the purposes
of anonymity. Company A is a manufacturer
of forged freight and passenger railway
wheels for Sub-Saharan Africa. These
include locomotive wheels, freight wagon
wheels and passenger coach wheels. The
organisation specialises in the design,
manufacturing, and supply of railway
products to the oil and gas industries.
According to the study by Hutchings (2017),
the Railway Safety Regulator (RSR) reports
that in South Africa, an estimated 2.2 million
commuters use rail as a mode of daily
transport and that, per annum, rail carries
11 trillion tons of freight. The study presents
factors impacting product non-conformance
and the recommended strategies to reduce
product non-conformance.
The Quality Systems Toolbox (2019), states
that a non-conformance occurs when
something does not meet the speciﬁcations
or requirements in some way. This could
be in a service, a product, a process,
goods from a supplier, or in a management
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system itself. The monitoring of product
non-conformances is a crucial part of the
quality system of any organisation (ISO
9001:2015). When an organisation does
not pay attention to non-conformances, it
may end up distributing non-conforming
products. An organisation will have to deal
with the direct cost of the non-conforming
products, possible recalls, the indirect cost
of liability, and the loss of brand image
and market share. These eﬀects always
end up costing the organisation both
time and money. Conversely, when nonconformances are appropriately handled,
coupled with corrective action systems, the
result has been argued to be a mechanism
for continuous improvement. This can
result in successful product longevity,
increased market share, and consumers will
ultimately beneﬁt from a better, safer, and
more eﬀective product (Tanjong, Ibrahim &
Abdollahian, 2015).
Non-conformances are categorised as
major and minor (ISO 9001:2015). The
existence of a product non-conformance
at Company A implies that some aspects
of an organisation’s standard operating
procedures (SOP’s) are not followed or they
need to be updated. Some of the common
non-conformances which Company A
experiences, are found on railway steel
wheels that are out of gauge when
received by the customer and not as per
customer speciﬁcations; and steel grade
not conforming to the industry regulations.
These deviations can be identiﬁed through
internal and external audits, customer
complaints, material inspection or routine
testing. This study therefore sought to
investigate factors impacting product nonconformance at Company A.
This paper responds to the ongoing debate
regarding the necessity for organisations
to improve the quality of their products
to “delight” their customers and remain
sustainable and competitive. Further to this,
the paper will report on the investigation
that was conducted and the research
methodology employed. This is followed by

a discussion of the ﬁndings, the limitations
and validity of the research. The paper
concludes with the conclusions and the
contribution of the study.
2. PROBLEM INVESTIGATED
During the 2019 ISO 9001 audit, Company
A received a major non-conformance
for “not adhering to the organisation’s
standard operating procedures (SOPs)”
(ISO Audit Report, 2019). This had major
consequences to the organisation because
it proved very costly to rectify the ﬁnding.
In the past ﬁnancial year (2020), Company
A received several complaints regarding
non-conforming products. Product nonconformance is an unexpected event
that occurs in the manufacturing process
that deviates from the set standards or
requirements. In most cases, these are
problems that are unanticipated but has
the potential to derail the entire production
plan. Even minor non-conformances in
a single production process could have
signiﬁcant negative eﬀects on the whole
value chain. As such, non-conformances
lead to higher costs of production,
ineﬃciency, discontented workers, smaller
proﬁt margins, and dissatisﬁed customers
(Marsh, 2018).
Company A, during the ﬁnancial year
ended in 2018, showed a 27% decline in
turnover. This was largely attributed to the
recurrent product quality issues, (Company
A Financial Report, 2018). Further to this,
it costs the organisation an average of 4.5
hours weekly, to address issues brought
about by poor quality, (Company A Financial
Report, 2018). Poor quality products and
services often lead to unsatisﬁed customers
and decreased loyalty (Kaura, Prasad &
Sharma, 2015). These current problems
justiﬁed the necessity for an investigation
into the primary causes of product nonconformances prevalent at Company A.
3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
The research objectives of this paper
are three-fold, namely: to understand
the common causes of product non-
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conformity at Company A, to determine
the impact of product non-conformance
and to recommend strategies for product
conformance implementation. In order to
address sustainability and competitiveness
issues, it is imperative that Company
A address the causes of product nonconformances.
4. LITERATURE REVIEW
The theoretical overview of this paper
refers to pertinent literature on the variables
aﬀecting product non-conformance at
Company A and describing methodologies
that can be adopted to improve product
quality. It consisted of the following ﬁve
topics as framed around Kaoru Ishikawa’s
theoretical foundations. These included
product
non-conformance,
resource
integrity, quality policies, processes, and
procedures, the operating environment,
and customer satisfaction.
4.1. Overview of product nonconformance
According to Hoyle (2015) product nonconformance can be either product or
process-related, but organisations tend to
focus mainly on product-related issues in
their quality management (QM) activities.
Product-related non-conformities can be
either internal or external. A non-conforming
product is one which fails to meet at
least one of customer requirements (ISO
9001:2015). Product non-conformance
refers to a failure to comply with requirements
(Kumar, 2015). A requirement is a need,
expectation, or obligation. It can be implied
by an organisation, its customers, or other
interested parties (Quadracci & Warn, 2015).
It can be argued that product conformance
is a reﬂection of the customers’ view(s) of
the product. This study identiﬁes the factors
inﬂuencing product non-conformance at
Company A.
4.1.1 Deﬁnition of non-conformance
Reddy (2019) deﬁnes non-conformance as
any occurrence, which is a departure from
a standard procedure or the speciﬁcation.
This includes, but is not limited to, system

failures; equipment failures; batch failures;
deviations
from
speciﬁcation;
nonconformance to regulatory requirements,
failure of any input material, failure of
a product or process to meet standard
acceptance limits and many other failure
mechanisms. Over the years, Company
A has experienced non-conformities with
uncalibrated gauges, resulting in out of
speciﬁcation products. This subsequently
results in an increase in reworks, which in
turn results in increased rejects. The nonconformance could be in a service which
is provided, a product, a process, goods
from a supplier or in the management
system itself. Product non-conformance
occurs when something does not meet
the speciﬁcations or requirements in some
way (ISO 9001:2015). The types of nonconformances are discussed next.
4.1.2. Types of non-conformances
There are two types of non-conformances,
namely: major and minor non-conformances
(ISO 9001:2015).
A major non-conformance occurs when there
is an absence of a complete breakdown in
the Quality Management System (QMS),
thus preventing an organisation from
meeting the ISO 9001 requirements,
(Pfankuch, 2015). Examples would include
the following: a failure to take corrective
or preventative action; not implementing a
part of the standard; or not implementing a
procedure.
A minor non-conformance is an incident that
does not meet the ISO 9001 requirements,
but one that does not have any major
consequences (Pfankuch, 2015). Examples
of minor non-conformances are: failure of a
few personnel to correctly follow a process,
and a single incident of not having proper
paperwork for inspecting equipment.
4.1.3. Common causes of nonconformance
Product quality is one of the strategic pillars
of manufacturing environments due to the
increasingly competitive global market
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(Schwab, 2010). This is especially true
for organisations which manufacture, for
example, a non-repairable critical safety
product. The cost of failure of this product
and the cost of warranty claims can be
considerable which could result in loss of
market share, customer dissatisfaction
and decreased conﬁdence (Hellemans,
2014). Non-conformances are recognised
through various channels and Company
A recognises non-conformances mostly
from internal and external audits, customer
complaints and product returns. Common
causes are client grievances, internal audits,
product recalls/withdrawals, external audits,
administrative warnings, approaching just
as in-procedure and last item investigation,
testing and easy-going perception (Militaru,
Gheța, Bratu, Dumitru & Iacobescu, 2018).
4.1.4. Impact of product nonconformance
An important customer determinant
regarding the use or non-use of transport
services is the quality of the services
provided
(Stefancova,
Satanova
&
Harmanova, 2017). One of the goals of a
railway organisation is to obtain a lasting
market share with a view of increasing it
(Olsen, 2012). This goal can be achieved
through
continuous
monitoring
and
evaluation of the quality of the transport
services provided and taking into account
the speciﬁc characteristics of all the stages
of the transportation process. In the quest
of market share, an important intertwined
aspect of interest is the safety considerations
of the components and hence the overall
products of the trasport industry.
It is without a doubt that Company A is
impacted by product non-conformances as
the research problem of this study showed
a signiﬁcant decrease in revenue. The
greater the customer dissatisfaction, the
higher the risk market share loss which
could be due to poor quality products, not
ﬁt-for-purpose, less customer loyalty and
retention and no repeat business or sales.
The reliability of the quality of wheels
produced at Company A cannot be less than

superior quality because of its high safety
criticality, (Getmanova, Ilyukhin, Nikulin &
Fillipov, 2017).
4.2. Resource integrity
Resource integrity is the overall accuracy,
completeness, and consistency of resources.
This also refers to the safety of resources
with regard to its regulatory compliance.
Resource integrity refers to how eﬃciently
the resources in an organisation ny are
utilised by the process to produce credible
results. It can be argued that resource
integrity is one of the leading causes of
product non-conformity at Company A. If the
resources which the organisation currently
have are not compliant as per regulations,
there is a high chance of non-conformance
occurrence. Aigbavboa and Thwala (2014)
state that quality alludes to measures and
the available resources by which tasks are
accomplished, kept up and enhanced.
Demir (2015) states that an organisation
needs to design information feedback
systems to determine whether there are any
deviations to measure their signiﬁcance,
and to take any action required to assure
that all corporate resources are being used
most eﬀectively and eﬃciently in achieving
corporate objectives. Resource integrity
is of vital importance for Company A’s
operational environment, which includes
the quality of the raw materials, the integrity
of human resources, equipment and tooling
and its calibration as per SOPs. Demchuk
and Baistar (2013) state that achieving high
eﬃciency is a complex task.
4.3. Quality policies, processes and
procedures
Quality policies, processes and procedure
are integral issues in an organisation’s
quality management system. These are
brieﬂy discussed below.
4.3.1. Quality policy:
A quality policy is a brief statement that
aligns with an organisation’s purpose
and strategic direction as it provides a
framework for quality objectives. It includes
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a commitment to meet the applicable
requirements of ISO 9001, customer,
statutory or regulatory, as well as to improve
continually, (ISO 9001:2015). According to
Savino and Mazza (2016), existing quality
policies are reviewed annually and presents
an opportunity to set new objectives. New
objectives can be invaluable for minimising
non-conformance.
4.3.2. Processes:
A process is a high-level description of
the quality requirements, summarising
the
objectives,
speciﬁcations
and
required resources (Weedmark, 2019).
Process quality refers to the degree to
which an acceptable process, including
measurements and criteria for quality,
has been implemented and adhered to in
order to produce the artefacts (Dahlgaard
& Mi Dahlgaard-Park, 2016). Demchuk
and Baistar (2013) mention that quality
processes are inﬂuenced by various factors
that may lead to deviations from the process
requirements. Management of processes is
needed to counteract such change in the
process. Processes that are not managed
can lead to the production of a large
number of defective products earlier before
the detection of non-conformity, causing
signiﬁcant damage and lead to disruption of
production schedules (Demchuk & Baistar,
2013).
4.3.3. Procedures:
A procedure adds more detail, specifying
the responsibilities, the tools to be
used, what is to be measured and how
(Weedmark, 2019). Quality procedures
include the quality manual, the procedure
for the control of documents, the procedure
for the control of records, the procedure
for the performance of internal audits,
procedure for the control of non-conformity,
and procedure for the for integrating and
controlling corrective action and preventive
action (ISO9001:2015). Product nonconformance reports which Company A
receives internally and externally are mostly
directly linked to the quality of the product.
Hence these quality policies, processes

and procedures are relevant in achieving
the aim and objectives of this study as they
provide a synopsis of how Company A can
prevent product non-conformances.
4.4. Operating environment
Manufacturing
organisations
are
vulnerable to changes in their operating
environment in various ways, and these
could have enormous consequences on
their operations (Duada & Ismaila, 2013).
Olanrele, Said, Duad and Majid (2018)
add that operating environment can
include external factors like political risk,
political leadership, infrastructure, investors
behaviour and perception, social security.
The operating environment is inﬂuenced
by the role which leadership and strategy
play in an organisation, which also impacts
the organisational alignment and culture. It
can be argued that political risk, leadership,
infrastructure, investors behaviour and
perception have an eﬀect and impact
on the production of the products in any
organisation, Company A included. If
such is not managed and controlled, it will
have a direct impact on revenue, which
could include loss of sales, market share
and loss of investors which could have a
signiﬁcant impact on the sustainability of
the organisation.
4.5. Customer satisfaction
Kasiri, Cheng, Sambasivan and Sidin
(2017) mention that customer satisfaction is
deﬁned as a person’s feelings of pleasure or
disappointment that results from comparing
a product’s perceived performance or
outcome with his/her expectations. A
higher level of customer satisfaction
ultimately leads to greater customer loyalty,
customer retention and word of mouth
recommendations. Kasiri et al. (2017)
state that researchers have established
a link between the quality of service and
customer satisfaction. Kardas (2018) states
that the key to gaining customer satisfaction
is to develop customer-oriented strategies
(customisation) that provide superior
service to customers and to ensure that
operations run smoothly and eﬃciently
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(standardisation). As such, the diﬀerent
elements of the customer experience
should be explored.
In the previous ﬁnancial year (2020),
Company A scored very low in a customer
satisfaction survey which was conducted.
Customers who had previously scored
Company A high on customer satisfaction,
now scored them as “average”, mainly
because of the non-conformance reports
they issued. This has had a negative impact
on Company A as a business.
5. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research design consisted of a
qualitative approach that was used to
gather data, which enabled the researcher
to make conclusions and recommendations
regarding the factors aﬀecting product
non-conformance at Company A. The data
collection technique consisted of semistructured interviews. An interview guide
was compiled, taking into consideration
the literature review and the objectives
of the study. Face to face interviews
were conducted, with a two-metre social
distancing in-line with the COVID-19
protocols. Microsoft Teams interviews were
also conducted with those participants who
preferred it.
5.1. The population and sampling in the
study
The population of the study on which this
paper is based, comprised of all sixty-ﬁve
employees of Company A. Selection of the
participants was based on their knowledge
of support and identifying factors aﬀecting
product quality and their capabilities in
identifying new and relevant measures that
can help to build and support Company
A’s strategies in maintaining good product
quality. Purposive, non-probability sampling,
popular in qualitative research, was utilised
to select the participants. The sample for
this study included eight participants from
various departments within Company A.
Due to the low sample size, the response
rate was 100%.

5.2. Data collection and analysis
The data was collected using a semistructured interview guide. The research
instrument was pilot tested, and the
necessary amendments were aﬀected. The
main aim of using semi-structured interviews
for data collection was to collect data from
participants who have personal involvement,
attitudes, insights and beliefs related to the
topic being studied. A thematic analysis
was used to extract and identify emerging
themes from the collected data. This data
analysis approach was deemed appropriate
as it analyses participant’s experiences
and understanding, representation and
construction of phenomena in particular
contexts. The six-phase Guiding Framework
for Thematic Analysis of Braun and Clarke
(2013) was utilised for conducting the
thematic analysis.
6. RESULTS, FINDINGS AND
MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
6.1. Thematic analysis of collected data
The purpose of the thematic analysis was to
identify and analyse the factors impacting
product non-conformance at Company A.
The thematic analysis method was used
to help the study in noting the themes from
the collected data based on the objectives
of the research.
The ﬁrst step in the thematic data analysis
process was to get familiar with the data
which was captured from the interviews, by
reading and understanding the data while
highlighting the key relevant phrases of the
information provided by the participants.
This process assisted the researcher in
becoming acquainted with the data and
in generating meaningful information from
each transcript. A coding data analysis
technique was then used to organise data
into categories.
Thereafter, the themes were reviewed and
deﬁned to create a meaningful connection
to the research objectives aimed at
identifying the factors impacting product
non-conformance at Company A. Figure 1
shows the following ﬁve (5) core themes
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which emerged from the analysis.
Table 1 below shows the core themes
and categories generated from the data
analysis of factors impacting product nonconformance at Company A.
These themes are discussed below to show
to what extent it assisted to achieve the
objectives of the study.
6.1.1 Theme 1: Lack of understanding
of product non-conformance
This theme was linked to objective one
of the study. This theme and the subthemes emerged from the respondents
who were part of Company A management.
The analysis indicated that employees
had enough understanding of product
non-conformance. However, literature
indicated that the challenges faced by
Company A resulted from a lack of a clear
understanding and knowledge of product
quality management. The respondents

stated that proper procedures were not
being followed during manufacturing
processes and understood that the causes
of product non-conformance could be the
failure to follow standard procedures. A total
of 37% of participants indicated that issues
concerned product quality assurance.
Most participants indicated that the common
causes of product non-conformance were
human error, incorrect materials, system
errors, and manufacturing defects. Based
on the ﬁndings, 63% of product nonconformances were attributed to human
error. Howlett and Gillen (2014) mentioned
that people skills (workmanship or lack
of training) and work ethics (negligence,
dereliction of duty) are speciﬁc nonconformances relating to human resource
inputs into the process and operation.
According to the respondents, the
management of Company A understood
the measures to reduce product nonconformance, which were inﬂuenced by

FIGURE 1: CORE THEMES OF THE THEMATIC ANALYSIS SOURCE: AUTHOR’S OWN
COMPILATION
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TABLE 1: CORE THEMES AND SUB-THEMES

Theme
number

Core-themes
Lack of understanding
product nonconformance:

1

2

Theme 3 explains
how a lack of quality
management systems
aﬀect product conformity.

Conducive operating
environment:

4

Common causes of product
non-conformance.

Measures to reduce product
Theme 1 explains the
non-conformance.
problems experienced with
the lack of understanding
of product conformance.
Material quality’s eﬀect
Resource Integrity:
product non-conformance.
Theme 2 describes the
challenges resource
Lack of quality raw
integrity brings to product materials.
non-conformances.
Mechanical integrity and
reliability eﬀect on product
non-conformance.

Lack of quality
management systems:

3

Sub-themes

Theme 4 explains
the impact which the
operational environment
has on the organisation in
addressing and managing
product non-conformance.

Key performance
indicators
Number of training
interventions.
Number of skilled
employees.

Active monitoring
systems.
Number of
corrective actions.

Interventions to eliminate
product non-conformance at
Company A.
The QMS at Company A.
Adherence
to quality
The beneﬁts of QMS
management
regarding product nonsystems.
conformance.
Alignment to
Understanding of the term
SPO’s.
SOP’s.
Eﬃciency reporting
Measures in place to
systems.
improve the eﬀectiveness of
QMS.
Leadership role in
Time to market.
eliminating product nonInventory turnover.
conformance.
Company A’s alignment
to the group in reducing
product non-conformances.
Organisational cultures on
product non-conformance.
Strategies to reduce product
non-conformance.
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5

Decreased levels of
customer satisfaction:

Customer satisfaction of
Company A products.

Theme 5 describes
the decreased level of
customer satisfaction
due to product nonconformance.

Measurements of customer
satisfaction and loyalty.
Customer complaints.

Number of
Customers
Retained
Employee
satisfaction rating

Source: Author’s own compilation
common issues, such as, suppliers, internal
and external audits, and unsatisfactory
products. The analysis indicated that 85%
indicated that upskilling employees and
employing skilled personnel could reduce
the level of customers complaints.
6.1.2. Theme 2: Resource Integrity
This theme and sub-themes served to
identify to what extent research objectives
1 and 3 was achieved. Four sub-themes
emerged from the analysis. The respondents
indicated that management understood that
quality of raw materials has a serious impact
on the quality of the product. As much as
70% indicated that they understood the
impact of material on quality product nonconformance. A high 85% of respondents
understood the impact of using quality raw
materials and the resultant loss of customers
who will not accept poor quality products.
Half (50%) of the respondents displayed an
understanding of the impact of mechanical
integrity and reliability on product nonconformance. Despite this indicator, the
other 50% showed a lack of understanding
of the eﬀect of mechanical integrity to the
manufacturing department. All (100%) of
the respondents indicated that they have
some level of understanding on what needs
to be done to prevent or eliminate the
product non-conformance at Company A. It
is evident that the management of Company
A are aware of the issues concerning the
loss of customers, customer complaints
and above all, the intervention strategies to
overcome these issues.

6.1.3 Theme 3: Lack of a quality
management system
This theme and sub-themes served to identify
to what extent objective one was achieved.
A total of 38% of respondents understood
the major issues regarding product quality
management. The respondents indicated
that the challenges faced by Company A
resulted from the lack of a robust QMS.
The majority of participants, (88%) stated
that the organisation has mechanisms
in place to measure product quality to
reduce non-conformances. For Company
A to thrive and compete globally, it must
comply and maintain certiﬁcations similar to
the American Railroad Quality Assurance
(AAR), ISO 9001, and International Railway
Industry Standard (IRIS). It is evident
from the interviews that its management
understood the issues relating to nonconforming products.
Regarding the beneﬁts associated with a
proper QMS, a total of 63% of respondents
stated that they understood the importance
of quality management as a means to
reduce product non-conformance. From the
responses, half (50%) of the respondents
indicated that they were aware of SOPs in the
organisation, however, very few understood
the value of these. The participants indicated
the need to review existing SOPs in-order
to aid product quality at the organisation.
Regarding the measures in place to
improve quality management, it is evident
that Company A experiences customer
dissatisfaction which aﬀect the business in
various ways, namely, decreased proﬁts;
increased ﬁnancial losses and increased
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product non-conformance. A very high 75%
of the respondents suggested that Company
A could implement quality management
measures that are customer-centric and
proﬁt-oriented.
6.1.4 Theme 4: Conducive operating
environment
This theme and sub-themes served to
achieve the research objectives 1 and 3. A
total of 90% of the respondents indicated
that leadership plays a critical role in
eliminating product non-conformance.
Leadership ensures that risks associated
with a product are identiﬁed, and product
non-conformance is reduced. A total of
63% of the respondents indicated the
need to align operations to Company A’s
holding organisation. The majority of the
respondents (75%) highlighted that the lack
of eﬀective leadership and the lack of robust
compliance processes as two of the reasons
for the SA operation not adequately aligning
or complying with the holding organisation’s
guidelines.
Respondents stated that organisational
culture plays a critical role in eliminating
product non-conformance. The respondents
stated that the organisational culture of
Company A, is mainly centered on safety,
is “laid-back” and non-directional, resulting
in high numbers of non-conformances.
Alefari, Salontis and Xu (2017) explain
that strategy needs to be transparent with
regards to the vision and the direction of the
organisation. From the responses, it is clear
that Company A needs to train employees
on best practices and use of SOPs.
6.1.5 Theme 5: Decreased levels of
customer satisfaction
The purpose of this theme is to discuss
the improvement of customer satisfaction
levels. Some of the issues included failure
to meet customers’ needs and expectations.
This theme shows to what extent research
objective two was achieved. Kasiri et al.
(2017) mention that researchers have
established a link between the quality
of service and customer satisfaction.

Kardas (2018) mentions that the key to
gaining customer satisfaction and loyalty
is to develop customer-oriented strategies.
Respondents stated that they were
concerned with the levels of customer
dissatisfaction, the organisation’s failure to
meet customer expectations and loyalty.
A total of 38% mentioned that one of the
ways to measure customer satisfaction
was through repeat customer visits to
gather aftersales feedback. The other
method used to gather information on
customer satisfaction levels was through a
customer survey questionnaire that is sent
to customers annually.
Regarding the common issues that lead to
customer dissatisfaction. The respondents
highlighted that non-compliant and faulty
products lead to customer complaints.
The responses reﬂect that it is diﬃcult to
measure customer loyalty from clients,
especially when the complaints are greater
than the compliments. Deshwal (2016),
expanded by stating that components of
customer experience have positive eﬀects
on customer satisfaction.
6.2. Management implications
The research and the ﬁndings of the
study have identiﬁed and highlighted
the challenges facing Company A with
regards to product non-conformance. The
achievement of the study objectives and
the implementation of recommendations
highlighted above, will assist management
of Company A to improve product
conformity which will lead to improved
customer satisfaction, customer loyalty and
customer retention. Continuous training of
management and staﬀ on procedures and
processes will assist Company A to improve
the quality of products produced, thus
leading to a sustainable business and to
gain greater market share, gain competitive
advantage, improve the integrity and the
ﬁnancial status of the company.
7. LIMITATIONS AND VALIDITY OF
THE RESEARCH
As with all research, this study was not
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without limitations. The typical limitations of
qualitative research apply (Denzin & Lincoln,
2011). A limitation of this paper is that this
study was conducted at one manufacturing
department of Company A. As further
research, this study could be extended to
other departments within Company A and to
other organisations in South Africa.
8. CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
From the ﬁndings, it is evident that Company
A, faces several challenges of satisfying
customer’s needs and expectations. The
conclusions of this study are provided in
line with the objectives of the study.
The ﬁrst objective of the research study
sought to understand the causes of product
non-conformity at Company A. It can be
concluded that the organisation does not
conduct regular audits, quality performance
and quality assurance, the current SOPs are
old and have not been reviewed in line with
the set cycle for review, the current QMS
have not been improved and controlled,
employees have not been trained and
upskilled to conduct tasks successfully
and prevent product non-conformances
and the organisation has not developed
eﬀective strategies to understand customer
requirements and needs.
It is recommended that the organisation
reviews its SOP’s, conduct regular audits,
quality performance and quality assurance
to improve the quality of services and to
eliminate/reduce customer complaints,
improve the QMS, and implement training
and skills development programmes.
The second objective sought to determine
the impact of product non-conformance.
It can be concluded that Company A has
faced challenges in terms of customer
satisfaction and product non-conformance.
The QMS and SOPs are keys to success
and can be seen from the following
perspectives, namely: proﬁt
based,
quality based, increased competitive edge
over competitors, increased customer

satisfaction and loyalty. The organisation
encounters loss of sales, due to customer
dissatisfaction with products and poor after
sales service. Corrective action costs, like
re-works and product recalls have been
directly linked to product non-conformance.
Inadequacies in technical leadership has
been linked to product failure to meet
standards and customer requirements. This
is consistent with Storey, Hartley, Denis,
Hart and Ulrich (2017) who argued that
leadership is required to direct and guide the
organisation and human resources toward
the strategic objectives of the organisation
and ensure that organisational functions
are aligned with the external environment.
It is recommended that the organisation
develop a programme to measure customer
satisfaction apart from complaints in
addition to the current initiatives of capturing
customer complaints. The organisation
should implement measures to address
product QMS and resource integrity,
improve its after sales service and make use
of the latest technological advancements to
engage with customers and products, for
example–social media platforms.
The third objective of this research study
sought to recommend strategies that
Company A can implement for product
conformance. There is need for a QMS that
addresses the organisation’s unique needs.
Clear and eﬀective guidelines need to be set
for operations to prevent the high number
of product non-conformances. There is a
need to review departmental objectives
and strategies to motivate employees to
be innovative and the organisation needs
to focus on understanding customer needs
and preferences.
It is recommended that Company A should
strategically implement QMS measures
which are customer centric and proﬁt
oriented. Involvement of employees
and management in the planning to
commissioning of products are critical. This
will assist to improve employee morale and
boost motivation. It is also recommended
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that, on a strategic level, the organisation
must set clear and eﬀective guidelines for
operational processes, to mitigate the high
number of product non-conformances. Clear
guidelines assist in performing the work
timeously and eﬀectively. Thus, resulting in
less product non- conformances.
The ﬁndings and conclusions reported in
this paper have identiﬁed and highlighted
the challenges facing Company A with
regards to product non-conformance. The
achievement of the study objectives and
the implementation of recommendations
will assist management to improve product
conformity which will lead to improved
customer satisfaction, customer loyalty and
customer retention. Continuous training of
employees on procedures and processes
will assist Company A to improve the
quality of products produced, thus ensuring
greater market share and competitiveness,
and ultimately, improving productivity and
ensuring sustainability. This paper makes
an essential contribution as, initiatives to
address product non-conformance are
always welcome by organisations looking
to improve processes.
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ABSTRACT
Various factors may aﬀect the implementation
of contract compliance within state
departments. The main objective of this
study was to explore challenges in the
implementation of contract compliance in
Procuring and Disposing Entities (PDEs) in
state departments in Uganda. A qualitative
research approach was followed with the aim
of understanding, analysing and evaluating
the challenges that impede the success
of contract compliance implementation
of PDEs in state departments. Data were
collected from 29 auditors, accounting
oﬃcers, procurement oﬃcers, heads of
procurement departments and heads of
ﬁnance departments in PDEs using semistructured telephone interviews and focus
group discussions via the Zoom online
platform. The study established a number
of challenges speciﬁcally in four categories
including supplier challenges, institutional
challenges, external challenges and
individual challenges. The study concludes
by making practical, managerial and policy

INTRODUCTION
Contract compliance is positioned as a
practice with the potential to alleviate socioeconomic challenges (Ngao & Mwangangi,
2019:167). It is important in optimising
resource usage, professionalism, value for
money and competitiveness in the public
sector (Olajide et al., 2015:958). Most
Procuring and Disposing Entities (PDEs)
in state departments leverage contract
compliance to enhance infrastructural
development and provide much needed
public services including health, education,
security and infrastructure (Kweka, 2019:2).
Due to its importance, the annual worldwide
expenditure by governments on contract
compliance is estimated at US$9.5 trillion
(Naidoo et al., 2017:24), of which Uganda
spends US$700 million (Komakech,
2016:21). Notwithstanding this expenditure,
state departments in many countries such
as Gambia, Tanzania, Ghana, Estonia and
Nigeria have been reported to have high
non-compliance rates (Kweka, 2019:9).
The World Bank estimates that 10–15%
of the budget allocations for procurement
contracting in most countries is wasted
due to weak procurement structures,
policies and procedures and the failure to
impose sanctions for violations (Komakech,
2016:21). PDEs in state departments
often face the challenge of how to ensure
contract compliance, especially in volatile
and unstable business environments like
the current pandemic (Sanchez-Graells,
2020:81). The quest for quality public
service delivery becomes diﬃcult, given
that forces such as lack of capacity of local
suppliers, lack of professionalism, lack of
end-user involvement, poor speciﬁcations
and political interference may result in
increased contract non-compliance (Pillay,
2016:117).
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This study explores the challenges
experienced by PDEs in state departments
in Uganda when implementing contract
compliance and proposes recommendations
to mitigate such challenges. Studies into
contract compliance have focused on
supply chain, leadership and sustainability
(Mashele & Chuchu, 2018:121), contract
management (Byaruhanga & Basheka,
2017:42) and acts, rules and regulations
(Mbago et al., 2016:396). Other authors have
emphasised inter-functional coordination,
trust and contract performance (Muhwezi
& Ahimbisibwe, 2015:76). Notably, this
study has narrowed the focus on studying
those challenges that can potentially aﬀect
the eﬀectiveness of contract compliance in
PDEs in state departments in Uganda to
include: supplier challenges, institutional
challenges, external challenges and
individual challenges.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Despite the government’s continued eﬀorts
in ensuring eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency
of PDEs through delivering services in
Uganda, compliance with the existing
institutional and regulatory framework
remains a challenge. Not much attention
has been given to the challenges of contract
compliance, even with the overwhelming
evidence in the reports produced by the
Public Procurement and Disposal of Public
Assets (PPDA) Authority and the Oﬃce
of the Auditor General (OAG) (Eyaa &
Oluka, 2011:36). In 2015, the government
lost 27.548 billion Ugandan shillings
owing to delayed payments, breaches
of procurement procedures, inadequate
contract
management,
unauthorised
contract variations and a lack of records
(OAG, 2016:36). Due to the increasing
internal and external pressures and
given that the Ugandan Government was
losing large sums of money that cost the
taxpayer, the need for reforms to improve
the management of procurement contracts
became urgent (Eyaa & Oluka, 2011:36).
Studies on contract compliance challenges
have focused on challenges in big data

protection (Carvalho et al., 2020:32), data
transparency, block chain based smart
contracts
(Meidute-Kavaliauskiene
et
al., 2021:2). Limited research has been
conducted on the challenges of contract
compliance in PDEs in state departments
in a developing country perspective
speciﬁcally Uganda. Contract compliance
is vital in providing essential services to the
community. However, it has been marred
by numerous challenges including forged
documentation, over pricing, ﬂuctuations in
prices, the COVID-19 pandemic, inﬂuence
peddling, poor budgeting, abuse of the
payment process and poor implementation
(Atkinson et al., 2020:630). The research
question to be answered in this study can
be formulated as follows:
What are the challenges experienced
by PDEs in state departments when
implementing contract compliance?
RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
The primary objective of this study is to
identify contract compliance challenges
experienced by PDEs in the Ugandan
context from a qualitative perspective.
LITERATURE REVIEW
A brief review will be provided on contract
compliance and challenges in the
implementation of contract compliance.
Contract compliance comprises of the
administrative activities associated with
handling procurement contracts, inclusive
of the invitation to bid, evaluation of the bids,
awarding the contract, implementation, the
evaluation of work done and payments
(Emaru, 2016:15). It is the act of purchasing
an item, service or work which meets
predetermined requirements of accepted
rules, standards, legislation and regulations
signiﬁed as part of the contract (Kweka,
2019:17). It is the act of checking and
supervising the contract between the PDE
and the provider to guarantee cost-eﬀective
and reliable service delivery as agreed
between the parties (Komakech, 2020:5).
For the purpose of this study, contract
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compliance refers to implementing the
correct process of placing the contract itself,
management of the contractual relationship
and delivery of goods, services and works
in accordance with the public procurement
laws.
A multi-theory approach was followed and
the principal-agent, legitimacy, stakeholder
and institutional theories underpinned the
study. The principal-agent theory depicts the
relationship between principals and agents,
where the agent and representatives of the
agent play the relationship role to eﬀectively
maximise the beneﬁts to the principal
(Tekin & Polat, 2020:1323). The legitimacy
theory suggests that institutions repeatedly
make eﬀorts to ensure that operations are
within the bounds and norms of respective
societies (Zyznarska-Dworczak, 2018:197).
Stakeholder theory suggests that managers
have a network of relationships to serve
including suppliers, employees and business
partners and each is encouraged to provide
input into important decisions (Freeman et
al., 2020:3). Institutional theory illuminates
institutional behaviour and structures by
depicting social and cultural factors that
stimulate decision-making in institutions,
especially how rationalised activities are
implemented (Nakato, 2019:70).
Contract compliance challenges
PDEs are characterised by lack of the
requisite knowledge, skills, behaviour
and competencies of the staﬀ, which
aﬀects their ability to contract or fulﬁl the
institutional policies and goals (Allen &
Renfrey, 2017:6). PDEs have few public
procurement professionals, which makes
it diﬃcult to monitor and evaluate work
done, resulting in poor service delivery
(Hudrasyah et al., 2019:28). Competent
employees are lacking in the areas of
records management, managing supplier
relationships, negotiation and usage of
the online systems (Munzhedzi, 2016:1).
Staﬀ and suppliers without appropriate
skills and knowledge may face diﬃculty in
learning and adapting to change, which
may lead to contract non-compliance.

Unprofessionalism and unethical practices
of staﬀ engaged in the procurement process
creates unfairness and denies bidders equal
chance of participating in the bidding process
and award of contracts (Allen & Renfrey,
2017:6). Exorbitant amounts of money are
lost annually due to the unprofessionalism
and lack of ethics of individuals engaged in
the procurement process including honesty
and conﬁdentiality (Komakech, 2020:2). In
addition, in some PDEs, evaluation is not
performed according to the set, required
standards. Subsequently, the service
providers that are awarded contracts are
sometimes incompetent and lack capacity
to deliver including skills in planning,
budgeting, monitoring and implementation
(PPDA Authority, 2020:1). Incompetent
suppliers provide poor quality, irregular
and delayed supplies, contrary to contract
requirements. Poor evaluation aﬀects the
quality of the work done and delays service
provision, (Elabdallaoui et al., 2021:214)
which causes poor contract compliance.
Poor reporting is one of the challenges of
contract compliance in state departments.
It denies the institution of an account of
activities and how they may deliver value
for money (Muhammad et al., 2019:1291).
Some staﬀ including contract managers,
PDU managers, auditors and users
assigned to make reports on contracts
do not perform as required, which leaves
many questions unanswered and problems
facing contracts persist (Elabdallaoui et
al., 2021:214). Violations go undetected,
wastes time and money. Without reports,
the decision makers are denied information
that provides insightful data, ineﬃciencies
cannot be checked and compliance cannot
be conﬁrmed, which leads to poor contract
compliance. Further, the inappropriate
actions and attitude of stakeholders towards
contract compliance including management,
suppliers, public oﬃcers and accounting
oﬃcers are challenging (Mashele & Chuchu,
2018:122). Such acts with negative attitude
include failure to provide timely information,
poor service delivery, lack of transparency
and lack of accountability which impede the
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sourcing of trustworthy, credible, suppliers
prevent contract compliance.
Poor management of records such as
bid notices, invitations to bid, contract
management plans, contracts, agreements
and payment records is contrary to the
PPDA Act, yet it forms the basis of opinion
of management decision making and
resource allocation (Komakech, 2020:18).
Many PDEs are reported to have vouchers,
evidence of payment to providers and
evidence of receipt of payments issued by
service providers missing from the contract
ﬁles (Zheng et al., 2017:559). Manual records
management is tedious and vulnerable and
has resulted in failure to trace the records,
incompleteness of information, loss of the
records and the need to create more space
for storage to cater for the volumes of paper
(Komakech, 2016:28). In addition, there is
continued failure to embrace automated
processes to manage records in PDEs, but
it is important to keep records on initiation,
approval, meetings, awards and others
that aﬀect decision making (Namukasa,
2017:258). Loss, misplacement or failure
to retrieve records creates ineﬃciency
in operations, aﬀects the audit trail and
negatively aﬀects accountability, thus poor
contract compliance.
Lack of commitment of public servants at
various levels deters strong, transparent,
honest, accountable and legally rooted
relations in the process of soliciting
bids, evaluations, award of contracts,
implementation and payment (Ndevu,
2019:26). Leaders in institutions and
also suppliers lack commitment to have
solid human and professional relations
therefore they carry out their duties and
responsibilities in an unconcerned way,
which aﬀects contract compliance. Further,
there is a high rate of corruption, misuse of
government assets and misappropriation
of funds among procurement oﬃcers
(Sewpersadh & Mubangizi, 2017:3). African
countries’ corruption level is higher than
other countries (Transparency International,
2018:3). With corruption, there is a lapse in

monitoring which results in delayed projects
and poor quality delivery. Some providers
are awarded contracts through nepotism,
which frustrates the competition and
fairness thus leading to loss of conﬁdence
by participants in the contract compliance
process (Tukamuhabwa, 2012:38).
PDEs have high levels of bureaucracy,
which aﬀects decision making. Bureaucracy
is a stringent system with strict rules to
follow, with no room for ﬂexibility within
the procurement system (Sospeter & Li
(2018:214). Bureaucracy aﬀects lead
time and completion of projects. With
the exception of micro-procurements,
the process of awarding contracts can
take a long time especially for approvals
to be performed, which at times aﬀects
the quotation prices Adusei (2018:47).
For instance, large contracts require the
Solicitor General’s approval (Kalinzi et al.,
2018:230). Methods of procurement and
thresholds explored in some cases do not
allow for certain procurements (European
Commission, 2018:12). For example, in
China, the use of other methods other
than direct procurement led to purchase
of drugs at exorbitant prices due to
involvement of intermediaries in drug trade
(Yao & Tanaka, 2020:58). This has now
changed and government aided hospitals
in many provinces can source directly from
manufacturers. In other instances, some
PDEs were forced to return money to the
government or donors as they had failed
to utilise the money that was provided for
procurement owing to the strict rules and
regulations (Olajide et al., 2015:958). Gross
breaches of procurement regulations also
occur in PDEs, as the oﬃcials engaged in
the process tend to ignore or knowingly
manipulate the rules (Muzaale et al.,
2017:95). For instance, some entities do
not publish or disclose certain information
such as invitations to bid and best evaluated
bidder notices on the websites and entity
noticeboards
(Andrews,
2018:171).
Some procurement oﬃcers with hold
and fail to disclose certain information for
selected bidders and do not provide timely
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information, denying equal chance of bidding
and winning a bid (Komakech, 2016:24).
Withholding information may cause
litigation and increase costs of contracting.
Mbago et al. (2016:375) assert that a PDEs
public outlook impacts on supplier selection
decisions and compliance. A poor legal
and regulatory framework is detrimental to
contract compliance as it has in some cases
failed to guide on emergency procurements,
procurements during natural disasters
such as COVID-19, creates ambiguity
of the law and does not cater for reality
on ground (Chikwere et al., 2019:1). This
results in ineﬃciency, ineﬀectiveness, lack
of transparency, discrimination of providers
and limited value for money, which is a sign
of poor contract compliance.
There are challenges of eﬃciency in the
procurement processes and procedures
in PDEs (Elabdallaoui et al., 2021:214).
The procurement process is slow, manual,
tedious and less productive in the areas
of
record
keeping,
communication,
authorisation, approvals, meetings and
contract
implementation
(Komakech,
2020:18). Many institutions do not have
system integration or adaptability to modern
technology, which increases contract noncompliance. Lack of clearly deﬁned and
well-established institutional structures in
public institutions aﬀects eﬃciency due to
failure to understand their roles in contract
compliance (Mbago et al., 2016:375).
Individuals including accounting oﬃcers,
auditors, procurement oﬃcers and users
end up mishandling the contract compliance
process. Management in institutions does
not plan carefully before making purchases
which contributes to the deteriorating
standards of public services and works
(Namukasa, 2017:258). It ignores funding
and the activities involved in disbursing
the funds such as budget checks and
payment which aﬀect user needs, supplier
relationships and government mandate of
public service delivery (Gavurova et al.,
2017:25). Without planning, there are no
clear, standard rules to guide contracting
and compliance which increases the risk of

litigation and frustrates contract compliance.
Yao and Tanaka (2020:56) allude to the
low levels of contract compliance among
PDEs. In South Africa, non-compliance
stood at 86% and this was attributed to
the deviation from internal and external
control systems in place (Ndevu, 2019:31).
Some procurement oﬃcers deliberately
bypass approved procurement plans, do
not check funds availability and inﬂuence
bidding (OAG, 2016:39). Low levels of
contract compliance with statutory and
policy frameworks compromise integrity,
competition, transparency and accountability
which are strong pillars for eﬀective contract
compliance implementation.
Poor enforcement is a challenge that
entities face, due to poor design and
implementation of punitive measures to
check non-compliance (Tkachenko &
Esaulov, 2020:5). Without enforcement,
undisciplined oﬃcers keep on wrongly
awarding contracts, not fulﬁlling their
duties and remain corrupt in their dealings
(Transparency
International,
2018:3)
thus leading to poor contract compliance.
Contract mismanagement is experienced
in several ways such as failure to create
and sustain trustworthy relationships with
suppliers and lack of proper networks built
to facilitate negotiations (World Bank Group,
2019:30). After a contract is signed, there is
failure on the part of the contracting parties
to provide adequate, skilled, technical
human resources, appropriate equipment
at the right time and ﬁnances to run the
contract satisfactorily (Muhammad et al.,
2019:1290). In some instances, contract
managers are not appointed or facilitated
which aﬀects their ability to supervise,
evaluate compliance and report on progress
(Dávid-Barrett & Fazekas, 2019:4). Failure
to supervise and report aﬀects transparency
and decision making, which creates poor
contract compliance.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The study followed a qualitative research
approach nested in the interpretivist
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paradigm to identify contract compliance
challenges experienced by PDEs in the
Ugandan context (Creswell & Clark,
2011:173). Given the nature of the research
inquiry, an exploratory research design
was employed and the most appropriate
research strategy was telephone interviews
and focus group discussions via the
Zoom online platform (Constantinou et al.,
2017:574). This research strategy involves
gathering data from people who are experts
in the subject matter and the main aim is
to deﬁne the problem more consciously
in order to establish signiﬁcant and more
meaningful insights. The target population
of this study were auditors, accounting
oﬃcers, procurement oﬃcers; and heads
of ﬁnance and procurement departments
employed in PDEs with signiﬁcant expertise
and experience in the ﬁeld of contract
compliance, with the sample size being 29.
This sample size was appropriate according
to Creswell who recommend between 20
and 30 participants for qualitative studies
(Creswell, 2014:200).

discovered, which oﬀered a more reliable,
elaborate interpretation of the research into
challenges of contract compliance in state
departments in Uganda. Trustworthiness of
the research ﬁndings was established by
observing the four qualitative suppositions
of credibility, dependability, conﬁrmability
and transferability (Noble & Heale, 2019:67).
FINDINGS
In this study, participants speciﬁed various
challenges and four main themes and
corresponding sub themes were identiﬁed
speciﬁcally from state departments in
Uganda from the interview responses as
summarised in Table 1.

Purposive and convenience sampling
methods were employed as recommended
by Creswell and Clark (2011:173) where
information-rich participants who are
available and willing to participate are
considered. A semi-structured interview
guide was used to capture biographical data
and identify contract compliance challenges
experienced by PDEs. Interviews were
recorded via Otter.ai application with
participant consent and later transcribed
verbatim. Participants were assured of
voluntary participation, conﬁdentiality and
anonymity; and ethical clearance was
obtained to conduct the study. Thematic and
content analysis were performed to probe
across data to identify common issues that
recur and identify main themes and subthemes summarising all the views collected.
Data was analysed and coded using the
six steps of data analysis prescribed by
Creswell (2014:200) and this was followed
by generating themes (thematic analysis).
Data was compared across themes and
connections between the themes were
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TABLE 1: THEMES IDENTIFIED FROM
THE CHALLENGES ASSOCIATED WITH
CONTRACT COMPLIANCE

Themes

Sub themes
Lack of capacity of local
suppliers to participate
in tenders; Delay in
commencement of
projects; Forgery of
Supplier
documents; Overstated
challenges
pricing; Poor quality
delivery; Late delivery;
Poor implementation;
Poor interpretation of the
contract terms
Changing technology;
Lack of end-user
involvement in the
contracting process; Late
payments; Administrative
Institutional
issues; Corruption;
challenges
Insuﬃcient budgeting;
Poor speciﬁcation of
procurement requirements;
Abuse of the payment
process
Political interference;
Changes in prices;
External
COVID-19 pandemic;
challenges Inﬂuence-peddling;
Diﬀerence between reality
and the law
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Individual
challenges

Lack of professionalism
and technical knowledge;
Laziness; Dishonesty

Source: Researcher’s own construction
Supplier challenges play a vital role in
ensuring that the entity receives the right
items or services, at the right price, time and
quality. However, certain problems hinder
the suppliers from satisfying the needs of
the entity including: lack of capacity of local
suppliers to participate in tenders; delay
in commencement of projects; forgery of
document; overstated pricing; poor quality
delivery; late delivery; poor implementation;
and poor interpretation of contract terms.
• Lack of capacity of local suppliers to
participate in tenders was identiﬁed
by participants as a problem which
worsened the procurement process.
Local contractors have not built
adequate capacity to bid locally and
internationally, especially for large
tenders. It was noted that some suppliers
cannot fulﬁl the contract speciﬁcations.
Local suppliers ﬁnd it problematic to
obtain credit facilities, bid bonds and
securities from banks and microﬁnance
institutions. Also, the contractors lack
technical staﬀ and equipment and face
high interest rates. Without adequate
capacity, delivery of the contract may
be compromised (Government of Sierra
Leone, 2016:1). Local suppliers thus lose
big contracts for infrastructure, supply
and maintenance technical equipment
to foreigners who also face language
barriers and refusal to train locals.
Inadequate capacity of local suppliers
limits competition which is unfavourable
for contract compliance.
• Delay in commencement of projects
prompt contractors to breach contracts
or even terminate it. Some delays
are as a result of delay in the release
of funds and also delay on the side of
suppliers to provide the necessary
items or services needed. Tkachenko
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and Esaulov (2020:5) aﬃrm that
postponing commencement of contract
implementation was not desirable for
parties to the contract. Delays in starting
the contract implementation may cause
litigation, increase implementation costs
and negatively impacts the contractual
relationship, which deters contract
compliance.
• Forgery of documents was observed
by participants as a problem especially
by suppliers as they are bidding.
Most commonly forged documents
include invoices, receipts and ﬁnancial
statements as aﬃrmed by Byaruhanga
and Basheka (2017:42). Many bidders
have the required documents, but in
reality they are not genuine. Providers
conﬁrmed at a later stage after being
awarded a contract that some of the
documents used are false which has led
to contract termination and blacklisting
in some cases. Forgery of documents
skews the bidding outcomes and this
aﬀects contract compliance.
• Overstated pricing was mentioned by
participants including heads of ﬁnance
and procurement departments as a
problem in the contracting process.
Participants
indicated
cases
of
exaggerated prices by the bidders
which are above the market price, thus
increasing costs. Increased costs which
are higher than the budget cause delays
in contract placement, completion and
payment as suggested by Asare and
Prempeh (2016:22). High prices cause
ﬁnancial loss to the state departments
and compromise the value for money
principle, which in turn compromises
contract compliance.
• Poor quality delivery was highlighted
by participants as the provision of
inappropriate products deemed to be
undesirable, dangerous, time consuming
and costly to beneﬁciaries. Participants
also noted that poor quality delivery may
arise from having an expectation gap
between the PDE and the provider and

poor contract supervision. If deliverables
are not matching the expectations and
requirements of the user department,
it creates disharmony and customer
dissatisfaction. Poor quality service is
a common challenge among several
countries such as Rwanda (Kalyongwe
et al., 2018:679). Delivery of undesirable
quality items directly contradicts user
needs, which is detrimental to contract
compliance.
• Late delivery was conﬁrmed by
procurement heads, a procurement
oﬃcer and an auditor as a challenge
within the contract partnership. Late
delivery or late completion of the contract
deliverables delays the functions of
the contracting process and therefore
institutional and user needs cannot be
satisﬁed within the set timelines. It may
also attract damages, ﬁnes or penalties
from the non-compliant party. Goods,
services and works should be delivered
as per the agreement between parties
(Muhwezi & Ahimbisibwe, 2015:76). It
may break the trust between contracting
parties, lead to loss of loss of money on
the side of the aggrieved party or even
litigation, which disadvantages contract
compliance.

delivering the contract according to the
terms and conditions laid down comes at
the expense of customer satisfaction and
is a drawback to contract compliance.
• Poor interpretation of the contract terms
was mentioned by participants to be the
poor understanding of contract terms of
reference which results in conﬂict and
delays in delivery. Contract managers
may fail to comprehend the terms of
the contract under their management,
especially if the terms are technical, which
makes it diﬃcult to monitor the work on
ground. The frequently misinterpreted
contract terms include delivery timelines,
speciﬁcations, payment schedule and
reporting. Rodionova (2020:4) eludes
that failure to understand the terms of
the contract can result into conﬂict. Poor
interpretation negatively impacts on
contract monitoring and implementation,
which leads to poor contract compliance.
Institutional challenges include: changing
technology, lack of end-user involvement
in the contracting process; late payments;
administrative
issues;
corruption;
insuﬃcient budgeting; poor speciﬁcation of
procurement requirements; and abuse of
the payment process.

• Poor implementation was identiﬁed
by participants as a challenge that is
realised after contract placement. It
is manifested in the delivery of wrong
supplies and non-delivery, resulting
from inadequate negotiation skills, lack
of involvement of users and technical
persons and having complicated
contract speciﬁcations and compliance
procedures that are hard to implement.
Notably, either party may fail to conform
to the prior agreed upon contractual
obligations which frustrates the other
party to the contract. One party has an
obligation to deliver a good or service,
while the other has an obligation to pay,
so implementation is usually on the side
of supplier. Milani (2019:13) conﬁrms
that proper implementation is one of
the drivers of contract fulﬁllment. Not
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• Changing technology was observed by
participants as a challenge to contract
compliance implementation. Some
participants within the procurement
process face diﬃculty to adapt to
the forever changing technology and
prefer to keep using old technology
especially if they are not trained.
Old technology aﬀects slows down
payments, authorisations, requisitions
and contract management (Organisation
for
Economic
Co-operation
and
Development, 2015:10) New technology
is
challenging
to
inexperienced,
untrained and unsensitised staﬀ as it
slows down work, creates fear of failure
and heightens uncertainty. This may
increase errors and demotivates staﬀ,
resulting in poor contract compliance.
• Lack of end-user involvement in the
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contracting process is challenging as
participants cited that sometimes the
user departments are not involved
in the entire process. Users are only
involved in the requisitioning for goods
and services, but when it comes to the
ﬁnal receipt, the goods or services,
may not be in line with what the users
had actually requested for. Belﬁeld et
al., (2020:2) aﬃrm that not engaging
users throughout the process denies
them the participation by virtue of the
responsibilities they hold. Lack of enduser involvement may result in customer
dissatisfaction,
delayed
payments
and wasted time and resources which
negatively impacts on transparency and
contract compliance.
• Late payments were noted by
participants as a challenge of delay in
paying suppliers, which is detrimental
to the supplier-entity relationship.
Delays sometimes arise from the late
approval from the Ministry of Finance
for the release of funds, while at other
times, it is from the entity itself, as each
entity has its own funding priorities,
as highlighted by Qin et al., (2020:2).
Long delays to pay suppliers causes
subsequent over-invoicing and litigation
on the side of suppliers, which impede
contract compliance.
• Administrative issues are another
challenge of contract compliance
that was suggested by participants.
Among the administrative issues is the
delay in authorisation and publishing
of procurement documents, poor
delegation, delay in placing contracts,
lack of regular meetings, poor contract
supervision and lack of progress
reports which deters timely sharing
of information and decision making.
Delegating decisions or work to another
to act on behalf of another is part of
the administrative strategies to achieve
institutional objectives (Boulemia &
Moore, 2014:4). Some potential bidders
ﬁnd the procedures for procurement in
public institutions to be cumbersome
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and irrational due to the bureaucracy
involved. Administrative issues stiﬂe
competition and value for money, which
obstructs contract compliance.
• Corruption is another challenge that
participants highlighted, was rampant.
Some government oﬃcials take bribes
and expect kick-backs before and
after awarding a contract to suppliers
(Transparency International, 2018:3).
Corruption increases the cost of
doing business and such activities
compromise the process and quality
of the infrastructure or products to be
delivered, which in turn leads to poor
contract compliance.
• Insuﬃcient budgeting was observed
by participants as the inability of the
limited entity budgets to ﬁnance all
the procurements that are planned for
in public entities. It leads to delays in
requisitioning and paying providers,
incapacitates contract managers from
monitoring procurements and leads to
poor quality delivery. PDEs are funded by
the government through budgets of line
ministries, departments, shareholding
or treasury (Stewart et al., 2018:17).
Inadequate budgets inhibit users from
paying suppliers and attaining what they
require to perform their duties, which in
turn aﬀects contract compliance.
• Poor speciﬁcation of procurement
requirements was considered a deterrent
of contract compliance because
some users provide complicated
descriptions that do not match the
brands. Users at times did not involve
technical people in crafting technical
procurement requisitions, which meant
that speciﬁcations were either over
speciﬁed or under speciﬁed (Mbago et
al., 2016:396). This creates ambiguity
in the mind of providers, frustrates the
bidding process and creates customer
dissatisfaction, which results into noncompliance.
• Abuse of the payment process was cited
as a challenge by a head of a ﬁnance

department who conﬁrmed that this
is prominent when eﬀecting supplier
payments. Some suppliers are not paid
as per the contract terms, but rather at the
convenience of the entity, which aﬀects
the contractual relationship (Qin et al.,
2020:2). It may also lead to litigation and
increased costs, thus aﬀecting contract
compliance.

availability, so contracts may not be
completed in time. The COVID-19 period
is a unique, unprecedented one that has
constrained bidders from bidding and
suppliers from fulﬁlling their contractual
obligations (Atkinson et al., 2020:630).
Such natural factors may not have been
provided for in the contract and in the
law, yet they stiﬂe bidding and aﬀect
contract implementation which in turn
aﬀects contract compliance.

External challenges include: political
interference; changes in prices; COVID-19
pandemic; inﬂuence peddling; and diﬀerence
between the reality and implementation of
the law.

• Inﬂuence peddling was indicated
by a head of a ﬁnance department,
auditors and a procurement oﬃcer as
a continuous challenge in the contract
compliance process. A number of people
interfere in bidding, contract award and
project implementation (Sorte Junior,
2016:38). It is perceived by serving
personal interests and interfering in the
process. Some procurement oﬃcers
and managers favor some bidders over
others, which stiﬂes competition and
aﬀects contract compliance.

• Political interference was identiﬁed
as a challenge by participants. Some
top oﬃcials in government including
politicians,
ministry
oﬃcials
and
accounting oﬃcers intrude in the
contracting process to favour some
bidders over others for personal
gain. Political interference is common
especially at bidding and contract
award and inﬂuences the way other
stakeholders such as contract managers
and procurement oﬃcers perform their
duties (Sorte Junior, 2016:37). The high
incidence of vested interests, insider
dealings and interference suppresses
competition and frustrates the value for
money principle, which is damaging to
contract compliance.
• Changes in prices was cited as a
challenge of contract compliance in
state departments. Some suppliers
quote prices which later change, citing
changes in exchange rates and contract
prices are then adjusted upwards.
Price adjustments increase costs of
contracting and delay commencement
of contracts (Sorte Junior, 2016:37). This
ﬂuctuation in prices and exchange rates
increases costs and aﬀects contract
compliance.
• COVID-19 pandemic was conﬁrmed by
participants to have grossly aﬀected
contracts in PDEs as lockdowns,
quarantines
and
curfews
aﬀect
transportation, storage and personnel

• Diﬀerence
between
reality
and
implementation of the law was noted by
two auditors that sometimes government
organs such as Parliament and the PPDA
Authority approve complicated laws,
policies, regulations and guidelines that
may have controversies, yet the reality
on ground is diﬀerent. For example, the
law may require open bidding yet the
reality is that restricted bidding would
be the best alternative for the entity.
So, there is a disparity between what
is laid down as law with regard to the
contracting process and what actually
transpires during the contracting process
(Basheka,
2021:114).
Unpractical
contracts are not easy to implement,
which aﬀects contract compliance.
Individual
challenges
involve those
problems that hinder oﬃcials engaged in
the procurement process from complying
including: lack of professionalism and
technical
knowledge;
laziness;
and
dishonesty.
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• Lack of professionalism and technical
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knowledge was identiﬁed as a challenge
where some individuals within the
contract compliance process such as
contract managers are not qualiﬁed
to manage the procurement process
especially with regard to technical
capabilities.
Technical
capabilities
lacking include conﬂict resolution,
arbitration and contract management. At
times, staﬀ are not conversant with how
the contract is to be implemented, while
at other times, there is vested interests,
insider dealings and interference in
the process (Olajide et al., 2015:958).
This stiﬂes competition, inhibits people
from eﬃciently carrying out their
responsibilities and complicates contract
compliance.

Uganda. Based on the results from the four
identiﬁed themes, the following explain the
study implications:

• Laziness was mentioned by a head of
procurement and an auditor as laxity of
oﬃcers to perform in regard to eﬀecting
payments, ensuring quality and timely
delivery of the contract. Some contract
managers do not even go to the locations
where the contracts are implemented
and never do any form of due diligence
(Sorte Junior, 2016:37). Managers do
not follow up with transactions, do not
process payments on time and do not
perform their roles diligently, which is an
impediment to contract compliance.
• Dishonesty was agreed upon among
participants as a challenge within
the contract process. If contracts are
delayed, suppliers start telling lies about
what is happening, as a way to justify their
failure to deliver as highlighted by Kutosi
et al., (2015:2). Also, some staﬀ in public
entities are guilty of being dishonest in
their conduct, which is manifested by
withholding vital information and lying to
the service providers, bidders, auditors
and even the users. Dishonest conduct
negatively aﬀects the entity-supplier
relationship which defeats contract
compliance.
IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY
Contract compliance challenges are rife
among PDEs in state departments in
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• PPDA Authority and Accounting oﬃcers
should engage local suppliers through
public private partnerships to build
capacity to participate in tenders such
as credit facilities, technical equipment,
technical training and lower interest rates
and sensitisation to bid and implement
contracts.
• PDU managers should perform due
diligence and work with external
agencies such as Uganda Revenue
Authority, Bank of Uganda and Uganda
Bureau of Statistics to ascertain market
prices, foreign exchange rates and
authenticity of documents.
• PDE user departments and contract
managers should be sensitised in
monitoring, arbitration, negotiation,
proper reporting and the PPDA law.
• PDE
accounting
oﬃcers
should
train, sensitise and motivate staﬀ on
emerging technologies and professional
behaviour.
• PPDA Authority
and
accounting
oﬃcers should develop an online tool
to communicate with stakeholders and
monitor contract compliance especially
in planning, budgeting, speciﬁcations,
advertising,
bidding,
approvals,
meetings, reporting and payments.
• PDE managers and accounting oﬃcers
should
perform
evidence
based
research on the challenges of contract
compliance and how to overcome them,
to inform decision making.
• Management of supplier businesses
should implement online systems that
track contract compliance including
activities, contract terms, time schedules,
required documentation, pricing and
quality.
• Policy makers need to increase
research and development spending,
to create innovative ways of complying

with procurement standards and smart
procurement.
• Policy makers should create big data
centres that can hold state department
procurement documents and analyse
data for ease of reference and aid in
decision making.
THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS
The ﬁndings of this study contribute to the
academic body of knowledge by identifying
the challenges of contract compliance.
The ﬁndings also corroborate the literature
which suggests inadequate understanding
of contract compliance. Themes such as
supplier challenges, institutional challenges,
external
challenges
and
individual
challenges were identiﬁed. This study also
used a multi-theoretical approach to further
explain contract compliance in PDEs in
state departments in Uganda.
LIMITATIONS
This study used a qualitative approach
with a small sample size and therefore the
generalisability of its ﬁndings is limited.
New studies should be conducted using
mixed methods or quantitative methodology
to compare the research ﬁndings and in
diﬀerent sectors. The study was also limited
by the use of interviews via telephone
and the Zoom online platform due to
COVID-19 pandemic restrictions so the
advantages associated with physical face
to face interviews were foregone. Physical
observation of participants through face to
face interviews might have generated more
insights with diﬀerent ﬁndings.
CONCLUSION
The purpose of this study was to
identify contract compliance challenges
experienced by PDEs in the Ugandan
context from a qualitative perspective. This
research categorised the ﬁndings in four
ways. First, supplier challenges such as lack
of capacity of local suppliers to participate
in tenders, forgery of documents and poor
implementation which aﬀect the suppliers,
were identiﬁed and discussed. Second,
institutional challenges such as changing

technology, abuse of the payment process
and lack of end-user involvement which
negatively impact on the performance of
the PDEs were presented. Third, external
challenges such as political interference,
COVID-19 pandemic and diﬀerence
between reality and the law which originate
from outside the institution were discussed.
A discussion on individual challenges such
as lack of professionalism and technical
knowledge, laziness and dishonesty which
aﬀect the individual concluded the study.
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conduct and reporting. In addition, investors
and other stakeholders insisted on fair,
transparent and accountable business
practices (Andreasson, 2011).
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ABSTRACT
Shareholders,
investors,
and
other
stakeholders are insisting on preventative
measures to be adopted to improve
the
governance
of
organisations.
Transparency, accountability, and fairness
are prerequisites for good governance.
King IV provides some guidance to improve
governance but does not provide practical
guidelines for integrated reports’ ﬁnancial,
non-ﬁnancial and narrative elements. Good
quality reporting that is fair and transparent
will positively contribute to improved
governance. Content analysis was used
to analyse 12 public entities to assess the
content elements of the integrated reports
for 2020. The ﬁndings of the review is
that the narrative disclosure reporting is
inconsistent and the recommendations
are that a checklist must be developed
to standardise reporting and improve
governance across the entities.

Boards analyse recorded information
to guide, make decisions and ensure
governance of organisations. The integrated
report is one of the key reports that is a
summation of the board’s cumulative eﬀorts
to ensure organisations’ governance.
According to Price Waterhouse Coopers
(PWC, 2012), organisational reporting
evolved from the annual report, a dissection
of past performance to integrated
reporting that is forward-looking to provide
information on the strategic direction, risks,
and opportunities. Another insight is that
integration is not mandatory (Islam and
Islam, 2018). The integrated report includes
both ﬁnancial and non-ﬁnancial reports.
The International Integrated Reporting
Council (IIRC) developed an International
Integrated Reporting Framework, to guide
organisations in communicating the broad
set of information needed by investors
and other stakeholders to assess the
organisation’s long-term prospects in a
clear, concise, connected, and comparable
format (IIRC, 2012). Boards use the
integrated report as one of the reports to
assess the governance of the institution.
The ﬁnancial information has a speciﬁc and
structured format, whilst the non-ﬁnancial
has no particular structure.
Research Questions
• What is the nature of integrated reporting
of entities of the City of Johannesburg?

Keywords: Integrated Reporting (IR),
Non-Financial Information, Financial
Capital, International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC), Corporate Reporting,
Corporate Governance

• How do entities determine materiality?

INTRODUCTION
Fraudulent and corrupt business practices
pervasive across the public, private, and

RESEARCH PROBLEM
The City of Johannesburg provides a
reporting template to the 12 entities to

• How does materiality inﬂuence decisionmaking?
• How do companies ensure integrated
thinking in decisions and actions?
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prepare the integrated report. The integrated
reporting framework has six chapters
covering leadership and corporate proﬁle,
governance, service delivery performance,
organisational development performance,
ﬁnancial performance and exposure and
internal and external audit ﬁndings. The
integrated reports are inconsistent even
though there is a template. The entities
struggle to determine materiality in
reporting that will contribute to the creation
of value. In addition, the human capital and
social capital reporting are not adequately
reported, and there is no clear link to how
these capitals are leveraged to create value.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Integrated reporting committee (IRC) of
South Africa (2014) deﬁned integrated
reporting is a structured communication
that
covers organisational strategy,
performance, governance and opportunities
in the context of the external environment
to achieve short, medium and long-term
objectives and create value.
The nature of integrated reporting
Although there is no deﬁnitive deﬁnition
for integrated reporting that is generally
accepted, the Oxford Dictionary examines
each of the words that make up the topic
separately.
The Oxford Dictionary (2011) provides the
following deﬁnitions:
• Integrated–combining (one thing) with
another; and
• Report–an account of a particular matter
prepared by a person or organisation,
usually in the form of an oﬃcial document,
following a thorough investigation or
consideration.
The term integrated reporting still lacks
a formal deﬁnition despite the release of
the IRPF in July 2012. King III, Deloitte,
and Eccles all use the same words in their
phrasing, indicating they are interested
in presenting ﬁnancial and non-ﬁnancial
information in one report from a short-,

medium-, and long-term perspective.
According to the IIRC, integrated reporting
is a process by which value creation over
time is communicated, in most cases
through periodic ‘IR’ reports. In IRs, an
organisation’s
strategy,
governance,
performance, and prospects are explained
concisely to demonstrate how value is
created in the short-, medium-, and long
term (IIRC, 2012).
When the IIRC Draft Framework was
released in July 2012, IIRC Chairman Paul
Druckman stated that integrated was based
on market needs to gain insight into how a
company creates and preserves value in the
short, medium, and long term (Druckman,
2010).
The concept of ‘integration’ gained
momentum as a crucial step in the
evolution of corporate reporting worldwide.
It involves embedding valuable, relevant,
and non-ﬁnancial information into strategic
decision-making and a company’s reporting
cycle (Druckman, 2010). Druckman (2010)
argued that real-time information combines
the diﬀerent aspects of reporting (ﬁnancial,
management commentary, governance,
reward and sustainability) into a coherent
whole that illuminates an organisation’s
ability to create and retain value. The IIRC
anticipates that an IR will become the
primary report of an organisation.
Taking into consideration the various views
and deﬁnitions expressed above, the
present study deﬁnes integrated reporting
as combining both ﬁnancial and nonﬁnancial information into a single report.
Beneﬁts of integrated reporting
When an organisation discloses its future
prospects, it should give detailed ﬁnancial
forecasts and trends impacting the
industry and the steps taken to address
those trends. The cost of not adopting IR
is still applicable. IR laggards or non-IR
compliant companies will face delays or
exclusion from global markets because
stakeholders prefer companies that
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prepare IR as it demonstrates sincerity
and honesty (n.a., 2015). According to
Barth et al. (2017), improving the quality of
information available to investors over time
leads to better ﬁnancial outcomes because
integration leads to more value over time.
Researchers have investigated speciﬁc
aspects of IR practice that provided insight
into how integrated thinking is applied within
organisations (Oliver et al., 2016), such
as the role and eﬀectiveness of internal
auditing (Haji, 2015; Haji and Anifowose,
2016).
Research by Lee and Yeo (2016) and Zhou
et al. (2017) suggest that IR disclosures may
enhance ﬁrm valuation. Both studies found
that when companies prepare integrated
reports aligned with the IIRC’s IR framework,
reporting companies report more accurate
and relevant information. Implementing
integrated reporting represents an important
step toward improved eﬃciency and greater
transparency. The process of integrating
reports is more than simply the evolution
of a report; it reﬂects a long journey toward
a more integrated business environment
(Vitolla et al., 2017).
Three categories of beneﬁts were
outlined in the IIRC’s 2014 report. For
starters, organisations undergoing their
maiden IR ﬁnd that internal collaboration
between
departments
is
improved
because departments no longer operate
in silos, resulting in increased productivity
and eﬃciency. Integrated thinking and
reﬂection relating to a well-integrated
strategy are applied to the KPIs to improve
performance management. Leadership at
the company is also evidently supportive.
Secondly, organisations that publish their
ﬁrst annual report have improved insights
into their business model and value
creation, acknowledging inputs, outputs,
and outcomes. With an improvement in
the dialogue between management and
the BOD, it is easier to stay focused on
value creation and redeﬁne what is good
for the organisation. Furthermore, thirdcategory organisations that have been

publishing IR for more than two years have
a clear understanding of how material, nonﬁnancial information can contribute to the
overall value created by the organisation for
society, thereby contributing to stakeholder
relations and making the organisation
resilient. These organisations gained better
insight into their business models and longterm performance outlook, and their internal
decisions improved as information and
understanding of value creation became
clearer (Pilot, 2016).
IR practice is also strongly correlated
with the better ﬁnancial performance of
organisations (Churet & Eccles, 2014).
Adopting an integrated approach improves
investors’ usage of ﬁnancial reports by
enhancing the trust that is crucial to investors
and customers (Bernardi and Stark, 2018).
Often, sustainability reporting is criticized
for failing to connect the reported data
to value creation within an organisation.
The use of integrated reporting can serve
as a form of discipline for a company. It
enables the company to concisely report
material information that demonstrates its
performance in nonﬁnancial dimensions
that aﬀect the quality of the company’s
formulated strategy and its execution.
Integrated reporting can also provide a better
understanding of the relationship between
ﬁnancial and non-ﬁnancial performance.
Since ﬁrms must communicate their
nonﬁnancial performance in the context of
strategy and value creation, managers must
consider when and under what conditions
trade-oﬀs and interdependencies between
ﬁnancial and nonﬁnancial performance
arise.
Integrated reporting also results in improved
internal measurement and control systems
to produce reliable and timely non-ﬁnancial
data. To adopt integrated reporting,
companies must improve their information
systems as well as their internal controls
and monitoring systems, such as the
Committee of Sponsoring Organisations
of the Treadway Commission (COSO)
Internal Control-Integrated Framework.
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It is necessary to do so for the integrated
report to meet standards for independent
assurance by external auditors (United
Nations Global Compact, 2014). Table 1
below provides a summary of the beneﬁts
of integrated reporting.

• The standardisation of information
provides for better transparency and
greater access to information to facilitate
analysis and governance.

TABLE 1: THE BENEFITS OF INTEGRATED
REPORTING

• The proposed structure by IRC SA (2018)
allows for information to be streamlined
and facilitates the reuse of information.

• Internal and external information is
integrated

Beneﬁts
1. Better understanding of the
relationship between ﬁnancial and nonﬁnancial performance and how it aﬀects
value creation.

• The information that is generated is
more relevant and this understandable
information is available to management
and stakeholders to enable better
decision-making.

2. A sustainable strategy requires better
internal decision making.

• All the capitals and relationships
eﬀects are identiﬁed and reported on
comprehensively.

3. Improved engagement and
relationships with shareholders and
stakeholders.

• The structure creates better access to
capital markets, investors and business
partners.

4. Reputation risk is lower.

• Adopting integrated reporting promotes
operational eﬃciencies, cost eﬃciency
and diﬀerentiation to attain competitive
advantage.

5. Measurement and control of nonﬁnancial information improved.
6. Engagement of employees.

• Integrated thinking in decision-making
and actions facilitates the creation of
value

7. Customers who care about
sustainability are more committed.
Source: UNGC (2014)
PWC (2012) identiﬁed that there is a
business case for integrated reporting. The
structure, and principles of reporting will
improve the level of corporate governance.
The goal of integrated reporting is to depart
from a siloed approach of information
gathering and analysis toward a more
comprehensive method of assessing and
presenting a company’s performance
metrics (PWC, 2012).
As a result, organisations can have a holistic
view of information relevant to their strategy,
business model, and ability to create and
sustain value over the short, medium, and
long term. In more detail, PWC (2012)
reported the potential beneﬁts as follows:

Integrated reporting approaches
Reporting guidelines were proposed by
the International Integrated Reporting
Committee (IIRC, 2011); Price Waterhouse
Coopers (PWC, 2012); Abeysekera (2013)
and the Integrated Reporting Committee
of South Africa (IRCSA, 2018). Atkins
and Maroun (2015) reported that JSElisted companies indicated the diﬃculty to
understand the structure and content of the
mandatory integrated reports.
In spite of the expansion of narrative
disclosures in recent years, the role and scope
of narrative reports remain controversial.
The goal of narrative reporting is to bridge
the gap between providing only historical
ﬁnancial statements in an incomprehensible
format on the one hand and the broader
information needs of the users on the other.
As a result of narrative reporting, annual
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reports are becoming increasingly complex
and costly, obscuring the real story of an
organization’s performance and position. A
narrative report’s future depends not only
on a realistic appraisal of users’ perceptions
and reservations but also, and perhaps
more importantly, on understanding the
perspective and perceptions of those
preparing them (ACCA, 2010).
South Africa was the ﬁrst country to
implement integrated reporting in 2010.
Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE)
revised its listing requirements (Section
8.63) in 2010 and now requires companies
to include sustainability reports in annual
reports (Hebble & Ramaswamy, 2011;
Institute of Directors in Southern Africa
[IoDSA], 2013).
Guiding principles for Integrated
Reporting
According to ICRSA (2018), the preparation
of an integrated report is guided by principles
that will determine its contents. Seven
guiding principles govern the preparation of
an integrated report, inﬂuencing its contents
and how the information is presented.
These principles are (IIRC, 2021):
• Strategic focus and future orientation
An integrated report provides insights
into the organisation’s strategy and
linkage to risks and opportunities, current
performance, and future outlook and targets.
The organisational strategy is executed by
using the capitals to create value in the
short, medium and long term, and its use
and eﬀects on the capitals (IIRC, 2021).
• Connectivity of information
An integrated report provides a holistic and
integrated picture of integrated thinking,
a combination of interrelatedness and
dependencies across the capitals for
value creation. The report presents a
connection between past, present and
future performance, as well quantitative
and qualitative information and ﬁnancial
and non-ﬁnancial information (IIRC, 2021).

• Stakeholder relationships
An integrated report should cover the
nature and quality of the relationships with
stakeholders to respond to needs and
interests (IIRC, 2021).
• Materiality
An integrated report should disclose
information concisely on substantive
matters that aﬀect the creation of value over
the short, medium and long term. The report
should not include irrelevant and detailed
information which could be covered in other
supporting reports (IIRC, 2021).
• Conciseness
An integrated report should be concise
with a crisp presentation of the material
information in a logical structure and omitting
immaterial information (IIRC, 2021).
• Reliability and Completeness
An integrated report should accurately
include all material matters in a balanced
manner without material error, both positive
and negative information. Adopt measures
to reduce the risk of material misstatement
of information by using estimates when
information is imperfect (IIRC, 2021).
• Consistency and Comparability
Information should be consistent over
time to enable comparison with other
organisations to create value. Consistency
and comparability are achieved through
industry benchmarks, best practice
indicators and ratios (IIRC, 2021).
Content Elements of Integrated
Reporting
An organisation’s integrated report will
vary depending on its circumstances. As a
result, Content Elements are not presented
as checklists of speciﬁc disclosures but
rather as questions. The Content Elements
are fundamentally linked to one another
and are not mutually exclusive. There is
no set sequence for the Content Elements,
including information about them that
appears in a set sequence or as standalone
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sections, such as those shown in Table 1
below. Instead, integrated reports are
structured in a way that illustrates how
content elements relate to each other. Eight
content elements of an integrated report
are as follows (IIRC, 2021):

(IIRC, 2021). The following are examples of
what they might be:
• Key stakeholders’ legitimate needs and
interests.
• Macroeconomic and microeconomic
conditions, such as economic stability,
globalization, and industry trends.

Element One: Organisational overview
and external environment
Organizational Overview
Integrated reports identify an organization’s
purpose, mission, and vision, and provide
essential context by identifying issues such
as:

• These factors include the relative
strengths
and
weaknesses
of
competitors and customer demand.
• Technological change and its speed.
• Issues relating to society, such as
population and demographic changes,
human rights, health, poverty, and
educational systems.

• Organisational culture, ethics, and
values; Ownership and operating
structure; Main activities and markets;
Competitive landscape and market
positioning; Position within the value
chain.

• A number of environmental challenges
are becoming more pressing as planetary
limits are approached, including climate
change, ecosystem loss, and resource
shortages.

• In particular, it should highlight signiﬁcant
changes from past periods.
• Key external factors aﬀecting the
organisation and its response (IIRC,
2021).
External Environment
External factors aﬀect the ability of the
organisation to create value in the short,
medium, or long term, such as aspects of the
legal, commercial, social, environmental,
and political context. Directly or indirectly,
they can aﬀect the organization. Factors
such as these are present in the particular
organization, in its industry or region, and
in the broader planetary or social context.

• Legislative and regulatory environments
in which the organisation operates.
An organisation’s ability to implement its
strategy may be aﬀected by the political
climate in the countries it operates in and
other countries (IIRC, 2021).
Element Two: Governance
The integrated report provides insight into
how matters such as these relate to the
ability to create value:
• The governance structure of the
organization, including its leadership

TABLE 2: ELEMENTS ACROSS DIFFERENT STRUCTURES

Elements
Element 1
Element 2
Element 3
Element 4
Element 5
Element 6
Element 7
Element 8

Organisational overview and external environment
Governance
Business Model
Risk and opportunities
Strategy and resource allocation
Performance
Outlook
Basis of preparation and presentation

Source: IIRC (2021)
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structure,
diversity.

including

the

skills

and

• An organisation’s processes for making
strategic decisions and establishing
and monitoring its culture, including its
attitude towards risk and mechanisms
for dealing with integrity and ethical
issues.
• They have taken speciﬁc actions to
inﬂuence and monitor the strategic
direction of the organisation and its
approach to risk management.
• Its culture, ethics, values, as well as
relationships with key stakeholders,
inﬂuence its use and eﬀect of capitals.

• Analyze the external environment for
important stakeholder and dependency
relationships.
• Information related to other Content
Elements, such as strategy, risks and
opportunities, and performance (IIRC,
2021).
Element Four: Risks and Opportunities
An integrated report identiﬁes key risks
and opportunities for an organization,
such as impacts, quality, availability, and
aﬀordability of relevant capitals during the
short, medium, and long term (IIRC, 2021).
The following can be identiﬁed:
• An opportunity or risk source can have
both internal and external sources or
internal and external sources together.
Sources from the external environment
are considered external sources. Among
the sources internal to the organisation
are those derived from its business
activities.

• Governance practices that go beyond
legal requirements.
• It is the responsibility of those in charge
of governance to promote and enable
innovation.
• Incentives and remuneration are linked
to value creation in the short, medium
and long term, including how they aﬀect
the use and eﬀects of capital (IIRC,
2021).
Element Three: Business Model
Through its business activities, an
organization’s business model involves
transforming inputs into outputs and
outcomes that contribute to achieving its
strategic objectives and create value on a
short, medium, and long-term basis. The
integrated report describes the business
model, including key inputs, business
activities, outputs, and outcomes (IIRC,
2021). The following features may enhance
the eﬀectiveness and readability of the
description of the business model:
• Business model elements must be
explicitly identiﬁed.
• An
easy-to-understand
diagram
highlighting key elements, with a clear
explanation of the relevance of those
elements to the organization.
• A logical narrative ﬂow based on
the speciﬁc circumstances of the
organization.

• Assessment of the likelihood that a risk
or opportunity will come to fruition and
the potential impact it will have if it does.
In addition, the speciﬁc conditions under
which the risk or opportunity would occur
must be considered. There will always
be some uncertainty involved in such
disclosures.
• The speciﬁc measures taken to mitigate
or manage key risks or maximise
opportunities
include
identifying
the associated strategic objectives,
strategies, policies, targets, and key
performance indicators (IIRC, 2021).
Based on the Guiding Principle materiality,
the organisation normally includes in its
integrated report any risk that is fundamental
to its ability to create value eﬀectively and
that might have extreme consequences,
irrespective of its probability of occurrence
(IIRC, 2021).
Element Five: Strategy and resource
allocation
Typically, an integrated report identiﬁes:
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• Short-, medium-, and long-term strategic
objectives of the organization.

• Quantitative indicators regarding targets,
risks, and opportunities, accompanied
by an explanation of their signiﬁcance,
implications, and the assumptions and
methodologies used to compile them.

• To achieve those strategic objectives,
the strategies the company has in place,
or plans to implement.
• Implementing its strategy
resource allocation plans.

• Organisational eﬀects on the capitals
(both positive and negative), including
material eﬀects up and down the value
chain.

requires

• This plan will measure its achievements
and target outcomes in the short,
medium, and long term (IIRC, 2021).

• Relationships with key stakeholders and
how the organisation has responded to
their legitimate interests.

A description can include:
• The organisation’s resource allocation
plans are linked to the information
covered by other Content Elements,
including how its resources are allocated:

• Linkages between past and current
performance, as well as between current
performance and the organisation’s
outlook (IIRC, 2021).

Analyze the organisation’s business model,
and what changes might be required to
implement the chosen strategies to provide
an understanding of the organization’s
ability to adapt to change.

Key performance indicators may combine
ﬁnancial measures with other components
or narrative that explicates the ﬁnancial
implications of signiﬁcant eﬀects to
demonstrate the connection between
ﬁnancial performance and performance
related to other capitals. Certain eﬀects on
the capitals may also be monetised in some
cases.

Inﬂuenced by or responded to the external
environment and identiﬁed risks and
opportunities.
• Inﬂuence capitals and risks associated
with them (IIRC, 2021).
• Among the factors that enable an
organisation to create value is its ability
to diﬀerentiate itself to be competitive:
Innovation plays an important role.
Intellectual capital is developed
exploited by the organisation.

and

Sustainability and social responsibility have
been incorporated into the organisation’s
strategy to give it a competitive advantage.

When discussing performance, it may
be relevant to include instances where
regulations have a signiﬁcant eﬀect on
performance or the organisation’s noncompliance with laws or regulations may
signiﬁcantly impact operations (IIRC, 2021).
Element Seven: Outlook
Integrative reports highlight anticipated
changes over time and oﬀer transparent,
trust-worthy information about:
• An organisation’s expectations about
how it will likely be aﬀected by its external
environment in the short, medium, and
long term.

In formulating its strategy and resource
allocation plans, the company incorporated
key features and ﬁndings of stakeholder
engagement (IIRC, 2021).
Element Six: Performance
An integrated report includes quantitative
and qualitative information regarding
performance, including:

• What eﬀect that will have on the
organization.
• How the organisation is currently
prepared to deal with the critical
challenges and uncertainty that may
arise (IIRC, 2021).
Ensure that the organisation’s stated
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expectations, aspirations, and intentions are
grounded in reality. As a result, they must
be commensurate with the organisation’s
ability to capitalize on the opportunities
available to it (including the availability,
quality and aﬀordability of appropriate
capital), and a realistic assessment of the
organisation’s competitive landscape and
market position, as well as its risks (IIRC,
2021).

should include a summary of its forecasts
and projections. Evaluation of the current
outlook can be further enhanced by
comparing actual performance to previously
identiﬁed targets (IIRC, 2021).

In addition to future ﬁnancial performance,
the discussion of possible implications
typically covers the following topics:

Element Eight: Basis of preparation and
presentation
An integrated report describes how it was
prepared and presented, including:

• Analysing the external environment,
risks, and opportunities for achieving
strategic objectives.

• An overview of the organisation’s
materiality determination process.

The outlook of an organisation is disclosed
in an integrated report while taking into
account the legal or regulatory requirements
the organisation is subject to (IIRC, 2021).

• Capital resources the organisation uses
or aﬀects, including how key relationships
are managed and why they contribute to
the organisation’s ability to create value
over time (IIRC, 2021).

• The reporting boundary and how it was
determined.

Integrated reports may also provide lead
indicators, key performance indicators,
relevant external information, and sensitivity
analyses. An organisation’s outlook report

Six Types of Capitals
Integrated reporting committee (IRC) of
South Africa (2014) introduced the six
types of capitals: ﬁnancial, manufactured,

• Describes the signiﬁcant frameworks
and methods used to quantify or evaluate
material matters (IIRC, 2021).

FIGURE 1: SIX CATEGORIES OF CAPITAL IDENTIFIED SOURCE: IIRC (2014)
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intellectual, human capital, social capital,
relational capital, and natural capital and
argued that integrated thinking must
be immersed across the capitals. They
together represent the stores of value on
which an organisation’s value is built (IRC,
2014). Figure 1 illustrates that the capitals
are not entirely independent. Depending
on their organisational focus and beliefs,
the nature of their interaction will diﬀer.
Most organisations rely on all capitals, but
some dependencies are relatively minor
or so indirect that they are not relevant for
reporting.
1. Financial Capital
An organisation’s ﬁnancial capital may be
broadly deﬁned as its available funds. It
includes both equity and debt ﬁnancing. This
description of ﬁnancial capital emphasizes
the source of the funds rather than how the
funds are applied to acquire manufactured
capital or other forms of capital (IRC, 2014).

(IRC, 2014).
4. Human Capital
Human capital is a concept often used
by social theorists, economists, and
management theorists. There is broad
agreement among the literature about the
meaning of human capital, despite some
nuances in the deﬁnitions (IRC, 2014).
5. Social and Relationship Capital
In a business context, social capital
may be relevant to measures of supplier
relationship
strength
(e.g.,
setting
quality expectations, establishing justin-time delivery services, and recycling
programmes), community acceptance,
government relations, and relationships
with competitors (e.g., developing industry
standards). Organisations can only retain
their social license to operate by building
relationships (IRC, 2014).
6. Natural Capital

2. Manufactured Capital
Manufactured capital is deﬁned as
equipment and tools that humans create.
There is a distinction to be made between
inventory (short-term assets) and plant and
equipment (tangible capital). Generally,
these items should be identiﬁed, but their
accounting treatment, particularly in terms
of valuation, depreciation, and taxation, are
more contentious (IRC, 2014).
3. Intellectual Capital
Intellectual capital is paramount in terms
of its ﬁnancial potential, with tight links
and contingencies between investment in
R&D, innovation, and human resources to
determine an organisation’s competitive
advantage. The terms intellectual capital and
intellectual property are not synonymous,
and intellectual property is not the same
as intellectual capital. The intellectual
capital that an organisation possess lawful
authority (such as a patent) is intellectual
property. Meanwhile, intellectual capital
covers a broader range of knowledge-based
intangibles without speciﬁc legal protection

Natural capital includes resources such
as timber, ﬁsh, water, minerals, etc., which
humans can utilize in order to provide a
return. Furthermore, humans beneﬁt from
several processes provided by nature,
which some sources refer to as “ecosystem
services” (IRC, 2014).
METHODOLOGY
Research Philosophy
As a system of assumptions and beliefs,
research philosophy pertains to developing
knowledge (Ravich & Riggan, 2017). A
clear and coherent set of assumptions will
promote a credible research philosophy
(Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2016), which
will dictate the methodology to be used,
as well as how the data are collected and
analysed.
A qualitative (phenomenological) research
philosophy underpins the approach taken
in the study. The researcher had to be
cognisant of the philosophical assumptions
that inﬂuence the research; and how these
assumptions inform the type of information
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collected and how it was collected. In
addition, the researcher also embraced the
strengths and weaknesses inherent in that
philosophy.

and thematic analysis (Sunday, 2018). The
integrated reports of eight selected entities
were analysed using themes or keywords
related to integrated reporting.

Qualitative research is often associated
with interpretive philosophy (Saunders,
Sim, Kingstone, Baker, Waterﬁeld, Bartlam,
Burroughs & Jinks, 2018). A study of this kind
is interpretive, as the researcher unravelled
meanings about the phenomenon. The
interpretive research philosophy was
adopted in this study because it was the
most appropriate method for answering the
research questions and achieving the set
research objectives (Saunders et al., 2016).

Coding
A process of coding was used to identify
the integrating reporting approach against
the integrated reporting framework (Archer,
2018).

Target Population
Taherdoost (2016) points out that the
researcher will not be able to collect data
from each individual within the population
due to time and resource constraints. In
this way, a sampling strategy is applied to
make the sample size smaller. Purposive
sampling was used to identify the sample
of 8 entities in the City of Johannesburg.
Purposive sampling refers to selecting
research participants based on a predeﬁned
criterion related to the research questions
(Etikan & Bala, 2017). The entities that were
chosen have signiﬁcant budgets and are
directly responsible for service delivery that
aﬀect economic growth and development
(Acharya, Prakash, Pikee & Nigam, 2013)
Research Instrument
A list of questions and themes that emerged
from the literature review was used to
analyse the integrated reports of the entities.
Data Analysis
The term “Qualitative Data Analysis” (QDA)
refers to processes and procedures by which
qualitative data collected is analysed into
some form of explanation, understanding,
or interpretation of the people, situations
or data under investigation. Interpretation
generally takes the form of a philosophy.
The aim is to analyze the symbolic and
meaningful content of qualitative data. The
focus of this research will be content analysis

Thematic Analysis
Coding produces unstructured data that
requires further synthesis and iteration
where codes are organised into meaningful
groups called themes. Archer (2018) calls
this thematic analysis. Thematic analysis
allows for a deeper understanding of the
data and is a fully qualitative process. In
this way, a higher level of inference can
be drawn about the phenomenon. The
data in this study was analyzed using
thematic analysis. In the research, themes
were deﬁned based on the data gathered.
The themes were derived from patterns
that emerged in the data that highlighted
diﬀerent ideas and were grouped together
(Braun & Clarke, 2006 & Nowell, 2017).
Several diﬀerent themes were explored in
this study. In order to adequately answer the
research questions, the interview questions
were designed based on the research
objective.
Content Analysis
The qualitative content analysis focuses
on the content or contextual meaning of
the text. Qualitative content analysis is
a process to categorise the volume of
texts grouped into themes or categories
with similar meanings, which is explicit or
inferred. The objective of content analysis
is to understand the phenomenon and
knowledge (Sunday, 2018).
Qualitative content analysis was used to
identify and quantify certain words or content
in text to understand the context use of the
words or content. The idea was to explore
the usage and analyse the appearance of a
particular word and interpret the meanings
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of the words or the content.
For this paper, the IIRC of South African
framework was used to analyse the content
elements of the 12 entities in the City of
Johannesburg.
Discussion of the ﬁndings
Analysing the diﬀerent reports revealed that
the naming conventions were inconsistent
across the entities. Certain entities were
referred to as integrated reports whereas
others were referred to as annual reports.
We also noticed that most public sector
entities lacked an integrated approach to
reporting.
Below three entities integrated reporting
structure was tabulated to show the nature
of reporting following the stipulated format
provided by the City of Johannesburg (CoJ
Reporting Structure, 2021).
Overview of the Entities Reporting
Elements
Although there is an intention to adopt
integrated reporting across all entities
within the City of Johannesburg there is

no consistency in the reporting across the
elements. Table 3 above demonstrates the
similarities and diﬀerences in the reporting
styles and elements across three entities.
Across the three entities, there is no
standardised approach on human capital
reporting. All three entities reported on
HR administrative issues and have not
elaborated on how human capital can be
leveraged to create value.
The below-mentioned table provides an
overview of the reporting content of eight
entities across the IIRC elements (2013).
Overview of the coverage of the
elements
Table 4 above show that there is an uneven
application of the elements of integrated
reporting. In addition, there is a wealth of
information that is presented and within
the diﬀerent elements there maybe too
much information that is not relevant. The
IIRC (2013) stipulates that only content
with is material in creating value should
be reported. In addition, some entities still
have a backward (annual report) focus to

TABLE 3: CONTENT ELEMENTS AND DESCRIPTIONS

Content Element
Organisational overview
and business model
Operating context,
including risks and
opportunities
Strategic objectives and
strategies to achieve
those objectives
Governance and
remuneration
Performance

Future outlook

Description\Element
The focus of the organisation and how value is created and
sustained in the short, medium and long term
Determination of the organisation context, key resources,
relationships with stakeholders, risks and opportunities.
Where does the organisation want to go and how is it going
to get there?
Identify the organisation’s governance structure, and
determine how does governance support the strategic
objectives of the organisation and relate to the organisation’s
approach to remuneration?
Determine the organisation performed against its strategic
objectives and related strategies.
Determine the likely opportunities, challenges and
uncertainties that the organisation is likely to encounter in
achieve the strategic objectives and what are the resulting
implications for its strategies and future performance

Source: International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC), 2012
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Even though the concept of value creation
is subjective and there is no standardised
accepted guideline (International Federation
of Accountants, 2015) amongst the IRs that
analysed the entities, there was no attempt
to deﬁne value creation within the context of
the entity. From an analysis of the reporting

reporting and does not reﬂect on the future.
Consistent across all three reports HR
administration issues are reported and not
HR strategic issues of workforce planning,
talent management, HR risk management,
human
resource
development
and
employment engagement.

TABLE 5: CORE ELEMENTS OF INTEGRATED REPORTS ACROSS ENTITIES

Content Element
JDA
Organisational
overview and business
Y
model
Operating context,
including risks and
Y
opportunities
Strategic objectives
and strategies
Y
to achieve those
objectives
Governance and
Y
remuneration
Performance
Y
Future outlook
Y

CP

JW

PIKITUP JOSHCO

JM

JRA

JPC

Y

Y

P

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

P

P

Y

P

Y

Y

Y

P

P

Y

P

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
P

Y
P

Y
P

Y
P

Y
P

Y
P

Y
N

Key: P – Partial; Y–Yes & N–No
TABLE 4: ENTITY REPORTING ELEMENTS

JDA
City Power
CHAPTER 1: JDA LEADERSHIP LEADERSHIP AND
AND CORPORATE PROFILE
CORPORATE PROFILE
Section 1: Foreword by Member
of the Mayoral Committee

1.1 Company Secretary
Certiﬁcation

Section 2: Board Chairperson’s
Foreword

1.2 Statement of Responsibility
1.3 Corporate Proﬁle

Section 3: Chief Executive
Oﬃcer’s Report

1.4 Our Strategy

Section 4: Chief Financial
Oﬃcer’s Report

1.5 Signiﬁcant external
environmental factors and City
Power Response

Section 5: Corporate Proﬁle and
Overview
Section 6: Strategic Goals and
Objectives

1.6 City Power Alignment to
Batho Pele Principles
1.7 Executive management and
company structure

Section 7: The JDA’s Value
Creation Process
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Johannesburg Water
CHAPTER 1: LEADERSHIP
AND CORPORATE
PROFILE
Section 1: Foreword by
Member of the Mayoral
Committee Section 2:
Foreword of the Chairman
Section 3: Report of the
Managing Director
Section 4: Report of the
Financial Director
Section 5: Corporate proﬁle
and overview of the entity
Section 6: Strategic
objectives and goals

CHAPTER 2: CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
Section 1: Corporate
Governance Statement

GOVERNANCE
2.1 Corporate governance
statement

CHAPTER 2:
GOVERNANCE

2.2 Board of directors

Section 1: Composition, key
activities and remuneration
of Board of Directors

2.3 Board focus areas for
FY2018/19

Section 1.2: Directors
& Prescribed Oﬃcers
Remuneration

Section 2: High-level
organisational structure

Board key focus areas for
FY2019/20

Section 3: Governance of
stakeholder relationships

Section 1.4: Company
Secretarial Function

2.5 Schedule of attendance of
meetings

Section 4: Risk
management

Section 2: High-level
organisational structure

2.6 Board committee

Section 5: Anti-corruption
and fraud investigations

Section 1.1: Board of Directors
29

Section 3: Governance of
Stakeholder Relationships
Section 4: Risk Management
Section 5: Anticorruption and
Fraud Investigations
Section 6: ICT Governance

2.7 City Power oversight
committees
2.8 Directors and Senior
Management Remuneration
2.9 Stakeholder engagement
2.10 Company Secretarial
Function

Section 7: Compliance with Laws 2.11 Risk Management and
Internal Control
& Regulations
Section 8: Internal Audit Function 2.12 Corporate ethics and
organisational integrity
Section 9: Corporate Ethics and
2.13 Compliance Report
Organisational Integrity
2.14 Occupational Health and
Safety Report
2.15 Anti-Corruption and Fraud
2.16 Security Risk Management
2.17 Information
Communication Technology
(ICT)
2.18 Data Governance
2.19 Supply Chain Management
and Black Economic
Empowerment
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Section 6: ICT governance
and performance
Section 7: Compliance with
laws and regulations
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CHAPTER 3: SERVICE
DELIVERY PERFORMANCE

SERVICE DELIVERY
PERFORMANCE

Section 1: Highlights and
Achievements

3.1 Company Performance

Section 1.1: Financial
Performance
Section 1.2: Organisational
Performance

3.2 Performance against
Strategic Priorities
3.3 Core Business: Metering
Services

CHAPTER 3:
SERVICE DELIVERY
PERFORMANCE
Section 1: Highlights and
achievements
Section 2: Service delivery
challenges

Section 3: Response to
3.4 Core Business: Engineering strategic direction
Section 1.3: EPWP Performance Services
Section 4: Performance
Section 1.4: Projects in
3.5 Core Business: Engineering against service standards
Construction Phase
Operations
Section 5: Performance
against predetermined
Section 2: Service Delivery
3.6 Assessment of arrears on
objectives
Challenges
service charges owed to the
entity
Section 6: Public
Section 3: Response to Strategic
satisfaction on municipal
Direction
3.7 Assessment of directors
services
and senior managers
Section 4: Performance against
municipal accounts
Section 7:
Service Standards
Recommendations and
3.8 Statement on amounts
plans for the next ﬁnancial
Section 5: Performance Against owed by government and public year
Predetermined Objectives
entities
Section 6: Public Satisfaction on
Municipal Services
Section 7: Recommendations
and Plans for 2018/19

3.9 Recommendation and
Plans for the next ﬁnancial year
(FY2019/20)
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CHAPTER 4: HUMAN
RESOURCES &
ORGANISATIONAL
MANAGEMENT
Human Resource Management

HUMAN RESOURCE AND
TRANSFORMATION
4.1 Human Resource
Management Approach
4.2 Capacity

Section 1: Employee
Remuneration (Total Costs
including Executives)

CHAPTER 4: HUMAN
RESOURCES AND
ORGANISATIONAL
MANAGEMENT
Section 1: Employee
remuneration (total costs
including executives)
Section 2: Key vacancies
Section 3: Employment
equity Section 4: Skills
development and training

Section 2: Key Vacancies
Section 3: Employment Equity

Section 5: Performance
management

Section 4: Skills Development
and Training

Section 6: Disciplinary
matters and outcomes

Section 5: Performance
Management & Succession
Planning

Section 7: Leave and
productivity management
Section 8: Employee
wellness Section 9:
Employee beneﬁts Section
10: Occupational health and
safety programmes

Section 6: Disciplinary Matters
and Outcomes
Section 7: Leave & Productivity
Management
Section 8: Employee Beneﬁts
Section 9: Occupational Health &
Safety Programmes
Section 10: Employee Wellness
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CHAPTER 5: FINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE

5. PRELIMINARY FINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE

Section 1: Statement of Financial 5.1 Statement of Financial
Position and High-level Notes
Performance
Section 2: Statement of Financial 5.2 Expenditure
Performance and High-level
5.3 Statement of Financial
Notes
Position
Section 3: Cash Flow Statement
5.4 Cash Flow Statement
and High-level Notes
Section 4: Capital Projects and
Expenditure

5.5 Capital Expenditure Details

CHAPTER 5: FINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE AND
EXPOSURE
Section 1: Statement of
ﬁnancial position and highlevel notes
Section 2: Statement of
ﬁnancial performance and
high-level notes
Section 3: Cash ﬂow
statement
Section 4: Capital projects
and expenditure

Section 5: Ratio Analysis
(Liquidity, Solvency and Cost
Coverage)

Section 5: Ratio analysis
Section 6: Supply chain
management and B-BBEE
Section 7: Pending
litigations and possible
liabilities

Section 6: Supply Chain
Management, BBBEE and
SMME
Section 6.1: Supply Chain
Management

Section 8: Insurance claims
Section 9: Statement on
amounts owed by and to
government departments
and public entities.

Section 6.2: BBBEE
Performance
Section 6.3: SMME Development
Section 7: Pending Litigations
and Possible Liabilities
Section 8: Insurance Claims
against/to MOE
Section 9: Statement on
Amounts Owed By and To
Government Departments and
Public Entities
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CHAPTER 6: AUDITORGENERAL AND INTERNAL
AUDIT FINDINGS

INTERNAL AUDIT AND
AUDITOR GENERAL AUDIT
FINDINGS

CHAPTER 6: INTERNAL
AND EXTERNAL AUDIT
FINDINGS

Section 1: Progress on Internal
Audit Plan

6.1 Constitution of the Internal
Section 1: Progress on
Audit Function within City Power internal audit plan

Section 2: Progress on
Resolution of Internal Audit
Findings

Section 2: Progress on
resolution of internal audit
ﬁndings

Section 3: Progress on
Resolution of External Audit
Findings

Section 3: Progress on
resolution of AGSA audit
ﬁndings

Section 4: Overall State of
Internal Controls

Section 4: Overall state of
Internal controls for the year
ended 30 June 2019

Section 5: Auditor-General’s
report for the current year
Section 6: Historical audit
ﬁndings and remedial action

7. AUDITOR GENERAL
REPORT
7.1 Report on the audit of the
ﬁnancial statements
7.2 Report on the audit of the
annual performance report
7.3 Report on the audit of
compliance with legislation
7.4 Other information
7.5 Internal control deﬁciencies
7.6 Other reports
7.7 Annexure Auditor-general’s
responsibility or the audit
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of the entities, there is no clear speciﬁcation
of how the entity create value, and there is
no evidence of it being approved by the
shareholder.
According to IFAC (2015) the materiality
condition facilitates boards and management
to be assured that trends, risks, opportunities
and dependencies are considered when
advising the organisation on the future
trajectory. Determining materiality is entityspeciﬁc and is forecasted on the internal
and external factors (industry, macroenvironmental and competitive) and the
state of stakeholder status and is dynamic.
Across all the entity reports, there was not
a comprehensive strategy and report on
ethics, impact on the natural environment,
and corporate social responsibility.
For JDA, although there is coverage of all
elements, there is not an explicit approach
for strategies to achieve the strategic
objectives. This may be presented in other
reports. In addition, there is no evidence of
an analysis of the opportunities and threats
in the external environment and how this is
linked to the strategic priorities.
There is no mention of strategies for City
Power to achieve the strategic objectives,
although it could be covered in another
report. There are sprinkles of future
implications throughout the report in the
section of external context and other
sections, but there is no synthesised section
on future outlook.
There is no synthesised section on identifying
opportunities, although it is covered
generally in the write up (Johannesburg
Water). Also, good presentation of strategic
objectives delineated into short, medium
and long-term strategies.
JOSHCO does not speciﬁcally cover the
market opportunities and the response to
it. The strategic objectives are covered but
not the strategies to achieve these short,
medium and long-term.

JPC does not explicitly covers a section
on market opportunities and sprinkled
throughout the report. In addition, no section
covered strategies for the achievement
of strategic objectives. Furthermore, no
section explicitly cover future outlook,
but the word future is covered in several
sections of the report.
JRA does no cover the strategies to achieve
the strategic objectives, and this could be
covered in another report. In addition, there
is no section on future outlook but some
mention of future in the writing of the report.
Pikitup did not cover the operating model or
business model. Moreover, the strategies
to achieve the strategic objectives. Also,
the future outlook was not covered in a
synthesised structure.
Johannesburg Market does not provide an
operating model and business model. Also,
there is no explicit section on opportunities.
In addition, there is coverage of strategies
to achieve the strategic objectives.
Element 1: Organisational overview and
business model
Organisations are required to specify what
the company does and provide the cont5ext
in which it operates (IIRC, 2013) The
organisation inputs, value-adding activities
and outputs are identiﬁed to create value in
the short, medium and long term.
[JDA] provides a framework for sustainability
that covers input activities, outputs,
outcomes and impacts and cover the short,
medium and long-term. The envisaged
impact is … integrated sustainable and
well-managed area-based improvements
on strategic locations within Johannesburg.
The outputs of the process are economic
sustainability, administrative sustainability,
social sustainability, and environmental
sustainability.
Element 2: Operating Context
The operating context of the organisations
ﬁnancial performance (turnover), ethics,
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number of employees, the internal
environment, drivers in the external
environment and the risk and opportunities.
All the entities covered most of the
drivers. However, ethics and the analysis
of the external environment was not
comprehensively covered by all entities.
Another ﬁnding was the organisational
overview, operating context and business
model was used interchangeably.
Element 3: Strategic objectives and
tactical strategies
The organisation’s long- medium- and
short-term strategic objectives must be
disclosed and expressed as current and
future projects. The resource allocation
to implement these plans also had to
be speciﬁed. Entities with clean audits
communicated the entity current plans and
projects and strategic intent more clearly
than entities with qualiﬁed and unqualiﬁed
audits.
Element 4: Governance and
remuneration
According to the IIRC (2018), the reports
should determine how the governance
structure supports the organisation in
attaining its strategic objectives and creating
value in the short, medium, and long-term.

In most instances, there we no explicit
reference to corporate governance and
sustainability and it could be covered in
a separate report like the annual report.
In addition, corporate governance was
explicitly covered in the chairperson report.
Furthermore, the entities did not cover the
outlook of the organisation with reference to
future operations. The chairperson’s report
did not cover in detail how the strategic
objectives will be achieved bur rather
alluded to challenges ahead and whether
conditions are likely to improve.
[City Power] claims that there will be
multiple future sources of energy and there
is alignment between the company vision
and Gauteng Development Strategy for
2030.
CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Although not mandatory, adhering to the
King IV code is good practice, as stated
in the King IV code released in 2016. As a
result, public sector entities also adopted
the King IV Code. Directors are required
to report on discretionary narrative (nonﬁnancial measures) in contrast to traditional
reporting. Though organisations have been
better at presenting non-ﬁnancial aspects,

TABLE 6: THEMES AND SUPPORTING QUOTES

Theme
Alignment with King III Code of
Corporate Governance requirements
Governance structures and
responses within the listed company
Sustainability eﬀorts by the listed
company
Response to the South African
mandate of black economic
empowerment (BEE)
Corporate social responsibility (CSR)
within the listed company

Supporting quotes
City Powers practices are, in most material
instances, in line with the principles set out in
King IV (page.53)
Governance went mentioned more than 80
times in the integrated report in relation to
policy, systems, structure and processes.
Sustainability is mentioned 28 times in the
Johannesburg Water report
BBBEE was mentioned scantily in the
reports whereas others report covered
BBBEE comprehensively, namely BBBEE
Performance (JDA)
Some entities do not mention CSR whereas
in some cases the information was brief and
other delved into the covering sustainability
more substantially.
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there is still room for improvement. IRCSA
has developed guidelines and other
international frameworks that provide
guidelines on the outline, elements, and
nature of narrative reporting.

Society, 50(4):647-673.

Management must clearly deﬁne the
materiality of internal and external issues for
the entity so that board can apply integrated
thinking to determine how to create value.

Atkins, J. & Maroun, W. (2015). Integrated
reporting in South Africa in 2012:
Perspectives from South African institutional
investors. Meditari Accountancy Research,
23(2):197-221.

The analysis of the entity reporting revealed
that the entity’s human capital reporting is
In particular, the entities should align to
the IIRC guidelines for human capital and
social capital.

Barrett, D. & Twycross, A. (2018). Data
Collection
in
Qualitative
Research.
Evidence Based Nursing Journal, 21(3):6364.

While the intention of current guidelines
is not to be prescriptive regulatory bodies
should provide a checklist for narrative
disclosure so that governance can be
improved. Since most public sector entities
lack an integrated approach to reporting,
an integrated system should be established
across all entities in the future. The reporting
should be consistent across the elements.
It was noted that some entities still have a
backwards-looking (annual report) focus to
reporting and do not reﬂect on the future, so
a reﬂection on the future is recommended.
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ABSTRACT
Retirement insecurity in South Africa
is a problem as many employees are
approaching retirement age with inadequate
pensions, and not cognizant of what steps
to take to ensure comfortable retirement
life. This qualitative study explores the
perceptions and strategies of pre-retirement
planning and ﬁnancial security considered
by mid-career employees of a gambling
company in Durban, South Africa. Fifteen
mid-career employees selected using
purposive sampling were interviewed, and
data were analysed using content analysis.
The ﬁndings reveal that mid-career
employees
perceive
pre-retirement
planning as ﬁnancial distress and secondary
to the clearing of debt and meeting
children’s needs. They consider extending
working life, getting income from property
and entrepreneurship, having a healthy
scepticism of advice from ﬁnancial planners,
and using employer-led ﬁnancial literacy as
strategies for pre-retirement planning and
ﬁnancial security. Managerial implications
of these perceptions and strategies are
highlighted to mitigate retirement insecurity

1. INTRODUCTION
There is a deteriorating crisis of most
people in South Africa “not being able to
retire with dignity” and support themselves
in retirement (10X Investment, 2020:2). In
South Africa, 86 per cent of adults either
have no retirement plan or are not conﬁdent
that they are saving enough for retirement
and ﬁnancial security (Roberts, Struwig
and Gordon, 2016). According to a South
African Retirement Reality Report by 10X
Investments (2020:2-4), few of the people
approaching the traditional retirement age
with inadequate pensions are cognizant
of their retirement insecurity and taking
the required steps to evade their crisis.
Inadequate or lack of pre-retirement
planning and employees’ ﬁnancial insecurity
constitute a recipe for old-age poverty and
impoverished lifestyle during retirement.
Covid-19 and the lock-down measures
have aggravated the retirement crisis,
especially among those people who lost
their jobs, could not preserve but cashed
out whatever savings they did have (10X
Investment, 2020). Simultaneously, the
country’s unemployment crisis seems to be
running out of control, and people are living
longer. As the backdrop to this, the career
clock for mid-career employees is gradually
running out. Mid-career employees are at
a pivotal period which intersects growth
and decline in career life towards the exit
of the world of work. At this stage of life,
mid-career employees often juggle multiple
priorities. The range of priorities includes
buying a home, saving for children’s
university education, paying for ’” ’children’s
current schooling, and caring for ageing
parents (Society of Actuaries, 2018).
According to Miller (1981), the life stage of
the middle-aged generation termed mid-
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career employees or “sandwich group” is
characterised by providing support and
resources to their own maturing children
and their ageing parents but do not
receive suﬃcient support themselves. In
many African countries, including South
Africa, mid-career employees shoulder the
ﬁnancial burden of the ‘black tax’. This tax
refers to the money that working individuals
(largely black people) give to their families
for support (Mangoma and Wilson-Prangley,
2019).
Two issues are startling in terms of gaps in
management research on retirement, preretirement planning and ﬁnancial security.
Firstly, research on retirement planning has
focused on retirement preparations and
post-retirement experiences of occupational
groups (e.g. teachers, engineers, nurses,
medical doctors, librarians), the decision
to retire, retirement age, retirees’ choice of
partial or full retirement and a diminished
sense of self due to professional inactivity
(e.g. retired lawyers and academics)
(Amune, Aidenojie and Obinyan, 2015;
Joyce, Wang and McDonald, 2015;
Silver and Easty, 2017). Management,
psychology and gerontology researchers
have predominantly focused on older
workers. The contemporary perceptions
and strategies for retirement planning and
ﬁnancial security by mid-career employees
who are not yet retired (pre-retirees) are
missing (Dingemans and Henkens, 2019).
Secondly, very little is known about preretirement planning perceptions and
strategies, particularly by mid-career
employees in the gambling sector in South
Africa. Instead, existing research has
focused on policy issues and problems
of gambling. Thus, there is a compelling
need for a more situated and integrative
understanding of pre-retirement planning
and mid-career employees’ ﬁnancial
behaviour- at a culturally and professionally
key career stage, rather than merely a
chronological age of future retirees in South
Africa.

This qualitative study explores the
perceptions and strategies of pre-retirement
planning and ﬁnancial security considered
by mid-career employees at a gambling
company in Durban. Given the above
objective, the key research question is: What
are the perceptions and strategies of preretirement planning and ﬁnancial security
considered by mid-career employees of a
gambling company in Durban, South Africa?
This research is valuable, as it illuminates
the pathways to retirement from mid-career
employees’ standpoint as future retirees
and the potential pitfalls that may ruin
prospects of a comfortable retirement and
ﬁnancial security. This article is insightful
as it underscores the ontology of retirement
as extended working life, thus shaping
the planning and ﬁnancial behaviour of
pre-retirees. This ontology diﬀers from
the conventional notion of retirement as
an abrupt exit from the world of work, and
total closure of income and has serious
implications for responsible retirement,
which demand individual and organisational
level changes and comprehensive support
to employees.
This article focuses on the key concept
of retirement planning before discussing
ﬁnancial security and its strategies. After
that, the article presents the research
methodology and the ﬁndings. Lastly,
there is a discussion of the results and
implications, followed by the conclusion.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
As there is no single, clear, and universal
deﬁnition of retirement, it is prudent to start
by focusing on retirement’s traditional and
stereotypical image. In a nutshell, retirement
is about a person holding a job for many
years, reaching the legal retirement age,
and then withdrawing from the workforce
entirely, never to work for pay again (Wang,
2013). The exit mode can be classiﬁed along
three dimensions: early versus on-time,
voluntary versus involuntary, and partial
versus full retirement. Thus, retirement can
take many forms. Some people who are
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retired by one deﬁnition are not retired by
another deﬁnition. It is, therefore, salient
to delve into the multi-dimensional and
processual ontology of retirement to gain
more conceptual clarity and complexity.
2.1 Four multi-dimensions of retirement
The concept of retirement is complex, as
illustrated by Ekerdt and Deviney (1990)
and Denton and Spencer (2009), oﬀering
insights into its multi-dimensional nature.
According to Ekerdt and Deviney (1990)
and Denton and Spencer (2009), multidimensional criteria are vital to capture
retirement’s complexity. The proposed eight
multi-dimensional criteria to be considered in
deﬁning retirement are (a) non-participation
in the labour force, (b) reduction in hours
worked and earnings and (c) hours worked
or earnings below some minimum cut-oﬀ.
The other dimensions are (d) receipt of
retirement/pension income; (e) exit from
one’s main employer; (f) change of career
or employment later in life; (g) self-assessed
retirement; and (h) some combination of the
previous seven. Thus, it is naïve to construe
retirement’s ontology by focusing on only
one dimension and ignoring the multiple
dimensionalities.
In a diﬀerent view, Wang and Schultz
(2010:174) pronounce a process-oriented
ontology of retirement. For instance,
retirement as a decision-making process is
about the purposeful and motivated choice
by workers when deciding to decrease their
commitment to work and withdraw from
work-related activities (Wang and Schultz,
2010:174). This ontology suggests that
workers search for and weigh up the relevant
information and evaluate retirement’s
overall utility before making a rational
decision. Arguably, workers will retire only
when they feel that their accumulated
ﬁnancial resources can support their
consumption needs in retirement. In terms
of role and image, employees evaluate
whether the action of retirement matches
their self-images or roles before deciding
to retire (Silver and Easty, 2017). However,
not every decision to retire is voluntary and

a result of a motivated choice. Employees
make retirement decisions in the face of
incomplete and imperfect information about
themselves and their situation and ﬁnancial
adequacy for ﬁnancial security. The ontology
of retirement as a decision-making process
seems to be narrowly about when to retire.
It appears to exclude other decisions such
as what to do in retirement, where to live
and with whom.
Another ontology of retirement hinges on
the adjustment process, focusing on how
retirees get used to the idea of changed
aspects of life in the transition from work to
retirement and achieving comfort with postretirement experience. In this ontology, the
life course theory considers retirement as
a transition found in the lifespan duration
(Silver and Easty, 2017). The continuity
theory emphasises the general tendency
of human beings to maintain consistency
in life patterns over time and to aim to
accommodate changes and transitions
without the experience of a stressful
disruption (Silver and Easty, 2017). Role
theory hinges on the importance of role
exit and role transition embedded in the
retirement adjustment (Silver and Easty,
2017). Role transition weakens work roles,
such as the worker role, the organisational
member role, and the career role. The loss
of work roles is decipherable in ﬁnancial
(e.g. missing money/ income) and social
dimensions (e.g. losing social status, social
contacts, and colleagues as sources of
social support) (Silver and Easty, 2017).
Role transition can lead to either positive
or negative adjustment consequences,
depending on whether the role transition
is desirable and matches the individual’s
values and goals. Instead of viewing
retirement as a career exit, the notion of
retirement as adjustment recognises the
potential for later career employment and
work activity (Silver and Easty, 2017).
Lastly, the temporal ontology of retirement
emphasises three broad and sequential
phases: pre-retirement planning, retirement
decision-making, and retirement transition
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and adjustment (Wang and Shultz, 2010).
The temporal process of retirement typically
starts with pre-retirement preparation. In the
preparation phase, the employees envision
what their retirement might entail and begin
discussing these plans with friends, family
members, and colleagues. Subsequently,
the decision to retire and the implications
of transition and adjustment are aspects
of retirement – as a temporal process
rather than as a discrete career stage that
employees pass through. For this study,
retirement is a purposeful choice of exiting
from a current job held by an employee for
some time and adjusting with the intent of
less obligation to work.
2.2 Five fundamental aspects of
retirement planning
Drawing from management, psychology and
sociology literature, one can decipher ﬁve
essential elements of retirement planning.
These are (1) the core of planning, (2)
planning horizon, (3) types of planning, (4)
scope of retirement planning and (5) multilevel phenomenon.
First, the core of planning is to map out
the means-ends and generate more
accurate goal achievement expectations.
In planning, the setting of future direction
through a variety of current and future
activities is central (e.g. development of
speciﬁc, measurable, achievable targeted
and timed goals). In retirement planning,
the adequacy and ﬂow of resources one
would need for a well-prepared retirement
is a crucial goal (Muratore and Earl, 2015).
As retirement is about a long-term
phenomenon, a good retirement plan
provides ﬂexibility and adjustment to
emergent events and a way to visualise
future problems, i.e. gaps between the
current situation and scenarios of the
desired lifestyle, and conﬁgure possible
solutions for future possibilities (Muratore
and Earl, 2015).
Second, planning horizon provides a “future
frame-border” in terms of the length of time

an individual or organisation will look into
the future when preparing a plan or strategy
(Johnson, Whittington, Scholes, Angwin
and Regner, 2017). The planning horizon
falls into the short, medium and long term.
Shortening the time horizon for retirement
planning is related to signiﬁcant negative
consequences concerning the adequacy of
retirement resources and preparedness for
an individual (Sołoducho-Pelc, 2015:162).
Third, it is critical to understand that there
are formal and informal ways of retirement
planning. Informal planning is when an
individual gathers information about
retirement from friends, partners and by
reading retirement planning material.
Alternatively, formal retirement planning
involves participation in structured planning
activities (e.g. a retirement seminar) and
expert support by ﬁnancial and retirement
advisers. In a diﬀerent vein, retirement
planning or strategising can be deliberate
or emergent in response to unanticipated
changes. It is noteworthy that not every
worker believes they can plan for retirement
(e.g. set retirement goals, identify diﬀerent
resources required, calculate how much
money is needed to retire comfortably, and
save monthly to get there).
Fourth, the scope of retirement is critical as
it aﬀects the various aspects of life, which
should cover retirement planning (Muratore
and Earl, 2015). Retirement planning needs
to be comprehensive by embracing ﬁnancial
and non-ﬁnancial domains (e.g. ﬁnancial
well-being, long term health, social life,
and psychological well-being) (Silver and
Easty, 2017). Individuals who perform more
and comprehensive planning activities
for retirement have reported greater
satisfaction with their retirement than those
who plan less (Silver and Easty, 2017).
Lastly, both retirement and planning are
multi-level phenomena that manifest at
societal, organisational and individual
levels. Societal norms provide cultural
criteria that regulate time for retirement,
support systems for the elderly, and
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opportunities for transition and adjustment
to new roles by the older people (Luborsky
and LeBlanc, 2003). For example, the
cultural criterion for time to retire from active
life among the Fulani people of Nigeria is
the last child’s marriage. The marriage
marks the end of reproductive life, and a
person is deemed socially dead and without
social status even if physically healthy
(Luborsky and LeBlanc, 2003).In terms of
support systems in retirement, the Lusi of
Papua New Guinea views feebleness and
dependency with aversion. As such, the
retired people have social status so long
as they are independent, self-suﬃcient
or have family support (Luborsky and
LeBlanc, 2003). The sociological view of
retirement can also reveal how older people
change from challenging economic activity
to less arduous and community activity. For
instance, the Burmese elders in South East
Asia stop working and devote themselves
to religious duties and meditation (Luborsky
and LeBlanc, 2003). The sociological lens
reveals that retirement and its planning
are context-speciﬁc. There is a need to
question cross-cultural validity and avoid
over-generalisation.
At the meso-level, explicit organisational
elements (policies, beneﬁts, mandatory
retirement age, and support for older
workers) and implicit aspects (e.g. the
image of older workers) shape retirement
planning (Silver and Easty, 2017). Johnson
et al. (2017) assert that the cultural web in
an organisation shapes how people behave
and may support or impede pre-retirement
planning behaviours. The cultural web
comprises rituals and routines, control
systems, power structures, organisational
structure, symbols and stories, inﬂuencing
culture and path-dependent actions in
an organisation (Johnson et al., 2017). In
contrast, the micro-level of retirement relates
to the individual’s pathway for exiting the
workforce, emphasising retirement plans,
decisions, and post-retirement activities
and behaviours. With the multi-level view
of retirement in mind, planning practices
and actions throughout the pre-retirement

and post-retirement processes should
be comprehensive enough to consider
inﬂuence by the individual-level factors and
the more extensive micro and meso context
of the retirement. Drawing from the above
discussion, retirement planning in this
particular study is about how a mid-career
employee looks at the future and involves
determining a variety of retirement goals
and the resources, actions and decisions
necessary to achieve and monitor those
goals.
2.3. The concept of ﬁnancial security
To plan for retirement, individuals must
make a variety of important decisions,
including ﬁnancial retirement decisions. For
example, ﬁnancial security as a goal when
an employee retires is achieved if there is
the sustenance of current and anticipated,
desired living standards and ﬁnancial
freedom (Elisabeth, Hogreve, Holmlund,
Kabadayi and Löfgren, 2017). Arguably,
there are three aspects to understand
ﬁnancial security as an aspect of a ﬁnancial
retirement plan. First, there is the current and
future based assessment of ﬁnancial wellbeing. This temporal dimension recognises
an individual’s satisfaction with the current
ﬁnancial situation and conﬁdence in the
ﬁnancial future. Second, ﬁnancial freedom
is about not feeling forced, constrained or
stressed about making choices concerning
necessities or covering everyday expenses
(Elisabeth et al., 2017). Financial security
includes assessing current or a speciﬁc
point in time and an anticipated standard
of living and ﬁnancial freedom. The third
aspect of ﬁnancial security relates to the
desired living standard. Concisely, the living
standard is about a combination of wealth,
services, comfort, and material goods
available to someone that is considered
essential to their preferred quality of life.
Financial security has an emotional
dimension (e.g. the feeling of being
secure, able to maintain the current and
desired level of ﬁnancial freedom and living
standard) and a material dimension (e.g.
accumulation of material wealth) (Tay, Batz,
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Parrigon and Kuykendall, 2017). Yulianda,
Sabri, Rahim and Osman (2018:103) assert
that ﬁnancial security is “the condition of
having constant income or other resources
to sustain a standard of living now and in
the foreseeable future”. This study adopts
this deﬁnition of ﬁnancial security because
it includes a continuous ﬂow of income and
resources that sustain current and future
living standards. In this regard, ﬁnancial
security is a personal and subjective
rather than an objective assessment of
mid-careeremployees’ ﬁnancial position.
In the subjective evaluation, individuals
perceive high or low ﬁnancial security,
regardless of their objective ﬁnancial status.
For example, individuals on the same
income level can have diﬀerent ﬁnancial
security assessments, depending on their
personal preferences and values, ﬁnancial
knowledge, and eﬃcacy.
2.4. Strategies to enhance ﬁnancial
security
To achieve ﬁnancial security, mid-career
employees must make saving for retirement
a priority and start early. A three-pillar of
pension scheme includes the public scheme
(e.g. the state provides all citizens with a
minimum pension income). Other pillars
are occupational schemes (employmentrelated pension plans) and voluntary
schemes (e.g. for additional savings by
individuals) (Moleko and Ikhide, 2017).
Employment-related schemes fall into the
two categories of deﬁned beneﬁt and deﬁned
contribution plans (Moleko and Ikhide,
2017). A deﬁned beneﬁt plan is when the
employer is responsible for a guaranteed
lifetime income for qualiﬁed employees
once they retire (Shin, Kim and Heath,
2019). Deﬁned beneﬁt plans facilitate saving
for retirement by pronouncing automatic
enrolment, automatic investment and
automatic escalation. Automatic escalation
helps to eliminate employees’ inertia and
challenges them to comply with the saving
rate (Shin et al., 2019).
On the other hand, a deﬁned contribution

plan requires employees to make most
decisions regarding saving for their
retirement, and beneﬁts are dependent on
the investment outcome. A vital diﬀerence
between the deﬁned beneﬁt and the deﬁned
contribution plan relates to which party
assumes the investment risk associated
with the plan (Shin et al., 2019). In deﬁned
beneﬁt plans, the employer assumes the
risk of investment shortfalls. In contrast,
in deﬁned contribution plans, individual
employees bear this risk (Shin et al., 2019).
South Africans generally save for retirement
through their employer-provided pension or
provident fund (Old Mutual, 2019). However,
people need to supplement the employerprovided pension or provident fund with
private or voluntary savings and insurance
coverage to avoid the risk of retirement
insecurity. Retirement security embraces
the comfort level in terms of maintaining
the pre-retirement standard of living during
retirement life. In South Africa, many
people do not understand the pension fund
system, asset allocation, tax implications
and retirement risks (Old Mutual, 2019).
Financial education with ﬁnancial coaching
of employees for ﬁnancial empowerment
and ﬁnancial behaviour change is necessary
for employees’ ﬁnancial well-being (FrankMiller, Covington, Despard, Hannon and
Grinstein-weiss, 2017:4). One-size-ﬁts-all
topics in ﬁnancial education and oﬀering
what should be done instead of guidance
and coaching are common mistakes in
ﬁnancial wellness programmes.
Another strategy to ease employees’
ﬁnancial insecurity is to prolong older
workers’ careers (Silver and Williams,
2018). Lytle, Clancy, Foley and Cotter
(2015) are explicit that an employee may
have the options of delayed retirement
(e.g. when people continue working past
their retirement age), phased retirement
(e.g. when people gradually progress from
full-time work to a complete exit from work
through mechanisms such as reduced
hours, changes in responsibilities, extended
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leave and becoming an independent
contractor) or bridge employment (Silver
and Williams, 2018). Bridge employment
takes various forms, such as self-employed
versus employed by others, full-time versus
part-time, career-related versus noncareer-related work, in-oﬃce versus virtual
jobs, and long-term versus short-term. It
is transition employment between full-time
work and complete retirement, in the same
career with the same employer or entirely
diﬀerent ﬁeld (Silver and Williams, 2018).
The phenomenon of bridge jobs is vital in
the era of longevity but remains insuﬃciently
studied by business and management
scholars.
To achieve ﬁnancial security, ﬁnancial control
(e.g. involvement in daily ﬁnancial decisionmaking processes and executing corrective
actions); ﬁnancial planning (e.g. setting
ﬁnancial goals and working to meet them,
giving preference to saving and budgeting
to make ends meet, having emergency
funds, spending habits, investment, insuring
against risks, and estate planning); choice of
ﬁnancial products and ﬁnancial knowledge
are critical (Roberts et al., 2016; Grohmann,
2018). Concisely, ﬁnancial knowledge
is salient for employees to process
ﬁnancial information and make informed
decisions about ﬁnancial planning, wealth
accumulation, pension plans and debt.
However, the choices of whether to save or
invest and how much to do so depends on
a person’s ﬁnancial literacy level and ability
to apply ﬁnancial knowledge when making
ﬁnancial decisions (Padley and Shepherd,
2019). The Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD)
(2016:47) deﬁnes ﬁnancial literacy as “a
combination of awareness, knowledge,
skill, attitude and behaviour necessary
to make sound ﬁnancial decisions and
ultimately achieve individual ﬁnancial
well-being”. Higher ﬁnancial literacy leads
to improved ﬁnancial decision making
(Grohmann, 2018). As ﬁnancial planning is
becoming complex, some people are using
professional ﬁnancial advice from ﬁnancial
planners. Given the above discussion, the

question of perceptions and strategies
of pre-retirement planning and ﬁnancial
security is salient, especially at the midcareer stage of pre-retirees.
3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
3.1. Research paradigm
This exploratory qualitative study used
the social constructivist paradigm to gain
subjective and multiple perspectives of
mid-career employees regarding their
perceptions of and strategies for retirement
planning and ﬁnancial security.
3.2. Sampling
First, the study used convenience sampling
to identify a gambling organisation in
Durban. Second, purposive sampling
helped identify mid-career employees in
the organisation. Purposive sampling is
used when participants included in the
study know about the phenomenon under
study – in this instance, the perceptions and
strategies of pre-retirement planning and
ﬁnancial security by mid-career employees.
The researcher established a stratum of
employees within the 35 to 49-year-old age
group in the organisation using the annual
yearbook, which contains each employee’s
age, name, photo, and synopsis. This age
range represents mid-career employees
falling within the stabilisation and
maintenance career stages, as Super
(1957) proposed.
After that, a three-factor selection criterion
helped identify research participants within
the mid-career stratum. The selection
criteria focused on: (1) the participant being
a permanent employee of the gambling
organisation, (2) the participant having
more than ten years of experience in
understanding the organisational context
and (3) the participant being willing to
talk openly about their perceptions of and
strategies for pre-retirement planning and
ﬁnancial security. The total number of
participants in this study was ﬁfteen, eight
males and seven females.
3.3. Data collection
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Fifteen semi-structured, in-depth and audiorecorded interviews were conducted with
each of the selected mid-career employees
with the aid of an interview guide. An
interview guide was useful to help the
participants focus during the interview. The
guide focused on: self-perceptions of preretirement planning activities and ﬁnancial
security, perceived current and future
ﬁnancial freedom to sustain living standards,
and the variety of strategies they consider for
pre-retirement planning, ﬁnancial freedom
and adequacy in retirement. The interviews
were conducted in a private room, which
allowed interviewees to talk freely about
their retirement and ﬁnancial issues. The
interview guide was pre-tested on midcareer employees to ensure a logical ﬂow
of interview questions, coverage of all key
issues and to avoid ambiguity. On average,
each interview took 50 minutes. Data
collection stopped when the extra eﬀort to
collect data did not yield anything new, and
participant responses became repetitive.
3.4. Data analysis
According to Schwandt (2015:60), “forms
of content analysis include both numeric
and interpretive means of analysing
[textual] data” to provide knowledge and
understanding of the phenomenon under
study. The current study used content
analysis which involved inducing meaning
from interview data, comparing, contrasting,
and grouping into explicit categories and
broader themes to quantify contextual
meanings. This technique was suitable
in this study, as the sample was relatively
small to quantify each theme’s recurrence
easily. In this way, the researcher delineated
patterns that were initially developed into
key categories and later broader themes of
perceptions and strategies of pre-retirement
planning and ﬁnancial security by midcareer employees.
3.5
Research quality
Participants used member checks to
enhance the accuracy of transcriptions.
An audit trail of the research process and
ﬁndings provided in this study contributes

to the dependability and transferability of
ﬁndings (Schwandt, 2015).
4. RESULTS
This study’s results are presented in two
ways: initially focusing on perceptions
and later on pre-retirement planning and
ﬁnancial security strategies.
4.1. Perceptions of pre-retirement
planning and ﬁnancial security
This study has revealed that mid-career
employees perceive that they are stretched
to the limit ﬁnancially and therefore struggle
to engage in pre-retirement voluntary
savings and ﬁnancial security. Table 1
depicts the ﬁve diﬀerent perceptions upheld
by mid-career employees regarding preretirement planning and ﬁnancial security.
TABLE 1: THEMES FOUND RELATING
TO PERCEPTIONS OF PRE-RETIREMENT
PLANNING AND FINANCIAL SECURITY

Perceptions of preretirement planning and
Frequency
ﬁnancial security
Mid-career employees
struggle with ﬁnancial
12
insecurity
Retirement saving is
disruptive to current
13
consumptions
Retirement planning is
secondary to the clearing
11
of debt burden
Retirement planning
comes after children’s
10
needs
Good retirement requires a
12
diversity of income streams
4.1.1 Mid-career employees struggle
with ﬁnancial insecurity
Twelve out of the ﬁfteen mid-career
employees indicated that while they think
about planning for retirement, they fail
to save for retirement due to prevailing
ﬁnancial insecurity. One of the mid-career
employees articulated the inadequacy
of income to meet the cost of living and
retirement savings.
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I think of covering my family with
medical aid, including the costs of
what we are going to eat every day.
In the end, there is nothing to save for
retirement (MC2).

oriented ﬁnancial behaviour and its eﬀect
on retirement planning timing is exempliﬁed
as follows.

The lack of control on expenditure and
temporal distance of retirement made the
conception of concrete long-term retirement
plans by mid-career employees diﬃcult, as
illustrated below.
I do not have a concrete retirement
plan because things change so much.
As soon as I have extra disposable
cash, I ﬁnd ways to use it. I do not think
of retirement, which is far (MC2).
In a diﬀerent vein, mid-career employees
say they compensate for their pay-as-yougo lifestyle, recognising that retirement
saving is diﬃcult without spousal support.
With us, it is more of a pay-as-you-go
situation. We know that we have to pay
school fees, pay electricity and [buy]
groceries. My partner does not believe
in retirement savings. I am saving
secretly without him knowing (MC4).

It has only been about settling our
debts for the cars, store cards, and
other things until this point. The debt
has taken a long time to catch up. We
are yet to plan for our retirement (MC5).
Another mid-career employee illustrated
how prioritising the purchase of property
makes it impossible to save for retirement.
I am under much pressure, as I bought
a property. It has been a rough ride
ever since. I cannot spare some money
and save for retirement. Every cent
counts now to pay for the mortgage
loan (MC8).
4.1.4 Retirement planning comes after
children’s needs
A total of ten mid-career employees agreed
that the needs of their children are a priority
ahead of saving for retirement. As retirement
is a distant event, priority is placed on
children’s needs, as reported below.
We did have an educational policy a
couple of years ago, which we pulled
out of…so in the next two years, we
need to do something on that aspect
aggressively... We also had to look
at the new property, relocate to ﬁnd
better schools for our kids. We are
yet to adjust and start thinking about
retirement (MC9).

4.1.2 Retirement saving is disruptive to
current consumptions
A total of thirteen mid-career employees
agreed that retirement planning is not
prioritised because it disrupts the current
consumption and expenditure pattern. The
negative connotation of retirement saving
as an unbearable cut is revealed as follows.
I was hoping to get a salary increase
so I would be able to start saving for
retirement. I cannot get by on my
salary. If I had to cut for retirement
saving, I do not know how I would pay
for my immediate needs (MC11).

Similarly, another participant echoed how
children’s ﬁnancial security is prioritised
rather than retirement savings for midcareer employees.

4.1.3 Retirement planning is secondary
to clearing debt burden
A total of eleven mid-career employees
shared the perception that retirement
planning is secondary to the clearing of their
debt burdens. The perception of present-

I have measures in place to take
care of my children if I die. I have
prioritised saving for them in terms of
life insurance instead of my retirement
savings (MC10).
In terms of time and the ﬁnancial situation,
mid-career employees perceive that time
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to start retirement planning is after meeting
the children’s needs. The temporal aspect
and level of priority accorded to retirement
are evident in this way.
The fact that we live in the house we
do is because we have two children.
Otherwise, we would still live in a ﬂat.
We would not have a big SUV if we did
not have children. We would probably
have smaller cars. We would not have
a helper. The cost is enormous, so
retirement planning has not started
(MC3).
4.1.5 Good retirement requires a
diversity of income streams
A total of twelve mid-career employees
shared the perception that proper retirement
planning is about having a diversity of
income streams. Mid-career employees
perceive paid bridge employment and postretirement entrepreneurship as retirement
income sources and pathways to ﬁnancial
security.
My mother is still working on a contract
basis, and my father retired at 70. At
that time, he had several businesses
already, which are now reliable sources
of good incomes. I will probably retire
late, [and] follow what my dad did
(MC3).
Another mid-career employee perceived
income from a business and property as
good retirement plans and not long-term
voluntary savings, which are opaque and
erode the value of savings.
I do not think of putting R200 or R500
away every month. I am concerned
about two things, the loss of value
of my savings due to inﬂation and
the ridiculous return; and the lack of
transparency. I need to have a business
or more properties or more things
that can continue to grow well above
inﬂation in giving me money (MC2).
4.2. Themes related to strategies

considered for pre-retirement planning
and ﬁnancial security
The three themes which reveal strategies
of pre-retirement and ﬁnancial security
by mid-career employees are (1) incomegenerating and entrepreneurial activities
in retirement; (2) scepticism when getting
retirement advice from ﬁnancial planners;
and (3) employer-led ﬁnancial literacy as
the foundation for ﬁnancial security. Table
2 below shows these ﬁndings before a
detailed presentation.
TABLE 2: THEMES ON STRATEGIES OF PRERETIREMENT PLANNING AND FINANCIAL
SECURITY

Strategies of preretirement and ﬁnancial
security considered by
mid-career employees
Income-generating and
entrepreneurial activities in
retirement
Scepticism is key when
getting retirement advice
from ﬁnancial planners
Employer-led ﬁnancial
literacy is a foundation for
ﬁnancial security

Frequency

12

8

13

4.2.1 Income generating and
entrepreneurial activities in retirement
A total of twelve mid-career employees
agreed that income-generating and
entrepreneurial activities are essential
as part of the strategy to ensure ﬁnancial
security
after
retirement.
Financial
socialisation of mid-career employees
by parents enhance the perception of
retirement annuities and rental income from
property as strategies for ﬁnancial security,
as exempliﬁed below.
My father told me to get my ﬁrst
retirement annuity. Later, I bought a
property for rental purposes, so some
things are being planned in retirement
(MC7).
Another interviewee echoed how propertybased income is a vehicle for ﬁnancial
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security in retirement.

ﬁnancial
planning
advice.
The
ﬁnancial planner was such a hard-core
salesperson. I was intimidated by the
information given. I did not trust most
of the information the ﬁnancial planner
provided me. (MC11).

We plan to pay as much as we can
into the (mortgage) bond and pay oﬀ
the property. We want to buy a second
property and rent out the paid-oﬀ
property. Later, when we retire, we
can always return to the ﬁrst (smaller)
property (MC5).
The temporal signiﬁcance of starting a
business before retirement to ensure a
sustainable stream of income is highlighted
below.
We have already started working on
a business concept, and my partner
will start the business and grow it
before we retire. There is a demand
for consulting services, but we need to
start early to ensure the company can
get established and sustain us through
retirement (MC13).
4.2.2 Scepticism when getting
retirement advice from ﬁnancial
planners is key
A total of eight mid-career employees
agreed that they were very sceptical of the
advice from self-serving and untrustworthy
ﬁnancial advisers. One of the mid-career
employees illustrated the scepticism felt,
and therefore the selective use of the
advice on retirement and ﬁnancial security,
as well as a sense of resentment towards
the approach used by ﬁnancial planners as
follows.
I am very sceptical of anybody coming
to me to sell me something … I always
think somebody is out to get me in
that sense. I did listen to the advice
of ﬁnancial advisers. However, I did
not agree with everything they said
because they are trying to sell a product
(MC7).

Although some mid-career employees use
friends who are professional planners, they
remain sceptical because of the general
distrust of ﬁnancial planners.
I get advice from my friends; they are
professional brokers, so I get unbiased
advice. However, I look at it critically
because it is always for the beneﬁt of
the industry. In essence, I distrust the
ﬁnancial services industry (MC6).
4.2.3 Employer-led ﬁnancial literacy as
a foundation for ﬁnancial security
A total of thirteen mid-career employees
concurred that employer-led ﬁnancial
literacy is vital as a foundation for sound
ﬁnancial security. The premise of employerled ﬁnancial literacy as an alternative to
advice by ﬁnancial planners is reported in
this way:
It is not enough for employers to just
oﬀer a provident fund. They need to do
more – in terms of ﬁnancial wellness
days and stuﬀ like that. Financial
training led by employers and not
a ﬁnancial planner would be great,
trusted and a good foundation for our
informed retirement planning (MC4).
The self-serving, transactional approach
and lack of customer care by ﬁnancial
advisers necessitate employer support
as appropriate to enhance internal locus
of control over ﬁnancial planning and
behaviour by mid-career employees.

Another mid-career employee perceived the
aggressive sales pitch, which undermines
the trust of ﬁnancial planners as follows.
I

have

obtained

retirement

and
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It irritates me because the ﬁnancial
advisers worry about getting their
cut. They do not care where I will be
in 30 years and what recourse I will
have in 30 years when my retirement
is a screw-up. Our employers should

help. I cannot own my future without
the ﬁnancial knowledge to plan for it
(MC3).
5. DISCUSSION
This study has highlighted explicitly that
mid-career employees predominantly feel
ﬁnancially stretched to such a limit that
they do not perceive retirement planning
as a current priority. Firstly, mid-career
employees focus on meeting children’s
needs, clearing debt burdens, and coping
with living costs. In the parlance of ﬁnancial
security by Hayes and Finney (2013), midcareer employees perceive themselves as
strivers who experience ﬁnancial diﬃculties
frequently. However, they have some
ﬁnancial optimism about their ﬁnancial
situation in the future (Hayes and Finney,
2013). In temporal terms, it is notable
that pre-retirement planning is perceived
as distant and not part of mid-career
employees’ current ﬁnancial priorities as
future retirees. This study shows that preretirement planning and strategies are
impeded by income problems of not making
ends meet and a savings problem rooted in
the widespread lack of understanding about
the necessity of retirement planning and low
awareness about what is required to fund a
decent retirement. Pre-retirement planning
is perceived as secondary and not part of
future retirees’ immediate ﬁnancial priorities,
which resonate with the concept of narrow
framing. Narrow framing is a behavioural
bias that occurs when individuals overlook
the overall aspects of an issue and make
an isolated decision without considering
other factors related to the case (Shin et al.,
2019). In this study, the various ‘pieces’ of
ﬁnancial decisions in mid-career employees’
present ﬁnancial life do not ﬁt together to
create a pathway to retirement and ﬁnancial
security. Brown (2019) asserts that ﬁnancial
literacy and ﬁnancial behaviour change in
cash management and debt problems
are cardinal to enable pre-retirement
planning and ﬁnancial security. Mid-career
employee’s survival in their old age should
be a critical consideration, not a low priority
matter. This study unearths the ﬁnancial

socialisation of some mid-career employees
by their parents as a valuable non-ﬁnancial
resource for pre-retirement planning and
ﬁnancial security. Retirement planning
and ﬁnancial security also require spousal
support. There is a variety of non-ﬁnancial
resources, including psychological, social,
emotional and motivational resources which
are important for retirement and ﬁnancial
security. The resource-based dynamic
model of retirement asserts that a variety
of planning activities is necessary to obtain
ﬁnancial and non-ﬁnancial resources for
retirement planning and ﬁnancial security
(Yeung and Zhou, 2017).
Secondly, it is notable that mid-career
employees as future retirees are not
adopting the conventional ontology of
retirement as an abrupt, total withdrawal
from economic activities and an absence
of new income streams. Instead, the
phenomenon of “working till you die” is
prevalent, eroding the necessity of proactive
pre-retirement planning strategies, the
culture of responsible retirement and
ﬁnancial security. This study found that midcareer employees hope to work longer as
they will not be ﬁnancially secure to retire
fully. A survey by 10XInvestment (2020)
agrees that South African households
are not prepared for retirement. People
will continue to work in some capacity –
either for an employer or by starting their
own business. Profoundly, the perception
of never retiring from work is a solace for
employees who have been under-prepared
or unwilling to take control and responsibility
to prepare adequately and fully retire when
they wish. Extending the working life in
an organisational job by an older worker
is not exclusively in his or her control but
rather what employers and policymakers
may oﬀer (James, Matz-Costa and Smyer,
2016). While mid-career employees
perceive retirement as predominantly a
choice, they seem reluctant to accept that
it is an inevitability that deserves proactive
pre-retirement planning and strategies.
Three options, namely delayed retirement,
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phased retirement, and bridge work,
facilitate
older
workers’
continued
organisational work (Beehr and Bennett,
2015). Alternatively, other retirees may
switch from organisational employment
to entrepreneurship. Transitions from
organisational employment to late-career
entrepreneurship in the UK revealed an
increase in quality of life signiﬁcantly
greater than that experienced by individuals
who switch to another organisational job
(Kautonen, Kibler and Minniti, 2017).
In South Africa, pre-retirees need to be
fully aware that late switching from an
organisational job to entrepreneurship also
involves a decrease in income level. The
compensations for the decline in income
include being better able to satisfy the
fundamental need for autonomy, control,
self-realisation, and pleasure (Kautonen et
al., 2017). Institutional and organisational
settings to help older workers in South
Africa become entrepreneurs are critical
as entrepreneurship has its peculiar
tribulations.

ﬁnancial and retirement service providers to
re-design or innovate products and exploit
the “income” for the retirement market –
which is distinct from voluntary “savings” for
retirement.

Thirdly, this study has indicated that midcareer employees prefer income-oriented
rather than a voluntary saving-oriented
strategy for retirement and ﬁnancial security.
The perceived ineﬃciency in terms of low
returns but also loss of value of retirement
savings through inﬂation over time
dissuades mid-career employees. A study of
retirement and ﬁnancial behaviour in South
Africa by 10XInvestment (2020) reveals
problems such as the lack of transparency
and consistent, targeted communication
to savers by providers of retirement plans.
Ill-informed saving arises as savers do
not know what sort of retirement living
standards they want. Furthermore, preretirees also do not know the current and
future retirement savings level for ﬁnancial
adequacy (Silver and William, 2018). It is
noteworthy that mid-career employees in
this study perceived good retirement in
terms of diversity of income streams (e.g.,
bridge jobs, business and rental from the
property) rather than opaque voluntary
retirement savings. These issues invoke

6.1. Gradual and ﬂexible retirement
options
As mid-career employees are opting to
extend their working lives, this has two
organisational and managerial implications.
First, there is a need for changes in the
elements of the organisational architecture
such as systems, job re-design, culture,
and human resources (HR) practices by
HR practitioners and organisational leaders
to ensure a supportive and friendly work
environment for older, experienced and
productive employees who opt for delayed
retirement, phased retirement or bridge
employment. For instance, technology
can facilitate the continued work of older
employees in virtual jobs. There is also a
need for policy change and clarity on the
gradual and ﬂexible retirement options as
organisational-level responses to retirement
insecurity in the era of longevity. The
changes should be premised on the fact that
the conventional idea of retirement as the
purposeful choice of exiting from a current
job held by an employee for some time

Lastly, the study underscores that ﬁnancial
planners and employers’ roles in terms of
improving the ﬁnancial literacy of mid-career
employees are critical in averting retirement
insecurity in South Africa. The transactional
and self-serving orientation of ﬁnancial
planners undermines their credibility
in the eyes of mid-career employees.
Consequently, most mid-career employees
are unequivocally certain that employerled ﬁnancial literacy is an alternative to
the distrusted and self-serving ﬁnancial
advisers if they are to learn to improve
ﬁnancial decisions.
6. MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
Four implications arise from the perceptions
and strategies of pre-retirement planning
and ﬁnancial security identiﬁed in this study.
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with the intent of less obligation to work is
transforming. Second, it is fundamental that
HR practitioners and organisations promote
responsible retirement which emphasises
that retirement is an inevitability which
necessitates that employees as individuals
take responsibility for proactive preretirement planning to aﬀord full retirement
if they wish, or only work in retirement as a
choice. Organisations are implored to take
the problem of poor or lack of pre-retirement
planning and ﬁnancial insecurity seriously
mindful that not every employee may be
oﬀered or qualify for gradual and ﬂexible
retirement options in an organisation. HR
practitioners and organisational leaders
face the challenge of building and promoting
a culture of responsible retirement among
employees.
6.2 Integrating income and savings for
retirement strategy
Mid-career employees’ concerns regarding
long-term retirement savings in terms of
ineﬃciency, low returns, and erosion of
the value of voluntary retirement savings
over time are paramount that there are
implications for product innovation. Longterm and voluntary retirement savings
products are less appealing to future retirees
that mid-career employees are shifting to
bringing in income during retirement. In
this regard, an income-oriented strategy
for retirement by mid-career employees is
a crucially needed insight into new ﬁnancial
solutions for needs not yet met by ﬁnancial
service providers. Mid-career employees
wish to integrate an employer-sponsored
retirement scheme on the one hand,
and entrepreneurial ways of providing
sustainable retirement income (and not
additional or voluntary retirement savings)
on the other, as sources of retirement
income.
6.3. Employer-led retirement and related
ﬁnancial literacy
Mid-career employees have a limited
understanding of what is necessary for preretirement planning and ﬁnancial security.
As such, there is a call for employers to

do more, in addition to the provision of a
provident fund or pension scheme, by
facilitating ﬁnancial literacy education for
learning to make sound ﬁnancial decisions.
Customised ﬁnancial wellness programmes
of employees are salient to guide and coach
ﬁnancially illiterate employees so that
they know whether they are on track for a
comfortable retirement or not. The inclusion
of a ﬁnancial health assessment is pivotal
to gauge retirement readiness. Financial
wellness programmes need to help preretirees identify what they need to do in the
rest of their career stages before retiring
to ensure ﬁnancial adequacy. This study
has illuminated some of the components
of pre-retirement planning and ﬁnancial
security valued by mid-career employees,
which should also be part of employee
ﬁnancial wellness. To succeed, ﬁnancial
wellness programmes need to address the
pitfalls to retirement security, embedded in
the perceptions of mid-career employees,
such as the timing and conditions to start
retirement planning, retirement risks and
poor ﬁnancial behaviour, and belief of work
till you die, which can be potential barriers
to pre-retirement planning.
Post-retirement business and institutional
support for entrepreneurship literacy need
no over-emphasis, as not every older worker
may transition to another paid organisational
job. Employers need to grapple with the
pragmatic question of the entrepreneurship
literacy programme’s scope to support
mid-career employees in order to avert
retirement and ﬁnancial insecurity. Time
and ﬁnancial cost, administrative burden,
level of employee uptake and degree of
personalisation of the programme are also
critical considerations for the success of
a comprehensive employer-led ﬁnancial,
retirement and entrepreneurship literacy
programme.
6.4. Partnership for retirement and
ﬁnancial security
Lastly, ﬁnancial planners need to rebuild
trust and image, which has often been
undermined by their self-serving and
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transactional orientation when interacting
with mid-career employees. Financial
planners need to demonstrate a genuine
interest in retirement planning and midcareer employees’ ﬁnancial security rather
than simply view these employees as just
a source of business. A relationship and
customer-centric orientation premised on
partnership are critical if ﬁnancial planners
are to regain trust and promote mutual
beneﬁts between them and their clients who
are mid-career employees (Jordan, 2019).
7. CONCLUSION
The goals of a comfortable standard of living
and ﬁnancial security after the traditional
retirement age are desirable but seem
elusive to many mid-career employees.
If mid-career employees in South Africa
continue to view retirement as distant and low
on their current ﬁnancial priorities, they are
likely to face retirement insecurity. Notably,
mid-career employees ﬁnd solace in the
hope of working longer – in organisational
jobs or as late-career entrepreneurs in
South Africa. The notion of extending the
working life has managerial implications on
how HR practitioners and organisational
leaders re-design the organisational
architecture to accommodate older workers
while encouraging pre-retirees to view
retirement as part of the current ﬁnancial
priority, which deserves long term planning
and actions. Time will inevitably come when
mid-career employees retire or cannot work
(e.g. due to ill-health or other reasons).
Only the well-informed and equipped midcareer employees can take responsibility
for their key strategies of pre-retirement
and ﬁnancial security to avoid the obligation
of extending their working life when they
should or could retire. However, without
the employers supporting and empowering
employees through ﬁnancial, retirement
and entrepreneurship literacy programmes,
the problem of retirement insecurity will
likely worsen in South Africa. It is equally
necessary that ﬁnancial planners rebuild
trust and respond to mid-career employees’
shift, from voluntary savings-oriented to

income-oriented retirement strategies,
as their preferred pathway to well-funded
retirement life.
This exploratory study focused on one
organisation only in Durban and used a
small sample, creating the limitation that the
ﬁndings are not generalisable. However, it
is hoped that the ﬁndings are transferable to
a similar context. Future research adopting
a longitudinal design is required to enrich
our understanding of the dynamic and
temporal aspects of the perceptions and
strategies for pre-retirement planning and
ﬁnancial security by mid-career employees
in diﬀerent organisations.
The article is a step towards a “situated”,
and integrative understanding of retirement
insecurity
envisaged
pathways
to
retirement and major pitfalls which require
attention and a collaborative approach
between various stakeholders such as
ﬁnancial service providers, employees and
employers to mitigate retirement insecurity
in South Africa.
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INVESTIGATING UNIQUE
STRATEGY CHALLENGES
FACED BY SA FINANCIAL
BANKING INSTITUTIONS
EXPANDING INTO AFRICA

investigate the unique strategy challenges
faced by South African ﬁnancial banking
institutions expanding into the rest of Africa.
The study was conducted using a qualitative
research method. Face to face semistructured interviews were used to collect
data from senior managers and executives
in a ﬁnancial institution. Thematic analysis
was used to identify common themes from
the responses. Themes related to cultural
diﬀerences, regulation, need for diﬀerent
strategies, understanding speciﬁc customer
needs, competition and infrastructure were
identiﬁed. These themes represent some of
the most pertinent challenges South African
ﬁnancial institutions expanding into Africa
face. Some managerial recommendations
are made to overcome these challenges.
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ABSTRACT
Many organisations in South Africa make the
wrong assumption when trying to expand
their business to other countries in Africa;
there is usually an assumption that what
works in South Africa will automatically work
in another African country. Organisations
have slowly through the years learnt that it
is all about understanding the clientele, their
cultural preferences, their environment,
policies, procedures and how business is
conducted in their respective countries.
There are characteristics about Africa
that present themselves as obstacles to
business success. It was therefore crucial to
direct attention towards the nature of these
obstacles. The researchers also sought to
make practical recommendations to assist
the organisations to overcome the identiﬁed
obstacles. The aim of this study was to

1. INTRODUCTION AND
BACKGROUND
Africa is home to some of the fastest
growing economies in the world. For the
decade 2001 to 2010, six of the world’s 10
fastest-growing economies were in Africa
(Signe, 2019). Africa is on the rise; has for a
long time been the narrative amongst astute
observers and powerful investors. Many
companies have rushed into Africa looking
to capitalise on Africa’s growth potential.
With its sophisticated ﬁnancial systems,
communications sector, strong judiciary,
extensive transport network and a
comparatively strong domestic market,
South Africa is the second largest economy
in Africa and is the most developed country
in sub-Saharan Africa (PwC, Africa gearing
Up Report, 2013). South Africa is largely
seen as the gateway for doing business
in Africa. For a long time international
companies have chosen South Africa as the
preferred entry point into Africa. South Africa
is a member of the BRICS countries, which
is an association of ﬁve major emerging
market economies including Brazil, Russia,
India and China.
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Foreign direct investment into Africa has
grown substantially over the years, the
biggest intra-Africa investor in other African
countries in terms of the number of projects
until 2015 was South Africa. South African
companies have a long history of investing
in the rest of Africa (Katende, 2015). Many
South African companies have identiﬁed
the rest of Africa as a key strategic region
for growth since 1994.
There are some obstacles related to
market penetration and growth of African
economies, all diﬀering by country and
region, which culminates in Africa as a whole
being viewed as a challenging environment
to expand into for businesses. Successful
companies expanding into Africa are those
that have been able to modify their strategies
to suit the local environment without losing
their core values (Katende, 2015).
This research focused on a South African
ﬁnancial services organisation which has
expanded into Africa. The organisation
consists of three main divisions namely
Personal and Business Banking which
oﬀers ﬁnancial services to individual
customers as well as businesses from
small to large companies in South Africa
and multiple countries across Africa,
Corporate and Investment Banking which
involves developing solutions for corporate
customers that allow them to hedge their
risk through the use of ﬁnancial instruments,
grow their business through facilitating
their business deals such as mergers and
acquisitions as well as allowing them to
execute business transactions within the
day to day running of their business. The
Wealth and Investment division within
the ﬁnancial services company is mainly
responsible for maintaining relationships
with high-net-worth individuals and giving
them advice on how they can preserve
their wealth as well as create more wealth
through various investment products.
This research focused on the Corporate
and Investment Banking division.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Strategy as deﬁned by Michael Porter in
his 1996 Harvard business review article
is choosing a unique set of activities based
on a selected strategic positioning that
allows the ﬁrm to deliver unique value to the
customer (Porter, 1996) The focus of this
research is in particular on internal growth
strategies, speciﬁcally market development
strategies, as the researchers are looking
at organisations expanding beyond South
African borders into the rest of Africa.
Organisations expand into international
markets for a number of reasons such as
saturated local markets, to gain access
to new customers, to achieve lower costs
and enhance their competitiveness. This
could be as a result of these organisations
seeking to capitalize on economies of scale,
to further exploit their core competencies
by leveraging their competencies and
capabilities into a competitive position
in foreign markets as well as domestic
markets, gain access to resources and
capabilities located in foreign markets and
to spread the risk across a wider market
base (Gamble, Peteraf & Thompson, 2016).
Apart from reasons why ﬁrms go into
international markets, there are also a
number of factors that shape a strategic
approach in foreign markets such as:
Cross country diﬀerences in demographics,
cultural and market conditions which refer to
the buyer tastes that are inﬂuenced by the
particular culture and demographics in the
home market (Venter, 2014). Opportunities
for location-based advantages arise as
a result of the diﬀerences from country to
country in terms of the wage rates, worker
productivity, energy costs, environmental
regulations and tax rates etc. which often
have a signiﬁcant impact on proﬁtability
as they are able to make cost savings
which translate into increased proﬁts.
When organisations expose their products
and services into diﬀerent market across
borders, they are exposed to exchange
rate risks which more often than not happen
to be at the disadvantage depending on a
number of uncontrollable factors that are
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happening in the home countries. However,
in some cases the exchange rate diﬀerences
may translate into advantage for the
organisations. The impact of government
policies on the business environment in the
host country also plays a huge role on the
internationalization strategy of a business
e.g. the employment environment in South
Africa has often been criticized for being
“over legislated” in recent times, hence
some companies might be reluctant to
invest in South Africa because of the labor
laws and cost of labor (PWC, 2013).

according to Gamble et al (2016) include:
• Multidomestic Strategy: this strategy is
one where the ﬁrm considers the buyer
preferences and tastes of the home
market in which they have expanded into
and tailor their goods for that market.
• Global Strategy: this strategy is one
where the company’s approach is the
same for all markets in which it operates
e.g KFC adopts the same standard
ingredients for its chicken in all the
markets in which it operates.
• Transnational strategy: this is a strategy
that combines both the beneﬁts of the
Global and Multidomestic strategy by
considering the speciﬁc buyer tastes
of the home market also maintaining
a degree of standardization in the
products/ Services that it oﬀers.

According to Gamble et al (2016), there are
various strategies that an organisation can
consider when entering foreign markets
namely:
• maintaining a national production base
and then from there export goods to
foreign markets
• license foreign organisations to produce
and distribute the company’s products
abroad
• employ a franchise strategy whereby
the company will sell the rights/license
to the franchisee to be able to operate in
their home market
• establish a subsidiary in a foreign
market though an acquisition or internal
development
• rely on strategic alliances or joint
ventures with foreign partners to enter
new country markets
There is a fundamental diﬀerence between
internationalization
and
globalization,
the
easiest
deﬁnition
being
that
internationalization is the step towards
globalization where internationalization is
speciﬁcally about doing business across
borders globalization takes it a step further
by implying the company operates in the
overall global economy and all the activities
that are associated with this such political,
economic, cultural etc. (Venter, 2014).
The focus of this research is on the
internationalization
strategies
which

2.1 Why businesses want to invest in
Africa
According to Signe’ (2019) six of the ten
fastest growing economies in the world
were in Africa in 2019. Historically it was two
main factors that held back multinationals
from investing into Africa, ﬁrstly the notion
that growth of Africa is more on the longer
term and the risk that far outweighed the
potential beneﬁt, however Africa is shedding
these perceptions with the introduction of
more solid policies that are aligned with
international best practices in order to
attract greater foreign direct investment
(Signe, 2019).
According to Shah (2017) emerging
markets will continue to aﬀect the growth
plans of every multinational organisation
in the foreseeable future and Africa is no
exception as the fastest growing consumer
market.
One cannot ignore the infrastructural,
education and ﬁnancial inclusion challenges
that exist in Africa today but there is a big
opportunity to address these challenges
in a manner that beneﬁts everybody from
investors to, social activists as well as the
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end customer. One such example of this is
the KYC (know your customer) utility that
was developed by a number of South African
banks which enabled banks to get around
the challenges that exist in the compliance
environment with the need to constantly
collect customer details and store them
in a repository. Banks introduced a new
method by which customers’ details are
collected when they are being on boarded
and those details are kept on the system
and customer is only requested to come
in with additional documentation when the
details in the system have changed (Shah,
2017). Demographically, the African market
represents the fastest growing marketplace
with its 600 million people growing at
an average annual rate of 3 percent,
compared to 0.5% in developed countries,
in addition to this its resultant age structure
means that about 40% of the population is
under eighteen years of age which means
that for demographically youth orientated
products, Africa is the most active growth
market (Shah, 2017). There is a challenge
of mismanagement of state resources and
an unstable political arena, however thirty
African countries are pursuing serious
economic reform programs and twenty
of them are under the supervision of the
IMF (international monetary fund). These
programs typically involve government
spending cuts, increased taxes, reduced
government subsidies to industry and
agriculture all in an attempt to achieve
sustainable economic growth for the
continent and position it as the place to be
for FDI (foreign direct investment) (Sakr,
2016).
Most multinational companies do business
in Africa purely by exporting goods made
elsewhere and selling them through local
distributors demand is particularly strong
for equipment in the mining, construction,
food and processing, textile and medical
sectors. Larger multinationals having done
business in Africa for a number of years
are more likely to pursue strategies where
they set up a subsidiary where the setup
manufacturing plants in the countries and

might even license production to a third
party in smaller markets (Sakr, 2016).
2.2 Challenges of doing business in
Africa
Several authors (Naipainoi, 2017; Venter,
2014; Gekonge, 2013) are in agreement
about the challenges that are synonymous
with doing business in Africa, all of the
stating the lack of infrastructure as a
challenge for doing business in Africa.
This lack of infrastructure (such as
roads, harbors, electricity, ICT networks
and railways) is a signiﬁcant damper
on investment and business in Africa. It
compounds the high poverty and low food
security levels in sub-Saharan Africa, as it
hampers the distribution of food and food
aid, and information. For businesses, this
lack of infrastructure may translate into a
supply chain and distribution system that
is inadequate and disorganized, with much
of retail sales occurring though informal
channels.
Dalyop (2018) states that political instability
and the mismanagement of state resources
contribute to the lack of economic growth
within Africa while a publication by Warf
(2017) states that corruption hinders
economic freedom of any country and
ruins investor relationships. While levels
of corruption may diﬀer from country to
country, the cumulative eﬀect of endemic
corruption on business and the African
economy is massive.
There is no question that there is labor in
abundance in Africa however the challenge
lies in ﬁnding skilled and experienced labor
which means expatriates continue to play a
large role in African business.
A company expanding into Africa therefore
needs to factor in these labor issues into the
long term strategic planning process (Mail
and Guardian Africa, 2014). Due to limited
access to education at various levels,
African markets often present investors with
a lack of people with key business skills and
an oversupply of semi-skilled and unskilled
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workers (Venter, 2014).
This is one challenge that tends to be
overshadowed by the infrastructural,
political and labor challenges which is also
vital considering how diverse the populations
within each country are, for example, in
South Africa there are 9 provinces and 11
oﬃcial languages, therefore depending on
where the business expands within South
Africa, they will need to be accustomed to
the cultures and values of the community
within which they operate in order to be able
to communicate eﬀectively, negotiate and
bargain. Organisational cultures also diﬀer
in various countries (Lea Global, 2014).
3. PROBLEM STATEMENT
There is little research in international
business about dealing with challenges
and opportunities of internationalisation
by South African banking institutions into
foreign markets. In a broader view, scholars
notice that Africa is an under-researched
region, it seems to be a worthwhile eﬀort
to test whether theories apply there and
whether Africa is really diﬀerent or rather
like everywhere else (Mellahi and Mol,
2015).To some extent studies have shown
that research on internationalisation into
the African continent is still exploratory, with
little being known about how the banks deal
with psychic distance, ﬁrm resources and
strategic choice in their internationalisation
strategies.
While some South African banks such as
Standard Bank (known as Stanbic outside
South Africa) have become successful
at expanding their operations across the
continent, other ﬁnancial banking institutions
appear to face challenges in some of the
largest economies on the continent.
As some South African businesses have
failed in their internationalisation strategies
on the continent, it is thus important to
understand the challenges they faced.

4. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
4.1 Primary Objectives
The primary objective of this research was to
investigate the unique strategy challenges
faced by South African ﬁnancial banking
institutions expanding into Africa.
4.2 Secondary Objectives
The secondary objectives of the study
include:
• To investigate the factors hindering
market penetration and growth in the
African market.
• To examine the appropriate market entry
strategies for South African banking
institutions expanding into Africa.
• Explore the diﬀerences in business
environments between diﬀerent African
countries.
5. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This study made use of the interpretivist
research
paradigm.
According
to
Bryman and Bell (2017), interpretivist
approach is concerned with “the empathic
understanding of human action rather than
the forces that are deemed to act on it. This
study made use of a qualitative approach.
Qualitative researchers mostly prefer
induction informed by constructionism
and interpretivism. Qualitative research
approaches usually emphasise an inductive
approach to the relationship between
theory and research, in which the emphasis
is placed on generating rather than proving
theories. It was therefore appropriate
to conduct in-depth interviews to obtain
management’s views in connection with
the African business environment and
challenges aﬀecting market penetration
and business growth.
This study made use of purposive sampling.
Purposeful sampling is used when looking
for individuals or groups of individuals
that are particularly knowledgeable about
or experienced with a ﬁeld of interest
(Cresswell, 2018). The participants in this
research were employees and managers
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speciﬁcally at strategic level at a ﬁnancial
services organisation whose role involves
speciﬁcally expansion into the rest of the
African continent either by introducing
products or by establishing new operations
and partnerships. Face-to-face semistructured interviews were conducted with
nine participants in the 2nd semester of
2018; a principle of data saturation was
applied and this number was therefore
deemed to be suﬃcient to provide the
data required. Audio recording was used
to ensure that the researcher did not miss
any important points. After the interview
the audio was then transcribed by the
researcher into full text.
Below is the sample of participants that
participated in the research (Table 1).
The study made use of content analysisthematic analysis for the purpose of this
research. Thematic analysis can be deﬁned
as a method of identifying, analysing and
reporting patterns within data (Bryman &
Bell, 2017) can be used to make sense of
related material. It can be used to analyse
qualitative data and to systematically gain
knowledge about an institution, person or
group. In this study the researchers analysed
the transcribed interviews to identify six
primary themes which are described in the
following results and ﬁndings section of this
paper. The process involved examining a
document or other forms of communication,
classifying them into various coding units
which were prepared in advance by the

researcher. In this study, the researcher
analysed the research data transcript until
saturation point when themes continued
emerging repeatedly from the transcripts.
The organisation had granted permission for
the study to be conducted. All participants
were asked to suggest convenient places
where the interviews could be conducted.
All the 9 participants gave consent to audio
recording and for the notes to be taken. All
interviews took place at the participant’s
work oﬃces.
Multiple techniques were utilized to ensure
the credibility, transferability, dependability,
conﬁrmability and authenticity of the
study, and in doing so ensure overall
trustworthiness (Creswell, 2018). To satisfy
the criteria of transferability and authenticity,
a thick, descriptive background to the
research was created. To this end, the
discussion guide and a coherent explanation
of the data analysis process followed
were included. To ensure conﬁrmability,
triangulation was employed to establish a
clear link between the collected data and the
reviewed literature. Finally, dependability
was ensured by creating comprehensive
descriptions of the research design, the
manner of its implementation, and the
nature of the data collection. In addition
to the above, during the study, detailed
descriptions of all participants as well as
data collection methods and procedures
were documented to enable other
researchers to follow the study process by

TABLE 1: PARTICIPANTS AND THEIR ROLES
Participant

Role

Years of
Experience

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Platform
Owner,
digital
solutions

International
Remittance
Lead,
Emerging
payments

8

6

Executive
Head:
Forex,
Africa
Regions

Executive
Regional
Head:
Global
Markets,
West Africa

Group
Head:
Forex

Head:
Client
Services,
Global
Markets

Executive
Regional
Head:
Global
Markets,
Southern
and
Central
Africa

20

15

18

12

15

Source: Compiled by researchers from collected data
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H

I

Head:
FX
COO,
eSales,
Forex
Africa
Regions

12

8

deriving the ﬁndings. Conformability was
ensured by coding and creating themes,
data can be traced to participants, while the
process of ﬁltering and interpreting could be
demonstrated. Credibility was ensured by
providing participants with the opportunity to
review the records and data interpretations
to ensure the data represent the members’
viewpoints and responses accurately.
6. RESULTS AND FINDINGS
The participants of this study were all senior
to executive management staﬀ within a
ﬁnancial services company who have
responsibility for developing new products
within the rest of the African continent
as well as growing the business beyond
South Africa. The level of knowledge and
experience of the participants provided
valuable insights. Below are the questions
and a summary of the responses from
the participants during semi-structured
interviews and the themes that emerged
from their responses.
6.1 When asked about what their
experiences have been like doing
business in Africa. The responses can
be summarised as follows:
Most of the participants mentioned that there
is a perception that Africa is one country. It
was mentioned that some people do not
realise that Africa is rather a combination
of diﬀerent countries; therefore merely just
developing something in South Africa and
assuming it will work in another African
country will not work. Thus, understand
the local environment the organisation is
expanding into emerged as a theme in this
question.
Understanding the local conditions in
the country could allow the organisation
to develop solutions that will appeal to
the people in that country, with what is
available in that particular country in
terms of infrastructure, resources and the
networks in that speciﬁc country. Below is
an example of a direct response from 2 of
the Participants.

Participant 1
“complicated, no one country is
the same each country has its
own peculiar diﬀerences. It is very
important to understand the nuances
in each country before you can
attempt to do business in that country”
Participant 2
“I think you quickly realise that Africa
is not one country. It’s made up of
many diﬀerent countries. And you
can’t approach a one-size ﬁts all
approach, you’ve got to understand
each country, its speciﬁc requirements,
its diﬀerent regulations, laws of that
country, the cultures and see how
best your products or services will
be consumed in that county, so you
can’t approach African with the onesize-ﬁts-all approach. You’ve gotta go
with the ﬁrm realisation that you are
dealing with multi-diﬀerent countries
with diﬀerent cultures. So, you need
to adopt and adjust your strategies
accordingly to suit the local needs”.
6.2 When asked to express their opinion
on what they think about the main
things to consider when planning an
expansion into Africa. The responses
can be summarised as follows:
When analysing the responses from this
question, most of the Participants were
eluding to the need to understand the
diﬀerent cultural nuances within the countries
that they are expanding into; recognising
that each country is unique and if needs
be a “cultural trip” was recommended from
one of the Participants before one can even
attempt to do business in that country. See
this direct response:
Participant 7
“The ﬁrst thing really is to understand
the cultural nuances, examples would
be cultural engagement or protocol
in Nigeria would be very diﬀerent to
Gambia, Kenya and even Botswana.
So, do your research and understand
the market you are going into; if you
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can aﬀord to go on a cultural trip prior
to engaging, I would recommend”.

“I think, well what is appealing is the
average age in Africa is young; it’s
a youthful continent there’s a lot of
youth; there’s a growing urbanization
and there’s a growing middle class in
Africa. This makes it so exciting to go
to Africa, there is so much potential”.

Thus, the theme that came out of this
question was understand the diﬀerent
cultures in those countries before expanding
into those countries.
Lea Global (2014) also identiﬁed cultural
diﬀerences as one of the challenges of
doing business in Africa.
6.3 When asked what they would say
makes the African market so appealing
to do business in. The responses can
be summarised as follows:
Most participants mentioned the fact that
Africa is still in its development phase
with some construction and technology
growth opportunities. There is a growth
of Africa’s middle class with development
of new expectations. There is also a
growing number of young educated,
urban professionals who are becoming
sophisticated in terms of their consumption.
This creates opportunities for growth with
products or services tailored to the needs
of the people, the middle class and young
professionals. See some direct responses
below:
Participant 2
“The youth... It’s an emerging market and
an emerging market means you still have a
long way to go a lot of things that need to be
there, a lot of things that need to be grown in
these markets and therefore that itself is an
appeal. Africa is one of the few continents
where the emerging middle class is growing
faster than anywhere else In the world and
that again is an appeal, if you think back
to Morgan Stanley’s BRICS, Brazil, Russia,
India, China, and eventually they put South
Africa, but South Africa wasn’t there in the
beginning it was more South Korea so the
idea was they saw the opportunity because
the middle class in these places was really
large and therefore it was gonna come with
major consumer spending simple as that”
Participant 3

There are two themes that then surface
in these responses one is the developing
nature of Africa as well as the age of our
population relative to all the other continents.
Salzman (2013) informs that seven of
the ten fastest growing economies in the
world are in Africa which were previously
held back by perceptions that growth in
Africa happens on a longer term, however
since the introduction of solid policies and
frameworks more multinationals are willing
to invest in Africa which also validates the
theme around Africa being a developing
market. Among other reasons is that; it
is a market of more than a billion people.
The economic growth and growing middle
classes are through the roof (Camarate,
Hoijtink & Puttergill, 2016)
6.4 When asked what strategies they
have used to expand their oﬀering
into the rest of the African continent.
The responses can be summarised as
follows:
Through understanding the responses, it
becomes quite clear that understanding
customers and putting them ﬁrst becomes
the starting point when doing environmental
analysis to assist in crafting a strategy with
most of the participants stating that their
aim is to understand the customers in
country rather than parachuting products
and solutions from South Africa. Some of
the direct responses are shown below:
Participant 1
“Getting to understand the client,
bottom-line. That is the most strategy
for us to date, certainly in the roles
that I’ve played in get to understand
your client, be mindful. I’m not saying
get to understand all the clients,
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each client. Let’s say a client’s need
sitting in northern Mozambique vs a
client’s need sitting in a desert mine
in Namibia vs a client’s need sitting
in Ghana as a cocoa producer; those
are very diﬀerent the needs. You
need to understand them and be
honest with the client whether you can
deliver or not. That has been our main
strategy, get to understand the client”

like Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia,
Swaziland and to some extent Kenya
and you’ve very frontier markets such as
Angola, DRC, Cote de Voire and South
Sudan so you’ve got a combination of
markets that you’ve got to look at where
they are, map what you want to deliver
against those markets what is the
infrastructure what is the underlying in
our world liquidity that you dealing with
you can have the best digital solution in
Angola but if there’s no dollar liquidity
then it’s pointless, your strategy
there will be completely diﬀerent to a
country like Botswana or Kenya where
there is liquidity and you’ve got to
diﬀerentiate yourselves with solutions”

Participant 2
“So, our strategy is driven through the
customers. I mean understanding the
needs of the customer, so it’s really
understanding what the customers
need and once you understand the
needs of the customers and then
you ﬁnd out which of your services
or products service those particular
needs then you adjust accordingly
where there might be certain speciﬁc
irregularities to adjust. So really putting
the customer in the heart of the strategy
and what we do. Having products
which are informed by customer
needs as been the key diﬀerentiator
and the cornerstone of our strategy”
Thus the theme that emerges from these
responses is understand your customers
in country. This also refers to the internal
customers as well, who can then become
ambassadors of the products to the local
communities. This strategy can be linked
to what is referred to as a multidomestic
strategy where a ﬁrm considers the buyer
preferences and tastes of the home market
in which they have expanded into and
tailor their goods to that market (Angwin,
Johnson, Regner, Whittinton & Scholes,
2014).
6.5 When asked if the strategies diﬀer
according to the type of country/
region. Below are some of the direct
responses:
Participant 3
“Absolutely,
established

so you’ve got very
markets and mature

Participant 7
“Absolutely, so the worst mistake
anyone can make is to have one
strategy ﬁts all and I’ll use remittances
as an example, and I’ll use 3 targets
countries that we looking at, that being
Nigeria, Kenya and Ghana. So, in
Nigeria the ﬁnancial services industry
is heavily driven by the central bank,
and they have a bank led model which
is providing ﬁnancial services through
the banking infrastructure. So, in
Nigeria we got to play with the banks.
When you move to Kenya which is
heavily dominated by Mpesa, a mobile
money platform it does not make sense
to launch traditional banking products.
We have now opted to look at using
Mpesa as the cash up mechanism
but on the back of that when we start
to activate, is to start to ﬁgure how to
provide that as an origination tool for
the Stanbic Kenya team. In Ghana we
actually have a product called slight
pay were we’ve plugged into all the
mobile money players, and all the
banks and we looking to plug into that
platform to provide those services. So
from a group perspective the strategy
is to send money into these countries
but on a local implementation point
of view we tapping into what the eco
system looks likes on the ground”
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The responses indicate that most of the
Participants agree that the strategy will
be diﬀerent with each and every country
that one enters into. Therefore, ﬁnancial
institutions expanding into Africa have to
know that not all markets in Africa are at the
same level of maturity. So when entering a
new country in Africa, their strategy has to
be aligned with how mature the market is
in that region or country. This is supported
by Ngambong (2017) who also informs that
entry strategies that work in one country
may not be applicable in another country.
According to the author, diﬀerent markets
have diﬀerent dynamics due to diﬀerent
levels of development. Context at various
points inﬂuence companies quest for
internationalisation (Ngambong, 2017).
East Africa, and more speciﬁcally Kenya,
emerged as a more technologically
advanced region as compared to West
Africa. So the manner in which people
prefer to do banking in these regions is very
diﬀerent; for example, mobile technology is
readily available in Kenya so mobile banking
is therefore more viable as compared to
other regions (Adams and Olaosebikan,
2014).
6.6 When asked what are the most
pertinent challenges that they have
faced when expanding into the rest of
Africa from a South African company.
Some of the direct responses are
shown below:
Participant 2
“Regulations, there are a lot of
African countries that have rules
and regulations that are particularly
diﬀerent and probably strange to
South Africans. There is a little taint
of lack of transparency which makes
it diﬃcult for a South African ﬁrms.”
Participant 4
“Technology seems to be the biggest
problem, so as much as we think
that everyone has internet, all of
that; connectivity issues in Africa for

digital oﬀerings that we provide is
a problem. We also just found that
they don’t really want to change the
operational processes because of
job security so that I think remains a
threat and the way we handle it is we
have to be very strategic in the way
we sell it in order for them to sell the
product I would say those are the two
most important things that we have
to go in with for us to be successful”
Participant 9
“I’d say the most important part of that
aspect is the culture, so you need
to understand they have diﬀerent
cultures in Africa how basically as a
South African company and the person
driving that strategy into the regions;
you have to mirror and change people’s
minds. The other issue is that in most
of the countries in order to deploy
you need regulatory approvals, so
depending on which particular country
you are dealing with, the approval
can take 1 month to 9 months”.
The Participants agree that there are
strategic issues which have led to
challenges when attempting to expand into
the rest of the African continent. This has
led to various challenges such as push back
from local internal stakeholders that refuse
to sell digital platforms as well as poor
ﬁnancial performance in other markets.
Thus, the theme that came out of these
responses was that what works in South
Africa will not necessarily work elsewhere
and as per previous comments in other
questions had indicated it is important to
understand the cultural, regulatory and
infrastructural dynamics in those countries.
World Economic Forum (2016) also
agree that red tape that takes the form of
regulations, rules and procedures that are
needlessly complex, creates unnecessary
road blocks to internalization progress in
Africa.
6.7 When asked what are the things
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they would say one should consider
when implementing an expansion
strategy into the rest of the African
continent. Some of the direct responses
were as follows:
Participant 1
“Firstly get to understand the
environment that you’re going to
operate in, legislation, policies,
infrastructure and the market. Get to
understand the environment and be
very honest with yourself in terms of
the strategy and decide whether you
want to go in. Africa is not about quick
bucks; Africa is about the long term”
Participant 2
“Know each country, you need
locals to do the job you can’t export
South Africans to do the job in
Malawi let the Malawians do the job”
Participant 8
“I think we need to… the same point I
mentioned earlier, to realise that Africa
is a continent with 53 countries, so we
need to realise that we are not dealing
with one country, you are dealing
with many diﬀerent countries with
many diﬀerent governments, diﬀerent
cultures, there is also not one African
culture, they might all be African but there
is diﬀerent cultures within the African
continent. So, we really need to take
the diﬀerences in the culture into your
planning so that you can understand
a few developing products. So you
can’t ignore things like culture, religion,
diﬀerent languages and diﬀerent
belief systems. You have to take all of
those things into consideration as you
implement your expansion strategy. I
think the more you understand that, the
better you will be able to understand.
And you have to be on the ground,
working with the local people, really
understand how things operate in
those markets and make them be the
leader in your expansion strategy”

question which is around planning for
expansion into Africa where this one focuses
speciﬁcally on what should be considered
for when implementing the expansion
into Africa. The responses are similar to
response in the previous question where
the Participants still note understanding
the local environment as a critical success
factor before you commence with any form
of integration or expansion into that country,
understanding the uniqueness of each
country on the African continent.
6.8 When asked what was the impact of
legislation in the speciﬁc country that
they expanded into on their products
or oﬀering. The following Participants
responded in part:
Participant 2
“It’s always a diﬃcult one when you
talk about regulations because they
are forever evolving, therefore it is
critical to be able to keep up with
these. You have to comply or else you
will not be able to launch products
and do business in other countries”
Participant 5
“I think ultimately regulators and policy
makers do want to work with developing
and developed markets. I think they are
very open to new products and new
developments but they also very wary
of any impact on the local markets.”
The response all stressed that adhering
to the local laws and regulations is critical
in anything that the organisations want to
launch in a diﬀerent country.
Thus, the theme here in this question is laws
and regulations are a critical component
of expansion into Africa and need to be
understood so that the organisations are
well aware of what they can and cannot do
in a speciﬁc country before they expand
into it.

This question is linked to the second

Below is a table showing a summary
the themes that were extracted from the
interviews.
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TABLE 2. THEMES AND SUB-THEMES THAT ARE ORIGINATING FROM THE PRIMARY DATA.

Themes

Sub themes
Understand the culture in that country

Understand the local environment
of the country

Strategy diﬀers according to the
type of country
Regulations are critical when
expanding into the rest of the
African content

Understand the regulations in that country
Understand competitors in that country
Understand the customers’ needs and
preferences in that country
Understand all the strategic issues
Understand the impact of regulations on the
product/service

Note the possible impact of the red tape
Source: Compiled by researchers from collected data

7. CONCLUSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1 Conclusion
Expansion for every ﬁnancial services
company operating in South Africa is
inevitable as the global economy does
not permit a company to only function
in a single geography if it is looking for
sustainable growth and proﬁtability. Thus
when planning expansion into Africa, it is
essential that organisations understand the
local environment within the country they
are expanding into, including the culture,
other strategic issues as well as regulations.
Such factors can lead to challenges that
may prevent a company from thriving in the
new markets.
Previous studies identiﬁed culture, political
instability, lack of infrastructure and
corruption as well as labour issues as the
main challenges that are associated with
doing business in Africa. The ﬁndings of
the research validated the challenges
previously stated.
7.2 Practical Managerial Implications
and Recommendations
It is crucial to conduct due diligence and
understand all relevant regulations. This
can assist the organisation to avoid making
mistakes and also avoid facing massive
ﬁnes or potentially devastating legal action
further down the line.

It is essential to have a strong local
presence, knowledge of the local market,
and an understanding of customer
expectations. Employing workers from
the region can potentially be one of the
best ways to support the organisation’s
operations. That will not only beneﬁt the
business and its reputation, but the local
economy too. Finding the right employees,
creating cohesive teams and implementing
skills training within the organisation relies
heavily on understanding the culture of the
region, and being able to eﬀectively work
around the potential language and cultural
barriers.
While organisations need to consider a
number of aspects when expanding across
borders, the rewards for getting it correct
are signiﬁcant. The challenges should not
deter organisations from taking the leap,
rather serve as a reminder of the amount
of research that should be conducted
beforehand.
Africa is open for business. There are
several growth opportunities to tap into its
growing markets.
Issues related to governance are known
to also pose a challenge, it is therefore
recommended that future studies investigate
this in more detail.
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A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF
RESEARCH INTO WORKING
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These untapped avenues of research into
working capital management should be
addressed by future researchers to broaden
the body of knowledge in the ﬁeld of working
capital management.
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INTRODUCTION
Management of working capital is important
for the success of a business (Kwenda &
Holden, 2014:569; Louw, Hall & Pradhan,
2019:3). The adequacy of current assets,
together with their eﬃcient handling,
inﬂuence the survival of the business and,
as such, they are vital to the eﬀective
running of the business (Ismail, 2017:12;
Kasozi, 2017:337).
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ABSTRACT
This study set out to apply a mixed methods
approach to a systematic review of research
into working capital management in South
Africa. Research into working capital
management has primarily focused on the
eﬀect it has on a business’s proﬁtability,
liquidity and performance. There is,
however, limited research on the topic
of working capital management in South
Africa and, as such, the primary objective
of this study is to review research outputs
on working capital management in South
Africa. The purpose is to identify research
gaps in the current body of knowledge by
developing a recommendation’s framework.
A theoretical framework was ﬁrst developed
to provide a basis for the themes to
be researched and to assist with the
development of a research protocol. A
research protocol was developed to help
with the collection and analysis of the data.
From 223 academic outputs between 2010
and 2020, thirty outputs were analysed.
The review found that there were various
untapped avenues of research relating to
working capital management, speciﬁcally
research methodology, data analysis, data
collection and types of research outputs.

Since the dawn of the 2008 global ﬁnancial
crisis and worldwide economic depression,
research into working capital management
has increased substantially. There are also
debates between ﬁnancial managers and
academics in the ﬁeld regarding the correct
method of managing a business’s working
capital (Kayani, De Silva & Gan, 2019:353;
Singh & Kumar, 2013:174).
The goal of working capital is to ensure that
the business is able to meet its operating
expenditure while at the same time paying
its short-term debt when due (Ukaegbu,
2014:1; Vural, Sokmen & Cetenak,
2012:488). Mousavi and Jari (2012:141)
argue that the fundamental objective of
working capital management is to achieve
and maintain the most eﬀective balance
between each element of working capital.
By managing working capital eﬀectively,
businesses reduce their dependence on
borrowing funds externally and use their
proﬁts for future investments and expansion
purposes. This leads not only to ﬁnancial
ﬂexibility, but also increases proﬁtability,
creates value for businesses and increases
the level of employment. Hawley (2019)
asserts that the hallmark of good business
management is the ability to utilise working
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capital management to maintain a solid
balance between growth, proﬁtability and
liquidity.
PROBLEM INVESTIGATED
Research into working capital management
increased after the global ﬁnancial crisis of
2008. However, Talonpoika, Monto, Prittila
and Karri (2014) found that research into
working capital management was clearly
segmented. Studies also showed that
operational working capital was studied
widely (Viskari, Lukkari & Karri, 2011),
whereas ﬁnancial working capital research
had a marginal position in the research. In
addition, research on net working capital
was scarce even though it is widely taught
and presented in several textbooks (Preve
& Sarria-Allende, 2010; Sagner, 2014).

Research into working capital management
generally has primarily focused on the
eﬀect it has on a business’s proﬁtability,
liquidity and performance (Deloof, 2003;
Eljelly, 2004; Lazardis & Tryfonidis, 2006;
Sharma & Kumar 2011). There is, however,
limited research on the topic of working
capital management in South Africa and, as
such, the purpose of this study is to review
research on working capital management in
South Africa to identify research gaps in the
current body of knowledge.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Primary objective
The primary objective of this study is to
conduct a systematic review of research
into working capital management in South
Africa.

TABLE 1: DEFINITIONS OF WORKING CAPITAL MANAGEMENT

Authors and Date

Deﬁnition of working capital management
Working capital management can be described as the
Beaumont Smith
management of short-term or current assets and liabilities, and
(1998)
their interrelationships, both with each other and with other
balance sheet accounts.
Van Horne and
Working capital management is ﬁnding the optimum level of
Wachowicz (2004)
current assets and current liabilities.
Working capital management is the ﬁrm’s ability to manage the
Harris (2005)
diﬀerence between short-term assets and short-term liabilities.
Working capital management is the management of a business’s
investment in short-term assets, such as cash, accounts
Besley and Brigham
receivables, accounts payable and inventory is termed as working
(2007)
capital management.
Working capital management is a tool to create balance between
Arnold (2008)
its components.
Working capital management is decisions related to current assets
Thachappily (2009)
and current liabilities that need to be made by management.
Working capital management is a part of the ﬁnancial
Dong and Su (2010) management of an organisation that aﬀects its performance and
liquidity.
Working capital management is managing the diﬀerence between
Panda (2012)
a business’s current assets and current liabilities.
Besley, Brigham
Working management capital is the management of short-term
and Sibindi (2015)
assets (investments) and liabilities (ﬁnancing sources).
Working capital management is often regarded as managing the
Correia (2019)
diﬀerence between a business’s current assets and its current
liabilities.
Source: Author’s own compilation
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Secondary objectives
To achieve the primary objective, the
following secondary objectives were
formulated:
• SO1:
Identify and discuss research
themes related to working capital
management
• SO2:
Compare research outputs of
working capital management research in
South Africa to determine to what extent
they share common foci
• SO3:
Identify the areas of working
capital management that still need to be
investigated by means of a systematic
review
LITERATURE REVIEW
Working capital management deﬁned
There are various deﬁnitions of working
capital management and, for the purpose of
this study, the deﬁnitions of working capital
management are outlined in Table 1.
Table 1 outlines the deﬁnitions of working

capital management from 1998 to 2019.
Most evident from the table is the fact
that the deﬁnition of working capital
management has not changed much. All
deﬁnitions state that to some level, working
capital management is the management
of a business’s short-term assets (current
assets) and short-term liabilities (current
liabilities). This deﬁnition for working capital
management was used in this study.
There is limited research on the topic of
working capital management in South
Africa. Table 2 tabulates the research that
has been conducted on the topic of working
capital management in South Africa,
speciﬁcally.
Table 2 outlines research conducted on
the topic of working capital management
in South Africa, speciﬁcally. However, the
table is not an exhaustive list of research
conducted on the topic of working capital
management in South Africa but provides a
basis for the researcher to identify potential

TABLE 2: RESEARCH CONDUCTED ON WORKING CAPITAL MANAGEMENT IN SOUTH AFRICA

Authors and Date
Beaumont Smith
(1995)
Beaumont Smith
(1998)
Beaumont Smith
and Begemann
(1997)
Beaumont Smith
and Fletcher (2010)
Enow and Brijlal
(2014)

Title
The association between working capital measures and the returns
of South African industrial ﬁrms.
Sector eﬀect on working capital measures in South African
industrial ﬁrms.
Measuring associations between working capital and return on
investment.
Factors inﬂuencing working capital management in South Africa.

The eﬀect of working capital management on proﬁtability: The case
of small, medium and micro-enterprises in South Africa.
Working capital management and proﬁtability: The relationship
Erasmus (2010)
between the net trade cycle and return on assets.
The eﬀect of working capital management on proﬁtability: A case of
Kasozi (2017)
listed manufacturing ﬁrms in South Africa.
Investment and ﬁnancial constraints: Can working capital
Kwenda (2015)
management make a diﬀerence in South Africa?
Kwenda and Holden
Determinants of working capital investment in South Africa:
(2014)
Evidence from JSE-listed ﬁrms.
Louw, Hall and
Working capital management of South African retail ﬁrms.
Brummer (2016)
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Louw et al. (2019)
Mabandla and
Makoni (2019)
Masocha and
Dzomonda (2016)
Ngwenya (2008)
Ngwenya (2010)
Oseifuah and
Gyekye (2017)

The relationship between working capital management and
proﬁtability: Evidence from South African retail and construction
ﬁrms.
Working capital management and ﬁnancial performance: Evidence
from listed food and beverage companies in South Africa.
The mediating role of eﬀective working capital management on the
growth prospects of small and medium enterprises in Polokwane
Municipality.
The relationship between working capital management and
proﬁtability of companies listed on the Johannesburg Stock
Exchange.
Working capital management and corporate proﬁtability of listed
companies in South Africa.
Working capital management and shareholders’ wealth creation:
Evidence from non-ﬁnancial ﬁrms listed on the Johannesburg
Stock Exchange.

Source: Author’s own compilation
research patterns, themes and trends that
were used during the review process.
Using the research outlined in Table 2
as a reference point, eight themes were
extracted as indicated in Table 3. Table 3
thus provides the theoretical framework on
which this study was based.
As is evident in Table 3, eight themes

were extracted to be used in this study.
Figure 1 highlights the broad research
categories/themes that were evident from
each of the research themes proposed in
Table 3. These broad research categories
and themes were used as a basis for
the systematic review whereby the ﬁnal
literature review categories and search
terms were extracted.

TABLE 3: A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF WORKING CAPITAL MANAGEMENT IN SOUTH
AFRICA

RESEARCH COMPONENTS
Deﬁnition of working capital
management (T1)
Importance of working capital
management (T2)
Elements of working capital
management (T3)
Factors inﬂuencing working
capital management in South
Africa (T4)
Working capital management
of listed South African
companies (T5)

DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH COMPONENTS
Working capital management is primarily deﬁned as the
management of a business’s short-term assts and shortterm liabilities.
Proper management of working capital is essential to a
business’s fundamental ﬁnancial health and operational
success.
Working capital management deals with and is
concerned with all management decisions that inﬂuence
the size and the eﬀectiveness of its working capital.
Leverage, ﬁxed investment and short-term ﬁnancing
are the major factors that inﬂuence working capital
management in South African businesses.
Research into working capital management in South
Africa is primarily concerned with the eﬀect of working
capital and working capital management on the ﬁnancial
performance of listed companies in the country.
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Working capital management
in small South African
businesses (T6)
Working capital management
and the global ﬁnancial crises
(T7)

Working capital management
post-COVID-19 (T8)

Working capital constraints are generally considered as
one of the major causes of SME failure in South Africa.
The 2008 ﬁnancial crisis was the worst economic
disaster since the Great Depression of 1929. The
ﬁnancial crisis of 2008 exposed critical failures in the
analysis and understanding of the South African ﬁnancial
system.
The Covid-19 pandemic has disturbed every aspect
of human life from health to the economic system.
Policymakers can only make assumptions about the
diﬀerent paths that the future could take based on the
economic theories at their disposal.

Source: Author’s own compilation
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
To collect and analyse the data for this
research a two-stage research process was
used. Table 4 outlines the ﬁve steps used in
two stages in this research process.
Stage 1 of the research process
The conditions set out by the research
protocol were as follows:
1. The review was conducted by searching
for research outputs on ﬁve Nelson
Mandela University accredited online
databases, namely, Emerald, JStor,
EbscoHost, Sage and SpringerLink.
The review, additionally, made use of
research outputs in the form of theses
and dissertations from accredited South
African universities.
2. For a research output to be selected, the
majority (≥50%) of the authors needed
to be South African citizens who resided
in the country.
3. Only research outputs published
between 2010 and 2020 were selected.

6. Research outputs needed to be related
to working capital management in some
way or another.
Only open access full text research outputs
were selected and read to determine their
quality and relevance to this study. These
conditions itemised in seven points (a – f)
were all ﬁrmly followed in the execution of
the data collection process. The sample
size of the review was set at 30 academic
outputs that met the criteria as set out by
the conditions.
Figure 2 illustrates how data was collected
for the research.
The data extraction criteria of this study
were concerned with the research design
elements of each article to be studied.
The elements were decided upon through
deliberation with other researchers regarding
which research design elements were most
relevant in determining research gaps in
the ﬁeld of working capital management
research in South Africa, namely:

4. Only research outputs in English or in
any other oﬃcial South African language
were used.
5. Only research outputs that could be
used to achieve the research objectives
set out in the study were used, and
abstract analysis was used to determine
if this condition was met.
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• Publication date of the article
• Name of journal
• Type of research output (article,
conference paper, thesis, dissertation or
treatise)
• Methodology employed (quantitative,
qualitative or mixed methods)
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FIGURE 1: BROAD RESEARCH THEMES EXTRACTED FROM LITERATURE OVERVIEW
SOURCE: AUTHOR’S OWN CONSTRUCT
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STAGE 1

TABLE 4: KEY STEPS OF THE SYSTEMATIC REVIEW PROCESS

STEPS IN THE RESEARCH DESIGN DEFINED
STEPS
EXPLANATION
The protocol set out how the researcher intended to
search and select relevant studies/articles that were
Developing the
used in the study. The review protocol explained how
review protocol
selection took place and highlighted the eligibly criteria for
publications used in the study.
The literature review conducted in Step 2 provided a
Identifying research
framework for the search terms to be utilised in the
articles
identiﬁcation of research articles.
Selecting the
Titles and abstracts of the identiﬁed articles were
relevant articles
analysed and selected if deemed relevant to the study.
Quantitative and qualitative analysis methods were used
to extract patterns from the research outputs.
Qualitative:
Assessing study
quality

• Document analysis
• Thematic analysis
Quantitative:

STAGE 2

Synthesising the
relevant data
Summarising
research ﬁndings
Drawing
conclusions
and making
recommendations

• Basic statistics
This step entailed the discussion and interpretation
of ﬁndings in three synthesis processes, namely,
quantitative, qualitative and integration.
The ﬁndings of the study were summarised in a logical
and organised manner to provide a brief detailed
overview of the study.
The systematic review process was summarised,
conclusions were drawn and a recommendations
framework for future studies were made.

Source: Author’s own compilation
• Data collection method
• Data analysis method
• Research outcomes
Owing to the nature of the study and its
compliance with the ethics guidelines as
outlined by the Nelson Mandela University
BES Ethics Form E, full ethical clearance
for this review was not required. The ethics
clearance reference number for this study
is H20-BES-BMA-138.
The rigour of the study was of critical
importance. The extent to which the

study could be considered scientiﬁc and
empirical relied on the rigorous nature of
the study. The expertise of the independent
researcher and the provision of an auditing
trail were of key importance throughout the
study and played a major role in ensuring
research rigour.
RESULTS
Results of the frequencies
Table 5 shows the results of the frequencies
of the various research design elements
included in the eligibility criteria of the study
from the sample of 30 articles. In Table 5,
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FIGURE 2: OUTLINE OF THE DATA COLLECTION PROCESS SOURCE: AUTHOR’S OWN
COMPILATION
TABLE 5: FREQUENCY TABLE

Criteria

RESEARCH
OUTCOME
THEME

Category
Deﬁnition of working capital management
Importance of working capital management
Elements of working capital management
Factors inﬂuencing working capital management in
South Africa
Working capital management in listed SA companies
Working capital management in small South African
businesses
Working capital management and the global ﬁnancial
crises
Working capital management post-COVID-19
Total
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Count
0
1
1
4
18
4
2
0
30

2010 to 2012
2013 to 2015
DATE OF
2016 to 2018
PUBLICATION
2019 to 2020
Total
Article
Conference paper
Treatise
RESEARCH
OUTPUT TYPE
Thesis
Dissertation
Total
Quantitative
METHODOLOGY Qualitative
TYPE EMPLOYED Mixed method
Total
Interview
DATA
Survey /Questionnaire
COLLECTION
Document study/Review
METHODS
Total
Descriptive statistics
DATA ANALYSIS
Regression analysis
METHOD
Total

8
11
9
2
30
17
0
1
7
5
30
25
2
3
30
1
6
23
30
20
10
30

Source: Author’s own compilation
The ﬁndings from the quantitative analysis
process provided insight into the trends
of working capital management research
in South Africa between 2010 and 2020
according to the research design and
research outputs of a sample of 30 research
outputs.

the counts reﬂect how many of the research
outputs fell into their respective categories
for each research design element.
Results of t-tests
The use of the independent t-test was
relevant in this study as it allowed the
researcher to determine whether there
were statistically-signiﬁcant relationships
between variables (or article elements) in
the study. The ﬁndings of the t-test analysis
are shown in Table 6.

It was noted that the majority of research
outputs related to working capital
management in listed South African
companies, and that there was a very limited

TABLE 6: RESULTS OF THE T-TEST ANALYSIS
T-TEST FOR INDEPENDENT SAMPLES
NOTE: VARIABLES WERE TREATED AS INDEPENDENT SAMPLES
THEME vs
DATE

THEME vs
TYPE

MEAN
THEME

MEAN
DATE

T-VALUE

DF

P

STD.
DEV
G1

STD.
DEV
G2

F-RATIO
VARIANCES

P VARIANCES

4.96667

5.50000

-1,0020

58

0.321

0,9994

2,7386

7,508631

0,000001

MEAN
THEME

MEAN
TYPE

T-VALUE

DF

P

STD.
DEV
G1

STD.
DEV
G2

F-RATIO
VARIANCES

P VARIANCES

4,9667

2,43333

6,98820

58

0,00

0,999

1,716

2,94707

0,00481
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THEME vs
METHOD

THEME vs
COLLECT

THEME vs
ANALYSIS

MEAN
THEME

MEAN
METHOD

T-VALUE

DF

P

STD.
DEV
G1

STD.
DEV
G2

F-RATIO
VARIANCES

P VARIANCES

4,96667

1,26667

17,0787

58

0,00

0,999

0,640

2,44101

0,01904

MEAN
THEME

MEAN
COLLECT

T-VALUE

DF

P

STD.
DEV
G1

STD.
DEV
G2

F-RATIO
VARIANCES

P VARIANCES

4,96667

2,73333

10.8541

58

0,00

0,999

0,521

3,68220

0,00076

MEAN
THEME

MEAN
ANALYSIS

T-VALUE

DF

P

STD.
DEV
G1

STD.
DEV
G2

F-RATIO
VARIANCES

P VARIANCES

4,96667

1,33333

17,9530

58

0,00

0,999

0,479

4,34500

0,00017

Source: Author’s own compilation
amount of variation in the methodology,
data collection and data analysis related
to this ﬁeld of research. This phenomenon,
although positive for the ﬁeld of research
into working capital management in listed
South African companies, highlighted
the lack of research into all the themes
of working capital management in South
Africa, indicating that there were research
gaps that need to be fully studied.
To identify the areas of working capital
management that still needed to be

researched, the information gathered from
the data set was qualitatively analysed.
The results of the qualitative ﬁndings are
presented in Table 7.
Table 7 outlined the various similarities and
diﬀerence between the literature review
and the research outputs used in the review
regarding the thematic categories. Although
the two sets of information aligned for the
most part in all thematic categories, there
were diﬀerences noted that could have a
major impact on the direction of academic

TABLE 7:OUTLINE OF QUALITATIVE FINDINGS

RESEARCH
OUTCOME THEME
Deﬁnition of
working capital
management (T1)

SIMILARITIES
Working capital management can be
deﬁned as the ﬁrm’s ability to manage
short-term assets and short-term
liabilities.
The importance of working capital
management was noted and
understood as vital.

DIFFERENCES
1. There were no
diﬀerences noted.

The research outputs
from the dataset did not
Importance of
explicitly focus on the
working capital
importance of working
Working
capital
management
improved
management (T2)
capital management
the solvency and liquidity position of a whereas the literature
business.
conducted did.
The research outputs
Inventory management, accounts
from the dataset did not
receivable management and
explicitly focus on the
cash management were identiﬁed
Elements of working as elements of working capital
elements of working
capital management management.
capital management
(T3)
whereas the literature
The use and importance of the
did.
cash conversion cycle (CCC) was
discussed.
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Factors inﬂuencing
working capital
management in
South Africa (T4)

The existing body of knowledge on
working capital management focused
on traditional, well-known working
capital measures such as the current
ratio, quick ratio and net working
capital in apprising the working capital
management of a business in South
Africa.
The limitations of the traditional
appraisal methods were noted.

Working capital
management of
listed South African
companies (T5)

Working capital
management in
small South African
businesses (T6)

Working capital
management and
the global ﬁnancial
crises (T7)

Working capital
management postCOVID-19 (T8)

The importance of working capital
management was recognised and
eﬀorts to optimise it had been
intensiﬁed.
Attention needed to be paid on policy
strategies that promoted eﬀective
working capital management.
The challenges of eﬀective working
capital management by small South
African business were noted.

The outputs used in the
review focused more
on the eﬀects of each
factor on the bottom
line of the business,
whereas the literature
conducted focused on
the eﬀect of each factor
independently and
how they aﬀected the
business in more ways
than just ﬁnancially.
There was ambiguity
and no consensus on
the appropriate variables
to use as proxies for
managing working
capital.
There were no
diﬀerences noted.

There was a need to intensity research
into working capital management in
small South African businesses.
There was only one study conducted
The output used in
related to this research outcome
the review, which
theme.
studied the eﬀect of the
global ﬁnancial crisis
on working capital
management stated
that the crisis had no
eﬀect on working capital
management. However,
the literature indicated
that the crisis exposed
critical failures in the
South African ﬁnancial
system and working
capital management.
There were no studies conducted from There were no studies
the outputs used in the review.
conducted from the
outputs used in the
review.

Source: Author’s own compilation
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research in the ﬁeld of working capital
management. The lack of consensus of the
appropriate variables that were to be used
to analyse working capital management
needs to be addressed and there is a need
for more academic research in this regard.
There were no studies in the review related
to studies in terms of the deﬁnitions of
working capital management, and the
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on
working capital management in South Africa.
Therefore, there is need for more academic
research in this regard. The diﬀerences
noted in terms of the eﬀects of the global
ﬁnancial crisis eﬀects on working capital
management in South Africa needs to be
addressed urgently as the ﬁndings in this
regard would aid in research into the eﬀect
of the COVID-19 pandemic. The pandemic
has highlighted the economic failures of
South Africa and lessons we have learnt
from the global recession should be applied
when attempting to research the impact of
the pandemic.
MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
Various managerial implications
derived from the study.

were

Need for working capital management
research output variety
Research into working capital management
in South Africa as noted in both the
quantitative
and
qualitative
studies
conducted in this study highlighted that there
was a need for a greater variety of research
outputs for working capital management.
It was noted from the quantitative study
that 57% of the outputs used in the review
were studies published as journal articles,
83% of the research outputs made use of a
quantitative research methodology in their
study, 77% made use of document studies/
reviews as their main source of data
collection, 67% made use of descriptive
statistics as their main form of data
analysis and 60% of the outputs related to
research into working capital management
of listed South African companies. These

statistics showed that there was a very
small spread of research outputs into
working capital management in South
Africa. The implications of this ﬁnding is
that researchers have limited scope when
it comes to working capital management
research, which could negatively aﬀect the
broadening of the body of knowledge in the
ﬁeld of working capital management.
The dominance of limited working capital
management research methods in South
Africa studies could suggest that there
exists a need for studies making use of
other forms of research to broaden the
scope of the ﬁeld. It could also suggest that
the practical application of working capital
management research by academics and
managers in this ﬁeld has not generated
a signiﬁcant need for further study in this
regard. However, the gaps left in research
owing to this phenomenon suggests that
there was a need for studies to make use
of other forms of research to broaden the
scope of this ﬁeld of study.
Working capital management in small
South African businesses
Literature highlighted that SMEs form the
backbone of the economies of most countries
in the world. Hence growing the number of
SMEs in the economy and growing the size
of existing ones can go a long way towards
achieving South Africa’s developmental
needs. Furthermore, improving the growth
and sustainability of a SME sector could
be a remarkable milestone towards solving
South Africa’s developmental challenges
such as unemployment, poverty and
income inequality. The SME sector is
an active and vibrant force for economic
growth, innovation and job creation for
both developed and developing countries.
There is consensus among economists
and policy makers on the importance of
the SME sector as an engine for economic
growth. However, SMEs in South Africa
continue to fail. This random failure rate
casts doubt on this sector’s ability to be
a sustainable solution for developmental
challenges facing South Africa. However, it
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could be argued that a well-designed and
implemented working capital management
could be a solution to the high failure rate of
SMEs in South Africa.
There are limited studies included in the
review regarding research into working
capital management of small businesses
in South Africa, which highlights that there
exists a need for studies in this regard
and that future research related to small
businesses in South Africa should focus on
providing small businesses with frameworks
and policies on how to ensure they do
not neglect working capital management
practises. Research in this ﬁeld should aim
to provide owners/ﬁnancial managers of
small businesses with adequate ﬁnancial
management skills.
Eﬀects of extreme change on working
capital management
For Goldsworthy and McFarland (2018), the
phrase “extreme change” refers not only to
a disruptive change, but also to any form
of large scale, complex, change eﬀort (or a
series of them) that challenge the ability of
the business to respond. Managing extreme
change means more than surviving change
once. It means developing the ability to get
better at change over time and learning
how to get better at managing an uncertain
future.
The COVID-19 pandemic has been diﬀerent
to pandemics of the past owing to the
level of interconnectedness of the global
economy. This pandemic has triggered
unprecedented restrictions not only on the
movement of people but also on a range
of economic activities, and the declaration
of national emergencies in most countries
in Europe, North America and Africa. The
pandemic has disrupted global supply chains
and international trade. More than 100
countries closed their international borders
during the months of March to August 2020,
which caused the movement of people and
tourism to come to a standstill. Millions of
workers in these countries faced the bleak
prospect of losing their jobs. Governments

around the world considered and rolled out
large stimulus packages to avert the sharp
downturn of their economies, which could
potentially plunge the global economy into
a deep recession.
The fact that extremely limited research
has been conducted on how extreme
changes (recessions and pandemics)
indicate a dire need for more research in
this regard. The research should focus on
how businesses can protect their working
capital management during these tough
economic times and what measures need
to be put in place by ﬁnancial managers
to lessen the impact of such changes
on business. Research also needs to be
conducted to create policy frameworks for
the government on how they can assist
businesses to survive these extreme
changes whilst maintaining the integrity of
the economy.
CONCLUSIONS
This study set out to apply a mixed methods
approach to systematically review research
into working capital management in South
Africa. The ﬁndings of the study provided
valuable insights into the focus of academic
research published between 2010 and
2020 and identiﬁed key themes in the ﬁeld
of working capital management research.
The review found that there were various
untapped avenues of research related to
working capital management, speciﬁcally
related to the research methodology,
data analysis, data collection and types
of research outputs. These untapped
avenues of research into working capital
management should be addressed by
future researchers to broaden the body of
knowledge in the ﬁeld of working capital
management.
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MUNICIPALITIES: THE
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and reinsurance. The ﬁnancial implications
from self-insurance have been seen as
more of an advantage to the organisation
than a challenge. The implementation of
self-insurance has made a positive impact
with respect to risk management in the
Electricity Unit of eThekwini Municipality
to manage its business risk exposures,
service delivery and ﬁnancial obligations,
given the current business constraints.
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ABSTRACT
This study examined the reasons why the
Electricity Unit of eThekwini Municipality
chooses to self-insure its risks rather than
opposed to transfer its risks. The Electricity
Unit of eThekwini Municipality has an
immense task to provide electricity and
public lighting to the whole metropolitan
municipality and is exposed to many
challenges namely cable theft, infrastructure
maintenance and morale hazards amongst
others. A case study approach was used
to ten participants from four functional
areas through semi structured interviews.
An inductive approach to analyse the
responses using a software tool of Nvivo,
by applying thematic analysis allowed
themes categories to emerge. The study
ﬁndings have shown that the Electricity
Unit of eThekwini Municipality has been
eﬀective in addressing its loss funding
needs through the use of self-insurance
*Corresponding Author

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
TO THE STUDY
Self-insurance is a form of risk retention
whereby the municipality will use its own
ﬁnances to recover from losses (Rejda and
McNamara, 2017). The Electricity Unit of
eThekwini Municipality has an immense
task to provide electricity and public lighting
to the metropolitan municipality, servicing
over 3.6 million citizens, living in an area
of supply of over 2000 km2 (eThekwini
Municipality, 2019). The unit has constructed
and is maintaining a broad range of assets,
valued at over R6 billion. Assets range
from the electrical infrastructure such as
substations, transformers, electrical cables
and lines, to oﬃce equipment (eThekwini
Municipality, 2018a). The organisation is
exposed to a range of potential liabilities,
since it interacts widely in the public domain,
servicing over 740 000 customers, as well
as utilising a workforce of approximately
2400 employees. Liabilities may also
originate through the use of other municipal
assets such as land, buildings and vehicles
(eThekwini Municipality, 2018a).
It is imperative that electricity distributors
eﬀectively manage their risks. This is
collaborated from a good governance
perspective. The Municipal Finance
Management Act 56 of 2003 places
an obligation on the Electricity Unit of
eThekwini Municipality to have and maintain
eﬀective ﬁnancial, risk management and
internal controls to ensure good corporate
governance. Section 63 (a) and (b) of The
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Municipal Finance Management Act No. 56
of 2003 empowers the Accounting Oﬃcer
of the unit to manage and safeguard the
assets and the liabilities of the unit. The
need for eﬀective risk management can be
traced back to many other laws and acts,
such as the Public Finance Management
Act and the South African Constitution.
The ﬁnancial sustainability of electricity
distribution operations is a topical discussion
in South Africa, given the last decade of
troubles the country has faced with load
shedding from Eskom, and poor ﬁnancial
performance from both Eskom and various
municipalities. The country and its citizens
simply cannot aﬀord more exposure to risks
or questionable decisions. The obligations
to the public are too great. Municipal
electricity distributors are also known to
have a poor track record with respect to
good governance and specialist ﬁnancial
management skills. This includes the ﬁeld
of insurance (Khan, Thopil and Lalk, 2016).
It is intriguing that eThekwini Electricity has
selected self-insurance as a method of risk
mitigation. Vaughan and Vaughan (2014)
considered the concept or term of selfinsurance as a deﬁnitional impossibility.
This is since the concept of insurance is
traditionally a mechanism to transfer or pool
exposures; it seems irrational to transfer or
pool risks to oneself. While the term selfinsurance could be considered semantically
incorrect, its operational deﬁnition has
been accepted and implemented in various
industries. Insurance of South African
electric utilities is a niche area that is not
widely discussed, yet there are over 188
municipal electricity distributors in the
Southern African region (Mkhize, 2018).
LITERATURE REVIEW
Self-Insurance Reserve Policy in Use
By The Electricity Unit
The Electricity Unit of eThekwini Municipality
currently implements a self-insurance
programme guided by a municipal SelfInsurance Reserve policy. The SelfInsurance Reserve is also known as the

Central Insurance Fund, originating from
a General Insurance Fund established in
1962 (Ntuli, 2018).
Interestingly, while it is known as the SelfInsurance Reserve policy, the scope of
policy includes the application of both selfinsurance and reinsurance programmes.
The self-insurance schemed is managed
centrally by the Insurance Department
located in the Finance Cluster of the
Municipality. A satellite Insurance Section is
located within the Electricity Unit to support
underwriting and claims processing. The
policy makes provisions for various business
units such as the Electricity Unit to pay
contributions, also known as premiums. The
premiums are calculated using a four year
claims history and taking into consideration
any other risk factors (Ntuli, 2018). The
2018/2019 Self Insurance Policy used by
the Electricity Unit of eThekwini Municipality
makes provision for all the risk exposures
detailed in Table 1 below.
TABLE 1: RISKS COVERED BY THE 2018/2019
SELF-INSURANCE POLICY OF ETHEKWINI
MUNICIPALITY

Risks
All risks
Motor vehicles risks
Commercial crime
risks
Broad form liability
risks
Directors & oﬃcer’s
liability risks
Surcharge Indemnity
Stated Beneﬁts
(Personal Accident)
Principal Controlled
Contractors

Terrorism risks
Travel risks
HIV needle stick
risks
Medical
Malpractice
Buildings
Combined
Personal Accident
for Councilors
SASRIA for
Councilors
Compensation
for Occupational
Injuries and
Diseases

SASRIA risks
The All Risks Section of the policy covers
all losses or damages to insured municipal
property or property under the custody of
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the municipality. This includes business
interruption and static risks. Assets All
Risks are self-insured up to a limit per
claim, thereafter reinsured with a limit or
as declared at the inception of cover (Ntuli,
2018).
Motor vehicles risks cover losses of or
damage to motor vehicles. This includes
motor vehicles in the custody and control of
the municipality. Risks are self-insured to a
general ﬂeet limit. Passenger liability cover
has also been included up to a limit (Ntuli,
2018) .
Commercial crime risks cover loss of or
damage to money, such as loss of money and
other property belonging to the municipality
or which the municipality is responsible,
stolen by the employee. Commercial
crime risks also covers direct ﬁnancial loss
sustained by the municipality as a result of
fraud or dishonesty by employees. This risk
is self-insured up a limit and reinsured up to
a higher limit (Ntuli, 2018).
Broad form liability risks relate to legal
liability arising from accidental bodily injury
and accidental loss or damage to property
which occurred in connection with municipal
business. This even includes terrorism and
professional indemnity (Ntuli, 2018). There
are many sub categories under broad form
liabilities which include general liability
including spreading of ﬁres, products
liability, defective workmanship, wrongful
arrest, defamation, dismissal, legal defence
costs, etc. Broad form liabilities are typically
self-insured up to a limit, and with a higher
reinsurance limit (eThekwini Municipality,
2018b).
Directors and oﬃcer’s liability risks relates
to legal liability to third parties arising out
of wrongful acts committed by directors and
oﬃcers of the municipality. This liability has
many sub categories catering for retired
directors, investigation into aﬀairs of the
company, extradition, kidnapping and
ransoms, etc.

Compensation for occupational injuries
and diseases covers injury, disability or
death of employees whilst on duty. This
includes occupational diseases as per the
Compensation for Occupational Injuries
and Diseases Act 130 of 1993. The cover is
subject to a government gazette tariﬀ codes
limit (Ntuli, 2018).
Surcharge indemnity indemniﬁes any oﬃcer,
employee or servant of the municipality
against any liability arising out of any
surcharge of any amount in respect of a
disallowance arising in either case from any
act, omission, misconduct, neglect or default
of any oﬃcer, employee or servant acting in
the course of his duties of employment other
than any wilful act, omission, misconduct or
default. This cover is subject to Municipal
Finance Management Act No. 56 of 2003,
in particular Section 176 (Ntuli, 2018).
Stated Beneﬁts or Personal Accident risks
covers bodily injury, disability or death
caused whilst the employee is on duty. The
beneﬁts that are payable are detailed in the
insurance policy wording or determined in
terms of conditions of employment service.
This cover caters for death, temporary and
permanent disabilities (Ntuli, 2018).
The Self Insurance Policy does make
provision to support small contractors or
sub- contractors undertaking work under
a speciﬁc limit. It covers legal liability of
small contractors and sub-contractors who
undertake work for the municipality up to a
speciﬁed maximum value of the contract as
stipulated in terms of the insurance policy
wording (Ntuli, 2018).
SASRIA risks covers riot, strike, civil
commotion and similar related losses. The
risk is generally covered by The South
African Special Risk Insurance Association
(Dlamini, Malinga, Masiane and Tshiololi,
2018). The policy has a separate cover
detailing terrorism risks. It compensates the
municipality in the event of physical loss
or damage and or business interruptions
following terrorism, sabotage, strike, riot
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and civil commotion. SASRIA cover for
Councillors is also provided, but the cover
is limited to one private residence and one
vehicle. The cover has a limit and reinsured
up to a higher limit (eThekwini Municipality,
2018b).
Travel risks covers a range of beneﬁts for
misfortunes relating to municipal business
travelling. This includes emergency
medical expenses, death, comprehensive
travel insurance, kidnapping and wrongful
detention, travel delays, etc. (eThekwini
Municipality, 2018b).
The Self Insurance Policy has a section
known as Buildings Combined, which covers
loss or damage to the property, including
accidental damage to public supply or
main connections. Personal accident cover
for Councillors is also provided. It covers
death, disability, or medical expenses
following accident that is related to political
duty of the councillor on a 24 hours basis.
It is stated in the policy that both the above
risks are placed in the insurance market
(Ntuli, 2018).
Research Problem
The concept of insurance is traditionally a
mechanism to transfer or pool exposures,
and it seems irrational to transfer or pool
risks to oneself (Vaughan et al., 2014).
While the term self-insurance could be
considered semantically incorrect, its
operational deﬁnition has been accepted
and implemented in various industries.
The practical implementations in municipal
settings, as well as in electric utilities such
as electricity distributors, are not widely
documented. Self-insurance examples in
industries are mainly focused on health care
and social applications (Weeden, 2017).
The industry perception indicates that most
businesses will opt for commercial insurance
cover. In addition, self-insurance in a
municipal context may not adequately cover
catastrophic events, since a municipality
covers a single geographic area (Goeschl
and Managi, 2019). Municipal electricity
distributors are known to lack specialist

skills in information and communication
technology, ﬁnancial management, it is
intriguing to see how eThekwini Electricity
has managed to operate a self-insurance
scheme, which is considered a niche
specialist area of insurance (Mawela,
Ochara and Twinomurinzi, 2017) , setting
the main aim of this study.
Aim of the study
The Electricity Unit of eThekwini Municipality
has historically opted to self-insure its
operation, dating back to a council resolution
from 1962. The aim of this research is to
investigate and understand the reasons why
the Electricity Unit of eThekwini Municipality
chooses to self-insure its risks opposed to
transfer its risks.
Objectives of the Study
The objectives of this research are to:
• a) Provide an overview of the selfinsurance policy implemented by the
Electricity Unit of eThekwini Municipality.
• b) Understand the advantages of
self-insuring a business unit within a
metropolitan municipality.
• c) Explore the challenges in selfinsuring a business unit within a
metropolitan municipality.
• d) Explore how risk management is
impacted by the use of self-insurance.
RESEARCH METHOD
Research Design
The research design for this study applied
a case study research strategy, with a
qualitative research methodology, in line
with an interpretivist paradigm. Denzin
and Lincoln (2011) associated interpretive
philosophy with qualitative research.
Interestingly, Yin (2018) believed that no
exact formula existed to guide research
strategy selection; the best indicator was the
type of research questions which needed
to be answered. Yin (2018) felt that case
study research was most relevant when
the research questions intended to explain
a contemporary circumstance such as how
or why a social phenomenon works. In
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addition, case studies where applicable to
both exploratory and explanatory research
(Yin, 2018). The researcher opted for a case
study research strategy as the best-suited
strategy to answer the research objectives
set for this study.
Data Collection
This research project used both primary
data and secondary data. Secondary data
was used to undertake a literature review to
justify the need for this study, gain an overall
understanding of knowledge around the
topic, and to undertake document analysis.
Primary data was sourced by conducting
face-to-face semi-structured interviews.
Similar to Yin (2018), Saunders and
Townsend (2018) also believed that individual
participants should be chosen based on
the researcher’s judgement regarding
their likelihood to contribute meaningfully.
Determination of the appropriate quantity
of participants is a challenging task for
researchers. Saunders et al. (2018)
recommended that due to the open-ended
exploratory characteristic of qualitative
research, six to twelve participants would be
a fair number of participants until saturation
and information redundancy is reached.
This view is supported by Creswell and
Creswell (2017), who recommended that
researcher purposefully select participants
and sites that will aid in answering the
research questions. From their review
of qualitative research studies, Creswell
et al. (2017) found the quantity of 3 to 10
appropriate.
The population within this study comprised
of relevant oﬃcials within the Electricity Unit
of eThekwini Municipality. Majority of these
individuals reside in the administrative
department of the Electricity Unit. The
researcher used a sample size of ten
individuals, equally subdivided into ﬁrst
line, middle and top management to
provide a range of perspectives. Internal
and publicly available municipal documents
were used to source additional evidence.
Document analysis was used to verify

and cross-reference feedback obtained
from individuals to determine if what is in
place is actually in use. This improved the
trustworthiness, validity and reliability of the
research.
Data Analysis
The researcher used thematic analysis as
the data analysis methodology. According to
King and Brooks (2018), thematic analysis is
a qualitative analysis technique that focuses
on identifying, organising and interpreting
themes in textual data. Thematic analysis
has many advantages, such as it is not
linked to a particular philosophical position
and is a relatively simple analysis technique
(Thornhill, Saunders and Lewis, 2016).
DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS
This section provides a discussion on the
research ﬁndings of the investigation into
the use of self-insurance in the Electricity
Unit of eThekwini Municipality. This section
discusses six themes related to the
importance of self-insuring a business unit
within a metropolitan municipality.
The Advantages Of Self-Insuring A
Business Unit Within A Metropolitan
Municipality
This study revealed six themes which are
considered as advantages of self-insurance
to the Electricity Unit of eThekwini
Municipality. The following advantages
were extracted from the primary data: lower
overall insurance costs, more eﬃcient
and eﬀective administration, better claim
settlement rate, ability to cover uninsurable
risks, continuity of cover, income from
investments, ability to better manage cash
ﬂows, risk prevention and self-protection,
non-risk proﬁle based premium, and a
better ﬁnancial position.
The study ﬁndings have shown that the
use of self-insurance in the Electricity
Unit of eThekwini Municipality has been
extremely eﬀective in addressing the
loss funding needs of the business. The
ﬁnancial implications have been seen as
more of an advantage to the organisation
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than a challenge. Participants have
expressed overall positive views toward the
eﬀectiveness of self-insurance to meet the
loss funding needs due to major perils and
hazards impacting the Electricity Unit. This
is supported by the fact that participants
highlighted the high success rate of claims
settlements with the business unit. In
addition, the eﬀectiveness of risk prevention
and self-protection have been questioned,
not the mitigation measures of selfinsurance with respect to risk management.

“In respect of the self-insurance fund, on
that example of assets that are below 15
million we pay in house, it’s like an excess in
terms of re-insurance. So to put it diﬀerently,
the reinsurance premiums, they we pay, it’s
lesser because our excess is high.”
The combination of self-insurance and
reinsurance is believed to be cheaper than
only 3rd party or commercial insurable as
participant seven pointed out
“The implication is that if we didn’t have
the self-insurance fund and we are
paying the insurance premiums from 1
cent or one rand up to the maximum
value, we’ll be paying more, but the cost
of running the self-insurance fund. Like
I was making the example of voluntary
excess. We are paying a lesser than
we would be paying if everything is
insured that the insurance market.”

Theme 1: The advantage of lower
overall costs
Nine out of the ten participants identiﬁed
that overall lower costs were an advantage
to the organisation for using self-insurance.
Participant seven stated:
“We are paying a lesser than we
would be paying if everything is
insured that the insurance market.”
This theme of lower costs seems to originate
from the belief that premiums quoted by
commercial insurers would be excessively
high due to the immense asset base of the
Electricity Unit. As participant 10 stated:
“So the major ﬁnancial outﬂow is paying
out the claims ourselves but I think in
terms of the premiums that we would
have paid to an insurer with the size of
our assets and the value of our assets...”
This was re-iterated by participant nine who
stated:
“and I think insurance for me is the
way to go self-insured losses because
of the volume or the property value
of all the assets we own, properties
and other stuﬀ within those sites,
that the cost of paying out to a third
party would have been exorbitant.”
Participant seven also pointed out an
interesting fact that self-insurance acts as
a form of excess to reinsurance thereby
reducing
the
reinsurance
premium
dramatically. Participant seven stated:

This theme concurs with Vaughan et al.
(2014), who attributed the primary reason
for organisations to adopt self-insurance as
the belief that it will be more cost-eﬀective
in the long term opposed to commercial
insurance.
The advantages of lower overall insurance
costs, better claim settlement, income
from investments and the ability to cover
uninsurable risks concur with advantages
identiﬁed in the literature review.
Trieschmann, Hoyt and Sommer (2005)
highlighted the many ﬁnancial beneﬁts. The
theme of lower costs seems to originate
from the belief that premiums quoted by
commercial insurers would be excessively
high due to the immense asset base of the
Electricity Unit, and that the premium is
not calculated on a risk based proﬁle. This
belief concurs with the early research by
Ehrlich and Becker (1972) whom advised
that organisations could also believe
that their actual loss experiences may be
lower than the average loss experience on
which the commercial insurance rates are
modelled on, alternatively that the rating
system utilised does not accurately reﬂect
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the appropriate hazards with respect to the
exposure. In addition, Vaughan et al. (2014)
noted that self-insurers can reduce their
costs by avoiding statutory mandated costs
built into commercial insurance premiums,
considered a social load. The ﬁnancial
position and beneﬁts should be of interest
to municipal electricity distributors, given
the current focus on ﬁnancial sustainability
in South Africa.
The study ﬁndings also highlight the
ﬁnancial contribution the Electricity Unit
provides to eThekwini Municipality. As an
example, in the 2018/2019 ﬁnancial year,
the Electricity Unit contributed R13 million
towards the R33 million self-insurance
premium, nearly 40 percent. The Electricity
Unit aids in providing the economy of
scale for the municipality to operate a selfinsurance fund and cover both insurable
and uninsurable risks.

“If you did some alteration works,
and didn’t tell them or something,
you know, you put something not on
plan or something, they could turn it
down….we wrote that address down
in the claim, the police report. They
said, but you didn’t tell us you moved
location, therefore we are not going to
pay out the R200 000 to ﬁx your car…”
Supply chain management, speciﬁcally
procurement is a major challenge in a
municipal environment. Firstly, it relates
to the issue of continuity of cover as the
municipality is required to synchronise
contracts. Secondly, it relates to the quality
of insurance and support that it procured.
Participant ten acknowledged that these
challenges are mitigated against through
self-insurance:
“if you can imagine our procurement
processes, if you have to be bound to
an insurer, remember we would have
to go out to tender and assess the
lowest value for money. All of those
factors may be met, whilst we may
get an implied beneﬁt from the cost,
but the insurer themselves may not
be adequately suited to assist us in, in
these, in our claims that we have. So
I think from that side, obviously there
would be of beneﬁt to us self-insuring.”

Theme 2: The advantage of continuity
of cover and payment
Participants believed the organisation
always has continuity of cover. Cover
is always available even in the event of
administration issue relating to payment.
Participant nine provided an example:
“The other advantage is that we’re not
at risk for non-payment if we don’t pay
for something and we forget to pay,
someone internally forgets from an
administrative point of it, you forgot to
pay a premium. Suddenly now we’re
not covered by any event that might
arise in that timeframe. Then they will
say you are only covered up until the
premium is up to date. So the advantage
of being self-insured is if we’re not
dealing with that risk, you know.”
Participants also raised the advantage
of not having to continuously declare the
location of assets, custodians, user details
as well as modiﬁcations or changes. Based
on the scale of the Electricity Unit it would
be a major administrative task. Participant
nine stated:

Continuity of cover is an interesting theme,
as it directly relates to the concerns around
procurement in a municipal environment.
Bizana (2013) highlighted challenges faced
in acquisition management and contracts
management in public sectors. It also
relates to the broader concepts of insourcing
vs outsourcing. According to Haugen and
Klungseth (2017) the decision to provide a
service in-house or via external suppliers in
public sectors is a strategic decision which
needs to factor in the procurement strategy
of the organisation. The focus must be on
the management of the needed service.
The advantages of continuity of cover is
a more signiﬁcant ﬁnding, as it relates
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to the known challenges in supply chain
management within a local government
environment (Bizana, 2013). Bizana
(2013) highlighted the challenges faced
in acquisition management and contracts
management. The use of self-insurance
mitigates against supply chain risks in
acquiring insurance services. This is a
major advantage often overlooked in
private industries, who do not have these
challenges faced in a local government
environment.
Participants believed that the non-risk proﬁle
based premium gave the organisation the
ability to manage its ﬁnancial increases, i.e.
to provide stable rates and tariﬀ increase, is
also a unique ﬁnding, appropriate to a local
government environment. Being able to
provide a stable environment for businesses
and citizens of eThekwini to operate in is a
key requirement for not only the Electricity
Unit, but eThekwini Municipality at large.
Litaniece and Znotina (2015) highlighted
the fact that a well-managed external
environment is a fundamental requirement
to attract investors and promote economic
growth. This is supported in eThekwini
by the municipality being able to control
rates and tariﬀ increases such as that for
electricity.
The Challenges In Self-Insuring A
Business Unit Within A Metropolitan
Municipality
This study revealed three themes
identiﬁed as challenges in self-insuring the
Electricity Unit of eThekwini Municipality.
The challenges present, are related to the
retention of risks, mitigation of catastrophic
risks and many large claims, depletion of
the fund, management of the fund, underinsuring, skill sets and skills availability,
and implementation challenges of risk
management. The study ﬁndings concurred
with the known challenges in implementing
a self-insurance programme documented
by Rejda et al. (2017).
Theme 3: The Challenge of Mitigation
Of Catastrophic Risks

Majority of the participants believed that
self-insurance was unable to mitigate
against catastrophic risks. Participant nine
provided a detailed scenario:
“sometimes you could have a major
weather event or just a storm, which
are ready happened, that we might
dip so deep into the kitty it might not
be enough money left whereas a third
party they might even go bust and
bankrupt. You know if a major tornado
came through and damn it a whole lot
of buildings or imagine a Tsunami came
in here, imagine how that insurance
company is going to manage the risk?
Imagine how we would manage our risk
if suddenly Tsunami came and wiped
out all our buildings. I know most of our
buildings, municipal buildings are in the
heart of our city you know. How would
we manage and build rebuild, whereas
the private sector they might be insured
by any other company somewhere
else in the world and they can easily
build because they’ve got the monies.
We will battle to ﬁnd the money from
our internal kitty to suddenly build all
of these municipal buildings again.”
Participant seven advised that this risk
is mitigated against through the use of
reinsurance. The theme of mitigation of
catastrophic risks as a shortcoming of selfinsurance concurs with research by Hull
(2015). Vaughan et al. (2014) considered this
short coming as the greatest disadvantage
of self-insurance.
The concerns around applicability of
self-insurance in managing catastrophic
disasters is supported by Mol, Botzen and
Blasch (2018) whom noted low investments
in self-insurance by individuals for disaster
risk management. Reasons included
suﬃcient availability and feasibility of
commercial insurance, and the behavioural
characteristic of individuals whom failed to
properly understand low probability high
impact risks. Co-incidentally this results in
individuals underestimating the risks.
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Theme 4: The Challenge of Appropriate
Skills To Administer A Scheme
Having the appropriate experience and
skills within the organisation and within the
appropriate designations came across as
a theme. In addition to possessing skills
with the organisation, it was found that they
skills need to be present in the appropriate
designations of staﬀ undertaking various
functions. Participant seven stated:
“They are more of accounting people.
I’m not an accounting people person
in terms of ﬁnancials, I rely, we got
expects here relating to ﬁnances.
But the fact is that those who are
adjudicate claims they are ﬁnance
people. They don’t have the exposure
of insurance. Maybe they never
working in Insurance environment. I
do discover that they are paying some
of the claims that are not supposed to
pay. Okay, so you need a person who
has got an experience of working in
an insurance or claims environment.”

the diﬀerent functions of the business
unit. Eﬀective training and development
of employees servicing customers will
have a positive eﬀect on service delivery.
An eﬀective self-insurance and risk
management implementation needs cross
functional skills distribution, knowledge and
communication.
Theme 5: The Challenge of
Implementing Risk Management
Participants provided a range of examples
highlighting the role of risk management
and gaps that are impacting on the selfinsurance programme. An example of the
absence of visible risk control measures
was provided as participant seven stated:
“From where I’m sitting, eh, it will be diﬃcult
for me to say with certainty because for
instance, I don’t know, the risk management
measures that electricity has got”
A second example is:

The themes of skill sets and skills
availability are fundamental requirements
in the ﬁeld of human resources, required
in every business. The theme concurs with
research by Popoola, Che Ahmad, Arowolo
and Malek (2018) whom identiﬁed that
skills required in the ﬁeld of ﬁnance in the
public sector are continuously evolving, and
linked the importance of appropriate skills
to task performance. Skill set mismatches
and skills availability have also been noted
as a national challenge, mainly to do with
a ﬁeld of study mismatch opposed to a
qualiﬁcation mismatch (Department of
Higher Education and Training, 2019). The
range of skills required holistically is diverse
and is elaborated upon in section 4.9.

“when we introduce some risk control
measures in the form of documentation.
…Line department, they don’t like it. …
They still not completing, you know…
because we are planning to use that
form when the new risk advisor is
employed. Yeah, one of the questions,
I mean the responsibilities will be to
check whenever a line Department
will say for instance when we say
what measures do you have in place
so that this incident does not occur in
future they will write some comments
what they will do there. Yeah. So the
risk advisor will have to check as
to whatever they say they do have,
do they have that in place, but in
short that documented, departments
there, they’re not cooperating.”

While the challenge of having the appropriate
skills to administer a self-insurance scheme
is a known challenge, this study provides two
valuable contributions. Firstly, the ﬁndings,
highlight the need for the organisation to
not only possess the skills, but also ensure
that the skills are distributed evenly among

Many examples were provided related to the
ineﬀectiveness of risk controls, ultimately
impacting the self-insurance fund. Some
examples relate to a lack of understanding
of duties, silo mentality, non-compliance,
lack of resources, etc. Participant four
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provided the following comment regard
line managements understanding of risk
management:
“I’ve seen it now over the last 15
years maybe 20 years. You know
its sliding okay. You know and I
would think I mean you’re asking
me a general question. What are the
challenges? I would say that for one.” “
The perils and hazards highlighted during
the interviews have had a severe impact,
highlighting the risk exposures which
ultimately rely on self-insurance to mitigate
against. The implementation challenges of
risk management was noted as a theme by
both Guenda (2016) and Khumalo (2018).
Guenda (2016) noted that there are many
shortcomings in the current state of risk
management within municipalities and their
respective business units.
The risk management implementation
challenges being highlighted as a challenge
aﬀecting the self-insurance programmes is
an interesting ﬁnding. The challenge related
to the themes of eﬀective self-protection and
risk prevention. Challenges in eﬀective risk
management in a municipal environment
were highlighted in the literature review,
primarily focusing on research by Khumalo
(2018). This study provides a valuable
contribution in terms of documenting
perils and hazards related to the electricity
distribution environment, and linking them
to the domains of insurance and ﬁnance,
which provides a holistic view of risk
management in this environment. The study
collected and analysed information related
to suggestions to improve risk management
within the Electricity Unit. This will be further
discussed later in this paper.
How Risk Management Is Impacted By
the Use Of Self-Insurance
The researcher ﬁrst had to understand
what risks the Electricity Unit of eThekwini
Municipality was exposed to that required
the use of self-insurance as a mitigation
measure. This study revealed that the unit

has thirteen types of risk exposures which
are mitigated against by using a combination
of self-insurance and reinsurance. Of the
thirteen risks, three risks stood out, namely
personal risks, property risks, and liability
risks. The Electricity Unit’s use of selfinsurance for liability risks aligns with the
views of Vaughan et al. (2014), Zweifel and
Eisen (2012), and Weeden (2017).
Participants were questioned on their
opinion on the Electricity Unit’s use of
insurance to manage risks. Four out of the
ten participants believed that the unit’s use
of insurance to manage risks was adequate,
the balance of participants were uncertain
and would require more information to
formulate an opinion. Participant one stated:
“For now it has worked. I know everything
outside above that threshold is, we reinsured it means we have a third party
insurance rating above that level.”
The feeling of adequacy was also expressed
by participant four whom stated:
“So for me personally I believe that
it is the best ﬁt model for us. Yes for
us. Okay. It works. Yeah it actually
worked. I don’t know how long
he’s probably 100 years plus two”
The adequacy of the unit’s use of insurance
to manage risks concurs with academic
literature as, Ehrlich et al. (1972) famously
pointed out that insurance is one of many
options to manage risks. The Electricity
Unit’s use of self-insurance for property
risks also aligns to research by Goodman
and Kessler (2003), whom found that
total self-insurance is simply not common
for property and casualty losses, as the
maximum losses are generally above the
budget constraints of most organisations. It
makes sense that Electricity Unit covered
through the Central Insurance Fund of the
municipality reviewed and updated its selfinsurance policy to include reinsurance to
cater for the maximum losses referred to by
Goodman et al. (2003).
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Theme 6: The Impact of Self-Insurance
on Risk Management
The implementation of self-insurance has
made a positive impact with respect to
risk management in the Electricity Unit of
eThekwini Municipality. The implementation
of self-insurance has provided a clear
incentive for the administrative departments
of the Electricity Unit to focus on loss
prevention which is typically an advantage
or characteristic noted with risk retention
strategies, as noted by Rejda et al. (2017).
It is logical that it applies to self-insurance.
The range of potential solutions oﬀered
indicates that there is major potential for
improving risk management within the
Electricity Unit of eThekwini Municipality.
The application of self-insurance provides
the motivating factors in terms of internal
ﬁnancial savings and creating the knowledge
around the impact of perils and hazards
on the electrical distribution network and
service delivery. While the application of
self-insurance has eﬀectively retained risks
within the organisation, the application of
reinsurance has capped this risk exposure
to a level acceptable to the organisation.
In addition, self-insurance has allowed the
Electricity the advantage of decision making
ﬂexibility to quickly resolve claims relating
to both high risks and operational impact.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The primary data collected, also contained
valuable
insider
perspectives
on
suggestions to improve risk management.
Suggestions included changing the
organisational culture, rebranding risk,
deploying cross functional strategies,
practicing cross functional communication,
improving maintenance activities, using
data analytics to improve risk management,
train and develop skills, and introduce more
innovation. It is highly recommended that the
municipal organisations review the merits
of conducting further research into these
suggestions with the intent to implement.
The major advantage that the Electricity
Unit of eThekwini Municipality has, is that
the above suggestions originate from within
the business unit already, indicating the

buy-in and willingness to move forward.
CONCLUSION
The aim of this research project was to
investigate and understand the reasons why
the Electricity Unit of eThekwini Municipality
chooses to self-insure its risks opposed to
transfer its risks. This study focused on
the underlying themes which aided in the
decision making and rationale used by the
Electricity Unit of eThekwini Municipality in
selecting an insurance approach. The study
ﬁndings have shown that the Electricity
Unit of eThekwini Municipality has been
extremely eﬀective in addressing the
loss funding needs of the business. The
ﬁnancial implications have been seen as
more of an advantage to the organisation
than a challenge. The implementation of
self-insurance has made a positive impact
with respect to risk management in the
Electricity Unit of eThekwini Municipality.
The Electricity Unit of eThekwini Municipality
has developed an optimal mix of selfinsurance and reinsurance implementation
to optimally manage the business risks
exposures, service delivery and ﬁnancial
obligations given the current business
constraints.
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THE SOUTH AFRICAN
PUBLIC BROADCASTER’S
SUSTAINABLE FUNDING:
BUILDING A FRAMEWORK

positively, such as customer beneﬁts and
the organisational performance of the
SABC. Therefore, this study proposes
a sustainable funding framework for
the SABC as a result of the theoretical
investigation. Finally, this study contributes
to the body of knowledge relating to
sustainable funding in the context of public
broadcasting, speciﬁcally in South Africa,
and suggests that the proposed sustainable
funding framework be empirically tested in
the public broadcasting context.
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ABSTRACT
The current funding framework of the South
African public broadcaster (SABC) has
proved to be unsustainable. The objectives
of this study were to theoretically consider
ﬁnancial sustainability to develop and
present a sustainable funding framework
to the SABC. In addition, based on the
literature, the researchers aimed to
present some practical focus areas to
the SABC towards sustainable funding.
Since sustainable funding has a positive
impact on the performance and success of
organisations, this study sought to identify
factors that could inﬂuence the SABC’s
sustainable funding, and consequently lead
to positive organisational outcomes. The
study adopted a desk study approach and
conducted a literature review on relevant
theories in order to suggest a sustainable
funding framework for the SABC. The study
determined that internal stakeholders,
a competitive environment and the
management of resources could possibly
inﬂuence the sustainable funding of the
SABC. In turn, sustainable funding could
possibly inﬂuence organisational outcomes

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The South African Broadcasting Act of
1999 deﬁnes ‘broadcasting’ as a oneway distribution of radio and television
programmes to audiences through the use
of a radio frequency spectrum or satellite
mode of transmission that is received
by appropriate receiving equipment
(Broadcasting Amendment Act, 2009).
This ‘broadcasting’ of radio and television
services is entrusted through a licence
(broadcasting signal distribution licence) to
a broadcaster as a legal entity responsible
for distribution of radio and television
programmes or services to authorised
recipients and audiences (Broadcasting
Act, 1999:7-9). In the South African
context, broadcasting licences as well as
services are categorised as either free-toair, a service provided by a broadcaster that
does not require the receiving person to
pay a subscription fee or pay-for-services,
which is subscription based and encrypted
for non-payers (Thomas, 2010:6). The
South African broadcasting system is
further categorised into public (mainly
as free-to-air services) and commercial
broadcasting services (mainly regarded as
a pay service) (Broadcasting Act, 1999:17).
The commercial broadcasting services
are operated as part of proﬁt-making
enterprises and owned by private corporate
media organisations (Lloyd, Duncan, Minnie
& Bussiek, 2010:60; Thomas, 2010:6). On
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the other hand, public service broadcasting
is a system of broadcasting that is publicly
owned, publicly funded and operated in a
non-proﬁt way (McQuail, 2000:156; Mendel,
2011:6).
Public service broadcasting plays a critical
role within the broadcasting communication
industry as it serves the cultural, social
and political needs of audiences (Obijiofor
2011:13; Picard, 2006:183). Like all
organisations, public service broadcasters
require a sustainable source of revenue
to function eﬀectively. It is of utmost
importance that public service broadcasters
have adequate resources and stable
sources of revenue to fulﬁl their public
service responsibilities (Juneau, 2000:6;
Obijiofor, 2011:15; Burnley, 2014:11). Public
service broadcasters depend on resources,
in particular the organisation’s assets and
skills that ensure a sustainable competitive
advantage and long-term performance in
relation to competitors (Aaker, 1989:91).
Public service broadcasting in South
Africa is the responsibility of the South
African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC),
which is the only national public service
broadcaster mandated through the South
African Broadcasting Act. Consequently,
the SABC is meant to be a tool for
information, entertainment and education
that is accessible by all citizens, regardless
of their social and economic status in the
community (Broadcasting Act, 1999). In
order to fulﬁl this obligation, the SABC
requires suﬃcient resources, which
includes sustainable funding. According to
Fourie (2003:18) and Mendel (2011:61),
funding should be suﬃcient to allow the
SABC to achieve the multiple tasks it is
legally mandated to perform, including the
provision of broadcasting services in eleven
oﬃcial languages.
However, the SABC has an unstable
revenue income as reﬂected in the ﬁnancial
reports for the period 2009 to 2020. From
2009 to 2011, the organisation experienced
revenue losses, while in 2012, the SABC

announced a nominal proﬁt (SABC Annual
Report, 2010:32; SABC Annual Report,
2012:90). This ﬂuctuation continued as
a loss was declared again in 2013, 2015,
2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020 and a proﬁt
only reﬂected in 2014 (SABC Annual
Report, 2014:99; SABC Annual Report,
2015:92; SABC Annual Report, 2016:125;
SABC Annual Report, 2017; SABC Annual
Report, 2018:35; SABC Annual Report,
2019:94; SABC Annual Report, 2020:119).
To prevent this trend from continuing, the
SABC needs sustainable funding through
reliable revenue sources.
It is against this background that this study
is undertaken to develop a sustainable
funding framework, which could assist in
ensuring the sustainable funding of the
South African public broadcaster. Due to
the ﬂuctuations in revenue income and thus
proﬁt and loss results, it is assumed that
the SABC’s existing funding framework is
not sustainable. The need to develop an
eﬀective and sustainable funding framework
was also supported by the late Minister
of Communication, Roy Padayachie, at
a budget vote session of the Department
of Communication delivered on 31 May
2011 (Department of Communications
2011:5), thus indicating a gap that needed
to be addressed. Previous research in
broadcasting have mainly focused on
deﬁning public broadcasters or considered
the future of public broadcasters. No
previous study attempted to consider
literature on public broadcasting and
sustainable funding in this context, in order
to develop a relevant sustainable funding
framework. This statement is conﬁrmed by
Lloyd (2009:57), who holds that no eﬀective,
viable funding model has been realistically
developed for the South African public
broadcaster. Therefore, this study sought to
consider literature to develop and present
a sustainable funding framework for the
SABC. The ultimate aim of the study is to
bring practical and relevant ideas to assist
the SABC to be a sustainable South African
public broadcaster.
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PROBLEM INVESTIGATED
McQuail (2000:156) and Mendel (2011:6)
state that public service broadcasting is
a system of broadcasting that is publicly
owned, publicly funded and operated in
a non-proﬁt way. In South Africa, public
broadcasting is the duty and responsibility
of the SABC, mandated through the South
African Broadcasting Act (Broadcasting
Act, 1999). The core business and mission
of the SABC is to inform, educate and
entertain through a variety of high-quality
television and radio programmes for all
communities in South Africa, as a public
service broadcasting, mandated through the
South African Broadcasting Act (Salomon,
2008:9).
In the broadcasting industry, funding is
one of the factors that determine the
extent to which and the way in which the
broadcaster’s responsibilities are fulﬁlled.
Funding has the potential to assist the
broadcaster in fulﬁlling its day-to-day
operations (European Broadcasting Union,
2000:4). Financial sustainability ensures
the smooth operation of the organisation in
terms of proﬁtability and adequate liquidity
to overcome any challenges of bankruptcy
(Marwa & Aziakpono, 2015:873). Juneau
(2000:8) states that it is imperative that
broadcasters, particularly public service
broadcasters, have an adequate and stable
stream of revenue to fulﬁl their public service
responsibilities, such as the production and
broadcasting of programmes of national
interest, including news, dramas and
educational programmes. However, an
increasingly competitive market, a growing
number of emerging organisations and
a globalised economy exacerbate the
challenge of sustainable funding (Leon,
2001:9). Thus, sustainable funding is a
challenge that organisations, including the
SABC, should address. According to Mendel
(2011:92), the main threat to the ability
of broadcasters to fulﬁl their operational
mandate and objectives generally stems
from ﬁnancial constraints. Sustainability in
the broadcasting media sphere depends on
a concerted, on-going eﬀort to ensure the

viability and fulﬁlment of a broadcaster’s
objectives. In the context of this study, a
broadcaster should be able to generate
revenue sources that meet its capital and
operational expenditure needs, thereby
achieving sustainable funding (Hussain,
2008:6).
The SABC’s ﬁnancial challenges are
compounded by the 12% revenue generation
from licence fees, which is low in relation
to the size of the country’s population of
approximately 57 million people within 16
million households (Statistics South Africa,
2018). This low revenue generation can be
attributed to a high rate of non-payment of
television licence fees by South Africans
(SABC Annual Report, 2018; SABC Annual
Report, 2020). Thus, as ﬁnancial instability
might prevent the SABC from fulﬁlling the
basic principles and mandate of public
broadcasting, it is important to consider
sustainable funding in the context of public
broadcasting. Following the discussions
above and the problem of unstable revenue
as well as proﬁt and loss ﬂuctuations, it
is evident that it is important to develop
a sustainable funding framework for the
SABC.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The primary objective of this study is to
develop a sustainable funding framework
for the SABC. This framework is then to be
practically tested in future studies to provide
relevant sustainable funding solutions
to the South African public broadcaster.
The secondary objective of this study is
to investigate literature relevant to public
broadcasting and sustainable funding.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
To achieve the objectives of this study a
desk study approach was adopted to gather
facts and existing research data from SABC
documents as part of the literature review,
in order to develop a sustainable funding
framework for the SABC. The literature
research is about collating and reviewing
useful existing pre-published information,
models or acquiring theoretical knowledge
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to gain a broad understanding of the
concept and topic at hand (Hart, 1998:13;
Onwuegbuzie, & Frels, 2016:37).
In this study, secondary data sources
including books, organisational records,
Internet
websites
and
electronic
databases to access journal articles were
used. The focus was to gain insight on
broadcasting services in South Africa,
the SABC, broadcasting funding and
ﬁnancial sustainability in general, as well
as the factors that possibly inﬂuence the
sustainable funding of the SABC.
Permission was sought and granted by
the SABC management to access SABC
documents, and a consent letter was given
to the researchers, authorising the use of
the SABC name in academic articles or
papers and publications resulting from this
research.
LITERATURE REVIEW
This section presents a theoretical
discussion based on a review of the literature
on public broadcasting in South Africa and
the sustainable funding of the SABC. The
background of the SABC is discussed
and the organisation’s sources of funding
is also explained. Sustainable funding is
conceptualised, contextualised and speciﬁc
aspects relevant to the sustainable funding
of the SABC are highlighted.
Public broadcasting in South Africa
In South Africa, broadcasting began in
1923 through the use of radio, with the
support of the South African Railways,
with only three radio services licenced
for broadcasting (Afolayan, 2004:114).
These three radio services were later
merged and sold to the SABC in 1936,
which was then recognised as a national
public broadcaster by an Act of Parliament.
The origin and the philosophical basis of
public service broadcasting are linked to
the Reithian conceptualisation of British
broadcasting (Banda, 2006:1). Reith was
the leading ambassador of public service
broadcasting and the ﬁrst Director General

of the British Broadcasting Company
(now changed to Corporation), named the
British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC). He
implemented a successful public service
broadcasting model for a UK broadcaster,
which became an ideal model for other
countries to follow (McGuigan, 2006:101).
The Reithian conceptualisation classiﬁes
public service broadcasting as a source
of information, a way of sharing culture
and as a platform for education. Reith’s
concept paved the way for the passing
of the Broadcast Act by the South African
Parliament in 1936, thereby establishing
the SABC (Hachten & Giﬀard, 1984:202;
Mendel, 2011:59)
Since 1996, the SABC reorganised its three
television channels namely SABC 1, SABC
2 and SABC 3, to be more representative
of South Africa’s languages (About the
SABC, 2018). The three SABC television
channels have a viewership of more
than 25 million people. Furthermore, the
terrestrial transmitter network coverage of
these three SABC television channels is
as follows: SABC 1 reaches 89%, SABC 2
reaches 91% and SABC 3 reaches 77% of
the South African population respectively.
The fourth television channel is newscentred and is currently available only on
a satellite broadcast platform. The SABC
radio stations’ listenership is more than
28 million people weekly for the combined
18 radio stations (SABC Annual Report,
2020:48-52; About the SABC, 2018; About
the SABC, 2020).
The conditions and obligations of the SABC
are outlined in the broadcasting licence
(Salomon, 2008:9). These obligations, as
stipulated by the Act, are that the SABC
has to make its services of three television
channels and 18 radio stations available
throughout the Republic (section 8a of the
Act) in all oﬃcial languages (section 10.1
of the Act). Mendel (2011:5) maintains that
the principles of providing multilingual and
multicultural services that inform, educate
and entertain all citizens (Juneau, 2000:7)
by public service broadcasters should
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distinguish the roles of public service
broadcasting from those of commercial
broadcasting services.
To fulﬁl obligations, like all businesses,
the broadcasting industry needs ﬁnancial
resources to be sustainable. Public service
broadcasters receive funding from diverse
sources including licence fees, contributions
by individuals, government grants and
commercial ﬁnancing (Juneau, 2000:9;
Burnley, 2014:6). A licence fee is referred
to as an obligatory form of funding levied on
the television set owner and paid annually
by the owner, thereby, assigning the costs of
broadcasting directly to consumers, namely
the audiences (Massey, 2005:1359). This
source of funding creates a sense of shared
responsibility between the broadcaster
and the audiences, with the broadcaster
delivering on a promise and audiences
obligated to pay the fee. On the other hand,
government funding or grants are diﬀerent
from a loan, in that there are no requirements
or expectations that the grants be repaid by
the receiving entity, although the receiving
entity should conform to a wide range
of restrictions and regulations imposed
by the government. These regulations
sometimes include requirements such as
access to the organisation’s operations and
ﬁnancial records as a way for the grantor
to oversee their investment (Bray, 2010:75;
Sherman, 2004). However, government
grants or funding is dependent on the will
of the ruling political party and budgetary
priorities (Mendel, 2011:18). Commercial
ﬁnancing in this context is mainly from
advertising which the broadcaster designs
and pairs with programmes that are aimed
to draw audiences. Therefore, access
to audiences is presented and sold to
advertisers and sponsors (Armstrong &
Weeds, 2005:6). Bovee and Arens (1992:7)
deﬁne advertising fees as the non-personal
fees paid by advertisers for communication
of information that is persuasive in nature
and designed to draw attention to the
products, services or ideas of the advertiser
or sponsors published through the various
media platforms. Advertising as a ﬁnancial

base has led to the success of commercial
broadcasters (Rutherford, 2005:28).
To illustrate the aforementioned, the
funding split of the SABC in 2016 was
as follows: advertising revenues 79%;
television licence fees 12%; sponsorships
6%; government grants 2%; and business
enterprises and facility revenues 1% (SABC
Annual Report, 2016), which was still the
case in the year 2018, 2019 and 2020
(About the SABC, 2018; About the SABC,
2020). This funding split indicates a reliance
on income from commercial sources, such
as advertising. Yet, many public service
broadcasters are challenged by increasing
competition from commercial media and
broadcasting over the Internet (Burnley,
2014:11; Department of Communications,
2014:54). Broadcasting over the Internet
also has its own negative impact on the
viability of traditional broadcasting services,
such as radio and television, as there is no
licence requirement for Internet streaming.
This competition aﬀects revenue, which
leads to strained and insuﬃcient resources
for public broadcasters to fulﬁl their public
service responsibilities (Burnley, 2014:11;
Department of Communications, 2014:54).
More recently, the SABC has developed a
partnership to ensure the broadcasting of
its content over the Internet. In February
2019, the SABC Group Chief Executive
conﬁrmed the agreement that the exclusive
digital rights of selected SABC content was
sold to a Video on Demand (VOD) platform,
Viu SA. Similarly, in 2020, SABC also
announced a channel partnership through
which, on a non-exclusive basis, SABC’s
free-to-air radio and television channels are
streamed via TelkomONE, part of a local
business Telkom SA. However, the revenue
generation from this partnership is nominal
for SABC, considering that the channels
and content are simultaneously available
on the SABC’s free-to-air platforms which
airs the same advertisements (About the
SABC, 2021).
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Sustainable funding conceptualised
and contextualised
Achieving sustainable funding is a goal
that all organisations should strive for,
regardless of whether an organisation is forproﬁt or a non-proﬁt, as sustainable funding
is central to the operations and objectives of
any organisation (Leon, 2001:7; Bowman,
2011:94). Leon (2001:7) deﬁnes the
ﬁnancial sustainability of an organisation
as its capacity to obtain income revenues
in response to demand, for the organisation
to sustain productive processes at a steady
or growing rate while obtaining surplus
revenue. Bowman (2011:94) refers to
ﬁnancial sustainability as the ability of an
organisation to maintain ﬁnancial capacity
over time.

The following are pertinent to the sustainable
funding issues of the SABC:

Gumucio-Dagron (2001:5) identiﬁed three
dimensions of sustainability that determine
the ability of broadcasters to survive and
grow. These dimensions or components are
social, institutional and ﬁnancial sustainability
(or sustainable funding). Jallov (2012:29)
also oﬀers a corresponding description of
the sustainability components. GumucioDagron (2001:50) and Jallov (2012:29)
believes that social and institutional
sustainability are the foundations on
which sustainable funding is built.
Social sustainability refers to community
ownership of the broadcasting institution
as well as participation at both decisionmaking and operational levels (in the form
of production and airing programmes).
Institutional sustainability refers to the ways
in which the broadcaster functions and is
guided by policies, internal processes and
practices as well as management styles in
relation to both the internal and external
stakeholders (Gumucio-Dagron, 2001:50).
Jallov (2012:29) refers to the institutional
sustainability component as organisational
sustainability, which includes adequate
legislation. As Lush and Urgoiti (2011)
point out, sustainability tends to be deﬁned
in ﬁnancial terms. Sustainable funding is
about a broadcaster’s ﬁnances, its income
generating potential as well as how money
is used and accounted for (Jallov (2012:29).
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• Owing to the global ﬁnancial crisis that
began in 2007 and peaked in 2009,
the SABC is recovering from ﬁnancial
distress after requesting the National
Treasury to provide bank guarantees
that would enable it to raise ﬁnancial
assistance, according to the African
Governance Monitoring and Advocacy
Project, the Open Society Foundation for
South Africa and the Open Society Media
Programme (Lloyd, et al., 2010:178;
SABC Group Communication, 2017).
• The SABC generates little revenue from
television licence fees (SABC Annual
Report, 2016; SABC Annual Report,
2020). This may be attributed to a high
rate of non-payment by South Africans,
resulting in a shortage of money for the
day-to-day operations of the broadcaster
and an inability to achieve its mandate
(Masuku, 2010:99).
• The SABC’s main revenue accrues
from advertisers. However, this has
the potential to undermine the public
broadcaster’s mandate of providing
broadcasting services in eleven oﬃcial
languages for educational purposes and
the like. This revenue is not secure, as it
is dependent on market forces (Fourie,
2003:18; SABC Group Communication,
2017).
• As mentioned, the public broadcaster
is challenged by increasing competition
from commercial media including pay
service or subscription broadcasters
and broadcasting over the Internet. With
no licencing conditions being imposed
on content providers over the Internet,
unfair competition is created. This
unfair competition aﬀects audiences,
content and the public service
broadcasters’ revenue (Department
of
Communications,
2014:54).
Furthermore, regulation and legislation,
as set by the current Independent
Communications Authority of South
Africa (ICASA), prohibit the SABC from
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engaging in ‘commercial negotiations’
with subscription broadcasters that
carry the SABC’s free-to-air channels.
This means that the SABC must oﬀer
its television programmes, at no cost, to
subscription broadcasters whom in turn
derive revenue through their packages
of broadcast channels that carry SABC
television programmes (SABC Group
Communication, 2017.
• Lastly, the South African public service
broadcaster has a diﬃcult public mandate
in that it is expected to broadcast to
all South African communities with a
universal reach of high-quality content
and in multiple languages. This requires
additional and sustainable ﬁnancial
resources (Mendel, 2011:61).
Keeping this in mind, Leon (2001:21)
stresses that the key to achieving
sustainable funding is dependent on a
ﬁrm foundation of trustworthy leadership
and employees, whom can be termed
as internal stakeholders. In addition, it is
through eﬀective leadership that successful
organisations are able to install eﬃcient
procedures for managing resources.
According to Leon (2001:17), knowing how
to manage an organisation’s resources
through sound administration and ﬁnancial
management is essential for achieving
sustainable funding. Therefore, the solid
foundation of trustworthy leadership and
employees as well as eﬃcient procedures
for managing an organisation’s resources,
are fundamental pillars of the sustainable
funding of any organisation (Leon,
2001:29), including broadcasters. However,
broadcasters still have to compete for
resources to ensure their survival in a
competitive business environment (Juneau,
2000:7). These motivations formed the
basis for the aspects identiﬁed in literature
as being relevant to the sustainable funding
of public broadcasters.
ASPECTS RELEVANT TO A PUBLIC
BROADCASTER’S SUSTAINABLE
FUNDING
Internal stakeholders

Freeman (1984:41) refers to stakeholders
as individuals or groups who aﬀect or are
aﬀected by an organisation either directly or
indirectly, beneﬁt from an organisation, and
are vital for the survival and success of an
organisation. According to Miles (2012:290)
and Dhall (2014:1), stakeholders include
internal and external stakeholders, such
as customers, communities, employees,
managers, unions, governmental bodies,
investors, political parties, suppliers and
trade associations. Nieman (2006:179)
notes that without the stakeholders’ support,
an organisation would cease to exist. Thus,
stakeholders can inﬂuence the actions,
objectives and policies of an organisation.
In the public broadcasting context, these
internal stakeholders include the board
of directors, employees, freelancers,
management and trade unions.
According to the Broadcasting Act, the
SABC’s aﬀairs should be governed
and controlled by a board of directors
(Broadcasting Act, 1999). The SABC’s board
of directors bear the overall responsibility of
ensuring the sound ﬁnancial management
of the organisation in line with the Public
Finance Management Act (About the SABC,
2016). Employees who work for the SABC
are part of an important internal stakeholder
group that contributes to and inﬂuences the
development of the organisation (Florea &
Florea, 2013:131). As part of the employee
internal stakeholder group, freelancers
contribute to and inﬂuence the development
of the organisation (Florea & Florea,
2013:131). Freelancers are mainly found
in the creative industries such as radio,
television and print media (Hesmondhalgh
& Baker, 2010:34). An important internal
stakeholder group, management represents
a group of individual professionals
responsible for managing departments
and teams of employees on behalf of the
investors (Mbabane, 2008:6). Managers are
directly involved in the strategic processes
of an organisation and can inﬂuence
important decisions (Florea & Florea,
2013:131; Mbabane 2008:6). Trade unions
as internal stakeholders also inﬂuence
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the operations of an organisation. Cole
(2004:398) observes that a trade union
is an organisation of employees with the
common goal of protecting and promoting
the rights and interests of employees in the
workplace, mainly by means of collective
bargaining and consultation with employers.
Leon (2001:21) emphasises that achieving
sustainable funding in any organisation is
determined by a solid foundation in terms
of strong leadership and loyal employees.
Thus, internal stakeholders implies eﬀective
leadership and teams of dependable
employees. Some skills are inherent
in employees, who form an important
internal stakeholder group that contributes
to and inﬂuences the development of an
organisation (Florea & Florea, 2013:131).
Leon’s (2001:21) model outlines the pillars
of sustainable funding and regards internal
stakeholders as a foundation to sustainable
funding. Based on the discussion of internal
stakeholders, it can be concluded that
various stakeholders and the way in which
they make decisions might be a factor that
inﬂuences the sustainable funding of South
Africa’s public broadcaster. In March 2021,
the SABC announced the conclusion of its
Section 189 process (Section 189 of the
Labour Relations Act permits employers
to dismiss employees for operational
requirements)
and
the
broadcaster
transitioned into a new organisational
structure. A total of 621 employees left
the SABC (approximately 20% of total
employees), of which 346 of them took
voluntary severance packages and the
other 275 employees occupied positions
that were deemed redundant. According
to the SABC Group Chief Executive, the
Section 189 process was “a necessary
component of the SABC’s turnaround
plan to ensure the public broadcaster’s
long-term ﬁnancial sustainability” through
reduction of employee costs (SABC Group
Communication, 2021). In July 2020, the
SABC Board presented a strategy document
to Parliament’s Portfolio Committee on
Communications, indicating that its salary
expenses amount to approximately R3.2

billion a year, which is over 40% of its total
revenue. The Section 189 process was
projected to reduce the salary expense by
approximately R350 million per annum,
which was to be redirected into improving
operations and acquirement of broadcast
content similar to their competitors who
are spending more than 40% of their
total revenue on broadcast content
(Parliamentary Monitoring Group, 2020).
Competitive environment
Competitors, due to their status and
capacity, aﬀect the sustainable funding
of an organisation (Miles 2012:290;
Dhall, 2014:1). The environment in which
organisations operate involves dynamic
environmental forces that include a
competitive element. This environment
has a direct inﬂuence on the organisation’s
operations and determines whether
the organisation achieves its objectives
(Gitman & McDaniel, 2005:34). Gavrea,
Ilies and Stegerean (2011:292) observe that
the competitive environment in which an
organisation operates, and the uncertainty
of the business environment, has an
inﬂuence on organisational performance.
In the public broadcasting context, the
SABC is the dominant broadcaster in
South Africa in both the radio and television
sectors (Mendel, 2011:59). However, the
multiplication of commercial broadcasting
services has led to audience fragmentation,
and it is becoming increasingly diﬃcult for
any broadcaster to reach a large proportion
of the total audience owing to a wide choice
of available broadcasters (SABC Annual
Report, 2014:24). Broadcasting over the
Internet also poses challenges to public
broadcasters owing to online content
distribution. Public broadcasters are forced
into a competitive position and have to
compete for the same audiences and
revenue to ensure their survival (Juneau,
2000:7).
The online content that can be accessed
on-demand,
which
might
include
interactive capability, is termed New Media
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(Department of Communications, 2014:53).
New Media represents the convergence
of telecommunications, computing and
traditional media. New Media broadcasting
is deﬁned as the migration of broadcasting
content to mobile and Internet protocol
distribution (Juneau, 2000:7). New Media
technologies include Internet websites,
mobile technologies and the streaming
of audio and video. Obijiofor (2011:18)
conﬁrms that the Internet is increasingly
becoming an established outlet for the
distribution of broadcasting services. The
Department of Communication (2014:53)
posits that, considering these changes in the
broadcasting industry, a regulatory policy
should be in place to ensure that all forms
of broadcasting adhere to the principles
of fair competition. Subsequently, in June
2021, the SABC submitted a proposal on
the Government policy framework draft
White Paper on Audio and Audio-visual
Content Services. The SABC explained
the legislative changes that are needed for
free-to-air broadcasters to be able to fairly
compete with other audio and audio-visual
content service providers. This SABC
submission included a recommendation
that the current television licence fee
system be replaced with a household levy
which will exempt the lower income earning
group and allow discounts for pensioners
(SABC Group Communication, 2021).
The environment within which the SABC
operates is determined by the acquisition
of sports broadcasting rights and the
commissioning of local content (SABC
Annual Report, 2014:38). For the SABC to
meet its mandate on the delivery of sports
events of national interest, it has to enter
into negotiations with various sporting
federations, at a cost (SABC Annual Report,
2016:44). The Acting Chief Executive of
the SABC, James Aguma, conﬁrmed that
the acquisition of broadcasting rights for
sporting events incurs a loss of revenue
for the SABC owing to investments in
mandated sports, which yield a negative
return, and the exorbitant cost of sports
broadcasting rights (SABC Annual Financial

Performance, 2016). In the ﬁnancial year
2019/20, the SABC conﬁrmed that it was
unable to secure rights to many sports events
(including the 2019 Rugby World Cup), due
to its challenging ﬁnancial situation, and
therefore it was unable to deliver on the
ICASA mandate (SABC Annual Report,
2020:61). The SABC also announced that
it was denied the opportunity to broadcast
the Confederation of African Football (CAF)
Champions League Final football match
due to an exclusive agreement between
CAF and Pay-TV, which blocked the
SABC from broadcasting it. Only later, the
football match was screened by the SABC,
following the intervention of the Minister of
Communications and Digital Technologies
(SABC Group Communication, 2021).
In addition, the commissioning of local
content aﬀects the SABC’s competitive
environment. Local content regulations
prescribe local content quotas for radio and
television services for the broadcasters to
develop, protect and promote South African
identity and culture (ICASA, 2014:8; SABC
Annual Report, 2020:48-52). The local
content quota has led to competition for
local content commissioning. According to
Fourie, Lloyd and Martinis (2014:4), both
public and commercial broadcasters derive
the majority of their advertising revenue
from local content productions. ICASA
(2014:39) reports that local content attracts
audiences, which in turn generates revenue
from advertising and sponsorships, and
thus has become a commercial imperative.
Fourie et al. (2014:4) add that local content
commissioning tends to be expensive. The
competitive environment is, thus, possibly
a factor that inﬂuences the revenue and
resources, and therefore the sustainable
funding of South Africa’s public service
broadcaster.
Management of resources
Resources are factors of production or
the assets that are required to accomplish
the desired outcomes of an organisation,
such as the production of services that
meet the customers’ needs and wants
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(Miller & Spoolman, 2011:9). According to
Trautmann (1994:215), these resources
are employees (labour resources), ﬁnancial
(capital) resources and physical resources,
such as technical equipment. Resources are
managed through the application of eﬀective
business practices, revenue or income
generation activities and the application
of digital technologies. According to Leon
(2001:17), eﬃcient business practices help
organisations to make the most of their
resources while allowing revenue to be
generated through available assets.
Revenue generation and ﬁnancial support
are crucial for a public broadcaster to be
able to successfully manage its resources
and deliver broadcasting services (Arora,
Ramakrishnan & Fernandez, 2015:3;
Mendel 2011:17; Obijiofor, 2011:16).
According to Thomas (2010:6), revenue
is essential for the production of content.
Juneau (2000:9) concurs that the sources of
ﬁnance of a public broadcaster may enhance
or diminish the broadcaster’s ability to carry
out its mission and fulﬁl its objectives. In
addition, to manage its resources, the
SABC has to ensure appropriate digital
technology infrastructure that will allow for
the production and delivery of programmes
that support revenue generation (SABC
Annual Report, 2016:26).
Successful management of these resources
ensure the sustainable, competitive
advantage of an organisation (Aaker,
1989:105). Juneau (2000:9) maintains
that a broadcaster’s management of its
resources, including skilled labour, revenue
generation activities and infrastructure,
could inﬂuence its sustainability prospects.
Thus, the management of resources might
be a factor inﬂuencing the sustainable
funding of South Africa’s public broadcaster.
Customer beneﬁts and organisational
performance as possible outcomes of
sustainable funding
The dimensions of sustainability, mentioned
earlier, are also inter-related and impact upon
one another, which in turn leads to continuous

organisational performance. Lebans and
Euske (2006:71) deﬁne organisational
performance as a set of ﬁnancial and nonﬁnancial indicators that provide information
on the status of the achievement of the
organisation’s goal and objectives. These
objectives can be measured in customer
beneﬁts and continuous organisational
performance (Da Costa, 2012:3; Mendel,
2013:17). Venkatraman and Ramanujam
(1986:804)
refer
to
non-ﬁnancial
indicators as operational performances
that when achieved, contribute to
customer beneﬁts and proﬁtability that
ultimately lead to organisational success.
Elkington (2004:200-201) refers to the
above-mentioned dimensions as “winwin strategies”, which when achieved,
simultaneously beneﬁt the organisation,
its customers and the environment,
while ensuring the sustainability of the
organisation.
Public broadcasters in general are faced
with varied requirements from diverse
stakeholders. However, Hastings (2004:306)
emphasises that it is the audience (as
the consumer and a ﬁnancier of a public
broadcaster), who is the most important
stakeholder to a public broadcaster.
Therefore, a public broadcaster should
focus on increasing audience satisfaction
and customer beneﬁts through improved
content oﬀerings. In the broadcasting
industry, measuring customer beneﬁts
is directly aligned with the perception of
value attained from the broadcast content
experience and the extent to which
customers’ expectations (as audiences)
are met or exceeded by the broadcaster
(Hastings, 2004:305). Public broadcasters
are obligated by the constitution and
national legislation to broadcast to all
citizens as consumers by educating,
informing and entertaining them, using
local quality content that should beneﬁt
society as a whole (Hastings, 2004:301;
Obijiofor, 2011:15). The Department of
Communications (2014:64) emphasises
that public broadcasters should not only
meet local content obligations but also
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ensure that content is of a quality that draws
audiences. It can be assumed that to deliver
on its duties and responsibilities, and to do
so while ensuring customer satisfaction
and beneﬁts by meeting broadcasting
expectations, a public broadcaster needs
sustainable funding.
Organisational performance refers to
the ability of an organisation to meet its
goals and objectives in an eﬀective and
eﬃcient manner (Gutner & Thompson,
2013:58). According to Gavrea et al.
(2011:287), organisational performance
is a signiﬁcant indicator of organisational
success. Organisational performance is
measured against predetermined outputs
that can be in the form of ﬁnancial or nonﬁnancial indicators. Financial indicators
of organisational performance include
proﬁtability, which is reﬂected by the return
on investment measurement. Non-ﬁnancial
indicators of organisational performance
relate to an organisation’s marketing
eﬀectiveness, market share, product quality
and technological eﬃciency (Venkatraman
& Ramanujam, 1986:804). GumucioDagron (2001:5) and Jallov (2012:29)
regard organisational performance as
an outcome of sustainability, especially
in the context of broadcasting. Thus, a
ﬁnancially sustainable public broadcaster
would be able to improve its ﬁnancial and
non-ﬁnancial indicators of organisational
performance if sustainable funding exists.
PROPOSED SUSTAINABLE FUNDING
FRAMEWORK FOR THE SABC
Based on the literature review of the desk
study, this section presents the suggested
framework for sustainable funding of
the SABC. In developing the framework,
the major elements of the sustainability
concepts from Gumucio-Dagron (2001)
and Jallov (2012), as well as the pillars of
ﬁnancial sustainability by Leon (2001) were
considered. From the pillars of ﬁnancial
sustainability model by Leon (2001),
internal stakeholders as a starting point of
sustainable funding is drawn. In addition,
customer beneﬁts and organisational

performance, as Leon’s (2001) results
of sustainability, is added to this study’s
framework. The works of Gumucio-Dagron
(2001:5) and Jallov (2012:29) aid the
selection of internal stakeholders and
management of resources to the study’s
framework since these studies considered
policies, internal practices, ﬁnancial
accountability and management style
as sustainability aspects. Furthermore,
these sources also regard organisational
performance as a sustainability outcome
and investigated various sustainability
aspects in the broadcasting context. The
inclusion of competitive environment and
management of resources in this study’s
framework also occurred due to the
scrutiny of literature relevant to the public
broadcasting context. Therefore, based
on the analysis of these and various other
relevant secondary sources, Figure 1 is
presented.
The framework in Figure 1 shows three
independent variables, namely internal
stakeholders, competitive environment and
the management of resources. In addition,
the framework presents sustainable
funding as the intervening variable and
two dependent variables, namely customer
beneﬁts and organisational performance.
The framework hereby suggests that the
three independent variables inﬂuence
sustainable funding (of the SABC). In
addition, the framework suggests that the
intervening variable (sustainable funding of
the SABC) inﬂuences the two dependent
variables (customer beneﬁts and the
organisational performance of the SABC).
Regarding internal stakeholders, the study’s
framework reveals that the inﬂuence of the
SABC’s board of directors, management
at all levels, trade unions, and freelancers
on the organisation’s sustainable funding
should be investigated. Considering
the competitive public broadcasting
environment, the framework suggests that
a well-regulated environment with policies
that ensures the principle of fair competition
amongst broadcasters, both from the public
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FIGURE 1: PROPOSED SUSTAINABLE FUNDING FRAMEWORK FOR THE SABC SOURCE:
RESEARCHERS’ OWN CONSTRUCTION.

service and commercial service segments,
could aid the sustainable funding of the
SABC. The study’s framework also proposes
that well managed resources relating to the
SABC’s infrastructure, digital technologies
and in-house production facilities as well
as adherence to proper business practices,
could ensure the organisation’s sustainable
funding.
In addition, the study’s framework reveals
that sustainable funding could allow
the SABC to yield improved audience
(customer) beneﬁts and assist in achieving
its strategic organisational performance
objectives. Speciﬁcally, regarding customer
beneﬁts, the study’s framework proposes
that sustainable funding is the driving force
behind audience satisfaction and creates
an environment that meets the expectations
of the customers as an audience, at an
aﬀordable price. Sustainable funding will
possibly allow the organisation to broadcast
diverse quality content, including content
of national importance. Lastly, considering
organisational performance, the study’s
framework suggests that sustainable
funding positions the organisation as a

broadcasting leader and a marketable
organisation in South Africa, and it is a
means to promote the SABC’s business
innovation, infrastructure expansion and
eﬀective migration to digital technology.
More speciﬁcally, based on the secondary
data collected during the desk study, this
study provides practical and relevant ideas
that can assist the SABC to become a
sustainable public broadcaster:
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• In addition to the employee optimisation
exercise undertaken through Section
189, the main internal SABC stakeholder
namely the board of directors should
ensure sound ﬁnancial management
through a monthly cash ﬂow monitoring
mechanism.
• The SABC should engage ICASA to
propose regulatory protection of its
free-to-air channels’ content so that
it can be sold in commercial deals (as
part of exclusive rights) to subscription
broadcasters.
• SABC management should also engage
ICASA to propose regulation and
licensing of online Internet broadcasting

2021 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS CONFERENCE

to ensure parity between traditional
broadcasters
and
online
based
broadcasters.
• SABC should venture into New Media
such as the streaming of audio and
video on their own platforms in order
to improve its competitive advantage,
since this could improve its revenue
generation in the long-run.
• SABC management should revise the
collection methods for licence fees
by proposing a compulsory collection
method to ICASA, such as collection
through a levy inclusion on electricity
bills.
• It is important that the SABC has
a well-deﬁned (expected amount)
government grant allocation that is
compulsory for broadcasting projects
of national importance. The quantiﬁed
estimated costs could be submitted to
the National Treasury department of the
South African government annually, for
reimbursement.
• SABC management should invest in the
improvement of infrastructure, digital
technologies and in-house production
facilities that will support long-term
revenue generation.
• SABC should also partner and support
local based production companies which
will ensure sharing of resources, which
might reduce costs and create quality
content that draws audiences.
• SABC management should continuously
engage audiences through interactive
methods such as dedicated programmes
and workshops in order to improve
the existing broadcast services which
might lead to audience loyalty and thus
revenue stability.
The proposed hypotheses for future studies
are based on the theoretical framework
suggested for further investigation, with each
hypothesis indicating a possible relationship
between the identiﬁed variables. Therefore,
the framework suggests the following
hypotheses to be tested in future studies:

H1: Internal stakeholders signiﬁcantly
inﬂuences the sustainable funding of the
SABC.
H2:
The
competitive
environment
signiﬁcantly inﬂuences the sustainable
funding of the SABC.
H3: Management of resources signiﬁcantly
inﬂuences the sustainable funding of the
SABC.
H4: Sustainable funding of the SABC
signiﬁcantly inﬂuences its customer
beneﬁts.
H5: Sustainable funding of the SABC
signiﬁcantly inﬂuences its organisational
performance.
CONTRIBUTION AND CONCLUSION
The sustainable funding of the SABC is
important to the organisation and public
broadcasting in South Africa. However,
the literature review reveals that the SABC
is currently not a ﬁnancially sustainable
organisation. The primary objective of
the study was achieved, since the study
developed and presented a sustainable
funding framework for the SABC.
This research study faced some limitations.
Firstly, as it was a desk study, the
literature analysed was limited to what the
researchers could access. Secondly, the
available information and data were not all
speciﬁc to the public broadcaster in South
Africa. Despite the above limitations, other
researchers could explore factors that this
study might have not included. For example,
it could be that external stakeholders also
inﬂuence the sustainable funding of the
public broadcaster and therefore future
research should expand the framework to
include external stakeholders, especially
with regard to their involvement in policy
development in the industry.
In addition to the subsequent practical
ideas, the study’s main contribution lies
in the study’s literature review which was
conducted to develop the framework.
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Through the extensive literature review
regarding the SABC as well as the topic
sustainable funding, the study contributed
to the debate and literature regarding
sustainable funding for public broadcasters,
and can therefore act as a foundation for
other studies. Speciﬁcally, the researchers
suggest that the framework of this study is
empirically tested quantitatively to gather
the perceptions of role players in the public
broadcasting industry. Various industry
role players could participate to measure
the inﬂuence of the suggested factors on
sustainable funding and to statistically
identify signiﬁcant relationships between
the proposed variables of this study’s
framework.
This study’s proposed framework in Figure
1 suggests that the public broadcaster’s
sustainable funding could possibly improve
if the following are ensured: internal
stakeholders are appropriately involved
in decision-making; there is a highly
competitive broadcasting environment
with functional policies and regulations;
and SABC resources are well managed.
In addition, the framework shows that if
the SABC has sustainable funding it could
possibly lead to an increase in organisational
outcomes, such as customer beneﬁts and
organisational performance. This shows that
the availability of sustainable funding could
enable the SABC to improve its customer
service as well as its organisational
ﬁnancial and non-ﬁnancial performance. In
conclusion, through this study, the SABC,
government and relevant policy makers
could gain insight into the factors possibly
inﬂuencing the sustainable funding of
the public broadcaster. It is important for
these role players to be cognisant of the
study’s suggested framework, which show
that the SABC’s sustainable funding and
organisational outcomes could increase
positively if relevant aspects are considered
during strategy development, revenue
collection and other operations. The study
proved to provide realistic solutions and
practical aspects to consider regarding
sustainable funding for the SABC. The

main contribution of this study lies in its
contribution to the body of knowledge
relating to sustainable funding in the context
of public broadcasting.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of the paper is to scrutinise
the use of free cash ﬂow (FCF) in integrated
reports of Johannesburg Stock Exchange
(JSE) listed companies, so that greater
insights into its elusive nature and the
implications for its use and interpretation can
be revealed. Quantitative research methods
were adopted in ﬁve phases. Phase one
encompassed a key word search for FCF
in the integrated reports of 73 companies
listed on the FTSE/JSE Responsible
Investment Index of 2018. Phase two used
quantitative content analysis to analyse the
integrated reports of the 21 companies that
disclosed FCF, to determine adherence to
JSE regulatory disclosure rules on pro forma
information. In phase three quantiﬁed FCF
is compared to the movement in reported
proﬁt/loss. In phase four and variations
in deﬁnitions were noted and lastly in
phase ﬁve the context of FCF disclosures
were captured. The results show that 21
companies disclosed FCF in their integrated
reports and only two companies applied all
of the JSE regulatory disclosure rules on
pro forma information, with the remaining
19 companies not complying fully. These
companies could potentially misuse the
non-standard FCF information that could
undermine the credibility of integrated
reports. Most (14) companies may use FCF
in order to boost users’ perceptions about
company performance and furthermore

1. INTRODUCTION
Free cash ﬂow (FCF) is a non-standard,
custom measure that does not conform to
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
(GAAP), nor to the International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS) (Sherman
and Young, 2018). GAAP and IFRS are
accounting standards intended for public
disclosure by companies listed on the
world’s major stock exchanges. Non-GAAP
and non-IFRS measures are frequently
called pro forma information (Elliott, 2006;
Marques, 2010). Use of the term non-GAAP
equally applies to companies that report
under IFRS and the related disclosures of
non-IFRS measures (Sherman and Young,
2018). The motivation for disclosing nonGAAP ﬁnancial measures is a heavily
debated topic (Islam, Evans, White and
Hossain, 2018). Non-GAAP ﬁnancial
measures are not always disclosed from
an opportunistic (misleading) viewpoint,
but also from an altruistic (informative)
perspective (Isidro and Marques, 2013;
Huang and Skantz, 2016; Islam et al., 2018).
Both motives, opportunistic (misleading)
and altruistic (informative) can co-exist
(Isidro and Marques, 2013; Islam et al.,
2018).
Despite FCF being a non-GAAP measure,
the disclosure has become very popular
among ﬁnancial statement preparers,
ﬁnancial analysts, academics and textbook
authors (Bhandari and Adams, 2017).
Voluntary disclosure and emphasis on
FCF in company ﬁnancial reports have
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increased signiﬁcantly (Gullapalli, 2004;
Adhikari and Duru, 2006; Bhandari and
Adams, 2017; McKenna, 2017). Bhandari
and Adams (2017:12) described FCF as:
“An intuitively appealing concept to both
laymen and analysts”… “Very attractive and
meaningful term for all the stakeholders
in an organization” and providing “useful
information to all stakeholders”. However,
the voluntary disclosure of FCF has
been under scrutiny of regulators and the
ﬁnancial press have expressed concerns
about the opportunistic use of the measure
(Gullapalli, 2004; Adhikari and Duru, 2006;
Bhandari and Adams, 2017; McKenna,
2017). Richardson (2006) suggested
that companies report FCF to portray the
ﬁnancial performance of the company in a
more positive light than reported earnings.
The Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) in the United States has speciﬁcally
warned companies about their potential
misuse of the FCF measure and urged
companies to “avoid inappropriate or
potentially misleading inferences” about the
usefulness of FCF information (McKenna,
2017).
Concerns about the opportunistic use
of non-GAAP information gave rise to
regulatory disclosure rules and guidance
(Adhikari and Duru, 2006; Elliott, 2006;
Bhandari and Adams, 2017). The voluntary
disclosure of non-GAAP measures such as
FCF must comply with the regulatory and
disclosure rules of the particular jurisdiction
in which a public listed company operates
(Isidro and Marques, 2015). In South Africa,
regulatory guidance on the disclosure of
non-GAAP ﬁnancial information is provided
in the Johannesburg Stock Exchange
(JSE) listing requirements and supported
by the South African Institute of Chartered
Accountants (SAICA’s) guide on pro forma
ﬁnancial information (JSE, 2005; SAICA,
2012).
FCF was ﬁrst coined by Jensen (1986). In the
context of the Agency Theory Jensen (1986)
hypothesised that if FCF is not distributed to
shareholders, it would encourage wasteful

use by managers tempted to invest the
excess cash in unproﬁtable projects to
pursue company growth, which will beneﬁt
management personally (to the detriment
of shareholders). The conﬂict of interest
between shareholders and managers is
especially severe when companies generate
substantial FCF (Jensen, 1986). FCF can
be interpreted as funds either distributable
to shareholders or spendable by managers,
or both (Bhandari and Adams, 2017).
Subsequent to Jensen’s (1986) paper,
FCF has been used in many diﬀerent
contexts. Researchers have used FCF to
test theory and explain decisions related
to the declaration of dividends, dividend
policy, repayment of debt, repurchase
of shares and capital structure amongst
others (Bhandari and Adams, 2017).
Remuneration agreements are being
revised to include measures of FCF as a
basis for incentives (Gullapalli, 2004). FCF
also provides information with regards to
the value of a company (Nel, 2009; Habib,
2012; Awasthi, Chipalkatti and De Mello e
Souza, 2013; Shefrin, 2014; Malone, Tarca
and Wee, 2016).
2. PROBLEM INVESTIGATED
The disclosure of non-GAAP information is
problematic for investors if such information
is presented inconsistently from period to
period (Davine, Mitrovich and Mazor, 2016;
Bhandari and Adams, 2017; Sherman and
Young, 2018) and in a more prominent
way (Elliott, 2006). Non-GAAP information
can also be detrimental to the company by
obscuring the ﬁnancial health, overstating
growth prospects and rewarding executive
beyond what can be justiﬁed (Sherman and
Young, 2018).
Managers are aware that shareholders
try to control and align their interest by
way of compensation contracts and
monitoring (Broberg, Tagesson and
Collin, 2010). Therefore, management
provides voluntary information to reduce
information asymmetry and gain the trust
of shareholders (Watson, Shrives and
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Marston, 2002). However, Einhorn and Ziv
(2012) argued that management’s voluntary
disclosure choices are biased and based
on self-interest.
South African companies holding a primary
listing on the JSE must prepare integrated
reports on an ‘apply and explain’ basis.
Companies have considerable discretion
over disclosures in integrated reports (Healy
and Palepu, 2001). Concerns raised about
the quality of integrated reports encompass
the following: lack of regulation and weak
assurance practices (Flower, 2015; Stent
and Dowler, 2015; Thomson, 2015; Dumay,
Bernardi, Guthrie and Torre, 2017), content
inadequately linked to relevant ﬁnancial
information (Stent and Dowler, 2015) and
comparability problems across companies
owing to the diversity in the type and quality
of information disclosures (Doni, Gasperini
and Pavone, 2016).
Prior studies found that companies listed
on multiple stock exchanges voluntarily
disclose more ﬁnancial information (Meek
and Gray, 1989; Meek, Robert and Gray,
1995; Broberg et al., 2010). Companies
with secondary listings on the JSE have
a primary listing elsewhere in the world
and managers of these companies may
disclose FCF information expected in the
listing location. Much is unknown about the
disclosure of FCF in the integrated reports
of South African listed companies. Against
this background, the objective of this
paper is to explore the use and context of
FCF in the integrated reports of JSE listed
companies so that greater insights into its
elusive nature and its implications for use
and interpretation can be revealed.
3. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The main research question of this paper
is: Do JSE listed companies voluntarily
disclose FCF in their integrated reports?
Flowing from this main research question,
the following secondary questions arise:
(i) How widespread is FCF reporting? (ii)
Does the disclosure comply with disclosure
rules of the JSE listing requirements on pro

forma ﬁnancial information? (iii) whether
FCF portray the ﬁnancial performance in a
more positive light than reported earnings?
(iv) Are the disclosed FCF measures
comparable and consistent? (v) In what
contexts are FCF disclosed?
4. THEORIES EXPLAINING FCF AND
VOLUNTARY DISCLOSURE
Companies with surplus free cash ﬂows
tend to face conﬂict of interest between the
principal (the shareholders) and their agents
(the company’s managers) (Jensen and
Meckling, 1976). Agents provide voluntary
information to manage the conﬂict of interest
and gain the trust of shareholders (Watson
et al., 2002). However, voluntary disclosure
is a complex phenomenon and cannot be
explained by a single theory, therefore
the use of a multi-theoretical framework is
recommended (Healy and Palepu, 2001;
Broberg et al., 2010). Section 4 provides
an overview of FCF and the agency theory
followed by a multi-theoretical framework to
explain voluntary disclosure.
4.1 Free cash ﬂow and the Agency
Theory
Jensen (1986) introduced FCF in the
context of the Agency Theory. Agency
Theory refers to the relationship between
the principal (the shareholders) and their
agent (the company’s managers). In this
relationship, there is conﬂicting interest
between the shareholder and manager,
and both parties are assumed to act in
their own self-interest. Jensen (1986)
hypothesised that if FCF is not paid out to
shareholders, managers will be tempted
to invest in unproﬁtable projects in pursuit
of company growth. Company growth will
beneﬁt management personally in the form
of guaranteed employment and salary
increases due to the greater responsibility
of managing a larger company. Information
asymmetry is inevitable and means that
the manager’s actions are hidden from the
shareholders, thus leading to agency costs.
The agency problem can be mitigated in
several ways. Disclosure of information is
important to reduce information asymmetry
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(Jensen and Meckling, 1976). Furthermore,
potential solutions to the agency problem
can be: compensation contracts structured
to align the interests of the shareholders
and managers, a board of directors to
monitor management and ﬁnancial analysts
(information intermediaries) engaging in
private information production to uncover
misappropriation by managers (Healy and
Palepu, 2001).
4.2 Multi-theoretical framework
explaining voluntary disclosure
The most common theories used in
studies to explain companies’ voluntary
disclosure practices include: Agency
Theory, Signalling Theory, Capital Need
Theory and Legitimacy Theory (Shehata,
2014). Use of the Proprietary Cost Theory
has been limited because of the diﬃculty
to measure disclosure related costs
(propriety costs). Although most studies
focus on economic based theories (for
example the Agency Theory and Signalling
Theory) seeking to link ﬁnancial reporting
to economic consequence, more system
orientated theories (such as Stakeholder
Theory, Legitimacy Theory and Institutional
Theory) should not be excluded (Broberg et
al., 2010).
A subtle distinction is made between the
mere presence of voluntary pro forma
disclosures versus the emphasis placed
on voluntary pro forma disclosures (Elliott,
2006; Islam et al., 2018). The emphasis
(prominence) of pro forma information,
regardless of its informativeness, can
have unintentional eﬀects on information
processing (Elliott, 2006). Prominent pro
forma information attracts users’ attention
and therefore managers can exploit this
prominence eﬀect to inﬂuence shareholders
perceptions of the company (Elliott, 2006).
On the other hand, the complementarity
theory is based on the premises that one
practice increases the value of another
practice and vice versa (Cavaco and Crifo,
2014). In other words, the practice of
disclosing voluntary information increases
the value of reporting mandatory information

and vice versa.
4.2.1 Voluntary Disclosure Theory
Voluntary Disclosure Theory states that
voluntary disclosure helps to improve the
information environment of companies
by enhancing analysts’ understanding of
companies’ prospects (Zhou, Simmett and
Green, 2017). Therefore, better disclosure
quality enhances analysts’ forecasting
properties such as improved forecast
accuracy and lower forecast dispersion
(Zhou et al., 2017). Zhou et al. (2017:94)
extended the test of Voluntary Disclosure
Theory into the context of integrated
reporting and found empirical evidence
that integrated reporting “is providing
incrementally useful information to the
capital market over and above existing
reporting mechanisms”.
4.2.2 Complementarity theory
Complementarity theory refers to corporate
design choices which can be interdependent,
in other words, complements or substitutes
(Milgrom and Roberts, 1995; Grabner
and Moers, 2013). According to the
complementarity theory, the use of diﬀerent
strategies may emphasise and reinforce
each other to signal a strong orientation
to the market, resulting in increased
credibility (Grabner, Renders and Yang,
2018). Grabner et al., (2018) found that
integrating
sustainability
performance
criteria in executive remuneration contracts
complements
sustainability
reporting
especially when companies face high
credibility concerns. Therefore, according
to the complementarity theory the practice
of voluntary disclosing FCF increases the
value of reporting mandatory information
and vice versa.
5. LITERATURE REVIEW ON FCF AND
INTEGRATED REPORTING
This section presents deﬁnitions of FCF,
followed by a literature review on the
regulatory disclosure rules that companies
must comply with when disclosing FCF
information. Lastly, an overview of
integrated reporting in South Africa, and
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more speciﬁcally the Integrated Reporting
Framework <IRF> and assurance of
integrated reports are provided.
5.1 Deﬁning free cash ﬂow
FCF is a non-standard metric, which is
not deﬁned in GAAP or IFRS. Without a
regulatory standard for determining the
amount of FCF, multiple deﬁnitions are used
in practice and disagreements often occur
(Bhandari and Adams, 2017). In support
Mulford and Comiskey (2008:348) stated,
“We are concerned that there is not much
understanding of what constitutes free cash
ﬂow”.
Jensen (1986:323) ﬁrst deﬁned FCF as:
“Cash ﬂow in excess of that required to
fund all projects that have positive net
present values when discounted at the
relevant costs of capital”. However, this
deﬁnition is subjective and allows ﬁnancial
statement preparers, management and
ﬁnancial analysts to use their discretion in
calculating a company’s FCF (Bhandari
and Adams, 2017). There is no unique
deﬁnition for FCF in the literature. Mills,
Bible and Mason (2002) listed 12 diﬀerent
FCF deﬁnitions. Adhikari and Duru (2006)
identiﬁed 10 FCF deﬁnitions and grouped
the deﬁnitions according to the starting point
of the calculation, namely cash-ﬂow-based
and income-based. The cash-ﬂow-based
method uses cash ﬂow from operations
(CFO) as a starting point and the incomebased method starts with earnings before
interest tax depreciation and amortisation
(EBITDA) and adjusts to arrive at FCF.
Habib (2012) mentioned 9 studies that
used various deﬁnitions for FCF. Bhandari
and Adams (2017) described 17 diﬀerent
deﬁnitions in their study.
Loosely deﬁned, FCF represents cash
ﬂows from operating activities (CFO) as
presented in the statement of cash ﬂows,
less capital expenditures (IFRS, 2014;
SEC, 2018). However, according to the
original FCF deﬁnition proposed by Jensen
(1986), the capital expenditure should only
represent capital expenditure to maintain

the operating capacity and exclude capital
expenditure in pursuit of growth (Hackel,
Livnat and Rai, 2000; Bhandari and Adams,
2017). Companies are encouraged to
separately disclose capital expenditures
required to maintain operating capacity and
capital expenditure that increase operating
capacity (IFRS, 2014). However in practice,
the split between spending on maintenance
versus expansion is problematic (Bruwer
and Hamman, 2012). The information is not
readily available from the annual ﬁnancial
statements and furthermore the split is not
easy to make, even for the company itself
(Bruwer and Hamman, 2012).
Deﬁnitions of FCF are classiﬁed according
to two broad perspectives, namely capital
maintenance perspective and the all-inclusive
perspective (Mills et al., 2002; Adhikari
and Duru, 2006; Bruwer and Hamman,
2012). The loosely deﬁned deﬁnition of
FCF (CFO less capital expenditures) falls
within the capital maintenance perspective.
The capital maintenance perspective of
FCF represents the amount of cash that
managers can spend without reducing
the productive capacity of the company
(Bhandari and Adams, 2017), thus using
only capital expenditure necessary to
maintain the productive capacity of the ﬁrm.
Amounts for debt reduction, dividends and
share repurchase are excluded from this
perspective’s FCF calculation.
The all-inclusive perspective view of FCF
represents the amount of cash over which
management has discretion (Bhandari
and Adams, 2017). It is argued that ﬁrms
have little discretion in making mandatory
debt payments and normal dividend payouts, therefore these payments should be
subtracted to arrive at a true measure of value
to equity investors. Under this perspective,
FCF is deﬁned as cash that is available
after paying for all current commitments,
including capital reinvestments, dividends
and repayments on debt. Bhandari and
Adams (2017) propose the all-inclusive
perspective in deﬁning FCF, as they believe
that this perspective is in the spirit of the
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original FCF measure proposed by Jensen
(1986). Bhandari and Adams (2017:17)
suggested that until consensus is reached,
the following deﬁnition of FCF should be
used: “Free cash available for distribution
to stockholders after capital expenditures
needs to sustain current operations (not
growth) and other non-discretionary cash
ﬂow needs are met,” calculated as: [FCF
= CFO – Capital expenditures – Debt
payments].
5.2 Regulatory presentation rules and
guidance for the voluntary disclosure of
FCF
Concerns about the opportunistic use
of non-GAAP information gave rise to
regulatory presentation rules and guidance
(Adhikari and Duru, 2006; Bhandari and
Adams, 2017). The voluntary disclosure of
FCF must follow the regulatory presentation
rules of the particular jurisdiction in which
a public listed company operates. In the
United States and Australia, regulatory
rules are provided by the respective
stock exchanges (Isidro and Marques,
2015). However, in Europe there are no

regulations, only recommendations on
non-GAAP reporting (Isidro and Marques,
2015). South Africa follows a similar
approach to the United States and Australia,
and regulatory presentation rules are
provided by the JSE listing requirements,
corroborated by the SAICA’s guide on pro
forma ﬁnancial information (SAICA, 2012).
Non-GAAP measures can be useful to users
of integrated reports; however, they also
have the potential to be misleading if not
presented clearly and appropriately as set
out in the JSE regulatory rules. Regulatory
presentation rules as well as guidance for
the presentation of pro forma information
are set out below in Table 1.
Table 1 distinguishes between regulatory
presentation rules which JSE listed
companies must comply with when
disclosing non-GAAP measures, and mere
guidance provided by IFRS (2009; 2014),
SEC (2018) and relevant literature. The
presentation rules reﬂect the concern that
there is uncertainty of how the non-GAAP
measures are calculated and furthermore
that it might be misleading. JSE listed

TABLE 1: REGULATORY PRESENTATION RULES AND GUIDANCE FOR THE DISCLOSURE OF
FCF INFORMATION

REGULATORY PRESENTATION RULES
(COMPULSORY FOR COMPANIES WITH
PRIMARY JSE LISTING)
The pro forma ﬁnancial information must clearly state:
“the purpose for which it has been prepared”;
Purpose and
limitations

that it is “prepared for illustrative purposes only”; and

LITERATURE
SOURCE
JSE (2005, para
8.18); SAICA
(2012, para .28
and .31)

due to “its nature, it may not fairly present the issuer’s
ﬁnancial position, changes in equity, results of
operations or cash ﬂows”.
The pro forma ﬁnancial information must be “presented JSE (2005, para
in columnar form”, with three separate categories
8.19); SAICA
for “unadjusted ﬁnancial information, the pro forma
(2012, para
adjustments and the pro forma ﬁnancial information”.
.33–.34);
Reconciliation The pro forma ﬁnancial information should identify:
SEC (2018, para
“the basis upon which it is prepared”; and
102.07)
“the source of each item of information and adjustment”.
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Pro forma ﬁgures must have equal prominence as
unadjusted ﬁnancial ﬁgures in the document.
Castellano (2019) provides examples of pro forma
disclosures considered as more prominent:
“presenting a non-GAAP measure using a style of
presentation (e.g., bold, larger font) that emphasizes
the non-GAAP measure over the comparable GAAP
measure”;
“presenting a non-GAAP measure
comparable GAAP measure”;
Prominence

before

the JSE (2005, para
8.20);

“describing a non-GAAP measure as, for example,
‘exceptional’, without at least an equally prominent
descriptive characterisation of the comparable GAAP
measure”;

Castellano
(2019)

“providing tabular disclosure of non-GAAP measures
without including the comparable GAAP measures in
the same table with discussion”; and

ISAE 3420
assurance

Deﬁnition

Capital
expenditure

“analysis of a non-GAAP measure without a
similar discussion and analysis of the comparable
GAAP measure in a location with equal or greater
prominence”.
“If applicable, reported on in terms of the International
Standard on Assurance Engagements (ISAE 3420) – JSE (2005, para
Assurance Engagement to Report on the Compilation
8.14)
of Pro forma Financial Information”.
GUIDANCE (NOT COMPULSORY)
All-inclusive perspective:
Bhandari and
FCF = CFO – Capital expenditures – Debt payments. Adams (2017);
Maintenance perspective:

SEC (2018, para
102.05, 102.07)

FCF = CFO – Capital expenditures.
IAS 7 paragraphs 50-51 recommend voluntary
disclosures distinguishing cash ﬂows representing IFRS (2009, IAS
increases in operating capacity from those required to 7 para 50-51);
maintain operating capacity.
IFRS (2014)
(This disclosure is not compulsory).

Ratios

Presentation of FCF on a per share basis is disallowed.

Source: Researcher’s own construct
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SEC (2018, para
102.05)

companies are required to state the
purpose and limitations of FCF information
and provide a reconciliation showing how
unadjusted ﬁnancial information is adjusted
to arrive at FCF (JSE, 2005; SAICA, 2012).
Elliott (2006) provided empirical evidence
that the disclosure of a quantitative
reconciliation reduces the ability of a
company to distort investors’ perceptions,
while enhancing analysts’ perceptions of the
reliability of the reported pro forma measure.
According to Govendir and Wells (2013:14),
sophisticated investors will be able to
appropriately evaluate the adjustments in
the reconciliation, however, “there must
be a residual concern that unsophisticated
investors will be misled”. Companies should
not give pro forma information greater
prominence than the GAAP counterparts
(JSE, 2005; Castellano, 2019). In addition,
it should be stated that pro forma ﬁnancial
information is the responsibility of the
directors and assurance is recommended
for the compilation of pro forma ﬁnancial
information (JSE, 2005).
Non-compulsory guidance relating to
the compilation of pro forma ﬁnancial
information is also available. Bhandari and
Adams (2017) highlighted the importance
of precisely deﬁning FCF. A split between
capital expenditures to maintain operating
capacity and capital expenditure to increase
operating capacity is recommended by
IFRS (2014; 2019). The presentation of FCF
on a per share basis is not permitted (SEC,
2018) because FCF is not a performance
measure, but rather an indicator of liquidity
(Bhandari and Adams, 2017).
5.3 Integrated Reporting in South Africa
South Africa became the ﬁrst country in the
world to require companies to prepare an
integrated report on an ‘apply or explain’
basis, with the release of the King III Code
in 2009 and its incorporation in the JSE
listing requirements (Setia, Abhayawansa,
Joshi and Huynh, 2017). The King IV was
released late 2016 and unlike the previous
version, King IV speciﬁed integrated
reporting on an ‘apply and explain’ basis

(Dumay et al., 2017) for companies holding
a primary listing on the JSE. According to
Dumay et al. (2017:464), there is “a widely
held misconception” it is a JSE listing
requirement that an integrated report should
complying with the <IRF>. As with the King
III, using the <IRF> is not a requirement of
King IV (Dumay et al., 2017). Companies
in South Africa may prepare an integrated
report in any form they choose as long as
they demonstrate compliance with all of
the King IV governance principles on an
‘apply and explain’ basis. According to the
IoDSA (2016:28), “when drafting the King
IV, reliance was placed on the international
<IR> Framework as issued by the
International Integrated Reporting Council.
The Integrated Reporting Committee of
South Africa (IRCSA) has endorsed the
International <IR> Framework as good
practice”.
5.4 Integrated Reporting Framework
<IRF>
The ﬁrst completed Integrated Reporting
Framework <IRF> was issued in late
2013 by the International Integrated
Reporting Council (IIRC, 2013). The <IRF>
is principles-based (Lee and Yeo, 2016)
and emphasises reporting which clearly
communicates the factors which inﬂuence
company value over time by integrating
ﬁnancial and non-ﬁnancial information in
the context of six capitals, namely: ﬁnancial,
manufactured, intellectual, human, social
and relationship and lastly, natural capital
(Atkins and Maroun, 2015, PWC, 2013).
The main purpose of integrated reporting is
“to explain to providers of ﬁnancial capital
how an organization creates value over
time” (IIRC, 2013:7; Atkins and Maroun,
2015; Stent and Dowler, 2015). The <IRF>
promotes conciseness by encouraging
a materiality lens whereby management
disclose what they consider to be material
to the value-creating activities of a company
(Zhou et al., 2017). The <IRF’s> concept
of value is criticised for its narrow focus
on value for investors instead of value for
society (Flower, 2015; Thomson, 2015).
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Companies that elect to use the <IRF>,
have discretion on the form, content and
details of their integrated reports because
of its principles-based philosophy (Lee and
Yeo, 2016). The framework recognizes
that variation in speciﬁc circumstances
of diﬀerent companies does not warrant
the prescription of key performance
indicators, measurement methods or the
disclosure of individual matters (IIRC,
2013). As emphasized by IIRC (2013:7),
management need to exercise judgment
on how diﬀerent types of information “are
disclosed, including the application of
generally accepted measurement and
disclosure methods as appropriate. When
information in an integrated report is similar
to, or based on other information published
by the organization, it is prepared on the
same basis as, or is easily reconcilable with,
that other information”. Stent and Dowler
(2015) raised the concern that the content of
integrated reports is not adequately linked
to other relevant ﬁnancial information.
5.5 Assurance of Integrated Reports
The content of annual ﬁnancial statements
is subject to statutory audit, however there
is no obligation for integrated reports
to be assured by independent auditors
(Atkins and Maroun, 2015; Dumay et al.,
2017). King IV’s recommendations do
not prescribe an assurance model for
integrated reports, but allow companies to
“exercise judgement in this regard” (IoDSA,
2016:31). The <IRF> describes external
assurance as a mechanism to enhance the
reliability of integrated reports (IIRC, 2013),
but refrains from recommending or requiring
assurance. Atkins and Maroun (2015:214)
recognised the need to assure elements
of integrated reports, however it will be “a
challenging exercise due to the trade-oﬀ
between reliability and usefulness of the
report content”. The lack of regulation of
assurance practices for integrated reports
may lead to opportunistic reporting of FCF
information.
6. RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHOD
Quantitative research methods were

adopted in ﬁve phases. In phase one, an
initial key word search was undertaken for
words “free cash ﬂow” and “FCF” in the
integrated reports of all 73 companies listed
on the FTSE/JSE Responsible Investment
Index in 2018. In phase two, the integrated
reports of the 21 companies that disclosed
FCF were content analysed to determine
whether the JSE regulatory rules on pro
forma disclosures were adhered to. In
phase three quantiﬁed FCF ﬁgures were
compared to the reported proﬁt/loss ﬁgure.
In phase four variations in FCF deﬁnitions
were noted and lastly the context of FCF
disclosures recorded.
6.1 Sampling and data collection
The
population
consisted
of
73
companies included in the 2018 FTSE/
JSE Responsible Investment Index. The
FTSE/JSE Responsible Investment Index
Series represented the performance of
South African companies meeting deﬁned
environmental, social and governance
(ESG) performance thresholds. It was
expected that the integrated reports of
these companies should be comprehensive
as they are subject to the corporate
governance criteria based on the FTSE
ESG Model. Strong corporate governance
practices mitigate the potential wasteful use
of FCF by managers tempted to invest in
unproﬁtable projects for personal beneﬁt
(Brush, Bromiley and Hendrickx, 2000;
Kadioglu and Yilmaz, 2017). Furthermore,
the disclosure of pro forma ﬁnancial
information is the responsibility of the
directors of the issuer (JSE, 2005, para 8.16)
and an eﬃcient governance structure helps
restrain opportunistic non-GAAP reporting
decisions that are likely to inﬂuence users’
valuation judgements (Isidro and Marques,
2013). Isidro and Marques (2013) found that
an eﬃcient board of directors can (i) reduce
the likelihood of disclosing non-GAAP
ﬁgures, (ii) reduce the emphasis given to
non-GAAP information and (iii) increase the
probability of disclosure of a reconciliation
in tabular format.
The integrated reports of all 73 FTSE/JSE
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Responsible Investment Index companies
are in public domain and openly accessible.
During Phase one these integrated reports
were downloaded from the respective
websites and scrutinised for the key words
“free cash ﬂow” and “FCF. Of the total
integrated reports, only 21 companies
voluntary disclosed FCF.
The integrated reports of these 21 FCF
disclosing
companies
were
further
analysed during Phase two. During this
phase, a purpose designed schedule for
content analysis (see Table 1) was applied
to the integrated reports. The aim of this
quantitative content analysis was to identify
adherence to the JSE disclosure rules and
guidelines of SAICA (2012), IFRS (2014),
SEC (2018) and relevant literature. The
schedule for content analysis comprised
seven items, categorised into two categories,

namely (i) regulatory presentation rules and
(ii) guidance (see Table 1). If the items in
Table 1 were disclosed, then a score of “1”
was given and “0” if not disclosed. It was
also noted whether the disclosed FCF is
quantiﬁed or not (words only).
In phase three quantiﬁed FCF was
compared to the 2017-2018 movement in
net proﬁt to evaluate whether FCF portray
the ﬁnancial performance in a more positive
light than reported earnings as suggested
by Richardson (2006). During Phase four
variations in FCF deﬁnitions were scrutinised
and lastly in Phase ﬁve the context of FCF
disclosures were recorded. The research
design is summarised in Table 2.
Table 2 illustrates the research design on
a step-by-step basis. Table 2 will enable
the research process to be traced in a

TABLE 2: RESEARCH DESIGN: FIVE PHASES

RESEARCH
QUESTIONS

NUMBER OF FTSE/JSE
Responsible Investment
Index (2018) COMPANIES

ONE

(i) How widespread is
FCF reporting?

All
(n = 73)

TWO

(ii) Does the disclosure
comply with disclosure
rules of the JSE
listing requirements
on pro forma ﬁnancial
information?

(n = 21)

PHASE

(iii) whether FCF portray
the ﬁnancial performance
THREE
in a more positive light
than reported earnings?
(iv) Are the disclosed
FCF measures
FOUR
comparable and
consistent?
(v) In what contexts are
FIVE
FCF disclosed?
Source: Researcher’s own construct
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RESEARCH
METHOD
Key word search for
“free cash ﬂow” and
“FCF”
“Schedule for
Content Analysis:
JSE regulatory pro
forma disclosure
rules” used to
content analyse
Integrated Reports
of those companies
that disclose FCF

(n = 14)

Compare quantiﬁed
FCF to the context of
reported proﬁt/loss

(n = 10)

Evaluate variations
in FCF deﬁnitions

(n = 21)

Identify context of
FCF disclosure
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systematic way and the integrity of the
research ﬁndings to be scrutinised.
7. FINDINGS
7.1 Phase One:
Phase one addressing research question:
(i) How widespread is FCF reporting? The
key word search for FCF, undertaken for
73 companies listed on the FTSE/JSE
Responsible Investment Index, revealed
that FCF is disclosed by 21 companies in
their integrated reports. Table 3 provides
the detail for the 21 FTSE/JSE Responsible
Investment Index companies that voluntary

disclosed FCF information, namely:
company name, industry, primary and/or
secondary listing status, FCF word count
and whether FCF was quantiﬁed.
Table 3 shows that a low number, 29%
(21/73)
of
FTSE/JSE
Responsible
Investment Index companies disclose FCF.
The FCF word count varied from 1 to 29
times per company. Furthermore, 14 of the
FTSE/JSE Responsible Investment Index
companies quantiﬁed FCF and seven
companies used words only.

TABLE 3: FTSE/JSE RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT INDEX COMPANY DISCLOSING FCF
INFORMATION

5

COMPANY
NAME
African
Rainbow
Minerals
(ARM)
Anglo
American
Anglo
American
Platinum
Anglo Gold
Ashanti
AVI

6

Barloworld

7

KAP

1

2
3
4

9

Kumba Iron
Ore
Mondi

10

Mr Price

11

MTN

12

Naspers
Northam
Platinum

8

13
14

Pick ‘n Pay

INDUSTRY

PRIMARY SECONDARY
LISTING
LISTING

FCF
COUNT

FCF
QUANTIFIED

6

No

24

Yes

21

Yes

29

Yes

Mining

JSE

Mining

LON

Mining

JSE

Mining

JSE

Food products
General
industrials
General
industrials

JSE

5

Yes

JSE

8

Yes

JSE

2

Yes

Mining

JSE

6

Yes

Forestry
General
retailer
Telecommunication
Media

LON

1

No

JSE

5

Yes

JSE

14

No

7

No

Mining

JSE

1

No

Food and drug
retailer

JSE

2

Yes

JSE
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JSE, SIX,
BOT, NAM

NYSE, ASX,
GHANA

JSE

LON

15

Remgro

16

Reunert

Sibanye
Stillwater
The Foshini
18
Group
17

19

Telkom

20

Truworths

21

Vodacom

General
industrials
Electronic
equipment
Mining
General
retailer
Telecommunication
General
retailer
Telecommunication

JSE

9

No

JSE

5

Yes

10

No

21

Yes

18

Yes

2

Yes

9

Yes

JSE

NYSE

JSE
JSE

NYSE

JSE
JSE

TANZANIA

Yes = 14
No = 7
Source: Researcher’s own construct
7.2 Phase Two:
Phase two addressing research question: (ii)
Does the disclosure comply with disclosure
rules of the JSE listing requirements on pro
forma ﬁnancial information? The results
of the quantitative content analysis are
presented in Table 4.
Table 4 shows that only two companies
(Sibanye Stillwater and Anglo American)
complied with all of the JSE regulatory
disclosure rules while the remaining 19
companies disclosed FCF, ignoring some
of the JSE pro forma disclosure rules. Only
three companies elaborated on the purpose
and limitations of their FCF disclosures.
Four companies presented a reconciliation
showing separately the source of each
item of information and adjustments. Most
companies avoided the presentation of a
reconciliation and such reporting practices
have been associated with opportunistic
disclosure (Elliott, 2006; Isidro and Marques,
2013).
Fourteen companies did not give FCF
greater
prominence
than
standard
unadjusted ﬁnancial ﬁgures, however
the rest (7 companies) emphasised FCF
by using a style of presentation (bold,

larger font, headings) and using tabular
disclosure of FCF without including the
comparable GAAP measure in the same
table. FCF measures should not be given
greater prominence in company reports
in comparison to standard unadjusted
ﬁnancial ﬁgures (Elliott, 2006). Only one
company, Sibanye Stillwater obtained ISAE
3420 assurance certiﬁcation related to FCF
disclosures. Vodacom made a statement
that the report contains non-IFRS ﬁnancial
measures which have not been reviewed or
reported on by the group’s auditors.
Ten companies disclosed deﬁnitions for FCF
in their integrated reports. Furthermore, six
companies split the disclosure of capital
expenditure in their integrated reports
into two components, capital expenditure
required to maintain operating capacity and
capital expenditure that increases operating
activities.
Table 4 shows that three companies used
FCF to calculate a ratio. Reunert and
The Foshini Group calculated FCF as a
percentage of proﬁt after tax. AVI presented
FCF per ordinary shares. The presentation
of FCF on a per share basis is not permitted
by the United States SEC (2018). Such
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TABLE 4: RESULTS OF THE QUANTITATIVE CONTENT ANALYSIS

19
20
21

(vi)

(vii)

RATIOS

18

(v)

CAPITAL EXPENDIRUE
DISCLOSURE

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

(iv)

DEFINTION

4

(iii)

ISAE 3420
if applicable

3

(ii)

NO GREATER
PROMINANCE

2

African Rainbow
Minerals
Anglo American
Anglo American
Platinum
Anglo Gold
Ashanti
AVI
Barloworld
KAP
Kumba Iron Ore
Mondi
Mr Price
MTN
Naspers
Northam Platinum
Pick ‘n Pay
Remgro
Reunert
Sibanye Stillwater
The Foshini
Group
Telkom
Truworths
Vodacom

(i)

RECONCILIATION

1

GUIDANCE
(NOT
COMPULSORY)

PURPOSE AND
LIMITATIONS

QUANTIFIED FCF

REGULATORY
PRESENATION RULES
(COMPULSORY)

No

-

-

1

-

1

1

-

Yes

1

1

1

-

1

-

-

Yes

-

-

1

-

1

-

-

Yes

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No*

1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
-

1
1
-

Yes

-

-

-

-

1

-

1

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes = 14

1
3

1
4

1
1
14

1

1
10

1
1
6

3

*Sibanye Stillwater’s integrated report made speciﬁc reference to FCF in the annual
ﬁnancial statements.
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disclosure practices are misleading because
FCF is not a performance measure, but
rather an indicator of liquidity (Bhandari and
Adams, 2017; SEC, 2018).
It is a concern that the JSE presentation
rules on pro forma ﬁnancial information are
not fully adhered to by 90% (19/21) of the
companies that voluntary disclosure FCF.
The JSE disclosure rules reduce the ability
of a company to misinform users while
providing important FCF information.
7.3 Phase Three
Phase three addressing research question:
(iii) whether FCF portray the ﬁnancial
performance in a more positive light than
reported earnings? The 14 companies that
quantiﬁed FCF were scrutinised and all
disclosed a positive FCF ﬁgure as shown
in Table 5.
TABLE 5: FCF COMPARED TO THE
MOVEMENT IN PROFIT

COMPANY
NAME
Anglo
American
Anglo
American
Platinum
Anglo Gold
Ashanti
AVI
Barloworld
KAP
Kumba
Iron ore
Mr Price
Pick ‘n Pay
Reunert
The
Foshini
Group
Telkom
Truworths
Vodacom

QUANTIFIED
FCF:
POSITIVE /
NEGATIVE

PROFIT
MOVEMENT:
2017–2018

+ FCF

increase

+ FCF

increase

+ FCF

increase

+ FCF
+ FCF
+ FCF

increase
increase
increase

+ FCF

increase

+ FCF
+ FCF
+ FCF

increase
increase
increase

+ FCF

increase

+ FCF
+ FCF
+ FCF

(decrease)
(decrease)
increase

Source: Researcher’s own construct

Table 5 shows that most companies did not
use FCF in the context of declining proﬁt. Most
companies (except Telkom and Truworths)
reported an increase in proﬁt from 2017 to
2018 and these results are not consistent
with Richardson’s (2006) suggestion that
companies report FCF to portray the
ﬁnancial performance of the company in a
more positive light than reported earnings.
The disclosure of non-GAAP measures in
an aggressive and positive way, signalling
good news, can lead to an appreciation
of the market value of company shares
(Isidro and Marques, 2013). The results
show that most companies may be using
FCF to boost users’ perceptions about
company performance, in other words, as
a complement to the increase in net proﬁt.
The Complementarity Theory states that
one practice (disclosing FCF) increases
the value of another practice (reporting net
proﬁt) and vice versa (Cavaco and Crifo,
2014).
7.4 Phase 4
Phase four addressing research question:
(iv) Are the disclosed FCF measures
comparable and consistent? Variations in
FCF deﬁnitions were investigated in phase
four. The FCF deﬁnitions disclosed varied
widely as indicated in Table 6.
Table 6 shows that all ten deﬁnitions varied
and not one deﬁnition corresponded to
the proposed all-inclusive perspective of
Bhandari and Adams (2017) calculated as:
FCF = CFO – Capital expenditures – Debt
payments. FCF deﬁnitions vary because
of diﬀerent starting points and companies
applying diﬀerent interpretations of operating
cash ﬂow (OCF) and capital expenditure
in deﬁning FCF. Nine companies used a
measure of cash ﬂow as a starting point in
deﬁning FCF and only two companies (ARM
and MTN) referred to the capital expenditure
split in deﬁning FCF. All companies used the
maintenance perspective in deﬁning FCF
as amounts for debt reduction, dividends
and share repurchase are not used in all of
the deﬁnitions. The results suggest limited
comparability of FCF deﬁnitions across
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TABLE 6: FCF DEFINITIONS

COMPANY
NAME

African
Rainbow
Minerals
(ARM)

Anglo
American

Anglo
American
Platinum

AVI

DEFINITION
“Net increase/
decrease in
cash and cash
equivalents, plus
dividends paid to
shareholders and
non-controlling
interest, plus
expansion capital
expenditure, plus
repayments of
debt”.
“CFFO less capital
expenditure, cash
tax paid, dividends
from associates,
joint ventures and
ﬁnancial asset
investments, net
interest paid,
dividends to
non-controlling
interests”.
“Economic FCF,
deﬁned as operating
free cash ﬂow
from consolidated
activities less/add
economic interest in
the asset”.
“Cash available
from operating
activities and
investments,
less net capital
expenditure”.

STARTING
POINT OF
DEFINITION

Net cash
and cash
equivalents

CAPTIAL
EXPENDITURE
SPLIT
INDICATED

MAINTENANCE
VS ALLINCLUSIVE
PERSEPCTIVE

Yes expansion
capital
expenditure

Maintenance
perspective

Cash
ﬂow from
operations
(CFO)

No–capital
expenditure

Maintenance
perspective

Operating
FCF from
consolidated
activities

No–economic
interest in the
asset

Maintenance
perspective

No–net capital
expenditure

Maintenance
perspective

Cash
available from
operating
activities
(CFO) and
Investments
(CFI)
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KAP

Kumba
Iron Ore

MTN

Sibanye
Stillwater

“Cash ﬂow
from operating
activities less net
ﬁnance charges,
net dividends
paid to minority
shareholders,
taxation paid and
cash ﬂow from
investing activities”.
“Cash ﬂow
generated from
operations less total
capital expenditure,
cash tax paid, net
interest, dividends
paid to minority
interests and
dividends received
from associates and
joint ventures”.
“The metric
also excludes
the receipt of
disposal proceeds
and dividends
paid to Kumba
shareholders”.
Represents the
cash generated by
the company after
cash outﬂows to
support operations
and maintain its
capital assets.
“Net cash from
operating activities
before dividends
paid, net interest
paid and deferred
revenue advance
received less
additions to
property, plant and
equipment”.

Cash
ﬂow from
operating
(CFO)
activities

No–cash ﬂow
from investing
activities

Maintenance
perspective

Cash ﬂow
generated
from
operations
(CFO)

No -total capital
expenditure

Maintenance
perspective

Cash
Yes–maintain its
generated by
capital assets
the company

Maintenance
perspective

Net cash from
No–additions to
operating
property, plant
activities
and equipment
(CFO)

Maintenance
perspective
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The
Foshini
Group

Telkom

“Earnings before
ﬁnance costs
and tax plus
depreciation and
amortisation net
of changes in net
working capital and
capital expenditure”.
“Cash generated
from operations,
plus interest
received, less
ﬁnance charges
paid, less taxation
paid, less cash
paid for capital
expenditure”.

Earnings
(EBITDA)

No – capital
expenditure

Maintenance
perspective

Cash
generated
from
operations
(CFO)

No–capital
expenditure

Maintenance
perspective

Source: Researcher’s own construct
companies.
7.5 Phase 5
Phase ﬁve addressing research question:
(v) In what contexts are FCF disclosed?
During Phase ﬁve it was found that FCF
was disclosed in 11 diﬀerent contexts.
These contexts are ranked from the highest
to lowest and are presented in Table 7.
TABLE 7: CONTEXT OF THE FCF
DISCLOSURES

Remuneration Report
Chief Financial Oﬃcer Report
Key performance indicator
Chief Executive Oﬃcer Report
Financial capital
Value creation
Strategic performance
Business model/overview
Risk management
Debt repayment
Corporate citizenship

ﬁnancial oﬃcer report (9). The frequent
use of FCF in the remuneration report is
consistent with Gullapalli’s (2004) view
that remuneration agreements are being
revised to include measures of FCF as
an incentive. Sherman and Young (2018)
warned that non-GAAP measures can be
used to reward executive beyond what can
be justiﬁed.
8. MANAGERIAL AND EDUCATIONAL
IMPLICATIONS
This study provided background for
preparers, regulators, standard setters,
educators and auditors responding to
integrated report preparation and the
voluntary disclosure of FCF therein. This
paper can assist regulators and standard
setters to gauge the nature and extent of
the problem that companies do not comply
with JSE disclosure rules on pro forma
ﬁnancial information and take regulatory
action. Without a regulatory standard
for determining the amount of FCF,
multiple deﬁnitions exist in practice and
disagreements are often encountered.

13
9
9
8
8
7
4
2
2
1
1

Source: Researcher’s own construct
Table 7 shows that most companies
(13) disclosed FCF in the context of a
remuneration report, followed by the Chief

This paper highlighted the need to incorporate,
within the listing requirements, a standard
deﬁnition for FCF that is more reliable for
inter-company analysis. The ﬁndings of
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this paper can contribute to research on
FCF, in that greater understanding of the
complexities associated with the FCF
measure are provided. For practitioners,
awareness is created of the importance and
complexities of FCF information. This paper
provided evidence on the nature and extent
of FCF disclosures to assist regulators in
gauging whether such disclosure enhances
or overshadows information in integrated
reports.
Based on the ﬁndings of this study it is
recommended that:
• the disclosure of capital expenditure in
integrated reports should be split into two
components namely: capital expenditure
required to maintain operating capacity
and capital expenditure that increases
operating activities.
• FCF
reconciliations
in
intgrated
reports should show separately the
source of each item of information and
adjustments.
• FCF should not be given greater
prominence than standard unadjusted
ﬁnancial ﬁgures in the integrated reports
of companies.
9. CONCLUSIONS AND AREAS FOR
FURTHER RESEARCH
The disclosure of FCF in company
integrated reports have been noticed. Being
voluntary in nature and unlikely to be reliably
assured, FCF disclosures suﬀer from
credibility concerns. As a consequence,
for FCF disclosures to be trustworthy, it is
necessary to comply with the regulatory and
disclosure rules of the particular jurisdiction
in which a public listed company operates.
In South Africa, regulatory guidance on the
disclosure of FCF information is provided
in the JSE listing requirements, supported
by the SAICA’s (2012) guide on pro forma
ﬁnancial information.
This paper provided empirical evidence on
a set of companies that voluntarily disclose
FCF information in their integrated reports.
The results of phase one indicated that a

small number, 29% (21/73) of FTSE/JSE
Responsible Investment Index companies
disclose FCF information.
In phase two it was found that only 10%
(2/21) of the FTSE/JSE Responsible
Investment Index companies that disclosed
FCF, applied all of the JSE regulatory
disclosure rules on pro forma ﬁnancial
information. Not applying the rules can lead
to opportunistic reporting and undermine
the credibility of integrated reports of JSE
listed companies.
For the companies that quantiﬁed FCF,
FCF is nearly always positive, corroborating
positive earnings information. The results of
phase 3 suggested that companies may use
FCF in order to boost users’ perceptions
about company performance. FCF could
be considered as an important complement
to traditional reporting practices. The
Complementarity Theory states that one
practice (disclosing FCF) increases the
value of another practice (reporting net
proﬁt) and vice versa (Cavaco and Crifo,
2014). FCF are not always disclosed from
an opportunistic (misleading) point of view,
but also from an altruistic (informative) point
of view and furthermore, both motives,
opportunistic (misleading) and altruistic
(informative) can co-exist (Isidro and
Marques, 2013; Islam et al., 2018). However,
it is a concern that the JSE presentation
rules on pro forma ﬁnancial information are
not adhered to by nineteen companies. The
JSE disclosure rules reduce the ability of a
company to misinform users while providing
important FCF information.
Phase 4 indicated that the FCF deﬁnition
varies
widely,
suggesting
limited
comparability of FCF disclosures across
companies. In phase 5 it was found that
most FTSE/JSE Responsible Investment
Index companies (13) disclosed FCF in the
context of a remuneration report.
FCF could be considered as an important
compliment to traditional reporting practices
and further research is recommended
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using the Complementarity Theory. Another
area for further research is the underlying
motivation for using FCF in remuneration
contracts. Einhorn and Ziv’s (2012) claim
that managements’ voluntary disclosure
choices are based on self-interest should
be further researched in the context of FCF
disclosure in remuneration reports.
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higher performance as recommended by
the trade-oﬀ theory.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background of the study
Corporates possess various ﬁnancing
policies for their daily operations and growth
projects, yet struggle to strike the optimal
capital structure that maximises their
worth, thereby fulﬁlling the prime objective
of shareholder’s value maximisation. The
choice of the ideal proportion of debt and
equity to be adopted by a ﬁrm is, undoubtedly,
a dilemma for the ﬁnancial managers. In
fact, hundreds of combinations can be
attempted, yet the optimal capital structure
is not attained.
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ABSTRACT
This paper sets out to evaluate the dynamic
long-run and short-run relationships impact
of capital structure on the performance
of ﬁnancial ﬁrms with South Africa and
Mauritius as reference points. Secondary
data for the comparative study were
retrieved principally from the annual reports
of 15 selected ﬁnancial ﬁrms quoted on
JSE and SEM each for a ﬁve-year period
from 2014 to 2018. Accordingly, the
data were analysed using Panel Vector
Error Correction Model (PVECM). These
outcomes were corroborated by the
ﬁndings of the Forecast Error Variance
Decomposition. Findings reveal a mixed
impact of capital structure on performance
indicators between the two countries. While
size posits a signiﬁcant positive relationship
with performance of South African ﬁrms, it is
weakly signiﬁcant in the negative direction
in the context of Mauritius. Similarly,
business risk, statistically insigniﬁcant
for JSE ﬁrms, bear a substantial positive
nexus with Mauritian ﬁrms’ performance.
Most importantly, Short-term-debt (STD)
and Long-term-debt (LTD) and ﬁrm value
present a signiﬁcant positive association for
both samples. Hence, despite the results
being at variance for certain variables for
the 2 countries, the study concludes that

Keywords: Capital structure, Firm Performance, Panel Vector Error Correction
Model, Static Trade-oﬀ Theory

Modigliani and Miller’s theory (1958)
relieved ﬁnancial scholars of this misery.
To the authors, the ﬁnancing approach of a
ﬁrm bears no inﬂuence on its performance
and hence, the concern of corporate
executives with regard to the choice of
capital structure is futile. Nevertheless, this
theorem was founded on certain restrictive
assumptions which render it hollow in the
dynamic business environment. When the
conjectures are set aside, the debt and
equity arrangement of a ﬁrm becomes a
signiﬁcant value-adding variable.
The groundbreaking theory initiated
numerous debates underlying the eﬀect of
ﬁnancial leverage and equity ﬁnancing on a
corporate’s value leading to the emergence
of several fundamental concepts, namely,
the trade-oﬀ theory, the pecking order
theorem and the agency cost theory.
Advocates of the trade-oﬀ and agency
cost theories are of the opinion that the
proportion of leverage and equity and
performance are correlated in the positive
direction. In contrast, supporters of pecking
order doctrine connote a negative nexus
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between debt-equity allotment and ﬁrms’
net worth, especially proﬁtable ones. It
is noteworthy that given each individual
theory is founded on its own assumptions,
it follows that none of the doctrines provide
a complete illustration of the ideal ﬁnancing
policy of a ﬁrm. Hence, no standard theory
on the choice of debt-equity is universally
applicable as observed by Myers (2001).
Choosing the right debt-equity mix is
central for any corporate body. In fact,
Sheikh and Wang (2011) laid much
emphasis on the ﬁnancial distress to be
faced by ﬁrms following a wrong capital
structure decision. If not catered for within
reasonable time, this inaccurate selection
can even jeopardize the survival of ﬁrms.
Additionally, it is also argued that the
selection of an appropriate combination of
ﬁnancial leverage and equity will improve
the competitiveness of a ﬁrm in the industry.
1.2 Research Objectives
The paper will determine the eﬀect of capital
structure on the performance of ﬁrms
and accordingly demonstrate the funding
approach preferred by ﬁrms. In short, this
research aspires:
• To explore the relationship prevailing
between
capital
structure
and
performance of ﬁnancial ﬁrms listed on
the Johannesburg Stock Exchange.
• To determine the impact of ﬁnancing
policy on the value of ﬁnancial
corporations listed on the Stock
Exchange of Mauritius.
• To compare the association between
debt-equity combination and corporate
value between SEM and JSE.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
section 2 discusses the related literature,
section 3 dwells into the methodology,
section 4 engages in a ratio analysis and an
analysis of the results from the nationwide
survey and section 5 concludes the study.

2. RELATED LITERATURE
2.1 Theoretical Review
Modigliani and Miller (M&M) Irrelevance
Theory
From Modigliani and Miller proposition 1,
it is claimed that in an “ideal world”, a ﬁrm
value is determined by the funds generated
by its assets, rather than its debt or equity
status. In fact, under the ‘Law of One Price’,
a corporate’s value will not be altered
following changes in the allotment of
funds among its various ﬁnancing policies.
Therefore, whether a ﬁrm chooses equity
ﬁnancing, debt ﬁnancing or a mix of both
has no bearing on the ﬁrm’s value.
According to Modigliani and Miller proposition
2, escalating debts entail higher default
probability and hence, investors demand a
higher compensation for the additional risk.
Thus, the increase in a ﬁrm’s leverage level
will be oﬀset by a proportional rise in its cost
of equity. However, many scholars (Stiglitz,
1966; Kraus and Litzenberger, 1973; Baral,
2004; Abor, 2005; Harrison and Wisnu
Widjaja; 2014; Charness & Neugebauer,
2019) argued that the assumptions of the
Modigliani and Miller Propositions 1 and 2
without taxes are unrealistic. As a remedy
for the defects in their study, Modigliani and
Miller (1963) brought forward a new thesis
incorporating corporate tax. suggesting that
tax-deductible interest payments positively
aﬀect a ﬁrm’s cash ﬂows which, in turn,
increase the ﬁrms net worth. Thus, the
existence of tax shields implies that the
worth of a geared ﬁrm is superior to that
of a company with zero or no debt. This is
illustrated in M&M Proposition 1 with taxes.
Static Trade-oﬀ Theory (TOT)
This theorem advocates the existence of
an optimal capital structure which leads to
shareholder value maximisation by focusing
on the cost and beneﬁt analysis of debts
and setting a target debt ratio. According
to Myers (1984), the choice of a particular
debt and equity arrangement of a ﬁrm can
be viewed as a balance between the taxdeductible interest payment and ﬁnancial
distress and bankruptcy expenditure.
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TOT indicates that this tax shield yield
increases ﬁrm value, implying that, initially,
debt ﬁnancing is cheaper than funding by
equity. Thus, the entity can scale down its
weighted average cost of capital (WACC)
by favouring debt over equity. However,
by acquiring too much debt, the ﬁrm may
be exposed higher risk level which can, in
turn, oﬀset the decrease in WACC. In short,
exceeding the debt capacity can lead to a
reduction in a ﬁrm’s value.
Brennan and Schwartz (1978) highlighted
that the optimum capital structure is reached
when marginal bankruptcy and ﬁnancial
distress expenditure equal to marginal
tax-shield revenue. Nevertheless, in 1976,
Miller elaborated another theory connoting
the diﬃculty in balancing the tax gains and
the bankruptcy expenditure.
Pecking Order Theory
Building on the work of Donaldson (1961),
Myers and Majluf (1984) unfolded the
pecking order theory (POT); an alternate of
the static trade-oﬀ theory. The rationale is
that companies should adopt a hierarchy of
ﬁnancing in order of risk level; prioritizing the
internal sources of ﬁnance namely retained
earnings, followed by debt ﬁnancing and
when the debt capacity is reached, only
then the company must have recourse to
equity ﬁnancing as a last option.
The POT emanates from the prevalence
of information asymmetry, particularly the
problem of adverse selection. The higher
the degree of information asymmetry, the
higher the information cost and the higher
will be the risk level of the company and
hence, shareholders will demand a higher
rate of return. It becomes increasingly
diﬃcult to raise more capital for expansion
and growth via internal ﬁnancing which is
the cheapest and safest form of raising
capital. Therefore, companies will have
recourse to external sources only if retained
earnings are unsatisfactory.
The existence of information “gap” among
the corporate executives and the capital

providers prompted the emergence of two
valuable doctrines correlated with capital
structure, namely market timing theory and
the signaling theory.
Market Timing Theory
Market timing theory (MTT), introduced by
Stein (1996) and later developed by Baker
and Wurgler (2002), suggests that the idea
of optimal capital structure is a myth. To
the authors, the ﬁnancing policy of a ﬁrm
relates to the cumulative eﬀects of prior
attempts to time the stock market. Firms
have a preference for debt when cost of
equity is high and vice-versa.
Studies have shown that there are two
variants of the market timing theory. First,
according to Myers and Majluf (1984), the
rational economic agents will issue shares
immediately after the release of a particular
information, thereby alleviating the problem
of information disparity. In contrast, the
second version suggests that mispricing
perception prevails whereby irrational
managers take advantage of the existing
information gap which arises when certain
news correlated with the company are
not immediately made public. Thus, they
make their share oﬀerings only when the
shares are overvalued and buyback when
the share prices decrease. Undoubtedly,
market timing inﬂuences capital structure,
though its impact is short-lived.
Signaling Theory
Coined by Ross (1977), the signaling theory
depicts the idea that the type of ﬁnancing of
the ﬁrm gives an indication about its ﬁnancial
health and future prospects. For instance,
an increase in leverage conveys a positive
sign that management is conﬁdent about
the ﬁrm’s future earnings. Despite knowing
that failure to fulﬁll debt promises can lead
to bankruptcy, management is willing to
take on more debt. Thus, this shows that the
managers are conﬁdent that there will be
enough cash inﬂow so that debt obligations
are satisfactorily met in time.
On the other hand, equity issuance by ﬁrms
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sends a negative signal. The reluctance of
the management team to take on additional
leverage implies that the ﬁrm will be unable
to ﬁnance any future debt obligations
and by implication, is in loss or a weak
ﬁnancial position. Besides, investors may
contemplate this type of ﬁnancing as a
method for the ﬁrm to raise capital before
its share prices falling, indicating that the
shares are overvalued. This can lead to a
drastic fall in share demand which ultimately
generate an actual fall in its share prices.
Agency Cost Theory
Jensen and Meckling (1976) cultivated
the work of Berle and Means (1932) to
establish the agency theory as the prime
relation between the shareholders, referred
as the principals, and the managers,
deﬁned as the agents. The authors grouped
the conﬂicts into two broad categories:
frictions between managers and capital
providers and between shareholders and
the debt-holders. To start, separation
between ownership and control in business
organisations is at the core of this theory.
Since the principals hire the agents to run
the company on their behalf, they expect
the agents to act and make decision in the
owner’s interest. However, driven by selfinterest and opportunistic behaviour, the
agents may undertake operations in such a
manner that maximises their own personal
power or wealth.
Additionally,
principal-agent
conﬂict
between the stockholders and the debtholders arise when the ﬁrm is incapable of
fulﬁlling its debt obligations when they fall
due which could generate underinvestment
or debt overhang.
These dissatisfactions, core ineﬃciencies,
information asymmetry and several
disruptions give rise to internal company
expenses termed as ‘agency costs’. The
optimal capital structure allows for the
minimization of overall agency costs (Ater,
2017).

2.2 Empirical Review
Since the 1950s, the debates on capital
structure have aroused remarkable interest.
In fact, the study of Modigliani and Miller
(1958) pioneered numerous deliberations
underlying the principle of capital structure
and ﬁrm performance. According to San et
al. (2011), there are various variables in
the ﬁnancing approach of ﬁrms that aﬀect
their achievement. There exist conﬂicting
empirical evidences on the liaison
between the debt-equity arrangement and
performance of ﬁrms.
There are a few studies that have reported
a weak or no correlation on the said link.
Using a sample of 64 non-ﬁnancial Egyptian
corporates for the period 1997 to 2005 and
applying the multiple regression analysis,
Ebaid (2009) reported a substantial
negative association between short-termdebt (STD) and total-debt (TD) and return
on assets (ROA) while long-term-debt (LTD)
and ROA reported an insigniﬁcant negative
correlation. Hence, Ebaid concluded that,
in line with the capital irrelevance theory,
the selection of the proportion of debt
and equity bear little-to-no inﬂuence on
corporate value.
Nevertheless, voluminous research studies
(Nguyen and Nguyen, 2020; Abdullah and
Tursoy, 2021) evidence the existence of a
strong nexus between performance and
capital structure. One school of thought
strongly believes that a positive linkage is
present between debt-equity proportion
and performance indicators. To start,
in 1983, the ﬁndings of Masulius’ test,
employing the ordinary least squares,
on the association between indebtness
and corporate proﬁtability revealed the
presence of a positive correlation between
them, with ﬁnancial leverage comprising
23- 45 per cent of the total ﬁrm value. This
is consistent with tax/bankruptcy tradeoﬀ theory which was further tested on
American ﬁrms for the period 1971-1998 by
Frank and Goyal (2003) who reported that
book value of ﬁnancial leverage ratio and
ﬁrm performance are positively related.
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Goyal (2013) analysed the interrelation
of ﬁnancing policy and the ﬁnancial
performance of all listed banks in India over a
period of ﬁve years from 2008 to 2012 using
multiple regression analysis. The author
concluded a direct association between
short-term-debt and bank performance.
The ﬁndings of Goyal were corroborated
in a study of the Sri Lankan beverage
food and tobacco corporates quoted on
the Colombo Stock Exchange (CSE) by
Muraleetharan (2016) who reported a
correlation in the positive direction between
ﬁnancing policy indicators represented
through
debt-to-total-assets,
debt-toequity and gearing ratios and proﬁtability
estimated via return on equity (ROE) and
return on capital employed (ROCE).
Similarly, Fosu (2013) assessed the link
between capital structure and corporate
value, taking into consideration the level
of industry competition. Applying the
Generalised Method of Moments (GMM)
method on a panel data set comprising
of 257 ﬁrms from diﬀerent industries in
South Africa for the time frame 1998-2009,
he found that ﬁnancial leverage and ﬁrm
achievement have a signiﬁcant positive
tie which is, in fact, intensiﬁed with market
competition.
In the same vein, Singh and Bagga (2019)
analysed the relationship between debtequity mix and proﬁtability of ﬁfty ﬁrms listed
on the Indian National Stock Exchange for
the period 2008 to 2017. Employing the
pooled ordinary least squares (OLS) and the
ﬁxed and random eﬀects, the authors noted
that capital structure positively inﬂuences
the proﬁt level of ﬁrms.
Another prevalent ideology reveals a
negative link between debt and equity
proportion
and
ﬁrm
performance.
Rajan and Zingales (1995) attempted
to internationalize the capital structure
research by investigating whether capital
structure models implemented in U.S. ﬁrms
have equivalent eﬀects when applied to
G-7 countries. Yet, the study reported that

performance and ﬁnancing arrangement
of ﬁrms are negatively correlated and the
diﬀerence grows as the ﬁrms expand.
The negative correlation between leverage
and performance has been more recently
conﬁrmed by Salehi and Biglar (2009).
The researchers studied 117 Iranian ﬁrms
listed in Tehran Stock Exchange (TSE)
for 5 years ranging from 2002 to 2007.
The main conclusion of the study is that,
contrary to Modigliani and Miller, the choice
of capital structure of ﬁrm inﬂuences ﬁrm
performance. The authors found that highly
geared corporates are expected to enjoy
lower proﬁtability. Despite the leverage of tax
shield, the ﬁnancial distress and bankruptcy
costs have more signiﬁcance. Thus, it was
concluded that ﬁrms beneﬁting from higher
proﬁtability and hence, good performance
tend to have lower level of debts.
Kodongo, Mokoaleli-Mokoteli and Maina
(2015) employed yearly data of 29 listed
Kenyan ﬁrms for 10 years; 2002-2011 to
analyse the ﬁnancial leverage and corporate
value relationship. The authors employed
various panel data techniques, namely
the ﬁxed eﬀect and random eﬀect models,
and came to the conclusion that leverage
has a substantial indirect inﬂuence on the
proﬁtability of ﬁrms measured through ROA
and ROE. Nevertheless, it has to be noted
that the study revealed that ﬁrm value
represented by Tobin’s Q is not impacted
by the ﬁrm’s borrowings.
According to Shah, Pitaﬁ and Soomro
(2019), the estimation and upkeep of
an ideal capital structure has a notable
inﬂuence on the prospect of the ﬁrm. The
analysis was carried out on the ﬁve best
corporates in the Oil & Gas Sector of
Pakistan over a ten-year period from 2006
to 2015. Through a quantitative research
approach, the authors conﬁrmed that debt
and equity mix and the proﬁtability of the
ﬁrms under study shared a negative nexus.
Additionally, it was also noted that abrupt
changes in the ﬁnancing structure of the
ﬁrms can signiﬁcantly negatively aﬀect their
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proﬁtability. Therefore, corporates must
imperatively adopt steady and consistent
capital structure approaches.
Several studies, as elaborated below,
reported mix outcomes; while some
variables of capital structure are related in
the positive direction, others are negatively
related. Abor (2005) reported a direct
connection between capital structure,
computed by short-term-debt and ROE of
22 Ghanaian ﬁrms over a period of 19982002 through the application of ordinary
least squares. Nevertheless, Abor’s results
depicted that long-term debts and ﬁrm
performance are negatively related. Yet, it is
worthwhile to note that a direct nexus exists
between the total debts of ﬁrms and their
performances. Therefore, debt issuance
remains the prime ﬁnancing policy for ﬁrms
having huge cash inﬂows. The outcomes of
Abor’s study were reaﬃrmed by Arbabiyan
and Safari (2009).
Similarly, Salim and Yadav (2012)
investigated the relation between the
ﬁnancing option of ﬁrms and their
performance by examining 237 Malaysian
companies, from six diﬀerent sectors, quoted
on the Bursa Malaysia Stock Exchange
using panel data for a period ranging
from 1995 to 2011. The authors recorded
an adverse movement in performance
indicators, namely ROA, ROE and EPS
successive to increased STD, LTD and TD.
Yet, STD and LTD are positively related
to Tobin’s q, but overall debt level has an
unfavourable eﬀect on performance.
Seetanah, Seetah, Appadu and Padachi.
(2014) assessed the relationship between
ﬁnancing approach of 33 ﬁnancial and
non-ﬁnancial Mauritian ﬁrms listed on
the SEM’s Oﬃcial Market over a sevenyear period ranging from 2005-2011. The
authors applied the ﬁxed and random eﬀect
models followed by ﬁrst-step GMM to study
the dynamic relation. While growth, age
and free cash ﬂow of corporates as well as
oil price are not signiﬁcant determinants,
business risk, size and exchange rate of

Euro and Mauritian Rupee are substantially
directly related to proﬁtability. Nonetheless,
capital structure presents a negative link
with the proﬁtability indicators.
In a study conducted by Appiadjei (2014)
using 35 Ghanian listed companies covering
the period 2004-2008, it was found that the
ﬁrms’ debt structures were as follows: STD
52%, TE 39% and LTD 9%, highlighting the
importance and preference of ﬁrms to use
STD over debt levels on a longer term basis.
Hence, the author concluded that STD and
TE are positively linked with ROE, ROA and
ROTC whereas LTD and ﬁrm performance
share an adverse relation.
Abeywardhana (2016) sought to establish
the eﬀect of the ﬁnancing decision of ﬁrms
on their performance, using all private
limited SMEs in the manufacturing industry
in UK for the period from 1998 to 2008.
The ﬁndings from the Pearson correlation
and the two-stage least square ﬁxed
eﬀect model were such that a substantial
negative linkage exists between leverage
and ROA and ROCE which are the
indicators of ﬁrm performance. However,
size and performance are correlated in the
same direction. Thus, SMEs depending on
retained earnings are inclined to perform
better.
Similarly, Paul (2017) sought to evaluate
the relationship shared between capital
structure mirrored by total-debt-to-totalasset and equity-to-total-asset ratios
and corporate worth depicted by ROA
and ROE. Accordingly, he employed the
Autoregressive Distributed Lags (ARDL)
to analyse the gathered ﬁnancial data of
5 Nigerian listed banks for the time frame
2006-2015. Though the study revealed
mixed outcomes, the author concluded that
ﬁnancial managers should have recourse to
retained earnings for their daily operations
and growth strategies as prescribed by the
POT.
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3. METHODOLOGY
3.1 Model Speciﬁcation
In line with above-mentioned authors
the nexus between debt, equity or a
combination of both and performance of
ﬁrms in the ﬁnance ﬁeld was examined
using the econometric model as follows:
FP = ∫ (BRISQ, FINLE, LTD, STD, SIZE)
Where FP is performance, BRISQ
symbolises business risk, FINLE denotes
ﬁnancial equity, LTD represents long-termdebt to total-asset, STD stands for shortterm-debt to total-asset, and SIZE refers to
the size of the ﬁrms.
Rewriting
the
model
the
panel
data
set

to
reﬂect
modelling:

FPit = β0 + β1 BRISQit + β2 FINLEit + β3
LTDit + β4 STDit + β5 SIZEit+ ɛit
Dependent and Independent Variables
Return on Assets (ROA)
This proﬁtability ratio gives a clear indication
on the corporate’s ﬁnancial health.
Bauwhede (2009) worked with the following
formula:

Numerous researchers such as Abor (2005),
Arbabiyan and Safari (2009), Fosu (2013)
Muraleetharan (2016), Singh and Bagga
(2019) amongst others have employed
ROA as indicator for ﬁrm performance.
Return on Equity (ROE)
ROE measures the proﬁts earned for
each rupee from shareholders’ equity. A
continuously increasing ROE over time
implies that management is successful in
creating shareholder value. The formula
given below was utilized by Krishnan and
Moyer (1997):

Several empirical researchers- Ebaid
(2009), Muraleetharan (2016), Shah et al.
(2019), Singh and Bagga (2019) evidence
the use of ROE as an index of ﬁrm
performance.
Tobin’s Q, q
The q ratio evaluates ﬁrm’s assets relative
to its market value. The higher the q ratio,
the better ﬁnancial performance of ﬁrms.

This proxy for ﬁrm performance has been
extensively applied by prior authors such
as Salim and Yadav (2012), Kodongo
Mokoaleli-Mokoteli and Maina (2015),
Ibhagui and Olokoyo (2018), etc.
Although past studies suggest the use of
numerous proxies for capital structure,
the following variables remain the most
commonly used ones:
Business Risk
Business risk is impacted by ﬂuctuations in
earnings. While researchers such as Hsia
(1981) and Seetanah et al. (2014) revealed
a positive eﬀect of business risk on capital
structure, others such as Isshaq, Bokpin
& Onumah (2009) and Singh and Bagga
(2019) proved otherwise. Chakraborty
(2015) used the following formula:

Financial Leverage
Financial leverage estimates the percentage
of a ﬁrm’s equity used to ﬁnance its debts
and obligations. A high ratio may signal
that the ﬁrm is highly leveraged and hence,
bears a high risk of becoming insolvent. King
and Santor (2008) adopted the following
formula:

Long-Term-Debt to Total Asset Ratio
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It evaluates the proportion of the assets of a
ﬁrm supported by long-term-debt, englobing
all obligations whose maturity exceed 1
year. A sustained decrease in LTD suggest
that the ﬁrm’s growth is less reliant on debt.

Short-Term-Debt to Total Asset Ratio
This leverage ratio assesses a ﬁrm’s
capability to repay its obligations falling due
within a year. A low STD is desirable since
it indicates that the ﬁrm is performing well.

Empirical literature such as Bradley et al.
(1984), Ebaid (2009), Salim and Yadav
(2012), among others support the use
of ﬁnancial leverage, LTD and STD to
represent debt-equity mix.
For a more accurate and consistent
evaluation with minimal bias, size has been
added as a variable in the model. Similar
to King and Santor (2008) and Nguyen and
Nguyen (2020), the natural logarithm of
total assets has been utilized to measure
size.
3.2
Data
For this study a sample of 30 ﬁnancial
ﬁrms–15 ﬁrms from JSE and the other 15
drawn from SEM. The choice of companies
from both Exchanges, dwelling in the
ﬁnancial sector, was principally based on
their market capitalisation converted into a
third neutral currency- US dollar.
Hence, data, for the time frame 2014-2018,
were retrieved from secondary sources,
namely the audited annual reports for
the respective companies and the SEM
Handbook 2019, all available online,
thereby adopting a quantitative approach.
It is worthwhile to point that the selected
companies had diﬀerent ﬁnancial years;
while some closed their accounts in June,

others did so on 31st December. However,
this was not an issue since the ﬁnancial
statements were prepared on a twelvemonth principle.
3.3
Research Methodology
Panel Unit Root Test
It is quite common when using panel
data that the mean and variance of the
variables diﬀer over time, that is they follow
a stochastic trend. Accordingly, the LevinLin-Chu (LLC), Augmented-Dickey-Fuller
(ADF) and PP-Fisher tests are used to
verify stationarity of the data.
Panel Cointegration Test
Since panel data set constitute data across
diﬀerent sections over a speciﬁc period of
time, it becomes important to estimate the
stability and long term relationships among
the variables. To this eﬀect, the Kao’s
Cointegration test is conducted.
Econometric Model
This paper analyses the impact of the
choice of capital structure of ﬁrms on their
ﬁnancial performance. In line with the work
of Olarewaju (2019), the Dynamic Panel
Vector Error Correction Model (DPVECM),
using the analytical software Eviews 10 has
been applied.
The VECM, also known as the Restricted
Vector Autoregressive (VAR) Model
accounts for dynamic relationship of a series
of data both in the long-run and the short-run
by allowing the endogeneous variables in
the short-run to gradually converge to their
cointegrating relationships by restricting
their long-run behaviour.
The conventional PVECM for cointegrating
series is given as follows:
ΔYt = β0 + 1 ΔYi,t-j + 2 ΔXi,t-j + 3 ΔZi,t-j +
nECTi,t-1 + ɛit
Where: Δ is the ﬁrst operator diﬀerence;
Y represents the target variable; X and Z
are the control variables; t denotes the
number of years; i symbolises the various
companies; j refers to the optimum lag; and
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TABLE 1: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

ECT implies the error correction term.
In line with the work of Tifow and Sayilir
(2015), natural logarithm has been applied
to each variable so as to mitigate data
variability and to eliminate non-linear
relationships. In so doing, the data can also
be interpreted in percentages.
Forecast Error Variance Decomposition
Elaborated by Sims (1980), the forecast error
variance decomposition, also referred to as
the variance decomposition, will enable the
estimation of the percentage of unexpected
ﬂuctuation in each of the dependent variable
produced by disturbances in itself or the
exogeneous variables.

4. ANALYSIS
4.1 Descriptive Statistics
The descriptive statistics for panel data
collected from 15 ﬁnancial ﬁrms quoted on
JSE and SEM, over a ﬁve-year period, are
provided in Table 1.
From the above tables, both countries have
similar number of observations summing
up to 75 observations per stock exchange.
From both sample sets, size bears the
highest average while STD carries the
lowest mean value. Financial leverage
bears the highest volatility for both samples.
4.2 Panel Unit Root Test
The fact that a combination of time series
and cross-sectional data have been used

TABLE 2: PANEL UNIT ROOT TESTS
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TABLE 3: KAO’S COINTEGRATION TEST

in this study, veriﬁcation of stationarity
of the factors through the panel unit root
test becomes inevitable. Accordingly, a
summary of several stationarity tests have
been provided in Table 2.
The null hypothesis indicating that the
variables are non-stationary is rejected
for all the variables. It has to be noted
that for JSE, LLC test recorded that size
is insigniﬁcant at ﬁrst diﬀerence while the
2 other tests rejected the null hypothesis.
Similarly, for SEM, ADF test reported nonstationarity at ﬁrst diﬀerence contrary to
LLC and PP-Fisher tests’ signiﬁcant values.
Hence, since majority tests conﬁrm the
absence of unit root, it can be deduced
that all the variables in this research are
stationary at ﬁrst diﬀerence.
4.3 Panel Cointegration Test
Conﬁrmation that all variables are I(1)
follows the panel cointegration test. To this
eﬀect, the Kao’s residual cointegration test
has been conducted for each dependent
variable for both countries as illustrated
below in Table 3:
The above cointegration test results clearly
illustrate that the independent variables are
cointegrated with each dependent variable
at 5% level of signiﬁcance for all the factors.
Accordingly, VECM will be applied to depict
the ascertained long-term link among the

variables for each stock exchange.
4.4 Restricted Panel Vector
Autoregressive Model
The VECM can be viewed as a restricted
VAR model, estimating the long-term and
short-term relationships among variables
bearing stationarity in their diﬀerences.
The speciﬁcation clearly depicts any
departure from and adjustments to longterm equilibrium.
Long-term Relationship
The long-run cointegrating equations for
JSE and SEM respectively are shown
below.
Business Risk
The impact of business risk on ROA, at
5% level of signiﬁcance is found to be
contradicting for both samples. While on
one hand, for JSE, an insigniﬁcant inverse
relationship is found whereby a 1% change
in business risk leads to a 0.016% fall in
ROA, thereby advancing Modigliani and
Miller’s irrelevance theory, on the other, for
SEM, a 1% change in the given risk is likely
to generate a 0.079% increase in ROA. Yet,
the value is statistically signiﬁcant for SEM.
As explained by Seetanah et al. (2014), the
ﬁnancial ﬁrms are found to be risk-averse
whereby investments are undertaken after
detailed feasibility studies and cost-beneﬁt
analysis.
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Financial Leverage
It can be inferred from the equations that in
line with the pecking order theory., ﬁnancial
leverage posits a negative relationship
with ROA. For JSE, 0.013% change in
asset’s returns is caused by 1% change
in ﬁnancial leverage. Yet, this value is
statistically insigniﬁcant. Nevertheless, for
SEM, ﬁnancial leverage signiﬁcantly aﬀects
ROA whereby every unit rise in the debtequity percentage leads to a 0.014% fall in
ROA. These observations are consistent
with the ﬁndings of Rouf (2015) and Shah
et al. (2019). The ﬁndings suggest that the
ﬁrms in both countries may have contracted
unfavourable loans entailing high interest
rates.
Long-term-debt to total-asset
Despite being at variance with each other,
the inﬂuence of LTD on ROA in both samples
is found to be statistically signiﬁcant.
While a positive association whereby
every additional LTD induces 0.0899%
increase in ROA for ﬁnancial ﬁrms listed in
JSE, substantiated by Abu-Rub (2012), a
negative correlation prevails for Mauritian
quoted ﬁrms which witness a 0.0347% fall
on their assets’ return following 0.01-unit
increase in their long-term-debt. Such an
observation is line with the outcomes of
Appiadjei (2014). The above results seem
to be coherent with Myers’ static trade-oﬀ
theory.

Short-term-debt to total-asset
In line with the work of Ebaid (2009), STD is
insigniﬁcantly negatively related with ROA
for JSE ﬁrms. Every unit increase in STD
will generate a 0.0029% fall in the South
African ﬁrms’ ROA. Whether the ﬁnancial
ﬁrms listed on JSE have recourse to STD or
not does not inﬂuence their assets’ returns.
However, in line with the static trade-oﬀ
theory, STD and ROA share a substantial
positive nexus in SEM. To this eﬀect, listed
Mauritian ﬁnancial ﬁrms must resort to
short-term borrowings in order to increase
their ROA. A 1% increase in STD will inﬂate
their ROA by 0.042%. This coincides with
the work of Fosu (2013). This may also
suggest that short-term funds are more
easily sourced from banking and other
ﬁnancial institutions in Mauritius than in
South Africa.
Size
A 1% change in ﬁrm size is likely to generate
0.0219% and 0.0048% increase on return
on assets of ﬁrms listed on JSE and SEM
respectively. While it can be inferred that a
signiﬁcant positive nexus exists between
ﬁrm size and ROA for JSE ﬁrms, same
cannot be deduced for SEM ﬁrms.
Dogan (2013) and more recently, Oleyade
(2019) reported a similar result with a
substantial direct nexus between ROA
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and ﬁrm size. Such an observation can
be attributed to the fact that larger ﬁrms
enjoy better economies of scale and scope
which substantially lower their unit cost and
increase their net proﬁt, thereby boosting
their ROA. However, size is not important
determinant of ROA for ﬁrms listed on SEM.
This is in line with the work of Abeyrathnaand
Priyadarshana . (2019).
Using ROE as dependent variable, the
cointegrating equations for JSE and SEM in
the long-run respectively are shown below.
Business Risk
Business risk and ROE are negatively
correlated for both countries, supported
by the ﬁndings of Isshaq et al. (2009) and
Alnajjar (2015). A 1% increase in business
risk will generate a 0.0043% and 0.2677%
fall in return on owner’s capital for ﬁrms
listed on JSE and SEM respectively. Yet, the
eﬀect is substantial solely in Mauritius. The
proposed justiﬁcation for such a negative
nexus between these 2 variables is that
volatility in cash ﬂows is likely to create
uncertainty in the mind of investors, as a
result of which the latter negatively view

high risk level.
Financial Leverage
The signiﬁcant negative association
between ﬁnancial leverage and ROE for
JSE ﬁrms is substantiated by similar ﬁndings
of Rehman (2013). Every unit decrease
in debt-equity ratio is likely to follow a
0.042% increase in return on shareholder’s
equity for South African. However, for
Mauritian ﬁrms, debt-to-equity ratio shares
a signiﬁcant positive nexus with ROE where
the latter will increase by 0.051% following
a 1% increase in ﬁnancial leverage.
The above generated results seem to be
consistent with existing theories. In JSE’s
case, the cost of debt ﬁnancing signiﬁcantly
outweighs the earnings generated by taking
on the additional debt. Consequently, the
ﬁrm enjoys lower proﬁtability. In contrast,
for ﬁrms quoted on SEM, the earnings
obtained from additional debt are much
more than the cost of the debt itself.
Long-term-debt to total-asset
The inﬂuence of LTD on ROE in both
samples is found to be a signiﬁcant positive

TABLE 5: LONG-TERM ESTIMATES WITH ROE AS TARGET VARIABLE
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association whereby every additional long
term debt induces 0.433% and 0.216%
increase in ROE for ﬁnancial ﬁrms listed on
JSE and SEM respectively. This suggests
that ﬁrms in both countries must have
recourse to external ﬁnancing sources in
order to enjoy higher proﬁtability. Such an
observation coincides with the ﬁndings of
Ahmad et al (2012). The result is congruent
with the agency theory. Managers should
take on higher debt levels in order to
mitigate agency problems prevailing
between managers and shareholders,
thereby improving ﬁrm performance.
Short-term-debt to total-asset
STD also shares conﬂicting nexus with ROE
in both stock exchanges. Every 0.01-unit
increase in the short-term-debt generates
0.0295% increase in shareholder’s equity
for ﬁnancial ﬁrms quoted on JSE while
ROE is reduced by 0.1894% following a 1%
increase in STD for SEM ﬁrms. Yet, while
STD is signiﬁcant in determining owner’s
capital in Mauritius only. Identical positive
association between STD and ROE were
revealed by Appiadjei (2014) while the
signiﬁcant negative connection is evidenced
by Salim and Yadav (2012).
Size
The impact of size on ROE, at 5% level of
signiﬁcance is found to be contradictory for
both samples. There exists a signiﬁcant
positive relationship where a 1% change
in ﬁrm size leads to a 0.0795% increase
in ROE for JSE, thereby reiterating the
trade-oﬀ theory. This outcome coincides
with the work of Sheikh and Wang(2013)
and Pourghajan et al. (2012). Contrariwise,
size bears a negative relationship with
ROE in Mauritius where shareholders will
enjoy 0.0322% return on their capital if
ﬁrms size decrease by 1%. This coincides
with the results of Ahmad, Abdullah and

Roslan (2012). However, in furtherance of
the M&M’s irrelevance theory, size does not
have any bearing on ROE in the long-run in
Mauritius.
Using Tobin’s Q, the long-run cointegrating
equations for JSE and SEM respectively
are shown above.
Business Risk
The above equations depict a positive nexus
between business risk and q in both markets
with the impact being more signiﬁcant
in Mauritius than in South Africa. A 1%
increase in business risk is likely to generate
0.0272% and 0.3975% increase investment
ratio of ﬁnancial ﬁrms listed on JSE and SEM
respectively. Again advocated by Seetanah
et al. (2014), such an observation is justiﬁed
on grounds that ﬁrms are risk-averse. The
fact that investors are certain that the ﬁrms
undertake manageable risk level implies
they positively evaluate ﬁrm performance,
thereby increasing their investment level.
Hence, this explains the positive relation
between business risk and q.
Financial Leverage
The inﬂuence of ﬁnancial leverage on q
diﬀers between the two stock exchanges.
While a 1% decrease in the debt-equity ratio
generates a 0.385% fall in JSE ﬁrms’ q, for
SEM listed ﬁrms, the dependent variable
increases by 0.0108% following a 1% fall in
ﬁnancial leverage.
It is worthwhile to point that debt-equity ratio
is not a determining factor of capital structure
in Mauritius, highlighted by statistically
insigniﬁcant value. Such an observation
coincides with the work of Olaniyi, Elelu and
Abdulsalam (2015). The rationale behind
this result is that investors are indiﬀerent
between debt and equity. Nonetheless,
there exists a signiﬁcant indirect liaison
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between leverage ratio and q, evidenced by
Dey, Hossain and RAHMAN (2018).
Long-term-debt to total asset
Again, contradictory results have been
obtained in relation to the connection
between LTD and q. While a signiﬁcant
positive relationship exists between these
2 variables in JSE where a 1% increase
in LTD raises q by 1.558%, supported
by Prempeh, Nsiah Asare, Evelyn and
Sekyere, (2016), an insigniﬁcant negative
association prevails in Mauritius. In fact,
q will fall by 0.020% following a 0.01-unit
increase in long-term-debt. Such a result is
backed by the ﬁndings of Awais, Iqbal, Iqbal
and Khursheed (2016).
Our main focus is on the signiﬁcant positive
relationship prevailing in South Africa which,
in fact, coincides with the signaling theory.
It basically states that additional leverage
sends a positive signal to investors who are
ascertained that substantial dividend will
be received and hence, invest more in the
company.
Short-term-debt to total asset
Likewise, in furtherance with Ross’(1977)
signaling theory as explained above, the
impact of STD on q ratio is considered to be
a statistically signiﬁcant and positive one.
Financial ﬁrms quoted on JSE and SEM are
likely to witness a 0.5156% and 0.0693%

rise in their investment ratio respectively,
following a 1% increase in their shortterm-debt level. Such an observation is
corroborated by Zeitun and Tian (2007) and
Salim and Yadav (2012).
Size
While size and Tobin’s q present a
signiﬁcant positive relationship in the
ﬁrst sample at 10% level of signiﬁcance,
supported by Zeitun and Tian (2007), an
insigniﬁcant inverse relationship is found for
the second sample, evidenced by Hasan,
Ahsan, Rahaman and Alam (2015). Every
unit increase in size in JSE’s ﬁrms generate
0.099% increase in q and a 1% increase
in Mauritian ﬁrm size leads to only 0.005%
decrease in investment ratio.
Short-term Relationship
The PVECM also enables elaboration and
interpretation of the short-run impact of
the proxies of debt-equity arrangement on
ﬁrm performance, based upon lagged ﬁrst
diﬀerences coeﬃcients. The time period
is so short that nearly all the variables are
statistically insigniﬁcant in explaining the
dependent variables. Nevertheless, long-run
equilibrium is maintained for the variables in
both markets since the correction is pulled
back to the other direction following the
departure of any dependent variable in one
direction, illustrated by the negative Error
Correction Term (ECT) for each dependent
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TABLE 8: SHORT-TERM ESTIMATES WITH ROE AS TARGET VARIABLE

factor in each stock exchange.
It can be inferred from Table 13 that about
0.448% and 0.248% of departure in ROA
from long-run equilibrium is corrected
each period for ﬁnancial ﬁrms quoted on
JSE and SEM respectively. The ECT in
both markets are insigniﬁcant, implying
that the independent variables do not
granger cause ROA. It can be inferred that
deviations in these factors take a minimum

of 2.231 and 4.03 years to have maximum
impact on ROA on South African and
Mauritian ﬁrms respectively. Furthermore,
apart from business risk and LTD, the other
variables provide contradictory results for
both exchanges. Yet all these values are
insigniﬁcant, implying that their inﬂuence on
ROA in the short-run can be ignored. This is
substantiated by Ebaid (2009).
1
The speed of adjustment of any shocks in the
independent variables towards long-run ROA equilibrium
is 2.23 years (1/0.44836) for ﬁnancial ﬁrms listed in JSE.
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The estimated short-run results with ROE
as dependent variable is summarised in
Table 8:
It can be deduced that an ECT coeﬃcient
of -0.6898 and -0.0251 implies that when
ROE is in disequilibrium, it adjusts by
approximately 68.98% and 2.51% within
the following year for JSE and SEM
respectively. While the endogeneous
variables granger cause ROE in the longrun in JSE at 10% signiﬁcance level, same
cannot be deduced about SEM, highlighting
that the rate at which disequilibrium in the
independent factors is dissipated is much
faster for JSE’s ﬁrms compared to those of

SEM. In fact, any variations in the control
variables require at least 1.45 years to be
fully impactful on ROE in JSE. It is also
noted that no signiﬁcant association seems
to prevail between any explanatory variable
and ROE in the short-run for both samples.
The estimated short-run results with q as
target variable for both exchanges is given
in Table 9:
The explanatory variables converge
towards long-run equilibrium, that is
previous years’ errors are redressed in the
following period at an adjustment rate of
72.35% and 50.31%, that is, shocks in the

TABLE 9: SHORT-TERM ESTIMATES WITH TOBIN’S Q AS TARGET VARIABLE

TABLE 10: VARIANCE FORECAST DECOMPOSITION WITH ROA AS TARGET VARIABLE
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TABLE 11: VARIANCE FORECAST DECOMPOSITION WITH ROE AS TARGET VARIABLE

independent variables take approximately
1.38 and 1.99 years to inﬂuence q for
samples 1 and 2 respectively. Additionally,
both cointegrating equations’ coeﬃcients
are statistically signiﬁcant for both countries,
implying that the explanatory variables in
these speciﬁcations granger cause q. In
other words, the independent variables are
endogenoeus with respect to q.
Surprisingly, ﬁnancial leverage and STD
are signiﬁcant in explaining South African
ﬁrms’ q in the short-run where q is likely
to increase by 0.286% and fall by 0.364%
following a 1% increase in debt-to-equity
ratio and STD respectively. Comparatively,
for SEM, only business risk is statistically
signiﬁcant. In fact, a 0.01-unit increase in
this variable will slash q ratio by 0.121%.
The other variables are not determining
factors of Tobin’s q in the short-run.
4.5 Forecast Error Variance
Decomposition
This depicts the proportion of unanticipated
variation in a dependent variable as a result
of shocks from the independent variables.
This study considers period 1 as shortrun impact and period 10 as the long-run
inﬂuence.
The outcomes of the forecast variance
decomposition of ROA as target variable
in Table 10 depict that in the short-run,
100% of the variance in ROA is explained

by the variable itself for both markets. This
undoubtedly means that the independent
variables are strongly exogeneous, that is,
have a weak inﬂuence in predicting ROA.
The inﬂuence of ROA on itself gradually
dwindles the further we move in the future
and by implication, that of the explanatory
variables is increasing. In fact, the
independent variables explain about 9%
and 40% of the variations in ROA in JSE and
SEM respectively. The impulse in business
risk accounts for 37% of the ﬂuctuations in
SEM which coincides with our signiﬁcant
positive ﬁndings between ROA and cash
ﬂow volatility for SEM.
Illustrated in Table 11, in the short-run, ROE
accounts for 100% of variations in itself.
As the number of years’ increases, the
inﬂuence of ROE on itself slowly diminishes
reaching 89.86% and 64.64% in JSE and
SEM respectively. In fact, size seems to
be the factor annotating the bulk of the
variations where it explains about 3.73% of
the variance in ROE in JSE while business
risk takes the largest proportion for SEM.
The forecast error variance decomposition
of ROE, therefore, coincides with our VECM
ﬁndings that the independent variables bear
little to no inﬂuence on the target variable
in the short-run. However, this is not the
case in the long-run whereby the factors
manifest substantial inﬂuence on ROE in
both countries.
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Results for Tobin’s q forecast variance
decomposition in Table 12 show that the
q ratio accounts wholly for the variance in
itself in the ﬁrst period in both countries,
with the independent variables being
strongly exogeneous. In the tenth year,
the inﬂuence of the q on itself is nearly
halved, with q accounting for merely 49.3%
and 59.9% of the variance in itself in JSE
and SEM respectively. This necessarily
implies that the independent variables are
exhibiting strong endogeneous inﬂuence on
q ratio the further we move into the future.
In fact, while STD accounts for 30.97%
of the variation in q in JSE, business risk
takes up the highest proportion of 32.03%
in explaining the variance in q for Mauritian
ﬁrms.
5. CONCLUSION
Summary of Findings
The study was conducted with the intent
of providing enlightenment on the dynamic
relationship that exists between capital
structure and the ﬁnancial performance
of ﬁrms. For this purpose, the study
investigated 15 ﬁnancial companies quoted
on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange and
Stock Exchange of Mauritius, each, covering
a ﬁve-year period from 2014 to 2018.
Hence, the research adopted a deductive
approach employing a dynamic panel
dataset framework. The overall ﬁndings
depict that the ﬁnancing policy of ﬁnancial
ﬁrms, in both countries, signiﬁcantly impacts

corporate performance in the long-run.
Considering only the long-run estimates,
the principal observation of a substantial
positive nexus between capital structure,
mirrored by LTD and STD and the 3
proxies of ﬁrm performance, notably,
ROA, ROE and Tobin’s q, corroborates
the static trade-oﬀ theory. This implies that
the ﬁnancial ﬁrms of both countries were
able to contract loans and other types of
borrowings at favourable rates. This led to a
balance between tax shield and increased
bankruptcy risk which, in turn, gave a boost
to overall ﬁrm performance, conﬁrmed by
Frank and Goyal (2003) and more recently,
Muraleetharan (2016).
Additionally, it is noted that high volatility in
cash ﬂow of South African ﬁrms lead to lower
ﬁnancial leverage. This value is, however,
insigniﬁcant, connoting the indiﬀerence of
investors with respect to business risk in
South Africa. Comparatively, in Mauritius,
business risk and ﬁnancial leverage
positively and signiﬁcantly inﬂuence
corporate value. This could be due to
the risk-averse behaviour of Mauritian
ﬁnancial ﬁrms where additional leverage is
undertaken only to the degree that can be
sustained. This is advocated by Seetanah
et al. (2014).
While the control variable, size, is positively
and signiﬁcantly correlated with performance
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for the ﬁrst sample, a weak indirect
relationship exists in the second sample.
This may be highlighting the superiority
of South Africa over Mauritius in terms of
better resources and more technologically
advanced processes. Hence, ﬁrms listed on
JSE may have access to better economies
of scale.

(Sheikh & Wang, 2011). Additionally, the
study also provides enlightenment to
potential investors, wishing to undertake
investments in these ﬁnancial ﬁrms. The
ﬁndings of the paper suggest that the latter
must invest in those corporates which have
recourse to external sources of ﬁnance for
their strategic projects.

In line with the ﬁndings of Ebaid (2009),
majority of the independent variables posits
an insigniﬁcant relationship with the three
target variables. Surprisingly, the short-run
outcomes depict that the impact of ﬁnancial
leverage and STD on q is statistically
signiﬁcant in JSE and business risk has
a substantial inﬂuence on q in SEM in the
short-run. Yet, on the wider picture, it can be
deduced that no dynamic relationship exists
between capital structure and ﬁnancial
performance of ﬁrms for both countries in
the short-run.

Limitations of the study
The prime restraint of this paper is the
unavailability of the annual reports for certain
ﬁnancial ﬁrms prior to 2012. Subsequently,
the study was limited to a 5-year period
from 2014-2018. The results would have
been more accurate if the time frame was
expanded say for 10/15 years. In addition,
due to time restrictions, the sample size
was restricted to 15 ﬁrms in the ﬁnance ﬁeld
in each stock exchange. A larger sample
would have been more representative of
the ﬁnancial sector in both countries.

It can be deduced that despite the results
being at variance for certain variables,
the study strongly suggests that both
South African and Mauritian ﬁnancial ﬁrms
must have recourse to debt to log higher
performance as recommended by the
trade-oﬀ theory.

Further Studies
The study attempted to illustrate the
dynamic relationship between ﬁnancing
policy of ﬁrms listed on JSE and SEM
and their performance. However, the
study considered only ﬁnancial ﬁrms in
both countries. Further studies can be
conducted on the impact of capital structure
and corporate worth to account for the nonﬁnancial sectors as well. Other variables
such as return on capital employed, age of
the ﬁrms, tangibility and so on can also be
applied as proxies for ﬁnancing policies of
the ﬁrms.

Implications of the Study
Elaborating upon one of the fundamental
decisions of each and every ﬁrm, this paper is
of utmost importance to ﬁnancial managers
and, in some cases, to the knowledgeable
shareholders as well. Striking the optimal
capital structure is the aspiration of
all corporate executives, yet they are
unsuccessful in many instances. The study
sheds light on the impact and signiﬁcance
of the ﬁnancing policy of JSE and SEM
listed ﬁrms upon their performances. Along
with contributing to the existing literature on
the capital structure-ﬁrm value nexus, this
research will enable the ﬁnancial agents
of these companies can come close to
estimating or identifying the ideal or optimal
capital structure for their respective ﬁrms.
Such a decision is a vital one since a wrong
debt-equity mix can lead to ﬁnancial distress
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ABSTRACT
This paper examines, within the context
of management accounting practices, the
concept of advancing risk management
capabilities – adopting an example from a
medium-sized Nigerian company based on
ﬁeldwork consisting of interview sessions
with participants purposefully drawn from
the medium and senior management
levels of the company. In terms of early
identiﬁcation of performance prospects as
well as motivation for informed corrective
and innovative actions, the ﬁndings reﬂect
the importance of suﬃcient utilisation of
costs and ﬁnancial analyses, budgets,
and a performance measurement system
that incorporates non-ﬁnancial aspects
and which must be supported with a welldeveloped and functional cost and ﬁnancial
accounting system.
Keywords: Risk management, Management accounting, Management control,
SMEs

1. INTRODUCTION
The global business environment is
increasingly becoming more dynamic and
complexities associated with these changes
have made risk management a core function
in the organisation process (Power, 2013,
Rasid et al., 2014, Sithipolvanichgul, 2016).
Organisations are becoming more aware of
various internal and external variables that
could contribute to their success or failure,
hence, the increasing eﬀort to develop the
ability to: predict the range of outcomes
(adverse and favourable) associated with
planned activities, measure their potential
impacts, and proactively initiate mitigation
and control measures to increase the
likelihood of the actual outcomes falling
within the objectives of the organisation
(Coleman,
2011,
Sithipolvanichgul,
2016). This rising signiﬁcance of the
risk management function reﬂects in the
expansion of its scope beyond issues
restricted to ﬁnancial risks or suﬃcient
ﬁnancial statement disclosures. Risk
management has indeed become a visible
component in the management control
system (Soin and Collier, 2013). Thus, an
objective and conscious risk management
eﬀort, on the part of business owners and
managers, is increasingly becoming a core
requirement for good business governance
(Beller, 2018, Terungwa, 2012, Yusuf and
Dansu, 2013).
Given the rising risks inherent in the business
environment, according to Culasso et al.
(2016), making quick and sound decisions,
has become both an essential requirement
and a challenging task for managers. They
posit that management control systems and
practices must evolve in this direction to
enhance managerial abilities. Furthermore,
they maintain that management accounting
(MA) practices, as an important part of the
managerial control systems, must be adapted
to support timely decisions, particularly
in situations of high uncertainty and risk.
Some studies have viewed this adaptation
from the perspective of managers adopting
the traditional MA tools (e.g. budgeting) and
utilising the integration of ﬁnancial and non-
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ﬁnancial indicators to identify, measure,
and mitigate the risks associated with the
strategic objectives of their organisations
(Culasso et al., 2016, Fleischman et al.,
2017, Rasid et al., 2011). Nevertheless, the
MA perspective to risk management (how
risk, risk management, and MA interrelate
within the sphere of management control
systems) has not received suﬃcient
research attention (European Network for
Research in Organisational & Accounting
Change, 2016, Bento et al., 2018).
In this paper, the case of a medium-sized
Nigerian company is adopted to reﬂect the
concept of enhancing risk management
measures from the perspective of MA
systems and practices as a contribution to
the MA literature and business managerial
practices. The company was established
in the early 90s and is a major dealer
in fast-moving consumer goods. The
company manufactures its product models
through partner companies overseas and
distributes to its numerous customers
through distributorship arrangements and
retail outlets located within and outside
Lagos. The company’s business processes
are associated with varying degrees of
complexities, which in combination with
the competitive operating environment,
expose the company to various risks
that require a proper risk management
framework to ensure the survival of the
company. Top on the risk proﬁle are the
volatile customer preferences and the
eﬀect of stiﬀ competition that increases
the likelihood of product obsolescence.
Hence, the theoretical interrelationship
between risks, risk management and MA
practices was explored in the analyses of
the case to reﬂect the concept of improving
risk management measures from the
perspective of MA systems and practices.
Risk, in the context of this study, refers to the
likelihood of variations in the achievement
of objectives (Global Risk Alliance, 2005,
Sithipolvanichgul, 2016). These variations
could range from adverse to favourable
potential
outcomes
(International

Organization for Standardization, 2002).
Thus, risk management is not restricted
to only potential adverse events. It, but
includes managing the upside risks,
implying taking advantage of possible
opportunities to maximise value (Coleman,
2011). In terms of classiﬁcation, the risks
associated with the business operation of
the case company are considered from the
perspective of business risks, operational
risks, and strategic risks described as
follows (Collier and Agyei-Ampomah, 2008,
Institute of Risk Management, 2002, Lam,
2014):
• Operational risk: the likelihood of
failures in people’s actions, systems or
processes, including external events
adversely aﬀecting the operation of an
organisation;
• Business risk: the likelihood of ﬁnancial
and operating results falling below
expectations; and
• Strategic risk: the likelihood of failures of
corporate or business strategies (e.g.,
business restructuring, new product,
etc.) or failures in the strategy execution.
Moreover, MA, MA systems, MA techniques,
MA practices or MA control systems (used
interchangeably) refer to the various types
of MA information, systems and analytical
procedures that are applied by organisations
for planning and control purposes (Armitage
et al., 2016, Drury, 2012, Drury, 2018). The
term ‘traditional MA tools’ as used in this
paper refers to the techniques/tools such as
standard costing and budgeting that involve
setting ﬁnancial performance standards in
advance and comparing actual results with
the standards to identify variances and
enable corrective actions (Dahal, 2021,
Drury, 2018, Uyar and Kuzey, 2016). In this
paper, risk management is oriented to the
organisational context of the term (Becker
and Smidt, 2016, Global Risk Alliance,
2005, Kaplan, 1997, Sithipolvanichgul,
2016) and the MA function is viewed from
the perspective of the use of MA information
and systems to support value preservation
and value creation as follows: [1] Risk
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mitigation and control measures, and [2] the
process of identifying and taking advantage
of opportunities to maximise value.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows:
After a presentation of the research problem
and objectives, the relevant literature
is reviewed, followed by the research
methodology and the research ﬁndings.
On this basis, managerial implications are
derived before the paper is concluded.
2. PROBLEM INVESTIGATED
While addressing risk management
concerns within the context of MA constitutes
a valid area of contribution to MA literature
and business managerial practices, little
has been published on the interrelation
between risk, risk management, and MA
control practices (European Network for
Research in Organisational & Accounting
Change, 2016, Soin and Collier, 2013,
Bento et al., 2018). Therefore, the
interrelationship between MA practices and
the risk management function is explored
in this paper to describe the concept of
improving risk management measures
– adopting the case of a medium-sized
Nigerian company struggling with risk
management challenges. To address these
challenges, it was necessary to answer the
following questions:
1. What are the signiﬁcant risks inherent in
the case company’s business operation
and what are the existing risk mitigation
measures?
2. What are the MA practices that could be
applied to improve the company’s risk
management measures?
Accordingly, the main ﬁndings of the study
are structured and discussed in terms of the
above questions. Moreover, attempts were
made to reﬂect the wider implications of the
ﬁndings.
3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The main objective of this paper is to
examine the concept of advancing risk
management measures, within the context

of MA practices, employing the case of a
medium-sized Nigerian company struggling
with risk management challenges. This
can be broken down into the following subobjectives:
• ascertainment of the proﬁle of the
company’s MA systems,
• deﬁning and classifying the signiﬁcant
risks inherent in its operations and
reﬂecting the existing risk management
measures, and
• describing the MA perspective to the
concept of “improving risk management
measures” utilising the information from
the review of related literature and the
analysed empirical evidence.
4. LITERATURE REVIEW
Diﬀerent aspects of risk management have
attracted much attention in MA research,
particularly following the recent global
ﬁnancial crisis that led to the emergence
of various risk-based regulations such
as the Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002 in the
United States (Fleischman et al., 2017,
Mikes, 2009, Miller et al., 2008, Mohamed
Metwally, 2017, Quon et al., 2012, Soin
and Collier, 2013). Thus, the attention and
interests of various stakeholders on “risk”
and the eﬀectiveness of applicable risk
management frameworks have intensiﬁed
in recent years. Soin and Collier (2013)
argue that risk management has become
a visible part of organisational life in both
the private and the public sectors. They
assert that risks and risk management
can determine the design of areas of
responsibility and accountability by inducing
changes in organisational practices and
individual behaviours, bringing legitimacy
to certain aspects of organisational
governance. Furthermore, they posit that
risk management is no longer restricted to
issues concerning ﬁnancial risks or suﬃcient
ﬁnancial statement disclosures but has
rather expanded in scope to become a visible
component in the management control
system, an area in which the MA function
is advised. However, the authors maintain
that the interrelationship between these two
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control mechanisms (risk management and
MA function) in the management control
process has not received suﬃcient research
attention (see also European Network for
Research in Organisational & Accounting
Change, 2016, Bento et al., 2018).
The essence of risk management is
to ensure as far as possible that the
objectives of an organisation are achieved.
The knowledge of management control
and performance measurement systems
(PMSs) directed at the same objectives
is within the domain of the MA function.
Based on this argument, the arising
research questions according to Soin and
Collier (2013) are how the MA function is
involved in the practice of risk management
in terms of job titles and delineations, and
how risk management practices implicate
management accountants. The earlier study
by Soin (2005) indicated that consideration
of risks was less visible in the budgeting,
performance measurement, and costcontrol
processes. Moreover, the results from a
few surveys conducted in this ﬁeld have
shown that management accountants play
an insigniﬁcant role in strategic governance
processes involving performance and
of enterprise risk management (ERM)
(Collier et al., 2006). However, the results
of the study by Soin (2005) highlighted the
relevance of the application of MA practices
to support and broaden the coverage
of ERM implementation and the overall
control system in an organisation. This was
demonstrated to be particularly relevant
in the area of cost-beneﬁt estimations,
the measurement and analysis of cost
implications of potential outcomes from risk
events associated with business decisions
(see also Rasid et al., 2014, Williamson,
2004).
According to Ratnatunga and Alam (2011),
the job role of management accountants
in respect to performance management
is theoretically visible in the managerial
communications that occur within the broad
spectrum of an enterprise governance
structure. However, they indicated that

the empirical evidence from their study
does not clearly suggest the application of
MA techniques and practices in strategic
governance,
performance
and
risk
management in practice. Conversely, the
ﬁndings of a survey of ﬁnancial institutions
in Malaysia by Rasid et al. (2011) indicate
a major application of MA practices in the
measurement of the organisations’ ﬁnancial
and operational risk proﬁle through the
provision of indicators of ﬁnancial stability
and of information on the eﬃciency of
processes.
Management
accounting
practices such as ﬁnancial statement
analysis, strategic planning, budgeting
and budgetary control were found to play
signiﬁcant roles in the organisations’ risk
management processes. Moreover, the role
of MA in the risk management function was
more visible and signiﬁcant in organisations
where the ERM approach is adopted.
Findings of Rasid et al. (2014) indicate
that timely, broad-based and integrated
MA information is required to implement
ERM successfully. The authors further posit
that the higher the activities relating to risk
management, the higher the contribution
of a broad-based MA system towards the
organisation’s non-ﬁnancial performance.
While MA is traditionally concerned with
the provision of ﬁnancial information for
internal use, the usefulness of its output
in directing managerial attention towards
problem areas (risk indicators) is enhanced
with the incorporation of external and nonﬁnancial data (Rasid et al., 2014, Bhimani
and Langﬁeld-Smith, 2007). Hence, the
non-ﬁnancial performance then becomes
an indicator of potential or subsequent
ﬁnancial performance (Rasid et al., 2014).
In this sense, the purpose of MA systems
in the risk management process is evident
in the provision of information for planning
and control functions (e.g. strategy
setting and PMS) – hence, a formal risk
management process will rely on a MA
information system (Rasid et al., 2014,
Zainun Tuanmat and Smith, 2011). A good
example of MA practice that can enhance
ERM is the use of the balanced scorecard
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(BSC) (developed by Kaplan and Norton
in 1992) as a performance measurement
system (PMS) (Rasid et al., 2014, Kaplan,
2009, Kaplan and Norton, 1992, Yiannaki,
2012).
The foregoing ﬁndings indicate that the
concept (application of MA techniques
in the risk management function) is still
developing and requires more research
attention. The ﬁndings concerning the nonvisibility of the risk management function
in the job role of management accountants
could be explained as a function of position
nomenclature rather than the overall MA
function of the organisation. The ﬁndings
suggest (for this case) that approaching risk
management from an integrated perspective
and developing a sound managerial
accounting system are relevant and
transparent measures that will improve the
process of managing the risks associated
with the company’s operation and promote
greater organisational legitimacy.
Thus, the paper is more oriented to the
ﬁrm-wide perspective to risk management.
Risk management, which is the process
of understanding and managing the risks
of an organisation, is considered to be
best deﬁned within the context of ERM)
(Collier and Agyei-Ampomah, 2008). ERM
can be implemented in any organisation
(small, medium and large) as a process
that provides for a continued and holistic
consideration of risks along with strategic
(long term) and short term objectives
(Committee of Sponsoring Organisations
of the Treadway Commission, 2017). The
example case is experiencing signiﬁcant
growth in the size of its operation and
achieving an increasing and relative level
of formalisation in its structure. Thus, as
applicable in many growing small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), a more
formalised risk management framework
and the application of more MA techniques
(or increase in the level of their application)
seem to be more likely and viable for the
company (Armitage et al., 2016, López and
Hiebl, 2015).

The risk sources of an organisation consist
of the factors relating to its internal and
external environments, and these factors
could inﬂuence the pattern of its MA
practices (Sithipolvanichgul, 2016, Waweru
et al., 2004). Therefore, the MA techniques,
practices
and
systems
considered
applicable to the case are identiﬁed in
respect of the following:
• Their potential or actual (theoretical or
empirical) association with improvements
in the risk management process;
• Their successful application in the
company and/or organisations similar in
size with the company; and
• The consideration of the company’s,
operating environment, the structure
and nature of its business operation.
This is consistent with the contingency
theory of MA practice (Otley, 2016, Uyar
and Kuzey, 2016). Moreover, the functional
classiﬁcation of MA practices into costing
systems, budgeting, PMSs and analysis
for decision-making, as adopted in some
studies, is applied in this paper (Armitage
et al., 2016, Drury, 2018).
5. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This paper is based on the review of related
literature and ﬁeldwork conducted in
2019. The ﬁeldwork consists of structured
questionnaires and interview sessions held
with participants that were purposefully
drawn from the medium and senior
management levels of the case company.
The nature and quality of data required to
answer the research questions determined
the criteria applied to identify potential
research participants from the pool of the
company’s oﬃcials: relevance of position,
academic/professional background and
years in the service of the company.
Accordingly, seventeen oﬃcials of the
company were requested to participate
in the study (out of which 5 senior-level
management oﬃcials were asked to grant
interviews). Ten oﬃcials of the company
accepted the request to participate in the
study. Since two of them left the company
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before the commencement of the study, eight
questionnaire responses were obtained and
four oral interviews conducted (45 min. to
an hour), including one follow-up interview.
The main task of the questionnaire as the
ﬁrst step of the research methodology
was to gather the relevant information
to understand the systems in place in
order to reﬁne and review the interview
questions. In the analysis of the following
interviews, related themes/excerpts were
identiﬁed, classiﬁed and discussed from the
perspective of the research questions.

failures and failures in branch revenue
growth expectations; failures in accounting
and internal control procedures; and
exposure to credit Losses. The table below
shows (from the case) an example SMEs’
risk description and classiﬁcation (see also
Global Risk Alliance, 2005). The signiﬁcance
of the reported risks for the case company
was assessed in terms of their likelihood and
potential ﬁnancial impact, and it was related
to the company’s recent experiences. The
signiﬁcant risks are further discussed below
following the order as listed in the table.

6. RESEARCH RESULTS/FINDINGS
The discussion of the ﬁndings is structured
in terms of the research questions. The
ﬁndings result from the analysis of the
responses to the interview questions, in
association with the information obtained
from direct enquiries of the relevant systems
and policies in place in the company and
the insight from relevant literature. Thus,
this section is divided into two subsections
as follows: the signiﬁcant risks inherent
in the operation of the company and the
existing risk management measures; and
the applicable MA practices.

6.1.1 Product failure due to
obsolescence and competitive
pressures
The ﬁndings indicate that this exposure
represents the most signiﬁcant risk
associated with the case company’s
business operation. This particular risk is
considered to be naturally inherent in SMEs’
businesses requiring the maintenance of
high inventory volumes, and even more
important for the case company due to the
highly competitive environment. Therefore,
the risk exposure cannot be eliminated as
long as the business continues under the
same condition. This risk could be classiﬁed
as “business risk exposures” (Collier and
Agyei-Ampomah, 2008, Gitman et al.,
2014). This risk exposure could be critical to
the survival of a business where there are
frequent changes in fashion and customers’
preferences and (very importantly) where
the business is vulnerable to the rival
strategies of its competitors.

6.1 The signiﬁcant risks inherent in
the operation of the company and the
existing risk management measures
The company is engaged fully in (branded)
merchandising business in a highly
competitive environment. Hence, the
ﬁndings exemplify the signiﬁcant risk
exposures and risk categories that are
inherent in the business operations of
small and medium enterprises, especially
the ones engaged in the merchandise of
branded products that are susceptible to
obsolescence. In these circumstances and
considering the competitive and complex
nature of the business environment, the
risk of product obsolescence and fall in
expected market performance of products
could constitute the major risk of SMEs.
Other signiﬁcant risk exposures, according
to the research ﬁndings, could include the
following: risk of revenue losses due to
product stock-out; product diﬀerentiation

In this circumstance, business managers/
owners could associate the knowledge
obtained from the prior assessment of
customers’ preferences with the information
from external sources (competitors) to build
their capacity and ability to implement
cost management (contemporary MA
techniques) measures such as target
costing, value analysis/value engineering
and functional analysis. These are measures
that could diminish the company’s exposure
to product failures due to obsolescence and
competitive pressures (Drury, 2018).
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TABLE I: SUMMARY OF THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ASSESSED RISKS FOR THE COMPANY

S/N

1

2
3

4

Risk Events Descriptions
Product failure due to obsolescence and
competitive pressures (high likelihood and
high ﬁnancial impact)
Product failure due to manufacturing
defects (subcontracted production activity –
occurrence and ﬁnancial impact very unlikely)
Revenue losses due to product stock-out
(high likelihood and high ﬁnancial impact)
Product diﬀerentiation failures and failures in
branch revenue growth expectations

5

Failures in accounting and internal control
procedures

6

Exposure to credit Losses

Classiﬁcation
according to
Introduction

Remarks

Business risk

Signiﬁcant

Operational
risk

Not signiﬁcant

Operational
risk
Strategy risk
Business risk
Operational
risk
Operational
risk
Operational
risk
Strategy risk

6.1.2 Risk of revenue losses due to
unavailability of products
The “risk of revenue losses due to
unavailability of products” is another key
risk associated with the business of SMEs
like the case company. The exposure could
be high for a company with an inventory
management system that is excessively
averse to the risk of obsolescence and
product failure. Accordingly, the potential
ﬁnancial impact on the case company
could be very high in terms of revenue
losses. Moreover, the ﬁndings show for the
case company that the occurrence of this
risk event could result from either internal
operating limitations/failures or external
factors that are beyond the control of
the company. From this perspective, the
company’s exposure to revenue losses
due to unavailability of products could be
categorised as “operational risk”. That
is, the risk associated with the likelihood
of failures in people’s actions, systems
or processes, including external events

Signiﬁcant

Signiﬁcant

Signiﬁcant to the
case
Signiﬁcant to the
case

adversely aﬀecting the operation of an
organisation as well as its negotiations
with its market partners (Collier and AgyeiAmpomah, 2008, Gitman et al., 2014, Lam,
2014).
6.1.3 Product diﬀerentiations and
branch revenue growth failures
Another signiﬁcant exposure reﬂected
in the ﬁndings is “product diﬀerentiation
failures and failures in branch revenue
growth expectations”. The strategic position
of an organisation could lean towards
diﬀerentiating its products (brands) from
that of its competitors through the sale of
higher quality and dependable products,
pioneering customer preferences, product
availability and customer loyalty rewards.
However, as in our case, the market
condition and the nature of the operating
environment make it impossible for the case
company to pursue this strategy in isolation.
Thus, the business policies or leanings in
respect of strategy include ‘cost leadership’
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and ‘focusing strategy’ (Drury, 2012, Drury,
2018). A cost leadership strategy demands
that the company maintains some brands
that mainly compete based on relatively low
prices. In comparison to this, a focussing
strategy involves the identiﬁcation of
customer segments or locations that require
to be specially served. Implementing the
focussing strategy could require the launch
of new product models and/or investing in
new branch operations.
Consequently, the following risks inherent
in these strategy leanings were identiﬁed in
the research ﬁndings: Product diﬀerentiation
failure, revenue growth failure (branch
operations), and increased operational
exposures. The potential market failures of
high-quality items produced for identiﬁed
customer segments and the associated
likelihood of failure in revenue expectations
could be described as “strategy risks”.
That is exposures voluntarily taken on
and managed to generate superior returns
(Kaplan and Mikes, 2012). The risk could
also be described in terms of “opportunitybased risks”. That is risks that are inherent
in either taking advantage of an opportunity
or not taking an opportunity at all (Global
Risk Alliance, 2005), and reﬂect the risk
management deﬁnition adopted for this
study. The deﬁnition includes “upside risks”,
that is, business opportunities that an
organisation needs to identify and explore
to improve its chances of achieving its
business objectives (Coleman, 2011).
In terms of likelihood and ﬁnancial impact,
the research ﬁndings indicate that the price
sensitivity of the end-users (which might
be very diﬃcult to be properly assessed
in advance) could lead to the failure in
the market performance of high-quality
items launched for identiﬁed customers
segments. This can also result from poor
assessment of the prospective demand or
the size of the prospective customer base.
The likelihood of failure of these highquality products in the market could be
primarily categorised as a business risk,
discussed earlier as “product failure due to

obsolescence and competitive pressures”,
and could be secondarily classiﬁed as
a strategic risk, higher risk assumed to
achieve greater results. Furthermore, the
ﬁndings in respect of failures in branch
revenue growth expectations show that
the closure of non-performing branch
operations after signiﬁcant ﬁnancial
commitments and the inability of some
branch operations to generate enough
revenue to justify associated expenses
reﬂect the high exposure associated with
investing in branch operations. Moreover,
an increase in the size of operation results
in higher operational challenges which
include higher internal control exposures.
This is the “operational risk” dimension
inherent in the strategy of adopting multiple
branch operations. It is recommended that
organisations should adopt MA techniques
that improve the chances of successful
implementation of their strategies (Drury,
2012).
6.1.4 Failures in accounting and internal
control procedures
The research ﬁndings, in respect of
limitations in accounting and internal control
procedures, indicate (in the circumstance
of the case) that the associated exposures
are connected to the following: internal
control over inventory and cash; accounts
software implementation and user capacity
challenges; eﬀectiveness of related
operational procedures as adopted to be in
place. These exposures could be classiﬁed
as “operational risks” – risks associated
with the likelihood of failures in people’s
actions, systems or processes, adversely
aﬀecting the operation of an organisation
(Collier and Agyei-Ampomah, 2008, Kaplan
and Mikes, 2012, Gitman et al., 2014). In
terms of likelihood and ﬁnancial impact,
SMEs are more prone to errors or defects
in their accounting and related procedures
as a result of insuﬃcient management skills
or lack of capacity and expertise to develop
and run a better system. The shortcomings
could be explained in terms of limitations
in supervisory initiatives, gaps in required
accounting skills and uninformed system
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change (cp. López and Hiebl, 2015, Waweru
et al., 2004, Yusuf and Dansu, 2013).
6.1.5 Exposure to credit losses
The ﬁndings regarding the company’s
exposure to credit losses indicate that
signiﬁcance in exposures could be
attributed to the absence of eﬀective
credit policy and debt recovery techniques
(operation risk dimension) or could imply a
voluntary strategy to compete favourably
in the market (strategy risk dimension).
The internal dimension could be described
as
“preventable
risks”–risks arising
from systems processes, employees’
and managers’ actions that ought to
be mitigated with an eﬀective internal
control system (Kaplan and Mikes, 2012,
Sithipolvanichgul, 2016). It is important to
highlight here, that exposure to credit losses,
in the circumstance of the case, could also
be explained from the perspective of a
voluntary strategy implemented to achieve/
surpass a target level of sales revenue or
mitigate the adverse impact of competitors’
actions (rival strategies).
Identiﬁcation of operational risk exposures
is necessary to enable the management to
put in place appropriate mitigation measures
to ensure that the business operation
of the entity is not adversely aﬀected or
opportunities to improve its business value
eroded. External events could trigger this
kind of risk. However, it is the responsibility
of management to ensure a minimum zone
of tolerance for the preventable aspects of
this risk category, since complete elimination
is not usually possible. Thus the activities
of a business should be supervised in line
with its strategic objectives. Evaluation and
consideration of performance measures
related to employee learning and growth
and the internal operating process will
likely contribute to the eﬀectiveness of
mitigation measures associated with
these exposures. Past internal control
experiences of an organisation usually
inform the design of its risk management
framework, especially when viewed from the
perspective of enterprise risk management

(Sithipolvanichgul, 2016).
The ﬁndings in respect of risk management
measures indicate that SMEs run the danger
of only managing risks at a very informal
level (Yusuf and Dansu, 2013). Although
practices and procedures (e.g., internal
audit procedures, internal control measures,
and policies that guide the conduct of
employees) may exist that allow for risk
mitigation, the absence of a formal risk
management framework, especially in terms
of enterprise risk management evidenced
in an identiﬁable risk management function
or department still subsists among SMEs
(cp. Fajemirokun, 2016). Resulting from
this, it is recommended that the business
managers always consider the need
and the beneﬁts of developing a formal
risk management system that is well coordinated and aligned to its size, operating
structure and embedded in the decisionmaking process (Soin and Collier, 2013).
Business environment realities require an
integrated approach to risk management–
aligning risk management with the business
strategy, making risk management part
of the normal business operation, rather
than manage risks at the individual activity
levels or in an ad hoc manner. Such an
approach to risk management, known as
enterprise risk management (ERM), is a
comprehensive process that is continuous,
proactive and systematic (Berg, 2010,
Collier and Agyei-Ampomah, 2008, Lam,
2014). It is a developing approach with
no universally accepted standardised
format for its implementation. Thus, it can
be adapted and applied across diﬀerent
sizes of organisations (small, medium, or
large enterprises) (Lam, 2014). Moreover,
related literature suggests that the level
of formalisation and sophistication of risk
management in SMEs is usually upgraded
with the increase in the size of the
organisation (Falkner and Hiebl, 2015).
6.2 The applicable MA practices within
the context of the case
Management accounting systems are
traditionally concerned with the provision
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of ﬁnancial information for internal use, but
the usefulness of its output, especially in
directing managerial attention to actual and
potential problem areas (risk indicators) is
enhanced with the incorporation of external
and non-ﬁnancial data (Rasid et al., 2014,
Bhimani and Langﬁeld-Smith, 2007, Drury,
2012). Accordingly, the MA systems of the
company could be taken to consist of its
ﬁnancial accounting system, the internal
audit function, the cost accounting function,
the budgeting unit, and operational
information from stores, quality control, and
other units of the company and including
external sources.
The ﬁndings indicate that the company’s MA
information system is still below the level
of sophistication required to fully support
value creation and value preservation
functions (Batty, 1963, Jha et al., 2015).
The sophistication of MA system refers to
the operating capability of the system in
generating timely, broad-based, integrated
and aggregated information – an information
level required to implement an eﬀective
risk management system, such as ERM
(Rasid et al., 2014). Thus, the company’s
MA information system is still building up to
the level where the MA information will be
suﬃcient in scope, integrated, aggregated
and delivered in a timely manner (cp.
International Accounting Standard Board
[IASB], 2018, Nichita, 2018). The main
ﬁndings concerning the applicable MA
practices are reported in an order referring
to the following systems: cost accounting,
budgeting, PMSs and other analyses for
decision making.
6.2.1 Cost accounting and cost
management measures
The case company, with the outsourcing
of its manufacturing activities to overseas
partners, does not have the incentive to
operate a sophisticated cost accounting
system or possess the capacity, as a
medium-sized organisation, to implement
complex
costing
techniques
like
ABC systems (Armitage et al., 2016).
Nevertheless, the ﬁndings indicate that

the company expects to improve and
formalise its cost accounting framework
to enhance the analysis and evaluation
of overheads and product costs for cost
control, proﬁtability analysis, and as well as,
inventory valuation. This will in turn provide
for more reliable costing information that will
facilitate the budgeting function and product
performance analysis and could improve
the ability of the company to implement
the cost management techniques (target
costing, value analysis, functional analysis,
and tear down analysis) already adopted
by the company as useful mechanisms
for mitigating the risk of product failure
due to obsolescence and competitive
pressures (Uyar and Kuzey, 2016, Drury,
2018). The risk of obsolescence is high
because of frequent changes in customers’
preferences and the competitive nature of
the company’s business–explained in the
business vulnerability to rival strategies of
competitors that potentially limit the ability
of the company to achieve or sustain
the expected revenue level and could
also impair successful execution of the
company’s diﬀerentiation strategy.
Moreover, the ﬁndings indicate that an
improved and formalised costing framework
with a functional budgeting system could
serve the company in mitigating the internal
dimension to the risk of revenue losses due
to extended unavailability of products. The
ﬁndings show that this risk has both internal
and external factors: Defective managerial
decisions and actions regarding production
requisitions constitute the internal business
dimension while the potential diﬃculties
and complexities arising with the clearing
of goods at the port of entry represent the
external dimension of the risk. Defective
managerial actions as the internal
dimension of the risk come in the form of
non-availability or non-consideration of
suﬃcient MA report in making production
requisitions. It follows that the exposure
could be mitigated with the provision,
consideration and regular review of sales
budgets and product performance analysis
(Batty, 1963, Jha et al., 2015, Rasid et al.,
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2014).
6.2.2 Budgeting
The budgeting system was introduced in
the company as part of its organisational
reforms. However, the system is yet to be
developed to the level where feedback and
feed-forward control is enabled. Consistent
with the organisational context of risk
management as applicable in this study,
feedback control involves the monitoring of
outputs achieved against desired outputs
and taking whatever necessary corrective
actions if deviations exist; while feedforward control is a system where future
outputs are predicted and compared with
expected future outputs, and control actions
are initiated to minimise diﬀerences, where
these expectations diﬀer from what is
desired (Drury, 2012).
Moreover, besides the inclusion of risk
identiﬁcation and mitigation functions
in the budgeting process, related
studies suggest the use of budgets as a
mechanism for risk exposure control, thus,
the universal acceptance of budgeting as
a key instrument for planning and control
functions (Rasid et al., 2011, Uyar and
Kuzey, 2016). The expansion in the scope
of risk management and its development
into a core management control function
could be reﬂected in the application of
basic budgeting systems, cash budgets
and forecasts as essential elements in the
development of control systems (Armitage
et al., 2016, Soin and Collier, 2013).
6.2.3 Performance measurement
system – non-ﬁnancial measures
Management
accounting
information,
particularly in relation to performance
management, provides for the assessment
of an organisation’s risks and subsequent
actions required to eliminate risks or
minimize their possible impact (Rasid et
al., 2011). Thus, it can be stated from the
ﬁndings as associated with the related
literature that the company needs to develop
and implement a PMS (e.g. the BSC) with
each performance dimension well adapted

and aligned with the company’s strategy
leanings. This will facilitate risk identiﬁcation
and treatment. Key performance indicators
identiﬁable with each dimension of the BSC
could be the basis for risk analysis where
the BSC framework is implemented as a
PMS. In other words, the risks (likelihood of
failure) associated with each performance
indicator are analysed and responsibilities
(in terms of personnel or units) ascertained
or assigned to provide for enterprisewide mitigation actions. Table II shows
the typical performance measures (lag
and lead measures) from the research
ﬁndings, which could be associated with
the case company’s objectives and strategy
leanings. The measures could serve as
risk assessment mechanisms, providing
the means of assessing the prospects of
achieving the company’s objectives (Drury,
2018).
It is practical and more realistic for a
business organisation to adopt (as
its strategy leaning) a mix of product
diﬀerentiation, cost leadership and focusing
strategies. And the success of this strategy
could be enhanced with the implementation
of a PMS adapted to the company’s size
and nature of its operation. The BSC was
devised to integrate ﬁnancial and nonﬁnancial performance measures, providing
for the identiﬁcation of key measures linked
to strategy (Drury, 2012, Kaplan, 2009). The
lag and lead measures of the BSC (adapted
in line with the organisation’s objectives
and strategic leanings – see Table II) could
serve as risk assessment mechanisms,
providing the means of assessing the
prospects of achieving the company’s
objectives (Broccardo, 2010, Yiannaki,
2012). In this context, the lag measures
are seen as outcome measures, which
are largely deﬁned in terms of ﬁnancial
performance while the lead measures
include the customer perspective, the
internal business perspective, and the
learning and growth perspective which could
represent the drivers of potential ﬁnancial
performance. The principles associated
with the lag and the lead measures can be
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TABLE II: TYPICAL LAG AND LEAD PERFORMANCE MEASURES RELEVANT TO THE CASE

Performance measures
Percentage growth in business from
existing customers, customer survey
satisfaction ratings, and customer
proﬁtability analysis
Percentage of revenues from new
customers, new market/customer
segments
Sales growth percentage for targeted
segments
Percentage on-time deliveries and
Percentage returns from customers
Percentage reduction in product unit cost
Percentage of revenues from new
products/models

Product development cycle time

Performance focus

Performance
perspective

Increase customer
retention,
satisfaction, and
proﬁtability

Customer

Increase customer
acquisition, identify
and explore new
market/customer
segments

Customer

Improve delivery time
and product quality
Achieve reduction in
product unit cost
Develop and
introduce new
products or product
models
Decrease the time
taken to develop
and introduce new
products/models

Internal business
process

Increase information
system capabilities

Internal business
process

Customer
Internal business
process

Internal business
process

Percentage of days in a period the IT
system recorded a breakdown or had
severe issues
Percentage of transactions recorded on a
real-time or same-day basis
Number of customer statements manually
prepared or adjusted in a period

Percentage of inventory count variances
arising from information system and
process limitations
Employee satisfaction survey ratings,
Increase and
annual percentage of key staﬀ leaving, and
retain employee
sales revenue per employee
capabilities
Number of suggested improvements
per employee, number of suggestions
Increase motivation,
implemented per employee, percentage
empowerment and
of employees with personal goals aligned
alignment
to the BSC, and percentage of employees
who achieve personal goals
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Learning and growth

Learning and growth

Reduce selling and
administration costs
Percentage of selling and administration
costs to total revenues

Adopt a more
proﬁtable product
mix.

Return on investment

Financial

Enhance asset
utilisation
Source: Adapted from Drury (2018)
explained respectively in terms of feedback
and feed-forward control measures, and
thus consistent with the risk management
deﬁnition adopted in this study (Drury,
2018).
6.2.4 Other analysis for decision making
Analyses for decision-making include
capital spending analysis (associated with
long-term projects/investments) and cost
behaviour analysis (break-even analysis)
(Armitage et al., 2016). In the ﬁeld of
accounting and ﬁnance, these techniques/
analyses relate much to risk management
(Nichita, 2018). In respect of capital
spending analysis, the capital spending
of the company includes the acquisition
of non-current assets required for the
business operations and investing in branch
operations. The ﬁnancial commitments to
branch operations (in particular) require
well-studied and documented bases for the
projection of success. The ﬁndings however
suggest the use of intuition, informal or
non-documented assessments in decisions
relating to the company’s capital spending.
Although the company is experiencing
signiﬁcant growth in the size of its operation
and achieving an increasing and relative
level of formalisation in its structure, it
is not devoid of the potential limitations
in its MA practices that are associated
with companies of similar size or similar
ownership structure (Global Risk Alliance,
2005, Neubauer et al., 2012, Yusuf and
Dansu, 2013).
Moreover, the ﬁndings on the application of
cost-volume-proﬁt (CVP) analysis indicate

(as highlighted in the literature) that the tool
could be applied by management to assess
the prospects of realising the expected
performance targets of the company.
However, the multiplicity of products and
the complex cost structure of the company
are factors that may make the convenient
application of the tool very diﬃcult.
Therefore, subject to the understanding
and proper analysis of the company’s
cost structure/behaviour (improved and
formalised costing framework), the multiproduct method of CVP analysis may be
applied to estimate the level of sales required
to break even in the period or required
to achieve a target proﬁt (Drury, 2012). It
can also form the basis for the sensitivity
analysis of adjustments or changes in the
related cost estimates or variables. Thus,
it can assist the management in assessing
and monitoring the company’s business
risk exposures associated with the choice
of product model mix and preferences.
7. MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
It could be emphasised (from the ﬁndings)
that SMEs should commit more to develop
their capacity to record, integrate, aggregate
and analyse its ﬁnancial and operational
information on a timely basis. The main
objective of MA information should not be
conﬁned to meeting the statutory reporting
requirements but be expanded to develop
and advance the managerial decisionmaking process (Marriott and Marriott, 2000,
Sharma, 2015). Instead, implementing
an ERM system under such a developed
MA system will be more feasible (Rasid
et al., 2014). Moreover, a well-developed
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MA information system will include an
operational budgeting and budgetary
control system that supports the feedback
and feed-forward controls. It could also
provide for the design and development of a
PMS that includes non-ﬁnancial measures
as may be adapted (Drury, 2018, Rasid et
al., 2011, Culasso et al., 2016). These MA
techniques and practices, as established in
the literature and the analysis of the primary
data, could improve the eﬀectiveness of the
management in identifying, assessing and
mitigating the signiﬁcant risks associated
with the business of the company (Batty,
1963, Culasso et al., 2016, Jha et al., 2015).
Therefore owners and managers of SMEs
should consider the appropriateness of
deploying considerable eﬀort and resources
to achieve successful computerisation of
their MA information system. Successful
computerisation and operation will provide
for real-time or early access to ﬁnancial
and operational reports with relevant cost
and ﬁnancial analyses. It also allows to
incorporate non-ﬁnancial measures (e.g.
relating to customers) (Waweru et al., 2004).
Such a system could provide the support
required to run and sustain an eﬀective
budgeting system and an expanded PMS
that includes the non-ﬁnancial (lead)
measures (Dahal, 2018, Marriott and
Marriott, 2000). Moreover, implementing an
integrated risk management framework will
be ultimately enhanced (Rasid et al., 2014).
In respect of implementing an integrated
risk management framework, management
should clearly deﬁne the risk management
procedures, responsibilities and functions,
aligned with the size and structure of the
organisation (Collier and Agyei-Ampomah,
2008, Global Risk Alliance, 2005, Institute
of Risk Management, 2002, Lam, 2014,
Watkins, 2012, Yusuf and Dansu, 2013).
Furthermore and in relation to the limitations
and implications of the study, this research
adopted an example of a single organisation
(a medium-sized company operating in a
developing economy) to demonstrate the MA
perspective to improving risk management

measures. It will be therefore interesting to
conduct further research on the use of MA
techniques and their implication for the risk
management function in more organisations
of similar or related size (SMEs), operating in
the same or similar environment, within the
same and other business sectors. Multiple
case studies will provide for a cross-case
analysis (which is not obtainable in this
study) (Creswell and Poth, 2018, Waweru
et al., 2004). Another key area of interest is
“the challenges and cost-eﬀective ways of
developing appropriate information system
capabilities in SMEs operating in the same
or similar environment”. Limitations in
information system capabilities are included
in the signiﬁcant key issues identiﬁed in this
case. Therefore, there is a need to know
more about how ﬁrms (multiple-cases) in
the same operating environments cope
with this challenge. Furthermore, it will be
also interesting to carry out studies on the
adoption and use of the BSC as a PMS
in SMEs operating in the same or similar
business environment. Literature records
that the BSC is probably the most widely
used approach applicable to mitigate
the adverse consequences of relying
or focussing excessively on short-term
ﬁnancial performance measures (De Toni
and Tonchia, 2001, Striteska and Spickova,
2012, Drury, 2012). The importance and
implications of this assertion should be
empirically tested with multiple cases
associated with the same environment of
the case company.
8. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, risk management is
approached from the perspective of MA
practices – adopting the case of a mediumsized Nigerian company. The research
objectives border on the identiﬁcation and
classiﬁcation of the signiﬁcant risks that
are relevant to the case, description of the
nature and the adequacy of the existing risk
management framework, and the relevance
of ‘applicable’ MA practices in strengthening
the risk mitigation measures. To this end,
the ﬁndings indicate that the risk of product
obsolescence and a fall in the expected
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market performance of products constitute
the main risk exposures for the case. Other
signiﬁcant risk exposures include the risk
of revenue losses due to product stock-out,
product diﬀerentiation failures, and failures
in branch revenue growth expectations,
failures in accounting and internal control
procedures, and exposure to credit losses.
It was also possible from the ﬁndings to
show the dimensions of these exposures as
business, operational, and strategy risks.
Exposure to product failures due to
obsolescence and competitive pressures
were identiﬁed in the ﬁndings as the
company’s most signiﬁcant risk, critical
for its survival. This is not untypical for
companies that are fully engaged in
merchandising branded products. The
ﬁndings in respect of subsisting risk
management framework indicated a lack
of formal risk management processes
or systems, especially when considered
from the perspective of enterprise risk
management (ERM). Hence, the ﬁndings
reﬂect the need that the managers of such
SMEs may need to consider the beneﬁts of
developing and maintaining a more holistic
and more integrated risk management
framework – aligned to their business size
and objective.
In terms of early identiﬁcation of products
performance prospects, assessment of
the likelihood of achieving the expected
results, and the motivation for informed
corrective and innovative actions, the
ﬁndings reﬂected the importance of MA
practices such as product and overhead
costs analyses, product performance
analysis, CVP analysis and operational
budgeting system (with active feedback
and feed-forward controls). Moreover, the
ﬁndings indicated that the implementation
of a PMS (like the BSC) that includes nonﬁnancial performance dimensions such as
customer satisfaction, internal business
process and employee learning/growth
could contribute signiﬁcantly in mitigating
the company’s exposures to the identiﬁed
risk events, including their operational risk

dimension. This is explained in the ‘lead’
and ‘lag’ potentials of the BSC measures
adapted to the strategic objectives of the
particular business organisation.
Thus, the study (besides providing for
the improvement in the risk management
framework of the case) reﬂects the
advantage of investing to develop the
appropriate and adequate MA information
system by SMEs’ managers/owners.
Management accounting system could be
adjudged appropriate and adequate when
it provides timely, suﬃcient, broad-based,
integrated and aggregated information that
enhances the value creation and value
protection mechanisms of the organisation.
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ABSTRACT
Corporate sustainability practice misses
a single, robust, systematic and widely
accepted tool for measuring the impact
of corporate sustainability performance
on ﬁnancial performance via customer
attraction. The reason is that the linkages
as well as the factors aﬀecting the intensity
of the association between customer
attraction and ﬁnancial performance have
continued to plague corporate sustainability
performance measurement. Hence, the
focus of this paper is, therefore, to develop
an integrated framework for measuring
the impact of corporate sustainability
performance on ﬁnancial performance via
customer attraction.
The methodology is to explore (by
literature) and communicate 1. the linkages
and factors aﬀecting the intensity of
success via the eﬀects of socio-economic

and environmental management on the
ﬁrm’s socio-economic and environmental
performance 2. by establishing how the
integrated forces of these performances
can translate via customer attraction to
diﬀerent measures of proﬁt. Thereafter
the identiﬁed linkages are put together to
present a comprehensive and integrated
framework.
The study sheds light how socioeconomic development, human rights
and environmental process and product
focus inﬂuence ﬁnancial performance.
The framework developed may help
management to increase the bottom lines
and achieve competitive advantage by
attracting and retaining more customers.
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background and motivation
Signiﬁcant concerns mentioned by theory
(Schaltegger Horisch & Freeman, 2019)
and practice (Avlonas & Nassos, 2020) refer
to the impact of corporate social, economic
and environmental issues (i.e. corporate
sustainability performance) on a company’s
business success (SustainAbility, 2011,
2019; Schaltegger & Wagner, 2006, 2011;
WBCSD, 2015; WRI, 2015; Schaltegger,
Horisch & Freeman, 2019; Eccles, Ioannou &
Serafeim, 2020). According to SustainAbility
(2011, 2019), most of these authors query
whether a company’s performance can be
enhanced through participation in the above
three forces of sustainability and, if so, what
parameter and which underlying aspect of
performance can give them competitive
advantage over others.
Thus, the signiﬁcance of developing
a better understanding of the above
concerns cannot be underestimated. There
is a lot of literature demonstrating positive
links between corporate sustainability
performance and some aspects of business
value (compare for this and the following
statements SustainAbility, 2011, 2019;
Székely & Knirsch, 2005; Schaltegger &
Wagner, 2006, 2011; Porter & Kramer,
2011; Stanković, Novićević & Đukić,
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2013; WRI, 2015; WBCSD, 2015; GEMI,
2015; GRI, 2015; Obioha, 2017; Eccles,
Ioannou & Serafeim, 2020). Although the
majority of the research just mentioned
above supports the need for corporate
sustainability performance, key issues
that can attract the mainstream investors
and managers to corporate sustainability
have not been fully explored. From a moral

point of view, they may see corporate
sustainability as a right thing to do, but are
they also interested in whether it translates
to ﬁnancial success? A probable way to
attract these business executives, thereby
strengthen the link between corporate
sustainability performance and business
success, is not only to assess how much the
implementation of sustainable development

TABLE 1: ANALYSIS OF RECENT ARTICLES ON CORPORATE SUSTAINABILITY
PERFORMANCE

Authors
Labuschagne,
Brenta, & Van
Erck, 2005;
Delai &
Takahashi,
2011;
Stanković,
Novićević &
Đukić, 2013;
Avlonas &
Nassos, 2020;
Shahzalal &
Hassan, 2019;
Eccles, Ioannou
& Serafeim,
2020
Wagner M.,
2010, 2015;
Eccles, Miller &
Serafeim, 2012;
Wanamaker,
2018;
Hartzmark &
Sussman, 2018;
Schaltegger,
Horisch &
Loorbach, 2020

Key message
Corporate sustainability performance: Operational
level analysis
Despite signiﬁcant eﬀorts no generally accepted
measurement system
Operational and social dimensions separately
considered
Environmental indicators time-consuming and
expensive to operate, assessment process diﬃcult
task
Social indicators not easily evaluated
Economic indicators not measuring relevant criteria
Quantifying business beneﬁts key performance
measurement challenge for triple bottom line
reporting
Lack of understanding how approaches treat
diﬀerent sustainability dimensions
Most measures performed in isolation of business
strategy, value driver & business success
Results of sustainability strategies to capital inputs
uncertain
Corporate sustainability performance: Firm level
analysis
Economic, environmental and social responsibilities
at this level high in agenda
Success of sustainability only measured in terms
of economic performance, but not with respect to
sustainability strategies and drivers of ﬁnancial
performance
No adequate tracking of the eﬀects of sustainability
enhancing activities for measuring consistent,
complete and precise data
Standard tools to assess impact of sustainability
initiatives inadequate
Sustainable strategies in literature: shortfall in
robust valuation methodologies
Lack of measures to relate sustainable strategies
to company performance
1711

Research gap
Operational
level analysis:
Need for single,
robust userfriendly tool
required

Firm level
analysis:
Comprehensive
structure/model to
evaluate impact
of corporate
sustainability
performance on
value drivers not
existing

Searcy, C.,
2012;

Review and future research agenda:
Despite increasing research on corporate
sustainability performance measurement systems:
Goyal, Rahman design, implementation, use & evaluation yet to be
& Kazmi, 2013; addressed
Outcome of sustainability research in developed
JSE, 2014;
countries diﬀers in economic and cultural
perspectives
Schaltegger,
Although research shows pattern of growth,
Horisch &
ﬁnancial performance not liked to ﬁrm performance
Freeman, 2019;
No universally accepted measurement tool for
impact of corporate sustainability performance on
Obioha, 2017;
ﬁnancial performance in developed countries
George et al.,
2020

Review and
future research
agenda:
No universally
accepted
measurement
tool for impact
of corporate
sustainability
performance
on ﬁnancial
performance
in developed
countries
Research needed
for developing
countries

initiatives and business strategies may grow
a company’s performance but to provide
suﬃcient information on all the relation from
sustainability performance via customer
attraction to ﬁnancial performance.

(Labuschagne, Brent & Van Erck, 2005;
Goyal, Rahman & Kazmi, 2013; Stanković,
Novićević & Đukić, 2013; JSE SRI, 2014;
Obioha, 2017; Schaltegger, Horisch &
Freeman, 2019; George et al., 2020).

1.2. Recent scholarly articles identifying
the gap and need for the study
This section provides in a table a review of
the literature showing the key contributions
that justify the need and gap for this paper.

Thus, on all three levels, literature misses a
single, robust and user-friendly framework
for measuring how corporate sustainability
performance
translates
to
ﬁnancial
performance via ﬁnancial drivers. Hence,
this paper tries to contribute to ﬁnding
such a tool that can establish the impact
of corporate sustainability performance
on customer attraction (value driver) and
ﬁnancial performance.

Table 1 presents key messages formulated
in literature regarding the development
of an assessment tool for the relationship
between
corporate
sustainability
performance and the company’s success.
Already Wagner (2015) stated that there
was no comprehensive structure to evaluate
corporate
sustainability
performance,
and this has still not really changed yet
(Avlonas & Nassos, 2020; Eccles, Ioannou
& Serafeim, 2020). The way in which
several companies evaluate sustainability
issues has been recognized as not really
appropriate (Delai & Takahashi, 2011;
Shahzalal & Hassan, 2019). The available
indicator frameworks for assessing total
sustainability performance of a business fall
short in at operational level, especially in not
fully developed countries like South Africa

For already a decade the relationships
between environmental and economic
performance,
social
aspects
and
economics as well as between sustainability
performance and business competitiveness
have received substantial consideration in
theory and practice (Schaltegger & Wagner,
2006, 2011; Stanković, Novićević & Đukić,
2013; Goyal, Rahman & Kazmi, 2013;
Edwards, 2015; WBCSD, 2015; WRI, 2015;
GRI, 2015; Schaltegger & Burritt, 2018; Dara
& Mehrnaz, 2020). However, it is quite new
that they have been integrated all together
into a comprehensive sustainability view.
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Obviously, as mentioned by Schaltegger
& Wagner (2006, 2011) and Schaltegger,
Horisch & Loorbach (2020), not only
economic issues, but in the same way
environmental and societal issues may aﬀect
a company´s competitiveness and success.
For example, it caused a lot of uproar when
Shell tried to sink the Brent Spar oil platform
in 1995, and Nike was blamed repeatedly
by NGOs for using suppliers who were
employing children. These acts drastically
reduced the companies’ customer base,
leading to huge loss of sales and resources,
so that e.g. Shell was ﬁnally forced to look
for another alternative.
Therefore, a sustainability point of view
requires companies to evaluate their (longtime) value added or destroyed through
the pathway of environmental, social and
economic dimensions as opposed to purely
ﬁnancial dimensions, the so-called “triple
bottom line” commitment (SustainAbility,
2001, 2011; Wanamaker, 2018). Hence,
sustainability
performance
indicators
should comprehensively integrate diﬀerent
aspects of sustainability (Schaltegger
& Wagner, 2006, 2011; Schaltegger,
Horisch & Loorbach, 2020). For example,
eco eﬃciency – obtained by combining
environmental with economic performance
– determines the additional economic
value with regards to the enhanced
environmental impact or the environmental
impact caused in relationship to the earned
money. Similarly, the issues of linking the
social with the economic dimensions of
sustainability performance, i.e. the concept
of socio-economic responsibilities, are
on the sustainable development agenda
(compare for this and the following
statements Schaltegger & Wagner, 2006,
2011; WBCSD, 2015; GRI, 2015; George
et al., 2020). For example, the social and
economic (socio-economic) linkage is a key
driver in mainstreaming social performance
within the business community (WBCSD,
2015; Schaltegger, Horisch & Loorbach,
2020). It deﬁnes business performance
in relation to its impact on communities,
employees, suppliers, business ethics,

bribery, honesty and corruption, and it also
includes the eﬀects of its products and
services on the society (e.g. creating equity
and welfare as well as delivery on the basic
human needs like food, shelter, water and
health care).
Interestingly, most approaches used to
assess, measure and monitor corporate
sustainability performance in this dimension
(such as social audit processes, qualitative
indicators or metrics, social accountability)
“were performed on the one hand without
the consideration of business activity and on
the other hand without business strategy”
(Székely & Knirsch, 2005; compare also
Schaltegger, Horisch & Freeman, 2019).
Hence, there is a demand from practice
to know how a greater focus on socioeconomic and environmental dimensions
aﬀects the ﬁnancial performance of the
company (WBCSD, 2015; Schaltegger,
Horisch & Freeman, 2019; Schaltegger,
Horisch & Loorbach, 2020). To answer
this question in a more meaningful way,
this research will develop a framework
that determines, visualises and allows for
measuring the impact
• of corporate sustainability performance
on ﬁnancial performance as well as
• of corporate socio-economic and
environmental performance on customer
attraction and subsequently on corporate
bottom lines.
The empirical testing of these linkages will
then be subject of a later paper.
2. RESEARCH PROBLEM AND
OBJECTIVES
According to the sources mentioned in the
previous section, there is a research gap
described by the lack of a single, robust,
systematic and widely accepted tool for
measuring the impact of corporate socioeconomic and environmental aspects of
corporate sustainability performance on
customer attraction and, ultimately, ﬁnancial
performance.
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Thus, based on a review of literature, the
primary objective of this paper is to develop
such an integrated framework showing
how corporate sustainability performance
impacts ﬁnancial performance via customer
attraction, that can then be tested in a later
paper.
To assist in achieving this the following
secondary objectives are formulated:
• To develop theoretically the linkages
and the important factors aﬀecting
the relationship between corporate
sustainability
management
(i.e.
socio-economic and environmental
management) and customer attraction
via corporate socio-economic and
environmental performance.
• To develop theoretically the linkages
as well as the factors aﬀecting the
association between customer attraction
and ﬁnancial performance.
• Putting the above linkages together in
order to develop the framework.
3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Given the objectives, the research
methodology is three-fold:
• Establish (by literature) the linkages
and the important factors aﬀecting the
intensity of success in the relationship
between corporate sustainability (i.e.
socio-economic and environmental)
management and (socio-economic and
environmental) performance.
• Communicate on basis of the literature
how the integrated forces of corporate
socio-economic performance (i.e. socioeconomic development and human
rights) and corporate environmental
performance (i.e. environmental process
focus and environmental product focus)
can translate via customer attraction to
diﬀerent measures of proﬁt. as in section
4 of the paper.
• Putting these linkages together to
develop an integrated framework for

measuring how corporate sustainability
performance translates to ﬁnancial
performance via customer attraction in
section 5.
4. LITERATURE REVIEW ON
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CORPORATE SUSTAINABILITY
PERFORMANCE AND FINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE AND THE
IDENTIFIED LINKAGES
By examining the related literature at ﬁrst
on:
• how a company can achieve sustainability
performance through the investment
and management in socio-economic
and environmental dimensions and
secondly on
• the relationship between corporate
sustainability performance and ﬁnancial
performance,
the linkages between these aspects
through the pathway of customer attraction
shall be established. On this basis, also
the important factors for the intensity of the
success in the identiﬁed linkages shall be
determined.
4.1 Impacts of corporate socioeconomic and environmental
management on performance (LINKS 1
& 2)
The ﬁrst link tries to determine whether the
two dimensions of corporate sustainability
performance (i.e. socio-economic and
environmental management) translate
to
corporate
socio-economic
and
environmental performance respectively.
Therefore, a company’s sustainability
principles and management structure
necessary for achieving sustainability
performance shall be assessed.
Although companies may diﬀer in many
ways (size, product varieties, control
processes, culture, customer orientation),
most of them want to achieve sustainable
development and ﬁnancial performance.
According to Székely & Knirsch (2005:628)
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“this involves sustaining and expanding
economic growth, shareholder value,
prestige, corporate reputation, customer
relationships, and the quality of products
and services”. In other words, sustainable
development involves complying with
ethical and business regulations, creating
sustainable jobs, increasing shareholder
and stakeholder value as well as attending
to the needs of the less privileged
(Székely & Knirsch, 2005; WBCSD, 2015;
Schaltegger, Horisch & Loorbach, 2020).
Therefore, the following Figure 1 (Székely &
Knirsch 2005:629) gives an overview of the
ﬁelds to be considered when formulating a
sustainability strategy.
Normally, a positive ‘business case’ begins
with clear, concise and cohesive missions,
visions and core values. Hence, an eﬀective
sustainability
strategy
encompasses
the following (Székely & Knirsch, 2005;
GRI, 2015; WBCSD, 2015; ISO, 2015;
Schaltegger & Burritt, 2018; Schaltegger,
Horisch & Loorbach, 2020):
• Management and performance of socioeconomic and environmental linkages of
corporate sustainability performance

• Corporate governance and stakeholder
engagement
• Adherence to national and international
regulations on environment, labour,
human rights and anti-corruption
practices
Process management and innovation
(processes and systems in terms of
products and services)
• Supply chains and customer preferences
Thus, a positive business strategy
for a company engaging in corporate
sustainability will usually include the above
mentioned important factors of corporate
socio-economic
and
environmental
management (compare for this and the
following statements SustainAbility, 2011,
2019; Hahn et al., 2018). Issues like
socio-economic
development,
human
rights, environmental process focus and
environmental product focus will, therefore,
prominently feature into the company’s
value and mission statements. They aﬀect
the intensity of success in the linkages
for the achievement of corporate socioeconomic and environmental performance.

FIGURE 1: ASSESSING THE SUSTAINABLE PERFORMANCE OF A COMPANY SOURCE:
SZÉKELY & KNIRSCH (2005:629)
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In other words, through compliance with
community demands like donations,
local sourcing, education, human rights
practices, innovative and environmentally
friendly processes, products and services
companies can attract more customers
and sustain their activities over long times.
Having determined the relationships
between corporate socio-economic and
environmental management on the one
hand and corporate socio-economic and
environmental performance on the other
hand, this paper examines the literature on
the eﬀects of corporate socio-economic and
environmental performances on customer
attraction, and via that on the ﬁrms’ ﬁnancial
performance.
4.2 Impacts of corporate sustainability
performance on customer attraction
This section determines how corporate
sustainability performance (i.e. socioeconomic and environmental performance)
can translate to increased customer
attraction and, subsequently, to ﬁnancial
performance
4.2.1 Impacts of corporate socioeconomic performance on customer
attraction (LINK 3)
To investigate the relationship between
corporate socio-economic performance and
customer attraction this section considers
the related literature that establishes
the eﬀects of corporate socio-economic
development and human rights on customer
attraction.
Corporate socio-economic development
Corporate socio-economic development
determines the company’s ability to use
its resources eﬃciently and eﬀectively
to support the communities in terms of
cash, staﬀ time or company policies,
generating community capital like local
sourcing, hiring and education (Kimpakom
& Tocquer, 2010:376; Wilburn & Wilburn,
2013:65; WBCSD, 2015; Schaltegger,
Horisch & Koorbach, 2020). Corporate
socio-economic development can assist
consumers choosing out of a variety of

products or competitors under otherwise
similar conditions (SustainAbility, 2011,
2019; Wilburn & Wilburn, 2013:65; Fraering
& Minor, 2013:339; WBCSD, 2015;
Schaltegger, Horisch & Loorbach, 2020). In
other words, consumers often prefer buying
a product or service from a company that
is socially and environmentally superior
to others. Furthermore, ethically strong
companies enjoy much value by attracting
and retaining more customers (Ethics World
2015). Similarly, a cause-related marketing
that links a product to socio-economic or
charitable cause can boost short-term
sales due to its ability to attract customers
(Sustainability, 2019; GRI, 2015). Thus,
many customers consider socio-economic
development as an important factor to
accept higher payment for a product or
underperformance.
According to Fraering & Minor (2013),
“customer attraction reveals the possibility
of companies to attract and retain customers
by providing interesting products, attractive
brands and a strong customer service.
Hence, a company’s socio-economic
development performance contribution
to customer attraction could be based
on its community investment policies, its
donations, recruitment of suppliers and
employees from the local community as
well as community ratings of the company
(SustainAbility, 2001:11, 2011:18; Fraering
& Minor, 2013:241; Vu Minh Ngo, 2020).
Corporate human rights
Corporate human rights are the degree to
which a company contributes to human
rights protection for its employees, its
neighbors, in the host country, and perhaps
even in regions it decides not to do
business (SustainAbility, 2011, 2019; Ethics
World, 2015; Spahn, 2018). Although little
research exists on the relationship between
corporate socio-economic performance,
human rights and customer attraction,
still a number of incidents have shown
that poor human rights performance and
unethical behaviour may lead to customers
boycotting products. Poor human rights
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can even lead to litigation, while a strong
human rights record and superior ethical
behaviour can help a company to receive
more customer loyalty or to recover after
a negative incident (SustainAbility, 2011,
2019; Sharon, 2002; Fraering & Minor,
2013; Shell, 2014; Vu Minh Ngo, 2020; Dara
et al., 2020). According to the SustainAbility
(2019) and also Vu Minh Ngo (2020), 77% to
88% of consumers prefer buying from good
corporate citizens. Hence, a company’s
human rights performance has a direct
eﬀect on customer attraction, resulting from
• its realized human rights policies with
respect to freedom of association and
discrimination for reasons of race,
ethnicity or gender as well as
• its negotiations with the host government
to promote human rights.
Thus, literature acknowledges that a
company that achieves corporate socioeconomic performance by proactively
managing socio-economic development
and human rights can attract more
customers.
4.2.2 Impacts of corporate
environmental performance on
customer attraction (LINK 4)
Environment has been the ﬁrst dimension
of sustainable development considered
by businesses. Therefore, environmental
performance has got into the focus of
most business operations (SustainAbility,
2001, 2011; UNCTAD, 2011; Ford Inc.,
2015). For organisations in South Africa to
achieve environmental performance, they
should not only consider environmental
issues as an important factor in making
their management decisions (compare
for this and the following statements
Department of Environmental Aﬀairs and
Tourism, 2012/2013, 2014/2015; Ernst &
Young, 2015; KPMG, 2006, 2020). Instead,
they should also assess their product and
service portfolio in the context of energy
and raw material consumption as well
as of pollution prevention and wastes.
Thus, both the corporate environmental

process and product focuses have strong
positive impacts on customer attraction
(SustainAbility, 2001, 2011; WRI/WBCSD,
2011; Tang & Zhou, 2012; GRI, 2015; Vu
Minh Ngo, 2020).
Corporate environmental process focus
The corporate environmental process focus
(also referred to as ecological footprint)
describes the degree of reduction of
environmental impacts resulting from the
production processes, e.g. by changing
material inputs, equipment, production
conditions or procedures (compare for this
and the following statements Klingelhöfer,
2000; SustainAbility, 2001, 2011; Muradian
et al., 2010; Tang & Zhou, 2012; Kanwal,
Khanam, Nasreen, & Hameed, 2013;
Landroguez, Castro & Cepeda-Carrion,
2013; ISO, 2015; Papagiannakis &
Lioukas, 2017). Hence, a company that
is environmentally conscious by actively
changing material inputs, energy and water
associated with production processes,
can achieve environmental performance
and customer attraction. Consumers are
most likely to patronize a company when
they see that it minimizes its adverse
environmental impacts by improving or
changing the key production processes,
setting standards, sharing resources,
focusing on simpliﬁcation, cost reduction
and improved quality (Fraering & Minor,
2013; Vu Minh Ngo, 2020).
Corporate environmental product focus
The environmental product focus (also
called eco-eﬃciency) relates to the
degree of reduction of environmental
impacts throughout the entire life of the
product, e.g. by changing the product
range or the services it oﬀers (compare
for this and the following statements
Klingelhöfer, 2000; SustainAbility, 2001,
2011; Muradian et al., 2010; Tang & Zhou,
2012; GRI, 2013, 2015; GEMI, 2015;
WBCSD, 2015; Papagiannakis & Lioukas,
2017; Schaltegger, Horisch & Loorbach,
2020). Increased focus on environmental
performance is partly driven by consumer
preferences, especially when it comes to
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business customers. Thus, environmentally
friendly products and services can increase
customer satisfaction, reduce the loss of
customers and (sometimes) even cost
through recycling and better use of energy
(Klingelhöfer, 2000; Sanchez, Iniesta &
Holbrook, 2009; Fraering & Minor, 2013; Vu
Minh Ngo, 2020).

eﬃciency describes a ratio of how a
company converts inputs into productive
outputs. It can be improved e.g. by

4.3 Impacts of customer attraction on
ﬁnancial performance of ﬁrms (LINK 5)
According to literature, customer attraction
has a strong positive relationship with the
following measures of business success
and ﬁnancial performance (SustainAbility,
2011, 2019; Kimpakom & Tocquer, 2010;
Marney & Tarbert, 2011; Gitman, 2012;
Schularick & Taylor, 2012; Landroguez,
Castro & Cepeda-Carrion, 2013; Edwards
M.R., 2015; Vu Minh Ngo, 2020):

• increasing the output disproportional
to rising inputs (Tang & Zhou, 2012,
Van Bammel, 2011; Eccles, Ioannou &
Serafeim, 2020).

Shareholder value: Ceteris paribus,
increasing
the
company’s
ﬁnancial
performance translates to a higher value for
its owners (shareholders). Satisfaction can
increase loyality and reduce price sensitivity
of customers. Hence, customer attraction
can increase short-term sales, hence, the
cash ﬂows and proﬁts reduce their variability
(Berger, et al., 2006; Landroguez, Castro,
Cepeda-Carrion, 2013; Fraering & Minor,
2013; Vu Minh Ngo, 2020). Therefore, it can
be seen as a driver of shareholder value
and ﬁnancial performance for most of the
companies.
Revenue: Since customer attraction
enables a company to ﬁnd new and keep
existing customers and, therefore, is a
driver of revenue and ﬁnancial performance
(SustainAbility, 2001, 2011; Fraering
& Minor, 2013; Landroguez, Castro &
Cepeda-Carrion, 2013; GRI, 2015; Vu Minh
Ngo, 2020). The huge amounts companies
spend on marketing give an indication for
the importance of this link (Fraering & Minor,
2013; Landroguez, Castro & CepedaCarrion, 2013; Hartzmark & Sussman,
2018).
Operational

eﬃciency:

Operational

• reducing capital, operational and or
ﬁnancing costs (while still achieving the
same output)
• producing more from the given inputs or

and, therefore, it increases ﬁnancial
performance (compare for this and the
following statement, SustainAbility, 2011,
2019; Ramos & Caeiro, 2010; Kanwal,
et al., 2013; Eccles, Ioannou & Serafeim,
2020). Thus, since a company enjoying
the beneﬁts of intangible assets such as
goodwill (resulting from well perceived
products and attractive brands as well as
having nice product portfolio) can attract
customers, take care of its employees,
and undertake innovative activities, its
operational eﬃciency may increase and
translate to ﬁnancial performance.
Access to capital: Access to capital can
increase the company’s ability to invest
(SustainAbility, 2001, 2011; Moldan,
Janoušková & Hák, 2012; Gitman, 2012;
Schularick & Taylor, 2012; Wilburn & Wilburn,
2013; WBCSD, 2015; WRI, 2015; Eccles,
Ioannou & Serafeim, 2020). According
to WRI (2015), improved sustainability
performance leading to a stronger and more
successful brand, thus higher customer
loyalty and attraction as well as ultimately
more earnings may open other and/or new
sources of capital and, therefore, reach a
higher ﬁnancial performance.
Innovation: Customer attraction and
innovation are often related, and this may
translate to ﬁnancial performance (compare
for this and the following statements
Govindarajan & Trimble, 2004; Fraering
& Minor, 2013; Landroguez, Castro &
Cepeda-Carrion, 2013; Boesso, Kumar &
Michelon, 2013; GRI, 2015; GEMI, 2016;
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Avlonas & Nassos, 2020). In frequently
changing economic environments, it is
crucial to attract customers as well as to
face emerging opportunities and learn from
them. Hence, eﬀective adaption to changes
may increase customer loyalty, sales and
ﬁnancial performance. Thus, customer
attraction,
innovation
and
ﬁnancial
performance are linked signiﬁcantly.

impact of corporate socio-economic
performance on corporate customer
attraction.
• Linkage 4: Corporate environmental
performance to customer attraction.
• Linkage 5: Customer attraction to
ﬁnancial performance, establishing the
extent to which corporate customer
attraction drives the measures of
a ﬁrm’s ﬁnancial performance by
establishing its relationship on the
proxies, shareholder value, revenues,
operational eﬃciency, access to capital,
innovation and competitive advantage.
In other words, it explores the extent
to which the elements of the integrated
forces of corporate socio-economic
and environmental performance (i.e.
socio-economic development, human
rights, environmental process focus
and environmental product focus) which
are also factors/proxies of customer
attraction can translate to measures of
ﬁnancial performance.

Competitive Advantage: Success in business
globally requires companies to become
customer-focused and making customer
satisfaction a primary objective (compare for
this and the following statement BurchartKorol D., 2011; Van Bammel, 2011; Orlitzky,
Siegel & Waldman, 2011; Dues, Tan &
Lim, 2012; Landroguez, Castro & CepedaCarrion, 2013; Drury, 2019; WBCSD, 2015;
Avlonas & Nassos, 2020). Often, customers
are attracted to companies that deliver ecoeﬃcient products and services, giving them
a competitive edge over others in terms of
increased sales and proﬁts, thus, leading to
higher ﬁnancial performance.
4.4 Conclusion of the literature review
and conﬁrmation of the linkages
Given the above literature review, the
identiﬁed linkages/relationships as above
are put together to develop the model in
section 5 below.
• Linkage 1: Corporate socio-economic
management to corporate socioeconomic performance, representing
one of the two aspects of corporate
sustainability performance and the
aﬀecting
factors
(socio-economic
development and human rights).
• Linkage 2: Corporate environmental
management to corporate environmental
performance, representing the other
dimension of corporate sustainability
performance and the aﬀecting factors
(environmental process and product
focus)
• Linkage 3: Corporate socio-economic
performance to customer attraction,
establishing and communicating the

5. FRAMEWORK DEVELOPMENT AND
PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS
Having communicated the suitable links and
their factors that have been theoretically
proven to cohere with the impact of corporate
sustainability performance on ﬁnancial
performance via customer attraction, the
framework in Figure 2 can be developed:
Figure 2 illustrates a framework of the
various links identiﬁed in section 4 between
corporate sustainability (i.e. socio-economic,
environmental) management and ﬁnancial
performance. With the help of such chains of
linkages (and important factors inﬂuencing
the intensity of success) ﬁgure 2 illustrates
how the integrated forces of corporate socioeconomic management and performance
(i.e. socio-economic development, human
rights) and environmental management
and performance (i.e. environmental
process and product focus) translate to
increased customer attraction and ﬁnancial
performance.
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In this sense, the ﬁrst link refers to the
ﬁrst dimension of corporate sustainability
performance: Engagement in corporate
socio-economic management (i.e. focusing
on corporate socio-economic development
and human rights) can translate to
corporate socio-economic performance.
This describes the company’s ability to
eﬀectively use its resources to support
the communities through cash and staﬀ
time. Similarly, companies’ policies that
generate community capital such as local
sourcing, hiring and education can achieve
socio-economic performance. And ﬁnally,
a company’s good human rights record for
its employees, its neighbors, in the host
country, and perhaps even in regions it
decides not to do business can translate to
socio-economic performance.
Similarly, the second link refers to the
second dimension of corporate sustainability
performance. Organisations that embark
in corporate environmental management,
speciﬁcally
have
an
environmental
process and product focus, and have the
ability to minimize adverse environmental

impacts associated with their production
process and products, will achieve
corporate environmental performance.
Thus, with the help of an arrow the model
demonstrates that corporate socioeconomic and environmental management
can lead to corporate socio-economic and
environmental performance.
In the third linkage the model connects
corporate socio-economic performance
to customer attraction since literature
acknowledges that higher corporate socioeconomic performance, e.g. by proactively
managing socio-economic development
and human rights, can attract more
customers (see section 4.2.1).
The fourth linkage relates corporate
environmental performance to customer
attraction. A company prioritizing its
corporate environmental performance
by having an environmental process and
product focus (through changes in its
production processes such as materials,
equipments, practices etc., as well as by
redesigning its product and service portfolio,

FIGURE 2: MANAGEMENT OF THE LINKAGES BETWEEN CORPORATE SUSTAINABILITY
PERFORMANCE AND FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE VIA CUSTOMER ATTRACTION
SOURCE: AUTHORS
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can enjoy increased customer attraction
(see section 4.2.2)
Finally, regarding the ﬁfth linkage, literature
has proven that customer attraction is able
to drive a company’s measures of ﬁnancial
performance such as shareholder value,
revenue, operational eﬃciency, access
to capital, innovation and competitive
advantage.
In summary, corporate sustainability
performance (i.e. socio-economic and
environmental performance) can translate
into ﬁnancial performance by managing
and measuring the above derived causal
links and important factors aﬀecting them.
6. MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
The framework in this study was developed
through a literature study after reviewing,
determining and communicating the
critical factors and the linkages aﬀecting
the impacts of corporate sustainability
performance (i.e. socio-economic and
environmental responsibility) on customer
attraction and ﬁnancial performance.
Hence, the framework developed can
assist companies to understand how to
gain competitive advantage and increase
their bottom lines by attracting and retaining
customers if properly managed along the
above-mentioned sustainability dimensions
and value drivers. However, since the
results of this study are “just” derived from
literature, all the linkages developed here
should be empirically tested in a further
study to ensure their statistical reliability
and validity.
7. CONCLUSIONS
Despite the fact that many studies have
focused on the relationship between
environmental and economic performance
(Schaltegger & Wagner, 2006, 2011;
Avlonas & Nassos, 2020; Schaltegger,
Horisch & Loorbach, 2020), none has
considered the linkages in this research,
the important factors, the dimensions of
corporate sustainability performance and
ﬁrm’s performance in an integrated manner.

Thus, the framework proposed in this
paper provides a comprehensive approach
for examining the theoretical linkages
and factors of corporate sustainability
performance as well as their impacts
on customer attraction and ﬁnancial
performance. It shows how corporate socioeconomic and environmental management
can translate to corporate socio-economic
and environmental performance if properly
managed along the company’s strategic
management structures.
Secondly, literature has succeeded in
establishing that corporate socio-economic
performance is positively associated with
customer attraction because a focus on
the important factors like corporate socioeconomic development and human rights
translates to corporate socio-economic
performance and customer attraction.
Similarly, important factors for corporate
environmental performance like a corporate
environmental process and product focus
are positively associated with customer
attraction.
Finally, literature demonstrates that
corporate customer attraction obtained as a
result of the company’s good record of socioeconomic and environmental performance
has a direct impact on the important
measures of ﬁnancial performance like the
shareholder value, revenues, operational
eﬃciency, access to capital, innovation
and competitive advantage. Thus, the
framework derived and proposed in this
paper is able to evaluate strategies and
performance for an individual company
in the sense that the decision maker may
get an understanding how sustainability
performance through chains of linkages
and by the management of important
factors inﬂuencing the intensity of their
success may help to attract customers,
thus, translate to ﬁnancial performance.
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TIME-FREQUENCY AND
INTERDEPENDENCE
BETWEEN IBSA AND U.S
EQUITIES INDICES: AN
ANALYSIS USING THE
WAVELET APPROACH

Recommendations:
The
research
discoveries are valuable to market
participants, portfolio managers, and
academics. The study results provide
practical managerial implications with
respect to trinity emerging markets
regarding investment decisions making,
diversification and positioning trajectory
towards financial crisis shock absorption.
Contribution: The authenticity of the
research is founded on financial integration
and contagion effect amongst the IBSA
and U.S indices, making use of the
Wavelet model, which covers timefrequency scale decomposition of series,
Wavelet power spectrum and coherence,
the measure of financial integration and
contagion effect pre-crisis and post-global
financial crisis. The study of these indices
pre and post-COVID-19 would be of
interest to study. The model seems to be
appropriately applied to various (daily,
monthly, and annually) financial time
series
to
examine
financial
interdependences.
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ABSTRACT
Objective: This article seeks to examine
the interdependence and contagion
influence amongst India, Brazil, South
Africa (IBSA) and U.S equities markets
pre-crisis, during and post-crisis periods.
Research Methods: The study employed
the Wavelet power spectrum and
coherence method to measure the level of
dynamic correlation sample variables.
Findings: The research findings display
financial integration and contagion effect
amongst the U.S and the IBSA indices at
different scales of magnitudes amongst the
pairs; pre, during and post-crisis and also
during the European debt crisis.

INTRODUCTION
The past three decades have been an era
of an exponential growth phase for both
advanced and emerging financial markets
(Dymski, 2018; Gourene et al., 2019). The
growth has equally attracted financial
crises from both advanced and emerging
markets (Tooze, 2018; Dymski, 2018).
Considering that the United States of
America (U.S) took centre stage with the
2008 Global financial crisis (GFC) which
was propagated across all global financial
markets (Pereira, 2018), even the media
was unsuccessful in giving a more
appropriate term than using the GFC
because of the extent of the impact
(Ahmadu-Bello, 2014; Mahmudul et al.,
2021). The GFC effects on emerging
economies due to financial markets
interdependence and continuous asset
volatility has been a highly sensitive and
controversial issue amongst researchers
and financial market participants (Trabelsi
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and Hmida, 2018; Ndlovu, 2019),
considering that GFC showcased a sharp
decline in asset values, stock market and
liquidity squeeze, hence disrupting the
country’s financial systems, economic
stability and forcing authorities to adopt
contractionary measures to the fiscal
policy (Mighri and Mansouri, 2014). The
experience of economic hardship and
declining U.S. supremacy paved the way
for better prospects for global South
emerging economies. From the time it was
launched in 2003 at the margins of the
expanded G-8 Summit held in France
(Evian), the intra-regional grouping, in
2004 publicly established as the “India,
Brazil and South Africa (IBSA) Dialogue
Forum”, the “IBSA Dialogue Forum” to
date has also enabled the collaboration
amongst Indian, Brazilian and South
African captains of industries, academic
researchers and other members of civil
society. The emerging trinity has a
structure that is open and flexible with no
offices or legal documentation publicising
the grouping organogram or permanent
executive secretariat. The IBSA forum is
primarily focused on trade, development of
investment
and
integration
agenda
amongst the grouping; trilateral exchange
of information, technology and expertise;
joint support and development of the
member country competitiveness.
The analysis of stock market integration is
very vital in finance because it has
consequences for asset allocation and
portfolio diversification. Bekaert and
Harvey (1997) found that the liberalisation
process reduces the volatility and
contagion effects on emerging markets.
Furthermore, the interconnection amongst
emerging markets is considered weak
(Boako & Alagidede, 2018b), while the
interconnection between emerging and
developing has proven to become
integrated (Fapetu and Aluko, 2017;
Mauldin, 2016). The outstanding view of
Ndlovu (2019) has nonetheless favoured a
proposition of a unidirectional connection
from the development of capital markets,
asset
transmission
and
economic

advancement. The IBSA grouping
allows for sharing of best practices
amongst the trinity emerging economies
and strengthens the larger developing
world (Sotero, 2009). It has taken leaps
and bounds in the advancement in
technology
which
is
noted
with
replacement of the pits (open outcry
system) with the introduction of electronic
trading systems in 1990 in Brazil on the
Ibovespa, 1994 in India for both the
National Stock Exchange (NSE) and
Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE), and 1996
on the Johannesburg stock exchange,
therefore paving the way towards financial
integration domestically and internationally.
As opposed to prior studies on
interdependence and time-frequency, the
originality of the current study is to capture
the extent to which financial integration
and contagion forces impact IBSA
economies considering that international
markets participants desire to know and
further understand the interdependence of
emerging markets in order to draw up a
risk-reward trade-off on a global scale.
Furthermore, the study considers that
financial integration is of importance to
monetary policy, portfolio managers,
investors and researchers to accurately
carry out risk measurement, asset pricing,
portfolio allocation and rebalancing of
financial assets in a Wavelet framework.
The next sections of the paper are outlined
as follows: Section 2 of the present study
gives a literature overview on integration
and contagion effect on stock markets.
Section 3 presents the methodology
applied. Section 4 discusses the empirical
interpretations and section 5 draws
conclusion and gives recommendations.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Numerous
researches
have
been
undertaken
to
analyse
the
interdependence and time frequency
relationship between emerging and
developed financial markets. A more
recent study by, Gourene et al., (2019)
analysed the integration of Africa six
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largest financial markets (South Africa,
Egypt, Morocco, Nigeria, Kenya, and West
Africa Economic and Monetary Union) at
different timescales. The study employed
the Wavelet analysis and the Diebold and
Yilmaz (2012) spillovers index. The study
results reveal that the integration of African
stock exchanges is low at smaller time
scales but tends to grow at larger
timescales. Similarly, Tweneboah et al.,
(2019) used the Wavelets multiple
correlations
and
Wavelets
crosscorrelations techniques to examine the
interdependence
and
co-movement
structure across Africa’s seven stock
markets namely, South Africa, Morocco,
Nigeria, Egypt, Kenya, Ghana and
Mauritius, hence the findings are of the
suggestion that there are linkages among
stock markets, and this is stronger at lower
frequencies (long-term). Furthermore, the
Ghanaian equities market is viewed to
have the potential to lead or lag other
markets at lower frequencies where there
is a higher degree of integration.
A study by Boako and Alagidede (2017)
examined the interdependence amongst
various African financial markets pre and
posted the GFC and during the European
debt crises using the Wavelet approach.
From the authors, discoveries seem to
indicate an agreement amongst authors
that African exchanges were decoupling
(isolated) even in upheaval moments.
Reviewing the literature on two of the
developed emerging markets in Africa,
Egypt and South Africa, (Collins and
Biekpe, 2003), showed that in 1997 they
suffered from a crisis originating from
Hong Kong. Therefore, it is intensely
supported by arguments on financial
integration and globalisation (AhmaduBello, 2014), which offer the perception
that financial globalisation is equally
perceived
as
integration
or
interdependence of domestic financial
systems with the foreign or international
financial markets, which only come
through government liberalisation.

Literature from Schmukler (2004) also
suggested that the perception of
integration is embedded with risks that are
likely to appear within the short term when
liberalisation occurs and one such risk is
financial crises. Likewise, the integration of
financial systems might also result in a
contagion effect (Collins and Biekpe, 2003).
The authors also assert that financial
integrated markets open new avenues to
access huge investments from global
investors, thereby increasing liquidity and
the cost of equity might decline, and more
viable projects are accomplished hence,
resulting in the country’s economic
advancement.
A study by Hatemi-J and Morgan (2007)
on 17 emerging economies, inclusive of
Zimbabwe and Nigeria, discovered that the
efforts to liberalisation of these economies
and become participants in the global
market proved to be insignificant. The
Zimbabwean and Nigerian stock markets,
to be precise, are far from global
integration.
Similarly,
Roll
and
Pukthuanthong (2009) discovered that
Egypt, Mauritius and South Africa had
improved significantly on integration,
whereas Zimbabwe, Nigeria and Ghana,
seem to have declined.
A study on equities market segmentation
by Bekaert et al., (2014) found that
Denmark, Switzerland, UK, Australia and
the US, are the least segmented countries,
whereas Ivory Coast and Ghana are the
extremely segmented emerging markets.
Berger et al., (2011) examined frontier
equities
markets
with
vis-à-vis
diversification and world market integration.
The authors discovered little proof of
integration regarding African nations,
including Nigeria, Kenya, and Mauritius,
while Tunisia, Botswana and Ghana
display some level of positive world market
integration.
A study on the trinity emerging markets by
Kumar (2013) analysed the return and
volatility spill-over amongst the IBSA
emerging indices, using the VaR
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TABLE 1

Variable names
National Stock
Exchange
São Paulo Stock
Exchange
Financial Times Stock
Exchange with
Johannesburg Stock
Exchange All Share
Standard and Poor
500

Abbreviation

Countries

Observation period

NIFTY

India

5120

IBOVESPA

Brazil

5120

FTSE/JSE ALSI

South Africa

5120

S&P500

United States of
America

5120

framework and the Diebold and Yilmaz
model and discovered that there exists a
bi-directional volatility spillover between
foreign exchange and stock markets in the
IBSA countries. In a different perspective
from the earlier studies, they mostly pay
attention to temporal dimensions of the
relation amongst indices and time-scale.
The
current
research
favours
a
contemporary analytical approach in the
time and frequency behaviour of financial
markets integration and contagion effect.

happenings amongst the U.S and the IBSA
indices as the markets are analysed, in
addition, covering periods as early as the
Brazilian crisis to the European debt crisis;
(iii) This model enables us to accurately
isolate and reveal the relationship between
time and frequency, which are still to be
attained and also helps the identification of
the causal relationship, considering that it
divides the financial time series of each
respective index into varied time-frequency
scales.

This is our humble effort to extend prior
global
South
emerging
economies
research by Kumar (2013) by employing
the Wavelet model (Percival and Walden,
2000; Mahmudul et al., 2021) and
contribute to the literature on emerging
markets. It makes the study relevant
because the model is very sensitive to
detecting dynamic changes between
financial markets by analysing the comovements across various time-scales,
owing to the fact that market participants'
dynamics are generated by market
participants, thereby making the system
very complex. To the best of our
knowledge, no research has been
conducted on financial integration and
contagion on IBSA indices in association
with the U.S financial markets. The current
research builds on to existing literature in
numerous ways, (i) It lessens the previous
studies limitations by concentrating
emerging markets dynamics across a
lengthy time-scale; (ii) It exposes both
integration
and
contagion
effect

DATA AND METHODOLOGY
Data Sources
The research analysis is based on IBSA
emerging member economic bloc and an
advanced economy which is the S&P500
index as a proxy for the U.S. The sources
of data for this research as shown in Table
1 were an internet open source data
streaming data base of Wall Street Journal
(for Brazil, and South Africa), and for India
data set, from the NSE of India. The dataset is of day-to-day closing prices for the
period between the 2nd of January 1996
and 30th of December 2016, therefore,
capturing a total of 5120 observations and
it is considered long enough to trace
changes in efficiency over time.
In order to get the return-series, the data is
transformed into the logarithmic difference
series as this will make our outcome more
comparable. For all price series x t , day to
day closing returns are deﬁned as
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rt  In 


xt


x t 1 

(1)

Where rt = India, Brazil, South Africa, U.S
and given that t = 1, 2,…,T , and total

observations are rt , xt , T and xt 1 , with a
current stock price index, return at time t.
Methodology
Maximal
overlap
discrete
Wavelet
transformation (MODWT)
The MODWT is a non-decimal type of a
discrete Wavelet transforms (DWT) that
transforms a times series data by
separating it into sections of time sphere
known as “scales” or frequency “bands”
(Nason and Silverman, 1995). These
scales explain increasingly high and the
biggest scale symbolizes improvably low
frequency variations (Coifman and Donoho,
1995; Tiwari et al., 2013). The variations
and evolution in the approach can be
evaluated by breaking down the time
intervals into a sequence of specified
(holding period) time series (Gourene et al.,
2019, Boako and Alagidede, 2017, and
Tweneboah et al., 2019). The investigation
is centered on four stock markets, thus
IBSA and U.S. The fundamental Wavelets
in any Wavelet family are categorized into
two Wavelet genders/functions, father
with scaling
represented by  ( phi )
functions that integrate to 1 and the mother
represented by  ( psi ) a scaling function
that integrates to 0 (Gourene et al., 2019).
Considering that rt represents the stock
markets returns, the time series can be
broken down by a sequence of projections
into the Wavelet basis as follows
(2)
s j , k   X t j , k  t dt
d j , k   X t j , k (t ) dt

(3)

taken for the trend mechanism and mother
Wavelets for variation from the trend. The
attained Wavelet foundation can be
present correspondingly by the couple of
functions:
 t  2j k 
j
j
j,k (t)  2 2 (2 j t  k)  2 2  j 
(4)
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 j,k (t)  2
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Where
represents the
k  1,..., 2 j
translation parameter (measures of the
location) and the value of j  1,..., J
represents a number of scales (intervals).
This factor j regulates the maintenance of
 j ,k (t ) to locally confine the qualities of
low or high frequencies. The factor k is
taken to reposition the Wavelets in the
chronological scale. The optimum number
of measures that could be taken in the
analysis is based on the number of
observations (T  2 j ) . For the break down,
we use Daubechies least asymmetric (LA)
Wavelet filter of length 8 because the
orthogonal Wavelet is more suitable for the
MODWT analysis. The analysis of the
series by the MODWT is usually made by
the pyramidal algorithm (Mallat 1999). The
multi-resolution analysis (MRA) of the
r t using the MODWT can be written as
follows:
J

rt   d j ,k  s j ,k

(6)

j 1

The research performs a Wavelet variance,
covariance and correlation investigation
based on a scale-by-scale approach; as a
result, we plot the variance coefficients

Where, the father Wavelets are taken for
s j ,k the smooth Wavelet coefficient (longrun movements) provides a smooth or
overall pattern of the original signal, and
the mother Wavelets are taken for d j ,k the
Wavelet detail coefficient (short-run
movements) capture local fluctuations in
each scale over the entire period of a time
series. Additionally, the father Wavelet is
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TABLE 2 FREQUENCY INTERPRETATION OF MULTI-RESOLUTION DECOMPOSITION OF SCALE
LEVEL

Scale

Component

Frequency resolution

Oscillation

Scale1

Lowest level
D1

2 to 4 days

1/ 4  f 1/ 2

Scale2

D2

Scale3

D3

Scale4

D4

Scale5

D5

Scale6

Highest level
D6

4 to 8 days approximately one–
week
16 to 32 days approximately one–
month
64 to 128 days approximately
four-month
256 to 512days approximately
two-years
1024 to 2048days approximately8years

alongside the scales parameters and
therefore conclude which of the scale
parameters contributes significantly to the
process of the variance (Mallat, 1999).
Table 2 through Wavelet variance,
covariance, and correlation coefficient of
scale parameter  j  2 j 1 is represented
by Wavelet scales (1 to 6)  j = intra-day
(2-4 days), daily (4-8 days), bi-weekly (1632 days), short-term (64-128 days), midterm(256-512 days), long-term (1024-2048
days)
would
be
estimated
as
follows
2
1 N1

VarZ j   dZj,t  , Z US, IorUS, BorUS, I (7)
NJ tLj 1
t
US , IBSA

Cov
t

US ,IBSA 

1

NJ

N 1



t  L j 1

 d d

t
CovUS
, IBSA
t
VarUSt VarIBSA

US
j ,t

IBSA
j ,t

2

 ,

(8)
(9)

Where d Zj,t denotes the MODWT Wavelet
coefficient of variables Z  US , IBSA . The
Wavelet scale increases as the stock
returns variance decreases, signifying that
the variance of stock returns are relatively
low in long terms (low frequencies) and
high in short terms (high frequencies).
According to Kim and In (2005), the
Wavelet variance decline entails that
market participants with a significantly
short investment time horizon react to all

1 / 8 

f  1 / 4

1 / 32  f  1 / 16
1 / 128  f  1 / 64
1 / 512  f  1 / 256

1 / 2048  f  1 /1024

variation in realised returns, whereas, for
market participants with a considerably
longer time horizon, the effect becomes
significantly less with long-run risk appetite.
From this, we can construct the Wavelet
power spectrum that tends to give the
signal as to what extent the time-series
variation across diverse timescales is.
Furthermore, extending this analysis to the
bi-variate level, we will make use of two
Wavelet tools, which are the power
spectrum and coherence.
Wavelet power spectrum
The Wavelet power spectrum (WPS), also
called Wavelet periodogram or scalogram)
Torrence and Compo (1998) is acquired by
analysing a definite Wavelet  (.) against
the time sequence x (t )  L2. (  ) , as
follows.

1  t  m
(WPS)x (m, n) Wx (m, n)   x(t) 
dt. (10)

n  N 
Where, W x is the continuous Wavelet
transform of x , m is location index, and n
represents the measure. An essential
characteristic of the continuous Wavelet
transform is the capability to decompose
and after that consequently seamlessly
recreate a time series x (t )  L2. (  ) :
1  
dn
x(t )    Wx (m, n) m,n (t )du 2 , N  0. (11)


0

N
C 
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Wavelet Coherence and Phase difference
The Wavelet coherence can identify areas
in the time-frequency gap where two
observed time series move simultaneously,
but do not essentially have a massive
common power. In the view of Torrence
and Webster (1999), it is given two timeseries x(t ) and y(t ) one defines their
Wavelet coherency as follows:

R2(m, n) 



Ss1Wxy (m, n)



2

S s Wx (m, n) S s Wy (m, n)
2

1

1

2



(12)

Where � denotes the smoothing parameter,
s is a Wavelet scale, Wx ( m, n ) is the
continuous Wavelet transform of the time
series X, Wy ( m, n)
is the continuous
Wavelet transform of the time series Y,
Wxy (m, n) is a cross Wavelet transform of
the two time series X and Y, where the
squared Wavelet coherence coefficient
satisfies the inequality condition of 0 ≤
R2 (m, n) ≤ 1. A value of R2 (m, n)
approaches zero signifies a weak
correlation, and it suggests a high
correlation if the value is close to 1. The
phase difference of two time series
variables (i.e.ϕx,y characterises their phase
relationships. This phase difference
locates the positions in the pseudo-cycle,
and it is specified as:
ϕx,y = tan−1

��

ℑ{�� }
��

ℛ{�� }

���ℎ ϕx,y ϵ −π, π (13)

Where, ℑ represent the imaginary part or
��
amplitude �� , ℛ represents the real part
��
�� and an absolute value of ϕx,y less
(larger) than π/2 indicates that the two
series move in phase (anti-phase,
respectively) referring to the instantaneous
time as time origin and at the frequency
under consideration, while the arrows of
the phase show which series is the leading
one in the relationship.
The
Wavelet
coherence
remains
analogous to the correlation between the
U.S and any one of the IBSA indices. Here,
we will see how the time series are
financially integrated and contagious

across different timescales. In Wavelet
power-spectrum, we see how the effect of
the variation in one time series disrupts
one after the other across different
timescales. Analysing the four indices
power spectra, the Y-axis showing the
frequency/timescale, while the X-axis
shows the time/period with data ranging
from 1996 to 2016, the study anticipants to
see that the volatility spilt from High
frequency (low-scales) to low-frequency
(high-scales) during these notable events
such as the Asian financial crisis(AFC), the
Russian crisis, Brazilian crisis, the dot-com
bubble, Al-Qaeda, sub-prime crisis,
Lehman Brothers Banking Crisis (LBBC)
and the European debt crisis. The variation
in the plot is anticipated to be visible from
2-4 days (intra-day) to 256-512 (mid-term)
days, with significant areas of power
surrounded by a black circular line (island)
in the plotted diagram. From this, we can
assume that the market fluctuations
affected participants of all investment
horizons.
Next, we see how these markets interact
with each other. First, we will see the
Wavelet coherence and then the Wavelet
cross spectra. From the plot, it should be
evident that the markets are highly
correlated between 2 to 64 days.
Subsequently we see how fluctuations in
one market affect the other using Wavelet
cross-spectral analysis. From the plot, we
can see how the markets influenced each
other during the LBBC and during other
happenings such as the AFC right up to
the Eurozone debt crisis. However, from
the heat map (colour of the spectra),
cross-correlation strength is strong for USIndia, US-Brazil and US-South Africa
between 2 to 64 days and weak between
512 to 2048 days. Taking note that from
blue to red, the heat map shows increasing
strength of markets connection between 2
to 64 days, thus confirming the contagion
and financial integration, the bluish colour
being weak, and the reddish colour being a
strong connection. The same analogy can
be applied to the Wavelet spectrum and
Wavelet coherence plots with also the
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presence of black cluster circles (vortices)
presenting a 5% significance level, hence
improving the outcome of the research.
EMPIRICAL FINDINGS
Figure 1 depicts the Nifty50 Wavelet
transform from level D1 to D6 and a
smooth component at S6. In the short run,
thus level 1 is described by the numerous
high-frequency
spikes
reaching
a
coefficient as high as 0.018 and a dip to
the lowest level of -0.028 as shown. The
variation in detail component continues
down to level D5 in line with the extracted
data which is plotted over time, highlighting

the dependence of variables with the
time factor. The smoothening component
Nifty.modwt.S6 shows the low-frequency
variations in the fundamental data set, and
it clearly confirmations a single dip at 100
and a single peak at 200.
Figure 2 depicts the Ibovespa Wavelet
transformation up to level 6, the graph
displays in-depth coefficiencies as defined
by D1 to D5 and a smoothening
component
as
designated
by
Ibovespa.modwt.S6.
The
detailing
component is the high-frequency variations
in extracted and plotted data overtime,

FIGURE 1
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while the smoothening component is lowfrequency variations in the original data set.
Ibovespa.modwt.D1 graph displays the
highest frequency variations. Hence, it
suggests those variations in Ibovespa data
over this time period with values with
frequency occurrence getting halved with
graphs. Henceforth, it means that D2
displays time response of data with
occurrence frequency to half of the above
of
D1 and so on towards D6. It is
important to mention here that the
variations of these components in time are
getting smooth as we advance from D1 to

D6, asserting that it shows meaningful
trends with time and other variables may
be correlated. Ibovespa.modwt.S6 displays
the smoothing component in the original
data which visibly displays single peak at a
time scale of 140.
The FTSE/JSE Wavelet transform is
displayed on Figure 3, describing the
details of the levels 1 to 6 multi-resolution
analysis. FTSE.modwt.d1 shows an
aggressive high-frequency of peaks and
dips with the highest coefficiency at 0.022

FIGURE 2
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and
the
lowest
point
at
-0.02.
FTSE/JSE.modwt.d3 and D5 display a
decrease in frequency variations across
levels from a relatively high to a relatively
low-frequency, implying that the values
with occurrence frequency are halved with
graphs. However, it is of significant
importance to note the component
variations with time as it gets smootherned
with time. The trend begins to smoothen
out in components D5 and D6 and to a
single peak at 150 as noted on the
FTSE/JSE.modwt.S6.

Figure 4 displays the multi-resolution
analysis for the S&P500. A high-frequency
series decomposition is shown from level 1
towards low frequency at level 6. The
detailed component exhibits relatively
moderate frequencies at S&P500.modwt.
D1 as it moves towards the smoothening
component
at
S&P500.modwt.S6.
However, the smoothened component at
S6 displays a trend with a triple peak at
time 2100, 2190 and 2420 and a double
though at times 2170 and 2290.

FIGURE 3
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TABLE 3 INTEPRETATION OF THE CORRELATION SCALES

Interpretation
Very Strong Correlation
Strong Correlation
Moderate Correlation
Low Correlation
Very Low Correlation

-0.9 and less
between -0.7 and -0.9
between -0.5 and -0.7
between -0.2 and -0.5
between -0 and -0.2

COVARIANCE AND CORRELATION
The association between Nifty, Ibovespa,
FTSE/JSE and S&P500 is initially
examined by Maximum Overlap Discrete
Wavelet Transform based covariance

Scale
0.9 and above
between 0.7 and 0.9
between 0.5and 0.7
between 0.2 and 0.5
between 0 and 0.2

analysis, which directs the covariance
between two variables in a particular time
scale. Figures 5 to 7 simplifies the Wavelet
covariance and correlation outcomes
between IBSA and U.S indices. Table 3

TABLE 4 COVARIANCE AND CORRELATION FOR NIFTY AND S&P500 INDICES
Wavelet
Covariance
d1
d2
d3
d4
d5
d6
s6

5.46466E-06
2.36145E-06
-6.77135E-07
3.40215E-08
-6.41707E-07
-2.44542E-07
-1.06766E-06

NIFTY50
Lower

Upper

6.04E-07
-3.6E-07
-2.9E-06
-1E-06
-1.2E-06
-4.6E-07
-2.4E-06

1.03E-05
5.08E-06
1.59E-06
1.1E-06
-6.3E-08
-3.2E-08
2.48E-07

Wavelet
Correlation
d1
d2
d3
d4
d5
d6
s6

0.118383514
0.106324649
-0.055403652
0.008207054
-0.423892257
-0.848460122
-0.908979266

NIFTY50
Lower

Upper

-0.05772
-0.14527
-0.40185
-0.50618
-0.89216
-1
NA

0.287341
0.345001
0.304923
0.518291
0.48351
1
NA

TABLE 5 COVARIANCE AND CORRELATION FOR IBOVESPA AND S&P500 INDICES
Ibovespa
Lower
-1.71E-05
-4.31E-06

Upper
-2.17E-06
3.60E-06

d1
d2

Wavelet
Correlation
-0.136697891
-0.010586405

Ibovespa

d1
d2

Wavelet
Covariance
-9.65E-06
-3.55E-07

d3
d4

2.14E-06
3.52E-07

-4.35E-07
-1.07E-06

4.71E-06
1.77E-06

d3
d4

0.129605252
0.050573046

-0.23555
-0.47397

0.462696
0.548623

d5

1.14E-06

1.91E-07

2.08E-06

d5

0.346813571

-0.54985

0.872104

d6
s6

7.87E-07
1.48E-06

3.67E-08
1.54E-07

1.54E-06
2.80E-06

d6
s6

0.474775536
0.814951208

-1
NA

1
NA

Lower
-0.30433
-0.25768

Upper
0.039145
0.237802

TABLE 6 COVARIANCE AND CORRELATION FOR FTSE/JSE AND S&P500 INDICES

Lower
-3.4E-06
-5.6E-06

Upper
5.67E-06
1.15E-07

d1
d2

FTSE/JSE
Wavelet
Correlation
Lower
0.027202998
-0.14841
-0.125015489
-0.36158

-4.65395E-06
1.31774E-06

-6.9E-06
1.88E-07

-2.4E-06
2.45E-06

d3
d4

-0.403770725
0.391210836

-0.66322
-0.15139

-0.05768
0.752642

d5

5.49491E-07

-3.7E-08

1.14E-06

d5

0.410217711

-0.49609

0.888731

d6
s6

2.78246E-07
4.76388E-07

-6.3E-08
-1.3E-08

6.2E-07
9.66E-07

d6
s6

0.685285891
0.86806156

-1
NA

1
NA

d1
d2

Wavelet
Covariance
1.15776E-06
-2.74075E-06

d3
d4

FTSE/JSE
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Upper
0.201153
0.126673
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FIGURE 4

depicts the interpretation of the Wavelet
correlation as explained by Adebayo
(2020).
Figure 5(b) Nifty50 and S&P500 displays a
very low correlation for both the short and
the medium run. It is then accompanied by
an abrupt shift to a very strong correlation
in the long run, therefore showcasing that
the variables are independent. Figures 6 (b)
explain the Wavelet correlation between
Ibovespa and S&P500 time series.
Additionally, the Wavelet scale is
separated into short-run (2–8), medium-

run (8–32), and long-run (32–64). Also, the
vertical left side of the graph on the
Wavelet correlation signifies the correlation
strength between 0 to 1 and 0 to -1. Figure
7(b) displays an acceptable correlation for
higher Wavelet scales. Hence, it also
suggests
that both
variables are
interrelated in short localised time periods.
Figure 8 displays the Nifty50 continous
Wavelet power spectra. In the short-run on
day, 0 to 16 shows the omnipresence of
short-lived spikes and drifts from
observation 1 to 5120. The spectra also
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FIGURE 5 (A) COVARIANCE AND (B) CORRELATION GRAPH FOR NIFTY AND S&P500 INDICES

FIGURE 6 (A) COVARIANCE AND (B) CORRELATION GRAPH FOR IBOVESPA AND S&P500
INDICES

FIGURE 7 (A) COVARIANCE AND (B) CORRELATION GRAPH FOR FTSE/JSE AND S&P500
INDICES
Note: As displayed on the graphs, the “upper bound” and “lower bounds” are signified by “U” and “L”
separately at 95% confidence interval. The Wavelet covariance and correlation is represented by a black
dotted line between Nifty50, Ibovespa, FTSE/SE and S&P500 indices. The Wavelet scale starts from day
one to 64, following a dyadic steps.

display a series of vortices highly
concentrated between observation 18002500, 3000-3200 and beyond 3600,
though confined with a blue colour
implying low energy concentration. In the
medium run between days 16 to 128, it
has a series of a few random red vortices

in
observations
780,
1280
and
disintegrated between days 32, 80, they
are all surrounded by blue to yellow colour.
In the long run, thus day 128 and beyond
between day 1400 and 2500, a high
energy concentration is captured by a
relatively big yellow to red coloured vortice,
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implying a significant positive variation with
financial integration during that period. In
observation 2800, red vortices are also
captured, implying that the Nifty 50 indices

short run displays a series of high
variances and energy concentration thus
at observation (2200, 3000, 3500-4200
and very high concentration beyond 4400).

FIGURES 8-13 (LEFT TO RIGHT)

also responded to the GFC happenings.
Figure 9 remarkably identifies that each
variable series has diverse feature in
different time-scales areas. In the short run,
thus, days 0 to 16 from the extreme left to
observation 1800 indicate very slight
movement in energy concentration with a
few spikes signifying low variance. From
observation 1900 to the extreme right, the

Thus, between 16 and 128 days, in the
medium run, Figure 9 displays very low
energy concentration across the spectrum
with few yellow to red vortices (islands) in
observation 280, 1800 and relatively big
vortices between 4300-4700. In the long
run thus, beyond observation 128 the
energy concentration is very low right up to
observation 3600-4800 where reddish
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vortices are displayed on the spectrum.
The FTSE/JSE Wavelet power spectra is
displayed on Figure 10. In the short-run,
the
power
spectrum
displays
a
omnipresence of short-lived noises
detected at high frequencies across the
short-run period between day 1 and 5120.
Suggesting that spikes and dips evidently
govern the FTSE/JSE index, it therefore
shows the influence of financial integration
on these indices. Figure 10 in the medium
run displays less energy concentration
across the sample period as shown by the
presence of red vortices in observation
1200, and between 1800-2200 as they
seem to be disintegrating owing to the
intrinsic mechanisms underlying the
FTSE/JSE which proves the influence of
the U.S markets to the South African index.
In the long run they is no movement as
shown by the blue colour that is spreading
across 5120 observations though there is
the presence of a few
red vortices
between observation 4200 and 5000.
The S&P 500 Wavelet power spectrum is
displayed in Figure 11 and it shows the
distribution of vortices from 1997-1999, a
moderately concentrated distribution of
vortices in 2003 to 2006 and a high
concentration between mid-2008 to the
end of 2016, submerged in a colour
migration between yellow and red in both

appears to be energy concentration in the
long term patterned by the presence of
yellow to red vortices between 2001 and
2005.
The Nifty 50 and S&P500 Wavelet
coherence is shown above in Figure 12.
The area under the cone of influence (COI)
in the short run from day 0 to 16 from
observation 1 to 5120 displays a series of
small dark reddish vortices, implying that
there is some kind of micro reciprocal
attractions between the two indices in and
out of crises period. In the medium run
thus day 32 to 128 between the
observations 280 and 4900, the area is
covered with a series of reasonably sized
yellow to red colour vortices surrounded by
the blue to green colour; this implies that
there is relatively strong co-movement
within the contoured area, meanwhile
between 1800 and 2900 there is a
phenomenon that was captured of a bigger
yellow to red vortices embedded with right
upward-pointing arrows indicating an inphase period (positive correlation) of the
S&P500 leading(dominating) and the Nifty
50 lagging behind from observations 1800
to 2640 and 2640 to 2900 Nifty was
leading the S&P500 as shown by in-phase
right downward pointing arrows fully
defining the co-movement of the markets
which results in co-booms or co-crashes.

FIGURE 14
Note: Black vortices (islands) indicates a significance level of 5percent contrary to the red noise. The
colour spectrum or code ranges from the lowest being (the blue colour) to the highest being (the red
colour).

the short and the medium term while there

In the long run, thus observations 128 to
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1024 between 800 (1999) and 3200 (2009)
is shown the presence of an averagely
great contour with a long-lasting yellow to
red colour vortices indicating a strong
middle term co-movement and dominated
by an out of phase (negative correlation)
set up between the S&P 500 leading
(dominating) the Nifty50 lagging behind.
Hence, it might be valuable information to
market participants, who, after knowing
such information, might take advantage of
the abnormal gains.
The Wavelet coherence transformation of
Ibovespa index on Figure 13 in the short
run between day 0 and 16 from
observation 1 to 5120, detects a series of
small black and red anomalies (vortices)
placed and compressed to one to another
from the extreme left to the extreme right
indicating the dominance of short-lived
abrupt changes or rapid changes in the comovement shapes, especially that the red
colour reflects strong positive comovement proving that the Ibovespa and
the S&P500 adopts slightly the same
direction thus. In the medium run between
day 16 and 128 from observation 1 to
3000 there are slightly bigger yellow to red
vortices indicating strong middle comovements combined with a series of inphases as shown by black arrows pointing
to the right with S&P500 leading (dominant
over) the Ibovespa from observation 1 to
800 and from observation 800 to 3800 an
out-phase with arrows pointing to the
upwards left (negatively correlated) which
indicates that S&P500 leading and
Ibovespa lagging; and from observation
1000 to 3200 there is a unidirectional
causality interplay happening. Interestingly,
in the Long run between observations 256
and 1028 from observation 800 to 3800,
there is a yellow to a persistent red colour
embedded with right upwards pointing
arrows (in-phase), indicating the ibovespa
leading (dominant) and S&P500 lagging in
the co-movement, implying that the
variables are positively correlated and a
red to yellow between observation 3100
and 3800 showcasing no response in the
long run.

The
Wavelet
coherence
between
FTSE/JSE and S&P500 is represented in
Figure 14 with a COI with several
successive
tiny
vortices
that
are
compressed to each other (located from
the extreme left to the extreme right from
day 0 to 8, representing the dominance of
short-lived abrupt changes between 1 and
5120 which signifies price adjustment of
over 20 years. This might entail a profound
short-run rapid variation in the comovements, therefore, profiles that the red
colour reveals a strong positive comovement verifying that FTSE/JSE and
S&P500 adopt the same directions owing
to a contagion effect, hence they are likely
to co-crash or co-boom. In the medium run,
thus between day 16 and 128, it displays a
random distribution of small and relatively
big yellow to red coloured vortices and one
detected between the period of the last
half of 1996 (observation 130) and the first
half of 1998 (observation 670). It is
embedded with out of phase left downward
(negative correlation) pointing arrows
indicating the dominance of the S&P500
and the lagging behind of the FTSE/JSE
showing that they are reciprocating during
the Russian and Asian financial crises
owing to financial integration and
contagion effect.
These findings confirm the hypothesis of
financial
integration
and
contagion
influences amongst financial markets
during periods of crises more than stable
periods (Tweneboah et al., 2019). Likewise,
the volatility and contagion effect is
transmitted in one way, from an advanced
financial market to an emerging and
developing markets not vice-versa (Ijumba,
2013 and Bonga-Bonga, 2015). The
increased
co-existence
of
financial
integration and contagion influence
amongst
emerging
markets
and
international financial markets has been
labelled by some researchers as
financialization (Silvennoinen and Thorp,
2010).
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Figure 1 to 3 display the time-series
graphical plots of the estimated logarithm
returns of the Wavelet model. Brazil, India,
South Africa display relatively high
financial integration characterised by
evidence recoupling on almost similar
observation dates 2000, 3000, 3500, 4000
and 4500 Stock markets had variations
that exhibited an upward trend between
2003 and 2008, with a peak in 2008 which
was followed by a local minimum in 2010
which is one of the years of the European
sovereign debt crisis (Rengasamy, 2012).
Furthermore, this decline in volatility in the
past few years suggests the possibility of
diversification of capital during this period.
The contagion effect findings show that
Brazil, and South African indices in the
short run display relatively high volatility
embedded with small vortices of reddish
colours which depict correlation (contagion
influence). Similarly, to a study by Creti et
al., (2012), the authors assert that volatility
of relatively high levels regarding the
dynamic conditional correlation might imply
that there exists indirect evidence of
financialization happenings of integration
and contagion effect on IBSA indices. The
contagion influence attained peaks on the
dot-com, Sub-prime, LBBC, European debt
crisis and Chinese’s crisis. A study by
Ndlovu (2019) suggested similar findings
though focusing on the LBBC which is the
epicentre of the GFC period and using a
proxy of Dow Jones Industrial Average
(DJIA), hence, drawing a conclusion of
increased contagion during the GFC and
the European debt crises and in so doing,
transmitting the repercussions to Brazil,
India and South Africa. The present study
was also able to identify that in the long
run, Brazil, India and South Africa
displayed respectively high positive
dynamic correlation as shown by huge
vortices covering a lengthy period under
observation, therefore, fully giving a
clearer picture that these indices, in the
long term, are all impacted by relatively all
manner of crises (Dot-com, Sub-prime,
LBBC, European debt) that affected the
US index.

Finally,
the
managerial
implication
surrounding the trinity emerging markets is
that financial integration is stronger
between India and the US financial
markets, and also the least sensitive to
contagion effect as far as diversification,
asset selection and volatility trajectory
tracking towards shock absorption.
CONCLUSION
The current research analyses the
relationship between three South-South
emerging financial markets also known as
the emerging trinity (India, Brazil, and
South Africa), and one advanced economy,
the U.S stock market, at varied timefrequency scales. It validates whether
several of the frameworks and reforms
adopted for the better financial integration
of these markets have been effective. The
study employed the Wavelet model to
examine the varied stages of financial
integration and contagion effect between
the three emerging and one developed
financial markets at six-time scales (Raza
et al., 2019).
The research findings show that emerging
markets are daily, weekly and monthly
integrated, while they experience weekly,
bi-weekly and annually contagion effects,
therefore, revealing a clear structural
connection between indices.
The
integration appears to be low daily and
weekly and increases with monthly and biannual time scales. Across all scales, the
most responsive to the U.S variations is
India then followed by Brazil and finally
South Africa. The period under study
enables the capture of the various financial
crises as depicted by contagion effect
between financial markets in times of
crises, for example, the 1998 Brazil crisis,
Dot-com 2002, Sub-prime 2006, 2008
Lehman brother banking crisis and the
2011 European debt crisis. Displaying the
most vortices and phase differencing
(arrows) in weeks, bi-monthly and annually,
which imply contagion and its direction in
response to US, are the Brazilian indices
then followed by the South African and
lastly the Indian. The contagion effect also
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seems to be unidirectional, implying that
crises in emerging markets can also
impact the US (Kasekende et al., 2009).
Therefore, it can be concluded that
considering all the major reforms to
enhance better financial integration,
emerging markets are patricianly close to
full integration as shown by almost similar
variations between emerging markets with
the US markets in recent years.
The managerial implication from the
results standpoint on emerging market
segmentation, portfolio diversification and
advancement frameworks, India and South
Africa indices seem to present sound risk
management and investment opportunities
at almost all the time-scales. Conversely,
regulators that are competent need to
enforce efforts to implement frameworks
with uniform standards of promoting the
integration of financial markets and trade
between emerging markets by stimulating
investors
and
development
of
shareholders in emerging markets as they
will be considering the substantial
economic
gains
emanating
from
integration. There is, however, a need of
an additional investigation into financial
integration and contagion effect posts the
GFC and during the corona virus
pandemic period as an avenue for future
research.
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